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How
Did
Crosley
Do
It?
This genius of radio has cut the cost of radio manufacturing to the
core and produced a phonograph-radio combination that outperforms competition, and yet
SELLS FOR HALF THE PRICE!

165
Complete with Tubes
You're there with a

Telephone Us for Your Nearest Crosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

KilEU^ENSCROrT
RADIO EQUIPMENT
135-139 West 17th Street
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios

121-131 Ninth Street
SAN FRANCISCO
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Radio
Advertisements
Look

Most OF them sound alike. Pictures of
radios are very much alike . . . but performance varies ... so does value . . .
so therefore, does price . . . and so does the
satisfaction of ownership.
A pretty box, full ot technical terms, tubes,
wire and speaker, may be disappointing, "justget-by" radio. . . .
Or it may be really modern radio, with modern
performance, sound value, and lasting satisfaction.
It's easy
to tell
difference.
radio
it will
have thethese
features: If it is modern
It will hold the volume even either on local or
distance stations. You will have no more annoyance from fading on distance, and no
"Booming" of stations when dialing from one
perfect program to another.
Static racket, fizz and sputter will be cut way
down below the level of the music, and much of
it will be completely eliminated.
Control of tone will be complete and easy.
Program after program will come in, clear and
clean, as you turn the dial. You should be able
to get a new program every ten kilocycles if the
programs are there.
BOSCH

Alike!
Ten kilocycles is measured by one of the small
black lines on the tuning dial. On a Bosch
Radio dial they are about one-eighth of an inch
apart, and your radio should be able to tune as
finely as that.
And your modern radio will bear the name ot a
manufacturer of integrity, stability, reputation
and experience.
These are the things we claim for Bosch Radio.
We ask no more than that you prove them for
yourself. Bosch Radio will meet any test you
choose to make, because Bosch Radio has all
these features, plus several more.
Investment in
BOSCH
RADIO
Is Protected 3 Ways
1. Because Bosch Radio is years
ahead of the field.
2. Because it is built for years of
lasting satisfaction.
3. Because Bosch Radio value is
fairly represented by Bosch
Radio price.
There is never a bargain day on gold pieces.

RADIO

CollinsDISTRIBUTORS
-ILane Co.
BOSCH
RADIO PRODUCTS
1414
W. 7™ ST.
LOS ANGELES

RADIO
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KITS
OR
PARTS
RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING
Always a Complete Stock
Preston DX Ground
Ekko Ground Clamps
Racon Horns
Electrad Products
Radio Owls
Elkon Chargers
Formica Insulation Co.
Ray-O-Vac Batteries
Franco Batteries
Raytheon
Tubes
Frost Products
Readrite Meters
Goodrich Rubber Panels
Recto Bulbs
Gosilco Wire
REL Apparatus
Hammarlund Products
Render
Products
Samson Transformers
Hedgehog
Transformers
H-K Sodderdipt Lugs
Sangamo Condensers
Jefferson
Products
Sensory Insulators
Karas Products
Skindervicken
Buttons
Silver
Marshall Products
Kellogg Parts
Kersten Horns
Spaulding Bakelite
Knapp Products
Power Units
Sprague Eliminators
Condensers
Kodel
Steinite
Kurz-Kasch Dials
Sterling Testers
Kuprox Chargers
Super
Antennas
Sunset Ball
Aerials
Lynch Leaks
Sunset Grounds
Magnavox
Dynamics
Marco Products
Supreme Instruments
Master Voltage Controls
Sylvania Tubes
Mershon Condensers
Thordarson
Transformers
Tobe Condensers
Mueller Universal Clips
Tom Mack Products
Naald Parts
Universal Battery Clips
National Soldering Irons
National Tubes
Universal Microphones
National Co. Parts
Utah Units
Parvolt Condensers
Ward-Leonard Products
Weston Meters
Phonovox Pickups
Pilot Kits
X. L. Variodensers
Polymet Condensers
Yaxley Products
AMATEURS NOTE
We carry EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR— shortwave kits, transmitter
parts of all kinds, anything that the "Ham" will want for his outfit.
Kits, keys, transformers, chokes, relays, tubes, resistors, condensers and hundreds
of parts of special interest to amateurs will be found in the AMATEUR HEADQUARTERS OF THE WEST.
AMATEUR RADIO STATION W6FBI located in our building at present. You
are invited to come in and look it over.

AIco Loops
Acme Apparatus
Acme Wire
Advance Crystals
Aero-Products
Aerovox Wireless Products
American Beauty Irons
Amertran Products
AmperitesCondensers
Amsco
Bear Grip Ground Clamps
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Birnbach Products
Bodine Loops
Branston Honeycomb Coils
Carborundum Products
Cardwell Condensers
Carter Products
CeCo Tubes
C R L Resistance
Chicago Kester Solder
Clarostats
Corning Pyrex Insulators
Daven Radio Parts
Dejur Rheostats
DeLuxe Products
Dictogrand Units
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Dudlo Mfg. Co. Wire
Dunham Loops
Dunton Solder
Eby Binding Posts

RADIO
912-914 S. Broadway
Largest

SUPPLY
COMPANY
H. A. DEMAREST, President
VA 3170-3178-3179
WHOLESALE

Los Angeles

Radio Parts Jobber West of Chicago
SEND FOR THE NEW 1930-31 CATALOG

Cloyd Marshall, Jr.
G. W. Marshall
K. G. Ormistox
Dorothy I Ilmmel
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Editorial
THE time seems well chosen, indeed,
for the changing of RADIO
DOINGS to a monthly magazine. From
practically every quarter this new policy has been viewed with a congratulatory attitude. It has long been felt
by the listener that weekly radio information is superfluous in consideration
of the very infrequent changes of
schedules in broadcasting studios. In
lieu of paying ten cents a week,
amounting to forty or fifty cents a
month for RADIO DOINGS the same
programs
other entertaining
and
usefulplus
radiomuchinformation
can now
be obtained for only twenty-five cents
a month in the new monthly magazine.
The truth is that hours on the air
have varied so imperceptibly during any
one month that many of RADIO
DOINGS' friends have impressed us
with
facthave
that purchased
for a year'stheir
time copy
and
longerthethey
only once a month and the advance
broadcasting information has retained
its reliability and value for the entire
next thirty days! This only serves as
an indication that the period is past
wherein presentations must be preceded
by published notices daily or weekly.
There is little more reason for this than
to constantly print new theatre programs for the same show.
However, to the great advantage of
those who use RADIO DOINGS is
the addition of more quality, accuracy
and volume of contents permitted by
the extra time between publication
dates now in effect. This carries added
importance since the magazine in the
past could not be printed weeks ahead
of time such as all weeklies of a general
nature, because of the last- minute programs coming in for publication. Now
there will be a whole month in which
to compile every last detail of helpful
material that will be of most value and
interest to you.
Patience and indulgence on your part
will be most gratefully acknowledged
while it is being proven that the new
monthly RADIO DOINGS offers the
very things you most want in the full
enjoyment of your radio entertainment.

I UMBER ON B
Copyright, 1930, Horwood Publishing Co., Inc
Issued Month ly at 314 E. 12th Street. Los Angeles. Calif.
Subscription $3.00 a Year. Entered as Second Class Matter,
November 25, 1922, Los Angeles, Calif., Post Office, Under Act of March 3, 1879.
San Francisco Office
Los Angeles Office
Hew Yor\ Office
H. H. CONGER CO.
HORWOOD PUBLISHING CO., INC.
HASTIE
155 East 42ndJ. W.Street.
Vanderbilt 4661
314 E. 12th Street. WEstmore 3024
929-930 Hearst Bldg. Garfield 8990
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Announcing--

LEONARD

THIS is the new Leonard
Electric, .■>.!."> cubic feet
c a i> acH v, with ».l<>
square feel of shelf room.
II sells for $189.50, installed. And it's backed
by fitly years of refrigerator experience; i«» years
of success in building
electrical refrigeration.

RADIO
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Sensational

ELECTRIC

FIFTY YEARS of leadership in building refrigerators stands behind the new Leonard
Electrical Refrigerator. Sixteen years of leadership in electrical refrigeration backs up this
splendid
record.
Here's name
an old,placed
tested,upon
sound,
reliable and
reputable
the
most sensational moderate priced electric refrigerator ever offered to the public.
THESE
make

FOURTEEN
Leonard

1. Chillometer
refrigeration.

$1

89

POINTS

OF

Fleet rie outstanding

SUPERIORITY
...

visible certified

8. Flexible rubber ice tray, no poking, no soaking.

2. Daylight base — off the floor for
easy sweeping.
3. Defroster, visible.
4. Satin Chrome Hardware, new,
modern, rich.
5. Vibrationless quiet.
6. Leonard approved instillation,
2V2 inches, much more than ordinary.

9. Large ice capacity, an abundance of cubes in each freezing.
10. More storage space.
11. More shelf room.

7. Air tight seal, one door, easy access, no cold seepage.

14. MODERATE PRICE — This
model is built to sell at $189.50.

12. Easy cleaning.
13. Factory finance company with
offices in Los Angeles makes
budget plan purchase easy and
economical.

-Lane
1414 West Seventh

Co.
FItzroy 2561

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Radio Dealers!
We Invite radio dealers
to investigate the Leonard Franchise. Here is a
real opportunity to make
extra profits during
with a competitive refrigerator, backed by half a
century
leadership. of successful

RADIO
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PRESENT
THC-NEW-XIPEC-4NGELIJ/
An Achievement In Radio Construction
YETCOMPACT
COMPLETE
—
The Eighteen
radio
enthusiast*
:
Now
!
Points
Enumerated
A radio that embodies
Below Guarantee
every line point of radio
You Superior
achieves
the
perfection,
Performance
and gives the superior
performance that everyTONE
CONTROL
Phonograph
Plug
Antenna. Binding Post
"27 TypeBinding
Tube, Post
Ground
Shielded
THREE
SHIELDED
SCREEN'24 GRID
ely sile
TUBES
model.
Pull
Shielded
Coils
Illuminated
Dial Pilot Vernier
Lamp
PULLMAGNAVOX
POWERED
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Heavy Four Gang Con
denserted to. Balance
. Plates SlotHigh
& Low Wave Lengths
Rigid
Construction
Shaft
and Ball
Bearing
'80 Rectifier Tube
'45 Type
'27
Type Power
Tube Tube
This
Super
Radio
is
Oversize
built tothrough
former Power Trans
through
uphold and
the
Self-Healing
long-established
Electrolytic SPRAGUE
Filter
tion of Angelus reputaRadios
Condenser
for superior performFuseLowTap.LineforVoltage
High and
Six-Foot Cord and Plug
Rigid
Steel Chassis,
Cadmium
Plated
the market.
\o. K!).\ — Walnut Console
$89.50 Complete

MOST

Model 70A Only $69.50
Complete With Tubes

POWERFUL

No. 139A — Electric Phonograph Combination
$139.50 Complete

RADIO
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T
O
N
E
C
O
L
O
R
C
O
N
T
R
O
L

THE

MARKET

REGARDLESS
OF
PRICE
Distributed B]
Southern California
Northern California
LISTENWALTER & GOUGH
KAEMPER-BARRETT CORP.
871 Folsom Street
819 East First Street
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Washington
SEATTLE HARDWARE

CO.

Oregon
CRONIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
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ofa£ifeUme!

SENSATIONALLY

EFFICIENT

shortwave

receiver ever commercially produced !
Whenever Extreme Efficiency is Specified we recommend National Products and
we Feature a Complete Stock of every one of the numerous items in this famous line.
Lm WHERE

AMATEUR

MEETS

TRANSMITTING
SHORTWAVE

AMATEUR

-RECEIVING

- PUBLIC

ADDRESS

EQUIPMENT
I
EVERY LEADING RADIO MANUFACTURER REPRESENTED
IN
OUR
COMPLETE
STOCK
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONES
LATEST
LEACH RELAYS
ACME
AEROVOX
AERO
AMERTRAN
AUDAK
BALDWIN
BENJAMIN
CARTER
CENTRALAB
CLAROSTATS
DAVEN

DUBILIER
EBY
ELECTRAD
ELKON
IGRAD
HAMMARLUND
JEWELL
KODEL
KURZ KASCH
MAGNAVOX
MERSCHON

NA-ALD
NATIONAL
PACENT
PARVOLT
PILOT
PYREX
POLYMENT
POTTER
RATH EON
REL
READRITE

SANGAMO
SILVER
MARSHALL
SPRAGUE
SIGNAL
THORDARSON
TOBE
UNIVERSAL
MIKE
WEBSTER
YAXLEY

LARGEST STOCK ON THE PACIFIC COAST
Sifiwrua- fewfa
TUBES

ARCTURUS

ikfeteJf;

HYVAC(E(0?ADI°
tubes 5TANT0N
R?di°t-°n
<^™es
LABORATORY TESTED be/o/eYOUR my eyes!

INSIDE
PARKIN G
TO OUR
PATRONS

!!

INSIDE
PARKING
IOOO
So. Broadway
CORNER lOXiiST. "77/^ FAMOUS RADIO CORNEA"
IL@S ^©dlLdS

FREE
TO OUR
PATRONS
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PRESENTS
cambinattom

-PHONOGRAPH

NEW

PRICE

The Combination
MODEL 235
Here, at a truly amazing price, is a
12-record, fully automatic radiophonograph
combination Thethatcabinet
represents areal achievement.
is of rich walnut, beautifully ornamented with genuine carving. The
radio isanda standard
10-tube
model,
you whoSparton
know Sparton
know what that means. The phonograph isalsomodatingdozen
built,i either
accom-10
a Spartonrecords
or 12-inch , and changes them automatically, requiring only 4 seconds

FIELD

™

to do this. Whether played as a radio
ortonalas aqualities
phonograph,
the magnificent
that have
established
Spartonas
Radio's
Richest
Voiceseeareit
supremely evident. When you
and
hear
it,
you
will
be
that such an instrument, astonished
genuinely
Sparton, can be offered at such a price.

$32

5

COMPLETE WITH TUBES

and TWO

NEW

TheMODELJewel
420
little
console,
you
that the When
name youhas h agree
choien.
will rccoeni/-.
K.nli. Sparton*.
Vo.cc
as.teiistsmall
Thu
splendid
little set has 2
screen-grid
tubes
type 280 and I typetype427 224,tube,1
amJ 2amplification.
type 183 tubesAskfor about
pushpull
this Sparton
118 50
COMF1 ftf with TUBES
Only

SPARTONS

within the means of all

E presentation of these remarkable
w Spartons is probably the biggest
of the radio year. You naturally
n something
announces extraordinary
new models — when
and
11 not be disappointed. You will
ghied
with
the
instruments
themand you will be truly amazed that
ets could be presented at such
igly evident. Call and hear them.

The Junior
MODEL 410
s on'j' natural that Sparton

COMPLETE WITH TUBES
SPARTON

has the

SPARTON
PACIFIC WHOLESALE, Ltd.

MUSICAL

BEAUTY

of

RADIO
President. Southern California Distributors]

RADIO
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to
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Selling

of dollars

!

^ YLVANIA has a new merchandising plan for you.
A new idea that never before has been applied to the tube
replacement business.
A reliable sales booster that not only increases your tube
turnover but also multiplies your prospects for the sale of
other radio merchandise and electrical appliances.
Here is a profitable Merchandising Plan for jobber and
dealer alike.
Through this unusual business-building Plan your prospects
in your community are sold on you — your business — your
good reputation — your experience — and your service reliability. They are educated to think of your store as the only
place from which to buy their radio and electrical necessities. And the buying of these articles is made
easy for them.
Sylvania offers to a limited number of
dealers the first sound, flexible, intensive Plan for sales cultivation that
the radio tube business has
known.

Clip the Coupon
That Brings You the
Details

ills about tour
RADIO TUBES
Licensed Under RCA Patents
It's the tube that makes the radio

X a in «'
A.Mr.--.*

RADIO
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We

are pleased
announce

START

our

appointment
Southern

NOW

to

as

California

Distributors
to buy
your

L^.

principal

Christmas

gift

Model 22
Screen
-grid radio Armored
receiver
with
Completely
Chassis, Scale,
Uni-Selector,
Rigid
Tuning
andbuttToneWalnut
Control.
Cabinetof
with French
doors.
Instrumentthroughout.
electrically operated
Price, $170.00

ARCTURUS
for
TUBES fwr every RADIO
The TUBE imtk ike LIFE 'LIKE TONE

The Original and Successful
Quick Heating Tube

BRUNSWICK
CHRISTMAS

CLUL

provides down payment on the
finest gift of all
// // // // // //

ARCTURUS
For years the standard

BRUNSWICK
RADIO
Athesmall
deposit
made
weekly
provides
downtainer at Christmas.
payment on Balanceon
this super-enterterms
The

BEST

Dealer

in your community
SELLS

BRUNSWICK

WESTERN RADIO, Inc. . . Wholesale Distributor

Jackson-Bell

Dist. Co.

1145 Wall St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
WEstmore 7194

RADIO
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New
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Yuletide

Add
to
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Sparkle

Reception

the air filled with
^HTH
joyous, rollicking holiday
fun, you can't afford to be
handicapped with old or inferior tubes in your radio.
Ask your local dealer to inspect your set and test the
tubes now in use.
You'll be delighted with the
improvement when you install
a complete new set of Cunningham Radio Tubes.

Any radio is no better
than the tubes in its
sockets. Protect the
nerve-center of your
radio with Cunninghams.

E. T. CUNNINGHAM,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

INC.
DALLAS

ATLANTA

Fourteen
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IFFANY
T
MIDGET

tone

Use it either as a straight radio — or
play your own records electrically
through the set.
Fine for Dancing, Porch or Outdoor Parties. Enjoy those special
records which you prize.
Beautiful in Design — Cabinet walnut with maple overlay.
Radio chassis, — Our new SuperSelective Circuit — Tone Control —
Four screen grid — Electro Dynamic
Speaker — Illuminated Dial — Complete with tubes (6).
Phonograph Motor,
electric induction
type, noiseless, 50-60
cycle, 110 volt, positive speed regulation.
Pacent Electric
Pick-up — new style,
with velvet smooth
volume control.

THE

*5
9
BIGGEST

EVER
We also call attention to our
amazing value in our
MANTEL
TYPE

VALUE

OFFERED

COMPLETE
WITH 50
TUBES
•
TONE CONTROL
A SCREEN GRID

TIFFANY tdne RADIO
HERBERT H. HORN
RADIO M A \ I I ACT V li ING
1825-29 so. II I I.I. ST.
Los Angeles, Calif.
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

1930
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GM
CESIUM MOTORS
RADIO

J^/andso7m

period calinefs o
esign
exampi
The cabinets of the new
General Motors Radio are among
of attractive d
the most distinctive
id fine
craftsmanship found in radio cabinetwork today. They
have been patterned after authentic period furniture —
designs preferred by people of good taste tor centuries.
Radio buyers can invest in these cabinets as they would
in any fine furniture — with the prospect of years of
ownership — for if, at some future time, another radio
chassis or speaker is developed, it will be so designed as to
permit installation in the cabinets now being offered.
The
General
MotorswhichRadiodealers
dealer-franchise
many
unusual
features
have foundoffers
attractive.
This franchise is based upon sound, profitable business
practice. We suggest that you wire or write at once for
complete information.
GENERAL MOTORS RADIO CORPORATION, DAYTON, OHIO

TheMODEL
Sheraton
130 Abutthighboy
walnutof
beautifully
finished.
Serpentine
front. Chaste, delicate lines. An
effect of restraint and simplicity.
Eight
screentubes.
-grid chassis.
Price -tube,
#152, less
GENERAL

MOTORS

vatue

The Late
MODEL Italian
140 Anunusually
handsome highboy of butt walnut. Note the serpentine
frontfine—
a distinguishing
cabinetwork,
new inmark
radio ofdesign.
Eight -tube, screen -grid chassis.
Price #172, less tubes.

RADIO
with
TONE

Visual

SELECTOR

The MODEL
Queen 150
Anne tremely
An exattractive radio-phonograph of
very desirable proportions, adaptable to practically any size room.
A handsome, complete instrument at an unusually moderate
price — #198, less tubes.

TheMODEL
Qeorgian
A radio-phono160
character, graph
finelyCompletely
madeof imand
beautifullypressivefinished.
equipped
for
both
radio
reception
and the electrical reproduction of
phonograph records. Price #270,
less tubes.
The MODEL
Hepplewhite
beautifuland walnut-finished
Simple,
120 Agraceful
in harmony withlowboy.
practically
any
setting. Eight-tube, screen-grid chassis. Price #136, less tubes.

RADIO
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yR^feiyers

111

Console Quality
in a Midget Broadcast Receiver
You Can Place Anywhere
Pilot Midget
This attractive two-tone walnut miniature
A. C. receiver has proved the equal of high
priced consoles in many locations
throughout the country. Because — it embodies console features; 2-224 Screen
Grid stages, 1-224 Screen Grid Power
detector, 1-227 Audio stage, 1-245
Power Audio output stage and specially
designed electro dynamic speaker. A super
powered 280 voltage supply gives troublefree operation from any 110-20 volt house
current line.
Pilolron lubes are standard equipment
because Pilot retailers know none are
more reliable.
PRICE
Complete in
Modernistic
Cabinet

PIL
PILOT

O
RADIO

T
,M,
RADI
O
At DeaMi Everywhere or II rite fa
&
TUBE
CORPORATION
A W It I' .\ I I ,
\. „ York Office: .
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that

their

are

field

VVTITH the perfection of
three new Pacent Phonovoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
/

More than half the new radio
sets are now equipped with
jacks to hook up phonograph
pick-ups. An electric pick-up
bearing the name "Pacent" is
your guarantee that there is
nothing better.

CATALOG
THE NEW MASTER
(Illustrated
Contains 12 features that
value in pick-ups today.

No. 107
PHONO VOX
above)
make it the greatest
List Price $15.00

CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONO VOX
Gives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station work.
Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely
no rubber. Freezing is impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent

Electric Co., Inc.. 91 Seventh Ave.. New
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio Ltd., Hamilton, Out.

PACENT

York.

X. Y

Page Eighteen
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What

Price
Television?

The Keller Sisters . . . KMPC

IT really isn't fair to be both beautiful and talented,
hut nevertheless it goes right on happening as witness this page of fair harmonizers. The Boswell Sisters, with their soft Louisiana accent, began showing
promise with Connie, who at seven, played the 'cello in
the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra. After making Victor records, appearing in vaudeville and moving
pictures, the girls have more or less settled down to
radio broadcasting from the San Francisco studios ot
the National Broadcasting Company. Connie shines as
a "blues" singer; Martha plays all the accompaniments
and sings her part and Vet harmonizes, plays several instruments and doubles for the "plunk" of a banjo in an
amazing manner.
The Keller Sisters, comely, vivacious, harmonious, are
rightly billed as a "Peach of a Pair." Thc:r work is
facile, soft and exceedingly melodious, the result of in
tensive professional training. Their calling cards read
Betty and Jean Keller, and KMPC in Beverly Hills is
the scene of their broadcasting activities.

The Boswell Sisters ... NBC

RADIO
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WE

APPLAUD

BECAUSE: Rita Bell, protege of
Anna Calve and principal of
many Broadway musical comedy successes including The
Gingham Girl and Spice of
Life, is one of the few Americans to broadcast from the
great studios in Cape Town,
South Africa; because she made
a world tour singing in th<_
capitols of many nations where
she was greeted with much enthusiasm; and finally because
from the radio studios of London, Berlin and Amsterdam,
Miss Bell brings her lovely
voice and personality to our
own KHJ, where she will remain indefinitely.

DOINGS

ruani

Rita Bell . . . KHJ
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Movies Prepare for Television
When television reaches the commercial stage, the movies
may be transferred from the theatre to the home. Just now
the film producers are strengthening their hold on the radio
chains and marking time until visual broadcasting leaves the
laboratory.
An inter-change of stars between the radio and the screen
has been disappointing to both the broadcasting and the
motion picture industries, to say nothing of the public. Only
occasionally has an entertainer been found with enough of
a variety of talents to please both visual and auditory
audiences.
Even such outstanding radio stars as Rudy Vallee and
Amos 'n Andy could hardly be called successes on the
screen despite the large box office receipts of the first pictures, an interest bolstered by a desire of listeners to see the
men they had been only hearing.
Likewise there has been no movie actor or actress who
has achieved any signal success on the air. The nearest
approach has come from the ranks of the musical revue,
which was in turn taken from the legitimate stage.
Just as the talkies revolutionized the motion picture industry, sowill visual broadcasting likely change the radio for
the two will of necessity be linked.
Radio Commissioner Harold A. Lafount realized the potentiality ofthe movies with regard to television when he
said:
'"It is only natural that the motion picture interests, with
their vast reservoirs of talent, should be interested in televithe air,'
what televisionandis
destinedsion.toThe 'movies
be, will ofrequire
the foracmethatofisshowmanship,
there is no group better qualified to supply than the motion
picture producers."
* * *

December, 1930

FLASHES
Sees "Million Watt" Radio Stations
The million watt broadcasting station is just ahead in the
rapid development of powerful radio transmitters, O. H.
Caldwell, former Radio Commissioner and now an editor
of radio publications, predicted here this week in an address
before the Institute of Radio Engineers at the Franklin
Institute.
"Already experimentation has been successfully carried
out with 250,000 watts, and now a 400,000 watt experistation isTheunder
'And watt
this
is not thementalend.
next construction,"
step ahead willhebesaid.
the million
broadcaster — the 1000 kilowatt unit.
"One thousand kilowatts or 1300 horsepower does not
seem like a prodigious amount of power in ordinary everyday life. Among engineers today such power is quite commonplace. Soon, also the million watt broadcaster will be
a regular thing. Already we have a single radio tube
capable of delivering 200,000 watts; so it is not a far cry
to grouping the necessary number of these to develop
The former
Radio Commissioner took a rap at the present
1,000,000
watts."
Commission
for
"delays broadcasters
and dallies with
27 leading independent
seekingthe toapplications
increase theirof
station powers even to 50 kilowatts in order to serve better
the people in their regions.
"The Commission apparently is collectively afraid to make
up its mind about granting 50 kilowatt licenses, as the engineers all recommend, until it learns what the political masters in the Senate want it to do," he concluded.
* * *

Supreme Court to Rule Upon Ether Property
Rights
The question of "vested rights" in the ether is almost
Half of Stations Making Money
as old as the radio art itself. A case involving all the arguOnly half of the larger broadcasting stations are making
ments pro and con will be heard by the United States Supreme Court in the week of December 1, the outcome of
profits, while the other half are losing money, according
to a survey of 20 of the leading broadcasters by the Federal which will help determine future radio legislation. The
Radio Commission. All of those questioned operate on a eyes of the whole industry will be focused upon this hearcleared channel with 5,000 watts or more power.
ing, the first involving this question to reach the high court.
Should the Supreme Court decide that there is such a
The average profit for ten of the stations was found to
be $29,000 annually, while the losses of the other ten aver- thing as "vested rights" in the air, the powers of the Federal Radio Commission would be curbed and the existing
age $54,000 a year.
The average investment in a 5000 watt station is $189,000, legislature would require re-writing.
while the cost of installing a 50,000 watt transmitter is
Station WCRW, operated by Clinton R. White, in the
$250,000. Yet 26 stations have applied for such permission. city of Chicago, is the broadcaster involved. The station
Only 30 per cent of the programs carried over the 20 sta- was on the air before the law of 1927 was passed, and bases
tions was paid for by advertising sponsors, the analysis its claim to the wave length it then occupied upon this fact.
showed, the other 70 per cent being free entertainment.
WCRW argues that a radio broadcasting station estabThe advertising rate per hour averages $310 for night
lished prior to the enactment of the Radio Act of 1927 acbroadcasts. The monthly income from advertising averages
quired a property right, within the meaning of the Fifth
$21,500, while the aggregate total income is $23,500 for the Amendment, in the continued operation of the station with
power sufficient to reach the territory it has served.
same period. .
The station further charges that if Congress has any
Operating costs amount to about $22,000 a month. Of
this $12,500 goes to talent, while the other employees get authority over radio broadcasting, it is the power to regulate broadcasting as interstate commerce. Such authority
$6,400.
With 5000 watts the average service area of a station is must be exercised under constitutional limitations. The
35 miles, the survey revealed, and all applicants estimated power to regulate does not include the power to destroy or
that they could more than double this with the maximum confiscate private property. Depriving an owner of the use
of his property (in this instance, the wave length) is a takpower.
These tabulations grew out of questions asked at the
ing of that property as much as if the actual physical property were taken.
recent super-power hearings.
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Right? Ladies and
By JOSE RODRIGUEZ

Dear, and I hope gentle reader, RADIO DOINGS has
asked me to write a story about artists as they appear to
press agents.
Press agents, you know, are supposed to be very diplomatic and discreet people. Their craft consists as much in
staying out of print as in getting into print. And, like all
people who are expected to be discreet, their burning desire
is to be indiscreet with abandon and joy.
You must, therefore, regard these lines as confidential between you and me. I am going to tell you about KFI-KECA
artists just as they appear to me in the daily routine of work.
Remember that if you breathe a word of this, I shall very
probably lose my job and be compelled to leave town
through a window. And we must not let this misfortune
descend upon our community, must we?
No, of course not. Let us, then, get down to this business of speaking out of turn, of being the Town Snitch.
Let's take all these delightful people at KFI-KECA and jot
them down in what are called "prose portraits" by people
whose kindness exceeds their judgment.
We begin with:

Page Twenty-one
Qendemen

Crackling black eyes, aquiline as a Roman, saucy as a
Neapolitan,
Piedmontese. fanciful
(We hope asyoua
know your Italy, we looked
this up in a book.) Calls
everybody
"darling,"
and
cooks
divine
spaghetti.
Knows every comic opera
since Rossini.
Eva Olivotti
Comic Opera Soprano
Stockily-built,
horn-rimmed glasses, unruly
hair,
nervous gestures. In love
with old editions, Japanese
poetry, detective stories,
Virginiasolete
Flohri,
chess,
obadjectives,
surgical
gadgets,ern sales
statistics, modcookery. music and generous
Carl Haverlin
Sports Announcer

Young enough to be
saucy, old enough to be
sensible. Five feet eight,
brown eyes, easy smile,
dresses with careful indifference. He is most partial
to recondite classic songs, is
fine pianist and a marvelous
arranger.
He's loathes
a swell cook.
He positively
Paul
Roberts, but don't tell Paul.

In the days of Petrarch,
men wrote sonnets about
eyes like hers. Nowadays
men merely pinch themselves and mutter "steady,
old boy."
A veritable
pitfall and snare,
this gal,
(heaven protect us.)

Robert Hurd
Tenor and Program Director
Jeanne
Dunn
Blues Singer

Old Dr. Muck of the Boston symphony used to say,
when
in temper,
no opera
sopranos"Arewhothere
are
also musicians and ladies, all
at the same
Flohri
is the time?"
answer Virginia
to that
desperate prayer. There is
a rumor that Virginia is
inordinately fond of Carl
Haverlin, sales manager of
the Anthony stations.
Virginia Flohri
Soprano

Girls, when you were still
at school, did you ever
dream alierof whoa would
brown-eyed
come cavup
on a big white horse and
snatch you up and ride far,
far away to east of the sun
and west of the moon,
where there are no grocery
bills and where the party
never ends? Well . . .
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EWTIERTAIMMIlMT

The Eddie Bush Ambassador Trio adorns the cover this
month. These lads are dispensing some of the most unusual
arrangements in the musical world. From left to right the
buys are Craig Leach, Billy White and Eddie Bush, and
listeners may hear them nightly, except Sunday, over KNX,
where they do their stuff with Gus Arnheim and his neat
music-makers of the Ambassador Hotel. So don't retire before 10 o'clock. Midnight is soon enough.
•— o —
Many plans are being completed for some unusually fine
programs to be released during the month of December, acdirector.
are a fewcording toofDickthe Creedon,
features KHJ's
which publicity
Dick assures
us are Here
well
worth lending
an
ear.
Knute
Rockne,
insipration
of
the
unbeaten Notre Dame football team, will talk over the CBS
December 5th, 7:30 to 7:4^ p. m. This is especially timely,
being on the eve of the Notre Dame-U.S.C. football classic
on the 6th. The second Curtis Symphony Orchestra of
Philadelphia concert will be released on December 7th
from 7:00 to 8:00 p. m. This splendid orchestra is directed
by Emil Mlynarski, Russian conductor. Sundays bring Jesse
Crawford back to ardent organ enthusiasts at 7:00 p. m.
each week. This new series features ten solo instrumentalists and a large group of guest stars in addition to the
"Poet of the Organ."
— o—
KNX. Hollywood, recently had the honor of being chosen
by the 17,000 odd citrus growers of Southern California as
the station from which they preferred to receive the nightly
frost warnings broadcast by the United States Department
of Agriculture from Pomona, Calif. The frost warnings are
the only insurance the citrus growers have, as it enables
them to protect their trees in the event of a frost coming
on during the night. It is vital to them that they be able
to tune in the broadcast, which is given nightly at 8 o'clock,
and
was paramount
a station
be used thewho's
were ituniformly
clear andthatreceived
throughout
citrussignals
belt.
A remote control has been established by the station at Pomona which is approximately 4? miles from the main studios
of KNX on the Paramount lot in Hollywood.
— o—

Point and midshipmen from Annapolis will march on the
held in formation, and these colorful maneuvers will be
graphically relayed to radio listeners by Husing. The game
starts at 10:00 a. m.
— o—
So
many
devotees
to
Majorhave
Mott's
Logues that he gave over KHJ
been popular
wonderingSport-owhy
they came to a sudden stop. We regret to say that the
major had a serious breakdown after his long and hard fight
on the air, and in other ways, for the passage of Fish and
Game Proposition Eleven on the November ballot. An affection of the throat and tongue became distressingly apparent and he has been under the care of specialists ever since.
The latest reports are, however, that he is getting on nicely
and will soon be on the air again from the Don Lee station
with his unique chats on shooting and fishing — that have
delighted listeners everywhere. Major Mott is grateful
for the magnificent support given Proposition Eleven by
those that listened to his urgent pleas for it from Southland
microphones.
— o—
Stephen F. Merrill, of San Jose, tenor, and Esther B.
Coombs of Long Beach, coloratura soprano, were selected
as winners in the National Atwater Kent radio audition.
These two youthful artists will go to New York on December 14th to represent the West in the final audition. Miss
Cooms was identified as No. 17 and Merrill as No. 8.
— o—
A good many husbands are feeling that the new feature
"Mary" on the air over KJR and stations affiliated with
the Northwest Broadcasting System is championing their
cause as she informally chats over the breakfast table every
Sunday
9 andshe10 asks
o'clock.
tial talksmorning
with thebetween
wife (while
John, Her
the confidenhusband,
to tune such
out) as:cover
wide rangefondness
of subjects
a man's
heart,
the alegitimate
a mandearhasto for
that
battered-up hat or greasy old suit he goes fishing in.

KFWB will release the Knute Rockne program on Friday
night, December 5th, at 9 o'clock, and on the same program
it is planned to present Douglas Fairbanks as an added attraction. Mark Kelley will act as interlocutor of Rockne,
some onad December
lib remarks 6th.in regard to the U.S. C.Arthur "Bugs" Baer, noted humorist, will be the master who willNotremake
Dame
classic
of ceremonies during a 15-minute broadcast over a nation— o—
wide NBC network Saturday, December 13th, beginning
at 5:15 o'clock. He will introduce Welcome Lewis, conThe United Broadcasting Company, Ltd., the precocious
tralto; Harold Van Emburgh, tenor; Sam Herman, xylochain of the Pacific Coast, is stepping right out and
phonist, and a dance orchestra playing under the baton of baby
signing up some excellent talent and as a consequence, their
William Merrigan Daly. KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KECA broadcasts
are of high quality. A recent addition to the
and KFSD will release the program.
chain's offering is a series of radio dramas produced by
Stuart Buchanan, who will be remembered for his outstanding dramas over KHJ, KFWB and KECA. Mr. Buchanan
The entire coast-to-coast network of the Columbia Sys- is putting on two plays a week at the present time, Tuesday
tem will broadcast the Army-Navy football game to be at 8 p. m. and Saturday at 7:45 p. m., and in a few weeks
played in the Yankee Stadium, New York, Saturday, De- he plans to produce three a week to be released over the
entire chain of the UBC.
cember 13, forColumbia
the Salvation
unemployment
Ted Husing,
sports Army's
announcer,
will describefund.
the
NEW PHONE
IS WEstmore 3023
game play-by-play and the preliminary ceremonies, starting RADIO DOINGS'
ADDRESS:
314 E.NUMBER
12th STREET
at 9:15 a. m. (E.S.T.) At this hour the cadets from West
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JUST A FEW RAMBLING THOUGHTS
By TED OSBORNE . . . KHJ
Poverty brings out th' best in a man, but th" trouble is
that it usually brings it out by th' roots.
When a feller is climbin', he sometimes has t' step down
so's
he can get a better
foothold.
If you're in deep water,
it's always a durned good
policy
shut. t' keep yer mouth
Some folks keep their
friends by treatin' 'em
kindly, an' others keep
theirs by treatin' 'em
often.
Th' trouble with love
knots is that too many
th' "k."
folks
Th'leave
felleroutwho
spends
most of his time lookin'
backwards
nat'rally
look ahead very
much.can't
It's a durn sight easier
t' Some
get th' thoughts
key t' success
than hothouse
it € find th' keyhole.
are like
etables— th
:y are
pretty t' look at, but they're tasteless.
th" like
fellersanywhootherbragamateur
about production.
bein' self-made men
areMost
just o'about
Perseverence has won a lot o' hard-fought battles that
really weren't worth th' effort.
There's a lot o' strange an' wonderful things in th' world,
but th' greatest curiosity of 'em all is a woman's.
A Sad Story
(To Be Read Aloud Rapidly)
One sup pawn nay thyme their was say made,
Whose wore she die beef oar she wood agree
Toot ache aim an two beer wed dead spouse;
Sheath ought she was well offal loan, use sea.
But cheek hood knot bee leave know man wood come,
An dinner hart she new she'd like too wed,
If sheik hood own lea get take cave-man bowled,
Who'd rag herb eye thee hare up honor head.
Sheik kept tin cider mine day pick sure of
Thee fell low hoo wood sum day command get her.
Her he roe mussed bee bray van dare ring two.
And riches wood make hymn a hole lot bettor.
But cheese awe watt ale lot of joy she mist
Wench he aloud sum good men two get pastor,
AndA chance
she maidandupper
she'd mail
better
merry mined
thief first
hoo take
aster.
She wed a home lea guy with hard lea dough
Enough too buyer clothes, an chews and lids.
Sheet aches inn washing four thee neigh burrs now,
And awl sew is thee mother of sick skids.
Them oral love mice tory is just this:
"Don't waist ewer thyme on silly, cents less rot.
You've dun ale lot of work too reed this poem,
And now that ewe are threw, watt have ewe Gott?"
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SHORT WAVE AND AMATEUR NOTES
Stannard Smith, Los Angeles, reports that he has received
a verification card from the Argentine station which so
many of the Club members have been hearing. The call is
LSX and not LSH as previously reported. Power 20 kilowatts, frequency 10,350 Kc, wavelength 28.98 meters. This
is apparently the most powerful station in the Southern
Hemisphere, and VK2ME must relinquish their claim. Mr.
Smith also reports hearing KIO, Honolulu (about 26 meters) and PCK, Kootwijk, Holland. W3XAU is back on
the air in the 49 meter band, and also VE-9CL, Winnipeg.
W2XE, W9XF, W8XAL, HRB, W9XAA, W8XK and
W3XAL complete the list of stations grouped in the 49
meter band.
— o—
The Amateur Radio Research Club meets on the first and
third Wednesday of each month at 8:15 p. m. in the Odd
Fellows Temple, Washington and Oak streets, Los Angeles.
This is the building which houses the transmitter of KGFJ.
And incidentally, the Club is planning a series of Sunday
night programs over KGFJ for the purpose of familiarizing
the broadcast listeners with the activities of the amateurs,
togenerally
convert bring
some about
of themmutual
into the
"Ham" The
fraternity
and of
to
goodwill.
president
this organization is Everett J. Trout, 1239 Royal Court, Los
Angeles. Visitors are welcome to the club meetings, and
we would suggest that fans who are becoming interested in
this
mighty interesting hobby would do well to attend these
meetings.
— o—
The Department of Commerce radio monitoring station,
located at Point Firmin, San Pedro, will be in operation
about January 1st according to James M. Chappie, radio inspector for the Southern California district. The work of
installation was commenced December 1st under the direction of Engineer Jensen. Bernard Linden, radio supervisor

of the Sixth District accompanied Mr. Jensen to Los Angeles,
after the completion of the San Francisco monitoring station. The new monitoring station will be under the direction
of Mr. Chappie and will afford a very accurate check on
the frequency of all stations, broadcast, commercial and amateur.
— o—
The Federal Radio Commission has amended the amateur regulations in the matter of issuing and renewing amateur station licenses. Hereafter all station licenses will be issued directly by the Federal Radio Commission. Procedure
for obtaining licenses will not be changed, and applications
for renewal of station licenses should still be made through
the Department of Commerce radio inspector's office.
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Model with
ISO —matched
SheratonButtPeriod
walnut
WalnutIn
with arched overlay molding and
reeeaaed speaker grill. Contains
the famous Super Sereen-Grld
Speaker. • I 43. SO Complete with
matched tubes.
1 0 Down — A year
for the » balance.
HERE'S your Christmas problem solved! Replace your
old radio with a brand new "Mighty Monarch of the
Air" with all the latest improvements.
Naturally, you will want to buy it from Piatt Music Company. Here is an organization which has grown with
radio. More people buy more radios from this company
than from any other dealer in the entire West. And the
reason — expert installation by an expert from the finest
technical department in the West, plus the integrity and
financial stability which safeguards your radio investment.
You cannot afford to disregard these factors.
Model
-Heppelwhlte
period
cabinet. 131
Center
and curved corner
panels
In
matched
butt
walnut.
Reeded
legs, fluted
and
panelpilasters
are touches
ofrecessed
master center
craftsmen.
Contains
the
great
Super
Sereen-Grld
chassis
with
Colotura«IO Speaker.
• I «.'!..%Super
OrearComplete.
Down
for the balance. — A
A new department — organized to
bring to you Majestic Electric Refrigerators. Organized by experts in
the refrigeration business, manned
by experts. Here for your convenience and assistance.

Terms, too, are the lowest. $10 Down will
place your Majestic in your home now or on
Christmas morning — a whole year to pay the
balance. Liberal allowance for your old set.

GLENDALE
301 N. Brand Blvd.
ALHAMBKA
28 E. Main St.

PLATT

M

MAIN STORE— 832 S. HI
6614 Hollywood Blvd.
231 S.
2200 Brooklyn Ave.
{All Ten Stores ©#Er(„
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Dealer

jred at the right, the brilliant new
r-Heterodyne. Here's power for
. . wallop . . . punch . . . perform. . . beautiful colorful tone.
bining features hitherto called
>ossible" — super-heterodyne perlance, plus glorious tone, comd in small space.
'11 want this new radio the moment
hear it and watch its performAnd at a price that shouts
.UE— $112.50 Complete with 8
istic matched tubes.

USIC
CO.
\D WAY— PL ATT BLDG.
•rn Ave.
4357 S. Vermont Ave.
45»Ik Whittier Blvd.
Evenings f mil 9)

LONG BEACH
342 Pine Ave.
HUNTINGTON PARK
6533 S. Pacific Blvd.

$10 Down — then S10 a Month will
place a new Majestic Electric Refrigerator inyour home. It IS important where yon buy it. Piatt
Music Company is the logical place.
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IIX RECEPTION SCORE CARD
live of yc
The call letters of ail stations heard
be listed opposite the frequency and l under
the geographical
time d
List your dial
complete
perspci
column.
Thus
the
score
card
affords
setting
for each,
the questions
"Dial is: "How many eastern stations h ie I heard? How many cha nelsDXhaveaccomplishments
I logged and
at a glance,
and channel
answers insuch
ith the special DX Contest announced on Page 29
Freq.
how many are still vacant on my log?" Use this score card in connec
Pacific I Mountain
Eastern j Dial
Freq. | Pacific | Mountain | Central Eastern | Dial
1030
1040
I
560
1
*so I
j
|I ~
5 70
1050
1060
5 SO !
590 |
1070
1080
600 |
610
1090
620 |
1100
1110
630 |
1120
640
650 |
1130
1140
660
1150
670
1160
680
690
1180
700 j
1190
710 |
1200
720 i
1210
730 I
1220
740 i
mo
750
760 j
770
1250
780 ,
1260
1270
790 !
800 |
1290
810 |
1300
820 !
1310
830 |
"
1320 1240
840 j
850 j
1340
1 330
860 !
1350
870 |
0"
880 |
1360 128
1370
890 |
900 |
1390
13 SO
910 !1
920
1400
930 |
1410
940
1420
950
1430
1440
960
970
1450
980
1460
1470
990
1000
1480
1010
1490
1020
1500
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ACE
VAEVE/
By K. G. ORMISTON

is called the "amplification factor," which, together with the
"plate resistance" determines the "mutual conductance" of
the tube. These are the three vital factors. They have unfortunately remained somewhat of a mystery to the majority
of radio service men who believe that they have completely
tested a tube when they have measured its plate current!
These important characteristics of a tube may readily be determined from readings taken with a plate milliammeter, a
plate voltmeter and a grid voltmeter.
Mutual conductance is in itself an excellent indication of
the ability of a tube as an amplifier, since it takes into account the other two factors — plate resistance and amplification factor. Mutual conductance is expressed in mhos (conductance being the opposite of resistance, the unit of measurement isthe ohm of resistance, spelled backwards) and is
designated by the symbol "Gm." It is equal to the amplification factor (symbol "Mu") divided by the plate resistance
(symbol "Rp") or Gm equals Mu divided by Rp. Thus a
Cunningham C-327 tube has an amplification factor of 9,
a plate resistance of 9000 ohms, and a mutual conductance
of
.001 mhos or 1000 micromhos (1 mho is 1,000,000 micromhos.)
It is obvious from the above relationship that the most
desirable condition exists when a tube has a high amplification factor and a low plate resistance as this will result in
the greatest mutual conductance. A tube having a high Mu,
but also a high Rp will show no increase in mutual conductance since one offsets the other. The mutual conductance
of
cromhos. receiving tubes ranges from 400 to 2000 miThe mutual inductance of a tube may be determined by
the following method:
Set the grid voltage at a value near the normal operating
value, noting the voltage and calling it Eg-1. Set the plate
voltage near the normal value, and then read the plate current resulting from these two adjustments, and call it Ip-1.
Now increase the negative grid voltage and call this new
value Eg-2. Read the plate current, calling it Ip-2. The
plate voltage must remain constant during this test.
The elaborate and very complete tube testing equipmerit
Subtract the smaller plate current Ip-2 from the larger
of Radw South
Manufacturers'
Company, 1000
plate current Ip-1, calling the difference Ip-3. Then subBroadway, Supply
Los Angeles
tract the smaller grid voltage Eg-1 from the larger value
Eg-2, calling the difference Eg- 3. Divide the difference in
the plate current values Ip-3 (this must first be converted
"Bulbs,"
horticulturalists
found thatbuta the
Cunningham,
even ifprotested
grounded,when
wouldit was
not from milliamperes to amperes) by the difference in the grid
voltage valuesin mhos.
Eg- 3, To
and express
the result
be the mutual
grow dahlias!
in will
micromhos,
multiplycon-by
But to get back to the English of it, the thing really is 1,000,000. ductanceTo
illustrate
as
a
formula:
a valve — an electrical valve. It is a device wherein a very
small force is made to control a greater amount of energy.
Mutual conductance (Gm) — Change in plate current
A slight variation in voltage applied to the grid, results in a
Change in grid voltage
large change in the plate current. Hence comes the tube's
ability to amplify. By means of several such tubes, conFor example: Assume that a grid voltage of —2.5 gives a
nected consecutively, the original feeble impulse picked up plate current of cS milliamperes. Increasing the grid voltage
by the antenna may be amplified millions of times, but the to —7.5 causes the plate current to drop to 4 milliamperes.
tube action is solely that of a valve, releasing more and The plate current change is then .004 amperes, and the grid
more of the energy furnished by the power supply unit voltage change 5.0 volts. The above formula then gives the
of the set toward the ultimate goal of producing audible Gm as .000S mhos or 800 micromhos.
sounds from the loud speaker.
Determining the Gm of any tube and comparing the value
* * *
obtained
with
manufacturer's
rating All
affords
accurate
indication
of thethecondition
of the tube.
servicean men
and
The themeasure
a tube's themeritplateobviously
be based
upon
relationof between
changes must
corresponding
experimenters
should
have
a
copy
of
the
Cunningham
manual or engineering bulletins, for this purpose.
to grid changes. A figure which expresses this relationship

When the English radio fan exclaims, "My jolly old
valves have expired!" he really means that his tubes have
gone
We accurately
must admitdescriptive,
that the Englishman's
for it blooey.
is the more
and that for word
once
our so-expressive lingo fails.
When Dr. Lee de Forest first put a filament, plate and
grid into .1 glass bottle and pumped out the air, he named
his
and sundry bootleggers
imitations
soon brain
sprangchildinto"Audion."
being and Divers
their unlicensed
called them "Audiotrons," "Thermotrons," "Electron Reand what
were intubular
in shape,
being lays"
about
four not.
inchesMost
long ofandtheman inch
diameter.
The
radio amateurs and experimenters of those days dubbed
them "tubes" for short, and "tubes" they have remained, regardles ofshape, size, color or creed. Dr. de Forest still insists theyinsistent
are "Audions"
a certain
is equally
that suchanddevices
bearinglarge
theirmanufacturer
trade mark
must be known as "Radiotrons," but through it all John
Public
swears thatwastubesstarted
are tubes,
and sometimes
'em.
A movement
to popularize
the atcognomen
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AEQUMD
THE
DIAL
Radio station KCRC in Enid, Oklahoma, is now on the air with
Will the fans please note that 3YA, Christchurch, N. Z., was
their special DX program every Saturday morning from 12:01 a. m. listed on 399.8 M., 750 Kc, instead of 305.6 M., 980 Kc. (KDKA.)
until 8 30 a. m. (C.S.T.) This program is a regular feature over
In part I Mr.
quoteHarris
you A.is general
R. Harris'
letter ofregarding
3YA'sBroadcastcorrect
this station and it is a very good station to catch and verify. KCRC
manager
The Radio
broadcasts on 1370 Kc. with 100 W. nighttime power and 250 W. allocation.
ing Company of New Zealand, Ltd.:
daytime.
"It would appear that the United States listing of the wave length
I have a verified report on having picked up KIDO while KFOX
3YA is incorrect as the actual wave is 306 M. (980 Kc.)"
was on and in said verification they state that KIDO has a Saturday of Here
is more important information regarding your verifications
night
frolic.(M.S.T.)
This program
called thethecrowd
"IdahogoesSpuds;"
from 1YA, 2YA, 3YA and 4YA. To avoid a delay in receiving
starts atmidnight
12 midnight
and stopsis when
home. your
communications,
all means direct your request for same to
Radio station XEJ in Jaurez, Chihuahua, Mexico, has the follow- Mr. Harris, P. O. Box by1079,
N. Z., instead of directly
ing schedule: 12 p. m. (M.S.T.) and 7 to 1 1 p. m. (M.S.T.) They to the station you have played.Christchurch,
G. Gosney, 431 So. Elena
are on the air seven days a week. Their slogan is "The Voice of avenue, Redondo Beach, Calif. * — *Homer
*
the
or "La
Voz Kc.de la Frontera." They have 100 W.
powerFrontier"
and operate
on 857
some information which I believe will be of interest to
I have quite a complete set of Mexican station information and yourI have
of this column. XED went on the air Nov. 8, operating
to anyone who will write for it I will gladly pass it on. The in- on a readers
frequency
Kc. and using a power of 10,000 W. It
formation is the latest obtainable and proves to be very helpful in maintains studios ofand960offices
in Hidalgo, Texas and Reynosa, Tamps.,
logging the harder Mexico stations.
Mexico.
Their
station
manager
stated in his letter that programs
I find from exhaustive tries that CMK is definitely on 730 Kc. will be truly international, broadcasting
in both English and Spanish.
and not on 1095 Kc. I have had CMK very loud and clear on This station will be operated by the International
Broadcasting Com730 Kc. and have never logged them on 1095 Kc, although I have
pany,
Inc.
XEW
is
the
station
received
Kc. and not XED.
a clear field around there. Speaking of Cuba, I find that CMC is I was quite surprised to see that XEW wason net770 listed
in your recent
very
in the
evening
edition of the Call Book, but I take it to be true, as this information
1642 loud
West and82ndclearstreet,
Los early
Angeles,
Calif.hours. — George Schmidt, was
sent me from XED itself. * * *
WJR, 750 Kc, is on the air from 6:00 a. m. until 1:00 a. m.
In reply to a recent inquiry from one of our readers as to how (E.S.T.)
CMK broadcasts on 730 Kc.
it is possible to hear KGHL in this vicinity when the station operates on the same frequency as KFWB, a reception which was reXEN broadcasts on 720 Kc
d by A. Armstrong
E. Armstrong
recent atprize-winning
point
KGIR, 1360 Kc, is on the air from 7 a. m. to 12 midnight.
out thatporteMr.
loggedin aKGHL
11:44 p. m., log,
afterweKFWB
KGNF comes on the air at 4 a. m. and is on for the rest of the
had signed off at 11:04 p. m. Many stations may be logged under
similar conditions, as the middle western and eastern stations as- day 'til sundown.
signed to the same channels as our locals, often are on the air after midnight.
KFYR, Bismark, N. D., 550 Kc, is on at 4 a. m. and is on until
the locals shut down for the night.
CKWX, 410.7 M., 730 Kc, broadcasts two weekly DX programs
on Wednesday and Saturday from 11:30 to 1 a. m.
Kc, on.is on the air after 6:30 p. m. (P.S.T.), at which
timeKFXF,
KFEL 920comes
in regard
KTAR'sthepower.
TheyManydo ofnot ususehave
their been
entiremistaken
1000 watts
of powerto during
evenKc, in until
Shreveport,
is on (C.S.T.)
the air from 6 p. m. 'til
ing, but instead, they use only 500. The 1000 W. are used during lipKTBS,
.m. and1450sometimes
12 midnight
the day.
(Fresno airport), can be heard on 600, 900 and 1040 Kc, at
According to a verification from CMK, Havana, they are broad- 2, KCU
5, 8 and 11 a. m. and p. m.
casting on 411 M., 730 Kc. only. I believe this will clear up A. E. Sunday.
KFPL, 1310 Kc, broadcasts each morning at 4 a. m. except
Armstrong's
1095 and 730question
Kc. as to whether CMK is broadcasting on both
KIDO, Boise, Idaho, can be heard at 1 1 a. m. and is on until the
Here is something that may be of some interest:
goes home.
KIDO puts on a late program every Saturday beginning at 12 crowd
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., 940 Kc, is on the air at 4 a. m.
p. m. (M.S.T.), and continuing until "the crowd goes home ... in
CKCK, 960 Kc, somewhere in Saskatchewan, can be heard very
theCKWX
mornin'."has a late program every Wednesday and Saturday from well at and after 5 a. m. (P.S.T.), every morning except Sunday.
This station is not listed in your recent Call Book. Can any one
11:30 gramp. schedule
m. to of1 CKWX,
a. m. ToI will
anyonebe who
glad wishes
to sendtheit complete
to him ifpro-he tell meuled thiswhofall?it is? Say, where's that new Canadian that was schedwill drop me a line.
I've been Itsuccessful
JOJK in Kanazawa, Japan, one
WKBW, Buffalo, came in roaring early Saturday evening. This is
came in onenough
aboutto710log Kc.
a new one to me. Also, I played a new station in Mexico, XED, in morning.
JOAK,
Tokio,
Japan,
870
Kc,
can
be heard
Reynosa,
KFWB's
wave length
about 2:35
o'clockforSunday
morn- well after 4 a. m. After 5 the announcer
gives onthe the
call Pacific
letters Coast
twice
ing. Theyon were
broadcasting
an all-night
program
DX listeners
inuntilEnglish
and
plays
recordings
of
classical
music.
I've
had JOAK
and
came
in
as
clear
as
a
bell.
—
Stuart
Walmsley,
1641
West
60th
6:00
a.
m.,
at
which
time
they
signed
off.
street, Los Angeles, Calif.
WBBM, 389.4 M., is cn the air daily from 9 a. m. to 1 a. m.
(C.S.T.)
* * *
KFJF,
Oklahoma City, 1480 Kc, can be heard on Sundays at
I suppose every one has picked up XED at Reynosa, Mexico. 7 p. m. (P.S.T.)
This station had their official opening on Saturday, November 8. I
WSUI,
Iowa City, 880 Kc, can be logged at 12 to 3 a. m.
picked them up early Saturday evening, and they announced at that
time that they would broadcast for one hundred consecutive hours. (C.S.T.)
Can any one furnish me with some information regarding stations
For those who
not one
yet channel
heard thisfromstation,
in on ap- broadcasting on 910 and 990 Kc? These are the only two channels
proximately 96have
0 Kc, just
KFWB.it comes
Announcements
on my Philco that are blank. On 1370 Kc. I logged eight stations,
are in English, and are very clear.
seven stations
Another station that may be new to a good many is CMX at while
one. on
All 1310
in all,Kc.my andlog 1420
consistsKc. ofI've234logged
broadcasting
stations. on each
Havana, Cuba. I played CMX on Saturday night between 9 and
Hoping
that
the
above
listed
information
will
meet
with the ap10 on 390 Kc, just one channel from KHJ. It was a test program,
your I readers
terestprovalshownand interest
me in theof past,
am and thanking you for the inand announcements were also in English, very clear.
Constantino Stefani,
For those who have not yet had KMBC at Kansas City. This
station
can usually
be heardsignson off,
Sunday
on KFWB'Sfromwave10
Route 1, Box 65, Merced, Calif.
length after
this station
whichnights
is anywhere
(Continued on Page 29)
to 10:30. — A. E. Armstrong, 2021 Bonita Drive, Glendale, Calif.
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DX PRIZE CONTEST!
Here is good news for every DX fan — the opportunity to again enter into friendly competition with other
fans. All combing the ether on the same evening,
searching the 96 channels for DX stations, identifying them, logging them and sending in your letter, and
finally reading the prize winning letters in RADIO
DOINGS, and comparing the winning log with your
own. This is real sport for the DX enthusiast.
And the prize is something worth w orking for. The
winner will receive an Avalon Screen-Grid Midget
Radio, complete w ith tubes and ready to operate. This
set is a higbly efficient Midget — humless, selective and
possessing wonderful tonal qualities. It is manufactured by the Avalon Radio Manufacturing Company
of Los Angeles, and retails for $59.50. It will be given
absolutely free to the winner of the DX Contest,
through the courtesy of the manufacturer.
This contest will be held on the night of Saturday,
December 13th from 6 p. m. until 12 midnight. Radio
fans everywhere, regardless of the make or type of
radio, are eligible. It is not necessary that you belong
to our DX Club, or that you are a subscriber to
RADIO DOINGS.
For the six hours of the contest, log as many staas you possibly
actual selection
time a sta-or
tiotnioinss heard
and the can,
namelisting
of thethemusical
actual words of the announcer for identification purposes. Do not list stations heard at any other time
except during the specified hours of the contest.
The logs submitted will be judged by a committee
of three who will be appointed by Mr. Roth, president
of the " 'Round the World DX Club."
All logs and letters must reach RADIO DOINGS
not later than December 17th, and the winner will be
announced and several of the best logs published in
our January issue.
Remember the date, Saturday, December 13th. The
time is from 6 p. m. until 12 midnight. The first
prize
GOOD— Avalon
LUCK! Midget Radio, complete with tubes.
AROUND THE DIAL — (Continued from Page 28)
Dear Sirs: I am glad to contribute the following to your most
interesting
page. Here are some Mexican stations as I have heard
them
:
XFG, Mexico City, 638 Kc. XEW, Mexico City, 780 Kc.
XEZ, Mexico City, 700 Kc. XEJ, Juarez, 857 Kc.
XEN, Mexico City, 721 Kc. XES, Tampico, 900 Kc.
XEM, Tampico, 768 Kc. XEI, Morelia, 995 Kc.
Also, in addition to the big seven in Japan, JOJK may be picked
•up on 710
Theysigncomeoff inbetween
clearly, 5:45
but with
than the
others,
and Kc.
usually
and less6 a.volume
m. (M.S.T.),
although I heard them sign off one morning at 6:05 o'clock.
I am wondering how many have heard the English lecture over
the Japanese network coming in here between 2:30 and 3 a. m.
This does not seem to be a regular feature, but I have heard a lady
talking on etiquette different times. On one night in particular they
"were
coming toinanother,
so clearly
back andprograms,
forth from
one station
muchthatas I I would
would turn
on N.B.C.
and
not until the Japanese announcer came to the microphone would
■one have guessed he was listening to far-away Japan.
Have had two good programs from 3AR, Melbourne, Australia,
recently. They are on 620 Kc. and sign off about 5:30 a. m. My
set picks up two other stations from that same direction on 665 and
760 Kc. The announcers speak with a broad English accent, but
1 havesion not
able Ariz.
to identify either one yet. — Paul Love, MisRanch, been
Phoenix,
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'Round the World DX Club
Each year since 1926, RADIO DOINGS has conducted
a more or less mythical DX Club, wherein everyone who
sent in a log of DX reception automatically became a member. Valuable prizes were awarded weekly and interest in
the Club and DX activities grew tremendously. The published letters proved of great interest and assistance to other
fans in aiding them in finding and logging the prized DX
stations.
This year, several DX enthusiasts suggested that a real
club would provide a more concrete and satisfactory fellowship, and accordingly RADIO DOINGS decided to sponsor
such a movement. A number of charter members were
signed up at the last Radio Show, and on October 27th last,
fourteen of these enthusiasts, all well known through their
DX activities, held a meeting in the offices of RADIO
DOINGS to further the work of organization.
A chairman was selected and on his order the meeting
was officially opened. The chairman outlined the purpose
of the meeting,
objects andof benefits
zation. Mrs. Dorathe Newcomb
Oxnard, ofwhosuchis an
an organiAce in
the Newark News DX Club, was appointed temporary secretary. Upon motion of one of the members, election of
officers was next in order. Edward C. Roth was nominated
for president and was unanimously elected. W. W. Sharp
was elected first vice-president, S. E. Korb second vice-president, and A. advisor
E. Armstrong
The office
of technical
was notsecretary-treasurer.
filled. K. G. Ormiston
was
nominated, but due to the fact that he was in the East,
this office was ordered held open until his return and acceptance.
A committee was appointed to draw up a Constitution, bylaws, and rules of order. This committee was instructed to
report at the next regular meeting of the club.
The " 'Round the World DX Club," as it is now known,
is enrolling charter members, and when fifty have signed the
charter it will be ordered closed. The club has been organized to bring together DX fans from all parts of the
world, to promote interest in DX activities in both the
broadcast and short-wave bands, to assist its members in
DX problems and generally improve DX reception conditions
wherever
members. possible. All DX fans are invited to become
Special DX contests will be held throughout the season.
A beautiful cup has generously been donated by a member
well known to all fans in this part of the country. This
cup is to be awarded to the contestant who is declared the
winner of three consecutive contests. These contests will
be announced at a future meeting of the club. Other prizes
will also be awarded for the best logs submitted during each
of the months of the season.
The club has a busy year planned ahead and we feel confident that a thriving organization will develop with a large
membership. The entrance fee for charter members is one
dollar with monthly dues set at fifty cents per month. The
club invites all who are interested in DX work, of either sex,
to make application at once, addressing all communications
to the secretary, A. E. Armstrong, Box 86, Glendale, Calif.
Applications are to be voted upon by the members at regular meetings of the club, and applicants will be notified
of action taken.
EDWARD C. ROTH, President
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N Andv
8:30 PM- -Amos
KOMO KGW
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
PicturesKFI KGO KHQ
8:45 PM- -Tone
KOMO KGW
9:15 PMBoysKGOKGO KFSD KOA
9:15
ans
9:30 PMPMPlayers KGO KSL
1 I'M
mads
KGO Hotel
KOA KSLSt.
- Harris
ance Orchestra KGO
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8:00 AM
8:00 AM8:30 AMAM
8:15
9:00 AM-

2:00 I'M
2:30 I'M-
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S ATI RJDA1
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
-Quaker
Start O"KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
-Shell
Happytime
KGW KPO
KFI KSLKHQ KO.MO
-Financial
Service Program
KGO
-Morning
-Cross-CutsMelodies
of the KGO
Day KGO
-Vermont
KHQ KO.MOLumberjacks
KGW KHiCA KGO
KGO KHQ
KGW
KPO KOMO KFI KFSD
-Woman's
Magazine ofKPOthe KFI
Air
KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR KGW
KGO
-Organ
Recital
KGO
-Hotel Sirchestra Francis
KGO KTAR Drake Or-Chicago Serenade KGO KTAR
-Merry
Makers
KGO KTAR
-Pacific
KTAR Feature Hour KGO
-The
Ladv
Next
KTARTimers KGO Door KGO
-Tea
-The Jameses KGO KGW KTAR
-Blacktra and
Gold Room OrchesKGO KGW
-Bits of Melody KGO
-Whyte's
-The SilverOrchestra
Flute KGO
KGO KGW

KTAR
-The Fuller Man KGO
KOMO KGW KECA
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTAR KOMO KG V
-B.StrikeA. Rolfe
His
Dance and
Orchestra
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR
KGO
Harmonies KHQ
oo I'M -Rainbow
KECA KTAR
-Gilmore
Circus—
KOMO
KGW
KPO KFI
00 PM- -Amos
'N Andv KGO
30 PMHARRY A. EARNSHAW
RAYMOND R. MORGAN
(EARNSHAW-YOUNG, Inc.)
producers of
Outstanding
Radio

Successes
including

Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Arrowhead Springs Beverages
"Adohr-Opera-of-the-Air"
"The Old Scrapbook"
" Folgeria"
QYrifers, arrangers, directors
of Effective Ofdicrtisinq
EARNSHAW
-you no inc
541 PETROLEUM SECURITIES BLDG714 West Tenth Street WEstmore 5055
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8:15
9:00
9:30
10:30
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KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
I'M— Sperry
Smiles KFSD
KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA
PM — ElKOMO
SideloKGWMinistrels KGO KHQ
PM— NBC
KOA Drama Houi KGO KFSD
PM— Spotlight
KGO KOMO
KFI KOA Review
KGW KFSD

Columbia <•! Broadcasting
\ DAY
System
9:00 AM — Jewish Art Program, Talks,
Script
Music KVIKLZ KDYL
9:30 AM— KVI
London andBroadcast
9:45 AM — Guards
H. M. Band
Canadian
Grenadier
KLZ KVI KFPY from Montreal
10:30 AM— Conclave rectedofby Channon
Nations, music diKF.JF KLZ Hour.
KVI All Collinge
11:00 AM— Cathedral
musical
presentation
service KLZ KVIof a cathedral
12:00 Noon — The Curtis
Symphony Dir.
OrEmil Meynarski.
KLZ KDYLchestra. KVI
KH.I KFRC
2:30 PM — The
French
Trio
KLZ
KDYL
KVI KFRC
5:00 PM— The
KDYL World's
KOL KH.IBusiness
KFRC KLZ
5:15 PM— The
Gauchos.
Vincent WLAC
Sorey
and his
Orch. WWNC
WBRC KLZ KDYL KOL
6:00 PM— Majestic
Shop. "A
Pack
of Curiosity
Cards"
KVI KOL
KFPY KLZ
KOIN KDYL
KH.I
KFRC
6:30 PM — Tone
Pictures.KLZDomenico
Savino. Director
KDYL KFPY
7:00 PM — Jesse
Crawford.
Poet
of the
OrganK KLZ Royals'
KDYL KOL
IN MONDAY
AM — Jingles
The Old Dutch Girl, Newsy
KLZ KDYLH.in Rhyme and Song
AM — Something
for Everyone,
Poetry, Muetc.
KDYLsic, News, Humor,
AM — Blue
KDYL Monday Gloom Chasers
AM — Mirrors
of KDYL
Beauty. "Protective
Make-up"
AM— Heart"
Mr. F iKDYL
x i t. "Wringing His
AM— Restaurs
Paul Tie
ine
and HisKLZYoeng's
Orchestra
KVI
KOL
AM — Columbi:
Deutsch
KDYL
Recital KLZ
AM — Columbi;
KVI KO
AM — America]
KLZ KI
K
< richest i a.
N,,on—KOIN
K ColumI
V
nor KDYL
KDYL KYI
rgan KLZ
PM — Ballad
K FRC Hour KDY
KVIOrchesKH.I
PM— Wardman
Park
must? Hotel
KRI
KVI tra,KOLdance KFPY
KFRCD KDYL
PM — Gypsy
Emery
Deutsch
and Makers.
KDYL Music
KhisP Orchestra
PM — Virginia
KDYL Arnold, pianist KLZ
PM— WSPD Commodores, dance mil— Janssen
dance musicHofbrau
KLZ KOLOrchestra,
KFRC
-Current
H. V. Kaltenborn KYIEvents.
KOL KFRC
—TheHill-billy
Crockett
Mountaineers.
Numbers
—Arabesque,
Desert KYI
Plav KFRC
KLZ
KDYL
— Bourjois,
Evening
Paris
KLZ
KDYLin KOIN
KH.I KFPY
KFRCAn KOL
—Morning
Moods and
KDYLhis Orches— Guv Lombardo
traKOIN
KLZ KDYL
KVI KOL
KFPY
KHJ
—Don Amaizo KLZ KFRC
KDYL KOL
KOIN TlKHJBSD KFRC
\1 K.NX
—Something
forHumor.
Everyone.Poetry
Music.
News.
KDYL
(Continued on Page 34)
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THE
EXPERIMENTER'S
A Band Pass Antenna Selector
The fan who is experimentally inclined can readily improve the performance of the average radio receiver by
The Band Pass Selector shown constitutes an extremely
employing one or more of the simple additions here suguseful addition to the radio receiver which tunes broadly.
gested.
Methods of Tone Control
The selector will give greatly increased selectivity. Two identical Silver-Marshall r.f. coils are used, tuned by .00035
A suitable tone control device can be constructed and
applied quite readily. In principle, it involves the suppression of certain audio frequencies, which can be selected at
^T7 LROTOR 7|[]| I U ROTOR
the will of the listener. The fact is utilized that a fixed conT ,(° /"«• " p ""7 -iTOANTtN
denser offers an easier path to high frequency currents than
to low frequency ones, whereas the metallized resistor tends
8 Li?)9Aof
SET)_ 1j-r-l
T TOOF GROU
SET
to obstruct the higher frequencies. In the diagram a portion
of the current may be shunted through any one of six paths.
With the switch at the left, the .05 mfd. condenser is in the
FIG.7- A BAND PASS ANTENNA SELECTOR.
circuit. The high frequencies will find a ready path through
this condenser and hence will be by-passed to ground. As a mfd. variable condensers. Both of these condensers are
turned by the same drum dial. A small trimming condenser
is included in the circuit to bring the two tuned circuits into
exact resonance. Varying the positions of the coil rotors
results in tight or loose coupling. Loose coupling gives great
selectivity and it is possible to obtain 10 Kc. separation or
any other conditions desired, by proper setting of the rotors.
FIG. \
Parts Required — Two Silver-Marshall Plug-in type R.F
Coils, No. 111A with coil sockets No. 515 (3,6); one SilA SIMPLE METHOD OF TONE CONTROL
ver-Marshall Midget Condenser, No. 340 (5); four Binding Posts (1,2,9, 10); two .00035 mfd. Silver-Marshall Varesult, background noises will disappear, the effects of static Drum riable
type 320-R (4,8); one Silver-Marshall
Dial, Condensers,
810 R (7).
will be lessened and a deep mellow response will be attained. As the switch is turned toward the right, condenser capacities are reduced, with a consequent increase
in reactive impedance. Hence, less of the high frequencies
An Efficient Scratch Filter
are shorted out, until finally the switch reaches the open
point and all frequencies will be reproduced.
Those who have radio and phonograph combinations will
Parts Required — One .05 mfd. Condenser (1); one .01 be interested in the construction of a combination scratch
filter
and tone control. The circuit shown can be connected
mfd Condenser (2); one .00025 mfd. Condenser (3); one .5
meg. Resistor (4); one .2 meg. Resistor (5); one .1 meg. readily in the audio frequency amplifier and will be exResistor (6) ; one seven-Point Switch.
If it is desired to eliminate a greater proportion of the low
frequencies, a tone control such as that shown in Figure 2
o— wvyvw
should be assembled. With the 100,000 ohm resistance in the circuit, the high frequencies will pass through
6
the .1 mfd. condenser, but the low frequencies will be
blocked to a great extent. With more and more of the reAN EFFICIENT
SCRATCH
FILTER. AND
FIG.8.
AND
TONE CONTROL
FOR RADIO
sistance cut out of the circuit, all frequencies will avoid the
PHONOGRAPH COMBINATIONS.
fixed condenser and will pass through the shunted portion,
so that with the resistance entirely out, the fixed condenser
tremely useful in reducing surface noises from the records
and also in eliminating other undesirable higher audio freOETECTOf*
quencies. In the radio receiver, the filter tends to modify
the effects of static and to give a more mellow tone to the
music reproduction. This device removes practically all
scratch and static noises above 4900 cycles. It consists essential y of a Sliver-Marshall r.f. scratch filter choke, an Electrad Royalty variable resistance and small Flechtheim fixed
F I G. 2 TONEPERMITTING
CON TROL "
condensers.
ODET.
ELIMINATION o/ElTHER LOW OR HIGH FREQUENCIES
List of Parts Required — One Electrad Royalty Variable
type "H" (6) ; one .005 mfd. Flechtheim Midget
will have no action whatsoever. The .01 mfd. condenser Resistance,
Condenser,
type M-H (1); one .002 mfd. Flechtheim Midget
may be switched into the circuit, if it is desired to eliminate Condenser, type
M-F (2) ; one .0005 mfd. Flechtheim Midget
a portion of the high frequencies.
Condenser, type M-D (3); one Silver-Marshall R. F. Choke,
Parts Required — One .1 mfd By-Pass Condenser (1); one type 278 (4); one Electrad Switch; one Roll Corwico Brai.01 mfd. Midget Condenser (3); one Electrad Switch (4); dite
Hook-up Wire. (Continued on Page 41)
one Electrad Royalty Variable Resistance, type "B" (2).
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Salt Lake City,Broadcasting
Utah— 12:01CorjK«
Intermountain

KMO —
KMTR-

Burbank,
Calif.—
Hank
A Trust
Co. 780Tel.Kc.,
1603 384.4
and GRmtrs.,
3193.500 w. — U:
Portland. Ore —1180 Kc. 254. 1 mtrs.. 5000 w. — '
"Brdcstg Co., William Xorvell, Mgr. Tel. At 3111.
Sacramento. Calif. — 1310 Ke., 228.!
'James McClatchy Company.
Angeles, Inc.,
Calif. Carl
— 640Haverlin,
Ke., 468.5Mgr. mtrs..Tel.5000
— Ea
C.LosAnthony,
WE w.0331.
Spokane,
Wash.
—
1120
Ke.
267.7
mtrs.,
100
w.
—
Spokane
"Broadcasting Company.
!18.8 mtrs. 100 \v. — KFJI
Long Beach, Calif. — 1250 Kc, 239.9 mtrs., 1000 v.—
"Nichols & Warriner, Inc., H. G. Nichols, Mgr. Tel. 672-81.
30.6 mtrs., 500 w. — Ashley

KNX —
KOA —
KOACKOIN—
KOL —
KOMO-

Spokane, Wash — 1340 Kc 223.7 mtrs. 1000
"Broadcasting Company.

KPO
KPPC—

San Diego, Calif — 600
'Radio Corp., Leslie Ada

KPSN—
KQW—
KRE
KREG—
KROW

100 w. — First
100 -Paci,-. — Educa-

of Western

KBPS

KFI
KFIOKFJI—
KFOXKFJR—
KFQUKFPY—
KFRCKFSD—
KFSGKFVDKFWBKFWIKFXMKGA —
KGB —
KGDM
KGEFKGGCKGERKGFJ—
KGO —
KGW KHJ —
KHQ —
KJBS—
KJR —
KLX—
KLS —
KMIC-
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Stations
-710
500 w. — 3101.
MacGlennKc,Rice,422.3Mgr.mtrs..CRestview
Tacoma. Wash
40
Kc,
223.1
mtrs.,
500
w.-KMO,
"Inc., owner; Carl E. Hammond, Mgr. Main 4144.
Hollywood, Calif. — 570 Kc, 526 mtrs., 500 w.-KMTR
"Radio Corp., V. G. Freitag, Mgr. Tel. Hollywood 3026.
Hollywood. Calif.— 1050 Kc. 285.5 mtrs., 5000 W. — West"ern Broadcasting Co., Naylor Rogers, Mgr. Tel. HE 4101.
Denver, Colo. — 830 Kc. 361.2 mtrs., 12.500 w — General
"Electric Co., Freeman H. Talbot, Mgr. Tel. York 5090.
Corvallis,
Ore — 550College.
Kc, .1 mtrs., 1000 w.— Oregon
"State
Agricultural
1000 w. — KOIN
Seattle, Wash. — 1270 Kc. 236.1 mtrs., 1000 watts. —
"Seattle Brdcstg. Corp., L. F. Van Schuck, Mgr. Main 2312.
Seattle,Sta.,
Wash.—
325.9Pres.
mtrs.,Tel.1000Elliot
w. — 5809.
Fisher's
"Blend
Inc., 920
O. D.Kc,Fisher,
318.8 mtrs. 100 w. — H. H.
Ore. — 1420 Kc, 211.1 mtrs., 100 w. — Eugene
Seattle, Wash— 650 Kc 461.3 mtrs., 100 latts. — West
"Coast Broadcasting Co. Tel. Mi.in 7997.
San Francisco — 680 Kc. 440.9 mtrs., 5000 w. — Hale Bros,
"and The Chronicle, J. W. Laughlin, Mgr. Garfield 8300.
Pasadena, Calif.
Pasadena. Caiif.
San Jose, Calif.
500 777.
w — Calif,
abia

Directory
KDB—
KDYLKECAKELWKEX —
KFBK-
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KMPC-

Culver City. Calif
"burn-Puller Co., J.
Hollywood.
Calif. — Corp.,
950
"tier
Bros. Brdcstg

KOOSKOREKPCB-

Oakland. Calif
Santa Maria, Calif.

Salt Lake
1130 E.Kc.Glade.
26.5. Mgr.
3 mtrs..
5000
100 3901.
w.w.——
San Bernardino Calif.— 1210 Kc. 247.8 mtrs., 100 \v. — J. KSMR— Radio
Serv. City,
Corp.Utah—
of Utah.,
Wasatch
"C. and E. W. Lee, owners. Tel. 4761.
San
Francisco.
Calif.
560
535.4 mtrs.,
1000 w. —4700.
AsSpokane, Wash. — 1470 Kc.,
. BobKc.Roberts,
Mgr. Garfield
KSL
"west Broadcasting System Ii
Mgr. KTAB— Phoenix, Arizona^ — 61
San Diego, Calif —
-PickKTAR—
Kc, 272.6 mtrs., 250 w.—
Los Angeles Calif.— 1300 Kc. 230.6 mtrs., 1000 w. — KTBI — Portland, Ore— 1300 Kc, 30.0 mtrs. 500
'Trinity Methodist Church. Bob Schiller, Pres. WE 8887. KTBR—
San Francisco, Calif.— 1420 Kc 211.1 mtrs. 100 w.—
Los Angeles, Calif. — 780 Kc, 384.4 mtrs.. 1000 w. — Pick
"wick Brdcstg Corp., Glenhall Taylor, Mgr. Tel. EX 1341.
Long Beach. Calif. — 1360 Kc, 220.4 mtrs.. 1000 w. — C.
Seattle, Wash.— 1270 Kc, 236.1 mtrs., 1000 w. — First
"Merwyn Dobyns, owner; Bill Ray, Mgr. Tel 632-75.
KTM— 'Presbyterian Church of Seattle.
Los Angeles, Calif. — 1200 Kc, 249.9 mtrs.. 100 w. — Ben KTW—
Tacoma,
Wash. Co.,
— 760Inc.,Kc,E. M.394.5Dorenbecker.
mtrs., 1000Brdwyw. — 42111.
Puget
"S. McGlashan, owner and manager. Tel. WE 7788.
Sound Brdcstg
Bellingham, Wash — 1120 Kc
mtrs., 100 w — KVOS.
KVI
Portland,Oregon
Oregonian,— 620
483.6 mtrs.,
Morning
Paul Kc,
R. Heitmyer,
Mgr. 1000 w. — The KVOSStockton,
Calif.
-1220
Kc,
19.8
mtrs.j l""
'able Wireless Telephone Company, Inc.
Los Angeles,
900 Kc,Mgr.333.1Tel.mtrs.,
1000 7111.
w. — Don
Lee.
Inc., LewisCalif.—
A. Weiss,
VAndyke
Portland, Ore. — 1060 Kc, 282.8 mtrs., 500 w.
Spokane, Inc.
Wash. Tel.
— 590MainKc, 5383.
508.2 mtrs. 2000 w. — Louis KWG —
Wasmer,
KWJJ—
Pullman ofWash.
122o Kc. -J 15 s mtrs., joiiip w — State
Port"College
Washington.
San Francisco, Calif — 1070 Kc. 280.2 mtrs., 100 w. —
'Julius Brunton and Sons Co. Tel. Ordway 4148.
KWSC- Seattle. Washingtoni26.0 mtrs., 500 w.
Seattle,west Brdcstg
Wash.—Systems,
970 Kc,
309.1
ratrs.,
5000
w.
—
NorthInc., T. F. Smart, Mgr. Main 2495.
Oakland,
Calif.— 880
Kc. 340.7 mtrs., 500 w. — The Tri- KXA — Portland, Ore.
bune Publishing
Company.
San Francisco. Calif — 1230 Kc. 248.8 mtrs.. 1000 w. —
KXL "Pac Brdcstg Corp., Lewis Lacey, Mgr. Prospect 3456.
Inglewood. Calif. — 1120 Kc, 267.7 mtrs., 500
1370 A.Kc.Fry.218.8Mgr.mtrs..
sal BrdcstgCalif.
Co.,— Leon
Tel. 100
1185.w. — UniverKYA — Hayward.
'Inc., Monroe Manning, Mgr. Tel. EX 1331.
26'
M
KZ —
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ilal.
:15 I'M— MacDougall
Restaurant
Or- 1 n: nil AM — ( »e. KM.) Kl ids KYI KOL
CBS Program — (Continued from Page 31)
chestra,
dance
music
KDYL
KOL KFRC
6:30AM — and
Morning
Moods. Nat
his Orchestra
KPYLBrusiloft"
)0 AM — Alle
Colu nor.
Garard.
:45 PM— MacDougall
Or«: : 4 5 AM— Morning Moods KPYL
KVI and
KFPYMarie
music KLZ KOL
KFRC chestra, danceRestaurant
of KFRC
the Air.
7 AM — Ocean Spray Foods, "Cape Cod
in AM — "Schubert"
Am. n School
KLZ
KDYL
KYI
Dutaplings"
KYI
KOL
KFPY
:00 PM — The
Crockett
KH.I KFRC
KHJ KFRC
Hill-billy
NumbersMountaineers,
KYI KOL
KFRC
8:30 AM— KDYL
Party House. "Only a Duchess"
:II0
Noon
—
Columbia
Salon
Orchestra.
:15 I'M — Rhythmloff andRamblers.
Nat BrusiEmery KYIDeutsch,
9:00AM — Restaurant
Paul TremaineOrchestra.
and his Yoeng's
KDYL
K( >L director KLZ
dance
KFPY KFRChis Orchestra KVI
:30
PM
—
Ann
Leaf
at
the organ KLZ
music
KLZ
KPYL.
KYI
KOL
KDYL
KYI
KFrY KHJ KFRC
:15 PM— KDYL
Burbig'sK PRCSyncopated History
:00
I'M
—
Asbury
Park
Casino
Orchestra.
9:30
AM—
Columbia
Revue
KPYL
dance
:30 I'M — Toscha Seidel
11:00 AM — The
Strollers.
quartet
chestra KPYLand
KFRCConcert OrKFRC music KLZ KDYL KYI
KLZ KYI
KFPY male
KHJ KFRC
:00 PM — Gold
Medal
Fast
Freight
KLZ
:30
PM
—
The
Crockett
Mountaineers.
11:30 AM — American School of the Air.
KDYL KOL KOIN KH.I KFRC
Hill billy Numbers KLZ KDYL
■■Music
and Works" KLZ KPYL
KFBK Caribbeans
KM J
KYI KFRC
KVI sicKOLKLZCommodores,
KFI'Y KFRC
:00 PM — The
Spanish Or:00 PM — WSPD
dance mu12:00 Noon —Emery
ColumbiaDeutsch,
Salondirector
Orchestra.
KDYL
chestra
WORC
KLZ
:00 PM — MJB
Coffee
Program.
George
:45
PM
—
Bert
Lown
andKDYL
his Biltmore
KPYL KYI
Olsen's
music
KLZ
KDYL
KVI
Orchestra
KLZ
12:30 PM—Pancho
and
his
Orchestra,
KOL KFI'Y Melodies,
KOIN KHJorchestra.
KFRC
:00PM — Columbia
dance music KLZ KPYL KYI
/Mi I'M -California
KLZ KYI Educational
KOL KFRC Features
1:00 PM— KVI
Fighters of Fate KLZ KPYL
Biltmore
Trio,
soloists,
and
:15 PM — Ozzie
Nelson
and his Barbizon
guest
stars
KLZ
KDYL
Plaza
Orchestra,
Till RSDA1
1:15 PM — Italian
Idvl. Yincent
Sorev KYI
and
KLZ KPYL
KFRC dance music
his orchestra
KLZ KPYL
:45
PM
—
Ozzie
Nelson
and
his Barbizon
:00
AM—
Paul
Tremaine
and
his
Yoeng's
Restaurant
Orchestra
Plaza KOL
Orchestra,
'Y Recital
KFRC
:30 PM— Columbia
KFRC
KLJ KDYL
KOL KHJ
KLZ
KFRC dance music
KLZ KPY
:00 PM — The terLutheran
Hour — choir
Dr. WalWORC KY I
A. Maier,
and
:00 PM — Rhythm
organist
KLZlarge
KDYL KOL
andid his
his OOrchestra KLZ Brusiloff
3
ventures
in
Words.
Dr.
:15 PM— Adventure:
KOIN
KH.I
KFRC
Frank H. Yizatellv KPYL
:3000 PM
—
Boston
Entertains
KLZ
KPYL
I'M — Ted
Ben Fiorito
Bernie and
Orchestra,
2:30 I'M — Bert
Lown dance
and his
:30 PM
and his
His
Orchestra
Orchestra,
musicBiltmore
KDYL
KLZ
from
St.
Paul,
dance
music
KLZ
3:00 PM — Harry
Tucker
and music
his Barclay
dance KOL
music KLZ KOL
Orchestra,
concert
KDYL
KOL KFPY KHJ KFRC
:00
PM
—
Folgeria
comic
opera
of
the
KDYL KYI KOL KFPY KOINair
3:30 PM — The Crockett Mountaineers,
KH.I KFRC
Hill-billy
Numbers
KFRC
3:45PM— The
Vagabonds.
EveryKLZDeutsch
FRIDAY
and
his
Orchestra
KOL
KFRC
:00 AM — Columbia
KYI KFRC Artists Recital KLZ
4:00 PM — Columbia
Educational
Features
:30 AM — American
Air
The Political Situation in
KLZ
KDYLSchool
KYI ofKOLtheKOIN
Washington KFRC
KHJ KFRC
4:15 PM — Musical
Aviators
Orchestra,
:00
Noon
—
U.
S.
Marine
Band
Concert
Tom Truesdale. director KFRC
KLZ KDYLEducational
KVI KOL Features
4:45 PM— The Early
Book Worm, Alex•4.ri I'M — Columbia
KFRC ander Woollcott KLZ KDYL I Absolutely Quiet
"Cold
Light"
KLZ KDY'L
KVI
:00PM— Curtis
Music KLZ
5:45 PM — Premier Salad Dressers. Colin I Control of Volume
KDYL Institute
KVI KOL ofKFRC
O'More,
tenor
and
Premier
Chef KLZ
KVI KOL
:45 PM — Thirtyloff andMinute
Men. Nat BrusiKFPY
KOIN KPYL
KHJ KFRC
KVI KFRC' hisKLZorchestra KDYL
7:00 PM — Gravbar's
Mr.KOLandKFPY
Mrs. KOIN
KLZ I— with the ELECTRAD
KDYL
KYI
:00
PM
—
Light
Opera
Gems
KHJ KFRC
:45 PM — Ebony Twins, piano KLZ
duo KDYL
KDYI.
Super-TONATROL
7-30 pm — Paramount
Publix
Radio
Play:00
PM
—
MacDougall
Restaurant
Orhouse.
Guest
Screen
Stars
KLZ
chestra,
dance
muric
KLZ
KDYL
KOL
KHJ
KFRC
KDYL
KYI KNX
KOL KFPY KOIN
STEPLESS. A pur.- si
KHJ KFRC
:45
PM
—
Howard's
Lanin's
St.
Moritz
Orchestra
KLZ KOL KFPY
8:00 PM — Emergency
Employment
fused
to the SMOOTH
KFRC
ous enameled
steel
mittee Speaker
KLZ KOL Combreak
controls.
Dissipaispi
:00 PM — TheHill-billy
Crockett
v mm I'M — Johns
Manvilli-KOLProgram
KOIN KFRC
KFPY KHJ
Resistance
element
numbersMountaineers.
played and
8:30 PM — Mickeltra, dance
Alpert
andKLZhis KDYL
Orchesand moisture proof mel
sungket s KVI
bv family
of Six CrocKOL
KFRC
music
WEDS ESDAl
:15 I'M— Ozzie
Nelson
and his
6:00 AM — Something
for Everyone,
music.
Plaza
Orchestra,
danceBarbizon
music
Better Resistors and Voltage
KVI KFRC
news, humor,
poetry KDYL
KHJ
:45
PM
—
The
Vagabonds.
Emery
Controls
for
Every
Radio
6:30AM — Morning
Moods. Yincent
Deutsch
and his Orchestra
KFRC
and his Orchestra
KDYL Sorey
Requirement
:l.r, PM— Grand
Opera
Miniatures
The Elertrad Line is complete — there is
8:00 AM — Five Minute
Meals, Allen.
"Cold Radio
PlatKFPY
KOIN
KHJ
KFRC KPYL
ters."
Ida
Bailey
Home Makers
KYI KOL
:00 PM — The Radio Follies, Norman
KFPY
KOIN KHJKLZKFRC
Brokenshire
KDYL
KVI KOL
KFPY
KOINFootball
KH.I KFRC
9:00 AM— Restaurant
Paul Tremaine and his Yoeng's
:30 PM — Wrigley
Program,
music KPYL Orchestra.
KOL KFRC dance
"Prediction
Interviews"
KLZ
9:30 AM — Columbia Revue. Emery
KDYL KYI KOL KOIN KH.I
KFRC
Loftin-White DIRECT-COUPLED AmpliDeutsch's
Orchestra
with
Harriet Lee KLZ
fiers.
Three
kits,
with
'45,
'50
and
'50
':45PM
—
Rhvthm
Kings,
Freddie
Rich
push-pullrequirements.
output willWrite
handlefor allcircular.
usual
10:30 AM— Pickle
and
KOL his Orchestra KLZ KDYL
power
KOL KHJPackers
KFRC Program KYI
Western Representatives
1:00 PM — Musical
Orchestra
11:00 AM — Qolumbia
and
Frank Ruhf.LittletenorSymphony
KLZ KVI
dance musicAviators
KLZ KDYL
KOL
UNIVERSAL AGENCIES
KFI'Y School
CPRB of the Air,
1:30 PM — Romanelliward Orchestra
and hisfromKing
Ed905 Mission St. San Francisco
11:30 AM— KOL
American
dance music KLZ KPYLToronto,
"Robinson Crusoe" KLZ KDYL
!75Varlck St.. New York, N.Y.
SATl'HHAY
1 2 00 Noon
1:00 AM — Something
for Everyone, music,
KLZ
news, humor,
etc KPYL
1:30
AM—
Morning
Moods.poetry,
Vincent
Sorey,
- ELECTRAD
- n
director
KDYL
Nat I:30
AM
—
New
World
Salon
Orchestra.
1
N.
Y.
I Dept. RD-126, 17.". Yarick St., New York, I
KLZ KPYL KYI
Vincent
Sorey,
director
KDYL
KOIN
1 :00 PM — Musical
s I circular on Super-Tonatrol. ■
Orchestra Album.
KLZ Columbia
KDYL Saint
KV ■ □Please
Check here for Loftin-White Circulars. |■ 1:00 AM — New York Philharmonic SymKOL
KFI'Y
K
Fit*
'
CFRIi
Name
phony
Con2:00 I'M Asbury
Park KLZ
CasinoKDYL
Orchestra
ErnestSociety
Schelling.
KFRCorcert.KPYL
KVIChildren
KOLconductKHJ
fiance music
I Address
'
3:00 PM— "Bill
Schudfs
GoingKLZto Press.'
KHJ
KFRC
i:45
AM—
Football
game
KPYL
KYI
special
program
KDYI
KOL
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Spanish
Serenade. Vimint
Sorey
KDYL and
KVI hisKOI.Orchestra KLZ
-Warwick
Hotel Orchestra,
dance
KOL music KLZ KDVL KVI
-Columbia Educational FeaDr. Thatcher
French tures.
Lesson
KLZ KVIClark's
KOI.
-Tom.
Dick
and- Harry KLZ
KJDTL
KVI
KOL
-Ozzie
Nelson
and his
PlazaKOL
Orchestra
KLZBarbizon
KDVL
KVI
-Ozzie Nelson and his Barbizon
KLZ ' KVI scores
KOL KVI KOL
-Football
-The Crockett
Mountaineers.
Hill-billy numbers played and
suns
ketta byKVI family
KOL of Six CrocI 'M- -Dixi,KFRC Echoes KFH KDVL
Yesterdays.
Rich and
OrchestraFreddie
KLZ
PM- -Dancing
KDVL
KH.I hisKFRC
-Hank
Simmons'
Show
Boat
KLZ
KDVL
KH.I
KFItC
KOL
PMDennyfromandMontreal,
his Mt. Royal
Orchestra
dance
PM- -Jack
■nit \.v.
United Broadcasting Co.,
Limited
SI M) AY
8:00 AM — KGB
Bill Sharpies
and His GangKFWB-KTM
ing)
KTAB KORE KXL(alternatKM ED
KXA KVOS
-Sunday
ptman andIn"
KFWB
KTAB -KOK
KXA KVOS
:30 I'M— Dai
KTM
KORE (alter
KXL
KVOS
-Evensoner
(inspirational music)
KGB ing)KFWB-KTM
KTAB KORE KXL(alternatKM ED
KXA KVOS
Recital
KGB
-Staff
Soloists'
( alternating)
KFWB
KTM
KTAB
KORE KXL KMED
KXA
KVOS
-Alfredhis Hotel
RooseveltNevvmar
O r < \nd
e (alternating)
s t r a KGB
KFWB
KTM
KTAB
KORE KXL KMED
KXA KVOS
from
-O'er
Land andKGBSea i KFWB-KTM
all(alternating)
lands)
1(music KORE
KTAB
KXL KMED KXA KVO
-Traumerei (orchestra &
ists)
KFWB-KTM
nating)KGBKXAKTAB
KMED
KVOSKORE
MONDAY
S no AM -Bill Sharpies and Hii
KXA KVOS
M-chest (Li
7:00 PM- -Composer'.- Hour
Haupt
KFWB man's
-KORI
KTS I falt(
KTAB
-Daily
KTM NewsDig
(alter
KORE
KVOS KXL
-Lyre
and
Ma! KGB KFWBKTM (alternating)
KORE
KXL
KMED KTAB
KXA
KVOS
-International
Adventures
KGB
KFWB - KTM (alternating).
KTM!
KXA KVOSKORE KXL KMED
-Hour
Musical (alternating)
Gems KGB
KFWB of
- KTM
KTAB
KORE
KXL KMED KXA
KVOS
-Screen
Snapshots
KGB KFWBKTM
KORE (alt.
KXL-mating)
KMED KTAB
KXA
KVOS
Tl ESDAY
-Bill
and His Gang
GKB Sharpies
KFWB-KTM
KORE
KXL
KMED KXA KTAB
KVOS
-Daily
News
Digest KORE
KGB
KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KXL KMED KXA KVOS
-Novelty
(stringKTAB
trio) KOB
KFWB, KMED
-KTM
KXL
KXA KVOS KOBE
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Dramatic Program (G. Donald
Gray)
KOB
KTM
KTAB
KOBE KFWB
KXL -KMED
KXA KVOS
-Phantoms
Of
Broadway
(studio
orchestra)
KOB KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KXA KVOSKOBE KXL KMED
-Land of Dreams (orchestra and
vocalists)
KGB KXL
KFWB-KTM
KTABKVOSKORE
KMED
KXA
\\ i:i>\ ESDA1
and
His
Gang
Bill
Sh
- KTM KTAB
KGB
KORE
KMED KXA
KVOS
hes
(orchestra)
- KTM
KTAB
KGB
KORE
KMED
KXA
K \ c IS
KXL KM BrevitiKXA KVOS
KFWB-K
-Musical
ties KGB K
KTM
KXA KTAB
KVOS K( KXL I
-fed Dahl andKFWB) KORE
KGT
KTAB.
KXA KVOS
estra
soloB KTMand KTAB
KMED KXA
KTM
ngs KGB KFWBKMEDTHURSDAY
KXA BKVOSKORE KXL
-Bill
Sharpies -andKTMHis KTAB
Gang
KGB
KORE KFWB
KXL KMED KXA
KVOS
-Boris
Kramarenko's
Orchestra
and Tenor Russian
Soloist
KGB
KFWB
KTM KTAB
KORE KXL - KMED
KXA
KVOS
-D a i 1 v News Digest KGB
KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KOBE
KXL KMED KXA KVOS
-Artists'
KGB Recital (staff vocalists^
KOR
KVOS
-Detective Stories (Edward
Murphy) KGB■h.-s
KTM
KTAB
KXL KFWB
KMED • KXA
KVOS KORE
-Alfred
Newman and His Hotel
tra.
KGB
KTMHollywood
KTAB
KORE KXL KMED
KXA
KVOS
-Modernistic (pi
ing atKFWB
KFW
KGB
KORE
KXL
KVOS
-Radio Periscop,
KGB KFWB
KORE
KXL
KVOS
FRIDAY
-Bill Sharpies ndKTMHi
KGB KFWB
KORE
KXL KMED
KVOS
-Children's
Houi
child features)
KTM
KTAB
KMED KXA K
W KTM KTAB
KTM
KM
ED
-Veneti;
Hi
KTM KTAB KC
KMED Popular
KXA KVOS
Fnited
Ens
KFWB-KTM
KT.' KVOS KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA
Musical Paintings
KGB
KTAB KOBE
KXL KMTKFWB.
-Sleepy
XA KVOSorchestra
small
and
KTM vociEl
KOREKFWBKXL
KMED KXA KVOSKGB
S Sharpies
IT1 IM) A Yand His Gang
-Bill
KGB KMED
KFWB KXA
- KTMKVOSKTAB
KORE
-Reflections
(Liborious
Hauptman and small orchestra)
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KGB
KTM KTAB
KORE KFWB
KXL - KMED
KXA
I'M — Daily
News KTAB
Digest KORE
KOB
KKIWI'.
V( >S -KTM
KXL KMEDSketch
KXA KVOS
I'M — Dramatic
(G. Donald
GKTAB
r a v ) KORE
KGB KXL
KFWB-KTM
KMED
KXA KVOS (Instrumental and
PM — Footlights
vocal)
KGB KFWB - KTM
KTAB
KG KVOSKORE KXL KMED
KXA
KC
Memories
(orchestra)
PM -Mu
KFWB.
- KMED
KTM
KTAB
KXL
.
KXA
KV
PM— We Ay Review (staff orchesKGB KFWBKTMtra and vocalists)
KTAB. KORE
KXL
KMED KXA KVOS

SOLVED!
—your
Christmas
Gift
Problem
BRUNSWICK
CHRISTMAS
Savings

Club

provides first
enjoy
Christmas
payment onGifta
the whole
family will
The BEST Dealer
in your community
SELLS

BRUNSWICK

Western Radio, Inc.. w holesale Distributor
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Midget
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. . . As
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Usual

Powered

POLYMET

Always in the van — the trend toward the "midget" was foreseen in Polymet laboratories long before the demand for
"midget" parts. Polymet engineers have produced unhurried, efficient, amply-tested essentials for wide-spread incorporation inthese "pony" models. These parts measure
up in every particular, except size, with standard Polymet
Products — more cannot be said.
Polymet' s prompt deliveries — from three large
faetories — help speed the production sehedules of most leading receiver manufacturers.
Catalogs on request.
Polymet

Maimfcietiiriiig Corporation
THE SPECTOR COMPANY
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Christmas

f
NEW

DEMAND
RADIO

fa/Made
Your Principal
Christmas^J
Gift
vCjfj

^ AA gift
twlf t the
tUo AntSrA
familv will
will CK
*niA« Pro- RADIOS
NSWI
^BRU
family
enjoy.
vides aworldentire
of entertainment
the year
'round. A receiver that includes all the
new features in a cabinet that is a joy
forever. A gift decidedly worth while.

LIFE-LIKE
TONE
RmclHowYou

Buying

Ccmffcwe

Model 15
butt
rw. «r t*-*l4.1
4 mbin^rtIT of« / •««-/•
in<-h4»3
lo**f«*,rtmp
*MdJ
I4y/r inches
£7*c t rirally
operated thrtPUfthou. t .
Price. $139.50

Model 15
Screen - with
grid radio
receiver
completely Armored
Rigid
Tuning
I,
Uni-SelecScmle,Control
mnd Tone

it

Clear, realistic, satisfying music! That's
the kind of reproduction you hoped
for when you bought your radio set —
that's radio at its best.
Are you getting that kind of retoday? If not,Blueit'sTubes,
time you
switched ception
to Arcturus
the
tubes with the Life-Like Tone.
With Arcturus Tubes in every socket
you'll get more pleasure from every
program. These tubes bring in programs in 7 seconds; they give new pep
to your old set. Try them; judge their
superior performance yourself. Your
dealer has Arcturus Tubes, or can easily
get them for you. See him today.

The BRUNSWICK
CHRISTMAS
GIFT CLUB provides a war
A small deposit made weekly provides the down payment
on this super-entertainer
to suit yourat Christmas.
convenience. Balance on terms

The

BEST

Dealer

in your community
SELLS

BRUNSWICK

ARCTURUS
TUBES fur every RADIO
7£e TUBE witii tfie LIFE -LIRE TONE

WESTERN RADIO, Inc.

Wholesale Distributor
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The newest in midget sets
ROCKFORD ARISTOCRAT
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ll
TUBES
MAwi
PERRY
deliver the most
hours

of service

maximum
they

and

at

efficiency,
cost

no

more.
$5950
Complete
with
Tubes

Ask your dealer
about them

ARISTOCRAT FEATURES
Three screen-grid chassis. Tone Control.
Magnavox
Speaker.
Phonograph
Beautiful cabinet
of select butt walnut,
striped Input
walnutJacks.
and
satinwood veneer.
Truly the Aristocrat of midget sets.
ROCKFORD JUNIOR

Used

as

standard

equipment in fine
radio sets including
the

new

screen -grid

Jackson -Bell Midget.
PERRYMAN
RAOIOfra TUBES

950
Complete
$3
with
Tubes

JUNIOR FEATURES
Three screen-grid chassis.
"45" Output Tube. Lansing Speaker.
Attractive walnut finish cabinet with satinwood overlay.
Biggest value ever offered in midget sets.
Distributor
YALE RADIO ELECTRIC CO.
1111 Wall St.
WEstmore 3351
Los Angeles

Licensed under patents of RCA
and associated companies and also
patents of the Perryman Electric
Co., Inc.

R.

H.

Curtiss
Co.
DISTRIBUTOR
1145 Wall St.
Los Angeles

December, 1930
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The Office Boy Sezi
When Dr. Lee De Forest got a bruin storm and decided to strain the electrons in the valve instead of
letting them run wild, he started something that has
effected the entire world. The old valve wasn't so hot
but with the addition of a little piece of screen placed
between the filament and the plate the two element
valve became a three element tube and its usefulness
began.
How versatile is the little radio tube! A Chinaman
speaks into the microphone in Canton and several
thousand miles away out of the loudspeaker comes a
lot of Chinese words.
This tube's twin brother placed in a transmitter in
Tokio is passing out into the ether an earful of that
weird Japanese music so that the DX fans of California can brag to their friends that they heard a
Japanese program last night.
Yes, sir, the little improved valve is some linquist.
It carries the President's message to the people of
America, the propaganda of the Russian Communists
to all who want to listen, the mighty utterances of
that modern Caesar, Mussolini, and the suave
speeches of the French diplomats.
Dr. De Forest's invention has done as much or
more to change the habits of the people than any
other invention brought out in the last twenty-five
years. Because of the advent of the tube these three
men were drawn to radio and are now very successful
in their chosen branches of this great industry.
The radio champion of the
Great
Southwest
"thefought
fighten-a
est fighter
that —ever
fight."
Nick's
pugnacity
be caused by a little Tartar might
blood
in him, or possibly because he is
a Zenith dealer, but we are inclined tobelieve that it is just a
natural aggressive spirit within
him. This aggressiveness of
Nick's has caused him to go a
long way in his chosen industry,
so we should laud rather than
disparage his fighting capacity.
You will probably never see
George Nicholson in this costume, but this is the way we
visualized him when we last saw
him in action.
OUR NEW PHONE NUMBER IS WEstmor.
ADDRESS: 314 E. 12th STREET
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Naylor Rogers— —one
the ofcanny
Scotch-Canadian
the
few who have ever made a
broadcasting station pay cash
dividends.
Way back in the far, dim
past, Naylor was a specialist in
classified newspaper advertising and it is quite likely that
the training he received in this
work fitted him to become the
exceptionally brilliant station
manager that he is today.
Starting out with a little
Yl kw. transmitter, Naylor
Rogers made it pay enough so
that the bosses could buy
themselves a 5 kw. station and
then Naylor set to work with
true Scotch tenacity to acquire
a SO kw. transmitter, which is now just about to be installed,
the ground having been ceremoniously broken and what-not.
Whither now, Naylor, will your ambition carry you? It
is rumored that there is to be a million watt station, and
perhaps that's what he has cast his eye upon. Here's
How to the "Mighty little man of KNX."
Ted Bowles is a mighty
busy man, for he takes
care ofmentsthe
of a radio
hundreddepartand
fifty or more stores. Most
men think, and rightly,
that they have a real job
on their hands if they take
care of the radio section
of one store, so you can
see what a tremendous task
has this genial pipe smoker.
Ted is an inveterate pipe
smoker, but he has the
grace to change pipes frequently enough so that no
one of them will get so
odoriferous that it will run
you
of the room.
This
is aout marked
difference
from some of the other members of our good industry who
haven't
changedhappened
their pipes
for aabout
decadetwoor more.
A miracle
to Ted
years ago. He
was thin, anemic looking and was not enjoying good health
He took a trip to Chicago to the R.M.A. convention.
Something happened. No one seems to know what, and
Ted will not tell, but immediately upon returning he showed
a marked increase in weight, the color came back to his face,
his cheeks filled out, and today he may be seen dancing gay
jigs
What's
all about,
Thereyour
are plan
sev. eral about
of thetown.
thin boys
who it would
like Ted?
to follow
and Ye Editor, along with several of his 200-pound cohorts,
would like to reverse the process and take off some avoirdupois.
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The different branches of the Radio and Music Trades
Mr. Lyon, the production engineer, states that they have
Association of Southern California held meetings last month some new ideas about midget receivers in the process of development and that these new developments will continue
and selected the ir representatives to the board of directors.
The new directors for 1930-31 are: Jobbers — Harry A. to keep them in the front ranks as radio manufacturers.
Ungar and Fred Prentice; Music — E. A. Geissler and E.
Palmer Tucker: Manufacturers' Agents — R. J. McNeely
and Charles Weinberg; Radio Retailers — Mort Stuart and
Frank W. Thomas: Broadcasters — Lewis Allen Weiss and
Gerald L King.
Most of these men have been indefatigable workers in
the Trades Association. They are thoroughly familiar with
the activities and are going into their new work with great
enthusiasm. We wish them all the luck in the world for
the directors carry a tremendous burden on their shoulders.
The Collins-Lane Company, Southern California distributors for Bosch receivers, who were just appointed in
this capacity during this season, are making headway steadily in their dealer organization.

Frank Davison just returned from the East a couple of
weeks ago after making a complete survey of the Eastern
and Middle Western markets and he reports that the
Midgets are just coming into their own in these territories
and they are looking forward to a greater distribution in this
territory during the coming season.
Charles Walter is the Southern California representative
for the company. He has just appointed several large accounts which have added considerably to the production
schedule. Robert Haynes, head of the company, is now
on a trip North and will visit all the principal cities in the
West.
* * and R. U. Clark, sales
A. B. Ayers, general sales* manager,
engineer, of the Sprague Specialties Company, spent the
first ten days of November in Los Angeles visiting the general trade and set manufacturers with Dave Marshank, their
Southern California representative.
Mr. Ayers reports that due to the activity of the East-

Mr. Lane (left), Mgr. of the company, states that Bosch
is now being retailed by most of the large music and radio
merchants in Los Angeles and Southern California and that
they have been able to sell an unusually large volume of
sets during this last season in spite of the general conditions.
Mr. Collins (right), head of the company, is very pleased
with the progress made so far and is looking forward to a
bigger turn-over next year.* * *
The Davison-Haynes Manufacturing Company of Los
Angeles are now established in their new factory at 721
Mateo street. The factory is equipped with the latest machinery and is capable of a production schedule of 2,000 sets
per day.

ern manufacturers and especially the Los Angeles Midget
manufacturers, they have had to double their force in order
to supply the demand for their products. He believes that
the radio industry has passed over the hard spots and can
now look forward to another era of prosperity.
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Mr. Eby* Remarks: —
I have been asked by our mutual friend, Cloyd Marshall,
Jr., editor of this magazine, not only to give my impressions
of the U.S.A. from the air, enroute here from Philadelphia,
but to give my impression of your rapidly growing city,
your industries and other subjects of interest. I first wish
to discuss my airplane trip from the East.
As this was the longest airplane trip I had ever taken and,
particularly as it was the first time I had ever seen the Western states from the air, I can truthfully say the trip was
the most thrilling and most picturesque, as well as educational, Ihad ever taken.
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It is surely a real privilege to visit Los Angeles again.
The hospitality and unusual courtesies that have been extended me have not only been sincerely appreciated, but I
shall ever be mindful of them and will strive to earn and
deserve their continuance in the future.
It was later my privilege to attend a luncheon of the
famout Pot and Kettle Club, an association comprised of
hardware and household furnishing organizations. The aims
and ideals of this club not only impressed me, but touched
my heart, and I wish to personally thank my hard-hitting
local representative, Bill Hitt, for the opportunity extended
me to attend both the Breakfast and Pot and Kettle Clubs.
As much as I dislike to talk shop, I feel I would not be
playing square with my countless friends here if I failed to
make some mention of my observations of your local situation. Due to the fact that your city has grown so rapidly
in recent years and that transportation, no doubt, enters
considerably into the cost of all radio sets sold here, it is
easy to see and understand why the new Midget set has
taken so well. From the numerous calls that I have made,
I have estimated that approximately three thousand of these
sets are being made in Los Angeles daily and, as many of
the local manufacturers are far-sighted and are extending
their markets, I predict that this production will continue
in favor for some time.
I wish to confirm the statements I have made to numerous manufacturers — I expect the Midget set to be greatly
improved during the next three months. I predict the
Super-Heterodyne Midget will soon be produced by all of
the
local leaders and that new designs of cabinets will also
follow.
* * *

Collins-Lane Appointed Leonard Distributors
Announcement of the new Leonard Electric refrigerator
to sell at $189.50 was the outstanding news of the month
to the radio trade. George Lane, of Collins-Lane Company,
Bosch Radio distributors, announced that his company has
Wm. Hitt - - - Hugh H. Eby
been named Southern California representatives for the
Having used three different makes of planes en route new refrigerator.
"The entrance of Leonard into the electrical refrigerahere, it is quite easy to understand why the western part
tion field here is of tremendous interest to the radio trade,"
of the U.S.A. and, particularly California, has become so
said Lane. "It means that an established, successful, and
"air-minded" in recent years. The planes used in the East experienced manufacturer is offering electrical refrigeration
or east of Kansas, known as the Tri-Motored Ford planes, at a competitive price to supplement the radio business at
can not compare with the Fokker F10 and the Fokker F32 just the time of year when radio dealers most need added
planes used on the West Coast. However, I have been advised that the Western Air Service contemplates extending
The Leonard Electric line will consist of two models, one
the service of their F32 plane, or 32-passenger type, and I, a five and the other a seven foot box. In actuality, these
volume."
for one, will hail with keen delight the day that this serv- boxes
larger than the designation here, Lane said. They
ice is extended to the Eastern Coast. I wish to take this featurearemore
shelf area, Leonard approved insullation,
opportunity to pay a deserved tribute to the officials of the visible
chillometer for certified refrigeration, visible deWestern Air Service for their fore-sightedness in not only
froster, broom room underneath for easy sweeping, satin
providing unusual comforts for their passengers in the way chrome hardware,
rubber ice cube trays, all steel box with
of spacious cabins and comfortable seats, but for the added porcelain
linings.
service in furnishing a courier for each plane. Not only docs
Financing
will
be
handled by a Los Angeles office of the
the courier supply the passengers with meals or any other factory finance company,
making budget plan selling both
attention that may be needed, but it is extremely interesting easy and economical.
to have
the passing
various over
pointsa city
of interest
called to spot
one'sandatten-be
"The new Leonard brings vibrationless quiet to modertion when
or a historical
refrigeration,"
said Lane.refrigeration,
"It has everything
given the history concerning it. This service, I understand, that atethepricedpublic
in electrical
including
is not extended beyond Kansas City and, in my estimation, a sensible price. wants
Although we have barely had time to make
it is a sad mistake. I, therefore, can not too strongly com- our opening announcement we are already flooded with repliment the Western Air Service on their policies, as well
quests from radio dealers for the details of our set-up. We
as their equipment, and the mere fact that I expect to re- have already
several carloads, and it looks as though
turn East over their routes is clear indication that I really the radio tradesold
had just been waiting for electrical refrigermean what I have said about their service.
ation at a moderate price and with the name of a proven
* President H. H. Eby Mfg. Co.
and seasoned manufacturer upon it."
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AN ODE TO THE JALLOPE
By William Marshan\
There's
a
land
'way
out there
Where the mountains
kiss —thehave
sea, you seen it?
And the climate you can't heat it,
Just the place for you and me.
There's a land 'nay out there — have you seen it?
It's called the Golden West,
Where a ten dollar bill will purchase
A coat, two pair of pants and a vest.

David and William Mdrshan\
On th<- shores of the mighty Pacific,
Where the waves come rolling in,
The tune of a million midgets
Helps to swell the din.
It's the land of sunshine and poppies
That grow wild in the fields,
It's the home of Radio Jallopies,
A million per day it yields.
//'- the land of the Tiffany model,
Radiette and the Mission Bell,
And up on a hill not far from a still,
Stands the mighty Jackson Hell.
It's a land of great opportunity,
And a dollar a long way can go, if you spend it best
And do like the rest
And manufacture radio.
You don't have to get nervous and fidget
And worry about supply and demand,
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Just manufacture a midget
And everything will be grand.
Just get yourself some wire,
A coil, a condensor or two,
And put them all together —
That's all you have to do.
There's
there — have you seen it?
It callsa tolandeach'way
son out
of man,
Where is the beginning,
And where will it end?
Midgets of every description,
Some white, some black, some red,
And when they all broadcast,
It's enough to wake the dead.
They vie with each other for honors,
To reach the production peak,
It's no place for the weakling,
The halt, the lame or the meek.
'The pace that they set will get you,
And crush you through and through,
For the law of the land of the
Midget can shozv you what to do.
So don't you worry and fidget
If you haven't any dough,
Just go to the land of the midget
And manufacture radio.
There's a land 'way out there — have you seen it?
It's the cussed est land that I know,
Where they build the elusive Jallope
In the name of radio.* * *
Philco-Ensenada Trip
Ensenada, in Old Mexico, was the setting for one of the
most unique radio conventions ever held in the southwest.
Culminating a ten weeks sales contest, about three hundred Philco radio dealers and salesmen, factory officials and
radio newspapermen, on the week-end of November 21st
and 22nd, were guests of the H. R. Curtiss Company,
Philco distributors for Southern California. They gathered
aboard sthe
Alexander"
for aan cruise
to Enenada on asteamship
three-day "Ruth
convention,
providing
opportunity
to hold the regular dealer meeting and allowing time for
pleasure. Needless to say the trip was a huge success.
Claude Foote, Los Angeles manager, presented the sale
contest prizes.

AERIAL and GROUND
SUNSET
For Greater Pick-up and Selectivity
Ideal for DX Reception
The Selective Aerial .$5.00
The Positive Ground $2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
SUNSET MFG. CO.
1114 N. Sycamore
HE 4041
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Automatic Voltage Control
Perhaps the most important improvement ever added to
the radio receiver to make it truly modern, is the automatic
line voltage control. It has been proved conclusively that
under'voltage causes fading, diminished volume, loss of
power and sensitivity and generally poor reception, whereas
over-voltage results in tube burn-outs, tone distortion and
blasting, power pack break-downs, tube noises and lack of
selectivity. In order for the set to operate properly, the a.c.
line voltage should be maintained within 5 volts plus or
minus of the rated voltage. This is exactly the range maintained automatically by the Amperite line voltage regulator,
irrespective of the variations of line voltage. Amperite can
be installed readily in any standard radio receiver. To in-

stal , it is simply necessary to cut one lead of the power supply line or cable at any place between the set and the house
socket plug. The two cut ends are connected to the terminals of an Amperite adapter socket, or else an ordinary UXtype socket may be used, making connections to two opposite
terminals and leaving the remaining terminals blank. The
adapter or socket may be mounted at any convenient point,
as shown. It is then merely necessary to insert the proper
Amperite line voltage control tube and the receiver is ready
for operation.
* * *
Improving High Frequency Response
In certain commercial receivers, the response to higher
audio frequencies is noticeably deficient. Especially in pushpull arrangements, this defect may be remedied by means
of a simple expedient, involving the addition of only two extra midget variable condensers. These are connected as illustrated. Many interesting effects are obtainable by varying
the settings of the two condensers. Care should be observed
in handling the condensers to avoid the possibility of receiv-

IMPROVING RESPONSE TO HIGHER
EREQU E N CIE5 \H P US H - PULL AMP LI FIERS
ing a shock from the high plate voltage. The principle involved in the improvement of the response range consists
of nullifying the internal capacities of the tubes, thus increasing the response to higher audio frequencies. The improved results are well worth while, and give support to
the contention that the use of neutralizing a.f. amplifiers has
not been given the consideration it deserves.
Parts Required — Two Silver-Marshall Midget Condensers,
type 340 (1,2).

Page Forty-three
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Antenna and Ground Requirements
All radio dealers and service men should be familiar with
the latest wiring requirements of the National Electrical
Code pertaining to radio receiver installations.
The antenna wire must not be less than No. 14. The
lead-in from antenna to building must also be not less than
No. 14 if of copper, and not less than No. 17 if copper-clad
steel. The lead-in conductor from the point where it enters
the building to the set must have rubber-covered insulation.
A lead-in strip, if used, must have approved insulation.
Ground wire must be not smaller than No. 14 copper wire.
Additional provisions are as follows:
Antennas outside of buildings must be kept well away
from all light or power circuits of more than 600 volts and
trom railway, trolley or feeder wires so as to avoid possibility of accidental contact. When placed in proximity to light
or power wires of less than 600 volts or signal wires, antenna must be constructed and installed durably and located
with enough clearance to prevent contact with such wires
cither by sagging or swinging. Splices and joints in the antenna span must be soldered, unless approved splicing device is used. Light socket antenna, if used, must be an approved device.
Lead-in Conductors from the antenna to the first building
attachment shall conform to the requirements for similarly
located antennas. Lead-in conductors from the first building
attachment to the building entrance shall be installed and
kept so that they cannot swing closer to open supply conductors than 2 feet in case supply wires carry voltages up to
600 volts, or 10 feet where supply wires carry over 600
volts. Where all conductors involved are supported so as to
insure a permanent separation and supply wires do not exceed 150 volts to ground, clearance may be reduced to not
less than 4 inches.
Lightning Arrester must be properly connected, if outside
of building as near as possible to point of entrance — if inside building at some point between entrance and set which
is convenient to a ground. Must not be placed in vicinity of
ignitable stuff or exposed to inflammable gases or dust or flyings of combustible materials. Fuses, if used, must not be
placed in the circuit from the antenna through the arrester
to the ground.
Ground Connector may be made to a cold water pipe
where this is available, is in service and is connected to the
street mains. Ground connection may be made to a galvanized iron pipe or rod driven into permanently damp earth.
Gas piping must not be used for the ground. Grounding
conductor may be run either inside or outside of building.
If inside, wires shall be secured in a workmanlike manner
and must not come nearer than 2 inches to an electric light
or power wire not in conduit, unless separated by a continufirmly fixed non-conductor, such as porcelain tubes or
flexibleous, tubing.
Storage battery circuits having more than 20 amperehours' capacity must be protected by a fuse or circuit breaker
rated cuits
at must
notbemore
than protected
1 5 amperes.
battery
cirproperly
by a"B"fusestorage
or circuit
breaker
rated at not more than 1 ampere in the negative lead. Fuses
or circuit breakers shall be located not more than 18 inches
along the wire from the battery terminal.

RADIO
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Qratitude Expressed
The following letter has been received by Major Lawrence
We will very much appreciate it if you will express perMott from
Izaak Walton
in appre-of
sonal y tothe managers of these stations, our sincere appreciation of histhestrenuous
efforts League
in behalfof America
of conservation
ciation and thanks for their generosity and cooperation. This
hsh and game:
iswhile.
the kind of public spirited service that makes life worth
Izaak Walton League
of America, Inc.
We want to again congratulate you upon the wonderful
Dear Major Mott:
work you are doing in behalf of the cause in which we are
all
so vitally interested. Keep up the good work and rest
The I-aak Walton League of America is very much gratified to learn that radio stations KHJ, KNX, KMPC, KFVD, assured that you will always have our best wishes.
KTM, KGER, KFWB and KGFJ, have all so generously
Very cordially yours,
given their valuable time on the air in the cause of conM. K. Reckord, General Manager.
servation and especially in support of the proposed constituDefender
of
woods,
water and wild life.
National Headquarters, Chicago.
>i more tional
firm amendment
footing.to put California's conservation work on

RADIO

- SOUND

-TELEVISION

Taught by Experts on Modem Apparatus
DayJ
and EveningO
Classes
Radio Institute of California
921 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles
VAndike 9343

I Man coupon for Further information
I "»di»
of California
921 W. institute
6th St., Los
Ang-eles, Calif.
| Please send me Radio and Sound Information
,1 Address
" | City and state
D.

NOVO-MIKE, For
Home Broadcasting
We have just created a new NovoMike for home broadcasting to retail at the attractive price of

Let Santa Claus broadcast to the
kiddies over your own Radio on the
night before Christmas. A thrilling
and novel experience. Order your
Novo-Mike now.
Manufactured by

$5.00
in order to take care of popular
demand
Our new microphone retains the
carbon principle, giving the same
excellent performance as the original
Novo-Mike manufactured by us

AMERICAN
LABORATORIES, Ltd.
2903 Beverly Boulevard
LOS ANGELES, CALIFOBNIA, U.S.A.
Telephone FItzroy 3184

We

are

Genuine

California's

Pioneer
of

MERSHON

We Carry Complete Stock.
KIERULFF
&
135-139 WEST 17th ST.

Distributors
Condensers

Ask Us for Prices and How to Use Them
RAVENSCROFT,
WEstmore 1317

Inc.
LOS ANGELES

ELECTROLYTIC

MERSHON
CONDENSER

SEND FOR FREK COPY
THH
AM RAD Ave,
CORP.,
I Mr> College
Med ford Hillside. Mas*.
Please (tend me Free Copy of your Booklet,
"Puncture Proof Kilter Condenser."
NAME
STREET, , „
-.(ITT
_
STATE

RADIO
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THINK

RESISTORS

THINK

OHIOHM

THE

OHIO

CARBON

CLEVELAND,

- WESTERN
W.
1646 West Adams St.

CO.

OHIO

REPRESENTATIVE =

BERT

KNIGHT

EMpire 4440—4443

Los Angeles, Calif.

First

Time

in

Radio

History

these 4 great
features combined
in any Radio
1. TONE

CONTROL

2. 4 SCREEN GRID TUBES
3. BUILT-IN ELECTRO
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
4. MOST EXQUISITE
COMPACT CABINET
EVER DESIGNED!
or onJ

59
COMPLETE
Available in 2 Cabinet Styles
Also a Lowboy for $89.50

A SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT
WILL DELIVER JACKSON-BELL TO YOUR HOME
Go to the nearest J a c k s o n - Be 11 Dealer TODAY
50

COMPARE Jackson-Bell, point for point, with any radio at ANY
price. ..and you will agree that Jackson-Bell is the biggest 'buy' in radio!
Sweet, pure tone . . . free from hum or distortion at any volume. Delicate
selectivity over the entire broadcast band. Amazing realism. Exquisite
cabinetry, blending with any type of furniture. Jackson-Bell gives you
guaranteed performance of a high-priced radio... for only $59-50! One
of the Jackson-Bell dealers below will gladly arrange a demonstration,
without obligation. See him today.

JACKSON-BELL
SEE . . , HEAR . . .OPERATE
JACKSON-BELL
AT YOUR
CLOSEST DEALER
JACKSON-BELL RADIO DISTRIBUTORS
Distributors for Southern California
1145 South Wall St., Los Angeles

WEstmore 7194

k UNITED

STATES
UNIFIED
RADIO

Apex

SCREEN GRID, OF COURSE • • BY PUBLIC DEMAND
Give

U. S. Apex

«

Radio

for . . .

CHRISTMAS
Without

Straining

Your

Pocketbook

Matched to present day low prices. A super
value giving you the utmost in satisfactory
performance and tone control — featuring the
Apex Tone Blender and every new radio
improvement. Present the family with an
Apex for Christmas and be assured of real
radio entertainment throughout the year and
for years to come.

Priced Complete with Tubes at
50
109
Model 28A Apex
Other models including phonograph combinations and electric remote control; also De
Luxe Model 3 IB from $135.00 to $192.50 complete with tubes
Kxclusive Wholesale Distributor
YALE
1111 Wall St.

RADIO
ELECTRIC
WEstmore 3351

CO.
Los Angeles

RADIO
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REFLECT

As Christmas draws nigh on the many
things that justify feelings of gratitude
and joy during the Holiday Season.
Our very satisfactory Crosley radio
business this season is due to a combination of superlative merchandise at
amazingly low prices and to a host of
boosters — both dealers and users — we are
thankful and we wish you all

A

Sfappg

f ear

KHEU^enscrofT
Q RADIO EQUIPM ENT Q
121-131 Ninth Street
135-139 West 17th Street
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios

RADIO
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Buy

for

A

Bosch

Christmas

Without the "sound and fury" of glowing
catchwords and intricate technical terms, there
are

certain

tests

radio— tests which

which

determine

anyone

can

modern

make.

HERE THEY ARE:—
Holding distance programs steady in volume and getting away
from annoying jading.
Eliminating static racket, fizz and sputter, or cutting it down below
the music level.
Bringing in perfect programs within ten kilocycles of each other on
the dial. (Ten kilocycles is marked by each of the small black lines
on the tuning dial.)
Complete and easy control of tone, without any sacrifice of tonal
quality or fidelity of reproduction.
Automatically controlled volume from station to station.
Advanced design, which makes a radio modem for years to come.
Beauty of console to properly ft into any home furnishings.
No tone of its own, but faithful reproduction.
PLUS — protected investment, safe from irresponsible price fluctuations, and safeguarded by a strong and reputable manufacturer.
BOSCH

RADIO

MEETS

THESE

you a dozen more improvements

TESTS

100* ! And

brings

and added satisfactions. We

suggest you make these tests. And don't you be satisfied
with less than Bosch Radio performance!
CollinsDISTRIBUTORS
-ILane Co.
BOSCH
RADIO PRODUCTS
1414 W. 7™ ST. rmdtfL, Telephone
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ANGELUS
WITH TONE CONTROL

Licensed
under
RCA
HAZELTINE
and
LA TOUR
Patents

7 Tubes
Grid, Fully
3 Screen
Shielded

70A.. $69.50 Complete with Tubes
MODEL
4 Gang Condenser
Illuminated Vernier Dial
Magnavox Dynamic Speaker
Tone Control
"YOU CANNOT BUY MORE QUALITY"
MFD. BY DAVISON-HAYNES MFG. CO.
717 So. Mateo St.
Los Angeles, Calif. Phone TR 1072
Distributed By
Southern California
Northern California
LISTENWALTER & GOUGH
KAEMPER-BARRETT CORP.
819 East First Street
871 Folsom Street
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Washington
Oregon
SEATTLE HARDWARE CO.
CRONIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
Seattle, Wash.
Portland, Ore.

National Broadcasting Company, Ir.c.
General Library
York, N.
e, NewTime
Avenuthe
711 FifthIs
Now

Cloyd Marshall, Jr.
G. W. Marshall
K. G. Ormiston
Dorothy Hummel

January^

Editor
Business Manager
Technical Editor
Studio Editor

1931

Features In This I,SSUl
Page
We Applaud
For
F Your Entertainment
KFRC's Two Ednas
On Your Right, Ladies and Gentlemen ... By Jose Rodriguez,
Folgeria
Variety
With the Commission
Anent Television
DX Prise Contests

15
16
17
18-19
20
21
22
23
24-25

'Round the World DX Club ... By Edward Roth
'Round the Dial
A 50,000 Watt Broadcast Station . . . By E. H. Schreiber
The Super-Heterodyne . . . By K. G. Ormiston
Just a Few Rambling Thoughts ... By Ted Osborne
Classified Programs
Chain Programs for January
On Radio Row
Radio Goings on Around Town
Looking Backward with R. B. Yale
As I Was Saying

25
26
27
28
29
30-34
35-39
42
43
44
45

BUSINESS
lethargy has
prices to unbelievably
low forced
limits
during the current year. Every indication, supported by reliable analyses
made by those who have no reason to
be artificially optimistic, pronounces
this to be the greatest bargain time
since
beforehas"thenearly
good 50%
old days."
Thelongdollar
more
buying value than a year ago. Amazing bargains are on every hand. And
commodities are available that are lastingly useful at the prices which will
not again be in vogue for many a year.
It makes it worth while to disturb some
of those savings with which the banks
are glutted and buy more this winter.
The yield will, in view of the certain
raise in prices within the year, be many
times higher than ordinary savings interest rates, particularly in the face of a
prospective cut in interest on the part
of banks if the present tremendous volume of savings continue. It is common
knowledge that savings are swollen by
$250,000,000 over last year and the
American
Bankers"
even a higher
figure. Association gives
The chase
picture
the consumer's
purstimulatingof retailing,
distribution,
production and finally his own income
is an old one. But the truth and
sound logic of it remains. One of the
most stable, bargain-priced articles that
will furnish pleasure through bad times
and good is a radio set. They will
never cost you less. And they have
not been developed to a higher degree
of performance than right now. There
are still twenty million families in America without receivers and it is essentially worth the while of those who
can possibly afford it to get the latest
type radio at the astonishing prices prevailing now. Aside from the profitable
buying policy a purchase at this time is
a strong and definite step toward the
return of prosperity. For prosperity
must be bought. Neither talk, political
parties nor the climate can bring it
back. If we wait for the ordinary course
of necessity to again consume normal
production there will be a long wait
and the prolonging of suffering.
Order thai radio set today and
do xour bit.

VOLUME XVIII
NUMBER TWO
Copyright, 1930, Horwood Publishing Co., Inc.
Issued Monthly at 314 E. 12th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Subscription $3.00 a Year. Entered as Second Class Matter.
November 25, 1922, Los Angeles. Calif., Post Office, Under Act of March 3, 1879.
Hew Yor\ Of ice
Los Angeles Office
San Francisco Office
J. W. HASTIE
HORWOOD PUBLISHING CO., INC.
H. H. CONGER CO.
155 East 42nd Street. Vanderbilt 4661 314 E. 12th Street. WEstmore 3024 929-930 Hearst Bldg. Garfield 8990
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KITS
OR
PARTS
RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING

Alco Loops
Acme Apparatus
Acme Wire
Advance Crystals
Aero-Products
Aerovox Wireless Products
American Beauty Irons
Amertran Products
AmperitesCondensers
Amsco
Bear Grip Ground Clamps
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Birnbach Products
Bodine Loops
Branston Honeycomb Coils
Carborundum Products
Cardwell Condensers
Carter Products
CeCo Tubes
C R L Resistance
Chicago Kester Solder
Clarostats
Corning Pyrex Insulators
Daven Radio Parts
Dejur Rheostats
DeLuxe Products
Dictogrand Units
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Dudlo Mfg. Co. Wire
Dunham Loops
Dunton Solder
Eby Binding Posts

= Always a Complete Stock =
Ekko Ground Clamps
Electrad Products
Elkon Chargers
Formica Insulation Co.
Franco Batteries
Frost Products
Goodrich Rubber Panels
Gosilco Wire
Hammarlund Products
Hedgehog
Transformers
H-K Sodderdipt
Lugs
Jefferson
Products
Karas Products
Kellogg
Kersten Parts
Horns
Knapp
Power Units
Kodel Products
Kurz-Kasch Dials
Kuprox Chargers
Lynch Leaks
Magnavox
Dynamics
Marco Products
Master Voltage Controls
Mershon Condensers
Mueller Universal Clips
Naald Parts
National Soldering Irons
National Tubes
National Co. Parts
Parvolt Condensers
Phonovox Pickups
Pilot Kits
Polymet Condensers
AMATEURS NOTE

I®

Preston DX Ground
Racon Horns
Radio Owls
Ray-O-Vac Batteries
Raytheon Meters
Tubes
Readrite
Recto Bulbs
REL Apparatus
Remler Products
Samson Transformers
Sangamo Condensers
Sensory Insulators
Skindervicken Buttons
Silver Marshall Products
Spaulding Bakelite
Sprague Eliminators
Condensers
Steinite
Sterling Testers
Super
Antennas
Sunset Ball
Aerials
Sunset Grounds
Supreme Instruments
Sylvania Tubes
Thordarson
Transformers
Tobe Condensers
Tom Mack Products
Universal Battery Clips
Universal Microphones
Utah Units
Ward-Leonard Products
Weston Meters
X. L. Variodensers
Yaxley Products

We carry EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR — shortwave kits, transmitter
parts of all kinds, anything that the "Ham" will want for his outfit.
Kits, keys, transformers, chokes, relays, tubes, resistors, condensers and hundreds of parts of special interest to amateurs will be found in the AMATEUR
HEADQUARTERS OF THE WEST.
AMATEUR RADIO STATION W6FBI located in our building at present. You
are invited to come in and look it over.
RADIO

SUPPLY
COMPANY
H. A. DEMAREST, President
912-914 S. Broadway
VA 3170-3178-3179
Los Angeles
WHOLESALE
Largest Radio Parts Jobber West of Chicago
SEND FOR THE NEW 1930-31 CATALOG

January, 1931
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t*ne

BIGGEST

EVER

OFFERED

We, also call attention to our
amazing value in our
MANTEL
TYPE

VALUE

COMPLETE
WITH
TUBES
£5950
TONE CONTROL
A SCREEN GRID

TIFFANY=™ne
RADIO
HERBERT H. HORN
RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.
1625-29 SO. HILL ST.
Los Angeles,
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
u. s. A. Calif,

RADIO
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AMATEURS
★ COMPLY
WITH GOVERNMENT
REQUIREMENTS
AND KEEP
COMPLETE DATA ON INCOMING
AND OUTGOING CALLS.

EVERY
LEADING RADIO
MANUFACTURER
REPRESENTED
in our COMPLETE stock
ANSMITTING
EQUIPMENT
R
HORTWAVE
T
EQUIPMENT
UBLIC
p

I
^OFFICIAL
RADIO

LOG

SHEETS

'Jn Handsome Loose Leaf
PERMANENT BINDER

ADDRESS

EQUIPMENT

TUBES
TRANSMITTING
57^ RECEIVING

'OUTOF
ARE AN SEND
OR IF YOU JUST
*HAM*
US 'TOWN*
YOUR,

CARD
AT
ONCE!
BEFORE THE SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED
aria We will gladly MAIL

it to you.

Kadiotron

PliOTRON

HYVAC

NATIONAL

ORDERS

Syffocmicu
Csr^RADIO
0^5I2!iTUBES
DEALERS BUSINESS SOLICITED

FILLED

ARCTURUS
/pfoRADIO
V5VyTUBES

SAME

INSIDE
PARKING
TO OUR
PATRONS

DAY RECEIVED
INSIDE
PARKING

IOOO
So. Broadway
CORNER IO™ST.,"77/£ FAMOUS RADIO CORNER"

FREE
TO OUR
PATRONS

January, 1931

Newest,

RADIO

Practical,

Western Representative
W. C. HITT
1284 SUNSET BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
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Controls

The H. H. EBY Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Quality Products
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

RADIO
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announces
a

new,

genuine,

Super-

fully

licensed

Heterodyne

Model 98

For years the radio trade has looked on
Super-heterodyne as the "Rolls-Royce" of
radio reception. Now Falck announces a
genuine, fully licensed screen grid Superhet rodyne.. at a popular price. For selectivity, tone quality, and distance getting
ability no radio in this price field approaches the new Falck 98.
Mfd. by Advance

Electric

DEALERS:
Due to the tremendous interest occasioned by the introduction of this
model, to insure delivery, dealers are
advised to place advance orders with
your nearest Falck distributor.
Co., Los Angeles, Est. 1915

RADIO

January, 1931
World

Famous

Console Quality
in a Midget Broadcast Receiver
You Can Place Anywhere
Pilot Midget
This attractive two-tone walnut miniature
A. C. receiver has proved the equal of high
priced consoles in many locations
throughout the country. Because — it embodies console features; 2-224 Screen
Grid stages, 1-224 Screen Grid Power
detector, 1-227 Audio stage, 1-245
Power Audio output stage and speciallydesigned electro dynamic speaker. A super
powered 280 voltage supply gives troublefree operation from any 110-20 volt house
current line.
Pilotron tubes are standard equipment
because Pilot retailers know none are
more reliable.
PRICE
Complete in
Modernistic
Cabinet

PILOT
PILOT
234Chlca/ca
S. WelUOjfut
Sti

RADIO
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>RT5lfejiyers

For World-Wide
Radio Reception
Short and Long Waves, 14 to 500 Meters

RADIO
TUBES
ENDORSED BY
PROFESSIONALS

PILOT Super -Wasp
Rev. J."Here
W. \'ilsen, heart
Bolonque,Africa
Cm so-I have
Bel eereceived
Africa
says:
9LO.
JB. 2BL,in the
5SW, AFK,of PCJ.
WGY (W2XAF),
WRNY (W2XAL) and more stations on loud speaker
with my Pilot Super -» asp."
David
W. J. Jones,
Brisbane, Australia
"I
have received
Super-Wasp
all the testsays:
missionsonbetweenmyW2XAF
(Schenectady,
U. transS. A.)
and VK2ME (Sydney NSW). Aero. ICT Holland.
GSSW England and Sydney — London phone
Austin R. Baldtcin, St. Raphael (f ar.) France,
service."
says:
"I heard from KDKA 23.1 meters, "We will
now rehroadcast
concertl*ondon
from London."
after
the music a from
came in Shortly
clearly,
having twice crossed the Atlantic."
Pilot Super -Wasp Cornea In KIT M>n>l
which ran be assembled' In a lew hoars
BATTERY SET KIT
A. C. SET KIT
r.o
29 50
34
Kit K-110: The hatwasp. culru.
Batteries and
Tubes

M
RADIO
At It+al+rx Ererytrhere nr II riti
E CORPORATION
I. A &W It E NT< KIT. BMASS.
-iai, r runclsco Office:
1271 Minion Street
llll Willi I II
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Usual

Powered

POLYMET

Always in the van — the trend toward the "midget" was foreseen in Poly met laboratories long before the demand for
"midget" parts. Polymet engineers have produced unhurried, efficient, amply-tested essentials for wide-spread incorporation inthese "pony" models. These parts measure
up in every particular, except size, with standard Polymet
Products — more cannot be said.
Polymet's prompt deliveries — from three large
factories — help speed the production schedules of most leading receiver manufacturers.
Catalogs on request.
Polymet

Manufacturing
Corporation
DiHtrict ItepreHcntntive
THE SPECTOR COMPANY

RADIO
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that

their

are

field

VVTITH the perfection of
three new Pacent Phonovoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new radio
sets are now equipped with
jacks to hook up phonograph
pick-ups. An electric pick-up
bearing the name "Pacent" is
your guarantee that there is
nothing better.
CATALOG No. 107
THE NEW MASTER PHONO VOX
(Illustrated above)
Contains 12 features that make it the greatest
value in pick-ups today. List Price $15.00
CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONOVOX
Gives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station work.
Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely
no rubber. Freezing is impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent

Eleetrie Co., Inc.. 91 Seventh Ave.. New
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Iladio Ltd., Hamilton, Out.

PACENT

York.

\. V.

RADIO
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Making
Ever

Idea

Saw!

cone ^m<

ffore because 4t boosts the dealer's
dealer' s^uj^ft ftS. lBUfitl M»MUtt-gggP

^

The

New

We Ire overlooking no .ore business opportunities from now^

*JWVVU/riUl^
^ RADIO TUBES

Dealer

Plan

d 'deftlsr
some 'help
that radio
he**>t«^A
first
time»ets
in radio
history

kkc. OFF,
r.s
I'AT.
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.

.

.

to America and then to Hollywood where he organized his
balalaika orchestra consisting of several musicians from
Manchuria who played with him in a famous Siberian
Orchestra: because, not only do the Karmarenko entertainers play Russian music, but American fox trots and
Spanish music as well; and most of all, because they
entertain over the eight members of the United Broadcasting Company every Thursday at 7 p. m.
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Charles W. Hamp is home again, and at a salary which
has eclipsed every other radio star on the air. It is rumored
that for doing his act, Charlie will be rewarded with a salary of $150,000 a year by the same sponsor who started him
out on his meteoric rise to fame and fortune. KHJ will
release
Hamp's January
program 2nd.
to the(See
Columbia
Broadcasting
System Mr.
beginning
page 29
for daily
schedule.)

thing, KECA has extended their schedule to thirteen hours
daily, which will put them on the air at 8:30 a. m. and sign
them off at 11:00 p. m. with a pause between 10:30 and
1 1 :00 a. m. Alexander Bevani, noted operatic coach, singer
and pedagog is giving lessons in Italian over KECA on Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings at 4:00 o'clock.

Up at KHJ the Studio Editor sat on
one end of the divan and on the other
end sat an attractive blond collegiate
Opening for the second time with two weekly courses, the
looking
person towho,make
whenintroductions,
Dick CreePacific Coast School of the Air will be resumed through the
don arrived
facilities of the National Broadcasting Company on Monday,
turned
out
to
be
Miss
Velva
G. DarlJanuary 5th. The NBC is firm in its belief that there is
ing, California girl, whose column is
a definite need for educational broadcasts of this type to
featured daily in more than 100 metrosupplement the courses included in the regular school curricula. KGO, KOMO, KGW, KPO, KFI, KFSD, KTAR,
politan newspapers and whose "Modern
Girl Philosopher" is an added attraction to KHJ's morning
KHQ will carry the program.
program. Miss Darling is known as the "Modern Girl Philosopher;" inshort, her stuff is what is usually called "Advice to thecolumn
Lovelorn."
Darlingpaper
wroteof
the only
writtenA byfew a years
girl onago,theMissstudent
Stanford University. On leaving school she plunged into
Another Charlie is back in his home the newspaper racket. She has flown across the continent
with Lindbergh; has worked on murder stories; has interalley and his last name's Wellman.
viewed countless celebrities; and calls herself — "a real mod"Thirty minutes of mellowed melody,"
She explains the purpose of her broadcast: "I
popularized on the coast by Charlie want erntogirl."
talk to girls and share their confidences. I will inHamp, is conducted by Wellman every
vite
them
to
to me for helpful advice and will answer
day in the week except Saturday and their letters inwrite
daily talks, using only the initials of their
Sunday over KNX and KHJ. At the names. I willmyendeavor
to interpret the modern girl to
Don Lee station, the schedule is Tues- mothers who do not understand their daughters."
day and Thursday at 10:30 and over
on the Paramount lot, Charlie dispenses
cheer at 9:30 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Capt. Edward Molyneux, leading French couturier, will
speak to the women of America direct from his atelier in
Paris during an international broadcast on the evening of
February 6 next. This will be the first time Paris fashion
hints have ever been broadcast from Paris to America and
the first commercial broadcast from the French capital to be
heard here. Mrs. Edna Woolman Chase, editor-in-chief of
Vogue magazine; Michel de Brunhoff, editor of the French
magazine Vogue, and a French orchestra will contribute
to the remainder of the half-hour broadcast. Capt. Molyneux speaks excellent English. He will go on the air at
3 a..m., Saturday, February 7 (Paris time), and will be heard
at 7 p. m. (Pacific time), through CBS coast stations.

Over at KFI-KECA, we picked up quite a bit of news.
Remember Harold Isbell who used to announce for KNX?
Well he developed the home-coming instinct so popular this
month and is now established at KFI-KECA. Another

Not every radio performer can boast
a dual personality that is an asset before the microphone. Stephen Gaylord,
KOL's efficient Studio Director, is the
possessor of a fine dramatic baritone
that is heard to advantage in selections
of "The Americans Come" calibre. A
few steps toward the mike, a dimenduendo on the accompaniment, and listeners hear a pleasing "croon" rendition
of "Three Little Words" or numbers suited to that type of
presentation. Not long ago, Stephen announced -the program, sang several numbers and station attaches were bewildered when they were informed that there were NOT
three artists, but only Gaylord at the microphone, Such
versatility must be applauded!
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Exhaustive research has revealed that KFRC's two charmEdna O'Keefe
only one
factoring inEdnas,common:
they bothandareEdna
very Fischer,
fond of have
cauliflower.
Of course, they are both very lovely, very charming young
ladies and both are loved for the quality of their respective
artistic endeavors. This is what keeps them in their jobs.
But otherwise — well, here are the satistics:
Edna O'Keefe
Edna Fischer
Height
5' 3"
5'
Weight
115
117i/2
Eyes
brown
hazel
Hair
brown golden red
Married
no
yes
Athletic yes
no
Age
19
26
Favorite Vegetable Cauliflower Cauliflower
And so you see, as you run your eye up and down the
two columns, that the only thing the girls really get together
on is cauliflower. I suppose we could look further and find
that they are both fond of dogs and cats, both read Cosmopolitan (most women do), and very friendly, and both are
crazy about football games, but why spoil a good opener for
the story. You see, with cauliflower mentioned in the
opening paragraph, all cooks, grocers, seed stores, men and
truck gardeners may also be inveigled into reading about
the girls in addition to their host of admirers.
Ednaa hard
O'Keefe
downFrancisco
her school
one night
after
day atthrew
the San
Girls books
high school
and
never picked them up again. She had a job on KFRC
Some of her high school chums had dared her to go up to
KFRC and
try out,
spirit couldn't
resist.
On that
horrorandofEdna's
horrorsventuresome
(for most candidates)
the
audition
period,
she
sang
"The
Desert
Song."
Why
she
chose the Desert Song is still one of the mysteries surrounding her. She felt that the wildest African tiger had nothing
on that still, non-commital microphone, which threatened at
any moment to reach over and bite a chunk out of her right
-shoulder.

Edna Fischer

Page Seventeen
EDNA/

Edna O'Keefe
But even that experience was nothing compared to her
first appearance on the Golden State Blue Monday Jamboree.
She gave up all hope after the first note.
Edna Fischer walked calmly into the KFRC studios one
noon time and played "Soliloquy," by Rube Bloom, for
Helen O'Neil, the station's program director at that time,
and
Miss onO'Neil
with the quality of her work
that sosheimpressed
was engaged
the spot.
Unlike
Edna
O'Keefe,
Edna
show business, which she had Fischer's
embracedschool
at thehadagebeenof the19
when she joined the Topsy and Eva show of the Duncan Sisters in San Francisco. (She was born in Oakland, the other
Edna in San Francisco.) Heart trouble with a purely psychological cause was at the bottom of her desire to leave
home. The show broke up shortly after acquiring Edna,
but undaunted, she sold her beloved grand piano, slipped the
slender roll into the pocket of her gingham dress, and defor New atYork,
seekingher fame.
she couldn't have
love shepartedcould
least have
name inIf lights.
(Continued on Page 25)
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By JOSE RODRIGUEZ
Gossip, in the radio world, seems to be as neeessary to our
well-being as lipstick to a co-ed's.
a little
unjust to specify
the radio world,"
forPerhaps
gossip itis issuch
a universally
accepted"inentertainment
that
it wouldn't be extravagant to paraphrase the history of
mankind with the phrase "they were born, they gossiped
and they died."
Last month in Radio Doings, I indulged in some gossip
that
been crowding
press-agent's
chest for months.
I toldhasreaders
all about my
several
radio personalities
as they
appear to the candid — if sometimes bilious — eyes of a station executive. Somehow, I not only got away with it, but
succeeded in passing the censor with this second itemized list
of radio favorites as I see them in KFI and KECA.
So this second installment of official gossip leads off with:
Doomed to sing operettas
and songs of light tenderness, he is a devout and fervent student of church music. He looks like a Hussar
cadet, but composes masses
and motets. Inspires women to the most motherly
sentiments.

James Tenor
Burroughs
Almost white hair, lively
young, lively manner. A
positive danger to confidence men, burglars, defalcatingsionablebankers
and impresmovie actresses.

Thin, scholarly face,
prince-nez glasses, sparse of
build. Before he opens his
mouth you say to yourself
"Tottenham Court road,
Picadilly, Plumstead Heath,
Hounsditch, Petticoat
Lane," doner
so is completely
a Lonhe. Still young,
but has traveled more than
the Wandering Jew.

Tom Terriss
Raconteur (High hat for storySmall, slender, not a hair
of his head out of place, not
an incorrect crease in his
immaculate clothing, his
crayon-line
mustache
drawn
with uncanny
symmetry.
Books programs with one
Harry Hall
hand, both
pirouettes
tap-dances
with
feet, holds
off ten
Assistant Program Director
dozen artists with the other
Happily married to a hand, and imitates Eddie
Foy with the face — all at
druggist,
she is anHerincurable match-maker.
gig- once.
gle is also incurable. Fiercely loyal toLiving
her job
ballads.
in —ansinging
epoch
of disillusion and skepticism, she nourishes a real
belief in Santa Claus, the
triumph of virtue, the might
of truth and the veracity of
salesmen.

Nick Harris
Detective and Spell-Bindei

Margaret Pianist
Kintz-Duncan

Plump and cheerful,
grown so perhaps from reading intricate scores at first
sight for capricious singers.
Nothing worries or per'
turbs her, as if indeed,
what could worry or perturb anyone who accompanies Ravel songs at first
sight?

Helen Guest
Balladist

Baron Keyes
The Story Man

soft-spoken,
he Tall,
has thelanky,
indefinable
air of
sharing secrets with King
tion.)
Oberon and Titania. (I
hope you notice our erudi-
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Blue mascara, orange
rouge; breaks out into unexplainable little falsetto
hums about Daddy and the
blues, snaps her fingers and
wiggles; or
all things
are either
"cute"
"goofy;"
spells
like Chaucer; a sweet- little
grasshopper
coming on! — and winter

Young enough to be
saucy and old enough to be
sensible. Five feet eight,
brown eyes, easy smile,
dresses with careful indifference. He loves sentimental ballads, preferably
well
swell
cook. aged.
Detests He's
Roberta Hurd,
but don't tell Robert.
Paul Roberts
Tenor

Cactus Kate
Stenographer

good thing
you can
seeIt'sthea picture
for yourself,
or you wouldn't believe me.
It's alsoshe a sings
good nothing
when
one that
can
see her, for if they could,
she would be classed a burning menace to the tranquility of mankind.

Looks like Friar Tuck
made up to act a business
man. Endless repetoire of
quartet music that can and
endless
tet musicrepertoire
that can ofnotquar-be
sung. The last authority
on raisins and specific gravities.
Helen Clive
Soprano

Paul Taylor
Baritone
One of the last giants of
the Liszt group, he evokes
something of the gracious
and calm outlook on all
things that distinguishes the
true aristocrat. His fame and
worth are so well established, that he can afford to
unbend and crack roguish
little jokes.

Solidly routined and most
versatile musician. If he
wore a beard, was rude and
had an accent, he would
rise very high. But he is
smooth shaven, cordial and
genial. Looks as if he had
never been foolish enough
to resist temptation.
Pryor
Moore
Conductor

Page Nineteen

George Liebling
Pianist-Composer

Looks — and acts — like a
heroine of Sir Walter Scott,
if his heroines had had
brains as well as looks. A
little too stately and quietvoiced for the approval of
crooners and Flaming
Youth.

An insufferable prig, who
thinks he knows everything and imagines himscH
quite a sad rip with the
ladies.

Zhay
Clark
Harpist

WriterJoseof Rodriguez
Editorial Review

Page Twenty
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Richard Graves fixes Zuniga, the Pirate, with a stern and glittering eye while
Black and Blue, those fearless "detecatives," look on with burning interest. Lurking
in the background, and on the very portals of La Golandrina is Hunfredo, deepdyed villain of Folgeria, that delightful serial comic opera of the air, which is released from KHJ to the Columbia Chain every Thursday at 9:00 p. m. Richard
Graves, sterling example of young American manhood is admirably played by Kenneth Niles; Black is Charles Forsythe, KHJ's Sound Technician; Blue is none other
than
Len Wright,
memberdiabolical
of KHJ"sas Hunfredo.
Orchestra; Zuniga
and
Bob Swan
is particularly
Beginningis Lindsay
January MacHarrie
5th, from 5:30
to 6:00 p. m. daily except Sunday, Black and Blue will be on the Don Lee Chain
with a skit of their own. Some of the weighty problems they will settle are: Who
is stealing from the warehouse of Brownstone and Parker? What is the mystery of
the old flour mill? Who are the police watching? Who was the man shadowed
by Black and lost in the fog? If you like thrills and mystery and menace and intrigue dished up with a lot of humor and human interest, you will not want to miss
one of Black and Blue's radio adventures.

January, 1931
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Wesley Tourtelotte . . . KHX
Wesley B. Tourtelotte, after a short
vacation, returned to devotees of organ
music on a recent Sunday evening and
will be heard every night except Sunday from 7:00 to 7:30 o'clock.
Mr. Tourtelotte has had an interesting career. He was first started on
the piano at the tender age of six years,
and he continued his lessons during
his school days at Hartford, and Middletown, Connecticut. When he later
went to the University of Pennsylvania to study mechanical engineering,
he continued his piano study and broadened out to also master the pipe organ
with the well-known Ralph Kinder,
organist of the Holy Trinity church in
Philadelphia.
It was while so employed that he
joined the Air Service in Springfield,
Mass., cadia
and Balloon
was School
promptlyin sent
to ArCalifornia.
When the war ended, Mr. Tourtelotte
lent his engineering talents to one of
the big local oil companies.
During all this time, he had hammering atthe back of his brain, his desire for musical expression. He got
in touch with one of the local broadcasting companies and originated the
first midnight organ concerts, about two
and one-half years ago.
From Mr. Tourtelotte's first radio
broadcast, his fame has grown until today he is one of the best known and
best liked organists on the air, and
KNX feels fortunate in being able to
broadcast the new series of Tourtelotte
organ concerts.

.

This is the low-down on why the
"Happy
Chappies"
happyago,chappies.
Only three
short are
years
KFRC
started a little propaganda about two
lads, who, it was rumored, did harmonizing as it had not previously been
done. From KFRC these lads journeyed to KTAB and then decided that
Southern California audiences should
not be deprived of their entertainment.
Soon there was a great furore over
at KFI-KECA and the Happy Chappies burst on the horizon with "When
the
the Sage,"
still Bloom
panickingIs on
audiences.
Nowwhich
out atis
KMPC, Nat Vincent and Freddie
Howard, the Happy Chappies, are packing them in the studio every day with
a noon-day program of harmonizing
that is really excellent. Their sixtyminute program is an all request fea-
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If there is anyone within KNX's
coverage that hasn't enjoyed Bert Butterworth's "Optimistic Do-Nuts" program, we are ashamed of them. Seven
years ago the Davis Perfection Bread
Company
(and not
that'sallowed
quite atobreak,
because we are
mention
sponsors in this department) decided
to pioneer radio advertising; so Mr.
Butterworth went into a huddle with
himself and when he emerged he had
conceived
Do-Nuts"
which holdsthethe"Optimistic
record for being
the
oldest sponsored program in western
broadcasting, having had all these seven
years, the same sponsor, same time,
same idea, same station, etc. And five
years ago there appeared Mr. Jasper
Weldon, otherwise Windy Whitewash,
who came out of the east to sing a most
amazing basstertainers.
alongWhitewash
withtraveled
the other
enon the
Butterfield circuit (no relation of
Bert's) as a member of a male quartet
and, perhaps, that's where he perfected
such bass voice classics as "When the
Bells in the Light-House Ring Ding
Dong," "Asleep in the Deep," and "Old
Black Joe." During the day Mr. Weldon is employed by a local furniture
store and every Friday night at 8:00
o'clock finds him busily managing the
male quartet and performing with the
"Optimistic Do-Nuts."

The Happy Chappies . . . KMPC
ture
and apparently
requesteesforcan't
get them
too old orthe obscure
the
boys. Nat Vincent, peering over Fred
Howard's shoulder, plays one of the
meanest "by ear" pianos in these parts
and Fred Howard writes lyrics and tenorizes with Nat's baritone. These lads
have won a secure place in the hearts
of shut-ins as well as other listeners
by their happy spontaneous and obligingpiesmanner.
you aren't
addicts, Ifbetter
tune inHappy
KMPC Chapany
noon and fall under their spell. And
if this phenomenal success isn't something to behappiness.
happy about, we don't
know about

Mum
Jasper Weldon . . . KNX
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This plan, he believes, will bring about a more equitable
distribution of stations, hours, and power "with a minimum
of violence or inconvenience to worthy stations now existing." The enforcement
unfit stations ofwould
be eliminated,
he suggests,
by a strict
all rules
and regulations
of the
commission.
Judge Sykes
not only inindorses
Judge states,
Robinson's
plan recfor
increasing
the facilities
under-quota
but also
ommends the withdrawal of stations from over-quota states
"because of interference which would be created by allocating to under-quota states their quota."
He proposes that the Engineering Division of the commission make a thorough study of the broadcasting set-up and
KJR Wins Fight for Channel
a schedule of equal distribution of facilities accordThe KJR-KOMO-KVI controversy which has been wag- prepare
ing to population and area for submission to the commission.
ing for some time in the Northwest, has been finally settled
Commissioner Starbuck's
a gradual
by the Federal Radio Commission. It will be remembered equalization,
among the plan
Five provides
Zones andforthen
among
that Judge Sykes held court in Seattle last June in this case. the respective first
states.
Proper
applications
from
under-quota
Under the decision announced December 1 2th, KJR will areas would be accepted, while the over-quota sections
remain on 970 kilocycles and has been granted permission would be slowly reduced by mortality.
to install on RCA 5000 watt transmitter. The application
* * *
cf KOMO for 15,000 watts on 970 kilocycles was denied,
White Would Kill Third of Stations
and this station will remain on 920 kilocycles.
* * *
Representative Wallace H. White, of Lewiston, Maine,
Lafount Opposes Channels for Education Only who, after this session of Congress will move to the Senate,
to the third session of the Seventy-first Congress
The apportionment of certain hours on commercial broad- returned
blood in his eye for the Federal Radio Commission.
casting stations for educational purposes under the direction withHardly
the legislative bodies had time to get settled
of the Federal government would be preferable to the setting before he had
a resolution calling for a survey of all
aside of 15 per cent of the channels for educational stations broadcastingintroduced
stations with a view of eliminating from onein the opinion of Radio Commissioner Harold A. Lafount. third to one-half
of them. The proposal was referred to
"If every station, including the great nation-wide net- the house committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, of
works, were required to contribute an hour and fifteen min- which he is chairman.
utes each day, the demands of education might be cared for
Giving as his reason for the action that several members
admirably and nation-wide coverage guaranteed," he said. of the committee felt that there are too many radio stations,
The assignment of 1 5 per cent of the broadcasting chan- Mr. White criticized the Radio Commission for adding to,
nels to education would be unwise economically and techni- rather than reducing, the number of such stations.
cally, he believes. This plan, he said, would not cover the
"Under
original
the Radio
belief ofCommission
the commit-a
nation as effectively as the scheme he proposes.
tee that itthewould
giveact,theit was
Federal
Moreover, the granting of certain channels to educational
chance to cut down the number of radio stations," he said,
interests would bring similar demands from other groups "but
since that time there has been no decrease.
and organizations.
* * *
"In fact, even
wheretaken
a radio
station ofhasthe'died,'
the Radioto
Commission
has not
advantage
opportunity
More Equalization Plans Advanced
keep a station off the air but instead has issued licenses to
The Federal Radio Commissioners are unanimously
the "excuse"
gaps." of the commission that it is "not certain of
agreed that something should be done about the unequal fillThe
distribution of broadcasting facilities, but they are at a loss its power" and consequently is afraid to drive stations off
as to which of the three plans proposed by themselves the air, is "not well founded," Mr. White asserted.
should be adopted.
"There should be a reduction of from one-third to oneMai. Gen. Charles McK. Saltzman, chairman, and Judge half of the number of stations,"
* * *he concluded.
E. O. Sykes have come forward with suggestions following
proposals by Judge Ira E. Robinson, former chairman, and
Advertising Arouses Commissioner's Wrath
Commissioner
D. L.of Starbuck.
plan
is, in fact, an William
indorsement
the scheme Judge
offeredSykes'
by Judge
On the warpath on the subject of too much advertising
Robinson, while Commissioner Harold A. Lafount has ap- in the air, Commissioner Ira E. Robinson declared:
"Advertising over the radio can be accomplished without
proved Chairman Saltzman's idea.
The line-up is, therefore, two against two with Starbuck disgusting the public, but assuredly it is not so now. If the
sponsoring an independent plan. Unless the commissioners present overdose continues, no returns from advertising by
are playing politics, as some of their critics charge, it is radio will be received. The method is simply killing the
likely that a compromise proposal will be adopted.
goose thatRobinson
lays the cited
goldentheegg."
case of a station in Argentina
General Saltzman's suggestion, in brief, is to reduce grad- thatJudge
was
barred
from
for eight days because it was
ually the "unfit and unworthy" broadcasting stations in the broadcasting more thanthe250air words
of advertising between
24 states that are over-quota and at the same time increase successive numbers.
the facilities of states that are under-quota.

Twenty Stations on Probation
Pending further investigation of eharges of irregularities,
twenty broadcast stations, cited for alleged violations of regulations, were granted extensions of licenses until December
? 1st by the Federal Radio Commission. Two of these stations are on the Pacific Coast: KMPC of Beverly Hills,
Calif., and KEPS of Portland, Ore. KGAR, Tucson, Arizona, also is on probation, and the examiners have definitely
recommended that this station be refused further renewal
cn December 3 1 .
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TELEVISION

Commercial television is either several years in the future
or else just around the corner, and the odds are on the
former.
Just when the foremost industrial engineers in the held
and Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, chief engineer of the Federal Radio
Commission, had decided that visual broadcasting is still
in the experimental stage and is likely so to remain for some
time, a 24-year-old radio engineer, backed by his attorney,
threw a mild bombshell into a conference on television by
announcing that he had developed a tube that will make
commercial television possible at once.
The youth, whom his attorney called "one of the ten
mathematical
the age," Laboratories,
is Philo T. Farnsworth,
technical
headwizards
of theofTelevision
San Francisco, Calif. Together with his attorney, Donald K. Lippincott, he was in Washington to attend the conference of television engineers called by Dr. Jolliffe although as yet he has
obtained no license to operate even an experimental visual
broadcasting station.
This young man was not greeted with wild acclaim either
by the industrial or the commission engineers. Instead, his
announcement was met with apparent skepticism. The suggestion ofhis counsel that the commission not provide such
a wide band for television experiments as now thought
necessary,
on the station
ground tothat
Farnsworth's
ables atelevision
transmit
images oninvention
a band enno
wider than the radio broadcast, was immediately quashed.
The Farnsworth system employs a cathode ray tube m which
the electron stream is deflected by means of a moving magnetic
field. The scanning disc and the accompanying mechanical
devices are thus eliminated. Very successful demonstrations have
been made in San Francisco for some months past. Dr. Vladmir Zwory\m of the RCA Victor Company has been worthing
along the same lines with equal success. Without doubt the
Farnsworth system is the most practical and at the same time
the most successful method yet developed. In conjunction with
aFarnsworth
receiver such
as theovercomes
Stenode the
Radiostat
of Dr. obstacles
Robinson's,which
the
system
two serious
have confronted
radio television.
T^amely
the motor
scanning disc arrangement
which is not
acceptable
to theandpublic,
and the necessity of employing a very ivide band of frequentransmission.
receiver
fdescribed
in thiscies forissue)
permits ofRobinson's
the reception
of a wide
range elseu-here
of modulation frequencies in a very narrow receiver channel. — Tech. Ed.
Following the conference. Commissioner Harold A. Lafount said that the commission would accept the youthful
inventor's
offer to demonstrate his tube, probably within
the next fortnight.
If this demonstration convinces the Radio Commissioners,
Farnsworth will likely be granted the application he plans
to file for the erection of a station in New York City. If
not, his experiments will doubtless be confined to his laboratory for some time.
There was a great deal of mystery about "the revolutionary tube development," and that probably explained
much of sertions
the aboutantagonism
that and
rebuffed
A greattestimonials
many asit were made
severalit.written
were offered, but no actual proof of its worth was presented.
After the conference, C. W. Horn, chief engineer of the
National Broadcasting Company, expressed the belief that
television would not be ready to provide public entertainment for several years.
"Only when it can compete with the talking motion picture can we hope to attain any success with television," he
said. "And that is still far off. While we have made great

strides in the art during the last two years, we are still far
short
of the perfection
film." a televiFarnsworth
contends ofthatthehemotion
is ablepicture
to transmit
sion image of 300 lines with far more details than those
of 40, 50 and 60 lines now broadcast experimentally by other
engineers.
By narrowing the wave bands to 10 kilocycles, whereas
television now requires 100 kilocycles, he has increased the
sensitivity of his transmitter to a point that direct television
pick-up is possible, he said. This would adapt the system
for use in visual broadcasting of football games and other
sport
At events.
the outset of the conference, Dr. Jolliffe announced
that the engineers were called only to work out methods of
reducing interference between experimental television stations, todetermine the progress of the art, to study means of
combining visual and voice transmission, and to ascertain
what channels are best adapted for television.
Leading radio and television scientists of the nation participated inthe parley. Virtually all agreed that they were
not ready for commercial visual
* * broadcasting.
*
Television Stations Reallocated
The Federal Radio Commission this week adopted the
recommendation of the recent television engineering conference regarding the reallocation of the assignments of the 19
experimental stations so as to afford greater geographical
reparations and eliminate interference on the short wave
channels.
Other proposals of the conference are now being considered by the Engineering Division of the commission and will
probably be likewise recommended for approval within the
next week or so.
This realignment of visual broadcasting stations is expected to aid in the experiments and to hasten the day when
the art
cial scale.will be ready for public entertainment on a commerThe new reallocation went into effect on December 15th.
The assignments are as follows:
2,000-2,100 Kc.
W3XK
Wheaton, Md.
W2XCR
Jersey City, N. J.
W2XAP 5,000
250
Portable
Passaic, N. J.
W2XCD 5,000
W9XAO 5,000
500
Chicago,
111.
W2XBU
100
Near Beacon, N. Y.
Kc.
W3XAK 2,100-2,200 Bound
Brook, N. J.
Camden, N. J.
W3XAD 5,000
500
W2XBS
New York, N. Y.
W2XCW 5,000
South Schenectady, N. Y.
20,000
W8XAV 20,000
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
W9XAP
500
Chicago, 111.
W2XR
1,000
2. -50-2-850 Long
Kc. Island City, N. Y.
W2XBO
500
Lona Island City, N. Y.
W9XAA
Chicago. 111.
W9XG
1,000
West Lafayette, Ind.
2,850-2,950
Kc.
1,500
W1XAV
Boston, Mass.
W2XR
500
Long Island City, N. Y.
W9XR
Downers Grove, 111.
5,000
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RESULTS OF DECEMBER CONTEST
ANNOUNCING JANUARY CONTEST
Our purpose in conducting DX Prize Contests is not
The night of December 13th was not particularly good
for DX. The static level was high and the signal strength solely that some enthusiast may win a worthwhile award,
of many stations was lower than usual. However, many but rather that set owners who have not been particularly
interested in DX recepfine logs were subtion may be induced to
mitted in the conexperience the enjoyment
test, and the three
to be derived therefrom
judges
appointed
New DX fans are made
Mr. Roth,
namelyby
Messrs. Armstrong,
in this way. One need
Hastings and
only prise
experience
surOrmiston, spent
and thrill of the
hearing
distant stations for the
several hours carefirst time to find that the
fully considering
the relative merit
prize is really
paid in and
satof the lists.
isfaction and pleasure
not in the awarding of a
trophy.
John Webb, of
midget radio or other
5153 Rockland avenue, Eagle Rock,
Calif., was awarded
of thisletters
bei-Tone Midget Radio
>J,In wesupport
find many
Avalon Midget Radio
the prize of an
from new DX fans in
Won by Mr. John Webb
January Prize
Avalondio. midget
raeach contest; set owners
Mr. Webb
used a Crosley Gembox and his equipment comprised a who have really attempted to build up a DX log for the
Gosilco aerial, Sunset ground and Sylvania tubes. He logged first time and they invariably thank us for having offered
a total of 83 stations, 15 of which were local. The 68 DX the incentive. However, the old-timers seldom find new
stations were properly listed with time and identification. surprises or thrills between the hours of 6 p. m. and midThe list of calls with time is as follows: (other details are
night, since they know with fair accuracy just what stations
omitted here.)
will be logged. With this in mind, we have decided to hold
the next contest during hours which will permit practically
KTAB 6:01, KFSD 6:02, KTAR 6:03, KPO 6:04, CMK
to tune in stations they have never heard before.
6:05, KGO 6:07, KOA 6:08, WWL 6:11, KLX 6:14, KFWI everyone
Between
3
and 6 a. m. on a week-day morning, you will find
6:17, KQW 6:19, KGIQ 6:23, KDYL 6:25, KFBK 6:29, a list of stations
to add to your log which contain many
KGB 6:32, KYA 6:33, KSL 6:36, WFAA 6:39, WSB 6:42, surprises.
WOAI 6:44, KTBR 6:46, KGRS 6:47, KREG 6:48, KFRC
The DX Contest for this month will, therefore, be held
6:50, CMC 6:56, XEN 6:58, KOIN 6:59j/2, WOC 7:00|/2,
KRLD 7:02, KVOO 7:03, WOWO 7:04, KLO 7.06, during the early morning of Saturday, January 3rd, from
KWKH 7:14, KCT 7:15, XEB 7:18, WBAP 7:21, XEJ 7:23, Z a. m. to 6 a. m. Retire early Friday night, set the alarm
KGA 7:25, KWK 7:31, KOAC 7:36, WBBM 7:42, WCKY for about 2:50 a. m. and put in three hours' work on a
7:47, CHCA 7:51, KHQ 7:56, WJR 7:59, KFNF 8:02, brand new log. The Japanese stations first, and then at
KROW 8:08, CNRV 8:10, KMOX 8:12, KFAB 8:15, KRE 3:30 some of the easterners opening up and from 4 to 6
8:17, KFEL 8:26, KXO 8:29, WJZ 8:59i/2, KOH many stations throughout the country that will be new to
9.04, WIBW or KSAC 9:12, KEX 9:47, WCCO 9:50, many DX fans, even the old-timers. List the exact time
KVI 10:02, WENR 10:06, KYW 10:10, KMO 10:13, WLW and names of selections or words of announcers as in other
10:15, CKWX 11:08, KLO 11:15, KGHL 11:28 KJR 11:37. contests; also give the frequency, as this will be an additional
requirement hereafter. Letters must be in the office of
Other logs worthy of honorable mention were submitted RADIO DOINGS, 314 East 12th street, Los Angeles, not
by George Connor, Charles S. Andren, R. E. Doman, E. R. later than January 8th, and the prize-winning letter as well
Fantz, George Schmidt, Stuart Walmsley, H. M. Twitchell, as several worthy of honorable mention, will be published
Henry C. McCarty, Robert D. Peterson, Stewart E. Korb, in the February issue. The grand prize for the best log subEvan V. Jones, P. E. Donnelly, R. M. Eadie, Edward C.
mit ed, al things considered, will be a Tiffany-Tone midget
Roth, F. L. Healy (of Roberts, Idaho), Constantino Stefani, radio, manufactured
by the Herbert H. Horn Radio ManuE. Ellsworth Fearn, Mrs. N. C. Hipp (of Hastings, Nebr.),
Company, of Los Angeles. This set employs four
George E. Tompkins, W. L. Pantier, Charles Mora, Charles screen-gridfacturing
and dynamic speaker; is equipped with tone
W. Rogers, Miss P. Gordie, H. H. Roach, E. L. Decker, control and tubes
is a real distance getter. This is one of the
Jasper W. Moore and John H. Hinsdale.
smallest, and yet most efficient of the midgets, and retails
The Avalon midget radio was offered as the Grand Prize for $59.50. It will be given free, complete with tubes, to
through the courtesy of the manufacturer, The Avalon the winner of the contest, through the courtesy of Herbert
H. Horn.
Radio Manufacturing Company, of Los Angeles.
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'Round the World DX Club News
The Club is now fully organized and is well on the way
to a successful future. It is a friendly, sociable, non-profit
organization, devoted to the art of tuning in distant stations.
The Club holds meetings semi-monthly at M4 East 12th
street, Los Angeles, and cordially invites all DX fans to
become members.
Applications for membership are being received daily.
The Club recently received an application from Mr. Inglis,
who lives in far-away New Zealand.
The entrance fee is one dollar with monthly dues of fifty
cents. This money is used by the Club to defray the necessary expenses incurred by the Club, such as membership
cards, stationery, etc. There are no salaries or rentals paid.
The officers gladly donate their time for the benefit of the
Club.
The Club membership roll includes DX fans from all
walks of life. Radio dealers, housewives, lawyers, advertising men, salesmen and people from many other vocations
They get together with one common interest — the reception
of distant stations. An hour of each regular meeting of the
Club is devoted to the discussion of DX work by the members. During these informal friendly discussions much valuable DX information is exchanged which is of benefit to all.
Another interesting feature of Club activities is the Prize
DX Contest which is held each month. The first was held
on the linight
and theDOINGS.
results will Valuable
be pubshed in the ofnextDecember
issue of 19,RADIO
prizes are awarded to the two most successful contestants. A
Silver Cup has been donated by one of the Club members,
and will be presented to the winner each month. Any member who wins the cup for three consecutive contests will
thereafter retain the cup as a permanent trophy. The second
prize, a Radio Owl, was donated by Taylor-Travers Corp.,
Ltd., Los Angeles, manufacturers.
The Club charter still remains open for new members.
Send in your membership application now. The only necessary qualification is a bonafide interest in DX reception. Enclose adollar with your application to cover the entrance
fee.
Address
'RoundCalif.
the World
DX Club,are 314
Eastbefore
12th
street, Los Angeles,
All applications
placed
the Club at its regular meetings and are voted upon by the
members present. The entrance fee is returned in case of
rejection. — Edward C. Roth, President.
* * *
Standard Signals for Amateurs
The nearly 20,000 amateur radio station operators in the
United States are now able to ascertain whether or not they
are operating on their precise frequency as the result of an
extensive service just started by the American Radio Relay
League.
The third standard station W6XK, of Los Angeles, began
operations this month, completing the coast-to-coast system,
which includes WIXP, of South Dartmouth, Mass., and
W9XAN, of Elgin, 111. They operate on regular scheduleEach station uses a thermostatic or temperature controlled
piezo crystal type frequency standard having a frequency of
100 kilocycles. With these standards the transmission is accurate towithin .01 per cent. Each frequency standard has
been checked against the national standard at the Bureau of
Standards, which is accurate to within one part in
20,000,000.
"ham radio
operators"
expected byto constant
reduce thechecking
interference
in The
amateur
communication
with
these standard stations.
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Page Twenty-five
Short, Short Story

Robert Gordon Duncan, the self-styled "Oregon Wildcat," for someovertime
conducted
objectionable
broadcasting
Station
KVEP, anPortland,
Oregon,type
underof
the guise of anti-chain store propaganda. Besides attempting to vilify the characters of many reputable citizens and
officials, he frequently used in the course of his talks profane, indecent and obscene language.
Excerpts
of Mr.
talks ofwereCommerce
recorded Frequency
on dictaphone records
at theDuncan's
Department
Monitoring Station, Portland, and these constituted sufficient evidence to cause the Federal Radio Commission to
deny a license renewal to KVEP. The station was forced
to close, and later Duncan was indicted by the Federal Grand
Jury on five counts for alleged violation of Sections 29 and
33 of the Radio Act of 1927.
Duncan was tried in Medford, Oregon, early in October
and was convicted. On November 18, Federal Judge Bean
sentenced Duncan to six months imprisonment and also imposed afine of $500.
Edwin W. Lovejoy, U. S. Supervisor of Radio for the Seventh Radio District, was one of the principal witnesses in
the trial. The dictaphone records were made under his direction at the monitoring station, and it was this evidence
which was the basis for both the cancellation of KVEP's
license and the indictment and conviction of the "Oregon
The moral to this story is: Be careful what you say in
Wildcat."
front of a microphone, because the precedent has been established!
* * *
KFRC's Two Ednas
(Continued from Page 11)
Her sympathy for jazz and popular songs, and her uncanny skill in the interpretation made it a simple matter for
her
work. with
She them;
became played
Duncanin vaudeville
Sisters' accompanist
and tomadefind records
and then
rejoined the Duncan Sisters. She returned to her Oakland
home, and from there set out on a tour of the world with
Oklahoma Bob Albright. In London she stopped off for
a good many weeks to fill an engagement at the exclusive
Kit Kat Club. Back in New York she played at the Palace
and then returned home again. Her next move was to join
the staff of KFRC.
Perhaps the most important item in connection with her
world girdling vaudeville tour was her meeting with Milton
Hayes, purser on the ship upon which she was going to Australia. They were married about two years later.
Edna O'Keefe has had most of her theatrical training
right on KFRC. She has a natural talent for impersonation
that just won't be downed. In addition to her singing she
is a valuable
member Stock
of the Company
station's dramatic
department.
The
Deep Dramatic
of the Golden
State
Blue Monday Jamboree would soon be off the deep and on
the rocks without her.
She is a very self-possessed little lady, with a sparkle in her
brown eyes. As to her comeliness, we just refer you to the
picture which accompanies this story. She dresses becomingly in vivid colors that accentuate her beauty.
Contrasting their personalities again, Lady Fischer is more
impulsive
O'Keefe,Sheandtakes
she life
is subject
rather
plaintive, than
wistfulLadymoods.
more to
seriously.
But there is one thing upon which they really do agree.
Cauliflower is the king of the vegetables.
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Two New Japanese Stations
Our Japanese correspondent, M. Nakamura, whose address
is Yamate, Oiso, Kanagawaken, Japan, writes that two new
stations have been added to the chain of the Broadcasting
Corporation of Japan. They are as follows:
Call Location Wave-Length Power
JOKK
Okayama 429 meters
500 watts
JOLK
Fukuoha 441 meters
500 watts
Three more stations will be added within the next three
months. These will be JOOK, Kyoto; JOPK, Shuuoka, and
JONK, Nagano. Mr. Nakamura adds that all of the BCJ
stations are pleased to receive reports of reception from
American listeners.
* * *
Worth Trying For
is some stations
information
for thebe"Round
the after
Dial"4 page.
TheHerefollowing
can usually
picked up
a.m.:
WMT
( 600 Kc.)
WRUF
( 830 Kc.)
WWJ
( 920 Kc.)
WJAG
(1060 Kc.)
KFH
(1300 Kc.)
KSCJ
(1330 Kc.)
KMAC
(1330 Kc.)
KGNF (1430 Kc.)
XEB (1095 Kc), XEZ (695 Kc.) and XEM (765 Kc.)
may frequently be picked up between 6 and 8 p. m. WCAU
(1170 Kc.) has been coming in very good recently between
(■ and 9 in the evening. If the weather is very good CFQG
(910 Kc.) may be played on Friday from 5:30 to 6 p. m.
WFIW (940 Kc.) may be picked up Sunday after KOJN
signs off about 11:30 p. m. KGDM (1100 Kc.) can be
played daily
just before
at 5 o'clock
the
evening.
WRHM
(1250 they
Kc.) sign
can beoffpicked
up dailyinfrom
3 to 5 a. m. as during these hours KFOX is off the air.
WSAI (1330 Kc.) can be played from 3 to 4 a. m., or until
KSCJ comes on. A good catch is WJKS (1360 Kc.) which
can be picked up very often on Saturday night after KGER
signs off. KGIW (1420 Kc.) may be picked up on Sunday
night after KFQU or KGGC signs off. KGKY (1500 Kc.)
can be played on Thursday night about midnight. — A. E.
Armstrong, 2021 Bonita Drive, Glendale, Calif.
* * *
From KFI to KFWB to KTBR
To those who have not as yet added the two Montana
stations to their logs, I have some news. Radio stations
KGIR and KGCX are on the air with a frolic program
every
Sundayis onmorning.
on a.'tilm.3 (M.S.T.)
a. m. (M.S.T)
and KGCX
from 1 a.KGIR
m. to is3:30
They
both come in very good and are well worth logging.
It may be interesting to know that KDYL in Salt Lake
City, Utah, is now on the air with a brand new transmitter
and when the church stations are not on the air you can
get KDYL just as good as KOA or KSL.
Here is something else that is interesting to the Los Angeles, DXer. Radio KTBR in Portland, Oregon, purchased
their present 500 watt Western Electric transmitter from
our own KFWB when they got their increase to 1000 watts.
WhensoldKTBR
the little
former50 KFWB's
transmitter
turn
their got
former
watt transmitter
to thetheyman-in
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ager of KMO
and he again
took theAnyway,
"little one"
Yakima,
Washington.
It mustin beturna game.
KTBRto
comes in good on Saturday nights.
I wonder how many of you DXers have gotten WMBI in
Chicago, Illinois. It is on quite a few times during the late
evening hours. I got it for the first time on a Saturday
night
signed
off atcanexactly
a. m. for(C.S.T.)
hopingandthattheymany
of you
catch 1them
they areHere's
not
in many logs. WBT on the channel that WMBI has, is
coming in fine every evening.
Station KVOA in Tucson, Arizona, was recently granted
permission to broadcast nights. They now run on 500 watts
daytime and 250 watts nighttime. Being on a frequency of
1260 Kc, we may be able to get it some night.
I have already received several requests for the information on the Mexican stations and would gladly send more
out if requests are received.— George Schmidt, 1642 West
82nd street, Los Angeles, California.
— It is interesting
the purchased
original KFWB
500(Ed.watt'Hotetransmitter
now usedtobyrecall
KTBRthat was
from
KFI when they increased to 5000 watts.)
* * *
More Mexican Data
I have some information that I thought might interest
some of your readers:
I received station CMBC at Havana, 1070 Kc, after
WTAM
off atin 10witho'clock.
They used a power of
500 watts signed
and came
fair volume.
WGBF can be received on Saturday night after 9:30 or
10:00 o'clock.
I played WJAG at 10:30 p. m. on Saturday. They came
in good.
WMBIthecanweek.
be heard
afterheard
8 or 9them
o'clock
during
I have
on several
Mondaynights
and
Friday nights.
WGST, the Georgia Tech station, can be heard after 8
p. m. on Sundays. They come in loud even though they
use only 250 watts.
KLRA can be heard before 9 p. m. on Sunday evenings.
KOY is off the air at this time.
Last Saturday I played WGAR in Cleveland between 1 1
and 12 p. m. They use a power of 500 watts and broadcast
on a frequency of 1450 Kc.
I have quite a hard time trying to identify some of the
Mexican stations. Here are the ones that I have received
during the past week:
XEN, 720 Kc; XEW, 780 Kc; XEJ, 857 Kc; XES, 890
Kc; XEG, 890 Kc; XED, 960 Kc; XEI 1030 or 1040 Kc;
XER, 1150 or 1160 Kc — this one did not announce in English but the call letters in Spanish sounded like XER.
I also get Spanish stations on 750 Kc, 860 Kc or 870 Kc.
and 920 Kc. Can anyone help me out? — Donald Teague,
Jr., R. F. D. No. 2, Santa * Paula,
* * Calif.
I have just attempted to log a station which comes in on
WHAM's frequency, 1 150 Kc. It is a Spanish speaking station, broadcasting a dance program of American music. I
could not get the call letters, although they announced after
every piece. It sounded like HAKI or HAKR. Do you
know of any such station? I played them from 10 to 11:15
p. m., when they signed off. -G. E. Tompkins, P. O. Box
-84, Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Excerpts frot/i a paper presented before the Los Angeles Chapter of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, December 15, by E. H. Schreiber, Program Service
Supervisor, Southern California Telephone Company
There are two important considerations which determine
the strength of signal and the service area of a broadcast
transmitter. The first of these is the POWER of the transmitter, which is considered as the energy contained in the
unmodulated carrier wave. The second is the DEGREE OF
MODULATION, or comparative amplitude of the signal
with which the carrier is modulated. It is expressed in percent and is defined as the ratio of the signal or voice frequency amplitude to the carrier frequency amplitude.
The power of the transmitter is limited by law, being assigned by the Federal Radio Commission. Operating with
the maximum allowable power, it then follows that service
area of the station may be increased by use of the
maximum modulation, or 100 per cent. With 100 per cent
modulation, the power rises to peaks four times as great as
with 50 per cent modulation, and gives a signal twice as
loud.
The transmitter to be described is rated at 50,000 watts
and 100 per cent modulation. Under this maximum modulation, the equipment must provide for an output of 200,000
watts.

Western Electric 50 K.W. Transmitter
The equipment layout of the transmitter proper consists
of seven panel units with a screen inclosure.
The first is an oscil-modulator of ^0 watts output and
100 per cent modulation. This is followed by three pushpull stages, amplifying the modulated RF power. The fust
power amplifier unit using two 250 watt tubes occupies the
second unit. Third and fourth units contain the second
power stage and associated output and has water-cooled
tubes. The fifth unit houses the final power stage incorporating six water-cooled tubes each capable of a peak out
put of 40 K.W.
The last two units constitute the front of an electrically
screened inclosure housing the output circuits for this latter
stage. There is a full complement of meters, the cases of
which are either grounded or mounted behind glass for protecting the operating personnel.
The power panel which is separate from the others is
made up of three units with the control arrangements on
the first. A power supply of 250 K.W. at 440 volts is re-

quired. The left panel houses the control arrangement,
which is such that the trans, can be started by a single set
of push buttons, the various circuits being energized in the
proper sequence by means of suitable relays and contactors.
The central unit is a three phase, half wave, rectifier supplying power at 1600 volts to the plates of the air-cooled tubes.
The six-tube rectifier on the right supplies plate power at
17,000 volts for the water-cooled tubes. The filament and
plate transformers for the latter are located in the power
room on the floor below. The filter consists of two units,
one for each side of the push-pull circuit, employing a 6 mfd
condenser and a 12 henry inductance. Two 24 volt, 550
ampere D.C. generators (one spare) supply power to the
filament circuits. Grid bias voltages are obtained from a
2 K.W., 300 volt unit which is also installed in duplicate.
The large power tubes are cooled by means of distilled water which is conducted to the anodes of the amplifier tube;
through insulating hose coils. The total heat transferred
by the cooling water is approximately 175 K.W. A flow of
75 gallons per minute is maintained. Four 56 in. by 58 in.
radiator units are provided which maintain the water below
1 80 degrees F, under all atmospheric conditions.
A tract of land about 1200 by 1200 feet is required for
a 50 K.W. transmitter. A two-story building is erected near
one edge of the property which contains the transmitter
equipment.
The basement
the a generators,
formers and filters.
The maincontains
floor has
radiator andtransfan
toom, a transmitter room housing the equipment units, a
speech input control room, and miscellaneous rooms for the
attendants.
The actual design of the antenna for this transmitter is
determined
by thehigher
customer's
requirements.
has been toward
structures
in an effortTheto tendency
increase
the total radiation and localize the signals to some extent.
In one instance an 800 foot flat top suspended between two
400-foot towers was used very effectively. Still greater efficiency isanticipated from the use of a single insulated tower
over 900 feet in height for a frequency of about 600 Kc
The
is guyed at a single point at about two-thirds of
its fulltower
height.
In either case a small copper shielded coupling unit is
located directly beneath the antenna. This connects with
the transmitter building by means of a 500-foot transmission
line, tion
balanced
from it. with respect to ground, so as to reduce radiaThe maximum deviation from the prescribed wave length
that is permitted by the existing government regulations is
500 cycles — somewhat beyond the capability of the ordinary
wave meter. In the absence of adequate frequency control
apparatus, very serious beat-note interference has been of
frequent occurrence. Considerable improvement has been
brought about by the extensive adoption of piezo-electric
reference oscillators and automatic piezo-electric control.
This system of controls is capable of maintaining the assigned frequency to ± 30 cycles for long periods. These crystal control circuits,f Continued
which areonnowPagein41)general use, are pro-
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JXJPEC-HETECCDyNE
By K. G. ORMISTON
of supers which are devoid of harmonics, do not radiate,
wordincreasing
"Super-heterodyne"
before the publieof today
in The
an ever
degree. Theis advertisements
many possess real 10 kilocycle selectivity and a sensitivity of a
of the leading radio manufacturers blazon this intriguing fraction of a microvolt per meter. In order to accomplish
word across pages of advertising as though to hypnotize the the satisfactory elimination of the disadvantages of the
beholder. And its elegance spellbinds, because even though super-heterodyne they have used a tuned link circuit and
you may be but casually interested in radio, there is a vague a signal frequency amplifier ahead of the first detector or
idea in the mind that this word signifies a circuit which rep- mixing tube. And we do not believe that it can be accomplished inany other way.
resents the acme of perfection in receiving circuits.
It is timely therefore, that we stop and analyze the
It is vitally important that the mass of super-heterodyne
'"super,"picture
review ofitswhat
advantages
and means
disadvantages,
and gain ina receivers which will be sold this year be absolutely free from
mental
the name
when expressed
the radiation evil. If not, it is likely that we will see city
terms of actual radio performance.
ordinances passed prohibiting the sale or use of such sets.
The super-heterodyne system of reception is briefly as It is equally important that there be no harmonics cluttering
follows: The received signal frequency is combined with a up the dial, for the public will not stand for this type of
second frequency, which is generated within the receiver. interference.
The resultant frequency, which is still an inaudible radio
frequency, is then amplified through an RF amplifier, the
For the benefit of the technically minded, we are reprotuning of which is fixed and constant. A second detector
ducing the circuit diagram of the new Stenode Radiostat reand audio channel completes the circuit. This method of
ceiver perfected by Dr. Robinson of London. This circuit is
reception was patented by Armstrong in 1920. The greai.
upsetting modulation theories, and radio readvantage of Armstrong's invention was in the fact that the more orceiverless
design. Heretofore great care has been exercised in
frequency which resulted from the heterodyning or combin- receiver design
to provide for a band pass of 10 kilocycles
ing of the signal and locally generated frequency, could be
made low enough to be amplified with satisfactory efficiency width, in order that the sidebands may be passed intact,
by the tubes of that day. Tubes with an appreciable degree thereby preserving the tone quality of the set.
Dr. Robinson, working on the basis that modulation conof inter-electrode capacity do not amplify the higher frestitutes avariation in amplitude of the carrier frequency,
quencies as well as the low.
As applied to modern practice, the super-heterodyne has and that the side bands are a by-product and unnecessary
three important advantages. First, an RF amplifier may in the receiver, has inserted a quartz crystal in the last radio
have a vastly greater gain at a frequency such as 175 kilo frequency circuit of a conventional super-heterodyne. This
cycles than at broadcast frequencies. Second, an RF am- crystal is arranged in a bridge circuit so that energy reaching the grid of the following tube can come through the
plifier which functions always at but one frequency with
accurately tuned circuits may have greater efficiency than crystal only. This crystal passes a frequency band not more
one which must be constantly variable over the broadcast than 50 cycles in width. And yet, this set possesses tone
band. Third, the receiver may have a greater and more quality on a par with our best receivers! It was recently
constant selectivity than is possible with other types because demonstrated to the engineers of the Federal Radio Commission, Bureau of Standards and others in this country. While
of the highly selective circuits which may be used with the
amplifier (due to their being fixed and not constantly vari- it is a high priced laboratory experiment at present, it has
able) and because energy of this frequency is obtained by great promise. Selectivity on the order of 50 cycles or less
adjustment of the local oscillator as well as tuning to the would not only solve the interference problem, make possible the operation of thousands of stations in the present
received signal.
In terms of performance, these features result in a high band without interference, but also meet television's greatsensitivity and selectivity. These two vital qualities have
est obstacle. The name "Stenode Radiostat" means "narrow-path radio device," and it is surely well named.
ever
the strong
of thefor"super," but have been
usuallybeenacquired
only inpoints
exchange
certain disadvantages. Chief among
the disadvantages is the presence of
harmonics, "image frequency" interference, and "repeats" of the locals,
due to the many possible combinations of frequencies between the received signals, the locally generated
frequency and the harmonics of both.
The second important disadvantage is
the ability of the local oscillator to
reduce heterodyne interference in the
neighboring receivers.
The Radio Corporation of America
has passed through many years of development work in super-heterodyne
receivers, and only now, in conjunction with General Electric and Westinghouse, have they produced a series
Robinson's Stenode Radiostat Circuit
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Just a Few Rambling Thoughts
By TED OSBORNE . . . KHJ
Here's the low-down on Ted Osborne, whose column will
appear each month in RADIO DOINGS and whose presKHJ's Hallelujah
Bornence on February
29th, Hour adds greatly to the fun.
1847, in a Walla Walla
Walla Walla (vamp "til
ready), Washington, tenement house, just under
the large X marking the
spot. Was expelled from
High
school (1861-186^)
and flunked
out of the
University of Oregon
(1916). Later president
(1879-1893.)
Has never
attended
Harvard
and
numerous other Universities.
Collaborated with
Henry Wadsworth LongTed 0sborne
completedfel ow byon "Hiawatha"
Longfellow.
Wrote "The Lady of the Lake," by Sir Walter Scott. "The
Vision
of Sir Launfaul,"
Tennyson,
short poems.
Has writtenby Greta
Garbo andfournumerous
times, butotherall
manuscripts have been returned unopened.
Invented the automobile in 1892, the electric light in 1877
and the cotton gin in 1918. (Book of recipes on request.)
Invented the radio in 1907. Wounded four times, three of
them fatally. Took up writing instead of politics as a profession, for, as he says, he would rather be trite than
president.
Has won 17 beauty contests, plays the typewriter entirely
by ear, is 104 years old and never uses tobacco except for
smoking purposes.
man who keeps his friends is th1 one who never gives
emTh'away.
Marriage is a funny proposition; it makes some men settle
down an' enables others t' settle up.
ain't no disgrace,
anyPoverty
other argument
in favor but
of it.just now I can't think of
A
man's
pleasures,
like
his
life insurance, cost more th'
older he gets.
An optimist is a feller who thinks that a kick in th' pants
is meant t' send him forward.
Th' feller
who displays
thinks heit. loses his temper is just kiddin'
himself;
he only
To th' average man, livin' within his income is a good
dealSometimes
like tryin'little
t' dress
an upper
thingsin have
a bigberth.
effect on humanity. If
Cleopatra had been cross-eyed, th' history o' th' whole
world might o' been different.
Honest confession is good for th' soul, but it's bad for th'
reputation.
A woman ain't never satisfied 'til she's got a man for herself; an' when she has, she ain't never satisfied neither.
law is used so much nowadays, it might
justTh'as unwritten
well be written.
Money doesn't always make happiness. A man with
$10,000,000 isn't any happier than a man with only
$9,000,000.
If your butcher gives you short-weight for your money,
return good for evil; give him a long wait for his.
When a girl's heart is broken, she usually spends th' rest
cf her life distributing th' pieces.
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CHAS.

W.

HAMP

The Highest Salaried Individual
Radio Artist in the World
Direct from New York After a
Sensational Triumph
STARTING JANUARY 2, 1931,
OVER THE COLUMBIA CHAIN
KHJ — Los Angeles
KWG— Stockton
KFBK — Sacramento
KM J — Fresno
KFRC — San Francisco
KOIN— Portland
KVI — Tacomia
KOL — Seattle
KFPY— Spokane
Every Week
Sunday, 8:30-8:45 P. M.
Tuesday, 7:15-7:30 P. M.
Friday, 7:30-7:45 P. M.
15 Minutes of Sunshine
KHJ — Los Angeles
Tuesday Morning, 10:30 to 11:00
Thursday Morning, 10:30 to 11:00
The Most Versatile Human
in Radio
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as
Orchestr
y, Concert
Symphon
.....
Broadcasting
Co. — 12:00andNoon.Salon
New York
Philharmonic
ITICthiHfi Columbia
The s^C
ordinary printed program arrangement is unquestion- Symphony Concert with Arturo Toscanini. conductor.
ably obsolete. Listeners want something more comprehend
^5^(«S3?^ kvi
sive and much more usable. Supported by nine years or ii:o^^»W^
kfpy khj.
r n evolved
1 j.i
.
12:00KLZNoon.kdylColumbia
Salonkfpy
Orch. (Mon.. Tues. and- Wed.)
radio program expenence we inave finally
the most
kvi kol
complete and amazingly convenient plan of program guid- 5:3^0 pm Toscha Seidei and Concert Orch. (Wed.) klz
ance ever published. If you have a '"yen" for an hour's en1:00 PM. Columbia Salon Orch. <Fri.) klz kdyl kvi
tertainment
ofturndance
musicpagerunindicated
your eyeanddown
theyourindexselecto
8:3uFpm.
™aneTu<Fri.)
Candkdyl
His King
Edwardklzorchestra
the features,
to
the
make
from Toronto.
kol kfpy
• . a play
, that. intrigues
•.•
r
■ / only, the
.
11:30
KLZ KDYL
KVI
tion. IfTf Its
your fancy,
Its
8:30 AM.
PM. Columbia
Romanelli Salon
and Orch.
His King(Sat.)Edward
Orchestra
work of a second to find where and at what time plays are National Broadcasting Co. — 4 :00 PM. Sunday Concert. KGW
being broadcasted. This new classified method i-i
shows you at
,„ ^f,?
-. , (Sun.)
,D v '^w.
xt-o^a
™a
PM. The
Concert
Jewels.
KGO kgo
KECAkgwKOA
once B a ,.list of, all types or- entertainment on the
air on the 10:15
2:30 pm.
Metropolitans.
(Mon.)
keca.
p„-r
Pnl
.
8:00
PM.
Rudv
Seiger's
Shell
Symphonists.
(Mon.)
KGW
i aciric uoast.
khqPM. komo.
oOo
10:00
National
Concert
Orches.
(Tues.)
KGW
KOA.
7:30 PM. Standard Symphony Hour with Los Angeles
JtlSlov
tn
T^PsltliVPS
Philharmonic
Orchestra
alternating
with
the
San
Z/ZC-^CA 1>U ± C»»«/CJ
Francisco Svmphonv Orch. (Thurs.) KGO KHQ KOMO
p „„
KFI. Service Concert Orch. (Fri.) KGO KHQ
raSe
5:00KGWPM. Cities
C u„„ Concert and
„„J Salon Orchestras
n^.-Uo.-f,..,
->n
6:00 I'M. General
Electric
Damrosch.
Symphony,
30
director.
(Sat.) kgo
khq Orches.,
komo Walter
kgw kfi
kfsd
31 United Broadcasting Co.— 7:00 PM. Concert Orchestra. (Daily Ex.
Foreign Lano-uaPV Lessons

Danc

e

News. ' Stock Market
Weather
33KI 1 — q9:50J'0"™'
i tt Reports,
r
AM. PryorGen*ral
Moore'sEle^
Orch. °rf"BC:
and Soloists. (Sun.) ,
c ^ T^IUia
7:30 PM. Los Caballeros Orch. and Soloists. (Mon.)
Org
an t»i
J t\
-_• t» - J'1
7:30 PM. Los Angeles Philharmonic and San Francisco
opo For the Youngster
PM. The Vagabonds. (Thurs.)
9:30
34
ligl rx xi
6:00 PM. General Electric Concert Orch. (Sat.)
j
id
O
U
ucat S Serv Columbia Broadcasting Co.
37
12:00 Noon.
Y. Philharmonic
%
,„
12:00
Noon. N.Columbia
Salon Orch.Symphony
(Thurs.) Orch. (Sun.)
reiginona ice.s. . . n .
3
Brid Llan and
11:30
AM.
Columbia
Salon
Orch.
(Sat.)
0
ge guage
KFWB — 6:30
9:00 PM.
Hauptmann's Orch. UBC. (Sun.)
DanCP v Orchestras
PM. Liborious
Salon Orch.
v^n-in-aim
a
8:30 PM.
KFWB
Salon (Wed.)
Orch. and Soloist. (Wed.)
ram
k
o
IS
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
8:00
PM.
Concert
Orch.
s for
n 10 t>a, Tr . , „ .
„ , . mo.
8:00 PM. KFWB Concert (Fri.)
Orch. and Soloists. (Sat.)
k
g
the
,9 ™ Hot*l St. * rancis Dance Orchestra (ex wSat.)
KNX — 8:00 PM. Scheu Concert Orch. (Tues.)
k
avelogu KFWB—
e
ca. KGKJ — 12:00
in2,M PMSSr""1 Alf,u^netts
Hotel Roosevelt
Orchestra
12:00 Noon.
Noon. KGKNXF.I Concert
Ensemble.Orch.(Sat.)(Sun.)
3Biltmore
10-10:30
Newman's
from
Hotel.
es aM?£7.
10:30-11:00 PM. George
Olsen's
2Orch. Orch.
fromOrchestra.
nd Boo—k 11-12
Club Olsen.
100
I'M Concert
Ensemble
(Sun)
KFVD
PM.
Louie
Armstrong's
Cotton
Club
s
mpm
it
„ . ,u
3
1
KNX— 11-12
PM. Glenn
Gus Arnheim's
Oocoanut
Grove Orch.
Ex Sun ? n,!h' 'fh Fairchild.
(Daily•.
3
KClub
6
F
O
KGFJ—
6-7
PM
:
Edmund's
Elks
Orchestra
S
i
3
KECA—
3
12:00
Noon.
Luncheon
Concert.
(Daily
Ex.
Sun.)
0
D
B
— 4P:M0. C from Apex.
' V ,'!I„M,°SbyuS-,nX1" t
"I 2 ^ mowers
9:00 I'M. KECA String Ensemble. (Mon.)
d rDoradc
0 PoMn.c FOrchestra.
Hi2^?*-^0^1?11^^'
, R»'nbowGardens
2:00 PM.PM. UBC
The VagabondsOrch.NBC.(Daily
(Sat.) Ex. Tues.)
r
Mosby.s
Dixieland
Blue Blowers.
KTAB—
7:00
i
e
oad amaatsitin KFOX ^ ,S2;H?I)
1
0-11
S
PM.
Topsys
Southern
r
Home
Orchestra.
3:00
PM. "Home.
KTABConcert
5
utnEdna UBC
Melody
Masters.Concert."
(Mon. and Sat. 3:30.)
: 13
8:00 Orchestra.
3
cas c g
5
1
11- 11:30 I'M.
PM. Silver
Len NashSlipper
s Barn
KFRC—
9
:00
PM.
Sweet
Home
p
y
s
a
m
f
P
11:30-12
.
4
tin
e
Cbolnckt filiat
M. S
12:00 Noon. N. Y. Philharmonic Orch. (Sun.)
Co.nc_ m.
3 . It' Orchestra.
g
e
e
a
r
d
h
r
e
,
,
\r
,
P
T
z
„
3:30
PM.
Salon
Orch.
and
Soloists.
(Sun.)
.
t
ertb .(We NBC statio 6:30 PM. Cadillac-LaSalle Concert and
3
KHJ— 10:10-11
Garden.
9: 30ell SRoot
ns. 5 :30 PM. Toscha Seidei and Concert Orch.Soloists.
KFWB—
(8:30-9 PM.PM. ValAl Valente
Newmanss Music
Hotel from
Roosevelt
(Wed.) (Sun.)
(Sun d.) .
ymp Orchestra.
P
M
1010:30
PM.
George
Olsen's
Orchestra.
5:45
PM.
Concert
Orch.
(Thurs.)
.
h
1
.
(
)
o
I
C
:
KGFJ — 10:30-11 PM. Mosby's Dixieland Blue
5 30 PM Concert Orch (Fri 1
^
0 PM Blowers.
oncnis
. SOrchestra.
12- 1 AM. PM.Mosby's
Blue0his
Blowers.
and His'(Mon.)
King Edward Orch. (Fri.)
KGER — 11-11:30
Brick Dixieland
English and
KI'O— 8:008:30I'M.PM.'ShellRomanelli
Svmphonists.
lumb erttOsr(c.Mho.n
KFOX 11-1 A.M. INToopsy's
«'afe
Orchestra.
9:00
PM.
Cy
Trobbe's
Concert
Orch.
.
er H
)
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
9:30
PM.
Packard
Concert
Orch.
from(Tues.)
KFI. (Nightly Ex.
(
35 .Week's Hotel Mark Hopkins
our. NOrch.
ight
KFRC — 10:20-11
PM. Anson
Sun..
Mon.
and
Thurs.)
i
Ex. Tuesday.)
6:00
PM.
KPO
Melody
Masters.
(Mon. and Fri.)
l
y
(
K
S
E
4
u
H
x
10:20
Valente's
NORTHWESTERN
J 9 Orchestra.
11- 12 PM.PM. Val3Monday,
and Saturday. n.)Earl . Skgw
Concert NBC. STATES
(Sun.)
un., — 4:00 PM. Sunday
:fr..m
8 — Wednesday
00 AM liiltmore.
Burtnett's Orchestra
PM. Shell Symphonists. (Mon.)
Symp Orchestra.
Thur 3:8:0000 PM.
.Valente's
11-12
I'M.
Thursday.
Val
Concert
Music.
(Ex.
Mon.)
s
h
S
.
o
,
u
n
KPO 10-11
PM. IJess
KOMO — a4:00
PM.PM. Sunday
Concert NBC.(Mon.)
(Sun.)
y Orc
11:1 Dance ndOrchestra.
t8:00
a
KI..V10-11 I'M.
"ance Stafford's
Orchestra.
Shell
Symphonists.
1
0
y
.
5
h
)
M
ANIGHT
. al
K Y A — 11-12 I'M. Dixie siBlueNDA1Blower's
101:00
:30 PM.
Concert
Orch.
(Sun.)Orch. on Monday.
orn
M. C Band.
and
3:45
PM.
Concert
t
i
e
n
rnat
KFRC 9:30-11 I'M. Val Valente andoluHis
12:30, 3:15 and 6:00 PM. Concert Orch. on Tuesday.
Conc Orch.
mbi Roof gGarden
KYA— 11-12 PM. DixieIN Blue
Band.
11:30
AM 2:15
and and
1:00 3:45
PM. PM.Concert
on Wednesday.
THE Blower's
NORTHWEST
11:45 AM,
ConcertOrch.Orch.
on Thursday.
ert. ing.(Thu
aSal Hotel
KGW— 11-12
I'M.
Thursday.
Hotel
St.
Francis
Orchestra.
2:00
PM.
Concert
Orch.
(Fri.)
r
(Sun
on O
s
.
)
11-12 I'M. Monday. KGW Dance Orchestra.
6
:00
I'M.
General
Electric
Orch.
NBC.
(Sat.)
.
r
)
c
Wednesday.
Multnomah
Clubh. (Dance.
K.IR — 8 :00 I'M.PM.Damski's
KVI — 11-1210-11PM. I'M.Monday.
Wednesday
and Saturday.
Concert Imperial
Ensemble.Grand
(Mon.)Orch. (Sun.)
Wed. Earl Burt- 49:00:00 PM.
nett's
)
10 PM. Biltmore
Thursdays.Orchestra.
Biltmore Hotel Orchestra.
8:00 PM. Damski's
Northwest Wood-Wind
Salon Orch. Ensemble.
(Thurs.) (Tues.)
10-11Mark PM.Hopkins
MondayOrchestra.
and Friday, Anson Week's Hotel
9:
00
I'M.
Henry
Damski's
Neapolitans.
KK.V — 8:004 :00PM.PM.Henri
Damski's
Orch. (Sun.) (Wed.)
10-11
I'M. Tuesdays.
WednesdayValandVa Saturday.
Mike ra.
Doty's Orch.
Concert
Ensemble.
10- 11 I'M.
lent e's Orchest
9:15 f'M. Damski's
Wood-Wind(Mon.)
Ensemble. (Tues.)
12 PM.Saturday.
ThursdayLeonandMills
Friday.
Music. 9:00
Damski's
(Wed.)
K MO 9-1011- I'M
and Val
His Valente's
Orchest ra.
8:00 I'M.
PM. Henri
Northwest
Salon Ensemble.
Orch. (Thurs.)
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Concert and Salon Orchestra
K<;A — 8:004 :00I'M.PM.Henri
Damski's
Orch. (Mon.)
(Sun.)
Concert
Ensemble.
9:00rM.
Damski's
Ensemble.
(Tues.) (Wed.)
9:00
PM.
Damski's
Neapolitan
8:00 PM. Northwest Salon Orch.Orch.(Thura.)
KVI— 12:00 11:30
Noon. AM.)
Columbia Salon Orchestra. (Ex. Fri., Sat. at
12:00 Noon. N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra. (Sun.)
KOL — 12:00 Noon. Columbia Salon Orch. (Ex. Fri. and Sat.)
KSL — 6:00 PM.
General Electric Program with Walter Damrosch.
(Saturday.)
KOA — 9:00 PM. Luncheon Ensemble. (Ex. Fri.)
kim i. — (See Columbia Broadcasting Co.)
Sport Talks (Subject to Change During Jan.)
KMTR— 7:00
Talks. (Sat.(Thurs.
7:00 PM.
PM. Herald
FootballSport
Results.
only.) only.)
KFSD — 7:30 PM. NBC, Grantland Rice. (Wed. only.)
KNX — 9:45 PM. gion
Broadcasting
Main Events from Hollywood LeStadium.
KHJ — 9:30 PM. Sports Edition of the Air. (Thurs. only.)
KFWB — 7:30
PM.
Shirey'sExaminer
Sport Talks.
(Mon.
and Fri.)
8:30
PM. R.Olympic
MarkW. Kelly's
Sport(Tues.
Period.only.)
9:30 PM.
Auditorium Event.
IvGEH — 9:30
Auditorium
event. only.)
(Tues. only.)
9:30 PM.
PM. Olympic
Wilmington
Bowl. (Wed.
KECA— 7:30 PM. NBC, Grantland Rice Interview. (Wed. only.)
KFR C — 6:45
Sport Talks.
(Wed. (Thurs.
only.) only.)
6:00 PM.PM. PopBobs,Warner's
Noted Sports
Authority.
6:45
PM.
Sports andTalk.Brick(Friday
only.)
8:45forthcoming
PM. PatDinkFrayne's
Templeton
Morse
discuss
football events.
KHQ — 5:00 PM. Sport News. (Wed. only.)
7:30only.)
PM. NBC, Grantland Rice's "Topnotehers." (Wed.
5:15 PM. Sport News. (Mon. only.)
KGW — 7:30 only.)
I'M. Grantland Rice's Sport Program, NBC. (Wed,
KMO — 9:00 (Tues.
PM. Wrestling
only.) Match from Greenwich Coliseum.
KJR — 5:00 PM. Ken Stuart's Sport Talk. (Daily.)
KEX — 5:00 PM. Ken Stuart's Sport Talk.
KG A— 5:009:30PM.I'M.KenWrestling
Stuart's Bouts.
Sport Talk.
KOA— 7:30 PM. NBC, Grantland Rice Sport Talk. (Wed. only.)
KS1, — 7:30 PM. Grantland Rice Sportologues. (Wed. only.)
Travelogues and Book Reviews
KFI — 2:30 PM.
Winnie Fri.)
Fields Moore, the Nomad Novelist.
Wed.
3:00(Monday.)
PM. and
Los Angeles Public Library Book Reviews.
12:30
PM.
Southern
(Tues.Director."
and (M<Fri.)
8:30(Tuesday.)
PM. "Seeing
Tom Terris,
"The California."
Vagabond Movie
KHJ — 3:30 PM.
Macdonald's Book Review for Jones
BookMargaret
Store. (Wed.)
3:45 PM. Los Angeles Public Library Book Review.
"Seeing Southern
California."
KNX— 5:005:00PM.PM.Travelogue.
(Daily Ex.
Sun.) (Wed.)
KTIII
—
1:30
AM.
Book
Review,
Prof.
Howard
W. Kellogg.
KECA —— 7:00
I'M. Books
Winnie andFieldsDrama
Moore,withNomad
KTAB
4:00(Sunday.)
PM.
SamuelNovelist.
B. Dickson.
8:00Bailey.
PM. International
Adventures with Col. Ed. P.
(Mon.)
KFRC — 3:15 PM. The Observer About New Books, Monroe Upton.
Light and Comic Opera
PM. Light Opera
Columbia Broadcasting
System(Fri.) KLZ KDYL.
9:00 PM. "Folgeria,"
DonPM. LeeOperaChain.Sketches. (Wed
United Broadcasting
Co.
—
7:00
KPWB-KTM KTAI! KORE KXL KMED KXA
KHJ— 7:009:00PM.I'M."On"Folgeria,"
With the Show."
(Wed.) Opera of the J
Serial Comic
(Thurs.)
KPRC— 9:00 I'M. "Folgeria." (Thurs.)
Language Lessons
KFSD— —11:45
3:30 AM.
I'M.Foreign
1<
KFI
(Mon. and
Wed.) F
KFI
—
12:45
I'M.
G<
KFI — 1 1 :45 AM. En
4:00 I'M. Alexander B
KI1K 2:45only.
I'M. )Flench Les'so
KVI — 2:45 I'M. French Lessons 'BS. (Sat. only.)

[Thins.
. (Sat.
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Religious Services and Talks for Sunday
Company — 12:00 Noon. National Youth
Parkes
CadmanKGWKGO KI'OKH(J KoMO KGW
KHQ KOMO
KP
2:00KTAR.
PM. Nati
KGO KHQ KOMO K < ; \\ KI'O
3:00KTATt.
PM. Catholic Hour KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
7:45 PM. Seth Parker's Sunday Evenings.
Columbia Broadcasting
Co. — 11:00 AM. Cathedral Hour KLZ KVI
KFPY.
KFSI>
—
7:45
PM.
Sunday
EveningsChinch.
at Seth Parker's.
KFI — 10:50 AM. Temple Baptist
4:30
PM.
Lelia
Castberg.
"Advanced
Thoughts."
KMPC— —11:00
3:00 AM.
PM. ChurchM. ofE. theChurch
Latterof Day
Saints.
KHJ
Los Angeles.
5:30 PM. First
Rabbi Magnin.
KNX — 9:0010:00AM.AM.Scriptural
Research
Inspirational
BibleBureau.
Recordings.
111:00
:00 AM.
First Presbyterian
Church
of Hollywood.
PM.
Watchtower
I.
B.
S.
A. Program.
4:30Air.PM. Dr. John Mathews; First
Radio Church of the
6:30Society.
PM. Dr. Theo Curtis Abel of Hollywood Humanist
8:00 PM. First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood.
8:00Morning
AM. DailyPrayer.
Except Sunday — Inspirational Talk and
6: 30 PM. geles
Saturday
— Announcement of leading Los AnChurch
Services.
KFS<; — 8:0(1
AM.AM. Sabbath
Sunrise
Service.
10:30
Sunday
Morning.
2:30
PM.
Dispensational
Message.
6:30
PM. Daily
Evangelistic
Service.Family Altar Service.
7:00
Ex. Sunday.
2:30 AM.
PM.
Wednesday
and 7:30
Saturday. Divine Healing.
7:30
PM.
Thurs.
Baptismal
Service.
3:00 PM. Thurs. and Fri. Bethesada
Hour.
KGEF — 10:45
9:30 AM.
Radio
Sunday
School.
.
AM.
Trinity
Church
Service.
5:00
PM.
7:00
PM. Vesper
Trinity Hour.
Church Service.
9:00
Christian Church.
Church Bereans.
9:30 PM.
PM. Tues.
Tues. South
TorranceParkMethodist
7:00
PM.
Wed.
Conrey
7:45 PM. Union Rescue Bible
Mission.Class.
K i r. I — 8:008:15AM.AM.Church
ofExcept
the Open
Door.Devotional Service.
Daily
Sunday.
9:15
AM.
Daily
Except
Sunday.
Gospel Song Requests.
2:00
PM.
Visiting
Pastors.
1:00
PM.
Devotional
Bible
Study.
(Ex. Mon. and Sun.)
10:30 AM. Bible Study.
KFOX — 11:00
AM.
St.
Luke's
Episcopal
Church.
8:00 PM. First Church of Christ, Scientist.
KECA — 12:00
10:50 AM.
ChurchYouth
of Christ,
Scientist.
Noon.Third
National
Conference.
3:00 PM. Catholic
Hour. CALIFORNIA
NORTHERN
KTA1I — 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. Church
Bible Class
from from
10th 10th
Ave. Ave.
BaptistBaptist
Church.
Services
Church
1:00
the Latter
Day Saints.
7: 30 PM.
PM. Church
Church ofServices.
KI'O — 10:30 Services.
AM. Interdenominational and Non-sectarian Church
12:00
Youth Conference.
1:00 Noon.
PM. S. National
Parkes Cadman
Cathedral Hour.
2:00:59 FM.
National
Religious
Seivices.
11
AM.
Daily
Except
Sunday.
Scripture
KWFI
—
8:00
PM.
Second
Church
of
Christ.
Scientist. Headings.
KROW — 10:15
AM.
Watchtower
Program.
1:00
6:00 PM.
PM. Watchtower
Watchtower Program.
Program. ■h St
KftW — 10:15
Sunday
School
Lessons.
117:30
:00 AM.
AM.
Morning
Services,
PM. Evening Services. First Baptist Church.
N
ORTHW
EST
E It N STt udeiAT E S
KTAB —— 10:00
10:30 AM.
AM.•M. .VOld St.
K<;W
12:00 Noon.Interna
Natio
7:45 AI'M.
AM.M. Seth
First r:I
ko>io 11:1!
12:1!
KJK— 10:00 AM.I'M

of Christ.
Scientist.
sible
Students
Association.
>leTAINStudents.
ST \Ti:s

:, PM.
AM. 1\iti/o\ \
3:00
I'M. Church
Catholii
4:15
'h list of Latter Pay Saints
8:00 PM.
I'M. Sunday ;it Seth Park
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Educational Features
Organ Concerts
(National and International Kvent*)
National Broadcasting
( Wednesday.)Co. — 6:00 PM. Gold Medal Organist.
KKM> — 5:15only.)
I'M. Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital. (Mon. Columbia Broadcasting System — 7:00 PM. Jesse Crawford,
4:45
Back of the News in Washington. NBC.
Royal's
Poet (Sun.
of theonly.)organ over KDYL KOL KOIN
KHJ KFRC.
(Wed.PM.only.)
12:30PM
—
Ann
Leaf
at
the
over KLZ KVI.
(Mon. Thurs.)
KFI — 3:00 PM.
only.)Better America Federation Speaker. (Thurs.
6:00 PM — Gold
Fast Organ
Freight
KOIN Medal
KHJ KFRC
KFBK Program
(Wed.) KLZ KDYL KOL
11:00 PM. Standard School Broadcast. (Thurs. only.)
1:00
PM
—
Ann
Leaf
at
the
Organ
KLZ
KVI
KOL
KFRC
(Sat.)
KM PC — 3:00
KMTR — 5:15 PM Harold Curtis from the Egyptian Theatre.
9:00 PM.
PM. USC
S. C. Lectures.
Lectures. (Mon.
(Mon. and
and Wed.)
Wed.)
KFSD
—
2:30
PM.
Organ
Recital
from
Balboa
Park.
(Ex.
Mon.)
KHJ— 5:001:30PM.PM.TheTheWorld's
(Sunday.)
KFI— 3:30 PM. Aeolian Organ Recital. (Sun. only.)
Times Business.
Forum. (Daily.)
3:00
PM. University
Columbia Educational
(Thurs. only.) KELW — 12:30 PM. Ray Metcalf at the Organ.
1:00 PM.
of the West. Features.
(Fri. only.)
KMPC— 9:00 PM. Organ Recital. (Thurs. and Fri.)
3:15only.)
PM. Dr. Walter Hertzog's School Program. (Fri. KTM — 3:00 PM. Dorothy Dee's Organ Recital.
Crawford,
Poet ofOrgan.
the Organ.
(Sun. only.)
3:45 PM.
Council
Relations.(Sat.
(Fri.only.)
only.) KHJ — 7:0011:00PM.PM.Jesse
Harline
(Sun.)
4:15
PM.
Romance ofRadio
ofInternational
American
Industry.
12:00 AM.
PM. Leigh
LeighLarson
Harlineat atatthethe
theOrgan.
Organ.(Mon.)
(Nightly.)
6:30 PM.
National
Forum.
(Sat. (Mon.,
only.) Wed.,
11:00
Nell
11:30
AM.
Columbia
School
of
the
Air.
and
12:45
PM. Organ
Ann LeafRecital.
CBS. (Thurs.)
Friday.)
5:00
(Thurs.)
4:30 PM.
PM. Nell Larson.
(Wed.)
KN.V — 7:45 Science."
PM. Dr. Mars
(Wed.Baumgardt
oniy.) Talking of "Popular
12:45"
PM.
Ann
Leaf.
(Sat.)
3:30 PM. Federation of Women's Clubs. (Fri. only.)
KFSG — 10:00
KGFJ — 8:30
Wiseman's
Talk.
11:00 PM.
AM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Daily Ex. Sun. and Mon.)
11:30 AM.AM. Dr.Spanish
Program.
KFWB
—
10:
00
AM.
Wade
Hamilton at the Organ. (Thurs.)
KEt'A — 12:09 PM. National Youth Conference, NBC. (Sun. only.) KNX — 6:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte,
organist. (Daily.)
11:30(Mon.
AM. only.)
California Federation of Women's Clubs.
KFOX — 10:30
AM. Organ
Organ Recital,
Recital, Vera
Veranoted
Graham.
3:30
PM.
Graham.
4:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
James G. McDonald, "The World Today."
10:00 AM.
AM. Angelus
Abbey(Sun.)
Organ Recital. (Sun.)
KliFJ — 10:00
Archie Recital.
Fritz.
5:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital.
12:00
PM.
Organ
4:00
PM.
Organ
Recital
by
Archie Jaffy,
Fritz. violinist.
4:15(Tues.
PM. only.)
Laws That Safeguard Society, NBC.
10:30 PM. Organ Melodies, Gilbert
KFVD — 10:00
2:00 PM.I'M. Organ
Recital
by
J.
Newton
Yates. (Sun.)
NewtonOldYates,
organist.
N ORTH Kit X < ' AJA FORK I A
12:00 PM. J.Ballads,
and New,
bv J. Newton Yates.
KTIII
—
6:30
PM.
Organ
Program.
(Sun.)
KTA1I — 4:00(Mon.
PM. Short
Story
Course,
Samuel
B.
Dickson.
only.)
9:15 PM. Organ Program. (Wed. and Fri.)
KGER
11:00 AM.PM. NBC
Dick Organ
Dixon Recital.
at the Organ.
12:30 PM. Latin-American Program.
KECA—— 8:30
(Sun.)
KKRC — 11:30
5:00 PM.
The
World's
Business.
(Sun.
only.)
AM. American School of the Air. (Ex. Sat.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
3:30only.)
PM. Something About Everything. (Mon. and Wed. KTAM— 7:30 PM. Alice Blue at the Organ. (Ex. Sat. and Sun.)
KFRC — 8:00
AM.I'M. "Good
Recital." (Sun.)
4:00(Mon.
PM. only.)
Current Events, H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS.
3:00
Organ Morning
Recital. Organ
(Sun.)
7:00 PM.
PM. Organ
Jesse
Crawford.
(Sun.)
4:00 PM. night.The(Tues.Political
Situation in Washington To11:00
Recital. (Sun.)
only.)
6:00
Medalat Organist,
3:00 I'M.
(Fri. only.)
only.)
1:05 PM. Gold
Ann Leaf
the Organ.CBS.(Sat.)(WTed.)
4:15
PM. Columbia
Columbia Educational
Educational Features.
Features. (Sat.
(Sat.
KPO— 3:003:15I'M.PM.Organ
Recital.
(Sun.) Organ. (Daily Ex. Mon.
2:45
PM.
Columbia
Educational
Features.
only.)
Mormon
Tabernacle
and Sat.)
6:00(Sat.PM. only.)
National Radio Forum from Washington.
KYA — 10:15 PM. Organ Recital, Dollo Sargent, organist.
KPO 4:45 PM.
NORTHWESTERN STATES
(Mon.California
only.) State Chamber of Commerce Talk.
Kt.W — 9:30
5:15only.)
PM. Federal Business Association Talk. (Tues.
11:00AM.AM.Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital.(Sun.)
(Sun.)
12:00
I'M.
Organ
Recital.
(Mon.)
Prevention.
Crime
on
Brady
Matthew
PM. Judtre
KFWI 7:00(Mon.
11
:45
PM.
Organ
Recital.
(Wed.)
only.)
_ „
, .
11:30 PM. Organ Recital. (Fri.)
7:00 PM. Rita Murray's Investment Talk. (Thurs. only.)
12:30 PM. Organ Recital. (Sat.)
K<lW — 6:00 PM. Farm Topic Discussions. (Ex. Sat.) only.)
KMO
— —10:7:0030 AM.
Organ
Recital
from
Fox
(Sun.
Talk.
KOMO
AM.
Organ Fox
Recital.
(Ex. Theatre
Sun.)Broadway.
Educational
Gorton
B.
R.
AM.
KYA 10158:00 PM. Judge Mathew Brady. (Fri. only.)
12:00Sunday.)
Midnight.
5th Ave.
Organ Recital. (Ex.
8:00 PM. R. B. Gorton on Insurance. (Wed. only.)
KJR—
7:45
AM.
Organ
Concert.
(Ex.
Sun.)
NORTHWESTERN STATES
2:30 PM.
Organ
Concert.
(Ex. Sun.,
Sat. and
OrganConcert.
Recital. (Ex.
Mon. Sun.)
and Tues.)
K H<1 — 1 - :00 PM. National Youth Conference, NBC. (Sun. only.)
KEN— 8:0(14:00
AM.PM.
Organ
5:00
PM.
In
the
Nation's
Capital.
(Mon.
only.)
2:30
PM.
Organ
Concert.
(Ex.
Sun.)
KGW — 12:00
Noon.
National
Youth
Conference,
NBC.
(Sun.
only.)
KG A — 8:00 AM. Organ Concert.
11:00 AM. Standard School Broadcast, NBC. (Thurs.
2:304:00I'M.PM.)
Organ Concert. (Sun. at 2:00 PM..: Sat. at
only.)
• CBS. (Sun. only.)
KVI— 8:0012:30AM.PM.Organ
(Sun.)Organ. (Mon.)
KVI — 9:009:30AM.
Jewish
Art
Program.
Ann Recital.
Leaf at the
AM.
London
Broadcasts,
CBS.
10:30
AM.
Conclave
of
the
Nations,
CBS.
#
12:00
Midnight.
RKO
Organ
Recital.(Tues.)
(Mon.)
11:30
AM.
Ann
Leaf
at
the
Organ.
11:30
AM.
American Events,
School CBS.
of the(Mon.
Air.
12:30
the Organ.
Organ. (Sat.)
(Thurs.)
4:00
PM.
Current
1:00 PM.
PM. Ann
Ann Leaf
Leaf atat the
4:00(Tues.
PM. The
Political
Situation
in
Wi
only.)
KOI 6:007:00I'M.PM.GoldJesseMedalCrawford.
Organist.(Sun.)
(Wed.)
only.)
12:30
PM.
Ann
Leaf
at
the
Organ.
(Mon.)
feguarderence,
Society,NBC.NBC.(Sun.(Tues.
1:00 AM. Ann Leaf at the Organ. (Sat.)
il Broadcast. (Thurs. only.)
8:00 AM. Organ,
on "Hallelujah
School of the Air. (Mon. and
INTER Daily
MOUNTAIN
STATES Hour."
Wednesday.)
KOA — 8:3012:00AM.PM.Organ
Melodies.
(Mon.)
Organ
Program.
(Mon.)
>ioi VI \l\ STATES
11:15 AM.
Organ Melodies.
Recital. (Wed.
and Fri.)
AM.Mormon
Organ
(Fri.)
KSIj — 8:157:15
PM.
Tabernacle
Great
Organ. (Sun.)
•arkes
Ct
9:00 PM. Organ
Melodies.
(Tues.
:00(Sun.I'M. only.)
Dr. S
OrganVignettes.
Concert. (Daily.)
(Wed.) and Thurs.)
IvDNI — 11:30
7:0011:00AM.AM.PM.Organ
15 I'M. The \\ rid Today. (Mon. only.)
Ann Leaf
the Organ.(Wed.)
(Tues.)
'hat
6:00 PM.
PM. Gold
MedalatatOrganist.
YouthSafeguard
Conference.Society.
(Sun.(Tues.)
only.)
KSI, — 12:15 PM.
12:30
Ann
Leaf
the
Organ.
(Thurs.)
KDYL — 9:30 AM
nd-on Broadcasts. (Sun. only.)
10:15 PM. Organ Melodies.
ARIZONA(Fri. and Sat.)
5:00 PM.
PM. Adventures
The World's inBusiness.
(Sun. only.)
2:15
Words. (Tues.
only.)
12:45(Fri.PM.only.)
roiumbia Educational Features, CBS.
KTAII— 7:30
AM.
Pipe
Organ
Recital.(Sun.)
(Daily.)
12:00 Noon. Organ Recital.
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News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
KMTR — 125:45I'M.PM.World
in Review.
Reporter
of the Air.
K.FSD — 5 :4!> PM. San Diego Union News Report.
KFI— 10 12AM. PM.WallU. C.Street
News.
& U. Financial
S.andDept.
Agriculture.
12:15 PM. Federal
Stateof Market
Reports.
45:45PM. PM.KFT-KECA
Editorial
Review.
Closing Stock Market Reports.
KJHPC- PM. Livestock Report.
KH.I— 12:304:45PM.PM.World-Wide
World-WideNewsNews.
News.(L.A. Times.)
10:00 PM. World-Wide
K\\ — 3:153:25PM.PM.Monday.
Lost and Found
FoundReports.
Reports.
3:00Reports.
PM. Tuesday.
WednesdayLost andand Friday.
Lost and Found
3:30
PM.
Thursday.
Lost
and
Found
Reports.
1:25
PM.
Saturday^
Lost
and
Found
Reports.
8:00 PM. Nightly Frost Warning* for Citrus Growers.
KGFJ — 5:00 PM. Market Reports.
KFXM— 11:15
Report. Record News Report.
6:15 AM.
PM. News
Los Angeles
KFOX— 7:15
AM.
Early
News
Report.
11:30
Report.
4:00 AM.
PM. Press
Press Telegram
Telegram News
News Report.
KGER — 4:00 PM. News Brevities.
KPSJi — 8:00
AM. World
Wide News.
12:30
6:00 PM.
PM. World
World Wide
Wide News.
News.
KECA— 10:30 PM. KFI-KECA Editorial Review.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFRC — 11:25
7:30 AM.
N.
Quotations.
AM.
S. Y.F. Stock
Call-Bulletin
NewsReports.
Items.
1:00
PM.
Closing
Stock MarketNews
1:05
PM.
S.
F.
Call-Bulletin
Items.
5:50 PM. S. F. Call-Bulletin News Items.
Kl'O — 1:505:45PM.PM.Ye News
TowneDigest
Crier. with Scotty Mortland.
KftW- 9:3012:30AM.PM.Weather
Report.
Market Report.
6:00
A. Farm Flashes.
6:30 PM.
PM. U.S.FarmF.S. D.Market
7:00
PM.
Bureau Place.
Radio News.
7:15 PM. News Dispatches.
KYA — 1 :306:45PM.PM.News
casting.
Delivery of Stock Yard Prices and Quotations.
NORTHWEST
KGW — 1:00 PM. Town Crier.
KMO — 10:00
11:45AM.AM.Town
News Crier.
Casting.
IvOMO — 1210:45
PM. PM.FarmNewsTalk;Flashes.
Grain and Food Reports.
KJR— 7:4012 AM.
Stock
Reports.
PM. World in Review.
3:30
5:30 PM.
PM. News
MarketCasting.
Reports.
KEY — 7:0012:00
AM. PM.Oregon
JournalReports.
News.
Weather
11:30 PM.. Police Reports.
KG A— 6:4512:00
AM. PM.News.World in Review.
3:00 PM. News Casting.
MOUNTAIN STATES
,-estock.
KOA— 11:30 (P.AM.S. T.)Monday, weathei stocks, markets.
10:50
AM.
Tuesday,
weather,
stocks,
markets,
livestock.
11:00
AM. livestock.
Wednesday and Thursday, weather, stocks,
markets,
10:55
AM.
Friday,
weather,
stocks,
markets,
livestock.
10:45
AM.
weather,
stocks,weather,
markets, stocks,
livestock.
5:00
PM. Saturday,
Monday &stocks,
Wednesday,
etc.
3:15
PM.
Tuesday,
market
reports,
etc.
3:45
PM.
Thursday
and
Friday,
stocks,
weather,
etc.
4:30 PM. Saturday, stocks, market reports, etc.
KSL — 7:2011:20
AM. AM.N. Y.News
stock market report and market letter.
3:30 PM.
Ye Olde Casting.
Towne Crier.
ARIZONA
KTAR — 8:451:45AM.PM. Radio
Newspaper.
9:00 PM. Radio
Radio Newspaper.
Newspaper.

DOINGS

Page Thirty-three
Programs for the Housewife
SOUTHERN California (Dally Unless Indicated)
KMTR— 9:00 AM. Mildred Kitchen Home Economics Expert.
KFSD— 9:15 AM. Amy Lou Shopping Hour.
KFI — 9:00 AM. Helpful Hints to Housewives, Bess Kilmer,
10:30
10:00 AM.
AM.) NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thurs.
10:15
AM. Josephine
Wednesday
only.) Gibson Food Talks. (Monday and
10:00 AM. Color Harmony NBC. (Tuesday only.)
KMPC — 10:15 AM. Violet Schramm, Shopping Service.
KTM — 2:00 PM. Over the Tea Cups with Nell Cleary.
KH.I — 9:00 9:30
AM. AM.
VelvaFeminine
Darling. Girl Philosopher.
(Ex. Tuesday.)
Saturday.)
10:30 AM.
Pure Food Fancies.
Talks. (Ex.
6:00(Tuesday
PM. only.)
Peggy Hamilton, Romance of Fashion.
KFWB — 10:00 AM. Prudence Penny.
KFVD — 2:00 PM. Hints to Housewives.
KNX — 9:0010:30AM.AM.Radio
News.TalkC. byP. Kate
R. Brew Vaughn
HomeShopping
Economics
KFOX — 9:00 AM. Beauty Talk.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KTAI1 — 10:00 AM. Household Hour with Alma La Mar.
KFRC — 9:30
AM.AM.Feminine
Fancies.Haines
(Ex. Domestic
Saturday.) Science Talk
11:05(Monday.)
Mary Lewis
11:15
AM.
Mary
Lewis
Haines
Domestic
Science Talk.
(Wednesday.)
9:00
AM.
Mildred
Kitchen's
Household
Talk.
(Tuesday
and Thursday only.)
only.)
3:00 PM. Colonial Dames Beauty Talk. (Monday
Kl'O — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday
11:30
AM. Julia
Hayes'AM.)Helpful Hints to Housewives.
only.)
(Thursday
at 11:45
11:45 AM. Helen
Gordon Barker Art Talk. (Monday
KROW — 2:45 and 3:00 PM. Betty, the Shopper.
KYA — 12:15 PM. Parent-Teachers' Association. (Monday only.)
NORTHWEST
KHQ — 10:3010:00
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. Thursday at
Friday
10:15
AM. only.)
Josephine Gibson's Food Talk. (Monday and
10:15 AM.
AM. Home
Mary Hale
Martin. (Ex.( Wednesday
12:45
Decorator.
Tuesday.) only.)
KGW — 9:15 AM. Cooking School.
10:15
AM. Josephine
Wednesday
only.) Gibson's Food Talk. (Monday &
10:30
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday
at 10:00
only.)
11:30 AM. Julia Hayes Talk. (Monday and Tuesday
KYI — 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
KMO — 11:00 AM. Tips on the Shoppe Market.
KOMO — 10:30at 10:00
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday
9:15(Monday
AM. Julia
Hayes Helpful
and Wednesday
only.) Hints to Housewives.
Way Home
to a Man'sthe Heart.
KJR — 8:309:45
AM.AM.
Air.
9:15
AM.Thrift
Mary Fromof Proctors.
10:15 AM. Beauty Talks.
KEN — 9:15 AM. Julia Hayes Talk. (Ex. Saturday.)
KOL — 9:009:30AM.AM.Shopping
FeminineService.
Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
KG A — 9:20 AM. "Mary" over the NBS System.
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Timet
J
KOA — 10:30 10:00
AM. AMWoman's
Magazine of the Air. (Thursday at
8:00 AM. Your Child. (Tuesday only.)
10:15
AM.
Mary
Hale
Martin.(Monday
(Wednesday
2:30 PM. A Recipe a Day.
only.) only.)
KSL — 9:00 9:30
AM. AM.
HomeHousewives
Economics Program.
Program.
10:00
Visit with
Mrs. Jennie(Monday
Lee. and Thursday
only.)AM.
9:45
AM. ADietary
Discussions.
only.)
10:30 AM. Helen Webster. (Monday and Wednesday
10:50 AM. Ann Holden. (Monday and Thursday only.)
10:15(Wednesday
AM. Favorite
only.) Recipes of Mary Hale Martin.
ARIZONA
KTAR — 8:00
AM.
Aunt
Helen's
HomeGibson.
Hints (Monday and Wed10:15 AM. nesdayNBConly.) Josephine
10:50
AM
NBC
Magazine
of
the Air. (Thursday at
10 AM.)
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Health Talks and Exercises
Plays,(Fnited
Stories,
Dramatic
Readings
Hroadcaxting
Company)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Ex. Where Indicated)
KMT R — 8:45 AM. Health Man.
8:00 PM — Dramatic
(Tues.)KVOSKGB KFWIi-KTM KTAB
KORE KXLProgram.
KMED KXA
KFSD — 7:30 AM. Start O" the Pay NBC.
8:00 PM — Detective
Stories.
(Thurs.)
KFI — 7:45 AM. Start O' the Day NBC.
KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA
KVOSKGB KFWB-KTM KTAB
2:45Friday
PM. only.)
Women's Health Exercises. (Monday and
Columbia Broadcasting Company
5:30(Monday
PM. Dr.only.)
H. Edward Myers "Care of the Teeth." 5:30 PM — Arabesque, a Desert Play. (Mon.) KLZ KDYL.
12:30 PM. Pure Food and Drug Speaker. (Thur. only.) 7:00
PM — Hank
KPPV Simmon's
KHJ KFRC.Show Boat. (Sat.) KLZ KDYL KOL
KNX— 6:457:15AM.AM.Earlybirds
Exercises
by D. byP. M.D. P.Seixas.
7:30 PM — Don Amaizo. (Mon.)
Pep
and Folks
Vigor
Exercises
M. Seixas.
t! :00 PM — Majestic Curiosity Shop. (Sun.)
7:45
AM.
Home
Exercises
by
D.
P.
M.
Seixas.
9:15 AM. Golden Rule Health Service Program.
National Broadcast ins Company
KGFJ
man's Health Talk.
2:00
I'M —— The
NBC Story
MatineeTeller.Period.(Thurs.)
(Wed.)KGO.KGO.
KFOX —— 8:30
1:50 AM.
PM. Dr.
Dr. Wis.
Harbottle.
9:00
PM
8:00Dr. PM.J. F.Treatments
of "Harmonious
by 1:00 PM— Radio Guild. (Fri.) KGO KOMO
Raush. (Monday
and FridaySuggestions."
only.)
10:00 PM — Mystery Serial. (Fri.) KGO KSL KECA
KOA KFSD KTAB.
KKCA — 8 10:45
: 30 AM.PM.Health
9:30 PM— NBC Drama Hour. (Sat.) KGO KFSD KOA.
HealthExercises,
Exercises,Louis
LouisRueb.
Rueb.
KFSD — 2:00
Story Time.
1:00 PM.PM. Matinee
Radio Guild.
(Fri.) (Daily Ex. Sat.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFI
—
6:00
PM.
"Sketches
in
the
Trenches." (Mon.)
KTAH— 1:30 PM. Dental Clinic.
9:15 PM. "D-17,
Emperor,"
Wed. and
Fri.) James Carden and Cast. (Mon..
tC — 8:55 AM. Health Man.
4:45 PM. Raine Bennett, Poet of the Air. (Tues. and Fri.)
KPO — 7.30 AM. Start O' the Day.
8:30 PM.
Tom Terris,
"The Original
VagabondCharacter
Movies Director."
(Tues.)
4:45
PM. Noreen
Gammill,
Sketches. (Wed.)
KFWI — 10:30 AM. Health Talk by Dr. T. G. Linebarger.
KMPC
— 9:00 PM. Mystery Play. (Tues.)
KROW — 1:30 PM. Health Program by Dr. R. H. McLain.
KQ.W — 11:30 AM. La Vida Health Program.
KHJ— 6:30 PM.
Prof.(Thurs.)
Lindsley and Leigh Harline, Reading with
Organ.
IvJIIS — 10:45 AM. The Health Man.
9:00(Thurs.)
PM. "Folgeria," Serial Comic Opera of the Air.
KYA — 7:003:15AM.PM.Drury's
Daily
Dozen.
Health Talk on Mon., Tues. and Sat.
7:00CBS.
PM. (Fri.)
"Behind the Words — a Drama of Thoughts.
NORTHWEST
7:00 PM.
Hank Amaizo.
Simmon's(Mon.)
Show Boat. (Sat.)
7:30
PM. Don
KHQ— 7:301:00AM.PM.Start
Day. (Ex. Thurs.)
KFWB — 6:00 PM. Majestic's Old Curiosity Shop.
DentalO' the
Hygiene.
KNX — 1:30 PM.
Eddie Albright's Reading of Late Fiction.
KGW— 7:30 AM. Start O' the Day.
(Daily.)
KGW — 7:30 AM. Start O' the Day.
8:00 PM. KNX Players directed by Georgia Fifield. (Mon.)
KMO — 12:45 PM. Tacoma Dairy Health Program.
8:00
PM.
"Mr.
and
Mrs." Dramatic Sketch. (Thurs.)
KOMO— 7:30
AM.AM. Start
O' the Day.
KFOX ——9:30
PM".
Detective
Story. (Thurs.)Story Program. (Sun.)
9:30Supply.
Safeguarding
6:00
PM.
Nick
Harris
(Thursday only.)the Nation's Food and Drug KECA
8:30
PM. NBC
Raine Empire
Bennett,Builders,
Poet Detective
of Dramatization
the Air. (Sun.)of the West.
KJR— 1:15 PM. Dental Lecture. (Ex. Sat.)
7:30
PM.
(Monday.)
KF,X — 8:001:15AM.PM.Dr.Dental
Dean Lecture.
Clinic. (Ex. Sat.)
9:30
PM.
NBC
Memory
Lane.
(Tues.)
7:00 AM. Alarm Clock Hour.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KOL — 5:30 PM. Tooth Talk, Dr. Hobson.
KG A — 1: 15 PM. Dental Lecture. (Ex. Sat.)
KTAH— 7:45 PM. Dramatic Sketch from UBC. (Sat.)
KFRC — 5:30 PM. Fred Benioff Players. (Sun.)
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time.*
9:00
PM. "Folgeria,"
ComicShow
OperaBoat.
of the(Sat.)Air. (Thurs.)
KOA — 7:30(Monday
AM. Safeguarding
Your Food and Drug Supply.
7:00 PM.
Hank Simmon's
only.)
Majestic's
KO.W — 4:306:00PM.PM.Story
Time. Curiosity
(Daily Ex.Shop.
Sun.)(Sun.)
ARIZONA
KVA— 9:158:00PM.PM.KYAKYAPlayers.
Players.(Mon.)
(Tues.)
KTAR — 8:00 AM. YMCA Health and Happiness Hour.
NORTHWESTERN STATES
KGW — 9:15 PM. "On to Oregon," Dramatization. (Fri.)
For the Youngsters
7:30 PM.
Program, NBC. (Mon.)
9:30
PM. Empire
Memory Builder's
Lane. (Tues.)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Except Where Indicated)
KOMO — 7:30 PM. Empire Builder's Program, NBC. (Mon.)
National Broadcasting
Co.
2
PM
—
Maltine
Program.
(Mon.)
KGO
KVI — 9:00 PM. "Folgeria," Comic Opera of the Air. (Thurs.)
KOMO KGW KFI.
Comic Opera of the Air. (Thurs.)
United Broadcasting
7:00 PMKGB— Children's
Hour KTAB KORE KOI, — 9:007:00PM.PM."Folgeria,"
Hank
Simmon's Adventures.
Show Boat. (Mon.)
(Sat.)
KXL KMEDCo. KXA
KVOS KFWB-KTM.
7:30
PM.
Don
Amaizo's
KFI — 4:145:00PM. PM.Big Baron
BrotherKeyes,
Don The
(Ex. Story
Sat.) Man. (Ex. Sat.)
6:00 PM. Majestic's Old Curiosity Shop.
(Sun.)
INTKRMOl NTAIN STATES
KMPC 9:30
and Junior.
4:15 AM.
PM. Bob,
Just Bunny
Kids Club
(Ex. Mon. and Sat.)
KOA — 9:301(1:0(1PM.I'M.Empire
(Mon.) (Fri.)
MysteryBuilders.
Serial.NBC.
NBC.
KNX— 5:15 PM. Big Brother Ken's Kiddies Hour.
9:30 PM. Drama
Hour,
(Sat.)
KFSG — 4:00 PM. Kiddies' Hour ( Fri. only.)
KSL — 2:00 PM. Radio Matinee. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
KTB1 — fi:00PM. Aunt Martha's Children's Program. (Sun.)
9:30
I'M!
Dramatic
Readings
and
Music. (Thurs.)
7:30 PM. Empire Builders, NBC. (Mon.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KOYIi
—
6:00
PM.
Majestic's
Old
Curiosity
Shop. (Sun.)
KTAH— 5:00 PM. The Story Man and His Air Castle. (Ex. Sat.)
5:30
7:30 PM.
PM. Arabesque,
Don Amaizo.a Desert
(Mon.) Play. (Mon.)
KPO— 5:00 PM. Big Brother (Ex. Mon.)
7:00
Graybar's(Thurs.)
"Mr. and Mrs." (Tues.)
KLX— 5:00 PM. Big Brother's Club.
9:00 PM.
I'M. CBS
"Folgeria."
KUW— 4:55 PM. Baron Keye's Story Castle.
7:00 I'M. Hank Simmon's Show Boat. (Sat.)
KTAR — 6:00
PM.
Majestic's
Curiosity
Shop.(Mon.)
(Sun.)
NORTHWEST
7:30 PM.
I'M. Memory
The Empire
9:30
Lane,Builders.
NBC. (Tues.)
KGW — 4:45 PM. Clickety-Clack of the Air Castle.
KJR — 5:15 PM. Baron Keyes and His Air Castle.
KEX
2:00 PM.
Bridge Lessons
KG A —— 5:15
PM. Children's
Baron KeyesProgram.
and His Air Castle.
KFSD
—— 4:00
I'M.
Bridge Lesson.
Lessons. (Tues.)
(Tues. only.)
KFWH
8:00
PM.
Bridge
Mo I ATTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time)
KPO— 4:00 I'M. Bridge Game. (Tues.
only.)
KYA — 1:45 Bridge.
I'M. Willis
KSI 3:00 PM. KSL Kiddies' Club.
(Wed.Boardman
and Fri.) Zink. Authority on Contract
KMO— 9:00 PM. Bridge Game. (Wed. only.)
ARIZONA
KJR
KOA—— 8:00
4:45 I'M.
PM. Bridge
Bridge Game.
Lessons. (Wed.
(Tues.only.)only.)
KTAH— 4:00 I'M. Baron Keyes and His Air Castle.
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Chain
National Broadcasting Co.
>»l \OAY
8:30 AM — NBC Organ Recital KGO
8:30 AM— KOMO
BreakfastKGW withKPO Sperry
KFI KFSDKHQ
9.00 AM — John
Barclay
and
Dagmar
Rybner KGO.
9:15 AM— KOMO
NationalKGW
Oratorio
Society
KOO
KECA
10:15 AM — Piano Capers KGO
10:30 PM — Neapolitan
Davs KGO KFSD
KECA
11:00 AM
Grace Cathedral
Service
KGO
12:00
PM —— National
Youth
Conference
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KPO
1.00 PM— Dr.KHQ S.KOMO
ParkesKGWCadman
KPO KGO
2:00 PM — Natronal
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGWVespers
KPO KTAR
3:00 PM— Catholic
KOMO KGWHourKTARKGO
KECA KHQ
4:00 PM — Sunday
Concert KGO KOMO
KGW KFSD
5:00 PM — Enna
Jettick Melodies KHQ
KOMO
KTAR KGW KPO KFI KFSD
5:00 PM — The Vagabonds KGO KECA
5:15 PM — Collier's
KOMO KGWRadioKPO Hour
KFI KHQ
6:00
News Service
KGOHour KOMO
6.15 PM
PM —— Atwater
Kent
KGW KPO KFI KHQ
6:15
PM
— The
Evening
ReveriesKGOKGOKTAR
6:45
PM—
Olympians
7:15 PM — Studebaker
Champions
KHQ KOMO KGW
KFI KGO
7:30 PM — Kaffee
Hag Slumber
Music
KPO KECA
KFSD KTAR
7:45 PM — KGW
Sunday KFSD
at SethKTARParker's Klin
8:15 PM— The
KTAR Entertainers KGO KFSD
8:30 PM — Gunnar
Johansen.
KFSD KTAR
KGW Pianist KGO
9:00 PM — Borden
ProgramKFI KTAR
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KSL
KOA
9:30 PM — Enna
Jettick
Melodies
KGO
KOMO
KHQ KGW KECA KTAR
9:45 PMPM—— Concert
The Reader's
10:15
Jewels GuideKGOKGO KECA
KOA
11:00 PM — The Vagabonds KGO KFI KSL
MONDAY
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
7:30 AM— Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
8:00 AM— Shell
time KSL
KHQ KOMO
KGW Happy
KPO KFI
8.00
AM
— Morning
Financial Melodies
Service Program
8:15
AM—
KGO KGOKflO
8:30 AM
AM—— Cross-Cuts
of the Day
9:00
Vermont
Lumberjacks
KHQ KOMO KGW KECA KGO
9:15
AM—
Morning
Glories KGO
9:45 AM
AM —— Josephine
Radio Ramblings
10:15
B. GibsonKGOFood Talk
KGO
KGW
KOMO KHQ KFI KFSD KTAR
10:30 AM — Woman's
of the KPO
Air
KGO KFSD
KHQ Magazine
KOMO KOAKGW
KFI
KSL
KTAR
11:30 AM — California Federation of WoClubs KGO KECA KFSD
12:00 PM— KFSD
Luncheonmen's
KECAConcert KGO KGW
1:00 PM — Hotel Cosmopolitan
Dance OrKECA. chestra KGO KFSD KTAR
1:30 PM— KTAR
Piano Capers
KGO
KGW
KFSD
KECA.
2:00 PM— Maltine
KOMO KFIStoryKFSDProgram
KGW KOO
2:30 PM — NBC Matinee KGO KGW KECA
3:00 PM — What's
KPO in a Name? KGO KGW
3:15 PM — Mormon
Choir KPO
and
Organ
KGOTabernacle
KOMO KGW
KFSD KTAR
3:45
PM—
Parisian
Quintet
KGO
KPO
4:15 PM — The
World KGO
Today KECA
by James
McDonald.
KFSDG.
4:30 PM— Phil
Cook, KOMO
the Quaker
Man
KGO
KHQ
KGW
KECA
KFSD KTAR
4:45 PM— News Service KGO
5:00 PM — How's
Business?
KGO KHQ
KOMO Merle
KGW Thorpe
KECA

DOINGS
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Programs for January
: AM -Vermont Lumberjacks KGO
5:15 PM— Capital
Fifteen Mini
the Nation's
KOMO
KHQ the
KOMOFolksKGWKGOKECA
KECA KFSEKC )es inKHQ
-Meet
i:30 PM— The Olympia os KGO
KGW
-William
Don KGO
1:00 PM— Special
Phil Program KGO 9:15 AMEntertainers KGO
KHQ KOMC
KFSD
KTAR KGW KPO KFI 9:30 AM- -The
Color
Harmony
Program KGO
9:45 AM6:00 PM— KOMO
Maytag KGW
Orchestra
KHQ KOMOMagazine
KGW KFIof the Air
A M - -Woman's
KECA KGO KHQ
6:30 PM— General
Motors
Family
Party
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW KOAKPO
10:30 AM- KGO
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KFI KFSD
7:00 PM — Stromberg
- KOMO
CarlsonKGWProgram
-NBC cital
Philharmonic
Organ ReKGO
KECA
KGO
KHQ
KFI
11:30 AM- -Hotel
KFSD KTAR
Drake Orchestra SirV:K Francis
-Pacific
KFSD
KECA
7:30 PM— Empire
Builders
KGO
KHQ
KGO
KFSD
KOMO KGW KECA KFSD 12:00 PM- -NBC
KTAR
KTARMatiK( ionds
KGW
KECA
KGO KTAR KHQ
8:00
PM—
Popular
Tunes
KGO
1:00
PMKFI
-Black anc
8:15 PM — Sportshots KGO
2:00 PM- tra
8:00 PM — Rudy
KOMOKGOK< KGW >ld Room Orchesists KPOSeiger'sKFI Shell
KHQSvmphonKOMO
KGW
-Who'swin Behind
Name? Ed3:00
PMAlger KGO theKOMO
8:30 PM — Amos
'N Andy
KOMO KGW
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
-Black
and
Gold
Room
Orches8:45
PM
Southern
Harmony KGO
Four KTAR
KGO
tra KGORecital
KGW KGO
-Organ
9:00
PM ——— Pacific
World Wanderings
9:30 PM
National
Singers
KGO
-Laws
That
Safeguard
Society
KSL KOA
KGO' KHQ
KECA Man
10:00 PM— Musical
-Phil
Cook, KOMO
the Quaker
KOA KSL Echoes KGO KECA
KGO
KGW KECA
KOA Frien' Scotty KGO KSL
10:30 PM— Yir
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO Violinist
PM- -Sarah
KGO
10:45 PM— KSL
WalterKOA Ferner, cellist KGO
-BrazilianKreindler,
- American Program
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KOW
KECA
11:00 PM— Laughner-Harris
Hotel
St.
-Bits ofService
Melody KGO
KGO KGW
KGW
FrancisKFIDance Orchestra KGO
KGW
of -News
-Happy
WonderKGW Bakers
KGO
5:311 I'MKHQ
KOMO
KECA
5:45
PMTUESDAY
Salute KECA
KGO
6:30 PM- -Westinghouse
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
KHQ
KOMC
VIO
KGW
KFSD KTAR
His Lucky
7:30 AM— KOMO
Quaker KGW
Start KPO
O' theKFSD
Day KHQ
KFI
30 PM— B.Strike
A. Rolfe
hestra KGO
Dance
8:00 AM— KPO
Shell KFI
Happytime
KHQ
KOMO
KSL
3W
KECA
KHQ
KOMC
KFSD KTAR
8:00 AM — KGO
Financial
Service Program
00
PM
—
Violet
Ray
Music
Box
KGO
8:15
KHQ
KFI KFSD
KTAR KOMO KGW KGO
8:30 AM—
AM— Morning
Cross-CutsMelodies
of the KGO
Day KGO
KHQ
Amos 'N Andy
KOMO KGW KK AKGO
KFSD KHQ
8:30 PM- Sperry
Smiles
KOMO
KGW
KEic A KGO
KFSD KHQ
HARRY A. EARNSHAW 6Florsheim
Frolic
8:45 PM- KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD
RAYMOND R. MORGAN
KTAR
9:00 PM- Memory
(EARN SHAW- YOUNG, Inc.)
KG KFSDLane KTARKGOKOA KGW
KECA
Orchestra
9:30 PM- National A Concert
KGW
-Laughner
Harris
Hotel
producers
FrancisKSL Dance Orchestra KGOSt.
KFI
Outstanding
Radio

Successes
including

Forest Lawn Memorial Park
Arrowhead Springs Beverages
"Adohr-Opera-of-the-Air"
"The Old Scrapbook"
" Folgeria"
OYri ier$, arranqers, directors
of Effective C\dverlisin<j
EARNSHAW
-YOU NO m<
341 PETROLEUM SECURITIES BLDG714 West Tench Street WEstmore 3055
LOS ANGELES

as
-WE
SUGGEST
XM

BRUNSWICK
RADIO
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WEDNESDAY
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
7:30 AM— KOMO
Quaker KGW
Start KrO
O' theKFSD
Day KFI
KHQ
8:00 AM — KGW
Shell KPO
Happvtime
KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
8:00 AM — KGO
Financial Service Program
8:15 AM
AM—— Cross-Cuts
Morning- Melodies
8:30
or the KGO
Day KGOKGO
9:00 AM — KHQ
VermontKOMO Lumberjacks
KGW
9:15 AM— The Recitalists KGOKECA
9:30 AM — Betty
Crocker TalksGold
Home Service
KGO Medal
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI
KFSD
9:45 AM— Morning Glories KGO
10:15 AM — Mary
Hale
Martin's
Household
PeriodKSL
KGOKOA
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KIT
10:30 AM — KGO
Woman's
Magazine
of
the KPO
Air
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI KFSD KTAR
11:30
AM—
Organ
Recital
KGO
KECA
11 :45 AM — KECA
Sisters of the Skillet KGO
12:00 PM — Luncheon
Concert KGO KECA
12:30
PM—
Evening
KGOKTAR
KECAKECA
1:00
PM
— Blue
AcesStarsKGOKGO
2:00
PM—
NBC
Matinee
2:00
PM—
Series
of
Talks
KTAR
KECA
2:15 PM — Green
KECA and De Rose KTAR
3:00 PM — New
Horace Yorker
Heidt and His Hotel
KGW KTAR Orchestra KGO
3:25 PM — John
B.
KGW KTARKennedy Talk KGO
3:30 PM— Horace
Heidt Orchestra
and HisKGOHotel
New Yorker
3:45 PM
—— Arion
Trio Romantico
KGO
4:00
PM
El
Tango
KGO KFSD
4:15 I'M — Science
KGO KOMO KPO
KTAR KECA
4:30 PM — KGO
Phil Cook, KOMO
the Quaker
Man
KGW KECA
KFSD KHQ
KTAR
4:45 I'M — Back ton,of William
the News
in
WashingKECA KFSD Hard KGO KOMO
5:00
PM—
Rodheaver Varieties
Sing KGO
5:15 PM — Radiotron
KOMO KECA KFSD KGO
KTAR KHQ
5:30
PM
—
Bits
of
Melody
KGO
5:45 PM — News Service KGO
6:00 PM — Halsey,
StuartKGWProgram
KHQ KOMO
KFI KGO
6:30 PM— Palmolive
KOMO KGW HourKFI KGO KHQ
7:30 PM — Coca
KOMO Cola
KGWProgram
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
8:00 PM — SKECA
and WKFSD
ForumKTAR
of the Air KGO
8:00 PM — Let's
KOMO Get
KGW Associated
KPO KFI KHQ
8:30 PM — Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
~ 4 small
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-Jolly
KGO KHQ
KOMO Time
KGW Revue
KFI KTAR
-Miniature
Biographies KGO
KECA
-Camel Pleasure Hour KGO
KHQ
KOMO KSLKGW
KFSD KTAR
KOA KECA
-Parisian
Quintet KGO
KOA
-Laughner-Harris
Hotel
FrancisKFIDance Orchestra KGOSt.
KGW
THURSDAY
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
-Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
-Shell
KGW Happytime
KPO KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
-Financial
Service Program
KGO
-Morning
Melodies
-Cross-Cuts
of
the KGO
Day KGOKGO
-Vermont
Lumberjacks
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
-The Entertainers KGO
-Safeguarding
the
Nation's
and Drug Supply KGO Food
-Woman's
of the KPO
Air
KGO
KHQ Magazine
KOMOKOAKGW
KFI KTAR
KSL
KFSD
-Standard
School
Broadcast
KGO KFSD
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
KFI
-Organ
KGO KECA
-Hotel Recital
Sir
Drake Orchestra KGOFrancis
KSL
-NBC Matinee
KGO KFSD KECA
-In
Spotlight KFSD KGW
KECAthe KTAR
-Ballads
KECA KTAR
-Blacktra KGOandKGW
Gold Room Orches-The
-News Vagabonds
Service KGOKGO KFSD
-Phil
Cook, KOMO
the Quaker
Man
KGO KHQ
KGW KECA
KFSD
KTAR
-Friendly
Five
Footnotes
KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KECA KFSD
-Fleischmann
KGO
KOMO
KGW Hour
KECAParty
KTAR KHQ
-Arco Birthday
KGO
KHQ KOMO
KGWEnsemble
KECA KGO
-Maxwell
HouseKGW
KHQ
KOMO
KECA
-B.
A. Rolfe
His Lucky
Strike
Dance and
Orchestra
KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR
-Standard Svmphonv Hour KGO
KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI
-Amos
*N Andy
KGO
KOMO
KGW
KECAKGO
KFSD KHQ
-Sperry
Smiles
KOMOStory
KGWTeller
KECAKGOKFSD KHQ
-The
-Horace
Heidt
and His Hotel
New
KOMO Yorker Orcestra KPO
-The
-PianoVagabonds
Paintings KGO
KGO KFI
-Yir
Frien'
Scotty violinist
KGO KOAKGO
-Sarah
Kreindler,
KOA
-Laughner
Harris
H o t el St.
FrancisKFIDance
KGW
KSL Orchestra KGO
FRIDAY
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
—Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
-Shell
Happytime
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
KGO
—Financial
Service Program
-Morning
Melodies
—Cross-Cuts
of the KGO
Day KGO
—Vermont
Lumberjacks
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KGOKECA KGO
—Morning Glories
—Betty
Crocker TalksGold
Home
KGO Medal
KHQ
KOMO Service
KGW Trio
KFI KGO
KFSD
-Rembrandt
KGW
—Josephine
B. Gibson,
Food
Talk KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI

January, 1931
0:30 AM — KGO
Woman's
Magazine
of the KPO
Air
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW
KFI KFSD
1:30 AM — NBC cital
Philharmonic
KGO KECA Organ Re2:00 PM— Luncheon Concert KGO KECA
2:30
PM— Chicago
Serenade KGO KFSD
1:00PM—
Radio
KFSD Guild
KTAR KGO KOMO KECA
2:00
PM—
NBC
Matinee
KGO KECA KGW
3:00 PM— The
KTARWorld in Music KGO KGW
3:15 PM — Blacktra KGO
andKGW
Gold Room Orches3:45 PM— William
Don KGOKTAR
4:00 PM — Spotlights
in
Drama KFSD
and LiterKGO KOMO
4:15 PM— KOMO
CollegeatureKECA
Memories
KGO KTAR
KHQ
KFSD
KGW
4:30 PM— Phil
Cook, KOMO
the Quaker
Man
KGO KHQ
KGW KECA
KFSD
KTAR
4:45 PM — News Service KGO
5:00 PM — CitiestraService
Concert OrchesKECA KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
6:00 PM — Interwoven
Pair
KGO KTAR
KHQ
KGWProgram
KFI KFSD
6:30 PM— KOMO
Armour
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
7:00 PM — Armstrong
KOMO KGW Quakers
KFI KGO KHQ
7:30 PM — Radio-Keith-Orpheum Program
KGO KHQ
KTAR
KFI KOMO KGW KFSD
8:00
Brown KGO KGO
KFSD KHQ
8:15 PM—
PM — Thelma
Brownbilt
KOMO KGWFootlites
KFI KFSD KTAR
8:30 PM — Amos
'N Andy KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
8:45 PM— Tone
PicturesKECA
KGO
KOMO
KGW
KFI
9:15 PM— Hill Billy Boys KGO
9:30 PM
Metropolitans
KGO KFSD
10:00
PM—— National
Players
KGO KOA
KSL
KOA
10:30 PM — Pacific Nomads KGO KOA KSL
11:00 PM — Laughner
Harris
Hotel
Francis Dance Orchestra KGOSt.
KFI KSL
SATURDAY
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
-Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KGW
KFI
7:30 AM- KOMO Happytime
KHQ
KOMO
7:30 AM- -Shell
KGW
KPO
KFI
KSL
KGO
8:00 AM- -Financial Service Program
8:00 AM- -Morning
-Cross-CutsMelodies
of the KGO
Day KGO
-Vermont
Lumberjacks
KGO
8:15
AM8:30
KHQ the
KOMOFolksKGWKGOKECA
-Meet
9:00 AM- -National Farm and Home Hour
KGO
KOMO KFI KFSD
KGW KHQ
KPO Magazine
-Woman's
of the Air
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KPO KFI
KFSD
KTAR
KGO
-Morning
Concert
-Blue
Chasers
KGO KGO
11:10
AM- -Sisters
of the Skillet KGO
KGW KECA
11:30
11:45 AMAM- -Hotel Sirchestra Francis
KGO KTAR Drake Or12:00 PM- -The
KTARHollywaiians KGO KECA
Feature Hour KGO
1:00 PM- -Pacific
KTAR Vagabonds
KECA
KGO KGW
1:15 PM- -The
KECA
KTAR
Jameses KGO KGW KTAR
2:00 PM- -The
-Blacktra KGO
and KGW
Gold Room Orches-Bits of Melody
KGO
-Peter
Van
Steeden and His
Orchestra
KGO
-The
Silver Sing
Flute KGOKGO KGW
-Rodeheaver
4:30 PM- -Radiotron Varieties KGO KHQ
5:00 AMPM- KOMO
KTAR KGW KECA KFSD
5:15
-The Fuller Man KGO KHQ
KOMO KGWElectric
KECA Hour KGO
5:30 PM- -General
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR
6:00 PM-
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January, 1931
7:00 PM— B.
A. Holfe
His Lucky
Strike
Dance and
Orchestra
KGO
KHy KOMO K<:\\ KF1 KFSD
KTAR
8:00 PM— Rainbow
KECA KTAR Harmonies KGO
8:00 PM— Gilmore
KPO KFI Circus— KOMO KGW
8:30 PM— Amos
'N AndyKKCA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
8:45 PM— Sperry
Smiles KFSD
KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA
9.00 PM— ElKOMO
SideloKGWMinistrels KGO KHQ
9:30 PM— NBC
KOA Drama Hour KGO KFSD
10:30 PM— Spotlight
KGO KOMO
KFI KOA Review
KGW KFSD
Columbia Broadcasting
System
SUNDAY
9:00 AM — Jewish
Script andArtMusicProgram.
KVI KLZTalks,
9:30 AM — KVI
LondonKFPYBroadcast KLZ KDYL
9:45 AM — Guards
H. M. Canadian
Grenadier
KLZ KVI Band
KFPY from Montreal
10:30 AM — Conclave rectedofby Channon
Nations, music
CollingediKFPY KLZ KVI
11:00 AM — presentation
Cathedral Hour.of aAll cathedral
musical
service KLZ KVI KFPY
12:00 Noon —KLZNew KDYL
York Philharmonic
Orch.
KVI KHJ KFRC
2:30 PM— The
French Trio KLZ KDYL
KVI KFRC
5:00 PM — The
KLZ
KDYL World's
KOL KHJBusiness
KFRC KFPY
5:15 PM— U.KFPY
S. School of Music KLZ KOL
5:45 PM — The
Vincent Sorey
and Gauchos.
his
KDYL
KOL Orch. WLAC KLZ
6:00 PM — Majestic
Shop, "A
Pack KOL
of Curiosity
Cards"
KVI
KFPY KLZ
KOIN KDYL
KHJ
KFRC
6:30 PM — Tone
Pictures.
Domenico
Savino, Director KLZ KDYL KFPY
7:00 PM — Jesse
Crawford,
Poet
of the KHJ
OrganKFRC
KLZ Royals'
KDYL KOL
KOIN
MONDAY
5:45 AM— Jingles
The OldinDutch
Girl, Newsy
KLZ KDYL Rhyme and Song
6:00 AM — Something
for Everyone, MuKDYLsic, News, Humor, Poetry, etc.
6:30 AM— U. S. Navy Band KLZ KDYL
9:00 AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine and His Yoeng's
KFPY KFRCOrchestra KLZ KVI
9:30 AM— Deutsch
Columbia and
Revue,
Emery
his Orchestra,
KDYL
11:00 AM— Columbia
Artists
Recital
KLZ
KVI KOL KFPY
11 :30 AM— KVI
RhythmKOL Ramblers
KLZ KDYL
KFPY
KOIN
KHJ
KFRC
12:00 Noon —Emery
Columbia Salon Orchestra,
KVI Deutsch, director KDYL
12:30 AM — KDYL
Ann Leaf
Organ KLZ
KVI atKOLthe KFPY
1 :00 PM— Ballad
KFRC Hour KDYL KVI KHJ
1:30 PM — Wardman
Park
Orchesmusic Hotel
KRLD
KVI tra,KOLdance KFPY
KFRC KDYL
EXPERT SERVICE
Any Make of Rates
Set at Reasonable
SHORT WAVE SETS
Built and Balanced
JACK
CHENEY I X 6©8£
17.%» W. 3»th St.

RADIO

DOINGS

:<HI PM — Gypsy
Music
Knni\
Deutsch
and Makers.
his Orchestra
KDYL
45 PM— Virginia
KDYL Arnold, pianist KLZ
:00 PM — WSPDsic KDYL
Commodores,
KOL KFRC dance mu:45 — Tony's
KFRCScrap Book KLZ KOL
:00 PM — Current
H. V. Kaltenborn KVIEvents,
KOL KFRC
:15 PM— The Vagabonds KVI KFRC
:30 PM — Arabesque,
Desert Play KLZ
KDYL
30 PM — Rourjois,
An
Evening in Paris
KLZ
KHJ KFPY
KFRC KOL KDYL KOIN
00 PM — Guy Lombardo
and his
KLZ KDYL
KVIOrchesKOL
KFPY traKOIN
KHJ KFRC
30 PM — KOIN
Don Amaizo
KLZ
KDYL
KHJ KFRC KNX KOL
15 PM — Columbia
wood BrounRadio
KOL Column, Hey30 PM — Fletcher
Henderson
and His
Orch. KLZ KDYL
TUESDAY
15 AM — Something
for Everyone, MuKDYL sic, News, Humor, Poetry
30 AM — Morning
Moods,
and his Orchestra Nat
KDYLBrusiloff
45 AM — Morning Moods KDYL
00 AM — Ocean
Spray Foods, "Cape Cod
Dumplings"
KHJ
KFRC KVI KOL KFPY
00 AM — Famous Folks KDYL
30 AM— Party House, KDYL
00 AM — Paul
TremaineOrchestra,
and his Yoeng's
Restaurant
music
KLZ KFRC
KDYL KVI dance
KOL
KFPY
KHJ
30 AM— Columbia Revue KDYL
00 AM— KFPY
The Four
KHJ Clubmen
KFRC KLZ KVI
30 AM — American School of the Air,
■ MusicKFRC
and Works" KLZ KDYL
KVI
00 Noon —Emery
ColumbiaDeutsch,Salondirector
Orchestra,
KLZ
KDYL KVI
30 PM — Pancho
and
his
Orchestra,
dance music KLZ KDYL KVI
00 PM — KVI
Fighters of Fate KLZ KDYL
15 PM — Italian
Idyl, Vincent
Sorev KVI
and
his Orchestra
KLZ KDYL
KFRC
30 PM — Columbia
Artists'
KLZ KDYL KOL
KFPY Recital
KFRC
WORC KVI
PM — Rhythm
Kings,
Nat
Brusiloff
and his Orchestra KLZ
PM — Adventures
in Words.
Dr.
Frank Lown
H. Vizatelly
KDYL
KLZ
PM — Orchestra,
Bert
and
his
Biltmore
dance music KDYL
KLZ
PM — National
Security
Broadcast
KLZ KOLLeague
KFPY
KFRC
PM — Orchestra,
Harry Tucker
and
His
Barclay
concert
music
KOL KFPY
KHJ Mountaineers.
KFRC KDYL
PM — The
Crockett
Hill-billy Numbers KFRC
PM — KFRC
Tony's KFPY
Scrap Book KLZ KOL
PM— Columbia
Educational
Featuresin
The Political
Situation
WashingtonAviators
KFRC KFPY
KVI
PM — Musical
Orchestra.
Tom Truesdale.
director KFRC
PM — Premier
Salad Dressers.
Colin
O'More.
Chef KLZtenor
KDYLandKVIPremier
KOL
KFPY KOIN KHJ KFRC
PM — Gravbar's
Mr.
and
Mrs.
KLZ
KDYL KFRC
KVI KOL KFPY KOIN
KHJ
PM— The
Gvpsy
Trail
KLZ
KOL
KFPY KFRC
PM— Paramount
Publix
Radio
Playhouse,
ScreenKFPY
Stars KOIN
KLZ
KDYL
KVIGuestKNX
KOL
KH.I KFRC
PM— Orch
Paul Tremaine
His Yoeng's
KLZ
KOL andProgram
PM — Johns
Manville
KOIN KFRC
KOL KFPY KHJ
PM— Morton
with KDYL
Jack
Pettis
andDowney
Orch. KLZ
KOL KFPY
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\\ BDNESD \ ^
— Something
for Everyone.
music,
news, humor,
poetry KDYL
am — KH.I
Morning
Moods. Vincent
and
his Orchestra
KDYL Sorey
:15 AM — Restaurant
Paul TremaineOrchestra.
and his Yoeng's
music KDYL KOL KFRC dance
— Columbia Revue, Emery
Deutsch's
Orchestra with Harriet Lee KLZ
— KOL
PickleKHJPackers
KFRC Program KVI
:30 AM K< )L
Little Symphony and
:00 AM — Columbia
Frank Ruhf. tenor KLZ KVI
American School of the Air,
:30 AM — "Robinson
KDYL
KVI KOL Crusoe"
KOIN KHJKI.ZKFRC
ColumbiaDeutsch,Salondirector
Orchestra,
:00 Noc m —Emerv
KLZ
KDYL KVI
—
Syncopated
Silhouettes,
Nat
:30 PM Brusiloff and his Orchestra
KLZ
KDYL
KVI
Album. Columbia Salon
:00 PM — Musical
Orchestra
KOL
KFPY KLZ
KFRC KDYL
CFRB KVI
2 00 PM — Asbury
Park
Casino
Orchestra,
fence music KLZ KDYL
2:45 PM — Eddie Connors KLZ KDYL
3:00 PM — "Bill
KOL
specialSchudt's
programGoingKLZto Press,"
KDYL
3:15 PM — Paul
Tremaine's
Orchestra,
dance music
KDYL KOL
KFRC
3:45 PM — Tonv's
Scrap Book KVI KOL
KFRC
KFPY
4 00 PM — Musical
KOL KFRCAviators Orch. KVI
5:15 PM — U.KFRC
S. Marine
KFPY Band KDYL KOL
5:30 PM — Toscha Seidel
and Concert Orchestra KDYL
6:00 PM — Gold
Medal
FastKFRC
Freight KLZ
KDYL
K KT» K KOL
KM J KOIN KHJ KFRC
8:00 PM — MJB Coffee Program, George
Olsen's
music KOIN
KLZ KHJ
KDYL KFRC
KVI
KOL KFPY
8:30 PM — California
Melodies,
orchestra.
Biltmore Trio, soloists, and
guest stars KLZ KDYL
THURSDAY
5:45 AM
AM —— Something
Morning Minstrels
KDYL KDYL
6:00
for Everyone
9:00 AM — Paul
Tremaine Orchestra
and his Yoeng's
Restaurant
KFRC KLJRevue
KDYLKLZKOLKOL KHJ
9:30 AM — Columbia
10:00 AM— Ocean
Foods KVI KOL
KFPY Spray
KHJ KFRC

BEFORE
uou

buu

SEE
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:00 AM— Alley,
Columbiatenor,Artists
Recital.
Ben
Garard.
soprano KYI and
KFPYMarieKFRC
:30 AM — American School of the Air.
"Schubert"
KH.I KFRC KLZ KDYL KVI
d KLZ
t. s N.ivv
:00 Noon- KDYL
KOL K H
:00 PM- -Asbur;
dance
KFRC
-The
:30 PM- Hill-bi
KLZ Kl
KYI I
KFRC
-WSPD
s,
dance
.00 PM:lz
his Biltn
:45 PM —Bert L
Orchestra KLZ KDYL
: 00 PM — Columbia
3:00
KLZ KYI Educational
KOL KFRC Features
3:15 PM — Ozzie
Nelson
and his Barbizon
Plaza
Orchestra,
KLZ KDYL
KFRC dance music
3:45 PM — Tony's
Scrap KHJ
Book KLZ KOL
KFRC KFPY
7:00 PM— The terLutheran
Dr. WalA. Maier. Hour—
large choir
and
organist
KOIN KHJ KLZ
KFRC KDYL KOL
7:30 PM— Melody
KFPY Moment KLZ KDYL
8:00 PM — Ben Bernie and his Orchestra.
8:30 PM — KLZ
Ted Weems
KOL and His Orchestra
9:00 PM — Folgeria
comicKOLoperaKFPYof theKOINair
KDYL
KYI
KHJ KFRC
FRIDAY
6:00
SomethingMoods
for Everyone
6:30 AM
AM —— Morning
KDYL KDYL
9:15 AM — KDYL
Paul Tremaine's
Orch. KLZ
KLZ KVI KFPY
11:00 AM — KVI
Columbia
KFRC Artists Recital KLZ
11:30 AM — American
Air
KLZ KFRC
KDYL School
KVI ofKOLtheKOIN
KHJ
12:00 Noon —KLZU. KDYL
S. MarineKVI Band
Concert
KOL
12:45 PM — Columbia Educational Features
"Cold
Light"
KLZ
KDYL KLZ
KVI
1:00 PM— Columbia
Orch.
KDYL KVI Salon
KOL KFRC
:45 PM— TIloff andMinute
Men.
Nat
BrusiKVI KFRC hisKLZorchestra KDYL
Light
:00
PMEbony Opera
Twins, Gems
piano KLZ
duo KDYL
KDYL
:45■ iii PMTremaine's
Orchestra,
I'M- Paul
dance
music
KLZ
KDYL
KOL
KHJ KFRC
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-Tony's Scrap Book
-Howard's
St. Moritz
Orchestra Lanin's
KLZ KOL
KFPY
KFRC
-National
tee KFRC Employment Commit-Grand
Miniatures
KFPY Opera
KOIN KHJ
KFRC KDYL
-Armenian
National
Art Chorus
KDYL KVI KOL KFPY
KOIN
KHJ
-Behind
WordsKHJKLZ KDYL
KYI KOLtheKOIN

7:30 PM8:00 PMKomanelli and his
Kins Ed8:30 PM- ward
dance Orchestra
music KLZ from
KDYLToronto,
SATURDAY
-Something for Everyone, music,
news,
humor, poetry, etc KDYL
00 AM- -Morning
Moods, Vincent Sorey.
director KDYL
30 AM- -Land O'
dren's PlayMake
KFRC Believe Chil00 AM- -Columbia Revue KHJ KFRC
KLZ
30 AM- -Paul
KDY'L Tremaine's
KVI KFPY" Orch.
KHJ KFRC
00 AM- -Columbia
Artists'
Recital
KLZ
KVI KFPY
00 AM- -Columbia Salon Orch. KLZ
KDYL KVI KHJ KFPY
AM- —KDYL
The KVI
Four KOL Clubmen
0030 Noon
KFPY KLZ
30 PM -Saturday Syncopators KLZ
KDY'L KVI KOL KFPY KHJ
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!

WORTH
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United Broadcasting Co.,
Limited
SUNDAY
8:00 AM— Bill Sharpies and His Gang
KGB ing)KFWB-KTM
KTAB KORE KXL(alternatKM ED
KXA KVOS

3:15
5:15

RADIO
-Ann
Leaf at the Organ KLZ
KDYL
KFRC KVI KOL KFPY KHJ
Spanish
Sorey and Serenade,
his OrchestraVincent
KLZ
KDYL K\rI KOL
-Columbia
Educational
Features KLZ KVI KOL
-Dixie
KFRC Echoes KFH KDYL
-Fletcher
Hi
Orch KLZ Henderson
KDYL KH
— Columbia
Educi
KLZ
KFRC KDYL K( K Y KH.I
-Hank
Simmons'
Sho
KLZ KDYL
KHJ KFR
-Jack
Denny
and
his
ft
Orchestra
music KLZfromKDYLMontre
KOL
y Lombardoadians, dance
and music
his Royal
KLZ CanKOL

PM — Sunday
(Liborius( Hauptman Echoes
KGB
KFWB
-and
KTMorchestra
(alternating)
KTAB
KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA KVOS
PM — Daily
NewsDigest KGB KFWBKTM
KORE (alternating)
KXL KMED KTAB
KXA
KVOS
PM — Evensong (inspirational music)
KGB ing)KFWB-KTM
KTAB KORE KXL(alternatKMED
KXA KVOS
KGB
I'M — Staff Soloists' Recital
(alternating)
KFWB -KORE
KTM
KTAB
KXL KMED
KXA KVOS
Orch KGB
PM — Hotel Rooseve (alternating)
KFWB -KORE
KTM
KTAB
KXA KVOS
KXL KM FI>
PM — On Parade (Orch and Soloist.)
KGB ing)KFWB-KTM
KTAB KORE KXL(alternatKMED
KXA KVOS
I'M — Traumerei (orchestra & vocalists) KGB KFWB-KTM
KTAB KORE (alterKXL
KMED KXAnating)KVOS
MONDAY
AM — KXA
Bill Sharpies
KVOS and His Gang
PM — Composer's Hour (Liborious
Hauptman's
KGB
KFWB
-KORE
KTMOrchestra)
(alternating)
KTAB
KXL
KMED
I'M — Daily
NewsDigest
KGB
KFWBKTM
KVOS (alternating)
KORE
KXL KMED KTAB.
KXA
PM — Lyre
and
Mask
KGB
KFWBKTM
KORE (alternating:)
KXL KMED KTAB
KXA
KVOS
PM — Screen
Snapshots
KGB KFWBKTM
(alternating)
KTAB
KORE KXL KMED KXA
KVOS
PM — Hour of Musical Gems KGB
KFWB
- KTM (alternating')
KTAB
KVOS KORE KXL KMED KXA
PM— United
Popular
KGB
KFWB -KORE
KTM Ensemble
(alternating)
KTAB
KXL
KMED
KXA
KVOS
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8:00
7:im
7:30
7:45
8:00

TtJESDAl
AM— Bill Sharpies and His Gang
KOI?
KFWBKM -HPKTM
KOHK KXI,
KXA KTA
KVOS1 '.
I'M. — KFWB-KTM
Realm of Terpisohore
KCB
KTA1?
KOHK
KXL KMED KXA KVOS
I'M — DKFWB-KTM
a i 1 y News Digest KORE
KGB
KXL KMED KXAKTAB
KVOS
I'M — Murray
and
Harris
KGB
KFWB-KTM
KXL
KMED KXAKTAB
KVOS KORE
PM — Dramatic Program (G. Donald
Gray) KORE
KGB KFWB
KTM
KTAB
KXL -KMED
KXA KVOS
:00
7:00
7:30
7:4o
8:00

DOINGS

PM — Artists'
Recital -(staff
KGB
KTMvocalists)
KTAB
KORE KFWB
KXL KMED
KXA
KVOS
PM — Detective Storie.- (Edward
Murphy)KOREKGBKXL KFWB
KTAB
KMED - KTM
KXA
KVOS
PM— Hotel Roosevelt Orchestra,
Hollywood
KTAB
KMED KTM
KXA
KVOS KOREKGBKXLKFWB
I'M — Modernistic
(program
originating at KFWB,- KTM
Hollywood)
KGB
KORE KFWB
KXL KMED KTAB
KXA
KVOS
PM — Radio Periscope (light comedy)
KGB
KFWB
KTM
KTAB
KORE KXL KMED KXA
KVOS
FRIDAY
Gang
AM — Bill
Sharpies
andKTMHis KTAB
KGB
KFWB
KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA
KVOS
PM — Children's
Hour
(orchestra
and
child
features)
KTM
KTABKVOSKGB
KOREKFWBKXL
KMED KXA
PM— Daily
News KTAB
Digest KGB
KFWB KMED
- KTM
KXL
KXA KVOS KORE
PM— Novelty
Program KORE
KGB KFWBKTM KXA
KTAB
KXL
KMED
KVOS
PM — Venetian (Liborious Hauptman
and
orchestra)
KGB
KFWBKTM
KTABKVOSKORE KXL
KMED KXA

Page Thirty-nine
8.00 PM Weekly
Review
KTM KXA
KTABKVOSKGB
KOREKFWBKXL
KMED
9:00 PM— Jimmie
Bittick's
Town KTAB
House
Orch.
KGB
KFWB-KTM
KORE
K V< >S KXL KMED KXA
SUNSET
AERIAL and GROUND
For Greater
Pick-up and
Selectivity
Ideal for OX Reception
The Selective Aerial $5.00
The Positive Ground
$2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
S US SET MFG. CO.
1114 X. Sycamore HE 4941

Showing
Mechanism
RADIO
AT OUR

STORE

8:30 PM — Phantoms
of KGB
Broadway
(studio
orchestra)
KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KXA KVOSKORE KXL KMED
9:30 PM — Land
of Dreams
and
vocalists)
KGB (orchestra
KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KXA
KVOSKORE KXL KMED
WEDNESDAY
idKTMHis KTAB
Gang
Sharpies
KGB
KFWB
A M- -Bill
KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA
KVOS
(orchestra)
I'M — Opera
Sketc
KGB
FKXL
W 1 1 sKTM
KTAB
KOR1
KMED KXA
KVOf
PM— DKFWB-KTM
a i1
Digest KORE
KGB
KXL KMED KXAKTAB
KVOS
Musical
Brevities
KGB
KFWBPM- KTM
KMED
KXA KTAB
KVOS KOREHisKXLOrchestra
Ted
Dahl
and(originatingKGBat the studios of
PM- KFWB)
KFWB-KTM
KMED
KTAB
KORE KXL
KXA KVOS
PM — O'er
Land
and
Sea.
(Orchestra
and soloist)
KFWB-KTM
KTAB
KORE KGB KXL
KMED
KXA KVOS
I'M — Dancing
Strings
KGB
KFWBKTM KXA
KTAB KVOSKORE KXL
KMED
THURSDAY
Gang
8:on aii- -Rill
Sharpies
andKTM KTAB
KGB
KFWB
KORE
KVOS KXL KMED KXA
7:00 PM— Boris
Kraman
Russian
Orchestra
and nko's
Tenor
KGB
KFWB
KTM Soloist
KTAB
KORE
KXL
KMED
KXA
KVOS
7:30 I'M— DKFWB-KTM
a i 1 y News KTAB
Digest KORE
KGB
KXL KMED KXA KVOS

TOMORROWS
RADIO TODAY!

BRUNSWICK
RADIO
-United
Popular KTAB
Ensemble KORE
KGB
KFWB-KTM
KXL KMED KXA
KY< >S KGB
-Musical
Paintings
KFWB KMED
- KTMKXAKTAB
KXL
KVOS KORE
-Jimmie
Bittick's
Town
House
Orch.
KFWB-KTM
KOREKGBKXL
KMED KTAB
KXA
Gang
K V( »S
SATURDAY
8:00 AM — Bill Sharpies and
- KTMHis KTAB
KGB KM]
KF' KXA KVOS
KORE
7:00 PM — Reflections
KGB KFWB
KORE KXL
KVOS
:30 PM— DKFWB
a i 1 y- KTM
News
KXL KMED
KXA KVOS
:45 PM— Murray and Harris Piano and
Songs
KGB
KFWB
KTM
KTAB
KORE
KXL -KMED
KXA KVOS

I Absolutely Quiet
I Control of Volume
L— with the ELECTRAD—
Super-TONATROL
Super-TonatrolA pure
is QUIET
because glides
it is
STEPLESS.
silver contact
over
a resistance element
permanently
fused to the SMOOTH surface of a vitre
break
"controls.
Vissipates
a full by
5 watts.
Resistance
element
is enclosed
dust
and
proof metal shield.
types
for allmoisture
usual requirements,
$2.40 to7 $3.50.
Better Resistors and Voltage
Controls for Every Radio
Requirement
The
Electrad
a resistor and Line
voltageis complete
control —forthere
everyis
radio rect
purpose,
including
television.
Corengineering principles and rigidly
supervised
manufacturing
areSupremacy
the foundations
upon
which
Electrad
has
been
built. Electrad
specializes
Loftin-White
DIRECT also
COUPLED
Ampliin
6ers.
Threeoutput
kits, with
'50
push-pull
will '45.
handle'50 allandusuai
power requirements. Write for circular.
Western Representatives
I N IV EKSA 1 i AGENCIES
905 Mission St. San Francisco
179 Varlck St. New York. N.Y.
r
I
■
■
I
I

- ELECTRAD
- -,
Dept. RD-126, 175 Varick St., New York, I
N. Y.
Please
send circular on Super-Tonatrol. ■"
□Name
Check here for Loftin-White Circulars. |_
Address
■
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Announcing...

NEW

CROWE

ESCUTCHEONS

DESIGNED

and

ESPECIALLY

THE REQUIREMENTS

PACIFIC

COAST

TO

DIALS

MEET

OF THE

MANUFACTURERS

INFORMATION BULLETIN No. 41
CROWE

NAME

PLATE AND MANUFACTURING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CO.

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE
W.

1646 West Adams St.

BERT

KNIGHT

Phone EMpire 4440—4443

Los Angles, C.lif.
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Western Electric 50 K.W. Transmitter
(Continued from Page 21)
vided in duplicate and are designed to give the proper frequency at about JO cent. The final adjustment is made
by temperature control which gives a change of from
30 - 100 parts in a million per degree.
As long as music and entertainment continue to hold a
prominent place on broadcasting programs, fidelity of trans
mission will probably remain the most sought-for characteristic, not only tor the radio transmitter itself, but for all of
the apparatus units in the system. A very high standard
of performance has now been attained in this respect. The
overall frequency characteristic is substantially flat between
?0 and 10,000 cycles — the greatest departure being less than
one DB — an amount that could not be detected in ordinary
listening tests by a skilled musician. The attainment of such
high standards for fidelity leaves little opportunity for pro
gress and it is improbable that significant advances in this
direction will be made in the near future. Accordingly fuRacon Horns and Units are covered
by1501032,
U. S. 1577270,
Patents Nos.
73217,1507711,
73218,
1722448, 1711514,
1781489.
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ture developments will be toward the elimination of noise
and other interference, which in the past has so seriously
impaired the artistic effect of programs, except in the imme
diate vicinity of the transmitting stations.
The 50 K.W. transmitter will cover an area ten times
greater than a 5 K.W. At a distance of one mile there is a
field strength of 5 volts per meter. A study of 5 K.W. transmitters compared with JO K.W. sets indicated that the for
mer costs about $40 per square mile per year whereas the
latter costs only about $7 per square mile per year — a reduction of about six to one. A coverage radius (night) oi
about 500 miles is secured from a 50 K.W. transmitter depending upon actual local conditions.
The improvement of quality for distant listeners is the
principal justification for the present movement toward higher power outputs. It has also resulted in increased emphasis
on the maintenance of a high average degree of modulation, adevelopment which is rapidly bringing about a very
perceptible improvement in general broadcasting conditions

RACON
Public Address Horns for Every PurposeAre Superior in Tonal Quality.
TRUMPET
HORN
Newest
N'S
RACO

The New Unit
ml sliL-lith

Development
5325 Use
for No.
Theatre
r
Column
slightly
feet,
28 less
inches.thanBell10 30x40
Weight, .'iii pounds.
>men(
ng full,
musical
clearness reprodi
speech. and .1

The All Weather-Proof Horn
Bell 22 inches round, length 40 inches. Equipped with cast
aluminum ferrule and suspension ring.
For Public Address and all Outdoor use. This horn has been
perfected after years of exhaustive research in Racon Laboratories. Will withstand all weather conditions. Requires no replacements orservicing after heavy rainstorms. Guaranteed for
one year. Prices slightly higher than regular horns.
Let Us Mail You Our Latest Catalog

Baby Horn
Electro Dynamic
List Price.Unit$35.00

RACON ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
Specialists in Acoustic Chambers Slough, Bucks, England, and
3 Mutual St.. Canada
Factories: 18-24 Washington Place, New York

RADIO

- SOUND

-TELEVISION

>iaii coupon (or Further information
Taught by Experts on Modem Apparatus
DayJ
and Eveningo
Classes
I Radio
of California
921 W. institute
6th St., Los
Angeles. Calif.
| Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
Radio Institute of California i Address
N
921 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles
VAndike 9343 | Clty and stat,
^
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H

wholesale house and now he is touring around Orange and
The Office Boy Sezz
San Bernardino Counties calling on dealers.
now has the former magician firmly in his grasp
Ye office i><>\ was driving along La Brea the other andRadio
we doubt if Tom will* ever
* get
* away again.
morning and noticed a large billboard which carried
this message:
Jimmy
Dean has
the reputation of being
a fast,
clever
BUSINESS IS GOOD
salesman. He can make sales
FOOL AND SAP
where
others
fail.
Bringing
in
REALTORS
the distant stations through
the locals, without interference
Is not this the height of asininity. Business is
and with just the right volume
not good, so why "kid" ourselves. We are like a
and clarity is easy for this mashunch of small boys passing a cemetery on a dark
ter dial spinner.
night, whistling as loud as possible so that fear will
He can carry around this
not (/el the best of them and start them running wildly
reputation
if hebut wants
to, arc
it's
O.K. with us,
what we
for home.
interested in is his culinary exThe whole country is in the grip of fear. Pessimism
pertness. This baby from
is mount ed on a big horse and riding rough shod over
Long Beach is the finest purbusiness. The well-known backbone has become jelly,
veyor of trout in the world:
the intestinal fortitude has faded like a spring snow
bar none! Rainbow trout, done
to a turn. Brown and crispy
in the sunshine.
on the outside, virgin white on
The difference between good and bad times, bethe inside — so tasty, sweet and
tween profits and losses is confidence.
tender that it fairly melts in your mouth. Delectable, oh
Let's all get "old man confidence" back on our side. boy; more, more.
A chef is good when he can cook a few trout this way,
Use o few of the hoarded dollars for necessary purchases and before you know il Optimism will be in but when he can serve enough for twenty big, husky radio
men
and have some of them consume five apiece, he is a
the saddle instead of fearsome Pessimism.
wizard.
Who would think that we
Rest assured that in the future Master James Dean will
had adioreal
in oursomeraLet's
be on every hunting and fishing
crowd.magician
Of course
* * trip
* with the gang.
people think that the men who
Jerry King, the veteran
are doing a fair radio business
go. sports announcer
chiefvivid
imthese days are magicians, but
presario of KFWB.and His
then
—
that's
getting
away
from
descriptions
of
football
and
the original subject.
baseball games have thrilled
Tom Churchill is not only
the radio audiences and partialan old-time radio fan, but an
ly compensated them for their
old trouper. He started play
absence and not seeing all the
ing around in radio back in
action.
Jerry puts all the
1907 when an amateur had to
youthful
enthusiasm
of an unmake nearly all his own equipdergraduate into his portraiment. He took a large house
ture
and
tries
to
have
his unkey, a salt box, a hammer, a
seen audience visualize the
couple of feet of bell wire, a
few other odds and ends and
plays through his forceful description.
"He's off, he's away running
presto-chango
he hadremarkable
a wireless set. This
fast around left end, with beaumetamorphosis caused Tom to change his vocation. He tiful interference — the opponreasoned that if he was as good as that he should really let
ent's right end is cutting in on
people see his wizardry and pay for the privilege.
him forcing him between end
For many years Tom toured the country demonstrating his and tackle — he's getting through — No, he didn't — the secskill to large audiences. He should have been contented ondary defenses nailed him. Smith, right halfback, ran
and happy, but because the radio bug had entered his sys- with the ball. Jones' fullback made the tackle. One yard —
tem years before he always harbored a desire to get back to second down — nine yards to go. Ball is on State's forty-yard
his first love. Finally "Master Radio" won out and Tom line. Now they are in a huddle," etc., until the final whistle.
started tailing
in parts
pounding
he went into
reClear,
iasts whoprecise
have toandstaypeppy.
at home.A joy to the football enthusand sets "brass."
for one ofFromthe there
big department
stores,
then into manufacturing radio receivers, then managing a
Keep it up, Jerry. Let's have more.

January, 193
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The Crowe Name Plate and Manufacturing Company of
Chicago, manufacturers of escutcheons, dials and name plates,
introduced several new types of escutcheon plates this last
week. Even though Crowe products are being used by most
of the local manufacturers Crowe artists continue to produce
new designs so as to always keep ahead of their competitors.
W. Bert Knight, Western representative, is kept busy supplying the Western market with these products. He just returned from San Francisco a few days ago and, as this is
being written, he is on his way to Salt Lake and points
north.
* * *
The Herbert H. Horn Manufacturing Company is now instal ed in its new factory on West 17th street, Los Angeles.
All of the Tiffany Tone and Horn Midgets, consoles and
radio-phonograph combinations will be assembled in this new
plant and with the up-to-date machinery and production
methods it has a capacity of 1,000 sets a day.

Mr. Horn reports that orders are still coming in from the
Eastern and middle-Western territories and that the small
type radio set is holding its* popularity.
* *

ABOUT
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TOWN

The Radio Supply Company of 912 South Broadway has
just completed one of the finest radio parts catalogues ever
compiled. Perry Demarest says that this catalogue is of
great assistance to the amateur, experimenter and serviceman. Write to the Radio Supply Company and they will
send you *one *of *these catalogues free of charge.
The very active sales organization of Kierulff and
Ravenscroft, Crosley distributors for California, welcomed two new faces this
last month. George T.
Vance,eral formerly
of the Gen-is
Motors Corporation,
now on the San Bernardino
and Orange
Countyformerly
territory. O. B. Scott,
of the General Electric Corporation, has been appointed specialty radio salesman
and is doing a fine job.
K fe? R have also acquired
two new lines of merchan
dise. The Chicago Electric A. E. Ravenscroft
Company, manufacturers of toasters, flat irons and other
electrical appliances, and the Emerson-Brantingham Company, manufacturers of circulating air electric heat machines,
have both announced the appointment of Kierulff and Ravenscroft asCalifornia distributors.
* * *
Bert Hassler, sales manager of the Advance Electric Company, with factory and offices at 1260 West Second street,
Los
Angeles, announces the appointment of C. O. Coblentritory.
as special sales representative in the middle Western ter

A new model of the Handi-Mike has been produced from
the Inglewood Laboratories of Universal Microphone Company especially for use in home recording. Home recording
has become a popular type of home entertainment, and various devices are now on the market for this purpose. The
Handi-Mike
of
the devices.can be used in conjunction with practically any
* * *
A new small six-tube AC screen grid set in three styles of
finish, to be known as the "Little General" and priced at
$^7.50, without tubes, has just been announced by General
Motors Radio at Dayton, Ohio.
Four,
screen
grid tubes
are and
employed,
being usedtype
in the'224,radio
frequency
stages
one as three
a power
detector. One type '245 tube is used in the power output
stage,useswhile
rectifier
tubeandis ofdualthevolume
"280 type.
set
four thetuned
circuits
control.The new
L. C. Warner, Western manager for the General Motors
Radio Corp., stated that the factory was in production and
that the sets would soon be* in* the* hands of their dealers.

Mr. Coblentz is unusually fitted for the position as he
covered this territory for many years for the Steinite Radio
Company. In his position as promotional sales manager for
that company he came in contact with all the jobbers and
most of the dealers in the East and middle-West.
The ARRC, the club conducted by the radio amateurs of
The Falck receivers, manufactured by the Advance Electric Company, have been popular sellers on the Pacific Coast
Southern California, gave a large get-together banquet on
December 6th at which Dr. Lee DeForest was the guest for many years. "We believe that they will be just as pop
of honor and principal speaker.
ular in the East," said Mr. Hassler.
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LOCKING
BACrWACD
With R. B. YALE
THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
Onward, still onward
Rode the six hundred.
Midgets to right of them.
Midgets to left of them
Volleyed and thundered.
So might that old poem, "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" heOnebrought
datethat
and with
applied
to thebravery
radio
industry.
might down
almostto say
extreme
Western manufacturers have led the country in developing
the so-called midget set. Many articles have been written
concerning the phenomenal growth of this small set business
and what it has accomplished in the radio industry as a
whole, but the one thing that is puzzling most of us is how
did it all start and what brought it about.
Looking backward five and one-half years ago or thereabouts, the Radio Communications Company, Ltd., in England saw the need of a small compact radio receiver that
would operate a loud speaker. The company proceeded to
develop a very small set approximately seven inches square
in size, tuned with a single condenser, and using two one
and one-half volt tubes. Tuning inductances were interchangeable, and part of the set equipment was an assortment
of small coils similar to the old style honeycomb. With this
set and loud speaker and batteries, or as they called them
over there,
and oflow thetension
accumulators,"
it was pos-of
sible to pick"high
up most
European
stations regardless
wave length and play them on a loud speaker. The set
was known as the "Polar Twin."
Here in America, you will remember, several manufacturers followed suit. Crosley, for example, brought out a
small job called the "Crosley Pup," followed by the Radiola 3 A, and still later a host of so-called portable sets usmg loop antenna with self-contained batteries and speaker.
It seems that this might be taken as the background or forerun ers ofthe present day mantel type radio — manufacturers
ever striving to reduce cost to satisfy a market that could
not be reached with large expensive sets and to present a
complete radio receiver as small in size as possible. Those
in the West who were early in the midget game were building two and three tube compact sets of the Harkness variety,
using a crystal detector and eliminating the usual batteries
with one or two doorbell transformers. True they did hum
and they were not very selective, and if a door slammed
in the house the cat whisker had an annoying habit of losthe sensitive
on the
crystal and
detector
one'swould
ears
wereing assailed
by spot
a series
of howls
squealsand that
have done credit to a steam shovel. These early manufacturers came toufacturebe
knownthisamong
the tradewasas swiped
"bologna"
r?. No doubt
appellation
frommanthe
meat trade as in the packing business it is customary for
-mall sausage manufacturers to buy from the packing house
the needed meat, from another source cereal, from still other
sources spice, sausage casing, and in a small store put the
whole together — the result being bologna.
After the advent of the so-called midget set a new name
was given to the set and to the manufacturer. As radio
along with practically all other industries has acquired a
slang all its own, the sets were called "Jaloppes" and the
manufacturer
"Jaloppc
the
source
of this anew
name Manufacturer."
one must go backTo totrace
the down
Ziegfeld
Follies of 1925 or 1924. At that time W. C. Fields, the
comedian, was putting on a Field act in the Follies of that

year in which he drove a very dilapidated Ford out on the
stage.
of the
pride wasDuring
made tothefallprogress
apart, blow
up, comedy
etc., and skit
also Henry's
the car
was referred to by the comedian as a "Jaloppe." The use
of this name spread among second-hand automobile dealers
in referring to cars of the small type that, perhaps, were
none too good in appearance. And some wag appropriated
the name and in a joking way tacked it on to the midget
set. This, to say the least, is rather unfair as many very
fine midget or mantel type sets have beeen developed by the
Western manufacturer. So much for background and
history.
While it is impossible to give with any degree of accuracy facts and figures, a recent estimate indicated that there
are more than ninety-five concerns manufacturing midget
sets; approximately two-thirds of them are located in California, and until recently Southern California produced for
local and national consumption 90 per cent of all the midget
sets being sold throughout the country. As many manufacturers make from one to four or five different brand sets,
it is reasonable to assume that there are upwards of 125
different midgets sold under various names.
Due to a better knowledge of the game as a whole, costs
have come down, appearance has improved along with an
added improvement in tone quality and performance. Sixteen national manufacturers have now added midget sets
to their line, several of them are featuring it over and above
even their large
type consoles.
numberto ofrelease
manufacturers herestandard
in Southern
California A intend
midget model superheterodyne sets around the first of the
year. turThe
tendencytheon number
the partof oftubes,
thesebutlocal
manufacers isto increase
on the
other
hand the Eastern concerns are working in the other direction and endeavoring to obtain maximum performance and
tone with a fewer number of tubes. Estimates vary as to
the proportion of midget sets sold to the total number of
radio sets now being sold. The most conservative place it
at 50 per cent of the total volume, and some as high as 80
per cent of the total volume of sales.
One can only say that the midget set has forced the
radio industry to develop an entire new technique of production and merchandising. Whether the industry likes it
or not, the midget has undoubtedly come to stay as it provides radio entertainment at the smallest possible cost and
has opened a hitherto untouched market composed of thousands of purchasers who are simply financially unable to buy
and up.sets retailing for one hundred and twenty-five dollars
radio
It will be interesting in a year or two to again look backward and see in retrospect just what eventually happens in
the radio industry on account of the introduction of the socalled midget clock or mantel type radio. In the meantime,
large radio manufacturers secure in their position a year or
so ago, have, we will wager, lost a few sleepless nights because of a desire on the part of the public for radio entertainment in a compact form at a low price.

C

W. Bert Knight
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The Modern Radio Receiver
By L. E. TAUFENBACH*
Until this year, broadcasting has not aided true appreciation of music. Reproduction of music in the home via the
radio receiver of the past decade bore little or no resemblance to the concert hall original.
True perhaps, the melody was there, but as heard after
being sent through the old carbon type microphone and telephone land lines and distorted by limited range circuits
abetted by horn and magnetic cone type speakers, it was
practically a caricature of the original, a black and white
photograph taken with a poorly focused camera, losing not
only color, but its lines and movement as well.
Not only did the radio receiver of yesterday fail to build
up an understanding of fine music, but it had a far more
reaching effect, for it broke down true tone appreciation to
such an extent that an owner of a receiver of perhaps the
1927 vintage has to have his ear re-educated before he is
able to truly hear the full range of the reproduction brought
to him by a radio receiver of today, such as the Brunswick.
The man about to buy a 1930 receiver feels much the same
as a man attending the concert of an orchestra that he has
been hearing broadcast for several years. He feels as
though an augmented group of musicians has been rung in
on him. The kettle drums become echoes, the bull fiddles,
rasps and French horns, diabolical blasts, all calculated to
destroy the ear that has become adapted to hearing blurs
and hisses instead of true low and high notes.
Musicians all over the world are hailing the new 1930
radio
receivers,
not in the
form ofthem,
"paid they
endorsements,"
but
by word
of mouth.
Through
feel they can
bring to the great masses real appreciation of fine music.
The appreciation which is necessary before music lovers
can be developed in any country.
* — Distributors.
President Western Radio, Inc., Southern California Brunswick
* * *
The Need of a Super-Heterodyne Midget
By F. W. FALCK*
Many people have questioned me as to why I went into
production on a super-heterodyne midget. To me this is a
very easy question to answer for I have several very definite reasons which to me seem important.
As a radio engineer and experimenter I have always felt
that the super-heterodyne principle was the ultimate in
radio receiving circuits from the standpoint of selectivity,
sensitivity and tone quality. As a manufacturer I am, of
course vitally interested in consumer trends and changes in
broadcasting conditions. I am also aware of the fact that
the receivers of 1931 to meet competition and to meet the
demands of the discriminating fans must be vastly superior
to those made in the past.
The prospective radio purchaser today demands a compact, powerful sensitive, selective receiver housed in a beautifully finished cabinet and at a reasonable price. Using the
super-heterodyne principle we can give them a small radio
set that will do all that the large receivers will do and still
be
able to house the complete chassis and speaker in a midget
cabinet.
The Federal Radio Commission has under advisement the
request of some twenty-eight new 50,000 watt broadcasting
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stations. If the commission authorizes the erection of these
stations the radio fan will need a super-selective receiver to
be able to cut through these powerful transmitters and pick
stations which they wish to hear.
I have spent many months working on the super-heterodyne and the final result is a receiver which I firmly believe
will meet the new era of radio reception which is unquestionably being ushered in.
* — President of Advance Electric Company
* * *
Shall I Handle Refrigeration?
By GEORGE G. LANE*
Ninety
per incenttheoffall,
the winter
radio business
Southern California isdone
and springof months.
And the coasting period, of fewer sales, and lesser activity,
comes during summer.
The high point of sales in some other businesses is during the summer months. Among them is electrical refrigeration.
These two assorted bits of information ought to spell
something of keen interest to every radio dealer. If they
can somehow be brought together, they should mean profits.
The idea is no new one. There are several companies
doing a good deal of talking about the possibilities, and I
suspect that practically every radio dealer has been approached on the idea.
The strange thing to me is that I occassionally hear of a
dealer who has not seen the possibilities, who believes thai
"maybe in the spring" he'll consider electrical refrigeration.
Perhaps it's too cruel to suggest that "maybe in the
spring" she'll
find himself
without not
the having
opportunity
of con-to
idering the matter,
either through
the chance
get the representation that he wants, or, perhaps even
through his not being in the business by that time.
What I mean by that is simply this: the live and alert
radio dealers, good merchants, have seen the possibilities
of this hook-up between radio and refrigeration, and the)
are actively on the job making it work for them.
There is, however, something to be said for the cautious
Naturally, with the fast thinkers catching the significance ol
the idea, there have been some fast workers developing.
There is a good reason for the radio dealer, approached on
electrical refrigeration, to tread cautiously, even though hebe firmly convinced that the idea is a sound one.
There are three things which mean the difference between
profitable electrical refrigeration and an unprofitable mistake. These are: a sound and reputable manufacturer with
experience and ability in the refrigeration held, aggressive
manufacturer and jobber support of dealer activity, and a
competitive price which assures ability to do a job in a field
which will soon be crowded with dealers tor various boxes
now being manufactured and new ones coming into the field
In fact, I'm convinced that a favorable answer to the
question, "should I install electrical refrigeration as a sup
plement
to myof these
radio three
business?"
answered
largely
on the basis
points should
which be
I have
just outlined.
They are the real measure of success.
* — Collins-Lane Co., Southern California Distributors of Leonard
Refrigerators.
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Year

New

Happy

EVERYBODY

A Prosperous Resolution
is to
Demand, Buy and Use

OHIOHM
CARBON

RESISTORS

Quality

A Product of THE OHIO

W.

Always

CARBON

BERT

CO., of Cleveland

KNIGHT

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE
1646 West Adams St.

Phone EMpire 4440—4443

Los Angeles, Calif.
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Amazing

Radio

Just

Small

in Time
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^
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Bargain

for Christmas

Down

Payment
Delivers any time up to
Christmas Day
Pay No More Till 1931 !
HERE'S WHAT

YOU

GET:

This exquisite Philco Cabinet
only 33^4
high x 19 in. wide

1. A remarkable Philco 7 tube screen grid radio
with the amazing power, distance ability, selectivity
and estsensitivity
selling radio.that has made Philco the world's larg2. Equipped with the genuine new Philco Electrodynamic Speaker.
3. Contains the famous Philco Balanced Units . . .
precise balancing of all electrical units, bringing you
wonderful, life-like undistorted Philco Tone.
4. Station Recording Dial. ..clear-vision, illuminated,
on which you can permanently log favorite stations.
5 . Exquisite walnut console cabinet, made by Philco
master craftsmen.
TELEPHONE

OR

CALL

50

$
89

COMPLETE
Nothing Else to Buy
FREE

Home

I rial

Installation Free
AT

ONCE

WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING RADIO
H. R. CURTISSXO., So. California Philco Distributors, 1145 South Wall;St.,. Los>ngdes.7. WEstmore 7194

APEX

Announces

. . .

The
Brand
New
(fifto**
A QUALITY SMALL SET BUILT AND ENGINEERED BY ONE
OF THE LARGEST RADIO MANUFACTURERS IN THE
COUNTRY.

t

i

P
The Apex Gloritone is the last word in a compact, small table type set. It is built and engineered bythe U. S. Radio & Television Corp., manufacturers of the famous Apex. It is
licensed under the patents of the Radio Corp. of America, Westinghouse, General Electric;
Hazeltine, Lektophone, La Tour and others.
Three screen grid chassis, new type Dynamic Speaker, attractive walnut finished cabinet
equipped with new type screen grid tubes especially designed by National Union Co. to
give fifty per cent better tone quality and sensitivity than has heretofore been thought possible in small sets. Nothing like it in entire field of so-called midget and mantel type sets.
Make this a Merry Christmas with the Apex Gloritone
Tubes
Priced Unbelievably
49 95 Complete with
Low at
Exclusive Wholesale Distributor
YALE

RADIO

^jRw 1111 Wall St.

ELECTRIC

WEstmore3351

CO.
Los Angeles ^gl*w

LN

AND

ilFIC COAST PROGRAM
TECHNICAL MONTHLY

How
Did
Crosley
Do
It?
This genius of radio has cut the cost of radio manufacturing to the Core and produced
a phonograph-radio combination that out-performs competition, and yet
SELLS FOR HALF THE PRICE!

120
COMPLETE WITH
TUBES

Radio

Combination
Phonograph
You're there with a

Telephone Us for Your Nearest Ciosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

RADIO

EQUIPMENT

135-139 West 17th Street
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios

SAN FRANCISCO
121-131 Ninth Street
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GREAT

MFG.

CO.

ANGELUS

SUPER-HETERODYNE

The radio receiver that
will startle the radio

This Great Receiver
with performance incomparable using
4-Screen Grid

industry.
Model 99 A

2-Type 227
2-Type 245 in Push
Pull
I -Type 280 Rectifier

50
89

with Ma gna voxSuper Dynamic

COMPLETE

Non-r eradiating
Speaker
Local and distance
switch
Tone Control

Other models to
choose from

Licensed under the II. ('. A. and Allied
'YOU CAN NOT BUY MORE QUALITY"
Distributed by:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
UTAH AND IDAHO
Kaemper, Barrett Corp..
Inter-Mountain
Listenwalter & Gough, Los Angelt
San Francisco
Salt Lake CityElectric Co.,
Baker, Hamilton & Pacific Co.
San Francisco
COLORADO
WASHINGTON
OREGON
Whitney Sporting Goods,
Seattle Hardware Co., Seattle
Cronin Dist. Co., Portland. Ore.
Denver, Colo.
Manufactured by: DAVISON-HAYNES MANUFACTURING CO.
717 S. Mateo Street
TRinity 1072
Los Angeles, Calif.
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SPECIALISTS

for

Years

IN THE DISTRIBUTION ON THE WEST COAST OF
Quality receiver kits and parts — sound equipment — amateur and broadcast transmitting apparatus — precision testing equipment and shortwave apparatus, we now
announce with pride our appointment as exclusive Southern California Distributor
for the
Webster

Electric
Company
of Racine. Wis.

The Webster Electric Company has specialized in developing and building quality amplifying systems for a number of years. Webster
amplifiers have been widely accepted where
the best in radio, phonograph or microphone
amplification is desired. This leadership has
been achieved by strict adherence to the highest standards of engineering design and by the
use of quality materials.
Now the Webster Electric Company is manufacturing aline of rack and panel type amplifiers to meet every possible need for permanent and fool-proof amplification of radio,
phonograph or microphone programs. Equipment of this type must be extremely flexible to
facilitate future changes, or additions, to inAmateurs

crease the power output of the system as need
arises. This avoids all risk of any installation
becoming obsolete.
To those interested in this public address
equipment or call systems, churches, auditoriums, dance halls, theatres, markets, factories,
office buildings, etc., we invite your inspection
of our Webster apparatus. A rack and panel
amplifier with speakers of all types, microphones, etc., is on display and demonstration
in our special sound-proof room. Let us give
you a demonstration of quality second to none.
Those that are interested but unable to get
in write us for descriptive literature. This will
gladly be mailed to you.

...

Don't forget — This is the Ham Headquarters of the Pacific Coast. Mikes, Bugs,
Meters, Chokes, Transformers, Rectobulbs, Condensers and hundreds of other
parts for your outfit. Come up and copy W6FBFS station. If you haven't our new
1930-31 catalog — get one now.
RADIO

SUPPLY
COMPANY
H. A. DEMAREST, President
912-914 S. Broadway
VA 3170-3178-3179
WHOLESALE
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Los Angeles
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Stations

the work
givenCommiss
ion
Federal tRadio
of the judgmen
A FAIR
must result in approval on the part of
all listeners properly informed. Discouraging obstacles thrown in the way of
this body have made its accomplishments all the more noteworthy in untangling the mess of a few years ago.
We now have some semblance of order
Every station has its alloton the air.
ment of time and power, its wave
length and location. To exercise adequate control all licenses automatically
become void each ninety days. This
permits weeding out the undesirables
and keeping for set owners the best of
the broadcasters. Tremendous efforts
have been made to take advantage of
the Davis Equalization Act and allow
each district only its exact quota. Aside
from this idea having little or no influence on the total number of stations
the Commission is not really sure that
it can remove a station that puts up a
hard tight.
This is all by way of introducing the
nub of the whole thing, which is that
people want less stations. There is too
much overlapping and too much mediocrelutstuff
given
out.of ARepresentatives
current resoion inthe
House
calls for the ousting of at least onethird of the American broadcasters.
This 400,000
is a fine watts
step. Folks
don't mindto
the
just allotted
W8XAR (KDKA) for experimental
purposes, nor the 50,000 watts assigned
to many of the stations on the forty
clear channels. But they do mind havinguallydozens
of inferior stations contininterfering.
But along comes a real snag to any
proposed cut. Whether we add to or
decrease the number of domestic broadcasters does not deter Canada or Mexico from throwing on the air a large
quantity of stations that simply spoil
our whole system of reception. Fifteen new licenses in the Southern Republic have just been issued, making a
total of thirty-five.
So it may be wise before cutting our
total number to have another North
American allotment conference. It
must sion
andshould
willBetcome.
the Commisbusv Then
and cut!
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Angeles.Calif.,
Calif. Post Subscription
1930, LosLosAngeles.
Office, Under$3.00
Act a ofYear.MarchEntered
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The Falck Super-Heterodyne model illustrated
above is proof of what can be done when skilled
radio designers and technicians condense the
superlatives of radio performance into a small attractive cabinet. This convenient size, beautiful
Roman shape cabinet in exquisite walnut conceals a
mighty giant of distance, tone, and general allround performance.

Mfd. by ADVANCE

ELECTRIC
Established 1915

CO.. Los Angeles
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genuine

SUPERHETERODYNE

AT

AN

AMAZING,

dx fansHow Is This for Distance
and
All theseinterferenei
stationsSelectivity?
elearly
without
!were
on atuned-in
Falek Midget
Super-heterodyne.
KREG
5
1500
Kc
Ana,Wash.
Calif.
KGA 8% 1470 Santa
Spokane,
KECA
11 1430 Los
Angeles,
Calif.
11
%
1420
Holy
City,
Calif.
KLO
KFQL'
12
1400
Ogden,
Utah
KOY
13
1390
Phoenix,
Arizona
KZM
KGER
1416V, 1330
1360 Hayward,
Long
Beach,Calif.
Calif.
San
Diego,
KGB
Pueblo, Colo.Calif.
KGHF
17
1320
ElPortland,
Paso, Texas
KTSM
17
%
1310
KPDR 18 1300 Salt Lake Ore.
City, Utah
KDYL
18 %. 1270
1290 Seattle, Wash.
KOL 20
KFOX
21
V2
L250
Long
Beach,
Francisco,Calif.
Calif.
KYA
Los Angeles,
Calif.
KGF.J 22%
24 V2% 1230
1200 San
WOAI
25
1190
San
Antonio,
Texas
KEX 26 1180 Muscatine.
Portland', Oregon
Iowa Utah
KTNT
26 V2 1130
1170 Salt
KSL 30
Lake City,
KMIC
31
1120
Los
Angeles,
St. Louis, Mo.OhioCalif.
KMOX
33 1070
1090 Cleveland.
WTAM34%
Portland,
Oregon
KWJJ
35 1060 Los
Angeles.
Calif.
KNX 37
36% 1050
Texas
KRLD
104(1 Dallas,
Chicago.
11!.
KYW
38%
1020
San Jose, Calif.
KQW
40 1010
KFVD
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
WHO 41
41V-V2 1000
1000
Des
Moines, Pa.Iowa
Pittsburgh.
KDKA
42
980
Seattle,
Wash.
KOMO
43 V2 950
970 Los Angeles, Calif.
KFWB 45
KOIN
45 y2 930
940 Portland. Oregon
KROW4654
KFWI 46%
920
KFXF
48
KH.I
900 Los Angeles, Calif
XER 515250 895
Mexico City,Calif.Mi x.
Oakland.
KLX
WENR
5355
Chicago.
111.
KWKH
Shreveport,
850
Denver,
Colo.La.
KOA 57
Louisville, Ky.
WHAS 57%
Minn
\v< !< '< i 5958 800
810 Minneapolis,
WFAA
Dallas, Texas
790
Calif.
KGO 60%
780 Oakland.
KTM
62
Los
Angeles,
WRBM
770 Chicago. III. Calif
KVI 636566 760
na,
WJR
it. Wash,
Mich.
750
WSB 67 720
740
WGN
68%
KMPC 70 710
WLW 75721/, 700
KPO
680
WMAQ76%
670 Chicago,
Los
Ang<
KFI
80 640
620
Phoenix,
KTAR
81%
Portland.
KGW
83%
620
KFRC 86%
85 610 San Frar
KFSD
KHQ 9288 570
KMTR
KTAR 94

LOW

PRICE

Here is a radio sensation. A genuine, fully licensed Super-heterodyne
set in the popular midget size, with all the recent desirable improvements and features, at a price that is not out of anyone's reach.
Super-heterodyne, as you well know, has always been the "RollsRoyce " of radio circuits. Now, with recent revolutionary improvements, itis taking the country by storm, making it possible for almost
every home to have a Super-heterodyne. This offer is one of the most
unusual bargains in the history of radio. You are urged to see this
beautiful walnut-cased radio instrument. Inspect it. Hear its marvelous tone. Note the stations it will bring in clearly. See its many features usually found only in sets sold at much higher prices.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(i.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

You Get All These Distinctive
Features in This Set
Super-heterodyne circuit fully licensed under the
patents and patent applications of RCA, General
Electric, Westinghouse, American Telephone <fc
Telegraph
Company — also under Hazeltine and
La'Tour patents.
Full dial
efficiency
characteristic Super-heterodyne ten kilocycle and
selectivity.
Four screen-grid tubes.
245 power tubes.
Completely shielded.
Dynatron oscillator and band-pass tuning.
Magnavox electro-dynamic power speaker.
Long-Distance switch.
Single
calibrated in kilocycles and illuminated
for full dial
vision.
Superb tone quality.
Tone control.
Genuine
overlays. walnut cabinet with beautiful figured wood

Collins-Lane
1414 West Seventh
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Co.
FItzroy 2561
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ACME
AEROVOX
AERO
AMERTRAN
AUDAK
BALDWIN
BENJAMIN
CARTER
CENTRALAB
CLAROSTATS
DAVEN
DUBILIER
EBY
ELECTRAD
ELKON
IGRAD
HAMMARLUND
JEWELL
KODEL
KURZ KASCH
MAGNAVOX
MERSCHON
We Wholesale
RADIO /TUBES1
Radiotron
HYVAC
ARCTURUS

U

REPR

FACTURER
ESENTED

COMPLETE
VACUUM TUBE CHARACTERISTIC METER

STOCK!
NA-ALD
NATIONAL
PACENT
PARVOLT
PILOT
PYREX
POLYMENT
POTTER
RATH EON
REL
READRITE
SANGAMO
SILVER
MARSHALL
SPRAGUE
SIGNAL
THORDARSON
TOBE
UNIVERSAL
MIKE
WEBSTER
YAXLEY

VACUUM TUBE CHARACTERISTIC METER
AT YOUR

SERVICE!

TUBES
PURCHASED HERE ARE ALL
LABORATORY
TESTED
Before Your Very

WeWholesale

STANTON

Eyes!

INSIDE
PARKING
FREE
TO OUR
PATRONS

RADIO

INSIDE
PARKING
IOOO
So. Broadway
CORNER tOT**SJ.,"rH£ FAMOUS RADIO CORNER."

FREE
TO OUR
PATRONS

Console Quality
in a Midget Broadcast Receiver
You Can Place Anywhere
Pilot Midget
This attractive two-tone walnut miniature
A. C. receiver has proved the equal of high
priced consoles in many locations
throughout the country. Because — it embodies console features; 2-224 Screen
Grid stages, 1-224 Screen Grid Power
detector, 1-227 Audio stage, 1-245
Power Audio output stage and specially
designed electro dynamic speaker. A super
powered 280 voltage supply gives troublefree operation from any 110-20 volt house
current line.
Pilotron tubes are standard equipment
because Pilot retailers know none are
more reliable.
PRICE
50
Complete in
Modernistic
Cabinet
59

PILOT
PILOT
Chicaga Office:
J'il V WMh Mr.. I

RADIO

For World-Wide
Radio Reception
Short and Long Waves, 14 to 500 Meters

RADIO
TUBES
ENDORSED 8Y
PROFESSIONALS

Pilot s
r w«,,>
Her. J. W. Nilsen, Bolonque, Congo-Beige Africa
says:
"Here2BL,in the
Africa WGY
I have(W2XAF),
received
9LO, JB,
5SW,heartAFK,of PCJ,
WRNY (W2XAL) and more stations on loud speaker
with my Pilot Super- Wasp."
Davidreceived
W. J. Jones,
Brisbane,
Australia
"I
have
SuperWasp
all the testsays:
missionsonbetweenmyW2XAF
(Schenectady,
U. transS. A.)
and VK2ME (Sydney NSW), Aero, ICT Holland.
GSSW England and Sydney — London phone
Austin R. Balduin, St. Raphael (lor.) France,
service."
says:
"I heard from
KDKA from
25.1 meters, 'WeShorth
will
now rehroadcast
concert
after
the music a from
London London.'
came in clearly,
having twice crossed the Atlantic."
Pilot Supor-Wnsp Come* In KIT FORM
BATTERY SET KIT

A. C. SET KIT
Kitw K-U.i:I h TheyourA.C.ownSuperXBC
pack orillI'ilni
riall>
-iltu-.IK ill,for npc-the
and$uper-Waap>
Tubes extra.l*n»*cr l*a<-k

,M,
R
AD1
O
ti Beater* Everywhere <>i Writ*
& TUBE
LAWRENCE,
MASK, CORPORATION
Sail Francisco Offu,
1271 Mi— ion SIr.-.-l
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RECORDING
PROFITS

FOR

YOU!

.s illusadditional

SOMETHING that every customer will want— THE PA CENT RECORDOVOX. Phonograph records made at home with professional results
and without the necessity for expensive apparatus. Tell your customer it
will provide a permanent album of the voices of his family and friends
or radio programs he wishes to preserve.
THE PACENT RECORDOVOX assembly consists of the RECORDOVOX,
furnished with clips, a special adapter and the selector switch illustrated
above, together with the necessary connecting cords. Price $25.00. The
hand microphone illustrated will be supplied only when requested, at an
extra cost of SI 0.00 list.
THE PACENT RECORDOVOX is designed to operate with the pregrooved type of records which are available everywhere at a small cost. It is
a quality product, made by the manufacturers of talking picture equipment
now operating satisfactorily in over 2,000 theatres throughout the world.
The now Master Phonovox Catalog
Public Address System Manual containing last minute data on amplifiers,
No. 1417. Contains 12 features that make
microphones, loud speakers, together with useful information concerning
it the greatest value in pick-ups today. List
the planning of sound systems will be sent free of charge upon request.
price $15.00.
PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC., 91 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20 Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
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WINS!!

THE INCREASING POPULARITY

OF
11

Cornell
PROVES CONCLUSIVELY

QUALITY

THAT

CUBS
MANUFACTURERS

Small Compact Construction
Non-inductive

DEMAND:

SERVICE

Pigtail Leads
Mechanical Perfection
SUPPLIED IN CAPACITIES FROM .0001 TO .5 MFD.

FILTER

Cornell

BY PASS

CONDENSERS
MEET EVERY RADIO REQUIREMENT

A Product of the CORNELL

ELECTRIC MFG. CO., of Long Island City, N. y.

W.
BERT KNIGHT
PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVE
1646 West Adams St.

Phone EMpirc 4440— 4443

Los Armeies, Calif.
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//TUBES

worn-out
Hazards

must be alive and
TUBES
wide-awake to enable you
to enjoy the talent and
y
histor - making events being
broadcast today.
If your tubes have
six months or
should be tested
and life.
Standard
—Since

been in use
longer, they
for strength

1915

INSTALL Cunninghams when
your them
set istonew
keep— re-tube
it youngwith

E. T. CUNNINGHAM,
INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS

ATLANTA
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Avoid

the

Headaches

HARDSHIPS may make the
youth the man, overnight.
1930 did just that to Radio.
As suppliers of essentia] parts to
nearly the entire industry, we have
followed radio's growth and problems
intimately. We see the follies of youth
being replaced by the fruits of experience. There is real hope in the new
tempo, which relentlessly beats out
an Eleventh Commandment: "Thou
shalt gear Production to Demand!"
This modern creed thrives on
Action. It requires almost instant
manufacturing Irom minimum inventories. Hand to mouth buying; — hard
fisted hands, determined mouths.

Poly
MANUFACTURING
District Representative

Many headaches, much perspiring,
no excuses. But it is successful!
Our own extensive facilities, radiating from three large plants, have been
of no small assistance to many urgent
production programs of this New Day.
We are prepared, in 1 9 3 1, to render
iven more extensively the service this
Eleventh Commandment requires:
immediate and substantial shipments
of paper, electrolytic and mica condensers, resistors, volume controls,
transformers, chokes, coils and magnet wire.
Follow other Leaders in eliminating many of the headaches! Standardize on Poly met Products.

met
CORPORA

THE SPECTOR COMPANY,

PI ON

Rialto Bldg., San Francisco

RADIO
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eirson
■

GRID

Patterson "8" Chassis

■

Radio

IMPORTANT
Do not confuse the PATTERSON with the innumerable socalledket.midgets
now been
on the
marPatterson has
building
quality radios since 1920. They
are guaranteed
in performance, quality of equal
material
and eye
appeal to any radio selling for
twice the Patterson list. Remember this, "there is no substitute

for quality."
PATTERSON gives the dealer new freedom from servicing
for the PATTERSON is proof against the troubles that spoil ordinary radio reception and, best of all, a big profit in this wonderful
radio line .... discounts that work wonders for the profit side of
your ledger.
Write, Wire or Telephone for Information

Manufactur

239 S. Los Angeles Street

Los Angeles

February, 1931
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HIGH

By HAROLD A. LAFOUNT
Federal Radio Commissioner
(Editors Note — The recent General Order N.o. 102 adopted by the Federal Radio Commission
is reported in detail on page 24 of this issue. It effectually blocks the increase in power by any
station in California, since the state is slightly over quota under the unit and quota system
used. It will be noted that Commissioner Lafount raised the only dissenting voice. Commissioner Lafount \nows that in the vast territory encompassed by the Fifth Zone, high power is
essential in order to reach the uidely scattered population. A limitation of power on the cleared
channels is a restriction which is most certainly not in the public interest, convenience or necessity. We have as\ed our Commissioner for an expression from him relative to the power limitation question, and we are pleased to present it herewith. RADIO DOINGS is heartily in
accord with Commissioner Lafount's views.)
The proper harnessing of the ether to seeure the greatest those large areas beyond city and urban life require higher
benefits must necessarily recognize existing and underlying power to serve them.
facts. If this new art is to allow paramount service to the
A few years ago 10 to 1000 watts was considered ample
public, the density and distribution of population in city power; rural people had no receiving sets, the city dweller
was well served with small power. That condition no longer
exists for almost every rural dweller has his radio receiver.
A fair size electric sign uses approximately 50,000 watts
or about 67 H.P. A 60 H.P. automobile is not considered
high power yet there are those who become shocked at the
use of 50,000 watts by a radio station which serves millions
of listeners over wide areas while the automobile or sign
serve but a very few.
A high powered radio station, properly separated geographically and in frequency, would cause no more interference than a low powered station. In fact, several low powered stations on the same frequency separated by about fivehundred miles will greatly reduce the night service area of
each. Stations of five-thousand watts on the same frequency
require more geographical separation than available in the
United States to avoid interference. These facts seem to
justify the use of cleared channels for interference-free service. If so, I can see no sound reason to limit the power of
stations operating on them.
Commission Asks More Police Power
Authority to put broadcasting stations off the air for 30
days when they violate minor radio regulations is asked by
the Federal Radio Commission in its annual report to ConHarold A. Lafount
gress submitted recently.
Under the present system, the Commission can only reand country must be considered. Radio facilities which are
voke astation's
licensecanor beelseheard.
place itMany
on probation
for 30
available must be allocated so as to reach equally well and days until
its defense
of the offenses,
reliably both these classes of people, and this must be done it was explained, do not warrant such stern measures as the
first.
so as to avoid any interference.
Last year was marked by development in every field of
is obvious
most ofandthismostly
country's
population
lies radio, the report stated, such as in point-to-point communiwellIt East
of the that
Mississippi
in cities
and towns
cation, television and aviation.
of the new England and Middle Atlantic States. Here reThat the commission has assumed a hard-boiled attitude
liable and adequate service may be had with appropriate toward
for broadcasting facilities, largely because
number of stations with power to cover the areas. How- of the applicants
present congestion of stations, was evident in the
ever, in the sparsely populated areas of the great West the announcement
that only one out of every 12 applications
same power would not reach the people.
was granted. During the fiscal year 8,543 applications of
Radio, like the stage coach, railroad and automobile, must various sorts were handled by the commission. Of these
be adapted to existing circumstances. The need for greater 944 were set for hearings, but only 77 were granted.
Out of those refused, 36 were appealed to the District
power in transportation became manifest and the stage coach
and canal gave way to the modern high power automobile Court of Appeals, and a few were taken to equity and District Courts in the areas in which the aggrieved station was
and super-powered modern locomotive. The people who
have traveled westward by these means and have settled located.
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BECAUSE:
Hawes' Mexican
perfect
characterizationEugene
of a young
lad combines both an excellent imitation of the dialect and an understanding of the processes that are
presentcause hisinpresentation
the Mexican's
beis so soul;
real that
one can imagine the purple tie, yellow shoes, green hat and enormous
sombrero and finally because Pedro,
lovable, worthless, "Out of a job
and glad of it" has become one of
the public's favorite comedians.
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CH!
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AN

ANNOUNCER!

By JOSE RODRIGUEZ
(Director of Publicity KFI-KECA)

KFI
It is strange, indeed, this fascination that
surrounds the lives of hunted things — be
they birds in the jungle, butterflies in the
gardens, speckled
nouncers inradio trout
stations.in the streams or anInsofar as RADIO DOINGS is a magazine
devoted in every throbbing line to radio and
the modus Vivendi (no relative of spiritus
frumenti) of radio workers, let us survey
briefly
charitably one day's existence of
a radio and
announcer.
We must first pick our announcer. From
this distance,
first we microphone,
see, munchingis Don
peanuts behind a thecondenser
Wilson. It's quite easy to see Don — there's
lots
And he's nibbling away in
Studioof Ahim.
of KFI-KECA.
It's quite early in the morning, quite.
Threegins o'clock,
exact. Why?
Don often
behis day attothisbe hour.
Because
there's
eight
hours'
difference
between
Los
Angeles and London, and since KFI-KECA
often carry speeches delivered and intended
by King George or Premier MacDonald for
posterity, Don must start work at 3:00 a. m.
The knowledge that His Majesty or Mr. MacDonald have just finished one of those dear
British breakfasts makes Don not a whit
happier.
heartthink,
as a inmatter
of factof isroyalty
not,
as Don's
we would
the words
or viziership. Don, to put it in homely lanwishes hebacon
were (beg
in thepardon,
hay — with
hot
cakes andguage, nude
I meant
stripped bacon), still five hours away.
London signs off at four. Don turns the
microphone over to another very sleepy and
slightly irritated announcer, Kenneth Carpenter. Mr. Carpenter came to work in the belief that the program would continue for another hour. But it didn't continue. That
ubiquitous and fugitive factor, "atmospheric
conditions,"
allow it. sipping coffee
St we havedidtwonotannouncers

beforetinaldawn,
theirruined.
matudispositions
At
eight
o'clock
Wilson returns to Mr.
the
studio. He is scheduled to announce a programsionate
for Lizzy
Doakes,
who
breathes
pasblues and heart-broken ballads for
the
large-and-not-to-be-despised chamber-maid
audience.
Lizzy is not in the studio. Time creeps to
thirty seconds before eight. Don, in a cold
sweat, wonders what to do if the delectable
Lizzying asdoesn't
up. Heannouncement.
is still wonderhe makesshowhis sign-on
As he finishes speaking, the door opens
and Lizzy saunters in, her accompanist at her
heels, both giggling and chewing toffee. Don
whispers :
"Got your program?"
More giggles. No, they haven't their pro"Then for Gawd's sake start singin'.
gram.
Gimme
the first amiably
number." into the microphone
Don chatters
until Blues-and-Ballads starts crooning.
Thereafter, it is catch-as-catch-can to get from
her, without being heard, the remaining numbers. Their public is saved, but Don's nerves
are scratchy. — o —
In the meantime. Gene Grant of the commercial department is having words with Mr.
Kenneth Carpenter and another gentleman
"Ken,"
says ofGene,the "this
is Mr. program
Greenbaum, sponsor
doughnut
Wednesday mornings. Mr. Grecnbaum does
not feel, in fact he is almost certain, that
we could improve the way we put over his
announcement. Maybe you could get toMr. Greenbaum cuts in:
"We gether
want..." it more enthusiasm in the voice.
When you says 'doughnuts that you needn't
dunk," you gotta get strong when you say
'needn't,'
see? kinda
You easy
gottaandgive
thought. Start
slowitanda little
then
give 'em everything on 'needn't.' It's an art,
"Well,
I tell
you!"perhaps I could do better if I understo d the slogan better."

"You don't hafta. It's just a slogan.
Sounds kinda cute, that's all. Just give 'em
the big shot like I told you. Make 'em be
lieve in doughnuts. Make 'em doughnut"I see." see?"
conscious,
you do.
Do sump'n.
My
wife"Yeh(she— see
tookthatlessons
in elocution
once and
she knows) don't like it the way you do."
Wilson is through with Lizzy Doakes. He
is now announcing a program by Jascha Novgorod, violinist. M. Novgorod persists in
touching the microphone, and Don has to
issue dire warnings. M. Novgorod also nected to inform
department ogrleMr.
Wilsoneither
whatthehe program
would play.
M.
Novgorod is a very proud and touchy gen*
tleman whose family, of course, was driven
from
high estates and impoverished by the
Bolsheviki.
Time, to M. Novgorod, is nothing. The
fact that he must make way at ten sharp for
an international broadcast disturbs him not
at all. To him it is far more important that
the Corelli variations be finished to the last
harmonic.
Mr. Wilson gently, but firmly, disconnects
M.
Novgorod'sbroadcast.
microphoneM.andNovgorod,
signs-on thein
international
Russian, announces himself the eternal enemy
of that unfeeling monster, Mr. Wilson.
Harry Mr.
Hall,Carpenter.
assistant program director,
summons
"You'll have to take on the symphony conat nine, and at ten
you'llHi-Life
have
to becert tonight
mastcr-of-ceremonies
at the
"Okay. But I came to work at four."
"Can't
it. We're for
short-handed."
"There'shelpa continuity
the symphony,
"If we can get Mr. Rodriguez to write one.
ofBut"He's
course?"
he's never
not here."
here, the snake."
cafe." (Continued on Page 41)
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{{OlEETHES there a mole-er-breathes
there awithin
hole" —dialing
well —distance
is there ofanyone
living
KNX
who hasn't been more or less convulsed with
Discount couStandard
learnedGene
disrses on some McWebster's
tropic or other?
Byrnes, who created the character of the
silver-tongued
(if somewhat
befuddled)
orator is best described
as versatile,
and when
we say versatile we mean just that! He is
an organist of ability: he has written over
four hundred songs, the best known being
"LolitaandMywriter;
Dove"he and
"Elisa ;" composed
he is a
poet
has recently
a suite of orchestral pieces called, "Moods of
the sixSea;"
and heeachentertains
the air
in
characters
speakingovera different
dialect! And to top it all off, Gene is really
funny in an inimitable way that has to do
with hands, voice intonations, gestures, eyeetc. If you after
aren'tyouamused
followingbrows,discourse
have byhad theit
read outsionedloud
in
the
manner
of
orators of the old school, the
thenimpasyour
sense of humor has that "tired, dragging,
sluggish
needs itGeneup.Byrnes
once
(at least)feeling"
daily and
to tone
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Friday noons Mr. Byrnes
picks scraps from waste basket and Thursday
night at 8:30 he joins Jack Carter to make
the "Soup to Nuts" program a riot of mirth.
Presenting —
The World's Leading Opponent of the
King's English McWEBSTER.
DISCOUNT STANDARD
F.B. (Financially Busted)
In a very learned discourse on the tropic:
"Every Good American Should Own His
Own Comb"
The apartment
is doomed!
erican people arelouse
immersing
from The
the Amcliff
dwelling sage-er-page-er-age and are migrazing
to the
burbs. Here
a manadverbs-er-songbirds-er-sucan find a clot of
brass-er-a blot of jazz-er-a plot of grass to
call his own. Here beer gardens-er-flower
gardens shall break forth into bloomers and
old smother razor-er-old mother Nature shall
reign supine! Heaven speed the day when
this enlibcled generator shall follow in the
pootfnnts of our floorfathers and make their
way into the plural districts!
(HOORAY!)
No doubt you have been on a free real
estate slip-er-pip-er-trip. You will doubtless wreck-a-neck the pasty-er-hasty-er tasty
box
crunchThenwithyouwhich
nerved-er-lot
served.
were you
shownwerea dutiful
and they took you into a three by sick booth
called
"Turkey
If you Indidn't
pie
a lot youthe ought
to bebath."
hot-er-shot!
fact you
probably were. The modern steal estate man
is the Christopher Columnar of the 20th
gentry. He is grazing a tail-er-brazing a nailer-blazing atrail. He is carrying the porch
aloft to light the way for the regenerations
tohim!folly-er-follow! I say — more shower to
(HOORAY!)
Bleeds there the lamb with mole so
bread that has never vichysized-er-visual-ervizzyvissy-er-division-er-viscitude-er-er — who
has never dreamed of some day zoning hi*
own dome? It is the innermost serge of
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entertainment

every humid being! A man screams of sitting
in front of his own heart and gazing into
the
a rundown-er-sundown.mouldering
He wantsmembers
to see his
little chilblains
praying on the tinoleum. He wants to see
aa fritter
of
poppys-er-a
critter
of snuppies-erlitter of puppies tumbling around
on the
liver room snore-er-living room floor. He
wants
that
only a the
littlebribery-er-tribery-er-privacy
jungeglow surrendered with
euchrepiptus fleas-er-trees can give to him!
Let us hail the day when every jam will tone
his own foam!
(HOORAY!)
But
as
they
say inbring
Italics,
git," and so I must
my "Fempus
message toTu-a
nose. Let me league you with a few shoasing clurds-er-posing birds-er-closing words of
perspiration. Get out into the wide open
faces. Forget the way white gay that leads
to instruction. Stick to the straight and
marrow bath that will make you successpool!
Be tankfull that you are living in a spree
country! If a man asks you to mock a
smile with him, go with a sprain. Go out
and get that concrete dome now! Start praying off themember morgue
a cent.
Rethe words atofseven
that forgreat
English
skatesman,
said,shall"Thebe
Thirst Shall William
be Flask, Flit:
and theHeGlass
I CRANK YOU!

"Twin\le, Twin\le, Little Star,
How we wonder WHERE you are!"
Before
the ink
was dry
last month's
book, Charlie
Wellman
had onpacked
up and
fled to San Francisco to join the National
Broadcasting Company staff and Velva G.
Darling, Modern Girl Philosopher, was lured
over to the United Broadcasting Company.
straightenedTheoutfirstit ofmight
beNowwellthatto that's
alibi ourselves.
the
year brought many hundreds of changes in
station personnel, programs, talent and sponsors. Many contracts were renewed, some
cancelled and some inaugurated. We foresaw
the trap and hated to commit ourselves, but
the show must go on, of course. Now that
everyone has settled down and gotten used
to writing 1931 we promise to give you the
most
up-to-the-minute
news accurate
that it isandhumanly
possible to radio
give.
That
was
our
New
Year's
resolution.
We'll
begin by telling you that Charlie Wellman,
Princefee onof Monday,
Pep, is singing
about Mellow'd
cofWednesday
and Friday
mornings at 10 over KGO, KHQ, KOMO.
KGW, KECA, KFSD and KTAR. Velva
G. Darling dispenses wisdom over the United
chain at 9:00 every morning except Sunday.

hearse!"
WARNING:
This speech is a copyrighted
feature and cannot be used for any proThe National Broadcasting Company asfessional
permission of
the author. purposes without
sures an anxious
world
Amos 'n' Andy.
— Gene Byrnes.
The Shell
HappySchool
Time,that
Review, Standard
of The
the Spotlight
Air, Gilmore
Circus,
"Adventures
of
Sherlock
Holmes,"
The Palmolive Hours, The Armstrong Quakers andmain many
otherduring
favorite1931.
programs
will reon the air
In addition,
many new programs of interest are appeardaily Our
on theOwnschedule,
newestingbeing
Bobby one
Jonesofinthea series
of golf chats announced by Georgia Drawl
(Bill) Munday. These talks will originate
at WSB in Atlanta. The time is 5 p. m.
every Wednesday over KGO, KHQ, KOMO,
KGW, KEGA, KFSD, KTAR. The last of
February, Jones will be here on the coast and
will broadcast probably from KFI. Then
there's Gus Arnheim and his Hotel Cocoanut
Grove
Whiteman's
Rhythmorchestra
Boys whoand arePaulsponsored
for afamous
series
ofWhiteman
Thursdayhimself
night, may
at 9:00
broadcasts.
be enjoyed over Paul
the
NBC on Tuesday nights at 5:00. Jack and
Ethyl returned on January 24th at 9:30
(and every
Saturday
thereafter)
minute
western
historical
drama with
whicha 1 5-is
certain to be sure-fire with the fans. Edna
Wallace Hopper, world famous beauty at
more than 60 years is telling women the
priceless secret of her preservation in a series
of semi-weekly broadcasts over the National
Broadcasting Company every Wednesday and
Friday between 12:00 and 12:1? p. m. You
can see that
your radio
MISCHA CEGNA
carefully
considered
by thisenjoyment
company. has been
Russian 'cello soloist who is heard on
Justin
Johnson'si.s recognized
program at as8:30a brilliant
nightly
over KMTR
artist both in Europe and America
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Bernardino Molinari
. . . CBS . . .
Columbia Broadcasting Company is equally
generous with entertainment. On February
6th, radio will bring listeners a brand new
thrill. For the first time in the history of
Fashion, the Paris openings will be brought
to the women of America almost the very
moment the French couturiers present their
spring
in themilesstyleof capital
world. showings
Across 3000
sea fromof the
the
salon of Capt. Edward Molyneux will come
this program of paramount interest to all
women. Don't fail to be close to your radio
on
at 7 p.nights
m. atFleischmann's
new February
series on 6thMonday
6:00 p. m.
is a riot. It is called The Three Bakers and
it will do you much good to listen in.
Bernardino Molinari. Italian Maestro, will
be guest conductor of the New York Symphony
in theof weekly
certs. Dickorchestra
Creedon
KHJ hasSunday
gone coninto
a rapidbles to himself
decline the
last
few
weeks.
He mumand his eyes are haunted
and
his hands
vaguePershing
gestures —series
all thebeingresult of themake
General
broadcast over KHJ and the Don Lee-Columbia chain on Friday night between 7 and
8. Dick says: "To dramatise these historical accounts
of General
Pershing'snewspapers
now appearing in leading
metropolitan
became an acrobatic feat comparable to turning handsprings and juggling nine elephant
eggs at the same time. In twelve minutes
of dialogue it is necessary to compress the
essence of seven chapters of these memoirs
and has
to medonefella thegoodjobjobof asdoing
He
you the
will dialogue."
see when
you hear these intensely interesting programs.
"Vignettes
Symphony,"
underbowtherecently
baton
of
Raymondin Paige
made its
and was proclaimed one of the finest things
on
Paige's pet
ideatheandair.mustThisbeprogram
heard tois Ray
be appreciated.
Saturday nights at 8.
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ledge, dial KPO on Thursday nights at 8:15. stantiated by the fact that she has been sing'
Lucy Day, who used to be at KTM is now ing over radio for many years and her popularity is constantly on the increase. Dial
singing charming songs over KTAB. The
fascination of the tropics and the charm of 950 kilocycles on week days and 4:00 p. m.
(Friday
at 4:30) and hear Loyce and the
the South
seas
is
combined
in
a
new
program which KEX offers listeners on Tuesday orchestra.
evenings from 8:30 to 9:00. A Hawaiian
stringed orchestra plays native music while
the Beach Comber, obviously a philosopher,
builds
the ofmusic,
an atmosphere
Four four
Littlewords
Wordswere— spoken
"Get yourin agun,
which isthrough
a mixture
the East
and West. —-The
back Blue."
office
of the KHJ studios and radio history was
made. Radio listeners know those loveable
nit-wit sleuths, Black and Blue. They hear
them in "Folgeria" every Thursday night and
in their
daily between
series broadcast overnewly
the Donlaunched
Lee Chain
5:30
to 5:45
o'clock,
every
night
except
days and Sundays. Here is how theSaturfour
words and what followed happened:
It was decided to add the two sleuths to
the
But who
wouldof
take characters
the roles?in "Folgeria."
Harry Earnshaw,
author
the continuity, was reading the lines out loud
to members
of theforth
staffandin hope
that man
inspira-be
tion might burst
the right
found for the job. He read — "Get Your
Gun, Blue;" Charles Forsythe, staff technician,
the sentence.
"You're
nominated repeated
and elected,"
shouted Mr.
Earnshaw.
Forsythe's
next
job was to protests
find the didn't
Blue. matter.
It neededThea high,
squeaky, complaining voice.
At that point the meeting was interrupted
by the intrusion of one Len Wright, staff
drummer. "Hey! Charlie," he complained,
"What'd
do withshouted
my drum
"You'reyouBlue,"
Harrysticks."
Earnshaw.
Loyce Whiter
Wright todidn't
believehimitthat
and heit was
took Blue.
fast
. . . KFWB .
talking
convince
But Blue he was and is.

And to return to Los Angeles; Rose Dirmann of KFI recently gave a concert program
accompanied
which over
was
broadcast fromby KFIthe toorchestra,
San Francisco
the National Broadcasting Company of the
coast. Miss Dirmann, well-known lyric soprano, is a frequent contributor over the
Anthony station and appeared in "The
Elizabethan
presented
the Shakespeare ClubFrolic,"
in Pasadena,
and byseveral
other
productions. Frank Gage, known as "Boss
Frank"
wherever
lightedinstruments
sings old
ranch songs
and tubes
plays arevarious
over
KFV'D
every
Sunday
morning
to 11. Joe Bjorndahl, baritone, who from
will be10
remembered for his programs with the Pacific Coast Club Rhythm Makers, is now
singing over KGER Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings at 9:35 on Polly's program. And finally, in case you haven't
heard "Nip and Tuck," two-piano team over
KFWB,
tonight
we go to dopressso they
are onat 6:30
every o'clock.
night exceptAs
Sunday
and
Tuesday
at
6:30
o'clock,
but if
vou tune in and find a grand opera program
being presented call up HOllywood 0315 and
Going up and down the coast we find that find out where they are and when, because
Mac's
Symphony
is causingthatquiteall you'll be delighted with their tickling piano
a riotCowup Hollow
at KFRC.
Mac explains
members of this organization have served in playing and perfect team work.
the army during war time except Cecil
Wright and they are saving him for the next
war. The gang is heard each morning at
7 and on The Blue Monday jamboree. KPO
On Tuesday night at 6:30 over KFWB
has
a programlearning
called considerably
"Aircyclopedia,"
can hear Loyce Whitcman's easy-to-listenis reviving
in a which
large you
to
bluesmusic.
voice and
Joyce's has
syncopated
Miss Jerry
Whiteman
considarea. Some of the questions asked are de- dance
vastating, some impossible, but many reasonerably more to her voice than just the everyable and sensible. If you thirst for knowday "blues" quality and this theory is sub-

KFVD is broadcasting an Hungarian proSunday
9:15 toevening
10:15
which gramison one
of thenights
finestat Sunday
programs on the air. A feature of the hour
is Joseph Diskay, former tenor of the Royal
Opera at Budapest, Hungary, who is well
known to both American and European music
lovers. If you are dissatisfied with the Sunevening programs
of other Company
stations listen
to thedayHungarian
Broadcasting
over
KFVD. You will be greatly entertained.

. . . KFVDD\s\a^. . ,
Joseph
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Gentlemen

By DICK CREEDON . . . Publicity Director

MY

public! KHJ greets you. For 18
hours dailytunately oryou
may hearas the
us — fact
but, may
forotherwise,
be, you
for thebybrief
two
pages,can'tyouseefindus. usSo caught
the span
all-see-of
ing camera's
eye, which,
know,of never
lies:
though some
camerasas doyou sort
make
the best of a bad job. But not these cameras.
We of KHJ want you to know us better.
To know us is to love us. We are just one
big happy
one
hundredfamily
humanof
souls. (Crashing of
sound effects.) And
there being so many of
us, and our space for
pictures so limited, and
the need for keeping
our big happy family
in that condition, it
became necessary to
invent some absolutely
impartial means of deciding whose map,
mug, face would appear on these pages
and
wouldn't.to
So itwhose
was decided
Carl Omeron
put the hundred photographs in a specially
constructed derby and
let a pretty, not too heavily clothed and blindfolded maiden draw out a dozen. Being
practically blind after
bed, Dorothy Hummel,putting
your this
radiomagazine
editor to
your RADIO DOINGS was selected. Toof
make doubly sure of fair play, she was further blindfolded with a striped necktie belonging to Kenneth Ormiston, who, not getting the idea immediately, wrapped the necktie around Miss Hummel's mouth. Is this a
gag?
to shout.Miss Hummel thought — not being able
So Dorothy drew and drew and drew and
athatsurvey
she isofa these
master pages
of should convince us
drawing things (out of
a hat.) Next month,
we are assured this inspired draughtsman
will draw a dozen
more portraits of
KHJ's staff
blindfolded
and while
with
one arm tied behind
her back to make it
more difficult.
Now, on our right,
ladies and gentlemen,
we find Charles W.
Hamp, bounces
whose intermittant
from
West to East to
East to West (tell
Hell Larson
when to stop) in-

gram manager.
Yet man
still the
mostof sincerelyliked
and respected
of all
us who
create assorted sounds for your especial edification. A tremendously vital personality
with an overcharge of enthusiasm and good
nature. He works from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m.
every
at the onstudio.
We haven't
the
heart day
to check
how much
work hegotdoes
at home. Cool in emergencies; and radio is
a series of them. He has youth, vision and
amazing versatility. As
Charles W. Hamp
spired that poignant and dramatic utterance:
Charlie."
is"Clap
the Hands,
highest Here
paid Comes
entertainer
on C.W.H.
the air.
He accumulates at the rate of $150,000 per
year. One hundred and Fifty thousand dollars can'tthatbe she
wrong.
uncle'sis lou
mother-inlaw says
thinksMyCharlie
... no,
my uncle said that . . . thinks he is terrible. But I notice that the old lady alto himI caught
and usesherStrasska's
paste.ways Inlistensfact,
eating a tooth
tube
of the peppermint flavor once.
Hulda Dietz has been a soprano for a
long time. The fact that she is still alive
and still a soprano proves something. She
is also a mother. A very sweet, plump one
about a minute high. She perks her head
around and pecks at the microphone like a
little brown wren. When you look at Mrs.
Dietz you always want to hug her. And
sometimes you do.
Carl Omeron, the plenty tenor, is a dentist. Unquestionably one of the most distinguished of his profession. He turned
down an offer to sing grand opera in Berlin
in order to pursue his career of making mountains out ofshould
molars.
bum pun Why
and
full credit
go toThat's
Ted aOsborne.
can't he keep his puns to himself? Dr. Omeron pulledof aNordic
tooth for
me last month
a dentist
extraction.)
While(he'she
worked, he discussed Chinese art, poetry, oil
wells, foresang
few thesnatches
— and both
beI knewa it,
tooth ofandsongI were
completely out.
Nell Larson! Our Nell has been organ
grinding and piano patting at KHJ so long
that
part of the appraisals
plant. She's included
in allshe's
inventories
erty. We have and
to pay taxes ofon theher propand
HO allowance made for depreciation. And
Our Nell is one of those vulgarly healthy and
happy mechanisms that never needs repairs.
Her smile is like the sun coming out to stay.
That smile goes places and does things —
right to your heart.
Raymond Paige, musical director and pro-

confar as is KHJRaymon
d
cerned,
Paige
the isgoldenhaireddownlad oftheallether
the
der
that wanpersonalities
hines
you. is like
Elviato Allman
nobody else that anybody
knew,In but
would ever
like to.
action before the microphone she is like a
pailfull
of energetic
electric eels.
She is
the ualanswer
to
motion. Herperpetarms
and legs and head and
Hulda Deitz
hips are constantly
darting out in the
most startling
directions. force
She'll or,be perhaps,
hard to
bury.
Some unidentified
a mechanical device must hold her together.
This constant physical flux and seething is
the external overflow of an vitalized and volatile temperament and intellect. Very sensitive,ented,veryvery subtle,
very delightful,
talmany things.
Elvias onlyvery
happen
once.
Let's
stuff
her
and
give
her
to
the
Metropolitan Museum.
It is just
bad, ladies,
that thereCharles
isn't
enough
of Tedtoo White
to go around.
McGurk, the author, said of Ted in a story
published in Liberty: "He is the most romantic
singer Ted,
I've
ever
himself,heard."
thinks
Bing
Crosby
is
the
best
the
army theofof
tenorspresent
who sing
^^^^^^
^^fefeI
^^^H
f
\ (gFM
II
#>^.ipL^^BIfl
^9 II
I
% <*
'

songs that are here todayrow.and Butgone
Mrs. tomorCrosby hands the palm
right
back
to
Mr.
White. Ted has a rare
personality.
It
is
constant retreat andin
to catchyouupquietly
with.
Ithardevades
and persistently. It
achieves a mystery
leaves
ripple andof
Ray Paige friendliness and fine
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charm behind it. Ted
is one of those tall,
brunette Southern
gentlemen.
He inhasa
even been seen
wide brimmed black
felt bonnet. He would
choke anybody who
called
him "Colonel"
— but quietly,
politely,
without a show of anger
or
temperament.
Bob Swan is our
chief announcer. His
fan mail looks like a
rainbow and smells
like an old fashioned
garden.
The
letters
interesting
Elvtd Allman contain
things like pressed
flowers, checks, tear
stains and invitations to go places and eat
things.waysIt's
that is.
Mrs.There
Swan arealknows just
whereas well
Robert
many places he might be. We are still looking for the guy that doesn't like Bob. If
you
knowis one,
us know.
ambition
to be leta radio
announcerMr. atSwan's
KHJ.
He is painlessly conscientious. Ashes on the
floor make him unhappy, He is even tempered even when at the /heel of his stumbling wreck. He also has a Cadillac, a
plump,
pretty
ter, walnut
trees daughin his
back
yard.
After
14hour day. Bob alooks
like
he
was
picking
walnuts from theup
lawn. He bends over
so far he steps on his
eyelashes. What a
life! But he loves it.
Several months ago,
Leigh
of the Harline,
salt from some
Salt
Lake, was about to
become a father. In
fact, he did. The
daughter's
Karen. I name
want tois
Ted White
name en,a too.
daughter
KarYou have
all heard how a pin
dropped in the Salt Lake Tabernacle echoes
and echoes. Leigh is the boy that used to
pick up the pin after the guide dropped it.
He saved his pins and came to Los Angeles. His arrangements and compositions
are creating a much prettier and louder echo
than the pins did.
Lindsay MacHarrie is something to think
about after you get through looking at him
— which takes some girls I know a long time.
The only thing he doesn't
do around
KHJ
is sweep
up. Now,
maybeI he
too.
have does
seen that,
him
sneaking into the
studio after midnight.
Yep!
probably
forgottenHe's
to sweep
up.
Not that our ex-assistant graduate manager
of the University of
Washington makes a
mess of things. He is
production manager,
master of ceremonies,
continuity writer, actor, singer, makes out
programs,
placates
snonsors, announces
and has retaray to private
answer sechis
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John P. Medbury
fan mail. MacHarrie is Scotch. When writing for pictures of him, don't be hurt if he
sends the
you big
a little
one.onlyHe'scostScotch.
while
pictures
fifty-centsAnda
piece and he can easily afford to spend several hundred
a month trait
on 'em,in heourwon't
do it.
Not bucks
an admirable
tall
and handsome admirable boy.
John P. Medbury, famous columnist and
California Melodies' master without cere, is a radio's
man.
When hemoniescomes
into thepremiere
studio, gag
the microphone begins to chuckle. So do you. He
and Ted Osborne, our humorist and philosopher, used to work side by side in New York.
They must have signed an iron-clad agreement to pat each other on the back wearing
only soft mittens. When their arms give out,
we'll lend them ours.
Kennethfornia. HeNiles
to Caliarrivedis byMontana's
way of thegiftUniversity
of California and, his old friend, Lindsay
MacHarrie found him on the doorstep one
morning
up in collegiate
and
tied allwithwrapped
a remarkable
necktie. clothes
Here
was a masterful and handsome youth looking
for something to master. He found some
ceremony
on the Hallelujah
Hour Kenny
and mastered it completely.
Since then,
has

Ted Osborne
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been teryour
official
masof ceremonies for
that engaging bit of
morning diversion. He
is alsofic Coast
the only
Paciannouncer
heard regularly on a
coast-to-coast hook-up.
I refer to California
Melodies. Every
morninglujah Hour
on hetheis Halleheard
over the
entire Pacific
Coast. This is very
convenient as it costs a
lot to telephone the
University
of Washington campus.
P. S. — Dorothy
MacHarrie
Hummel has just, but
even nowformal tonetelephoned
in an, passed
er, inof voice, towhyinquire
this article
over
Ted
Osborne
and
John
P.
Medbury
hurriedly, slightingly, Miss Hummel feelsso
that good, clean comedy is rare on the air and
that
purveyors
shov Idare beclean.
held Perhaps,
in great
honor.its Well,
the boys
see, I was a gag
I'm a little bit jealous, You
writer once myself. I only wrote one gag
and it was never printed: but it was a good
one and marked me as a lad that shouldn't
be over-looked. I have always
ined to getbeenit indetermprint.
Furthermore.
illustrated the gag Imyself.
I'm nothing if not verI'm notsatile. So don't
versatile.
tell meI
drew a little picture of
the entrance to a maternity hospitalprinted:
and on
the
door
TERMS—
CO D. This
8a8 is ^or sa^e at very
sidering
there is only
reasonable
>g|^^V^^H
one
of themprice
left. Let
me hear from you.
Now take Medbury.
for instance. PersonIcan take
leave al y,him
alone.him Heor
is master of ceremonies
every week on California Melodies. I write
the introduction
the program.
ductions are veryfor fine.
Nobody The
laughsintro-at
them. But the minute Medb
ing. the country starts laughin; starts talkbut think that Medbury ighing.
I can'tfor help
this,
But I forgive him beca s responsible
an unfortunate — more to be censoredse hethanis pitied.
You
know, the nurse actually dropped him when
he was a baby and he has never been picked
up.
Not even in Hollywood. There MUST
be
with something
him. At anwrong
early
age hehind hishadearsspots
and behis
head seemed to be going round.
He that
figtherefore,
if he ured,
stood
on his
head,
he'd been
spin.dizzy
He
did! He's
ever since. That explains alot of things
about California Medberries.borneNow
Tod guy
Osis a great
and ingif overhe'dmy stop
lookshoulder
I'd tell you some
nice
things about him I
thought it would work!

Kenneth N.i!es
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THE TECHNIQUE OF SOUND EFFECTS
By CHARLES FORSYTHE
Charles Forsythe, KHJ staff sound effeet engineer, will
conduct a monthly column in RADIO DOINGS. He will
answer all questions concerning the perfection of sound effect devices which broadcasters submit to him. The object
being to improve and develop this very important phase of
modern radio productions.
There are vast inconsistencies in our programs daily as
regards sound effects. The most glaring of these is the rail'
way train. In this article, Mr. Forsythe will attempt to
bring out clearly what he means by "glaring inconsistencies."
To begin with any of you who have ever heard Raymond Paige's orchestra, over the Don Lee Stations, playing
the current hit from "Monte Carlo" entitled "Beyond the
Blue Horizon," will undoubtedly recall the train effect augmenting this vocal number. We mention this as an example of perfect sound imitation. This effect is the outcome of years of study in attempting a perfect reproduction
of a train. Mr. Forsythe continues:
"Have you ever known of a steam railway train coming to
a regular stop at a station with the chug or exhaust continuing and said chug slowing down with the momentum of the
train to a complete stop? This is the most conspicuous mistake in broadcasting a train effect. In the first place, a railway steam locomotive is very similar to your own automobile
as regards stopping; for instance, if you were approaching a
place where you expected to stop, the first thing you do is
to throw out the clutch of your car. Now this we all know,
disconnects the power from your transmitter or wheels, therefore, at the time you actually come to a stop your motor has
been reduced to the idling speed. When coming to a stop
the engineer closes the throttle of a steam locomotive, therefore immediately stopping the chug; this is done long before
the train actually comes to a stop. When a train comes into
a station there is nothing heard except the rumble of the
weight of the wheels on the rails and slight exhaust of steam.
The effect of arriving trains are invariably done exactly this
way, the only exception to this rule is when a train is stopped
on an incline from sheer lack of power to pull the hill. All
railway men know that no matter where a railway station
may be located, in building and grading such yard limit, several hundred feet are made level by the builders of the railway. This makes it possible, except for an extremely long
freight train, for the average passenger train to coast into
the station, regardless of how long a hill he may have climbd
before arriving at the yard limits. The chug is the most important element as a train leaves the station.
"Most orallanother,
train effects
whenfaultdonein over
reason
are at
this the
firstradio,
part for
of one
the
effect. In other words, most radio trains are in a hurry to
get away. There should be an exhaust of steam that alternates between chugs; in the term of a musician, we would
say we have our chugs down on a piece of paper as notes.
The down beat in 4-4 time is the chug, and the second beat
is for the steam exhaust, and this exhaust is more or less
sustained and is not staccato like the chug. There is real
labor behind the chug, and this hiss of steam should be almost sustained as a background for the chug; however, it
should have an impulse so that it is standing out as the object of the chug — chug — hiss — chug — hiss. Of course, in
a disappearing train this hiss of steam is a detail that isn't
•necessary much more than the first 1 5 or 20 chugs as the
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LINES AND ANGLES
By TED OSBORNE
Some folks' idea o' gettin' behind th' government is to
attack it from th' rear.
Th' wise man measures his words by th' weight; th' fool
measures his by th' length.
Ambition an' hard work are all right in their place, but it
don't do no good t' chase an express train on a handcar.
Mebbe th" reason women talk an' gossip more'n men is
'cause they have th' men t' talk an' gossip about.
Th' world seems t' be made up o" two kinds o' people —
them
as has than
moreappetite.
appetite than dinner, an' them as has
more dinner
Th' fellers who are always tryin' t' save trouble for themcare of.selves often find that they've saved more'n they can take
Love is like an owl, an' gets along best at night. If every
proposal o' marriage was made on a crowded street at noon,
a lot o' divorce lawyers 'ud starve t' death.
A rollin' stone don't gather no moss; but most of 'em
get so smooth y' can't get nothin" else on 'em neither.
Advice is somethm' like a rainstorm: th' easier it falls,
th' deeper it sinks in.
There's two possible reasons why a man won't mind his
own business. One is, he hasn't got any business, an' th'
other is that he hasn't got any mind.
When a feller is climbin', he sometimes has t' step down
a bit so's he can get a better foothold.

train would disappear sufficiently far from the hearer to
make it unheard.
"And now for signals, practically all train rules are the
same as regards whistling for stations, whistling for crossings, arriving at stations, and leaving stations. Probably
everyone of us know the crossing whistle, which is too long
and two short. But isn't it inconsistent to broadcast a real
convincing effect of a train and then spoil the whole thing to
give a crossing whistle for a train pulling out of a station?
"In the and
next will
issuealsoI will
take the
up the
subject
Whistles
go into
subject
of ofrailCorrect
clicks,
and various sounds which are used as the setting for interior
railway coach scenes; at the same time answering all questions pertaining to sound recreation for the microphone."
CORRECTION! — Too late to catch an error on the index page we hasten to correct the listing of the National,
Columbia and United Broadcasting Company programs.
These schedules are for the month of FEBRUARY and
NOT for January.
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TCIC

The Lyric Trio is one of the best known instrumental trios in the Pacific Northwest, having been heard over Northwest Broadcasting System stations KJR. KEX
and KGA for more than a year.
All three members of the Trio are players in the Seattle Civic Orchestra. They
are Hubert Graf, harpist; Sam Meyer, violinist, and Jan Naylor, 'cellist.
In addition to being popular with Pacific Northwest listeners, the Trio is well
known to Alaska, Canada, Montana and Idaho listeners, their programs being broadcast by the three most powerful stations in the Northwest.
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W8XAR Will Use 400,000 Watts
The highest powered broadcasting station in the world,
W8XAR, at Pittsburgh, has been authorized to conduct
experiments in the early morning hours to determine
whether
ultra-high powers can overcome fading, static and
interference.
Power of 400,000 watts, twice that of any previous experimental station and eight times the maximum power now permitted any station in the United States for regular service, is
to be used. The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, which also operates the oldest broadcasting station, KDKA, will operate the new transmitter.
W8XAR will utilize the 980 kilocycle channel, now assigned KDKA, between 1 a. m. and 6 a. m. The power
of the former will be stepped up gradually from 50,000 watts
to 400,000 watts so as to ascertain the changes in reception
achieved by each increase.
Monitors are to be operated at strategic locations throughout the United States to pick up the signals of the superpower station. Phonograph records and speeches will be put
on the air during the experiments.
The highest power heretofore used in experiment was
200,000 watts and that was by the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y. Technical improvements in
transmitters are also expected to result from the W8XAR
broadcasts.
* * *
Bill Seeks Educational
Channels
The Federal Radio Commission would be instructed to set
aside 1 5 per cent of the broadcasting facilities available to
the United States for educational purposes exclusively under
the terms of a bill introduced by Senator Fess (Republican),
of Ohio, in the Senate. The measure was sponsored by the
National Committee on Education by Radio and educators
who gathered in Chicago recently.
The bill reads as follows:
"Not less than 1? per cent, reckoned with due weight to
all factors determining effective service, of the radio broadcasting facilities which are or may be subject to the control
of or allocation by the Federal Radio Commission, shall be
reserved for educational broadcasting exclusively, and allocated when and if applications are made therefor, to educational agencies of the Federal or State governments and to
educational institutions chartered by the United States or
by Organized
the respective
States orofTerritories.
broadcasters
the country" are opposed to the
proposal on the belief that it would constitute a waste of facilities, while even some members of the Radio Commission
have expressed dislike for the plan on the grounds that
other agencies would be discriminated against.
Educators of the country are in complete accord with
Prosecutor Prepares Radio Case
the proposed law and will give it their hearty support, the
Warren Olney, Jr., formerly an Associate Justice of the chairman of the National Committee on Education by Radio,
California Supreme Court, is in Washington preparing the Joy Elmer Morgan, stated. * * *
Government's
prosecution
against
the Radio
Corporation of America
and ninecaseother
defendant
corporations,
Six-Months' License Period Delayed
To prevent the expiration of broadcasting license in the
alleged to constitute the "radio trust." The suit was instituted several months ago in Wilmington, Del., by the De- middle of a dull summer period, the Federal Radio Commispartment ofJustice.
sion has postponed its new order providing for broadcasting
Judge Olney has been employed by the Government as licenses of 6 months instead of 90 days from January 31 unspecial prosecutor in the case. He is a graduate of the Unitil April 30th.
versity of California and Harvard and holds an LL. D.
All broadcasters in good standing will have their licenses
from the former.
extended on January 31 for three months only as heretofore.

Zone Equalization Policy Adopted
After rejeeting sueeessively four proposals for effecting an
equalization of radio broadcasting facilities among the Five
Zones, and the States, the Federal Radio Commission has
adopted a new policy, by means of which the long-talked-of
equitable distribution is expected to be achieved.
While this order will undoubtedly bring about a general
though gradual, reallocation of frequencies and power over
the country, the discrepancies, with a few exceptions, are so
slight between the over-quota and the under-quota areas that
no great shake-up of broadcasters as in the Fall of 1928 is
anticipated.
The plan, encompassed in a new General Order (No. 102)
is a compromise of the four schemes formerly discarded and
was proposed by Judge E. O. Sykes. It was adopted by a
4-to-l vote, Commissioner Harold A. Lafount dissenting.
Mr. Lafount was the only one of the Commissioners who
had not offered an equalization proposal.
The order pointed out that the First and Second Zones, or
the Eastern and Mid-Western areas, are under-quota, while
the other three zones are over-quota. The States are about
equally divided between those having more than their share
of facilities and those having less.
Under the new General Order, a Zone or a State that
has its quota of radio facilities or more will not be granted
any further frequencies or additional power. Broadcasters
in an under-quota State within an over-quota Zone, however, may apply for facilities of over-quota States in the
same Zone; or a station owner in an over-quota State may
seek facilities already assigned to another station within the
State.
An applicant from an under-quota State may ask for facilities inuse either in an over-quota State in the same Zone
cr an over-quota State in an over-quota Zone.
As the Order became effective upon its announcement,
provision was made for all applications pending to be altered so as to conform with the new regulations.
Under some of the plans formerly proposed, the shake-up
would have been more abrupt. The plan adopted provides
for a more gradual distribution.
Illinois, New York, and California probably will be the
greatest targets for under-quota States under this system as
they lead the States in possessing more than their share of
facilities. According to the 1930 census, under which the
order will operate, Illinois is 10.28 units above quota, New
York, 3.49, and California 2.68.
* * *
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I am just in receipt of a letter from The National Broadcasting
Company of Australia with the very latest information on their
chain of stations and they are very anxious to have same printed 'n
WesterntralianStates
books. Here
of stations Governof AusNationalcall
Broadcasting
Serviceit isof— "Listing
the Commonwealth
ment of Australia for which programs are supplied by the Australian
Broadcasting Co. Ltd.:
2FC — Sidney, New South Wales 451M. 665 Kc. 5 K.W.
2BL— Sidney, New South Wales 350M. 855 Kc. 5 K.W.
3LO— Melbourne, Victoria 375 M. 800 Kc. 5 K.W.
3AR — Melbourne, Victoria 484 M. 620 Kc. 5 K.W.
4QG- Brisbane, Queensland
394.5 M. 760 Kc. 5 K.W.
5CL— Adelaide, South Australia 412 M. 730 Kc. 5 K.W.
6WF— Perth, Western Australia 435 M. 690 Kc. 5 K.W.
7ZL— Hobart, Tasmania
516 M. 580 Kc. 3 K.W.
Easternandstates'
time isincomparable
Australia, which
covers time
Melbourne,
Sidney,
Hobart
Brisbane
with Pacific
as follows:
12noon Tuesday, Australia equals 6 p. m. Monday in Los Angeles.
Around 3 a. m. (P.ST.) Tuesday, the time when Australian
stations are received in the states, it is 9 p. m. Tuesday in Sidney.
Adelaide8:30is p.one-half
hour latermeans
than 9their
Eastern States'
time.
m. in Adelaide
p. m.Australian
in Melbourne.
Perth time is two hours later than Melbourne. Most of the above
stations broadcast as follows: 6 p. m. to 11 p. m. on weekdays and
11:30 on Saturdays. Sunday hours, 6 p. m. to 10 p. m.
— P E. Donnelly, 901
* *Third* Ave.. Los Angeles, Calif.
Here is some information from Karl Halpern, 143 5 Coney Island
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. He said for me to pass it on with his
compliments. KFPW, Fort Smith, Ark., 1340 Kc, 50 watts, is on
the air 5 to 6:30 a. m. (P.S.T..) CFLC, Prescott, Ont., 1010 Kc,
50 watts, is on the air 4 to 4:30 p. m. (P.S.T.) Friday nights 4
to 7:30 and 4:45 to 5:45 o'clock every morning.
Sunday
Kc. at in8:50likeo'clock
WGR,I have
Buffalo, N. Y.,night1000I tuned
watts, inwas550coming
a houseandafire.
every station on 5 50 Kc. now except KFDY. Who knows anything about KFDY?
A Spanish station on about 1145 Kc. fooled me for a while until
I finally heard his announcement one night — it is XEF, 105 watts,
Oaxaca, Oax, Mexico. He is supposed to be on 1131 Kc. He is
way down there, nearly to Central America, about 1,875 miles.
o'clock this
one morning
a time signal
Kc,
as At7:304:30(E.S.T.):
must haveI heard
been WLBW.
Oil on
City,1270Penna.,
500 watts. Has anybody got him?
WKAV, Laconia, N. H., 1310 Kc, 100 watts, is on the air 1 to
3 a. m. (P.S.T.) on the third Sunday of each month.
— A. R. Van Compernolle, * 618* North
* Baker, Santa Ana, Calif.
I wishestingtocolumn.
be permitted
submitlisted
more ininformation
to your
The stationto dope
it I find most
useful,inter-as
without it I would not have been able to have received the log I
have. Just recently I was the fortunate receiver of a list of Mexican broadcasters sent me by one of their stations, together with their
respective assigned frequencies. The information was quite valuable,
as I find erthat
many ofchannels.
them haveOnebeenof changed
by theMorelia,
MexicanMich.,
govnment to different
them is XEI,
who is now on 688 Kc. On 750 Kc. we find XEQ, located in Juarez,
Chih. It uses a power of 1000 watts. XEB, Mexico City, uses
1030 Kc. while on 1080 Kc. is located XEG, also in the same city.
XETA is on 1140 Kc. and XEK, 101 watts, Mexico City, is on 1000
Kc. I have many more Mexican stations and their frequency and I
will be only to glad to answer questions on them if you will drop
me a line. Does anyone know of a Spanish speaking station on
825 Kc? By the way it's not XFC.
what happened
to ourThe Tom
I don't
his articles
in Say,
this column
any more.
lettersElliot?
he wrote
weresecquite
full of
good DX dope.
Has anyone logged KGMB in Honolulu, Hawaii? I picked them
up one morning. They came in on 13 30 Kc
WGAR, 1450 Kc is on at 5:30 a. m. every morning.
■— Constantino Stefani, Rt. 1, Box 65, Merced. Calif.
Here are a few stations to get in the mornings: WJAG, 5 a. m.
daily: WMBI, 5 a. m. daily except Sundays: KPOF. 5:45 a. m.
daily: KOY, until 1 a. m. Sunday mornings.
On Sunday morning, March 1st. WDAG will broadcast a special
DX program and souvenirs are to be given away.
—Stuart Walmsley, 164! West 60th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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TheWMT—
following
stations Iowa,
may be600 picked
Waterloo,
Kc up after 4 a. m. Saturday
WSBT— South Bend, Indiana, 1230 Kc
WSPD— Toledo, Ohio, 1340 Kc.
KSO— Clannda, Iowa, 1 380 Kc
WKBF— Indianapolis, Indiana, 1400 Kc
KLZ— Denver, 560 Kc.
Saturday at 10:20 p. m. I picked up WASH in Grand Rapids,
Mich., 1270 Kc. In a letter of verification from WOOD, Grand
Rapids, using the same frequency as WASH, WOOD asked me to
spread the news in California that they put on the Owls Club program starting half an hour past mid-night, Central Time, and continuing into the early hours of Sunday morning. They are anxious
to hear from DX fans in California and will reply.
In the early hours of Sunday morning I picked up a new station
at Havana, CMBZ. broadcasting on a frequency of 1015 Kc. I also
a new20 station
in Mexico but
on KECA's
listened
tonotedat least
announcements,
could notwave
makelength.
out theI call
letters or the name of the city at all well The call letters sounded to
me
XETC,veryandlikely
the benameGuaymas.
of the town
whichlikewould
I cansounded
find no like
listing"Ayarma,"
of such
a station, and shall be glad to hear from any DX fans who picked
up this station last Saturday night or early Sunday morning, and
who can give me some definite information as to the call letters and
location?
CKLC, Red Deer, Alberta, 840 Kc, can be picked up Sunday
after 5:30 p. m. I also had KGMB at Honolulu Sunday from 1:07
a. m. to 2 a. m. Reception was particularly good. At 2 a. m.,
which would be 11:30 Saturday night in Honolulu, they announced
a program from the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.
I have some information about two Mexican stations. The station on 1095 Kc is evidently XEB at Mexico City. I received this
information from Karl Halpern of the Newark News Radio Club.
He tells me that this station does not announce at all clearly and it
took the members a long time to find out that it was XEB. In fact,
they had to write to the different stations in Mexico to find out as
they could never make out the call letters. I have also identified
the station on 1150 or 1155 Kc. This is XER. I heard the call
letters distinctly last Friday night. The station is often on the air
quite late, staying on until past eleven. It plays records and comes
in very clearly. The call letters sound like ack-A-air, and unless
one listens closely it sounds like k-k-i. I am not altogether sure
where it is located, but think it is in Mexico City.
Karl Halpern, in a letter to me, gives information about KFPW,
which is on the air daily except Sunday from 5 to 6:30 a. m.
(P.S.T ), and WRAX, which is on the air Sunday from 6 a. m.
(P.S.T.), on. It will doubtless be very hard to get these stations,
but they will be worth trying for.
— A. E. Armstrong, 2021 Bonita Drive, Glendale, Calif.
Here are the Mexicans that I have received so far. Your readers
will probably notice some corrections over my other list. Many
changes have occurred and I am listing them the way they are now
listed and not as I receive them:XFE. 632-250: XEN, 720-1000:
XEQ. 750-1000: XEW, 780-5000: XFI, 820-1000: XEJ, 857-101:
XFX, 860-500; XES, 890-500: XFF, 915-250; XED, 960-10,000:
XEG.
1150.) 970-2000: XEI, 1000-100: XEU, 1035-101; XETA, 1100-500
(received on 1150); XEH, 1130-101: XEA, 1200-101 (received on
I am listing my Cuban stations: CMK, 2000 W.-730 Kc: CMC,
500 W.-840 Kc: CMX, 890 Kc: CMHD, 920 Kc, and CM HA.
1150
(2T0 watts each): CMCQ, 955 Kc. and CMBC, 1070 Kc.
(500 Kc.
W. each.)
Some of my best catches are: (not listed above) WCAC, 250 W.;
WCAO.
500 W. 250 W : WRBX. 250 W.; WMBR. 100 W. and KQU.
I have received stations on 97 channels, CKX being the 97th.
Can anyone tell me when I may receive the following: WTAR.
WBOO. WCOC. WKAQ. CJGC. WDBJ. WDAE. KID. WCOA
andI wili
WJAZ7
be interested to here from anyone who has received any of
these ulesstations
ones with
some schedof Eastern(thestations
that time
I willgiven,
sendalso.)
to anyI have
requesting
them.
(Such stations as CKX, WCSH,WLWL, WAIU. WASH, etc.)
Donald Teague, Jr., R.F.D. No. 2, Santa Paula. Calif.
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Prize
t)X
Contest
THE January DX Contest, held in the early morning a log of 70 stations, including the locals. Arranged in
hours of Saturday, January 3rd, proved an exceedingly order of frequency the list is as follows: KFYR, KMTR,
interesting one, even to the old timers in the DX game. WOW, WDAF, WOI, WAAW, WMAQ, KFEQ,
More logs were submitted than in the previous contests con- WLW, WOR. KMMJ, WJR, JOBK, KFAB, WGY,
ducted during evening hours, and many stations were listed WFAA, JOGK, WCCO, JOCK, WHAS, JOIK, JOFK,
which have never been reported by our readers before. The KWKH, WHB, JOAK, WENR, KFNF, WKY, WWJ,
number of stations logged varied from 30 to 86. Some con- KFXF, KMA, WDAY, KJR, KFVD, KYW, KRLD, KTHS,
testants counted the all-night locals, and some did not. Many KFKB, WJAG, WTAM, WBT, KMOX, KSOO, KMIC,
fans took part who reside in localities where there are no KVOO, KTNT, KEX, KOB, WOAI, KGFJ, WREN,
all-night locals close by. In fact, the longest list submitted KTAT, KFOX, KIDO, KDYL, KFH, KFPL, KGIQ,
by Donald Teague, Jr., of Santa Paula, containing 86 sta- KWK, KCRC, KSO, KOY, KOCW, KGRS, KFXD, KGNF,
tions, would be the prize winner, were it not for the fact
WLAC, KFJF and WORD.
that he is in an ideal location with no local interference. KSTP,
The long list sent in by Donald Teague, Jr., of Santa
In judging the logs we try to take into consideration the dif- Paula, which the judges seriously considered for first prize
ficulties under which the log was obtained. Thus, it is more (finally deciding that the difference between his locations
of a feat for a fan in Beverly Hills to tune in 71 stations and that of Mr. Nicholson justified a handicap), is as folthan for Donald to log 86.
lows: KGBZ, 2YA, WJR, WWJ, WRHM, JOHK, JOIK,
The grand prize, a Tiffany-Tone radio, is awarded to W. KFKB, KMMJ, KMTR, KCRC, KJBS, 5CL, JOAK, WJAY,
H. Nicholson, 320 No. Oakhurst Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. WHK, KQU, WRC, WJAX, JOCK, WGY, WOR, WEAF,
His letter is printed below. To conserve space we have WKRC, WEEI, WCAE, WSMK, CKGW, JOBK, WOBU,
omitted the names of selections heard and the time, group- WMT, WLW, KWKH, KMBC WTIC, KGNF, KFPL,
ing the stations into half hour periods as logged by Mr. KFNF. KFEQ, WAAW, WAIU, KFAB, WCFL, KRLD,
Nicholson:
WSAI, KSCJ, WKBF, WDAY, WMAQ, KFOM, KGRS,
alarmto clock
for 2:50
a. m.do andabouthopped
out WAPI, KMOX, KPRC, WKY, WCCO, KFRU, KDYL,
of "Ibedsetatthethatoldtime
see what
I could
winning
KWK, WFAA, WFLA, WSUN, KFH, WLS, WOI,
that Tiffany Tone radio you are offering in this contest.
WDAF, WHAS, WCKY, WREN, WHO-WOC, WOW,
"I have been up several mornings before, but this morn- WMBI, KGFJ, WIDX, KSOO, KYW, WKBW, KFIF,
ing was about all you could ask for in DX reception. Sta- KGNO, KGIQ, WHB, KPOF, KSO, KRKA, KGKY.
tions were rolling in faster than I could log them. My list
Other contestants whose logs were worthy of honorable
has 71 stations, and about 20 more got away. I either for- mention are: George Schmidt, P. E. Donnelly, Constantino
got to go back after them, or else could not get what they Stefani, R. E. Doman, Aimer L. Kelsey, R. J. Culpepper, E.
were playing.
Ellsworth Fearn, Anthony J. Biley, E. R. Fantz, Walter J.
"I used a Westinghouse Super WR6 model. I live on Meyer, Mrs. W. L. Pantier, Verne Broun, Mr. and Mrs.
the second floor of a 20-unit apartment house, and have L. R. Cockerel, A. R. Van Compernolle, John Hinsdale,
an aerial 200 feet long with 27 feet of lead-in. The ground Robert D. Peterson, John Webb, Bruce Lyon, Stuart Walmslead is 23 feet long, connected to a copper tube buried six ley, Frank Weston, Mrs. L. C. Traylor, P. E. Caldwell, R.
feet in the ground.
B. Hall, William Kopp, Charles W. Rogers, Tom Hennion,
October10 in1st Mexico,
I have logged
396 stations
in theRico,
U. S.,2 G. W. Yoakam, Charles Mora, Roy Muse, Richard Farmer,
22 "Since
in Canada,
1 in Haiti,
1 in Porto
William
Caldwell, Hubert McAllister, P. Edmiston, D. W.
in South America, 8 in Japan, 2 in New Zealand, and 4 in Spnggs, Seymour
Schulberg and A. L. Patton.
Australia.
The Tiffany Tone
radio
awarded
to
Mr.
"I
am
not
a
member
of
the
DX
Club
yet,
but
hope
to
be
soon. Have been a constant reader of RADIO DOINGS Nicholson is a fourscreen-grid set, with
for several years."
four-gang condenser,
Stations logged on January 3, 1931. 3 to 6 a. m.:
dynamic
speaker, tone
3.00 to 3:30— 4QG, 2YA, WJR, JOCK, JOIK, KGBZ, control, and unusually
WWJ, KFKB, KJBS and WRHM.
good
DX
capabilities.by
manufactured
3:30 to 4:00 — KMMJ, WRC, WBEN, WGY, WOR, IttheisHerbert
H. Horn
CKGW, WEAF.
Radio Manufacturing
4 00to4:30 -WLW, KFAB, KWKH, WLS, KFNF, KMA, Company, of Los AnKMBC, KRLD, WBT, WTIC, KTNT,
KTAT.
Theintroduce
picture John
serves
4:30 to 5:00 — KFPL, KFH, KSCJ, KWK, WHK, KGRS, to
geles.
KTSP, WLAG WJAZ, KFEQ.
Webb, winner of our
Contcs t,
5:00 to 5:30— WMAQ, WAAW, WDAF, KFYR, WOI, December
with theradio
AvaWREC, WGN, WFAA, WCCO, WHAS, shown
lon
midget
WKY, WD AY, WOFL, WOO WHO, which was given as
KDKA, KFKX, KSOO, KMOX.
first prize. Since
set, Mr.re5 :30 to 6:00 — KDYL, KGNF, WOW, WTAM, KOCW, Webb hasceiving thiswritten
KCRC, WOAI, WREN, KPOF, WSUN, say that he is veryto
agreeably surprised by
WIBW, KOIL, WSPD, KTBS.
performance
of the
— W. H. Nicholson, 320 No. Oakhurst the
midget,
and has logged
Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
many
DX
stations
Jack Whitley, 2245 Fulton street, San Diego, submitted with it.
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'I < uml
the World
I V Club
News
Our Club report for the past month were putting on a DX program for us and that they would
shows a very decided increase in the va- be pleased to receive reports from any members receiving
rious departments of the Club. Mem- this special broadcast. This broadcast t«)k place on the
berships are coming in and we are con- morning of January 15th from 1 a. m. till 3 a. m. Manyfident in saying that by the end of the members stated that they tried for this program but met
current DX season, the Club Member- with no success. However, one of our new members, George
CLU6
ship roll will contain approximately 60 Schmidt, reported that he received them and had written
to 75 Dyed-in-the-Wool DX fans from tor a verification. We all are awaiting his verification with
all parts of the world. New members initiated during the much interest.
We are negotiating with other distant stations for more
past month include such names well known in DX circles,
some of them being George Schmidt, Stewart Walsmley, W. of these DX programs and as we hear from them, we will
immediately
notify all members in order that they may try
H. Nolan and Douglas A. Taylor. The latter being located
for them.
We
are very and
grateful
from
in Mexico and from "inside information" has been badly the
various broadcasters
it is for
the this
wish co-operation
of the executive
bitten by the "Candy Bug." For more detailed informa- committee that all members receiving any of these DX
tion regarding George
Mr. Taylor's
our treasurer,
Viliani.illness, please get in touch with broadcasts, immediately communicate with the station putIn a report given out at the last regular meeting by Mr.
ting the program on the air asking for a verification and exViliani, the club treasurer, we note with great satisfaction
pressing their thanks.
that the club now has quite a substantial bank balance. This
We have some real good news for members and prospective
members
living outside of Los Angeles County. At
is, indeed, very good news for the club is self-supporting
and every dollar banked means that we are on the road to the regular meeting of the club, held Monday night, Janusuccess. It is to be remembered that this money is only to
ary 5th, a motion was made and passed to the effect that
be used for such payment of accounts and bills incurred yearly dues for these members will be one dollar per year
by the club in line with its regular business.
and for those living outside of the United States — no dues
We have been delayed in giving out the final results of at all, BUT in both cases the entrance fee of one dollar still
our Prize DX Contest held December 10th and at this time, remains in force. This entrance fee is to be attached to
are yet unable to give complete information concerning the all applications when applying for membership. With this
winners. However, the judges have notified us that their new ruling in effect, we expect many distant DX fans who
report will be complete and ready for publication by the have probably held back feeling that they would not derive any benefit from the club, to send in their application
time the next issue of RADIO DOINGS goes to press.
On account of the delay in the December contest, we were upon receipt of this news. Only members living in Los Angeles County will have to pay the regular monthly dues of
unable to hold a contest in January as we had planned.
At this time we are pleased to announce that we will hold fifty cents per month. We feel that such members are able
our next Club Prize Contest Saturday morning, February to attend meetings and thereby receive full benefit from
14th. The hours are from 12 midnight Friday night till 6 these club meetings.
The next issue of RADIO DOINGS will contain a more
a. m. Saturday morning, February 14th. For the benefit of
members living in other parts of the United States and the detailed report on the club, DX news and notes and letters
from various members. If any members have any questions
world standard
— they arelocal
to "fish"
hours using
their they
would like answered, just drop a note to the club and
own
time. during
Duringtheourabove
last contest,
members
living in the Middle West and on the East Coast became we shall try to publish these questions and answers in our
confused and did not know whether to use their local stand- section. On account of our space being limited, it may
ard time or Pacific time. EVERY CONTESTANT IS TO be impossible to answer and publish all letters, but we shall
do the best we can.
USE HIS OWN STANDARD LOCAL TIME.
The next regular club meeting will be held Monday night,
All logs are to be mailed to 314 E. 12th Street, Los Angeles, Calif., addressed to the Round the World DX Club February 2nd, at 7:30 o'clock at 314 East 12th street, Los
Contest Committee and must reach the above address not Angeles. All DX fans are cordially invited to attend any
later than February 21st. The names of the judges for the of our meetings and we feel certain our meetings will prove
February contest will be given out at a later date. We hope of great interest to them. If any prospective member wishes
that every member will send in a log for this contest, as we any information regarding the club and its activities, please
us a line and we shall be very glad to supply the deare gathering valuable information from the various logs re- drop sired
information.
ceived Much of this information will be compiled and
— Edward C. Roth, President.
published.
At
the
last
regular
meeting,
a
trip
to
William
MacDonalds at Chula Vista was discussed and it was found that
During the past month I have found that: 1. — WMBI has onlyabout fifteen members wish to make the trip and spend an one late program and it is broadcast on Friday night between 10
11 o'clock
CKGWand inis Toronto,
evening with Mac and get some real pointers on how to and
Keys., (PST.)
has 5,0002.—watts,
on the RedOntario,
and BlueCanada,
Netget DX. Mr. McDonald has won the title of being the is on 690
works of the National Broadcasting Company. It is the only Canadian station that has NBC programs. They broadcast on the followWorld's
DX
Champion,
a
title
to
which
there
is
no
dispute.
Mr. MacDonald has logged 1225 stations in approximately
ing schedule:from6 4511 a.a. m.m. to'til 11:15
midnight
after every
on Sundays
p. m.or(EST.)
J.— weekday,
WCBD isandon
65 countries and a glance over his files filled with verifica- the
air on Wednesdays in the evening and the hour of their broadcast is 9 to '0 p. m. (PST.) 4 WMAQ has a DX broadcast
tions dispels any doubt that may come into any one's mind
regarding
Mr. MacDonald's
night from given
8:45 onto 9it.o'clock
I findlogged
that
there isMonday
much information
In fact(PST),
I have andalready
is on honorary
member of ourachievements.
club and we Mr.
are MacDonald
very proud every
to have him with us.
a new station from their information. It is called "The Chicago
Dailysurely
News gain
DX from
Club"their
and broadcasts.
I think that every DXer that will listen
In response to our request, we received a telegram from will
Radio KGBU, located in Ketchican, Alaska, stating that they
—George Schmidt, 1642 W. 82nd St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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KBPSKDB
KDYL—
KECAKELWKEX —
KFBK—
KFI
KFIO—
KFJI —
KFOXKFJR—

KFQUKFPY—
KFRC—
KFSD—
KFSG—
KFVDKFWBKFWIKFXMKGA —
KGB —
KGDMKGEFKGGCKGERKGFJ—
KGO —
KGW KHJ —
KHQ—
KJBSKJR —
KLX —
KLS —
KMCS-
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Western

Jtaticns

Taouiia, Wash.
itrs.. 100 w
Studio-Mgr.
..Gen.1000Mgr.w.

KMO —
500 w. — 3101.
MaclKc,Rice,422.3Mgr.mtrs.,CRestview
KMPC- Hollywood, CaUf. — 570 Kc, 526 mtrs., 500 w. — KMTR
Corp., V. G. Freitag, Mgr. Tel. Hollywood 3026.
KMTR— "Radio
Hollywood,
Calif. —Co.,1050Naylor
Kc, Rogers,
'285. 5 mtI
"eru
Broadcasting
Denver,
Colo
—
830
Kc,
361.2
mtrs., Tel. York
Burbank, Calif. — 7
KNX
w. — General
5090.
"Electric Co., Freeman H. Talbot, Mgr [2,500
Portland. Ore
1000 w. — Oregon
Corvallis,
Ore.
—
550
Kc,
545.1
mtrs
Agricultural College.
A —
KOAC
- "State
Portland, Ore. — 940 Kc, 319. u mtr 1000 w. — KOIN
100 W.— KO
KOIN— Seattle, Wash. — 1270 Kc. 236.1 mtrs., 1000 watts. —
Angeles, Inc.,
Calif. Carl
— 640Haverlin,
Kc, 468.5Mgr.mtrs..Tel.5000
C.LosAnthony.
WE w.—
0331.Ear)
"Seattle Brdcstg. Corp., L. F. Van Schuck, Mgr. Main 2312.
Spokane, Wash. 20 Kc, 267.7 mtrs., 100 w -Spokane KOL
Seattle. Wash. — 920 Kc, 325.9 mtrs., 1000 w. — Fisher's
'Blend
Sta., Inc., O. D. Fisher, Pres. Tel. Elliot 5809.
KOMOv
.
—
KFJI
100
318.8 mtrs. 100 w. — H. H.
Kc,
318.8
mtrs.
Astoria, Ore. —
KOOSSll.l mtrs., 100 w. — Eugene
Long Beach. Calif. — 1250 Kc, 239.9 mtrs., 1000 w.—
'Nichols & Warriner, Inc., H. G. Nichols, Mgr. Tel. 672-81. KORE— Seattle, Wash. — 650 Kc. 461.3 mtrs
Portland. Ore.
997 100 watts. — West
"Coast Broadcasting Co. Tel.
KPCB— San Francisco — 680 Kc. 440.9 mtrs., 5000 w. — Hale Bros,
'and The Chronicle, J. W. Laughlin, Mgr. Garfield 8300.
Pasadena, Calif. — 1210 Kc, 247.8 mtrs.. 50 w. — Pasadena
Spokane, Wash.Company.
— 1340 Kc 223.7 mtrs. 1000 w. — Symons KPO — "Presbyterian
Church. Tel. Terrace 1163.
"Broadcasting
San Francisco. Calif. — 610 Kc, 491.5 mtrs., 1000 w. — Don KPPC— Pasadena. Calif. — 13<>0 Kc, 220.4
'Lee, Inc., Harrison Holliway, Mgr. Tel. Prospect 0100.
San Jose, Calif. — 1010 Kc, 296.6 mtrs., 500 w. — Calif.
499.7 mtrs.,
1000 w.6353.
Airfan KPSN— "Farm
Bureau, F. J. Hart, Mgr. Tel. Columbia 777.
Mgr.
Tel. Franklin
Los Angeles, Calif. — 1120 Kc, 267.7 mtrs., 500 w. — Echo
'Park Evan. Asso., Aimee McPherson, Pres. EX 1141.
KQW— Santa Ana, Calif. — 1500 Kc, 199.9 mtrs., 100 w. — PaciCulver City, Calif. — 1000 Kc, 299.8 mtrs., 250 w. — Au- KRE
"burn-Fuller Co., J. W. Swallow, Mgr. Tel. Empire 1171. KREG— "fic -Western Broadcasting Federation, Ltd.
Oakland, Calif — 930 Kc, 322.4 mtrs., 1000 w
Hollywood, Calif. — 950 Kc, 315.6 mtrs., 1000 w.-War- KROW "tional
Brdcstg. Corp. Tel. Glencort 6774.
'ner Bros. Brdcstg Corp., Gerald King, Mgr. HO 0315.
Salt Lake
City,
1130 E.Kc,Glade,
265.3Mgr.mtrs.,
5000 3901.
w.—
San Francisco, Calif. — 930 Kc, 322.4 mtrs., 500 w. — RaRadio
Serv.
Corp.Utah—
of Utah.,
Wasatch
"dio Entertainment, Inc., J. B. Geisen, Mgr. Franklin 0200.
San Bernardino Calif. — 1210 Kc, 247.8 mtrs., 100 w, — J. KSL
"C. and E. W. Lee, owners. Tel. 4761.
KSMRSpokane, Wash. —1470 Kc
535.4 mtrs.,
1000 w. —4700.
As, Studebaker,
5000 w. — NorthMgr.
obKc,Roberts,
Mgr. Garfield
KTAB— Phoenix, Arizona — 620 Kc, 483.6 mtrs., 1000 w. — KTAR
San Diego, Calif. — 1330 Kc, 225.4 mtrs., 250
"wick Broadcasting Corp. Tel. Franklin 61512.
'Brdcstg Corp., Richard O. Lewis, Mgr.
KTAR- Los Angeles, Calif. — 1300
'Bible Institute of L. A., Ch:
KTBI — Portland, Ore. — 1300 Kc, 230.6 mtrs. 500
■In.].San Francisco, Cahf. — 1420 Kc. 211.1 mtrs. 100 w.— KTBR—
'The Golden Gate Broadcasting Company.
Los Angeles, Calif. — 780 Kc, 384.4 mtrs., 1000 w. — Pick'wic k Brdcstg Corp., Glenhall Taylor, Mgr. Tel. EX 1341.
Long Beach, Calif. — 1360 Kc, 220.4 mtrs., 1000 w. — C.
"Merwyn Dobyns, owner; Bill Ray, Mgr. Tel. 632-75.
Seattle, Wash—Church
1270 ofKc£
mtrs., 1000 w. — First
Los Angeles, Calif. — 1200 Kc, 249.9 mtrs., 100 w. — Ben KTM— 'Presbyterian
"S. McGlashan, owner and manager. Tel. WE 7788.
Tacoma,
Wash.
—
760
Kc
mtrs., 1000Brdwyw. — 42111.
Puget
Soundowner.
Brdcstg Co., Inc., 1
San Francisco, Calif.— 790 Kc, 379.5 mtrs., 7500 w. — Na- KTW— 'Inc.
enbecker.
"tional Brdcstg. Co., Inc Tel. Sutter 1920.
» mtrs., 100 w — KVOS.
Bellingham,
Wash. — 1200
1000 w. — The
20 K<
KVI
Stockton, Calif. — 1200 K
mtrs.. 100 w. — PortII.
trs.,
iooo 7111.
w. — Do KVOS- "ablc Wireless Telephone Company, Inc
VAndyke
Spokane, Wash.— ,V>o Kc, 508.2 mtrs. 2000 w. — Louis KWG — Portland, Ore — 1060 Kc, 282.8 mtrs., 500
•Wasmer, Inc. Tel. Main 5383.
Pullman ofWash.
— 1220 Kc, 245.8 mtrs., 2000 w. — State
San Francisco, Calif —1070 Kc. 280.2 mtrs., 100 w. — KWJJ— "College
Washington
KWSC5000 w. — NorthSeattle, Washington — 570 I'c, 526.0 mtrs., 500 w.
Mgr. Main 2495.
■Broadcasters.
Oakland, Calif S80 Kc. 340.7
KXL
100
iOO w. — The TriPortland, Ore. — 1420 Kc
"bune Publishing Company,
KXA—
Oakland. Calif — 1440 Kc, 208
., 250 w.-WarSan Francisco.
Calif.
'Pac
Brdcstg Corp.,
I. a 143.8 mtrs., 1000 w. —
Hollywood, Calif.
Mgr. Prospect 3456.
—
mtrs.,
500
w.
—
Dalton.
KXL
VA
2466
(Temporary
"In?.
Hayward,
Calif.
—
1370
Kc,
218.8Mgr.mtrs.,
Phone.)Metropolltai
sal
Brdcstg
Co.,
Leon
A.
Fry,
Tel. 100
1185.w. — UniverKYA —
—
Salt Lake City,Broadcasting
Utah — 1290 CorjKc
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HAT does 1931 hold for radio?
A symposium of a score of the leading technicians,
broadcasters, and industrial executives reveals a variety of
opinions but a striking similarity of views regarding superpower stations, television, synchronisation, and international
broadcasts. Likewisce, there is a virtual unanimity of beliefs
yearof holds
tions ithat
n thethefield
radio. no startling inventions or revoluDespite the adverse action of the Federal Radio Commission regarding the recommendations of its Chief Examiner
that all clear channels be opened to 50,000 watt broadcasting stations, optimism for super-power was prevalent in the
answers to the question of whether stations of beyond
50,000year.watts would "be found practical and be licensed"
next
C. W. Horn, chief engineer of the National Broadcasting
Company,
opinion
thatis"what
opposition
there
has been toexpressed
the use the
of high
power
gradually
diminishing
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tion: "Are there any indications that static will be entirely
conquered?"
Horn inhasthethisSouthern
to say: States
"Static inis the
no
longer a big while
problem,Mr. except
summertime, and even here the use of higher powers has
greatly improved conditions. Static has been conquered,
but in such a manner that it cannot be adapted to broadA general agreement, with a few reservations; was found
that
international broadcasts would increase in popularity
casting."
during the new year.
The "growth of international program service" will probably be "the most important development in broadcasting
in 1931," Mr. Bellows believes.
A. H. Kirchhofer, managing editor of the Buffalo Evening
News, which operates WBEN, offers a reservation "when
the quality improves," and Mr. Russell says, "to a limited
There are also divers views on what the greatest technical contribution to radio this year was. while a number reas Another
the need noted
for such
powers
is
becoming
recognized."
extent."
radio engineer, who would not permit his
call nothing outstanding. The sychronization plan as developed by the National Broadcasting Company poles the
name
used, ofexpressed
a contrary
view: "Broadcasting
powerstoinbeexcess
50,000 watts
are somewhat
doubtful of majority of the scattered votes.
Dr. Taylor, one of the world experts on short waves,
value. It is possible that stations located on either coast
have a greater excuse for increased power beyond 50,000 designates the important contribution thus: "Increased frequency stability permitting (a) more stations to be operwatts in order to get greater inland coverage."
This achievement of super-power stations will not be efated,
(b) synchronization, (c) better photoradio."
fected in 1931 in the opinion of William S. Hedges, former
"The greatest technical contribution to radio in 1930
president of the National Association of Broadcasters.
was
synchronization
of stations,"
importanceasserts
and Mr.
will Horn.
influence"Thisall
Mr. Hedges, on the other hand, stands alone in his belief development is of basic
that television will be placed on a commercial scale in 1931. future developments in radio."
Martin P. Rice, manager of broadcasting for the General
The general view of those answering the query was that
progress would be made in visual broadcasting experiments, Electric Company, suggests: "Recognition of the principle
but that the stage of the art where it could provide public that high power is necessary for reliable reception as evientertainment is at least more than a year away.
denced by the large number of applicants for 50,000 watt
Opinions on the value and the future of synchronized transmitters. While there have been numerous refinements
broadcasting were diverse.
of existing methods, there is nothing outstanding."
Regarding the best solution for the congestion of broadDr. A. Hoyt Taylor, chief of the Naval Research Laboracasting stations, most of those interviewed would place the
tories, said that sychronization will give "better service in
certain areas and worse in other areas," but that on the responsibility on the Radio Commission to thin out the undesirable stations, but no one suggested a standard for judgwhole it will be "a distinct gain."
ing stations.
Said
Mr.
Horn:
"I
know
that
synchronization
is
practical,
Mr. Bellows, who knows what the Radio Commissioners
and I feel that during the next couple of years, it will be
generally introduced, particularly in order to overcome spe- are up against, frankly says: "I don't believe there is any."
cific conditions and difficulties that now exist."
"A systematic plan of licensing about fifty stations to opAnother dissenting view is offered by the anonymous engierate on cleared channels and high power," suggests Mr.
cost of synchronization,
whichI doubt
is sufficiently
pre- Rice. "Other stations would be limited to low power and
ciseneer:
to be"Thesatisfactory,
is so high that
very much
serve as local stations."
whether the plan will have a marked effect during 1931. The would
The age-old
by Mr."survival
Horn. of the fittest" is offered as the best
experiments will be carried out by the larger broadcasters solution
Concerning
electrical
transcriptions, there is also a divided
andFormer
will beRadio
of technical
interest only."
as to whether they will likely increase in use by
Commissioner
H. A. Bellows agrees by opinion
broadcasters.
?aying: "I do not believe that synchronization is out of the
experimental stage."
Mr. tionsBellows
as if electrical
have passedsays:the"Itpeaklooksof totheirme popularity
and transcripare going
Morris Metcalf, president of the Radio Manufacturers'
Association: W. J. Damm, president of the National AssoThe age is too insistent upon speed and first-hand enterc'ation
of Broadcasters,
Frank Russell,
vice-president
the National
BroadcastingandCompany,
hold that
synchroniza-of down hill."tainment to put up with transcriptions to any extent, Mr.
Rice dissents,
"Electricalto transtion "will assert
prove cither
feas'blethat
and itsbe value
generally
Others
will adopted."
be limited or that Horn believes.
criptions, whenMr.
perfected,
offer thesaying:
opportunity
select
it will not become popular.
the best of many performances for reproduction in broadcasting and should therefore eventually furnish one of the
Interesting comments are offered on the moot problem of
•static. Dr. Taylor emphatically answers "No" to the ques- highest types of programs."
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Call Letters
KLZ
WOW
WDAF
WFLA-WSUN
WSM
WMAQ
WOR
WGN
\\ SB
WJR
kFAB
WBBM
WBAP
WCCO
WHAS
KOA
WENR
WLS
WCFL
WBZ
WOC-WHO
KYW
KTHS
WBAL
WTIC
WTAM
WBT
WRVA
KSL
WAPI
WHAM
WOWO
WOAI
KDYL
KWK
KSTP
WCKY

RADIO
SCHEDULE
HOURS ONLY
Location
| 590
Kc. | W.L.
535.4
Denver, Colo
.,| 560 | 508.2
j Omaha, Neb
491.5
...| 610 | 483
1 Kansas City, Mo
[ Clearwater, Fla ...| 620 | 461.3
-1 650 |
| Nashville, Tenn
_| 670 | 447.5
Chicago, 111
-1 710 | 422.3
Newark, N. J
-1 720 | 416.4
Chicago, 111
...| 740 | 405.4
Atlanta, Ga
...| 750 | 400
, Detroit, Mich
...| 770 | 389.4
Lincoln, Neb
_..| 770 | 389.4
Chicago, 111
1 Fort Worth, Texas ...| 800 | 374.8
...| 810 | 370.2
Minneapolis, Minn „..|
820 J 365.6
| Louisville, K.y
. .j 830 | 361.2
Denver, Colo
_..|
1 Chicago, 111
...J 870
870 || 345
i Chicago, 111
309.1
_| 970 ! 345
Chicago, 111
990 || 302.8
Springfield, Mass ........||1000
299.8
Davenport, Des Moines.. ....|1020 !
Chicago, 111
294
Hot Springs, Ark .... |1040 | 288.3
...... |1060
|1060 |I 283
Baltimore, Md
282.8
i Hartford, Conn
| 280.2
Cleveland, Ohio ...11070
.
.
|1080
|
277.6
I Charlotte, N. C
! Richmond, Va
1110
1
|
270.1
Otill LttKC V->lLy ... iino | 265.3
Birmingham, Ala ...11150
. .|1 140 ]| 263
Rochester, N. Y
260.7
1 Fort Wayne, Ind . .11160 | 258.5
11 190 | 252
1 San Antonio, Texas ..... 11290
1 Salt Lake City .... |1350 || 232.6
222.1
1 St. Louis, Mo
1 205.4
Saint Paul, Minn ....11460
....
|1490
j
201.6
1 Covington, Ky

Or
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DX

JTATICNX
PACIFIC Thurs.
STANDARD
|
Power |
4-11:00
Fri.
Sun. | Mon. | Tues. | Wed. 4-10:00
11:00
4-10:00
| 1000 | 4- 9:30 | 4-10:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 |
4-10:30
| 1000 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4- 9:00
10:30
| 1000 | 4- 9:00 | 4-10:30 | 4-10:30 | 4-10:30 4- 9:00
| 2500 | 4- 8:30 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 4-12:00 4-12:00
9:00
| 5000 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 4- 9:00
9:00
| 5000 | 4-10:00 | 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 4-10:30
9:00
|| 25KW|
5000 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 4- 9:00
10:30
5000 || 4-10:30 | 4-10:30 | 4-10:30 | 4-10:30 4-11 :00 4 9:00
| 5000
4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00
11:00
4-11:00 | 4-11.00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 8-4- 9:15
8:00
9:15
| 5000 | 8- 9:00 | 8- 9:15 | 8- 9:15 | 8- 9:15 4- 7:00
4
8:00
48:00
|
48:00
|
48:00
|
48:00
| 25KW|
4-10:00 7 10:00
7:30-10
|
7-10:00
|
47:00
|
6:30-10
|| 10KW|
4- 9:00 4 10:00
7500 | 4- 9:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 4-11
:00 4 9:00
12:00
| 10KW| 4- 8:30 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00
| 12KW| 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 5- 6:30 46
6-12:00
|
6:30-11
|
6:30-11
|
6:30-11
|| 50KW|
6:45 4-5 30-11
6:30
5000 | 4- 6:00 | 5- 6:30 | 5- 6:30 | 5- 6:30 4-6:30-11
4- 9:00 4 6:45
| 1500 j 4- 6:45 | 4- 6:45 | 4- 6:45 | 4- 6:45 4-10:00
| 15KW| 4- 8:15 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 8:15 | 4- 9:00 4-11 :00 4
9:00
4 10:00
| 5000 | 4- 9:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-12:30
4 10:00
| 10KW| 4-10:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 4- 9:00 4-7 11:00
7- 8:30 | 8- 9:00 | 8- 9:00 | 7-10:00 7:30-10
10KW Off at 4 | Off at 4 | 4- 9:00 | Off at 4 4-10:00
silent Off at 4
||| 50KW|
10KWI
4- 9:00 I 4- 9:00 | silent | 4- 9:00 4- 9:00 44 9:00
10:00
| 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00
| 50KW| 4-10:00
9:00 4-4-4
4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 | 4- 9:00 4-4-12:00
4-12:00
S4
8:30 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 | 4-10:00 4-11 :00 4- 9:00
| 5000 4-4-12:00
| 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 4- 9:00
| 5000
6:00
| 5000 5:15-9 | 6- 8:00 | 6- 9:00 | 4-11:00 4- 8:00 44 8:00
| 5000 4- 8:30 | 4- 8:45 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 8:00 4- 9:15 4
|! 10KW|
5000 4- 8:00 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 9:00 4-12:00 4 8:35
4- 8:30 | 4- 9:15 | 4- 9:15 | 4- 9:15 4-11:00 44-11:00
9:15
12:00
| 50KW
1000 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 | 4-12:00 4-11:00
4-11:00
4- 9:02 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 4- 8:00
1000 4-10:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00 | 4-11:00
4 8:00
|| 10KW
5000
4- 6:00 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 8:00 | 4- 8:00

TIME
4-11:00
4-10:00
I 4-10:30
Sat.
4-4- 9:00
9:00
4-12:00
4- 9:00
4-12:15
4- 9:00
4-12:00
8-4- 9:15
8:00
4- 7:00
4-11 :00
4- 9:00
4-12:00
10-12:00
5-10:00
4-4- 6:45
8:30
4-10:00
4-12:00
8- 9:00
4- 9:00
4-10:00
4-silent
9:00
4- 9:00
4-12:00
4- 8:30
4- 6:00
| 4- 9:15
6:00
4-12:00
4-1 1 : 30
4-11 :00
4- 8:00

Island resulted in reception of transmissions from numerous
Government Monitoring Service
foreign countries, including those as far separated as Russia
The efforts of the federal government to provide better and Argentina. A recent program transmitted from Tokyo
reception of broadcast programs and other radio transmis- was picked up at this primary station and made available
sions are revealed in the annual report of W. D. Terrell, for broadcasting in the United States.
One of the functions of the Radio Division is to inspect
Chief of the Commerce Department's Radio Division.
One of the chief causes for poor reception, the report radio apparatus on all vessels leaving American ports. Durpoints out, is the tendency of radio transmitting stations to
ing the year under review the division made 11,334 inspecdeviate from their assigned wave length or frequency. In
tions of this type as compared with 10,715 during the preorder that a close check may be kept on all stations and
ceding year. Radio installations on airplanes are also subject to inspection by this division. Last year, the report
that those deviating may be immediately advised, a widespread system of monitoring has been inaugurated by the shows, 21 5 planes, exclusive of those of the Army and Navy,
Radio Division. This monitoring service consists of a pri- were equipped with radio, as compared with less than 100
mary station located at Grand Island, Nebraska, and nine for the year 1928-29. In order that life may be properly
safeguarded, Mr. Terrell points out, the radio apparatus on
secondary
various
partsmaintains
of the country.
tion to thesestations
stationsin the
division
a fleet of Insixadditest passenger-carrying planes should receive the same attention
cars for supplementary work. The site of the primary sta- as is now given to the radio equipment on merchant vessels.
tion was chosen as near the geographical center of the counAll licensed radio stations must be operated by licensed
try as possible, it is pointed out. The location is practically operators, the report explains. The duty of examining and
free from all man-made electrical disturbances.
certifying to the qualifications of these operators is one of
The apparatus installed in the various monitoring stations the functions of the Radio Division. During the last fiscal
it the most complete of any in the world. During the last year approximately 10,000 operators were examined and in
fiscal year tests conducted at the primary station at Grand addition more than 6,000 licenses were renewed.
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CRT-WAVE
PAGE
The
range
of
the
four
sets of coils is as follows: Black, 14 to
The National SW-5
21.2 to 12.0 megacycles. Red, 23 to 41 meters,
We have had many requests from short wave fans for 2513 meters,
to 7.33 megacycles. White, 38 to 70 meters, 7.9 to 4.3
the circuit diagram of the National SW-v It is given be- megacycles. Green, 65 to 115 meters, 4.7 to 2.61 megalow, with data and notes on this highly efficient receiver.
Engineered from the ground up for short-wave one-dial cycles.
The first broadcast stations to locate when learning to ophumless AC reception, the SW-5 has a sensitivity comparerate the set are the group in the 48-49 meter band. W9XF
able with that of many multi-stage RF broadcast sets.
The tuned radio frequency stage ahead of the regenera- York),
(Chicago),
W9XAA(Philadelphia),
^(Chicago), W2XE
W3XAL (New
W3XAU
W8XK and(Pittsburgh),
and
tive detector is necessary if anything like worthwhile short other Americans
will
be
readily
found
near
90 on the dial
wave reception is desired. The added sensitivity and selec- when using the white coils. Messed in with them
are
HKT.
tivity of this stage brings the whispers up to audibility and
Columbia, and HRB in Honduras. The foreigners
permits spreading them out in the congested bands to avoid Bogota,
may be searched for after the operator is familiar with the
interference. In the design, every precaution has been taken operation
set. VK2ME in Australia comes in at about
to prevent energy losses in the radio frequency circuits, to 85 on the ofredthecoil,
G5SW, London, near 55 on the red.
provide smooth control of regeneration and in tuning, to However, in going and
after the foreigners, one must take into
eliminate all hum so that headphones may be used when
consideration the time difference throughout the world and
desired.
Amateurs have found that the SW-5 provides reception try at the proper hours.
There's a little more to bringing in those elusive foreign
on their bands superior to that which they have hereto- short-wave
broadcasters than merely sitting down to your
fore obtained with their home-constructed and more or less
receiver,
the filament switch and carelessly twiddling
hay-wire layouts. These receivers have been adopted for the dials.flipping
Yet,
many a broadcast listener has been led to
certain phases of commercial short wave work, which is
strong evidence of their efficiency.
believe that it's just as easy as listening to a local program.
must the operator of a short-wave receiver exerReferring to the diagram, Cl and C2 are special 270-de- Not ciseonly
care in tuning in to a distant station, but he must
gree tuning condensers of 90 micro-microfarads capacity. use his greater
judgment
as to when to listen. All the tuning on
C3 is a midget trimming condenser. It will be noted that
this trimmer is not connected in the tuned circuit connected earth won't bring in a station if it doesn't happen to be on
the air. Matters become more complicated in this respect
to the grid of the RF tube, but rather is in a separate cou- because of the difference of time between the location of the
pled circuit, which permits of more exact ganging of the
two tuning condensers for one-dial control. C4 is a 100 receiver and the transmitter. There's no doubt about it, a
got tolist use
his head when
tuning inintheon New
the short
micro-microfarad mica condenser. C5 is a small coupling fellow's The
of shortwave
broadcasters
1931
condenser. C6 1 mfd paper condenser. C7 is 100 to 250 waves.
RADIO
DOINGS
CALL
BOOK
is
the
most
authoritative
mmfd. mica condenser. C8 is .5 mfd. paper condenser. C9, and latest which it has been possible to compile.
C10, Cll and C12 are .01 mfd mica condensers. Pi, Si.
Skip distance effects vary with wavelength, time of day,
Tl represent the windings of the antenna input transformer.
P2, S2, T2 are the windings of the detector transformer. Rl and the condition of the atmosphere. Therefore, divide your
is a 350 ohm bias resistor. R2 is a 5 megohm grid leak. R3 listening schedule something like this. 14 to about 20
is the audio bias resistor, 2000 ohms. R4 is the second meters, best from daybreak to about 2:00 p. m., and then
audio bias resistor of 1000 ohms. R5 is the regeneration and fades out as darkness approaches: it is useless to listen below
volume control potentiometer, 50,000 ohms. R7, R8 and 20 meters after dark. 20 to 35 meters from 1:00 p. m. to
R9 represent the voltage divider, having a total resistance about ten in the evening. 35 to 75 meters, best between
of 12,000 ohms, tapped at 3100 and 4100 ohms from the twilight and daybreak.
negative end.
"Ham" Call Book Issued
A careful study of the diagram and the values of the units
will enable many experimenters, fans and amateurs to imcall book
19,000Division
"ham" ofradio
has
prove their shortwave reception.
justA been
issued listing
by thetheRadio
the stations
Department
of
Commerce.
The
amateur
stations
are
listed
alphabetically
The antenna and inter-stage plug-in coils are
identical.
Phone Jack
by states and cities and call signals.
.„„
The book also contains a list
of the t e c h n i c a 1 and training
school stations, experimental stations,
relay broadcasting stations, visual
broadcasting
stations,
International Morse Code
and the
conventional
signals, a list of abbreviations used
in radio communications, and a list
of the nine radio districts with the
headquarters of each. Copies of this
m red. fier- - filter
book may be obtained directly from
Schematic diagram of Rational short wave receiver SW-?. A fine
Department
the Radl° Division,
control set engineered for the highest efficiency in short tube.
single Commerce,
wave dMectric.
reception
Washington,
D. C. of
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Fri.)
Classified Directory
of Western
Programs
Page KFSD — 11:00-11:30 PM. Douglas Night Club. (Sun., Mon. Tues.,
index to Features
10:00-10:30 I'M. Kennedy's Cafe. (Mon., Tues.)
11:00-11:30 I'M.
I'M. Kennedv's
Kennedy's Cafe.
33
Book Reviews
11:30-12:00
Cafe. (Thurs.,
(Wed.) Fri. and Sat.)
Bndse Lessons
9:45 I'M. Kennedy's
Columbia Broadca sting C( ). Program
4037
12:30-1:00
PM. DouglasCafe.Nite(Sun.)
Club. (Wed.)
Dance Orchestras.
I'M.PM. Mort
Dance Dance
Orch. (Sun.)
32 KFI— 10:30-11:00
11:00-12:00
HotelKibbe's
St. Francis
Orch. (Ex. Sat.
and Sun.)
Educational Features
3234 KHJ — 9:30-10:00
Favorite Features and Where The
PM. Val Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
(Sun.)
Foreign Language Lessons
10:10-11:00
(Sun.) I'M. Vai Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
For the Youngsters
34
Grand
Opera
.•
10:05-10:20
PM. Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Hotel Dance
37
Orch.
(Mon.)
Health Talks and Exercises
3435
10:20-11:00 PM. Anson Weeks Orch. (Mon.)
House wj /es Program
34
11:00-12:00
I'M.
Earl Burtnett's
Orch. (Mon.)
Light Opera
34
10:05-12:00
Ex. Sun. PM.
and Earl
Mon.) Burtnett's Biltmore Orch. (Nightlv
National Broadcasting Co. Program
38
I'M. Gus Arnheim and his Ambassador Hotel
News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
37 KFWH— 10:00-12:00
Orch. (Nightly.LouieTues.Armstrong
10:30 I'M.) and his Cotton Club
0....rgan Recitals
36
Orch. (Ex.PM.Sun.)
Plays and Dramatic Readings
35 KFVD — 11:00-12:00
Religious Services and Talks
36 KGPJ — 6:00-7:00 PM. Glenn Edmund's Orch.
9:30-10:00
PM. Mosbv's
Mosby's Blue
Blue Serenaders.
Serenaders. (Ex
(Ex. Sun)
Sun )
Sport Talks
33
12:001:00 PM.
Symphony, Concert and Salon Orchestras
33
1 1:00-12:00
(Ex. Sun.)PM. Lou Hilliker's Rainbow Gardens Orch.
Travelogues and Book Reviews
33
10:30-11:00
I'M. Mosby's
Mosby's Blue
Blue Serenaders.
(Sun.)
United Broadcasting Co. Program
41
12:301:00 PM.
Serenaders.
(Sun.)
KFOV — 11:00-12:00
10:00-11:1111
I'M.
Silver
Slipper
Orch.
(Ex.
Sun.)
PM.
Majestic
Ballroom.
FAVORITE FEATURES AND WHERE THEY ARE
12:001:00
PM.
Silver
Slipper
Orch.
AmosKOMO
*n' Andy
Ex. Sun.)
— 8:00at PM8:30.)over KGO
4:30- I'M.
5:00 Brick
PM. LenEnglish
Nash's and
Orch.Orch. (Nightly Ex. Mon.)
KHI)
KGW (nightly
KECA KFSD.
(Thurs.
KGER — 10:00
BeverlyButtervvortb
Hill BilliesiimlOiKtly
Ex. Man.) —Don10 ills
PM (Fri.)
over KMPC
5:15 PM. Studio
Dance Orch.
(Ex. Sun.)
Itert
his
Optimistic—
S:00
KGB — 8:30-9:00 PM. Gus Arnheim and Cocoanut Orch. (Thurs.)
PM over RN.\.
6:007:00
PM.
Paul
Kendall's
Little Club Orch. (Ex.
Sun.
and
Mon.)
Black and IHue (nightly Ex. Sun.) — T»::i0 PM over KHJ.
9:009:30
PM.
Jimmy
Bittick's
Townhouse Orch.
Orch. (Sat.)
(Fri.)
overCecilKPO.ami Sail I > in Person (nightly Ex. Sun. I— 6:1."> PM
9:00-10:00 NORTHERN
PM. Jimmy Bittick's
Townhouse
CALIFORNIA
Cecil
and W.SallyHump(nightly
Ex. andSun.)Thurs.)
— 6:45 —PMMi:::i>overAMKFWH.
Charles
(Tues.
over
KTAII — 8:30-9:00
(Thurs.)PM. Gus Arnheim's Cocoanut Grove Orch.
KHJ.
CharlesKHJ W.KKRC
HampKOIX(Sun.)XVI— S:.'!0
9:30-10:30
Bittick's
Orch. (Fri.)
KFRK
KOL PM
K FPY.over KHQ KWG
9:009:30 PM.PM.
PM. ValJimmy
Jimmy
Bittick'sRoofOrch.
KFRC— 9:30-11.00
Valente's
Garden(Sat.)
Orch. (Sun.)
as Charles
above. W. Hamp (Tues.) — 7:1.% PM over same stations
7:007:30
PM.
Guy
Lombardo's
Orch.
(Mon.)
Charles W. Hamp (Fri.) — 7 :'.t0 PM over same stations as
10:20-11:00kins' Orch.
PM. (Mon.,
Anson Thurs.,
Week's Fri.and andHisSat.)
Hotel
Mark Hopabove.
Charlie
(Mob.,KFIWed.,KECAanil KFSD
Fri.) — KTAR
10:00 AM over
11:00-12:00
Wed., Sat.)PM. Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Orch. (Mon.,
K<;<>
KHQ Wellman
KOMO KGW
Standard McWebster (Thurs.) — 8:30 PM over
12:00- 1:00 AM. Dance Music. (Ex. Sun.)
K\ Discount
V.
10:20-11:00 PM.PM. Jess
Val Stafford's
Valente's Dance
Roof Garden
"Jo and
KPO—
10:00-11:00
Orch. (Ex.Orch.Sun.)(Tues.)
KDYL
KLZ Vi" (Tues.) — 7:00 PM over KHJ K FRF KOI.
KVA — 11:00-12:00
music.
Fri.) PM.PM.Dance
KIMiellM Ranch
Itanil
(nightlj
—
»:0O
PM
over
KTM.
KFWI—
11:00-12:00
Bagdad
Ballroom
Orch.
(Mon.)
Happy KPOTimeKFI(daily
11:00-12:00 PM. Joe Wright's Cinderella Orch. (Wed. and
KOMO KGW
KM. Ex. Sun.) — 8:0O AM over KHO.
Tom
Itrenneman
presents
"Tom
and
Wash."
I
Daily)
—
11:30-12:00
Joe Wright's Cinderella Orch. (Tues.
Thurs. andPM. Sat.)
12:00 n i over KFWIS.
NORTHWEST
Tom— 7:«M)
Murrnj
anil his
Hollywood Hill Billies (daily Ex.
sun.)
AM over
KMTR.
KHQ
—
11:00-12:00
PM.
Best
Steppers' Dance.Orch.(Ex(Ex.Sun)Sun.)
KtiW
—
11:00-12:00
I'M.
Dwight
KVI — 9:00-11(Sun.)
:00 PM. Val Valente.Johnson's
and his Roof Garden Orch
11:00-12:00
PM.
Mike
Doty's
the Oakes.
Dance Orchestras
10:30-11:00
I'M. Anson Week'sOrch.
and from
his Orch.
(Mon.) (Sun.)
11:00-12:00
and Fri.) PM. Val Valente and his Orch. (Mon., Thurs.
National Broadcasting
Co. — KGO.
5:00-5:30KHQ,PM. KOMO,
Rudy Vallee
andKECA,
Orc
h
e
s
t
r
a
,
Thurs.)
i
KGW,
KTAR.
10:00-12:00
(Tues.) PM. Val Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
5:00KOMO
PM — KGW
Paul Whiteman's
KFSD KTAR.Painters. (Tues.) KGO KHQ
10:00-11:00
Mike Burtnett's
Doty's Orch.Orch.(Wed.(Wed.
and and
Sat.)Sat.)
11:00-12:00 PM.
I'M. Karl
6:00-6:30
KOMO. PM.
KGW,Mavtag
KECA. Orchestra. (Mon.) KGO. KHQ,
12:00- 1:30 PM. Mike Doty's Orch. (Wed. and Sat.)
7:00-7:3(1
I'M.
Luckv
Strike
Orchestra.
(Thurs.
and
Sat.)
10:30 PM. I'M.
EarlLeonBurtnett's
Orch. (Thurs.)
KMO — —9:0(1-10:00
Mills and
(Sat.) Vagabonds. (Ex.
KFSD,
KGO.
KTAR. Strike
KHQ. KOMO,
KGW. (Tues.)
KFI KGO. KOMO
11:00-12:00
PM. and
Olympic
HotelOrch.
Varsity
7:30-8.00
PM.KOMO,
Luckv
Orchestra.
Sun.,
Thurs.
Sat.)
KHQ.
KGW,
KFSD,
KECA.
Mon.)
9:00-9:30 PM. Gus Arnheim and Cocoanut Grove Orch. KJR— 11:00-12:00
Mon.)<v
I'M. Vic
Vic Meyer's
Meyer's Club
Club Orch.
Victor (Ex.
Orch.Sun.
(Ex.& Sun
(Thurs.)KOA.KGO. KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KFI, KFSD, KEX — 11:30-12:00 PM.
KTAB.
MO IN TAIN STATES
9:00-9-30
PM.
Anson
Weeks
and
Orch.
(Tues.)
KGO.
KOL— 10:15-12:30
Mon.) I'M. Varied Dance Orchestras.
KHQ. KOMO, KGW, KECA, KFSD. KTAR.
— 11:00-12:00 PM. Vic Meyer's Club Victor. (Fx. Sun and
11:00-12:00
r. sr-Harris
(Fx. SI I'M.
N I Laugh
KGO. KGW,
KFI. Hotel St. Francis Orch. KGA
KLZ — 10:00-11:00PM.PM.Hotel
DanceCosmopolitan
Orch. (Ex. Sun.)
Columbia Broadcasting
(Mon.)
tr:..KFRC.
i.\l..ri.) Co.
KLZ.— 7:00-7:
KDYL. 30 PM.KVI.GuyKOL,Lombardo's
KOIN, OrchKHJ, KOA — 1:00-2:00
8:459:00
I'M.
Horace
Heidt
andOrch.Orch.
Orch.(Tues.)
(Men.)
•M.
Hi
7:308:00
I'M.
Luckv
Strike
8:00-8:30
PM.
Guy
Lombardo's
Orch.
(Wed.)
KI,Z.
I'M. Horace Heidi and Orch. (Wed.)
8:00-9:00
I'M. Ben(Thurs.)
Rernie KI.Z.
and Robbie Meeker and their KOA — 3:30-3:455:00-6:00
orchestras.
I'M. RudyStrikeVallee
Orch. and
(Thurs.)
1:45 PM. Rhythm Ramblers. (Fri.) KLZ, KVI.
7:00-8:00 PM. Lucky
Orch.and(Thurs.
Sat.)
8:45-9:00
I'M. Duke Ellington and Cotton Club Orch.
I'nitffl Kroadeasting houseCo.Orch.— 9:00-9:30
I'M. Jimmie Bittick's
Town(Fri.)
KFWB-KTM
(alternating),
KTAR. KORE. KXL, KM E I >. KXA. KVOS.
9:00-10:0(1
I'M. Jimmie
(Sat.) Same
stations.Bittick's Townhouse Orchestra.
IN
8:30-9:00
Gus stations.
Arnheim and his Ambassador Orch.
KSI
(Thurs.)PM.Same
soi THBRH CAIilFOB n i \
KDYL
KMTR — 10 30-11 00 I'M. Deacon Crown and His Peacemakers.
10:30Sun.)PM. Abe Lyman's Roosevelt Hotel. (Nightly Ex.
Lombardo and Orch. (Wed.)
9:30 PM. Abe Lyman's Orch. (Mon. only.)
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Symphony, Concert and Salon Orchestras
Columbia Itrondcnst
InsConcert
Co. — 1 2with
:Oo Noon.
York Philharmonh
Symphonv
Art mNeKKKC.
o wToscanini,
conductor.
KLZ
KDYL
KVISeidel
KFPYandKH.I
(Sunday.)
5:30
PM.
Toscha
Concert
Orch.
1:00 PM. Curtis Institute of Music. (Fri.) (Wed.)
KLZ. KLZ
KVI
KFRC. and His Kins Edward Orchestra
8:30KFPY'KHJ
PM.
Romanelli
(Fri.) KLZ.
National 8:00
BroadcastingCo. — 5:00
PM. Sunday
Convert.KC, KGO.
AM. Symphonv
Concert.
KC.O KOMO
W KECA
KFSD.
6:15KG I'M.
At
water
Kent
concert.
(Sun.)
KHQ KOMO
W KGO KFI.
M;
(Mon.) KGO KGW K EC A.
8:i)0KHQcm. KOMO.
Rudy Setger' Shell Symphonists. (Mon.) KG W
5:00 PM. Braz ianKGW- American
(Tiles.) KGO
KECA. progr;
KHQPM. K(National
»M( lal Concert
10:00
Orches. (Tues.) KGW KOA.
7:30Philharmonic
PM. Standardird
Symphony
Hour
with
Angeles
C
Emphony
Orchestra
alternating
withLos
the
San
Francisco
Sympl
Orch.
(Thurs.)
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGWPM. KFI.
5:00KOMO
Cities
Ser
oncert
Orch.
(Fri.)
KGO
KHQ
KGW KI
6:00director.
PM. General
Electric Orch.. Walter Damrosch,
KTAR. (Sat.) KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
6:00KHQPM. KOMO
McKesson
Magazine.
KGW Musical
KECA KRSD
KTAR. (Tues.) KGO
1.00KECA
PM. Eastman
KTAR. School Symphonv Orch. (Wed.) KGO
I'nited Broadcasting
— 7:00 PM.stations.
Concert Orchestra. (Daily Ex.
Fri.) UBC Co.affiliated
KMTR — 8:00 PM. Salon Orch. (Thurs.)
KFSD — 4:00 PM. Sunday Concert NBC.
5:15 PM. East San Diego Little Symphonv.
56:30:00T>M.
Dinner Concert.
(Tues.)
6:00 PM.
PM. Concert
General Ensemble.
Electric Orch.(Wed.)NBC. (Sat.)
KFI — 9:5010.00AM. PM.Pryor
Moore'sHour.
Orch.(Sun.)
and Soloists. (Sun.)
Slumber
8:00
PM.
Shell
Symphonists.
(Mon.)Ex. Sun.. Thurs., at 10.)
9:30
PM.
Concert
Orch.
(Nightly
7:30Symphony
PM. Los Orch.
Angelesalternating.
Philharmonic
and San Francisco
6:00 PM. General Electric Concert (Thurs.)
Orch. (Sat.)
KTM — 10:00 PM. Concert Orch. (Sun.)
KHJ- 9:006:30AM.PM.Sunday
Morning
Concert.
Detroit
Symphony
Orch. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
12:00
N. Y. Philharmonic
8:45 Noon.
PM. Concert
Orch. (Sun.) Symphonv Orch. (Sun.)
11:15 AM.
AM. Columbia
Columbia Salon
Little Orch.
Symphonv
11:30
(Sat.)Orch
12:00andNoon.
Biltmore Concert Orch. (Daily Ex. Saturday
Sunday.)
KFWB — 9:00
Hauptmann's Orch. UBC. (Sun )
Salon Orch.
PM. Liborious
2:30 PM.
(Wed.)
Orch. (Mon.)
Salon
PM.
6:30
8:30
PM.
KFWB
Salon
8:00 PM. Concert Orch. Orch.
(Fri.) and Soloist. (Wed)
8:00 PM. KFWB Concert Orch. and Soloists. (Sat.)
KHX — 9:00 and
I'M. Caiman
Thurs.) Luboviski and Claire Mellonino (Sun
9:00 PM.
PM. 18Caiman
Choir. (Mon.)
8:30
Piece Luboviski
Orch. andOrch.Violin
Quartet.
7:30 PM.
(Thurs.)(Wed.)
12:00
Noon.Pacific
KNX Concert
Ensemble.
(Sat.)
KOFJ — 12:00
Noon.
KGFJ Little
ConcertSymphony.
Orch. (Sun.)
11:00
AM. Concert
KGFJ
1:00 PM.
Ensemble. (Sun.)
8:30Ex.PM.Sun.)
KGFJ Salon Orch. with Allan Fairchild. (Dailv
KGER—12:00-1:00
4:00 PM. PM.
Symphony Concert. (Sun.)
KOB—
Lyrics. (Ex. (Ex.
Sun.)Mon.. Thurs. and
5:15-6:00
Sun. ) PM.Luncheon
Dinner Diversities.
11:00-12:00
Noon.
With
the
Masters
6:30-7:00 PM.LundBits from the Classics (Sun)
(Sun Sun.)
)
KECA — 12:00
2:30 Noon.
I'M. NBC Mi
9:30
KECA
String
Ensemble.
1:00 I'M.
I'M.
Eastman
Svmphonv
Orch.(Mon.)
(Wed.)
9:llii
I'M. The
KECA Vagabonds
String
Ensemble
2:00
PM.
NBC. (Sat.)(Sat I
NORTHERN CALIFORN1 V
KTAB — 7:00
(Daily(MonEx andTues)
3:30 PM.I'M. UBC
KTAI!Concert
MelodyOrch.
Masters.
Sat )
KFRC— 12:00
9:00 AM.
Home.
Sweet
Home
Concert " (Sun ) '
N. Y. Philharmonic
6:30 Noon.
PM. Detroit
Svmphonv OrchOrch. (Sun.)
8:45 I'M.
I'M. Minature
Minature Concert.
Concert. (Sun)
6:00
(Tues)
8:00
Cadillac Orch.
La Salle
8 PM. PM.Symphony
(Sat.)Concert Orch. (Tues.)
8:30( Sunday.
PM. Rudy; Seiger's Fairmont Hotel Concert Orch.
8:30 PM. Romanelli and His King Edward Orch. (Fri.)
10:00 I'M. KI'O Salon Orch. (Sun.)
DO. N' T I All. TO SEE PAGE
FOR STATION

DOINGS
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KI'O — 8:00 I'M. Shell Symphonists. (Mon.)
9:00
I'M.
Philadelphia
Symphony
Orch.
(Tues.)(Nightly Ex.
9:30Sun..PM. Mon.
Packard
Concert Orch. from KFI.
andSalonThurs.)
3:00
PM.
KPO
Orch.
(Tues..
Wed.,
Fri.)
4:00 I'M. KI'O Salon Orch (Sat.)
9 PM. Cy Trobbe's
Concert
Orch.
(Sat.)
NORTHM ESTERN
STATES
fBC.
(Sun.)
K»;W— 4:00 I'M. Sunda:
ists.
(Mon.)
8:00 PM. She!
atures.)
(See NBC f
cert.
NBC. (Wed.)
(Sun.)
*ts. (Mon.)
n Monday.
:h. on Tuesday,
id)rch.
on Wednesday.
Fri.)5 I'M.
on Thursday.
al Electric Orch. NBC. (Sat.)
Grand
(Mon.)Orch. (Sun.)
KJR— 8:004:00PM.PM.Damski's
Concert Imper
Ense ile.
■Wind Ensemble. (Tues.)
9:00
PM.
Damski's
Wo
8:00 PM. Henry
Northwest
Orch. (Thurs.)(Wed.)
9:00
DamslS; n; Neapolitans.
KEX — 8:004:00PM.PM.Henri
Damski's
Orch.
(Sun.)
Concert Ensemble. (Mon.)
9:15 PM. Damski's Wood-Wind Ensemble. (Tues.)
9:00
PM.
Henri
Damski's
Ensemble.
(Wed.)
8:00 PM. Northwest Salon Orch. (Thurs.)
KOA — 8:004:00PM.I'M.Henri
Damski's
Orch.
(Sun.)
Concert Ensemble. (Mon.)
9:00
Ensemble. (Tues.)
9:00 PM.
PM. Damski's
Damski's
(Wed.)
8:00
PM.
Northwest Neapolitan
Salon Orch.Orch.
(Thurs.)
KVI— 12:00 (See
Noon CBS
N. Y.Program
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
(Sun.)
for Concert.
other features.)
KOI,—— 6:00
6:30 PM.
PM. General
Detroit Symphony
(See Walter
CBS program.)
KSI.
Electric
Program
with
Damrosch
(Saturday.)
KOA — 9:00 AM. Luncheon Ensemble. (Ex. Fri.)
KDYL — (See Columbia Broadcasting Co.)
Sport Talks,
National Itrondcasting
Co 5:00Athletic
PM. P.obbv Events
Jones Golf Talks.
(Every Wednesday.) KHQ KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR.
KMTR — 7:45 PM. Mrs. Jack James Sport Review. (Sat.)
KFSD — 7:30 PM. NBC, Grantland Rice. .Wed. only )
KFWB — 7:30
W. Shirey's
Sport Event.
Talks. (Mon.)
9:30 PM.
PM. R.Olympic
Auditorium
(Tues. only.)
KNX — 9:45 PM. gion
Broadcasting
Stadium. (Fri.)Main Events from Hollywood LeKGER — 9:30
Auditorium
event. only.)
(Tues. only.)
9:30 PM.
PM. Olympic
Wilmington
Bowl. (Wed.
KKCA— 7:30 PM. NBC. Grantland Rice Interview. (Wed. only.)
KFRC — 6:00 PM. Bobs. Noted Sports Authority. (Thurs. only.)
6:45 PM. Pat Fravne's Snorts Talk. (Friday only.)
KPO
Geo. Hudson.
KHQ —— 6:00
5:00 PM.
PM. Tennis
Bobby Talk
Jones byChat.
only.)
7:30'M. PM. NBC, Grantland Rice's "Topnotchers." (Wed.
5:15only.)
PM. Sport News. (Mon. only.)
KtiW— 7:30 PM. Grantland Rice's Sport Program. NBC. (Wed.
5:00 PM.PM. Grantland
Bobbv JonesRi Chat. (Wed.)
KOMO— 7:30
KMO— 9:00 PM.
(Tues.Wrestling
only.) Mat
>bby
KJB
—
5:00
PM.
Ken
KEX — 5:00 PM. Ken Stuart's
Stuart's Sport
Soort Talk.
Talk. (Daily.)
KOA — 5:009:30PM.PM.KenWrestling
Stuart's Bouts.
Sport Talk.
KOA
7:30 PM.
PM. Grantland
NBC, Grantland
Rice Sport Talk.(Wed.(Wed.
KSL —— 7:30
Rice Sportologues.
only.)only.)
:hat. W
Travelogues
ReviewsGuide. (Sun.)
National Broadcasting
c and •M.Book
The Reader's
KGO.
Columbia Broadcasting
— 4:46 PM. The Early Bookworm.
KFRC KLZ. Co.(Tues.)
KFI — 2 : 30 I'M. Winnie Fields Moore, the Nomad Novelist. (Mon.)
2:15(Monday.)
The Angeles
Nomad Novelist.
lU'nl.i Book Reviews.
3:00
PM. Los
Public Library
12:30
PM.
"Seeing
Southern
California."
Fri.)
KHJ— 3:45 PM. Loa Angeles Public Library Hook (Tues.
Review.and(Wed)
5:00
PM.
"Seeing
Southern
California."
(Tues. & Fri.)
3:30
PM.
Margaret
Macdonald.
Wed.)
KNX — 5:00 PM. Travelogue. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
1:30 I'M.
I'M. Seeing
Eddie Albright
reading
late (Tues.
fiiction.& Fri.)
KliEB—
3:00
Southern
California.
KECA —— 7:00
I'M. Books
Winnie and
Fields
(Thurs.)
KTAB
1:30(Sunday.)
I'M.
DramaMoore.
with Nomad
Samuel Novelist.
B. Dickson.
KEBC — 3:15 ( Wed.)
I'M. The Observer About New Hooks. Monroe I'pton.
kvi — 4:45 PM. The Early Bookworm. (Tues.)
KOI 4:45 I'M. The Early Bookworm. (Tues.)
KI//. 1:45 I'M. The Early Bookworm. Tues.)
IDEN I II l( A HOY <>l WKSTKKN STATIONS:
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KVI — 9:009:30AM.AM.Jewish
Art Broadcasts,
Program, CPS.
Educational Features
London
CBS. (Sun.
(Sun.)only.)
10:30
AM.
Conclave
of
the
Nations,
CBS.
(Sun.)Ex. Sun.)
(National imd Internationa] Events)
11:30 AM. American School of the Air. (Daily
4:00
PM.
Current
Events,
CBS.
(Mon.
only.)
National Broadcasting
Co.
—
5:15
PM.
15
Minutes
in
the
Nation's
KGO.Amazing
KHQ. KOMO,
4:15(Tues.
PM. The
only.)Political Situation in Washington Tonight.
8:15capital.
PM. This
Universe.KECA,KGO.KFSD.
(Mon.)(Mon.)
3::.iI,M..lnhn
H. Talk.
KennedyKGO.Talk.KOMO,
KGO. KPO.
KGW.KECA,
(Wed.)KPSD KOMO — 12:00only.)PM. National Youth Conference, NBC. (Sun. only.)
4:15
PM.
Science
4:00 PM. Laws That Safeguard Society, NBC. (Tues.
KTAR. (Wed.)
4:4EKECA. KI
New: Washington. KGO, KOMO,
11 :00 AM. Standard Schol Broadcast. (Thurs. only.)
MOUNTAIN STATES
00KG AM.W, Sta
AM.PM.National
Oratorio
Society.
(Sun.(Sun.
only.)only.)
KP
[.School
KFSD.Broadcast.
(Thurs.) KGO. KHQ, KOMO, KOA — 10:00
12:00
National
YouthCadman
Conference.
1:30KOMO.
PM. Pacific
the Air.
1:00(Sun.
PM. only.)
Dr. S. Parkes
from New
York.
KGW, Coast
KECA, School
KFSD, ofKTAR.
(Mon KGO.
& Wed.)KHQ,
4:15 PM. The World Today. (Mon. only.)
12:15Komo.
PM. Western
Farm
and
Home
Hour.
KGO,
KHQ.
— 12:15 PM. National Youth Conference. (Sun. only.)
and Sun.)KGW. KECA, KFSD. KSL. KTAR. (Ex. Sat. KSL
KDYI, — 9:30 AM. CBS London Broadcasts. (Sun. only.)
Colombia KLZ.
Broadcasting
Co
—
5:00
I'M.
The
World's
Business.
5:00 PM.
The
World'sEducational
Business. Features,
(Sun. only.)CBS.
KFFvC. (Sun.)
12:45
Columbia
(Fri.PM.only.)
Health Talks and Exercises
2:45KFRC.
PM. Columbia
Educational Series. KLZ, KOL,
(Sat.)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Ex. Where Indicated)
4:15
PM.
Columbia
Educational
Series.
KFRC.
(Sat.)
KH.I — 10 :30 AM. Pure Food Talk.
6:30 PM. National Radio Forum. KFRC. KOL, KLZ.
PM. The Health Man. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
KFSD— 5:15only.)
PM. Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital. (Mon KTM— 1:45 5:30
PM. Dr.only.)
H. Edward Myers "Care of the Teeth."
(Monday
4:45
PM.
Back
of
the
News
in
Washington,
NBC.
(Wed. only.) See NBC list.
KNX — 8:309:15AM.
Clinic
of the
(Tues.)Service Program. (Mon. &
AM.
Golden
RuleAir.Health
Thurs.)
KFI — 3:00 PM.
only.)Better America Federation Speaker. (Thurs.
KFVD — Health Talk and Records
11:00(SeeAM. NBC
Standard
list.) School Broadcast. (Thurs. only.)
KGFJ— 8:30 AM. Dr. Wiseman's Health Talk.
KM IT— 3:00
PM.
USC
Lectures.
(Mon.
and
Wed.)
KFOX — 1:00 PM. Dr. Clark, Health and Efficiency. (Thurs.)
9:00 PM.
S. C. Lectures.
(Mon. lecturer,
and Wed.)etc. (Sun.)
8:00Dr. PM.J. F.Treatments
of "Harmonious
by
5:00
PM. U.Norbert
Savoy, author,
Raush. (Monday
and FridaySuggestions,"
only.)
KBJ — 1.:301:00I'M.PM.The University
Times Forum.
KGB — 9:006:45AM.I'M.Chiropractic
Talk.
of the(Daily.)
West. (Fri. only.)
Associated
Chiropractors.
(Tues
and
Fri.
)
3:15only.)
PM. Dr. Walter Hertzog's School Program. (Fri. KECA — 8:30 AM. Health Exercises, Louis Rueb.
10:45 PM. Health Exercises, Louis Rueb.
3:45
PM.
Council
Relations.(Sat.
(Fri. only.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
4:15
Romance ofRadio
ofInternational
American
6:30 PM.
PM. National
Forum. Industry.
(Sat. only.) only.)
KTAB— 10:30
PM. Dental
Dr. B. L.Clinic.
Corley.(Mon.,
(Ex. Tues.
Sun.) & Thurs.)
1:30 PM.
11:30andAM.Sat.)American School of the Air. (Ex. Sun., Thurs.,
KFWI — 10:30 AM. Health Talk by Dr. T. G. Linebarger.
KQW
AM. The
La Vida
K\\ — 7:15 Science."
PM. Dr. Mars
:if?s —— 11:30
10:45 AM.
HealthHealth
Man. Program.
(Wed.Baumgardt
only.) Talking of "Popular
KYA — 7:003:15AM.PM.Drury's
Daily
3:30 PM. Federation of Women's Clubs. (Fri. only.)
Health Talk Dozen.
on Mon., Tues. and Sat.
KGFJ — 8:30 AM. Dr. Wiseman's Talk.
NORTHWEST
KECA — 12:00 PM. National Youth Conference, NBC. (Sun. only.) KHQ. — 5:45 PM. Health Hints.
(Mon.
& Wed.)
11:30(Mon.
AM. only.)
California Federation of Women's Clubs.
1:00 PM.PM. Tacoma
Dental Dairy
Hygiene.
(Ex.
Thurs.)
KMO
— 3:30
12:45
Health
Program.
KYI
—
PM.
Dental
Clinic
of
the
Air.
(Ex. Sun. & Sat.)
4:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
James G. McDonald, "The World Today."
KJR — 1:15 PM. Dental Lecture. (Ex. Sat.)
5:30 I'M. Health Talk. (Ex. Sat. & Sun.)
5:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital.
KE\ — 1:15 PM. Dental Lecture. (Ex. Sat.)
KOLA —— 5:30
PM.
Dr. Hobson.
4:15 PM. Science National Research Council. (Wed.)
KG
1:15
PM. Tooth
Dental Talk,
Lecture.
(Ex. Sat.)
4:15(Sat.PM.only.)
Laws That Safeguard Society, NBC.
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time.)
KGB — 9:30 AM. Ninth Dist. Parent-Teachers Association. (Tues.) KOA — 7:00(Monday
AM. Safeguarding
Your Food and Drug Supply.
only.)
1VORTHKR1V CALIFORNIA
KTAB — 6:00 PM. The Voice of Psychology. (Sun.)
ARIZONA
KTAR — 6:00 AM. YMCA Health and Happiness Hour.
4:0n(Mon.
I'M. only.)
Short Story Course, Samuel B. Dickson.
12:30 PM. Latin-American Program. (Daily.)
Language
KFRC — 5:00
World'sSchool
Business.
KFSD — 3:30 Wed.)
PM.Foreign
French Lessons.
(Tues. Lessons
and Thurs.)
11:30 PM.
AM. The
American
of the(Sun.
Air. only.)
(Ex. Sat.)
3:30only.)
PM. Something About Everything. (Mon. and Wed. KFI — 11:45 AM. French Lessons by Annette Doherty. (Mon. and
KFI — 12:30 PM. German Lessons by Annette Doherty. (Thurs.)
4:00(Mon.
PM.•M. only.)
Current Events. H. V. Kaltenborn, CBS.
KFI— 9:30 AM.
only.)Spanish Lessons. (Thurs. 11:45 AM. Sat.)
1:15 PM. The Political Situation in Washington Tonight. KECA — 3:15 PM. German Lesson, by Annette Doherty (Thurs.
4:1!
res. (Sat. only.)
4:00 PM. Alexander Bevani, on the Italian language.
imb
res.
(Sat. only.)
KFRC— 2:45only.)
PM. French Lessons by Dr. Thatcher Clark. (Sat.
Washington.
KYI
—
2:45
PM.
French Lessons, CBS. (Sat. only.)
-nmerce
Talk.
KIM)
Light Co.and
Grand
Opera
5:15only.)
PM. Federal Business Association Talk. (Tues.
National Broadcasting
—KSL.
9:00
I'M. Chase
and
Comic
Opca
program
(Sun.)
KGO.
KHQ. Sanborn
KOMO,„™„«
KFI.
KFSD.
KTAR.
KOA.
KKWI — 7:00(Mon.
PM. Judge
6-30 I'M Maxwell House Ensemble. KGO. KHQ. KOMO.
only.) Matthew Brady on Crime Prevention.
KGW,
KECA.
KFSD,
KTAR.
KQ.W — 6:10 PM. Farm'M Topic Discussions. (Ex. Sat.)
Columbia Broadcasting System— 2:00 PM. Light Opera Gems.
KYA — 10:15 AM. R. B. Gorton Educational Talk. (Sun. only.)
(Fri.) KLZ KDYL.
8:00 PM. Judge Mathew Brady. (Fri. only.)
9:00 PM. Grand
"Folgeria,"
Lee Chain.KLZ,(Thurs.)
8:00 PM. Mr.NORTHWESTERN
Brunson, Psycho-Analyst.
5:15PM.
OperaHonMiniatures.
KOL, KFRC
STATES
PM. Opera Sketches. < Wed.) KGB
7:00
Co.—
Broadcasting
United
KFWB,
KTM.
KTAB,
KORE,
KXL.
KMEP, KXA .
KHU — 12:00 PM. National Youth Conference, NBC. (Sun. only.
KVOS.
KF\D—7:001:110I'M.I'M.Opera
Light Sketches.
Opera Records.
(Sun.)
K « . \\
(Sun. only.) KGB—
(Wed.)
11:00only.)
AM. Standard School Broadcast,M. NB (Thurs.
KTAB — 1 :30 I'M. Grand Opera. (Sun.)
K FUC — 9:00 PM. "Folgeria." (Thurs.)
KOI! COMPLETE STATION IHKKCTOKY SEE PAGE 28!
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Programs for the Housewife
Plays, Stories, Dramatic Readings
il niteil Broadcasting < ompany)
SOUTHERN ( ULIFORNIA (Dallj Ex. Mm. I nl<->» Indicated)
8:30 PM. Dramatic
Program.
Tues. & Thurs.)
KMTIt — 9:00 AM. Mildred Kitchen Home Economics Expert.
KOHI0 KXI.
KMKD (Mon..
K X A KYOS
KFSD — 9:15 AM. Amy Lou Shopping Hour.
10:50
KORE KXI,Stories.
KM ED(Fri.)
K X A KGB
KVOS KFWB-KTM KTAB
10:00AM.AM.)NHC Woman's Magazine of the Air. v Thurs. 8:00 PM — Detective
Colombia Broadcasting Companj
KKI— 9:00 AM. Helpful Hints to Housewives. Bess Kilmer.
5:30 PM — Arabesque, a Desert Play. (Mon.) KLZ KDYL.
10:30
10:00 AM.
AM.) XIU' Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thins.
7:00 PM— "Jo and Vi." KLZ KDYL KOL KHJ KFRC.
10:15 AM. Mary Hale Mar tin
7:00 PM — KFPY
Hank Simmon's
10:15
AM. Josephine
KHJ KFRC.Show Boat. (Sat.) KLZ KDYL KOL
Wednesday
only.) Gibson Food Talks. (Monday and
7:30 PM— Don
10:00 AM. Color Harmony NBC. (Tuesday only.)
KFRCAmaizo.
KNX. (Mon.) KLZ KDYL KOL KFPY KHJ
KMI'C — 10:10I'M.AM.OverVioletthe Schramm.
Shopping
Service.
National Broadcasting Companj
KTM-2MMI
Tea
Cups
with
Nell
(Mearv.
7:30 PM. Empire
KHJ — 9: IS 9:30
AM. AM.
Kathleen
Clifford Beauty(Ex.Talks.
KECA Builders.
KTAR. (Mon.) KGO KFSD KOMO KHQ KGW
Feminine
Saturdav.)
10:30
AM.
Food Fancies.
Talks. (Ex.Romance
Tuesday.)
9:15 PM. NBC Drama Hour. KGO KOMO KGW. (Wed.)
6:00(Tuesday
PM. Pure
Peggy
Hamilton,
of
Fashion.
9:30 PM. The Story Teller. (Thurs.) KGO.
onlv.)
KFWB—
10:00 AM.
AM. Hints
Prudence
Penny.
1:00 PM — Radio Guild. (Fri.) KGO KOMO KECA KFSD KTAB.
KFVD — 10:30
to Housewives.
9:30 PM — Mystery Serial. (Fri.) KGO KSL KOA.
KNX — 9:0010:30AM.AM.Radio
News.TalkC. bvP. Kate
R. Brew Vaushn
9:00 PM — Adventures
Sherlock
HomeShopping
Economics
KOMO KGW of KFI
KFSD Holmes.
KTAR. (Mon.) KGO KHQ
KFOX — 9:00 AM. Beauty Talk.
9:30 PM. Jack and Ethyl. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI.
KGER— 10:45
9:00 AM.
Polly
and
Gene.
KFSD — 2:00
Story Time.
AM. Beauty Chat.
1:00 PM.PM. Matinee
Radio Guild.
(Fri.) (Daily Ex. Sat.)
KOB — 10:00 AM. Blanche Wood's Shopping Tour.
KFI — 9:15 PM.
"D-17.
Emperor." James Garden & Cast. (Mon..
Wed.
and
Fri.)
KJECA— 11:30(Monday.
AM. California
Federation
of
Women's
Clubs.
)
9:00 PM. Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. (Mon.)
9:15 AM. Grace Hale, speaker. (Ex. Fri. & Sat.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
10:00 PM1:00— Tom
Terriss, "Vagabond
Movie
Director." (Mon.)
KTM—
PM.PM.Dramatic
Readings.
(Sun.)
KTAB — 10:00 AM. Household Hour with Alma La Mar.
4:308:00
Dramatic
Reading.
(Daily
Ex. Sat. & Sun.)
KFRC — 11:00
9:30 AM.
Feminine
Fancies.
(Ex.
Saturday.)
PM.
Noreen
Gammel.
(Mon.)
AM. Mary Lewis Haines Domestic Science Talk.
(Monday.)
KH.I
—
6:00
PM.
Prof.
Lindsley
and
Leigh
Harline.
Reading with
Organ. (Thurs.)
11:15
AM. Mary Lewis Haines Domestic Science Talk.
(Wednesday.)
7:00 PM. Jo and Vi. (Tues.)
9:00
Mildredonly.)
Kitchen's Household Talk. (Tuesday
9:00(Thurs.)
PM. "Folgeria." Serial Comic Opera of the Air.
and AM.
Thursday
3:00 PM. Colonial Dames Beauty Talk. (Monday
only.)
6:45 PM. Times Pershing Program.
10:45 AM. Barbara Gould Talk. (Thurs.)
7:00 PM.
Simmon's(Mon.)
Show Boat. (Sat.)
7:30
PM. Hank
Don Amaizo.
KPO — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursdav
5:30 PM. Black and Blue. (Daily Ex. Sat.)
11:30
AM.
Julia
Hayes'
Helpful
Hints
to
Housewives.
KFWB — 6:45
8:00 PM.
PM. Cecil
Albumandof Sally.
Familiar(Daily
Faces.Ex. Sun.)
'Thursday at 11:45 AM.)
11:45
only.)AM. Helen Gordon Barker Art Talk. (Monday KNX — 1:30 PM.
Eddie Albright's Reading of Late Fiction.
(Daily.)
KROW— 2:30 PM. Betty, the Shopper.
8:00 PM. KNX Players directed by Georgia Fifield. (Tues.)
KVA — 12:15 PM. Parent-Teachers'
Association. (Monday only.) KGER
NORTHWEST
— 6:30 PM. Frank Aussman. (Sun.)
KFOX—
Detective Story. (Thurs.)
KH(l — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. Thursdav at KGB — 8:009:30PM.PM.Album
of Familiar Faces. (Sun.)
9:30 AM. Betty Crocker Talks. (Wed.)
KECA
—
5:00
PM.
Nick
Detective Story Program. (Sun.)
10:15
AM. only.)
Josephine Gibson's Food Talk. (Monday and 8:30 PM. Raine Bennett.Harris
Poet of the Air. (Sun.)
Friday
10:15
AM.
Mary
Hale
Martin.
(Wednesday
only.)
7:30
PM.
NBC
Empire
Builders.
Dramatization of the West.
(Monday.)
12 Noon.
Fri.) Edna Wallace Hopper Beauty Talks. (Wed. &
9:30
PM.
NBC
Memory
Lane.
(Tues.)
KGW— 9:159:30AM.AM. Cooking
School. (Wed.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Betty Crocker.
KTAB
—
8:30
PM.
Dramatic
Sketch
from
UBC. (Mon., Tues. &
Thurs.)
10:15
AM. Josephine
Wednesday
only.) Gibson's Food Talk. (Monday &
KFRC
—
5:30
PM.
Fred
Benioff
Players.
(Sun.)
10:30
AM.
Woman's
Magazine
of
the
Air.
(Thursdav
at 10:00 AM.)
7:00 PM. "Jo and Vi." (Tues.)
11:30
only.)AM. Julia Hayes Talk. (Monday and Tuesday
9:00 PM. "Folgeria." Comic Opera of the Air. (Thurs.)
HankTime.
Simmon's
Boat. (Sat.)
KVI — 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
K(|n — 4:307:00PM.PM.Story
(Daily Show
Ex. Sun.)
KMO — 11:00 AM. Tips on the Shoppe Market.
(Sun.)(Daily Ex. Sat.)
and Sally.
KOMO — 10:30at 10:00
AM". AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday KPO — 8:006:15PM.PM.KPOCecilPlayers.
11:45
AM. Barbara
Gould. iThurs.)
KH<1 — 7:30 PM. Empire Builders. (Mon.)
10:00
Color Harmony.
KYA— 9:158:00PM.PM.KYAKYAPlayers.
12 Noon.AM. Prudence
Penny. (Tues.)
Players.(Mon.)
(Tues.)
9:45 AM. Way to a Man s Heart.
NORTH
W E STERN STATES
K.IR— 8:30 9:15
AM. AM.Thrift
Home
of
the
Air.
KGW — 9:00 PM. "On to Oregon." Dramatization. (Fri.)
Mary Hayes
From Program.
Proctors. (Ex. Sat.)
10:15 AM. Julia
7:30
Program, NBC. (Mon.)
9:30 PM.
PM. Empire
Memory Builder's
Lane. (Tues.)
KEY
—
9:15
AM.
Julia
Hayes
Talk.
(Ex.
Saturdav.)
KOI — 9:3d AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Sat.)
KOMO — 7:30 PM. Empire Builder's Program. NBC. (Mon.)
KGA— 9:15MOUNTAIN
AM. "Mary."STATES (Paeifle Standard Time)
KVI — 9:00 PM. "Folgeria." Comic Opera of the Air. (Thurs.)
Comic Opera of the Air. (Thurs.)
KOA — 10:30 10:00
AM. AMWoman's
Magazine of the Air. (Thursdav at KOL — 9:007:00PM.PM."Folgeria."
J
7:00 PM. JoHankand Simmon's
Vi. (Tues.)Show Boat. (Sat.)
8:00 AM. Your Child. (Tuesday only.)
8:15
AM.
Radio
H-u-elvld
Institute.
(Wed.)
7:30 PM. Don
Amaizo'sM Adventures.
10:15
AM. AMary
Martin.(Monday
(Wednesday
INTERMOI
AIN STATES (Mon.)
2:30 PM.
RecipeHalea Day.
only.) only.)
KOA — 9:309:30PM.PM.Empire
Builders.
(Mon.) (Fri.)
KSIi — 9:00 9:30
AM. AM.
HomeHousewives
Economics Program.
Program.
Mystery Serial. NBC.
10:00 AM. A Visit with Mrs. Jennie Lee.
KSL—
2:00
PM.
Radio
Matinee.
(Daily
Ex. Music.
Sun.) (Thurs.)
9:30
PM.
Dramatic
ReadingsNBC.
and
9:45
only.)AM. Dietary Discussions. (Monday and Thursday
7:30
PM.
Empire
Builders,
(Mon.)
10:30
only.)AM. Helen Webster. (Monday and Wednesday KDYL — 5:30
7:30 PM.PM. Arabesque,
Don Amaizo.a Desert
(Mon.) Play. (Mon.)
10:50
AM.
Holden. Recipes
(Monday of andMaryThursday
only.)
7:00
PM.
CBS
Graybar's
"Mr. and Mrs." (Tues.)
10:15(Wednesday
AM. AnnFavorite
Hale
Martin.
9:00
PM. Hank
"Folgeria."
7:00 PM.
Simmon (Thurs.)
s Show Boat. (Sat.)
only.)
0K\
STATIONS
APPEARS
ON
PAGE
28
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n I'M. Fir.
if
Christ.
Scientist.
'\l l-'aiuil
ible■M.Students Association.
AM.
Inter
Religious Services and Talks for Sunday
National Broadcasting
Company
— 12:00KGWNoon.KPO National Youth
0 PM. Ra(
Conceit
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
INTER MOUNTAIN
STATES
1:00KPO.PM. Dr. S. Parkes Cadman KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
H(
AM.
International
2:00KTAR.
PM. National Vespers KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
00 Noon.
National Bible
Youth Students.
Conference.
0015 PM.
PM. L.FirstD. S.Presbyterian
Services fromChurch.
Tabernacle.
3:00 PM.AR.
Hour KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
'M. Catholic
S«
L. National
D. S. Service
wjth
Great Mormon Orgar
-9:0012 15oo PM.
KOA
—
Noon.
Youth
Conference.
Hour KLZ KYI
00 PM. Dr. S. Parkes Cadman.
113:7 00 PM. Catholic Hour.
45 PM.I. B.Sunday
Evening at Seth
Parker's.
Seth Parkier'
S. A. Watchtower
Services.
3030 AM.
Cathedral
Hour.
L,— 11 AM.
KNPC
AM.
Cathedral
Hour.
KO
KTM
K LZLos Angeles.
KHJ—
Organ Concerts
National Broadc;
<tins
Organist.
ml C
KGO »K]<> 10:
Recordings.
"Iiiniliin (Sun.)
Church
of
Holly
Broadcasting
System — 7:00 PM. Jesse Crawford.
A. Program.
Royal's
Poet
of
the
organ
over
KDYL
KOL KOIN
KHJ KFRC. (Sun. only.)
9:30
PM
—
Ann
Leal
at
the
Organ
over
KLZ
KYI.
(Mon.
Thurs.)
4:30Air.PM.(11:00
Dr. John
Mathews:
First
Radio
Church
of
the
6:00 PM — Gold
Fast Freight
AM. on Fridays.)
KOIN Medal
KHJ KFRC
KFBK. Program
(Wed.) KLZ KDYL KOL
6:30Society.
PM. Dr. Theo
Abel of Hollywood Humanist 1:00 PM — Ann
Leaf at theCurtis
Organ KLZ theKVIEgyptian
KOL KFRC (Sat.)
8:00 PM. First Pres •yterian Church of Hollywood.
KMTR — 5:15
8:05 PM
AM. Harold
Old Favorites. from
Organ. (Daily Ex. Theatre.
Sun.)
8:00Morning
AM. Daily
Exc >pt Sunday — Inspirational Talk and KESD — 2:30
PM.
Organ
Recital
from
Balboa
Park.
(Ex. Mon.)
Prayer.
IvEI
—
3:30
PM.
Aeolian
Organ
Recital.
(Sun.
only.)
6: 30geles
PM. Church
SaturdayServices.
— Announcement of leading Los
KMPC
AM.Organ
OrganRecital.
recital. (Sun.)
KTM — —8:3010:00
KFSG — 8:00
AM.AM. Sabbath
Service.
9:30PM.PM.
Recital.(Sun.)
(Sun.)
10:30
Sunday Sunrise
Morning.Message.
11:00
PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
(Sun.)
2:30
PM.
Dispensational
1:30-3:00
and
4:15
PM.
Organ
Recitals.
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
6:30 PM. Evangelistic Service.
AnKHJ — 7:0011:00PM.PM.Jesse
the Organ.
7:00
AM.
Daily Ex. Sunday.
Family
AltarDivine
Service.
LeighCrawford,
Harline atPoetthe ofOrgan.
(Sun.) (Sun. only.)
2:30
PM.
Wednesday
and
7:30
Saturday.
Healing.
12:00
Harline
at the Organ. (Nightly Ex. Sun.)
7:30
Service. Hour.
5:00 I'M.
PM. Leigh
OrganLeaf.
Recital.
3:00 PM.
PM. Thurs.
Thurs. Baptismal
and Fri. Bethesada
1:00
PM.
Ann
(Sat.) (Thurs.)
KGEF — 10:00
9:30 AM.
Radio
Sunday
School.
AM.
Bible
Stu
KFSG
—
10:00
PM.
Organ
Recital.
vice.
11:00 AM. Organ Recital. (Sun.)
(Daily Ex. Sun. and Mon.)
10:45 AM. Trinity C
KEWB
—
11:30PM.AM.Organ
Wade Recital
Hamiltonby atJ. Newton
the Organ.Yates.
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
5:00
PM.
Vesper
H
:h
S
KEVD
—
2:00
7:00
PM.
Trinity
<
10:00
Newton Yates.
Yates. (Nightly
(Nightly Ex.
Ex. Sun.)
Sun.) (Sun.)
9:00
11:00Sun.)PM.
PM. J.J. Newton
9:30 PM.
PM. Tues.
Tues. SoTc
KNX — 6:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte, noted organist. (Daily Ex.
7:00
Mi Class.
7:00 PM.
PM. Wed.
Radio Conrey
Revival.Bible
(Thurs.)
11:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte. (Nightly Ex. Sun.)
KTBI— 8:008:00AM.AM.Church
of
the
Open
Door.
KFOX — 10:00
10:30 AM.
AM. Angelus
Organ Recital,
Daily Except
Sunday. Gospel
Song Service.
Requests.
Abbey Vera
OrganGraham.
Recital.(Daily
(Sun.)Ex. Sun.)
8:15
AM.
Daily
Except
Sunday.
Devotional
K<iFJ— 10:00
AM.
Archie Recital.
Fritz. (Sun.)
8:45
AM.
Gospel
Message.
(Daily
Ex.
Sun.)
12:00
PM.
Organ
2:00
PM.
Yisiting
Pastors.
4:00 PM.
PM. Organ
Organ Melodies,
Recital by Gilbert
Archie Jaffy,
Fritz. violinist.
1:00 AM.
PM. Devotional
Bible
Study. (Ex. Mon. and Sun.)
10:30
Bible Class.
Study.•hur<
(Daily.)
KTBI — 6:30
PM. Organ
Program. (Sun.)
KGBR — 10:30
9:30
AM.
Bible
KGER — 11:00 PM. Dick Dixon at the Organ.
10:00
AM. Cat
Calvary Church.
5:30 PM.
KECA — 10:15
2:00 PM.PM. NBC
Organ
(Sun.)(Sun.)
inal Church.
Paul
Carson,Recital.
Organist.
KEO.V —2:3011:00PM.AM.Salva
St.
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Scientist.
KTAlt — 7: 30 PM. Alice Blue at the Organ, ^.v. Sat. and Sun.)
8:00 PM. Fir:
KFXM— 8:00
KFRC — 8:00
Organ
7:00 AM.PM.
PM. "Good
Jesse Morning
Crawford.
(Sun.)Recital." (Sun.)
4:00 AM.
PM. Sun;
Rev
11:00
Organ
Recital.
(Sun.)
KGB— 6:003:30PM.PM.L. L.D. 1I
6:00
PM.
Gold
Medal
Organist.
I Tues.
1:15 PM. Ann Leaf at the Organ.CBS.
(Sat.)(Wed.)
10:00 AM. Watch Tower Service.
KPO
—
3:15
PM.
Mormon
Tabernacle
Organ.
(Mon.)
ki:< v — 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. National
Oratorio
Society.
6:30 PM.
Tues.)
biDie stories.
6:00
PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Mon.
(Thurs.,& Fri.
& Sat.)
3:00 PM. Catholic
Hour. CALIFORNIA
NORTHERN
KYA — 10:152:30PM.PM. Organ
Recital,
Rollo
Sargent,
organist. (Daily.)
Organ
Recital.
(DailyRecital.
Ex. Sun.)(Sun.)
KTAlt — 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. Church
Bible Class
from
10th
Ave.
Baptist
Church.
2:00
PM.
and
10:00
PM.
Organ
Services
from
10th
Ave.
Baptist
Church
NORTHWESTERN
STATES
1:00
the Latter Day Saints.
7:30 PM.
PM. Church
Church ofServices.
KHU — 11:45
AM.AM. Organ
Recital.
(Mon.,
11:30AM.
OrganRecital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Thurs.Tues.,
& Fri.)Wed. & Sat.)
9:00AM.AM.Interdenominational
Daily-Morning Prayers.
Organ
-10:45
and Non-sectarian Church K<JW — 9:30
KI'O
11:00 AM. Organ Recital. (Sun.)
I'M. Cat
S. I 'arkes Cadman Cathedral Hour,
11:00
PM.
Organ
Recital.
)010 PM.
Service,
3:15 PM.
I'M. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Mon.)
598 PM.
AM. Seco
Dai lolic
2:00
(Wed.)
ly Except Sunda
3:15
PM.
Organ
Recital.
1 5 A M \\
3:15 PM. Organ Recital. (Fri.)
(Sat.)
KKOMO
MO — —10:30
AM.
Organ
Recital
from
Fox
1010 pm.
I'M. Wa
Wa
7:00Sunday.)
AM.
Organ Fox
Recital.
(Ex. Theatre
Sun.)Broadway.
hihi I'M.
12:00
Midnight.
5th Ave.
Organ Recital. (Ex.
(Tues.)
PM. Wa
Wa
5id AM.
9:30 AM. Organ Recital. (Sun.)
A.M. Sum
Moi
rst Baptist Church.
K.IR — 7:4511:00AM.AM.Organ
Concert.
(Ex.
Sun.)
Organ Recital. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
!0 I'M. l-.vi
2:30 PM. Organ
4.', am.PM. OldOld St.St. Mary'
10:30
PM.
Organ.
!:00
Mary
a
Church.
K E \ :002:30AM.PM.Organ
NORTHWE TERN STATES
OrganCc
00 AM. Central Meth. dist Episcopal Church.
KIKI- 1:00
10:00 AM. Org*
I'M.
Catholic
Hoi
al
Church.
KG
A
—
8:00
AM.
Organ
C00 I'M. New Ejiisco, Bible Students.
2:304:00PM.PM.)
Orga
K<.\\
(Sun. at 2:00 PM..
>uth Conference.
I \ I 8:0012:00AM.Midnight
Organ
:00
12:15
PM.
Natioi
KOI,
—
(
an. (Sat.)
1:00 PM.
Pai
>us Service.
2:00
PM. S.Catho
Natio
illelujah Hi
3:00 PM.
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Mill TltW I - I
Kilo.— 7 "»1:15AM.I'M.TheFarm
Tow Markets.
ne Crier.
KGW— 1:00 PM. Town Crier.
KMO— 10:00
11:45AM.AM.Town
News Crier.
Casting.

Page Thirty-seven

IVIFHOrgan
Mill NTConcerts
\l\ ST ITES
:30 AM. Organ Melodies. (Mon. & Sat.)
12:00 AM.
I'M. Organ Recital.
Program. (Mon.)
10:30
7:15 AM. Organ
Organ Melodies.(Wed.)
(Fri.)
KSI J :15 I'M. Mormon Tabernacle Cleat Organ. (Sun.)
8:45
PM.
Organ
Reveries.
(Tues.)
10:30 PM. Organ Concert. (Wed. & Fri.)
KJR — 7:4012 AM.PM. Stock
Reports.
KDTI — 7:00
Vignettes.
(Daily.)
Review.
6:00 AM.PM.
PM. Organ
Cold Medal
Organist.
3:30 PM.World
News inCasting.
10:15
Organ
Melodies.
(Fri.) (Wed.)
5:40 PM. Market Reports.
KKX — 7:0012:00
AM. PM.Oregon
JournalReports.
News.
Weather
News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
11:30 PM.. Police Reports.
Financial Uepon*. (Dali)
Ex. Snndaj ■ice. (Daily).
AM.
National Broadcasting
< <>. — 1
KG A — 6:453:30AM.PM.News.
KGO.
News Casting.
4:45
PM.
News
Servi( CG.
CGO (Tues.
(Mon.. &Thurs.
& Fri.)
5:45
PM.
News
Servit
Wed.)
MOUNTAIN STATES
5:00 PM. News Servii KGO (Sat.)
I alted Broadcasting Co. — 10: 'M. Hughespaper of the Air.
KOA — 11:30 (P.AM.S. T.)Monday, weather, stocks, markets, livestock.
SOUTHERN ( A 1,1 FORMA
10:50 AM.
AM. Friday,
Tuesday,weather.
weather,Stocks.
stocks,Markets.
markets,Livestock.
livestock.
10:55
KHTB — 11:45
AM. Stock
Public Quotations.
and City Officials.
11:30 AM. Wednesday, weather, stocks, markets, live8:00
AM.
12 Noon. World in Review.
11:00
Thursday,weather,
weather, etc.
5:45 PM. Reporter of the Air.
1:00 AM.
PM. Monday,
Monday,
4:00
PM.
weathei stocks, etc. tkets. livestock.
KFSD — 5:45 PM. San Diego Union News Report.
4:15
PM.
Tuesday,
weathe
3:45 PM. Wed.. Thurs.. Fi
KFI— 10 AM. Wall Street Financial News.
KDYL — 7:30 AM. News Flashes. Pi
7:30
AM.
Opening
Stock
Market
Quotations.
1212:15PM.PM.U. C.Federal
& U. S.andDept.
Agriculture.
Stateof Market
Reports.
Bridge Lessons
4 I'M. PM.KFI-KECA
Editorial
Review.
5:45
Closing Stock
Market
Reports.
K.MI'C— 129:00PM.AM. Livestock
Radio News
NewsReport.
Service.
dgc
KKFXMPO — 4
1:15 PM.
PM. Radio
Service.
5:00
Radio News
Service.
KYA—.
KHU—
10:00
I'M.
Bri.lu- I.,B
KGW
2:30 PM
Auction
KHJ — 12:304:45PM.PM. World-Wide
KMO—— 8:00
9:00
PM. Bridgi
Bridge l G;la
World-WideNewsNews.
News.(L.A. Times.)
KJR—
PM.
10:00
PM.
AVorld-Wide
KOA— 3:45 PM. Bridge Les
7:30 AM. Stock Exchange Reports.
KFWB — 8:00 AM. Country Editor of the Air.
.153:25PM.PM. Monday.
For the Youngsters
Tuesday.LostLostandandFound
FoundReports.
Reports.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Except Where Indicated)
3:00Reports.
PM. Wednesday. Lost and Found
'M. Mai
National Broadcasti
KGO
OMO K j Co. 2 PM — Maltine Program. (Mon.)
3:25
PM.
Friday.
Lost Lost
and and
Found.Found Reports.
Sat.)
Time. (Mon.)
3:30
PM.
Thursday.
KFSD
—
2:0
1:25
PM.
Saturday*.
Lost
and
Found
Reports.
KFI
—
4:14
m
(Ex.
Sat.)
8:00 PM. Nightly Frost Warnings for Citrus Growers.
I'M.
s. The Story Man. (E
KGFJ— 5:00 PM. Market Reports.
Wed. & Sat.)
KHJ
K F \ M -11:15 AM. News Report.
6:15 PM. Los Angeles Record News Report.
KNX
— 5:15 PM. Big B
K
>!!'<
8:30 PM.-9:00 and 10:00 PM. Frost warnings.
KFSC — 4:00 PM. Kidd
KFOX- -7:15 AM. Early News Report.
KTII1 — 6:00 PM. Aunt 1
11:30
AM.
Press
Telegram
News
Report.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
4:00
PM.
Press
Telegram
News
Report.
Ktilt — :455:00PM.PM.News
KFWI — 7:00 PM. Child Guidance Forum. (Tues.)
Lost Flashes.
and Found ads.
KPO — 5:00 PM. Big Brother (Ex. Mon.)
KGER
KLX — 5:00 PM. Big Brother's Club.
KQW — 4:30 PM Baron Keye's Story Castle.
KPSX— 8:00
AM.PM. World
World Wide
Wide News.
News.
12:45
NORTHWEST
6:00 PM. World Wide News.
K<.\\
inz's Children's Hour. ;Wed.)
KECA — 10:30 I'M. KFI-KECA Editorial Review.
Castle.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KJR — 5
(Ex.
KEY — 2 PM. t'nele Frank's St(
(Ex. Sat.)
Sat.)
k<;a — 5
K PRC — 7:30 AM. N. Y. Stock Quotations.
11:25Mon.AM. &S.Thurs.)
F. Call-Bi.lletin News Items 11:10 AM.
1:00Mon.)
PM. Closing Stock Market Reports. (1:15 PM.
1:05Monday.)
PM. S. F. "all-Bulletin News Items. (1:20 PM.
5:50Monday.)
PM. S. F. Call-Bulletin News Items. (5:45 PM.
WANTED — Television receiving set in
KPO — 2:505:45PM. PM.Ye Towne
Crier. with
(Sat. Scotty
3:00 PM.)Mortland.
working order. To man possessing such a
News Digest
KO.W— 9:30 AM. Weather Report.
set permanent position is waiting. Write
12:30
PM.
Report.
6:00
PM.
U.Market
S. D.Market
A. Farm
Flashes.
6:30
PM.
S.
F.
Place.
RADIO DOINGS, Box S or phone WE
7:00 PM. Farm Bureau Radio News.
7:05 PM. News Dispatches.
KYA— 12:456:45PM.PM.News
casting.of Stock Yard Prices and Quotations.
3024.
Delivery
FOR COMPLETE STATION DIRECTOR!
KO \
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Programs
fcr January
KGO
:15 PM— The
World Today
by James
-Financial
Service Program
National Broadcasting
Co.
McDonald.
KGO KGOKECA
KFSDG.
SUNDAY
:30
PM
—
Bits
of
Melodv
-Morning
:45 PM — News Service KGO
—Cross-CutsMelodies
of the KGO
Day KGO
8:30
AM
8:00 AM — Popular
Symphony
Concerts
KGO
8:15 AM- -Vermont Lumberjacks KGO
:00 PM — How's
Business?
KFSD KOMO KGW KECA
KGO KHQ
KOMO Merle
KGW Thorpe
KECA
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
-Snowdrift
Wesson
:15 PM — Fifteen
Minutes
the Nation's
9:00 AM— KOMO
Breakfast
9:00 AM- KGO KHQ KOMO KGW Program
KGW with
KPO Sperrv
KFI KFSDKHQ
Capital
KGO inKHQ
KOMO
KTAR
KECA KFSD
KFSD
9:00 AM — Miniature Recital
-The
Entertainers
KGO KECA
:30
Piano Capers
KGO KGW
9:15 AM— John nerBarclay
and Dagmar R\ liKGO.
-Color
Harmony
Program
KGO
:00 PM
PM—— Maytag
Orchestra
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA
KHQ KOMOMagazine
KGW KFIof the Air
9:30 AM— Neapolitan
KGW KFSD Days KGO KECA
-Woman's
:30 PM — General
Motors
Family
Party
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KGO
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW KOAKPO
10:00 AM— National
Oratorio
KOMO KGW
KECASociety KGO
KFI KFSD
:00 PM — Stromberg
- Carlson Program
KGO
Philharmonic
H ; 00 AM—
Grace Cathedral
Service
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI 11:30 AM- -NBC cital
KGO KECA Organ Re12:00
PM — National
Youth
Conference
-Luncheon
Concert KGO KECA
KGW
:30 PM— Empire
Builders KECA
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
KOMO KGW
KTAR
1.00 PM— Dr.
S.KOMO
ParkesKGWCadman
KGO
Farm
12:00 PM- -Western
KHQ
KPO
KOMO
KGW
KECA Hour
KFSD KGO
KSL
1:00 PM — Concert Jewels KGO
:00 PM— Rudy
Seiger's
Shell
Symphon12:15 PM- KTAR
ists
KPO
KFI
KHQ
KOMO
2:00 PM— National
Vespers
KGO
KHQ
KGW
KOMO KGW KPO KTAR
-Pacific
Vagabonds
KGO
KFSD
KTARMatinee
KOA KGW
KECA KHQ
:00 PM — Amos
'N Andy
3:00 PM— Catholic
KOMO KGW
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
KGO KTAR
KOMO KGWHourKTARKGO
KECA KHQ
1:00 PM- -NBC
KOMO KGW KFI
:15
PM
— This
Amazing
Universe KGO
4:00 PM— Musical
KFSD Moods KGO KOMO
:30
I'M—
Sparklets
KGO
-Black
and
Gold
Room
Orchestra KGO KGW
:00 PM — Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes 2:00 PM4:30 PM — KHQ
RCA KOMO
VictorKGW
Program
KGO
KGO
Behind
the
Name?
EdKFI KFSD
KTAR
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI 3:00 PM- -Who'swin Alger
KGO KOMO
3:30 PM- -Blacktra KGOandKGW
:30 PM— Pacific
Gold Room Orches5:00 PM — Sunday
Concert KGO KOMO
KSL KOANational Singers KGO
KGW KFSD
:00 PM — Musical
Service KGO
3:45 PM- -Voter's
5:00 PM — KOMO
Enna Jettick
Melodies KHQ
-The Vagabonds
KGO KGW
KOA KSL Echoes KGO KECA
KTAR KGW KPO KFI KFSD
KOA Frien' Scotty KGO KSL 4:00 PM- -Paul
:30 PM— Yir
Whiteman's
Painters KGO
KTAR KHQ KOMO KFSD
4:30
PM- KGW
5:15 PM — Collier's
:45 PM — KSL
WalterKOA Ferner, cellist KGO
KOMO KGWRadioKPO Hour
KFI KHQ
5:00 PM-Bits
of
Melody
KGO
KGW
6:00 PM — News Service KGO
-News Service KGO KGW
00 PM — Laughner-Harris
Hotel KGOSt.
6:15 PM — Atwater
FrancisKFIDance Orchestra
-McKesson
MusicalKGWMagazine
KGW KPO KentKFI Hour
KHQ KOMO
5:30
PMKGW
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KECA
5:45 PM- KFSD KTAR
6:15 PM — The Vagabonds KGO
TUESDAY
7:15 PM — Studebaker
Champions
6:00 PM- -Happy
:30 AM — Sunrise
Serenaders KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW
KFI KGO
Wonder
Bakers
KHQ KOMO KGWSalute
KECA KGO
:30 AM — KOMO
Quaker KGW
Start KPO
O' theKFSD
Day KHQ
7:45 PM — KGW
SundayKFSD
at Seth
KFI
-Westinghouse
KGO
KTARParker's KGO
:30
PM:00
AM
—
Shell
Happytime
KHQ
KOMO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
8:15 PM — Heel
KFSD KTAR
KPO KFI KSL
KFSD Hugger
KTAR Program KGO
:00
PM-B.
A.
Rolfe
and
His
Lucky
8:30 PM — Walter
V. Ferner KGO KFSD
KTAR KGW
Strike Dance Orchestra KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KECA
9:00 PM— Chase
& Sanborn Program
KFSD KTAR
KGO
KHQ
The Adventures of Detectives
KSL KOA KOMO KFI KTAR
-Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KOMO
KGW
KFSD KHQ
9:30 PM — Enna
KGO
KHQ
Ray
Music
Box
KGO
KOMO Jettick
KGW Melodies
KECA KTAR
8:00 PM- -Violet
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
BLACK and BLUE
9:45
PM—
The
Reader's
Guide
KGO
8:15
PM-Sperry
Smiles
5:30 to 5:45 P. M. Daily (Except
10:15 PM— KECA
Paul Carson,
Organist KGO
KOA
KOMO KGW
KECAKGO
KFSD KHQ
Saturday and Sunday)
-Florsheim
Frolic
KGO
KHQ
11:00 PM — The Vagabonds KGO KFI KSL
8:45
PMKOMO
KGW
KECA
KFSD
MONDAY
KFRC — KHJ — KM J
KTAR
9:00
PM-Memory
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
KECA KFSDLane KTARKGOKOA KGW
7:30 AM— Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
Orchestra
9:30 PM- -National
KGO KOA Concert
KGW
8:00 AM — Shell
Happytime
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KPO KFI KSL
10:00 PM- -Laughner
- HarrisOrchestra
Hotel KGOSt.
-Mor
FOLGERIA
Francis
Dance
8:00
AM-Financial
Service Program
11:00 PM- KFI WEDNESDAY
KSL
lg Melodies
KGO KGO
8:15 AMAM- -Cross-Cuts
Every Thursday, 9 to 9:30 P. M.
8:30
of the Day KGOKGO
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
KHJ
9:00 AM-Vermont
Lumberjacks
KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
Start KPO
O' theKFSD
Day KFI
KHQ
KOMO Happytime
KGW
Glories KGO
9:15
And the Columbia Chain
7:30 AM- -Quaker
9:45 AMAM -Morning
-Shell
KHQ KOMO
-The Entertainers
KGO
7:30
AMKGW
KPO
KFI
KSL
10:00 AM- -Charlie
PrinceKGWof
KGO
Service Program
Pep KGO Wellman.
KHQ KOMO
8:00 AM- -Financial
KTAR
-Morning
Melodies
10:15 AM- -Josephine
B.
Gibson
Food
Talk
TAPESTRIES
-Cross-Cuts
of
the KGO
Day KGO
KGO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
8:00
AMKOMO KHQ
-Vermont Lumberjacks KGO
8:15
AM10:30 AM- -Woman's
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
Magazine
of
the
Air
8:30
AM-The
Recitalists
KGO
KGO KFSD
KHQ KSL
KOMOKOAKGWKTARKPO
9:00 AM- -Betty Crocker Gold Medal
KFI
OF LIFE
Home Service Talks KGO KHQ
11:30 AM- -California Federation of Wo(FOREST
LAWN)
KOMO KGW
KFI KFSD
men's Clubs KGO KECA KFSD
-Modern
12:00 PM- -Luncheon
Every Tuesday, 8 to 9 P. M.
KFSD KECAConcert KGO KGW
KECA Melodists KGO KPO
KHJ
Wellman. Prince of Pep
10:00
9:45 AM
AM- -Charlie
W.-stern
Hour
KGO
K HQ[''arm
KOMOand KGHome
W KTAR
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO KGW
KS
-Mary
Hale
Martin's
Household
:00 PMPeriodKSLKGOKOA
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KFI
10:15 AM- -Woman's
HARRY
A.
EARNSHAW
and
Magazine
of
the Air
:30 I'M
RAYMOND R. MORGAN
KGO
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KGW KPO
KFI KFSD
10:30 AM- -Organ
II Petroleum Securities Build!
Recital
KECA KGO
-Sisters
of
theKGOSkillet
Los Angeles
KECA
-Edna
Wallace
Hopper
KGO
KPO
KHO KOMO KGW KECA
RADIO PROGRAMS THAT
Mori
3:15 PM- Orgs
KFSD
-Western Farm and Home Hour
K PS
CLICK!
KGO
-Pari
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO KGW KECA
KGO KPO
Z: 15 I'M
FOR COM I JBTB STATION DIRECTORY SEE PACE 2»!
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the Aii KGO 10:30 PM— Yir Fricn' Scotty KGO K( iA
V KPO KEC \ 10:45
PM— Sarah
KOA Kreindler, violinist KGO
2:0(1 I'M N I
11:00 PM — Laughner
- Harris
Hotel St.
FrancisKFIDance
I'M Si
KGW
KSL Orchestra KGO
i 11
FRIDAY
3:00 PM — Saltzman
Restaurant
KGO KOW KTAR
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
10:15 AM3:25 PM— John
R.
Kennedy
Talk
KGO
7:30 AM — Quaker KGW
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KGW KTAR
KFI
3:30 PM— KGO
Black and Gold Room Orch. 8:00 AM — KOMO
Shell
Happytime
KHQ
KOMO
10:30 AMKGW KPO KFI
3:45
PM
—— The
Vagabonds
KGO
8:00 AM — KGO
Financial
Service Program
4:00
PM
Rodeheaver
Sing
KGO
4:15 PM— Science
KGO KOMO KPOKFSD
11:30 AM8:15
Morning Melodies
KTAR KECA
8:30 AM
AM —— Cross-Cuts
of the KGO
Day KGOKGO 12:00 PM4:30 PM— Sarah
Lumberjacks
KGW Kreindler. Violinist KGO 9:00 AM — Vermont
KOMOFolksKGWKGOKECA
4:45 PM — Rack ton,of William
the News in Washing9:15 AM — KHQ
Meet the
KECA KFSD Hard KGO KOMO
5:00
PM— Radiotron
Hobby JonesVarieties
Golf Chat KGOKHQ
5:15PM—
KOMO KECA KFSD KGO
KTAR
ENAMELED WIREJL
5:30
PM—
Rits
of
Melody
KGO
5:45 PM— News Service KGO
\
RESISTANCE
WIRE —
WOUND
ON
6:00 PM— Halsey,
Stuart
Program
KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
ASBESTOS
6:30 PM— Palmolive
Hour
KGO
KHQ
COVERING
KOMO KGW KFI
7:30 PM— Coca
rii15io PM
KOMO Cola
KGWProgram
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
8:00 PM— Amos
'N Andy
KOMO KGW
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
8:15 PM— Camel
Pleasure
KHQ KOMO
K EC A Hour
KFSD KGO
9:15 PM — NBC
4:45 PMKGW Drama Hour KOMO KGO
4:30
5: I'M-M
9:45 PM
PM—— Modern
MelodistsKGOKGO KGW
10:30
Pacific Nomads
11:00 PM — Laughner-Harris
Hotel KGOSt.
Francis
Dance
Orchestra
KGW KFI
00 PMTHURSDAY
30 PMTRUVOLT
7:30AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
00 PM7:30 AM — KOMO
Quaker KGW
Start KPO
O" the KFSD
Dav KHQ
KFI
"DOUBLE-WOUND"
8:00 AM — KGW
Shell Happytime
30 PMKPO KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
8:00 AM — KGO
Financial Service Program
RESISTORS
00 PM8:15 AM — Morning Melodies KGO
15 PM—for
those
who
buy
8:30
AM—
Cross-Cuts
of
the
Day
KGO
9:00 AM — KHQ
VermontKOMO Lumberjacks
KGW KECA KGO
9:15
AM
—
Piano
Capers
KGO
or
build
—
9:15 PM9:45 AM— The Coquettes KGO KECA
10:00 AM — KGO
Woman's
of the KPO
Air
9:30
Men, experienced
in RadioTruvolt
techKHQ Magazine
KOMOKOAKGW
9:30 PMPMnique,
insist
upon
Eleetrad
KFI KTAR
KSL
KFSD
All-Wire Resistors for eliminators
11:00 AM — KGO
Standard-KHQ School
Broadcast
and
power
packs.
Their
unique
KOMO
KGW
KPO
winding (Truvolt
illustratedfeature
above— insures
> — an
KFI KFSD
exclusive
11:45 AM—
Organ Recital
KGO KECA
maximumoperation,
air-eooling
and higher
more
12:00
PM — Luncheon
Concert
KGO
KSL
stable
permits
KFSD KECA
ratings,
anilin results
in sizes.
longer serv12:15 PM— Western
Farm
and
Home
Hour
ice.
Made
all
usual
:00 AM
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KSL KOMO KGW KECA
The exclusive Truvolt Ad1:00 PM — Hotel
Sir Francis Drake Orch.
justable
sliding
clip
simpliKGO KFSD
fiesmitsservice
and per-to
:00 AM2:00 PM— NBC Matinee KGO
quick work
adjustment
2:00 PM— InKECAthe KTAR
Spotlight KFSD KGW
any
resistance
within their
full
range.
Additional
clips
9:15 AM
3:00 PM — Blacktra KGOandKGWGold Room Orchescan
be
quickly
attached
as
9:30 AM
required.
3:45 PM
PM —— The
4:15
News Vagabonds
Service KGOKGO KFSD
We
are
specialists
in
LOFTIN9:00 PM — Demi-Tasse
Revue KGO KHQ
WHITE Direct - Coupled AMPLIKOMO
10:30 AMFIERS. Three types,
withfor '45,
T>0
KSL KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
and '.'O push-pull
all
re4:45 PM — KHQ
FriendlyKOMO
Five Footnotes
KGO
quirements.output
Licensed under
LoftinKECA
KFSD
12:00 PMWhite and RCA Patents.
KTAR
5:00 PM — KOMO
Fleischmann
Western Representatives
1:00 PMKGW Hour
KECA KGO
KTAR KHQ
6:00 PM — Arco
Birthday
UNIVERSAL AGENCIES
KHQ KOMO
KGW Partv
KECA KGO
1:15 PM905 Mission St.
San Francisco
6:30 PM — Maxwell
2:00 PMKHQ KOMOHouseKGWEnsemble
KECA KGO
7:00 PM — B.
A. Rolfe
His Lucky
17 5 Varlck St, N«w York. N.V.
3:00 PMStrike
Dance and
Orchestra
KGO
KHQ
PMKTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD r ELECTRAJD
1 3:45
I I'M
7:30 PM — Standard
KHQ KOMOSymphony
KGW KFIHour KGO
i Resist irs.
8:30 PM — Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
-White Amplifiers
8:45 PM— Sperry
KOMO KGWSmilesKECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
9:00 PM — Demi-Tasse
Revue KGO KHQ I Nan,
30 PM
KS KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
-ThKOMO
KGO
KOA
Teller
SI
,
_J
-Pari.mi I'M
K( )A
Quintf t KGO Kl
'EARS ON
A COMPLETE DIRECTORY TO WESTERN STATION;
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fe Service
CrockerTalksGold
KGO Medal
KHQ
O KGW KFI
KFSD
Entertainers
KGO
KECA
lie Well KIH.!
man, Prince
Pep
Ki IMO ofKECA
D KGW
KTAR B. Gibson,
phine
Food
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
lan's Magazine of the Air
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW Ki'O
-NBC KFSD
Philharr
cital
KGO
KI
-Edna Wallac
Organ ReKHQ
KFSD KOMC
-Western
Fain and Home Hour
KGO
KGW KOMO KECA
KFSD Guild
KTAR
-Radio
KGO KOMO KECA
KFSD
KTAR
-NBC
Matineein KGO
KGW
-The
World
Music KECA
KGO KGW
KTAR
-Blacktra KGO
andKGW
Gold KTAR
Room Orches-Bits of Melody
KGO
-Spotlights
Drama KFSD
and LiterKGOinKOMO
-CollegeatureMemories
KGO KHQ
KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR
KGW
-Bits of Melody
-News Service KGO
-CitiestraService
Concert OrchesKECA KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
-Interwoven Pair KGO KHQ
KOMO KGWProgram
KFI KFSD
KTAR
-Armour
KHQ
KOMO KGW Quakers
KFI KGO
-Armstrong
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI
-Radio-Keith-orpheum
Program
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFSD
KTAR
KFI
-Amos
'N Andy KGO KHQ
KOMO KGWFootlites
KECA KFSD
-Brownbilt
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
-S.KGO & KHQ
W. Mellow'd
Mellodies
KOMO KGW
KFI
KFSD Billy
KTARBoys
-Hill
KGO
-Mystery
Serial
KGO
KSL
KOA
-The
KOA Boswell Sisters KGO KSL
-Laughner
- Harris
Hotel KGOSt.
Francis Dance
Orchestra
KFI KSL
SATURDAY
-Sunrise Serenaders KGO
-Quaker
Start O'KPOthe KFSD
Day KHQ
KOMO Happytime
KGW
KFI
-Shell
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
KSL
KGO
-Financial
Service Program
-Cross-Cuts of the Day KGO
-Vermont Lumberjacks KGO
KHQ Appeal
KOMO KGW
KECA
-Sox
—National
FarmKGOand KECA
Home Hour
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KFSD
KGW KPO Magazine KFI
-Woman's
of the Air
KHQ
K I SI i KOMO
KTAR KGW
KGO KPO KFI
-Hotel
SirKGOFrancis
Drake Orchestra
KTAR
-The
KTAR Hollvwaiians KGO KECA
-Pacific
Feature Hour KGO
KTAR KECA
NBC Matinee KGO KGW KECA
KTAR
-BlackKG and Goldw Room OrchesK(
•'SI > KTAR
;w
-Radiotron
Varieties KGO KHQ
K T LR KGW
KOMO
KECA KFSD
-The
Fuller
Man
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
-General Electric Hour KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
PAGE 2S
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Page Forty
Columbia Broadcasting
System
9:00 AM- -Jewish
Script andArtMusicProgram.
KVI KLZTalks
9:30 AHCanadian
Grenadier
9:45 AM- -H.
GuardsM.
KLZ
KYI Band
KFPY from Montreal
10:30 AM— Conclave
Nations, music
rected KLZ
byof KVI
Channon
Coll
KFPY
ur.
All
musical
11:00 AM — Cathedral
H
presentation
a cathedral
service KLZ KVIof KFPY
12.00 Noor — New York Philharmonic Orch.
KLZ KDYL KVI KHJ KFRC
French Trio KLZ KDYL
2:30 PM- The
KVI KFRC
and KFRC
DoctorsKFPY
KLZ
5:00 PM- Devil.
KDYL Drugs
KOL KHJ
5:15 PM- U. S. School of Music KLZ KOL
5:45 PM6:00 PMOrchestra
6:30 PM- -Detroit
KLZ KDYLSymphony
KFPY KOIN
KHJ
KFRC
7:00 PM- -Jesse
Crawford,
Poet
of the KHJ
OrganKFRC
KLZ Royals'
KDYL KOL
KOIN
MONDAY
5:45 AM— The Old Dutch Girl KLZ KDYL
6:00 AM — Something for Everyone KDYL
9:00 AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine Orchestra
and His Yoeng's
KLZ
KFPY
9:30 AM — Deutsch
Columbia and
Revue,
Emery
his Orchestra.
KDYL KVI
11:00 AM — Columbia
Artists
Recital KLZ
KVI KFPY
11:30 AM— American
School
of theKFPY
Air
KLZ KDYL
KVI KOL
KOIN
KHJ KFRC
12:00 Noon —Emery
Columbia Salon Orchestra,
KVI Deutsch, director KDYL
12:30 AM — KDYL
Ann Leaf
Oreran KLZ
KVI atKOLthe KFPY
1 :00 PM — Radio
Listening
Test
KDYL
KVI KHJ KFRC
1:30 PM— U.
Army Band KLZ KDYL
KVI S. KFPY
1:30 PM — Wardman
Park
Orchesmusic Hotel
KRLD
KVI tra,KOLdance KFPY
KFRC KDYL
2:00 PM — Gypsy
Music
Emery
Deutsch
and Makers.
his Orchestra
KDYL
2:45 PM — Virginia
KDYL Arnold, pianist KLZ
3:00 PM— Paul
KOL Tremaine
KFRC KHJand Orch. KDYL
3:45— Tony'sKFRC Scrap Book KLZ KOL
4:00 PM— Current
H. V. Kaltenborn KVIEvents,
KOL KFRC
4:15 PM— The Vagabonds KVI KFRC
5:30 PM— Arabesque.
Desert Play KLZ
KDYL
6:00 PM — The
KOL
6:30 PM— Bourjois,
Evening
Paris
KLZ KFPYAn KOL
KDYLin KOIN
I'M— Guy
ndL his
tra Lomb:
KLZKO:
KVIOrchesKOL
KFPY
J KFRC
Z
KDYL
KOL
PM — Don
Amai:
KOIN KH.
C KNX
PM— Columbia
Column, Heyson and His

DOINGS

TUESDAY
6:15 AM — Something
for Everyone, MuKDYL sic. News, Humor. Poetry
6:30 AM — Morning
Moods, Nat
and his Orchestra
KDYLBrusiloff
9:00 AM — Restaurant
Paul TremaineOrchestra,
and his Yoeng's
music KHJ
KLZ KFRC
KDYL KVI dance
KOL
KFPY
9:30 AM— Columbia Revue KDYL
11:00 AM— KFPY
The Four
KHJ Clubmen
KFRC KLZ KVI
11:30 AM — American
of the Air,
KLZ KDYL School
KVI KFRC
12:00 Noon —Emery
ColumbiaDeutsch,
Salondirector
Orchestra.
KLZ
KDYL KVI
12:30 PM — Pancho
dance musicandKLZhisKDYLOrchestra,
KVI
1:15 PM — Italian
Idyl. Vincent
Sorey KVI
and
his Orchestra
KLZ KDYL
KFRC
1 :30 PM — Columbia
Artists' Recital
KLZ
WORC KDYL
KVI KOL KFPY' KFRC
2:00 PM — Rhythm
Kings,
and his OrchestraNatKLZ Brusiloff
2:30 PM — Bert
Lown dance
and his
Orchestra,
musicBiltmore
KDYL
KLZ
3:00 PM — Harry Tucker and His Barclay
Orchestra,
KOL
KFPY concert music KDY'L
3:45 PM — KFRC
Tonv's KFPY
Scrap Book KLZ KOL
KHJ
4:00 PM— Morton
Downey KVI KFPY'
4:15 PM — Columbia
Educational
Featuresin
The Political
Situation
WashingtonSaladKFRCDressers.
KFPY Colin
KVI
5:45 PM — Premier
O'More,
tenor
andKVIPremier
Chef
KLZ
KDYL
KOL
KFPY KOIN KHJ KFRC
7:00 PM — Gravbar's Mr. and Mrs. KLZ
KDYL KFRC
KVI KOL KFPY' KOIN
KHJ
7:15 PM — The
KFPY Gypsv
KFRC Trail KLZ KOL
7:30 PM — Paramount
Publix
Radio
Playhouse,
ScreenKFPY
Stars KOIN
KLZ
KDYL
KVIGuestKNX
KOL
KHJ KFRC
8:00 PM — Orch
Paul Tremaine
KLZ KOL and His Yoeng's
8:30 PM — Mickev
Alpert and Orch. KLZ
KDYLWEDNESDAY
6:00 AM — Something
for Everyone,
music,
news, humor,
poetry KDYL
KHJ
6:30 AM — Morning
Moods.
Vincent
and his Orchestra KDYL Sorey
9:00 AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine and his Yoeng's
music KLZ Orchestra, dance
10:30 AM — KOL
Pickle KHJPackers
KFRC Program KVI
11:00 AM — Columbia
Artist's
KVI KOL KFPY Recital KLZ
11:30 AM — "Robinson
American Crusoe"
School ofKLZtheKDYL
Air,
KVI KOL KOIN
KHJ KFRC
12:30 PM — Syncopated
Silhouettes,
Nat
Brusiloff
KLZ KDYL andKVI his Orchestra
1:00 PM — Musical
Album, Columbia
Salon
Orchestra
KOL
KFPY KLZ
KFRC KDYL
CFRB KVI
2:00 PM — Asbury
Park
Casino
Orchestra.
dance music KLZ KDYL
2:45 PM— Eddie Connors KLZ KDYL
3:00 PM— "Bill
Schudt's
special
programGoingKLZto Press,"
KDYL
KOL
3-15 PM — Winegar's
KOL KFRC Barn
KHJ Orch KDYL
3:45 PM — Tony's
Scrap Book KVI KOL
KFRC KFPY
1:15 PM— Musical
KOL KFRCAviators Orch. KVI
5:15 PM — U.KFRC
S. Marine
KFPY Band KDYL KOL
5:30 PM— Toscha Seidel
chestra KDYLand
KFRCConcert Or6:00 PM — Gold
KLZ
KDYL M^dal
KOL Fast
KOIN Freight
KHJ KFRC
KFBK Coffee
KM.I Program KLZ
8:00 PM — MJB
KDYL
KVI KOL KFPY KOIN
KHJ KFRC
8:30 PM— California
Melodies,
orchestra.
Biltmore
guest starsTrio,
KLZ soloists,
KDYL and
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THIRSDAY
45 AM — Morning Minstrels KDYL
00 AM — Something for Everyone KDYL
00 AM — Paul
Tremaine Orchestra
and his Yoeng's
Restaurant
KFRC
KLJ KDYL KOL KHJ
30 AM — American
School
of the Air.
"Schubert"
KHJ KFRC KLZ KDYL KVI
L2:00 Noo: i— United States Navy Band KLZ
KDYL KVI KOL KHJ
-Asbury
Park Casino Orchestra,
KFRC
1:00 PM- dance music KLZ KDYL KVI
-Melody
Magic KLZ KDY'L KVI
KFPY KFRC
1:30 PM- -Bert Lown and his Biltmore
Orchestra KLZ KDYL
Orch KLZ KVI
2:30 PM- -Paul
KOL Tremaine's
KFRC
-Pancho
3:00 PM- KFPY and His Orch. KLZ
3:30 PM- -Tony's
Scrap KHJ
Book KLZ KOL
KFRC KFPY
3:45 PM- -Voice
of Columbia KVI KFPY
KDYL
4::jo PM- -Savino Tone Pictures KLZ
KDYL KFPY KHJ
6:00 PM- -The Lutheran Hour — Dr. Walter A. Maier,KLZ largeKDYL
choir KOL
and
organist
7:00 PM- KOIN
KHJ KFRC
-Ben Bernie and his Orchestra,
8:00 PM- -Folgeria
KDYL KDY'L
KVIcomicKOLoperaKFPYof theKOINair
KLZ
9:00 PM- KHJ KFRC
FRIDAY
:00 AM — Something for Everyone KDYL
:30 AM — Morning Moods KDYL
:15 AM — KDYL
Paul Tremaine's
Orch. KLZ
KLZ KVI KFPY
:00 AM — KVI
Columbia
KFRC Artists Recital KLZ
:30 AM — American
Air
KLZ
KDYL School
KVI ofKOLtheKOIN
KHJ KFRC
:00 Noon —KLZU. KDYL
S. MarineKVI Band
KOL Concert
:45 PM — Columbia
Features
KLZ KDYLEducational
KVI
:00 PM — Curtis
Institute
of
Music
KDYL KVI KOL KFRC KLZ
:45 PM— Rhythm
KFRC KLZRamblers KDY'L KVI
:00 PM— Light Opera Gems KLZ KDYL
:45 PM — Ebony Twins, piano duo KDYL
:00 PM — Winegar's Barn Orch. KLZ
KHJ
:15 PM — Morton
Downey KVI KFPY
:15 PM — Howard's
Lanin's
St. Moritz
KFRC
Orchestra
KLZ KOL
KFPY
KDY'L
:15 PM — Grand
Opera
Miniatures
KFPY KOIN KHJ KFRC KDYL
:00 PM — Columbia Male Chorus KLZ
KDYL
KFPY'
:30
Hourand KDY'L
:30 PM—
PM— Nit-Wit
Romanelli
his King
EdOrchestra
dance ward
music
KLZ from
KDYLToronto,
SUNSET
AERIAL and GROUND
For Greater
Pick-up and
Selectivity
Ideal for DX Reception
The Selective Aerial $5.00
The Positive Ground
$2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
SUNSET MFG. CO.
1114 X. Sycamore HE 4941

DON'T PAIL TO SEE PAGE 2K FOR STATION I DENT! Pit WTION OF WFSTKKN STATION'S!
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SATl RDAY
9:30 I'M — Jimmy
Blttlck's
House
:00 I'M— Calendar
KVOS KXA
Orchestra
KVOSKGBTown
KXA
KXL KOKKof theKGBAir KMKD
:00 AM — Something:
for
Everyone,
music,
KMED
KTAI!
KGER KXL
:.'!0 I'M — The
I
.
is
KXA
KXL
KMKD
news, humor, poetry, etc KDYL
KORE KGB KGER
I I'M— Hughespaper
the Air KTAB
KVOS
:30 AM — Morning
Moods, Vincent Sorey.
KXA
KXL of KMED
KGB KGER
;45 PM— Novelty
Musical KMED
KVOS KTAB
KXA
director KDYL
KXL
KORE
KFWB
KGB
:00 AM — New York Philharmonic SymS M l HI) VI and His Gang.
8:00 AM— Bill
:00 I'M— Hi-Way Highlights KTM KTAB
phony Children's
KVOS Sharpies
KXA KXL KMED KORE
KVI KFPY
KHJ Orch. KDYL
KFWB
KGB
KTAB KXA KXL
:30
PM
—
Dramatic
Program
KVOS
KXA
KM
:00 AM— Paul
KLZ
8:30 AM— Zoro
the
Astrologist.
KDYL, Tremaine's
KVI KFPY Orch.
KHJ KFRC
KORE KMED
KTAB KGER
9:00
AM—
Modern
Girl
Philosopher
9:00
I'M
—
Phantoms
of
Broadway
KVnS
:00 AM — KVI
Columbia
Artists'
Recital
KLZ
KXL KORE KGB
KMED KXA
KFPY
KXA
KXL KMKD KORE KGB
7:00
PM—
Calendar
of
the
KVOS KTAB
KXA
KGER
30 AM — KDYL
ColumbiaKVI Salon
Orch. KLZ 10:00 PM— Hughespaper of the Air KVOS
KXL
KMED Air
KORE
KGB
KHJ KFPY
KXA
KXL
KMKD
KORE
KGER
00 Noon —KDYL
The KVI
Four KOL Clubmen
KLZ
7:30 PM— The
KGB
KFPY
KOREHoofers
KTAB KXA
KGB KXL
KGERKMED
WEDNESDAY
PM — Saturday
Gibson
Orchestra
KDYL KVI Syncopate
KOL KFPY KHJKLZ 8:00 AM — Bill Sharpies and His Gang. 7:45 PM — English
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KORE
KMED
KVOS KXA
KXL
KMED KORE
00 PM — Ann
LeafKVI at KOLthe KFPY
Organ KHJ
KLZ
KTAB KFWB KGB KGER
KDYL
KTAB
KTM
KGB
KFRC
8:00 PM — Ray
MartinezKVOSand KXA
His Tango
8:30 AM— Zoro
Astrologist.
Orchestra
KXL
KORE theKMED
KTAB KXAKGERKXL
30 PM — Spanish
Serenade, Vincent 9:00AM — Modern
KMED KORE
KTAB KTM
KGB
Girl KGB
Philosopher
Sorey and
KXL KORE
KMED KXA
KDYL
KVI hisKOLOrchestra KLZ 7:00
9:00 I'M — Jimmy
Bittick's
PM— Calendar
KVOS
00 PM — Morton
Downey
Orchestra
KVOS Town
KXA House
KXL
KXA
KXL of theKMEDAir KORE
KDYL KHJ
KVI and
KFPYOrch. KLZ
KMED
KGER KORE KTAB KGB
KTAB KGB
45 PM — Columbia
Educational
Fea7:30 PM— The
Hoofers
KVOS
KXA
KXL
tures KLZ KVI KOL
of the Air KVOS
KMED KTAB KORE KGB 10:00 PM — Hughespaper
;00 PM — Morton
Downey and Orch. KVI
KXA KXL
KMED
KGER
KFPY KHJ
KGB
KGER KORE KTAB
7:45 PM — Noveltv
KVOS KORE
KXA KXL
30 PM — Fletcher
Henderson
and
His
KMED
KTAB
KGB
Orch KLZ KDYL KHJ KFRC
KGER
30 PM — KLZ
Columbia
8:00 PM — Long
Beach Municipal
(Continued from Page 17)
Band
KVOS
KDYL Educational
KFPY KHJ features
KFRC
KMED KXA
KTAB KXL
KGB KORE
Mr. Wilson is next.
00 PM — Hank
Simmons'
Show Boat
KTM
KGER
KLZ KDYL
KHJ KFRC
8:30 PM— Album
of Familiar Faces KVOS
"Don, you'll have to read up on Einstein.
00 PM — Orchestra
Jack DennyfromandMontreal,
his Mt. Royal
KXA
dance
KGB KXL
KGER KMKD KoRE KTAB We're broadcasting a banquet tonight from
music KLZ KDYL
9:00 I'M— Musical
Contrasts
KVOS
KXA
the
Club. He's going to speak,
KMKD KORE KTAB KPWB and University
30 — Guy Lombardo adians,
anddancehismusic
Royal CanKGB
you'll have to ad lib for some time."
KLZ 9:30 PM— Land
KDYL
of
Dreams
KVOS
KXA
"Holy
cats!
Einstein? How can I? I
KMED
KGER KORE KTAB KGB can't even understand my stub-book."
UNITED BROADCASTING CO., Ltd.
"Well, read up on him. The banquet
SUNDAY
1 1 I'M— Hughespaper
of the KTAB
Air KVOS
KXA KMED KORE
KGB
KGER
-Bill
Sharpies
andKXL His KMGang;.
KVOS
KXA
ED
"Butat I've
starts
seven."been working since three this
THURSDAY
KORE KTAB KTM KGB
30 AM- -Zoro
Bill Sharpies
and
His
Gang.
"Can't
heln it. We're short-handed."
KMED theKORE Astrologist.
KTAB KGERKXL 8:00 AM— KVOS
KXA KXL
KTM KTAB
KGB KMED KORE morning!"
"Can't Mr. Rodriguez write something
Air. KVOS
00 PM- -Calendar
KXL KOREof theKTAB
KGB KXA 8:30 AM— Zoro
the
Astrologist.
KXA
KXL
"He's not here."
KORE KMED KTAB KGER
30 PM- -Sunday
KGB Serenade. KVOS KXL 9:00 AM — KXL
ModernKORE
Girl KGB
Philosopher
KXA about Einstein?"
KMED
"Is he ever here?"
00 PM- -Brick
English's
Orchestra.
KVOS KFWB KGB
7:00 PM — Calendar
of the Air KVOS KXA
KXL
of Familiar
KGB KMED KORE KTAB
PM- -Album
KGB KFWB
KTM Faces
KXL KVOS
7:30 PM— The
KXA KXL KMED
Mr. Rodriguez is miraculously found, and
PM- -On
KOREHoofers
KGB KGER
KOREParade.
KFWBKVOS
KGBKXA
KXLKMED
KVOS
KXA
KXL
persuaded
by guileful
write mate-So
7:45
PM—
Musical
Novelty
KVOS
KXA
30 PM- -Traumerei.
rial for both
symphonyflattery
and toEinstein.
KXL
KORE
KGB
KFWB
KMED KORE KGB KGER
KGER
of theKORE
Air KVOS
00 PM- -Hughespaper
he
prepares
some
acceptable
and
non-comKXA
KXL
KMED
KGB
8:00
PM—
Boris
Karmarenko
KVOS
KXA
KXL KTAB KTM KGB KORE mital phrasery about the Coriolan overture
KGER
and
the
shifting
of
the
infra-red
rays.
8:30
PM—
The
Crystal
and
the
Press
MONDAY
KTAB
KXL KXA
But no mention is made of the infra-red
KVOS KORE
KMEDKGB KFWB
Sharpies
andKMED
His KORE
Gang. 9:00 PM— Dancing
8:00 AM- -Bill
banquet
the minute
symphonyto conStrings
KVOS KTAB
KXL rays at the
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KXA
KMED
KORE
ductor decides
at theand last
play
KFWB KGB KTAB
KFWB KGB
Astrologist.
8:30 AM- -Zoro
the Egmont overture.
Paintings
KVOS
KXL
KOREtheKMED
KTAB KXAKGERKXL 9:30 PM— Musical
KMED
KORE
KTAB
KFWB
The
announcers,
both
in
a
state
of
nervous
Girl KORE
Philosopher
9:00 AM- -Modern
KXA KGER
KXL KMED
KGER KXA lo:oo I'M — KGB
are compelled to extemporize. BeHughespaper
of KORE
the Air KTAB
KVOS collapse,
of the Air
KVOS KTAB
KXA
7:00 PM- -Calendar
KXA
KMED KXL
KXL
KMED
KORE
ing gacity,
gentlemen
KGB KFWB
KGER
KGB
however, oftheyinfinite
acquit resource
themselvesandnobly.saKXA KXL
FRIDAY
7:30 PM- -The
So, inments ofspite
of
the
exhausting
require-is
KMEDHoofers
KORE KVOS
KGB KGER
the day. of which the above
KVOS KORE
KXA KXL
8:00 AM— KVOS
Bill Sharpies
andKMKD
His KORE
Gang.
7:45 PM- -Novelty
KMED
KTAB
KGB
KXA
KXL
only
a
partial
picture,
they
both
leave
the
KGER
KTAB KTM KGB
30 AM — Zoro
theKMED
Astrologist.
KXA
KXL studios at midnight, conscious of duty well
Beach
Municipal
Band
8:00 PM- -Lone
KORE
KTAB
KGER
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KMKD
performed. As they pass out of the elevaKTAB KGB
00 I'M — Modern
Girl KGB
Philosopher
tor,
they hear
KXL KORE
KMED KXA
KVOS KTAB
KXA
Progr; KORE
8:30 PM- -Dramatic
ing their
own two
fate. orchestral players lamentKXL
KMED
00
PM
—
Calendar
of
the
Air
KVOS
KXA
KFWB
KGB
KXL
KMED
KORE
KTAB
"My
Gawd,
Bill
— what a life! Rehearsing
KGB
Gems
9:00 PM- -Musical
KMED
7:30 PM — The
KXA KXL since nine this morning. And then getting
KGB KORE
KMKDHoofers
KORE KVOS
KGB KGER
bawled out because that damn' tenor can't
7:45 PM — Noveltv
KVOS KORE
KXA KXL
10:00 PM- -Hughespaper
of the Air KVOS
KMED KTAB
KGB count up to four. And then missing supKXA
KMED
KGER
KFWBTUESDAY
KGB KORE KTAB
know. 'S tough. I often wish I was
8:00 PM— High-Way
Highlights KTM an "Iannouncer.
KTAB KGB KXL
Nothing to do but sit on
8:00 AM- -Bill
and His Gang. 8:30
KVOS Sharpies
KXA
I'M— Harrison
Hargraves
KVOS
your shoulder-blades all day long reading
KTAB
KTM KXL
KGB KMED KORE
KXA
KXL
KMKD
KTAB
KGB
magazines
and
once
in a while wake up to
KFWB
KORE
Astrologist.
8:30 AM- -Zoro
KORE theKMED
KTAB KXAKG ERKXL 9:00 PM— Venetian
Nights KTAB
KVOS KFWB
KXA distributor
say, 'This isinKECA.
Earle ofC. Packard
Anthony, motor
Inc.,
California
KXL
KMED
9:011 AM- -Modern
Girl
Philosopher
KXA
KGB
KXL KMED KORE
cars.'
O
boy.
what
a
life!"
FOR COMPLETE STATION 1)1 KK( 'TORY SEE PAGE 2s:
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The
Sargent
SUPER

Short - Wave
- RANGER

A six tube short-wave receiver for the
fan, amateur or experimenter who has
graduated from the "squeak-box" class
and is ready for a set that will give results comparable with those obtained on
the 200-550 meter band.
The finest short wave set ever offered to
the public.
WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
Wedel
Company
Radio and Electrical Jobbers Since
SEATTLE, WASH.

New
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Byrd To Broadcast
Rear-Admiral Richard E. Byrd will be the principal
speaker on a program presented by the National Education
Association over WABC and other stations of the Columbia
Broadcasting System at 5:30 p. m., Monday, February 23.
The meeting from which the explorers address is to be
broadcast will be held in the main auditorium of the Masonic
Temple in Detroit.
Other speakers will be Norman R. Crozier, president, Department ofSuperintendence of the National Education Association; Gilbert Grosvenor, president of the National
Geographic Society, and S. D. Shankland, executive secretary
of the Department of Superintendence.
A musical program will be provided by organizations
drawn from the public schools
* * of* Detroit.
Best Wishes . . . Robert Hurd!
Sincere wishes for a speedy recovery are extended to
Robert Hurd, KFI-KECA tenor, who has been ill for some
time with complications resulting from a throat operation.
As we go to press, the Program Department of KFI assures
us that Mr. Hurd is improving rapidly and we hope that the
time is not far distant when the radio audience will again
* * *
be enjoying Mr. Hurd's concerts.
If one expects to see wireless masts, great steel affairs almost brushing the clouds, as at Arlington, Va., they will
be disappointed when approaching Station KDKA, which
houses the most powerful radio equipment in the world.
The masts used for the long wave transmission are five in
number, arranged in circular form, and look like over-grown
wooden teleghaph poles. Wood is used because it does not
absorb the current, as does steel.

Eby

Products - for the New Year
Our Volume Controls
Are
substantially
built.
Are sealed
and lubricated.
Have ceramic core with soldered internal connections.
Have zero hop-oft' due to copper-plated resistance strips soldered to contact
point.
Assure you "Durability and Performance"
THE H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
W.
('.
12S4 Sunset H1TT,
Blvd., Representative
Low Angeles, Calif.

- SOUND

-TELEVISION

Apparatus
on Modern
Classes
Experts
by J
and Evening
Taught Day
6
Radio Institute of California
921 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles
VAndike 9343

FurtherCalif.information
California
»t for
II~"«"<"'»Mail
'921
W. institute
6thcoupon
St., Los
Angeles.
| Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
't Address
Name
| CIty and state
D.x
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THE OFFICE BOY SEZ:
Folks; meet two of our veteran radio impresarios
Yes, sir, folks The Not-GoodBut-Loud Rag-Time Revue is
about to be perpetrated right
here before your very ears!
What's the first one on the list,
Jack?
Alright,a Tulip
Let's and
Go! I"When
You Wore
Wore
a BigLOUD!
Red Rose." Not Good,
but
And natorhere's
debonairprogram
origiof thisthefamous
and even more famous slogan.
Bill Ray, in person, now busily
and efficiently managing KGER
in Long gagingBeach.
feature overBill's
the most
etheren-is
a youthful enthusiasm which instantly takes hold of his audience. Don't betalk.
misledBillbytalks
all
this youthful
young, he dresses young and he
IS young,announcers.
but in spiteYears
of allagothat,he heusedis to
onehelp
of California's
veteran
Jerry King
keep KFWB going smoothly and about a year ago, C. Merywin Dobyns, owner of KGER, found Bill and gave him his
big
do youof like
jauntyoff cane,
and break.
general How
appearance
just Bill's
beingnatty
aboutsuit,
to take
into
a neat bit of dancing?
* * *
HaLO . . . dear EVERYBODY, EVERYWHERE!
KFWO on the air and
Lawrence Mott greeting
you from Santa Catalina
Island, that dee-LIGHTFUL little isle in the emerald green Pacific Ocean!
...EVERYBODY
HAPPY this GLORIOUS
morning??? The St. Catherine Hotel Concert Orchestra will now entertain
you, dear people, with a
charming hour of concert
music . . . After this
SPLENDID program, I
have a REAL surprise for
for ye . . . Wasn'tprogram,
that a
MARVELOUS
folks?? and now . . . for
the SURPRIZE! I have
my big Magnaformer Super-heterodyne (adv.) all
tuned up . . . and WE, all
my DEAR Listeners and I,
are going to TOUR the country by AIR!! We will pick up
the distant stations on my POWERFUL set and re-broadcast
them over KFWO for your entertainment . . . Now listen ye!
HERE'S
KOA,EastDENVER
. . . Now
and
now
KDKA,
Pittsburgh!
ThinkChicago,
of it, myWGN
dear ...
friends!
The marvel of radio!
"Them from
were thetheSunshine
days" when
the jolly
cheery
greeting
Isle made
your Major's
day a success.
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Lccking

backward
With R. B. Yale
NOT SO LONG AGO:
Dave Saranoff was a wireless operator on a tramp steamer.
F. A. D. Andrea of Fada fame made Swiss watches.
E. T. Cunningham manufactured the first audions with
pigtailsFreshman
in a small was
shop a inbig'Frisco.
Charles
shot in the Florida real
estate boom.
W. E. and W. H. Jackson, purveyors of radio in San
Francisco, sold sewing machines and parts.
Mr. Freed of Pacific Radio Supply sold bicycle supplies,
spokes and coaster brakes.
John G. Rapp, who made Kolster sales galore, used to
make that good old Ranier beer.
Lucas was one time chief technician of Angelus Temple
radio station.
Tom Lambert held the only independent RCA license
in this part of the country.
Cloyd Marshall was factory representative for Crosley.
George
Lane was the head man in this territory for
Kennedy.
The Federal,
stal set. made in Buffalo, was the most popular cryHarkess and Flewelling were the best known circuit
developers.
Bakelite,
look at the
the only
losses.material for panel use — if not used,
Aeroplane cloth speakers were hot stuff.
Television apparatus was being sold to the public.
Public address systems were a novelty and stopped the
boys on the street.
Freeman Lang was just a good radio technician.
Les Taufenbach was a first-class ham operator.
Ken Ormiston went to sea in ships and was called
"Sparks."
No
ever who
heardestablished
of a midget
"HappyCompany,
Days!"
Sam one
Van hadRoyne,
Radioset —Supply
was selling auto parts and accessories.
The Union Hardware Company was one of the big radio
Fritz
Falck cluttered up the country with battery chargers
ofjobbers.
his own manufacture.
Edgecomb ran the Wireless Shop and owned all the sheet
bakelite in this part of the country.
Erla made the best fixed crystal detectors.
Console radio sets were being sold at from $275.00 up.
Atwater-Kent made swell variometers and variocouplers
instead of radio sets.
No one had ever heard a chain broadcast program.
doorway.
Folks
really used to listen to sets playing in the dealer's
Screen-Grid tubes were only used in England and Europe.
Two or three hundred feet of wire made a good antenna.
O. K. Smith ran Broadway's main exclusive radio store.
The
voice, ago
which
us over
his own
KFWOMajor's
some hearty
three years
and greeted
lately over
metropolitan
stations, simply radiates happiness and enthusiasm. The
Major is a world traveler, an author of numerous books, veteran of several wars in which his conduct has been nothing
but honorable as attested by the decorations on his manly
chest and an all-around good chap and sportsman. Major
Mott has been making a gallant fight against ill-health the
last few months and we wish him the greatest success and
a speedy return to the microphone.
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The Jacksori'Bell Company held a sales eonvention at their
factory, located at 1682 West Washington boulevard during
the third week in January. The distributors from the East,
South, Middle West, Inter-Mountain states and the Northwest were in attendance. All expressed pleasure at the volume of business procured this last year and expected a larger
turn-over during 1931.

The photographer was fortunate enough to catch a few
of them when he called one morning, so snapped the picture
you see on this page. Reading from left to right are Messrs.
Herbert Bell, president of the company; B. Stark, Texas distributor; R. S. Shelley, Michigan, Iowa and Nebraska distributor; Howard D. Thomas, Oregon and Washington distributor; R. Bell, an officer of the company and McCubbin,
Utah distributor.

Feb

1931

AROUND
TOWN
The Radio Manufacturers" and Agents' Association, presided over by Lombard Smith held their semi-monthly luncheon meeting at the Metropole Cafe, Friday, January 9th.
There were forty-two in attendance, which clearly demoninterest ofin the
the public
subject and
to bethe discussed.
"Will it
be to thestrated theinterest
trade to introduce
at this time
new Super-Heterodyne
midget" — A red-hot
subject,
to bethehandled
with care.
Most of the prominent midget manufacturers were there
and the concensus of opinion seemed to be — now is the time
to introduce the new models, especially if Los Angeles is to
remain the center of the midget manufacturing business.
It was an excellent meeting and we will look forward to
many more of them during * the* coming
year.
*
The Polymet Manufacturing Corporation of New York,
manufacturers of high quality condensers, transformers, volume controls and resistors are now distributing their new
1931 catalogue. This catalogue is of special interest to dealers, service men and radio set manufacturers as it not only
gives all the specifications of the different units, but contains
dimensional drawings of them.
* * *
Among the new faces along Radio Row is that of A. J.
Carlson, representing the United American Bosch Corporation, who has transferred his activities to the Southern California territory, working in conjunction with Collins-Lane
Company, Bosch Radio distributors.
Carl, as he is better known to the radio trade, celebrates
something of a home-coming, in his return to Southern California, as he was formerly a radio retailer in Los Angeles,
and
at one time manager of the Radio Department of Parmalee-Dohrman.

Electrad, Inc., announced the addition of two newly perfected power amplifiers utilizing the revolutionary LoftinWhite Direct-Coupled System, which with their Model
A-24T, completes a line of Amplifiers suitable for the present-day requirements of sound amplification of all types.
These Electrad Direct-Coupled Amplifiers are readily
adaptable to all usual requirements of sound amplification
from microphones, phonograph pickups, radio tuners — in
fact, for all types of amplification at audio frequencies.
Electrad, Inc., will be glad to supply additional technical
information on request to their engineering department at
175 Varick street, New York, N. Y.
William Hitt returned last month from an extended trip
throughout the East where he visited numerous factories
which he represents in California. He stated that he had
returned with samples of new products from both Eby and
Aerovox and believes that he will be of even greater assistance to the local manufacturers this season in supplying
parts necessary to their new model midgets.
The offices of the Radio and Music Trades Association
of Southern California were moved last month from the
Commercial Exchange building to the Chamber of Commerce building, located at 12th and Broadway. They now
have a very fine suite on the second floor and Mr. Farquharson, the Secretary, hopes that all members will come up
and see him in room 234.

George Lane
George Lane, manager of Collins-Lane Company, reports
that the demand for Bosch radio receivers is keeping up and
with the sales assistance of Mr. Carlson they expect to
greatly expand their sales *organization.
* #
Among those who were absent from Los Angeles last
month was David Marshank of the Marshank Sales Company, 224 East 16th street Mr. Marshank spent a week in
San Francisco and neighboring :ities visiting the manufacturers and the dealers.
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Optimism regarding the 1931 outlook for radio
business was the keyword of sales talks at the fourday annual convention of district managers and salesmen of
E. T. Cunningham, Inc., radio tube company, held here this
past month (Jan. 9-13.)
At the meeting which was presided over by C. R. King,
vice-president and assistant general manager, was gathered
the entire sales personnel, including district managers from
the company's main distributing centers.
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AROUND
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A very enthusiastic sales meeting was held at the Commercial Club, Thursday, January 29th. Mr. Yale, president
of the Yale Radio Electric Company, distributor in Southern
California for Apex and Steinite, introduced the new models
to the assembled dealer guests.
After inspecting the new models everyone expressed the
opinion that they would meet with instant approval by the
public. A fine buffet supper was served.
* * *
Messrs. George Stevenson and James Hescer, long connected with the radio industry of Southern California, have,
opened a radio department for the Electric Supply Company,
of 1801 South Hill street. They will make an announcement
in the very near future as to the radio line which they will
feature.
* * *

Above is shown some of the leading figures of the Cunningham convention. They are, le)t to right, as follows: Fran\ M. Burns, general sales manager, Y.; Harry Goodwin, district sales manager.
Boston, H. A. Edwards, district sales manager, Minneapolis; E. R.
Haines. Eastern district sales manager, >{. T., F. H. Larabee, assistant district sales manager Western district, Chicago; ]. W. Coc\e.
district sales manager, Dallas; C. R. King, vice-president and assistant general manager, J^ew Tor^; W. R. Cunningham, district
sales manager, Philadelphia, H. E. Harding, district sales manager,
Chicago; L. F. Randolph, assistant general sales manager, J^ew Yorf(,
E. Lloyd Sutton, district sales manager San Francisco; P. M. fefferys.
district sales manager. Atlanta.
* * *
Charles Kierulff of Kierluff and Ravenscroft, California
and Arizona distributors for Crosley Radio Receivers, atmonth. tended the Crosley distributors" meeting the latter part of last
Mr. Kierulff believes that the new Crosley merchandise
will find a great deal of favor in the eyes of the trade and
public in this territory. * * *
Messrs. Hoffman and Dean, formerly of Prest 6? Dean,
Long Beach, have opened a retail store of their own at 1814
Atlantic avenue, Long Beach. Their new establishment is
up-to-date in every respect with the latest type testing and
repair equipment. They are featuring Majestic and General
Electric sets. All their friends wish them success in their
new venture.
* * *
Frank Davison, head of the Davison-Haynes Manufacturing Company of 717 South Mateo street, Los Angeles, has
been traveling almost constantly for the last month. He
took a flying trip to San Francisco where he booked many
orders for the new 9-tube super-heterodyne receiver which
they have just introduced.
When this was written Mr. Davison was on his way to
Portland and Seattle and will probably visit the important
Inter-Mountain cities before returning to Los Angeles. He
reported that the new models were received enthusiastically
by the trade wherever they were demonstrated and that it
looks as though 1931 will be a banner year for the Angelus
radio.

Walter Fagan, president of Pacific Wholesale, Inc., Southern California and Arizona Distributors for Sparton radio
receivers, just recently returned from a visit to the SparksWithington factory at Jackson, Michigan. Mr. Fagan was
bubbling over with enthusiasm about the New Sp.iton
equipment and believes that 1931 will be a real Sparton ,ear.
* * *
While most business men are complaining abou' Mness
depression and the lack of buying on the part of • 1 , >iblic,
Mr. Nazareth, head of the Universal Music C i i\\ not
only
retail keeps
store. on doing a good business, but opr;.- ii|< ,, lother

The picture shown on this page was taken of the display
room in his new establishment, located at 1466 W. Santa
Barbara avenue, Los Angeles. Universal Music Company is
featuring several nationally known lines of radio receivers
and two or three locally-built midgets. Their main store is
located at 1632 S. Maple avenue.
* * *
Instead of the regular Breakfast Club meeting which is
usually
o'clockTrades
on theAssociation
first Thursday
the Radioheldandat 8Music
will ofholdeacha month
dinner
dance in the Los Angeles Realty Board building on Thursday evening, February 5th. The officers are looking for a
large turn-out at this meeting.
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Necessity!

Prior to and including the Feb. 1st license period scores of
stations have been shifted.
Many have been discontinued; others started.
The only way for Western
mation and more is in the
1931
RADIO

listeners to get all this infor-

SPRING
CALL

PUBLISHED
RADIO

BOOK

BY

DOINGS

The final results of all license hearings ending February 1st
will be included in the complete, triple-indexed logs of stations.
Television broadcasters, short wave, Canadian, Mexican
and all other foreign stations of the world are presented to you
in neat, convenient and accurate form.

DISTRIBUTED
Available

FEB.

10th

at all the better radio and news

25c

-

for -

dealers
25c

RADIO
DOINGS
929-930 HEARST BLDG.
214 EAST 12th STREET
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
Dealers are urged to place their orders now for early delivery
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NEW

SUPERHETERODYNE
LICENSED

Completely
R . C.
A.

(Equipped with
RADIOTRONS

BY

R. C. A.

(§Lqkt QTlateked Tubes
OR
CUNNINGHAMS

pi■■v
IICw every refinement of the highest priced radio /
. . tone control . . . local and distance switch . . . Vernier dial ... /
ohonograph connection . . . microphone connection . . . dynamic /
speaker and 45 s in push-pull.
MANUFACTURED BY

LIST
PRICE

FLINT
RADIO
CORPORATION
2425 West Washington Boulevard *
*
Los Angeles, California

HERE

THEY
1931

Brand

ARE

!

1932
MODELS

New

Apex

Radio

New in design, every set built since
January
models. 1st, 1931. Not a re-hash of old
Values that are unparalleled in radio
history!
To the left: Illustrating Model 32B.
Full sized console — not a midget.
Unexcelled for beauty. Triple screen
grid, power detector, four tuned circuits,
real sensitivity and fidelity of tone. Two
245 tubes in push pull amplification.
Seven tubes in all.

Complete With Tubes

To the right: Illustrating Model 32 A
Table Set. Full size table type, self contained, radio receiver, chassis and circuit
identically the same as Model 32B. All
sets equipped with new hi-gain screen
grid tubes and electro dynamic speakers.
$6922
Complete With Tubes
Apex Gloritone Midget Set, $49.95 Complete
Exclusive Wholesale Distributor
YALE

RADIO

1111 Wall St.

ELECTRIC

WEstmore3351

with Tubes
CO.
Los Angeles

RADIO
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NEW

SENIOR

SUPERHETERODYNE
(Pliody

BUILT
PRICED

natron

)

RADIO

RECEIVING

SETS

AS

CROSLEY

CAN

BUILD

CAN

PRICE THEM

AS

ONLY
ONLY

SUPER-ADMINISTRATOR

Complete With Tubes
SUPER-RONDEAU
#11950
Complete With Tubes

SUPER-SONDO
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
COMBINATION
#18950
Complete With Tubes

CROSLEY

THEM

Crosley Senior Superheterodyne
(Pliodynatron) Features
Four Screen Grid Tubes.
Two Type 45 Power Output Tubes.
Push-Pull Audio Amplification.
Full Floating Moving Coil Dynamic Speaker.
Static and Tone Control.
Local-Distance Switch.
Volume Control.
Power Switch Combined with Volume
Control.
Exclusive Cabinet Designs.
Lowest Prices for Sets of this Type.
Superlative Performance.
Full Sized Superheterodyne Models.
Phonograph Pick-up.

Telephone us for the name of your nearest Crosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

Kiljy!
L r EQUIPMENT
aveNSCROH
RADIO
SAN FRANCISCO
135-139 West 17th Street
121-131 Ninth Street
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios

March, 1931
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TUBE

SUPER-HETERODYNE
Take just 10 minutes TODAY. Challenge us to give HIGHBOY $162 Less Tubes
LOWBOY
you the most amazing radio demonstration you ever
witnessed. Performance so astounding you wouldn't
believe our description. But you can believe your
own eyes and ears. Come TODAY, and enjoy the 10
most interesting minutes you ever spent with a radio. RADIO
PHONOGRAPH
*I36I°
$284.60 Less Tubes
HERE are just a few of its
BIG, NEW Features..
1. 11 -Tube Screen-grid power.
2. Automatic Volume Control.
3. Super-Heterodyne Selectivity.
4. Station recording dial.
5. Philco Balanced Units.
Terms

so easy . . you con

PAY

IN

PENNIES

SEE.IT • HEAR IT • TODAY!
At Any Authorized PHILCO Dealer
H. R. CURT1SS CO.— 1145 Wall St., L. A., Southern California Distributors

-pniL

co
BALANCED
UNIT RADIO
PHILCO Radios sold only with Balanced PNILCO Tubes

RADIO
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Tube

SUPER-HETERODYNE
Other Console

Models

s79io

Complete
with Tubes

OUTSTANDING FACTS
The Angelus Super-Heterodyne was designed and engineered to out-perform any Super-Heterodyne
that filters the field, and its performance is superior to even the highest priced nationally advertised set.
Our staff of engineers have tested each part to each coordinating part of other Super-Heterodyne
chassis and have selected each resistor, each condenser, the transformer and each coil, to more than
meet the acid test which they required to produce this dynamic Super-Heterodyne.
Only through Davison-1 1 aynes' strict policy of quality production, has it been possible to bring to the
field such a chassis.
DEALERS
Write, wire or phone to your nearest distributor or factory direct for information regarding
this great Dynamic Super-Heterodyne, which is leading the field. . . . Get after it boys while
it's hot and be the first in your territory to brea\ with it!
'■
DA VISON-H AYNES
Mfg. Co.
717 S. Mateo St.
Los Angeles
TRinity 1072
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THEroadprogress
of mankindall isthings
along the
of supplying
for
everybody. Not so long ago one simply
had to have a large expensive radio to
get satisfactory reception; particularly
from any distance.
The day is now at hand wherein each
family can afford to enjoy that same
performance. The answer is the mantel
type low-priced set. Lately the superheterodyne circuit has been adapted to
the small set idea. The results are remarkable. At the same time prices are
kept at midget levels. All the power,
volume and richness of tone of the old
high-priced radios are improved upon.
Sitting down before this new little
giant one can tingle with excitement at
the high-pitched unintelligible voice of
a Japanese announcer. Or through the
softer tones of a Mexican artist get a
fascinating glimpse into their entertainment likings. During the same aerial
wandering perhaps the rapid, close-clipped expressions of a New Zealander at
Wellington, 7,000 miles away, will furnish a deep pleasure and interest not
before thought possible in your radio.
Globe trotters spend fortunes going
places to note and enjoy the habits and
peculiarities of different lands. Less personally, perhaps, but much more quickly
you can do likewise, through the medium of the inexpensive, powerful little
sets available to all today.
Simply procure a reliable, complete
log of world-wide stations and some exciting fun can be yours in return for a
little patience.

VOLUME XX
NUMBER FOUR
Copyright, 1930, Horwood Publishing Co., Inc.
Issued Monthly at 314 E. 12th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Subscription $3.00 a Year. Entered as Second Class Matter.
December, 1930, Los Angeles, Calif., Post Office. Under Act of March 3, 1879.
San Francisco Office
Hew ror\ Office
Los Angeles Office
H. H. CONGER CO.
J. W. HASTIE
HORWOOD PUBLISHING CO., INC.
155 East 42nd Street.. Vanderbilt 4661 314 E. 12th Street. WEstmore 3024
929-930 Hearst Bldg. Garfield 8990
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of

World"

is no empty phrase in these days of modern radio — IF — you know how to pull the
strings to get you there! Let Radio Supply with its enormous up-to-the-minute
stock show you the string to pull — they all meet here.
It is Easy to Find One to Suit You — Here are a Few of Them
Silver Marshall Super-heterodyne 724 AC.
714 Super-heterodyne Tuner.
738 Super-heterodyne Shortwave Converter.
National MB 30 Tuner with Velvetone Amplifier.
SW5 Shortwave Thrill Box — the world on your dial.
Hammarlund HIQ31, a famous quality receiver.
Pilot Super Wasp Shortwave Receiver.
If these don't give you enough kick and you
would like to talk as well as listen, come down
and get an armful of coils, transformers,
chokes, meters, condensers and keys and join
the Ham Army! There are thousands of them
— they talk to all parts of the globe — that's a
thrill that can't be beaten. Come down and
see W6FBI's 150-watt crystal controlled Ham
Station. Hundreds of popular parts in stock
always.
EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR

WE ARE ALSO EXCLUSIVE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE FAMOUS
WEBSTER ELECTRIC POWER
AMPLIFIERS
Used wherever sound must fill great spaces.
Wherever people gather, wherever speech or
music must be greatly amplified with fidelity
and brilliancy — there is the place for Webster.
Schools, convention halls, amusement parks,
railroad depots, apartment buildings, hotels,
athletic fields, civic centers, factories, skating
rinks and countless like outlets are being
equipped with this sound projection apparatus.

Listen to our demonstration panel in our sound-proof room.
Visitors are welcome always.
RADIO

SUPPLY
COMPANY
H. A. DEMAREST, President
VA 3170-3178-3179
912-914 S. Broadway
WHOLESALE

Largest

Los Angeles

Radio Parts Jobber West of Chicago
SEND FOR THE NEW 1930-31 CATALOG

RADIO
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For World
Reception
Short and Lana Waves
(1-1 lo 500 Meters)
In two years this wonderfully efficienl and economical
■•kit'* receiver
has DXnotfansonlybut established
itself as the
favorite
of all real
is rapidly becoming
the
favorite of Licensed Amateur Operators. They receive
relay messages with it from every place in the world
where short wave communication originates.
A-C KIT SET
BATTERY SET KIT
S29.50
$34.50
KIT K-113:
AC Super
KIT K-110: The battery
Wasp. Use own ABC
operated Super Wasp.
Pack
or
Pilot K-lll,
Batteries and tubes
specially
designed for
extra.
the Super Wasp.
PILOT

SUPER

WASP
xbe "QUALITY" BUDGET
People
can't seebelieve
theyclarity,
are hearing
Pilotrange
"Midgetof
unless they
it! Its
volume a and
tone makes the owners of most big consoles, wonder
what they paid big money for. In its beautiful, NEW,
two-tone walnut cabinet, it delights all who see it as
much as it delights all who hear it. Illuminated Dial
Knob
Control, Tone Control and Phonograph
Connection.
AC MODEL: 2-221 Screen Grid TKF. 1-224
Screen Crid Power Detector. 1-227 1st
Audio, 1-215 Output Audio, 1-280 Rectifier.
DC MODEL: 4-201-A's and 2-271-A's.
Less Tubes S59.50
PILOT

MIDGET

PILOT'S
NEWEST
A gem in cabinet design, this charming little two-tone
walnut Queen Anne Model is coveted by every home
loving woman the moment she sees it.
It has double sliding doors. Baffling area of cabinet is
ample to bring out lowest tones of the special electrodynamic speaker. Illuminated Dial, Knob Control,
Tone Control and Phonograph Connection.
2-221 Screen Grid TRF, 1-224 Screen Grid
Power Detector, 1-227 First Audio, 1-245
Audio Output, 1-280 Rectifier. (The DC
Model
uses 4-201-A's
Dimensions:
Height, and
33 2-271-A's.)
inches; width,
19^2 inches; depth, 13 inches.
Less Tubes S7».50
Pilot ^
Consolette
PILOT'S SERVICE
TO ALL
LOVERS OF RADIOAmateur
GROWS: Broadcast and
Listeners. Short
Wave Enthusiasts.nowLicensed
Amateurs.needsService
Professional
Custom
Distribution
met
byEngineers.
Pilot Products.
The ISew
Pilot SetPlantBuilders,
at Lawrence, Mass.,Set isBuilders
the largest inSound
tiie world
owned andExperts,
operated byfinda all
radiotheir
manufacturer.
See the Pilot Receivers at your dealer or urite for description folder to

PILOT

It A
O
I O
LICENSED UNDER
RCA PATENTS
RADIO
&
TUBE
CORPORATION
LAWRENCE,
MASS.
New
York
Office:
525
Broadway
San Francisco Office:
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES OFTHE WORLD
1278 Mission Street
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OWNERS
FOR

THIS

»

New Creation of Dr. Lee De Forest!
THE world knows Dr. De Forest as the
"Father of Radio." The technical field
watches with interest his every new development . . . for De Forest leads with new discoveries, ofinterest to the radio news.
The
man
"radioon tube"
now brings who
you invented
control ofthetone
your
radio not thus factory equipped. You can
bring your radio up to date with —
oya le
TONE

Lu minous

CONTROL

Modernizes the Old Radio
With Positive Tone Control

.Just turn the knob
— the tone and color
both change!

RADIO
DEALERS
H ere

Is A

Q u i ck and Ready
.Manufactured by
LEE De FOREST MFG. CO., LTD.
'T^ot 1224
connected
the originalANGELES,
De Forest CALIF.
Radio Co.'
WALL with
STREET,
WEstmore 5158

Every RADIO
OWNER Will
Want
» »
Here isOne
eye appeal
and sales appeal.
This is a beautiful,
artistic ornament as
well as a practical
up -utetonecessity.
- the - minEACH
TONE
IS SHOWN BY
DIFFERENT
COLORED
GREEN
LIGHTS —
PURPLE
RED
WHITE
» » ORDER TO-DAY!
Exclusive Sales Representatives
BALDWIN- PACIFIC CO., LTD.
WEstmore— 5987
138 West 17th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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VVTITH the perfection of
three new Pacent Phonovoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new radio
sets are now equipped with
jacks to hook up phonograph
pick-ups. An electric pick-up
bearing the name "Pacent" is
your guarantee that there is
nothing better.
CATALOG
THE NEW MASTER
(Illustrated
Contains 12 features that
value in pick-ups today.

No. 107
PHONO VOX
above)
make it the greatest
List Price $15.00

CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONOVOX
Gives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station work.
Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely
no rubber. Freezing is impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Parent

Electric* C o.. Inc.. 91 Seventh Ave., Xew
Pioneers in Radio and Klectiie Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio Ltd., Hamilton. Out.

York.

>. V

RADIO
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NEW!!
MANY NEW CHANGES TO THIS
ALREADY POPULAR CONDENSER
New Low Minimum Feature.
Change in Plate Shape.
Smaller Compensator Stator Plates.
New Type Stator Terminal.
Higher Frame Construction.
Cadmium Plated Section Shields.
Higher Section Shield Construction.
New Rotor Contact Springs.

American st«-«-i Package < <>., Defiance, Ohio

The American Steel Package Co., makers
of a complete line of quality condensers since
1926, has kept pace with the ever increasing
demand of our midget manufacturers. Being
of small physical size, rugged, accurate and
efficient, are the reasons for their increased
popularity. Every part for these excellent condensers ismade in their own plant.

The Home of Defiance \ ariable Gang Condensers

March, 1931
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NEW

HIGH-GAIN

SUPER-HETERODYNE
A sensational set licensed under R. C. A.,
Hazeltine and LaTour Patents. You can now
$*]950
play that distant station at will, without overlap ing or interference from high powered locals,
Complete with 8 tubes
without distortion.
Also 7 Tube Super-Heterodyne Model
at $(>!>.."><► Complete
This "better-built" super-heterodyne includes
eight tubes in push-pull, Magnavox speaker
Thismost !mradio
is
engineered l>y one of the foreTone control, all housed in a beautifully designed
States. i per- heterodyne engineers in the t nited
dual-toned walnut cabinet.
Consolidated huil<l only the very highest
tirade chassis
They are midgets in size lint
giants
in performance!
It is built to do what the public expects it to
We urgf you to write or wire for the attrac— and more!
tive jobbers' proposition.
Consolidated will build for manufacturers or jobbers. Our engineering facilities are
among, the best. Buying power and Consolidated efficiency are the success of our
many popular chassis.

CONSOLIDATED

Custom -Built

Chassis

Ideal for your specially designed cabinet and priced so reasonably that you
can use the chassis under your own
brand name as a feature.
The Consolidated Radio Mfg. Co. is composed of Pioneer Radio Manufacturers who
know the radio manufacturing business . . .
By combining their engineering departments
experience and buying power are now producing midget chassis of outstanding quality
and performance AT LESS COST.
Licensed under the R. C. A.. Hazeltine and La Tour Patents
Write or Wire for Prices and Full Particulars
Consolidated Ratlio Mfg.
1801 South Hill Street,

Company
Los Angeles, Calif.
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APPLAUD

David Hartford and Frances Nordstrom

KMTR

BECAUSE: David Hartford
old-time director and favorite
of the Belasco and Morosco
Stock Companies and his
wife, Frances Nordstrom,
actress and author are presenting aseries of fine oneact plays over KMTR on
Monday and Thursday evenings at 8:45; because Miss
Nordstrom has written these

plays;days,"
becauseDavid
in theHartford
"good
old
was largely responsible for
"Country Boy"
My Heart,"
"Peg O'because
production
original
bringing
and
"The theDollar
Mark"
to Los ofAngeles;
he has directed such
now famous stars as Lewis Stone, Florence Reed, Marjorie Rambeau,
Florence Oakley and Richard Bennett; but principally because we are
whole-heartedly in favor of more dramas for radio production.

RADIO
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Cutstandina!

C1TUART BUCHANAN, director of theatrical performances for the
United Broadcasting Company,
career under the
less personbeganthanhisOtisdramatic
expert tutelage
Skinner, himself. Skinner happened to be in the audience at a college play and was so impressed
by the ability of the your g student, he offered him an attractive part in
one of his plays, thereby opening avenues to a very successful dramatic
s undoubtedly have gone to make of Stuart
career.
expenenci
BuchananVaried
the actor
whom Edwin Schallert of the Los Angeles Times gave
credit for "the finest piece of actingDramatics,
of the year"
in the
Pasadena
however,
do not
seem toPlay-be
houseBuchanan
productions only
of "Spindrift.
Mr.
forte. He is been an athlete, playing with Knutc
Rockne on the Notre Dame football team; has won his letters in track,
baseball, basketball, swimming and football; as well as having coached and
refereed for the major sports. Mr Buchanan is now playing the part of
Louis XVwritten
in the
"French
Miniatures,"
dramaswhich
by Kay
Van
Riper,
around
the romances
of thea series
French ofcourt,
are being
released over the Pacific Coast Network of the United Broadcasting Company every Thursday evening at 8:30 o'clock.
Stuart Buchanan

A new and joyous picture of Eddie
Holden, whose delightful character, Frank
Watanabe,
Japanese
Houseboy,
amusesherethou-for
sands nightly
over KNX,
is shown
the first time. And on the right is Reginald
Sharland, well known moving picture actor
who created the role of the "Honorable
Archie." We are aware that we are throwing quite a bomb when we reveal the Honorable Archie's identity. A lot of you
thought
he was Eddie
you?
Frank Watanabe
is quiteHolden,
enough didn't
of a character for one young and personable man to
create
way, Frank really
learned ath a time. By bythehaunting
tal sectionsJapanese
ot San
Star Francisco, the
of
whereOrien-he
counts many charmu "apanese as his mtimate friends. If yc aven't heard Frank
Archie,
toand 7:15
weekdon't
nightsm mother night — 7:00
Reginald Sharland
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Ladies

and

Gentlemen

By MONROE UPTON . . . Publicity Director . . . KFRC
HAVING
from toMisswriteDorothy
Hummel received
an invitation
something about the KFRC artists in the
same manner that Dick Creedon wrote about
the
KHf artists
DOINGS
it has intakenlast memonth's
three RADIO
days to
make
up
my
mind
—
not
because
like
to write about the KFRC artists, Ibutdon't
because
it's
a tough assignment to write like Dick
Creedon.
How can I so felicitously mix delightful
humor with unstinted praise and convincing
revelations of virtue and artistry? How can
I make people laugh and at the same time
see the halo around the artists' heads? How
CAN wayI, Ican
writewrite
like like
Dick Monroe
Creedon.Upton,
Well,which
anywill have to do until Dick comes along again.
Not being equal to the "pick-em-out-ofthe-hat"
gag I'll
have topermits
give you as manytry
ofandoursurvive
artists
theas space
hard looks ofandthethen
rest as
best I can.
My practical sense moves me to start off
with the man to whom I go for a raise
every three months (once I got one), Mr.
Harrison Holliway. He is five feet eight
inches in height, has a blonde mustache
which he wears au natural, a boyishly engaga clean
and inghesmile,never
missescut a profile, smokes a pipe,
thing
that
goes
over KFRC when outhe
is at home evenings.
He watches the steady
stream
like a ofhawk.programs
After
KFRC shuts down he
breaks out his short
wave receiver and
listens
the "hams"
over intotralia,
Japan,
AusSouth Africa
and Turkestan. He
was a in"ham"
back
1911, himself
when
he was ten years old,
and since that time
traveled all over the
world asator.a Heradio
has operbeen Harrison Holl'.wav
inception
Kover
F R Cfive
' s years
managerag< nee Well,it s after
he
it's
about
time
isthat tired
of thethe "haIII iged seven months,
Harrison
requires some attention.himAndat his9 o'clock
KFRC finds
desk
again.
We
can't
leave
Harrison without mentioning his pretty wife,
fuliette, who was a
before her
idio
Now she
iken jp being
ind : lother in a
large way and employment
the situation
unhasn't bothered her at
all. You hear Harrisoning theHolliway
announcGolden
State
Blue Monday Jamboree each Monday
night.
Meredith Willson.
]uanita Tennyson KFRC's Musical Di-

rector, also has a very beautiful wife, Peggy
Willson. All Meredith does is direct the
station's music and conduct the orchestra

The Clar\e Sisters
for the most important programs, but Peggy
drops in occasionally looking very sweet
and lovely, which is a lot more important to
us around here. They were married back in
Iowa before Meredith found fame as flute
soloist with the New York Philharmonic, as
director of the Seattle Symphony at the age
of 27, as scorer of pictures in Hollywood and
as Musical Director of KFRC. His favorite
magazine is the New Yorker, which is
favoritecomedians
also, and because
he is well
liked
byPeggy's
the alleged
he laughs
at theirat gags.
laughs
the blueI don't
notes ofknowthe whether
alleged mu-he
sicians or not — anyway they like it when he
ship.
praises them for any exceptional musicianOh yes, I forgot to say (as Dick did
about KHJ),
just oneus big
family
up herewe're
and all
to know
is tohappy
love
us. ple(Wait
a
minute
until
I
throw
peoout of my office who are kickingthreebecause
they
enough publicity
lately. haven't
One ofbeen
them getting
has a knife.)
Now,aboutwho'sMerlenext?Matthews,
You don't
hearis very
much
but she
one
of the powers behind the programs from the
KFRC studios. She is our production manager. She is both demure and active. She's
the
one not
person
couldn'twrite-,
get along
without,
only KFRC
because
of romantic continuity
and she
provides a plenty
lot of
ideas and sees that the studios function in
good
shape,
but
because
she's
the
only
around the shop who is always ready to onego
to lunch with you. The world could be
turned upside down without finding another
as agreeable about going to lunch. She's a
sweet
girl, buying
Merle, oil
and toif burn
she doesn't
break
Don Lee
at midnight
KFRC will be kept on its feet.
Tennysonand and
Margaret
O'Dea.
ourJuanita
staff soprano
contralto
respectively.

belong to the traditions of Bay radio.
"Dinty" Doyle of the Oakland Post Enquirer recently gave them first string positions on his Bay radio team. Miss Tennyson
on
the
Mrs. Tennyson,
Tennyson atdentist.
home —Miss
her
husband airisis Dr.
O'Dea
is
still
Miss
O'Dea
when
she
is
home. She lives with her mother and drivesat
around in her car for recreation. Both Juanita and Margaret are native daughters.
I've written so much about "Mac," Harry
McClintock, it just isn't funny any more.
Mac. hisHe'sbunch
amusing
off thecow-air
orMacon.is .just
He and
of alleged
boys are now playing country dances over
the week-ends and getting away with it
handsomely. The little kids and the old
folks come to see Mac while the young ladies
come to see Cecil Wright, who plays vhe
guitar, harmonica, sings and has a profile
like
Greek isGod.
clean
boys —a which
the They're
worst I all
can good
say about
them. Mac ran away from his Tennessee
home at the age of 14 with Gentry's Dog
and Pony show. He soldiered in the Philipsailored all over
on two pines,continents,
minedtheonworld,
three railroaded
and made
a musical vagabond of himself for a good
many years before he settled down with radio.
Dick Rickard is now mastering
ceremonies on the
Feminine
Fancies and reports
m
everything
con&k
trol. Dick under
was turned
out on an unsuspect^^^^^^^H
ing worldofby Washingthe University
I ,7"J% IrviJ
ton — heof agreeableness,
is the epitome
fl and his eagerness to
A
....™ see life from all anand positions
has
led gleshim
to barge
around the world as a
sailor and to pursue
other fiedandpursuits.
lessYoung,
dignihonest, good-looking,
intelligent and recentI canly married.
say about
That'sHIM.all
Margaret O'Dea look
at the tenor deNow let'spartment.ha Robert Olsen, Norman
Nielsen.
Charles Bulotti and Elbert Bellows are occupying the pedestals.
The first two protwo videthethe ballads
classicsandand popular songs, the last
semi - classics. Robert
Olsen is cording
our artist.prizeHe re-is
also
prize slender,
Nordic.
Tallour and
blonde and serious, he
only melts when he
approaches
phone. He isa a microproud
and devoted
family
man, with two interesting children and a
lovely wife. He was
married long before
radio came along and
was in the wholesale
grocery
business.
Norman reveals
the ofinnermost secrecies
his
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cal
foot-steps
of
his
father
—
he
can sing the
soul when he clowns daily on the Happypopular tunes he has heard over the radio.
Go-Lucky ofHour.
The young
hnn
because
his good
looks, ladies
the oldlikeladies
There was a story and a picture about
because they would like to mother him, and
Pedro last month, so I'll let him off this
time.
both because of his voice. Charles Bulotti is
Eleanor Allen provides our organ propresidentciationofand histhe magnificent
Machinery voice
Dealers'
Assois just a
grams. She is a big-hearted girl who refuses
side line with him. We only use him on
to take life too seriously — not seriously
the Sunday night Cadillac-La Salle and on
enough
get married.
go on ata all.
party
the General Paint program on Tuesday
with youto with
practicallyShe'll
no urging
nights. Elbert Bellows was on four sectors
The
Clarke
Sisters
are
a
pair
of
swell
e
ry
of the Western front during the war with
blondes who began their radio career over
the
light
artillery
and
was
initiated
into
the
KFI,
in
Los
Angeles
several
years
ago,
and
show business with one of the American
since that time have played vaudeville all
army shows that entertained the soldiers in
over
the
country.
They're
always
on
their
France after the Armistice. He has been
toes, musically, and off the air they smile a
studying and working
comes
good deal, which behard ever since. He
much. theni
worked as a blacksmith for a year and a
Billy Cowles is our
Cecil
Wright
half to build up his
master accompanist. If
physique.
Altbough
you can'tforsing
he is new to the
you when
there
KFRC staff his well cafeteria
a great many of
us graduated
the isBillno plays
hope for you. He
of education.
We from
took —what
trained and splendid we could system
is alsoplacea around
youth,
we went
23attended
orsome24,
voice is rapidly gain- He followedget —theandseaafford
for a asgood
many along.
years unmarried,
ing him atwofollowing.
The
Ednas! contemplation.
as a radio operator
—
a
life
conducive
to
University
of
SouthFred is a writer, too.
ern California, was
Edna O'Keefe
Edna
Fischer! and
We
the Hollywood
William H. Wright is the man of many with
wrote about these two names
on KFRC. His versatility has made Music Box Revue,
talented young ladies him the victim of many incognitos. Profes- helped make some picfor RADIO DOINGS
tures and was accomsor Hamburg
is, perhaps,
the best time,
knownZeb,—
a couple of months though
he is also,
at the present
panist
for the
Rounders.
ago
so
we
shall
pass
of
Eb
and
Zeb
(Al
Pearce
is
Eb),
Reginald
Robert Olsen
We will close with
over them at present. Cheerily and Steamboat Bill. At Christmas
John Moss
The Pearce Broth- time he is Santa Claus. Bill is married, lives John Moss and Ronald Graham, basso and baritone respectively.
next. Alinclined
and Cal
all alike.
and has a cute little daughAl isers areblonde,
to bearen't
a bitatstout,
has in Burlingame,
John is a very tall, good-looking, dignified
ter whothingsays
for miserable.
boundless energy and likes to be at the
which "mizzable"
his wife never
is.) He (Somesmokes Englishman, who didn't like "toting up achead of things. Cal is dark complexioned,
counts," wentin inCanada,
for fruitandfarming,
which
landed him
then drifted
slender,
enjoys
down to the U.S.A. He had studied music
care at all
abouttaking
beingitateasy
the and
tiller.doesn't
The
for several years in England, both voice and
Happy-Go-Lucky-Hour is a testimonial to
the
powers
piano, and he began to study again after
a tenor
solo. of Al. He has raised it from
coming to Canada. Ronald Graham comes
from London also, of Scotch parentage, but
Speaking of Happy-Go-Lucky, there is
he came while still a small lad (he was in
Tommy Harris and Charles Cartier, a couple
of lads who have come a long way in radio
kilts when he arrived) shortly after the war.
in a comparatively short time. Tommy has
His father was an army officer in France
that something it takes to make the ladies
and the family lived in London. Ronald is
feel sentimental, Charley intrigues their
19, andthealthough
he ischosen
also a talented
with
brush has
music asartist
his
fancy. Tommy
is theof senior
two, varihe's
nineteen.
The age
Charleyof hasthe been
career.
ously estimated at from 15 to 17. Just a
Darned
if I ofdidn't
almost fame.
leave
couple of kids who have made good in a big
outWhat
Doakesho! and
Doakes
Jamboree
way — along with Happy-Go-Lucky.
Doakes and Doakes are really man and wife,
I find I have neglected our announcers.
or Hardy and Betty Gibson. They have
Walter Bunker, Jr., is the chief. Walter is
playedtry andevery
vaudeville
circuitandin the
couna few
in Canada
Australia.
aNothing
"good ever
guy"bothers
raised himto very
the 10th
power.
much. Life
Real
troopers,
arc
Doakes
and
Doakes.
And
is a sort of a casual proposition to him. He
tonowraisethey've
their settled
family. down in San Francisco
is one of the few persons who can have a
good time while having a good time. His
Editor's Note — Since
announcing
quiteMr.fill Upton
the spacedidn'twe
lar because heis ispopunahave
to
jump
into our
the
breach with
say moretural, he doesn't
than hetryfeelsto
trusty
typewriter.
Al and Cal Pearce
What do you think of
like he was "speaking
this department, fans?
a piece." However, he
isn't our only popular
Do you findreading?
it interannouncer.
huge black dirigible-like cigars and is a swell
Lin ChurchThere's
and
fellow, on a party or off.
would esting
you likeWhoto
Fred Lane. Lin attended Harvard, likes
Walterrector,Kclscy
is ourtheAssistant
Diwrite theRight
nextLadies
"On
Tour
and he runs
music onMusical
Feminine
to
old books,
and collect
is a student
with
Fancies. He plays as many instruments as
would Gentlemen"
you just oras
and
he has fingers and sings besides, but the
soon not have a next
an appreciation of the
violin is his favorite. Walter is still a young
one? Personally, we
artistic aspects of existence. He was sc
man, hasbition always
had
equal
amounts
of
amthink
it is grand readand energy and has come a long
lected from a large
group of candidates
way sinceterey. Hehisis care-free
boyhood
days
in
Moning (butwork
maybe
that's
married, and little Walter, Jr.,
have
hard
for the job. Fred Lane
because
wedoso it.)
don't
when toothers
belongs to the school
shows healthy signs of following in the musi-
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entertainment

The Empire Builders Go Into Rehearsal . . . NBC
The Boys on the Cover
WHOBlue,among
not heardof the
of De-tec-a-tives
mightyyoucrimehas crushers
air, whose feetBlack
are and
not
flatter than their skulls; those elastic supporters of law and
order whose fame has, in the past few months, stretched from one
of the Don Lee chain to the other; and whose myriad daily followers,
if placed end to end, would find it difficult to sit down?
That is a rhetorical question, my friends. And there is only one
thing to do with one of those things — ignore it. Censors please note.
But who are these slick sleuths, Black and Blue, whose blundering
triumphs in the practically unlimited field of crime, aroused such
envy and admiration in the heart of William J. Burns that, several
weeks ago, he came all the way from Florida to meet them in the
studios of KHJ?
This is not a rhetorical question and must be answered.
Blue is none other but only Len Wright, trap drummer in Raymond Paige's
One day, call
Mr. for
Paigeorchestra
(the boysrecall him,
Mr. KHJ
Paige)staffsentorchestra.
out a telephone
inforcements. He was chewing salted peanuts at the time and the
only intelligible words that came over the phone were, "Trap Druma tale : mer." Mr. Wright was immediately trapped. And hereby hangs
Born in the bull rushes north of Chicago. Father ran a chain of
theaters in Illinois tullies. Little Len in short pants played drums
in Sawtelle Circus out of New York. At age of 1?, went into
stock. Show and Little Len flopped in Savannah, Georgia. Flopped
again in roller skating act over
his Dad's circuit. There are
some for.
thingsPlayed
Chicagorepertoire
won't
stand
with the famous Jesse Colton
Company. Two xylophone
acts in independent vaudeville.
Had neither agent nor dime.
Drums in Rockford Orpheum
when orchestras came into picture houses. Had his own orchestra for two years at the
Hoff Brau Club, Milwaukee.
Beer is thicker than water.
Came to California in 1922.
Played
KHJ in theband
old days.
Directedat cafeteria
here.
Organized orgKEJK
orchestra.
Disanized it. Played with Black
(Charles Forsythe) at both

cafeteria and
KEJK. Trapped
by KHJ.
graphy
eludes:
Birth ir
Black's
sas corn fields.
Named Charles
bioForsythe (if we
are to believe
him.)
theaterFather
trap
Kan-a
drummer. Mins t r e 1 Male
Quartet at 16.
Stock
while voiceroles
was
changing. This
gave
rise toThethe
term:
Squeaking
Stage.tion Ran
mopicture
chines in mathe
nikelodean
cdays
l a 1 l and
z e d spe-inVaud
sound
effects.
Man near Los Angeles,
Manager smallgletheater
Imitated
ion in first big stage band in motion picture house.
Paul Ash so pleased he made Charlie director of comedy and sound
effects. Played with big stage presentations in both Oakland and
San Francisco. First radio work over KUO on roof of the Examiner
building in San Francisco in 1923. Played character roles in movies
(Ben Hur)
and directed fororchestra
in Paige
Monteat Bell's
first picture,
"Pretty
RaymondKHJ,
tor for Ladies."
Fanchon Worked
& Marco. KEJK,
KMTR theandMet.KHJConducagain.
Considered final authority on radio sound effects.
How it all happened:
Earnshaw & Morgan decided to write a small comedy part into
"Forgeria"
two dumbwasdetectives,
and Blue. inThethe dumb
nature of thefor characters
described Black
at a conference
KHJ
studios. Raymond Paige immediately rubbed his hands together three
times andstantlypronounced
phrase, Just
"Charlie
Forsythe."Only
InCharles appearedtheon magic
the carpet.
like Aladdin.
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Charlie had two lamps. One of them was black. Messrs. Earnshaw
H Morgan (incorporated, we believe, no doubt) took one look and
said, "Read it!"
Mr. Forsythe read his lines.
"Terrible," said the assembled conference.
"Awful," agreed Messrs. E. & M., "Just what we want! You're
Black!"
Charlie looked at himself
in the mirror
and intrusion
disagreed.ofAta
the
was interrupted
by the
mild instant,
voice andthe a conference
decollete head.
"What's the matter, Len," asked Mr. Paige.
"Aw, I'mwhat?"
blue. Some guy swiped my pet drum whacker again."
"You're
"I'm blue."
Messrs. Earnshaw and Morgan raised their eyes to Heaven and
in voices
tent. . . .hushed
Here! with
Read awe,
this!"whispered, "He's Blue. A sign. A porAnd it happened that in the year 1930, in the studios of KHJ.
in the City of Los Angeles, that the minor roles of Black and Blue
did assume immense proportions — did steal the show and role them
in the aisles throughout the length and breadth of California. And
it further happened, that the Folger Coffee Company and Messrs.
Earnshaw ii Morgan (still incorporated, we have no doubt) saw opportunity before she knocked; and put Black 6? Blue, the two dumb
sleuths, in a series of daily mystery-comcdy-adventure skits which are
broadcast over the Don Lee chain five days each week from 5:30 to
5:4? p.youm., should
not to seemention
if in passing
the
street,
small o'clock.
boys withAnd,
checkered
Sherlockdown
Holmes
caps on their heads, you may feel certain that they are following the
checkered fortunes of Black i£ Blue and want to grow up to be great
de-tec-a-tives, themselves.
NOTE: Information contained in this story has been obtained
from sources which we do not believe to be reliable — from Black
& Blue, themselves. EDITOR'S NOTE: Much as we'd like to, we
can't takeinfluence.
credit for this outburst. You doubtless trace the Dick
Creedon
* * *
For a long time we have wanted to show you some pictures of the
Empire Builders and this month we are happy to show you the whole
cast as it goes into rehearsal for one of the absorbing dramas of the
buildingquireofd for each
the Empire.
About which
twenty arehours
of rehearsing
are reof the playlets
released
by the National
Broadcasting Company each Monday night at 7:30 over KGW,
KECA, KFSD, KTAR, KOMO, KGO, KHQ. Harvey Hays, known
and lovedphone.forJosephhisKoestner,
portrayal of the director,
"Old Timer"
is seen
the microis seated
at theatand
piano.
Behind him is Bernardine musical
Flynn, one of the
principals
at her
right is Don Bernard, the director. Don Ameche, juvenile lead is
seen at the extreme right.
This is the first picture we have ever had of Jay the Jingle Man
and we have been quite curious about him for many long years. We
have wondered what manner of man could dash off the amusing line
of chatter in verse day after day and month after month and still
keep it from triteness. (We once tried for days to write one single
jingle.) Jay the Jingle Man at KNX every day in the week except
Sunday is the big man with the little job as he puts it. He only has
to write 660 lines of
rhymed vertscontinuity
for adsupplements withwhicha he
philosophic
rhymenish as(like parsley.)
a sort of Then
garin his spare time he turns
out an average of three
song
weeklysongsas
well as lyrics
a few theme
for special programs. In
other words Jay writes 2
million lines a year or
20 million words. He deserves the title of the
One and Only Jingle
Man in America. And we
thoughtone! our job was a
hard

Ted White
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Rose Di

KFI-KECA

Moore, no illusions are shattered. Miss Moore, whose fascinating
Nomad Novelists sketches are a feature of KFI-KECA looks exactly
as she should . . . romantic. Rose Dirmann, lyric soprano of KFIKECA
is almost
pretty with
to beimmediate
true and,audiences
perhaps, asthat's
good
reason she
is so topopular
well oneas radio
listeners.
MMiss
Dirmann's
schedule
has
included
concerts
before
the
Friday Morning Club in addition to h er regular KFI-KECA recitals.
She is also the soloist at the First Church of Christ, Scientists.

With the addition to the Colun bia Chain of Station KOH in
Reno, Nevada, on February 15th, tl e Silver-State may now hear its
own silver-throated song bird, Ted White, who warbles from the
Don Lee-Columbia Key Stations . . KHJ. Let us romance a bit.
Nevada has had two beloved singen one for each era of the state's
Strike at the end of the
colorful history. During the famous ; Gold
last Century when the eyes of the world were turned to Virginia
City, Nevada, a young musician by the name of Ricardo Jose was
melting the hearts of the bold fellows who battled for the treasures
mother-earth
offering
lavishly.
this young
Quite often
it
is
exvoicesorang
over When
the purple
hills onSpaniard's
a clear
ceedingly disappointing phenomenally waslyrical
Nevada night, strong men shed bnney tears and vowed to return to
to see pictures
of
your
favorite radio stars, but in the girls they had left behind them; such was the sentiment of the
the case of Rose Dir- songs of that period. And they say, no one sang them like Dick
mann and Winnie Field*
(Continued on Following Page)
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Jose. Nevada's own. Perhaps you have heard him —
now a silvery-haired old gentleman — sing "Silver
Threads
AmongdaysthearcGold."
But those
history now, the gold which
mounted into billions, and which enriched the port of
San Francisco and established the fortunes of many
of the leading families of the West, suddenly disappeared as mysteriously as it came, and Virginia City
became a deserted village — a ghost town — a name. The
adventurous inhabitants moved on and Dick Jose with
them
singing
county— heof the
world.his sweet melodies in almost every
Nevada sat back for a few years to figure it all out
— then came the famous divorce law which again drew
the eyes of the world to the romantic Silver-State.
And it grew and it grew. Disillusioned partners in
wedlockof came
the hundreds
Many
them byeschewed
a yearlytostaygetin"unlocked."
Paris, for
three months of typical Western living in Reno. The
distinguished, the wealthy, the learned, all came to this
gay littletiously city
to "take
themusicians,
cure" asjournalists,
divorce is facethere.
Great
men, socialcalledleaders,
financial
wizards, or their stateswives
(most often their wives) came with misgiving only
to grow to love the free and easy spirit of the old
West which seems to have found a last frontier in
this region.
Dude Ranches, estates, lodges for hunting, winter
sports, yacht clubs, gambling casinos, racing tracks,
and Night Clubs, grew rapidly around Reno and Lake Tahoe under
pressure; the distinguished visitors must be entertained.
And for this purpose, Ted White was imported, actually imported,
the hefamous
"Littlefrom
ClubNewof the
Shanghai,
tofromwhich
had gone
YorkOrient"
City. inGoing
to RenoChina,
was
like
to him;
at "The old
Willows,"
the ritz
put ongoingmosthomeheavily,
Ted for
encountered
friends where
from New
Yorkis
almost nightly. But the atmospheres of 1890 and 1930 had a decided
difference — as different as the music of these periods. The sentimentality ofGold-boom days had become the heavy romanticism of
an age of freedom. Ted sang songs which mixed love and laughter— songs which amused, songs which quieted and rested, or pulsed
with romance and passion; and occasionally, when one of the old
timers appeared, some of the old songs which they loved, some of
the songs which their beloved Dick Jose had sung to them.
Millionaires, actresses, gamblers, novelists, social leaders, senators,
governors,
pioneers,
they asall forcamethetomelodies
know TedwhichWhite
and toto love
him
himself
as well
he sang
suit
their for
moods.
Since Ted has been singing from the Los Angeles Studios of the
Columbia Chain, he receives word almost daily that some of these
Nevada friends have heard his songs of the night before. As one
person'sticalletter
"I wonder
if youforrealize,
Ted, night
that pracy the entireexpressed
town ofit —Reno
is listening
you
now
that our
localeach
Station KOH
has become part of the Columbia System."

Tom Brer
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The Keepe
years, is re-instated a SPONSORED program of the first water. The
new time is 8:1? to 8:4") every Tuesday night over KGO, KHQ.
KOMO,
KFI, over
KFSDthe andair? KTAR. Who says the public can't
get what KGW,
they want
The eleven-to-twelve hour on Sundays is put to excellent purposes
over at cerned
the mostly24-hour
station, KGFJ.of Atchurch
a timeservices,
when KGFJ
the dialgives
is conwith broadcasting
the
music lover a concert program of orchestral classics.
Bill Sharpies Fans Please Note — KNX has
Bill Sharpies and his gang for an unlimited
may hear
them(What
every morning from 7:00 to
wood stations
our telephone
girl!) a lot of telephone calls

cornered the popular
engagement and you
8:00
this isover
goingtheto Hollyspare

Raymond
Paige's classic,
Symphony,"
shifted
to Thursday
evenings"Vignettes
from 9:30in until
10:00. Ithasis been
now
available
to
the
entire
Coast
chain
of
the
Don
Lee
system.
make the fatal mistake of missing any of these programs.
(We Don't
think
they are the finest offerings of their type on the air today.)

To Joe trVenutti
of Paul Whiteman's
band togoesformthea credit
oducing a new arrangement
of instruments
noveltyforquin-intet, featuring piano, baritone saxophone, violin, guitar and string bass.
Aaron Gonzales modeled his organization after this idea and now
has one of the most unique orchestras on the coast. KMPC presents
Aaron Gonzales and his Novelty Quintet every Saturday from 9:30
to 10:00 p. m. on the Junior Chamber of Commerce program.
"Warning! . . . Unless you
deliver to my radio set every
A series of twelve weekly concerts featuring artists of the MetroTuesday night your Memory
pchestra
olitan and Chicago
and aYork
32-piece
symphony will
orLane program, I will KILL
composed of Opera
membersCompanies
of the New
Philharmonic
every NBC program on my be inaugurated
over the Columbia network on March 2nd. The new
set and will hang crepe on the programs will present
a different internationally known opera star
dial where KGO comes in . . . as guest artist each week.
KHJ, KOIN, KOL, KFPY and KDYL
Now TarT that oil' . . . Yours will bring this program to the west coast.
truly,
O'Phan,
alias
ThomasRayH. D.Krebs,
San CarAnd now you Doubters and Skeptics! Here is positive proof that
los." In such violent words
did one listener express his theI'cpcr
Little
'n' Whistle
fame is NOT
myth.metWe some
havewhoalways been Pig
ableofto Pigvisualize
him perfectly,
but wethea have
outrage at thecontinuathreatened
disnce of the Memory vividly
by>f thethere
didn't believe
was
a
Little
Pig
at
all.
Anyway,
Harry
Jackson.
Pi
.;, ha- the ability to mak
Little Pig live so
Lane program. 9,808 other
ler and indulgent conversatio •very night at the
persons
the studios
lere's a pig in the
of
the bombarded
National Broadcasting
Pig
V
Wh
at
we
really
don't
care
wheth
or no
acquainted with Harry Jack
Company with similar protests. flesh
night from 6:00 to 6:30 over KFW1 rganization on
Results? The Memory Lane the air every Get
program, on the air for four you'll be as concerned over the Little Pig as we are.
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Yates came to KFVD after a series of successful engagements inChicago and other eastern cities. His playing is characterized by a splendid technique, and real
feeling for the type of music suitable to the organ. If
you can stay awake until 12:00 midnight, you will en'
joy Mr. Yate's organ recital
* * immensely.
*
And what more can be said about Tom Breneman?
He's getting
be like AmosandV willAndy.
We out
haveforex-a
hausted al ourto superlatives
be short
month
or
so.
But
maybe
you
didn't
know
that over
the
creator
of Tom
Wash, a noon-day feature
KFWB was
so niceandlooking!

Dr. Ralph L Power, radio editor for the Los Angeles Record and the Long Beach Sun, and western
editorial representative for Radio Digest magazine,
again picks out an All-Southern California radio team.
His choice offorthree,
1930,follows:
arrived at with the help of a
committee
Announcer: Bob Swan, KHJ.
Continuities: Tom Breneman, KFWB.
Violinist: Calmon Luboviski, KNX.
Bands: Long Beach Municipal, KGER.
Sports
Zeph Rabbi
Fitzgerald,
Speakers:announcers:
most scholarly,
Edgar KGER-KFW'B
Magnin, KHJ;
most sincere, Rev. Charles E. Fuller, KGER; most ins
p
i
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
,
B
u
r
Mcintosh,
KFWB;
most
popular,
KFVD
/. T^ewton Yates
Hugh
Dobbs, soprano,
NBC. Virginia Flohri, KFI; tenor, Carl
Vocalists:
Omeron, KHJ; contralto, Claire Van Nostrand, KHJ:
baritone, Arthur Lang, KFI; crooner, Ted White, KHJ; ballads, Helen
United Broadcasting Co., Ltd., Expands
Guest,
KECA;
Hallelujah
Satisfying all rumors as to expansion plans of the United BroadPianist: Clairequartet,
Mellomno,
KNX. Quartet.
casting Company, Ltd., an announcement was released on February
'Cellist:
Misha
Gegna,
KMPC.
27th by Louis L. Davis, Jr., chairman of the board of directors, that
Humorist: John P. Medbury, KHJ.
the new Pacific Coast chain of radio stations had acquired additional
Drama: Georgia Fifield, KNX.
outlets which will make the United the most powerful network on
Organist: Dick Dixon, KGER.
the West Coast. Under the new arrangement just completed the
Old-Time music: Original Hill Billies.
UBC, The Silver J<[etwor\ of the Golden West, will comprise the
Orchestra: Concert, Raymond Paige's, KHJ; dance, Gus Arnfollowing
eleven
radio
stations:
KGB,
San
Diego,
Calif.';
KGER,
heim's,
KFWB: philharmonic, *Los* Angeles,
KFI.
*
Long Beach,
Calif.; KFWB,
Angeles,
KYA, Ore.;
San KEX,
Francisco, Calif.; KMED,
Medford,Los Ore.;
KORE,Calif.;
Eugene,
Robert Hurd, Recovered, Promises Quick Return
Portland, Ore.; KJR, Seattle, Wash.; KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.;
Still very pale and decidedly thin, but with a freshened
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.; KGA, Spokane, Wash.
spirit and mischievious smile, Robert Hurd, program director
Officials of the United Broadcasting Company are: Louis L.
and
featured tenor of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has returned
Davis, Jr., chairman of the board; Maurice Cleary, president; Fred C.
to his office after a long siege in the hospital, where his
Dahlquist, vice-president and general manager; Lyndol L. Young, secdeath
was averted by an operation to relieve a mastoiditis.
retary, and Rush Hughes, production manager.
Hurd will resume his microphone appearances within a
"Bringing
into
the
network
the
four
Northwest
stations
which
fortnight, it is assured by physicians. Details of the operaare among the most outstanding in importance and power in the
tion, graphically described by the patient, include following:
country,work in and
San Francisco
placesofthetheUnited
"They had to cut my ear off and paste it back on, you
the the
possession
of more station
power KYA,
than that
other nettwo
know. I'm the only tenor * living
* *who has bit his own ear."
existing chains combined," said Mr. Davis. "The entire Pacific slope
willHeadquarters
be indisputablyof the
blanketed
thoroughly
to Canada."
Lily Pons, latest sensation in the world of music, who in two
chain are
located from
at 2614Mexico
W. 7th
street, Los months
has made operatic history at the Metropolitan Opera House
Angeles.
and who will go down in the annals of that famous institution as the
most decade,
significant
"find"radioof
the
willoperatic
make her
debut on Easter Sunday.
The dazzling new coloratura
will bring her voice to an NBC
That much beloved San Francisco contralto, Hazel Warner, long network, including KGW, KGO,
known to the West through the Blue Monday Jamboree and other KHQ, KFI, KFSD and KTAR,
KFRC programs is now a member of the KHJ staff. San Francisco
April 5, during a procan still hear its favorite contralto voice croon the simple melodies Sunday,gram sponsored
by the VictorCom-diof today and yesterday; while Hazel herself can shake the fog of the
vision of the RCA-Victor
Bay City from her hair and enjoy some sun-kissed life in the wide
pany. The broadcast will be he
open air pockets of Southern California.
fromOne4:30afternoon
to 5:00 o'clock.
less than two
months ago Pons sang "Lucia di
Lammermoor" Box-holders
at New York's
Metropolitan.
and
galleryites
liked
her better than
Glenered wagon
Eaton,and KJR's
popular
tenor,
came
out
of
the
East
in
a
covany
newcomer
in
years
and
Pons
one of his greatest talents is to relate in a fascinatthat dayaboutfamous.
ing way the adventures which beset his family on the trail. During left
Still the
littlestage
was known
her.
his years of singing over KJR, Glen has accumulated thousands of Metropolitan
debuts
been
fan letters and his duet work with Marjone Robillard has made the dull lately; coloraturas have
seemed
out
Eaton-Robillard team one of the most popular fixtures on the air.
of vogue. Newspapermen had not
thought investigation of this one
J. Newton Yates, capable young organist of KFVD, is a local pro- worth while. Pons in "Lucia"
KJR
duct, having studied here in Los Angeles since early boyhood. Mr. changed their minds.
Glen Eaton
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Technique
cf /< uiul
By CHARLES FORSYTHE

AN epidemic of dramatic and musical plays is with us, and
threatens to become chron The radio audience throughout the country has shown, vi ry definitely, its preference
for this new type of program. In presenting radio
plays, the most essential
element seems to he atmosphere which, until
television arrives, must
of necessity be produced
by sound effects. Naturally, the stations producing these plays are forced
to use sound effects and,
in nearly every case,
grope in the dark for
means of producing the
necessary sounds to lend
the desired atmosphere
to their productions. It is
with that thought in
mind that I offer several
suggestions which may
help various radio producers to help themselves, and by so
doing, I feel sure that better radio drama will be the result.
Iandoffer
following "don'ts" for sound effect technicians
radiotheproducers:
DON'T
use learn
metal bysheetexperimenting,
for imitating athunder.
you
know,
or will
sheet ofAs metal
reaches the loud speaker exactly like a sheet of metal, and
is one of the poorest methods of producing an imitation of
thunder. A large thunder or cannon drum is the only manner in which this effect can be obtained. It will prove a
valuable asset to all studies going in for dramatics in a
big way. The cost is between forty and sixty dollars, depending, of course, upon the size of the skin used for the
head. I cannot spare space here to describe the design and
specifications, but will cover the matter thoroughly in a later
issue of this magazine.
use the imitation
footfalls scenes
at any and
time such
exceptas
forDON'T
eerie situations,
for thrills,of mystery
creeping down stairs, or loose squeaking boards in the attic,
etc. Footfalls are very seldom practical in foregrounds;
never very effective except for distant sounds or someone
supposed to be in the next room, or overhead.
DON'T
a bell for
European
trains.tone
Theysimilar
do nottohave
bells.
The usewhistles
should
be single
the
compressed air whistles used on an American interurban
electric train.
The chug, or exhaust, of a European locomotive should
never be strong and thunderous — like American trains. You
will get a very accurate example of the sound of a European
locomotive by copying the sound of our donkey engines in
this country which we use in logging camps and construction camps.
The rail clicks should be in pairs, not in triplets, as is the
case with American trains. European coaches have the car
wheels, two in the front and two in the rear. Enough for
European train effects.
; Last month I promised something regarding signal whistles
foe-trains in the United States. One long whistle for a train
arriving at yard limits of a station; two long and two short
whistles for a train approaching a crossing outside of the
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yard limits of a station; a series of short blasts of a whistle
for all emergencies such as some obstruction on the track
or danger ahead.
When a train departs from a station, be sure that the
whistle precedes all other sounds.
DON'T use cocoanut shells on a marble slab or similar
substance for horse hoof effects, except when imitating hoof
beats on the pavement.
DON'T
a singledoor
electric
bell for soa telephone
Have
TWO use electric
bellsdoor
connected
that they bell.
will
ring simultaneously: then you will get the correct effect.
Be sure to have the bell edgewise to the mike, as they are
very directional and when used at the wrong angle the
microphone will pick up the hammering, and not the bell
tone, itself. In ringing a bell for telephone, always remember that modern telephone equipment provides a mechanical
device for ringing that bell, and that the impulse of that
device is just as rhythmic and methodical as the ticking of
a clock.
It might be well to remember . . . getting down to the fine
points of it . . . if the locale of your action is in poverty or
medium circumstances, it seems highly probable that the
telephone would be a party line. In this case, ring the bell
in pairs: two bells and a slight pause, and then repeat two
bells. In ordinary circumstances, or where your action is in
the home of a person of importance, naturally this would
be out of place and the ordinary single ring would be in
order.
In closing, it is highly advantageous when planning an
important program, that sound effects should accompany dialogue. This should be rehearsed just as it is going to be
done on the broadcast. This will enable you to accurately
balance your sound with your voices, giving it the naturalness which is next to impossible to attain at all times without monitoring. Sound effects very often overload, and in
this case when your technician cuts down his gain to protect against that overload, he will fade your voices with it,
thereby spoiling your dramatic action. Hence, the obvious
necessity of perfectly balancing sound effects with dialogue.
Military bands, comparatively rare in the concert field,
are returning to public favor via radio, according to Pryor
Moore, conductor of a brass-and-woodwind ensemble which
has recently been signed for a year's contract with KFIPrograms
of the new feature will start with a series of
KECA,
Los
concerts
over Angeles.'
KECA Mondays at 7:00 p. m. (P.S.T.)
KMTR broadcasts "Strange Facts You Should Know"
every Thursday night at 7:30 — not to be outdone by the
newspaper's "Ripley'' drawings and stories — radio must
needs have its hand in the enlightening business of unearthing "unusual
stories."
are asked
to write
the
strange facts
that they
have Listeners
come upon
from time
to time
and these, with the work of the research department of
the station make up the most interesting of programs. For
instance: in Glasgow, Scotland, the newspapers use their
front p.ige to print the classified advertising, whether for
convenience or for profit is not told.
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LAFOUNT SEES ADVERTISING RAP
The recent KFKB decision of the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals is interpreted by Commissioner Harold A. Lafount as giving
the Federal Radio Commission authority to supervise and restrict
advertising over the radio despite its lack of censorship power.
By interpreting
the "public should
interest"stepclause
broadly, athestation
court goes
has
indicated
that the Commission
in whenever
beyond certain limits either in the amount or character of the advertising itsponsors.
The court, in upholding the denial of a license renewal to Dr.
John R. Brinkley, operator of the Milford, Kans., station, stated
that
in enacting
had in
mind Congress,
that broadcasting
shouldthenotRadio
be a Law,
mere "very
adjunctevidently
of a particular
business,
but
should
be
of
a
public
character."
Station KFKB was put off the air by the Commission because of
Box,"suchconducted
by Dr.
Brinkley.of The
court
ina "Medical
its opinion,Question
denied that
action was
an exercise
censorship
authority by the Federal body.
Commissioner Lafount explains as follows:
"Section 29fromof the
Radio any
Act power
of 1927of expressly
the
Commission
exercising
censorshipprohibits
over radio
broadcasting stations consequently no restrictions have been made on
radio broadcasting advertising by the Commission.
stations are,
however,or selfish
licensedinterest
to serve
the public
and"Broadcasting
not for the furthering
of private
of individuals.
The standard
of
"public
interest,
convenience,
and
necessity'
prescribed bythe Radio Act of 1927 means nothing if it does not mean
this. Since advertising furnishes the economic support for the service
a station renders and makes it possible, it must necessarily be an
exception to the rule. However, the amount and character of advertising must be rigidly confined within limits consistent with the
public service expected of the *station."
* *
YOST REPORT SEEN AS COMPROMISE
The Federal Radio Commission is expected to adopt the secondary
report of Chief Examiner Ellis A. Yost on applications of cleared
channel stations for 50,000 watts as a compromise measure with the
high power broadcasting advocates. The whole report, in fact, seems
designed to appease even the broadcasters who were not among the
eight selected for maximum power by recommending that they be
granted 25,000 watts.
While not officially announced, it was learned that the recommendations had been reviewed by each of the Commissioners individually before the report was made public. As twenty days were
allowed for the filing of objections, the Commission will probably
not announce its decision until the expiration of that period.
The Yost report was obviously intended to forestall injunctions and
prolonged litigation that had been threatened after the Commission
turned
downchannels
the Chief
Examiner's
recommendation to open all
40 cleared
to 50,000
watt first
stations.
Granting of 25,000 watts to all stations on the 20 cleared channels
not designated for the maximum power is permitted under General
Order 42, which established the limitation policy. This order stated
that
50,000while
watt stations
stations onwould
to operate
on 20would
clearedbe
channels
the beotherpermitted
20 cleared
channels
limited to 25,000 watts power.
Some objections and probably some court action are expected even
if the report is adopted, but there will not be such a general uprising
as would have occurred if the half-maximum power had not been
recommended
for thoseunder
applicants
that areorder.
not among the eight
chosen
to fill vacancies
the limitation
The eight stations selected by Mr. Yost for maximum power are:
WJZ, New York, now operating with 30,000 watts: WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa., 10,000 watts; WSM, Nashville, Tenn., 5,000 watts:
WSH, Atlanta, Ga., 5,000 watts: WCCO. Minneapolis, Minn., 7,500
watts: WGN, Chicago, 25,000 watts; KPO, San Francisco, Calif.,
4,000 watts, and KOA, Denver,* Colo.,
* * 12,500 watts.
TWO LOGS MUST BE KEPT BY BROADCASTERS
Under the terms of a new general order adopted by the Federal
Radio Commission, two accurate logs, one of programs and the other
of technical operations, must be kept by broadcasters. The effective
date has not been set, but it was said it would probably be March 1st.
The logs, which shall be open at all times to inspections by Radio
Supervisors, shall note the use of phonograph records and electrical
transcriptions, together with the announcement made in this connection. The operating log shall contain a chronological account of the
station's operation.
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CONGRESS MAY REVISE RADIO LAW
Possibility that the White bill for the revision of the Radio Act
in several particulars may be passed by Congress before adjournment
loomed when the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce favorably reported the measure after taking on several amendments.
The basic bill was passed by the House of Representatives last
year, but only recently Representative White added on several
amendments. These various revisions will have to be adjusted at a
conference if the Senate adopts the measure in its present form.
One of the controversial amendments, passed last year by the Senate, but tabled by the House, provides for the transfer of the Radio
Division of the Department of Commerce to the Federal Radio Commission. Senator C. C. Dill, of Washington, has been sponsoring
the proposal,
but seeking
friends ofto block
W. D.it Terrell,
Chief because
of the Radio
vision, have been
in the House
it failsDi-to
place
the
Department
on
a
par
with
the
Legal,
Engineering,
and other
Divisions of the Commission offices.
Three recommendations of the Radio Commission are embodied
in the revisions proposed by both branches of Congress. These give
the Federal body authority to suspend a delinquent broadcasting
stationsionsforfrom atheperiod
days,United
excludeStates,
territorial
possesFive not
Radioto exceed
Zones of30 the
and require
the illumination and painting of radio towers.
The license period of broadcasters would be reduced from three
years to one year under another amendment. The Radio Commission,
however, has never taken advantage of the present law in this respect,
having issued licenses for only three months.
NBC MOVES TO ACQUIRE STATION WENR
The National Broadcasting Company has filed an application with
the Federal Radio Commission for the transfer of the operation of
Station WENR, Chicago, from the Great Lakes Broadcasting Company to the NBC network.
The Chicago station, which is acquired under a lease arrangement, operates with 50,000 watts on the 870 kilocycle channel, which
is shared with WLS, also of Chicago.
An agreement has been reached between NBC and the Prairie
Farmer, owner of WLS, whereby the latter will use the WENR
facilities during its time on the air. WLS will use its own call letters,
however.
RADIO RULES MADE MORE STRINGENT
A general tightening up of radio regulations affecting broadcasting
stations, intended to eliminate waste time, has been ordered by the
Federal Radio Commission to become effective March 1st. A number
of new rules for this purpose has been issued.
One of the principal provisions states that stations which are
authorised to operate without any time limit must maintain, after
May 1st,
a regular
operating
schedule
ofbetween
12 hours
"broadcasting
day,"
at least
threerule
of will
whichentail
shalla bereduction
a.each
m.license
and
midnight.
Violation
of this
in6 the
hours of
operation.
STATIONS DEVIATING LESS, REPORT SHOWS
One reason for improved reception within the last few months has
been traced to better mechanical operation of broadcasting stations
by
W. D. Terrell, Director of the Radio Division of the department
of Commerce.
frequency
"wobbling," haswhich
until recently
wasExcessive
one of the
primarydeviation,
causes oforinterference,
decreased
conside
r
a
b
l
y
,
a
check-up
by
the
radio
police
reveals.
Broadcasters
striving more than ever before, according to Mr. Terrell, to stayarewithin
their assigned wave lengths.
Out of 339 stations checked during December, 101 showed deviations under 200 kilocycles, while 238 deviated more than 200 kiloFederal Radio Commission, deviations cycles.
up to Under
5000regulations
kilocycles ofarethepermitted.
Radiovisors verystation
operatorsMr.areTerrell
co-operating
Radioto adhere
Supersatisfactorily,
said, andwith
are the
striving
as closely as possible to their assigned frequencies.
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PRIZE
Here is another RADIO DOINGS DX Contest with a
Grand Prize well worth working for. A great nine-tube
super-heterodyne receiver will he awarded to the winner —
complete with tubes; all ready to plug in and amaze you with
the kind of performance you have always wanted in a radio.
So much sensitivity that you cannot use all of it, even on the
quietest winter night, real 10 kilocycle selectivity, a wallop
that will rattle the windows if youVe careless with the vol-
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CONTEXT
the time heard, the call letters, frequency, and name of selection or other identifying information. Logs must be mailed
not later than Monday, March 16. The winner will be
announced and log published in our next issue.
In judging the logs, all things will be considered as heretofore. The prize winner will not necessarily have the longest log. It is only fair that contestants in isolated sections,
removed from local interference should be handicapped.
Bringing in 50 stations in one location with set A may well
be a greater accomplishment than logging 65 stations in another location with set B, etc. The judges will try to take
all of these things into consideration, therefore it is important that you give the address where you operated your set,
and make and model of receiver used. You will find the
new RADIO
DOINGS CALL BOOK (blue cover) invaluable in this contest.
* * *
KMTR to Move and Install New Transmitter
Mr. Frank Doherty, owner of radio station KMTR, recently returned from Washington, where he presented a case
before the Federal Radio Commission in connection with
KMTR's application for removal to a new site, the installation of a new transmitter and an increase in power. Permis ion to move the station and install new equipment was
granted, while the power increase application is still under
consideration.
KMTR is to move to Cahuenga and Romaine in Hollywood, the site of the old Buster Keaton studio, where a new
1000 watt RCA screen-grid transmitter, crystal controlled
and with 100 per cent modulation is to be installed. The
station will operate with 500 watts power, however, unless
the increase is granted. The difficulty of securing a power
increase is due to the fact that California is slightly over its
quota
the commission's
unit system
of rating.
Veryin elaborate
and modern
broadcast
studios are to be
built in the grounds of the United Artists film studios, for
the bigger and better KMTR.
* * *
KTBI Sold to Auburn-Fuller Company
Radio station KTBI has been sold to the owners of KFVD,
all that is lacking being the approval of the Federal Radio
Commission. The new owners also have requested permisGrand Prize . . . Angelas Super-heterodyne
sion to use all of the time on the 1300 kilocycle channel not
ume control, and a tonal fidelity that will probably make used by the sharing station KGEF. KTBI is assigned to use
your present set blush with shame. Possibly the fortunate half-time, and KGEF half-time. This purchase gives the
DX enthusiast who wins this prize may intend to use it as Auburn-Fuller people 1000 watts and probably a good split
a secondary set in the home or give to a poor relation, but with Shuler on the time division.
* * *
we rather imagine it will speedily take first place in his (or
Mexican Stations Interfere With KWKH
her) affections. For while this super-heterodyne retails for
only $69.50 it does not have to take a back seat in favor of
"Old Man" Henderson will have to direct his invectives
any of the high-priced receivers from the standpoint of per- henceforth at Mexican and Cuban stations for interfering
formance. The Angelus super is manufactured in Los An- with the broadcasting by Station KWKH, of Shreveport,
geles by Davison-Haynes Manufacturing Company, and it La., as a report of Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chief Engineer of the
is through the courtesy of that company that we are able to Federal
Radio Commission, has reported that they, and not
offer one of these receivers as the Grand Prize in our March
stations in this country, are largely responsible for interContest.
fering with KWKH.
Now for the details of the Contest. The time will be
Henderson has made an unsuccessful application to have
Saturday night, March 14th from 8 p. m. until 1 a. m. Five the power of his station increased to 30,000 watts in order to
hours of intensive DX-ing. The contest is open to everybody overcome this interference, which he blamed, however on
everywhere. The idea is to log as many DX stations during United States stations. Dr. Jolliffe's analysis of the comthis time as possible, listening to each one long enough to
plaints
"show that
the cause
in general outside
diction of the
Federal
Radio isCommission
and nottheduejuris-to
identify it and logging the name of the musical selection
heard or exact words of the announcer or other speaker. List
improper allocation."
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High Power Distribution
In the Fifth Zone, Examiner Yost has recommended to
the Commission that KOA and KPO be granted increase in
power to 50,000 watts, in addition to the construction permits already issued to KNX and KFI. He further recommends that KGO and KSL be allowed to increase power to
25,000 watts.
In a summary to his report to the Federal Radio Commission, Mr. Yost, chief examiner, submitted the following tabulation, showing the distribution of all 50,000 watt stations,
should his recommendations be adopted:
First Zone
WTIC
Hartford, Conn.
WEAF
New York, N. Y.
WABC (C. P.)
New York, N. Y.
WJZ*
New York, N. Y.
Second Zone
WCAU*
Philadelphia, Pa.
KDKA
Pittsburgh, Pa.
ba."
WLW
Cincinnati, O.
Opportunity knocks at
WTAMThird Zone Cleveland, O.
least once at every man's
WBAP ) share
(Fort Worth, Tex.
door,
sometimes
th'
man isbutsuch
a knocker
WFAA ) time
(Dallas, Tex.
himself that Opportunity
WOAI _
San Antonio, Tex.
Ted O.sbo
can't make itself heard.
WSB*
Atlanta, Ga.
WSM*
Nashville, Tenn.
Fourth
Zone
The Four Bald,
Ages of Hair:
Is,
WENR) share
(Chicago, 111.
Fuzz,
WLS ) time
(Chicago, 111.
WGN*
Chicago, 111.
Was.
KMOX
St. Louis, Mo.
* * *
WCCO* Fifth Zone
...Minneapolis, Minn.
Too
much
o"
somethin'
is
nearly
as
bad
as
not
enough
of
it. I know a woman who cleans her house so much that
KFI (CP.)
Los Angeles, Calif.
KNX (C. P.)
Hollywood, Calif.
it's nearly alius in a mess.* * *
KPO*
San Francisco, Calif.
KOA*
Denver, Colo.
A satirist is a feller who discovers a lot o' things about
hisself, an' says 'em about* somebody
* — Recommended for 50 K.W.
* * else.
If the recommendations made are followed, clear channel
Most people think a rabbit
stations operating with a power output of 25 kilowatts would
Is cowardly and frail.
be as follows:
And yet, though he is timid,
First Zone
No cook can make him quail.
* * *
WBZf
Boston, Mass.
WHAMf
Rochester, N. Y.
It'd be easy enough t' be content with little — if nobody
WORf
Newark, N. J.
hadn't no more.
* * *
Second Zone
WHASf
Louisville, Ky.
B-achelors
A-re
Third Zone
C-haps
WBTf
Charlotte N. C.
H-aving
WAPIf ) share (Birmingham, Ala.
E-nough
KVOOf) time
(Tulsa. Okla.
Luck
Fourth Zone
O r brains to
WBBM-WJBT
Chicago, 111
R-emain
WMAQf
Chicago, III.
S-ingle.
WHO-WOCf
Des Moines, Iowa
* * *
KFAB
..Lincoln, Nebr.
Ev'rybody in th' world has his faults, but th" main dif
(RecommendedReport
for 2^No. kw.42) in Examiners"
ference in folks is whether they're ashamed of 'em or proud
Fifth Zone
of 'em.
* * *
KSLf
Salt Lake City, Utah
KGOf
San Francisco, Calif.
Th" word "Save" simply* knocks
* * the "L" out of "Slave."'
f— Recommended for 25 K.W.
Love is a good deal like philosophy. Th' more a feller has
(CP.) — Construction permit already issued.
of it, an" th" less he talks about it, th" better off he is.
LINES AND ANGLES
...by...
TED OSBORNE . . . KHJ
Th' teller who borrows money borrows trouble. Th" feller
who
t' borrow trouble — he has it
already.lends money don't have
* * *
There waslow from
a young
Ga. felWho was taken to court
as a fa.
Theten, judge gave him
In the San Quentin
pen;
"Where,"
he said,
wall lodge
you"they
and
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•ROUND
THE
DIAL
Through the kindness of a friend I have been privileged to read
After waiting some three or four weeks I finally received a verification from radio station KGBU in Ketchikan, Alaska. It is an
some copies of your magazine, and I must say I have enjoyed its DX
columns, together with the short wave notes. I am very interested in exceptionally nice verification and I shall try to tell the readers all
short wave reception, and I thought you may like to know of some that it contains. KGBU maintains a regular schedule of the following hours: Daily from 10:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m. and nightly from
of my experiences. My receiver is home constructed, being a detector
5:00 p. m. to 10:00 p. m. (P.S.T..) They are having regular DX
unit coupled to a two-stage transformer-coupled amplifier. The aerial programs
every Thursday morning from 1:00 a. m. to 3:00 a. m.
is L type, triple wire about 30 feet high, and badly screened by trees.
Stations I have logged are W6XN, W2XAF, W8XK, W3XAL, (P.S.T.) This program has been broadcast during the months of
January and February and will continue on through March. After
W2XE,sides W9XF,
CJRX,
LSX,
VQ7LO,
PCJ,
3LO,
2RO,
Zeesen,
bemany ship and land phone stations. I have received verifications the last Thursday in March they will no longer have this very interfrom all these stations. My biggest thrill was when I heard W6XN,
program. Theirofslogan
is "The
Alaska."of They
operate onesting
a frequency
900 Kc.
and Voice
have ofa power
500 watts.
Oakland. This was on the 9th of March, 1930, when I enjoyed a
station is undoubtedly very much willing to answer all letters
very fine two-hour program. I am sorry to hear the station has closed This
received.
down. Hoping these few wordsYours
will faithfully,
interest your readers, I remain,
From KSOO in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, I have received another
A. E. BEAR,
nice verification and in it they state they are on the air daily from
6:30
a. m. to their local sunset and on Sundays from 9:00 a. m. to
10 St. Mary's Place, Rotherhithe, London, England.
6:00—8:00 p. m. to 1:00 a. m. (C.S.T.) They have 2,000 watts
and
operate
on 1110 Kc. This is another very good morning catch.
Last Sunday at 1 a. m. I picked up WTIC. He was broadcasting a
Station CHYC in Montreal, Canada, is on the air on Sundays
test
program
on
WEAF's
channel,
660
Kc.
I
listened
to
him
until
from
4:30
to
8:00 p. m. (P.S.T.) They are on 730 Kc. and have
1:30 a. m. at which time he signed off.
5,000 watts. It is really the same transmitter as CKAC of the same
Twenty
minutes
later
I
picked
him
up
again,
this
time
on
his
regucity,
power
and
lar frequency of 1060 Kc. He was coming in like a public address separate station. frequency. However, most DX fans class it as a
system.stead oKWJJ
on 1060
so I triedI the
inIt may be interesting to know that WWJ, the station that comes
f WTIC wasI got
WEAF,Kc. although
did 660
not channel
know itandat the
the isearly
KPRC Ca-or
time. He played three or four phonograph records without making inKFELso well
comesin on,
an morning
associated from
station3 :00witha. m.the onwell'tilknown
an announcement and I took it for granted it was WTIC, but later,
nadian National Railway Network.
thanks
to
our
good
friend
George
Schmidt,
I
identified
the
station
—George Schmidt, 1642 West
as WEAF.
* * 82nd
* St., Los Angeles, Calif.
By thethough Ihave
way, been
this isa constant
my first reader
contribution
to
'Round
the
Dial,
alof RADIO DOINGS for the At Here's
little itfirst-hand
that meshould
help that
someI have
one.
least, Ia hope
does, as itinformation
always pleases
to know
past six years.
helped a brother DXer to enlarge his log.
— L. G. Chavez, 1263 W. 51st Place, Los Angeles, Calif.
CHWK, Chilliwack, British Columbia, is now on 665 Kc, or
451 meters, with 50 watts power, soon to be increased to 100 watts
I picked up XEGY Saturday night, February 14th, and they gave or more. He is on the air every evening except Wednesday from
their address as P.O. Box 464 or 1087, Mexico City. This station 5 to 7 p. m.
was formerly XEG and broadcasts on 829 Kc.
CJRW, Fleming, Saskatchewan, is another Canadian who is on
665 Kc, with 1000 watts. He may be heard Mondays 7 to 7:30
705XENKC. has been broadcasting during the last few weeks on about and
and Fridays and Saturdays
CKLC broadcasts a Canadian National Railway program, using the till 9 8 p.tom.9 p.I dom.,notalsoknowon Wednesdays
whether its sister station, CJRM, Moose
call letters CNRD, on Tuesday from 6 to 7 p. m. and on Thurs- heard,
Jaw,
Sask.,
is
on
665
Kc.
now
or
not,
but
if he is, he should be
easily.
day and Saturday from 7 to 8 p. m.
WSMB may be had beginning at 5:30 a. m. on Sunday mornings
KUJ
up
here
in
Washington,
has
moved
from
to Walla
KORE until 1 : 30 or 2 a. m., and KGAR broadcasts an early morning Walla, in southeastern Washington. He has been Longview
the air till the
DX program on the second and fourth Sunday of each month. I very early hours of the morning — later than 3 a. m. —on playing
just received
information
the effect
that follow
every each
Sat- announcing plainly as "KUJ, in Walla Walla, Washington,"records,
and
urday and Sunday
morningfromon the
1310EastKc. tovarious
stations
calling for letters from all over the country, Canada, Mexico, Cuba,
other
at
half
hour
intervals
broadcasting
DX
programs
for
the
Japan,
Siam
and
the
Philippines,
etc.
He
is
broadcasting
on
a
freNewark News Radio Club.
quency of 1370 Kc. now.
Who
can
tell
me
when
to
get
CMW?
They
seem
to
be
quite
an
Don't
forget,
all
you
DXers,
and
readers
of
this
column,
that
I
elusive station.
Where are some of our old friends like C. E. Holloway, J. Stanley am
with more
you. than glad to answer your letters and swap information
Lynch, D. M. Boozer and others that wrote into this column last — Herbert J. McAllister, 913 * North
* * Grant Ave., Tacoma, Wash.
year? We would like to hear from
them, Walmsley,
wouldn't we,
Los Gang?
Angeles.
Here is a good tip on KUOA, Fayetteville, Arkansas, 1390 Kc.
* —* Stuart
*
Last night, (Thursday) I picked this station up just before they
I was interested in Mr. Love's letter in the December issue of signed off at 11:30. In signing off they announced that they put on
RADIO
DOINGS.
I
read
where
he
has
been
playing
3AR,
Mel'
an
DX broadcast every Friday, signing off at 1:30.
bourne, on 620 Kc. and he states he heard two more stations on Whatearlytimemorning
but upI should
midnight.
665 and 760 Kc. with a broad English accent. These stations are 2FC, This means they
that start
KUOAI don't
can beknow,
picked
here onthink
the atCoast
every
Sydney, 5000 watts and 4QG, Brisbane, respectively, operated by the Thursday night from 10 to 11:30.
Australian Broadcasting Company and owned by the Government.
Here is a tip on a station that is a remarkably good catch. I
Good scalp-hunting, Mr. Love, and hope to see you hear more of refer to WCAP, Asbury Park, New Jersey, on 1280 Kc. I picked
our Southern hemisphere stations.
this station up Saturday night, February 7, just before 1 1 and
— S. Ellis, Okato, Taranaki, New Zealand.
played it off and on until 22 minutes past 12. Whether or not it
is a regular thing for this station to broadcast at this time I do not
JFAK, Taihoku, Taiwan, radio station, regularly having been on know, but it is certainly worth trying for as it is only 500 watts in
the air with 1 kilowatt, increased the power to 10 kilowatts January
very much surprised to find KRGV in Harlingen, Texas, on
15th. JOAK, well known Japanese radio station to the Coast DX-ers, thisI was
power.same channel, 1280 Kc, about half past 12 the same night.
has commencedservice
the since
"niju-hoso,"
"Dual"
broadcasting
Decemberwhat10this called
last. The
secondor double
JOAK Previously, the same evening, I had played this station on the regis being on the air on 490 meters with the power of 10 kilowatts,
ular frequency of 1260 Kc. WTIC had another test program on 660
while the first JOAK is on the air on 345 meters, as usual. This is Kc. and came in even louder than the week before. I was interested
in
listening
for a minute or two to 2YA in Wellington. They were
experimental, and if good results are experienced, other wave-lengths
will be used. JOKK, Okayama, is off the air now. He was on the air broadcasting names of people who were safe and wanted their friends
last Autumn. JOLK is operating regularly now.
to know they had not been injured by the earthquake.
■— A. E. Armstrong, 2021 Bonita Drive, Glendale, Calif.
— Minoru Nakamura, Yamate, Oisomachi, Kanagawa-Ken, Japan.
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Below I hope to have listed information which will be found of
interest by readers of this column:
CJCA, Edmonton, Alta., is now on 930 Kc; not 580 Kc.
COMK, Moukden, China, is on 420 meters; not 425 meters.
JFAK, Taihoku, Japan, is on 900 Kc, and uses 10,000 watts.
CPRY, Toronto, Ont., can be logged on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7:30-8:00 p. m.
CHNS,ficationHalifax,
from them. Nova Scotia, is now on 910 Kc. I have a veriWMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., 890 Kc, can be logged on Tuesday morningsCincinnati,
at 2 o'clock.Ohio, 550 Kc, is on every morning at 3:45
WKRC,
o'clock, with church services.
KCRC, Enid, Oklahoma, 1370 Kc, is on the air on Wednesday
and Saturday at 12:01-5:30 a. m. (C.S.T.)
KGCX, Wolf Point, Montana, 1310 Kc, is on with a DX program on Sunday
1 to be4:00logged
o'clock,
WCFL,
Chicago,mornings
111., 970 from
Kc, can
after (M.S.T.)
4 a. m.
WCHI also in Chicago and on 1490 Kc, can be picked up at 9
p. m. on Sunday.
WJJD, Mooseheart, 111., 1130 Kc, is on after 5 a. m.
KTSA, San Antonio, 1290 Kc, signs on the air on Tuesday at
3:48 a. m. (P.S.T.)
WBEN, Buffalo, 9000 Kc, can be had at 4:00 a. m.
CFCA, Toronto, Ont., 840 Kc, is on the air at 7:15 a. m.
(EST.)
On ton,January
1931, inI succeeded
D. C. They13, came
at 3:48 a. inm. logging WRC in WashingKFUO, St. Louis, Mo., 550 Kc, is on at 12-12:30 a. m. (C.S.T.)
on Saturday.
WFBR, Baltimore, Md., signs on the air at 7:00 a. m. (E.S.T.)
I have some interesting information on the airport stations:
KCU, Fresno, Calif., 1040 Kc.
KCAE, Winslow, Ariz., 800 Kc
KCV, Oakland, Calif., 800 Kc.
They are on every hour for about 15 minutes.
■— Constantino Stefani, Rt. 1, Box 165, Merced, Calit.
It has been some time since I have seen any one's complete log apRADIO
try toyourstartlogs.
the ball rolling and vhe
rest ofpear inyou
fellowsDOINGS.
come on I'll
in with
I have received 200 stations in 33 states, Cuba, Canada, Mexico,
New Zealand, Australia, and Japan. 135 of these are verified in
writing, 277 of them are verified by stamps only. And 38 are
not verified at all. My verifications are coming in good, received
17 in one week. I have logged every channel except 630 Kc, 910
Kc, and 990 Kc.
Stations received and verified in writing by the broadcasting stations by card or letter:
CMC, JOBK, KFJF, KSOO, KTSA, CKMO, KGCX, WWJ,
KFYR, KMA, KGIQ, KFBB, KXL, WNAX, KVEP, KGO, KJR,
KMIC, KHJ, WPG, KTSM, XED, KGHF, KFQU, KOA, KFXF,
KFRC, KTM, WGN, KGER, KSL, WMAQ, CFCN, KPO, WHB,
WREN, CHLS, WDAY, KIDO, WSMB, KSCJ, 2YA, WOI,
KMBC, KOIL, WFIW, KREQ, WKY, WBT, WKRC, KXO, KSD,
KGNF, KGBZ, KROW, WOAI, KYA, KGAR, KOIN, CKWX,
KOY, KOMO, CNRV, KTHS, KFBK, KGGC, WOC, WHO,
KGDM, KZM, KFPL, KTAT, KWJJ, WJR, WOWO, KGW,
WBAP, WENR, KFWB, KFSG, KREG, KFOX, KNX, KFSD,
KGFJ, KFVD, KRE, KQW, KMMT, KOB, WLW, KFWI, KJBS,
KDYL, KFXM, WTAM, KTAB, KYW, KMO, KLX, KMTR, KMJ,
W2XAG (WGY), KFEL, KTAR, WSB, KGEF, KMPC, KTBI . KGB,
KOAC, WLS, WMBI, KVOO, KPPC, KPOF, KFKX, KORE,
KDKA, WCBD, WIBW. KFI, KECA, KGKY, WSAI, WHK. KLO,
KFKB, KFPY, KFH, KGRS, KWK, 4QG, KTBR, WCHI.
Stations received and verified by the broadcasting stations, by
stamps only:
WFAA, KMOX, WHAS, WCCO, KDB, KEX, WEAR, KGA,
KELW, WDAF, KFOW, KWKH. KHQ. KPSN, KRLD, KFAB,
WBBM, KLZ, WAAW, WSM, WMT, KPRC, KFNF, WHAM,
WOW, WRHM, KSTP.
Stations received but not verified :
WMC, KRGV, KIT, CMK, KGIR, KOH, KVI, XEN, KOL,
IOAK, JOCK, XEJ, KGHL, IOGK, JOIK, JOFK, JOHK, KPJM,
WEAF, XFX, XEF, WOR, CKX, KFXD, WJZ, WEBC, WGR,
WKBW, CKGW, WABC, WTFI, KTNT, WMBD, KWSC, KUSD.
WDAG, KFDM, KFKA.
— A. R. Van Compernolle, 618 North Baker, Santa Ana, Calif.
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ROUND THE WORLD DX CLUB
NEWS
By EDWARD C. ROTH, President

Another month has passed and DXers are certainly "doing their
From theof way
the mail is coming in, we feel very proud
ofstuff."
the progress
our club.
The club wishes to express its appreciation to George Viliani, our
to allthat
members
givingDX.us "hot" tips
onefficient
specialtreasurer,
broadcastsfor andhis onletterstations
are really
Before we forget, let us welcome a new member whom we are
very happy to have with us. We speak of Mrs. I. C. Healy, of
Ocean Beach, at San Diego. Mrs. Healy has 23 3 stations logged
since October 25th, 1930. This fair DXer uses a General Electric
set. Welcome, Mrs. Healy!
For somesiderable reason
to explain,
we arenowhaving
bad luck inthatourweclubare DXunablecontests.
We have
held contwo
such contests and we regret to say that we cannot give out the
names of the winners. This may appear strange, but it remains a
fact.ing However
not trying
to "pullthe anypatience
fast ones"
the saygoes — and wewe are
certainly
appreciate
of theas members
innersthisandmatter.
We
sincerely
hope
we
can
soon
announce
the
winaward the prizes.
At this time, we wish to make an announcement to clear up a
misunderstanding
regarding
'Round
WorldDX DXfanscontests.
We
have received several
lettersour and
logsthefrom
submitting
logs for our club contests. The prize DX contest sponsored by the
'Roundcontests
the World
open toto theclubDXmembers
The
club
are inDXno Club
way arerelated
contestsONLY.
sponsored
by RADIO DOINGS. We trust we have made this clear in order
that DX fans who are not members of our club will not be disappointed in future contests sponsored by the club. All we can say
to non-members who wish to try their skill in our contests is to join
our club and share the fun with club members in these prize contests.
We are in receipt of a letter from John F. Doherty, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., which contains many DX tips and we certainly appreciate
the interest shown by our friends in other parts of the United States.
We receive many of these letters and only wish that we had the
time to answer each and every one.
At this time we have an important announcement to make. We
are holding a membership contest during the month of March. This
contest
'RoundthethemostWorld
Club
only. Asis aopen
prizetoforall themembers
winner ofwhothe enrolls
new DXmembers
we will give a year's paid dues. Second prize, six months' paid
dues and third prize, three months' dues.
let's see31st.
how There
many arenewplenty
members
can would
have inlikeourto club
rollNow
by March
of fanswe who
join
and all they need is some one * to *suggest
the
idea
to
them.
*
'Round the World DX Club Visits Wm. MacDonald
By GEORGE VILIANI, Treasurer
Before going into the details of the visit, may this opportunity be
taken in behalf of the Club, to thank Miss Stelzer, Mr. MacDonald
and his lovely mother for the very genial time enjoyed by all.
The night, January 31st, according to Mac, was not such a quiet
one. However, what is termed a fair night at Chula Vista, is certainly awell worth while one for the fan who lives around Los Angeles. Getting down to what happened, in going up and down the
different channels, Mac would say, "this is WOWO, Ft. Wayne;
this
this is WCAU,
Philadelphia."
about
then isitWHAM,
would be Rochester;
the quarter-hour,
and out would
come an Just
announcement
of
WCAU,
which,
by
the
volume,
would
have
been
more
to
our thinking, KOA.
The
"Patrol
March,"
from
2YA,
Wellington,
was
played
with
more volume than could be used at 1:30 a. m.; as were a number
of Japanese stations.
Looking through Mac's verifications is just like going through the
Call
One reads,
can play
our stationup
from Book.
California,
but no"weonedon't
knewseeof howthe you
program
in advance
here in Iceland, so we must confirm your report, which is correct
in every detail." All I can say is, we hope for another visit.
ROUND THE WORLD DX CLUB
314 East 12th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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DEflGN
€E
/LPEC-HETCCCDyNE
INTERMEDIATE
TRANJTCRMEKT
By RICHARD G. LEITNER
A paper presented before the Electronic Clan, an organization of Los
Angeles radio engineers engaged in the design of radio receivers and
their integral Bell
units.Manufacturing
Mr. Leitner Company,
is Chief Engineer
for the ]ac\sonLos Angeles
THE imminence of the Super-Heterodyne Receiver as an important Figure 1 shows how these peaks, widely separated for large values
factor in radio merchandising this year, and for some time to of K, gradually merge into one as K is reduced, the value of w'
makes it important
for thoseclosely
engaged
w" falls
varying
zero U.and With
infinity.
value inof the12 primary,
between
designcome
of commercial
receivers atto this
applytimethemselves
to thein the
de- —peaks
less between
sharply than
a fixedThecurrent
Mgn
problems
and
fundamental
theory
associated
with
this
type
of
the
value
of
ls
rises
slightly
as
K
is
reduced
since
energy
in
cirreceiver.
cuit becomes more nearly confined to one frequency. A criticalthevalue
In presenting this paper to this group, the writer has in mind of K will be found where the two peaks will be so spaced that a
rather than the exposition of new theories and facts, a review of fairly uniform flat top response will be observed. The steepness of
the principles involved, with which you gentlemen are familiar, but the sides of the response may be controlled more easily than any
such a resume is considered timely. Specific design problems will he other way by the shielding material introduced into the fields of the
considered in the order of their importance.
coils as illustrated in some of the accompanying curves. Let us as'
GENERAL PROBLEMS OF DESIGN
sume now that a band width of 5 kilocycles is desired for maximum
The transformer alone must be considered as a part of a complete selectivity (This may be broadened in favor of fidelity for local
radio frequency amplifier from which certain predetermined results are reception by the introduction of resistance.) We first select two
to be obtained. The performance of the amplifier as a whole may be peaks about 3 kilocycles apart. Then, for 175 kilocycles as the
classified under three general headlines; overall voltage amplification center of the band we get from (4) and ( 5 ) .
to be obtained, selectivity required, and method of control. These will
\y " _ \\/ '
be treated in the order mentioned.
^_
In order to obtain sensitivity of the order of one microvolt per
^
meter, which is necessary to make the Super-Heterodyne Receiver
of .02.
in the in- and a value of K in the K,neighborhood
worthy of its name and reputation, voltage amplification
to 7000. This f«r the determination of we have
4000
from
be
should
amplifier
frequency
termediate
can be accomplished easily with two cascade stages, each having a
M
fromand65 the
to 85.lack Some
receivers
built withamplifier
but one
K = V— —
■(7)
I.gainF. ofstage,
of gain
in thearelowbeing
frequency
is
L, Ls
partly compensated by additional audio or signal frequency amplifi- Qr
cation or both. However, the two stage I. F. amplifier is almost uniM = K V
fj
(8)
versal
at the
present
time, andtheory
will ofbe design,
considered
as thewillaccepted
anJ where ^
h u whjcn
Jg or
thg us'ual case,"then"
standard.
The
same
general
or
course
apply
__
j^j^
(9)
to any number of stages.
_
.. r
tlt^l
^t jt
measure M first measure Li, then L2, then connect Li and Ls
SELECTIVITY
Then
L„
this
call
and
assisting
as well as all other types, op- >n serlesthis type ofin amplifier,
Selectivity
crating
at highin frequency,
order to meet the ideal standard, would
Ls — Li — La
be such that the interference ratio would be infinite at ten kilocycles
M =
(10)
off resonance, and zero over a band exactly ten kilocycles wide. This,
2
of course, has never actually been accomplished, but in a low fre- Or where Li equals L2
quency amplifier for use as the I. F. unit of a Super-Heterodyne Re_
L3 - 2Lt
ceiver
can be For
more reasons
nearly that
approached
any otheras the
type disof
M
—
( )
receiverit circuit.
become than
more inapparent
2
cussion proceeds, the best form of transformers for the purpose is one The band width may then be predicted by
in which both primary and secondary are tuned. The frequency of
W"-W' = WK —
(12)
resonance for either one of the tuned circuits will be
Fjgure 2 shows couplmg tOQ loose Thls transformer would atten,
/ , . uate
and bewithextremely
tune. Figure
shows high
the frequencies
same transformer
couplingcritical
slightlyto increased.
Note3
- JtVthe flat top, not quite wide enough in this case for good fidelity. Fig. rfrequency we willHi-designate.
ure 4 shows, . .,the. same
adjustments,
but with
When
one. whose
as wu is
, transformer
~,The ,band , with
.... same
■
u~U*U. increased.
, , tocircuit
, frequency
, M ' we willn designate
j
„
a copper
shield
place.
width
has been„■{„„„
slightly
coupled
circuit two.. whose
as Au>2,* mag1the
\ sides
.. ofin. the
»f
c,„.,.-„
t
ii
i
i
•
j
.
.
l
..
-if
.-..7„
and
resonance
curve
are
more
uniform,
figure
nctica
y,- due . to. , mutual
inductance,
two
,. , .increased,coupling
,- again,
„„ ■ „and5■
cfrequencies
■„ ihereafter
u lbe designated
jthe • system
«. j aswillw 'respond
(for athe toi„
shows the transformer
with
slightly
which
will
lower
.
..
,
.
b
.
'
,
c.
,r
,
°
,
ratt
*l higher
U'L cfrequency. tlThe solutions
w
(tor ti,„„„
with one of the circuits , slightly
mistimed, .. . figure
6 shows, thep,„,,,„
result
frequency
andiu w ,"/ for the
these
° as D;figure
(
.
of correct alignment under b.the 7
same conditions
5. figure n/
frequencies
will be
shows ^ cffect of add)ng an lrQn shie]d wkh the arcult adjusted
oj '- j^.-^uj :— ~~
as in figure 6. Figure 8 shows the effect of further increasing the
,/V
2 \J H'-^'^k'WwI-(2) and
coupling with
the
shielding
as Fig.to 7.spread,
In thisdestroying
Fig. K is too
2
(i-k2)
if' same
and inw"
beginning
the large,
band
an"
pass we
effectfindobtained
Figure
7.
i
— r~
.
In the case of two stages operating in cascade, great care must be
\ Ul-2*"w>z2W ^ig--»)z4- 4K2u)i2w>!.s
(3) exercised in properly shielding all portions of the amplifier carrying
^°'-M
f(.UY l
^jj,)-, freqUCncy current. The presence of regeneration may easily
of the overall response curve of the I F. amplifier
u>, and w- are tuned change the shapecurve
Equations (2) and (3) apply to cases wherewhere
of Figure 7 to the dotted curve shown in the
they are tuned from the solid
cases
are interested
Sincew weequals
alike.
alike when
wi equals Wionlywe inmay use the greatly simplified same Figure.
forms
SELECTIVITY OF SINGLE CIRCUIT
,
^
In a series resonance circuit maximum selectivity, that is the sharp,
est resonance curve, is obtained when
1
WL
1+K
18 sma11
°r
and
WCR
R
w
yj
tobroad.
C, then w WL/R is increased in value and the response becomes
1- K
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The New KFI
Interesting details of the 50-kilowatt transmitter being
constructed hy Earle C. Anthony, Inc., under authority of
a federal permit authorizing that power for KFI have been
released by the broadcaster in an official announcement.
The giant station will be located in a 30-acre tract in the
vicinity of Northham, Los Angeles county, near the Orange
county line at an approximate distance of twenty miles. This
location was decided upon after exhaustive field strength
tests by engineers, which proved that a perfect "circular pattern" was obtained at that point, insuring equal radiation in
all directions.
The exterior, visible features of the new station consist
mainly of the two towers and the building that houses the
transmitter. The towers will be 400 feet high, placed 700
feet apart, and placed so that they form, with the building,
; j
an almost equilateral triangle, the building being 495 feet
K
from the middle point between the towers. Double insulation is a feature of the towers which have been purchased
- i
*- 1 8
from and will be erected by the Pacific Iron and Steel Comf
■JTN
pany at a cost of $17,600.
The towers will be lighted in compliance with the Department of Commerce regulation for air traffic.
The ground system, elaborate and advanced in design,
-3
includes the feature of having 20 miles of copper wire
FIG. 4
--/\
plowed into the ground.
!i
The transmitter itself, costing $153,000 is built by the
Jl
,
1.0 RCA Victor Corporation and will be installed by them. It
>
.3 5
is of 50-kilowatt power with 100 per cent modulation. The
6
electrical
Company. contract is handled by the General Electric
!
.
~
''
~
a
a
[
1i
The prices quoted above for building, transmitter and
«
towers do not represent the total investment. Costs of the
j
\ ^
propery, telephone installation, equipment, housing facilities
\
for employees will appreciably increase the total.
5 .o
FIG. 5
When television becomes a practical factor in broadcasting, the new KFI transmitter can accommodate the new art
j \
by the addition of a minor unit. These plans do not include
studio facilities which will be handled separately. Programs
J
will continue to originate in the Earle C. Anthony building
h
t at Tenth and Hope streets, telephone cables taking the pro.6
grams to the transmitter in the same manner that KECA
a -8
l \
r programs are now handled to the transmitter at Eighth
1
and Beacon streets.
»
\
/ \
i h
According to engineering tests completed, the most appreciable result of KFPs increase of power will result in a
much more refined and clear tuning, due to the difference
F IC. 7
FIG. 8
between "noise lever' and "signal level." At 5000 watts,
for instance, the "signal level" is high enough over the
5
9 "noise level" so that tuning is only rarely affected with ex1
traneous noise. But with the 50,000 watts the "signal level"
.6
l& 89
1 \
is so high
abovereceiving
the noisenoise
level"
it is possible
tune
down
without
to anthatextent
impossibleto with
.**
\
the smaller wattage. This will be specially noted during
/
.A A
daylight reception which will be materially improved.
6i
: mediate frequency amplifiers and assuming high frequency resistances
!
A
of from 50 to 100 ohms for the primaries, load impedances from
300,000 to 1,000,000 ohms may be realized, resulting in very great
voltage amplification when 224 tubes are used.
GAIN OF A SINGLE STAGE
It will be noted here that while a reduction in the value of L will
In a parallel resonance circuit the equivalent series resistance is ex- favor selectivity, it will result in a considerable reduction in the
pressed
equivalent
series resistance, thus reducing the gain per stage. In
L
a compromise may easily be effected, since the gain changes
r = CR
(13) practice,
more rapidly than the selectivity. The gain of a single stage may be
varied easily between 40 and 300 with values of L from 5 to 1 5
Where L is in Henries
milhenries and with values of R from 40 to 150 ohms.
C is in Farads
Thus, it will be seen that the selection of the exact values will
R is the high frequency resistance in Ohms.
depend
upon the conditions to be fulfilled in the individual case of
With the usual range of L and C used at 175 kilocycles in inter- design.

In a parallel resonance circuit these expressions become w LR and
R/ w C so that the variation of these ratios has the opposite effect.
Since we arc dealing in this case with parallel resonance, greater selectivity wil be obtained with small values of L and larger values
of C. Incidentally, as L is reduced, R automatically drops due to the
lower DC resistance and also reduced distributed capacity.
At 175 kilocycles the high frequency resistance does not climb
nearly as rapidly as at the broadcast signal frequencies. The principal increase in resistance is due to the distributed capacity of concentrated inductances. In a layer wound coil the distributed capacity is
actually lower when the coil is wound in many layers than if the
same number of turns were wound in two layers, due 11to the fact that
the capacities of the individual layers may be considered in series.
Thus, when the number of layers is increased for a given number of
turns, the coil approaches a single layer solenoid. The exact ratio
of width to number of layers will vary in individual cases and can
best be determined by experiment for any given set of conditions.
FIG. 2
FIG. 1
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Directory
KBPSKDB—
KDYL—
KECA—
KELWKEX —
KFBK—
KFI
KFIO—
KFJI—
KFOXKFJR—
KFQUKFPY—
KFRC—
KFSD—
KFSG—
KFVDKFWBKFWIKFXMKGA —
KGB —
KGDMKGEFKGGCKGERKGFJ—
KGO —
KGW KHJ —
KHQ —
KJBS—
KJR —
KLX —
KLS —
KMCS-
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Western

Portland, Ore. — 1420 Kc, .1 mtrs., 100
'Polytechnic School.
199.9 mtrs.,
100 w —
r;1500KddieKc, Conners.
Studio-Mgr.
Salt Lake City, Utah — 1290 Kc, 235.5 mtrs., 1000 w.—
"Intermountain Broadcasting Corp., S. S. Fox, Gen. Mgr.
Los Angeles. Calif. — 1430 Kc,
1000 Mgr.
w. — Tel.
Tlin,
"WE 0331. Earl C. Anthony, li
Portland, Ore. — 1180 Kc. 254.1 mtrs., 5000 w
'Brdcstg Co., William Norvell, Mgr. Tel. At 31
Sacramento. Calif. — 1310 Kc 228.9 mtrs., 100 W.
"James McClatchy Company.
lpany.
370 Kc,

DOINGS

-Spokane
i. — KFJI

Jtaticns
(40 Kc,
Carl E. Hammond, Mgr.
rVlVirt_
Ci 710 Kc, 422.3 mtrs., 500 w. — Mac
IfMpf millan
Beverly Petroleum
Hills, CalifCo.,
Glenn Rice, Mgr. CRestview 3101
KMTR
Holljrwood,
Kc, Mgr.
526 mtrs.,
500 w. — KMTR
Radio Corp.,Calif.—
V. G. 570
Freitag,
Tel. Hollywood
3026.
Hollywood,
Calif.—
1050
Kc,
285.5
mtrs.,
ern Broadcasting Co., Naylor Rogers, Mgr. 5000
Tel. w.—
HE West4101.
Denver,
Colo. Freeman
— 830 Kc,H. 361.2
w. — General
KNX—
Electric Co.,
Talbot,mtrs.,
Mgr. 12,500
Tel. York
5090.
1000 w. — Oregon
rvw^v*-'
State
Agricultural
College.
\CC\AC
Corvallis,
Ore—
550
Kc,
545.1
mt
KOA—
1000 w— KOIN
Seattle, Wash. — 1270 Kc, 236.1 mtrs., 1000 watts. —
KOIN"Seattle Brdcstg. Corp., L. F. Van Schuck, Mgr. Main 2312.
920 Kc, 325.9 mtr
KOL—
Seattle, Washhe, O. D. Fisher, Pres.
FCOMO

100 w. — Eugene
ff^:ehtlleidinc°re--1370K
nS^stmrge-i"tat4ion
650 Kc 461.3
00 watts. — West
ng Co. Tel. Mt
San
Francisco
—
680
Kc.
440.9
mtrs.,
5000
w. — Hale8300.Bros,
Wash
le, Chronicle, J. W. Laughlin, Mgr. Garfield
SeattThe
and
8 mtrs.,
Spokane, Wash — 1340 Kc
PresbyterianCalif.Church.
ice
1163. 50 w. — Pasadena
Pasadena,
— 1210 TcK
'Broadcasting Company.
San Francisco, Calif. — G10 Kc, 491.5 mtrs., 1000 w.— Don
.4 mtrs., 1000 w. — Pasa"Lee, Inc., Harrison Holliway, 499.Mgr. Tel. Prospect 0100.
San Diego, Calif. — 600 Kc,
KTIW Farra
San Jose,
500 777.
IVV£VV
Bureau,Calif.F.— J.1010
Hart,Kc,Mgr.296.6Tel.mtrs.,
Columbia
"Radio Corp., Leslie Adams, Mgr.
00 w. — First
Berkeley, Calif. — 1370 Kc, 218
Los Angeles, Calif. — 1120 Kc. 267.7 mtrs., 500 w. — Echo
"Congregational Church of Berkele
"Fark Evan. Asso., Aimee McPherson, Pres. EX 1141.
-1500 Federation,
Kc, 199.9 Ltd.
mtrs
250 w.
Culver City. Calif — 1000 Kc, 299.6
Empire
iroadeasting
00 w — PaciKRE"burn-Fuller Co., J. W. Swallow, Mgr
-EducaHollywood, Calif. — 950 Kc, 315.6 mtrs., 1000 w.— WarTel.
Glencort
6774.
"ner Bros. Brdcstg Corp., Gerald King, Mgr. HO 0315.
Salt
Lake
City,
UUh
—
1130
Kc,
265.3
mtrs.,
5000
w.-930
Kc,
322.4
mtrs.,
500
w.
—
RaRadio Serv. Corp. of Utah., E. Glade, Mgr. Wasatch 3901
., J. B. Geisen, Mgr. Franklin 0200.
San Bernardino Calif. — 1210 Kc, 247.8 mtrs., 100 w. — J. IVOlVirV
K"9MR Santa
Santa Maria
Maria, Valley
Calif. —R. 1220R. Co.Kc, 249.
'C. and E. W. Lee, owners. Tel. 4761.
KSLSpokane, Wash.
trs.,
5000 w— NorthE. Studebaker,
Mgr. IfTAR
San
Francisco,
Calif.Inc.,
— 560BobKc,Roberts,
535.4
1 ****
sociated Brdcste>-s,
San
Diego,
Calif.
—
1330
Kc,
225.4
mtrs.,
250
vick Broadcasting Corp. Tel. Franklin 61512.
**■
1
Brdcstg Corp.,
O. Lewis,
ICTAR
Phoenix,
ArizonaRichard
— 620 Kc,
483.6 Mgr
mti
Los Angeles,
Calif. -1300
Kc. pending
230.6 i
Fuller Co.,
'Purchase
by Auburn
•al by FedCommissi
KTBIalDft eral
BrownRadio
, owner.
230.6 mtrs. 500 1000 w.—
ICTRR Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Calif. — 1420 Kc. 211.1 mtrs. 100
"The Golden Gate Broadcasting Company.
Los Angeles, Calif.— 780 Kc, 384.4 mtrs., 1000 w - Pick
Long Beach, Calif. — 1360 Kc, 220.4 mtrs., 1000 w.
"wick Brdcstg Corp., Glenhall Taylor, Mgr. Tel. EX 1341.
"Merwyn Dobyns, owner; Bill Ray. Mgr. Tel. 632-75
Los Angeles, Calif. — 1200 Kc, 249.9 mtrs., 100 w.KTW
KTM"S. McGIashan, owner and manager. Tel. WE 7788.
Tacoma,Brdcstg
Wash. Co.,
— 760Inc.,Kc ] M.394.5Dorenbecker.
mtrs.. 1000Brdwyw— 42111.
Puget
Sau Francisco. Calif. — 790 Kc, 379.5
mtrs.,
7500
w.Sound
ter 1920.
r. — KVOS,
Bellingham,
Wash.
—
1200
Kc,
249
.9
mtrs
Jrtland,
Oregon
—
620
Kc.
KVOS
3
mtrs..
1000
w.orning Oregonian, Paul R.
Stockton, Calif. — 1200 Company,
Los Angeles,
900 Kc,Mgr.333.1Tel.mtrs.,
1000 7111.
w.— Don KVILee,
Inc., LewisCalifA. WiVeiss,
able Wireless Telephoi Cc. 249.9mtrs.,[nc
VAndyke
Spokane, Inc.
Wash. —Tel.590ftI Kc, 508.2 mtrs. 2000 w. — Louis KWG"Wasmer,
San Francisco, Calif
— 1060 Kc
2000
K.WJJ Portland, OreWashington.
"Julius Brunton and So
Seattle,
Wash
—
970
— 1220
mtrs..
5000
w.
—
NorthWash.
— 570K K(
Pullman Washington
west Brdcstg Systems,
J£YVSC Seattle,
Smart, Mgr. Main 2495. KXA
'Broadcasters.
Oakland, Calif —880
., 500
Portland, Ore. — 1420
San Francisco,
Calif.
Brdcstg Corp.,
Holljrwood, Calif. -1120 Kc. 267.7 mtrs., 500 w. — Dalton. KXL"sal
Brdcstg
Co.,
-1370 Kc, 218.8 mtrs.,
speet 3456.
Hayward.
Calif.
KZM
w. —
"Inc.
Phone.)Metropolitan Studios. Tel. VA 2466 (Temporary KYALeon A. Fry. Mgr. Tel
w.1000
— UniverLong Beach,
Calif. —Inc.,
1250H. Kc.
239.9 mtrs.,
w.Nichols
& Warriner,
G. Nichols,
Mgr. Tel.1000672-81
Portland, Ore.
Ltrs., 500 w. — Ashley

koos —
KORE
KPO
KPCB
rvrr*-'
If DDp
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The

TO MAKE
Rv=
Rv=
Vi«*
T253

Service Man
V2
aB.C, VOLTMETER a MULT I -RAN 05 VOLTMETER .
resistance of voltmeter in ohms, or, if
ohms per volt is given, then
©has per rolt x maximum reading, in volts.
original maximum reading, in volts.
desired new maximum reading, in volts.

^r- « If « multiplying factor.
Rjj— resistance of multiplier needed, in ohms.
Then
Pig. 2

Tig. 3

%=» (N-l)x Rv

TO HAKE a D.C. MILLIAMETER a D.C. VOLTMETER.
I « original maximum reading, in milliamperes
V =* desired maximum reading, in volts.
Ra" resistance of multiplier required, in ohmi
000 x V
Then
T
TO FIND THE SHUNT REQUIRED TO MAKE ANY D.C.
MILLIAMBTER A HIGHER RANGE MILLIAMETER.
Rm=* re si stance of meter, in ohms.
Im = original maximum reading, in milliamperes.
I «desired new maximum reading, in
milliamperes.
-H» multiplying factor.
R8 m resistance of
required, in ohms.
8 shunt
N-l
Then
RB~ Rm is not accurately known,
If the meter resistance
greater accuracy in scale conversion may be had
by the use of two Precision Wire Wound Resistors,
aa shown in Pig. 4.

Tig. 4

Rm= approximate meter resistance, as from
manufacturer's catalog.
Rk»a resistor, equal, in ohms, to 9 times Rm.

Then
Vote

RB

N-l
10 Rm
Rfcjgg _ N-l

Tot intermittent use, it is recommended
that th« load on any Precision Wire
Wound Resistor should not exceed 2 watts
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XCHEDLLC
Cr
DX
JTATICN/
HOURS ONLY
PACIFIC STANDARD TIME
Sun. |
Tues.
4-11:00
4-]
1
:00
1000
|
Thurs.
11:00
Mon.
Location
Fn.
Sat.
1 Kc. | W.L. | Power |
Wed. 4-11:00
4-10:00
.. | 560 | 5 35.4 1000
4-10:00 4-10:00 4-10:00
11:00
4-10:30
1000 | 4 9:30 4 10:00
| Denver, Colo
10:00
10:00
4-10:30
4-10:30
4-10:30
...j 590 | 508.2
| Omaha, Neb
9:00
2500 | 4 10:00
9:00 4 10:30 4- 9:00 4- 9:00 4-4- 9:00
...| 610 | 491.5
4 10:30
| Kansas City, Mo
483
5000
|4
4- 9:00 4- 9:00 4-12:00
„..|
620
|
4
4
Clearwater, Fla
8:30
9:00
4-12:00
9:00 4 9:00
4-12:00 4- 9:00 4 9:00
650 | 461.3 5000 | 4 8:00
9:00
9:00
| Nashville, Tenn. ...|
12:00
10:00
5000
|
447.5
49:00
...|
670
|
12:00
4
4
4
4 12:00
49:00
Chicago, 111
42
2
?
4-10:30
4-10:30
...| 710 |
9:00 4-10:30
4 9:00 44-10:30
4 9:00 4 9:00
Newark, N. J
9:00 4- 9:00 4 10:30
...| 720 | 416.4
4
12:15
4-4-11:00
9:00 4-4-11:00
j Chicago, 111
|
25KW|
5(100
5000
|
4-1
1
:00
405.4
9:00
4 9:00 4 12:00
...| 740 | 400 5000 | 4 119:00
9:00
Atlanta, Ga
:00
11.00
....|
750
|
4
4
4
4
11
:00
89:15
89:15
i Detroit, Mich
48
89:15
25KW|
9:15
4- 8:00
9:15
Lincoln, Neb
„.| 770 |
109:00
".o 84 9:15
4- 7:00 4- 8:00 4- 7:00 847-10:00 84 8:00
....| 770 | 389.4
4
8:00
8:00
389.4
1 Chicago, 111
4-10:00
10:00
8:00
7500
|
4-10:00
4-10:00
4-10:00
lokW
374.8
7
...,|
800
|
7
4
7:00
| Fort Worth, Texas -1 810 |
4- 9:00
10KW| 4 30-10
9:00 4-11:00
370.2 12KW|
4 11 :00
9:00 4 10:00 4- 9:00 4-6:30-10
i Minneapolis, Minn
10
44-11:00 4-11:00
....| 820 | 365.6 50KW| 4 8:30 4-4 119:00
4 9:00 4 9:00
j Louisville, Ky
361.2 5000 | 4 11 :00 4 :00
4 12:00 4 12:00
1 Denver, Colo
.|
830
|
56:30
12:00
„..| 870 | 345
6 30-11 5- 6:30 5- 6:30
6
1 Chicago, 111
1500 | 6
6:45 4-6:30-11
6:45
_.| 870 | 345 15KW| 4 6:00 4-5 6:30 4-6:30-11
6:30 5 10:00
5 30-11
6:45 4-4-6:30-11
Chicago, 111
6:45
49:00
9:00
448:15
4
4
309.1 5000 | 6:45 4 6:45
4
...|
970
1
6:45
I Chicago, 111
4-12:30
...,|
990
|
4-10:00
302.8
4
4
4
9
4
9:00
8:30
4-10:00
8:15
| Springfield, Mass ...|1000 |
12:1)1,
299.8 10KW|
9:00 4 10:00 4-11 :00 4-11:00 4-11:00 47-10:00
10:00 4 10:00
| Davenport, Des Moines...
10KW| 4 10:00
7-10:00
4
4
....
1020
11
:00
11:00 4 12:00
89:00
i Chicago, 111
|1040
|
294
49:00
288.3
7 8:30 4-8 9:008- 4- 9:00
Hot Springs, Ark
1 4-4-84 9:00
10KWI Off
9:00 7:30-10
Baltimore, Md
. |1060 I 283 50KW|
at 4 Off at 4 4-10:00 4-Off
at
4
silent
50KW|
Off
at
4
ilent
282.8
9:00
9:00
silent 4-10:00 4- 9:00
9:00
1060 | 280.2 5000 | 4 10:00
10:00
| Hartford, Conn
10:00
9:00
49:00
4
4
4
10:00
1 Cleveland, Ohio ...|1070
49:00
9:00
. . |1080 | 277.6
9:00
4-10:00 4-4-111:1)1)
9:00 4
9:00 4 9:00
1 Charlotte, N. C
...|1110 | 270.1 5000 | 4 8:30
4-10:00 4-12 :00 4-12:00
4 10:00 4-12:00
9:00
| Richmond, Va
5000
|
12:00
9:00
... 11 1 30 | 265.3 5000
51 | 12:00
12:00
6- 9:00 4-11:00 4-11:00 4 12:00
Salt Lake City ....|1140
8:00
|
4- 8:00 4- 8:00 4- 9:00 4 6:00 4 6:00
6
Birmingham, Ala ---ill 50 | 263 10KW| 5
48:00
4- 8:00 4- 9:00 4- 9:15
8:00
8:30
8:30
Rochester, N. Y
15-9
j 260.7
4 8:35 4 6:00
8:00
8:45 4- 9:15 4- 9:15 4-12:00
1 Fort Wavne, Ind .....[1160
258.5 50KW| 4 8:00
8:30
|1190
|
1000
4-12:00 4-11:00 4 9:15 4
1 San Antonio, Texas ..11290 | 252
1000 || 4-4 12:00 4 9:15 4-12:00
4-11:00 4-11:00 4-11:00
12:00 4 12:00
232.6 10KW|
9:15
Salt Lake City
...|1350
|
4-11:00
4-11:00
4
4
4
11 :00 4 11:30
9:02
1112:00
! St. Louis, Mo
222.1 5000 | 10:00
:00
48:00
48:00
48:00
4
4
11
:00
11:00
205.4
..11460
1
I Saint Paul. Minn -11490 I
11 :00
201.6
6:00
1 Covington, Kv
8:00 4 8:00
8:00
444- Henderson's
Delinquent Broadcasters Warned
application be denied because KWKH was not
4operating
in
the
public
interest.
Broadcasting stations which fail to comply with the enDuring the hearing last Fall, some priests from Loyola
gineering regulations requiring 7? per cent modulation have
expressed themselves as shocked at some of the
been warned by the Federal Radio Commission that their University
4- used
by Henderson
over the radio.
power will be arbitrarily reduced unless the order is com- 4- language
4plied with.
The step was taken because of the interference caused by 444these stations whose equipment is not up to standard.
4To Record "Bad"
Station Programs
4Broadcasters
who are summoned to hearings
4* on charges
4-44- of violations of regulations or failure to operate in the public
Tables Turned on "Hello World"
be confronted in the near future with 4-4-4-phonoTurn about is fair play, and so Loyola University, which interest,graphwill
records of their programs.
operates Station WWL, at New Orleans, La., is seeking
The Federal Radio Commission is making inquiries among
to oust W. K. Henderson and his Hello World Broadcast4ing Corporation, which operates Station KWKH, at Shreve- manufacturers to find the best recording device for the purport, La., from the channel which they now share.
pose of taking down verbatim reports of stations
under in4vestigation. Ordinary home models are not adaptable to
In an application just filed with the Federal Radio Commission, WWL asks an increase in power from 5,000 to this sort of work, it was said, and something like the standard unit used in making master phonograph records is
10,000 watts and full time on the 8500 kilocycle channel. needed.
Henderson recently asked for full time on the same frequency and in increase in power from 10,000 to 30,000 watts.
Heretofore, the Commission has relied upon
4- stenographic
While the Radio Commission has not yet acted, Examiner transcripts of certain portions of broadcasts, but this method
Elmer W. Pratt recommended, following a hearing, that has been found cumbersome and not unquestionable.

EVENING
Call Letters
KLZ
WOW
WDAF
WFLA-WSUN
WSM
WMAQ
WOR
WGN
WSB
WJR
KJFAB
WBBM
WBAP
WCCO
WHAS
KOA
WENR
WLS
WCFL
WBZ
WOC-WHO
KYW
KTHS
WBAL
WTIC
WTAM
WBT
WRVA
KSL
WAPI
WHAM
WOWO
WOAI
KDYL
KWK
KSTP
WCKY
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aware of the perils of too much advertising, but they feel
Telephony's Part in Broadcasting
will automatically correct itself. No adverDespite the popular impression that radio programs are that thetiser,situation
and above all, no advertising agent, will knowingly
carried long distances, say from New York to a small city in create public
ill-will and disapproval by broadcasting prothe Midwest, through the ether, the truth is that broadcastgrams the sole purpose of which is to create exactly the
ing, strictly speaking, plays only a small part in bringing
the entertainment to its listeners.
"The unanswerable argument is that broadcasting on its
This is pointed out by H. A. Bellows, vice-president of the opposite.
Columbia Broadcasting System and former Federal Radio present advertising basis has been responsible for the fact
that 13]/2 million radio receiving sets are now in use in the
Commissioner, in an article on "Broadcasting: A New Indus- United States. In no other country in the world does broadletin. try," in the current edition of the Harvard Alumni Bulcasting play so large a part in the national life; in no other
country is there such a wide variety of broadcasting service.
"Most of the long-range work of broadcasting is done, not
is impossible
estimate onaccurately
the total
by radio or wireless at all, but by wired telephony," he says. of "It
money
spent by to
advertisers
broadcasting,
but amount
a guess
"Broadcasting, or radio in the popular sense of the term, is
really nothing but a very economical and moderately effi- of between 80 and 100 million dollars for 1930 would probably not be far wrong. In 1924, this business was absolutely
cient means of local distribution. The long-distance listener,
the 'radio fan' of earlier days, is happily, almost extinct. non-existent; most of its present volume has been the creaMost people will tell you that long-distance listening, like the
tion of the past three years."
* * *
old gray mare, is not what it used to be, and will lay the
blame at the door of the Federal Radio Commission, or sun
U.
S.
Scientists
to Study Fading
spots, or the tariff. The real fact is that listeners will no
Some
of
the
most
baffling
problems
of radio, among them
longer tolerate the hodge-podge of squeals and squawks
which used to delight them. They demand quality, day and static and fading, will be tackled with new equipment with
night, at least comparable to that of a first-class phonograph the erection of two new experimental stations for the use
record, and such quality is not dependably deliverable by any of the United States Bureau of Standards. A bill authorizbroadcasting station in the world over a radius of more than
ing the expenditure of $147,000 for their erection has just
a couple of hundred miles.
been passed by Congress and signed by President Hoover.
"In the broadcast studio you will find no radio equipment Efforts are now being made to put through an appropriation
whatsoever, except perhaps a receiving set for use in check- at the current session.
ing the transmitter output. Microphones, amplifiers, conThe authorization covers the purchase of additional land
trols, rectifiers, speakers, all belong to the domain of tele- and equipment for the setting up of a special Radio Research
phony, not to radio. The microphone translates sound waves Laboratory and the erection of a transmitting and receiving
into electrical impulses, much as the ordinary telephone station at some distance from each other.
transmitter does; wires convey these impulses to the ampliDetailed study will be made of the variations which radio
fier, and thence to the radio transmitter, generally miles
between the transmitter and receiver, accordaway from the studio. It is to the telephone, not to radio wavesing toundergo
Dr. George K. Burgess, Director of the Bureau of
that we owe the development of the equipment whereby Standards.
The
work will be under the direction of Dr.
speech and music are made available for broadcasting.
J. H. Dellinger, Chief of the Radio Section.
"Moreprograms
than this,
is the and
telephone
radio, which
carries
the itlength
breadthwire,
of thenot country.
John
"The studies most urgently needed on radio waves have
Smith, in San Francisco, listens of a Sunday afternoon to to do with fading, one of the most serious limitations on
broadcasting;
changes in direction, of great importance in
the New York Philharmonic Orchestra playing in Carnegie
hall. For 3,200 miles the telephone wire carries the pro- navigation of ships and aircraft: and the behavior of short
gram so faithfully that scarcely an overtone is lost; for per- waves or high frequencies," Dr. Burgess said.
Research will thus be conducted in both the communicafifteen miles
to enter ofJohnradio.
Smith's
tion and the broadcasting fields.
house.hapsAnd
then heit travels
marvelsbyatradio
the wonders
Two additional transmitters will be made available by
"But
what
of
programs
from
overseas?
Here,
indeed,
wireless telephony steps in, but not broadcasting in the ordinary the fund, also for extending the standard frequency service,
sense. The program from London is telephoned across the by which broadcasters may check their frequency stability
Atlantic by radio, but on frequencies entirely outside of the
prevent "wobbling," to make it continuous.
broadcast band. And the time may be near at hand when andThis
service would do much to eliminate much of the
even this service will come over the wire, eliminating the
present interference, according to Dr. Dellinger, and would
interference which so far has imperilled all long-distance use serve
to improve the technical operation of broadcasting
of wireless telephony
stations.
"Broadcasting,
then,
is
the
child
of
the
telephone;
in
America itis certainly the child of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. The whole structure of commercial
chain broadcasting as we know it today has grown out of
Asked
Ban "Stadick"
The Congressman
high mark of faith
in theto omnipotence
of Congress
the pioneer work done prior to 1926 at 195 Broadway, New
York; the commercial policies adopted in those early days, was expressed in a letter received recently by a Representative from a village in his district. While declining to permit
when chain broadcasting was regarded merely as a means for
utilizing telephone wires after the peak load was off, still his name to be used for political reasons, the congressman
influence, both for good and for evil, the whole structure of revealed the following letter:
broadcasting, although the conditions which produced those
"Dear
the citizens
■— , haveit isa
policies have been revolutionized.
little
radioCongressman:
and we have We,
so much
trouble of
with Stadick,
no pleasure for anyone so we wish you would use your inbetter orfield.
worse,TheAmerican
broadcasting
the"For
advertising
broadcasters
in generalhasareentered
fully
fluence and see if you can clear the air for us."
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cf Western
Prcarams
Page
8:00KMJPM. KFBK.
Jack Denny's Orch. KOL KFPY KDYL KLZ
Index to Features
United Broadcasting
Co. — 8:00-8:30
(Sun. andSOUTHERN
Thurs.
7:45 CALIFORNIA
PM. PM.
Sat.) English Gibson Orch.
Book Reviews
35
Sun.)
Columbia Broadcasting Co. Program
40 KM Tit — 10:00 PM. Abe Lyman's Roosevelt Hotel. (Nightly Ex.
Dance Orchestras
32
PM. Douglas Nightclub. (Mon., Tues. & Fri.)
Educational Features
34 KFSD — 11:00-11:30
10:00-10:30
PM. Kennedy's Cafe. (Nightly. Sat. at 10:30.)
Favorite Features and Where They Are
32
9:45
PM.
Kennedy's
Foreign Language Lessons
33
and Mon.)
12:30-1:00
PM. DouglasCafe.Nite(Sun.)
Club. (Nightly Ex. Sun.
For the Youngsters
36 KFI— 11:00-12:00
(Sat.)Sun.)
PM. Hotel St. Francis Dance Orch. (Ex. Sat.
andGrand Opera
37
Health Talks and Exercises
35 KMPC— 9:30-10:00 PM. Aaron Gonzales and His Novelty Quintet.
Housewives'
Program
3337 KHJ— 9:30-(Sun.)
10:00 PM. Val Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
Light Opera
National Broadcasting Co. Program
; 38
10:10-11:00
(Sun ) PM. Vai Yalente and his Roof Garden Orch.
News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
37
10:05-10:20
PM. Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Hotel Dance
Organ Recitals
33
Orch. (Mon.)
Plays and Dramatic Readings
35
7:00
PM.
Guy
Lombardo's Canadians.
(Mon.)
Religious Services and Talks
36
8:00
PM.
Guv
10:20-11:00 PM. Lombardo's.
Anson Weeks(Wed.)
Orch. (Mon.)
Sport Talks
36
11:00-12:00
PM. Earl
Eu-tnett's Orch. (Mon.)
Symphony, Concert and Salon Orchestras
35
10:05-12:00
Ex.Sat.)Sun. PM.
and Earl
Mon.) Burtnett's Biltmore Orch. (Nightly
Travelogues and Book Reviews
35
9:30 PM. Jimmy Bittick's Town House Orch. (Fri. and
United Broadcasting Co. Program
42
KFWB — 10:00-12:00
PM. GusTues.
Arnheim
and his Ambassador Hotel
FAVORITE FEATURES AM) WH ERE THEY ARE
Orch. (Nightly.
10:30 PM.)
Wranglers
3:30-4:00
PM. English
Gibson
Orch. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
Sun.Arizona
7:30 I'M.,
Fri. S»:ir.— Mon.,
I'M. Tues., Thurs. anil Sat. 10 PM.,
4:00-6:00 PM.PM. Jerry
Joyce's
Orch. and
(Dailyhis Ex.Cotton
Sun.) Club
KFVD
—
11:00-12:00
Louie
Armstrong
Amos
'n'
Andy
(nightly
Ex.
Sun.)
—
8:00
I'M
over
KGO
Orch.
(Ex.
Sun.)
KHQ KOMO KGW7 KECA KFSD. (Thurs. at 8:30.)
KGFJ
—
6:00-7:00
PM.
Glenn
Edmund's
Orch.
Beverly
Hill
Billies
(ngtly
Fx.
Mon.)
—
10
I'M
over
KMPC
and his Optimistic Donuts (Fri.) — 8:00
9:30-10:00
PM. Mosby's
Jack Dunn's
(Ex. Sun.)
I'MBertoverButterworth
KNX.
12:001:00 PM.
Blue Orch.
Serenaders.
(Ex. Sun.)
Bill Sharpless anil His Gang. 7:00 AM. (daily.) KNX.
11:00-12:00
PM.
Murray
Smith's
Montmarte
(Ex.PM.Sun.)Dixie Aces. (Nightly Ex. Sun.) Orch.
Black and
and Sally
Blue (nightly
Fx. (nightly
Sun.) — 5:30
PMSun.)over— 6:15
KHJ.PM
8:00
Cecil
in
Person
Ex.
over KPO.
KFOX — 11:00-12:00
10:00-11:00 PM. Majestic
Silver Slipper
Orch. (Ex. Sun.)
Kaer (Sat.)
Ballroom.
K ECBursA KFSD
KTAR. 5sl5 PM., over KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
12:00- 1:00 PM.
PM. Silver Slipper
Orch.
4:30- PM.5:00 English
PM. Len Gibson's
Nash's Orch.
Cecil
(nightly
Sun.)—
6:4.-> —I'M10:30
overAMKFWB.
Charlesand W.SallyHamp
(Tues.Ex. and
Thurs.)
over
KG KR — 10:00
Orch. (Nightly Ex. Mon.)
KHJ.
5:15andPM.Mon.)
Deacon
Mo-Daniel's Little
Orch. Club
(Ex. Orch.
Sun.) (Ex. Sun.
Charles
AY.
Hamp
(Fri.)
—
7:30
PM
over
same
stations
as
KGB
—
6:00-7:00
PM.
Paul
Kendall's
above.
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
Charles
HampKOIN(Sun.)XVI— 8:30
KFBK
KMJ W.KFRC
KOL PM
KFPY.over KHQ KAVG
KTAB — 8:30-9:00
Hamp (Tues.) — 7:15 PM over same stations
(Thurs.)PM. English Gibson's Orch. (Thurs.)
as Charles
aCharles
hove. W.AY. Hamp
7:45 PM. Brick
0:00
P.M.
(Thurs.)
KNX.
KFRC
—
9:30-11:00
PM. ValEnglish's
Valente'sOrch.
Roof(Sat.)
Garden Orch. (Sun.)
Frank Watanabe, (nightly Ex. Sun.) 7:00 PM. over KNX.
7:007:30
PM.
Guy
Lombardo's
Orch.
(Mon.)
Charlie
Wellman
(Mon.,
Wed.,
and
Fri.)
—
10:00
AM
over
10:15-11:00
PM.
Anson
Welt's
and
kins' Orch. (Nightly Ex. Sun.) His Hotel Mark HopKGODiscount
KHQ KOMO
KGW McWebster
KFI KECA (Thurs.)
KFSD — KTAR
Standard
8:30
PM
over
11:00-12:00
PM.
Earl
Burtnett's
Biltmore
Orch. (Mon.,
Wed.,
Sat.)
KNX.
12:00- 1:00 AM. Dance Music. (Ex. Sun.)
(Mon.) 7:30 I'M., KGO KHQ KOMO
KGV\Empire
KECABuilders
KFSD KTAR.
10:20-11:00
PM. Valente's
Val Valente's
Roof
Garden
Orch. (Tues.)
"Jo and
Music.Orch.
(Thurs.
and Fri.)
KDYL
KLZ Yi" (Tues.) — 7:00 I'M over KHJ KFRC KOL
KFWI — 11:00
11:30 PM.
PM. ValCinderella
Dance
(Thurs.
and Sat.)
KTM
Banelt
Band
'
ninlnl.x
—
0:00
I'M
over
KTM.
KPO—
10:00-11:00
PM.
Jess
Stafford's
Dance
Orch.
(Ex.
Sun.)
KYA— 11:00-12:00 PM. DanceNORTHWEST
music.
Niek
Harris
Detective
Stories.
(Thurs.)
6:00AM I'M.,
KFI.
Shell
Happy
Time
(daily
Ex.
Sun.)
—
8:00
over
KHQ
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KSL
and Sun.)PM. Best Steppers' Dance. (Ex. Fri. Sat.
KHQ — 11:00-12:00
Tom noonBrenneman
presents "Tom and Wash." (Daily) —
11:00 PM. Hotel Davenport. (Fri. and Sat.)
12:00
over KFWB.
Sun.)
—
7:00
AM
over
KMTR.
KGW
—
11:00-12:00
Milne'sandOrch.his (Ex.
KVI — 9:00-11(Sun.)
:00 PM.PM.ValDelValente
Roof Sun.)
Garden Orch.
Zoro Murray
(daily) 0:00
over
KGER.
Tom
and AM.
hisIO:00
Hollywood
Tom Terriss.
(Mon.)
P.M., KFI.Hill Billies (daily Ex.
10:30-11:00
Anson Week's and his Orch. (Mon.,
Thurs. andPM. Fri.)
10:30-12:00 PM. Val Valente and his Orch. (Thurs.
10:00-10:15
Dance Orchestras
(Tues.) PM. Val Vanente's and his Roof Garden Orch.
and
Sat.)PM. Earl Burtnett's Orch. (Mon., Wed.
11:00-12:00
National Broadcasting
Co.
—
5:00-5:30
PM.
Rudy
Vallee
and
OrKTAR. chestra. (Thurs.) KGO, KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KECA. KMO— 9:00-10:00 PM. Leon Mills and Orch. (Sat.)
KOMO
—
11:00-12:00
Olympic
5:00KOMO
PM— KGW
Paul Whiteman's
Painters.
(Tues.)
KGO
KHQ
Sun., Thurs.PM. and
Sat.) Hotel Varsity Vagabonds. (Ex.
KFSD KTAR.
KJR — 11:00-12:00
Mon &)
6:00-6:30
Mon.) PM.
KOMO. PM.
KGW,Maytag
KECA. Orchestra. (Mon.) KGO, KHQ. KEX—
11:30-12:00
PM. Vic
Vic Meyer's
Meyer's Club
Club Orch.
Victor (Ex.
Orch. Sun.
(Ex. & Sun.
7:00-7:30
PM.
Luckv
Strike
Orchestra.
(Thurs.
andSat.)
MOUNTAIN
STATES
KFSD.
KGO,
KTAR, KHQ.
KOMO.
KGW, KFI KGO. KOL — 10:15-12:30
Mon.) PM. Varied Dance Orchestras.
7:30-8
PM.KOMO,
Luckv
Orchestra.
KHQ,00 PM.
KGW,StrikeKFSD,
KECA. (Tues.)
KG A — 11:00-12:00 PM. Vic Meyer's Club Victor. (Ex. Sun and
9:00-9:30
Gus Arnheim
and Cocoanut
Grove Orch. KLZ
—
10:00-11:00
Dance Orch. (Ex. Sun.)
'Thurs.)KOA.KGO, KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KFI, KFSD, KOA — 1:00-2:00 PM.PM.Hotel
Cosmopolitan Orch. (Mon.)
KTAB.
7:308:00
PM.
Lucky
Strike
(Tues.)
9:00-9-30
PM.
Anson
Weeks
and
Orch.
(Tues.)
KGO.
KOA — 5:00-6:005:00-6:00
PM. RudyPM.
Vallee
and Orch.
Orch.
KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KECA. KFSD. KTAR.
Rudy Vallee
and (Thurs.)
Orch. (Thurs.)
11:00-12:00
PM. KGO,
La ugh KGW,
r. -r- Harris
7:00-8:00 PM. Lucky Strike Orch. (Thurs. and Sat.)
(Ex. SUN.)
KFI. Hotel St. Francis Orch.
9:00
PM.
Gus
Arnheim's
Orch.
(Thurs.)
Columbia Broadcasting
<'<>.
—
7:<io-7:30
I'M.
Guy
Lombardo's
Orch9:00-9:30
PM.
Rudy
Vallee
and
Orch. (Sat.)
tra.
KH.J (Mon.)
KFRC. KIM KDYL KKPV KFBK KOI, KOIN
5:30-6:00 I'M. Anson Week's and Orch. (Tues.)
KSL
—
5:30-6:00
PM.
Anson
Week's
and
Orch.
(Tues.)
8:00-8:30
PM.
Guy
Lombardo's
Orch.
(Wed.)
KLZ
KOL
KFPY KFRC
KM.I andKFBK.
5:00-6:PM.00 Lucky
PM. RudyStrikeVallee
Orch. and
(Thurs.)
8:00-9:00
PM.(Thurs.)
BenKH.JRernie
Bobbie
7:00-8:00
Orch.and(Thurs.
Sat.)
orchestras.
KLZ KM.I
KFBK Meeker
KDYL and their
KDYL
—
7:007:30
PM.
Guy
Lombardo
and
Orch.
(Mon.)
Tues.)
1:45
PM.
Rhythm
Ramblers.
(Fri.)
KLZ,
KVI.
9:45-10:
15
PM.
Dick
Forscutt
and
his
Orch.
(Mon..
4 OOPM.
Morton Downey Orch. KOL KFPY KFRC KHJ
KOH KMJ.
8:00- 8:30 PM. Guy Lombardo and Orch. (Wed.)
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Programs for the Housewife
Organ Concerts
National Broadcasting
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Dall) Ex. So I nli'MM Indicated I
KGO <KE<> 10:15
V KOA.PM. Paul Carson. Organist.
Columbia (Sun.)
Broadcasting
KMTR — 9:00 AM. Mildred Kitchen Home I momics Expert.
>-8tcm
— 7:00 PM. Jesse Crawford,
KFSD — 9:15
AM.
Amy
Lou
Shopping
Hour.
KLZ KFBK KHJ the
Kl
KFRC.organ(Sun.overonly.)KDYL KOI, KOIN
10:3010:00AM.AM.)NBC W<
Magazine of the Air. (Thi
12:30
PM.
Ann
Leaf.
(Mo
(Mon.)
KOLProgram
KOIN KDYL KLZ KOH.
!i A.M. M;ir'
6:00 PM — Gold
Medal
Fast
Freight
KHJ Leaf
KFRCat2Frt
Kt
KFBK.
(Wed.) KLZ KDYL KOL
wives.
1:00KOIN
PM.
Ann
it
the
Organ.
KLZ KOL KFRC KHI
azine ofBosstheKilmer,
Air. (Thi
KDYL KOH. (Sat.)
KMTR — 5:15
PM
Harold
Curtis from
the (Daily
EgvptianEx. Theatre.
10:15
AM.
Mary
Hale
Martin.
(Wed.
only.)
8:05
AM.
Old
Favorites.
Organ.
Sun.)
10:15
KFSD— —3:302:30PM.PM.Aeolian
Organ Organ
Recital Recital.
from Balboa
Park.
Ex. Mon.)
Fri. AM.
only.Josephine Gibson Food Talks. (Monday and KFI
(Sun.
only.)
10:00 AM. Color Harmony NBC. (Tuesday only.)
KM PC —8:301:15PM.PM.Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
KM PC — 10:10 AM. Violet Schramm, Shopping Service.
KTM—
9:30 PM.
KTM — 2:00 PM. Over the Tea Cups with Nell Cleary.
11:00
PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
KHJ — 9:15 9:30
AM. AM.
Kathleen
Clifford
Beauty(Ex.Talks.
1:30-3:00
and
4:15
PM. Organ
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
Feminine
Fancies.
Saturday.)
Crawford,
Poet
ofRecitals.
the Organ.
6:00(Tuesday
PM. only.)
Peggy Hamilton, Romance of Fashion. KHJ — 7:0011:00PM.PM.Jesse
Leigh Harline
Harline atat the
Organ.
(Sun.) (Sun.Ex.only.)
12:00
PM.
Leigh
the
Organ.
(Nightly
Sun.)
KFWB — 10:00 AM. Prudence Penny.
1:00 PM. Ann Leaf. (Sat.)
KFVD— 10:30 AM. Hints to Housewives.
KFSG
—
11:00
AM.
Organ
Recital.
(Daily
Ex.
Sun.
and
Mon.)
KFWB — 2:00
11:30PM.AM.Organ
Wade Recital
Hamiltonby atJ. Newton
the Organ.Yates.
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
KNX — 9:0010:30AM.AM.Radio
Shopping News. C. P. R.
PM. J.J. Newton
Newton Yates.
Yates. (Nightly
Ex. Sun.)
Sun.) (Sun.)
(Ex. Fri.)Home Economics Talk by Kate Brew Vaushn KFVD — 10:00
11:00Sun.)PM.
(Nightly Ex.
KKO.V- 9:00 AM. Beauty Talk.
KNX — 6:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte, noted organist. (Daily Ex.
KGER — 10:30 A.M.
AM. Polly and Gene.
11:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte. (Nightly Ex. Sun.)
KGB— 10:1 ,M. 1
d's Shopping T,
KFOX
— 10:00
10:30 AM.
AM. Angelus
Organ Recital,
Vera
KECA— 11
Abbey(Sun.)
OrganGraham.
Recital.(Daily
(Sun.)Ex. Sun.)
KGFJ
—
10:00
AM.
Archie
Fritz.
;aker.
(Ex.
Wed.
and
Thurs.)
1:30
PM.
Organ
Recital,
(daily
Ex.
Sun.
A.M. Mi Mi
4:00 PM. Organ Recital, (daily Ex. Sun.)
iecipes. (Mon.)
KGER —— 2:00
11:15PM.PM. NBC
Dick Organ
Dixon at the Organ.
KECA
(Sun.)(Sun.)
NORTHERN" CALIFORNIA
10:15
PM. Paul
Carson,Recital.
Organist.
KTAB — 10:00 AM. Household Hour with Alma La Mar.
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
KFRC — 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
KTAB — 7:30 PM. Alice Blue at the Organ. (Mon.. Wed. and Fri.)
9:003:00
AM. Mildred Kitchen's Household Talk. (Tues.)
8:00
Morning Orpan
7:00 AM.
PM. "Good
Jesse Crawford.
(Sun.)Recital." (Sun.)
only. ) PM. Colonial Dames Beauty Talk. (Monday KFRC — 11:00
PM.
Organ
Recital. (Sun.)
10:45 AM. Barbara Gould Talk. (Thurs.)
6:00
PM.
Gold
Medal
Organist.
Ann Leaf at the Organ.CBS.
(Sat.)(Wed.)
1:00 PM. Julia Hayes' Helpful Hints. (Tues. and Thurs.) KPO — 3:151:15PM.PM.Mormon
Tabernacle
Organ.
(Mon.)
KPO — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursdav
6:30 PM. Organ Recital. (Mon. & Tues.)
Organ Recital. (Thurs., Fri. & Sat.)
11:30
AM. Julia
Hayes'AM.)Helpful Hints to Housewives. KYA — 10:156:00PM.PM. Organ
(Thursday
at 11:45
Recital,
Rollo
Sargent,
organist. (Daily.)
2:30 PM.
(DailyRecital.
Ex. Sun.)(Sun.)
KROW— 3:00 PM. Shopping Hour.
2:00
PM. Organ
and 10:00Recital.
PM. Organ
KQ.W— 10:00 AM. Helpful Hints.
NORTHWESTERN STATES
KVA — 12:15 PM. Parent-Teachers' Association. (Monday only.) KHQ— 11:45 AM. Organ
Recital.
(Mon..
Tues..
11:30
AM.
Organ
Recital.Organ
(Thurs.Concert.
& Fri.)Wed. & Sat.)
NORTHWEST
10:15
PM.
Paul
Carson.
KHQ. — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. Thursday at KGW — 8:00
AM.
Organ
Recital.
(Sun.)
11:30 PM.
AM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
9:30 AM. Betty Crocker Talks. (Wed.)
11:00
10:15
AM. only.)
Josephine Gibson's Food Talk. (Monday and KMO — 10:30
AM. Organ Recital from Fox Broadway.
Friday
Sunday.)
KOMO
—
12:00
Midnight.
Fox
5th
Ave.
Theatre Organ Recital. (Ex.
AM. Mary Hale Martin. (Wednesday only.)
1210:15
Noon.
9:30 AM. Organ Recital. (Sun.)
Fri.) Edna Wallace Hopper Beauty Talks. (Wed. &
KJR — 7:453:00AM. PM.Organ
(Ex. Sun.)
OrganConcert.
Concert.
KGW — 9:159:30AM.AM. Cooking
School. (Wed.)
Betty Crocker.
10:30 PM. Organ.
(Ex. Mon..(Ex.Fri.Sat.& and
Sat.) Sun.)
KEX
—
8:30
AM.
Organ
Concert.
(Daily
Ex.Sun.)Sun.)
10:15
AM.
Josephine
Gibson's
Food
Talk.
(Monday
&
Wednesday only.)
2:30
PM.
Organ
Concert.
(Ex.
Organ Concert. (Sun.)
10:30
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday KG A — 8:0010:30AM.AM.Organ
at 10:00
11:30
3:004:00PM.PM.)
OrganConcert.
Concert. (Sun. at 2:00 PM.: Sat. at
only.)AM. Julia Hayes Talk. (Monday and Tuesday
KVI— 8:0012:00AM.Midnight.
Organ Recital.
(Sun.) Recital. (Sun.)
KVI — 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
RKO
Organ
KMO— 10:00 AM. Shopping Hints.
1:00
PM.
Ann
Leaf
at
the
Organist.Organ.
(Wed.)(Sat.)
KOMO— 10:30at 10:00
AM. AM.)
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday KOI 6:007:00PM.PM.GoldJesseMedalCrawford.
(Sun.)
11:45
AM. Barbara
Gould. (Thurs.)
1:00 AM. Ann
Leaf at the Organ.
(Sat.)
10:00
Color Harmony.
INTERMOUNTAIN
STATES
12 Noon.AM. Prudence
Penny. (Tues.)
KOA
—
8:30
AM.
Organ
Melodies.
(Mon.
&
Sat.)
Way Home
to a Man'sthe Heart.
12:15 AM.
PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Program. (Wed.)
(Mon. and Tues.)
KJR— 8:309:45
AM.AM.
Air.
10:30
9:15
AM.Thrift
Mary Fromof Proctors.
117:15:15 AM.
PM. Organ
Organ Melodies.
Recital. (Fri.)
KEX—
9:15
AM.
Julia
Hayes
Talk.
(Ex.
Saturday.)
KOI — 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Sat.)
KSL — 9:309:00PM. PM.Mormon
Great Organ. (Sun.)
KGA— 9:15 AM. "Mary."
Organ Tabernacle
Reveries. (Wed.
(Tues.)
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time)
10:30 PM. Organ
Concert.
& Fri.)
AM.PM. Organ
Vignettes.
(Dailv.)(Wed.)
KOA — 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.i
Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday at K I) Y I 7:00
6:00
Gold
Medal
Organist.
8:00 AM.AM. Radio
Your Household
Child. (Tuesday
only.)(Wed.)
10:15 PM. Organ Melodies. (Fri.)
8:15
Institute.
»M. Fri.)
10:15
AM.
Mary
Hale
Martin.
(Wednesday
only.)
2:30 PM. A Recipe a Day. (Monday only.)
Language
Lessons
KFSD :30 PM.Foreign
Ksi — 9:00 9:30
AM. AM.
HomeHousewives
Economics Program.
Program.
00
French
Lessons.
(Mon.
KFI — 11:45 Wed.)
AM. French Lessons bv Annette Doherty. 'Mon. and
10:00 AM. A Visit with Mrs. Jennie Lee.
9:45
only.)AM. Dietary Discussions. (Monday and Thursday KFI — 9:45 AM. Spanish Lessons. (Thurs. 11:45 AM. Sat.)
10:30
9:30 AM. Spanish Lesson.-. (Thurs 11:45 AM. Sat.)
only.)AM. Helen Webster. (Monday and Wednesday KFI—
KECA — 3:15 PM. German Lesson, by Annette Doherty i Thurs.
10:50
AM.
Holden. Recipes
(Monday of andMaryThursday
only.)
inder B
10:15(Wednesday
AM. AnnFavorite
Hale
Martin.
the Kalian language.
only.)
See Page 28 for Western Station Director}
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'M. Educational Features
(National
and Internntionul Events)
>m!
National Broadcasting
— 5:15 PM. 15KECA,
MinutesKFSD.
in the(Mon.)
Nation's
'AR KGO. Co,KHQ,
capital.
Universe.
KGO.
(Mon.)
8 45 ' M . This An 1 a z i n g KOMO.
d
v
Talk.
K
(
io
Iv(
I
\Y.
i
Wed.
)
15
4 KI . (Wed)
KGO, KOMO. KPO. KECA, KFSD
45
4 KI Back of the N •u s in Washington. KGO, KOMO.
KFSD. (Wed.
rW, Standai
11 00K( AM
d Seho ol Broadcast.
(Thurs.) KGO, KHQ. KOMO,
■Ml KPO, K FI. KI ^SD.
School
the Air.
k" ofKTAR.
, KG W, KECA TalKFSD,
(Mon KGO,
& Wed.)KHQ,
12 15K(K( I'M.
i and
Home
Hour.
KGO,
KHQ.
'M< .AVesterr
KGW. KEC. KFSD. KSL, KTAR. (Ex. Sat.
—
7: 50ltroaricasting'
AM. Columbia <*«.Education*
1 30KFRC
AM. Columbia
School
of t
KHJ
KVI
KLZ
KDY
6:30
Columbia
•s. KLZ KOI. KFKC
KHJPM.KDYL.
(Sat.)Education;!
4:00 PM. Political Situation in Washington Tonig-ht.
(Tues.)
KOL KFI'Y" KFRC KHJ KOH
2:45KDYL
PM. Columbia
Kl/Z KOH.Educational Series. (Fri.) KFI'Y
K Ml K ': 30 PM. Strange Facts you should know. (Thurs.)
KFSD — 5 :15only.)
PM. Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital. (Mon
4:4 5 PM. Back f the News in Washington, NBC.
(Wed. only.) S. ; NBC list.
:00 PM.
only.)Better Ami ica Federation Speaker. (Thurs.
11:00(SeeAM. NBC
Standard
ladcast. (Thurs. only.)
-3:00
PM.
USCS.list.)
Lectures.
(Mon.(Mon.and andWed.)AVed.)
9:00
PM.
U.
C.
Lectures.
5:00 PM. Norbert Savoy, author, lecturer, et
:30 PM. The Times Forum. (Daily.)
12:45 PM. University of the West. (Fri. only
3:15only.)
PM. Dr. Walter Hertzog's School Pro
Fr
3:45
International
6:30 PM.
PM. Council
National ofRadio
Forum. Relations.
(Sat. only.)
11:30 ndAM.Sa American School
of the Air. (Ex. Sun
ist
.
•M. F.
KNX—
AM.
Wiseman'sFederatior
Talk
KGFJKEI A — 1 1 :30(Mon.
AM. only.)
California
of Women's Clubs.
4:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
James G. McDonald, •The World Today.'
5:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's CapitE
4:15 PM.
Science
National
Research
Council.
4:15
PM.
Laws That
Safeguard
Society,
NBC. (V
(Sat. only.)
KGB — 9:30 AM. NinthNORTHERN
Dist. Parent-Teachers
CALIFORNIA Association
>M.•M. Th.
KTABI 'M . SI i

Symphony, Concert and Salon Orchestras
Columbia Broadcasting
<'o. — 12:00
Symphony Concert
withNoon.
ArturoNew To;Y
KDYL
KVISymphony
KFI'Y KHJ
KFR<
6:30KLZ
PM.
Detroit
Orch.
KOI
KDYL KLZ KFBK KFRC.
7:30KOHPM. KMJ.
Toscha Seidel and Concert Orch. KDYL KLZ
1:00KFPY
PM. Curtis
InstituteKOIN ofKOH.
Music. (Fri) KLZ, KYI
KHJ KFRC
8:30 PM. Romanelli
and His King 'once
Edwardrt. KGO.
Orchestra
(Fri.) KLZ KDYL.
National Itroaclcasting
Co. — Kent
5:00 I'M.
Sunday (Sun.
Con
6:15KGWPM. Atwater
concert.
KHQ KOMO
KFI.Jewels. (Sun.) KGO.
1:00 PM.
PM. KGO
ConcertMatinee.
2:30
NBC
(Mon.) KGO KGW KECA.
8:00PM.
Rudy Seiger's Shell Symphonists. (Mon.) KGW
KHQPM. KOMO.
10:00
Concert
KGWAngeles
KOA.
7:30Philharmonic
PM. National
Standard Orchestra
SymphonyOrches.
Hour (Tues.)
with withLos
alternating
the
San
Francisco
KGW
KFI. Symphony Orch. (Thurs.) KGO KHQ KOMO
5:00KOMO
PM. Cities
Service
Concert
Orch.
(Fri.)
KGO
KHQ
KGW KECA.
6:00 PM. General
Electric Orch., Walter Damrosch,
director. (Sat.) KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR.
6:00KHQPM. KOMO
McKessonKGW Musical
Magazine.
KECA KRSD
KTAR. (Tues.) KGO
1.00KECA
PM. Eastman
KTAR. School Symphony Orch. (Wed.) KGO
United Broadcasting
— 7::;o I'M. Sunday
Serenade.
8:00Fri.)PM. UBC
BorisCo.affiliated
Kramarenko
and Orch.
(Mon.)
stations.
KMTR — 8:30 PM. Concert Orch. (Sun.)
KFSD — 4:00
6:00 PM.PM. Sunday
GeneralConcert
ElectricNBC.Orch. NBC. (Sat.)
KFI — 10:008:00I'M.PM.Slumber
Hour. (Sun.) (Mon.)
Shell
Symphonists.
9:30
PM.
Orch. Philharmonic
(Nightly Ex. Sun.,
Thurs.,Francisco
at 10.)
7:30Symphony
PM. Concert
Los Orch.
Angeles
and San
alternating.
(Thurs.)
6:00 PM. General Electric Concert Orch. (Sat.)
KTM— 10:00 PM. Concert Orch. (Sun.)
KHJ — 9:006:30AM.PM.Sunday
Morning
Concert.
Detroit
Symphony
Orch. (Sun.
(Sun.))
12:00
N. Y. Philharmonic
8:45 Noon.
PM. Concert
Orch. (Sun.) Symphony Orch. (Sun.)
8:30 PM. Don Lee Symphony Orch. (Thurs.)
12:00andNoon.
Biltmore Concert Orch. (Daily Ex. Saturday
Sunday.)
KFWB — 9:00
PM.
Liborious
Hauptmann's Orch. UBC. (Sun.)
2:30
PM. Salon
Salon Orch.
6:30 PM.
Orch. (Mon.)
(Wed.)
8:30
PM.
KFWB
Salon
8:00 PM. Concert Orch. Orch.
(Fri.) and Soloist. (Wed.)
8:00 PM. KFWB Concert Orch. and Soloists. (Sat.)
KNX — 9:00 and
PM. Caiman
Thurs.) Luboviski and Claire Mellonino. (Sun.
9:00
PM.
Caiman Concert
LuboviskiOrch.Violin
Choir. 'Mon.)
7:30 PM.
(Thurs.)
12:00
Noon.Pacific
KNX Ensemble.
(Sat.)
KGFJ — 11:00
AM.
KGF.I
Concert
Orch.
(Sun.)
18:30
:00 PM.
Concert
Ensemble.
(Sun.)Allan Fairchild. (Daily
KGFJ Salon
Orch. with
Ex.PM.Sun.)
Sun.)
KGB — 5:15-6:00 PM. Dinner Diversities. (Ex. Mon.. Thurs. and
11:00-12:00
6:30-7:00 PM.Noon.BitsWith
fromthetheMasters.
Classics.(Sun.)
(Sun.)
KECA — 12:00
Talk.
2:30 Noon.
PM. NBCLuncheon
Matinee.Concert.
(Mon.) (Daily Ex. Sun.)
9:00 PM.
PM. Eastman
KECA String
Ensemble.
1:00
Symphony
Orch.(Mon.)
(Wed.)
(Tues.
9:30 PM.
PM. The
KECANBCString
Ensemble. (Sat.)
2:00
Matinee.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFRC — 12:00
9:00 AM.
Home Concert."
(Sun.)
only.)
Noon."Home,
N. Y. Sweet
Philharmonic
Orch. (Sun.)
6:30 PM. Detroit Symphony Orch.
8:00 PM. Cadillac La Salle Concert Orch. (Tues.)
8 PM. Symphony Orch. (Sat.)
KPO — 10:009:00PM.PM.KPO
Salon Orch.Symphony
(Sun.) Orch. (Tues.)
Philadelphia
9:30Sun.,PM. Mon.
Packard
Concert Orch. from
KFI. (Nightly Ex.
and
Thurs.)
4:00 PM. KPO Salon Orch. (Sat.)
NORTHWESTERN STATES
I'M.•M.Shell
Symphonists.
(Mon.)
light. KGW — 8:00 (See
>nly.)
Shell
Sj other concert.
NBC Luncheon
for
features.)
I
■
mi
Nnc.n.
< Wed. )
KOMO 10: I'M. Concer

KFRC — 11 :
•nts. H. Y. Kaltenh
:00(Tues.
PM. Theonly.)Politi
WmsIii
6:30(Sat.
PM. only.)
NationalSee Radio
Forum from Wash)
CBS
List.
15 PM.
(Mon.California
only.) State Chamber of Commerce
5:15only.)
PM. Federal BusinessI'.rad\
Association Talk
mi Mon.M. Judp-o
only.) Matth(
0 PM.Farm
Dr. Heady. Pi
KQW — 10:1
6:11 j PM.
(Sun.
AM.I'M.R.JU<B Dopic in
KYA—
10
8:8: 00 PM. Mr.
\o
KHQ
InStan
tin (RTHWESTERN
mly.)
iiI'M.AM.Jewisl
KCiW — 11 :( AM.
K VI— 9:00 30 AM. Lon
(Sun.)
Con
10:
11: 30in AM.
AM.
PM. Ami
Cur
4: 00i :, I'M.
The
ii I'M. Lawonl
komo 11t:( (Tues.
00 AM. Star
MOI NT V I N ST \ l i s
KOA— 10:00
AM.PM.National
Oratorio Society.
12:00
National
4:15 PM. The World Youth
Today.Conferen
(Mon.
KSL — 12:15 PM. National Youth Conferenci (Sun. only.)
SEE PAGE 2K FOK WESTERN STATION DIRECTORY
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Plays, Stories, Dramatic Readings
Symphony Concerts — Cont.
(United Broadcasting Company)
KJU— 8:004 :00I'M.I'M.Damski's
Imperial
Grand
Orch. (Sun.)
Concert
Ensemble.
l.Mnn.)
8:30
PM.
Dramatic
Program.
Tues.is & Thurs.)
!>:00
I'M.
Damski's
Wood-Wind
Ensemble.
(Tues.)
K(
>RE
KXI.
kxied (Mon.,
K\.\ KVI
8:00 PM. Northwest Salon Orch. (Thurs.)
8:00PM
—
Detective
Stories.
(Fri.)
KGB
9:00 PM. Henry Damski's Neapolitans. (Wed.)
KORE KXI. KM ED K X A K VI ISKFWI J- KTM KTAH
KEX — 8:004:00I'M.PM.Henri
Damski's
Orch. (Mon.)
(Sun.)
Columbia Broadcasting Company
Concert
Ensemble.
9:15
PM.
Damski's
Wood-Wind
Knsomble.
(Tues.)
5:30 PM — Arabesque, a Desert Play. (Mon.) KLZ KDYL.
9:00
PM.
Henri
Damski's
Ensemble.
(Wed.)
7:00 PM— "Jo and Vi." KLZ KDYL KOL KHJ KFRC.
8:00 PM. Northwest Salon Orch. (Thurs.)
7:00 PM— KFPY
Hank Simmon's
KHJ KFRCShow Boat. (Sat.) KLZ KDYL KOL
KGA— 8:004:00PM.PM.Henri
Damski's
Orch. (Mon.)
(Sun.)
Concert
Ensemble.
XX. (Mon.) KLZ KDYL KOL KFPY KHJ
7:30 PM— Don
Amaizo.
9:00
PM.
Damski's
Ensemble.
(Tues.)
KF
9:00 PM.
PM. Damski's
(Wed.)
8:00
Northwest Neapolitan
Salon Orch.Orch.
(Thurs.)
nal Broadcasting I ompanj
KVI— 12:00 (See
Noon CBS
N. V.Program
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
ders. (Mon.) KGO KFSD KOMO KHQ KGXV
for other
features.)(Sun.)
KOI 6:30 PM.
Detroit
Symphony
Concert.
(Sun.
I
(See
CMS
Lane. KGO KHQ KOMO KG W KFI
program.)
8:15
I'M
.
Men
KFSD
KT
KS1 — 6:00 PM.
General Electric Program with Walter Damrosch. 9:15 PM. NBC Drama
KGO KOMO KGXV. (XVed.)
(Saturday.)
9:30 PM. The Story Teller, n(Thurs.) KGO.
KOA — 8:30 PM. General Electric Concert Orch. (Tues.)
1:00 PM — Radio Guild. (Fri.ri.) KGO KOMO KECA KFSD KTAB.
KDVIj — (See Columbia Broadcasting Co.)
9:30 PM — Mystery Serial. ((Fri.)
F KGO KSL KOA.
Health Talks and Exercises
9:00 PM — Adventures
of KFI
She KFSD s.) >s. (Mon.) KGO KHQ
KOMO
KG
W
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Kx. Where Indicated)
9:30 PM. Jack and Ethyl. KGO KH<
KFSD — 3:45 PM. Dental Clinic.
KM Tit — 8:45 PM. Dramatic Play. ( M
KTM — 1:45 PM. The Health Man. (Dailv Ex. Sun.)
KFSD— 1:00 PM. Radio Guild. I Fri.) mes Garden & Cast. (Mon..
Emperor," J
5:30(Monday
PM. Dr.only.)
H. Edward Myers "Care of the Teeth." KFI — 9:15 PM.
Wed."D-17,
and Fri.)
8:15 PM. Memory Lane. (Ti
KXX — 8:309:15AM.AM.Clinic
of
the
Air.
(Tues.)
8:45andPM.Sat.)
Adventures of Shi lock Holmes. (Tues. Thurs.
Thurs.) Golden Rule Health Service Program. (Mon. &
6:45
Exercises.
10:00(Mon.)
PM — Tom Terriss, "Va ibond Movie Director."
7:15 AM.
AM. Early
Pep andBirdVigor.
7:45 AM.Talk
HomeandFolks'
KTM— 1:00 PM. Dramatic Readings. (Sun.)
KFVD — Health
RecordsExercises.
4:30 PM. Dramatic Reading. (Daily Ex. Sat. & Sun.)
KGFJ— 8:30 AM. Dr. Wiseman's Health Talk.
KHJ — 6:00 PM.
Prof.(Thurs.)
Lindsley and Leigh Harline, Reading wild
Organ.
KFOX— 1:00 PM. Dr. Clark, Health and Efficiency. (Thurs.)
8:00Dr. PM.J. F.Treatments
of "Harmonious
by
7:00 PM. Jo and Vi. (Tues.)
Raush. (Monday
and FridaySuggestions,"
only.)
9:00(Thurs.)
PM. "Folgeria." Serial Comic Opera of the Air.
KGB — 9:006:45AM.PM.Chiropractic
Associated Talk.
Chiropractors. (Tues and Fri.)
6:30 PM. Times Pershing Program. (Fri.)
KF.CA — 8:30
AM.
Health
Exercises.
Louis
Rueb.
10:45 PM. Health Exercises, Louis Rueb.
7:00 PM.
PM. Don
HankAmaizo.
Simmon's(Mon.)
Show Boat. (Sat.)
7:30
XORTHERX CALIFORNIA
5:30 PM. Black and Blue. (Daily Ex. Sat.)
KTAH — 10:30 AM. Dr. B. L. Orlev. (Ex. Sun.)
KFWB — 6:45 PM. Cecil and Sally. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
KFWI— 10:30 AM. Health Talk by Dr. T. G. Linebarger.
KXX— 1:30 (Daily.)
PM. Eddie Albright's Reading of Late Fiction.
KUW— 11:30 AM. La Vida Health Program.
KJBS — 10:45 AM. The Health Man.
9.00(Tues.)
PM. KNX Players directed by Georgia Fifield.
KYA — 7:003:15AM.PM.Drury's
Daily
Dozen.
Health Talk on Mon., Tues. and Sat.
KFOX— 9:30 PM. Ghost House.
NORTHWEST
KH<1 — 5:451:00PM. PM.Health
(Mon. (Ex.
& Wed.)
KECA — 5:00 PM. Nick Harris Detective Story Program. (Sun.)
DentalHints.
Hygiene.
Thurs.)
7:30 PM. NBC(Monday.)
Empire Builders Dramatization of the West.
KVI
—
3:30
PM.
Dental
Clinic
of
the
Air.
(Ex.
Sun.
&
Sat.)
KJR — 1:155:30PM.PM.Dental
9:30 PM. NBC Memory ane. (Tues.)
Health Lecture.
Talk. (Ex.(Ex.Sat.Sat.)& Sun.)
KEX
1:15 PM. Tooth
Dental Lecture.
(Ex. Sat.)(Ex. Wed.)
XORTHERX YI.I1-OUMA
KOI, —— 5:30
Dr. Hobson.
KTAB — 8:30Thurs.)
PM. Dramatic Sket. i from UBC. (Mon.. Tues. &
KGA—
1:15 PM.
PM. DentalTalk,
Lecture.
(Ex. Sat.)
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time.)
KFRC — 5:30 PM. Fred Benioff F
KOA — 7:00(Monday
AM. Safeguarding
Your Food and Drug Supply.
only.)
7:00
"Jo and Vi." Comic
(Tues. C
>f the Air. (Thurs.)
ARIZONA
9:00 PM.
PM.
>M. "Folgeria,"
it. (Sat.)
KT All — 6:00 AM. Y.M.C.A. Health and Happiness Hour.
7:00
PM.
Hank
Simmon's
SheE\
KQW
—
4:30
PM.
Story
Time.
(Daily
KPO
—
6:15
PM.
Cecil
and
Sally.
(Dail>
4:00 PM. KPO Drama Guild.'s P
Travelogues and Book Reviews
KPO Drama Guild.
National ltro:i<lc:i*ting
( ... — 9:45 I'M. The Reader's Guide. (Sun.) KHQ — 7:308:00PM.PM.Empire
KGO.
BuilderMon
KFWI—
4:30
PM.
Drama
Period (Sun
< olumbia Early
Broadcasting Co. — 5:30 PM. Alexander Woollcott's KYA— 9:15 PM. KYA Players.
8:00 PM. KYA Players.(Mon.)
(Tues
KLZ. Bookworm. (Sat.) KFPY KFRC KH.I KDYL
KM — 2:302:15PM. PM.Winnie
Fields Moore,
Nomad Novelist. (Mon.)
NORTHWESTER N
The Nomad
Novelist.the(Wed.)
3:00(Monday.)
PM. Los Angeles Public Library Book Reviews.
KGW— 9:00 I'M.
8: 15 PM.PM. Empire
Memor>
KOMO — 7:30
(Mon.)
KIM— 3:3(1 PM. Los Angeles Public Library Book Review. (Wed.) KVI — 9:00 PM. "Folgeria."
\ (Thurs.)
(Thurs.)
4:45
PM.
"Seeing
Southern
California."
(Tues.
and
Fri.)
KOI,
—
9:00
PM.
"Folgeria,'
's
Show
Boat.
(Sat.)
3:45 PM.
I'M. Alexander
Margaret Maedonald.
(Thurs.)
7:00 PM.
PM. JoHankand S
7:00
5:30
Wollcott,
the
Early
Bookworm.
thi
(Sat.)
7:30 PM. Don
Ar
5on Amaizo's
Adventures. (Mon.)
KXX— 5:001:30PM.PM.Travelogue.
(Dailyreading
Ex. Sun.)
INTERMOI \T \l\ ST IlTES
Eddie Albright
late fiiction.
KOA — 9:30 I'M. Empire
KGER — 11:30 AM. Seeing Southern California. (Tues. and Fri.)
MysteryBui
KECA — 7:00 PM. Winnie Fields Moore. Nomad Novelist. (Thurs.) KSL, — 2:imi9:30I'M.PM.Radio
it
KFRC — 3:15 (Wed.)
I'M. The Observer About New Books, Monroe Upton. KIM I 7:30 P.M. Don Mai
Amaizo. (XI. m.)
m. (Sat.)
Mrs." (Tues.)
5:30 PM. Early B<
orm. (Sat.)
7:00
Graybar's(Thurs.
"Mr
K\Kl/ZI— -5:30
5:30 I'M.
9:00 PM.
PM. CBS
"Folgeria."
at. (Sat.)
I'M. The
The Early
Early
7:00 PM.DIRECTOR*
Hank Simmon's Slio
Mi
SEE PAGE lis FOR WESTERN STATION
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KGW — 10:00
AM. International
BibleConference.
Students.
12:00
NationalHour.
Youth
Religious Services and Talks for Sunday
3:00 Noon.
PM. Catholic
National Broadcasting
Company
—
12:00
Noon.
National
Youth
7:45
PM.
Seth
Parker's
Program.
Conceit KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
11:00 AM.
AM. Plymouth
First Unitarian
Church. Church.
1:00KPO.PM. Dr. S. Parkes Cadman KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KOMO — 11:15
Congregational
12:15
PM.
National
Youth
Conference.
2:00KTAR.
PM. National Vespers KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
1:00 PM. S. Parkes Cadman.
2:00
PM. Catholic
National Service.
Religious Service.
3:00KTAR.
PM. Catholic Hour KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
3:00 PM.
KJR
—
10:00
AM.
International
Bible Students Association.
7:45
PM.
Seth
Parker's
Sunday
Evenings.
KEX — 1:004:30PM.PM.Family
Columbia Broadcasting
Radio Altar
GospelHour.
School.
KFPY KDYL. Co. — 11 :00 AM. Cathedral Hour KLZ KVI
7:00KFRC
PM. Lutheran
Hour.
(Thurs.)
KOL KEPY KOIN
INTER MOUNTAIN STATES
KHJ
KDYL,
KLZ
KFBK.
8:00 PM. Back Home Hour KEPY KFBK
KSL — 9:1512:00AM.Noon.
International Bible
Students.
Youth from
Conference.
KFSD—
7:45 AM.
PM. Third
SundayChurch
Evenings
at Seth Parker's.
1:00 PM. L. National
D. S. Services
Tabernacle.
KFI — 10:50
of Christ.
7:15
PM.
First
Presbyterian
Church.
4:00
PM.
Delia
Castberg,
"Advanced
Thoughts."
8:30
PM.
L.
D.
S.
Service
with
Great
Mormon Organ.
KMPC—
3:00
PM.
Church
of
the
Latter
Day
Saints.
KTM— 9:00 AM. I. B. S. A. Watch Tower.
KOA — 12:00
Noon.Dr.National
Youth
Conference.
1:00
PM.
S.
Parkes
Cadman.
KHJ— 11:00
AM.
First
M.
E.
Church
of
Los
Angeles.
5:30 PM. Rabbi Magnin.
3:00 PM. Catholic Hour.
KNX— 10:00
AM.AM. Religious
Lecture Church of Hollywood.
7:45 PM. Sunday
Evening at Seth
Parker's.
IvI.Z—
9:00
S. A. Watchtower
Services.
11:00
First
Presbyterian
11:30AM.AM.I. B.Cathedral
Hour.
1:00
I. B. S. A.FirstProgram.
5:00Air.PM.
PM. Watchtower
Dr. John Mathews;
Radio Church of the KDYL — 11:30 AM. Cathedral Hour.
6:30Society.
PM. Dr. Theo Curtis Abel of Hollywood Humanist
Sport Talks, Athletic Events
7:00
PM.
All Soul'sChurch
Church.of Hollywood.
National Broadcasting Co. — 5:00 PM. Bobbv Jones Golf Talks.
8:00 PM. Dr.
FirstAked.
Presbyterian
(Every Wednesday.) KHQ KOMO KECA KPSD KTAR.
8:00Morning
AM. Daily
Except
Sunday
—
Inspirational
Talk
and
Prayer.
Columbia Broadcasting
Co. — 3:00
Husings
(Sat.)TedKOLHusings
KFPY
KFRC PM.KHJTed(Sat.)
KDYL
KLZ Sportslants
KOH KM J.
6:30 PM. geles
Saturday
— Announcement of leading Los An- KHJ — 3:00 PM.
Church
Services.
Sportslants.
5:00
PM.
Bobby
Jones.
(Wed.)
11:30 AM. First Radio Church of the Air. (Mon.)
KFSG — 8:00
AM.AM. Sabbath
Service.
KFSD — 7:30 PM. NBC. Grantland Rice. vWed. only )
10:30
Sunday Sunrise
Morning.Message.
KFVVB— 7:30
W. Shirey's
Sport Talks.
2:30
PM.
Dispensational
9:30 PM.
PM. R.Olympic
Auditorium
Event. (Mon.)
(Tues. only.)
6:30 PM. Evangelistic Service.
KNX — 9:45 PM. gion
Broadcasting
Main Events from Hollywood Le7:00
AM.
Daily
Ex.
Sunday.
Family
Altar
Service.
Stadium.
(Fri.)
2:30
PM.
Wednesday
and
7:30
Saturday.
Divine
Healing.
7:30
Service. Hour.
KGER — 9:30
Auditorium
event. only.)
(Tues. only.)
9:30 PM.
PM. Olympic
Wilmington
Bowl. (Wed.
3:00 PM.
PM. Thurs.
Thurs. Baptismal
and Fri. Bethesada
KECA—
7:30
PM.
NBC.
Grantland
Rice
Interview.
KGEF— 10:00
9:30 AM.
Radio
Sunday
School.
5:00 PM. Bobby Jones Golf Chats. (Wed.) (Wed. only.)
AM.
Bible Study.
10:45
AM.
Trinity
Church Service.
KFRC — 6:00 PM. Bobs, Noted Sports Authoritv. (Thurs. only.)
5:00
PM.
Vesper
Hour.
6:45
PM. Ted
Pat Husings
Frayne's Sportslants.
Sports Talk. (Sat.)
(Friday only.)
7:00 PM.
PM. TrinitySouth
Church Service.
3:00 PM.
9:00
Christian Church.
Church Bereans.
7:45 PM. Sport Shots by Ernie Smith. (Wed.)
9:30 PM. Tues.
Tues. TorranceParkMethodist
KHQ- 5:00 PM. Bobby Jones Chat.
7:00
Class.
7:00 PM.
PM. Wed.
Radio Conrey
Revival.Bible
(Thurs.)
7:30
PM. NBC,
Rice's "Topnotchers." (Wed.)
5:00only.)
Bobby Grantland
Jones. (Wed.)
KTBI — 8:008:15AM.AM.Daily
Except
Sunday.
Gospel
Song Requests.
5:15 PM. Sport News. (Mon. only.)
Daily
Except
Sunday.
Devotional
Service.
KGW — 7:30 PM. Grantland Rice's Sport Program, NBC. (Wed.
8:45 PM.
AM. Gospel Message.
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
2:00
Pastors.
5:00 PM. Bobby Jones Chat. (Wed.)
1:00 AM.
PM. Visiting
Devotional
Bible
Study. (Ex. Mon. and Sun.)
10:30
Bible
Study.
(Daily.)
KOMO
— 7:30
Rice's(Wed.)
Topnotchers. (Wed.)
5:00 PM.PM. Grantland
Bobby Jones.
KGER — 11:00
9:30 AM.
Bible
Class.
KMO — 9:00 PM.
Wrestling
Match from Greenwich Coliseum.
AM.
Calvary
Church.
(Tues.
only.)
5:30 PM. Catholic Church.
KJR — 5:00 PM. Ken Stuart's Sport Talk. (Daily.)
7:00 PM. Calvary Church.
KG A — 5:009:30PM.PM.KenWrestling
Stuart's Bouts.
Sport Talk.
KFOX— 2:3011:00PM.AM.Salvation
St. Luke'sArmyEpiscopal
Church.
KOA — 7:305:00PM.PM.NBC,
Grantland
Rice (Wed.)
Sport Talk. (Wed. only.)
8:00 PM. First Church
ofProgram.
Christ, Scientist.
Bobby
Jones
Talk.
KFXM — 8:00 AM. Sunshine Hour. (Wed. only.)
KSL — 7:305 PM.
PM. Bobby
Grantland
Rice
Sportologues.
4:00
PM.
Rev.
Olsen's
Bible
Class.
Jones
Sport
Chat.
(Wed.) (Wed. only.)
KGB — 6:003:30PM.PM.L. L.D. D.S. Service.
S.
Service.
(Tues.)
10:00 AM. Watch Tower Service.
For the Youngsters
KECA— 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. Bible
NationalStories.
Oratorio Society.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Except Where Indicated)
3:00 PM. Catholic
Hour.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
National Broadcasting;
KOMO KGW Co.KFI.1! I'M — Maltine Program. (Mon.) KGO
KTAB— 1110:00
AM. Church
Bible Class
from from
10th 10th
Ave. Ave.
BaptistBaptist
Church.
:00
AM.
Services
Church
KFSD
—
2:00
PM. Maltine Story Time. (Mon.)
1:00
the Latter Day Saints.
KFI— 4:145:00PM. PM.Big Baron
BrotherKeyes,
Don The
(Ex. Story
Sat.) Man. (Ex. Sat.)
7:30 PM.
PM. Church
Church ofServices.
Daily-Morning Prayers.
AM.
Bob,
Bunny
and
Junior.
Kro — 1 0 :459:00Services.
AM.AM.Interdenominational
and Non-sectarian Church KM PC — 9:30
Just andKidsBlue.
Club.(Ex.(Ex.Sun.)
Mon., Wed. & Sut.)
KHJ— 5:304:30PM.PM.Black
1:00 PM.
PM. Catholic
S. Parkes Service.
Cadman Cathedral Hour.
3:00
KNX— 5:00 PM. Big Brother Ken's Kiddies Hour.
12:00 AM. Daily Except Sunday. Scripture Readings.
KGSF — 6:00 PM. Mrs. Tom Murray, Children's Hour. (Thurs.)
KFWI
Church Program.
of Christ, Scientist.
KFSG — 4:00 PM. Kiddies' Hour (Fri. only.)
KHOW —— 8:00
10:00PM.
A.M.Second
Watchtower
1:00
PM.
Watchtower
Program.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
6:00 PM.
Watchtower
Program.
9:00
PM.
Watchtower
Service.
KFWI — 7:00 PM. Child Guidance Forum. (Tins)
8:00 PM. Watchtower Service. (Tues. and Thurs.)
KPO— 5:00 PM. Big Brother (Ex. Mon.)
2:30 AM.I'M Sunday
Watchtower
Program.
(Wed.)
KQW — 10:15
School
Lessons.
KLX
11:00
AM.
Morning
Services.
First
Baptist
Church.
KO.W —— 5:00
4:30 PM.
PM. Big
StoryBrother's
Time. Club.
7:30 PM. Evening Services.
NORTHWEST
KYA— 10:458:00AM.PM. OldOld St.St. Mary's
Church.
Church.STATES
N < ) II T HMary's
WESTERN
KOIN—
5:30
PM.
Prize
Kiddie's
Club. Hour. (Sat. 3:15.)
KGA— 5:15 PM. Uncle Frank's Story
KHQ — 10:12:00
00 AM.PM. Bible
Students.
National
Youth Conference.
KGA—
5:15
PM.
Uncle
Frank's
Story
Hour. (Ex. Sat.)
1:00
Sunday Forum.
3:00 PM.
PM. National
Catholic Hour.
MOUNTAIN STATES (Pacific Standard Time)
8:00 PM. New Episcopal Church.
KS1 — 1:00 PM. Story Hour. (Mon.)
See Page 2K for Western Station Directory
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News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
Financial Reports. (Dally K*. Sunday.)
iitiomil llrtiiKlciiKt
KGO. Inn <"o. — 8:00 AM. Financial Service. (Daily).
4:45 PM. News Service. KGO (Mon., Thurs. & Fri.)
5:45 PM.
I'M. News
5:00
News Service.
Service. KG.KGO Tiles.
(Sat.) \ W ed.)
■Ited Broadcasting Co.— 10:00 I'M. Hughespaper of the Air.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
KMTR— 11:45
AM.
Public
and City Officials.
Stock inQuotations.
128:00
Noon.AM.
5:45
PM.WorldReporterReview.
of the Air.
PM. San Diego 1
News Report. (Tues., Thurs.
K FSD- 5:45Sat.)
5:15
PM.
News
Report.
(Mon.
4:30PM. News Service. (Thurs.)and Fri.)
JO12AM.PM. Opening
U. C.Federal
& Stock
U. S.andMarket
Dept.
of Quotations.
Agriculture.
12:15
PM.
State
Market
Reports
45:45PM. PM.KFI-KECA
Editorial
Review.
Closing Stock Market Reports.
k'l'M — 7 :00 PM. News.
K MFC — -129:00PM.AM. Livestock
Radio News
NewsReport.
Service.
1:15
PM.
Radio
5:00 PM. Radio News Service.
Service.
2:304:35PM.PM. World-Wide
News
(L.A. Times.)
World-Wide
News.
10:00
PM.
World-Wide
News.
7:00 AM. News Briefs.
1:153:25PM.PM.Monday.
Tuesday.LostLostand andFound
FoundReports.
Reports.
3:00Reports.
PM. Wednesday. Lost and Found
3:25 PM. Friday.
Lost Lost
and and
Found.Found Reports
3:30
1:25 PM.
PM. Thursday.
Saturday. Lost
and Found
Reports
KGFJ— 5:00 PM. Market Reports.
K FXM- -11:15 AM. News Report.
6:15 PM. Los Angeles Record News Report.
-7:15 AM. Early News Report.
11:30
AM. Press
4:00
Press Telegram
Telegram News
News Report.
Report.
PM.PM.PM.
News
k«;b— : :455:00
Lost Flashes.
and Found ads.
KG BR
AM. World Wide
Wide News.
Kpsnr- 8:00
12:45
6:00 PM.PM. World
World WideNews,
Ne\
Review,
10:30
PM. Federal
KFI-KEC.an
rket
Repr
3:00 PM.

DOINGS
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-4:00
PM.
Stoc k Quotations.
Fri, Wed. and Sat.)
4:45
PM.
(Mon. and ( Tues.)
5:50(Mon.
PM. Stocks.
Financial
and
Wed.) Outlooks and Stock Summari
:4012 AM.
Stock Reports.
Review.
3:30PM.PM.PM.World
News inCasting.
5:40
Market
Reports.
k i : \ :15 AM. Oregon Journal News.
12:00 PM. Weather Reports.
11:30 PM. Police Reports.
KG A— 6:45 AM. New
MCM \ I VI \ >T \ TI >
K(i\
30 (P.AM.S. T.)Monday, weather, stocks, markets, livestock.
10:50 AM. Tuesday, weather, storks, markets, livestock.
1:30stock.
AM. Wednesday, weather, stocks, markets. live1:00 AM. Thursday, weather, etc.
0:55
AM.
Friday, weather,
livestock.
3:45 PM. Tuesday,
weather, stocks,
stocks, markets,
etc.
"iurs.,
Fri.
&
Sat.
weather,
stocks, etc.
weather, stocks, markets, livestock.
KM. :20 PM. New York Stock Market Reports.
1x1)1 -7:30 AM. News Flashes. Police Bulletins.
Light and Grand Opera
PM. Chase and Sanborn Comic
Broadcs
n.) KGO. KHQ, KOMO. KF1.
COA.
KFSD
Opera
v.
KSL.
:
KGW,
Ensemble. KGO. KHQ. KOMO.
11 House KTAR.
6:30 PM.
1 : :io AM.
. KFSD. Orch. KHQ KGW KI'O KECA
KFSD
— 2:00 PM. Light Opera Gems.
< olumliia Itroncli'aNtinK
Kogen'sDon Lee Chain. (Thurs.)
9:00
PM. Metropolitan
"Folgeria."
5:30KHJPM.
and
KOIN KDYL KFPY. Chicago Opera Co. (Mon.)
00
PM.
Folgeria.
(Thurs.)
KHJ
—
9
KKVD 1:00 PM. Light Opera
Records.
00 PM.PM.Opera
(Wed.) (Sun.)
KGB — 7 1:30
GrandSketches.
Opera. (Sun.)
K T Alt- 9:00 PM. "Folgeria." (Thurs.)
KFRC-

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFRC — 7:30 AM. N. Y. Stock Quotations.
11:25Mon.AM. &S. Thurs.)
F. Call-Bulletin News Items. L:10 AM.
1:00Mon.)
PM. Closing Stock Market Reports. ( 5 PM.
1:05Monday.)
PM. S. F. Call-Bulletin News Items. 20 PM.
crystal controlled, 100% modula5:50Monday.)
PM. S. F. Call-Bulletin News Items. (5:45 PM.
KPO — 2:505:45PM. PM.Ye Towne
Crier. with
(Sat. Scotty
3:00 PM.)Mortland.
tion, screen grid, double studios,
News Digest
KQW — 9:30 AM. Weather Report.
very modern, money maker. Address
12:30
PM. Market Report.
6:00
PM.
A. Farm Flashes.
6:30
PM. U.S.FarmF.S. D.Market
Box A, Radio Doings.
7:00 PM.
Bureau Place.
Radio News.
7:05 PM. News Dispatches.
KY A— 12:4.5
casting.
6:45 PM.PM.News
Delivery
of Stock Yard Prices and Quotations.
NORTHWEST
KHQ — 7:001:15AM.PM.TheFarm
TowneMarkets.
Crier.
KGW— 1:00 PM. Town Crier.
KMO— 10:00 AM. Town Crier.
FOR COMPLETE STATION DIRECTORY SEE PAGE 28!
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Chain
Programs
f€r March
15 PM — Organ
Mormon KGOTabernacle
Choir KPO
and 8:00 AM— Shell
Happytime
KGO KFI
National Broadcasting Co.
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KSL KHQ KOMO
KFSD KTAR
Sunday, March l. 8. ir., 22. 29
8:00 AM — Financial Service Program
45
PM
—
Parisian
Quintet
KGO
KPO
8:00 AM — Neapolitan
Davs
KGO
KECA
KFSD KOMO
15 PM — The
World Today
by James
8:15 AM—
McDonald.
KGO KECA
KFSDG. 8:30
AM— Morning
Cross-CutsMelodies
of the KGO
Day KGO
8:30 AM — KGO
Popular KOMOSymphony
Concerts
30
PM—
Bits
of
Melody
KGO
KGW
KECA
9:00
AM
—
Vermont
Lumberjacks
KFSD
45 PM — KECA
Fifteen
Minutes
in
the
Nation's
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA KGO
Capital KGO KHQ KFSD KOMO
9:00 AM— KOMO
BreakfastKGW with
9:15AM— KHQ
Mary B.KOMOMurray, KGW
recipes
KGO
KPO Sperry
KF1 KFSDKHQ
KTAR
KFSD KECA KOA
00 PM— How's
Business?
AM Mi
KGO KHQ
KOMO Merle
KGW Thorpe
KECA
9:30
AM—
The
Entertainers
KGO
KECA
HarmonyKGWProgram
15 PM— KGW
Gypsy Strings KGO KECA 10:00AM — Color
KHQ KOMO
KFI KGO
00
PM—
Maytag
Orchestra
KGO
KHQ
10:30
AM
—
Woman's
Magazine
of the KPO
Air
KOMO KGW KECA
ce KGO
KGO KFSD
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW
KOA
30 PM — General
HQ K I M
KGO KHQMotors
KOMO Family
KGW KFIPartv 11:30 AM— KFI
NBC
Philharmonic
Organ
Recital KGO Concert
KECA KGO KECA
00 PM — Stromberg
- Carlson Program
KFSi>
KGO
.2
Uional Youth Conference
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI 12:00 PM— Luncheon
KGW
GO
KHQ
KGW
KPO
KGO
PM1.00 PM •. S. Parkes Cadman
:30 PM— Empire
Builders KECA
KGO KFSD
KHQ 12:15 PM— Western
KOMO KGW
KOMO KGWFarm
KECA Hour
KFSD KGO
KSL
KTAR
KHQ KOMO
KGWKGO KPO
KTAR
Jewels
2 0000 PM
1:00
PM
—
Pacific
Vagabonds
KGO
KFSD
Vespers
KGO
KHQ
PM —— Concert
Natio
:00 PM — Rudy
Seiger'sKFIShell
SymphonKTAR
KOA
KGW
KECA
ists
KPO
KHQ
KOMO
KOMI
W
KPO
KTAR
KGW
3 00 PM— Cat
2:00 PM — NBC
KGO KTAR KHQ
KGO
KHQ
KOM(ho
KOMO Matinee
KGW Gold
KFI
WHourmIsKTARKGO
KECAKOMO
:00 PM— Amos
'N Andy
KGO
KOMO
KGW
KECA
KFSD KHQ
.In,
3:00 PM — Black
and
Room Orches00 PM— Music
:15
PM—
Tom
Mitchell
KGO
KFSE
tra
KGO
KGW
:30
I'M— Adventures
Sparklets KGO
3:30
PM
—
Who's
Behind
the
Name? Ed30 PM — RCA
Victor
Program
KGO
:00
PM—
of
Sherlock
Holmes
win
Alger
KGO
KOMO
KHQ
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI 3:45 PM — Blacktra KGOandKGW
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
Gold Room OrchesKFSD
KTAR
PM— Sunday
Concert Melodies
KGO
:30 PM — Pacific
4:00
Service KGO
0000 PM—
Enna
Jettick
KHQ
KSL KOANational Singers KGO
KHQ
4:30 PM
PM—— Voter's
The Vagabonds
KGO KGW
KOMO
:00 PM— Musical
Echoes KGO KECA
KTAR KGW KPO KFI KFSD
5:00 PM — Paul
Whiteman's
Painters KFSD
KGO
KOA
KSL
KGW
KHQ
KOMO
:15 PM — Collier's
KTAR
:30 PM— Yir
KSL 5:30 PM — Bits
KOA Frien' Scotty KGO KGO
KOMO KGWRadio
KPO Hour
KFI
of
Melodv
KGO
KGW
:00 PM — KTAR
The Vagabonds KGO KECA
:45 PM — KSL
WalterKOA Ferner, cellist
5:45 PM — News Service KGO KGW
KOMO
Musical Magazine
15 PM — Atwater
:00 PM — Laughner-Harris
Hotel KGOSt. 6:00 PM — McKesson
KGO KHQ
KGW KPO Kent
KFI Hour
KHQ
Francis
Dance
Orchestra
KFSD
KTARKOMO KGW KECA
15
PM
—
The
Vagabonds
KGO
KGW
KFI
6:30
PM—
Happy
Wonder
Bakers
:00 PM — Hotel
St. Francis
KHQ
KOMO KGWSalute
KECA KGO
MarchSerenaders
3, 10, 1", KGO
24, 31
KGW KECA
KFSD Orch.
KTAR KGO
:30 Tuesday,
AM — Sunrise
7:00
PM—
Westinghouse
KGO
45 PM — Sunday
at
Seth
Parker's
KGO
:30 AM — Van
KGW KFSD KTAR
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KECA
KGW and
KrO Doon
KFSD KHQ
KFI KOMO
KFSD KTAR
1515 I'M
Heel Amaginz
Hugger Universe
ProgramKGOKGO
7:30
PM—
B.
A.
Rolfe
and
His
Lucky
PM —— KFSD
This
Strike Dance Orchestra KGO
KTAR
KHQ KTAR
KOMO
KGW KECA
30 PM — Gunnar Johansen,
pianist,
alKFSD
The Adventures of Detectives
ternates
with
Walter
Ferner
KGO KFSD KTAR KGW
00 PM— Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
00 PM— Chase
&
Sanborn
Program
15 PM— Memory
KGO KTAR
KHQKFSDKOMO
KGO
KHQ KOMO KFI KTAR
KGW KFILaneKFSD
KSL KOA
BLACK and BLUE
45 PM— Sperry
SmilesKECAKGO
30 PM — Enna
KGO
5:30 to 5:45 P. M. Daily (Except
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
KOMO Jettick
KGW Melodies
KECA KTAR
00 PM — Florsheim
Frolic
KGO
KHQ
Saturday and Sunday)
KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD
4515 PM—
PM — Paul
The Reader's
Guide
KGO KGO
KTAR
KFRC
—
KHJ
—
KMJ
Carson.
Organist
KECA KOA
30 PM— KECA
Hill Billy
KFSD Boys
KTAR KGO
KOA KGW
00 I'M—
The Vagabonds
00 PM— National
Concert
Orchestra
Monday,
March 2, », KGO
16, 23. KFI
30 KSL
KGO
KOA
KGW
30 AM— Sunrise Serenades KGO
00 PM— Laughner
Harris
Hotel
St.
30AM— Van
and
Doon,
Two
Professors
Francis
FOLGERIA
KHQ KOMO KG W KPO KFI
KFI KSL Dance Orchestra KGO
KFSD
Every
Thursday,
9
to
9:30
P.
M.
Wednesday,
March
4.
11,
18,
23
00 AM — Shell
KHQ KOMO
KGW Happytime
KPO KFI KSL
30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
KHJ
0015 AM
Service Program
30 AM— KGW
Van and
AM —— Financial
Morning Melodies
KGO KGO
KPO Doon
KFSD KHQ
KFI KOMO
And the Columbia Chain
■id
AM
—
Cross-Cuts
of
the
Day
KGO
00
AM— KGW
Shell KPO
Happytime
KHQ KOMO
KFI
KSL
00 AM — Vermont
Lumberjacks
KGO
KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA
00 AM — KGO
Financial
Service Program
15 AM- — Arion
Trio KGO
AM— Charlie
The Entertainers KGOPrince of
Morning Melodies
TAPESTRIES
0045 AM—
3015 AM
AM—— Cross-Cuts
ot the KGO
Day KGO
Pep KGO Wellman.
KHQ KOMO KGW
00 AM — Vermont Lumberjacks KGO
KTAR
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
15 AM — Josephine
B.
Gibson
Food
Talk
15 AM — The Recitalists KGOKECA
OF LIFE
KGO KGW
30 AM — Home
Betty Service
Crocker TalksGold
KOMO
KHQ KFI KFSD KTAR
KGO Medal
KHQ
(FOREST LAWN)
30 AM— KGO
Woman's
Magazine
of the KPO
Air
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
Every
Tuesday,
8
to
9
P.
M.
4005 AMAM—— Charlie
MorningWellman.
Glories KGO
KPO
KFI
KFSD
KSL
KOA
KTAR
Prince of Pep
KHJ
11:30 AM
>rnia Federation of WoKGO
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO KGW
KGO KECA
KFSD
12 00 PM — Luncheonmen's ClubsConcert
KGO
KGW
KECA
15 AM — Mary
Hale
Martin's
Household
PeriodKSL
KGOKOA
KHQ KOMO
KGW
All Produced and Directed by
12 15 I'M KFSD
KFI
UVst.wnKHQFarm
Home KTAR
Hour
KGO
KOMOand KGW
30 AM — KGO
Woman's
Magazine
of
the
Air
HARRY
A.
EARNSHAYV
and
KFSD
KSL
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KGW KPO
Mil I'M I
RAYMOND R. MORGAN
KFI KFSD
K FSI KTAR
30
AM—
Organ
Recital
KGO
KECA
AM — Sisters of
Skillet KGO
541 Petroleum Securities Building,
KECA
Los Aneeles
PM — Edna Wal
2:00 I'M — Ms
inyram
KGW IMiO
RADIO PROGRAMS THAT
.::<> I'M nmc j
CLICK!
KGW
Farm
Horn
1emKHQ
KTAR
K( IMOand KGW
? KGO KECA
KGW
KPO
:00 PM — What'
FOR COMPLETE STATION DIRECTORY SEE PAGE '2H\
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KHQ
Teller KGO KOA
9:30 PM — The
10:00 PM — Parisian
Quintet KGO KFI
KOA
10:30 PM
PM—— Sarah
Yir Frien'
Scotty KGO KOA
10:45
KOA Kreindler. violinist KGO
11:00 PM — Laughner
Harris Hotel St.
FrancisKFIDance
KGW
KSL Orchestra KGO
Friday, March 6, 13, 20, 27
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders KGO
7:30AM — Van andfessorsDoon,
The Two ProKFSD KFI KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
8:00 AM — KGW
Shell Happytime
KPO KFI KHQ KOMO
8:00 AM — KGO
Financial Servi :e Progra in
8:15 AM — Morning Melodies KGO
8:30 AM — Cross-Cuts of th« Day KGO
9:00 AM — Vermont
KHQ KOMO Lumberjacks
KGW KECA KGO

A Kl •SD K \ I:
nee KGO
-Series Mati
ofKECA
Talks KTAR
KTAK KMCA
-Soloists
-The Vagabonds
KECA Orch.
-Saltznian
Restaurant
KGO KGW KTAR
-Black
and
Gold
Room Orch.
KGO
Talk KGO KOMO KGW
-Salon Singers
KGO KPOKFSD
-Science
KGO KOMO
KTAR KECA
-Sarah
Kreindler,
Violinist KGO
;w
;William
of the News
Hard
.1,1, A KFSD
tatwithKGOHugs
Baer
KFSD KGO
KTARKHQ K( )MO KECA
I'M-— News
Sprat fsService
ProgramKGO KGO
PM
PM— Halsey,
StuartKGWProgram
KHQ Ko.MO
KFI KGO
PM — KOMO
PalmoliveKGW HourKFI KGO KHQ
PM — Coca
KOMO Cola
KGWProgram
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
PM— Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
PM— Camel
Pleasure
KHQ KOMO
KECA Hour
KFSD KGO
I'M— Tom
Mitchell
KGO KGW KOMo
PM—
Modern
Melodies
KOMO
PM — NPC
KGW Drama Hour KOMO KGO
:30 PM — Pacific Nomads KGO
:00 PM — Laughner-Harris
Hotel KGOSt.
Francis KFIDance Orchestra
KGW
Thursday. March 5, 12, lO, 26
:30
SerenadersKHQ
KGO
:30 AM
AM —— Sunrise
Van
KGW and
KPO Doon
KFSD KFI KOMO I Absolutely Quiet
:00 AM — KGW
Shell KPO
Happytime
KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
00 AM — KGO
Financial Service Program I Control of Volume
I with the ELECTRAD—
:15
AM — Cross-Cuts
Morning Melodies
:30.^M
of the KGO
Day KGO
:00 AM —— Vermont
KHQ KOMO Lumberjacks
KGW KECA KGO
Super-TONATROL
:15 AM — Rembrandt Trio KGO
Super-TonatrolA pure
is QUIET
because glides
it is
:00 AM — KGO
Woman's
Magazine
of
the
Air
STEPLESS.
silver contact
KHQ KSL
KOMOKOAKGWKFSDKPO
over
a
resistance
element
permanently
KFI KTAR
fused to the SMOOTH surface
of a vitre
:00 AM — KGO
StandardKHQ School
Broadcast
ous
enameled
steel
plate.IaNofullmake-andKOMO KGW
KPO
break
controls.
Dissipates
5bywatts.
KFI KFSD
Resistance
element
is
enclosed
dust
:45 AM
Organ Recital
KGO KECA
and
moisture
proof
metal
shield.
types
:00
PM —— Luncheon
Concert
KGO
KSL
for all usual requirements. $2.40 to7 $3.50.
KFSD KECA
:15 PM — Western
Farm and Home Hour
Better Resistors and Voltage
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KSL KOMO KGW KECA
Controls for Every Radio
00 PM — Hotel
Sir
Francis
Drake
Orch.
KGO KFSD
Requirement
:30 I'M— KFSD
Dancing Melodies KGO KECA
The
Electradand Line
is complete
a resistor
voltage
control —forthereeveryis
0000 PM
—
NBC
Matinee
KGO
radio rect
purpose,
including
television.
CorPM
—
The
Lady
Next
Door
KGO
engineering
principles
and rigidly
:00 PM — Blacktra KGOandKGWGold Room Orchessupervised
manufacturing
areSupremacy
the foundations
upon
which
Electrad
hasin
been
built. Electrad
also
specializes
PM— The
John Vagabonds
B. Kennedy KGO
Talk KGO
Loftin-White
DIRECT
COUPLED
Anipli
:452515 PM—
KGO KFSD KGO
fiers.
Threeoutput
kits, with
'50
45 PM—
PM — News
FriendlyService
push-pull
will '45,
handle'50 allandusuai
KHQ
KOMOFive Footnotes
KECA KFSD
power requirements. Write for circular.
KTAR
Western Representatives
00 PM — KOMO
FleisChmann
Hour KGO
KGW KECA
KTAR KHQ
UNIVERSAL AGENCIES
00 PM— KHQ
Arco KOMO
Birthday
Party
KGO
905
Mission
St. San Francisco
KGW KECA
30 PM— Maxwell
KHQ KOMOHouseKGWEnsemble
KECA KGO
00 PM— B.
A. Rolfe
His Luckv
Strike
Dance and
Orchestra
KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD I— ELECTRAD- n
Send for10cnew (stamps
coin) t>E ectrad
Dept. |
30 PM— Standard
KHQ KOMOSymphony
KGW KFIHour KGO
RD-:i
completeor 36-page
Catalog.
|
30 I'M — Amos
'N AndyKECA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
45 PM— Sperry
Smiles
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
Address
|
00 I'M — Demi-Tasse
KGO KTAR
KHQ
KOMO KGW Revue
KF] KFSD
City
State.
KSL
__l
SEE PAGE 28 FOB WESTERN STATION DIREC
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9:45 AM10:00
AM10:15 AM10:30 AM11:30 AM1- '.M
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kerTalksGold
I [utile
?e
KGO Medal
KHQ
Ki IMOE
1iners
KFI KGO
KFSD KECA
The
Charlie Wellman, Prince of Pep
KGO
K FS1 'KGW
KTA RKHQ KOMO KK<\\
-Josephine
B. Gibson,
Food
Talk
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFI
-Woman's Magazine of the Air
KGO
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KSL
KGW KPO
KFI KFSD
-Paul Carson, Organ Recital
KGO KECA
-Edna
Wallace Hopper KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
KFSD
-Western
Farm and
Home KECA
Hour
KGO
KGW
KFSD Guild
KTA
RKGOKOMO
-Radio
KOMO KECA
M.

-Major
Bowes'
KGO
KHQ KOMO
KGW Family
KECA
KFSD
-College
Memories
KGO KTAR
KHQ
KOMO KECA
KFSD
-Bits
Melody
KG W ofService
KGO
4:30 PM- -News
-CitiestraService
Concert OrchesKGO
KHQ
KGW
1:45
I'M
KECA
5 I'M -Interwoven Pair KOMO
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
Program KGO KHQ
6:00 PM- -Armour
KOMO KGW Quakers
KFI
6:30 PM- -Armstrong
K( )Mi > KGW KFI KGO KHQ
Program
7:00 PM- -Radio-Keith-Orpheum
KGO KHQ
KTAR
KFI KOMO KGW KFSD
7:30 PM- -Amos
'N
Andy
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGWFootlites
KECA KFSD
KGO KHQ
8:00 PM- -Brownbilt
KOMO KGW KP] KFSD KTAR
8:15 PM- -S.KGO & KHQ
W. Mellow'd Mellodies
KFSD KTAR KOMO KGW KFI
-House
of Color
Kl )MI > KGW
KFI KGO KHQ
-Mystery
Serial KGO
KGO KOA
KSL KOA
-The
Coquettes
KGO KSL
9:30 PMI'M -Metropolitans
10:00
-Laughner - Harris
HotelKOA St.
10:15
PMFrancisKSL Danre Orchestra KGO
tl:00 PM- KFI
Saturday, March iders KGO
, 14, 21, 2S
). The Two ProMMO KGW KPO
-Shell
Happytime
KGW KPO
KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
KG©
Service Program
8:00 AM- -Financial
Melodies KGO
8:00 AM- Morning
Cross-Cuts
of
the Day KGOKGO
Vermont Lumberjacks
8:15
AMKHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
8:30
AMSax AppealFarmKGOandKECA
9:00 AM- -National
Home Hour
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD
all's
Magazine
of the Air
10: 30 AM — W l KOMO
KTAR KGW
KGO KPO KFI
n Recital KGO KECA
ra SirKGOFrancis
KTAR Drake OrCapers KGO KECA
c Feature Hour KGO
FtMatinee
KECA KGO KGW KECA
1:15 PM2:00 PM—
I'M
::goand KGW
Gold Room Orehesof Melody KGO
PM
That Safeguard Society
I 'M
KOMO KGOKECAKGWKTAR
>KHQ
and Peep
Highroad
Adventure
KGW KFSD ofKTAK

RADIO

Page Forty
National Broadcasting Co. — Cont.
:30 PM— The
KOMO Fuller
KGW Man
KECA KGO KHQ
:00 PM — General
Electric
Hour KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
:00 PM — B.
Rolfe Orch.
and His
Lucky
StrikeA. KGW
Dance
KGO KTAR
KHQ
KOMO
KFI KFSD
:00 PM — Amos
'n' Andy
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
KFSD
:lo PM- Gilniore
KPO KFI Circus KOMO KGW
i
the Rainier Ric:15 PM- Tom MMitchell,
KGO KFSD
:30 PM- KTAR
M. K 3 KHQ KOMO
Smiles
:45 PM- -Speery
KGW KECA K ]
:00 PM- -ElK( »M(SideloKGWMinstiK Is KGO KHQ
-Associated
Spotlight
Revue
:30 PM- KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI
Hotel
:00 PM- -Laughner-Harris
Francis
Dance
Orch.
KGO
KFISt.
KOMO
Columbia Broadcasting
So rid a 3 System
li 1,8, 15, 22, 29
Musicale KDYL
:00 AM — M(
:00
AM
—
Tony's
Scrap
:15 AM — Adventures
ofBook
Marv KDYL
and Helen
KDYL
:50 AM — Columbia
Educational
Features
KDYL
nil AM — Jewish
Art
Program
KOI.
KLZ
KOH
30 AM—. KLZ
LondonK< »HBroadcast KOL KDYL
:45 AM — H. M. Canadian Grenadier
Guards' KDYL
Band KLZ
of Montreal
KFPY
KOH KOL
:30 AM — Conclave
KFPY KDYLof KLZNations
KOH KOL
:00 AM — Cathedral Hour KFPY KLZ
Noon — New York
Philharmonic
Symphony
Orchestra, Arturo
Toscanini.
Conductor
KOL
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KMJ
:00 PM — "Devils,
and Doctors"
KOL
KVI Drugs
KFPY
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOIN KFRC
:45 PM — Piano Pals KFPY KOH
:00 PM — Arabesque
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOL
KOH KFPY
KMJ KFBK
:30 PM — Graham-Paige
Hour — Detroit
Symphony
Orchestra
KOL
KFPY
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KFBK
:00 PM— Royal's
Poet of the Organ.
Jesse
KOIN
KFRC Crawford
KHJ KDYL KFPY
KLZ KFBK
KOL
PM— Back
KFPY Home
KFBK Hour From Buffalo
Monday,
Mar
2, 0,Girl
l«, 23, SO KLZ
:45 AM
The Old tch
and KDYL
Contrasts
:15
AM —— Harmoni
KDYL,
:45 AM
IJ ade KDYL
:00
AM —— Melodv
What
I
Trying
to
KFPY K iC KOH Do— KOL
:15 AM— The
KFPY MeK _ son Singers KOL
:30 AM— Uneeda
Bakers KOL
KVI
KOIN
KDYL KOL
KLZ
:45 AM— KFI'Y
Three
ModernKFRC
KFI'Y KFRC
KDYLMaids
KOH
:00 AM— Paul Tremaine and His Yoeng's
K°Z
KOL KOH
:30 AM — Columb
KOH™'ia Rev0rCh" KDYL
KQH
K
FRY
:15 AM — Columbia
Artists
R
KLZ KOH
:30 AM— American School of the Air
KOL
KOH KFI'Y
KMJ KFRC KDYL KLZ
iiii.\,,,,M — Columbia Salon Orchestra
KOiKK,'V
KLZ KOHwith
:30 cm— Ann
LeafRuhf,atKDYL
the Organ
Prank
tenor
KOL KOIN
KDYL KLZ
KOH
"" I'M Radio
Listening
Test.
and
Denny KOL KVI KFI'YDickKOIX
K
FR<
'
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOI
15 I'M KDYL
L. S. Army
Rand KFPY KHJI
KLZ KOH
:30 I'M — Wardman Dark Hotel o,eb

PM — Gypsy
KLZ KOHMusic Makers KDYL
I'M — Eddie
KOH Connors KDYL KLZ
PM — Tony's
KOH Scrap Book KDYL KLZ
PM — Gordon
Kibbler's Fulton
Orch.
KFRC Royal
KHJ
KDYL KOL
KLZ KFPY
KOH KMJ
PM— The
Melodv
Musketeers,
male
trio
KOH KOL
KMJ KFRC KHJ KLZ
PM — Current
V. Kaltenborn KOL Events,
KFPY H.KFRC
KOH
PM — St.KFRCM'oritz
KOH Orchestra KFPY
PM — The
KDYLSimmons
KHJ Hour KOL KFPY
I'M— The
KOL KDYL
KFPY
KOIX ThreeKFRCBakersKHJ
KFBK
PM — Robert Burns Panatel a I '10gram,
Guy KOIN
Lombardo's
KOL KFPY
KFRC Orch.
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ KFBK
PM — Don
Amaizo
KOL
KFPV
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KMJ
KFBK KNX
PM — Leon
Belasco
anVd
Lis
Orch.
KFPY KDYL KLZ KFBK
PM — Ben
Bernie
His Orchestra
from
Chicagoand KFfW
KDYL
KLZ KFBK
Tuesday, March 3, 10, 17, 24, :;i
AM
— Tony's Scrap
Book KDYL
KDYL KLZ
AM
AM —— Morning
Something Minstrels
for Everyone
KDYL
KLZ
AM — Morning
Moods, Nat
and his orchestra
KDYLBrusiloff
AM
ParadeFolkKDYL
AM ——— Melody
Brer Rabbit
AM
Three
Men
in a KLZ
Tub KFPY
KLZ
AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine Orchestra
and his Yoeng's
KOL
KFRC KLZ KOH
AM — The tetFour
Clubmen,
KOL KOIN
KLZ male
KOH QuarAM — KOL
American School of the Air
KMJ KOIN KDYL KLZ KOH
Noon —KOLColumbia
SalonKLZOrchestra
KFPY KDYL
KOH
PM — Pancho
and His
KFPY KDYL
KLZ Orch.
KOH KOIN
PM— Italian
Idyll, Vincent
Sorey and
his
KDYLOrchestra
KLZ KOH KFPY KFRC
PM — National Student Federation of
American
KOL KFI'Y
KFRC KDYLProgram
KLZ KOH
PM — Rhythm
KLZ KOH Kings KOL KDYL
PM — Adventures
KLZ KOH in Words KDYL
PM — Bert
Lown KDYL
and KLZ
his Biltmore
Orchestra
KOH
I'M — National
Security
League
Broadcast
Series
KFPY
KFRC
KLZ KOH KMJ
PM — Harry
Tucker
and
his
Barclay
Orchestra
KDYL KLZ KOLKOH KFPY
KMJ KFRC
PM — The
Political tonight
SituationKOLin
Washington
KFPY KFRC KHJ KOH
PM — St.
Orchestra KFPY
KDYLMoritz
KOH KFRK
PM — Old
Gold
Character
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KOINReadings
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KFBK
5 PM — KVI
PremierKFPYSaladKOIN Dressers
KOL
KFRC KHJ
KDYL KLZ
PM — Graybar's
Mr,
and
Mrs.
KOL
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL
PM — KLZ
Blue
KLZ Ribbon Malt Jester KDYL
I'M Paramount Publix Radio
KOIN PlavKHJ
nuse KFRC
KOL KFI"
ZNX
KDY KLZ
his Yoene's
W <<lncs<l;
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:45 AM — Sewing Circle KDYL
:00 AM — Five Minute Meals KLZ
:15 AM — Ben and Helen KDYL KLZ
:45 AM — Interior
KDYL KOH Decorating KFPY
:00 AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine and his Yoeng's
KLZ KOH Orchestra KOL
:15 AM — Columbia
KFPY KLZ Artists
KOH Recital KOL
:30 AM — KOL
American
School
Air
KFPY KMJKFRC ofKHJtheKDYL
KLZ KOH
:00 Noon —KOLColumbia
Salon
Orchestra
KFPY KLZ KOH
:30 PM— Syncopated
Silhouettes KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH
:00 PM — Musical
AlbumKLZ KOL
KFRC KDYL
KOH KFPY
:00 I'M — Asbury
ParkKOHCasino Orchestra
KDYL KLZ
:30 PM — The
International
Singers
KDYL KLZ
KOH
:45 PM— Tony's
KOH Scrap Book KDYL KLZ
:00 PM — KFPY
"Bill Schudt's
Going KLZ
to Press"
KMJ
KFRC KDYL
KOH
:15 PM — President's ployment
Emergency
EmKOL KMJ KFPY Committee
KDYLSpeaker
KLZ
KOH
:20 I'M — Vinegar's
KFPY KDYLBarnKLZOrchestra
KOH KMJKOL
:00 PM — Morton
DowneyKOH KOL
KFRC KHJ
KFBK KFPY
:15 PM — Musical
KOL KFPY Aviators
KFRC KHJOrchestra
KOH
:30 PM — The
Cocktail
KFRC Sunkist
KDYL Musical
KLZ
:00 PM — Gold
Medal
Fast
Freight
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ
:30 PM — Saving
Tone
Pictures
KOL
KFPY
KHJ KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH
KMJ KFBK
:00 PM — Columbiaatory KOLExperimental
LaborKOH KMJ KFPY KDYL KLZ
:30 PM — Columbia
Concerts Corporation
Program
KDYL KOHKOLKMJ KFPY
KFBK KFRC
:00 PM —Canadians
Guy Lombardo
and
His KFRC
Royal
KOL
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KMJ
KFBK
1:30 PM — Jimmie Jov and His Orchestra
from St.March
Paul 5,KDY'L
Thursday,
12, 19,KLZ
26 KMJ
3045 AM
—
Tony's
Scrap
Book
KDYL
Minstrels
KDYL KFRC
KLZ
00 AM
AM —— Morning
Something
for Everyone
KDYL
KLZ
3045 AM
— Morning
Moods
KDYL
AM
Morning
Moods
KDYL
0030 AM
AM ——— Uneeda
Five ArtsBakers
KDYLKDYL
KOH KLZ
45 AM — KFPY
Peter PanKOINForecasts
KOL KVI
KDYL KLZ KMJ KFRC KHJ
(1(1 AM — Restaurant
Paul Tremaine and KOL
His Yoeng's
KFRC
KDYL KLZ Orch.
KOH
00 AM — Columbia
Artists
Recital
KFPY
KLZ KOH
45 AM— KFPY
Uneeda KOINBakersKFRC KOL
KVI
30 AM — American School of KHJthe KMJ
Air
KOL
KFPY*
KFRC
KDYL
KLZ
KOH KMJ
00 Noon —KDYL
RhythmKLZRamblers
KOH KOL KOIN
30 PM — Columbia
Orch.KM.)KOL
KOIX KDYL Salon
KLZ KOH
SUNSET
AERIAL and GROUND
For Greater
Pick-up and
Selectivity
Ideal for DX Reception
The Selective Aerial $5.00
The Positive Ground
$2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
SUNSET MFG. CO.
1114 N. Sycamore HE 4941

DON'T PAIL TO SEE PAGE 28 FOR STATION IDENTIFICATION OF WESTERN STATIONS !
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Columbia Broadcasting Co. — ( out.
:0I) I'M — The
KFRCThroe
KH.IDoctors
KDYL KOI.
KLZ KFPY
KOH
KMJ
:30 PM Asburv
Park
Casino
Orch.
KOI.
KFPY K PRC KI'VI. KLZ KOH
:00 PM — Melody Magic
KDYL, KLZ KOH
1
1
I
:30 PM— Virginia Arnold, pianist KDYl.
"l K
K 1.7. II KMJ
and Kl.Z
His KOH
Orch. KMJ
KFPY
30 I'M — IKFRC KH.I
Downey
KMJ
KOL
00 PM- Morton
KFPY KH.I KOH
15 PM — St.
Moritz
Orchestra
KOL
KFPY KFRC KH.I KOH KFBK
00 PM— Lee
KMJ Morse KFPY KLZ KOH
15 PM— Old
Character
Lorna.GoldFantin
KOL KFPYReadings.
KOIN
KFRC
K hT.K KHJ KDYL KLZ KMJ
00 PM— The
Hour KDYL
KOL KFPY
KOINLutheran
KFRC KHJ
KLZ
KFI'.K
30 PM— Toscha
Seidel KOH
and Concert
KDYL KLZ
KMJ Orch.
00 I'M — Chicago
Ben Bernie KDYL
and His KLZ
Orch. from
KMJ
KFBK
30 PM — Radio
KMJ Roundup KFPY* KLZ
00 PM— KVI
FolgerKFPY
CoffeeKOINProgram
KOL
KFRC KH.I
KDYL KFI'.K
March (i, 12, 20, 2m,
.'in am Friday,
-M<
:3000 AM
AM
Is K I > Y
:0000 AM
am Restaurant
Paul TremaineOrch.and KOL
His Yoeng's
KFRC
KLZ KOH
45 AM — Columbia Artists Recital KOL
KFRCSchool
KDYL of KLZthe KOH
30 AM — KFPY"
American
Air
and
Current
KFPY
KFRC
KHJKvents
KDYL KOL
KLZ
KOH KMJ KFBK
00 Noon —KFPY
U. S. KDYL
Marine KLZ
Hand KOH
Orch. KOL

K LI'Y KDYL KLZ KOH
:00 I'M — Curtis
Institute of Music KOL
KOIN
KOH KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
:45 PM — Rhythm
Ramblers
KOL Kl TV
KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOH
:00 PM — Light Opera Gems KDYL KLZ
KOH
:46 I'M— Tonv's
KOH Scrap Book KDY'L KLZ
:00 PM — Winegar's
KMJ
KFPY KFRiB
:00 PM — Morton
Downey
KFRC KH.I
KOH KFPY KOL
: 15 PM— Rhythm
Choristers
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KFPY
KOH
:00 PM — Gvpsy
Trail,Orch. Emery
Deutsch
and
His
KOL
KFPY.
KFRC KDYL KLZ KMJ
:30 PM— Nit
KLZ Wit Hour KFPY KDYL
:00 PM — Noble
Sissle Orch.
and His Princesse
Restaurant
KDY'L
KLZ KFBK KOL KFPY
30 I'M — Romanelli
and His King EdKDYL ward
KLZOrchestra from Toronto
Saturday, March 7, 14, 21, 28
:30 AM — Tony's Scrap Book KDYL
:45 AM— Morning Minstrels KDYL KLZ
:00 AM — Something
for Everyone KDY'L
KLZ
:30
AM
—
Morning
Moods
:00 AM — The InternationalKDYL
Singers with
Virginia
pianist KDY'L
:00 AM — New
YorkArnold,
Philharmonic
SymConcertsphonyKOL Society
KFPYChildren's
KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOH
KMJ
:30 AM — Restaurant
Paul TremaineOrchand KOL
His Yoeng's
KFPY
KHJ KOH
:00 AM — Columbia
KFPY KLZ Artist
KOH Recital KOL
:15 AM — National
Club
Forum KLZ
KOL Democratic
KFPY KFRC KHJ
KDYL
KOH
:00 Noon — The Four Clubmen, Male
Quartet
KDYL KLZ KOL
KOH KFPY' KHJ

Xew
1.
2.
3.
4.

Junior
Metal
Model
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-Ann
the Organ
KOH
K KPY LeafK PROat KHJ
KDYL KOL
KLZ
1 IMI I'M -Spanish
S
YL
KLZ
KOH
KFRC KJ erenade KOL KFP"!
1:30
and His Orch.
L' 110 PMI'M -Leon Belasco
KOL KI'I'Y
KFRC KDYL Kl.Z
KOH
-Tony's K SM.It
KD STLap Rook
KLZ KOL
KOH KFRC
KMJ
2:45 PM— KHJ
KFP Y
Sportslants
KCg's Kill
KDYL KOI,
KLZ
3:00 PM- -Morton D
with
Freddie
KOH KM. owney
KOL KFPY
Jthestra
KOH KMJ
4:00 PM- K KPY
and
Ritz
FRi ' KK 1l'recsey
>tel Orch. KOLHisKFPY
4:15 PMtenor
with
Ann
Leaf
KFPY KFBK
KFRC KH.I
5:15 PM- -The Earlj Hm KMJ
ajder
"he
iil-H
Bookworm.
-Around
KFRC
K FRI Woo
'"l<i LlcottKLZ KFPY Alexan5:30 PMSamovar
KOL
KFPY KF the
RC
KHJ
KLZ
K
FBK
6:00 PM— K(KHJ»L KFR
' KHJ KDYLFeatures
KLZ
KD"5 Educational
6:30 PM—
nons' Show Boat KOL
KFPY
K nil PM—
| Wl -Jack
KMJ Denn
KF]KP RC KHJ KDYL KLZ
7:00
Montreal y and His Orch. from
KLZ Lomt
KMJ KOL
KFPY"His KDYL
KFBK and
-Guy
Roy&l
Canadians >ardo
KFPY
KDYL KLZ
8:30 PM- KMJ KFB
All SiMICROPHONES
es and Prices for All
TV Practical Uses. Mountings,
|\\ Cables
and Expert
Repairs.
Universal
Microphone
Co., Ltd.ciaio
m N /J
THornwnll
S
1 l(i : Hyde Park Blvd.
1 iglewood, Calif.
ed byjobbers
all dealers,
Hand] and
everj whole« here

Eby

Products - for the New Year
Our Volume Controls
Are substantially built.
Are sealed and lubricated.
Have ceramic core with soldered internal connections.
Have zero hop-off due to copper-plated resistance strips soldered to contac t
point.
Assure you "Durability and Performance"
THE H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
W. C. HITT, Representative
1284 Sunset Blvd., L-o$ Angeles, Calif.

- SOUND

-TELEVISION

Mail coupon k>i Timber information
Taught by Experts on Modern Apparatus
of California
I "««»•
Classes
and EveningO
Day/
!I21 W. ,n"*,«ute
6th St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
| Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
Radio Institute of California >1 Address
N
921 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles
VAndike 9343 | clty and state
D.,
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United Broadcasting Co.,
Sunday, March 1, S. 15, 22, 29
- 00 PM— Calendar
KXL KOREof theKGBAir KVOS KXA
30 PM— Sunday
KGB Serenade KVOS KXL,
00 PM — KXL
Brick KTM
EnglishKGBOrchestra KVOS
30 PM— Album
of Familiar Faces KVOS
KXL KGB
00 PM— OnKM EDParade
KORE KVOSKFWEKXAKGB KXL
30 PM— Traumerei
KVOSKGBKXAKGERKM ED
KORE
KFWB
00 PM—
Xews March
KVOS 2,KXA
Monday,
9, 16, 23, 30
00 PM— Calendar
of the KTAB
Air KVOS
KM E D KORE
KGB KXA
30 PM — Hughespaper
of theKORE
Air KTAB
KVOS
KXA KXL KMED
:45 P
lestnuts
Revue
:XL
KMED and
KOREHisKVOS
KGB
:00 P]
ramarenko
BalOrchestra
KVOS
KXA
KMED KORE KTAB
"Spring Sluicing" KVOS KXA
8:30 PM- KXL
KGB KMED KORE KTAB
9:00 PM— Musical
KXL
KMED Gems
KORE KVOS
KTABKXAKFWB
KGB
10:00 PM— News KVOS KXL KORE
Tuesday, March 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
7:00 PM— Calendar
KVOS KXA
KXL KMEDof theKOREAir KTAB
KGB
7:30 PM — Hughespaper
of
the
Air KTAB
KVOS
KXA KGER
KXL KM ED KORE
KGB
7:45 PM — Three
KXL
KMED Jacks
KORE KVOSKTABKXA KFWB

RADIO DOINGS
l . It. C. program subject to change
during
8:00 PM—March.
Highway
KTM KGB Highlights KTAB
8:30 PM — KXA
Dramatic Presentations KVOS
KGER KXL KMED KORE KGB
9:00 PM — Phantoms
Broadway
KVOS
KXA
KXL of KGER
KMED KORE
KFWB KGB
Wednesday, March 4, 11, 18, 25
7:00 PM — KMED
CalendarKORE
of theKTAB
Air KVOS
KGB KXA
7:30 PM — Hughespaper
of theKORE
Air KTAB
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KMED
KGB KGER
7:45 PM— Murray
and Harris
KXL KMED
KORE KVOS
KGB KXA
8:00 PM— Long
Beach KXLMunicial
Band
KVOS
KXA
KMED
KORE
KTAB KTM KGB
8:30 PM — KXA
"hum KXL"f Familiar
Faces
KVOS
KTM KGB KMED
KGER KORE KTAB
9:00 PM— Dancing
Harmonies
KVOSKFWB
KXA
KMED
KORE KTAB
KGB KGER
9:30 PM — Land
of
Dreams
KVOS
KXA
KMED
KGB KORE KTAB KFWB
10:00 PM.—
News March
KVOS KORE
Thursday,
5, Air
12, 18,
26
7:00 PM—
Calendar
KVOS
KXL KMEDof theKORE
KGB KXA
7:30 PM— Hughespaper
of
the
Air
KVOS
KXA
KGB KXL
KGER KMED KORE KTAB
7:45 PM — Ruth
KMED LeeKOREKVOSKTABKXAKGB KXL
8:00 PM— Brick
English Orchestra
KVOS
KXA KXL
KTM
KGB KMED
KGER KORE KTAB
8:30 PM — Drama
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KMED
KORE KTAB KFWB KGB

March, 1931
:00 PM— Musical Contrasts KVOS KXA
:30 PM— Tone
PaintingsKORE KVOS
KXL KMED
KTAB KXA
KGB
KFWB
KGER
:00 PM — Hughespaper
of
the
Air
KVOS
KXL KORE
Friday, March 6, 13, 20, 27
:00 PM— Calendar
of the KTAB
Air KVOS
KMED KORE
KGB KXA
:30 PM— KXA
Hughespaper
of theKOREAir KTAB
KVOS
KXL
KMED
KGB KGER
:45 PM — Murray
and
Harris
KVOS
KXL
KORE KXA
KGB
KGER KMED
:00 PM — Highway
KTM KGB Highlights KTAB
:30 PM — Harrison
Hargraves KVOS
KXA
KTAB KXL
KFWBKMED KORE KGB
:00 PM— Venetian
Nights
KVOS KFWB
KXA
KXL
KMED KTAB
KGB KGER
30 PM— AdKMEDLib KTAB
Revue KVOS
KXA KXL
KGB KGER
00 PMSaturday,
— News KVOS
March KXL
7, 14, KGER
21, 28
00 PM— Calendar
of theKOREAir KTAB
KVOS KXA
KXL KMED
KGB
30 I'M — News
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KMED
KORE KTAB KGB
45 I'M— KXA
Brick EnglishKMEDOrchestra
KVOS
KTAB KXL
KTM KGER KORE KGB
8:30 PM— KXL
"Melody
KXA
KMEDMadness"
KORE KVOS
KTAB KTM
KGB KGER
9:00 PM — Dick
Dixon
KVOS
KXA
KXL
KMED
KORE KTAB KFWB
KGB KGER
9:30 PM— Tango
Orchestra
KXL KMED
KORE KVOS
KTAB KXA
KGB
L0:00 PM — News KVOS KXL KORE KGER

aa RADIO SALES AND MERCHANDISE
MANAGER
aa
Ten years'on experience
in radio
manufacturer,
store and chain store fields. Eight years'
experience
Pacific Coast.
Havebusiness;
established
reputation asjobber,
expertdepartment
buyer.
Now employed with national organization but seeking change. AH replies kept in strict confidence.
BOX B, RADIO DOINGS

Insured

Profit

if U s of Polymer
Quality
Radio manufacturers throughout the world are learning more and more of the profit resulting
from the use of Polymet radio parts. Manufacturers, dealers and users profit by the use of Polymet quality products. The manufacturer builds a profitable and satisfied trade, the dealer's sales
are more easily made and the user gets more service and value fo>- his money.
Polymet. Quality Products include:
PAPER, ELECTROLYTIC and MICA CONDENSERS . . . RESISTANCES . . . COILS . . . MAGNET
WIRE . . . VOLUME CONTROLS . . . TRANSFORMERS and SOUND EQUIPMENT PARTS.
POLYMET
MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
District Representative: THE SPECTOR COMPANY, Rialto Bldg., San Francisco

RADIO
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Products

Webster Power Amplifiers
The Webster Electric Company of Racine, Wisconsin, is
offering a complete line of high quality amplifiers for all purposes and of a wide range of power. Phonograph, radio or
microphone amplification to any desired volume with uniform excellence of tonal fidelity is provided in a wide assortment ofunits to meet every possible requirement.
The illustration is of one of the larger rack mounted public address or theatre units. Mr. Perry Demerest is standing
beside the rack and a speaker unit to illustrate the relative
size of the equipment. This particular unit is installed in the
new sound studio on one of the upper floors of the Radio
Supply
Company's
912-914 South
Los
Angeles.
This building
specially atconstructed
studio Broadway,
has been
arranged for the demonstration of sound equipment of this
nature, and the line of Webster amplifiers are in operation
there.

Webster Electric Company Power Amplifier for microphone,
phonograph or radio amplification
A feature of the rack type of equipment is that it provides flexibility permitting changes or additions at any time.
The power output may be increased by simply adding another unit to the rack, and thus the danger of the installation
becoming obsolete is avoided.
Anyone interested in sound amplification for any purpose
would do well to visit this studio and inspect the Webster
equipment.
Tiffany-Tone Super
Herbert H. Horn Radio Manufacturing Company, Los
Angeles, is now in production on the new Tiffany-Tone
Midget Super-Heterodyne. An eight-tube receiver, having
a sensitivity of but a small fraction of one micro-volt per
meter for normal test output. Push-pull audio amplification
and Magnavox dynamic speaker provide a great undistorted
volume. In a recent test, 117 stations were logged in one
night, including three in Australia, one in New Zealand
and six in Japan. Adjacent channels to the powerful locals
can be nessed
played
the tests.with ease, according to those who have wit-

Supreme Test Equipment
The Supreme
strument CompanyIn-is
offering a new tube
tester wherein the
mutual conductance
reads directly on the
scale of a meter. It
will test every type of
tube quickly and thoroughly
necessitatingwithout
any figuring.
All readings are diAnother item of the
Supreme line is the
compact Ohmeter and
Capacity-meter. This
combination
able to theis invaluservice
man
and experimenter.
It reads
directly in
ohms
and micro-farads
and thus
affords a
veryvalues
quickofcheck
the
resistorsof
and condensers. Their
standard test kit, also
illustrated,
anotheris
instrument iswhich
outstanding for the
reason that the five
meters afford
taneous readingsinstanof all
of the vital values
withouttons pressing
butor turning
switches to make one
or two meters read in
all of the circuits. For
example, when a 224
from theis set
type offerredtube
trans-to
the tester, the meters
indicate the heater
voltage,
screen - plate
grid voltage,
voltage,
control grid voltage
and plate current, all
simultaneously.
Listenwalter and
Gough of the
Los Supreme
Angeles
distribute
Combined Ohmeter and Capacity -Meter line of test equipment.
The new 48-story building of the Radio Corporation of America in
New York, with a sign on it which can be read a mile away, and
located at the southwest corner of 51st street and Lexington avenue,
emphasizes the fact that that portion of the city will soon be the
radio center of the country.
This building, which will be ready for occupancy in April, is only
a couple of blocks from the Columbia Broadcasting System building
at 52nd street and Madison avenue, and not a great distance from
the headquarters of the National Broadcasting Company at 55th
street and Fifth avenue.
Handicapped by a voice which is a little too husky for the radio,
Mary Pickford made another creditable appearance the other night.
Speaking
in behalfto the
of adrought
California
concern,
she presented
five carloads of oranges
sufferers
in Arkansas
and Oklahoma.
However, as seemingly does most every other picture star who gets on
the air, Miss Pickford detracted considerably from the presentation by
injecting
what seemed to be an excessive amount of advertising into
the
program.
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This is the only radio log magazine published for Western set
owners. Get it today and have a reliable and remarkably complete
guide to the air lanes everywhere. Obtainable at your radio or news
dealer
For

only

25c
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929-930 HEARST BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO

To Radio Dealers: A small supply of Call Books is still available to you; Reorder Nov:/
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ILLUSTRATION APPROXIMATELY FOUR-FIFTHS ACTUAL SIZE.
BOVE are shown two popular Crowe Tuning
graduated from 0 at the left to TOO at the right
Units from the new series, descriptions of which
through 180 degrees unless otherwise specified.
The Number 27 unit at the lower left is a direct
appear in our new Bulletin 41.
The Number 35 unit in the upper right comer
drive dial with pyralin scale graduated as shown.
is operated by a metal belt friction drive and is Both units are well adapted for use in midget
very smooth in action. The scale is pyralin and
and popular-priced sets.
Send for your copy of Bulletin 41 if you have not already done so

CR.OW€
NAME PLATE & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1744 Grace Street
Chicago, U. S. A.
I \\ . BE T KXKiHT, Western Reprea
1<>4(> West Adams St.
H
Los Angeles, Calif.
Phone EMpire 4440 I44:i

I
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HINES, who has been associated with Mr.
Bert UKnSisS ;ht, now heads his own company. He is locaMteRd .at 92R4 B :aux Arts building in Los Angeles and is the
Pacific Coast
representative for Cornell
Resistors, Premier
Coils and Reliance
Variable
Condensers.
Mr. H i n e s has
been in the manufacagents busi-of
ness forturers'
a number
years and is well
known throughout
the industry. Wc
wish him all the luck
in the world in his
new venture. Possibly
other lines might be
added later if the
necessity arises.

4CCLND
Mr. L. E. Taufenbach, president of Western Radio, Inc.,
announced this last week that
they would no longer be the
Southern California and AriBrunswickzonaradiodistributors
sets and for
records.
This new arrangement was
apparently agreeable to both
Mr. Taufenbach stated that
parties.
he would at present confine
his efforts to distributing Silver-Marshall super-heterodyne
receivers, electric clocks, tubes,
batteries and accessories.

March, 1931
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The Electronic Clan, a society of engineers of the local
manufacturers, held their regular bi-monthly meeting at the
Cafe Metropole Tuesday evening, February 24th. Messrs.
Miller and Patterson engaged in a debate over the relative
merits of the padded oscillator condenser and the special cut
plate condenser in super-heterodynes. The judges, Messrs.
Mr. Al Hirsch, of the Micamold Company of Chicago, Howard and Garstang, called it a draw. Mr. Garstang then
spoke
on behalf of the truly dry electrolytic filter condenser,
condenser and resistor manufacturers, spent a few days in as compared
with the wet * variety.
Los Angeles. In company with Frank Emmett, manufac* *
turer's
agent,
Al
called
on
all
of
the
local
manufacturers
and
took some orders. Al says it was a new experience to run
"King Leer" from Chicago has been in our midst! He
into the members of our local Radio Sculptors Guild as held forth in Gilfillan's laboratory and showed some of our
local boys how to build super-hets with some real sensitivity
chisseling is not yet a fine art east of the Rockies.
and wallop. Representing the Chicago Coil and Wire Company, Bill Leer introduced intermediate couplers and RF
Mr. William W. Garstang, of the engineering department coils wound with 10-strand Litz. These put so much perof the Elkon Division of P. R. Mallory 6? Co., Indianapolis,
formance into a midget super that it's just too bad! AnyIndiana, was a visitor in Los Angeles during the last week
how, we're glad Bill came West, and hope to see him again
in February, and interviewed the engineers of the local soon.
# * *
manufacturers, together with Carl Stone, factory represenMore than two hundred Southern California radio dealers
tative. The Elkon dry electrolytic filter condensers, manufactured bythe Mallory Company, were the chief topic of gathered at the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Wedconversation during these interviews.
nesday afternoon, February eighteenth to discuss advertising and merchandising plans for the new Holbrook Electric
Refrigerator which is to be distributed by Walter M. Fagan,
president of Pacific Wholesale, Ltd. Fagan has long been
Mr. retail
John radio
Booth,andone
the best- prominent
known
musicof merchants
in local radio circles as distributor of the Sparton
in Southern California, is again in
charge mentofof Barker
the Radio
and Music departBrothers.
Mr. Booth has made a marked success in each position that he has held
and we expect him to very materially
increase the music and radio sales for
Barker Brothers.

.~o.o Manufacturers and Agents Association held
their bi-monthly luncheon meeting at the Metropolc Cafe,
Friday the twenty-seventh.
There was a large attendance and the discussion was spirited. Mr. Dick Leitner, chairman of the Standardization committee, read a very interesting report pertaining to the performances of certain super-heterodyne sets.
Mr. Farquharson told of his trip to San Francisco and of
the work that the California Manufacturers' Association
and
MusictrickandandRadio
Trades'
Association
are doing
keep the
foolish,
vicious
bills from
being passed
by theto
Legislature and thereby becoming laws.

receivers, which he will continue to handle. The meeting
was called by Fagan, who presided as chairman. Speakers
included C. H. Merrill, president of Holbrook, Merrill and
Stetson, refrigerator manufacturers; Gordon Muir, factory
advertising
C. H.Enthusiasm
Nagel, manager
Silverwood's,
and Russel manager;
Lockwood.
and ofoptimism
were
strikingly manifested at the meeting.
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Davisori'Haynes Manufacturing Company announce the
appointment of the following promotional sales managers:
Edward J. Rapp, formerly merchandise manager for Lipman Wolfe Department Store, Portland, Oregon. Appointed
promotional sales manager for the states of Oregon and
Washington.
James T. Barrett of the firm of Kaemper-Barrett Corp.,
Ltd., ernofCalifornia.
San Francisco, promotional sales manager for northCharles
G. Walters, promotional sales manager for Southern California.
Davison-Haynes are outlining an entirely new sales program which is unique, and which will, no doubt, result in
a larger volume of business* than
* * ever before attained.
Mr. P. W. Bialowsky, the Pacific Coast sales manager
for the Crosley Radio Corporation of Cincinnati, Ohio,
spent ten days in Los Angeles last month visiting their
Southern California jobber, Kierulff and Ravencroft and
calling on the Crosley dealers.
Mr. Bialowsky, whose main office is in Seattle, says that
there has been a very noticeable increase in demand for
radio sets since the first of the year and that, while it would
take some time to get back to normal, he believes that the
radio dealers as a whole will enjoy a good business during
the balance of the year.
Mr. David Marshank of the Marshank Sales Company, 224 East 16th
street, Los Angeles, took a trip to New
York the latter part of last month. He
stated he would have some interesting
information to give out when he returned. Now that Los Angeles is definitely the leading midget set manufacturing city in the country the makers of
parts are playing to the manufacturers
in this part of the country. Mr. Marshank has several popular parts lines
and may have more on his return.
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THE OFFICE BOY SEZ:
Introducing two oj our most interesting radio men
The Office Boy walked
into the office of one of the
well-known midget manufacturers the other day and
was
greeted
"Hello,in.
Charlie,
glad with
you came
I wanted to see you about
some coils." This from the
midget up.
magnate
looked
"Begwhoyourhadn't
pardon," said the Office Boy.
Whereupon the M. M.
looked up with a startled
expression
and said,
would
have sworn
that you"I
"How Charlie
come?" retaliates
the
were
Wineberg."
O. B. "Why, by the smell
of that pipe! How else? It
smells almost exactly like
that smoke stack of Charlie's." It all came about like this.
Charliebac o had
Office Boy some of his odoriferous toafew given
minutesthe before.
Some people are known for their elegance, some for their
tact, some for their humor, etc., but Charlie is identified best
by his smell (pipe.) Some pipes in his collection are so old
and so smelly that he has to give them an airing every day
by carrying them around in his car, and the above candid
camera caught him in the act of performing this rite for his
pets.
Here, glory!
folks, is the "Sage of Wall Street" in all his
odoriferous

Leigh Borden, the snappiest radio man in town!
The
big "Yes onandtheNo"Pacific
man
for Sparton
Coast. When Leigh toots
his horn folks sit up and
look and listen. And why?
because it's so
A very enjoyable dinner dance was given by the Radio Easy boys,(That
Pioneers Thursday, February the 19th. There were over musical.
good, was it?) wasn't too
one hundred and fifty guests in attendance. Everyone
Nearly always on the
seemed to enjoy the music and entertainment.
thouof miles travels
every month,
The ballroom of the Commercial Club was beautifully move, sandsLeigh
decorated. It made a perfect setting for a gay party.
either in his snappy roadster or by train. How he
Our old friend Bill Lane of San Francisco paid us a visit keeps so scrupuously welldressed
under these hectic
the latter part of last month. Mr. Lane is well known in
Southern California, having spent several years with circumstances is something
Kierulff and Ravenscroft and John G. Rapp Corporation. to marvel at (there's that
He is now with the Waterhouse, Weinstock-Scovel Com- darn
little preposition with
pany, Northern California * Distributors
for Bosch Receivers. which you're not supposed
* *
to end sentences.) But anyway, Leigh looks just as though
The Radio and Music Trades' Association of Southern he had stepped out of the proverbial band-box. A pretty
California held a dinner dance at the Los Angeles Realty posy always adorns his lapel, his fedora sports a swanky
building Thursday evening, February 5th. The monthly band and a shiney cane achieves just that correct touch of
meeting of the association is usually held the first Thursday elegance which we all envy.
of each month at 8 a. m., at the Breakfast Club. For a little
Leigh Borden is one of the boys you want to meet if you
change the directors of the association decided on the even- haven't had the pleasure, for besides being a well-dressed
ing meeting. The change was very successful as everyone man about town, he is an excellent salesman and knows the
radio business thoroughly.
enjoyed themselves.
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miles a minute —
a snail's pace compared to the speed
of radio waves.
Each tube must be vigorously alive
to withstand such driving force.
One inferior or worn-out tube
"slows up" your set's reception. When
a test indicates weak, lifeless tubes,
insist on new Cunninghams.
E.
New York

T.

Thru your radio tubes flows
radio's motive power
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Heralding the approach of television and
an ever-growing interest in radio, the new
RADIO DOINGS, as "The Movie Magazine
of the Air," makes its bow.
In the belief that radio fans are as interested intheir stars as motion picture fans
are in movie stars, RADIO DOINGS bends
its every effort to pictorialize the drama,
the action, the personalities, and the
human interest behind the microphone.
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"The
Truth
About
Television
the air in the West, Television."
and this article
will tellwillyoushortly
what beto ex-on
pect, and what not to expect.
"How I Get Distance on My Radio." Written by the
world's champion distance-getter, McDonald of Chula Vista.
"How Famous
Personages
Act Beforeandtheradio
Microphone."
Freeman
Lang, master
of ceremonies
announcer Byii
Hollywood's glorious premieres.
"The Radio
fiction story
RADIO
DOINGSAddict."
by the Awell-known
writer,written
Emma especially
Loat. for
"Jan
Came
From
the
Jungles."
By
Thurston
globe-trotting musician, who tells and illustrates theKnudson,
origin
of jazz in the African jungles. An absorbingly interesting
article.
And more — and more — and more.

Wallace M. Byam
Publisher
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Virginia Shawn, Columbia Network Artist

You've probably
wondered when Rsy
Paige mousand
his faKHJ orchestra
find time
for do,
rehearsal. But they
and if you could see
musical
they
some ofseescores
thewhydifficu't
play, you'd readily

THANK you! Rob Wagner, hut if
I'dng:issue an edict
I were lyQueen,
prohibiti
absolute
Nasal tenors singing "I Surrender,
Dear."
Six-year-old
sopranos' ditto, "Just a
Anyone
but Jack Carter, Monroe UpGigolo."
ton and the Honorable Archie being
English comedians.
Ad lib remarks by announcers who
suffer from tionable
illiteracy
humor. as well as quesBeauty talks.
Harmonica solos.
Forced laughs.
Jazz Organs.

It just paradox
occurred that
to usBobby
that it's
amazing
Jones,an
who has been playing tournament golf
for sixteen years and whose most difficult shots are watched by breathless
hundreds, should be terribly afraid of
that "old devil" of a microphone.
Harry Geise, of KMTR, told me once
that he was introducing some very
prominent movie star who was used
to personal appearances every night or
so, and as he turned from the microphone and announced "Miss Blaha will
now speak to you," she fainted dead
awaymike
at his
feet.beWouldn't
you thinkof
the
would
a little ashamed
being such an old (started to say
meanie, but heaven forbid, we ever see
in print again.) You know what
We don't know about you, but that
the microphone ought to feel like,
we are amused by Ben Bernie's though
anyway.
quiet wise-cracks. The other night he
— o— •
was putting out a grand brand of
music, which after the number was Q Phil Ohman and Victor Arden
piano team deluxe, are back!
completed he admitted was entitled
After an absence of several months
" "Body and Soul,' played with com- during
which the mails and telephone
paratively few errors by the orchestra." lines were
practically paralyzed with
Bernie's
music
reaches
you
via
KHJ
and
the Columbia Broadcasting System.
letters and calls demanding the presence
of
these
boys by irate fans,
And another thing we find charm- the National two
Broadcasting Company
ing
is
Walter
Damrosch's
voice
with
its delightful accent and its suggestion had to give in and now you may hear
of humor. Of course, there are you them on Monday nights at 5:30 over
who will say that these two should not KHQ, KOMO, KFSD and KTAR.
be mentioned in the same paragraph,
— o—
because of their different fields, but
No, my friends, Don Amaizo of
these are only old random thoughts
the Columbia Broadcasting Company fame is not our own Max Dolin
about what's what and who.

who used to be Don Amaizo a few
years back. You should not grieve,
however, as Max Dolin is broadcasting
a perfectly beautiful program called,
The House of Color, and it is released
by the National Broadcasting Company
on Friday nights at 9:00 p. m. and goes
to KGO, KHQ, - — KOMO,
KGW and
o—
KFI.
£i Everyone
KMTR overis all
the a-twitter
prospect ofovermov-at
ing to their new location in the United
Artists Motion Picture Studios. Plans
for a swell, elegant inaugural program
are under way and April 30th is set for
the tentative date for the blow-out.
Keep this date on your radio calendar
as we know that when KMTR gets all
steamed up they are likely to blow the
lid right off!
Director,
tells us KFI's
of great
plans
£ Jose
Rodrigues,
Publicity
being perfected at KFI which will
change the station from a "big, happy
family" to a "big and efficient business
organization."
Wouldn't
KFI they
be the
first to do that?
But then,
are
going ahead with their powerful new
50,000 watt station so they must grow
up to it and be the last word in big
time stuff. One of their first steps under the new system was to engage
Glenn Dolberg, who many of you will
remember for his baritone solos over
KHJ where he was manager for many
RADIO DOINGS
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(£ In .t recent offer made by the May
Company Basement shoe department to give free pictures of Cecil and
Sally to those who requested them, more
than 5,000 photos were given away, according to Paul Galfond, buyer.
"And since then, we have had scores
ofchose
callsCecil
every and
day,"Sally
Galfond
becausesaid.we "We
felt
they had the most appeal to children
and parents.
"We always have a boost for radio
advertising, and recommend it as the
modern method of merchandising. The
atmosphere of informality and cheerfulness that our artists produce over the air
is carried right into the store and makes
friends of our customers
* * * who listen in."
Whenever you tune in on KGFJ and hear
some
low down,
dance tune,
you know
it's
the Oakhot, Tavern
Orchestra,
sponsored
by the
Washington Furniture Company, sho' enough.
years. Dolberg is to be production
chief, and we only hope that his duties
will notat least
be so occasional,
many thatrecitals.
he won't do
some,
Then Don Wilson, who has without
a doubt the most radiant smile in the
world, has been named chief announcer, although it appears that he has
been that for some time and only just
recently was knighted with an official
title. KFI-KECA has a new staff writer
in Margery Prevost, whose talents have
been dispensed for the screen and stage
hithertofor. (What a word that turned
out to be!) And she has an interesting hobby which at least to us, shows
just
a person She
she is.
(It's
very what
nice, kind
Miss ofPrevost.)
collects
first editions and rare old cups and
saucers! * * *
£ The
Victorin program
reachesRCAlisteners
Southern which
California over the National Broadcasting
Company to KFI, presents Renee Chemet, noted French concert violinist, on
Sunday,
4:30 p. this
m. Don't
make the April
mistake10, ofat missing
unusual artist's program.
* * *
Esther Ralston, famous stage and
screen star, goes radio and may now
be heard over KMTR in a talk on beauty
culture.
Miss Ralston has long been considered
one of the most beautiful blondes on
the screen. She recently returned from
a nation-wide vaudeville tour where she
gained more laurels.
During the past year Miss Ralston
has won fame throughout the country
for her interesting talks on beauty and
beauty culture and has come to be considered an authority on the subject.
RADIO DOINGS
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Sonnet to Nature
(Written Under Difficulties)
...By...
TED OSBORNE . . . KHJ
Alone I love to stroll along
Throughout the lovely city parks
And listen to the care-free song
Of joy and rapture of the sparrows.
(There are no larks around here.)
And when the night is softly falling,
I love to hike on hidden trails,
And hearken to the plaintive calling
Of the dainty mocking-birds.
(No nightingales live in California.)
Within my garden, many bowers
Your searching eye at last discloses,
And here I love to dream for hours
£ The
Radio
Institute
of
California
is
now installed in its new home at
Amidhocks.
the fragrance of the holly1117 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles.
The present directors took over the (My roses didn't do well this year.)
old Radio College about a year ago, and
have turned it into one of the best- I'm having one mad, hectic time
To write this poem, as you can see
equipped radio schools in the country.
All of the latest radio, television, photo- And if the darned thing doesn't rhyme,
cell, short and long wave instruments
You'llNature.
have to put the blame on
are furnished to the school free of charge
by manufacturers and constantly re- (I'm doing the* best* I* can.)
placed with newly developed equipment.
And
Forget,
Gwendolyn,
What Do You Think?

DOINGS,
THIS
Magazine of the
Movie RADIO
"The new
Air," is the result of several
months' investigation on the part
of the publishers in an endeavor
to ascertain just what sort of magazine the radio public wanted.
Scores of radio stations have been
interviewed. Fan mail has been
looked over. Hundreds of radio
listeners have been interviewed.
This magazine is the result. What
do you think of it? Do you like the
type of stories published? Or
don't you like them?
V/hat type of stories would you
like to see published? What type
of feature article? What kind of
photographs? If you have any
ideas that you think would make
RADIO DOINGS a better and
more interesting magazine, write
and tell us. Address your letter to
Merle Davis, editor, RADIO
DOINGS, 1220 Maple Avenuo,
Los Angeles, Calif.

A

ACotton
girl who
wears
stockings
Seldom
sees
a
t
Don'
Mouse.
Not that
difference, itbut ifmakes
kissinganyis particular
the language
of love, I am personally acquainted
with a lot of deaf mutes.
* * *
So thin were the limbs of a mme.
That one hardly knew that she hme.
She
"It blue,
is true,
But Isaid,
am not
For early each morning I pme."
A whole lot o' trouble is sometimes
better for a feller than just a little, for
when it's big he'll fight back, but if
it's justfor ait.little, he's likely t' simply
stand
The man who
Hesitates is
Lost.
IsThe woman
WTio hesitates
Extinct.
Most worth
adviceit.costs nothin', and it's
usually

■

S e e —
and

S u I
By

SALLY

CRAIG

Cecil and
Sally,
"Theandcomic
strip of the
Air" through
home
station
KPO,
on electrical
transcription
overtheir
42
stations in the United States, including KFWB, are one of the
most popular features on the air. These two lovable youngsters are typical of the clean fun of America's youth.
Johnnie and Helen stayed on the
SOMEBODY has to fill in this pro- done.
air and were given a regular period
frantically
gram!"
cried
a
San
Francisco station program director, when
As "Cecil
and Sally," intheybroadcasting
have since
become
an institution
the ingregular
didn't
the noon artists
hour one
day.show up dur- circles. The "Comic Strip of the Air" is
well known as Andy Gump. Their
"Can't somebody do something and as
appeal knows no age or class, for every
do Soit quick!"
individual can find something in it to
young John Patrick, a crooning make
him laugh. All good clean fun,
ukelele player employed at the station with
the underlying pathos that Booth
and Miss Helen Troy, a prim little piano
accompanist, whose crescendos and Tarkington made so famous in "Seventeen," and Charlie Chaplin brought to
pianissimos had gone sung to but unher- the movies.
alded for weeks, got their heads together.
Fortunately, the sourceful Johnnie
had some continuities he had written and ^ In private
life they
are asareinteresting personalities
as they
on the
modestly kept to himself. He dug them air. Johnnie
Patrick is from the South,
where the cotton blooms and blows.
out,
and
after
a
feverish
few
minutes'
rehearsal, the two youngsters stepped Why he left his home to roam around
up to the mike and went on the air with California was to study art. He can still
a little skit — an amusing page from the draw, and frequently does, having carisentimental romance of two young
catures of his friends plastered on the
lovers.
walls of his San Francisco apartment,
But the fan letters that began to pour where he batches it. He has illustrated
in soon convinced the director that
vertising.for Comic Strip of the Air adJohnnie had hit on something that was layouts
more than amusing. Somewhere, he had
All of the continuities for Cecil and
struck the right note as few had ever Sally are written by Johnnie. He keeps

WILSON
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a week ahead or more on them, and is
constantly jotting down thoughts for
gags that occur to him, wherever he may
be. And he acts out everything he
writes or delivers before the mike. Both
he
and "Sally"
go through
of every
line in the
script, justtheas motions
though
they were before an actual audience.

For one of his talents, his hobbies are
unusually varied. In his spare time, he
fusses around with amateur photography,
takes long drives in his car, plays tennis,
swims, rides horseback and sings. He
likes theaters, especially good plays.
Theatrical performances are one of the
things that he and Helen attend to£ Somehow the impression has gone gether.
geta big kickatouthis ofapartgets breakfast
round Perhaps
that theythis
are is"high
hat" they
and £ Johnny
ting his own
snobbish.
because
ment, and apparently thrives on his own
never allow anyone in the studio while cooking.
His is a typical young single
they are on the air, unless an extra charman'stheapartment
Pictures collection
of all kindsof
acter isin the script. Those who know on
wall: a .complete
them know they are anything but "high Heaven-knows-what-for porcelain anihat." Both John and Helen are extrememals: and everything in everything else's
ly sensitive, and the presence of onlookers distracts them from their work, place.
it's deal
home ofto pride
Johnnie,
aButgreat
in it.and he
a not uncommon trait among radio takes
And now for Helen Troy, the little
artists. But "high hat" — not much!
crescendo and pianissimo girl who made
£ Strange as it seems, Johnnie has
never had any writing of any kind good.
£ In the first place, her name is her
published. Before he started writing conreal one — and it didn't come out of
tinuity for their act, he had attempted the Iliad.
folks'of name
Helens,wasso Troy
why
movie scenarios, but had never done any- and there areHerplenty
thing with them. All of his writing not? And like her illustrious nametalent is devoted to the Comic Strip.
sake, whose profile is reported to have
He is tall, atheltically built, and very launched a whole fleet of vengeful coungood-looking. Very witty and good-nasome from abroad,
"Sally's"
have conquered
tured, this well-dressed young man finds voice andtrymen, andpersonality
himself at ease in any gathering. How- male hearts from Victoria, B. C. to Key
ever, he is modest, and compliments West, and from seventeen to seventy
slide off him like water off a duck.
years old. The eternal "first sweetie."
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necktie, on her
bright
REACHING
barelytiptoes,
up towithJohnnie's
blue eyes, vocative
wavylittle red
blondemouth,
curls, she
and isa proone
sweet little miss.
she's all that
girl. grows
"Clinging-vine"
onlyAndsomething
up the sideis
of a wall to her. She loves to swim, can
ride exceptionally well, drives her own
car like nobody's business, and plays a
good game of tennis. Her acquaintances
are her friends, and her pals are permanent. Even the studio help swear by her,
and modern studio staffs are not considered especially demonstrative.
£ She
wherewasshe born
now inlivesSanin Francisco,
her own
cosy little apartment. Much of her life
was spent in Michigan, however, where
she finished school. Coming of a theatrical family, it is not surprising that her
footsteps should wind up in the radio
studio. Theater backstage is not unfamiliar toher, for she has directed theater
orchestras and played the organ. She
inherited a natural flair for the dramatic.
Helen used to do more singing, but
now it is mostly confined to her spare
time. Her voice is light, sweet and pleasing. It has been rumored that on the
strength of it, fraternity boys from
across the bay often call her up and try
to date her.
(Continued on Page 28)
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PARLOR
Rip-snorting wild and woolly men,
from the wide-open spaces, have
become the popular fad of the air.
With high-heeled boo'.s, ten-gallon
hats and a nasal twang to their
melodies, they are keeping the
romance of the West alive.
By HELEN HARGROVE

"Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
"Who never to himself hath said:
"I would li\e to be a cowboy!"
THEin our
call blood.
of the wide
open a spaces
We are
race ofis
pioneers, and ever so often the instincts of our forefathers crop out in
unexpected places. No matter if we
have cultivated a taste for Rachmaninoff, or pretend to understand Einsometimes
like
tossing stein's
our theory,
hat wein the
air and feel
yelling,
"Ride 'im, cowboy!"
This taste for roughness, which kept
the wild western shows alive so many
years, is now rampant on the air. How
it all began and how long it will last
are debatable questions, but if you
doubt that the radio public has gone
wild and woolly, just take a glance at
this incomplete list of he-man entertainers: Texas Longhorns, Holly wood
Hill Billies, Beverly Hill Billies (there
are hill billies and hill billies), Vermont
Lumber Jacks, Oregon Lumber Jacks
(and all the other lumber jacks), the
Mountaineers, Cowboy Troubadours,
Kelly Kar Ranch Boys, the Sheriff and
his Arizona Wranglers, etc., etc.

AN entirely different hombre is the
cowboy. He's a dynamic chap
with a devil-may-care look in his eyes,
and a hellish grin on
He's tall,as
broad-shouldered,
and hisas lips.
sure-footed
a horse. He wears a wide-brimmed sombrechief
ro at aof bright
rakish angle,
knotted
'kercolor aand
corduroy
breeches stuck in high-heeled boots.
Gosh, no wonder the ladies fall for
him! And, if you don't believe they do,
you ought to see the fan mail received
by the Arizona Wranglers. Thousands
and thousands of letters from Alaska to
Mexico and from California to Maine.
I cite the Arizona Wranglers because
of all the cowboys who are galloping
over the air these days, these boys look,
act, and I believe are the most genuine.
From Texas, Montana and Arizona,
they assembled in Phoenix.
They decided they were darn good
and started for Hollywood. Hollywood
agreed with them. They were playing
in Sander's them.
CoffeeOver
Shopat when
discovered
KNX KNX
they
were corralled by "The Sheriff." And,
if you don't think the sheriff has his
hands full you ought to see him — a
tiny, half-pint, jolly little fellow trying
to manage six hefty hardboiled cowpunchers.

at once.
very
THEimagination
seven of them
seized Their
the public's
names are suggestive of the open range,
round-ups by moonlight and coffee sizzlin' in a can. Iron Tail, Hungry,
Shorty,
the
Sheriff!Nubbins, Sleepy, Slicker and

CACTUS MAC
Cactus Mac, featured entertainer with the KTM Ranch Boys, is a
real cow hand. He can ride a
bucking bronco just as well as he
can
yodel, isor T.playB. hisMcPeters
guitar.
His sing,
real name
and he hails from Arizona
RADIO DOINGS
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The sheriff sure leads
aboys
dog'sarelifein when
the
a playful
mood like this. With
anlikeaccompaniment
that, though,
wonder
ifhim the
make
step six-to
gun is necessary
around ?

And when they sing and play, the
repressed bookkeeper forgets his trial
balance and gallops over a sage-scented
prairie. These boys have a repertoire of
gun-totin' pee-wee sheriff
hundreds of original songs of the Am- The
a well-planted aim with his
erican plains— sagas of the sage, you finds
might call them. Among their most sharp-toed boot more effective in
maintaining discipline than a
popular numbers are Hoe Town Texas,
brace of six guns
Rag Time Annie, Strawberry Roan,
Wreck
of
the
'97,
and
Little
Joe
the
Wrangler.
But what of the boys themselves?
Into the jazz-jaded atmosphere of American homes they have brought the
scent of fresh prairies, but what are
they getting out of it? Had they rather
have a soft soda than a hard saddle1
Do they prefer a stiff shirt to a collarless jumper? Have they removed their
spurs?
Answer: No!
Oh, of course, they would not be
human if they did not enjoy the praise
and applause that has come to them.
They are invited to entertain and be
entertained in the best homes and at
the best clubs. Here they meet city
folks who shake them by the hand and
compliment their playing. In the mail
they receive mash letters and pictures
of beautiful and stylish gals. They grin
and act "perlite," but . . .
I think it is significant that they
never change their cowboy clothes for
tuxedos, and only one of them has
got married.
You can build a city on a prairie, but
you can't put a ranch in a parlor!
RADIO DOINGS
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Here's real affection as it is
done in the wide open
spaces. The sheriff gets his
ear bitten, and is all up in
arms about it

He was 46, she was only 18.
People said their December-May
radio romance would not last. . . .

BUT--They

Found

Happiness
John Daggett, pioneer radio announcer of the Southland, and
beloved by thousands of children and grown-ups alike, finds
contentment with "Pal-o'-Mine"
and his "Little Boy Blue."
UNCLE JOHN DAGGETT was
forty-sixMargu
met Pal-o'he first Bunto
when erite
n, a
Mine.
charming, vivacious girl, was just
eighteen. She had come to the old KHJ
studios on the roof of the Times buildwith the Girls'
directedof. Lincoln
Highing School,
When
she Club
which Glee
the glee club finished its numbers and
Miss Bunton put down her baton,
Uncle John, captivated by her charm
and the buoyancy of her refreshing
and delightful personality, jokingly told
her and thousands of radio listeners:
youngenr High
"If
a lot
I was only
at Lincol
men 25outyears
of young
School would have to reckon with a
serious competitor."
^ Two years later— on October 3,
1926- -they were married. Surrounded by the Little Boy Blues, Red
Riding Hoods and other youngsters
who knew and loved Uncle John as a
father, the ceremony, performed by
Bishop Bertram
St. Paul's
cathedral,
was Stevens
broadcastof from
the
studios of KHJ. It was the first radio
wedding in the West.
While the youngsters were delighted
with this union of Uncle John and
Pal-o'-Mine, many oldsters among Uncle
John's followers wagged their heads. It
was another December-May marriage,
they said, and would not last.
But the head-waggers were doomed
to disappointment. For Uncle John's

By Deborah Barrington
and Pal-o'-Mine's — he gave her this delightful cognomen the night of the
wedding — romance did last and today,
although both are in semi-retirement
from radio activities, they still represent
radio's first and happiest romance.
Perched high upon one of the hills
between Hollywood and Los Angeles,
above the roar of automobile exhausts
and the rattle of street-cars and as near
to nature as one can get and still be in
close proximity to the metropolitan city,
stands their home, "Palcrest." Here the
Daggetts
Uncle
and Baby —John
(he John,
was threePal-o'-Mine,
years old
March 9) — make their home.
hills,
ING,
ROLL
streaked
with wildemeraldmustard,green
surround

Palcrest. Crowning the top of the hills
to
standscityAntonio
Moreno's
home.theLoseastAngeles
hall tower
forms
a back-drop to the southeast. Bustling
Hollywood lies to the west and south.
The lavender and dark green velvet
hills of Hollywood and the purple
mountains of the Coast Range rise
majestically to the north. The Daggetts
live on top of the world.
When I called at Palcrest one bright
morning early in March, Uncle John,
who on April 13 will celebrate the
ninth anniversary of the launching of
his radio career, was pulling weeds in
his garden Close upon his heels was
Baby John, who, although somewhat
badly scratched as a result of numerous
RADIO DOINGS
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tumbles, was having a gay time trailing his father about on his trieycle, a
new factor in his young life, and the
operation of which he had not yet quite
mastered. Pal-o'-Mine was at the other
end of the garden transplanting phloxes.
You don't ask people whether they're
happy. uinely
You happydon't
ask unhappy
the genones,needandto the
ones usually tell you beautiful but unconvincing lies. And so I didn't ask
Uncle John and Pal-o'-Mine whether
they were happy and whether their December-May romance had been a succes . It was written in large letters in
every room of their house, in the garden, in their every gesture toward one
another, and in Little John.
Theirs
a happy
two kin-in
dred souls.is Both
have union
a keenofinterest
nature and a profound respect for its
wonders. That spirit of joy-in-living,
that idealism and genuineness which
comes with knowing nature — that
which made Uncle John the friend of
thousands of little children and of
equally as many thousands of grownups as well — that spirit permeates the
characters of both Uncle John and
Pal-o'-Mine.
idealistically
happy
because,They
througharetheir
common
understanding
of
nature,
they
understand each other.

"what is that thing you've got there?"
"It's a twike," he said.
His father beamed and laughed one
of those engaging and contagious laughs
of his.
"He and
has mother
almost and
forgotten
father
that wewe're
exist hisat
all," Uncle John said, "so engrossed is
he insome
this sort
new oftricycle.
You'dinvention.
think it
was
miraculous
It is, in his mind. More often than not
it isfights
a horserobbers
and notand a runs
'twike."
see
he
downYouhuge,
fire-eating dragons with it, too. And I
dare say he takes better care of this
'horse-twike' than most people do of
real horses."
to "So
Baby you
John.like your tricycle," I said
He nodded his head emphatically,
peddling the tricycle forward and backward in short lengths across the rug.
"What do you like best in all the
world?" I asked him.
"My twike," he said.
"You like your twike even better
than
tioned.your mother and father?" I ques-

"And am I and the tricycle here to
be
so soon?" effort
Uncleto John
said discarded
with an unsuccessful
control his delight.
"No," said Baby John. "Not you,
And the
daddy.
Just three
twike."of us, led by Uncle
John, broke forth into peals of laughter
which perplexed Baby John, delighted
UnclethatJohn
Pal-o'-Mine
and told
me
here and
certainly
was happiness.
^ The
West'sartist,
first entertainer;
radio manager,
announcer,
discoverer of many of the best known
west-coast radio stars; still one of the
most able and inspiring of radio announcers, John Stuart Daggett is perhaps best known and will be remembered longest for his inimitable and
spontaneous manner of dealing with
children.

His were
bedtime
stories ofandthousands
children'sof
hours
the delight
wee little tots from all parts of the land
— and from not so wee grown-up tots as
well. At its zenith, he often received
as many as 500 fan letters a day — letters from enthralled children and oldsters from New Zealand and Hawaii,
"Oh, I like daddy," he said running
to
Illinois,
and Ohio, and
knees. and climbing up Uncle John's Phoenix and Indiana
over
Victoria.
Although the bedtime stories and
"Well, now, and just where do I
come in?" asked Pal-o'-Mine.
children's hours were discontinued in
£. "Somehow I never think of John
"Well, I like Mother, too," Baby 1927 because over five years of strenuolderwe than
Pal-o'-in John
Mine being
told much
me when
wereI,"alone
said as he climbed down from
ous activity in managing KHJ broadcasts had begun to leave their mark on
Uncle John's knees and ran up to emthe
house.
"I
think
it
is
his
sheer
joy
of being alive in this beautiful world of
( 7\jext Page I
brace Pal-o'Mine.
ours that is always erasing from my
mind the thought of the vast difference
in our ages.
"'He is always busy," she told me.
"When hepartment oisn't
editingorthebroadcasting
radio defthe Times
news items or conducting his Forum for
KHJ, he is tramping the hills with
Baby John, teaching him bird calls and
telling him fanciful stories about robbers' caves and all that sort of thing.
And
whenhe heis always
isn't with
Baby Johnsomeor
at work,
entertaining
one of his old friends — those sweet
youngsters, and even grown-ups, too,
who knew and loved and worked with
him in the old KHJ days. The house
sometimes is literally overflowing with
them. But most of his free time he
spends with Baby John. And Baby
John is madly devoted to him "
Just then Uncle John came into the
house followed by Baby John, puffing
and chugging along on his tricycle.
The Christmas party of 1926 when Uncle John was host to the stars of
"Well,
him a
little
later young
when heman,"
had Igotasked
his breath,
his "Bed-time story hour"
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his strength and vitality, he still receives dozens of letters daily begging
him once again to bring back Little
Boy Blue, Daffodil, Little Red Riding
Hood, the Boy Monologist, and the
host of others.
Uncle John Daggett was born in Missouri in 1879. When he was nine years
old he moved with his parents to Pasadena. As a boy he spent much of his
time rambling in the hills and in the
Arroyo Seco near Pasadena. He thought
nothing of hiking up Mt. Wilson and
back in one day's time.
Uncle John graduated from Stanford
University in 1900. During his college
days he wrote weekly news letters to
the Los Angeles Times. In the summers he reported tennis tournaments
and other sporting events. Upon graduation he joined the Times staff. The
four years between 1905 and 1909
found him in Nevada. He was a prospector. And when he wasn't prospecting for gold or silver, or writing accounts of his experiences for the Times,
he was wandering alone drinking in the
solitude of the Nevada hills.
He returned to Los Angeles late in
1909. The World War took him to
Detroittion in the
whereaviation
he helddepartment
a civilian'sofposithe
Signal Corps.
Early in 1922 he was doing special
assignments, interviews and covering
the hotel beat for the Times when
Ralph Trueblood, managing editor of
that newspaper, called him into his
office.

Endowed
Broadcasting?
Uncle john
believes that radio is a universal
channel of endeavor. He believes
that radio was brought into the
world with a purpose, and that
that purpose should be one of uplift, and not for the profits of commercialism.
hope someday,"
he saysBar-in
this"I interview
with Deborah
rington, dowed"toradio see
America
enstations.
I am with
against
a general subsidized radio. Some
day some great public-spirited
man will do for radio what Carnegie did for the libraries of this
country. I am firmly convinced
that this is the ultimate goal of
radio. . . .
"One of the most recent marvels dress,
of radio
adheard bywasoverPope
fortyPius'million
people. . . . Radio will be among
the forces which will go toward
molding
world's
wi!l
reach out theto all
nationsfulure.
and beIt the
stepping stone for a universal
language, and universal peace and
goodwill."

The famous Uncle John bedtime
stories
and thedevelopment
children's hours
as a natural
duringcame
his
attemptstweentoscheduled
fill the
vacant
hours
beartists.
"Very few children would walk up
to the microphone if I asked them to.
So I hit upon the idea of carrying the
mike around the room with me. We
attached it to a long rope with a weight
fastened at the end. Then, with the
microphone in my hand, I would walk
up to a youngster, sit down beside him
and ask him to say something to his
friends at home. With children you
have to be natural to get natural, sponMany taneous
of results."
the child entertainers that
developed through KHJ have since
gained fame in motion pictures. Leon
Raymond, the Boy Monologist, is a
highly paid star under the name of
Leon Janney. Phillipe De Lacy and
Richard Durand are equally well
known. Richard Headrick, known as
the Little Minister, is an evangelist under the Angelus Temple banner.
Names given these child performers
came about naturally through some
characteristic of their performance, the
clothes they wore or some mannerism.
Little Red Ridinghood was so named
by Uncle John because, on first visiting the studio, she wore a red cloak and
red hat. Little Daffodil carried a bunch
of these flowers. Richard Durand became known as Little Boy Blue because
he made people cry when he recited
Eugene Field's
name:
Richard
Headrick,poem
the of
LittlethatMinister,

said, and
"we'reI want
goingyouto
put"Daggett,"
in a radio hestation
to take charge of it."
"What's radio?" Uncle John asked.

when the Shriners' convention was held
in Los Angeles. Forty-two bands played
over KHJ in one week providing a conminutes. tinuous program of 150 hours, 19

fjfc ' At first we had to feel our way,"
Uncle John said. "Radio was an
amazing invention, a miracle comparable to anything Aladdin might have
done with his lamp. People were enthralled and mystified by the fact that
by the use of a few wires, a crystal, a
whisker, and a few other gadgets they
could hear a human voice or a musical
instrument miles away. People swarmed
into our little studio on the roof of the
Times. Often our studio was so
crowded with professional and amateur
entertainers desiring to speak over the
magic device that the only way I could
get out of the studio was to climb out
of the window."
Well does he remember back in 1 92 ^

So crowded was the canvas-covered
roof of the Times with musicians and
musical instruments, that Uncle John
had to climb upon the roof of the penthouse studio to manipulate the microphone. There was no such thing as
synchronization in those days. One
mike was all that could be used. Uncle
John placed it on a long steel arm which
he swung back and forth to pick up a
sound here — to avoid one there. When
it was necessary to make a station announcement hehad to climb half-way
out on the steel arm, clasping the studio
At Christmas time, New Year's and
wall with one hand, and shout at the Thanksgiving,
Baby John broadcasts a
microphone. If his hold on the steel
or a greeting to the chilarm or the wall had given away, or his short drenpoem
of radioland. Lately he has joined
foot slipped, he would have fallen headfirst into the gaping brass mouth of a Doug Douglas, Uncle John's assistant
giant tuba. It was great fun in those atof the
the Times,
air. in the Sunday comic strip
pioneer days!
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because of his evangelistic ability displayed even at this early age.
Pal-o'-Mine served for several years
as hostess to the children and their
mothers on the days of the children's
programs. She assisted Uncle John in
arranging Christmas and other parties,
but seldom was heard over the radio.
Although Uncle John was forced to
give up the major part of his broadcasting activities in 1927 and to restrict
them to less strenuous news broadcasting, Baby John has now stepped to the
fore and is carrying on.

He's

a

GREAT
DAD!

That's what the Rev. Bob
Shuler's Son thinks of
his well-known father

By WILLIAM R. SHULER
"Bob Shuler, Jr."
As told to Don McDowell

'FIGHTING BOB" SHULER

SHUL
BILLmuch.
NGto talk
ButERwhendoesn'thet
YOUlike
subject of conversation is his Dad,
he is always willing to open up.

greatlounge
Dad!"at hethetold
me, as
we "He's
sat ina the
California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
"We're
of himforandhim.would do
anything allinproud
the world
been WTien
great
pals,"HeeverandsinceI have
I can always
remember.
we lived in Texas Dad and Uncle Bill
and I used to take long fishing trips up
the Red River in Oklahoma, where nobody ever went. Boy, we sure had
some great times! I was too young to
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use a gun, but always tagged along on
I asked him if his father ever had ochunting trips.
casion to spank him.
"I remember one big scare I gave
"Oh,
I used to get licked, all right,"
Dad. He sent me back along the trail
grinned. "But I guess I was pretty
to bring up the pack horse, which we he
ornery and deserved every bit of it.
had left tied to a tree. I couldn't find One evening I went to see a William
the place and got lost. It was nearly S.
picture and stayed through
dark when they found me, and Dad threeHart
shows. When I got home Dad was
was more frightened than I was.
waiting for me — and how!
"He used to play with me a great
pretty strict with me until
deal.
We'd goor outpitchin horseshoes.
a vacant lot Dad
and my"Helast was
year of high school. Then he
play baseball,
said he guessed I ought to have enough
used to be a pretty good ball-player. sense
to do what I wanted to. I have
He played first base on the varsity team
of Emory and Henry College, back in pretty much my own way, but I always
West Virginia. Even yet, he can play tell Mom where I'm going when I leave
fTiext Page)
a good game."

the house. They've been mighty square
with me, and I try to be fair to them."
"Did your father want you to become
a minister?" I questioned.
"Never once has he mentioned the
ministry
Bill replied.
guessI
he
figuredto ifme,"I wanted
to be"I one,
would estedsayin radio
so. I've
been interand always
electricity.
And
after I decided to come to Cal Tech,
Dad caltook
great aninterest
electriwork. aI built
amateurin my
shortwave
station at home, and he likes to fool
around with it, too. I have an old mobut that.
he won't
thing to torcycle,
do also,with
Afterhave
my anyfirst
three
crack-ups
he
took
a
great
dislike
to it.
busy man.
No matter
how"He's
late a hemighty
gets home,
he always
gets
up bright and early the next morning.
Many a morning he leaves for the city
at six midnight.
o'clock, and often works until
nearly
"When puttering
he is home,
outdoors,
aroundhein istheusually
yard.
It's a hobby
his toin gather
odd
stones
for his of
rockery
the frontup yard.
About twice a month he and mother
drive clear out to Death Valley to pick
up new rocks for his collection. They
pal around a lot together. She usually
goes with him when he broadcasts or
preaches,
accom-to
pany him,and
she when
never she
failscan't
to listen
him on the radio. I can't remember of
their ever having had a quarrel.
"He likes to be outdoors, and likes
animals. We have ducks, pigeons, rabbits, guinea pigs, two cows, horse, and
some hogs. Until recently he used to
do the milking and feed all the stock
himself, but now he is too busy. But
he plows and does most of the irrigating in the groves and orchard.
"Dad never does any reading at
home. He doesn't read fiction, and
can't
standto jazz.
He andthatMomI canhave
only been
two movies
remember. One was a Douglas McLean
picture, and the other was a Harold
Lloyd
care for
plays orcomedy.
theatricalsHe at doesn't
all.
a football
game
or "Whenever
a track meet,I play
he isin always
on deck.
Even when he tells me that he doesn't
think
known hehimcan toattend
fail toa game,
show I've
up. rarely
I can
think of only one game he missed. He
and Mom were out on the desert on one
ofgettheir
and couldn't
back rock-hunting
in time. Buttrips,
he called
me up
on long distance to find out how the
game came out. He goes to every football banquet with me, and likes to mix
with the boys.

"Dad is certainly gcx)d to us kids.
We've never had to want for anything thatwhenheI had
coulda date
get for
times
and us.askedSomefor
the car,
'Go right
and
take
it. Ihe'd
wouldsay,rather
walk ahead
down and
catch a bus anyhow — I need some exercise.' He was sure happy when he
was recently able to have an addition
built on the house so we kids could
have
of our
forwardrooms
to that
for own.
years. He'd kx^ked
"When I was thirteen I had an infection in my leg and had to have quite
a serious operation. Dad had to leave
on a trip to Texas, and his train left
before I came out of the ether. He
told me afterward that it was the hardest thing he ever had to do.
"I don't think many people notice it,
but Dad is stone deaf in his left ear.
He told me that when he was a boy he
was herding a bunch of cattle across a
partly frozen creek, when his horse
slipped and he fell in the icy water.
One ear was left useless after he was
thawed out.
"Dad's father and his brother are
Father and Son
both ministers. Grand-dad comes out
from Texas to visit us occasionally, and
On the other hand, Dad Shuler is
he and Dad have some great times.
mighty
proud
of
Bill.
And
he
has
good
They have always been pals, and both
reason to be.
love to fish and hunt. They take long
Bill is one of the best tackles Cal.
trips up in the mountains together and
Tech taiever
was cap-on
never fail to bring back a good mess
n of the had.
frosh Ever
team since
he hashe starred
of fish.
the gridiron. Last year he was given
honorable mention by Pop Warner for
"No matter how things are going,
the All-Pacific Coast Eleven. In 1930 he
Dad never loses his sense of humor.
was a high point man in track, and holds
He can see the funny side of everyrecordsmer andforthetwodiscus.
weight Heevents,
is onetheofhamthe
thing, and never gets downhearted. He
main-stays of the baseball team.
can always find something to laugh
He is a junior in electrical engineerabout.ham He
of AbraLincoln,is aandgreat
triesadmirer
to be like
him.
ing, and stands high in scholarship.
There
is
a
bust
of
Lincoln
in
his
study
Six feet two inches tall, 20 years old,
that he is very proud of.
weighing 190 pounds of solid muscle,
Bill is a fighting he-man from the word
"I have never seen him sick more
go. He is dark skinned, like his dad, has
than a day in his life. And although
black
and doesn't
a darnup
how hecurly
looks,hair,except
when hegive
dresses
he isover52 40.
yearsHe old,
doesn't
look a
to go out.
day
gets heplenty
of exercise,
is
outdoors
whenever
he
has
an
opporHe
doesn't
care
much
for
girls,
but
would rather go out with the boys. Every
tunity,
and eats eats
everything.
Foreggs,
break-or
Sunday morning finds him at church; not
fast
he
usually
bacon
and
because he has to go but because he
pancakes
and
coffee.
He
loves
fried
enjoys it.
chicken, onade.andHe never
is a regular
smokes. fiend for lem"There's one funny thing about Dad.
You see, I have four brothers and two
"Mom is from Tennessee. She met
sisters younger than myself. And he is Dad when he was visiting her brothers,
always getting our names confused. while he was still at college. After they
married,
Sometimes he calls me 'Jack' or 'Bob,' were most
nothing athey
yearhadfor toa live
long ontime.alor
calls hasonesoofmuch
the on
others
He
always
his 'Bill.'
mind that
They've been mighty happy and they're
he gets a little absent-minded, I guess. still crazy about each other. If I ever
And I doi-.'t believe he could tell you get married, I hope I'll be as lucky as
exactly how old any of us are.
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Three

pickups

leaders

in

that

their

are

field

YVTITH the perfection of
three new Pacent Phonovoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new radio
sets are now equipped with
jacks to hook up phonograph
pick-ups. An electric pick-up
bearing the name "Pacent" is
your guarantee that there is
nothing better.

CATALOG No. 107
THE NEW MASTER PHONO VOX
(Illustrated above)
Contains 12 features that make it the greatest
value in pick-ups today. List Price $15.00
CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONO VOX
Gives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station work.
Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely
no rubber. Freezing is impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent

Electric Co.. Inc.. 91 Seventh Ave.. Xew
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

PACENT
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York.

N. Y

Are

Hill

the

Billies

FAKES

?
adroit Mr.
WHEN
ger l ofandKMPC
and
managenia
Rice, the
"''
e brain
whos
the "Tall-feller
child the Hill Billies are, tells his story
to you, you listen and wonder and try
to believe — but realize that you ought
to know better.
And yet, when you join the throngs
who each night come to see the Hill
Billies in person, who sit and stand
hundreds deep, unaware of their uncomfortable physical surroundings, so
"Partly," says Glen
enthralled are they that the Hill Billies
have come back again — why, then,
Rice, whose brain children
you're hundreds
certain it ofmustintelligent
be true, radio
for surely
these
fans
they are. "But what of it?"
couldn't be bamboozled. Now, could
they?
The story Glen Rice tells you is of
By FANYA GERVIG
the stuff of which scenarios are made.
There's romance in it, and mystery,
and suspense. There's humor, too, not
valley, dotted with log cabins
scintillating and sparkling, but common- aandgreen
wooden shacks.
sensical and significant.
When he knocked at one of the
Q And this is the story. He had
heard strange rumors that a band doors, presumably to ask directions
of ist
mountaineers
supposed
to ex- back to Beverly Hills, he was invited to
somewhere in were
the remote
vastnesses
stay to supper, with a promise of an
when the moon rose. His host
of the Malibu mountains, back of Bev- escort
erly Hills. Led by his own pioneering had never heard of Beverly Hills, but
instincts — for was it not an ancestor of he guessed it was that thar town spread
his, William Leland Rice, who had re- out at the foot of the hills 'way below.
Supper over, the backwoodsmen
ceived the first land-grant in Tennessee over a hundred years ago? — he set awaited the rising of the moon by singing old ballads of the sea and plains,
out to discover the place where Simple
Life was making its last stand.
accompanying themselves on guitars,
Early in April, 1930, his diligence accordians, and old-fashioned fiddles.
was rewarded. Just as the sun was set- Q Half-a-dozen of the younger mountaine rs set out with Rice, whom
ting deep into the ocean Rice spurred
his horse over the crest of a rugged they nick-named "Tall-feller." Riding
canyon, deeper into the range than he their mules and horses, the rough mounhad ever been before and below was
tain lads sang cowboy ditties and lone-

The Hill Billies, under the leadership of Glen
Rice, "Mr. Tall-feller," have leaped into the
public'stures ofancy
the most
n the mountains
air.as one
EltonofofBritt,
(left) popular
is from feathe
Arkansas
some ballads. Rice was captivated by
the sweetness of their voices and the
charm of their utter naturalness. They
all seemed so plaintive, so artless, and
so sincere . . .
The last hill topped, the mountaineers paused to view for the first time
the broad lighted valley beneath them.
They had vague glimmerings of civilization; ofvehicles that propelled themselves with great rapidity; of machines
that hurtled through the air; of voices
and sounds that appeared from nowhere
when dials were turned.
^ depart.
Rice wasAndnot they,
content
to letbythem
charmed
the
stories he told them and the glamor of
his promises, came with him to the
very door of the radio station.
They tied their horses and mules to
posts and followed Rice into the studio.
Someone was standing at the head of
a room, leaning against a piano, singing.
The mountaineers listened, mouths
wide open, and when that program
ended and Tall-feller asked them if
they wouldn't sing a song or two, they
consented. They put on a program, unprepared and unrehearsed, you understand, and so charmed were the spectators in the studio itself and so enthusiastic the telephone messages of the
listeners-in, that the Malibu mountaineers could never have gotten away if
they
to come
back
again hadn't
the verypromised
next night!
And their
reception each night has been so
equally enthusiastic that these Hill
Billies, as they now are called, return
RADIO DOINGS
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each night to KMPC, wearing their
worn and shabby clothes and carrying
their own instruments, to amuse an
audience which is now estimated to be
approximately 750,000 listeners each
evening.
evening's
is finishedAfter
theseeachrustics
mountprogram
their
steeds and return to their homes in the
Malibu. No one knows whether they
will return the next night, but everyone, including Tall-feller himself,
prays and prays that they will not be
disappointed.
And that, my children, is the story
of the Beverly Hill Billies in the very
words of Glen Rice as told to the radio
audience.
— o—

"Zeke," who plays the accordian
infinitely better than he sings, is really
only Leo Manns, studio organist for
KMPC. He has been a leader of several dance orchestras.
"Jed,"
withandtheprofile,
PhillipsandHolmeslsh blond hehair
who,

"You betcha I'm coming back," he
declared
in hismequaint
"Ya
couldn't make
stay dialect.
on the farm
no more. Maw and Paw'll let me come
back, 'cause they want me to have all
theIt'sadvantages
Elton whoI kinhasget."
that sweet soprano
voice and who yodels so delightalong
with
"Ezra,"
provides
the
sex
ful y. In the daytime he wears clothes
appeal, is Ashley Dees. He graduated
from Hollywood High School and is of a Hollywood cut and lives under the
a brother of Buster Dees, entertainer wing of Tall-feller Rice on South Canyon Drive, Beverly Hills.
at KFWB. Ashley played with several dance orchestras before coming unWatching
the Hill Billies perform
Mr. Rice's
Asder has
been tutelage.
mentioned before, there each night are perhaps five hundred
is no need of quotation marks around people crowded into the studio itself,
Elton Britt's name. He's the real goods. with several hundred more in the outer
A well-mannered lad of fifteen, he was reception room beyond, and scores
unearthed by Rice last summer when clambering outside the barricaded window. Mouths wide open, eyes gaping,
latter spent a fortnight in the
"THEY'RE partly fakes," Tall-feller the
Ozark mountains studying the customs lads and lassies drink in every note
I explained to me. "But what of of
these mountaineers who still use uttered by the Hill Billies, howl with
it? Aren't they swell entertainment1 spinning
wheels and have only the
their quips,
Aren't
the
air? they
Well?the biggest sensation on vaguest notions of radio, talking pic- glee ticat farewells
when and
the wave
troupeenthusiasat last
tures, and the like. Elton is due to re- departs.
"They sionals,
were
just asome
bunchnotofsoprofessome good,
good,
And
so
on
until
the
lights
are
all
he home
says.shortly, but he's coming turned low and the Hill Billies are far,
when I rounded them up early in 1930. back, turn
Some of them had been in vaudeville,
far away — spurring their steeds, most
some had tried to crash radio, others
of them ride Fords, homeward to
had been set musicians at the picture
Malibu, or Hollywood or somewhere.
studios. I rehearsed them night and
day for three weeks, and look what I
got! The best gag in radio. In fact,
Ezra, Lem
Jed. they
Dresssingthe part
of theandsongs
hillbillies
beingthat
'discovered*
over
the
countryare now
we have allstarted
the vogue. Just recently WLS, Chicago, inaugurated its programs featuring the Cumberland Ridge Runners,
Below, the Britt family at home, in +hc
which is nothing but a copious reproArkansas hills. Elton may be seen
duction of my own Malibu mounstanding on the porch
taineers."
The personnel of the Beverly Hill
Billies now numbers six, five of whom
are the brain-child of Mr. Rice. The
sixth, Elton Britt, is the genuine article.
Only fifteen years old, he really hails
from the Ozarks.
There's "Hank," a rather taciturn
fiddler, dark and just a bit morose. Before turning hillbilly, he was a set musician in the picture studios. He and
"Lem," the guitarist, were a team of
musicians in the old pre-hillbillian days.
"Lem" is known outside the KMPC
studios
"Speed" Hansen.
He with
is a
Swedish asmountaineer
and lives
his Swedish mother, who speaks English with difficulty, and his wife and
two children. They live in Hollywood.
Lem is the oldest of the Hill Billies.
was born with
Cyprian
Paulette.
Tall"Ezra"
and handsome,
a deep
cleft
in his chin and with dark, curling hair,
he is a Southerner. His mother still
teaches school at Little Rock, Arkansas. Before his reincarnation as a Hill
Billy, he sang blue songs with only
a modicum of success at KFI.
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A

Quartette—

Of Singing Negro Boys Master Their
Destinies, Make Good and
Support Their Drought
Stricken Parents
By SAMUEL LARKIN
All in the day's work. Kansas
The boyshighway
get into deep water on

FOUR LITTLE pickaninnies stood in
the broiling Southern sun picking
cotton down in the little town of
Van Buren, Arkansas.
Today, four very refined young colored gentlemen stand before a microphone in a luxurious radio studio and
pick bouquets and bright shiny shekels.
doesn't
it?Sounds
But thesimple
hectic and
trailromantic,
between the
old
plantation and the shining metropolis
was strewn with hardships and privations for the little band of colored boys
who have grown so prominent as the
Hallelujah Quartette.
They've
clicked. toAndany their
ity is not restricted
type popularor class;
there is something about them that gets
right down deep under the skins of us
all — something indefinable.
Perhaps it is their sincerity, their belief in the songs they sing and what
they
standthatfor;creeps
maybeintoit'stheir
theirvoices.
love
for music
It might be a lot of things. The fact
remains that they are popular — both

with their unseen audience, and with
those whom they have appeared before.
— o—
BUT to go back to their story. It all
started back in their grade school
days, when they were school mates and
chums.
In the first place, Van Buren is a
music-loving town of about 4,000 souls.

Charles Clinkscale had a secret passion to be
a big, bad cowboy. "Got oveh
this
mule when
buckedan himol'
off in a ditch
and hee-hawed

OliverentsChiles'
intended parhim
for
the ministry,
he wanted
to bebuta
mechanic, until ne
discovered
and loved heto, could,
sing

him!" at
Maceoat Johnson,
the time he was
singing with his
brother's band. He
couldn't
boast
necktie then,
but hea
has one for every
day in the week
now
It is a part of the Old South, and its
colored population has learned its spirituals and plantation songs at first hand.
So when little Maceo Johnson came
into the picture there was plenty of
Negro music for him to absorb. He
could sing almost as soon as he could
RADIO DOINGS
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talk, and at seven was singing with his
brother's
and already
knew the stringed
old songs band,
by heart.
As comehea minister,
grew older
longedreligious
to befor hea deep
sense had been instilled in him by his
devout parents. And later, when he
gavefeltup that
the idea,
it was
only because
he
through
spiritual
singing
he could reach more hearts than he possibly could from a pulpit.
Old Man Chance was really responsible for the forming of the quartette.
Eight years
ago, ofMaceo
ganize achorus
male decided
voices. to
So or-he
gathered eight or nine of his old school
friends together for rehearsal. Several
of the
dropped out,
until onlyboys
five remained.
And however,
at their first
performance at a church social, only
four of them showed up! These were
the same four who are together now —
Herman Hughes, first tenor; Oliver
Chiles, bass; Johnson himself, and
Charles Clinkscale, second tenor.
Johnson was so pleased with the four
remaining
singers aofquartette
his "male was
Chorus,"
that he decided
much
better after all.
— o—
PICTURE four shabby colored lads,
shoulders.
with their arms around each others"
raptly harmonizing, "Swing
Low,
barn, orSw< < Chariot" out behind some
somebody's front steps, and
! idea of the first stages of
their
care
you have :es blended naturally, they
every spare moment, and
were
Theirsoon• in demand at church gatherpracticed
ings and socials. Whenever they could
they attended musical entertainments
that came to town, went home and
practiced the parts they remembered.
Then they landed their first job! For
the grand sum of $1.50 each, they were
en gaged to sing at the local opera
house. After that, they were never left

off the program at home talent shows
and plays.
In 1925, Van Buren, which is located
in the heart of a great strawberry growing section, held the first of its famous
"Strawberry
The quartette
was on the listFestivals."
of entertainers.
Because
of the large crowds that poured into
the town, platforms were erected at intervals along the main street. The entertainers were to move from one platform to another,
formances ateach. repeating their perBut something happened. When
Johnson and his boys had finished singing at the first platform, and started to
move up the street to the next, the
whole crowd,
wild with
applause,
followed them! This
was their
first real
taste of public acclaim.
It was while singing at the home of
a wealthy society woman, Mrs. Allen
Whiteside, that they got their first idea
of going on the radio.
"Why don't you boys go to Tulsa?"
she suggested. "I know you could
make good singing over the air."
They caught fire to her suggestion,
and thereafter radio was their goal. On
to Tulsa!
At the same time their troubles began. They had no money, and Tulsa
was a long way off. Johnson wrote a
letter to KVOO, and received no
answer.
£ They found a man who agreed to
drive them there for sixy dollars,
but they could only raise twenty. Then,
when they had almost given up hope
of ever hearing from the station, the
long-awaited letter arrived. They were
to sing on the Fourth of July.
After much frantic pleading and begging, they finally induced the man to
accept the $20, promising to pay him
the rest when the station paid them.
Ten miles out of Tulsa they had two
flat tires, and limped into town on
the rims, a bare three minutes before
they were to go on the air.
The manager of the station was absent when they sang, and those in
charge could not pay them. All they
received were compliments and an invitation to come back again and sing.
The second time the manager appeared
just after they finished singing. He
paid no attention to them at first, but
grudgingly consented to listen to them
as he wrote letters in his office.
Undaunted, the boys gathered around
the busy
and started
singing. Beforeman's
they desk
had finished
the song,
the manager was so impressed that he

dropped his pen and listened intently.
again!andTheir
When the song was ended the manager Q Out
began ofto work
look tacky,
their clothes
spirits
told them they were the best quartette were at a low ebb. They tried vaudehe had ever heard, and he immediately
ville, but were and
told lacked
that they
didn't
personality.
began making arrangements for a spon- dress correctly,
sor for them. They sang two weeks at Everything went wrong, but still they
KVOO, working for the Cox Hosiery plugged and rehearsed.
Company.
At last they landed a job at the Cotton Club in New York. Practically all
£ Although
they
were
well
received
wherever they went, they soon of the money they made went toward
found that the big cold world was a dressing the act. But they still kept
much different proposition from their trying to get a radio station, where they
home town.
knew their best talent lay. While m
they studied under J. RosaJobs were scarce. Most of the sta- New York,
mund Johnson, noted Negro spiritual
tions had all the talent they needed. specialist.
This is the only training
They still weren't finished enough to they ever had in their whole career.
getTheir
up infirst
the break
"big money."
Their patience and perseverance were
came when Earl C.
rewarded when they were
May, then known as the most popular finally
announcer in the country, heard them booked on the NBC Darktown Wanderers' Hour. From there they went
sing at the Oklahoma State Fair, and
offered them a job. He owned the May to Kansas City, for a twelve-weeks' engagement for the National Music ComSeed and Nursery station at Shenanpany. They were sent all through the
doah, Iowa. They accepted, borrowed states of
Kansas, Iowa and Texas.
enough money to pay off their debts,
the
sold Coast,
twenty-two
and went to Iowa, where they worked When
concerts on company
the Pacific
they
for a year and a half.
were transferred to Los Angeles, where
Their next move was nearly disas- they have been for more than a year.
The ups and downs experienced by
trous. Thinking that conditions were
better there, they picked up and went these four boys in their wanderings
to St. Louis. At the end of three over the country have been mirrored
months of starvation and fruitless job- time and again in their willingness to
hunting, they were stranded and broke. sing at benefits and charity performances. They know what it is to be
Only nerve and occasional dinner invi- down and
out.
tations kept them going. Often they
had to sleep all day to forget the gnaw- £ The heartstrings of these sentimental
colored boys have often been
ing pangs of hunger.
little incidents they encounSomehow, they managed to join touchedtered on by
their travels. Some of them they
"Doc
Chocolate
Scandals,"
when theStrain's
show came
to St. Louis.
They can never forget.
One night after a performance at a
jumped to Philadelphia, played stock
for a time, quit the show, and went to theater in a little Southern town, a
New York. It was eight months before gentleman met them at the stage door
as they were leaving. He asked them
they got a break.
with tears in his eyes if they would
One night
Bill tap
Robinson,
world's come and sing at his mother's bedside.
greatest
colored
dancer,thehappened
She was past 90 years old, and the end
across the boys. He had heard them was
expected at any moment.
in Chicago, and took a liking to them.
"She was always so fond of the old
Through him, they got a job singing at
a benefit. They stopped the show. The songs," he said. "We would suttinly
audience applauded for four minutes appreciate it if you-all would sing them
fo' her befo' she passes on."
before they could leave the stage.
The boys consented readily, and acThey were immediately engaged to
companied him to the dying woman.
They
gathered solemnly around her bed
join
the
show
"Americana,"
of
which
Roger Wolfe Kahn was one of the
producers. Things were at last coming and sang softly, "Give Me That Old
she couldn't
their way. For the first time in many Time
speak, Religion."
her poor oldAlthough
head moved
faintly
months they felt optimistic.
from side to side to the song, in eloquent gratitude. The sight was too
But one Monday morning, after they
much for one of the quartette, who was
had been with "Americana" a month, compelled to walk out in the middle of
they reported at the theater to find a the song.
big sign on the billboard proclaiming
At another time, when they were
that, due to a dispute among the pro(Continued on Page 42)
ducers, the show had been closed.
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HAPPY
with the

FEET!

STYLE
ARCH
SHOES
The famous Hallelujah Quartette . . .
KHJ's talent
leading and
artists.
. . . Famous
their
cleverness
... foras
Style Arch is famous for its extreme
comfort.
// you

are
THE

not wearing STYLE
ARCH
you are missing plenty !
MAY

CO.

Shoes-

BASEMENT

announces a new and complete range of beautiful styles in STYLE ARCH SHOES made
over the highly modern COMPO PROCESS. Not a tack or stitch to mar the daintiness of
their fine leathers. Stop in at the basement shoe department of the May Company and
have them show you the difference in the improved compo process in STYLE ARCH
SHOES. Try on a pair — they look as though they were moulded right on to your feet. The
new Compo process applies the sole without a tack or stitch. Blissful comfort in fashionably
smart shoes. To our knowledge there is no other line of arch support shoes in America
selling at this low price that is made over the compo process. STYLE ARCH SHOES are
sold exclusively in Los Angeles county in the basement shoe department of the May
Company.
There is a brilliant style exposition of
STYLE ARCH de luxe models made over the
new compo process at no additional cost.
You can anticipate seeing the daintiest arch
support shoes you have ever admired when
you see these new STYLE ARCH compo
models for spring — sold exclusively in the
basement shoe department of the May
Company.

NEAT

BEAUTY

4?
COMFY
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This new additional line of Style Arch Shoes
are built the compo way — without nails,
tacks, staples or seams — insuring flawless fit
and
You'll STYLE
adore
themaretheas flexible
moment asyoua feather.
see them.
ARCH SHOES are flattered by imitationyet neverofequalled
any way.
find a
showing
over 100in styles
in theYou'llbaseme.it
shoe department of the May Company.

THE MAY
CO.
Basement Shoe Dept.
Eighth and Broadway
Los Angeles

-

California

BROADCA5
SEX

APPEAL

By Their Voices You Know Them. Radio Fans Create
the Ideal Lover. A Beautiful Voice Suggests Beautiful
Eyes, Lips, Hair and Form.
And There You Have It,
— The Radio Personality!
By LOIS SYNNOT
It did not take them long to decide
some
movies don't.
talk. No sir, not as long as that singing was what the great masses
craved. Songs and more songs were
In short, the picture people are learn- written.
Old songs were revived. Songs
ing what the general public has known
Jeanne Dunn
sings
"I Surrenderin
Dear,"
male
five states arelisteners
ready to
take the next train
for KFI

Emily
KPO, singing "Here
Comes Hardy,
the Sun,"
nice tanis all set for a

EMOTIONS stifled beneath flounces
of crinoline, feminine beauty sprouting its post-war wings (and legs),
mysterious allure wearing a masque of
indifference, — what does it matter what
"IT" is? Let us condemn it, disdain it,
or call it "that something" instead of
"it," — as we may, there "IT" is.
That unmentionable quality which
first showed its shamed face between
the paper covers of the dime novel and
later tried to plant its flaming banner
on the silver screen, has at last come
into its own. As a duck takes to water,
or a collegiate to puns, so eye appeal
has taken to the air.
Movie fans have tired of Clara Bow's
legs and are gazing soulfully into the
mysterious depths of Garbo's eyes.
Movie stars with knock-knees are getting long-term contracts, and publicity
agents are talking about "that something" instead of "it."
But, save your tears! Long skirts may
have shifted the optical focus from up
to down, but they can not conceal the
fact that some women have appeal and

ever since the first radio broadcast.
Voices have more personality than
— o—
legs.
IN the first days of radio, a singer
■ could stand before the microphone
like a dummy, let out a few yowls and
blame it on static. But gradually, as
hook-ups became better and better, the
public got wiser and wiser.
By the time radio pioneers had
worked out a way to make broadcasting pay, it was plainly evident that
they would have to give something
worth being paid for. They could not
lure Mrs. Brown from her kitchen with
a concert by the leader of the Methodist choir, and they could not make the
flappers stay off the streets to listen
to a high school band.

June Pursell, KNX, with her emotional
blues...singing,
her
own
as wellhasas aa personality
masculine fanall list.
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,

ING
S TO

THE

"IT"!
AIR

were born, lived and were slaughtered, mistreated husband who hears her must
died and were sung some more. And feel that she has all the qualities which
would make such a surrender desirable.
the public ate it up.
Like all satiated beings, the public
then became more discriminating. It
was not enough that the singer should
emote in a sweet, unfaltering voice. The
voice had to move you, change you,
make you tremble and resolve to do or
die. The voice had to have personality,
vitality, vim, pep, appeal, "that something" and IT! — o —
WHILE Clara Bow, by undressing
twenty times in one reel, can
sometimes make the public forget that
her voice sounds like a Bowery lament,
radio singers can not get off so easily.
The
girl who
singsthe"I lonely
Surrender"
mightor
be asked
to, but
bachelor

Esrher Ralston gives
beauty
over
KMTR,shetalks
practices
what
preaches,
and . . . well,
judge
for yourself
Marion Clayton puis
a world of feeling in
her dramatic readings at KFWB

"Thein Peanut
Vendor"
popularity
when took
Gay another
Seabrooltjump
started singing it
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The crooner of "Lover Come Back
tostomach
Me" might
a facethe
so homely
his
wouldhaverefuse
food that
came to it, but his voice must have that
yearnful appeal which will incite the
desire for sweet reconciliation in a million feminine breasts.
These stringent demands have developed aclass of entertainers who stand
out for their vital personalities. June
Pursell, Hazel Warner, Dave Percy,
Cookie the Sunshine Girl, Charlie
Wellman — all these and many others
have the vital spark, and each means
a definite personality to radio listeners.
One of the first feminine personalities to gain popularity was the singer
of blues. Headed perhaps by June
Pursell they have multiplied into scores.
Girls with deep voices full of emotion.
Listening to them the disappointed
lover feels that he and they have something in common. They have lived,

they achehave
knowndisillusion.
sorrow and
and sordid
Out heartof it
all they have come, wiser and better.
Women with Character!
For a time the public threatened to
go absolutely maudlin. It wanted its
radio personalities sentimental, homeloving, faithful and true to ideals. It
demanded Mammy and more Mammy.
It kept Sonny Boy up long after he
should have been in bed with all other
good little boys. It wanted singers who
could rave about the "Little Home in
the West" and at the same time have a
sob-in-the-voice over "My Old Ken— o—
Home." Helen
THEN tucky came
Kane, and the
whole line of oop-boop-a-doers, saving us from sobbery. They were charming infants, with cute knees and dim
pled elbows in their voices. They made
(Continued on Page 38)

My

Interview
With

HICKMAN

NICHOLAS B. HARRIS

NICK Harris, detective, has been telling his absorbing
stories to thousands of radio listeners for the past
seven years. Harris tempers his thrilling tales with a kindly,
human interest philosophy that has made him loved and
eagerly listened for by radio fans throughout the West.

We had arranged that young
the
house told
untilhim.
she's heard your talk," Hickmanarated us.should
De Warr
sit facing us so that
Believing that a statement from young the light from the window would fall
Hickman, setting forth his advice to full upon his face, to enable me to
expressions while I reyoung people,
wouldsomehaveof athem
greatfrom
in- study hismained facial
//| ITTLE
MARION
PARKER
in the shadows.
fluence indeterring
might never have been murdered
a
life
of
crime,
De
Warr
urged
Harris
^™ if she and the school teacher who
"An attendant brought Hickman into
allowed her to leave the school grounds to interview Hickman and broadcast the the room and he sat down in the chair
had been schooled in crime prevention; statement over the air as a warning. as we had planned. He was dressed in
and little Marion would be alive today Harris agreed, and it was arranged that a dark, well-fitted suit; his hair was
if William Edward Hickman himself the interview should take place in the carefully brushed and everything about
had been
that to playdeath.
crime's Chief
office.took place, but the his personal
The Jailer's
interview
able. He wasappearance
really quitewasan commendattractive
game
is to taught
court indisputable
made by Hickman to Harris looking youth and on first meeting him
"We are placing too much emphasis statements
were
never
broadcast
over
the
radio.
it
was
hard
to
realize
that
he
was the
upon the capture of criminals and not
enough on straightening the brains of Now for the first time Nick Harris tells arch fiend who had so brutally killed
RADIO DOINGS of this famous inter- Marion Parker.
theThis
criminally
"That Hickman was conscious of his
is the inclined."
opinion of Nick Harris,
view and reveals Hickman's advice to
famed detective, who has been urging the youth of today.
guilt andousnes oapparently
serif his horrible realized
crime wasthe easily
crime prevention measures over the
"De Warr was sitting at his desk and
radio for the past nine years. His mes- I sat opposite him. A large table sep- recognized in his face. He could not
sages are especially directed to young
boys tionandthat through
girls, it pointing
being Harris'
out to contenyoung
and impressionable people the pitfalls
of crime, and how to prevent themselves from being the victims of criminals, he is accomplishing more good
for humanity than by a widespread explanation ofhow best to track down a
criminal after the crime has been committed.
It was his interest in warning young
people of the dangers of crime that led
him to interview William Edward
Hickman on March 15, 1928, while the
fiendish slayer of Marion Parker was
on trial for his life.
Frank De Warr, then County Jailer,
in conversation with Nick Harris one
day during the Hickman trial, told the
detective of the profound influence his
radio talks had had on his daughter, a
high orschool
age. on"If the
she night
is goingof
togirla ofdance
a party
By JAMES WICKIZER

one of your broadcasts, she won't leave
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stand close scrutiny for long. I soon
saw that he was timid and petulant, and
that his occasional hursts of bravado
and sulkiness were only a feehle subterfuge to cover the great fear that was
in his soul.
"I tried
to beattitude
very friendly
formal in my
toward and
him. in-I
told him that I had heard he was sorry
and penitent about the crime, and that
I would like to have him tell me in the
light of his own experiences, what his
advice to young people would be.
"He advising
said he other
had people
not thought
much
about
and doubted
whether they would be interested.
they him,
wouldin view
be andof
that"I aassured
statementhim from
the sensation his crime had created,
might have a far-reaching and beneficial
effect on others who might be inclined
to do wrong as he had done.
"He remained silent for some moments, apparently thinking.
f THEN he said that he believed the
I foremost thing boys and girls
should do was never to doubt God and
that young people should never disobey
their parents. That they should seek the
right kind of associates and pursue
honest employment were the third and
final points of his advice.
"When he had finished I asked him
if he would mind putting these thoughts
in
writing
would
ratherfornot/me. He said: 'No, I
"De Warr, knowing that I wished
to have wariting specimen
handas a mementoof ofHickman's
our interview,
challenged him with: "Well, Eddie, I'll
bet you can't imitate Mr. Harris' handwriting?'
for"This
he wasappealed
proud toof Hickman's
the fact hevanity,
could
imitate with great accuracy the handwriting of most anyone. (In fact his
dexterity with the pen led to his capture. The finger prints taken at the
time of the forgery case led to the
establishing
of Hickman's
identity
through comparison
of other
finger
prints left on the steering wheel of the
'Death Car.')
"Hickman accepted De Warr's challenge.
"I wrote my name on a letter-head
bearing the imprint of the Sheriff's office. When I had finished writing my
name, De Warr handed the paper, together with my pen, over to Hickman.
"In exactly
secondswithtimeuncanny
he reproduced myforty
signature
accuracy. The 'Nick' and the 'B' were
so like my handwriting that I was almost convinced I had written them myThe 'Hairis'
was notHequite
exact aself.copy
of the original.
seemedso
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to lose interest in the contest when he
reached this point and wrote my last
name with haste.
"He seemed
when ofI complimented him on pleased
the excellence
his reproduction. At my request he signed
his name to the sheet of paper, using
these
wishesHickman.
to Mr. Harris.
From words:
William'Best
Edward
Alias
"THE FOX." ' Then below he wrote
the Greek letters for the word Death.
This was the word he used in signing
all
of his death notes to Marion Parker's
father.
"As the attendant returned and Hick
man arose to go back to his cell, I
thanked him for the interview and
wished him luck. At the word 'luck' he
winced and a strange expression came
over his eyes. We shook hands — he
had very strong hands — and departed.
"Here certainly, I believe, was one
young man with a dwarfed brain, who,
despite all of his bravado and outward
sang froid, really paid the penalty of
a life of crime. A brilliant student and

This isself,thewrittenhandwriting
Hickmancounty
himin the Los ofAngeles
jail on jail stationery. The signature at
the top is that of Nicholas B. Harris. The
next
signature
forgery made
in exactly
fortyis Hickman's
seconds. Hickman
then
signed his
his mysterious
name, his alias
Greek"ThemarkFox," and
a hard working and ambitious youth,
he was defeated and his downfall
brought about through failure to associate with the right kind of people. His
first wrong step shattered his moral
* * his mind."
equilibrium and * distorted
Like many another famed detective.
Nick Harris entered upon a career of
super-sleuthing through the newspaper
route. The youngest son of Charles H.
Harris, founder of the Chicago Daily
News, he decided, at the age of nineteen, to follow in his father's footsteps.
Thereupon
he leftCalif.,
his mother's
ranch at Covina,
where theyorange
had
moved from Chicago in 1897, and went
to work on Warren Wilson's Los Angeles Daily Journal as a police reporter.
A few years later found him on the
staff of Edwin(?{ext
WylicPage)
Scripp's Los An-

geles Record. Then young Harris was
assigned to the Sowards murder mystery, one of the most baffling crimes in
the annals of Los Angeles police.
Single-handed, Harris uncovered the
identity ot the murderer. *'It was
mostly
luck," Harris
contends,of but
who remember
something
the those
case
and know Harris will tell you that it
was his remarkable intuition, clear
reasoning and quick correlation of clews
that made it possible for him to score a
"beat"
the experienced
forces of
the Los over
Angeles
police department.
Captain British, in charge of the police detective bureau, was so enthusiastic about Harris' work that he urged
him to join the police detectives. "He
appealed to my vanity," Harris says.
"He told me I was cut out to be a
great
Afterdetective."
two years with the Los Angeles
police he suddenly realized that crime
prevention was of greater value to humanity than crime detection.
"I
decided
exert allthan
my energy
prevent crimeto rather
to bringto
criminals
to
justice.
The
punished
inal does not restore the victim tocrimlife
or With
happiness."
crime prevention uppermost in
his mind,
left the
policedetective
department and Harris
established
his own
organization. Through his operatives,
the use
of patrols,
burglar
alarms,
police whistles
and other
devices
he has
aided materially in checking crime.
NICK HARRIS'
contact
with hundreds of thousands
of radio
fans
through
his
semi-weekly
broadcasts
over
KFI and KECA was another accident.
It happened this way:
About nine years ago, when radio
was in its swaddling clothes, Harris was
selected as program chairman for a
meeting of the Los Angeles Ad Club.
Radio was a sensation at that time; it
was a miracle. A broadcasting studio
was considered as a sort of Mephistophelian laboratory. Radio stars were
considered as something mysterious.
They never made personal appearances.
Using "An Afternoon In a Radio
Station" enlisted
as the theme
Harris
the aidforofhisDr.program,
Ralph
L. Powers, director of KFI, then owned
by the Examiner, and decided to show
Ad Club members something of radio
studio routine. Madalyn Harding, the
Original Radio
the star the
attraction. Nick Girl,
Harriswasconcluded
program by telling a detective story.
This story made such a hit with the

audience that Miss Harding and Dr.
Powers insisted that Harris repeat it
over KFI. He did so. It was a radio
sensation. Fan mail poured into the
KFI risstudios
detective demanding
stories. more Nick HarThat was nine years ago. Now he
tells his stories of famous crimes, and
warns would-be criminals against the
pitfalls of crime, twice each week via
the air.

"Your broadcast last night was like
a voice from Heaven," the telegram
stated. "Can it be that this boy is our
son? Please send us more complete details and wired
description."
Harris
the Kansas hospital for
more details. Three days later the father
and mother left Texas for Kansas, and
returned with their son whom they had
not seen for twelve years.
During the early years of the detective story broadcasts Harris received
numerous crank letters. But during the
MOST of his stories deal with his own last five or six years this type of communication has been on the wane.
experiences, or those of his associates and friends. He has a collection of
His last letter of criticism was from
between 600 and 700 of these stones
filed in his desk drawer. They are great, a mother who complained that Harris'
human documents that tell of the folly grewsome stories, despite their moral
lessons, were having a harmful affect
of crime
An average of from 500 to 1500 fan on her small son. After listening to
of Nick Harris' stories of crime and
letters reach Nick Harris' desk each one
her boy became excited, nerweek. They come from all parts of the its folly,
vous and restless. He could not sleep,
country;tralia andfrom
Canada,
Mexico,
Ausbut
tossed
and tumbled half the night.
New Zealand. The record
Harris open and close his
receipt. of fan mail occurred in 1929 Couldn't
broadcast with soft, lulling music? the
when Harris first started distributing sleep.
mother asked. This would soothe little
his famous police whistles. In two
Johnny's
mind and allow him to go to
months' time he received more than
23,000 letters.
To
date
he
has
distributed some 60,000 whistles.
This Harris did, and now all his programs open with music and close with
Many of his letters now merely state
the playing of that still-popular tune,
how much his stories have been en- "Sleep."
joyed or are requests for his picture (he
Cranks ask Harris to investigate their
tells them over the radio that his autoneighbors (There's something
graphed picture, when placed in the cel- next-door
lar, or garage, is an excellent means of mysterious going on there) ; they tell
him about corruption in city affairs,
scaring away the rats.) A large num- about
vice and graft, and they ask him
ber, however, are from heart-broken
parents asking him to help locate their to do something about high taxes.
missing boys or girls, or for advice in
"All these sort of requests," said
dealing with a child with criminal Harris,
Brother
seems I
tendencies.
to have "Itheignore.
situation
well Shuler
in hand.
About
a yearsomeagoof Nick
cided to read
these Harris
letters de-as refer all these freaks to him."
a feature of his broadcasts. He announced that he would select thirteen
of the letters at random from the large
"See - Sul" and Sally
bin in which they were placed.
(Continued from Page 9)
By some rare twist of fate the thirteenth and last letter was from a disabled war veteran confined to a hospital
manynot reports,
in Kansas, who, since his return from £ Contrary
and Johnnieto are
engaged,Helen
and
France,
had
failed
to
locate
his
parno
intention
of
being.
They
don't
ents and had no friends. If his letter have
even consider themselves going together.
should by some chance be chosen It is merely a brother-and-sister friendamong the thirteen, he wrote, he would
partnership all
be convinced that his luck had changed. around.ship, andOfprofessional
course, they are fond of
each other. Helen fusses around like a
mother, whenever she thinks Johnnie is
UPON his arrival at his office on the in danger of catching cold. She worries
following morning Harris found a
when he
telegram awaiting him. It was from a about
which him
is seldom,
and doesn't
makes feel
sure well,
that
family in Texas. They had failed to find he eats the right things.
their son, and were convinced that he
But the biggest joy of their lives is
was killed in France, a statement veri"The Funniest Thing."
fied by official reports.
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SEMOR
RADIO'S
Again

SIPER-HETEROIIYXE
(Ptiodynatron )
MOST
OUTSTANDING
SET
Crosley Leads the Field !
A few of the features making this
set the largest $ Dollar for Dollar $
value on the market today !
(Pliodynatron) Oscillator, Four
screen grid tubes, full dynamic
speaker, static and tone control, localdistance switch.

Words cannot convey the richness,
the beauty of cabinet design. See
them at your nearest authorized dealer to appreciate their superiority.
Complete with Tube.
Other Models Froi
$39.75 to $196.50
Telephone us for your nearest Crosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

KilBi! L b aveNSCROn
121-131 Ninth Street
13: ■139 West 17tii Street
SAN F RAN CISCO
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios
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By K. G. ORMISTON
K. G. ORMISTON

w is schedpowwo
Apriluled14th
before athe
Federal
Radio
Commission on the high-power
on.
s
er
situati Examin Yost suggest that
KOA and KPO be allowed 50,000 watts
power, along with six other stations
d over the country. It is expectscattere
ed that some
of the other brothers will
raise objections, as they may not be satisfied with 25,000 watt assignments suggested for them after they had their
hearts set on 50,000. KSL and KGO are
the two Western stations who asked for
50,000 and may draw only 25,000.
ON

but to the sponsor of the program
Write to the head office of the company that is spending real money in an
effort to gain your good will via radio,
and tell them they are doing just the
opposite. Tell them that you resent the
amount or nature of advertising used in
their program, and that instead of leaving you in an appreciative frame of
mind with nothing but good will for
them and their product, the program
makes you mad. And that until it is
done in better style, you are most certainly notIfgoing
to buy will
the do
company's
products.
everybody
this, it
is certain that things will happen pretty
fast in rectifying an irksome situation.
And then to be consistent, patronize
the companies whose programs please
you. Give them the preference over concerns and products not advertised by
radio.

It exercised this right in the case of
KFKB, Milford, Kansas, and the Court
of Appeals upheld the decision. With
the basic soundness of their attitude established bythe higher court, the commissioners will, no doubt, apply the
"yardstick" which the law gives them to
other cases wherein it appears that a staoperated
for the private and selfishtion isinterests
of individuals.

£ DX
will remember
hearing
WTICfansrunning
late test programs
on WEAF's channel last month. Possibly they wondered at the time what
£ The public seems to agree generally
WTIC
was doing on 660 kilocycles, inthat advertising on the radio is overstead of their own 1060 kilocycle chandone. Sometimes listeners get quite rabid
nel.
The
tests were in connection with
about it and write letters to Radio
some synchronization experiments which
Doings, to the broadcast stations, and
have resulted in regular synchronized
even to that august body, the Federal
service between stations WEAF, WTIC,
Radio Commission. None of which does
WJZ and WBAL. WTIC and WBAL
a darned bit of good.
have long quarreled with the commission
Ellis Yost
After years and years of concentra- ^ Chief Examiner
mended to the Federal
Radio recomCom- for forcing them to share time on one
mission that station KTNT, Muscatine, channel, and have been endeavoring to
tion,
I've
figured
out
a
way
to
get
action
on this question. Prof. Lucifer G. Butts Iowa, owned by Norman Baker, be de- work out a plan which would result in
worked out the mechanics of the idea.
license renewal, on the ground that each station enjoying full time privileges.
I believe in giving credit where credit Baker niedoperates
the station as an adjunct At present, WTIC operates simultaneis due.
ously with WEAF on 660 Kc. on Tuesto his personal business and that it thereThursday and Saturday, while
fore fails to serve the public interest, WBALday,holds
forth in 1060. WBAL
Here it is in a nutshell — When you convenience
or necessity.
hear an otherwise enjoyable radio prooperates simultaneously with WJZ on
While the Commission has no powers Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights,
gram ruined by the zeal of an advertising expert, take your pen in hand and of censorship, it has found that under while WTIC keeps things hot on the old
write a letter. Not to the radio station, the law it may refuse license to any sta- common property channel. And now
or the commission, or the radio supertion which does not meet the test pre- everybody is happy, providing the synvisor, or your favorite radio magazine,
chronization works out alright.
scribed in the "public interest" clause.
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that he won the marbles last time. And
then Jack Whitley of San Diego contributed alog of 78 DX stations and
40 "locals."
If Jack
a bit notations,
less careless in his listings
and was
program
he would bring home the bacon often.
He used a Majestic super.

The DX Contest
^ Logs-logs-logs!
with pencil,
with ink, withWritten
typewriter.
Made
with all kinds of sets in all kinds of locations. Everybody frantically searching
the ether at the same time for more and
better radio stations, big and little.
That's
the storyheldof March
the Radio
Doings8
DX Contest,
14 from
o'clock
in the evening
the morning.
The ideauntilwas1 o'clock
to log inas
many stations as possible during five
hours, being careful to note down some
material that could be used for verification.
^ The nertask
picking isthenotprise
in DXof contests
an wineasy
one. A lot of careful study is necessary'
to weigh the relative merit of the logs.
If the longest list won, t'would be easy,
but many other things must be considered. For example, many logs are disqualified because the notation after a
station is too vague and impossible of
verification, such as "dance music" or
"speech."
The thecontestant
bear
in mind that
material should
noted must
be such that it would be sufficient to
send in to the station in order to obtain
verification of reception.
A The grand prize was awarded to
W. E. R. Crawford, 144 East Elm,
Fullerton, Calif. His log contained 68
stations, without counting any locals.
Everything was properly listed, and for
good measure the log was signed by three
witnesses. Mr. Crawford used a Majestic, with a ground rod and good outdoor
antenna. He says the static and electrical interference were such that it was
not exactly an A-l night for DX.
Nearly all of the contestants complained
of this condition. Mr. Crawford adds
that he heard two of the Japanese stations at about 12:30 a. m., but did not
log them as nothing was recognizable.
Space prevents printing Mr. Crawlog in the
full.callWeletters
will oftherefore simplyford'sgive
the
stations logged in the five hours of the
contest :
WKBW, WOAI, WBT, WTAM,
KTHS, KYW, WOC-WHO, KDKA,
XED, KJR, KGHL, WHAS, KWKH,
XFX, WCCO, WGN, WLW, KPO,
WMAQ, WEAF, WSM, WFLA,
KFSD, KHQ, KTAR, KTAB, KFYR,
KGO, KOA, WFAA, WENR, KFKA,
KROW, KOIN, KVOO, WO WO,
WCAU, KEX, KYA, KTBR, KFBK.
KTFI, KGB, KFPY, KLO, KGA,
WOW, WDAF, CMK, KVI, WBBM,
WABC, KLX, XES, KFXF, KOL,
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Kenneth Ormis+on awarding DX prize to
W. E. R. Crawford

£ The
longest
list of Mac
all came
from1425
the
greatest
distance.
Plung,
Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New
York, sent in a log of 143 stations. He
used a Zenith at his home address. Mr.
Plung did not list his verification information properly, using such brief bits
as "man speaking," or "orchestra." We
were very interested in his log, howparticularlyHehislisted
reception
from
Westernever,stations.
KFI, KFSD,
KNX, KPO, KGA, KSL.

£ The fordprize
to Mr.
was oneawarded
of the new
9-tubeCrawAngelus Superheterodyne receivers, manufactured by Davison-Haynes Manufacturing Company, of Los Angeles, and
£ W.
H.
Nicholson,
Beverly
Hills,
given
as
a prize through the courtesy
who won the last Radio Doings of the manufacturer.
It is a real super,
Contest, submitted a great log of 1 1 7 licensed by R.C.A., and delivering bigstations, including locals, acquired on set performance despite its compactness.
his Westinghouse super, but we did not We are sure the Angelus will add many
consider his entry because of the fact
stations to Mr. Crawford's log.
WMBD, KGKY, KOMO, XEG, KPCB,
CFAC, KMMJ, KFQU, KRLD, KGCX,
KFXM, KJBS.

Kound - the -World DX Club
EDWARD ROTH, President
THE Round-the-World DX Club has and short wave DX reception is possible. A short wave receiver can be
' nowitscompleted
first six
since
origination.the The
firstmonths
three put together in a few hours at a nominal
cost
and the results will more than
months were spent in organizing the
club, electing officers, drawing up the repay the DX fan who has initiative to
build one. Several very efficient sets
Charter, By-Laws and Constitution.
Members living in Los Angeles pay can be purchased reasonably.
fifty cents each, monthly dues. MemThe Club's
bers living outside of Los Angeles Ormiston,
will technical
help you advisor,
straightenK. outG.
any
difficulty
that
may
arise
in hooking
countyberspay
$1.00
a
year.
Foreign
memare not required to pay dues.
Entrance fee is $1.00. R. E. Doman up the S.W. received. Write him.
are approximately
twenty-five
now holds the position of correspond- S.W.ThereBroadcasters
in the United
States
ing secretary.
and
many
of
these
can
be
heard
the
The past three months have seen average S.W. receiver. The betteron sets
much activity in DX work by the club will bring in many foreigners, but bemembers. Three DX parties were held.
fore al this can be accomplished, the
S.W. fan will have many things to
One
was held
at Chula
Vista,attheWm.otherMacDonald's
two were learn.
Many things have to be taken
The two most imheld at L. who
J. Wright's
Members
had neverhomehad attheLomita.
thrill into consideration.
in time, extreme
of
the Japanese,
Australiana patience porintant are differences
tuning
and
and hearing
New Zealand
stations received
to find stations. If theknowing
fan willwhere
take
time to master the code with a
"treat" at these parties when these sta- the
fair
degree
of
speed
and
accuracy,
he
tions came in with a "bang."
will
considerable
from get
his S.W.
Receiver more
for thepleasure
air is
^| most
The summer
arc newDX .ilis full of "brass pounders" and they have
upon us months
and though
of news shooting back and
a little hard, some foreign stations, as plenty
a rule, can be heard on summer nights forth to one another.

HOT
▼TTTVVTTVTTTTTTTTT
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Tune in to these Programs and you can't go
far wrong. The program editors of RADIO
DOINGS have classified these programs as
among the best and most prominent features
on the air. They are arranged hour by hour
throughout the day for your convenience.

:00 PM:00 PM:30 PM-

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Daily Tips
•The Eye
:<K> AM- -Andy and Chestei
Openers." KHTR
:0O AH- -Ken
and
Organ.NilesKHJ"News Uriel's" ang.
SharpiesSun.)
and KNN
His
:00 A.M- -ltill
(Including
i ood
Murray's (Ex.
Holl> Hon.)
:00 A>I- -Tom
Hill Billies.
KHTR
-Cuckoo
Club.
KTAB
-Sunrise
Serenailers.
KGO
KOHO. (NBC.)
-Mae's
Cow
Hollow
Symphony
::{0 AMand KHQ
Don. the
:45 A.M- -Van
lessors.
KOHOTwo KGPro-W
KPO
(NBC.)KFI KFSIJ KTAB KOA
-Shell
with KOMO
Hugh
BarrettHappytime
Dobbs. KH((
K«;\V KI'O KFI KSI.. (NBC.)
-:ii<i \ m- -Hallelujah Hour. KHJ.
>::!() AM- -Cross-Cuts of the Hay. KGO
and White, two piano
s::!l) AH- -Blaek
team. KFWB
Mammy KGER
Jinny anil
S::tO A H- -Happy
the Doughboys.
Lumberjacks.
KGO
11:00 AM- -Vermont
KHQ KOMO KGW KECA.
(NBC.)
the Mystic. KGER
IM)0 A M- -Zoro,
Beeital by Harold
0:15 \>I- -Organ
Curtis. KMTR
»::!0 AM- -Bob,
KNPC Bunny and Junior.
III AM- -l.ani
Melntyre's Harmony
Ha waiians
-American
School of the Air.
\M- KOL
KOH. KFPY
(< Its. ) KFBC KLZ
12:15 PM- -Andy ber and
Jacks. His
KMTROregon LumAlbright'sKNXreading of
1 :30 PM- ■Eddie
Kate Fiction.
Go Lucky Hour.
2:00 PM- -Happy
KFRC KHJ
2::!0 i'M- -Organ
KFSD Concert. (Fx. Hon.)
2:30 PM4:(M) PM- -Editorial Revue. KFI K EC A
-Znndra. KTM
4:(H>
»:ir, I'HPM- -Kig Brother Ken. ((Ex.
i: Sat.)
Sat. I
4:47, PMr,:(HI PM- -Big Brother Ken's Club lor
Kiddies.
-Em
and K\Tim.\ KI'O
KGER
5:00 PM- -Adventures
of Black and
5:13 PM- Blue. KFRC KHJ
Boys. KMTR
8:00 PM- -The BanjoTourtelotte
noted
0:00 PM- -Wesle}
organist. K N X
-Ethiopian
Oriental
Supper
6:30 PM- ( lub. KMTR
«;: !.-, PM- •Henri Starr. KI'O

I'M — Frank Watanahe. KNX
i I'M — Amos 'n' Andy. KGO KH((
KOMO
(NBC.) KGW KECA KFSD.
I'M — KTM Ranch Boys. KTM
i 1\M — The Ghost House. KFOX
I'M — Beverly
Hill Billies. (Fx.
Mon.) KMPC
I'M — Abe Lyman. KHTR
i PM — Tom
Wash." Breneman's
(Fx. Fri. "Tom
Sun. andat
10:15). Arnheim.
KNX
i I'M — tills
(
Tues.
at
10:30) KFWB
I'M — atBiltmore
Hotel
Orch.
(Hon.
10:ir» PM.)
, PM — Arizona
Wed.-Fri. atWranglers.
0:15.) KNX. (Ex.
i I'M — Fditorial
KFI KECAReview. (Fx. Sat.)
i I'M — Vic Meyer's
Seat le. (Ex. Orch.
Sun.KG A&fromKGEB
Hon.)
KI'O K KYOS
KEX
JR. (UBC.)
I PM — Franeis
Laughner-Harris, Hotel St.
KGW KFI.Danee(NBC.)Orch. KGO
) PM — Kav
theMon.)
"And KMPC
How"
Boy. Howell,
(10:150
) I'M — Jimmie
Kendirieks
Night
Owls. KTAB
) Midnight — Phantom of the Organ.
-Bill
By the Week
SUNDAY and His Gang.
Sharpies
-Speci
KNX
il Popular Symphony Con8:30 AM- (NBC) KGO KECA KOMO KFSD
Popular
bySymphony
ErnoBroadcast.
Rapee.Concerts,
KECA
8:30 AM— directed
International
KLZ
KOH.
(CBS)
9:00 AM— Concert Ensemble and Soloist.
KGFJ
11:00 AM— Chapel of Memories. KFRC
11:00
Yorkphony Orch.Philharmonic
[2:15 AM
PM —— New
(DirectedKMJ bySymArturo
KHJ
KFRC Toscanini)
KL KOH. (CBS)
Opera Program.
KTAB
Philadelphia
Orch.
1:30 PM
PM—— Grand
(Aprilstations.
5th only.)Symphony
KFI and other
2:00
NBC
Professor
Lindsley
in
dramatic
readings.
KHJ Detective stories
3:00 PM— Nick
Harris
5:00 PM — KECA
Collier's Radio Hour. KHQ
5:15 PM— Ko.Mi i KGW KI'O KFI (NBC)
6:00 PM—
: mi a m

r— Royal
KOM(
.Jesse

Hi Hour. KHQ
KFI (NBC)
KOL KFPY

8:30 PM8:30 PM-

L 1 : 3 0 AM1:30 PM-

the

Best

The Day and
(CBS)
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
-Burr Mcintosh. "Cheerful Philosopher." KFWB
-The
Church.Rev.KNXAked of All Souls
-Album
of
Familiar
Noreen Gamill's
intimateFaces.
sketches.
KYA
KGB (UBC)
-Arizona Wranglers. KNX
-Sunday
at Seth KFSD
Parker's. KTAR
KGO
KGW
(NBC) KECA
-Imperial Grand Orch. directed
-Ab.
by
(UBC)Henri
KGA
KJR Damski.
KFWB KI'Q
KGB KVOS
KTM
ith KE 1 ll'eh.
>f th<
iph
-Hallelujah
Quai
-Chase & Sanborn KH.
Program.
KGO KHQKSL KOA.
KOMO (NBC)
KFI KFSD
KTAR
-Calmon
Luboviski, pianist.
violinist Benand
Claire Mellonino,
-Beverly
Hill Billies. KMPC KNX
-Schonberger
String
Trio
and
KFI Concert Artists. KFI
MONDAY
-Charlie Wellman. KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD
KTAR. (NBC)
-American School of the Air.
KOL KFPY
(CBS)Air.
-Pacific
Coast KHJ
SchoolKLZ.of the
KGO
W KI'O
KECA KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR. KG(NBC)
F.(NBC)
S. C. Lectures.
KMPC
-Mormon
Tabernacle
Choir. KGW
KGO
KOMO KI'O
KFSD KTAR
K
F
Phil
Cook,
the
Quaker
Man.
KGO
KHQ
KFSDThree
KFI. KOMO
(NBC) KGW KECA
-The
KOIN
KDY
-Spanish
(CBS) KF

4:30 PM6:00 PM6: 30 PMKHQ
Rochesi I (NBC)
7:00 PM- KTAR.
-Guy
Lombardo's Orch. KHJ
KOL
KFPY
KDYL KLZKOINKOH. KFRC
(CBS)
-Don
Amaizo.
KOL KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ.
(CBS)
-Empire
Builders. KECA
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO KGW
:30 PM- KTAR.
(NBC)
:30 PM- -Blue Monday Jamboree. KFRC
KHJ Kramarenko and his
8:00 PM- -Boris
Manchurian
Orch. KMKPQED KVOF
KGA
KXL KORI5
KYA
8:30 PMPlay
by Nordstrom.
David Hartford
and
Frances
KMTR
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTAR.KOMO(NBC) KGW KFI
U.PaulS. C.Roberts,
Lectures. KMPC
Schonberger Trio.tenor,KFI and the
'erris,
the PriVagabond
lirector and
ir M
10:00 I'M — T
Bluoblowers.
»DR.A A (UBC)
YKJR KEX KPQ
KXI.
11:30 AM-

of the(CBS)
Air.
('School
KLZ KOH

4:30
4 :00 PMI'MRADIO DOINGS
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TIPS
Programs

of

For a list of the stations and where to find them
on your radio see the following page.

the Week
-Paul
Whiteman's KGO
Paint KHg
Men
from
KOMO Chicago.
KGW KECA KFSD
KTAR.
(NBC)
-Old
Readings
with Gold
Lorna Character
Fantin. KFBK
KOL
KLZ
KYI
KFI'V
KOIX
KFRC
KHJ KDYL (CBS)
6:00 P.M- -Peggy Hamilton. "The Romance of Fashion." KFWB
Wonder Bakers. KGO
6:30 PM- -Happy
KHg
(NBC) KOMO KGW KECA.
6: 30 PJI- -Harold
Spaulding.
and
Purcell
Mayer Stringtenor
Quintet.
KF1
7:00 PM- -Graybar's
and KH.I
Mrs. KDYL
KOL
KFI'V
KOIXMr.
KFKC
KLZ KOH.
(CBS)
Hour
and
Prior
Moore
7:00 PM- -Drama
Orch. KECA
ConcertKFWB
Orch. Lewis
7:05 PM- -KFWB
Meehan, tenor.
7:30 PM- -Paramount-Publix
Radio
Playhouse.
KNX
KM.T
KOL
KOIX
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH.
(CBS)
-Composer's
Hour. KORE
KPQ KYOS
KG.\
KJR KZL
KYA KGER
KGR. (UBC)KM ED
8:15 PM- -Memory
Lane.
KGO
KFSD KTAR. (NBC) KHQ KFI
8:15 Pir- -Arthur
Prior's
Military
Band.
KOL
KFPYCremo
KHJ KDY
KLZ
KOHKOIX KFRC
8:15 PM- -Spanish
QuintetKECAand Luis Alyarez, tenor.
directed bv Meredith
8:30 PM- -Concert,
Willson. KFRC
-The
Lion
Tamers. KYOS
KNX KEX
8:30
PMPeriod.
8:30 PM- -Drama
KORE
(UBC) KM ED KGER KGB.
8:45 PM- -"D-17,
JamesKFI Knight
Carden Emperor."
and Players.
Frolic
with
Anson
9:00 PM- -Florsheim
Weeks
and
Orch.
KGO KTAR.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFSD
(NBC)
9:00 PM- -"Tapestries of Lif KHJ
Georgia
9:00 PM- -KNX
Fifield.Players,
KNX dir
9:15 PM- -Tapestries of Life. KHJ
9:30 PM- -Master Merrymakers. KM PC
9:30 PM- -The Trojan Trio and the
"Piano Twins." KXX
9:00 PM- -Main
Boxing KFWB
bout from Olympic
Auditorium.
9:30 PM- -The
Hill
Billy
KFSD KTAR KOABoys.and KECA
KGO
(9:45) (NBC)
-National
KOA KGW.Concert
(NBC) Orch. KOO
WEDNESDAY
8:00 AM- -Los Angeles Breakfast Club
program Wellman. Prince of
10:00 AM- -Charlie
Pep. KGO
KGW
KECA
KFSDKHQKTAR.KOMO
11:30 AM- -American
of (NBC)
the(CBS)
Air.
KM.I KFRC School
KLZ KOH.
1 :00 PM- -Eastern
Orch.
KOO KOMOSchoolKGWSymphony
KECA KTAR
KE
l-'SI
3:00 PM- course.) K KM
XI :
PC
5:00 PM- -Bobby
Jones,
golfKECA
chat. KFSD
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
KTAR. (NBC)
-Radiotron
Varieties.
Bugs
Bear, master of ceremonies.
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."i ::?<> I'.M6:00 PM6:30 PM7:30 PM7:30 PM8:00 PM8:00 PM8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15

PMPMPMPM-

9:30
PM9:30 PM9:45 PM-

11:30 AM—
4:00 PM4:30 PM5:00 PM6:00 PM6:00 PM6:15 PM6:30 PM6:30 PM7:00 PM7:30 PM7:30 PM7:30 PM7:30 PM8:00 PM8:00 PM-

-Gold Medal Fa!
KFPY"KOH.
KOIX (CBiK I
KLZ

KECA
Is. KHJ
it.KDYL
KOL

String Orch..
.•KHQ
iHour.
X BO ) KOMO
KFRC
KMJ KLZ.
-Long Beach Ml mieipal
KJR Band.
REX
KPQ
KYOS KORK( A3 KMED
KT.M KGB
KYA
KGER.
(UBC)
KNX
Roberts. Pleasure
KTA I ! H(
-Camel
KHQ
KTAR. KOMO
(NBC) K( KF
-Arthur
Pryor's
Cremo
Band.
KMJ
KFBK
KOL KOH.
KFPY (CBS)
KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KLZ
-Xoreen miliar
Gamill's
Album
of
FaKTM KGER.Faces. KPQ
(UBC) KYOS KGA
-Paul
Roberts
and
Schonberger
Trio. KECA
-Small Black Revue. KFRC KHJ
-"Soupter. toKXX Nuts" with Jack Car-U.
S. C. Lectures. KMPC
-Robert
KFRC Olsen Song Recital.
-NBC Drama Hour. KGO. (NBC)
-"The Show's
KfU
-Bobbv
Jones The
Golf Thing."
Chat. KGO
KHQ KGW American
KECA KFSDArt KTAR
-Russian
Cl'ih
Orch. KNX
THURSDAY
-Standard
Broadcast.
KGO
KHQ School
KOMO
KFI KFSD.
(NBC) KGW KPO
-American
School
of
the Air.
KFRC KDYL
KOH.and(CBS)
-Morton
Downey
Rich and Orch. KFRC Freddie
KOH.
-Phil
Cook.
KGOKFSD
KHQ KTAR.
KOMO
KGW
KFI
(NBC)
-Rudy
KGO- 1 •- < ■KHQ
1 1(NBC)KOMO
KGW HYallee.
KECA KTAR.
KH.I KDYLHouse
KLZ.Ensemble
ICRS)
-Maxwell
KHQ
KOMO (NBC)
KGW
KFSD KTAR.
Haywire
icky
KGO Strike
KHQ
(XBC)
Hour.
KGO
-CFI. (XBC)
ncert Orch.
Program,
KFRC Snapshots ai id- Study in
-Screen
Blue. KOER
-Ja«*k
KOL. Dennv
(CBS) and Hi.« Orch. KHJ
-French Miniatures. KPO KYOS
KGA KJ KGB.
R K ECA
KFWB
(UBC)K M El ' K 5 A
-Philco Symphony Concert. KXX

ii and Claire
KXX
den and PlayHartford and
m.ie WMTR
with Gus
)KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KSL

8:30
I'M
:45 PM—
:45 PM:00
.-•m.i PMI'M — Folgeria.
KOIN
KOH. KFR
(CBS)
:00
PM
—
Tone
KGER
:30 PM — Yignettes
in Symphony.
KHJ
KFRC Paintings.
:30
I'M
—
Master
Merrymakers.
:30 PM— Tone Paintings. KPQKMPCKYOS
KFWB
(UBC)KMED KY'Q
KJR KXLKGR.KORE
:30 PM — KFI Symphonet. KFI
FRIDAY
:00 AM— Charlie
KOMO
K(W
KTAR. (NBC)
30 AM — American
of the Air.
KFRC KLZ School
KOH. (CBS)
00 Noon Gene Byrnes. KXX
00 PM — Curtis
Institute
of Music.
KFRC KLZ KOH. (CBS)
00 PM — Light Opera Gems. KLZ KOH.
(in PM- joi
:CFamily.
KOH. (CBS)
PM — Ma C
KGO
KGW KECA.
HW
K( NB
KOM(
)
:30 PM— Phil
Cooke.
The Quaker
Man.
KGO
KHQ KOMO
KFSD
(NBC) KGW KFI
(NBC) KTAR.
:00 PM — -"The
Cities
Service
Concert
Orch.
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KECA.
: 00 PM— Interwoven
KGO KTAR.
KHQ
Rich' KGW Pair.
(NBC)
KOMO
KFI KFSD
:30 PM— -Knigl
Armour
Program.
KGO
KOMO KGW KFI. (NBC) KHQ
:30 PM — Spanish Quintet with Luis AlKXX

Th

of Optimistic
Cremo
Military
CM.
I KOL
CHJ
KDYL KFPY
KLZ
KOH. (C
'd Melodies.
KGO
:30 PM— S.KTAR.
& W. :
CGW KFI KFSD
KHQ K( (
:30 PM — Romanelli
King KLZ
Edward Orch. andfrom His
Toronto.
:30 PM — Harrison
Hargraves
Detective
Stories. KYOS KLZ KORE
KMED KYA KFWB KGB.
( UBC ) of Color. Max Dolin. vio;00 I'M — House
KFI. i linist.
XBC)KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
(in PM — Sunkist
KFRC KH.I Musical
KOL KYI.Cocktails.
(CBS)
:30PM— KFWB
Ad LibKGER
Revue.
KGB.KXL
(UBC)KMED
:30 PM — Jimmie
BitticU's
Town House
Orch. KFRC
KHJ Page)
(Continued
on Xext

The

80

Heard

Most
by

Popular

Western

Stations

Listeners

Here's your Station as it appears on the dial. By locating one station
on your radio, you can easily find the others.
WESTERN
CENTRAL
KMJ— Fresno, Calif.
KMO— Tacoma, Wash.
KMOX— St. Louis, Mo.
KDB— Santa Barbara, Calif.
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif.
KRLD— Dallas, Texas
KECA — Los Angeles
KMTR — Hollywood
KWK — St. Louis, Mo.
KELW— Burbank, Calif.
KNX—
Hollywood
KWKHShreveport, La.
KEX— Portland, Ore.
KYW— Chicago
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore.
KFBK — Sacramento, Calif.
KOIN— Portland, Ore.
WCCO — Chicago
Minneapolis, Minn.
KFI — Los Angeles
WCHI—
KOL— Seattle, Wash.
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif.
WENR— Chicago
KOMO— Seattle, Wash.
KFPY— Spokane, Wash.
KPO — San Francisco
WFAA— Chicago
Dallas, Texas
KFRC — San Francisco
WGN—
KPSN— Pasadena, Calif.
KFSD— San Diego, Calif.
WHASLouisville, Ky.
KQW— San Jose, Calif.
KFSG — Los Angeles
KREG— Santa Ana, Calif.
WHO— Des Moines, la.
KFVD— Culver City, Calif.
KROW— Oakland, Calif.
WJR— Detroit,
Mich.
KFWB — Hollywood.
KTAB — San Francisco
WMAQ—
Chicago
KFWI — San Francisco
KTBI— Los Angeles
WOC— Davenport, la.
KFXM— San Bernardino, Calif.
KTM— Los Angeles
WOWO-Ft. Wayne, Ind.
KGA— Spokane, Wash.
KVI— Tacoma, Wash.
EASTERN
KGB— San Diego, Calif.
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KGEF — Los Angeles.
KXL— Portland, Ore.
KDKA—
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
KYA — San Francisco
KGFJ — Los Angeles
WABC— New York City
KGO — San Francisco
MOUNTAIN
WBT— Charlotte, N. C.
KGW— Portland, Ore.
WCAU— Philadelphia, Pa.
KDYL— Salt Lake City, Utah
KHJ — Los Angeles
WJZ— New York City
KLO — Ogden, Utah
KHQ— Spokane, Wash.
WLW—
Cincinnati, O.
KOA — Denver, Colo.
KJBS— San Francisco
WOR—
Newark, N. J.
KOB— State College, N.M.
KJR— Seattle, Wash.
WSB— Atlanta, Ga.
KSL— Salt Lake City
KLX— Oakland, Calif.
WTAM— Cleveland, O.
KTAR— Phoenix, Ariz.
KMCS -Hollywood
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Organ Concerts
National Broadcasting
(Sun.) KGO ('<>.
KECA-10:15KOA.PM. Paul Carson, Organist.
11: 30 AM. Organ Recital. (Ex. Sun. and Mon.)
Colombia Broadcasting System- 7 00 PM. Jesse Crawford.
Royal's Poet KH.Iof KF11C.
the organ(Sun.over
KOL KOIN
only.)KDYL
12:30KI.ZPM. KFI'Y
Ann Leaf. (Mon.) KOI.
KOIN
KDYL. KLZ KOH.
6:00KOLPM.KOIN
Gold KH.I
MedalKFRC
Fast KFBK.
Freight (W.-d.)
Program. KLZ KM. J
1:00KDYL
PM. Ann
Leaf at the Organ. KLZ KOL KFRO KH.I
'M. KOH. (Sat.) from the Egyptian Theatre.
PM
KMTH
AM. H;Ol
. Organ. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
from Balboa Park. (Ex. Mo
KFSDKFI- 10:00 PM. Edwin H. Lemare. organist. (Tues.)
KMI'C — 10:30 AM. Organ Recital. (Sun.)
KTH — 8:309:30PM.PM.Organ
Recital. (Sun.)
11:00 PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
1:30-3:00 and 4:15 PM. Organ Recitals. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
KH.I — 7:0011:00PM.PM.Jesse
Crawford,
Poet
the Organ.
Leigh Harline
Harline atat the
the ofOrgan.
Organ.
(Sun.) (Sun.Ex.only.)
12:00
PM.
Leigh
(Nightly
Sun.)
1:00
PM.
Ann
Leaf.
(Sat.)
6:00 PM. Gold Medal Organist.
KFSG — 11:00 AM. Organ Recital. (Daily Ex. Sun. and Mon.)
PPWB
11:30PM.AM.Organ
Wade Recital
Hamiltonby atJ. Newton
the Organ.Yates.
(Daily Ex. Sun.)
KFVD —— 10:00
2:00
Newton Yates.
Yates. (Nightly
(Nightly Ex.
Ex. Sun.)
Sun.) (Sun.)
11:00 PM.
PM. J.J. Newton
KNX — 6:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte, noted organist. (Daily Ex.
11:4:00 PM. Wesley Tourtelotte. (Sun.)
Nightly Ex. Sun.)
:4." AM.
A.M. Angel us Abbey Org jraham.
Recital. (Daily
(Sun.) Ex. Sun.)
9:30
10:00 PM. Vera Graham, Organist.
-10:00
AM. Archie
Fritz. (Sun.) Ex. Sun.
1:30
4:00 PM.
PM. Organ
Organ Recital,
Recital, (daily
(daily Ex. Sun.)
-2:00
PM.PM. NBC
Recital. (Sun.)(Sun.)
10:15
Paul Organ
Carson,
11:30 AM.
Organ
Recital.Organist.
(Ex. Sun. and Mon.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
K T Alt -7:30 PM. Johnny Shaw, Organist. (Wed.) 9:30 PM. Fri.)
KFRC -8:00 AM. ' Good Morning Organ Recital." (Sun.)
7:00 PM.
PM. Organ
Jesse Crawford.
(Sun.)
11:00
Recital.
(Sun.)
6:00
PM.
Gold
Medal
Organist.
1:05 PM. Ann Leaf at the Organ.CBS.(Sat.)(Wed.)
KPO — 3:156:30PM.PM.Mormon
Tabernacle(Mon.
Organ. Tues.)
(Mon.)
6:00 PM. Organ
Organ Recital.
Recital. (Thurs.,& Fri.
& Sat.)
Plays, Stories, Dramatic Readings
(United Broadcasting Company)
8:30KORE
PM. Dramatic
(Mon. and Thurs.)
KXL KMEDProgram.
KXA KVOS
8:00 PM — KORE
DetectiveKXLStories.
(Fri.)
KGB
KMED KXA KVOSKFWB-KTM KTAB
7:30 PM. The
(Daily Ex.
KOREHoofers.
KXL KMED
KXASun.)
KVOS.KGB KFWB-KTM KTAB
< "I ii m l>ia Broadcasting Company
7:00
Vi." KLZ Show
KDYL Boat.
KOL KHJ
7:00 PM
PM—— "Jo
HankandSimmon's
(Sat.) KFRC.
KLZ KDYL KOL
KFPY'
KHJ KFRC.
7:30 PM— Don
Amaizo.
(Mon.)
KLZ
KDYL
KOL KFPY KH.I
KFRC KNX.
National Broadcasting Company
7:30 PM. Empire
KECA Builders.
KTAR. (Mon.) KGO KFSD KOMO KHQ KGW
8:15 P.M. Memory
Lane. (Tues.) KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFl
KFSD KTAR.
9:30 PM.
PM. The
NBC Story
Drama Teller.
Hour. (Thurs.)
KGO KOMO
9:30
KGO. KGW. (Wed.)
1:00
PM—
Radio
Guild.
(Fri.)
KGO
KOMO
KECA KECA.
KFSD KTAB
10:00
Serial.
(Fri.) KGOHolmes.
KSL KOA
9:00 PM
PM —— Mystery
Adventures
of
Sherlock
(Mon.)
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR.
9:30 PM— Jack and Ethyl. (Sat.) KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KMTH— 8:45 PM. Dramatic Play. (Thurs.)
7:15andPM.Sun.)
Playlette, "John and Jane." (Nightly Ex. Sat.
8:45 PM. Roy E. Fisher, dramatic reader. (Sat.)
KFSD
—
1:00
PM.
Radio
Guild. (Fri.)
KFI— 8:45 »M.
"D ind ,mpp >r," James Garden and Cast. (Tues.
Thurs
16 PM.•M. Mi
»ur.
Tues.)(Sun.)
herlock Holmes. (Mon.)
Vagabond Movie Director.
10:00(Mon.)
PM— To Te
KTM— 1:004:30PM.PM.Dramatic
DramaticReadings.
Reading. (Sun.)
(Daily Ex. Sat. & Sun.)
KHJ — 6:30 PM.
Prof.
Lindsley
Organ. (Thurs.) and Leigh Harline. Reading
RADIO DOINGS
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3:00 PM.
PM. JoProfessor
7:00
and Vi. Lindsley.
(Tues.) Sun )
9:00(Thurs.)
PM. "Folgeria," Serial Comic Opera of the Air.
6:30 PM. Times Pershing Program. (Fri.)
7:00 PM.
Hank Amaizo.
Simmon's Show Boat. (Sat.)
7:30
PM. Black
Don
5:15
PM.
and Blue.(Mon.)
(Dailv Ex. Sun.)
K I \\ It -6:45 PM.
Cecil and"layer;
Sally. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
PM.
Ec
Albright
! Reading of Late Fiction,
KNX— 1 9:00(Daily.)
PM. KNX
directed by Georgia Fifield.
(Tues.)
10:00(Nightly
PM. TomEx.Breneman
presents "Tom and Wash."
Fri.)
KFOX — 9:30 PM. Ghost House.
KECA — 5:00 PM. Nick Harris Detective Story Program. (Sun.
7:30 PM. NBC(Monday.)
Empire Builders, Dramatization of the West.
7:00 PM. Drama Hour. (Tues.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KTAB — 8:30 PM. Mystery Series. (Mon.)
HankTime.
Simmon's
KQW — 4:307:00PM.PM.Story
(Daily Ex. Sun.:
KPO — 6:15 PM. Cecil and Sally. (Daily Ex. J
4:00
PM.
KPO
Drama
Guild. (Tues
9:45
9:30 PM.
PM. Dramatic
KPO DramaReading.
Guild. (Tues.:
(Fri.)
KHQ — 7:30 PM. Empire Builders. (Mon.)
Dance Orchestras
National Broadcasting
Co. >-00-5:30 PM. Rudv Vallee and Orchestra. (Thurs.
KGO. KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KECA.
5:00KOMO
PM — KGW
Paul Whireman's
KFSD KTAR.Painters. (Tues.) KGO KHQ
6:00-6:30
KOMO. PM.
KGW.Mavtag
KECA. Orchestra. (Mon.) KGO, KHQ.
7:00-7:30KGO.
PM. Lucky
Strike
(Thurs.
Sat.)
KFSD.
KTAR.
KHQ. Orchestra.
KOMO.
KFI and KGO.
7:30-8.00 PM. Luckv Strike
Orchestra.KGW. (Tues.)
KHQ, PM.KOMO,
KGW. KFSD.
KECA. Grove Orch.
9:00-9:30
Gus Arnheim
and Cocoanut
(Thurs.)KOA.KGO. KHQ. KOMO, KGW, KFI, KFSD.
KTAB.
9:00-9-30 PM. Anson Weeks and Orch. (Tues.) KGO.
KHQ. KOMO,
KGW, KECA. Hotel
KFSD. St.KTAR.
11:00-12:00
PM. KGO.
Laughr.-r-Harris
Francis Orch.
(Ex. SUN.)
KGW, KFI.
Colombia Broadcasting
Co.
—
7:00-7:
tra,
(Mon.)
KLZ
KDY1
v
Lombardo's
OrchKHJ KFRC.
KFBK KOL KOIN
8:00(Mon.)
PM. Morton
Downey
with
Leon
Belasco's
Orch.
KLZ. Down*
4:00 PM. Morton
ith Freddie Rich's Orch.
(Wed.) KFRC KOH.
8:30KFPY
PM. Johnny
Johnson's
KOIN KHJ
KDYL Pennsj
KLZ KOH. ins. KOL KV:
8:00-8:30
PM.
Guv
Lombardo's
KFPY KFRC KHJ KM J KFBK.Orch. (Wed.) KLZ KOL
8:00-9:00
PM. BenKDYLBernie
KMJ KFBK
KH.I.and his Orch. (Thurs.) KLZ
1:45
PM.
Rhvthm
Ramblers.
(Fri.) KLZ. KYI.
4:00KFRC
PM. Morton
KHJ KOHDowney
KMJ. Orch. (Fri.) KOL KFPY
8:00KLZPM. KMJ
Jack KFBK.
Denny's Orch. (Sat.) KOL KFPY' KDYL
United Broadcasting
Co. — 10:00
PM.BL
11:00KEXPM. KYA
Dixieland
KGER.Blue(Sun.
and Mon.)
11:00andPM.Sat.)Vic Meyer's Orch. (Tues.. Wed.. Thurs., Fri.
Sun.) SOI THERM CALIFORNIA
KMTH — 10:00 PM. Abe Lyman's Roosevelt Hotel. (Nightly Ex.
KFSD — 10:00-10:30
PM. Kennedy's
9:45 PM. PM.
Kennedy's
Cafe. Cafe.
(Sun.) (Nightly. Sat. at 10:30.)
KFI — 11:00-12:00
and Sun.) Hotel St. Francis Dance Orch. (Ex. Sat.
(Sat.) PM. Aaron Gonzales and His Novelty Quintet.
KMPC — 9:30-10:00
K III — 9:30-10:00
(Sun.) PM. Val Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
10:30-11:00 PM. Val Valente and his Roof Garden Orch.
(Sun ) PM. Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Hotel Dance
10:05-10:20
Orch (Mon.)
7:00
Lombardo's Canadians.
(Mon.)
8:00 PM.
PM. Guy
GuvPM. Lombardo's.
10:20-11:00
Anson Weeks(Wed.)
Orch. (Mon.)
11:00-12:00
PM.
Earl
Burtnett's
Orch.
(Mon.)
10:05-12:00
Ex. Sun. PM.
and Earl
Mon.) Burtnett's Biltmore Orch. iNightly
9:30 PM. Jimmy Bittick's Town House Orch. (Fri. and
I Continued on Page 37)

PILOT

V N I VE
K§ALwX!i"
RECEIVER.
Pilat's wonderful wave band changing switch, incorporated in the new Universal
Super- Wasp, revolutionizes the short wave art. No longer need numerous coils be
changed to cover the various wave bands. No longer need dial settings change each time
the same distant stations are tuned in. You can log permanently all the stations you
can get throughout the world, you can tune from the short waves to the high ship waves
without removing your hand from the single control knob.
What You Tan Get on the
Universal Features RevolutionUNIVERSAL Super-Wasp
izing the Short Wave Art
Complete coverage all wave bands from 15 to 650 On the short waves are hundreds of relay broadcastmeters without coil changing. Complete A.C. opering, experimental and amateur stations transated chassis in Cabinet . (Also available in battery model)
mitting voice and music; actually thousands of
All Metal Chassis.
amateur
and commercial stations sending code;
Highly sensitive and selective circuit.
numerous trans-oceanic and ship-to-shore teleScreen
Crid
TRF
amplifier
plus
Screen
Crid
phone
stations; dozens of television transmitters;
Detector.
and police radiophone stations in many cities.
227 First Audio Stage.
On the broadcast ranges, the Universal SuperTwo
215*s can
in push-pull
stage. on dial.
Stations
he loggedoutput
permanently
Wasp covers the full maximum and minimum
Regeneration control does not alter tuning.
limits, bringing in broadcasts never heard on the
Provision for Phonograph Pick-up.
average broadcast receiver.
Karphone JackDials.
on Front Panel.
Ahove broadcast ranges, the UniNOTICE
TO "HAMS"
Pilot
will continue
building :
Illuminated
brings inmeters.
ship and shore stathe
original
Super-Wasp
Handsome Walnut Cahinet.
tionsversalon 600
kit form
for licensed
amateursin
ot
hers
who
wan
t
to
spread
.Most advanced construction yet anil
IT
hat
other
receiver
you as
the
on their
their ownpet audio
wave much railio with as littleoffers
used for short wave work.
effort?
handstuning
anil add
In kit form for easy home assembly; features.
A.
C.
and
battery
Ask your dealer for a demonno drilling or cutting, all parts fully
stration!
prepared.
Pilot Universal Super Wasp $79**° A. C Model (K- 1 36) In Kit Form
PILOT RADIO
Chicago: 234 S. Wells St.
OFFICES IN

&

TUBE
CORP., Lawrence, Mass.
l\eiv York: 525 Broadway San Francisco: 127}$ Mission Street
PRINCIPAL C O U N T R 1 E S OF
T II K WORLD
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KFWB — 10:00-12:00
I'M. OnsTues.
Arnheim
and his Ambassador Hotel
Orch.
10:30 PM.)
(See (Nightly.
UBC listing-)
4:00-6:00 PM. Jerry Joyce's Orch. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
KPYI) — 11:00-12:00
Louie Armstrong- and his Cotton Club
Orch. (Ex.PM.Sun.)
KI.I J — 6 :00-7
:00
PM.
Olenn
Orch. (Ex. Sun.)
PM. Jack Edmund's
Dunn's Orch.
119:30-10.00
:00-12:00
(Ex.
Sun.)PM. Murray Smith's Montmarte Orch.
8:00 PM. Dixie Aces. (Nightly Ex. Sun.)
KFOX— 11:00-12:00 PM. Majestic Ballroom.
&GER — 10:30
10:00 PM.
PM. English
English Gibson's
Gibson's Orch.
Orch. (Tues.
(Thurs.andandWed.)
Fri. and
(See UBC for chain dance program.)
K<;ll — See UBC forNORTHERN
dance programs.)
CALIFORNIA
KTA1I — 8:30-0:00 PM. (Sec UBC listing.)
KFRC— 9:30-11:00
PM.
Val
Valente's
RoofOrch.
Garden(Mon.)
Orch. (Sun.)
7:00- 7:30 PM.
Guy
Lombardo's
10:15-11:00
PM.
Anson
Week's
and
His
Hotel
Mark Hopkins' Orch. (Nightly Ex. Sun.)
11:00-12:00
Wed.. Sat.)PM. Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Orch. (Mon.,
12:00- 1:00 AM. Dance Music. (Ex. Sun.)
10:20-11:00 PM. Val Valente's Roof Garden Orch. (Tues.)
11:00(SeePM. CBSVal listing.)
Valente's Music. (Thurs. and Fri.)
KFW1 — 11:30
11 :00 PM.
PM. Cinderella
Cinderella Dance
Dance Orch.
Orch. (Sat.)
(Fri.)
KPO — 10:00-11:00 PM. Jess Stafford's Dance Orch. (Ex. Sun.)
Programs for the Housewife
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Ex. Sun. Unless Indicated)
KMTR— 9:00 AM. Mildred Kitchen Home Economics Expert.
KFSD — 9:15 AM. Amy Lou Shopping Hour.
10:3010:00AM.AM.)NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thurs.
9:00 AM. Mary B. Murray. .Mon.)
KFI— 9:00 AM. Helpful Hints to Housewives, Bess Kilmer.
10:30
10:00 AM.
AM.) NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thurs.
10:15 AM. Mary Hale Martin. (Wed. onlv.)
10:15
AM.
Fri. only.Josephine Gibson Food Talks. (Monday and
10:00 AM. Color Harmony NBC. (Tuesday only.)
K MFC — 10:10 AM. Violet Schramm. Shopping Service.
11:00 AM. Betty's Half Hour.
KTM— 2:00 PM. Over the Tea Cups with Nell Cleary.
KHJ— 9:15 9:30
AM. AM.
Kathleen
Clifford
Beauty(Ex.Talks.
Fancies.
Saturday.)of Fashion.
6:00(Tuesday
PM. Feminine
Peggy
Hamilton,
Romance
only.)
KFWB — 10:00 AM. Prudence Penny. (Ex. Tues., Thurs. and Sat.)
KFVD — 10:30 AM. Hints to Housewives.
KXX — 9:0010:30
AM. AM.
Radio Shopping News. C. P. R. (Wed. 9:45 a.m.)
(Ex. Fri.)Home Economics Talk by Kate Brew Vaughn
KFOX— 9:00 AM. Beauty Talk.
KGER — 10:45 AM. Beauty Chat.
KGB — 10:00 AM. Blanche Wood's Shopping Tour.
KECA— 11:30< Monday.
AM. California
Federation of Women's Clubs.
)
9:30Thurs.)
AM. Grace Hale, speaker. (Tues., 9:15 Wed. and
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KTAB— 10:00 AM. Household Hour with Alma La Mar.
KFRC— 9:30 AM. Feminine Fancies. (Ex. Saturday.)
9:003:00
AM. Mildred Kitchen's Household Talk. (Tues.)
only.) PM. Colonial Dames Beauty Talk. (Monday
10:45 AM. Barbara Gould Talk. (Thurs.)
PM. Julia
Helpful Talk.
Hints. (Tues. and Thurs.)
111:00
:00 AM.
Mary Haves'
Lewis Haynes
Ki'o— 10:30 10:00
AM. AM.)
NBC Woman's Magazine of the Air. (Thursday
11:30
AM. Julia
Hayes'AM.)Helpful Hints to Housewives.
(Thursday
at 11:45
KIIOW— 3:00 PM. Shopping Hour.
KOW— 10:00 AM. Helpful Hints.
KYA — 12:15 PM. Parent-Teachers' Association. (Monday only.)
Symphony, Concert and Salon Orchestras
Columbia Broadcasting
Co. — 12:00
York Philharmonic
Symphony Concert
withNoon.
ArturoNew Toscanini.
conductor.
KLZ
KDYL
KYI
KFI'
Y
KHJ
KFRC
KOH KMX
(Sun.)
6:30KDYL
PM. Detroit
Symphony
Orch.
KOL
KFPY
KOIN
KHJ
KLZ KFBK
KFRC.
7:30KOHPM. KM.I.
Toscha
Seidel
and
Concert
Orch.
KDYL
KLZ
(Thurs.)
1:00KFPY
PM. Curtis
InstituteKOIN of KOH.
Music. (Fri.) KLZ. KYI
KHJ KFRC
8:30(Fri.)
PM. KLZ
Romanelli
and His King Edward Orchestra
KDYL.
6:00KFPY
PM. Around
the Samovar. (Russian.) (Sat.) KOL
KFRC KLZ.
RADIO DOINGS
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National Broadcasting
— 8:30KOWAM. KFSD.
Special Symphony Concert
KOO K EC A Co.
KOMO
2:00
PM. Sundav
Philadelphia
Symphony
Orch. (April .'.Hi only.)
5:00
I'M.
Concert.
KOO.
7:00
I'M. Atwater
Hotel St. Francis
Salon Orch.
6:15KG PM.
Kent
concert.
(Sun.)(Sun.)KHQKGO KOMO
W KGO KFI.
1:00 PM.
PM. NBC
ConcertMatinee.
Jewels.(Mon.)
(Sun.)KGOKGO.KG W KECA.
2:30
8:00PM.
Rudv Seiger's Shell Symphonists. (Mon.) KGW
KHQ
KOMO.
6:00 PM. McKesson Musical Magazine. (Tues.) KGO
KHQPM. KOMO
KECA Orches.
KRSD KTAR.
10:00
NationalKGWConcert
(Tues.) KGW KOA.
1.00KECA
PM. Eastman
KTAR. School Symphony Orch. (Wed.) KGO
7:30Philharmonic
PM. StandardOrchestra
Symphonyalternating
Hour withwith
Los the
Angeles
San
Francisco
Symphony Orch. (Thurs.) KOO KHQ KOMO
KGW
KFI.
5:00KOMO
PM. Cities
Service
Concert
Orch.
(Fri.)
KGO
KHQ
KGW KECA.
6:00 PM. General Electric Orch.. Walter Damrosch,
director.
KTAR. (Sat.) KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
I nited Broadcasting Co. — 7:30 PM. Sunday Serenade.
8:00KGBI'M. KFWB
ImperialKTM.
Grand Orch. KPO KVOS KG A K.IR
8:30affiliated
PM. Borisstations.
Kramarenko and Orch. (Mon.) UBC
KMTR — 8:30 PM. Concert Orch. (Sun.)
KFSD — See6:00NPC
PM. listing.
General Electric Orch. NBC. (Sat.)
KFI — 10:008:00PM.PM.Slumber
Hour. (Sun.) (Mon.)
Shell Symphonists.
9:30
PM.
Concert
Orch. Philharmonic
(Nightly Ex. Sun..
Thurs..Francisco
at 10.)
7:30Symphony
PM. Los Orch.
Angeles
and San
alternating.
(Thurs.)
6:00(SeePM. NBC
General
Electric Concert Orch. (Sat.)
listing.)
KTM — 10:00 PM. Santanella's Concert Orch. (Sun.)
KHJ — 9 :006:30AM. PM.Sunday
Concert.
DetroitMorning
Symphony
Orch. (Sun.)
(Sun.)
12:00
N. Y. Philharmonic
8:45 Noon.
PM. Concert
Orch. (Sun.) Symphony Orch. (Sun )
9:30 Noon.
PM. "Vignettes
Symphony."
(Thurs.)Ex. Saturday
12:00
Biltmore inConcert
Orch. (Daily
and Sunday.)
8:00 PM. Don Lee Symphony Orch. (Sat.
KFWB — See UBC Schedule.
KXX — 9:00 PM.
and Calmon
Thurs.) Luboviski and Claire Mellonino. (Sun.)
9:00
PM.
LuboviskiOrch.Violin
Choir. (Mon.)
7:30 PM. Calmon
Pacific Concert
(Thurs.)
KGFJ— 11:00
AM.
KGFJ
Concert
Orch.
(Sun.)
1:00 PM. Concert Ensemble. (Sun.)
8:30Ex.PM.Sun.)KGFJ Salon Orch. with Allan Fairchild. (Daily
KECA — 12:00
2:30 Noon.
PM. NBCLuncheon
Matinee.Concert.
(Mon.) (Daily Ex. Sun.)
9:00 PM.
PM. KECA
Ensemble.
1:00
EastmanString
Symphony
Orch.(Mon.)
(Wed.)
9:30
PM.
KECA
String
Ensemble.
(Sat.)Sat.)
2:00 PM. The NBC Matinee. (Fri. and
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFRC — 12:00
9:00 AM.
"Home.
Home Concert." (Sun.)
Noon.
N. Y. Sweet
Philharmonic
6:30 PM. Detroit
Symphony Orch.Orch. (Sun.)
8:30 PM. Concert Orch. and Soloists. (Tues.)
9:30
"VignettesOrch.in Symphony."
(Thurs.)
8 PM. PM.Symphony
(Sat.)
KI'O — 10:00 PM. KPO Salon Orch. (Sun.)
9:00 PM.
PM. Packard
Philadelphia
Symphony
Orch. KFI.
(Tues.)(Nightly Ex.
9:30
Concert
Orch. from
4:00Sun.,PM. Mon.
KPO andSalonThurs.)
Orch. (Sat.)
Language
Lessons
KFSD — 2:30 PM.Foreign
French Lessons.
(Mon. 2:00
PM. Fri.)
KFI — 12:30 Wed.)
PM. German Lessons. (Thurs.)
KFI — 9:4512:30AM. PM.Spanish
11:45 AM. Sat.)
GermanLessons.
Lessons.(Thurs.
(Thurs.)
K EC A — 3:15
PM.
German
Lesson,
by
Annette
Doherty. (Thurs.)
4:00( Men.
PM. and
Alexander
Wed.) Bevani. on the Italian language.
3:45 PM. Alexander Bevani on Italian language. (Fri.)
Travelogues and Book Reviews
KGO.
National Broadcasting
Co.— 9: 45 PM. The Reader's Guide. (Sun.)
Columbia Broadcasting
Co.—
Alexander
Bookworm. (Sat.) 5:45
KFPYPM. KFRC
KHJ Woollcott's
KDYL KLZ.Early
KFI — 2: 452:15I'M. PM.Winnie
Fields Moore,
Nomad Novelist. (Mon.)
The Nomad
Novelist.the (Wed.)
3:00(Monday.)
PM. Los Angeles Public Library Book Reviews.
3:00 PM. "Seeing
Southernon California."
(Continued
Page 39) (Tues. and Fri.)

Electric Power Amplifiers used wherever sound must be projected with
fidelity, brilliancy and volume. Radiophonograph and microphone combinations to order. Full equipment on hand
for all rack installations. Estimates for
athletic fields, auditoriums, hospitals,
etc., gladly given. It will pay you to investigate.
WEBSTER
Hear a Demonstration in our
Sound Proof Room.

RADIO
RECEIVING
and Transmitting Parts. Kits and accessories always in stock — broadcast and
shortwave. The most complete stock of
parts in the country carried right here.
All standard lines well represented.
Mail orders filled same day received.
Headquarters for amateurs!
Come in Hams — and look over a real
stock. See W6FBI's XTAL controlled
station.

Catalogs or Any Information Mailed on Request
RADIO
912-914 S. Broadway
LARGEST

RADIO

SUPPLY
VA 3170-3178-3179
H. A. DEMAREST, President
Wholesale
PARTS

JOBBER

you believe that sex is as sweet and unyou wantspoiled astoa baby's
wear a smile.
bow inThey
your made
hair,
or take a younger wife. They made you
kick up your heels and try to "do that
thing."as childhood.
But their The
popularity
was as
short
public decided
to go to college.
Some of us are still collegiate. It is
60 easy to believe in our own youth
when we can sit and listen to "The
Three Girl Collegiates," "The Trojan
Trio"
or "The
as they
harmonize
about Lido
life inGirls,"
a sophomorish
way. After all, life is sophomorish, and
it's
fun when
wear soa much
swankymore
sweater,
a beretyouandcana
frat pin. But we are about to graduate.

Los Angeles

WEST

ii it 1 1

TING
BROADCAS
(Continued from Page 25)

CO

"IT

thingslikeweto have
missedthey"Overnight."
We
feel that
have lived
fully before they admit "You're just a
Dream,
Dear." to these sophisticates, anIn contrast
other personality has recently taken to
the air. This is the one who can sing
the old songs mother used to sing. "Just
a Song at Twilight," "Maggie," and
"Silver
Among old,theor Gold."
Are we Threads
actually getting
is this
just
another
way
to snatch romance
from the air?

We can only judge the future by the
past, as some historian said, who wanted
to sell his book. The radio voice which
has endured the longest is the one with
"IT" whether the voice sings "Maggie"
or "Lover Come Back to Me."
Mammy crooners have come and
WE cated
are once
beginning
more. toWe feelwantsophisti'
smart gone, Southern troubadours are selling
personalities on the air, who can sing apples, but we still turn the dial to find
about past loves with resignation. We the voice which suggests romance. The
like the worldly voices who sound like best of these singers may have had
they mean it when they say all they their faces lifted several times since
they began to broadcast, but as long as
want like
is "One
Hour with
We
to imagine
themYouas Tonight."
doing the we do not have television they still

OF CHICAGO

SUNSET
AERIAL and GROUND
For Greater
Pick-up and
Selectivity
Ideal for DX Reception
The Selective Aerial $5.00
The Positive Ground $2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
SUNSET MFG. CO.
1114 N. Sycamore HE 4941
J*-^nk
\
]
m
//
^^BV^w
^^HS^^

All
Sizes
and PricesMountings,
for All
MICROPHONES
Practical
Cables and Uses.
Expert Repairs.
Universal Microphone
1163THornwall
Hyde
Co., Park
Ltd.060OBlvd.
Inglenood,
Calif.
salers anbyd jobbers
everywhere
Handled
all dealers,
whole-

have appeal. Sitting alone by the radio
we can give them the perfect eyes, the
perfect form and all the alluring charms
which their voices deserve.
Who knows what personalities tomorrow's ether will hold? Perhaps an
Wouldn't
opera
singer that
with be"It!"something?
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Kl \\ it —2:00 PM. Book Review. (Moo.)
KIM — 3:30 PM. Los Angeles Public Library Book Review. (Wed.)
4:45
PM.
" Seeing: Southern
California."
3:45 PM.
PM. Marparct
Macdonald.
(Thurs.) (Tues. and Fri.)
5:30
(Sat.) Alexander Wollcott. the Early Bookworm.
KNX — 5:001:30PM.PM.Travelogue.
(Dailyreading
Ex. Sun.)
Eddie Albright
late fiiction.
M.KK — 11 :30 AM. Seeing Southern California. (Tues. and Fri.)
KECA — 7:00 PM. Winnie Fields Moore. Nomad Novelist. (Thurs.)
KFRC — 3:15 (Wed.)
PM. The Observer About New Books, Monroe Upton.
5:45 PM. Early Bookworm. (Sat.)
KVI — 5:45 PM. The Early Bookworm. (Sat.)
KI.7. — 5:45 PM. The Early Bookworm. (Sat.)
Health Talks and Exercises
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Dally Ex. Where Indicated)
KESD — 3:45 PM. Dental Clinic.
KFI — 5:15 PM. Dr. Edward Myers. Care of the Teeth. (Mon.)
KTM— 1:45 PM. The Health Man. (Daily Ex. Sun.)
5:30(Monday
PM. Dr.only.)
H. Edward Myers "Care of the Teeth."
KNX— 9:009:30AM.AM.Clinic
of the
(Tues.)Service Program. (Mon. &
Golden
RuleAir.Health
Thurs.)
KGFJ— 8:30 AM. Dr. Wiseman's Health Talk.
KFOX— 1:00 PM. Dr. Clark. Health and Efficiency. (Thurs.)
8:30Dr.PM.J. Treatments
of "Harmonious
by
F. Raush. (Monday
and FridaySuggestions."
only.)
KGER — 9:30 AAL Health Talk.
KECA — 8:30
AM.
Health
Exercises.
Louis
Rueb.
10:45 PM. Health Exercises, Louis Rueb.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KTAIl — 10:30 AM. Dr. B. L. Corley. (Ex. Sun.)
KFWI — 10:30 AM. Health Talk by Dr. T. G. Linebarger.
ARIZONA
KTAR — 6:00 AM. Y.M.C.A. Health and Happiness Hour.
News, Stock Market Reports, Weather
Financial Reports. (Daily Ex. Sunday.)
National Broadcast
KGO. inK Co 8 :00 AM. Financial Service. (Daily)
5:30
PM.
News
Service. KGO.
(Mon.. (Tues..
Wed.) Thurs. and Fri.)
4:45
PM.
News Service.
5:45
PM.
News
Service.
KG.
(Tues.
5:00 PM. News Service. KGO (Sat.) & Wed.)
United Broadcasting Co. — 6:45 PM. Hughespaper of the Air.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
KMTR— 11:45
AM.
Public
and City Officials.
Stock inQuotations.
128:00Noon.AM. World
Review.
5:45 PM. Reporter of the Air.
KFSD — 5:45
PM.PM. SanNewsDiego
Union News Report. (Ex. Mon.)
5:15
4:30PM.
News Report.
Service. (Mon.)
(Thurs.)
KFI — 7:3012AM.PM.Opening
Quotations.
& Stock
U. S.andMarket
Dept.
Agriculture.
12:15 PM.U. C.Federal
Stateof Market
Reports.
45:45PM. PM.KFI-KECA
Editorial
Review.
Closing Stock Market Reports.
KM PC — 129:00PM.AM.Livestock
Report.
Radio News
News
Service.
1:15
PM.
Radio
5:00 PM. Radio News Service.
Service.
KHJ — 12:304:35PM.PM. World-Wide
News
World-Wide
News. (L.A. Times.)
10:00
World-Wide
7:00 AM.PM. News
Briefs. News.
KNX — 3:253:30PM.PM.LostLostandandFound
Reports.
(Tues.
and Fri.)
Found.
(Wed.
and Thurs.)
3:25
PM.
Friday,
Lost
and
Found.
3:30 PM. Thursday. Lost and Found Reports.
KGFJ— 5:00 PM. Market Reports.
KFXM— 11:15 AM. News Report.
6:15 PM. Los Angeles Record News Report.
KFOX — 7:15 AM. Early News Report.
11:30
Press Telegram
Telegram News
News Report.
4:00 AM.
PM. Press
Report.
Kiill — 2:455:00PM.PM.News
Lost Flashes.
and Found ads.
RADIO DOINGS
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NORTHERN < 4l.li nK.MA
KFRC— 11:25
7:30 AM.
AM. S.N.F.Y.Call-Bulletin
Stock Quotations.
News Items. (11:10 AM.
Mon. & Thurs.)
1:00Mon.)
PM. Closing Stock Market Reports. (1:15 PM.
1:05Monday.)
PM. S. F. Call-Bulletin News Items. (1:20 PM.
Call-Bulletin News.
News (Thurs.)
Item. (4:15 PM. Mon.)
5:455:00PM.PM.S. S.F.
F. Call-Bulletin
KPO— 2:505:45PM. PM.Ye Towne
Crier.
(Sat.
3:00
PM.)
News Digest with Scotty Mortland.
KQ W — 9:30 AM. Weather Report.
12:30
PM.
Market Report.
6:00
PM.
A. Farm Flashes.
6:30
PM. U.S.FarmF.S. D.Market
7:00 PM.
Bureau Place.
Radio News.
7:05 PM. News Dispatches.
KVA— 12:45
PM.
News
casting.
6:45 PM. Delivery of Stock Yard Prices and Quotations.
For the Youngsters
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (Daily Except Where Indicated)
KFSD— —4:152:00PM.PM.BigMaltine
(Mon.)
KFI
BrotherStory
Don.Time.
(Ex. Sat.)
4:45
2:00 PM.
PM. Baron
MaltineKeyes.
Story The
Time.Story Man. (Ex. Sat.)
KMPC — 9:30
and Junior.
4:30 AM.
PM. Bob.
Just Bunny
Kids Club.
(Ex. Mon., Wed. & Sat.)
KHJ— 5:15 PM. Black and Blue. (Mon. 5:30.)
KNX— 5:00 PM. Big Brother Ken's Kiddies Hour.
KFSG— 4:00 PM. Kiddies' Hour (Fri. only.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KFWI — 7:00 PM. Child Guidance Forum. (Tues.)
KPO — 5:00 PM. Big Brother (Ex. Mon.)
KLX
KQW —— 5:00
4:30 PM.
PM. Big
StoryBrother's
Time. Club.
Light and Grand Opera
National Broadcasting Co. — 9:00 PM. Chase and Sanborn Comic
Opera
program. KSL,(Sun.)
KGO. KHQ. KOMO. KFI.
KFSD,
KTAR.
6:30KGW,
PM. Maxwell
House KOA.
Ensemble. KGO. KHQ, KOMO,
KECA, KFSD.
KTAR.
Columbia (Fri.)
Broadcasting
System — 2:00 PM. Light Opera Gems.
KLZ KDYL.
9:00 PM.
PM. Metropolitan
"Folgeria," DonandLeeChicago
Chain. Opera
(Thurs.)Co. (Mon.)
5:30
KH.I KOIN KDYL KFPY.
KHJ — 9:001:00PM.PM.Folgeria.
(Thurs.)
KFVD
Light Opera
KTAIl —— 1:30
PM. Grand
Opera. Records.
(Sun.) (Sun.)
KFRC
—
9:00
PM.
"Folgeria."
(Thurs.)
KPO — 8:00 PM. Concertized Grand Opera. (Fri.)
Educational Features
(National and International Events)
National Broadcasting
— 4:15KOMO.
PM. 15KECA.
MinutesKFSD.
in the(Mon.)
Nation's
capital. KGO. Co.KHQ.
4:00 PM.
The
Voter's
Service.Talk.
KGO KGOKOMOKGW.KGW.(Thurs.)
(Tues.)
3:30
PM.
John
B.
Kennedy
4:15KTAR.
PM. Science
(Wed.) Talk. KGO. KOMO, KPO. KECA. KFSD
4:45KECA
PM. Back
the News in Washington. KGO. KOMO.
KFSD.of (Wed.)
11:00KGW.
AM. Standard
School Broadcast.
KGO, KHQ. KOMO.
KPO. KFI.
1:30 PM. Pacific
CoastKFSD.
School(Thurs.)
of the Air. KGO. KHQ.
KGW, KECA.
KTAR.Hour.(Mon KGO.
& Wed.)KHQ.
12:15KOMO.
PM. Western
Farm KFSD.
and Home
KOMO.
and
Sun.)KGW. KECA. KFSD. KSL. KTAR. (Ex. Sat.
Columbia 9:30Broadcasting
Co. — Broadcast. KLZ KOH. (Sun.)
Ail. International
5:00KFPY
PM. Devil's.
Drugs KH.I
and KDYL
Doctors. (Sun.) KM.I KVI
KOIN
KFRC
11:30KFRC
AM. Columbia
School
of the Air.KLZ.(Ex. Sat. and Sun.)
KHJ
KVI
KLZ
KDYL.
6:30
Columbia
KHJPM.KDYL.
(Sat.)Educational Series. KLZ KOL KFRC
4:00 PM. Political Situation in Washington Tonight.
(Tues.)
KOL KFPY KFRC KHJ KOH
12:45KDYL
PM. Columbia
KI.2 KOH.Educational Series. (Fri.) KFPY
KM Tit — 7:30 PM. Strange Facts you should know. (Thurs.)
KFSD — 4:45 only.)
PM. Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital. (Mon.
4:45 PM. Back of the News in Washington. NBC.
(Wed. only.) See NBC list.
KFI — 3:00 PM. Better America Federation Speaker. (Thurs.
11 :00(SeeAM. NBC
Standard
list.) School Broadcast. (Thurs. only.)
I Continued on Page 41)

AnnouncingThe

NEW

SERVEL
HERMETIC

s
World*
Simplest
Electrical
or

Refrigerat

Never before has any Refrigerator created such a
sensation among public and trade, as the new SERVEL
Hermetic. Not merely a new Model, but an entirely
new and revolutionary Refrigerator. A screw driver the
only service tool ever required. Most sweeping factory
guarantee ever offered. Fewer parts, faster freezing,
quieter operation, smaller current consumption, more
shelf space. Sold through authorized dealers everywhere. Amazingly low prices. Interest yourself in no
Refrigerator until you have seen the new SERVEL line.

H.

R.

CURTISS
CO.
California Distributors
Office and Show Rooms ... I 145 Wall Street, Los Angeles
SAN FRANCISC0...895 O'Farrell Street...OAKLAND...3 1 I Tenth Street
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8:008:15AM.AM. Daily
Except
KM IT -3:00
PM. U.U. S.S. C.C. Lectures.
(Hon.
Song
Daily
Except S
9:00
(Mon.and
andWed.)
Wed.)etc. (Sun.)
Service.
:.1otional
Sun.) Requests,
8:45
AM.
Gos
5:00 PM.
PM. Norbert Lectures.
Savoy, author,
lecturer,
2:00
PM.
Visi
KH.I — 1:3012:45PM.PM.TheUniversity
Times Forum.
(Dailv.)
;x.
Mon.
and Sun.)
1:00
PM.
Dev
of the West. (Fri. only.)
10:30 AM.
AM. M.BiblE M.s3:15only.)
PM. Dr. Walter Hertzog's School Program. (Fri.
-8:30
9:45 AM. Cab
3:45
International
6:30 PM.
PM. Council
National ofRadio
Forum. Relations.
(Sat. only.) (Fri. only.)
I'M.
:30Oil PM.
11:30SeeAM.CBSAmerican
School
of
the
Air.
(Mon.
and
Wed.)
List.
1:00
AM. Nazarene
St. Luke's Episcooal
Church.
4
:30
PM.
Program.
KNX — 3:30 PM. Federation of Women's Clubs. (Fri. only.)
8:00 PM. First ChurchChurch
of Christ,
Scientist.
! :00 AM. Sunshine Hour. (Wed. only.)
KGKJ — 8:30 AM. Dr. Wiseman's Talk.
4:00
PM.
Rev.
Olsen's
Bible
Class.
KECA — 11:30(Mon.
AM. only.)
California Federation of Women's Clubs.
K FXM- 10 PM. L. D. S. Service.
KG It — 6 3:30 PM. L. D. S. Service. (Tues.)
4:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
James G. McDonald. "The World Today."
10:00 AM. Watch Tower Service.
5:15(Mon.
PM. only.)
Fifteen Minutes in the Nation's Capital.
i\ : :< V — 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. National
Oratorio Society.
Bible Stories.
44:15
:15 PM.
Science
National
Research
Council.
(Wed.)
3:00
PM.
Catholic
Hour.
Laws That Safeguard Society, NBC.
4:30 PM. Mrs. Mattie Crawford.
(Sat.PM.only.)
KGB — 9:30 AM. Ninth Dist. Parent-Teachers Association. (Tues.)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
KTAIl — 11:00
10:00 AM.
AM. Church
Bible Class
from 10th Ave. Baptist Church.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
7:30 PM. Church Services
Services. from 10th Ave. Baptist Church
KTAIl — 6:00
PM.PM. The
Voice
of Course,
Psychology.
(Sun.)
4:30(Mon.
Short
Story
Samuel
B.
Dickson.
9:00
AM.
Daily-Morning
Prayers.
only.)
KPO — 10:45 Services.
AM. Interdenominational and Non-sectarian Church
12:30 PM. Latin-American Program. (Daily.)
1:00 PM.
PM. Catholic
S. Parkes Service.
Cadman Cathedral Hour.
K PRC — 11:30
AM.
AmericanEvents,
School H.of V.theKaltenborn.
Air. (Ex. CBS.
Sat.)
3:00
4:00(Mon.
PM. only.)
Current
AM. Daily Except Sunday. Scripture Readings.
4:00 (Tues.
PM. Theonly.)Political Situation in Washington Tonight. KFWI — 12:00
8:00 PM. Second Church of Christ, Scientist.
KROW — 10:00
AM. Watchtower
Watchtower Program.
Program.
6:30(Sat.
PM. only.)
NationalSee Radio
Forum from Washington.
1:00
PM.
CBS List.
6:00
PM.
Watchtower
Program.
KPO — 4:15 PM.
California
State
Chamber
of
Commerce
Talk.
9:00 PM. Watchtower Service.
(Mon.
8:00 PM.
Watchtower Service.
5:15only.)
PM. only.)
Federal Business Association Talk. (Tues.
2:30
PM. Watchtower
Program. (Tues.
(Wed.)and Thurs.)
KQW
—
10:15
AM.
Sunday
School
Lessons.
KFWI — 7:00(Mon.
PM. only.)
Judge Matthew Brady on Crime Prevention.
11:00 AM. Morning Services,
Services. First Baptist Church.
1:00 PM. Dr. Heady, Psychologist. (Mon., Tues. and Fri.) KYA— 10:457:30AM.PM.OldEvening
St.
Mary's
Church.
KQW — 6:10 PM. Farm Topic Discussions. (Ex. Sat.)
8:00 PM. Old St. Mary's Church.
KYA — 10:15
B. Gorton
Talk. only.)
(Sun. only.)
8:00AM.PM. R.Judge
MathewEducational
Brady. (Fri.
NORTHWESTERN
STATES
8:00 PM. Mr. Brunson, Psycho-Analyst.
KHQ, — 10:00
Rutherford.
12:00 AM.PM. Judge
National
Youth Conference.
1 :00 PM.
PM. National
Sunday Forum.
Religious Services and Talks for Sunday
3:00
Catholic Hour.
8:00 PM. New Episcopal Church.
Youth
NationaJ Broadcasting
Company
—
12:00
Noon.
National
Conceit
KHQ KOMO
00KPO
PM. DrKGOS. Parkes
CadmanKGWKGOKPOKHQ KOMO KGW KGW — 10:30
12:00 AM.
Noon.National
NationalOratorio.
Youth Conference.
2:00 PM.
Vespers.
00KTAR.
PM. National Vesper KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
3:00
PM. National
Catholic Hour.
7:45 PM.
Program.
00KTAR.
PM. Catholic Hour KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
KOMO — 11:15
11:00
AM. Seth
First Parker's
Unitarian
Church.
AM.
Plymouth
Congregational
12:15
PM.
National
Youth
Conference. Church.
7:45 PM. Seth Parker's Sunday Evenings.
1:00
PM.
S.
Parkes
Cadman.
Columbia Broadcasting
Co. — 7:00
Lutheran
(Thurs.)
2:00 PM.
PM. Catholic
National Service.
Religious Service.
KOL KFPY KOIN
KFRCPM. KHJ
KDYL Hour.
KLZ KFBK.
3:00
KFSD — 7:45 PM. Sunday Evenings at Seth Parker's.
KOIN — 11 8:00
:00 AM.
Church
KFI — 10:50 AM. Third Church of Christ.
PM. Sunnyside
First ChurchCongregational
of Christ Scientist.
4:00
PM.
Lelia
Castberg,
'
Advanced
Thoughts."
KJR
—
10:00
AM.
International
Bible
Students
Association.
KMPC — 3:00 PM. Church of the Latter Day Saints.
KEN — 1:004:30PM.PM.Family
KTM— 9:00 AM. I. B. S. A. Watch Tower.
Radio Altar
GospelHour.
School.
KHJ— 11:006:00AM.PM. First
E. Church of Los Angeles.
RabbiM. Magnin.
KNA — 10:00
AM.
Religious
Lecture Church of Hollywood.
Sport Talks, Athletic Events
11:00
AM.
First Presbyterian
1:00
PM.
Watchtower
I. B. S. A.FirstProgram.
Co. — 5:00 PM. Bobby Jones Golf Talks.
5:00Air.PM. Dr. John Mathews;
Radio Church of the National Broadcasting
(Every
Wednesday.)
KHQ KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR.
9:45KOMO
PM. Bobbv
6:30Society.
PM. Dr. Theo Curtis Abel of Hollywood Humanist
KECA Jones
KFSD. Golf Chat. (Wed.) KGO KHQ
8:30 PM. Around the Links with Peter Hay. (Mon.)
7:00 PM.
All Soul's Church
Church. of Hollywood.
Columbia Broadcasting
Co. — 3:00
Husings
8:00
PM. Dr.
FirstAked,
Presbyterian
(Sat.)TedKOLHusings
KFPY
KFRC PM.KHJTed(Sat.)
KDYL
KLZ Sportslants
KOH KMX
8:00Morning
AM. DailyPrayer.
Except Sunday — Inspirational Talk and KH.I — 3:00 PM.
Sportslants.
April
4
—
L.
A.
A.
C.
vs.
Stanford,
track
meet.
2:00 PM.
6: 30 PM. geles
Saturday
—
Announcement
of
leading
Los
AnServices.
April
11— U.U. S.S. C.C. Conference
vs. Univ. of Championship.
Calif. 2:00 PM. 2:00
April
18—
PM.
11:30 AM. FirstChurchRadio
Church of the Air. (Mon.)
April 25— U. S. C. vs. L. A. A. C. 2:00 PM.
KFSG — 8:00
AM.AM. Sabbath
Sunrise
Service.
KFSD — 7:30 PM. NBC, Grantland Rice. .Wed. only )
10:30
Sunday
Morning.
2:30 PM.
PM. Dispensational
Message.
KFWB — 9:30
2:10 PM.
PM. Olympic
Baseball Auditorium
game from Event.
Wrigley (Tues.
Field. only.)
6:30
Evangelistic Service.
7:00
AM.
Daily
Ex.
Sunday.
Family
Altar
Service.
KNX
—
9:45
PM.
Broadcasting
Main
Events
from
Hollywood Le2:30 PM. Thurs.
Wednesday and 7:30
Saturday. Divine Healing.
gion Stadium. (Fri.)
7:30
Service.
KGER — 9:30
PM.
Olympic
Auditorium
event.
(Tues.
3:00 PM.
PM. Thurs. Baptismal
and Fri. Bethesada
Hour.
9:30 PM. Wilmington Bowl. (Wed. only.) only.)
KGEF— 10:00
9:30 AM.
Radio
Sunday
School.
KECA — 7:30
Interview.
AM.
Bible
Study.
5:00 PM.
PM. NBC.
Bobby Grantland
Jones GolfRice
Chats.
(Wed.) (Wed. only.)
10:45
AM.
Trinity Hour.
Church Service.
5:00
PM.
Vesper
KFRC—
6:00
PM.
Bobs,
Noted
Sports
Authority.
(Thurs. only.)
7:00
PM. Tues.
TrinitySouth
ChurchParkService.
6:00 PM.
Pat Frayne's
Sports Talk. (Sat.)
(Fri. only.)
3:00
PM.
Ted
Husings
Sportslants.
9:00
PM.
Christian
Church
Bereans.
9:30 PM. Tues. Torrance Methodist Church.
April
Stanford. 2:00
2:00 PM.PM.
7:00 PM.
PM. Radio
AVed. Conrey
Class.
April 4—
11—L.U. A.S. A.C. C.vs. vs.California.
7:00
Revival.Bible
(Thurs.)
KPO — 6:00 PM. Tennis School of the Air. (Tues.)
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Hallelujah I
| Continued from Page 22 )
on a train near Audubon, Iowa, an old
colored woman, shaking with palsy,
came over to them. She had recognized
them when she heard them rehearsing
on the train, and wanted to tell thorn
how much their songs meant to her and
her husband in Audubon. He was blind
and ill; there were few colored people
in the town, and they had been faithfully tuning in for the quartette on
their delapidated little radio set. In
gratitude, she opened her frayed old
purse, and handed them a dollar.
They are very modest, and information about themselves has to be fairly
dragged out of them. They never quarrel or squabble, although they work,
play, and even live together. Only once
during their eight years together have
they been separated. Their car stalled
in three feet of mud and water in a
country road in Kansas, and they all got
out, barefooted, to push it out. Chiles
stepped on a piece of glass and cut his
foot so badly he had to be sent back
to a hospital. The rest went on and
played the job without him. They
now have a very modest little house in
LosAlthough
Angeles they
where are
theysuccessful
"batch it."and
do not have to worry about money, as

they used to, they spend very little on synchronized for "Abraham Lincoln."
themselves. Maceo Johnson supports They have appeared on the same prohis mother, who is in Van Buren, and
grams with such film notables as Mary
all of the boys send money to their Pickford, Bebe Daniels, Wallace Beery,
families. At present, many of their and Francis X. Bushman, Jr., and once
a vaudeville engagement with
relatives are among the drought suf- played
Eva Tanguay.
ferers, and depend largely upon them.
Among their admirers are such celeThe song they like best is "A Farbrities asAl Johnson, Richard Dix and
mer's
Life
for
Me."
It
is
a
lively
number and affords Hughes an opportunity Texas Guinan, who have been backto use some of his animal imitations.
stage visitors to compliment them.
He can mimic any noise from a tromUnder the name of the "Four Wanbone to a dog fight. Thousands of fans
derers," the quartette made several Nedo not believe that his banjo imitation
gro spiritual records for Victor.
One
of
their latest songs is an arin the "Farmer's
purely which
vocal.
Letters
come in Life"
daily,isasking
ement of thefirst"Peanut
one plays a banjo.
They were rangthe
choral Vendor."
organization to sing it without accompaniment.
Hughes also has mastered one of
the most difficult feats known to mimi- They proved to Will Rogers that he
cry. He can imitate perfectly the sound
said recently,
thingwrong
aboutwhen
the hePeanut
Vendor "One
song;
of a starting automobile, from the growl was
of the starter through the shifting of nobody can whistle it or sing it withgears. Occasionally he imitates a violin,
but it is such a strain on his voice
out an orchestra."
that he rarely attempts it.
FOR S ALE !
Theters quartette's
includes One
letA SUCCESSFUL
from all over fanthe mail
continent.
AERIAL
AND GROUND
BUSINESS
old gentleman wrote from Alaska, saying that he listened to them regularly
years' proventhe business.
We You
will
stillFivemanufacture
merchandise.
on his little crystal set.
take over
management.
cash in-by
volved. Aerials
and groundsNo handled
They have worked for motion picture
all
and dealers now. Wire or
writejobbers
for information.
companies, having sung in "The SouthBox DOINGS
8271
RADIO
erner," with Lawrence Tibbett; in the
Pathe picture, "Swing High," and

New
1.
2.
3.
4.

Junior
Metal
Model

RADIO

Eby

Products - for the New Year
Our Volume Controls
Are
substantially
built.
Are sealed
and lubricated.
Have ceramic core with soldered internal connections.
Have zero hop-off due to copper-plated resistance strips soldered to contact
point.
Assure you "Durability and Performance"
THE H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
W. C. HITT, Representative
1384 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

- SOUND

-TELEVISION

Mali coupon for Further information
Taught by Experts on Modern Apparatus
Day and Evening Classes
I
.^,1,1s,ti,,I,V" ,"f ^"'""'"'"es cam
| Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
Radio Institute of California 1, Address
Name
1117 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
DRexel 6753 | City and state
D.i
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Congratulations
to
Wallace

M.

Byam

and

"Sammy"

Koch

on their new

e|

RADIO

Indeed

DOINGS

a radio

fan magazine
of anyone's

worthy

attention

/

W.
Bert Kni3ht
Pacific Coast Factory Representative
Ohiohm Carbon Resistors — Cornell Cub Condensers
Defiance Variable Condensers — Meissner Coils
Crowe Dials and Escutcheons
I —
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The

American
neither

Indian

never

do modern,
properly

HED

GOOSE

The American Indian walked with a
straight forward tread, and except
for an occasional stubbed toe or
stone bruise knew no foot trouble.
A baby's
alwaysmade
perfect, andfeet
it is are
onlynearly
by poorly
and improperly fitted shoes that their
feet become distorted and give
trouble in later life.
Perhaps you were taught to turn your
toes out. For years this manner of
standing and walking was taught to
the men of our Army and Navy. It
has been corrected now, but unfortunately itis still taught to children
in some of our schools. This is wrong,
for it is unnatural and often seriously
harmful.
A Responsibility Rests Upon You to
See That Your Child's Feet are Properly Cared For.
May
we
bility? help you meet this responsi-

had

young
shod

foot trouble

Americans

. . .

when

with

HEALTH

we
are shoes
able tofor present
health
children."Red Goose"
We firmly believe these shoes represent the greatest step forward that
has been made in many years by the
shoe industry.
"Red Goose" health shoes are made
over scientifically developed combination lasts and fit as though made
to measure.

SHOES
Cecil & S
Popular Red Goose
Shoe Company
Artists
sored by the SponMay

THE MARK OF
QUALITY

Through our connection with the
world's largest manufacturer of shoes

SCIENTIFICALLY
DESIGNED HEEL

DOT
This dainty one strap pattern
is the choice of many little
girls. It is light and flexible,
but made of good long wearing solid leather.

JOY
Unusually smart is this wide
one strap model. May be had
in several harmonizing leather
combinations,

CHIQUITA
A good looking school shoe
that feet.
will stand
active
Madethe ingrind
Black,of Tan
and Patent.

NADINE
A smart two tone sport oxford
that's
can and
be.
Made asin sturdy
several ascolor
leather combinations.

Basement

Shoe

They guide the feet straight
ahead. No gapping at the
sides. No rubbing at the
heel. No sagging under the
arch.
These little wonder shoes flex
with every foot movement,
thus allowing
barefootsturdy,
freedom that develops
healthy feet.

Dept.

THE
MAY
CO.
EIGHTH AND BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

V
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A (SCENE ONE. Mam office of
'the swirling
RADIO traffic
DOINGS
above
of 12thhigh
and Maple
THE
streets, Los Angeles. Winnie WageEarner turns her attention to buzzing
switch-board.)
Winnie: Good morning, this is
RADIO DOINGS.
LOW
Voice in Telephone: What in the
world has happened to Tom Breneman!'
Winnie: Pardon me. I don't know
just what you mean.
DOWN
Voice:
Well
we've
been
hearing
him
over KFWB at noon every day and we
went out of town for a week and when
we got home he was gone.
Winnie: Just a moment, please.
(Holding hand over receiver.) Does
anyone know where Tom Breneman is
By DOROTHY HUMMEL
broadcasting now?
Voice (from far corner) : Yes, he
started over at KNX the other week.
Every night except Friday at 10 p. m.
(Winnie
conveys comforting
informa-to
tion to Breneman
Fan and turns
work.)
for
Hummonel any
hy n"
Dorot-dow
the "Low
WRITE
Phone rings again.
radio artist or program.
Miss Hummel knows all the artists
Winnie: Good morning. This is
and all the programs; knows them
RADIO DOINGS. (Listens with
intimately. She has ways and
amused smile slowly widening.) Just a
means of finding things out, known
moment,
please,
and
I'll
see
if
I
can
get
that information for you.
only you.
to her. Write her and she'll
tell
Voice
Corner:
If you want a personal reply enWinnie:fromSome
sweetWhat's
young funny?
thing
wants to know if Bob Swan is married
close a stamped, self-addressod
envelope. If room is available she
and if his eyes are blue or gray. Does
will publish your letter in the next
anyone happen to know the more or
issue.
less personal details of Mr. Swan's life?
Address Dorothy Hummel,
RADIO DOINGS, 1220 Maple
Voice and
(Stillhappily
from corner)
he's
married
so, and: Yes,
his eyes
Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
are not quite gray and not blue but
darn near violet, I'd say.
Winnie (Holding one call on the
board) : Here's a hard one. A rough line of chatter about the KTM ranch
sounding
who who
says falls
he's for
a cowcow-boys.
He's itarguboy wantsperson
to know
the boys beingmentatireal
ve and would
like to fight
out.
Voice (coming out of the corner) :
I'll talk to him. Good Morning.
(Listens intently to long tirade.) Well,
I'm afraid you are mistaken because
Cactus Mac was born in Safford, Arizona on a cow ranch belonging to his
father, and he would probably be delighted to accept your challenge to ride
broncos with him. He's doing that this
month for Hoot Gibson's rodeo, so
there's not much fake about that.
And, furthermore . . . (Catches Winnie's frantic eye on her.)
Ye Editor (as girl puts down receiver)I: have it! We'ii save wear and
The Clark Sisters rendering a little ditty on tear on the phone and our dispositions
the Blue Monday Jamboree, KFRC
by creating a department to answer all
RADIO DOINGS
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questions
as we've
had oral
on theor
phone thissuch
morning
whether
written, and we'll put you in charge
of it. (Pointing to the Know-it-All person in the corner.)
the studios
most of theYou'll
time skulk
and getabout
the
low-down on all the radio artists. How's
that for a title? The Low-down. Pretty
good,foldno?
threepurpose.We'll
First,accomplish
you as thea Studio
snooper will be able to satisfy your
woman's appetite for gossip; secondly,
you'll save us time and tantrums in the
officeing and
givthe fansmostwhatimportant,
they wantwe'llto beknow,
and that's our ultimate purpose, of
course. (Smiles, very pleased with this
solution to the problem.)
0 SCENE TWO. (Editorial office.
WallsAt covered
star's
pictures.
a desk, with
laden radio
with letters
sits The Voice of Scene One, who has
suffered a metamorphosis and emerged
the Studio Editor. She is busily reading letters.) Enters Ye Editor.
Editor: department
Good morning.
How's
theYeLow-down
progressing?
Studio Editor: I am having fun, and
finding out some amazing things, incidental y. I'l bet you
know that
Joe Handlebars
who didn't
announces
the
wrestling bouts is really some kind of
a Russian Count!
Ye Editor: No. I don't. Can you
actually get the close-up information
that
people
want to know about their
favorite
artists?
Studio Editor: Sho", sho'. Why I
even know that J. Newton Yate's,
KFVD's organist, used to sell Herald
newspapers
the cornerBoulevard,
of Normandie
and Santaon Monica
and
that his first long-pants-suit was a very
brown brown and that with it to complete his sartorial elegance he wore a
bright green hat and yellow shirt and
spats. That was over fifteen years ago
and not terribly important but that's

Doug Douglas makes funny-papers even
more funny when he reads them over KHJ

while we'll agree that radio salaries
are becoming as out of proportion as
movie stars,' still Charlie's sponsor
knows he can sell tooth paste and that's
all he's really interested in. Of course
you could have turned the dials on
those programs that annoy you, but
after
you won't
even doApril
that,first,
for Charlie
Hamp have
is tak-to
ing the 50,000 or what ever remains
of the 150,000 and going back to Chicago to convert the gangsters and racketeers, not perhaps, to all ways of right
living, but at least to one according to
Charlie;
tooth
paste.and that's the right kind of

With apologies to Hearst, RADIO DOINGS has employed a candid camera man to
shoot the notables unawares. He has caught Max Dolin, musical impresario and
director of the Nationalbrows" Broadcasting
'er up" with the "lowafter midnite at Company,
Coffee Dan's"whooping
in San Francisco
how I can get the low-down on them. legitimate stage. He's a very traveled
having crossed the AtBig GoBoss:aheadWell,
that'sit not
lantic sixteenonlytimes.
that.
and dish
out. bad, at gentleman,
Studio Editor: Oke!
(Curtain)
And that, dear ladies and gentlemen, is the raison d' etre of this
new department. We shall be delighted to dig down in the past and
the
and future
let you of
in onyourthe favorite's
secret. life
And to start the ball rolling,
here's a few letters that have
been languishing in our files awaiting just this moment.
0 A.
M., SANTA
—
If L.I had
answered MONICA
your letter
more promptly, I would only have
aroused short-lived hopes for Kenneth
Niles was married just a few weeks
ago to an exotic girl with enormous
dark eyes and the glamorous name of
Nadja. She is a violinist, so they have
Dorothy Dee, theatglobe-trotting
organist
KTM
their work in common and are very
happy. You'd want them to be that,
A. R. BEVERLY HILLS.—
wouldn't
you?marriage
(There'sin further
tion of the
another menpart H D.
You're right the first time, Don
or is it Dan? Jeanne Dunn is lovely
of the book.)
to look at and I am surprised you
seen some of the many highly
0 S.really
O., SAN
JOSE.—
tell that
Jack Couldn't
Carter isyoua haven't
decorative pictures we have published
of
her.
She has limpid, brown eyes,
"genu-wine Englishman? I am sure you
could if you saw a picture of him. He mop of wavy dark brown hair, and
is aristocratically English in appearance, even, regular features. So you see her
slender, medium complexion, blue eyes looks do match her voice. She's very
and quite
oftenHehewasis replete
mon- young, too. Ain't dat sumpin?
acle
and all.
born inwithLondon,
studied in the London College of Music,
I'm
think BEACH.
Charlie —Hamp
ANNEthatJ.,youLONG
toured in opera for a year and then for- 0 sorry
sook that for the musical comedy stage. isn't worth his purported 150 thou a
Vaudeville next claimed his attention,
"which you don't believe he gets,
and for several years he played the year
anyway." He really does, Anne, and

£ This
is offered
what want
it is toworth.
Whenever
you forreally
feel
elegant, get someone to introduce you
to Kenneth Allen who has just joined
the trio at KHJ. He has recently returned from an extended engagement at
the Cafe de Paris in London, where he
hob-nobbed nightly with kings, princes
and queens, too.
^ The
other night
the forBiltmore
Trio
of California
set off
New York.
That, ladies and others, is the whole caption that they carry with them to New
York: The Biltmore Trio of California:
such austere dignity . . . such subtle
sophistry. Imagine, please, the Biltmore
Trio of Sunshine and Orange Juice fame
in
dals.the midst of George White's Scan-

accident last
on the
hadis anbackunfortuwho fall,
£ June nateParker,
and we hope we will hear a lot more
ofair her.

And — nowthe weMurray
have Sisters
the "Lady
over Hill
KMTRBillies"
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The

NEW

It's new . . . Nothing has
ever been built like it
by the Falck engineers.
This model B Series is
the latest development
in the Super-Heterodyne
radios . . . and imagine
. . . selling at only . . .

SO
59
Complete

MODEL B 2
SUPER-HETERODYNE
Mfd. by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.
Established 1915
MUtual 3159
L260 W. Second St.
Los Angeles
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THIS

AD

MONEY

BRING IN THIS AD— GET A
BEAUTIFUL SILK PILLOW
rn C C With Each Purchase
r l\ L t
of $5.00 or more!
Our low rent district prices have been attracting wide
attention. We are continuing these specials for two
more weeks, and urge that you make serious comparisons. For two weeks, we will give away, absolutely
FREE, with each purchase of $5.00 or more, an attractive silk pillow of which any home will be proud. But
you must bring this ad with you. All features on this
page are special bargains that will make a trip from
any part of Southern California worth while. We are
'5
EVENINGS.
OPEN
9
Radio Bench
Handy,benches,
sturdy, seats
wroughtiron
holstered in variety up-of
3-Pc. Living Room Ensemble
expensive mohairs, too
Embodying the finest *\ill-webbed construction, hardsmall ture.forHurry!larger furniwood frames, double-doweled and hot glued, and filled
with genuine Nachman springs, this exceptional outfit
is upholstered 100% with genuine Mohair. Reversible
cushion. Distinctively carved I The odd chair is uphol$A29
stered in expensive sample fabrics — mohairs, broca25 of
telles, tapestries, damasks. What a bargain for three
PAY $1.25 WEEKLY
These
pieces!
I Only
5 -Ply Walnut Bed room Set
Never in our entire history have we
been able to offer such a marvelous
value as this! A three-piece set, inPAY ONLY
cluding ful size bed, French vanity
and chest of five drawers!
$1.25 WEEKLY
Note thesatin
lovelyfinishthree-coat
handrubbed
of the wood,
the full Venetian mirrors, the
metal pulls, the built-up tops, and 2
the 2-inch turnings on the9legs.
5
All the corners are blocked,
4 and
the raised maple overlay on all
the pieces . . . with heavy beading around the bottom make this
group a value supreme. Come to
the
Washington
this Sale Classic! Furniture Co. for
5-Pc. Breakfast
Room Set
Attractive drop-leaf table and
four chairs in semi-hardwood
.... finished in ivory with
choice
or orchid
.... aofrealgreen,
valuebluesensation.
13

95

TWIN BEDS AT SMALL
ADDED COST
Listen in KGFJ 12:30 to I
Every Day Except Sunday

TERMS ARRANGED
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
FREE PARKING IN REAR— OPEN EVENINGS

ALM

.DO

I

FEATURES:
Clara Bow Picks
IT Girl
of the Air
•
Jungle Jazz !!!
•
Dope on Dobbsie
by Carl T. Nunan
-ouella Parsons
Talks
•
"The High Brow"
by Jose Rodriquez
\ Criminal Tunes In
by Nick Harris
DISTANCE
y Kenneth Ormiston
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NEW

SENIOR
RADIO'S
Again

SUPER-HETERODYNE
(Pliody natron )
MOST
Crosley

OUTSTANDING
Leads

SET

the Field !

A few of the features making this
set the largest $ Dollar for Dollar $
value on the market today !
(Pliodynatron) Oscillator, Four
screen grid tubes, full dynamic
speaker, static and tone control, localdistance switch.

Words cannot convey the richness,
the beauty of cabinet design. See
them at your nearest authorized dealer to appreciate their superiority.
Complete with Tubes
Other Models From
$39.75 to $189.50
Telephot

for your nearest Crosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

KLI^M
L r EQUIPMENT
aveNSCROFT
RADIO
121-131 Ninth Street
135-139 West 17th Street
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios
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DeVry

Your

Home

Theater
Family,

is Your
- Your

Your

Stars

All possible through
the new sensational
DeVry

16 MM
Engineers Have Solved the
Dim Light Problem in
Small Movie Projectors
watts, A.C.
operating
on 110 D.C.
cycles,
Transformer,
an in-01
cast in
iation of
•stats
lig-ht.
framii

Model

47

CAMERA
De Vry lie:ule<l
Screens
Built
for picture
depth!

57

50

Equipped with F.3.5 Lens

raf 2" focusing "Big; Bertha" projection lens
-film sluiti

Why the DeVry No. 47 is a new value in
the amateur movie world!
IT IS SIMPLICITY ITSELF
Easy to thread; heavy red lines on the back plate inside
show the exact path of the film. After you wind the spring,
point the camera at the scene you wish to take. Press the
button and let the spring do its work until you have all of
the action you wish to take. When the lO'O feet of film
are used up, take out the reel and send it to your dealer.
It will come back developed and printed without cost to
you, already to put on your projector for a movie show.
Perfect
— Guaranteed
See Movies
^ our Nearest
Dealer
Q. R. S.— DeVry
Established 1900Corporation
800 SEVENTH STREET, SAX FRANCISCO
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RECEIVER.

Pilot's wonderful wave band changing switch, incorporated in the new Universal
Super-Wasp, revolutionizes the short wave art. No longer need numerous coils be
changed to cover the various wave bands. No longer need dial settings change each time
the same distant stations are tuned in. You can log permanently all the stations you
can get throughout the world, you can tune from the short waves to the high ship waves
without removing your hand from the single control knob.
What You Can Get on the
Universal Features RevolutionUNIVERSAL Super-Wasp
izing the Short Wave Art
Complete coverage all wave bauds from 15 to 650 On the short waves are hundreds of relay broadcastmeters without coil changing. Complete A.C. opering, experimental and amateur stations transated Chassis in cabinet. (Also available in battery model)
mitting voice and music; actually thousands of
All Metul Chassis.
amateur and commercial stations sending code;
Highly sensitive and selective circuit.
trans-oceanic and ship-to-shore teleScreen Grid TRF amplifier plus Screen Grid numerous
phone stations; dozens of television transmitters;
Detector.
and police radiophone stations in many cities.
227 First Audio Stage.
On the broadcast ranges, the Universal SuperTwo
245's can
in push-pull
stage. on dial.
Mat ions
he loggedoutput
permanently
Wasp covers the full maximum and minimum
Regeneration control does not alter tuning.
limits, bringing in broadcasts never heard on the
Provision for Phonograph Pick-up.
average broadcast receiver.
Earphone JackDials.
on Front Panel.
NOTICE
TO "HAMS"
:
Above broadcast ranges, the UniIlluminated
Pilot
will
continue
building
brings inmeters.
ship and shore stathe form
original
Super-Wasp
Handsome Walnut Cabinet.
tionsversalon 600
kit
for licensed
amateursin
and
others
who
want
to
spread
Most
advanced
construction
yet
If
hat
other
receiver
you as
used for short wave work.
the tuning
their ownpet audio
wave much radio with as littleoffers
effort?
and addon their
In kit form for easy home assembly ; bands
features.
A.
C.
and
batter>
no drilling or cutting, all parts fully models.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration!
prepared.
Pilot Universal Super Wasp
PILOT RADIO
Chicago: 234 S. Wells St.
OFFICES IN
RADIO DOINGS

&

A. C. Model (K- 136) In Kit Form

TUBE
CORP., Lawrence, Mass.
New York: 525 Broadway San Francisco: 1278 Mission Street
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THE

STARS

WILL

SHINE

The world moves on. And with the world move the vagaries of the hour.
Ten short years ago we had wireless. Five years ago we had radio. Today we
have the radio star — the torch singer, the rhythms of Gershwin, the sad melodies
of the southwest, the fantasies of a myriad of entertainers and artists. In a few more
years we shall have television.
But today the world centers its interest on the stars of radio. The gaudy platform
of idolatry is being crowded to make room for the artist of the air. The movie god
edges over to clear a place for his brother.
The man who sat at his ear phones a decade ago in ecstacy over a station
twenty miles down the line, reclines in front of his nine tuber today and tunes in on
the universe. He is no longer interested in what kind of a set he has, he is interested
in what kind of a program he is getting with that set.
Ten years ago the radio fan was satisfied with any sor| of entertainment he got
over the air as long as it blared out to him through the speaker of a radio. Today
he has learned that he can select. The entertainer has taken on shape; has assumed
personality.
The vast radio public has awakened to an intense interest in the individuals who
perform for it. Curiosity is at high tide.
The same strange psychological twist of the human mind that makes an audience curious as to the lives of its movie stars crops out again. Radio listeners are
interested in the lives, the destinies, the follies and the tragedies, the beginnings
and the ends, of their idols.
What the star looks like is becoming as important as how the star sings, plays or
talks. No longer does the mere announcement of a name suffice. There must be
more — there must be a concrete personality in back of that name.
The thousands, yes, hundreds of thousands, who write fan letters are keenly interested inthose artists to whom they write. It is time to give the radio star his publicity bow before the world.
—LIONEL WHITE

JAZZ

In

The

JUNGLE

by
Thurston
takes little originality to remark
I that" 'Jazz'came from the jungle."
' Every talking picture taken in the
haunts of jungle man drives home the
point so well that the average movie
fan has by this time made this pregnant
discovery for himself. On the other
hand there is still a chance for a village
wit to slip one over on the rest of the
boys and girls by finding out whal
"Jazz"been
reallyits is,birth-place,
why the jungle
have
and howshould
hot
a thing jungle man has made out of it.
There are a number of experts who
say that "Jazz" is nothing more nor less
than "erratic noises." I hold with that
other school of alleged thought which
maintains, on the contrary, that the_ essence of "Jazz" — in fact, the only possible excuse for "Jazz" — is its peculiar
and
' that
rhythmfascinating
is a definiterhythm.,
mixture .And>
of regular
and irregular beats. I believe the reason why it maintains the hold it has on
the public is that it can still give our
iaded nervous systems a jolt of surprise.
The
listener's
first of all ofbegins
vibrate
to thebody
undercurrent
regularto
beats. Of a sudden one of the irregular, delayed beats catches him unprepared. It throws him off balance. It
releases an explosion of nervous energy
which causes a thrill of pleasure. But
if the same thing is repeated too many
times the listener learns when the delayed beat will occur. Right then it begins to lose its kick for him. And here
is whereitself.the potency of "jazz" rhythm
shows
There are many ways to vary the occur ence ofthe delayed beat or beats
while still keeping the same general relation between the regular and the irregular. You can
till the cowsto
come home.
Theyshock
were'em beginning
say, five or six years ago, that "Jazz is
through?"
ing you. Now, is it dead? I'm askIf you listen to music from the jungle
belt that extends around the world you
will find that jungle peoples the world
over have known how to make effective
use of this very definite regular-irregular rhythm-pattern. You would recognize the same thing in music from the
Kongo, Madagascar, India, Ceylon,
Java, Samoa, Tahiti, Hawaii, Guiana,
Haiti, Cuba, Beale Street, or Broadway.
Why of necessity should the jungle belt

rimd/cn

have been
the place where "jazz"
rhythm
originated?
Perhaps one reason is the real jungle
is a dark and fearsome place, full of
known dangers and the unknown perils
of the spirit world that is supposed to
haunt it. John Vandercook in his interesting book, Tom-Tom, suggests that a
race could survive in such surroundings,
century after century, only by finding
some powerful way of hypnotizing or intoxicating itself. He indicates that such
a means was found by beating on the
tom-tom.
I'll goages
a step
suppose that,
ago,further.
jungle We'll
man
slapped his leg with his freely swinging
hand as he walked through the dark recesses of his natural habitat just as a
boy whistles to keep up his courage as
as passes a graveyard at midnight. The
iungle gentleman noticed with naive
pleasure that part of the time his hand
hit his leg just as one of his feet struck
the ground, while at other times he
gave himself a smack half-way between
strides. Here was your combination of
beat and off-beat occurring in an interesting form.
It happens that such a definite relation of a one-two beat going on at the
same time as a one-two-three beat is
the simplest form of the jazz-rhythm
pattern. It may have been that jungle
man, once he had realized the interesting nature of his discovery, experimented further with it by pounding

with a stick on a hollow log. The fact
remains that peoples who live in jungle
countries actually use an astonishing
number of fascinating variations on the
above primitive pattern. Jungle man
can work himself into a fcenzy with his
cunning use of them; and it will get the
white
enough. man, too, if he 6 listens long
The spell of the delayed beat on the
drum first got hold of me when as a
kid of five I used to follow a G. A. R.
fife-and-drum corps around the streets
of
my natal then
townandof there
Salina,thatKansas.
determined
I would I'
find outstep" time
howsound
they somade
thatand"quickthrilling
just
why I got such an inordinate wallop out
of it. But it was years later, when witnes ing a stage presentation of "The
Bird of Paradise," that I got what might
be called my first clue that there was a
general and primitive formula for placing that fascinating delayed beat in various parts of a measure. In the luau
scene several Hawaiian women were
seated in a native hut slapping gourds
which contained rattling seeds, with the
palms of their hands. The delayed beat
came in a distinctly different part of
the measure than is the case in fife-anddrum "quick-step time." Was it not possible that ALL the vagaries of unpredictable jazz rhythm were obtained
from some simple formula — a formula
iungle peoples knew intuitively?

Here's How It All Started
Page Nine

Here's the Author
Behind a Bush —
• From that time on my subconscious
self was plugging away at this very
problem. It got me into more than one
minor jam. There was a time in Berkeley, when my fraternity brothers got
good and tired of hearing me try to
learn to play jazz on the piano. At choir
practice in Trinity M. E. Church I noticed with jealous eye the isolated position of the grand piano situated well
toward the center of the building. After
practice one night I managed to remain
in the building alone, and then I went
after the problem with zeal. In no time
at all, it seemed, there was a simultaneous racket at the front and back doors.
Two flashlights converged on me, and I
found myself pinched for disturbing the
peace at 3 a. m. Later that morning I
appeared before the eminent criminologist, August Vollmer, who then held the
title of chief of police. His advice was
the diplomatic equivalent of "hire a
My a"rhythmic
research"
hall."
many
queer haunt
alongtook
the meWestto
Oakland water-front. There was Henry
Hastings'down "Oak
Leaf from
Cafe,"thea tumbleshack that
outside
would inspire fear in the heart of the
brashest youth. There I first heard the
"TigerintoRag"it! and
black babies
tear
Theydidhadthose
a wooden
washtub fashioned to the low ceiling; a
membrane was stretched across the
bottom of the tub, and a large rope
dangled from a hole in the center of
the membrane.
• When the time came to imitate the
tiger's roar, the trap-drummer took two
rosined rags in his hands and proceeded to climb the rope like a monkey.
The resultant indescribable noise just
about shook the rickety building down
on our heads. And then there was the
"Creole Cafe," where a now wellknown pianist was leading the orchestra. Ihave never heard the "Yellow
Dog Blues" rendered as they did it, nor
RADIO DOINGS

even in the South Seas have I seen anyone "put it on" as did the "highbrown" girl who sang it. It seemed a
hopeless job to find a simple answer to
all THIS complexity.
But in the summer of 1923, after
teaching in high school and grammar
school around San Francisco Bay for a
couple of years, I set sail for that isle
o' dreams, that opal set in aquamarine,
Gauguin's Noa-Noa — Tahiti. I went as
a sort of unofficial and non-professional
missionary of jazz to the South Sea Islands. Like many a would-be conqueror, Iwas given a surprise.
• Analysis of the jazz rhythm-pattern as
carried out in the manner earlier indicated in this article, I had already
proved to my own satisfaction would
give only three variations on this
rhythm. And I had heard many other
variations which would not fit into such
a simple scheme. When I heard the
astonishing results on the percussion instruments produced by native Tahitians,
I was still further bewildered.
Every district has its own distinctive
dances, and every dance has several
widely varied movements, with correlative changes in rhythm. There is also
always the CONTRAPULSITIVE effect
of several rhythms going on at once.
On the empty gasoline can which takes
the place of our snare drum there is
played what sounds like the roll of a

machine gun with swift syncopation. At
the same time four or five natives are
beating out a slower syncopated rhythm
on the same number of hollowed blocks
of hard wood. And the under-current
is furnished either by a bass drum or
hollow cocoanut-tree log covered at
one end by a membrane of shark-skin.
The total effect makes shivers run up
"hot."down your spine. Your feet get
and
During the three months I spent in
Tahiti I went twice around the entire
island, stopping at every village, and
pounding on the village drums. When
I finally analyzed what I had found I
discovered
the single
tor which united
all thecomplicating
variations I fachad
heard anywhere. The primitive jazzryhthm pattern can be taken through a
cycle of eight phases until one reaches
the beginning again. I noted seven of
the total of eight phases in use by the
Tahitians.
• Negroes use all of the eight. Putting
these eight phases together in all
mathematically possible combinations
taken four at a time I have, to start
with, 1680 two-phase combinations in
which there is no repetition within the
combination. Starting with these, who
is to say what the limits are? I can at
least sayces iblthis:
a study amakes
ace to one such
orchestrator
veritable
reservoir of suggestive rhythmic ideas.

An Old African Custom, Folks

—JUST

AN

OLD

Csashioned ^Jirl
•sentOnea wire
day toNickRochester.
Harris, theEleanor
detective,
took
it and happened to recognize his voice
as she had heard it so often over the
air. They started talking. You know —
you've
with Western
Unionwasgirlsa
yourself talked
probably.
The outcome

Sweet?
by
Gordon Clayborne

In the shade of the Old Apple Tree,
Where the love in your eyes I could
When the voice that I heard
Like a song of the bird
Seemed to whisper sweet music to me.
I could hear the dull bun of the bee,
In the a blossoms
With
heart thatas isyoutruesaid to me,
I'll be waiting for you
In the shade of the Old Apple Tree.

hearing over KFI for Eleanor. She went
over great.
Since then she has appeared once,
twice and sometimes three times a day
over KFI and KECA. She sings the good
old songs: Memories, When You and I
Were Young Maggie, Where Is My
Wandering Boy Tonight, I Dreamt I
Dwelt in Marble Halls, and a lot of
others.
• Her fan mail is tremendous. It comes
not only from nice old ladies but from
young girls as well. She plays golf, rides
and loves to drive. So some night if
you want to hear After the Ball Is
Over, just tune in on Eleanor.
▼
Get away from that
horse's head, lady !

INTRODUCINGd Eleanor Autrey. The
New Fashione Girl who sings the
Old Fashioned Songs.
Remember those old ditties that
would bring down the house and shake
the barn back in the days when grandma was a girl? Those old ballads that
used to bring the sentimental tears to
the mellow eyes of a past generation?
Well, Eleanor is the little lady who
warbles them over KFI. The flapper who
sings the songs of another year. The
gay little girl of today who reaches the
hearts of the girls of yesterday.
There's
back of coincidence
Eleanor. A
story
filleda story
with instrange
and drama.
Her real
is Pansy,
let's She
just
forget
that name
and get
to the butstory.
comes from Fort Scott, Kansas. Her
father is one of President Hoover's
closest friends. They were boys together or something. Five years ago Eleanor
came here to crash pictures. Either the
casting directors were blind or they
didn't
personality
it wasof
thrown know
at them.
Anyway when
the gates
Hollywood refused to open; and so our
heroine accepted a poor but honest job
in other fields. She went to work for
Western Union.
Page Eleven
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A story, and a true one, of how love entered the life of Loyal Underwood, inspiring genius and sheriff of the Wranglers.

Jack

JCOYAJC
and
T)0\0

m
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THY

Paul Lord

THIS is the story of Loyal Underwood, Sheriff of the Wranglers. It is also the
story of Dorothy Benton Smith, who one bleak day a little more than a year
ago, drove her dusty and ancient Ford across the border line of the great
southwest and entered the State of California and the heart of the Sheriff.
The blase boys who are to be found hanging on the fringe of radio studio life
will tell you that romance is dead. Perhaps it is— for them. They will tell you it is
all a matter of cut and dried business, the things that go on behind the scenes.
Well they're wrong. Dead wrong. And we advance Sheriff Loyal and Dorothy
to prove our statement.
Dorothy Smith was a writer on the staff of the Chicago Tribune. And a good
writer. One dreary day she tired of her job, and decided to go west, on the
strength of the advice of that other newspaper figure, the late H. Greeley. So
she packed her Gladstone, climbed into her worn flivver and set out for the
golden promise of Southern California.
•TheSheHerald
arrivedoffice.
with high hopes and little else. Her first quest for a job led her to
She crashed past the secretary to the circulation manager and offered her
highly
valuable
madeNaylor
so good
impression
that services.
some one They
in theweren't
office accepted.
sent her outHowever,
to KNX she
to see
Rogers,an
who is always looking for those superior sort of secretaries.

i

i

i [

e

[[[[[]]]]]

She got across great. Rogers, the
manager of the station, put her on as
a kind of general utility girl. And then
she met Loyal Underwood. In a week
they were friends, in a month they were
a lot more than friends.
Then one night a plane made a mysterious flight over into Mexico. Tia
Juana witnessed the nuptials. Dorothy
Benton Smith
derwo d. Itwasbecame
a love Mrs.
match.Loyal Un• But the world knew nothing. The
Sheriff went back to work. So did his
wife, but not for long. They lived apart
and stole a few cherished hours each
dav together. Then, after Dorothy had
quit her job, they were re-wed in
Yuma; a regular old fashioned American wedding. But quiet.
Now Sheriff Loyal and Dorothy have
two deputies. Twins. Boys, born a
couple of months ago. Frank and Fred
are their names. They were called after
their grandfathers. And what a pair of
bovs they are! Almost as big as the
four foot Sheriff, already.
Loyal says they have big feet and big
hands and are going to be cops or
baseball players or something swell; not
iust a couple of song pluggers like their
dad. But there are plenty of people
who think their dad is a lot more than
an ordinary song plugger.
• When the announcement of their
birth reached the great radio public,
gifts fairly flocked in. And letters —
well brother, Loyal could have started
one of the snappiest collections of
stamps
town's
seen.ofAnd
mailman this
is still
takingeverplenty
trips theto
that
little
bungalow
out
in
West
Hollywood.
Loyal Underwood is, as the boys say,
one great little guy. He used to be with
Charlie Chaplin back in 1920. Remember? The old days when films were
films and pictures were laughable, even
the serious ones? Loyal used to play
the part of a little old man. He used
plenty of make-up to make it realistic.
Then, in '25 he took a show to HonoKNX. lulu. He returned and signed up with

In these last six years he has done
iust about everything out there. Written continuity, script, publicity, ana dozenHeparts
and promoted nounced,
his ownplayedshows.
created
the
Hap and Sap parts for the Royal Vagabonds.
It was during the Catalina Island
Channel Swim that he played one of his
bigges+ cards. He put on the broadcast with Dean Garber and Eddie Albright. Itwas a stunt in those days;
and it would be some stunt even if it
were done today. He was also the first
to
Westpioneer
Coast a football broadcast on the

• But when he became Sheriff of the
Wranglers he really clicked right. And
clicked right from the first. They eat it
up. Why, real sheriffs from all over the
country are sending him honorary
badges! Tom Gurdane, the sheriff up
in Umatille County in Oregon, of Hickman fame,gold.
sent him one the other day.
It's solid
Loyal was born in Freeport, III., and
says
he'sHe been
to out-live it ever
s;nce.
plays trying
tennis
Mrs. Underwood
like toandride.both he and
They make a great team, Sheriff
Loyal and Dorothy. But just wait until
those deputies get a little bigger.
T
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Lou Barnes

—who
plays KMT
the Rhythmettes
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BUDDY AND JEAN AND US
Anyone who knows one note from another, or can whistle, knows that "From
Out of Nowhere" is a pretty difficult
piece to play. But when Buddy sits
down and rattles it off, with all the
frills, runs and breaks that Jean has
taughting his him,
he's wasttime you
as awonder
commonwhy movie
star.
And
little
more
than
a
year
ago
"they'd
have laughed if he even so much as
started to sit down at a piano."
• Buddy is all enthusiastic about radio.
mike.
"There is a fascination about a radio

CHARLES "BUDDY" ROGERS is going on the air! \f
that isn't
enoughstartto for
maketheseveral
millionthenpalpitating
young
femmes
radio set,
Graham
McNamee is tongue-tied.
For the past year or so, Buddy has been seen and heard
very lingfrequently
in Jean
Leonard's
Hollywood
the shimmering
ivories.
Jean has
taken himStudio,
undertickhis
wing and given him piano lessons, in preparation for
Buddy's
radio engagements.
And according
to Jean, Buddy is so darned wrapped up
inWhen
his music
that hishe lesson,
can't be
from the
piano.
he takes
Jeanjerked
has toaway
threaten
everything
from blackmail to mayhem to get him to quit on time.
• You see, it was this way. All the other movie stars were
taking up singing, or saxaphones, or trombones, or piccolos,
or something, in order to be able to broadcast, and Buddy
decided he ought to do something. He could play every
instrument in an orchestra already, from trombone to banjo,
but he'd always wanted to play the piano. So he suddenly
announced that he was a piano player, started taking lessons to back up the statement, and now he is and a darned
good one, too.

"I think it is essential for a moving
picture tertain
actor
to prepare
himself toMore
enover radio
and television.
and more, they are being mustered
to broadcast, and if they can't do anything but act, they're simply wallflowNO
MUSIC
TO
GUIDE
HIM

Buddy is soon going East, where he
will joina team
Rudy that
Valleewillatbe!the Paramount.
What
• From there they tell us he is going to
broadcast regularly on the Paramount
hour playing the piano and singing
(Oh, by the way; he has been taking
vocal
hook-up.lessons,
ers." too) over the National
You have to hand it to these movie
people. When they want something
they go right out after it. Nothing
seems impossible to them. Their motto
is "Be Prepared," and no one is more
prepared right now than Charles
Rogers.
Page Fifteen
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HOW
THEY
•

AMOS
AND
ANDY
AND
LANG
By Freeman Lang
(As Told to Mae Brightman)

CECIL De MILLE takes first prize as
the outstanding male hello-er. Conrad Nagel is a close runner up.
Charlie Chaplin will never talk, but
that's not strange either as he won't
even talk from the screen. But he's af-

RADIO DOINGS

ACT

before
the tied.
microphone. She's willing,
but a trifle
Constance Bennett broke her silence
endurance contest at "Cimarron" with
the classic remark, "I have nothing to
As a matter of fact many of the big
stars won't talk because they really
don't have anything to say. They come
unprepared and dislike the usual trite
remarks. Jean Harlowe and Clare Luce
are plain stubborn. They turn out with
boy friends who brush past with a negative
shake of the head. He'll tell us
say."
they
want to talk. He ought to
know. don't

fable. Doug Fairbanks offers the usual
"hello,"
at
that. a pleasant smile and lets it go
Doug says his voice is not so hot and
that the radio audience is getting a
break even if they don't know it. Mary
Pickford
hello-ed at "Morocco" which
The comedians are the best bets.
was
unusual.
affable lads and always ready
Gorgeous Gloria Swanson goes shy They're
to give a free laugh.
George Sidney, Charlie Murray and
Jack Oakie are only too willing to help
out. They get off a wise crack, a grin
and add life to the whole thing. Bert
Roach and George Stone let out a gag
or so apiece. El Brendel talks with his
famedbin breaks
Scandinavian
dialect; Benny Ruinto Hebrew.
Bob Woolsey and Bert Wheeler, as
well as their lovely little pal, Dorothy
Lee, add plenty of laughs. Amos and
Andy, who didn't find the mike exactly
foreign,
spilled their usual line at the
MARJORIA "Check and
Double Check" premiere.
WHITE
"Coquette"
was one of the snapSMILES
piest premieres I've put over. Doug and
Mary hopped across the gutter. It was
a slick shot. At "Rio Rita" I collected
a dollar from everyone who said hello
over the mike. I got $25 for the Community Chest.
"City Lights"
theAnd
new when
Los Angeles
Theatre opened
we put onin
a great radio show. The arc lights
were smashed, the crowds blocked traffic and the taxis would dump their
fares and pick up the wounded to rush
to the hospital. What a night!

The one and only picture premiere announcer gives the low
down on motion picture stars and
their reactions to the mike. He's
introduced them all so he ought
to know what he is talking about.

"East and
Lynn"lightning.
was plenty
thunder
But wet.
it madeRain,a
good setting.
Marlene Dietrich tried to get past
me at "Morocco." No one else noticed
her, but I did. Theda Bara was surprised when I noticed her at the
"Whoopee"
opening. She was all
alone.
Al Jolson doesn't attend premieres.
it's tooandexpensive.
IHebuysaysflowers
pay for a"Byseattheor time
two
I've spent enough to finance the production. And if you go later you don't
have to talk over the radio." Oke,
sonny-boy.
Wallace Beery is great. He gave me
amissed
lift at
Maystars,
Kiss."
plenty"Strangers
of the lesser
but Hehe
was willing. And did he sweat! Marie
Dressier They
and Polly
can't dovoices.
too
much.
have Moran
great radio
Strangely
enough
Marie
rings
in
a
serious note. She boosts the stars.

JOHN
MACK
BROWN
AND—
The Duncan Sisters sing a line from
"Remembering" and they sure can sing
it to. Cliff Edwards promises to bring
his uke but always forgets it. Mitzi
Green winks and says, "I know a
secret."
Somesheday,
when and
she
gets
of age,
may maybe
break down
tell us what it is.
Will does
Rogersanddoesn't
attend.forBuddy
Rogers
talks enough
both
of them.

Ruth Chatterton, with her husband,
Ralph Forbes, is willing but frankly admits there is little they can say. Usually
just looking at Ruth is plenty for one
night. Marion Davies is entertaining;
Norma Shearer is swell.
Richard Dix just doesn't care.
But for the most part, movie stars are
willing to talk and do.

As to Clara Bow — and Willy Haines
— well, just let that go.
Ruth Roland and Ben Lyon are real
witty. Lew Ayres, who is shy, said
"Good Morning" in his embarrassment
atMary
the McAllister
"All Quiet" with
premiere.
had
him. HeRobert
Montgomery, on the other hand, is
willing to go on talking by the hour. He GLORIOUS
gets a good hand from the side lines.
GLORIA
Greta Garbo is always silent.
SWANSON
Dempsey and a friend of his, Estelle SPEAKING
Taylor, who were seen together a great
deal at one time, always have a word
for their public. Harold Lloyd is a
sphinx. But he's always on hand.

T
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When
Television
Comes
necessary to apply it to practical uses.
In a few years we will be able to look
into our radio loud-speaker and see the
person who is broadcasting.
When the imagination accepts this
fact, it is easy to picture what will happen next. Complete dramas and plays
of all kind will be enacted in the broadcasting rooms. In your own living room,
sitting in your favorite easy chair, you
will be able to see your favorite star
The effects which this achievement
perform.
will
have stagger the mind! Nothing
that we have known in the past can
compare to the upheaval in theatrical
circles which television will bring.
The advent of the movies meant disaster for many. There was less demand
for legitimate talent. The public went
wild over beautiful shadow faces and
forgot the old real favorites. Salaries
fell, and playhouses closed. Those who
could, forsook the stage for the screen,
and many who could not pass the photographic tests were relegated to oblivion.
The talkies meant a still greater
shakeup. Movie actresses who talked
like hashgirls were out of luck. The
slump in fan mail was terrific. The decline of box-office
on certain
favorites
looked like receipts
a Wall Street
riot.
Actors sent out an S. O. S. for voice
teachers,
and directors began to recruit new talent.

What will happen when television brings the theatre into the parlor? Will picture houses grow dark
and picture stars sell apples? Or
will picture talent combine with
broadcasting talent to form new
and better artists?

IT seems absurd now to think of life
without the motion picture theatres.
We have become as accustomed to
them as to the corner drug store. They
are a part of every American city, town
and neighborhood. We take them for
granted, like Christmas, mumps and
newsreels of Jimmie Walker.
Yet many of us can remember the
days when there were no movies and
poor mankind was dependent for entertainment on the legitimate stage. In
those days people living in small towns
went to a road show two or three times
a vear,ng heard Romeo singing to Juliet
in a raucous voice under a pasteboard
thought
seen some+hmoon, ofandlife.
The they had
fortunate citydwellers had such artists as May Irving,
Madame Fisk, John Drew, Williams and
Walker, Weber and Fields and Dan
Daley. To the smug New Yorker these
were enough; he fiercely resented the
coming of the movies. But, in spite of
opposition, the pictures came, moved
and then talked.
The evolution of entertainment is one
of the most thrilling stories of the modern age. When we consider that the
talkies combine art, science and literature, we are aptideal
to say:
"It is the
finish;
the histrionic
has been
obtained.
Here we have the best plays enacted
by the best talent — beauty and brains
performing for our benefit, made true
to life by Vitaphone and Movietone,
RADIO DOINGS

and brought to us in mass production at
a price we can all afford. What more
can one expect?
Much. The progression of entertainment has only begun. A few years ago
we thought the silent movies were good
enough; we could not understand how
talkies might benefit the pictures. But
scientists were not content until they
had perfected the speaking picture;
nor are thev conient now. The next step
in theatrical science is' without doubt
the visible radio performance. Already
television has been achieved; it is only

c
LIKI

Jack Oakie

favorite
ands. the stars of the ether.
of thetheirmovies
The stars
all have
THEY
"IT"
find thebeauty
motion
girl ofthat
"IT" Bow,
took theClara
flame tohaired
lovelypictures
of itradio.
girl But
whose very name is significant of personality, has picked, for
,
one.
the microph
"IT" girl
DOINGS
RADIO
And the
choice the
is good.
For ofGogo
Delyes is perhaps the
most charming little lady to ever warble in front of an invisible audience. Five feet two, slim, with an almost' childlike
figure, Gogo has the rare combination of beauty and talent.
Her langorous eyes have the dreamy promise of a world of
passion;
fine
soul. her clear voice has the deep melody of a startlingly
For Gogo, who has sung over virtually every station on the
western seaboard, and most of those on the eastern, is
Clara's choice for the title of "IT" girl. Clara is right —
Gogo has it, them, those and then some! For the last few
weeks she has been playing the Keith circuit. Soon she goes
back on the air on a full time program schedule. Pictures
have tempted her; the stage has attracted her, but radio has
intrigued her.

Skeets Qallagher

• Most movie stars, strange as it might seem, are keen fans
of the air. Gary Cooper, Paramount star, is an enthusiast of
the cowboy songs and cowboy programs. He says, "I suppose Iget KNX.
the biggest
out of songs
the Arizona
hour over
The oldkickcowboy
and theWranglers'
mandolin
music perhaps reminds me a little of the old days on our
ranch in Montana."
"Frank Watanabe and the Honorable Archie's comic hour
of fun is the program I usually fumble for on my radio dial
everyTourtellotte.
night," says There
Jack Oakie.
"I alsocharm
like to about
tune inhison organ
Wes
ley
is a deep
music."
Clive Brooks believes that Calmon Luboviski offers the most
delightful treat with his mystics and magical violin music.
"Mr. Luboviski's selection of pieces as well as his rendition
of Skeets
them are
flawless,"refused
he is quoted
as saying.
Gallagher
to commit
himself to anyone or
any
program
in
particular.
"Only,"
he
says,
old
weakness for the classical programs. However, "II have
rather anfancy
some of the modern songs when they are offered by a really
first class orchestra."

Clive Brooks

out

T

of
the
A

east

by

Corps, resigned with 3200 flying hours
over the front, to his credit.
He returned to the University of
EARLE JACKSON
Michigan and completed his studies,
graduating in June, 1922. His first job
was with the Detroit Free Press as a re, production manporter. Late in 1923 he went to Havana
FRANKager ofVALLAN
KGFJ, the 24-hour station, as a correspondent
for the Detroit Free
has travelled by a circuitous route Press, New York World,
Brooklyn Daily
from New Orleans before reaching Los
the Chicago Tribune. He deAngeles. Born in New Orleans, La., on Times and
voted some time to writing publicity
Nov. 3rd, 1899, his residence in the
for John
Bowman,WSUN,
of hotel
south was terminated at the age of five fame,
whileM'lntee
in Havana.
St.
when his parents moved to Bay City, Petersburg,
Florida,
was
the
scene
Mich. He enrolled at the University of debut in radio as an announcer ofandhis
Michigan to study journalism in 1915.
news feature man.
In January, 1916, Vallan shipped to
During January, 1925, he returned to
France and enlisted in the French Forand inforNewWEAF.
York When
City beeign Legion. He was sent to Pau for the north
came announcer
the
his training and later completed his
National Broadcasting Company was
training at Bar le Due, finishing just in formed
and the subsequent buying of
time to mix at Verdun attached to the
WEAF Vallan was made supervisor of
Escadrille F-44, later transferring to announcers.
N- 103, Chasse. At the close of the war,
Vallan, now a captain in the French Air
In January, 1929, Vallan transferred

Music Makers of KGFJ
RADIO DOINGS

his affections and talents to the Columbia Broadcasting System, as a production executive. But then the long arm of
Hollywood, forever grasping new talent, reached out and brought him to
Hollywood as a dialogue writer for
Universal.
Frank Vallan is now back at
tohis stay.
old love, RADIO, and there he hopes
Vallan is responsible for the success
ofas some
of radio's
such
the famous
Don biggest
Amaizo.features
The Halsey
Stuart Hour, Rastus and His Musical
Menagerie, for Cream of Wheat, Rapid
Transit and many other features are
also the product of his efforts.
On the Columbia System Vallan produced the Blackstone Plantation featuring Frank Crumit and Julia Sanderson, The Robert Burns Panatela Country
Club, with Guy Lombardo and His
Royal Canadians, Wahl Eversharp
Penmen, Flying Stories for MacFadden
Publications, Manhattan Moods and the
Columbians, both CBS features.

Just a Lot of Nice Boys

by
The

Cradle
cf
Talent
to unusual prominence
to the "mike," and gained an enviable
FROM
has been the fortune of an
— suchKFWB
reputation for herself as a blue-ballad
Kay Van Riper
extraordinary number of artists!
crooner. Now, she gives the whole
Fame smiles easily on the members of
country an opportunity to hear her low,
throaty voice over the NBC network.
Just
is genial!
staff—
KFWB'S
of outstandthe list
overchance
an eye
When Eddie Bush, who formed the
cast
es
ing personaliti who gained their first
first Biltmore Trio, was convalescing
fame over KFWB, the Cradle of Talent!
from a serious illness, he made plans for
a new and even a better musical act.
The Boswells — bless their N'Yawlins
accent! — found their first fans among
He found the necessary talent at KFWB
KFWB's
— chiefly, Buster Dees.
L. Scottlisteners.
Perkins is a name familiar to
Everett Heagland, possessor of a
most Los Angelenos, who were twisting
sense of dance rhythm, found an outlet
the dial about two years ago. His Spanfor
his energies and talents in forming
ish continuities, colorful, well written,
an orchestra which demonstrated his
and well directed, made him one of the
own theories of what a dance band
most popular of radio writers. He is
should sound like.
now a producer and writer at the San
Francisco studios of NBC.
One day an auburn haired, blue eyed
slender girl wandered into KFWB, and
Leon Belaski, violinist supreme, apannounced timidly that she was a radio
peared only at KFWB when he was in
Los Angeles a few years ago. He was
singer. After testing her voice, the ofa featured artist here. Then he went to
ficials agreed that she was. So did
Loyce Whiteman
Southern California listeners. Loyce
New tionYork
and conduct
recently,histheorchestra
whole na-as
hears him
Whiteman
was beseiged with demands
Onlyeners ofaKFWB
short heard
time ago,
daytimesinging
listthe wistful
he accompanies Morton Downey on the
for her picture — her autographs — any
CBS program. He also directs at the of Jean Cowan. Accompanying herself testimony from the girl whose voice
(Continued on Page 58)
Club Delmonico.
Dn the piano, Jean sang
by her heart out

The Children's Hour
"CLICKETY CLACK, CLICKETY CLACK,
CLICKETY
CLACK!"
"Uncle Jay"
What familiar sounds are these to boys and
girls everywhere!
letters from boys and girls from far and near;
Children, who in the late afternoon congre- these
notes telling how much President Pip,
gate near their radio sets to hear Ihe story
Clack, Yip the little wooden dog,
man, this is their hour. The hour when the story Clickety
Happy
Duck, and Bugler Murphy are relied
man
tells
of
the
happenings
in
the
AIR
upon
to
chase
the gloom of the day.
CASTLE in the LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE.
was nearly four-thirty in the afternoon,
The story man is seated at a desk in the andIt not
long
before
the story man would take
studios of KFI nearly buried by hundreds of charge of the microphone.
He was surrounded by hundreds of letters.
Some of them carried word that some listener
was ill; someone had a birthday today; and
others contained ribbons for Yip; medals for
President Pip; and saw-dust for Clickety Clack!
You
woodenknowman that
eats. saw-dust is what this littleOne glance at the clock and the story man
jumped from his chair, and hurried into the
studio, where there is a huge castle.
All around are beautiful plants, toy balloons
of all colors, pictures of children and a big
box
containing
out each
day. rays of sunshine that are sent
The story man played the piano and sang a
song, but not before turning the microphone
on and greeting the little boys and girls with
hisThecheery
first "Hello,
song wasHello,aboutHello!"
a Japanese doll,
then came the song about the farmer. These
were followed by the ringing of the magic
bells, and, to the tune of "Home, Sweet
Home," ington
in walked Aloysious
Whimpleton
Washshort,
Pip,
of The LandLincolnofMcPip;
Make inBelieve.
In hepresident
walked,
President Pip, only three feet tall and one

hundred years old. (He never gets any older.)
President Pip was wearing a suit of all colors,
a magic ring and a magic medal.
Inventing(Continued
is this old fellow's
on Pagehobby
39^ and what
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tTLEET

Doctor,oflawyer,
merchant,
chiefof— RADIO
from
walks
life come
readers
DOINGS. Here we have Mayor Porter of
Los Angeles, who is a very busy man, taking
a little time out to catch up on the latest in
radio. On the upper right, Mr. Henry Aloysious Smith. When he isn't reading, he's
sleeping, and vice versa

Tti

READERS

r

is giving
of radio
into
stepped
has and
outsider
RANKworld
A the
home talent plenty to worry
the
about. Louella Parsons, who for more
years than even she likes to mention,
has been writing for this paper and
that, and who at present is doing a
screen column for Universal Feature
Service, has developed over night into
a tremendous radio attraction.
Missried andParsons,
who byupthedaughter,
way, is marhas a grown
gets
more than twenty-five hundred letters a
week
fans. And that isn't at all
bad forfrom
a beginner.
She is featured on the Sunkist program over KHJ on Thursdays. But
there's a catch on that fan mail thing.
Most of the letters ask favors. People
want her to read their manuscripts, sell
their novels, give free domestic advice,
lend money to worthy causes and what
not. Then there are the fans who want
pictures. Hundreds of 'em, (fans, not
pictures) even thousands of them.
• During the few short months Miss
Parsons has been on the air she has interviewed Mary Pickford, Lew Ayres,
Wallace Beery, Marie Dressier, Ann
Harding, Bebe Daniels and a whole lot
of others. They, the stars and Louella,
chat back and forth about nothing particular, while the world listens in.
Wallace Beery was the first to be
interviewed. Miss Parsons says it was he
who taught her how to talk into a microphone and tipped her off on the best
ways of putting a voice over the ether.

Louella and Bebe Daniels

and Ann Harding

• "It was easy interviewing Mr. Beery,"
Louella
says.interviewing
"In fact it me.
almostWeamounted to his
went
over everything first. I was very nervous, but after that first time I overfright." was the most interestMariecame myDressier
ing person to interview, according to
Miss Parsons.
"Marie really had a serious message
to give. Her immense popularity, especial y as a comedian and character
actor, reacted to give her talk a distinct
depth and tone. The only trouble was
keeping her in front of the microphone.
She wanted to go home early.
•arranging
"Ruth Chatterton
helped She
me aoffered
lot in
our interview.
ideas as to the script and general trend
of the entire conversation. She was
perhaps a trifle shy before the microphone, but she overcame that after a
few minutes. Her years on the stage
have given her splendid poise.
"Lew Ayres I was worried about. He
is only twenty-two and I had an idea
that perhaps we might have a little
trouble picking a subject. But he was
splendid. In fact the interview was
based largely on his own ideas. That
week more than three thousand fan
letters flooded the station.
"Richard Bennett
Dix, Norma
Constance
made Shearer
excellent andin-

The one with the necktie
is old George Bancroft

Marie Dressier does a
difficult— but aesthetic
—maneuver

terviews."
Louella Parsons is perhaps even more
interesting than the famous stars she
interviews. A medium sized, dark
haired woman, her rather tired eyes
brighten up quickly when she talks of
her work and her friends. She is tremendously proud of her long standing
acquaintance with Mary Pickford, Marie
Dressier and dozens of other actors.
• She likes radio work. Says it gives her
a more intimate feeling of contact with
her public than mere writing. Two secretaries tag along at her heels at all
times. She is one of the busiest women
writers in the country. And yet she has
time to devote to a tiny bull pup she is
raising and thinks more of that than
anything else in the world.
Her duplex apartment shows the
acme of good taste. She does most of
her writing at home and arranges her
programs there. The person to be interviewed usually dines with her a day
or so in advance. They talk over ideas
and decide just what is to be said. She
gets splendid co-operation, she says.
Mary Pickford turned down a sixtyfive hundred dollar offer to go on the
air, and the next day went on with
Louella for nothing!
Page Twenty-$ever»
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Studio
CHATTER
Television, the wise ones tell us, is almost here.
Television is a great thing and all
that,
but weabout
can'tit. help
seriousus
misgivings
For ithaving
will bring
vis-a-vis with people whom heretofore
we have only heard.
When the tal\ies came in and we
heard those whom formerly we had only
seen, we were appalled. Beautiful, gold'
haired creatures whom we worshipped
as divine turned out to be whis\y-voiced
wor\s of Satan. Big, manly heroes emit'
ted puny, nasal squea\s. Many who
were great disappeared altogether — thin\
how terrible they must have been!
Now television is going to make us
go
throughThisthetimewhole
thinghaveagainto —seein
reverse.
we will
the faces that go with the voices we enioy hearing. * * *
Some of the broadcasting boys and
girls will undoubtedly profit by televisWe've seen
whose voices,
Lord ion.knows,
were sopranos
hardly excusable;
but
whose looks made us wish somebody
would develop not only Television but
Teletact.

Edna O'Keefe . . . KPO
RADIO DOINGS

Paul Rodriguez
On the other hand, we remember being in the business office of a certain
station once and hearing an unseen tenor
whose voice was the most sublime sound
that man ever made. He sang "Una Furtiva Lachrima."

Lord Bilgewater . . . KPO

The churchmen shout, they pound
their pulpits, they tell funny stories, they
scare their congregations, they use
every trick they can apply to the job of
making the public* salvation-conscious.
* *
No doubt their methods are right,
because they seem to be getting across
in fine shape.
But we
can't help
contrasting these loud,
intensive
sales-talks
on religion with the quiet tones in
which the First Christian crushed his
hecklers
bles. with sweetly devastating para* * *
Some of our highbrow broadcasters
have climbed to an uncomfortable eminence.
* * *
As
long
as
they
held to the easy,
r
»
'
M
Jean Clarimoux . . . KPO
middling level of ordinary radio music,
were easy to satisfy beWhen he finished, we looked curious- their listeners
they didn't
expect according
much. Theyto
ly toward the studio door to behold the iudged causetheir
production
frame of this man whose throat was so
standards
applicable
to
radio
entertainclose to perfection. What a shock! We
ment, never considering it as real music.
have met good tenors before, and we
know that most of them are short and
fat. But this one was a positive gnome.
He was as close to being deformed as
he could get without having any bones
actually out of place.
If we find that one of the Three CoEds is a man, we'll never listen in again.
On Sunday morning, the air is crowded
with religious services. It is a most encouraging sign of the goodness of the
fans. But the preaching technique of
some of our churchmen raises the question of whether the fans are accepting
Alice Gentle and Cy Trobbe
Christianity or just being sold on the
. . . KPO . . .
idea of religion.

But now certain of our more enterprising broadcasters have gone in for
real music. Works of Honegger, Ravel,
de Falla, and revivals of Corelli and
Vivaldi share evenings with La Paloma
and the Rhythm Boys. Messrs. Raymond
Paige, Pryor Moore, Calmon Luboviski
and a number of others have made bids
for a rating as real musicians, and in so
doing they have subjected themselves
to more searching, more exacting criticism from people who know the best
and demand it.
So we admire our highbrows for their
musical enterprise and ability. But if
they're
be good,realthey've
be real going
good, tobecause
peoplegot areto
listening to them. We won't stand for
human metronomes on the conductor's
stand
— they've got to be real, thin\ing
conductors.
Theer stress
otherthenight
announcfact wethatheardhis anstation
ran
twenty words,
no more, noat less,
mercial announcements
the ofendcom-of
each selection or program. Which I
took to be an indication that people
have become vociferous in their objections to long-winded sales talks on their
radios. * * *
I never have objected to a mediumlong announcement. In fact, I hold that
listeners should not only pay attention
to radio announcements, but should go
out and at least try the products advertised. It's a sort of return of courtesy to the advertiser who has pleased
you with a good program, delivered
gratis. On the other hand, to tune out
a good program when you come to the
announcement, is a violation of the
hospitality of the advertiser whose guest
you have been.
Somebody or other might be interested in the fact that Lew Conrad, that
tender tenor, was a violin prodigy and
was booked at seventy-five a week
when a mere boy. He blew up after
the second week.* Stage
* * fright.
The San Francisco lads are going high
brow at T^BC. They will refer you to
their manager now when you want to
tal\ business. Assuming, of course, that
you do want to tal\ business. Billy Page
was the first to sign the new fangled
contract with T^BC Artists Service,
which handles all* of* his* booking.
We have solved the problem of
KHJ's
Phantom
of the concealed
Organ. The
gentleman
has cleverly
his
name behind a blush and mike. He has
a neat little mustache, a line of the very
latest gags and without doubt is old
Victor Herbert's ghost.

Lines

and
The publicity boys give us the interesting news that Ken Niles, master of
Angles
ceremonies of the Hallelujah Hour on
KHJ was married to Nadja Vladovna,
that lovely little Russian violinist. And
then a week or a month ago Eliva Allman of KHJ married Wesley TourtelBy Ted Osborne
lotte, the organist. And further more,
Nadja and Wesley are heard together
over KNX; Ken and Eliva work together
This year
for KHJ. It must be one of those modIt has been
astray. ern domestic arrangements gone
Almost as hard
* * *
To be a
Oh yes, Morton Downey has sung
Congressman
As it has
Wabash Moon into the microphone
Work
for to
A Living.
more than 260 times. Something ought
to be done about* this,
* people.
*
We wish to quote from a recent
A clever young man in Mo.
letter:
Was arrested for running a bro.
But the trial was spurned,
"It
was
discovered
that
the
peculiar
And the court was adjourned,
ring of a locomotive bell of the 1840
era could be produced by hitting a
When the evidence
* * went
* to the jo.
standard Empire Builder bell with a
hammer instead of a clapper."
Th' only people who can profit by
* *battles
* is lawyers.
Why not hit the bell ringer7 With fightin' other folks'
All
a piano stool instead
* * of* a hammer7
Cake-eaters
Are not
This Walter
is just Damrosch
straight news,
but out
it's
Effeminate.
good.
is coming
to the coast in June to conduct the
A good many
Of
them have
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra in
Beating
Lion Hearts
a couple of programs. And he will be
down at the Hollywood Bowl. Damrosch
first conducted *in Los
Below their
* *Angeles in 1897.
* * *
Ben S. McGlashan, the play boy of
the Western world and the owner of
Spats.
Matrimony is a good deal like a theKGFJ, put up several sheafs of the long
atre, an' divorce is like th' exit y' can
green for a neat new Caddie phaeton.
use in case of emergency. Y' don't exbut y'
Rudy Vallee, the lad with a past and wouldn'tpect f have
think t'o' use
goin'th'intoexit,a theatre
that
didn't
have
any.
the
ex-apple
of
the
ladies'
eyes,
has
*
*
*
turned author. At least we have seen a
picture of him sitting before a portIt ain't so hard to' find th" road t'
able typewriter and looking worried. Success,
but th' feller who sets down
beside
it an' waits for a free ride is
That's
what
ma\es
an
author
all
right,
all right.
goin' to get left.
Some of our vast army of intellectual
A chorus girl died yesterday —
readers might be interested in knowing
7\[o one was there to see;
that the American Philosophical Society
And
no one sang her praises,
broke a precedent of two hundred and
Or wrote* her* L.* E. G.
four years when its annual meeting was
made public recently. NBC networks
exposed it to the world.
And that's that.
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This is a picture of a lady
playing a "whoozis"
By Jose Rodriguez
the many worms in radio
AMONG
that need turning, the high-brow
is perhaps the one whose need
is the most urgent.
High-brows are always in the minority. But they have seldom been on the
defensive as pitifully as they now are.
Once a term of proud isolation or exclusivity, high-brow has become a term
of timid self-reproach, when used by
the high-brows, and of scornful dispraise
when
by theourlow-brows.
Let used
us define
terms:
Radio high-brows are those who prefer music of depth and refinement, accurate information, and well-informed
opinion.
Radio low-brows are those who prefer music of the streets — and of the
gutters — and who yawn to the point ot
dislocation at any talk which is not wisecracks.
It is very seldom that we meet an
unadulterated high-brow or a pure and
simple low-brow. Most people are mixtures of the two, just as all people are
inscrutable mixtures of sins and virtues.
• I wish to state the case as I see it
from
the no
pointdesire
of view
of a high-brow
who has
to exterminate
the
low-brow nor to frustrate him, but who
is very weary
of the psychological
ascendancy oflow-brows
in radio. In other
words, I plead an even break for the
high-brows, and I speak with freedom
for, in my opinion, KFI-KECA are the
only stations who attempt to strike a
balance between high-and-low-brow
material. •
Vulgarity is a valuable quality. It
keeps one in contact with original
sourcesvents of
humanexcessive
expression.
It pre-It
one from
refinement.
encourages a social attitude.
• All great persons have had a definite
streak of vulgarity. It was a necessary
element in their vitality. Whenever a
great mind loses contact — active, cooperative contact- — with vulgarity, he
RADIO DOINGS

HIGHBROW

loses his effectiveness and a great part
of his strength.
To be vulgar means simply to be one
of the herd. A low-brow is first and
last a herd-animal, a vulgarian.
The loud cry today is for individuality, for uniqueness, for originality and
for personality.

Bud Averill
All these qualities are the extreme
opposites of vulgarity.
Yet, in order to achieve them, people
nowadays adopt the lowest and most
shapeless of all qualities, vulgarity.
Shop-girls try to be exclusively
dressed in gowns and hats that are
manufactured by the millions. Their boy
friends try to be original and individual
by using the stereotyped expressions
popularized by the funny papers and
vaudeville actors. Both the shop-girl
and the bov friend yearn for uniqueness
but find it impossible, so busy are they
being exact copies of everyone else.
• I have no animus against shop-girls
and their boy friends. Sometimes I am
quite envious of them. But I cannot help
deplore casters
thattrucklenine-tenths
of the
broadto the herd
exclusively.
When a radio station does this, radio
is in dangerous hands.
I have never met a low-brow that did
not admit that the high-brows were
right. I have never met a high-brow
who admitted low-brows were nol

equipped with heads of solid bone.
Both, of course, are wrong. The highbrows are not always right, and the
low-brows are not always stupid. The
most serious charge here can be laid
against the high-brows.
The high-brow is not high-brow
enough.
• He usually takes refuge in formulas.
He is too willing to adopt arbitrary
standards, or standards that are worn
out — out of tune with the time and
manners. He is aloof and very addicted
to make
of his appreciation
a mysterious and cryptic
thing.
He first frightens, then awes, and
finally bores the low-brow.
The honest high-brow is another animal. He seeks to explain, to make
clear, tween
to fineshow
bemusic theand inseparateness
life.
For instance, in considering the
strictest musical form, most high-brows
speak of canons, intervals, doublecounterpoint and modality — nice terms,
but antagonizing to a low-brow. The
high-brow in this case should tell the
low-brow that as children, they both
knew and sang a perpetual canon in
the octave — known as Three Blind Mice.
Low-brows are militant and aggressive because they know they are wrong.
When the chamber-maid realizes she

Edith Agins

MUST

STOOP

can never be a duchess, she becomes
an ardent republican. It is that old
friend of Dr. Freud, an inferiority complex. The republican chamber-maid
takes pride
in herthedemocracy,
because she loves
democraticnotideal,
but because the infinite superiority of
the duchess irritates and offends her.
• Low-brows are the chamber-maidsminds of music.
I recently suggested to a prominent
radio conductor a series of fine programs, just as fine as the very popular
concerts by Toscanini over CBS or
Damrosch over NBC, but more daring
and modern.
He said: "Lord! I'd love to do that!
But it's too low-brow, man! The public
would tune me off!"
This attitude is typical of the highbrow. Just as typical of the high-brow
as the attitude of a prominent broadcaster istypical of the low-brow.
This gentleman said: "The next time
I hear the Blue Danube waltz, I'll fire
mv program director. I hate that highbrow stuff."never met a chamber-maid
I have
that did not want to be a duchess. I
never met a motorist who would not
rather drive a Packard than a Chevrolet. Inever met a man who would rather be an ignoramus than a philosopher.
•

Dorothy

«

«

I have never met a person who prething. ferred second-rate to first-class in anyBroadcasters who neglect fine music
or sound talk overlook this undeniable
human impulse toward the best things.
Broadcasters who neglect the playful, the frivolous and the easily-digested, sugary music, also forget that it is
human and natural to desire these
things as well.

Alexander Bevani
• Music
any other diet.
not liveisonlikebeefsteaks
alone,Onenorcan-on
French pastry alone, nor only on greens,
biscuits or caviar.
Even a hot-dog, with poisonous mustard, acrid pickles, biting onions and
stale bread, is sometimes to be hankered for.
Shall I be more specific?
Well,
here's dietetic
a partialequivalents:
list of composers and their
Tenderloin and vegetables: Bach,
Beethoven, Franck, Brahms.
Chicken and truffles: Chopin, Liszt,
Schumann, Schubert.
Roast lamb and watercress; Mozart,
Scarlatti, Gluck, Weber.
Pollenta and baccala: Verdi (early),
Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini.
Risotto Milanese and Lachrimae
Christi: Verdi (late), Giordani, Boito.

One lady who does her
harping on a real harp,
Zhay Clark, harpist
Hot-dogs and soda-pop: Berlin
Brown, De Sylva and Henderson.
Caviar, rye bread and vodka: All the
Russians but Tschaikowski and RimskiKorsakov.
Roquefort,
frogs'-legs
celery:
Debussy, Ravel,
Honneger,andDukas.
Valencian rice, olives, Amontillado:
Albeniz, De Falla, Turina, Granados.
Tapioca
pudding,
lemonade,
broth:
Mendelssohn,
St. Saens,
Goddard.
(Add pastry and cooking sherry to
the above: Tschaikowski.)
Pastry,
ice, lobster: RimskiKorsakovraspberry
and Gershwin.
• This is a fairly representative list, both
of composers and their roughly-computed food equivalents. Perhaps one
should mention folksongs, which are the
healthiest if the roughest of foods, like
turnips eaten on the spot, raw and with
grains of soil attached, or peaches
warmed by the sun, pecked by the birds
and with resin on the stems.
I did not mention some of the prominent balladists, but neither did I mention horehound drops or lollypops. And
it would be difficult to find a food corresponding toPalestrina, Vittoria or the
Gregorian canto fermo.
Broadcasters have it in their power
to maintain a balance in the musical
diet of the loudspeaker. This means
giving
low-brows training
and high-brows
a lessonboth
in tolerance,
them to
digest music which will correct those
dietary disorders which make of the
typical high-brow a dyspeptic and of
the typical low-brow a potential ham
sandwich.
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A
CRIMINAL
TUNES
IN

'I felt the whizz of the bullet as it passed my right cheek'

9hd 3ff«
■ WILL relate this story as it was told to me
I on a bleakticipantswinter's
nightdrama,
by oneoneof who
the parinthis little
was
for some twenty years a burglar and a criminal— wanted by police on two continents.
days of radio
said)notI
haveSincebeenthea early
most interested
fan. So(heit was
unreasonable for me to be drawn as if by
magic to a big radio set whenever I saw one.
Just so on a certain December night not so
very long ago when I was burglarizing the home
ofcity.a very wealthy banker in a certain Eastern
For several weeks I had been watching his
house, awaiting the first opportunity to gain an
entrance and make what I figured would be
my richest haul. I knew this banker usually
went to Florida or California for the winter,
leaving his palatial mansion in charge of a
caretaker.
On the night I made entrance into his home
I had previously watched for the leaving of
this caretaker, and had followed him till I saw
that he was comfortably settled in a seat at
one of the principal theatres. I knew this
would give me at least one and one-half hours
of uninterrupted time that I could count upon
to carry out my plans, and so returned to the
house and jimmied a side window leading into
the library. I encountered no burglar alarms,
or private watchman, and had gained entrance
with perfection. I had hardly been in the place
a minute when I saw a big radio set sitting on
the library table.
It seemed strange, now, as I looked back
that I, a burglar of some 20 years practice,
RADIO DOINGS

The true story of the Reformation of
Willy Blake is more fantastic than any
fiction story could be. Nick Harris,
world famed detective, writer, radio enphilosopher,
the dramatic taletertaofiner and two
men and tells
a radio.
The
names used are aliases, as the principal
characters are at the present time living
inandLosservice
Angelesstation.
and operating a gasoline

shouldmentstop
and turn asona the
with as mymuchworkanticipation
boy instruof 15.
The set was tuned to some distant point. I
was thrilled as I heard an announcer give his
call letters, and tell of a program that was to
be broadcast nearly a thousand miles from
where Ilo kedwas.
not might
overthe fact Inthatmy a anxiety
light in Ithehadroom
draw attention from the outside, and so I
carefully concealed the lighted globe just
enough to permit its rays to fall on the radio,
but not to permit any shadows to be cast upon
the drawn curtains of the window. I felt I
could have at least 10 or 15 minutes for myself to enjoy this radio concert before I startTheed to clean
programup the
was rich
comingman'sin valuables.
Tine. almost
forgot I was a burglar in a strange house, when
suddenly I was startled when I heard the ansay thatKing"we ofarethenowivories,
to hear
Snodgrass,nouncer the
who Jimmie
is going to play for you one of his favorite, famous
offerings
the that
piano."
What aonshock
was to me! Jimmie Snodgrass! An inmate of Jefferson City Penitentiary, and he was playing from the radio sta-

tion of this penal institution. I knew him well.
Why
I hada just
from shouldn't
the same I?placeAs but
shortbeen
time released
before,
in fact, I almost shared cells with him during
my
stay
there.
He
told
me
he
was
sent
for a stretch on account of a burglary job uphe
committed
the influence
liquor.
I later heardwhilethatunder
his music
had so ofcharmed
radioland listeners that a movement was then
on foot to secure his pardon, yet there he was,
inside domofand that
prisonverywhileminute
I hadin mythefreewas big
at that
act
of committing a crime against organized society that would send me back to some such
place for the balance of my life.
Naturally as I listened to Snodgrass playJeffer- I
son,ing, andmy thoughts
the four carried
years thatme Iback
spenttothere.
also thought of my first five years in Sing Sing,
and the several other inforced visits at similar institutions in later years. It sure was a
funny feeling I had that night and I wondered
iftheI should
house. call the game quits and walk out of
I felt, however, that I was a marked man;
all the detectives and thousands of ex-cons had
my number and so what could I gain by turning straight at this stage of the game. Why
quit it cold and miss getting the haul when I
hadThese,
everything
that night.
and a settin'
hundredpretty
thoughts
kept flitting
through my mind as I listened to the melodious
strains
of Jimmie's
music. to myself when I
Suddenly
I was brought
heard the clink of a glass as though some steel
instrument was tapping the window pane. It
was a familiar sound. I knew instantly its
meaning. I looked at my watch and it told
me thatutes, hence
I hadI knew
been this
in thenoisehouse
minwas but
not 15caused
by the return of the caretaker, and as I said
before,calling.
I recognized the sound as part of my
own
I flicked out the small light and clutching
my revolver, I crouched in a corner behind a
massive open chair. After looking across the
library
into tothetrace
spacious
was soonand able
the drawing
sounds. room
I even I
placed the very window, hidden as it was from
the outside by heavy clinging vines and shrubYet as ofI watched
houttedbery.form
a man asI hecouldraisedsee thethe win-sildow after breaking the glass and turning the
catch.
I was almost tempted to smile. To think
that two of us burglars had picked out the
same place to rob but a few minutes apart.
Perhaps hequainted wwas
I waslower
acith a lotsomeone
of them. I knew.
I crunched

by
ROMANCE

/DISTANCE

The romance of far places, the illusive charm of distance, the fantastic
visions of other worlds — all these stand
in the offing for the radio fan with
enough persistency to swing his dial into
the short hours of the morning.
The years when it was believed short
wave was essential to the reception of
stations on the other side of the world
are passed. It would, of course, be
stupid to suggest that distance can be
Had with the same ease on long wave
as short wave; on the other hand the
tremendous advances in recent years in
the fields of technical radio arts make it
possible for the average air enthusiast
to receive literally hundreds of stations
on an ordinary long wave set.
For the radio fan of today, the world
opens wide its arms. The vagaries of
the hour can be realized. Calcutta is
as near as Siam; Siam is as near as the
Riveria; and the Riveria is as near as
the station three blocks down the street.
A quintet of Geisha girls, the intriguing music of an Oriental flute player,
the tattoo of a Balallaka artist, even
the quixotic strains of a Southern
Spanish tango obligatto are as available as the blue singer on the local
pork and bean program.
Those pioneers who have tossed aside
the worn conventions of radio entertainment and sought new fields and

far awaytance is but
placesa decadent
have foundterm,
that have
disfound that miles, yes even hemispheres
are no longer to be conjured with.
Back in those lost years when it was
considered a feat to get Chicago,
China was merely a vague name on
some lost map. The cold reaches of
Siberia, and the burning sands of Algeria were places that filled the romantic minds of dreamers. But today

behind the big chair, awaiting my chance to
see his face or perhaps get the drop on him
first. The fellow crawled through the window
and came into the big room. The rays of his
flashlight aided his foot steps as he walked
to the center and there stood surveying the
premises. He started to walk towards me and
as he kept coming straight I could have leaned
out and touched him as he passed.
I thought I would shove my gun in his back
and
"How from
de do,"
but Fateroominterceded.
As hesaystepped
the drawing
his arm
brushed against a pedestal on which was sitting
a large glass vase of flowers. The thing toppled
over and crashed to the floor. When this happened Iflicked on the lights in the room and
told him to throw up his hands.
His back was towards me. He turned like
a flash and fired at the same time. I felt the
whizz of the bullet as it passed my right cheek.
Then
shooting
I saw Ihimlet gofall myto the
floor. rod just for fun, and
He fell to the floor and in a second I was on
him and had kicked his gun far from his hand.
It was then I pulled the little black mask from
his face and saw he was but a lad still in
his teens.

"Cooper!" he hissed.
"No," I said, "I am just a yegg."
It was no time for words or exchange of
further credentials. I saw I had hit him in the
right chest. I knew if we left at once there
was a chance of getting away.
As the house set well back from the street
and there were no neighbors within a hundred
yards, and I was sure they could not hear the
sound of the shooting, I pulled the fellow to
his feet and dragged him out the window.
I had left a stolen car on the street. I threw
him into the back seat and drove to a small
ravine on the outskirts of the town. As best I
could I gave him first aid treatment and fortunately my bullet had not hit a vital spot.
As we sat alone beneath the overhanging
trees in the machine, slowly watching his recovery Isaid: "Boy, when did you get into
this"Not
game."long ago," he answered. "This is my
' Were
ever in a jam before," I asked.
third
job."heyouanswered.
"No."
"You were never in a penitentiary, then, or
served time in a big house?"

Kenneth Ormiston

the radio fan has these and even more
than these at his beck and call. He
can tune in on RFM at Khavarovsk in
the Far East, with the same ease that
he can get Shenandoah, Iowa.
Not long ago the writer of this article
dropped out to the quaint hillside home
of L. J. Wright and listened in while he
twisted the dials to bring to our ears
the romance of other worlds. It seems
incredible that the gay rhythm from
the strings of guitars at station KSU
in Honolulu should be coming in with
the same clearness of a jazz band on a
station ten miles away.
While Wright's lean and delicate
fingers casually played over the dials of
his set he talked to me in one breath
of Calgary, Tokio, Sidney, Juarez, and
Paris. His conversation was interspersed
with snatches of melodies from distant
town stations
on thehours
outposts
civilization. As the small
of theof morning
broke and the shadowy light forewarning another day sifted through the silk
curtains at the window, we stood entranced infront of the myriad of dials
listening to three violinists who were
drawing
their bows over strings a half
world away.
The hours rolled on and we went further and further afield in search of distant stations. Part of the time Wright
used his short wave set. He would get
long waves broadcasting through what
he termed(Continued
"harmonicon effect."
Page 39 J
and asthe hebright
turnedmoon-his
headAgainto mehe Isaid
could"No,"
see from
light his face was bathed in tears.
"Mister, I am sure sorry that I shot at you
tonight,"
kind to me,he andsaid.
I am"You
glad have
that mybeenbulletmighty
did
not"That's
get you."
"It's kidsup
like you thatjustareit, outLad,"on Itheanswered.
streets holding
people and robbing homes and who have
proven to be the worse criminals of the day.
We old timers have seen it, just like the copsee it.inside
It's kidsof like
who have
seen persthe
grayyou.prison
walls never
and
watched the fellows in the death cells awaiting the time to go up the 13 steps, or sit in
the
kids like you that shoot
first chair.
and are Yet,
sorryit'safterwards.
"Now, Lad, I hope you get well; this is your
last job. Take it from an old timer who knows
the game doesn't pay, and by the way, what
asked.
is your name and where are you from?" I
Again I seemed to touch a soft spot in his
(Continued on Page 39)
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The
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Heard

by

Popular
Western

Stations
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Here's your Station as it appears on the dial. By locating one station
on your radio, you can easily Find the others.
WESTERN
KMJ — Fresno, Calif 3-5221
CENTRAL
KDB — Santa Barbara, Calif S3 5214
KMO— Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KOMO— St. Louis, Mo. Central 8240
KECA — Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif CRestview 3101
KRLD— Dallas, Texas 2-681 I
KELW — Burbank, Calif. ROchester 9857
KMTR— Hollywood, Calif. HOIIywood 3026
KWK— St. Louis, Mo. DEImar 3210
KEX — Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KNX — Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KWKH— Shreveport, La. 6739
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Corvallis 526
KFBK— Sacramento, Calif MAin 8700
KYW— Chicago. WAbash 4040
KOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
KFI— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
WCCO— Minneapolis, Minn. GEneva 9101
KOL— Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif 672-81
WCHI— Chicago. STate 2200
KOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELIiott 5809
KFPY — Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
WENR— Chicago. FRanklin 5000
KPO—
San
Francisco.
KEarney
0704
KFRC— San Francisco. PRospect 0100
WFAA— Dallas, Texas 2-9216
KQW — San Jose, Calif. Colombia 232
KFSD— San Diego, Calif FRanklin 6353
WGN— Chicago. SUperior 0100
KREG— Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KFSG — Los Angeles. EXposition 1141
WHAS— DesLouisville,
WHO—
Moines, Ky.la. Louisville City 320
KROW— Oakland, Calif. GLencourt 6774
KFVD — Culver City, Calif EMpire 1171
KTAB — San Francisco. GArfield 4700
KFWB— Hollywood. HOIIywood 0315
WJR— Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
KTBI— Los Angeles. MEtropolitan 6701
KFWI— San Francisco. FRanklin 0200
WMAO— Chicago. DEarborn I I I I
KTM— Los Angeles, EXposition 1314
KFXM — San Bernardino, Calif 4761
WOC— Davenport, la.
KVI—
Tacoma,
Wash.
BRoadway
4211
KGA— Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
WOWO— Ft. Wayne, Ind. ANthony 2136
KWG—
Stockton
KGB — San Diego, Calif FRanklin 6151-2-3
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KGDM— Stockton
EASTERN
KXL— Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KGEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KYA— San Francisco. PRospect 3456
KDKA— Pittsburgh, Pa. ATlantic 4854
KGFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
WABC— New York City
KGO— San Francisco. SUtter 1920
MOUNTAIN
KGW— Portland. Ore. ATwater 2121
WBT— Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
KHJ— Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
WCAU—NewPhiladelphia,
KDYL— Salt Lake City, Utah. WAsatch 7180
WJZ—
York City. Pa. Rltnhse 6447
KHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KLO— Ogden, Utah. Blgelow 84
WLW— Cincinnati, O. Klrby 4800
KJBS— San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KOA— Denver, Colo. YOrk 4634-R
WOR— Newark, N. J.
KJR — Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
KOB— State College, N. M.
WSB— Atlanta, Ga. HEmlock 1045
KLX— Oakland, Calif LAkeside 6000
KSL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 3901
WTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
KTAR — Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
KMCS— Inglewood, Cal. VA 7643
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DOPE
ON
DOBBS
By CARL T. NUNAN

DOBBSIE started his radio career
with his Health Exercise period,
ersed atwith
auce"
intersp
and every
morning
6:45 "apples
KPO dialers
found him laughing, joking and instructing; a no mean accomplishment for such
an early hour of the morning. And in
the confines of their rooms — the fat —
the thin — all swayed to the rhythm of
his singing together with that of his musical. partner, William H. "Wee Willie"
Hancock
Then one day E. H. Sanders, advertising and sales promotion manager of
the Shell Oil Company, twisting his dial
for good early morning entertainment,
stopped on the KPO air wave and was
instantly certain that he had found the
right man for a Shell Happytime broad"Dobbsie"thewas program
engaged andby
him tocast. Soconduct
"Dobbsie" became the Captain of the
"Shell Ship of Joy," which "puts off"
every
morning cruise
from toKPOthe atports8 o'clock
on a mythical
of the
weary — and as he cruises he radios his
messages of cheer — his words of consolation— his harbingers of hope.
to date,
has"Dobbsie"
received estimates,
over two that
million
letters.he
The letters contain words of approval

Dobbsie Himself
and an avalanche of "ammunition" as
he calls it— a verse — a motto — a personal note — a window swap in which the
writer of the letter tells a humanly intimate, interest
story which "Dobbsie"
reads over
the air.
When he selects an artist in whom he
sees possibilities his instructions to them
are torenowned
"be yourself."
He has and
broughthis
the
Walt Rosener
wonderful Fox Theatre Grand Concert
Orchestra as a regular Monday morning feature of his KPO Happytime; he
discovered Horace Heidt and his orchestra, when it was a struggling and
unknown aggregation of University of
California students and built them up
until they won the signal honor of being

engaged for a season at Monte Carlo;
he remembered Dick Jose and brought
him back to popularity after a quarter
of a century of discard, so that the older generation could again dream sweet
dreams of long ago by tuning in on his
programs and once again hear Jose sing
those favorites of yesteryear, "Silver
Threads Among the Gold," and "When
You"Dobbsie"
and I Werecannot
Young,
be Maggie."
credited with
discovering Lee S. Roberts, famous
composer of "Smiles," nor Carrie
Jacobs-Bond, California's beloved composer of such immortal melodies as "I
Love You Truly," "Just a Wearying for
You," and "Perfect Day," but he must
be given due credit for foreseeing their
possibilities as radio performers and
securing them as feature artists of his
An idea of how the radio audience
programs.
of KPO welcomed the appearance of
Carrie Jacobs-Bond can best be understood bya glance at the accompanying
picture of the noted composer taken
with Dobbs in the KPO studio, immediately following her first broadcast.
Over two thousand letters are piled up
on the microphone table.
westSamas P.a Moore,
member ofofthethe"Follies"
team ofcame
Edmund Evans and Sam Moore. Evans also
was
a starin an
of audition
"Broadway."
Dobbsformerly
heard them
and
promptly advised them that henceforth
they would be known as "Sambo and
Ed, theportrayal
Beloved Vagabonds
of the darky
Air."
Their
of the Southern
is unique in the annals of broadcasting
and has fbrought
remarkable
sucContinuedthem
on Page
44)

"Sambo" and "Ed" with "Mandy" —
Some of Dobsie's Gang . . . above
Carrie Jacobs-Bond, Composer,
with Dobbsie ... at right
Page Thirty-fiva

HOT
On
Tune in to these Programs and you can't go
far wrong. The program editors of RADIO
DOINGS have classified these programs as
among the best and most prominent features
on the air. They are arranged hour by hour
throughout the day for your convenience.
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲AAAAAAAAAA
10:00 PM — Gus Arnheim. (Tues. at
10:30)in oreKFWB
10:05 PM — Kilt
Hotel Orch.
Daily Tips
11:15 PM — Laughner-Harris,
HotelKGOSt.
Francis KFI.Dance(NBC.)Orch.
KGW
11:00 PM — Ray
theMon.)
"And KMPC
How"
AM— Ken Niles "New* Briefs" and
Boy. HoweU,
(10:3©Kendiricks
Organ. K H.I
11:00 PM — Jimmie
Night
7:<
Owls. KTAB
6:45 AM Bill Sharpies and His Gang.
12:00 Midnight
(IncludingClub.Sun.)
KHJ— Phantom of the Organ.
7:0© AM — Cuckoo
KTABKN \
7:45 AM — Van and fessors.
Don,KHQ the
Two
ProKPO KM KFSD KOMO
KTAR KGW
KOA
(NBC.)
By the Week
8:00 AM — Barrett
Shell Happytime
with
Hugh
SUNDAY
KOMO
Gang.
KGW KPODobbs.
KFI KHft
KSL. (NBC.)
Sharpies and
7:00 AM- KNX.
8:00 AM — Hallelujah Hour. KHJ.
8:00 AM — Specialcert.Popular
Symphony Con8:30 AM — Cross-Cuts of the Day. KGO
(NBC) KGO KECA KOMO KFSD
8:30 AM — the
Happy
Mammy KGER
Jinny and
Doughboys.
9:30 AM — International
KOH. (CBS) Broadcast. KLZ
9:15 AM — Vermont Lumberjacks. KGO
11:00 AM — Concert
KHQ.
KGFJ Ensemble and Soloist.
(NBC.) KOMO KGW KE('A
9:00 AM — Zoro, the Mystic. KGER
11:00 AM— Chapel of Memories. KFRC
12:00 PM— Cathedral Hour. KHJ
by Harold
1:30 PM — Grand Opera Program. KTAB
4:30 PM — Professor
Lindsley in dramatic
readings. KHJ
4:15 PM — Collier's
KHQ
10:30 AM — KOI,
AmericanKFPY
SchoolKFRC
of the KLZ
Air,
KOMO KGWRadioKPO Hour.
KFI (NBC)
KOH. (CBS.)
5:30 PM — Graham
Paige
Hour
featuring
Detroit
Symphony
Orch. KDYL
KOL
KFPY (CBS)
KOIN
KFRC KHJ
KLZ
6:00 PM — Angelus
Ensemble KGA
with Agatha
Turley, soprano.
5:15 PM— Atwater
KHQ
KOMO KGWKentKPO Hour.
KFI (NBC)
6:00
PM
—
Royal's
Poet
of
the
Organ.
Jesse Crawford. KOL KFPY
Hour.
KFRC
(CBS) KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
Mon.)
7:00 PM— Burr Mcintosh, "Cheerful Philosopher." KFWB KNX
7:30 PM — Arizona Wranglers.
7:45 PM — Sun-day
at Seth KFSD
Parker's. KTAR
KGO
KGW
KECA
PM' — /.:in<lr:i. KTM
(NBC)
30 PM— Abe
KMTR Lyman's Concert Orch.
5:00 I'M — Km and Tim. KGER
45 PM — Musical
KFRC Forget-Me-Nots. KHJ
00 PM — Chase
& Sanborn
KGO KHQ
KOMO (NBC)
KFIProgram.
KFSD
KTAR
KSL KOA.
6:00 PM — Tom and W; ish. K \ \ •upper
9:00 PM — Calmon
Luboviski, pianist.
violinist KNX
and
«:30 PM — Ethiopian
Club. KMTR- Oriental
Claire Mellonino,
10:00 PM — Beverly Hill Billies. KMPC
7:00 PM — Frank Watanabe. KNX
MONDAY
7:00 PM — KOMO
Amos 'n'KGWAndy.KECA
KGO KFSD.
KHQ
10:00 AM— KOMO
Charlie KGW
Wellman. KGO KHQ
(NBC.)
KTAR.
(NBC) KECA KFSD
9:00 PM — KTM Ranch Boys. KTM
10:30 AM — KOL
American
of the(CBS)Air.
9:B0 PM — The Ghost House. KF»X
KFPY School
KHJ KLZ.
10:00 PM — Beverly
Hill Billies. (Ex.
1:30 PM— Pacific
Coast KOMO
School KGW
of the Air.
Mon.) KMPC
KGO
KHQ
KECA KFSD KTAR. (NBC) KPO
10:00 PM — Abe Lyman. KMTR
RADIO DOINGS

The
3:00
3:30
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:00

the
Day

Best
and

PM
S. C.Cook,
Lectures.
PM —— U.Phil
the KMPC
Quaker Man.
KGO
KFI. KHQ
(NBC) KOMO KGW KFSD
PM— The Simmons Hour. (CBS)
Stars. Bakers.
KHJ Kol KFPY
PM — Opera
The
Three
KOIN
(CBS) KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ.
PM—
Quintette.
PM — Spanish
Stromberg
CarlsonKECA
Program.
Rochester - Civic
Orch.
KGO
KHQ KOMO
KTAR.
(NBC) KGE KFI KFSD
6:00 PM — Guy
Lom.bardo's Orch. KHJ
KOL
KFPY
KDYL KLZKOINKOH KFRC
(CBS)
7:30 PM— Don
Amaizo.
KOL
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ. (CBS)
6:30 PM— Empire
Builders. KECA
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO (NBC)
KGW
KTAR.
KHJ
8:00 PM — Blue Monday Jamboree. KFRC
8:00 PM — Adventures
Holmes. KGOof Sherlock
KHQ KOMO
KGW
(NBC) KFI KFSD KTAR
9:00 PM — U. S. C. Lectures. KMPC
9:30 PM — Paul
Roberts, Trio.tenor,KFI and the
Schonberger
10:15 PM. — Tom
Terris, and
the Prior
Vagabond
Movie Director
Moore
Orch. KFI
TUESDAY
10:30 AM — American
of the(CBS)
Air.
KMJ KFRCSchool
KLZ KOH.
4:00 PM — KPO Drama Guild in "House
Mystery."
3:30 PM— Phil
Cook. KPOKGO KHQ KOMO
KGW
(NBC) KFI KFSD KTAR.
4:00 PM — The Simmons Hour. (CBS)
Opera Stars. KHJ
4:00 PM — Paul
Paint KHQ
Men
from Whiteman's
Chicago. KGO
KOMO
(NBC) KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
4:15 PM — Old
Gold Character
Readings
with
Fantin. KOIN
KFBK
KOL
KLZ Lorna
KVI
KFRC
KHJ
KDYLKFPY
(CBS)
5:30 PM — Happy
Wonder Bakers. KGO
KHQ
(NBC) KOMO KGW KECA.
6:00 PM— Graybar's
and KHJ
Mrs. KDYL
KOL
KFPY KOH.
KOINMr.
KFRC
KLZ
(CBS)
7:05 PM— KFWB
Concert
Orch.
Lewis
Meehan, tenor. KFWB
6:30 PM — Paramount-Publix
Playhouse. KNX KMJ Radio
KOL KOIN
KFRC
(CBS) KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH.
8:15 PM — Memory
Lane. (NBC)
KGO KHQ KFI
KFSD KTAR.
7:15 PM — Arthur
Pryor's
Military
Band.
KOL KLZ
KFPYCremo
KHJ KDY
KOHKOIN KFRC
8:15 PM — Spanishvarez,Quintet
tenor. KECAand Luis Al8:30 PM — Concert,
directed by Meredith
Willson. KFRC
8:30 PM— The Lion Tamers. KNX
8:45 PM — "D-17,
JamesKFIKnight
Carden Emperor,"
and Players.
9:00 PM — Florsheim
Frolic
with
Anson
Weeks
and
KGO KTAR.
KHQ
KOMO
KGWOrch.
KFSD
KFI. (NBC)
9:15
of Life." KHJ
9:15 PM
PM —— "Tapestries
KNX
Fifield.Players,
KNX dir. by Georgia

TIPS
Programs

of

For a list of the stations and where to find them
on your radio see page thirty-four.

the Week
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:00

PM — Master Merrymakers. KMPC
PM — Main
Boxing KFWB
bout from Olympic
Auditorium.
PM — The
KFSD HillKTARBilly KOABoys.and KECA
KGO
(9:45) (NBC)
PM — National
Concert
Orch.
KGO
KOMO (NBC)
WEDNESDAY
8:00 AM — Los
Angeles
program.
KFWBBreakfast Club
10:00 AM — Charlie
Wellman.
PrinceKGWof
Pep. KGOKFSDKHQKTAR.
KOMO
KECA
(NBC)
10:30 AM — KHJ
AmericanKMJ School
Air.
KERC ofKLZthe KOH.
(CBS)
1:30 PM — Pacific
Coast KOMO
School of the KPO
Air.
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KFI
KTAR. KGW
(NBC)
3:00 PM — U.ceurse.)
S. C.KMPC
lectures (extension
4:00 PM — Bobby
Jones, KGWgolf KECA
chat. KFSD
KGO
KHQ
KTAR.KOMO
(NBC)
4:15 PM — Radiotron
Bugs
Bear, KHQ
master Varieties.
of ceremonies.
KGO
KFSD KTAR.KOMO(NBC)KGW KECA
4:30 PM — Sunkist
and Don Musical
Lee CBSCocktails.
chain KHJ
5:30 PM— Palmolive
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW Hour.
KFI. (NBC)
6:30 PM — Grantland
Rice KHQ
String KOMO
Orch.,
soloists.
KGO
KGW KFI KFSD. (NBC)
7:15 PM — Camel
Pleasure Hour. KGO
KHQ
KTAR. KOMO
(NBC) KGW KFI KFSD
7:15 PM — Arthur
Cremo
Band
KMJ KDYL
KFBKPryor's
KOL KOH.
KFPY (CBS)
KFRC
KHJ
KLZ
PM — Violet
KHJ Ray Music Hour. KFRC
PM — Bert
KNX Butterworth's Airdales.
:00 PM — Pepper
Roberts. Box
KTABProgram with Bob
15 PM — Paul
Roberts and Schonberger
Trio. KECA
10 PM— Small Black Revue. KFRC KHJ
9:00 PM— U. S. C. Lectures. KMPC
9:00 PM— NBC
(NBC) Drama Hour. KGO KOA
10:30 PM — Russian
Orch. KNXAmerican Art Cluh

READERS

THURSDAY
11:00 AM — Standard
Broadcast.
KGO
KHQ School
KOMO
KFI KFSD.
(NBC) KGW KPO
10:30 AM — KDYL
AmericanKOH.School
of
(CBS) the Air.
3:30 I'M— KGW
Phil
Co<ok.
KGO
KHQ KTAR.
KOMO
KFI
KFSD
(NBC)
4:00 PM — Rudv
Vallee.
KGO
KHQ
KGW KECA KTAR. (NBC)KOMO
5:00 PM — Arco
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO Birthday.
KGW KECA
KTAR.
(NBC)
5:15 PM — Lorna
Numerologist.
KOL
KVIFantin
KFPY
KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KLZ. (CBS)
5:30PM — Maxwell
House
Ensemble.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFSD KTAR. (NBC) KECA
6:00 PM — Orch.
B. A. KFSD
Rolfe and Lucky
KGO Strike
KHQ
KOMO KGW KTAR
KFI. (NBC)
7:15 PM — Arthur
Prvor's
Cremo
Military
Band.
KFBK
KMJ
KOL
KFPY
KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KLZ
7:30 PM — Standard
Svmphonv
Hour. (NBC)
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI.
7:30 PM — Chocolate
Soldier Program.
KFRC
7:30 PM — Screen
Snapshots and Study in
Blue. KGER
8:00 PM — Philco
Symphony Concert. KNX
KOH. (CBS)
8:30 PM — Mellinino
Calmon Luboviski
Concert. KNXand Claire
8:30 PM — Demi-Tasse
Revue withKOMO
Gus
Arnheim.
KGW
KFI KGOKFSD KHQ
KTAR KSL
KOA. (NBC)
9:00 PM— Folgeria.
KOL KVI KFPY
KOIN KFRC
KOH.
(CBS) KHJ KDYL KLZ
9:00 PM
PM—— Master
Tone Paintings.
KGER KMPC
9:30
Merrymakers.
FRIDAY
10:30 AM — KFRC
AmericanKLZ School
of the(CBS)Air.
KOH KHJ
3:30 PM — Phil
Cooke,
The
Quaker
Man.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR.KOMO
(NBC) KGW KFI
4:00 PM — Cities
Service
Concert
Orch.
(NBC) KHQ KOMO KGW KECA.
KGO
5:00 PM— Interwoven
KGO KTAR.
KHQ
(NBC) KGW Pair.
KOMO
KFI KFSD
5:30 I'M— Armour
Program.
KGO
KOMO KGW KFI. (NBC) KHQ
6:30 PM — Spanishvarez.Quintet
KECA with Luis Al6:30 PM — Knisrhts
of the Roaring Road.
KNX

OF

RADIO

(HI I'M— Armstrong
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW Quakers.
KFI. (NBC)
:30 PM— R K O Theatre of the Air. KGO
KHQ KOMO
KTAR.
(NBC) KGW KFI KFSD
:15 PM — Arthur
Pryor'sKMJCremoKOL Military
Band. KFVK
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KOH. (CBS)
00 PM — Royal
Donuts. Order
KNX of Optimistic
30 PM — S.KHQ& W.KOMO
Mellow'd
Melodies. KGO
KTAR. (NBC) KGW KFI KFSD
00 PM — House oflinist.Color,
Max Dolin, vioKFI. (NBC)KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
00 PM — Sunkist
Musical
KFRC KHJ KOL KVI.Cocktails.
(CBS)
30 PM — Jimmie
Bittick's
Orch. KFRC
KHJ Town House
SATURDAY
AM — KOMO
Sunrise Serenaders. KGO
AM — Organ
(KBC) Recital. KGO KECA.
AM — Saturday
Syncopators. KHJ
(CBS)
Noon
Happv Feature
Chappies. Hour.
KMPC
PM — —Pacific
(NBC) KGW KECA KOA KGO
KOMO
PM— Grand Record Concert. KNX
PM — Pacific
KFWB Coast League Baseball.
PM — Rise
of the (NBC)
Goldbergs. KGO
KPO KFSD.
PM— The
Fuller
Man
Concert.
KHO
KOMO
KGW
KECA. KGO
(NBC)
PM — Mary
KHJ
KFRC. Charles,
(CBS) Blues.
PM — Weber
Fields.
(NBC)
PM — General
Elec.
Hour.
Walter
Damrosch. KFI
KHJ. (CBS)
PM — Hank
Simmon's "Showboat."
PM — Gilmore
KOMO KGWCircus.
KOP. KFI
(NBC) KGO
PM — Guy Lombardo's
Royal
Canadians.
KHJ
KFRC.
(CBS)
PM — Bluebird
Melodies.
KFSD KTAR.
(NBC)KGO KOMO
PM — Black and Blue. KHJ KFRC
PM —— KNX
Sqentella's
Concert. KTM
PM
Varieties.
PM
Four Emperor.
Moods. KFWB
PM —— D-17
KFI
PM — Associated
Review.
(NBC) KHQ Spotlight
KGO
KOMO KGW KFI
PM— Hill Billies. KMPC
PM— Arizona Wranglers. KNX

DOINGS!

What are your favorite programs? Who are your favorite stars? What
favorite hour? Write to the program editors of Radio Doings
and tell us YOUR hot tips.

is your
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is zat so?

of stage and
COMEDY
A screen
Jimmy Gleason and
fame, pair
Bob Armstrong, bring their funmaking talents to the microphone in a
ts of the Road. '
breezywillserial,
KMJ, Fresthe air over
go on "Knigh
They
no; KFWB, Los Angeles; ; KGW, Portland; KFBK, Sacramento KGB, San
Diego; KYA, San Francisco; KJR, Seattle; KGA, Spokane.
The skit reveals the experiences and
adventures of two young men touring
the United States in search of ideas for
the service station they are going to
build when they get back home.
Owing to the fact that both Gleason
and Armstrong are now under contract
in pictures, Gleason to RKO-Pathe, and
Armstrong to Pathe, and are both making pictures, it has been necessary to
use electrical transcriptions, made during periods when they were not on the
motion picture lot.
Through their work in the stage play,
"Is Zat So," and the pictures, "Oh
Yeah," and "Big Money," they have
well earned the popularity they now enjov as a comedy team. They have both
also scored recent outstanding individual successes, Gleason in "Beyond Victory," and "A Wise Child," and Armstrong inthe "Iron Man," "The Racketeer," and "Big News."
The program is being sponsored by
the Union Oil Company.
Fred Mackaye, young juvenile and
The Cradle of Talent
well known to theatrical circles, was
(Continued from Page 23)
spelled enchantment. Sweet, clear, with drafted into KFWB's dramatic service.
Paula
Wedekind,
blonde,thanyoung
Geran indescribable guality that can only
man actress,
with more
her share
be designated
"it," Loyce's
voice
brought heras toradio
the notice
of the of feminine loveliness, was the most retheatrical world.
cent KFWB performer to get a "break."
Jovial, slightly corpulent Ted Dahl She played the lead one week in
was noted around KFWB for the "French Miniatures;" the next week,
she was the star of Jack Joy's musical
"mean" outtrumpet
that heformed
blew. Then
struck
for himself,
his ownhe comedy series, "The Romancing Rackband, which tooted nightly to amuse
KFWB dialers.
▼
eteer."
Radio

- Sound

- Televison

Taught by Experts on Modern Apparatus
Day and Evening Classes
Radio Institute of California
1117 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
DRexel 6753
RADIO DOINGS

Plan Air Fiesta
With manufacturers, broadcast stations, distributors and dealers participating, the Ninth Annual Los Angeles
Radio and Electric Exposition will be
held during the week of August 2 to 8,
inclusive.
The Ambassador Hotel Auditorium
has been obtained for the show, where
the newest models in radio and electrical instruments will be displayed.
- Code

Mail Coupon for Further Information
Radio
Institute
California
1117 Venice
Blvd.,of Los
Angeles, Calif.
Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
Address
City and State..

Children's Hour
(Continued from Page 23)
wonderful things he thinks of to make little
children happy!
President Pip was followed by Happy Duck
with her little red ribbon, red hat and boots to
match. With a few "Quack-Quacks" of greeting, she seated herself beside the story man
and
Clack,manClickety
came then
the "Clickety
little wooden
leadingClack"
Yip, —thein
tiny dog with his hat, boots and ribbon all of
a beautiful blue. President Pip was in the
middle of his familiar "Goodness Me, Goodness Me," about something or other, when
"Toot, Toot, Toot, Toot"— what's this? Well, if
it isn't Bugler Murphy, late again. This little
man is only one foot high and expresses himself by blowing a tiny bugle.
"And now," said the story man, "our time
isthose
nearlylittleup,totsso whose
we'll ring
the magic
bells andfor
birthday
is today,
for all the little ones who are ill."
"Tinkle, tinkle" went the bells, which carried
with them a message of cheer for all good
children.
we must
Castle,"
said"Now
the story
man; beso leaving
PresidentthePipAircalled
the
magical beings together, and one by one they
marched — Bugler Murphy, Yip the little dog,
Happy Duck, Clickety Clack, whose footsteps
could be heard above all else, and, led by
President Pip, they started their trek down,
down, down the winding stairway from The
Land
Day. of Make Believe to The Land of Every

dered what he would think if he knew that I
had listened to Jimmie Snodgrass over his
radiosonasPenitentiary.
he was playing
in JefferI wonderbackwhatthere
he would
say
if I told him that those burglars who had
entered
his
place
that
night
were
father
and
Criminal Tunes In
son,Billie
'causeBlakethatwasis myjust baby
what boy
happened.
who I had not
(Continued from Page 33)
seen since he was three years old when I
make-up. He sniffed a couple of times, and served my first trip in Sing Sing, and to think
meeting and how each had tried to
then said, "Well, I was born in Syracuse. I ofkill our
the other.
don't
knowa what
of myhe old
was only
kid ofbecame
four when
left.man.
I had I
some brothers and sisters but they all drifted
away and left Mother and I to shift for our♦
selves. Last year Mother died, and I went to
New York, and tried to make good, but it was
the old story, I guess. I was a stranger in a Romance of Distance
strange land, and a few weeks ago I drifted
(Continued from Page 33)
here. I was all alone and no one seemed to
care for me, and I guess I just figured that I Conversations between air mail
would get even and this was my third job when
flying high over ranges of black
your bullet stopped me. Gee, I am glad you pilots,
mountains, came through as though
wasn't a copper. My name is Billie Blake."
Well, that all happened less than a year they sat in the next room. Answers from
stations, questions — in short,
ago. That boy recovered and is now my part- ground
the very essence of the information that
ner
in
a
little
garage.
The
cops
don't
bother
makes night flying possible — blasted
us any more, in fact, the policeman on my beat through
the great speaker.
is one of my best customers; even the dicks
who knew me send business to our shop and
With the first streaks of dawn,
things are going fine, cause we are going Wright turned off his power. We sat
straight.
entranced for several moments. For
But I have often wondered just what that there's a romance, a strange and tingbanker thought when he came home and found
ling thrill in distance. DX is more than
that two windows had been jimmied and noth- a stunt. It holds the unnamable thrill
of
the
drama of space.
ing taken from his home. I have often won-

SAVES

♦

MONEY
SPACE
CLOTHES

Cinderella
ELECTRIC
CLOTHES
WASHER

In 15ellaminutes
Cinder-or
washes 14 the
diapers,
10 pieces of lingerie, or
equivalent. Beautifully finished in jade green enamel.

50
37
$Washes
It's the "savingest" washer you ever saw.
by an amazing "BubbleAction" vacuum principle. No moving parts to rip, tear or wear delicate fabrics.
Nothing to break or pull off buttons. Only the gentle action of air bubbles; soap
suds and warm water traveling through every thread of the clothes, fifty times
aSaves
minute.
spaceit because
only 18for inches
moneySaves
because
does the it's
washing
less thanhighone(weighs
cent an only
hour.19 Seelbs.)it
demonstrated at your nearest dealer today ... or at

Facifi
12th AND MAPLE STREETS

ElNC.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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KFWB
Warner Bros.
SUNDAYS
11:00 to 11:30 A.M.

Jean
=
You read and hear many
advertisements professing great
good for you in a short time.
Here is one that has stood the
test of time!

Jean Leonard's course of 24
lessons is sufficient to teach the average novice who knows nothing of
music, to play all kinds of popular
music, fox trots, ballads, waltzes,
etc., in what is known as "Advanced
Piano" using tricks of every kind
just as he plays himself!

Leonard
Says =

PLAY

THE

PIANO

YOURSELF
Reasons

Jean Leonard can teach
you to play!
He has taught more than 3000 people in Southern California in
three years. ... In less time than any other method yet devised . .
and at less expense!
JEAN LEONARD plays entirely by ear.
TEACHES entirely by ear.
eliminates all scale and exercise work,
eliminates all music and note study,
teaches only POPULAR MUSIC,
personally supervises all instruction.
ALL INSTRUCTION IS INDIVIDUAL AND PRIVATE!
(Doesn't it sound reasonable?)
How many people do we know who have journeyed to Europe and
other distant points for culture of all kinds to take instruction under
a master? . . . JEAN LEONARD is the master who created our whole
method of instruction. You in Southern California have the privilege
of coming direct to him!
FOUR CONVENIENT STUDIOS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
MAIN STUDIO:
6606 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California
Branches — Walnut Park, Pomona, Ventura
Jean

why

Leonard

Studios

"The Largest School of Popular Piano in the West"
•
Member •
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
RADIO DOINGS

RADIO
and
SOUND
EQUIPMENT
WEBSTER ELECTRIC CO.
POWER AMPLIFIERS PHONOGRAPH PICKUPS
RACON TRUMPETS
AIR COLUMNS AND DYNAMIC UNITS
SHIELDED CABLE
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONES MAGNA VOX DYNAMICS
RADIO TUNERS
NATIONAL SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
FULL LINE OF TRANSMITTING PARTS
RELAYS
KEYS
BUGS
WESTON METERS
NATIONAL RECTO BULBS
PYREX
SYLVANIA TUBES
PILOT UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE KITS AND PARTS
NATIONAL MB29A AND MB30 TUNERS HAMMARLUND HIQ31
SILVER MARSHALL 714 AND 724 SUPER HETERODYNE KITS OR WIRED RECEIVER
RCA AND CUNNINGHAM TUBES
PACENT RECORDOVOX
REMSEN BLANK RECORDS NATIONAL GTO XMITTER KIT DE FOREST TUBES
ANY PART, ANY TIME, FOR RADIO RECEPTION OR
TRANSMISSION OR FOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
Demonstration
in Our
in Our
Hear a Webster
Catalogs or Any „
Information Mailed Transmitter
See W6FBI'*
Sound Proof Room
0,1 Request
Store
RADIO
912-914 S. Broadway
LARGEST

RADIO

SUPPLY
CO.
VA 3170-3178-3179
Los Angeles
H. A. DEMAREST, President
Wholesale
PARTS JOBBER WEST OF CHICAGO

New
Patent
Phone Caps
A new invention of unbreakable phone caps
that absolutely clarifies every sound in your
phones. Constructed to eliminate all moisture
gathered during long interval use!
The ofcapssimilar
will size.
fit the following phones and
others
No. I Western Electric.
No. 2 Kellogg. Superette
No. 3 Federal. Cannon Ball. Murdock. Trimm
No. 4 Brandes
00 No. 5 Baldwin. Tattler
Post
3736 MONETA.
Paid
Box 1029
With Diaphram
LOS ANGELES

FOR
S ALE !
A SUCCESSFUL
AERIAL
AND GROUND
BUSINESS
years' proventhe business.
We You
will
stillFivemanufacture
merchandise.
take over
management.
No handled
cash in-by
volved.
Aerials
and
grounds
all
and dealers now. Wire or
writejobbers
for information.
Box S2T1
RADIO DOINGS
MICROPHONES
All
Sizes »nd
PricesMountings.
for All
Practical
Uses.
Cables
and
Expert
Repairs.
Universal Microphone
Co., Ltd.0600
TH«rnwnll
1163 Hyde Park Rhil.
mdJed
Inglevvooil, (alii.

pr.

Xew
1.
2.
3.
4.

Junior
Metal
Model

Efoy Products - for the New Year
Our Volume Controls
0
Are
substantially
built.
Are sealed and lubricated.
10
Have ceramic core with soldered internal connections.
Have zero hop-off flue to copper-plated resistance strip: soldered to contact
point.
Assure you "Durability and Performance"
THE H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.
Philadelphia. Pa.
W. C. HITT, Representative
1284 Sunset Blvd., Iyos Angeles, Calif.
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VVTITH the perfection of
^v three new Pacent Phonovoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new radio
sets are now equipped with
jacks to hook up phonograph
pick-ups. An electric pick-up
bearing the name "Pacent" is
your guarantee that there is
nothing better.
CATALOG No. 107
THE NEW MASTER PHONO VOX
(Illustrated above)
Contains 12 features that make it the greatest
value in pick-ups today. List Price $15.00
CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONOVOX
Gives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station work.
Adjustable needle pressure. Absolutely
no rubber. Freezing is impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent

Electric Co., Inc., 91 Seventh Ave.. New
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio I>td., Hamilton, Ont.

PACENT
RADIO DOINGS

York, X. Y.

l/imningnain
RADIO

*4DlO$

*v

//TUBES>

S|NCE

1915

miles a minute —
a snail's pace compared to the speed
of radio waves.
Each tube must be vigorously alive
to withstand such driving force.
One inferior or worn-out tube
"slows up" your set's reception. When
a test indicates weak, lifeless tubes,
insist on new Cunninghams.
E.
New York

T.

Thru your radio tubes flows
radio's motive power

CUNNINGHAM,

Chicago

San Francisco

Inc.
Dallas

Atlanta
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STATEMENT
OF CIRCULATION.
THE OWNERSHIP.
MANAGEMENT.
ETC..
REQUIRED
THE ACT
CONGRESS OFBY AUGUST
24, 1912OF
Radio Doings,
published
monthly
LosOf Angeles.
California,
for April
1. 1931.at
STATE
OFOF CALIFORNIA.
COUNTY
LOS
ANGELES,
ss.
acounty
Notaryaforesaid,
Public inpersonally
and for
theBefore
State me.
andWallace
appeared
Byam,
who.
having
been duly
law.
deposes
and sworn
says thataccording:
he is thetoowner
ofis, Radio
Doing-s.
and
that the following
to
the
best
of
his
knowledge
and
be'ief,
a true statement
the ownership,
management
(and if a ofdaily
paper, the
circulation),
the aforesaid
cation for theetc.,dateof shown
in the publiabove
caption,
Act 411.
of August
24.
1912, required
embodied byin the
section
Postal
Laws vand
printed on the reerse of thisRegulations,
to wit:
1. That
theform,
names
and addresses of
the
publisher,
editor,
managing
editor, and
business managers are:
Publisher
Wallace
M.
Byam. Los Antreles.
Calif.
Editor. Wallace M. Byam. Los Angeles.
Calif.
Managing Editor. Don McDowell. Los
Angeles. Calif.Manager. Wallace M. Byam.
l,osBusiness
2. Angeles,
That the Calif.
owner is: (If owned by a
corporation,
itsalsonameimmediately
and addressthereunmust
be stated
and
derersthe owning
names orandholding
addresses
ofperstockholdone
cent
more ofbv total
amount of the
stock.
notor
owned
a corporation,
namesIfmust
and
addresses
of
the
individual
owners
be given.unincorporated
If owned by aconcern,
firm, company,
other
its nameor
and address,
as
well
as
those
of
must beCalif.
given). each
WallaceinM. Bvam. dividual
Losmember,Angeles.
3 Thatgagees andtheotherknown
bondholders,
mortor holding 1 per security
cent or holders
more ofowning
total
amount ofcurities bonds,
mortgages,
or
other
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None.
4 That the two paragraphs next above,
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if any,stockcontain not hoho.lders
onlv
the aslistthey
of stockholders
and
security
appear
upon
the
books
of
the
company
but
also,
in
cases
where the stockholder or security holder
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upon
the
books
of
the
company
as trustee
or in ofanytheother
relaname
personfiduciary
corporationtion,forthe whom
such trustee
isor acting,
is
given: also that the said two paragraphs
contain
statements
embracing
affiant's
full knowledgestances aand
belief asunder
to thewhich
cirnd conditions
stockholders cumand
security holders
who do
not appear
upon
the
books
of
the
company as trustees,other
holdthan
stockthatand ofsecurities
infidea owner;
capacity
bona
and this affiant
has no areason
to believe
that
any
other
person,
associaor corporation
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direction,
tsecurities
or indirect
inthanthe has
other
assaidnumber
so stock,
stated ofbonds,
bycopies
him.or
5
That
the
average
of each issue of th.s publication sold or
distributed,
the mails
wise, to paidthrough
subscribers
duringor theother-six
months preceding
the d-ate shown
above
is
(This
information
from( SIGNED)
d-ailv publications only.) is required
WALLACEsubscribed
M. BYAM. Publisher.
11thSworn
day toof and
April. 1931. before me this
(SEAL)
(Signed)
ROYALAprilS. 12.
CAHN.
(Mj Commission expires
1933.)
SUNSET
AERIAL and GROUND
For Greater Pick-up and
Selectivity
Ideal for DX Reception
The Selective Aerial $5.00
The Positive Ground
$2.25
The Super-Ground $3.00
SUNSET MFG. CO.
1114 N. Sycamore HK 4941
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Dope on Dobbs
(Continued from Page 35)
cess. Dixie and Patsy March, who hail
from Alabama are other examples of
the Southern art; Max Dolin, violin virtuoso, isone of "Dobbsie's" outstanding artists.
The list of those whom Dobbs ha^
built to fame is a long and interesting
one, but space prevents more than a
passing mention of many that are deserving. There is Eleanor Barnard, the
young English concert pianist; Edward
Randall, Jr., baritone; Emily Hardy,
coloratura soprano, former cowgirl of
Carlsbad, New Mexico, whom "Dobb
sie" heard singing as a member of the
"New Moon Company's" chorus. He
picked her voice for its unusual qualities
— try that sometime to test your ear.
It is hard
to "pick Powers,
'em" when
they
sing enough
solo. William
the
Negro tenor; Emily, Anthony and
Caesar Linden, pianist, flutist and violinist respectively, and John Faivre, the
blind cellist are other familiar names to
the KPO Happytime audience who owe
their fame to "Dobbsie."
"Dobbsie" was born in Kentucky in
1885. Throughout his boyhood life on
his father's plantation he learned from
the Negroes their secret of music. Always a lover of good natured, wholesome fun, Dobbs ran amuck at Annapolis, whenNaval
he was
"plebe"andat because
the Unitedof
States
Academy
a prank he played upon a superior officer, saw his sword broken and received adismissal from the academy.
But his bigness of vision and character would not permit him to be
downed. He entered Johns Hopkins
Medical School at Baltimore and prepared himself for a career as an instructor ofphysical culture. His father,
the late Willoughby B. Dobbs, who was
then a Congressman from the State of
Kentucky, aided him in forgetting the
Naval Academy incident by sending
him on a tour of the world to further
his education.
After his return from abroad, Dobbs
traveled about the country teaching
physical training and during that time
hit upon the idea of the Outdoor Playgrounds for children, which has since
become a national institution. He built
those of New York City and upon the
invitation of Judge Ben Lindsay he went
to Denver and supervised the building
of Denver's outdoor playgrounds, and
later he was engaged by the city of Seattle to build those in the Northwest
metropolis.

GO-SIL-CO
AUTOMOBILE
AERIAL
Built to Meet a
Popular Demand
V. S. Pat. 1738828
Contains Aerial
50 ft. GO-SIL-in
CO
coil Super
spring form 7 Wire
ft. long
enclosed
in
water-proof
fabric.
Continuous lead-in. Glass
Insulators.
Quickly full
instal ed by suspending
length horizontally from
chassis. Utilizing
the tre-of
mendous signal
GO-SIL-CO,
duepick-up
to the
pure silver
layergoldunderneathtective
the 24-K.
pro- .
plating.

IT MUST BE GOOD
Excerpt From Recent Letter
"Your Go-Sil-Co Automobile Aerial
has Distributors
been put to here,
a test Shuler
by the Supply
Crosley
Co., 1700
Poydras
St.,
and
they
reporttory.thatPlease
it has
been toveryshipsatisfacarrange
Shuler
Supply
Co.,
via
expiress
at
once
Go-Sil-Co Automobile Aerials as per
order inclosed."
Southern
Sellers, Mfgrs. Agents.
New Orleans, La.
GO-SIL-CO WIRE
GOLD KOR
RABTLITV — SILVER
FOR DlSENSITIVITY
Amazing I).\
Reception. nncl
."0% VolImin Selectivity
ume. SuperbprovementTone-Non-Corroslve.
rjo-SIL-CO is in its 7th year on
the market. Over 60,000 aerials In
use. Endorsed
by America's
foremost radio engineers.
including
Kenneth
Van Why. G. Ormiston and Forbes
Largegeles bystocks
carried
AnRadioSupply
SupplyCo.inCo.,LosRadio
Manufacturers
Gosilco Radio Products Co.
(M20 Mnrhrisn Ave.
HUNTINGTON PARK. CALIF.
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Is there something you wish to know about your favorite Radio
Star? » Some program in particular you are interested in? » Then
write the Low Down Editor of RADIO Doings
».
»
»
»
Mrs. Walter Smith
Box 42
Red Mountain, Calif.
Q: What has become of Frank
Gage, known as Forman Frank,
formerly with the KTM Ranch
Boys?
A: He is now with KMTR announcing during the day broadcast.
He is on a program from 5:15
to 5:45 P. M. singing and playing the piano.
Miss Marcella Frank
1595 W. 21st Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
Q: Are Kenneth Allen and Kenneth Niles the same person?
A: isNo 22theyyears
aren't.
KennethHe Allen
of age.
has
just returned from a singing
tour around the world, is very
good looking, and has a great
future. Kenneih Niles is a master of ceremonies over KHJ.
Q: Are Robert Hurd and Paul
Roberts the same person?
A: Yes, they are. Robert Hurd
plays classic music, and Paul
Roberts plays popular music.
He is 36 years of age and
thoroughly single, and was
born in Franklin, Utah. His
favorite flower is the orchid,
and his waistline is 32 inches.
Q: Where is Station KNX located
and can we go there to watch
the broadcast of the Gilmore
Circus?
A: KNX is located at 5555 Marathon, Los Angeles, Calif.
Everyone is entirely welcome to
go out there and listen to any
broadcast.
Mr. Reinhold Henke
R. F. D. 2, Box 216
Chowchilla, Calif.
Q: I would like information on the
contemplated addition of power by KNX. Why does its
maintenance continue at 5000
watts?
A: They have received a construcstruction permit from the
Radio Commission, but have
not built as yet. When it is
built, it will broadcast at 50,000 watts which will make it
more casts
powerful
and the broadmore effective.
RADIO DOINGS

Mrs. A. S. Murphy
1885 Lewis Ave.
Long Beach, Calif.
Q. What
White? has become of Ted
A: He is not singing with anyone
at know
present,of and
no one seems
to
his whereabouts.

How old is Charlie Carter of
the
Happy-Go-Lucky Gang
over KFRC?
A: He is about 16 years of age
and is what the girls term as
"cute."
Q:
How
is Foster Rucker?
Q: FosteroldRucker
A:
is in his early
twenties, has a pleasant personality, and is good looking.
He takes part in many plays
given by KFOX.
Miss A. B. Wright
249 No. Euclid Ave.
Pasadena, Calif.
Q: Is Erwin Yeo the "Phantom of
A: the
No, Organ?"
he is a staff organist.
Was he an organist for the
Hollywood Playhouse?
He was organist for the Hollywood Playhouse just before he
came to KHJ two months ago.
0: Did he broadcast over KNX in
Q: 1925 as the "boy organist?"
Yes, and he was one of the
first organists to broadcast
over the air.

Q: Does Kenneth Niles do dramatic roles over KHJ? Is he a
middle-aged man?
A: He was a character in "Folgeria,"
and for
is now
ceremonies
the master
Hallelujahof
program in the morning, and
tor the Merry Makers in the
evening. He is 23 years of
of age and entered the field
or matrimony just two months
Q: Isago.Raymond Paige a native of
California?
A: No, he is not.
Mrs. Ethyl Eberhardt
941 So. Eucalyptus Ave.
Inglewood, Calif.
Q: Give some information abouf
Roily Ray and Jimmie Brown.
A: Jimmie Brown is in his early
twenties. He has a great deal
of "It" and a large feminine
following. He is one of the
"Early Birds." Roily Ray is in
her early
twenties and
native of California.
She isisa Coo
in "Bill and Coo." She was
formerly with Irving Berlin,
and does not happen to be
married.
Mrs. Olive M. Crosby
Amesbury, Mass.
Q: Would like information on Van
C. Nukirk, Bob Bradford and
Mr. Crawford, organist.
A: Van C. Nukirk is married — to
the grief of the girls at KHJ.
He is very good looking and
about 27 years of age. He is
the traffic manager of KHJ
and also the life of the station.
Bob Bradford is a baritone
soloist, is very good looking,
married and about 24 years
of age. Mr. Crawford, organist, iscalled
of the
Organ.the Royal Poet of
Miss Frances Kay Penner
Western Avenue
Wasco, Calif.
0: Isold Nell
is she?Larson married. How
A: Nell Larson is not married, to
the joy of several admirers,
and is about 24 years of age.
She is a pretty red-head with
personality plus.
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3" Insulation
7.7 sq.ft. Shelf Area
54 Ice Cubes
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Without Legs

A Product of Holbrook, Merrill & Stetson
82 Years on the Pacific Coast
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IS BETTER— COSTS LESS and IS MADE IN LOS ANGELES

» »

See them all — NOW — at the

Pacific
Wholesale,
Ltd.
12th AND WALL STREETS
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Southern California Distributors
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"The

Adventures

BLACK

of Detec-a-tives

»»d

BLUE

"

COLUMBIA
NETWORK
Every Night (except Sunday and Monday)
AMERICA'S GREATEST RADIO SUCCESS
FOLGEITS
COFFEE
SPONSORED BY AMERICA'S FINEST COFFEE
Tuesdays
8:15 p.m.
Other Nights ... 8:00 p.m.
EARNSHAW-YOITNG,
INC
HARRY A. EARNSHAW and RAYMOND R. MORGAN
714 West 10th Street, Los Angeles
General and Radio Advertising

adcast*!
General
National Bro
711 Fifth Avenue,
EATURES:
•

ee Puts Cospel
On the Air
Story of Angetus
Temple

10— The Criminars
Greatest Enemy!

HE

MOVIE

MAGAZINE

OF

THE

AIR

NEW

SENIOR
RADIOS
Again

SUPER- HETERODYNE
(Pliodynatron J
MOST
OUTSTANDING
Crosley

Leads

SET

the Field!

A few of the features making this
set the largest $ Dollar for Dollar $
value on the market today!
Ij V.

V$

(Pliodynatron) Oscillator, Four
screen grid tubes, full dynamic
speaker, static and tone control,
local-distance switch.

Super
Administrator

Words cannot convey the richness,
the beauty of cabinet design. See
them at your nearest authorized
dealer to appreciate their superiority.

109
Complete with Tubes
Other Models From
$39.75 to $189.50
Telephone us for your nearest Crosley Dealer
WEstmore 1317

RADIO

EQUIPMENT

135-139 West 17th Street
LOS ANCELES

121-131 Ninth Street
SAN FRANCISCO
Ask us about Auto and Motor Boat Radios
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three the
es,
both radio and phonovox
nograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new
radio sets are now equipped
with jacks to hook up phonograph pick-ups. An electric
pick-up bearing the name
"Pacent" is your guarantee
that there is nothing better.

CATALOG No. 107
THE NEW MASTER PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
Contains 12 features that make it the greatest
value in pick-ups today. List Price $15.00
CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONOVOX
Cives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station
work. Adjustable needle pressure.
Absolutely no rubber. Freezing is
impossible.
Lisf Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent Electric Co., Inc., 91 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

PACENT
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Home

Theatre

Is Your

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Your

Family ♦ . Your Stars
All possible through
the new sensational
DeVry

16 MM
Model
Engineers Have Solved the Dim Light
Problem in Small Movie Projectors
Lamp25— and
50 volt,
250 watts,
on 110
D.C. or A.C
volts,
60 cycles,
A.C. operating
Transformer,
an integral
part
of base.
Base suofring rocaluminum,
extra
thickness,
cast
in
one
piece,
ink steady projection.
at back to indicate any deviation of current
fromVolt-meter
rated voltage.
Separate buttons for starting motor and lamp.
Separateof light.
rheostats for regulating speed of motor and
strength
Positive
self
framing precision double claw movement.
Framer.
Lens
—
Graf
2-inch
( interchangeable) . focusing "Big Bertha" projection lens
Stop-on-film shutter.
Ventilation fan, motor operated.
Rewind — by hand crank or motor.
to 400 35feet,mm16 film.
mm film — the equivalent of
1000Capacity,
feet ofupstandard
Quiet operation.
IT IS SIMPLICITY ITSELF
PHIL LASHER, Ltd.
Established 1900
300 SEVENTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
RETURN THIS COUPON
Phil Seventh
Lasher, Ltd.,
300
Street,
San Francisco, Califor
send mefactsyourabout
free the
pamphlet
particulars
andPlease
interesting
De Vrycontaining
Model 57fullHome
Movie
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57

CAMERA
De Vry Beaded
Screens
Built
for picture
depth!
Equipped with F.3.5 Lens
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"The Movie Magazine of the Air"
Six Months-Six

Live, Interesting Issues $1.00

• Only
Magazine stories
of the about
Air"
will
you infindthethe"Movie
true, absorbing
your radio favorites. RADIO DOINGS uncovers and presents in interesting form, intimate, authentic facts about the unseen entertainers ofthe air.

• All of the scintillating romance and pathos
"behind the mike" is brought to the listener in
interesting, readable form. It is a necessary
addition to every home that owns a radio.
GET THE MOST AND THE BEST OUT OF THE
AIR WITH RADIO DOINGS.
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Here's mybelow,
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Hollworth Norton

Whole Family

LANEDO YOU ever wish you could walk down the street
of your old home-town — not as it is, now — lined
with shiny automobiles and glittering drug-stores — but
the one you knew as a boy — the old, familiar way that
led you to your home?
Perhaps it was a wide, paved street, shaded by elm
trees — perhaps it was a mud road with a general store
at the corner — but no matter what it was like, that

commonplace old street, so dear, so familiar, yet so
far away, now glimmers with a beauty of its own.
All of which explains "Memory Lane" and the hold
this program has upon the hearts of NBC listeners.
Up and down the Pacific Coast, and clear across the
continent, as far east as Ohio, thousands of radios are
tuned to this program each Tuesday night when it is
broadcast from the San Francisco studios of the National Broadcasting Company.
The epic of Goshen Center, midwestern village of
the late nineties, grips the imagination of the radio
audience with the oldest and simplest of bonds — it's
real! The Smithers family, Ma, Pa and Billy, and their
friends, are real persons, and the chronicle of their
daily lives, sometimes funny, sometimes sad, has the
stamp of life upon it.
• "The Smithers ought to seem real — for they ARE
real," protests H. C. Connette, NBC continuity writer
who created them, and in doing so brought back a
whole epoch to life; reincarnated a typical small town
of the past, with its inhabitants, customs and authentic
atmosphere.
Like many other successful things, "Memory Lane"
was not planned in its present form, but "just grew."
Several years ago, Connette, a newspaper man, returned from Shanghai, China, where he had been editing newspapers for Americans abroad, and joined the
NBC's staff of writers. He was given the job of supplying continuities to introduce old-fashioned songs
which were a feature of a program called "Memory
Lane."
To vary the monotony of the continuities, Connette
put a bit of dialogue into them, and to speak the dialogue, he invented Ma and Pa Smithers and their son
Billy. Ma Smithers sang most of the songs, of course
— Pa and Billy just asked for them.
• The quaint Hoosier dialect of the new radio family
interested radio-listeners. Those who came from the
middle-west found it warm, familiar and heart-tugging
in its reminiscent flavor of their childhood; some who
had never heard it before were captured by its humorous novelty. At any rate, a flood of fan-mail, representing both elements, made it plain that what the
audience wanted was more Smithers dialogue and less
singing. Little by little the dramalogue grew and the
music dwindled, until finally the main interest centered in the Smithers household, its neighbors and
friends.
"Memoryappeal.
Lane" became a distinctive program
with a universal
It is, perhaps, the only program on the air which its
listeners help to write. Every day or so brings a new

What the Well Dressed Couple Will Wear
Ma and Pa and Billy Smithers

scenario idea from some member of the NBC audience who grew up in just such an atmosphere as the
serial portrays. Sometimes an apple-butter-making
episode, or some other characteristicly seasonal touch is
suggested.
Sometimes a listener just can't bear it any longer
if some
particular
thingof isn't
done characters.
for Josephine When
Conway or Muriel
or one
the other
Ma and Pa Smithers quarreled, recently, the entire
"Memory Lane" audience was divided into two enemy
camps, judging by the fan-mail which preceded the
reconciliation. The somewhat acid-tongued
but warm-hearted Ma Smithers, who is
the leader of the community and arbiter of church bazaars and other
events, has her own particular
followers, most of whom insist,
"I knew
such a woman
as
Mrs. just
Smithers,
back
home."
Pa Smithers carries hi
own flock of fans, and as
for Billy Smithers, that
Hoosier Peter Pan evidently represents his or
her own lost youth to
ten out of twelve middle-aged or elderly
dio fans who
write ra-to
Connette. Billy and
his jews-harp and his
dog, and the events
which keep him busy,
haveon thea audience.
strong grip up• Incidentally, Eileen
Ma, mms
plays who
Piggott,Billywho Page
and
WW
plays Billy Smithers, 'iM
probably hold the record
in continuous radio performance, since they have \
enacted their parts without
missing a single night for
the entire three years and a
half
has
been that
on the"Memory
air. DickLane"
Le Grand
who plays Pa, and Bobbe Dea
who enacts half a dozen
characters in the serial, inch
Lucinda Higgins, run them a close
second.
"Memory
Lane" of
is responsible
for at
least
two members
its cast becoming
actors.
soprano
had alwaysEileen
been Piggott's
her principal
talentvoice
until
• "Memory Lane"

of old-fashioned songs in which she had been appearing, changed into a dramatic serial. The Hoosier dialect she employs as Ma Smithers, and the characteristic
high, somewhat sharp, speaking voice which is part of
her role, both are foreign to the soft-spoken Miss Piggott. She drilled for days in the Hoosier accent when
she first became Ma Smithers, and many of the
radio fans refuse to believe she isn't one
ofIndiana-born
them.
The thirteen-year-old juvenile star of NBC who is
Billy Smithers to thousands of listeners, made his debut
in that part. He was not quite ten years old
at the time; neither was Billy Smithers.
A child actor was needed who could
"get" the accent required, and
Connette, who had written the
part into the continuity without considering how difficult
this ous
might
had days.
a strenuthree orbe,four
One
day, however, Billy Page
trotted into the studio,
with"Whe
his re
father.
did you get
that
Connevoice
joy. nded
tte, ?"in dema
Billy, it turned out,
was the son of two
real Indianans, and alhe had neverhe
seen thethoughWabash,
had inherited the
Hoosier voice. Besides, acovered
s has since,been
dishe was
a natural-born actor.
He mastered the dialect required for the
Smithers lad in one rehearsal. Wisely, Connette has had Billy
Smithers grow older as
Billy Page has done in the
ast few years. In fact, so
al has Billy become, and so
-like all the other Goshen
r residents, that their aunits heforgets
sometimes,
fearalmost
he willfrightmeet
face some day in his own

office.
So "Memory Lane" goes on. Sponsored
now by the Associated Oil Company
it carries listeners back to a time which,
for many persons, is seen through a mist
the program n which chuckles are touched with tears and laughter.
is broadcast over NBC stations at 8:15 p.m. Tuesdays.
'Ain '/ She Sweet

• "Memory
Lane" toistest
one itsofpopularity,
the most itpopular
programs over
on
the
air. Recently,
was suggested
the microphone that listeners send in their opinions of the
feature. Nine thousand letters flooded the NBC offices in
San Francisco lauding the program. RADIO DOINGS is
anxious to run stories on programs of such wide appeal.
Write and let us know who you would like to read about;
tell us which are your favorite programs and artists.

SEES
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KNOWS

by
Curtis Benton talks —

Qarol Knox

IN A cosy, charming little bunga■ low in Hollywood, Curtis Benton
sits over a typewriter six days a
week and taps out fiction. He is a
quiet man, given to study and meditation. His years rest easily on his
placid brow and his graying hair
lends a dignity to the man. And to
really know him, and understand his
fine character, you would have to
see him at work in his garden of
gladioli.
There you have a fair picture of
the man who is rapidly becoming
known as one of the finest fight
broadcasters in the country. For
Curtis Benton has another hobby
beside the raising of fine flowers —
he is a lover of the ring, a fight fan
of the first water.
• Each Friday night Benton climbs
high in the rafters to a special booth
above the ring at the Hollywood
Legion stadium. KNX is the station through which the fights are
broadcast.
A powerful pair of German field
glasses, so designed as to be worn
as spectacles, aid Benton in making
out every detail. His mouth is close
to the microphone; but his eyes
never leave the ring.
"I form a mental frame around
the two pair of gloves of the fighthe explains.
"I don'tor watch
their ers,"feet,
their faces
their
bodies. I watch their hands. Then,
when one connects, I really see the

blow. My glasses, a powerful pair
of Sport Oculars, are so strong I can
spot vasa floor
fly ofwalking
acrossBythehaving
canthe ring.
them actually attached to my head,
I have perfect freedom."
• Benton is one of the few sports
broadcasters who never tries to fake
interest in his broadcasts. His announcement and descriptions are
cold blooded and accurate. Unless
he actually feels enthusiasm, he
doesn't
it to creep
into his allow
voice.a note
As aofresult,
he is
looked
upon
as
being
thoroughly
reliable.
An outstanding feature of Curtis
Benton's
is the rapidity withbroadcasting,
which he talks.
And,
though he never skips a punch and
misses no action, his enunciation
remains perfect no matter what the
speed of his voice. He attains this
result by never permitting his excitement to get away with him; by
remaining calm when he feels like
yelling
cheering.
blooded and
business,
he says.It's a cold
Benton the man is even more interesting than Benton the broadcaster. His conversation jumps

ALL

with lightning like rapidity from
fights to flowers, from anecdotes to
literature. In the middle of a discus ion as to the best treatment for
aphis, he will suddenly be reminded
of a story he wants to tell you about
the time he saw Ace Hudkins lift a
haymaker to Johnny Adams' jaw.
He'll interrupt his own monologue
of thedifference
Renaissanceonandthethecharm
technical
between the Dutch and German
schools of color work, to explain
why a right cross to the chin is more
effective in a fast close match than
a left body punch followed by a
short right to the side of the head.
• "Fighters today are just as good
as
they everlittle
were,"
he clever
will tell
you.
"They're
more
boxers,
and more acareful
of their
faces.
But
they offer more interesting
matches. The really clever boxers
make the most interesting fights to
put on the air. It calls for elaborate description, gives the reaction
of a fast, quick moving match.
Sluggers are often interesting to
(Continued on Page 33'
— as He Watches it.

Radio-the

Criminal's

by

Lionel White,
•Hubert
Especially
posed forR. Stephens,
RADIO DOINGS
Larimer,
W.by A.Officers
Rathburn, of the Los).Angeles
PoliceandDepartment.
THE low, powerful black touring
car pulled up silently into the
shadows of the building. Four men
quickly alighted; a fifth sat
slouched over the steering wheel,
his engine idling, one hand on his
gear shift, the other caressing the
blunt end of a cold, grey gun.
didn't
who hadto
leftIt the
car take
more the
thanfour
a minute
jimmy the back door of the brooding building. A second later and
they were in the jewelry store.
The whole thing was accomplished in less than five minutes.
But even as they rushed back to
their car, two men carrying bulging
black satchels, the other two with
sawed off shot guns slung across
their arms, it happened.
• A screech of brakes, the quick
rat-a-tat-tat of a sub-machine gun,
a police siren. It was over almost
as soon as it had started. Two of
RADIO DOINGS

the running bandits dropped in their
tracks, the man at the wheel fired
once and slumped to the floor
boards; the other pair threw their
hands into the air.
To the bandits it was phenomenal
— it was more; it was death and
prison. To the police it was merely
another case in which radio was
successfully used in the detection
of crime.
For the case actually happened.
The police of Los Angeles made the
coup within a month of the day
they began systematically to use
short wave broadcasting to clear the
city of crime.
Los Angeles is not the first city
to make use of radio in an effort to
prevent crime. Detroit pioneered
several years ago. Chicago, Buffalo
and a half dozen other eastern
metropolises rapidly followed suit.
• The startling rapidity with which
it is possible for a radio equipped
car to arrive on the scene of a crime
has brought home to police officials
everywhere the fact that the use of
radio is the greatest boon to the
forces of the law in more than a

— the Rat-a-tat-tat of a
Machine Gun — a Police
century. According to Siren
Captain—
Hawtrey,
in charge
of thepolice,
radio the
division of the
Los Angeles
average time it takes a car to get
to thephone
scene,in find
out what's
wrong
and
a report
is exactly
three minutes.
There are forty-five radio
equipped cars covering the city of
Los Angeles.
are more
efficient than four They
hundred
patrolmen
could be. The system is comparatively simple. There is an operating room and microphone at a secluded part of the city hall. A half
dozen men sit at the phone continuously and take reports. Reports of everything, from a mad dog
to
a
stickup,
bank robbery. a drunken driver to aLess than a minute after the report is in, the broadcast goes out.
The car cruising the district in
which the accident or crime is taking place is called. All cars get the

Greatest
Enemy
—
call, but a special number indicates interference, the double check sys- geles makes it almost impossible for
which car it is intended for. The
tem of broadcasting allows the a criminal to make a get-away if he
driver time to pull into a secluded is reported during the actual time
bare facts are given, for instance:
of his crime.
"Car 27 — car 27. Man holding spot.The receivers, Spartons, are set
On the wall of the broadcasting
up storekeeper at 185 X Avenue." at the proper wave length and room at city hall is a series of dozens of lights. The eye of one phone
The message is again repeated
There is but a single con- operator
is constantly glued to these
and a moment later is re-broadcast locked.
trol;
that
is
volume.
The
set
proptiny bulbs. They are connected
from the remote control station at
er is bolted tightly under the floor with
burglar alarm systems in banks
Elysian Park. In case no report has boards, the control dial and lock is
their flash is the signal for a
been phoned in within a reasonable on the steering column and the and
general
alarm. Speeding police
period of time, the message is again speaker is under the dash.
cars, their blood-curdling sirens
put on the air but directed to a car
paveIn the early days of police broad- shrieking,
in an adjacent district.
ments fromhurdle
a half over
dozen thedistricts.
casting, long wave channels were
• However, it is rare that a car used. However, it was discovered They form a net around the bank,
fails to get a message. Although that this permitted the public at making it virtually impossible for
there are numerous dead spots in large to listen in as well as invited the bandits to escape.
the city, and heavy traffic, leaky greater static and interference. The
Even if police radio were used in
short wave channels have proved the checking of petty crime alone,
transformers
vibrating
chines cause aand
certain
amount ma-of infinitely more practical.
the expense would be more than
One thecar work
with ofits atwodozen
ofThe sets are turned on the mo- justified.
ficers can do
ment the car leaves for its cruise.
patrolmen
on
foot.
At no time, except under extremely
j. C. Rosso, radio supervisor of
urgent conditions, do both officers
leave a car at once. In cases of the Los Angeles Police Department,
bank robberies, riots and serious is the man largely responsible for
the installation of the system. He
calls, the car is marked out of duty has
interested in short wave
by the dispatchers and a car in a and been
DX work for years.
district close by covers.
Tulare, the small mid-California
• In traffic cases, drunken driving,
the first in the west to instolen automobiles, accidents and city, was
stall police radio. Pasadena soon
so forth, police
proved in-of followed.
valuable. Theradio
closehasnetwork
day if you want a real thrill,
fast patrol cars covering Los An- andSome
live in or near Los Angeles, fix
your set to tune in at 1712 kiloLeft — Captain Hawtrey
cycles. Then you get first hand
information of what a police radio
of the L. A. Police
car is getting.
Police Radio Control Room
J. G. Rosso, Police Radio
Supervisor
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HAPPY-and

Lucky

^Alicc Qollins
PERHAPS you think that the Happy Co Lucky Hour
of the Don Lee Chain blossomed full grown into
being. That several hundred chairs were placed in the
KFRC main studio, a group of artists and an orchestra
assigned, Al Pearce appointed Master of Ceremonies,
and there it was!
Not so. The Happy Co Lucky Hour grew slowly.
As a matter of fact, Pearce was assigned to a Saturday
morning informal hour. Several other artists, including Norman Nielsen and "Mac," were rather loosely
assigned to the broadcast — they could come if they
wanted, but if they didn't there was no harm done.
The boys had no program and followed it to the letter.
They began whooping it up a bit.
The boys seemed to be having so much fun that a
listener wrote in and asked if she could come to the
studio and watch as well as listen. Sure, said the
genial Al over the air, come along — providing, that is,
you ing
aren't
a bill
collector.
came.previous
The followSaturday
several
more Several
than the
week
showed. Happy Co Lucky had started to grow and it
has been growing steadily ever since.
Some days hundreds are turned away from the
studios because of lack of room. Fans have been
known to come three hours before the program and
bring their lunch so they could have a front seat.
• It wasn't
long after
that the
new,
large studio
had the
to initial
be used.visitors
Fromcamea Saturday

morning program it soon grew to a five day a week
afternoon program. Other stations on the Don Lee
network sampled it, liked it, and began broadcasting
it regularly.
The Happy Go Lucky Hour has made many thousands
happy. At Christmas time the presents personally contributed bymembers of the gang up and down the
coast and the presents bought from the proceeds of
the sale of pictures of the artists fill a huge store-room.
These are distributed to the poor and crippled children
from Seattle to Los Angeles. At Easter time Easter
gifts are gathered and distributed.
And so the Happy Co Lucky Hour has come to be
more than a program, it has become an institution.
• At the head is Al Pearce; by his side is his brother,
Cal. The other regulars are Norman Nielsen, Edna
O'Keefe,
Harris,andEdnaLordFischer,
Charles Others,
Carter,
baby JeanTommy
Clairmook
Bilgewater.
heard
from
time
to
time,
are
"Mac,"
Marjorie
Truesdale, Pedro, Frederic Bittke and Abe Bloom. Lane
Norman Nielsen has been part of the show from the
beginning. Norman was playing the straight part in a
vaudeville act and had come home to visit his folks in
Oakland for a vacation. He tried out on KFRC, was
accepted, and decided to remain with radio. He was
married in February, 1929, to Vivian Dunn of Dinuba,
California.
EdnaSchool
O'Keefe
is 19.Francisco
She was into
catapaulted
Girls
High
in San
the KFRCfromstudios.
(Continued on Page 33)

♦
Tommy
Harris

Happy-Co-Lucky Hour is heard over KFRC and KHJ daily at 2:00 p. m.
Here 's That Happy-Go-Lucky Gang

Charlie
Carter

Coffee

Dan's

• Ruby Adams — now "Mrs. Coffee Dan" — has a
favorite song, "Laughing at Life." She sang it before aterrible accident occurred which crippled her
for life; and she still sings it. Read of the romance
of the gamest little sport in the world of radio and
entertainment — Ruby Adams.

by

Cjaylord Wellington,
BUT a few short years ago the world paused and
bowed at the feet of Ruby Adams, singer, vaudeville star and darling of the theatrical world. And
then one night tragedy struck and the great Ruby
Adams was the victim of a horrible prank of fate.
It was at a theatre in San Francisco — backstage.
Ruby was waiting to go on when a three hundred pound
sand bag fell from the rafters. Her back was broken.
But all that is old stuff. There is a new story in
the life of Ruby Adams. A story of love and romance.
The story of her marriage and the story of her success
as a radio star. A success that makes her years on the
stage a mere background. A success that has made of
Ruby Adams one of the most beloved and admired
artists of the ether.
• For months after the horror of that night in 'Frisco
when a sand bag spoiled the hopes of a great career,
Ruby lay on her back in a hospital. Then one day the
doctor told her she would never walk again. A wheelRADIO DOINGS

chair was ordered and the once famous stage star began to reconcile herself to the life of a recluse.
Ruby had a radio in her cosy apartment at the St.
Francis. She would picture herself before the microphone and an infinite sadness would overcome her.
And then one day Mort Harris invited a few friends
to listen in while he broadcast over KJBS. The party
included Ruby Adams. It also included Coffee Dan —
that is, Johnny Davis, the famous restauranteer. And
right now would be a good time to put in a few words
about Coffee Dan.
• Johnny Davis' father was the original Coffee Dan.
He
conducted
a "coffee
the
roughest
districts
of theandold sinker"
Barbaryplace
Coast.in one
The ofgreat
fire of 1906 wiped him out. But a few years later his
son adopted the famous name and opened a cabaret
in the theatrical district. It was a money maker from
the go and soon became one of the most famous eating
houses in the West.
It was in 1920 that Ruby and Coffee Dan first met.
Dan started right by proposing at once. And for the
next five years he was a regular suitor. But that, too,
is an oldclusivestory.
all Sanknew
Francisco,
fromandtheRuby
exsuburbs to Why
the slums,
about Dan
— knew that he was hopelessly in love with her and
knew that she had time for nothing but her career as
a singer and dancer.
And so they met at KJBS, after the years had passed
and had left Ruby a hopeless cripple.
• Mort Harris went on. But first he introduced Ruby
Adams to his listeners. She sat there in her wheelchair, the faint trace of a tear in her eye. It took
Mort five minutes to prevail upon her to sing.
She sang, "Laughing at Life!"
Imagine that philosophy! Laughing at life — Ruby
Adams, former stage beauty and queen of the cabaret

Romance

^

^

* The participants in one of the greatest Romances in the world of Radio —
on the opposite page is Ruby Adams, once famed as a singer and dancer.
At the right is Coffee Dan himself — cafe operator, humorist, philosopher
and
— Ruby's
In the lower
right bird.
hand Read
corner,howPaulRubyWhiteman
playslover
a song
of cheerhusband.
to the crippled
humming
became
Radioland's greatest sport!

♦

who had been unable to walk for five years —
laughing at life!
Her debut over the air was an instantaneous
success. Phones commenced ringing; telegrams
pouredters.
in;Hundreds
the station
floodedif with
letwanted was
to know
that was
the
"Ruby arrived
Adams asking
who used
be?"was,Scores
inquiries
who toshe
whereof
she came from, when she would again be
heard. KJBS had found a new radio personality.
• And that is the story of Ruby's success.
But there is a greater success; and an infinitely greater romance in the life of Ruby
Adams. It is the story of her marriage to
Johnny Davis or rather Coffee Dan, as even
his wife calls him.
It was but a month before her accident that
Ruby Adams promised to marry him. Then
came the crash. But it made no difference to
Coffee Dan. No sooner had Ruby left the
hospital than he again asked her to set the
wedding date. She told him it was no longer
possible
to think
marriage.
could't
see the man
she ofloved
tied up That
to a she
cripple
for
the rest of his life. Coffee Dan shrugged, and
renewed his proposals.
But shores
it wasn'tof until
Ruby California
had gone to
to the
warm
Southern
recuperate and Dan had followed that she
finally consented.
When Coffee Dan stood beside a woman
in a wheelchair and held one of her pale, thin
hands while a minister made them man and
wife, there wasn't a dry eye in the room.
Police
Chief strode
Dan O'Brien
his son,a George,
the actor,
in and and
snapped
pair of
handcuffs over their wrists. But it wasn't
necessary. The bond of love had already fallen
across their lives.
♦

The

Genius
by Louise J^andis

11 iA \ H'I was
Y0Uarmed,
wou,d'didwould
y°u?brute?You Advance
d'dn't think
you, you
one
step further toward me, Lord Loofus, and I'll shoot!"
Through the loud-speaker comes a creak. Lord
Loofus has taken the step — the heroine pulls the trigNORMAN

HIGBY

The <Boy Himselfand His Playthings

ger— and — Higby, sound effects engineer of NBC,
Norman
moves nonchalantly before the microphone, with a
large paper bag, inflated, in one hand. Bang! goes the
heroine's
weaponlisteners
as Norman
sands of radio
gasp. breaks the bag, and thoudo it?" they
inevitably
ask when
they
visit"How
the doSanyouFrancisco
studios
and meet
the quiet,
good-looking
young chap who sets the scene for NBC
dramas with sound.

Of

Noise

• Pioneering in an entertainment world is as
different from that of the stage or pictures as
if it were on another plane, Norman, with the
aid of the hundreds of sound devices he
creates, plays more roles than any actor. He is
the Jove who wields the thunderbolt in radio
storms; the deus ex machina who creates a
hissing
the thud ofthea
falling snake,
body, an
theairplane's
splash ofroar,
a brooklet,
squeak of an awning, the crash of dishes in a
domestic row or the creepy sound of torn toms
in a jungle, just as the playwright orders.
When the possibilities of radio drama first
began to dawn upon those who were adventuring in this art a few years ago, one of the
first things they learned was that microphone
drama,
in order
"get dialogue
over" mustnow notfollows
copy
the stage.
Just asto ether
its
own
technique,
Norman's
work
as
sound
effects engineer at NBC is far different from
that of the stage hand who sits in the wings
at the theater and rattles sheets of iron to
make thunder, turns an electric switch to produce lightning, and pounds the good old cocoanut shells on the floor to announce the approach of the hero's trustry steed.
• Incidentally, those cocoanut shells are almost the only sound effect which radio has inherited from its elder sister, the theater. Included in the big cupboard in the Pacific Division headquarters, where Norman keeps all
the varied apparatus and queer-looking devices he uses, are several sets of shells. But
few of the other curious arrangements in the
cupboard would be recognized by a stage
technician.
The which
microphone's
of recent
magnifying
sound,
was showntrick
in the
test
whereby the sound of a pin dropped in the
Nationalreverberated
Broadcastingthrough
Company's
New Yorkall
studios
loudspeakers
over the land like the boom of a cannon,
makes the use of stage sound effects impractical in radio. Realism is achieved, not by using
the real sound, but a miniature representation
of it.
A real revolver, fired at Lord Loofus by the
ether melodrama heroine, would sound like a
tremendous explosion or earthquake, to
listeners.
"You and
havethatto ofcurbthe'your
senseyou,of
humor,
peopleownaround
explains forNorman.
"Sometimes
totoo,"
experiment
several hours
in order Itohave
get
an
effect,
and
if
you
think
it's
easy
to
spend
sixty minutes dropping a pile of folding chairs,
then picking them up and dropping them all
over
some again,
time. as I had to do recently, just try it
"The effect I wanted was the crash of an
airplane. It had to be a big one and real(Continued on Page 43)

Checker
Board
of
Popularity

Above — Tom Mitchell

Above — Lucille Wall
Collier Hour Love Story Girl
NBC

Ranier's Rickey Man — NBM

Below — Ann Holden
Domestic Science Editor o

Below — Helen Gilligan
The Darling of CBS
— and Everett Hoagland
Orchestra Leader on Many
West Coast Programs

Women 's Magazine of the A'
— and Dorothea James
Who Has Been Drafted by Cli
From Musical Comedy

Above — Peggy Rollins
NBC "Blues Gal" Who Was
Caught Laying on the Sands.

Below — Frances Shelley
Snared From the Stage by

by

y
he
TLo
ok
They

Don't
Like
Sound

Randolph Van UVoUrand

Stuart Buchanan
Nan Vallon — In the Flesh

Kay Van Riper — Cy Kendall
As They Are

But before the mike stands the petite and blonde
THE streets of Paris during the Revolution. Furtive
conspirators meeting in hidden spots . . . the mob, Kay herself, looking very demure, and reading her lines
as yet unformed, lurking in small groups about the to the slightly corpulent Cy Kendall. It sounds as
public squares. Everywhere the feeling of tension, and though Kay should be dressed in the voluminous and
the growing fever of unrest and destruction soon to be glowing robes of the French Revolutionary period. Yet,
released.
there she stands, all laid away in a slick looking black
with a huge white fur collar adorning the jacket,
Versailles! The king and queen, uneasy, proud, mov- asuit,
creamy white blouse, and dainty slippers. The tering through their sumptuous palace, receiving spies,
rible Mirabeau looks innocuous in an ordinary business
listening to reports, planning to crush the assembly.
suit,
sans
coat, for it's warm in the studio.
Through all this moves the buxom Sophie, wife of
the publisher of revolutionary pamphlets; Mirabeau, • And now Marie, the queen, urging the king to
vulgar rabble. How queenly, how magthe terrible, and those others whose tangled life threads suppress nithe
ficent, she sounds.
formed a bloody pattern on the wrap and woof of
France's history.
That's Nannette Vallon, and there's a name, which
O Listen to French Miniatures, written by Kay Van fits the play. She's a slim appealing damsel, with
Riper, and broadcast under her direction from KFWB. beautiful
hair.collar,
And she's
cool
Here is the stately court life, the mad street scenes, leaf green;black
a suit,bobbed
trimmed
cuffs dressed
and coat,in with
the color, romance,
black fur. She wears a
and horror of the revotiny cloche hat of
black.
lution.
Boy! Get a Look at Those Draperies
Stuart Buchanan
Ah, yes! Listen, as
roars and thunders into
you sit, beslippered and
the mike. But instead
content, before your
radio. How real it
of jeweled sword, lace
seems.
cuffs and collar, and
velvet coat, he lounges
But, wait a moment,
is a soft blue shirt, tielet's look
into the
less, and white flannels.
studio
where
the
• The diminutive Kay,
broadcast comes from.
who is swaggering
The buxom Sophie,
vocally, unconsciously
with an eye for the
retreats from the mike.
men, and a genius for
She is brought back by
finding excitement, is
Director Sam Wineinflaming the terrible
land, who prods her
Mirabeau. This all
gentlyhisfrom
sounds rather tense and
with
baton. behind
terrible over the air.
(Continued on Page 43)
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The

EMPIRE

Builders

'By Jack Paul £ord
WITH the entire facilities of the newest and the scene changes from an out-door to an in-door
most modern broadcasting studios in the world setting a thickly insulated sound-proof screen is set up
to close the actors off from the rest of the studio. This
at their disposal, the Great Northern Railway "Empire imparts to the voices of the speakers the same resoBuilders" productions, broadcast from the NBC Chicanance and provides the same echo effects as may be
go studios each Monday night from 9:30 to 10 o'clock
central standard time (at present — 9:30 to 10 o'clock noticed in an ordinary room. When the scene changes
central fdaylight
time) represent the utmost in per- again to an out-door setting, the screen is removed, and
ection in radio dramas.
the quality of the voices are modified by the increased
Every modern production device known to radio, size of the room in exactly the same way as voices
and a few never before used
would be modified if the
in a radio broadcast, are
speakers moved from a
closed room into the open
available to make the "Emair.
pireformBuilders"
to the programs
strictestconreIn order to make the
quirements ofabsolute realslightest movement of the
ism, according to Don Beractors audible to the listennard, program advisor, who
personallyduction of the
directs
the
proers a highly
wood floor isresonant
used inhardthe
series.
studios for indoor scenes.
In addition to the selecThus, when an actor walks
across the room, the sound
tion of a cast of nationally
known actors, every other
of his foot-steps is picked
detail of the "Empire Buildup clearlyphones.
byEquipment
the also
micro-is
ers" broadcasts is the result of weeks of experiprovided to make possible
mentation in sound effect.
any other incidental sound
effects necessary, such as
Especially constructed apparatus isused in reproducthe moving of chairs, slaming even the most minor
ming of doors, or the noises
sounds necessary to procure
of similar operations.
a realistic setting for the
dialogue of the actors.
Again,
however,
tions are made
for analteraoutIn order to reproduce
door scene, for then the
exactly the sound of a movsound of footfalls and other
ing train, so often necesThe Oldtimer and His Dog Listen
movements would be deadto a Little Music
sary in "Empire
Builders,"
grass andthisearth.
a specially
constructed
order ened
to byachieve
change,In
track is used in the studios, over which trucks with iron a heavy carpet is thrown over the resonant floor to
wheels are run. The track is an exact miniature re- deaden these noises as nature would deaden them outproduction ofa genuine railroad track, and the wheels doors.
which run over it are also exact miniature replicas of • In casting the plays, scores of veteran actors were
the wheels of railroad locomotives and coaches. The
given trial auditions before the cast to be used in the
apparatus was constructed in the Great Northern series
was selected. Harvey Hays again plays the part
shops, under the supervision of Great Northern
the "Old Timer." Lucille Husting whose work in
engineers. It is said by these experts that when the of
sounds produced by the movement of the wheels on important Broadway productions has made her known
the rails are picked up by the microphones, the most to the theater-going public is cast in the role of feminine lead together with Bernardine Flynn. Miss Hustseasoned railroad veteran is unable to notice a singleing has played with Walker Whiteside in two of his
false note in the entire effect.
Wu,"
and also star
was vehicles,
included in"The
the Hindoo"
same castandwithMr.William
• This apparatus is used whenever the scripts of the greatest
plays designate the presence of a moving train, and, Hodge with whom she played in "For All of Us."
also, as a background whenever scenes are laid in the
Husting made her radio debut in New York
interior of the railroad coach, to give the subdued and andMiss
starred
in many important New York NBC profar-off click of the wheels which always serves as an
grams including the "Colliers Hour" before coming to
accompaniment to any railroad journey.
Chicago to take part in the "Empire Builders."
Unlike most broadcasts in the past, acoustical alMiss Flynn received early stage experience at the
terations are made in the studios whenever change of University of Wisconsin and played in such Broadway
scene in the plays makes such alterations necessary in productions as "The Swan," "Seven Year Love,"
the interests of absolute realism. For instance, when "Joseph" and "Strictly Dishonorable," and has taken
RADIO DOINCS
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Great Northern has secured one of the best known
conductors in radio — Josef Koestner, distinguished
Bavarian composer and musician who has deserted the
field of stage and concert music because of his deepfounded faith in radio as an increasingly important
medium of artistic expression. Koestner has under his
direction an orchestra of fourteen men, a hand-picked
group which includes former members of such famous
organizations as the Chicago Symphony orchestra and
The fame asof toHays
as "Old
Timer" is,Heof has
course,
wide-spread
require
no comment.
playedso the orchestra of the Chicago Civic Opera.
this important role in Great Northern broadcasts since
In order to eliminate any possibility of accident or
their inception several years ago, and it is doubtful
whether the radio public would accept a substitute. unexpected emergency, every detail of each program
The remainder of the cast is chosen from week to week is rehearsed again and again before it is sent out over
to meet the special requirements of each separate the air. Even rehearsals are preceded by preliminary
conferences each week, at which time Bernard and his
script.
corps of assistants consider in detail every aspect of
• For the musical accompaniment of the programs, the forthcoming broadcast.
part in such radio broadcasts as "Conoco Adventurers"
"Evening Stars," and "Rin Tin Tin Thrillers."
As juvenile lead, the radio fans hear Don Ameche, a
new comer to radio, but with a wide background of
stage experience which fits him for the part. Ameche
also received early stage training at the University of
Wisconsin.

♦

Here's How It's All Done — Intricate, What?

SISTER

AIMEE

Sister McPherson
by
Broadcasting Salvation
♦
Edith M. Borkgren
INTRO DUCING Aimee Semple
I McPherson, Angelus Temple and
KFSG — if they need any introduction.
Springing up almost over night
nearly eight and a half years ago,
Angelus Temple was one of the
first churches to step into the world
of radio. But then, who could deny
that this is one of the most astoundingly progressive churches of the
twentieth century!
Angelus Temple, with its pale
amber walls gleaming in the sunlight, and its silver radio towers
flinging the message of its gospel
to the
standswhich
besideshimmers
beautiful Echoworld,
Park Lake
in prismatic glory among feathery
palms and trailing weeping willows.
Upon entering one of its crystal
doors one steps into an immense
auditorium seating 5300 people.
Yet with all its vastness, beauty
and restful ease have not been
sacrificed. Comfortable opera
chairs, luxurious carpeted aisles, a
great organ rising eighty feet above
the proscenium arch, myriad concealed lights, accommodations for
two large choirs on either side of
the platform with room for band
and orchestra just in front, enable
one to realize the extent of this,
the largest fireproof church in
RADIO DOINGS

Five Thousand See the Grew
America, and the comprehensive
lines on which it is operated. Impres ive is the great blue cloudflecked dome and the eight world
famed stained glass windows depicting scenes in the life of Christ.

• Music plays an intensely important part in the activities of this
versatile church. It has three bands,
four choirs, and three orchestras, all
of which have a certain time during the week to play and sing. There
is a Foursquare Conservatory of
Music,
founded two years ago, by
• KFSG, the "Glory Station of the
Aimee Semple McPherson, that
Pacific
Coast,"
as
it
is
sometimes
called, is supported entirely by gifts teaches
harp. everything from a harmonica
of the people who donate a day in and musical saw to pipe organ and
memory of a member of their family or an important event in their
lives, such as a birthday, wedding
4
anniversary or the like. Roderick
Dhue Morrison is station manager
and announcer. Esther Fricke, the
Temple organist, has broadcast
• Aimee Semple McPher •
1 ,528 organ recitals and is a pioneer
artist in the technique of organ
fells her own story for R broadcasting. There are two broadTemple is all about and ofh
casting pipe organs and William
of radio fans who tune in • ]
Eugene Collins is assistant organHere is her story.
ist. On the air forty-one hours during the week, there are three
studios from which they broadcast
aside from the main auditorium.

GOSPEL

the AIR

Maurice Kennedy
Technical Man

Ifo — Fifty Thousand Hear It
The crowning effort of musical
achievement was a Christmas oratorio, "Regem Adorate" or "Worship the King,"
Mrs.
McPherson.
It wascomposed
presentedby fourteen times to capacity audiences
with hundreds turned away each
time, unable to gain admittance.
Since that time, eighteen months
ago, Aimee Semple McPherson has
suddenly branched into a new line
of endeavor as a song writer and

■ Jst evangelist of all time,
KINGS — of what Angelus
■ it is doing for thousands
<js Temple Station KFSG.

I

a nervous breakdown, she was
greeted at the Santa Fe depot in Los
Angeles by a crowd of ten thousand.
The acting mayor of the city in welcoming her paid her this tribute:
"Los Angeles owes to Aimee
Semple McPherson a great debt that
cannot be paid in dollars and cents
for the work that is being accomplished through her commissary in
feeding and clothing the poor of our
city. We also appreciate greatly
the wonderful evangelistic work
you are doing and the souls you are
composer. She describes her new bringing
Kingdom."
In the into
main theentrance
of the Temventure briefly:
ple stands a life boat and into its
depths
Angelus
Tem"Realizing
thatofmusic
is the uniple members
and the
friends
constantly
versal language
all nations
and capacious
that the soul finds expression in the pour packages of groceries, food,
creation of melody, I am vitally in- clothing and all the numerous articles of which poor families stand in
terested inthe perpetuity of celestial strains. I have, therefore, de- need — from wheel chairs to baby
voted much of my time during my clothes, from bedsteads to cookrecent illness pouring forth from my stoves. Regardless of creed or color
own soul in drama and song the all who are in need are aided.
beautiful old stories of the Bible.
This church has thousands of
It is my cherished hope and fondest members and over two hundred and
dream to set eventually all of these fifty branch churches. Thirty-five
missionaries have been sent to the
foreign fields and are supported by
to• The
music."
commissary is an indispens- the
membership. The theological
able department in this unique in- seminary
in the five-story building
stitution, because of its wonderful,
the Temple has an enrollpractical, humanitarian work of re- next to
ment
of
nearly
a thousand students.
lieving hunger, sickness, need and
trouble that abound in our great They publish a weekly newspaper
metropolis. A week or two ago and a monthly magazine.
when Aimee Semple McPherson re- • The reading public knows this
turned from a trip around the world extra-ordinary woman only as a good
with her daughter, Roberta, in "headliner." There is probably no
(Continued on Page 45)
search of health and strength after
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(5ur Gott
A FLEA
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I've .
For?
6 M —THE DEahBALL.y

I SAY ( HOW T>»D ThtV /
kMOv*)
\ WAS COWINO /

Bilgewater-Boy
and
Baron!
Spice of Life column in the Literary
HY is Lord Bilgewater? Give
Digest. My great tragedy occured
w up?
when a neighboring farmer shot my
Frances ^Montgomery
dog when I had him on a vacation
No, that's no typographical error.
— the dog, you know!
There's
nothing
out —Itexcept
the answer.
Hereleftit is.
reads
m
• "I skidded through high school,
like the "begats" in the book of
a few of its offerings adhering to
Genesis.
me. College escaped me when I
"Played
little
boys store
who put off to sea in the capacity of
First there was Monroe Ralph bored
holeswith
in the
grocery
radio operator.
As my'Sparks'
Upton. Monroe created "Simple- floor directly under the apple bar- spare
I filled
cabin with
with
rel. Iwas with them in the cellar books time,
ton Fitts" who became in due time
— Wells, Shaw, Nietzsche,
at
the
time.
Later,
as
a
judgment
just "Simpy." Simpy Fitts created
Strindberg,
Masters,
Hugo,
Balzac,
Lord Bilgewater. Now Lord BilgeI was visited by inflamma- deMaupassant, France, Thackeray,
water is creating a most pleasant on me,
tory
got a sewing
ma- Conrad and a lot of text books, and
disturbance on the air for the rest
chinerheumatism,
needle run through
my finger
of us and a place for himself in the and was made to go to school. Long filled my head with their contents.
"Drunk with wonder from Nome
front row of super-fine radio enter- before my teens I was a glutton for
tainers.
humorous stories and jokes. I fed to Valparaiso, Vancouver to Antwerp, saw
I where. had
Bill Nye, Mark Twain,
That is answer number one to my on O'Henry,
I everything,
wonderful went
timeseverywith
papers and
and byPeck's
Boy funny
as a starter,
way ofBada care-free shipmates and one heavy
riddle. Lord Bilgewater invented the
piece
de
resistance,
devoured
the
the
gameandof plays
riddles,theatgame
least in"air"its
heart each time I put to sea."
riddles
Monroe says he actually became
worst and most enchanting manner.
so
sea conscious that he was afraid
He is simultaneous that way: while
of the shore. But, during one of
you're
snorting
you
those years, he overcame this inare loving
him atforhishisstupidity
cleverness.
hibition when he fell upon ShangSo
he
has
us
doing
it
too
—
making
hai, built and ran a radio station
riddles.
there. He had a lot of ideas but
needed more money. So he came
He who can make a scintillating
to San Francisco, and watched the
conversation out of words that
meterster, on(KFRC)a broadcasting
mean practically nothing is a confor a while. transmitsummate artist. Lord Bilgewater
"Radio shacks on hotel roofs —
does this. During "The Happy Go
too stationary," argues the man
Lucky Hour," originating at KFRC,
when
"Bilgy"between
asks: "What
is the
whose
sea, Arctic
"so I
difference
an elephant
took a true
little love
run isup the
to the
and a flea?" and then in his exuberance adds: "Now don't tell
• Just like that! At this point in
me!" you laugh in spite of yourself.
the story enters Simpleton Fitts. On
Going back to Monroe Upton —
a fur trader bound northward, MonOcean."
roe turned out forty-thousand
and it isn't far back — 1 898, August
words for gentleman Fitts, big coal
15, Bandon, Oregon — the following
enlightening details we give you, as
and oil hunter on his way to the
north pole. The author tried his
Lord Bilgewater himself says "in a
Monroe Upton
(Continued on Page 43)
couple of nut shells."
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Kids

On
The
Air

by

Jose Rodriguez^
THERE is something so joyous, unabashed and lively
about Jeannie and Artie Lang, featured artists of
KFI-KECA,
that sextet
they bring
to mindGoose:
the delightfully
absurd
and fresh
from Mother
'Jack and Jill
Went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Jack fell down
And broke his crown
And Jill came tumbling after!'
They have just tumbled into my office and out of it
in very much the same fashion as Jack and Jill. They
sat on my desk, dangled their feet into waste-paper
baskets; reclined upon files; leaned out of windows;
balanced themselves on chairs; toyed with pencils,
pens, paste-brushes and shears. And as always, they
did it with that trusting and sprightly insouciance that
is the only justification for impudence to your elders.
Arthur Lang (Artie for daily use) 26 years old, very
handsome in an Anglo-Saxon, collegiate, athletic type,
has a rich and flexible baritone voice, dresses with unaffected neatness.
• Jean Lang (Jeannie to her public) is 19 years old,
extremely pretty in a devastating brunette vivacity, has
a sweet and naughty soprano voice, and dresses like
those disturbing midinettes that grace the covers of
Le Petit Parisien.
are both
small, although
sturdyof
andThey
graceful
bearingverysometimes
gives the Artie's
impression
greater
stature a than
is his.factor
Jeannie's
doll's giving
figure
is, of course,
powerful
in hertinybeauty,
her that diminutive fascination that characterizes
kittens and ducklings.
To give them a characterization popular in these
non-alcoholic days, they are two half-pints full of
potent and fragrant, 100-proof liquor. Goaded into
activity by that fiend in human form that edits RADIO

Jeannie and Artie Lang
DOINGS, my interview with the Langs went something
like this:
• J. R. —Langs,
Let's see
assuming
are father
indeed and
the
famous
are —you
brother that
and yousister,
daughter, mother and son, or man and wife?
Artie and Jeannie (in unison) — Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha
J. R. — Listen, this is no gag. Be serious. Which are
Artie and Jeannie — We won't tell. 'Cause if we do,
you'll print it.
J. R. — Well, what the devil is an interview for?
• Jeannie — Don't get mad, uncle. You see, if we tell
you your5
we're married, we're sure to disappoint our fans —
J. R. — Don't be so modest —
Jeannie — And if we tell you we're brother and sister,
or related in any way, we wouldn't tell you the truth —
J. R. — Veracity, veracity, children!
Artie — And surely you can see she's not my
mother
J. R. — Really?
I Continued on Page 45)
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THE Spring moving fever has
struck a couple of our most prominent broadcasting plants. KMTR,
movie-struck, has migrated to the
United Artists studio, where broadcasting will be done on a grand
scale, with palatial offices, shiny
equipment and so on.
KMCS, which used to be KMIC,
has joined forces with KMTR.

Raul Rodriquez

JOALLEN, of the KTM writing
that
this conditions
exclusiveness, prompts
but crowded
staff, is one poet who is a glutton
for work. Every day he dashes off
in KECA's present quarters.
hundreds of lines of Shakesperian
KTM operates so smoothly
blank verse for a station skit called
and silently that you hardly
Hamlet and Ophelia.
know there's anybody in the
The gag is that Hamlet and his
girl friend have been brought back
to earth by an enterprising movie
place.
KNX is very Hollywood, being
producer, who wants to film the
play with the original cast. How- next door to Paramount. When you
ever,
they
get
lost
in
Hollywood,
want to see any of the studio exKHJ is doing a lot of moving
ecutives— among whom they inin the same place. Carpenters
and
every
night,
over KTM's
mikes,
they
swap
impressions
of
modern
clude the press-agent — you must
and bricklayers have been allife, all in iambic pentameter, and give your name and your business
lowed to run amuck, and dust
to a very beautiful duchess at the
using "thou" instead of "youse."
and shavings mingle with cadcounter. She asks you to wait in
enzas and arias in the turbid
the lobby until the required exair of the place.
ecutive islocated and produced.
THEY tell me that Loyce
object studio
of KHJ's
is toTheincrease
space,ruckus
and
Whiteman, who has crooned
to make a sizeable little audiher way into the iron hearts of
torium, where as many as 500
microphones all over Southern
Does anybody ever listen to
fans can come up and watch
California, is now featured
tap dancing over the air? Pertheir favorites do their stuff,
with no less a person than Abe
sonal y, Iwould rather listen
while listening through loudto a silent movie. I think one
Lyman. To anybody who knows
speakers.
is
about
as good broadcasting
Loyce,
the
Television, you see, is almaterial as the other. Some
little galit'shasgoodgotnews
a bigthatbreak.
ready here, if you only knew
day,
an enterprising
Even if her voice didn't deserve
where to go for it.
chainI suppose
will broadcast
a chess
it— which it does — she's such
a sweet girl you just love to see
game. At least, there would be
her get along.
time for a full dance program,
besides the nine Beethoven
Joan Bennett — Televison Bet
symphonies and the Ring
operas,
between PK4 and
Mate.
GOD'S gift to yearning manhood
has arrived at KHJ. It's Helen Stone
Partial catalogue of her virtues follows: Big, clear blue eyes; chestnut
hair; 5 feet 9 inches of slender,
A new game has been discovered
queenly stature; delicate, sensitive by Irene, the Caliente-conscious
features; teeth like matched pearls;
nightaway
operator
KMCS.theSheline,
can'tso
soft, caressing contralto voice, get
to goatacross
which she uses to croon blues over she
plays roulette on her telephone
the radio. She also plays cello, ar- dial. Every time a susceptible-looking gent walks in, she crooks a
ranges music and conducts a women's instrumental trio.
brilliantly rouged finger-nail at him
She is a part of the bigger and and coaxes, "Come lay a dollar on
better early-morning Hallelujah the Red." It usually goes in the red.
Hour, which includes Jimmy Bittick's all-string Town House dance
MARRIED: Evelyn Pickrell,
band, Don
Abbott,
veteran radio violinist, to Dr.
cheers"
and Ken
Niles. the "three
Cilmore Walter Cray, who
claims no connection with
radio. We wish the bride all
A BOOK could be written
sorts of joy, at the same time
about the different atmosregretting the
retirement
from
pheres of different radio stacirculation
of one
of the most
tions. "This station belongs to
beautiful girls in radio.
the public," says KHJ. "Anybody's welcome to come up
and listen." "Positively no
WOULD Efrem Zimbalist be invisitors
allowed" that
readsgoes
a sign
on the elevator
up
sulted if he knew that one of his
relatives is a harmonica player3
to KECA. It's not uppishness

—and
more
Chatter
Fred Zimbalist, recent addition to
KHJ, is one, and a darn good one.
He specializes on Russian Folk music, which is singularly adaptable to
the acid notes of a chromatic
harmonica.
WHEN ED LYTTON, who
reads poetic Inspirations over
KTM, came to the station as
announcer and inspires-, he
brought in a flavor of European
royalty. During his long and
varied career as first fiddle
with a great string-quartet, he
was decorated by their late
majesties, the Czar of Russia
and the Kaiser of Germany.
•
BUT ARTISTS are not the only
interesting people on the air. For
instance, Naylor Rogers, station
manager at KNX. In an unguarded
moment he confided to me once
that he had been educated for the
tired, who as a medical officer in
ministry, but had successively be- the army during the Spanishcome a newspaperman, a Major in American War, contributed inthe British Tank Corps, and a radio
valuable aid in the fight against
executive.
yellow fever in Cuba.
•
There's a chance to get famous
NEW DISCOVERY! Olga
over night. Prize musical composiSnap, who wastes her blonde
tions are being sought to fit in with
beauty plugging a switchboard
the broadcast of La Fiesta de Los
at KHJ, is revealed as a blues
Angeles. The affair, celebrating the
singer. She was given a chance
city's
150th4. birthday,
place
the other day, and now the
September
The winningtakes
numbers
KHJ staff is divided into two
will be put on the air at Hollywood
warring camps. The EnthusiBowl.
asts claim she's great and
ought to go on "regular." The
get the idea
that ofreda
Misogynists aver that she's
hairDON'T
is necessarily
a sign
terrible and shouldn't even be
allowed to answer phones, on
fiery disposition. Ruth Clark,
music librarian for KFI and
account of scaring people at
the other end of the line.
KECA, has one of the mildest
temperaments on record. She
•
keeps track of thousands of
scores, ranging from Mother
ADELINA THOMASON, NBC
Coose solos to full Wagnerian
actress, is the wife of Colonel
orchestrations, and does it
without a ruffle.
Henry D. Thomason, U. S. A. re-

"Just One More Time''
ONE of the few women ever
to hold anouncer iregular
job as who
ansKarena Shields,
is now the Tell-Me-A-Story
over
City. 'em"
She "told
at KTM. Kansas
Lady WDAF,
JUST to prove that they are real
cowboys, the KTM Ranch Boys are
going to stage their own rodeo next
month, in Clendale.
There'll and
be
steer-roping,
broncho-busting
so forth.
CUY BONHAM, one of the
three Tastyeast Jesters, who
are heard three times each
week over an NBC network,
would like to be a great fisherPage Thirty-one

—and

still

man. He recently invested
$1.50 in fishing tackle, but
when he went out to sea to
use it, he became seasick.
NUMEROLOGY — philosophy —
Pythagoras. Dull words. But Leitza
Taus Ve, KFI Pythagorean philosopher and numerologist, is far from
being a dull person. She is on the
sunny side of thirty, more than
ordinarily good-looking, and a thoroughly modern, as a real philosopher should be.
MARCIA CONRAD, efficient secretary at KMTR, has
asends
secret
Lady," week.
who
her "Rose
roses every
Recently the lady sent her a
good luck elephant, by way of
variety. Probably expressing

more

Chatter

her good wishes for the success
of the new studio over which
Marcia presides.
MICHEL PI ASTRO, conductor of
the Standard Symphony (NBC from
San Francisco) is back. This able
fiddler stopped off long enough in
New
to be appointed concertmasterYork
to Toscanini.
Judging
by hisconcert-master
conducting, —he'llas
make
a fine
long
as
Toscanini's
healthhadis about
good.
His home-coming concert
as many things wrong with it as one
symphony concert could have.
THE GREAT musical public
of the world will probably
thank Owen Bartlett for becoming a goodof jazz-band
leader, instead
a violin

virtuoso.
There's too many
virtuosi already.
Bartlett was a child prodigy
in his tender, unsuspecting
years. The war made him a
sax player in a military band.
Poverty forced him to play
dance music. Having forced
him into it, Poverty departed
and ceded her place to Fortune.
Now he's a prosperous and
successful
KFI-KECA. dance band chief at
BEGINNING June 7, KHJ will
broadcast the Cathedral Hour chain
program,
noon every from
Sunday.New York, at 12
SPEAKING of coming back
— Earl Burtnett, the Grand Old
Man of local jazz orchestras,
has gone away. Much to our
regret, because
was band
undoubtedly the besthisdance
in Los Angeles — although we
had
opinions about
that unprintable
trio.
Taking his place is Bill
Hogan, who
hails from
the
Arizona
Biltmore.
Burtnett
Chicago.
goes to the Chinese Gardens in
If you can get up as early as 8:30
on Sunday, June 7, you can get the
first local broadcast of the International Broadcasts, from London.
The mike stars for these programs
include such popular figures as
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, the
Lord Mayor of London, George
Bernard Shawfeature
and others.
It's an
educational
that everybody
should make his kids listen to.
AND JEAN POWERS, who assists
Raymondheaded girl.
Paige,
married
a redHer name
is Laurette
Lacy. She's not a radio person.

John Mack Brown
Graduates to the Mike

Sees All-Knows All
(Continued from Page 1 1 )
watch, but a broadcast of a slugging
fest makes poor material for the
radio audience."
Benton has broadcast other sporting events beside fights. However,
his real interest is in boxing, on
which subject he is perfectly informed. Once he broadcast a
wrestling match. For several minutes he attempted to describe the
grunts and groans, the perspiring
brows and the bulging shoulders of
the combatants. It was dull stuff.
So he started to burlesque it. His
audience went wild. It was great.
But Benton looks on wrestling
very much as a polo player might
look on lawn croquet. His heart
lies in fighting.
Born in Toledo, Benton has been
an actor, a writer and an announcer.
He is married and has a daughter,
of whom he is extraordinarily proud.
Next to his family comes his garden
of prize winning gladioli. He
spends
hours weeding and tending
his flowers.

HAPPY
(Continued from Page 15)
She came up to the station to try
out because her girl friends dared
her to. Her song was "The Desert
Tommy Harris and Charlie Carter
began their radio careers with the
Happy
Song." Co Lucky Hour and are still
with cial
it.discoveries.
They areTommy
Al Pearce's
spehad done
some vaudeville work and had once
won a cup for imitating Al jolson.
That
yearsis ago
now. was
Charlie
16. and
He he's
still only
goes 19to
school but his heart is in radio.
Edna Fischer had already made a
name for herself before radio
claimed her. Her uncanny skill in

An interesting man — Curtis
Benton.

* Many requests have come in askCrosbying whatandhasthehappened
Rhythm toBoys,"Bing"
who
have been broadcasting nightly
from the Cocoanut Crove, at the
Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel. It
seems
"Bing" through
and his breach
two palsof
were forced
contract, to walk out and off the
air. reason.
If you've missed them, that's
the

and
Lucky
playing
popular
had taken and
her
around the worldmusic
in vaudeville
into the recording studios. Edna
married Milton Hayes, purser on a
trans-Pacific liner about two years
ago.
Although Baby Jean Clairmook is
only five years old she is a veteran
of the entertainment world. Two
and a half years ago she broadcast
for the first time. Plump, vivacious,
wide-eyed and full of interest in
everything going on she keeps things
lively on or off the air. Her especial
beau is Cal Pearce.
Lord Bilgewater, who is Monroe
Upton by rights, and Simpy Fitts on
some occasions, joined the hour
about a year ago by accident. Al was
home ill and he wandered on to try
and keep things pepped up by
springing a few gags with an English accent. The people in the studio
liked it and so he kept coming back.
Now he is a regular with his riddles.
He has been on the KFRC staff for
about three years, in the capacity of
announcer, comedian, writer and
book reviewer. Before radio he followed the sea as a radio operator.
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The

Most

Heard

by

Popular
Western

Here's Your Station As It Appears On
One Station On Your Radio, You Can
WESTERN
KDB — Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 5214
tKECA— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
KELW — Burbank, Calif. Rochester 9857
KEX— Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KFBK — Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI — Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY— Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC — San Francisco, PRospect 0100
tKFSD — San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSC — Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD — Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB — Hollywood. HOIIywood 0315
KFWI — San Francisco. FRanklin 0200
KFXM — San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KCA — Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KCB— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6151-2-3
KGDM — Stockton
KCEF — Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KCFJ — Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
tKCO — San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKCW — Portland, Ore. ATwater 2121
§KHJ — Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ — Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS — San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
tNBC Network
§CBC Network
RADIO DOINGS

Stations
Listeners

the Dial. By Locating
Easily Find the Others

KLX — Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
§KLZ — Denver, Colo.
KMCS — Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KM J— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO — Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC — Beverly Hills, Calif. CR-3101
KMTR— Hollywood, Calif. HO-3026
KNX — Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Corvallis 526
§KOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL — Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
tKOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELIiott 5908
tKPO — San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW— San Jose, Calif. COIombia 232
KREC — Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KROW — Oakland, Calif. CLencourt 6774
KTAB— San Francisco. CArfield 4700
KTBI — Los Angeles. MEtropolitan 6701
KTM — Los Angeles. Exposition 1314
§KVI — Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211
KWC — Stockton
KWSC — Pullman, Wash.
KXL — Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA — San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
§KDYL — Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO — Ogden, Utah. Blgelow 84
tKOA—
Denver,College,
Colo. YOrk
KOB— State
N. M.4634-R

tKSL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 3901
tKTAR — Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
CENTRAL
tKOMO — St. Louis, Mo. Central 8240
KRLD — Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK — St. Louis, Mo. DEImar 3210
KWKH — Shreveport, La. 6739
tKYW — Chicago. WAbash 4040
§WCCO — Minneapolis, Minn. CEneva 9101
WCHI — Chicago. STate 2200
tWENR — Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA — Dallas, Texas. 2-9216
tWCN— Chicago. SUperior 0100
tWHAS — Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO— Des Moines, la.
fWJR — Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ
Chicago. DEarborn
1111
tWOC — —Davenport,
la.
§WOWO — Ft. Wayne, Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
tKDKA — Pittsburgh, Pa. ATlantic 4854
§WABC — New York City
§WBT — Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
§WCAU — Philadelphia, Pa. Rltnhse 6447
tWJZ — New York City
tWLW
Cincinnati,N. O.J. Kirby 4800
WOR —— Newark,
fWSB — Atlanta, Ca. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942

REVIEWS
of

the

MONTH

Franks VallarL

km
UOW DO YOU do Ladies and Gentlemen.
I * The past
month hasPerhaps
presented
very outfew
unusual
air features.
the most
standing from a musical viewpoint is the
symphony concert given by the Los Angeles
Festival Orchestra featuring Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink
and
of radio's
best
known
Roxy.oneYou
remember
thatimpresarios,
the first concert
was awillcom-all
plete failure as far as a broadcast was conthe first
last one.
symphony more than
made up cerned,forbut the
These concerts have been vivid examples
of what radio has done to the concert, musical comedy and vaudeville stages from a
box office angle. The Los Angeles Festival
Orchestra was organized to play benefits
for the starving musicians in Southern California. If reports are true the musicians
are still starving. Radio has revolutionized
the
stage
today, perhaps paralized would
be a betterof word.
A few donations were received from the
radio audience but we doubt if they were
large. Probably they were sent in appreciation of the fine concert or perhaps they
were shamed into shelling out, by Mama
Ernestine, who talked to them like a dutch
uncle and made them like it. If there were
more Schumann-Heinks how much more
good would be accomplished in this world.
This woman, who speaks the English language with great
and who knows
Americans
betterdifficulty,
than Americans
know
themselves, has enriched this world a mil. Isit any wondervoicethatto God
gave
her such alion-foldmagnificent
go with
that great understanding heart.
• IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT the music of a
military band has sent more men to war and
death with heads high and hearts pounding
with loveandoflectures
country inthan
the Arthur
history
classes
the allworld.
Pryor
and
his
military
band
broadcasting
over
the Columbia network for 1 5 minutes from
7:15 to 7:30 p. m. P. ST., daily, is a great
treat for lovers of band music. The manufacturers of Cremo Cigars are to be complimented for this snappy and impressive
program.
• THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF SHERminutes.LOCK ToHOLMESthoseheldofususspellbound
who have forreadthirty
the
thrilling experiences of this master detective
by the late Conan Doyle, these two characters coming to us from out of our loudspeakers, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
sounded
as wethemwould
expect
to sound exactly
if we met
in real
life.them
For
real detective thrillers tune in on this NBC
feature every Monday evening at 8:00 p. m.
P. ST., and if you object to advertising with
your programs, we assure you that the

sponsors of this program have successfully
put over the fact that G. Washington Coffee
is the ideal coffee.
• THE HAPPY WONDER BAKERS is
brought to the nation over the NBC network from New York every Tuesday evening at 5:30 p. m. P. ST. Frank Black and

Jean Cowan — KFWB
his orchestra assisted by that inimitable male
quartette,
The ofHappy
Wonder
Bakersof the
revived melodies
the past,
memories
past
thirty
years.
Perhaps
you
remember
The Little Red Schoolhouse, The Moth And
The Flame,
rhythm IfofyouRambling Along, the
and swinging
many others.
like
something different in radio entertainment,
listen to this delicious morsel given to you
every Tuesday evening.
• DISCOVERED SOME OLD FRIENDS in
disguise, the Famous Superio Chefs of KFI
and KFWB broadcasting from the studios of
KGFJout a doubt
in Los one
Angeles.
withof the This
finestquartette,
on the Pacific
Coast, calls itself the State Furniture Gloom
Chasers. Kelly Alexander, baritone is doing
some fine solo work and Al Grey, bass, with
his Texas drawl still does his stuff as the
funny man. Jack Walker and Eddie Meis
strutt along and put on a mighty fine show.
Listen to them every evening at 9:30 p. m.
P. ST., over KGFJ, if you like good male

quartettes
with some snappy dialogue and
excellent harmony.
• B. A. ROLFE AND HIS LUCKY STRIKE
DANCE ORCHESTRA with their usual fine
selection of popular dance tunes, is one of
radio'sbetter
oldestknown
and best
son,
to usbets.as Edward
Eddie, isThorgea fine
chap
personally.
We're
for
the Eddie
thator
used
to
toil
by
our
side
at
NBC
a
year
so ago.
•ADMIRING MARLENE DIETRICH, we
tuned into the Sunkist Musical Cocktail,
the West's contribution to the East over
the Columbia chain every Wednesday evening at 4:30 by Louella
p. m. P. ST.
Marlenewellwas known
interParsons,
writer. viewed
We are inclined
to believe that
Marlene interviewed Louella. Anyway Marlene, like all good actresses, stole the show
completely.
Dietrich's
command of theMiss
English
languagesuperior
and perfect
diction makes our own English or I should
say
speech,aliena thing
beauty.
It takesspeakan
educated
to showof how
we should
correctly.
We'll
take
lessons
from
Dietrich anytime and anywhere. Marlene
• THE RICHFIELD NEWSPAPER OF THE
AIR is one of the livest news broadcasts we
has listened to in many months, yea, years.
Sam Hayes,nouncer, popular
West Coastreporter,
sports puts
anwho is the Richfield
aminute
lot ofbroadcast
pep and over
interest
fifteen-at
KFI into
every hisevening
10:00 p.m. PST. A Consolidated News
wire running directly into the studios of
KFI, LosporterAngeles,
the Richfield
Reto bring toenables
the public
last minute
news
flashes
of
great
importance,
both
local,
national and international.
• TWISTING THE DIAL, we start at San
Diego and listen to a good dance band from
Kennedy's
KFSD.
up into the
wave
lengthoverofdance
KFRC band
inTuning
SanbutFrancisco
hear another
listen wefor
twenty-three minutes for station call letters
— all we can get out of the announcer is,
"The next number will be . . ." so we give
up in disgust. KPO, San Francisco presents
a very fine organ program around the hour
of midnight, well worth dialing for if you
like organ
and
that
station music.
up aroundIt's610afteror midnight
20 kilocycles
still
refuses
to
give
out
station
call
letters.
We dial still farther north but all we can
get is dance bands and phonograph records,
and
funnythatannouncers
this would-be
number and
number dedicating
to Lizzie
Snorts, George Jumpup, Billie Squeeze and
their
respective
grandmothers
and
children.
Some other time we are going to try
north
again, tionsasup there
we know
there
are
some
good
putting out real programs. staPage Thirty-five

HOT

Daily Tips
:C0 AM — Andy and Chester The Eye
:00 AM — Openers."
Early Birds.KM KCAIK
:45 AM — Bill Sharpies
andKNX His Cang. (Including Sun.)KCFJ
:00 AM — Family Hour.
:00 AM — Organ.
Ken Niles
"News
and
KHJ
Sun.) Briefs"
:00AM
Club.(Ex.KTAB
:30 AM—— Cuckoo
News Digest.
KCB (Ex.
KTM Sun.)KTAB
(Ex. Sun.)
:45 AM — Van
andKHQ Don,
theKCWTwo KPOProfesKOMOKOA
KFI
KFSD sors.KTAR
(NBC) (Ex.
Sun.)
:00 AM — Morning Moods, Concert. KCFJ
:00 AM — ShellrettHappytime
with Hugh
BarKOMO
(Ex.
Sun.
b Dobbs.Tues.)KHQ KPO
KFIKCW(NBC)
(Ex. Sun.)
:00
AM—
Halleluiah
Hour.
KHJ
KCB
:30 AM — Cross-Cuts of the Day. KcO KECA
:30 AM — Doughboys.
Happy MammyKCER Jinny and the
:00 AM
Dobbsie's Lumberjacks.
Birthday Party.KCOKPOKECA
:15
AM —— Vermont
(NBC) (Ex. Sun. & Thurs.)
9: 5 AM — KMTR
Organ Recital by Harold Curtis.
:15 AM — Cecil and Sally. KDYL (Ex. Sun.)
:00 AM — Family.
Eddie Albright and His Ten o'clock
:00 AM — 10 o'Clock Family. KNX
:30 AM — ians.
Lani KMTR
Mclntyre's Harmony Hawai:30AM— Sun.)
Smiling Eddie Marble. KDYL (Ex.
:30 AM — KCO
Woman'sKHQ Magazine
the Air.
KCWof KPO
KFSD
(Ex. KOMO
Sun.)KCA(10:00
Thurs.)KFI
:00
Noon
—
All
Request.
:00
Noon
—
Character
Analysis.
KFWI
:15 PMPM —— Cale
Prosperity
Hour. KELW
:30
andInn.Warren.
KCFJ
:00
PMPM —— Paris
KNXand Junior.
:30
Bob,
Bunny
KMPC
:00 PM — Eddie
s reading
Fiction.Albright
KNX (Ex.
Sun.) of Late
:00 PM — Happy
Co
Lucky
Hour.
KFRC
KH|
KCB (Ex.
:00 PM — Mardi
Cras.Sat.KCA& Sun.)
:30
PM
—
Organ
Concert.
(Ex.
Mon.)
KFSD
:30 PM — Harry Ceise and His Happy Cuys.
:30 PM— Kangaroo Club. KDYL (Ex. Sun.)

TIPS5:00 PM — Big
Brother
Ken'sSat.Club& for
Kiddies.
KNXand
KPOTim.(Ex.
5:00 PM—— EmFrank
KCER KNX Sun.)
6:00PM
Watanabe.
(Ex.
Sun.)
6:00
DinnerandDance.
6:15 PMPMPM——— Tom
Wash.KFWIKNXSupper
(Ex. Sun.)
6:30
Ethiopian-Oriental
Club.
KMTR V Andy. KCO KHQ KOMO
7:00 PM — Amos
KCW KECA KFSD (NBC) (Ex.
Sun.
7:00
7:15 PMPM—
PM —— Rango.
Bill )andandKELW
CooLuke(Ex.andSun.their& Melody
Mon.)
9:00
Duke
Uke.
9:15 PM— Hamlet
Hollywood. KCB KTM
KTAB (Ex.in Sun.)
9:30 PM — KTM Ranch Boys. KTM
9:30 PM — Organ
Reveries,
(Ex. Sat. & Sun.)Dick Dixon. KFOX
10:00 PM— Beverly
KMPC (Ex.
Mon.
) Hill Billies.
10:00 PM — Cus
10:30) Arnheim.
(Ex. Sun.)KFWB (Tues. at
10:05 PM — Biltmore Hotel Orchestra. KCB (Ex.
Sun.
11:00 PM — Laughner-Harris,
St. Francis
Dance) Orchestra. Hotel
KCO KFI
(NBC)
1 1 :00 PM— Ray
"And How"
Boy.
(10:30Howell,
Mon.) the KMPC
(Ex. Sun.)
1 1 .00 PM — Jimmie
Kendricks
Night Owls.
KTAB
(Ex.
Sun.)
112:00
1 :00 PM—
Inn Follies.of KNX
MidnightParis— Phantom
the Organ. KHJ
(Sun. Midnight
11:00-12:00)
12:00 Midnight—
Classics. KFWI
By the Week
SUNDAY
7:00
AM
Bill SharpiesConcert
and His
Cang. KNX
8:00 AM —— KECA
Rochester
Orchestra.
KCO
KOMO
KFSD
KCW
(NBC)
9:30 AM — International
Broadcast.
KLZ
KOH
(CBS)
11 11 :00
AM —— Concert
KCFJKFRC
:00 AM
Chapel ofOrchestra.
Memories.
12:00
PM
—
Cathedral
Hour.
KMJ KCB
12:00
PM
—
Little
Symphony
Hour.
KCFJ (CBSi
1 :30 PMPM—— Classical
2:30
Fiesta. KCFJProgram. KTAB
4:30 PM — Professor
readings. KHJLindsley
KCB in dramatic
4:15 PM — Collier's
KCW KPORadio
KFI Hour.
(NBC) KHQ KOMO
5:30 PM — CrahamtroitPaige
HourOrchestra.
featuring KOL
DeSymphony
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ
(CBS)
6:00
Angelus Jewels.
Ensemble.KHQKCAKECA (NBC)
5:15 PMPM —— Concert
6:00 PM — Royal's
PoetKOLof KFPY
the Organ. Jesse
Crawford.
KDYL KLZ KOH (CBS) KFRC KHJ
6:15
PM—
The
Coquettes.
KCO
6:30 PM — The Passerby. KCFJ KECA KFSD
7:00PM — Burr Mcintosh, "Cheerful Philosopher."atKFWB Seth
7:45 PM— Sunday
Parker's.(NBC)KCO
KCW KECA
KFSD KTAR
8:00
PM—
Scotland
8:30 PM — Twenty
- Yard.
two KDYL
Fifties,
Courtesy
Brooks Clothing
Co. KHJ KFRC
9:00 PM — Chase
& Sanborn
Program.
KCO
KHQ
KOMO
KFSD
KTAR
KOA
KCW (NBC)
9:00 PM — Calmon
Luboviski,
violinist
Claire Mellonino, pianist. KNX and
10:00 PM — Arizona
KNX Wranglers and the Sheriff.
10:00 PM — BeverlyMONDAY
Hill Billies. KMPC
10:15AM — KHQ
Josephine
Talk. KTAR
KCO
KOMOGibson,
KCW FoodKFSD
KFI (NBC)
10:30
AM
—
Texas
Longhorns.
KFVD
12:15PM — Western
Home KECA
Hour.
KCO KSL
KHQ Farm KOMOand KCW
KFSD
1 :30 PM — Pacific
Coast
School
of
the
Air.
KCOS. KCW
KFI (NBC)
3:00
C. Lectures.
KMPC Man. KCO
3:30 PMPM —— U.Phil
Cook,
the
Quaker
KHQ
(NBC) KOMO KCW KFSD KFI
5:00
MelodyThreeBoys. Bakers.
KELW KOL KFPY
5:00 PMPM —— The
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL (CBS)
6:00 PM — Stromberg
- Carlson
Program.
Rochester Civic
Orchestra.
KCO
(NBC) KOMO KCW KFI KFSD KTAR
KHQ
6:00 PM — Cuy
KOL
KFPY Lombardo's
KOIN KFRC Orchestra.
KHI KVI (CBS)
7:00 PM — KVI
Paul KDYL
Tremaine's
KLZ Orchestra. KHJ

7:30
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
9:00
0:00
0:15

PM — Camel
Quarter Hour. KOL KFPY
KOIN
(CBS) KFRC KH) KDYL KLZ KVI
PM — Empire
Builders.
KCOKTARKHQ (NBC)
KOMO
KCW Monday
KECA
KFSD
Blue
Jamboree.
KFRCHolmes.
KH|
PMPM —— Adventures
of
Sherlock
KCO
KTAR KHQ(NBC)KOMO KCW KFI KFSD
PM — George
Olsen
and Orchestra
from
Chicago.
KVI KDYL
PM — Old
U. S.Time
C. Lectures.
KMPCKLZ
PM—
Music.
KFWI
PM — Tom
Terris, the Vagabond Movie
Director
tra. KFI and Prior Moore OrchesTUESDAY
1 :00 AM
TexasCook.
Longhorns.KHQKELWKOMO KCW
3:30
PM —— Phil
KFI KFSD KCO
(NBC)
4:00 PM — Paul
Whiteman's Paint Men from
Chicago.
KFI KFSD KCOKTARKHQ(NBC)KOMO KCW
4:15 PM — Round
Irene (CBSi
Beasley. KFBKTowners
KFRC with
KHJBakers.
KDYL
5:30 PM — Happy
Wonder
KCW
KECA (NBC)
6:00 PM— JoKDYLand (CBS)
Vi. KOL KFPY KOIN KHJ
7:05 PM— KFWB
Orchestra. Lewis
Meehan, Concert
tenor. KFWB
6:30 PM — Paramount-Publix
Program with
Morton
Downey.
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KNX
KDYL KM)
KLZ KOL
KVI
KFPY (CBS)
8:15 PM— Memory
Lane.
KCO
KHQ
KFI
KFSD
KTAR KOMO KCW (NBC)
7:15 PM — Arthur
CremoKFRCMilitary
Band.
KOLPryor's
KFPYKDYL
KOIN
KHJ
KLZ KOH
KVI
directed
by Meredith
30 PM- Concert,
Willson.
KFRC
Cilmore Circus. KNX
4530 PMPM-— "D-17,
Emperor,"
Carden and
Players. James
KFI Knight
00 PM — Highway
Highlights. KCB KTM
KTAB Frolic
00 PM — Florsheim
with
Anson
Weeks
and Orchestra. KCW KFI (NBC)
1 5 PM — Carl tet.Omeron
KHJ and the Male Quar15 PM — KNX
Fifield.Players,
KNX directed by Georgia
Master Boxing
Merrymakers.
KMPCQlympic
3030 PMPM —— Main
bout from
Auditorium. KFWB
30 PM — Doric
Quartette.
KFSD
KCO (9:45) (NBC) KOA and
KHJ (CBS)
0030 PMPM —— Vignettes.
National
KOMO KOAConcert
(NBC) Orchestra. KGO
00 PM— The Squealer.
WEDNESDAYKDYL
00 AM — Los Angeles
gram. KFWB Breakfast Club pro15 AM — Period.
Mary Hale
Household
KCO Martin's
KHQ(NBC)KOMO
KCW
KFSD KTAR
30 PM — Pacific
CoastKFIKFISchool
of the Air.
KGO
KGW
(NBC)
00 PM — U.
S. C.
course).
KMPCLectures (extension
00 PM — Listerine
Program. Bobby
golf
chat.
KOMO Jones,
KGW
KECA KFSD KGOKTARKHQ(NBC)
:15 PM — Radiotron
Varieties.
Bugs
Baer,
master
of
ceremonies.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
(NBC) KCW KECA KFSD KTAR
;30 PM — Rhythm
Choristers,
with
Freddie
Rich
KOH and Orchestra. KVI KDYL
30 PM — Palmolive
KCW KFI Hour.
l NBC) KCO KHQ KOMO
0030 PMPM—— Charles
Joslyn.(CBS)KELW
Arabesque.
30 PM — Coca-Cola
Program. Crantland
Rice
String
Orchestra,
soloists. KGO
KHQ
(NBC) KOMO KCW KFI KFSD
15 PM— Camel
Pleasure Hour. KGO KHO
KOMO
(NBC) KCW KFI KFSD KTAR
15 PM — Arthur
KOL KFRCPryor's
KHJ Cremo
(CBS) Band. KM)
0000 PMPM —— Bert
Butterworth's
Airdales. KNX
Pepper
Roberts. Box
KTAB Program with Bob
15 PM — Rin-Tin-Tin
Thrillers.
KCW KPO KFI KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
30 PM — Small
Black Revue. KHJ KFRC
KOIN KOL
0000 PM—
S. C. Lectures.Hour.
KMPCKGO KOA
PM — U.NBC
KTAR Drama
(NBC
30 PM — Russiantra. KNXAmerican Art Club OrchesKnightsTheatre
of the ofRoaring
3030 PMPM —— RKO
the Road.
Air. KNX
KCO
KHO
(NE KOMO KCW KFI KFSD KTAR

THURSDAY
8:30 PM—S (NBC)
& W Mellow d Melodies KGO
1 I :00 AM — KGW
StandardKPO School
Broadcast. KGO
KHQ KOMO KCW KFI KFSD KTAR
KFI (NBC)
3:30 PM— Phil
Cook.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
9:30 PM — Jimmie Bittick's
chestra. KFRC KHJTownKCB House OrKFI KFSD KTARHour.(NBC)Rudy Vallee. 10:00
PM— William F. Lavy. KFWI
4.00 PM — Fleischmann
KCO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
KECA
SATURDAY
KTAR Birthday.
(NBC) KGO KHQ KOMO 7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders. KGO KOMO
5:00 PM — Arco
Recital.
KGO KECA
KGW KECA
(NBC) KOL 11:30AM
11:30AMNoon—— —Organ
Saturday
Syncopators.
KH) (NBC
(CBSi I
5:15 PM — Lorna
Fantin(CBS)KTAR
Numerologist.
12:00
Happy
Chappies.
KMPC
KVI
KHJ
2:10
PM
—
Pacific
Coast
League
Baseball
KFWB
5:30 PM — Maxwell
HouseKGW Ensemble.
KGO
KHQ
KECA KFSD
3:30 PM — Margy,
the Steno. KGO KPO KFSD
KTAR KOMO
(NBC)
(NBC iCharles,
6:00
PM
—
Harmony
Songs.
KFWI
4:45 PMPM —— General
Mary
Blues.Hour,
KHJ KGBWalter
6:00 PM — B. A. Rolfechestra. and
Lucky KCO
Strike KHQ
Or- 6:00
Electric
KFSD KTAR
Damrosch.
KFIand Orchestra.
KOMO KGW KFI (NBC)
7
00
PM
—
Bert
Lown
7:15 PM — Arthur
Pryor'sKMJ KOL
CremoKFPYMilitary
KWG KVI KFRC KHJ KDYL KMJ
KLZ
KOH
Band.
KFBK
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KVI
KOH
7:00
PM
—
Show
7:30 PM — Standard Symphony Hour. KGO 715 PM — CilmoreBoat.Cirrni(CBS) KFI KGO KOMO
KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI
KGW KOP (NEC)
7:30 PM — Screen
Snapshots
and (NBC)
Study in 7:30 PM — Guy
Blue. KCER
KHJ Lombardo's
KFRC KGB Royal
(CBS) Canadians.
8:00 PM— Music Masters. KTAB KTM KCB
8:30
"Soloists." KTAB
KTMwith KCBGus Arn- 8 00 PM — Bluebird
KTAR (NBC)Melodies. KGO KOMO
8:30 PMPM —— Demi-Tasse
Revue
8:00 PM — Black and Blue. KHJ KFRC
heim.
KCO KHO
KOMO
KGW KFI 8:00
KFSD Paintings.
KTAR
KSL KGER
KOA (NBC)
PMPM —— Sqentella's
Concert.
8:00
KNX Moods.
Varieties
KNX KTM
9:00
PM
—
Tone
8-00
PMPM —— Four
KFWB
9:00
PM
—
Cet-Together
Party.
KNX
8:45
D-17
Emperor.
KFI
9:30
Master Merrymakers.
Spotlight Review KCO
9:30 PMPM —— Calmon
LuboviskiKNXand KMPC
Claire Mel- 9 30 PM — Associated
linino Concert.
FRIDAY
KHQ KOMO KMPC
KCW KFI (NBO
0000 PMPM —— Hill
ArizonaBillies.
Wranglers. KNX
3:30 PM— Phil
Cooke.
The
Quaker
Man
KCO
KHQ
(NBC) KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
4:00 PM — Cities
Service KOMO
ConcertKGWOrchestra.
(NBC) KHQ
KCO
KECA
5:00 PM — Interwoven Pair. KCO KHQ KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
<NBC>
5:30 PM — Armour
KGO KHQ KOMO
KCW KFIProgram.
(NBC)
6:00 PM — Armstrong
Quakers. KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
(Cremo
N
7:15 PM — Arthur
Pryor's
Military
R*nd
KFVK
KM| KLZ
KOL
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHI
KDYI.
KOH Donuts.
(CBS)
8:00 PM — Roval Order of Optimistic
KNX of Color. Max Dolin. vio8:00 PM — House
linist. KGO KHQ KOMO KCW KFI
(NBC)

4 w co"^' V *^°caT*<s

Regular
Sunday
-Rochester Concert Orchestra.
KCO KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
-Troika
Bells. KECA KTAR
KOMO KCO
-Pet Clinic of the Air. KCO
KHQ KOMO KCW KFI KFSD
-Breakfast
KHQ
KOMO KCWwithKPOSperry.
KFI KFSD
-Bible Stories. KCO
-Yeast
Foamers.
KCW KPO
KECA KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR
-Crace Cathedral Service. KCO
-Dr.KCW S. KPO;
ParkesKOMO
Cadman.
(12:15KHQto
1 :00 PM)
2:00 PM- -Dave
KCO Rosebrook and His Band.
1 :00 PM- -National
Vespers.
KOMO KCW
KTAR KCO KHQ
2:00 PM- -The Vagabonds. KCO
2:00 PM- -Catholic
KGW KPO Hour.
KECA KHQ
KTAR KOMO
and
His
KHQ
3:00 PM- -Rudy Vallee
cut Yankees. KCOConnectiKOMO
KGW KECA KTAR
-Enna
KOMO Jettick
KGW Melodies.
KPO KFI KFSD
KHQ
KTAR
4:00 PM- -Musical Moods. KGO
4:15 PM- -Collier's
KOMO KCWRadio
KPO Hour.
KFI
-Cunnar
KFSD Johansen, Pianist. KGO
5:00 PM- -Bits of Melody. KGO
Jewels. KGO KECA
5:15 PM- -Concert
KTAR;
PM) KCW (6:00 to 6:15
6:15 PM- -The
KFSD Coquettes. KCO KECA
6:30 PM- -Hotel tra.St.KCO Francis Salon Orches6:45 PM- -Sunday
at Seth Parker's. KCO
KOMO
KTAR KCW KECA KFSD
7:15 PM- -Heel
Hugger Harmonies. KHQ
KOMO
KTAR KCW KPO KECA KFSD
St. Francis Dance Orches7:15 PM- -Hotel tra.
KCO KGW KECA KFSD
KTAR
-Carnation
Hour.
7:30 PM- KCO KHQ Contented
KOMO KCW KFI
KFSD; KSL KOA (7:45-8:00
PM, PST)
-Chase
and Sanborn KGW
Program.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KSL KOA KFI
9:30 PM- -The Reader's Guide. KGO
10:00 PM- -Sunday Night Concert. KCO
KOA;
PM) KHQ (10:30 to 11 :00
1 1 :00 PM- -Paul Carson, Organist. KGO
Monday
7:30 AM — Sunrise
Serenaders.
KOMO (7:30
to 7:45 AM)KCO;
7:45 AM — Van and Don, the Two ProKHQ KOMO
KPO KFIfessorsKFSD
KTAR KGW
KSL
KOA
8:00 AM — Shell
KCW Happytime.
KPO KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
8:00 AM — Financial Service Program. KGO
8:15 AM — Morning Melodies. KCO
8:30 AM — Cross-Cuts
KECA (9:00oftothe9:15Day.AM)KGO;
9:15 AM — The Lumberjacks. KCO KECA
9:30 AM — Arion Trio. KCO KGW
RADIO DOINGS
00
30
45
00
30
30
00
00

AMAMAMAMAMAMAMPM-

Programs
15 AM — Josephine B. Gibson, Food Talk.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI
30 AM — Woman's
of the KPO
Air.
KCO KHQ Magazine
KOMO KGW
KFI
KFSD;
KTAR
KSL
KOA
(10:50 to 1 1 :30 AM)
30 AM — Organ Recital. KCO KECA
00 PM— Luncheon Concert. KCO KECA
1 5 PM — Western Farm and Home Hour.
KCO KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
KFSD
KSL; KTAR (12:45 to
1 :00 PM)
:00 PM — Hotel tra.SirKGO Francis
Drake KTAR
OrchesKGW KECA
:30 PM — Rembrandt Trio. KCO KTAR
:00 PM— NBC Matinee. KCO; KECA
KFSD PM)
(2:00 to 2:15, 2:45 to
3:00
:15 PM — Mormon Tabernacle Choir and
Organ.
KOMO KPO KECA
KFSD KTAR
:00 PM — Bits of Melody. KGO
:30 PM — Phil Cook, The Quaker Man.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
:45 PM — News Service. KCO
:15 PM— Cowboy Kids. KGO
:30 PM — Gold
KCO KTAR
KHQ
KOMOMedal
KGW Express.
KFI KFSD
:00 PM — Maytag
Orchestra.
KCO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA
:30 PM — General Motors Program. KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
:00 PM- — Stromberg - Carlson Program.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI
:30 PM— Empire
KCO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO Builders.
KGW KECA
KTAR
:00 PM — The
PepsodentKCOProgram
— Amos
'n'
KCW Andy.
KECA KFSD KHQ KOMO
:15 PM— Cheer Leaders. KCO KECA
:30 PM — Around the Links with Peter
Hay. KCO KCO KHQ KECA
:45 PM— Silhouettes.
:00 PM — Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
:30 PM — Pacific
National Singers. KGO;
KECA
PM) KOA (9:15 to 9:30
:30 PM — The
KOA Vagabonds. KCO KECA
:00 PM— Richfield
KOMO KCWNewsKPOFlashes.
KFI KFSDKHQ
:30 PM — Out of Doors with J. P. Cuenin.
KGO KOA
:45 PM — The Voice of Pan. KGO KHQ
KOA
:00 PM — Lofner-Harris
HotelKCO
St. Francis
Dance Orchestra.
KGW;
KFI (11:15 to 12:00 PM)
Tuesday
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders. KCO;
KOMO (7:30 to 7:45 PM)
7:45
AM — Van and fessors.
Don,KHQ the
Two ProKOMO
KPO KFI KFSD
KTAR KGW
KSL
KOA
:00 AM — Shell
Happytime.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KPO KFI KSL
8:00
— Financial Service Program. KCO
8:15 AM
AM
—
Morning
KCO
8:30 AM — Cross-CutsMelodies.
of the Day. KCO;
KECA (9:00 to 9:15 AM)
AM— The Lumberjacks. KCO KECA

Broadcast
9:30 AM— The
KCO AM)
KGW;
KECA Entertainers.
(9:45 to 10:00
10:00 AM — Color Harmony Program. KCO
KHQ KOMO KCW KFI
10:30 AM — Woman's
of the KPO
Air.
KGO KHQ Magazine
KOMO KCW
KFI
11:30 AM — Organ Recital. KGO KECA
1 1 :45 AM — Edna Wallace Hopper. KCO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
12:00 PM — Luncheon Concert. KCO KCW
KECA
12:15 PM — Western Farm and Home Hour.
KCO KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
KSL; KTAR (12:45 to 1 :00
PM)
1 :00 PM — Pacific
Vagabonds. KCO KECA
KTAR KOA
1 :30 PM — Hotel tra.SirKCO Francis
Drake OrchesKTAR KOA
2:00 PM — NBC
Matinee.
KGO;to KECA
KFSD KTAR (2:00
2:30
PM) KGW (2:15 to 2:45 PM)
KECA
3 :00 PM — Lure of the Tropics. KGO KCW
3:30PM— Phil Cook, The Quaker Man.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
3:45 PM — Dr.
Scholl
KGO KHQ
KOMO KFIRamblers.
KFSD KTAR
4:00 PM — Paul Whiteman's Paint Men.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI
4:30 PM— Slices of Life. KGO
4:45 PM — News Service. KGO
5:00 PM — McKesson Musical Magazine.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KECA
5:30 PM — The
Fuller
KOMO KCW Man.
KECA KCO KHQ
6:00 PM— B.StrikeA. Dance
Rolfe and
His Lucky
Orchestra.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
KFI KFSD
KTAR
7:00 PM— Amos
KOMO 'n'KCWAndy.
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
7:15 PM — Sperry
Smiles.
KCO
KOMO KGW KECA KFSD KHQ
7 :30 PM — Doric Quartet. KCO
8:00 PM — Romany Echoes. KGO
8:00 PM— Caswell Concert. KHQ KOMO
KCW KPO KFI
8:15 PM — Memory
KCO KTAR
KHQ
KOMO KCWLane.KFI KFSD
8:45 PM — Parisian Quintet. KGO KOA
9:00 PM — The
' KGO KGW
KFSD Vagabonds.
KTAR
9:30 PM — Songland. KCO KFSD KOA
10:00 PM— Richfield
KHQ
KOMO KGWNews KPOFlashes.
KFI KFSD
10:00 PM — National Concert Orchestra.
KCO KOA; KOMO (10:15 to
1 1 :00 PM)
1 1 :00 PM — Lofner-Harris Hotel St. Francis
Dance
Orchestra. KCO KGW
Wednesday
7:30
7:45 AM —
AM —
:00
AM —
8:00
—
8:15 AM
8:30 AM
AM- ——

Sunrise Serenaders. KGO;
KOMO (7:30 to 7:45 AM)
Van and Don, the Two Professors. KHQ KOMO KGW
KPO KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KOA
Shell
KCW Happytime.
KPO KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
Financial Service Program. KCO
Morning Melodies.
Cross-Cuts
of the KCO
Day. KCO;
KECA (9:00 to 9:15 AM)

Over

NBC

9:15 AM— The Lumberjacks. KGO
9:30 AM— Radio Ramblings. KCO; KCW
(9:30 - 9:45; 10:00 - 10:15
AM)
10:15AM — Period.
Mary Hale
Martin's Household
KFI KTARKCO KSLKHQKOAKOMO KCW
10:30 AM — Woman's
of the KPO
Air.
KCO KHQ Magazine
KOMO KCW
KFI
1 1 :30 AM — Organ Recital. KCO KECA
12:15 PM — Western Farm and Home Hour.
KCO KHQ KOMO KCW KECA
KFSD; KTAR (12:45 to 1 :00
PM)
1 :00 PM — Hotel Sir Francis Drake Orchestra. KGO KCW KECA KTAR
1 :30 PM — Arion Trio. KCO KFI
2:00 PM — NBC
Matinee. KCO KECA;
KFSD
PM) KTAR (2:00 to 2:30
3:00 PM — Business and Pleasure. KCO
3:15 PM — Science
KECA Speaks. KCO KOMO
3:30 PM — Phil
Cook, The
Quaker Man.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
3:45 PM — Back ton.
of KCOtheKOMO
News KCW
in Washing4:00 PM — Listerine
Program.
KCO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO KCW KECA
KTAR
4:30 PM— Cowboy Kids. KCO
4:45 PM — News Service. KCO
KGO
KHQ
5:00 PM — Halsey,
StuartKCWProgram.
KHQ KOMO
KFI
5:30 PM — Palmolive
Hour.
KCO
KOMO KCW KFI
6:30 PM — Coca
KCO KTAR
KHQ
KOMOColaKCWProgram.
KFI KFSD
7 :00 PM — Amos
KOMO 'n'KCWAndy.KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
7:1 5 PM— Vincent
KOMO KCWLopez.KFSD KCO
KTAR KHQ
8:00 PM— Hal
KCW Kemp.
KECA KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO
8:15 PM— Cheer Leaders. KCO
8:30 PM — Lofner
Harris.
(8:30 and
to 8:45
PM) KCO; KCW
9:00 PM — NBC
Drama
Hour.
KCO KTAR
KOA
9:30 PM — The Road Show. KGO KOA
10:00 PM — Richfield
KHQ
KOMO KCWNews KPOFlashes.
KFI KFSD
10:30 PM — My Castle of Dreams. KCO
KHQ KOA
1 1 :00 PM — Lofner-Harris
HotelKCOSt. Francis
Dance Orchestra.
KCW
Thursday
7:30 AM- Sunrise Serenaders. KCO;
KOMO (7:30 to 7:45 AM)
7:45 AM — Van and Don, the Two ProKHQ KOMO
KPO KFIfessors.KFSD
KTAR KCW
KSL
KOA
8:00 AM — Shell Happytime. KHQ KOMO
KCW KPO KFI KSL
8:00 AM — Financial Service. KCO
8:15 AM — Morning Melodies. KGO
8:30 AM — Cross-Cuts of the Day. KCO;
KECA (9:00 to 9:15 AM)
9:15 AM — The Lumberjacks. KGO
9:30 AM — Rembrandt Trio. KGO
10:00 AM — Woman's Magazine of the Air.
KGO KHQ KOMO KCW KPO
KFI; KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
(10:20 to 1 1 :00 AM)
1 1 :00 AM — Organ Recital. KCO KFI

Western
Luncheon Concert. KCO KCW
1 2:00 Noon- —KECA
-Western
and Home Hour.
12:15 PM— KGO KHQFarmKOMO
KCW KECA
KFSD;
KTAR
(12:45 to 1 :00
PM)
-The
KECA Lady
KTAR Next Door. KCO
00 PM— -Hotel
Sir
KCOFrancis
KECA Drake Orches30 PM— -NBC tra.Matinee.
KGO KECA
2:00 PM— KFSD KTAR KCW KHQ KOMO
-Mid-Week Federation Hymn
3:00 PM— Sing. KCO KPO
Cook, The Quaker Man.
3:30 PM— -Phil
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
■News Service. KCO
3:45 PMPM- -Fleischmann Hour. KCO KHQ
4:00
KOMO KCW KECA KTAR
■Arco Birthday Party. KCO KHQ
5:00 PM- KOMO KCW KECA
■Maxwell House Ensemble. KCO
5:30 PM- KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KECA KFSD
■B.Strike
A. Rolfe
His Lucky
Dance and
Orchestra.
KCO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
KFI KFSD
KTAR
7:00 PM- Amos
KOMO 'n'KCWAndy.
KECA KGO
KFSD KHQ
Smiles.KECAKCO
7:15 PM- Sperry
KOMO KCW
KFSD KHQ
Standard Symphony Hour. KCO
KHQ KOMO KCW KFI
30 PM- Demi-Tasse
Revue. KGO KHQ
KCW KFI KFSD KTAR
30 PM- KOMO
KSL KOA
The Rendezvous. KGO KCW
9:00 PM- PM)
KFSD; KOA (9:15 to 9:30
The
Story News
Teller. Flashes.
KGO KOAKHQ
9:30 PM10:00
PM- Richfield
KOMO KCW KPO KFI KFSD
Nomads. KGO KFI KOA
10:00 PM- The
Forest Protection Program. KGO
0:30 PM- KFSD
Piano Capers. KCO
Hotel St. Francis
0:45
1 :00 PMPM- Lofner-Harris
Dance Friday
Orchestra. KGO KCW
30 AM — Sunrise
Serenaders.
KOMO (7:30
to 7:45 AM)KGO;
45 AM — Van and fessors.
Don,KHQ the
Two ProKPO KFI KFSDKOMO
KTAR KCW
KSL
KOA
00 PM — Shell
KGW Happytime.
KPO KFI KSLKHQ KOMO
00 AM — Financial Service Program. KGO
15 AM — Morning Melodies. KGO
30 AM — Cross-Cuts
KECA (9:00oftothe9:15Day.AM)KCO;
1305 AM—
The
Lumberjacks. KCO
KCO KGW
KECA
AM— The Entertainers.
00 AM — The Recitalists. KCO
15 AM — Josephine B. Gibson, Food Talk.
KCO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KCW KFI
30 AM — Woman's
of the KPO
Air.
KGO KHQ Magazine
KOMO KCW
KFI KFSD; KTAR KSL KOA
(10:30 to 10:50; 11:10 to
1 1 :30 AM)
30 AM — Organ Recital. KGO KECA
1 5 PM — Western Farm and Home Hour.
KCO KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
KFSD;
PM) KTAR (12:45 to 1 :00

Network
-Hotel Sir Francis Drake OrchesKGO KECA KTAR
1 :00 PM- -NBC tra.Matinee.
KCO KECA;
KFSD KTAR (2:00 to 2:30
2:00 PM- PM) KCW (2:15 to 2:50 PM)
-Major
Bowe's "Family." KGO
KECA Cook,
3:00 PM- -Phil
The Quaker Man.
KCO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
3:30 PM- -News
KFSD Service.
KTAR KGO
-Cities Service Concert Orches3:45 PM4:00
PM- KECA tra. KCO KHQ KOMO KCW
-Interwoven Pair. KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
5:00 PM- -Armour Program. KGO KHQ
KOMO KCW KFI
5:30 PM- -Armstrong Quakers. KCO KHQ
KOMO
KCW KFI
6:00 PM- -RKO Theatre
of the Air. KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD
6:30 PM- KTAR
-Amos V Andy. KGO KHQ
KOMO KCW KECA KFSD
7:00 PM- -Brownbilt
Footlites. KCO KHQ
KOMO KGW
KFSD KTAR
7:15 PM- -Musical
Echoes.KFI KGO;
KHQ
(7:45 to 8:00 PM)
7:30 PM- -The House of Color. KCO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KSL KGO
8:00 PM- -Adventures of Kenya Bill. KFSD
KHQ
KHQ
KOMO KCW KFI
8:30 PM- -Hill
KTARBillies.
KCO KOA
KCO
-Kodak Week- End Hour. KFSD
9:00 PM- KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
9:30 PM- KTAR KSL KOA
-Richfield News Flashes.
KOMO KCW KPO KFI KFSD
0:00 PM- -Mystery
Serial. KCO KECA
KSL KOA
0:00 PM- -Portland Rose Festival. KCO
KOMO KECA KOA
0:30 PM- -Lofner-Harris Hotel St. Francis
Orchestra. KGO
1 :00 PM- DanceSaturday
7:30 AM — Sunrise Serenaders. KGO;
KOMO (7:30 to 7:45 AM)
7 :45 AM — Van and fessors.
Don,KHQ the
Two ProKOMO
KPO KFI KFSD
KTAR KGW
KSL
KOA
8:00 AM — Shell Happytime. KHQ KOMO
KGW KPO KFI KSL
8:00 AM — Financial Service Program. KGO
8:15 AM — Morning Melodies. KCO
8:30 AM — Cross-Cuts
KECA (9:00oftothe9:15Day.AM)KCO;
9:15 AM— The Lumberjacks. KCO KECA
9:30 AM — National Farm and Home Hour.
KCO KOMO KGW KPO KFI
KFSD
10:30 AM — Woman's
Magazine
of the KPO
Air.
KCO
KHQ
KOMO
KCW
KFI;
KFSD
KTAR
(10:50
to
11:10 AM)
1 1 :30 AM— Organ Recital. KGO KECA
12:00 PM— Piano Capers. KCO KECA
12:15 PM— Pacific Feature Hour. KCO
KOMO KGW KECA
1 :00 PM — Hotel Sir Francis Drake Orchestra. KCO KECA KTAR
2:00 PM — Black and Cold Room Orchestra. KGO KCW KECA; KTAR
(2:00 to 2:30 PM)
3:00 PM — Gene
Austin,KGO"TheKECAGood Scout
of Radio."
(Continued
on Page 44)
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Regular
Programs
Sunday
11:15 AM— -Uneeda
Bakers.
KFPY KOIN
KFRCKM)KHJKOL KVI
5:00 AM — Morning Musicale. KDYL
1 1 :45 AM — Ann Leaf at the Organ KM)
KWC
KOL KOH
KVI KFRC KH)
6:00 AM — Tony's Scrap Book. KDYL
KDYL KLZ
6:15 AM
AM —— Columbia
Land O'Make
Believe.Features.
KDYL
6:50
Educational
12:00 Noon — U. S. Army Band from WashKDYL
KLZ KOHington, D. C. KWC KVI KDYL
8:00 AM— Jewish
KLZ Art Program. KOL KVI 12:30 PM— Wardman
Hotel Orches8:30 AM— International Broadcast. KDYL
tra from Park
Washington,
D. C.
8:45 AM— French Trio. KVI KLZ KOH
KVI
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
9:30 AM— Gypsy
Trail.
KOL
KVI
KDYL
1
:00
PM
—
Art
Cilham.
KWC
KOL
KVI
KLZ KOH
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
10:00 AM — Poets
Cold.
KOL
KVI
KDYL
1:15
PM
—
Gypsy
Music
Makers.
KWC
KLZ KOH
KOL KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ
10:30 AM — KLZ
BalladKOHHour. KOL KVI KDYL
KOH
1
:30
PM
—
Dodge
1 1 :00 AM — -Symphonic
Hour with
Toscha
KDYL Twins.
KLZ KOHKWC KOL KVI
Seidel,
Violinist.
KVI
KDYL
2:00
PM
—
Ray
Welch
and HisKLZFultonKOHRoyal
KLZ KOH
Orchestra. KDYL
12:00 Noon — Cathedral Hour. KOL KVI
2:30
PM
—
Riddles
and
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KDYL KLZ Grins
KOH from Chicago.
1 :30 PM — Pastorale. KVI KH) KDYL KLZ
2:45
PM
—
Madame
Belle
KOH
KDYL KLZ KOH Forbes Cutter.
3:00 PM — The
World's
Business.
KWC
3:00
PM
—
Current
Events. KLZ KOH
KM)
3:15 PM — Morton
KOH KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ
KOH Downey. KDYL KLZ
3:15 PM — Piano
Pals. KWC
3:45 PM— The Bon Bons. KOH
KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOHKMJ KVI
4:30 PM — Barbara
Maurel,Symphony.
Contralto KWC
with
3:30 PM — Grand Opera Miniature. KWC
New
World
KM) KVI KDYL KLZ KOH
KVI KHJ
KOH
4:00 PM — ""Devils,
5:00 PM— -The
Bakers.KOIN
KWC KFRC
KMJ
KWC KMJDrugs
KVI andKFPYDoctors."
KOIN
KOL Three
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL
KHJ KDYL KLZ
4:15 PM — Kate Smith and Her Swanee
6:00 PM- — -Robert Burns Panatela ProMusic.
gram. KMJKLZ
KWC KVI KOIN
KLZ KOHKWC KFRC KHJ KDYL
KFRC KHJ
5:30 PM — *Graham-Paige
KWC
6:30 PM — Savino Tone Pictures. KOL KVI
KMJ KOL KVI Hour.
KFPY KOIN
KHJ Tremaine
KDYL KOHand His OrchesKFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
7:00 PM — Paul
6:00 PM — -The
Cauchos.KLZ KMJ
tra.
KHJ KDYL
KOH KVI KFRC
KOH KWC KVI KHJ KDYL KLZ
6:30 PM — -Fortune
KWC KFRC
KMJ
7:15 PM — -Pryor's
KWC
KOL KVI Builders.
KFPY KOIN
KM] KOLCremo
KVI Band.
KFPY KOIN
KHJ KDYL KLZ
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
6:45 PM— -Star
Reveries.
KMJ
KOL
KVI
7:30 PM — *The
Camel KVIQuarter
Hour.
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL
KWC KOL
KFPY KOIN
KLZ KOH
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
7:00 PM — Continental
7:45 PM — Asbury Park Casino Orchestra.
KOL KVI KLZ String
KOH Quartet.
KMJ KVI KDYL KLZ KOH
7:30 PM— Around
the Samovar. KVI KLZ
8:00 PM — Georgetra fromOlson
and His OrchesKDYL KOH
8:00 PM — Quiet
Harmonies.
KVI
KHJ
KLZ KOH Chicago. KVI KDYL
KDYL KOH
8:30 PM — Nocturne.
KDYL KLZ KOH
Tuesday
8:30 PM — Nocturne. KDYL KOH
Monday
5:30 AM — Tony's Scrap Book. KDYL KLZ
5:30
5:45 AM — Morning Minstrels. KDYL KLZ
5:45 AM
AM —— Tony's
The OldScrap
DutchBook.
Girl.KDYL
KDYL KLZ
6:00 AM — Harmonies
and
Contrasts.
6:15
AM — Columbia Mixed Quartet. KDYL
KDYL
6:45 AM — Party House. KDYL
6:30 AM — Mr. Fixit. KDYL
8:00 AM — Paul tra.
Tremaine
6:45 AM — Melody Parade. KDYL
KLZ KOH and His Orches7:15 AM — The Madison Singers. KDYL
8:30 AM — Columbia Revue. KDYL KOH
7:30
AM
—
::
Uneeda
Bakers.
KDYL
9:00 AM — Felix Ferdinando and His Park
8:00 AM — Paul tra.Tremaine
KLZ KOH and His OrchesCentral Orchestra. KWC KVI
KFRC KDYL KOH
8:30 AM — Columbia Revue. KOH
9:00 AM — Felix
Ferdinando.
KWC
KVI
9:30
AM
—
Savoy-Plaza
KOL KVI KFRCOrchestra.
KHJ KOHKWC
KFRC KLZ KOH
10:00 AM — Pabst-Ett
Varieties.
KWC KOL
9:30 AM — Orchestra.
Harry TuckerKWCand his
Barclay
KVI
KOL KVI
KDYL KFPY
KLZ KOIN KFRC KHJ
KFRC KHJ KOH
10:15 AM — The Four Clubmen. KMJ KOH
10:00 AM — Dale Wimbrow. KOL KOH
10:15AM — Columbia
Artists Recital. KMJ 10:45 AM — Columbia
KWG KOHSalon Orchestra. KMJ
KOH
1 1 :00 AM — Columbia Salon Orchestra. KMJ
10:30 AM — Rhythm Kings. KMJ KOH
KWG KOL KFRC KLZ KOH
11:00 AM — "La
Three Doctors. KMJ KWC
KWC Forza
KVI Del
KHJ Destino."
KLZ KOH KMJ 1 1 :30 AM — The
KOL KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ
11:15AM — Columbia Salon Orchestra.
KMJ KVI KLZ KOH
KOH
RADIO DOINGS

Broadcast
11:45 AM — The Captivators. KMJ KWC
KOL KVI KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
12:00 Noon —KDYL
ItalianKLZ Idyll.
KOH KWC KVI
12:30 PM — Four Clubmen. KVI KDYL KLZ
KOH
1 :00 PM — Frank
KWC KOL KVI
KDYL Ross.
KLZ KOH
1:15 PM — Adventures in Words. KWC
KOL KVI KHJ KLZ KOH
1 :30 PM — Bert
Lown KWG
and HisKOLBiltmore
Orchestra.
KVI
KDYL KLZ KOH
2:00 PM — Harry
Tucker
and
His
Barclay
Orchestra. KDYL KLZ KOH
2:30 PM — Harry
Tucker
Barclay
Orchestra.
KDYLandKLZHis KOH
2:45 PM — Ben Bernie and His Orchestra
from Chicago. KDYL KLZ KOH
3:00 PM — Ben Bernie and His Orchestra
from Chicago. KLZ KOH
KOH
3:15 PM— Winegar's
Barn Orchestra. KLZ
KOH
3:30 PM — Winegar's
Barn Orchestra. KLZ
4:15 PM — Round Towners with Irene
BeasleyKOHKWG KVI KFRC KHJ
KDYL
6:00 PM — -Blue Ribbon Malt Jester. KWG
KMJ
KVI KFPY
KFRC KOL
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOIN
6:15 PM— Tito
Cuizar.
KMJ
KVI KDYL
KLZ KOH
6:30 PM — "'Paramount
Publix
with Morton Downey.Program
KWG
KNX KMJ KOL KVI KFPY
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
7:00 PM — Fletcher Henderson and His Orchestra. KWC KVI KDYL KLZ
KOH
7:15 PM — *KVI
Pryor'sKFPY
CremoKOINBand.KFRC
KMJ KOL
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH
7:30 PM — *Camel
Quarter
Hour,
KWG
KOL KVI KFPY KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
7:45 PM — Ozzie
Heath Nelson
Orchest.a. andKVIPelham
KHJ
KDYL KOH
8:00 PM — Romanelli
and
His
King
Edward
Orchestra from Toronto. KWC
KOL KVI KDYL KOH
8:30 PM— Nocturne.
Wednesday
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:15
8:00
8:30
9:00

AMAMAMAMAMAMAMAMAMAM-

10:00
10:30
1 1 :00
1 1 :30

AMAMAMAM-

-Tony's OldScrapDutchBook.
--The
Girl. KDYL
-Mirrors of Beauty. KDYL
-Melody Parade. KDYL
-The Carebands.and
KDYL Feeding of Hus-Fashion Facts of 1931. KDYL
-Three Men in a Tub. KDYL
-Paul Tremaine and His Orchestra. KLZ KOH
-Columbia
Revue. KOH
-Felix Ferdinando and His Orchestra. KWC KVI KFRC KHJ
KDYL KOH
-Harry
Tucker
Orchestra.
KWC andKOLHisKVIBarclay
KH)
KOH
-Rhythm
Kings.
KM)
KOH
-Ann Leaf at the Organ. KMJ
KOH
-Columbia
Salon Orchestra.
-The Three Doctors. KMJ KWC
KOL
KVI
KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
KWC KOL KVI KLZ KOH

Over

CBS

11:45 AM — Syncopated
Silhouettes.
KMJ
KWG KOL KVI
KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOH
12:30 PM — Columbia
KVI KDYLArtists
KLZ Recital.
KOH KWC
1 :00 PM — Asbury
Park
Casino
Orchestra.
KOL KVI KFRC KDYL
KLZ
KOH
1 :30 PM— Ben
and
Helen.
KWC
KOL
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KVI
1 :45 PM — Tony's
ScrapKFRC
Book. KDYL
KMJ KWC
KOL KVI
KLZ
KOH
2:00 PM — "Bill
KDYL Schudt's
KLZ KOHGoing to Press."
2:15 PM — Winegar's
KDYL KOH Barn Orchestra. KLZ
2:30 PM — Riddles
KLZ KOHand Grins from Chicago.
2:45 PM — Edward
ler. KDYLDavies
KLZ andKOHH. Neumil3 :00 PM — Morton
Downey.
KDYL KLZ
KOH
3:15 PM — Felix
Ferdinando
and
Park
Central Orchestra. KDYLHis KOH
4:30 PM— Rhythm
Choristers.
KVI
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KOH
5:30 PM— Arabesque.
KLZ KOH KOL KVI KDYL
6:00 PM — -Vitality
KMJ
KOL KVI Personalities.
KFPY KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ
6:15 PM — Peter Pan Parisians. KVI
6:30 PM — *McAleer
Polishers. KMJ KWC
KOL
KDYL KVI
KLZ KFPY KOIN KFRC
6:45 PM — The
KMJ KOHKWG
KFRC Bon
KHJ Bons.
KDYL KLZ
7:00 PM — Paul Tremaine and His Orchestra. KVI KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
7:15 PM — -Pryor's
Band. KOIN
KMJ
KWG KOLCremo
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
7:30 PM — The
Hour. KFRC
KWC
KOL Camel
KVI Quarter
KFPY KOIN
KHJ KDYL KLZ
8:00 PM — St.
Orchestra.
KVI Moritz
KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOHKWC
8:30 PM — Nocturne. KDYL KLZ KOH
9:45 PM — -Peter
Pan Parisians.
KFPY KOIN
KFRC KHJKMJ KVI
Thursday
5:30 AM — Tony's Scrap Book. KDYL KLZ
5:45 AM — Morning Minstrels. KDYL KLZ
6:00 AM— Pot of Gold. KDYL
6:30 AM — Your Garden. KDYL
7:30 AM — Uneeda Bakers. KDYL KLZ
7:45 AM — U.fromS. Annapolis,
Navai Academy
Exercises
Md. KVI
8:00 AM — Paul tra.Tremaine
KLZ KOH and His Orches8:30 AM — Columbia Revue. KOH
9:00 AM — Felix Ferdinando and His OrKLZ KOHchestra. KWG KVI KFRC KHJ
9:30 AM — Savoy-Plaza
KOL KVI KFRCOrchestra.
KHJ KOH KWC
10:00 AM — Dale Wimbrow. KOH
10:15 AM — Columbia Artists Recital. KOH
10:45 AM — Columbia
Salon Orchestra. KMJ
KOH
1 1 :00 AM — Columbia
KHJ KLZ Salon
KOH Orchestra. KMJ
11:15AM — Uneeda
Bakers.
KMJ KFRC
KWC
KOL
KVI
KFPY KOIN
KHJ
11:15 AM — Columbia
Salon Orchestra. KLZ
KOH

Western
1 1 :30 AM— The
KMJ KDYL
KWG
KOL Three
KVI Doctors.
KFRC KHJ
KLZ KOH
1 1 :45 AM — Rhythm
KMJ KWG
KOL KVIRamblers.
KFRC KDYL
KLZ
KOH
12:00 Noon—KDYL
MelodyKLZ Magic.
KOH KWG KVI
12:30 PM— Rhythm
KOH Kings. KVI KDYL KLZ
1 :00 PM — Asbury
Park Casino
Orchestra.
KWC KOHKOL
KVI KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
1 :30 PM — Virginia
KLZ KOHArnold. KWG KOL KVI
2:00 PM — Frank
Ross. KOL KVI KDYL
KLZ KOH
2:15 PM— Ray Welch and His Fulton
Royal
Orchestra.
KDYL KLZ
KOH KOL KVI
2:30 PM — Ray
Welch and
Orchestra.
KLZ HisKOHFulton Royal
2:45 PM — Ben
KDYLBernie
KLZ and
KOH His Orchestra.
3 :00 PM — Morton
Downey.
KDYL KLZ
KOH
3:15 PM — St.
Moritz
Orchestra.
KDYL
KOH
3:30 PM — St. Moritz Orchestra. KOH
4:15 PM— Mary
KOH Charles. KVI KDYL KLZ
5:15 PM — The Columbians, Four Clubmen
with
Rich'sKDYL
Orchestra.
KWG Freddie
KVI KHJ
KLZ
KOH
6:00 PM — The Lutheran Hour. KWG KOL
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KVI
6:45 PM — Peters
Parade.KOHKWG KOL KVI
KFRC KDYL
7:00 PM — Jack
Denny
Orchestra
from Montreal.andKVIHis KFRC
KLZ
KDYL
7:15 PM — Pryor's
CremoKFPY
Band.KOIN
KMJ KFRC
KWG
KOL KVI
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
7:30 PM — Camel
QuarterKOIN
Hour. KFRC
KWG KOL
KVI KFPY
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH
7:45 PM — Radio
Roundup.
KVI
KDYL
KLZ KOH
8:00 PM — Ozzie
and His
Heath Nelson
Orchestra.
KWGPelham
KVI
KDYL KLZ KOH
8:30 PM — Nocturne.
KMJ
KWC
KLZ
KOH Friday
:45 AM—
:00 AM —
:30 AM —
:00 AM —
:30 AM —
:00 AM —
:15 AM —
:30 AM —
:00 AM —

The Old Dutch Girl. KDYL
Paul tra.
Tremaine
KLZ KOH and His OrchesColumbia Revue. KDYL KOH
Felix Ferdinando
Orchestra. KWG KVI andKFRCHis KOH
Harrytra.Tucker
and
His
OrchesKWG KOL KVI KFRC KOH
Pabst-Ett
KVI KFRCVarieties.
KDYL KWG KOL
Columbia
Artists
Recital. KMJ
KWC KOH
Ann
Leaf
at
the
Organ KMJ
KWG KOH
Columbia
Salon
Orchestra.
KMJ
KWG KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ
KOH
:45 AM — Columbia Educational Features.
KVI KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KOH
:00 Noon — KVIU. S.KDYL
Marine
KLZ Band
KOH Orchestra.

Network

45
00
30
45
2:00
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
5:30
6:00

PMPMPMPMPMPMPMPMPMPMPMPMPM-

7:00 PM7:15 PM7:30 PM8:00
8:30
8:30
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

PMPMPMAM—
AM —
AM —
AM —
AM —
AM —
AM —
AM—

-Edna Thomas. KVI KDYL KLZ
KOH Opera Gems. KWG KVI
-Light
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
-Dodge
Twins. KLZ
KWGKOHKOL KVI
KFRC KDYL
-Tony's
Scrap
Book.
KMJ KWG
KOL KVI KFRC KDYL
KLZ
KOH
-Winegar's
Barn
Orchestra.
KOL
KVI KDYL KLZ KOH
-Riddles
and Grins
KDYL KLZ
KOH from Chicago.
-Mme.
KOH Belle Forbes Cutter. KLZ
-Morton Downey. KDYL KLZ
KOH
-St. Moritz Orchestra. KDYL
KOH
-Red
KLZ Goose
KOH Adventures. KDYL
-Kate Smith and Her Swanee
Music. KOH
-Red
Adventures.
KVI Goose
KFPY KOIN
KFRC KOL
KHJ
-Van
Heusen
Program.
KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC KWC
KHJ
KDYL
-Fletcher Henderson
and
His
chestra. KVI KLZ KOH Or-Pryor's
Cremo
Band. KMJ KWG
KOL KVI
KDYL
KOH KFPY KOIN KFRC
-Camel
QuarterKOIN
Hour. KFRC
KWG KOL
KVI KFPY
KHJ
KDYL KLZ
-George Olson and His Orchestra.
KMJ KVI KDYL
KDYL KLZ KOH
-Nocturne.
--Gilmore
Program.KLZKHJ KOH
Saturday

Tony's Scrap Book. KDYL KLZ
Morning Minstrels. KDYL KLZ
Columbia Male Trio. KDYL
New World Salon Orchestra.
KDYL
Adventures
of Helen and Mary.
KDYL
Columbia Revue. KDYL
Paul tra.Tremaine
KLZ KOH and His OrchesFelix Ferdinando
Orchestra. KWC KVI and
KFRCHisKDYL
KOH
9:30 AM — KOL
Savoy-Plaza
KWG
KVI KHJOrchestra.
KOH
10:00 AM— Dale Wimbrow. KOL KOH
10:15 AM — Columbia Artist Recital. KOH
10:30 AM — Columbia Salon Orchestra. KOH
1 1 :00 AM — The
KMJ KDYL
KWC
KOL Four
KVI Clubmen.
KFRC KHJ
KLZ KOH
1 1 :30 AM — Saturday
KWG
KOL
KVI Syncopators.
KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
12:00 Noon —KDYL
Ann Leaf
KLZ atKOHthe Organ. KVI
12:30 PM— Spanish Serenade. KVI KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
1 :00 PM — Winegar's
KWG
KOL KOH
KVI Barn
KFRCOrchestra.
KHJ KDYL
KLZ
1 :30 PM — Winegar's
Barn KDYL
Orchestra.
KWG KVI KFRC
KLZ
KOH
1 :45 PM — Tony's
Scrap
Book.
KWC
KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ KOHKOL
(Continued on Page 44)
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DUKE and Luke, those up-andAnd
STILL
More
CHATTER
at-'em youngsters at KTM are
building up a right smart clientele
dres ed, ofthe time he was guest of amongst ukulele and harmony
A $50 PRIZE contest will
lovers. Duke (Francis Lyon) got
soon be announced by the Los
honor
at a session
of a churchmen's his
convention
in Chicago.
start by walking away with the
Angeles Ambassador Hotel for
the best name for the new trio
"Mr. Cilman," the chairman in- bacon in the form of a fifty dollar
taking the place of the Rhythm
troduced him, "is going to be our ins, atteamed
a ukulele
contestLuke
in N'Awlup with
(Byron
speaker of the day. I think a mo- uke
Boys. At present the particument of silent prayer would be Hall) and here they are!
lars of the contest haven't been
disclosed, but considerable interest has been aroused alsuitable."
RADIO artists receive many
ready.
•
and strange gifts and souvenirs,
THE
STORY
of
the
deaf
man
but Al Pearce, guiding spirit of
ANOTHER radio character is
the KFRC Happy Go Lucky
who sicbought
ahasticket
to a been
mueither adding to, or corrupting,
concert
at
last
Hour, has one from Mrs. R. R.
the English language. This time
matched by the true story of a
Harris, of Alameda, that cerit is "Saki," of the NBC sketch
blind man who regularly buys
tainly wins the cardboard mike.
"Saki-Get-Rich," the little
tickets to wrestling bouts. He
Japanese who is seeking his
It
is
a
notebook
Al's
is John Paxton, of San Franpicturelarge
on the
cover, with
containfortune in America. He adcisco.
ing
a
complete
resume
of
In a letter to KJR, Seattle,
everyone asprize
"Mr. winner
You,"
everything that has transpired
calls thedressesNobel
on
the
Happy
Co
Lucky
Hour
he says,
"I amstore.
blind I and
for the past year.
"Singular Lewis," talks about
duct a cigar
am cononly
"Park Alley," instead of "Park
able to listen in every other
Avenue." He says "prease" for
Monday night, because I work
"please" and "Number One
at my stand. But if there is
"TWO BOYS who just can't be
fine," for "I'm • feeling well."
going to be a good wrestling
serious" in offering their gags,
match I pay an extra man
laughs
and songs, have made their
three dollars to work in my
debut as a regular feature of DobDON ofOILMAN,
place so I can go home and get
charge
the Pacificvice-president
Division of thein
bsies'
ShellDummie
Happytimeare Period.
Rumit on my radio, and consider
National Broadcasting Company, on
mie and
their monihis return from the East recently,
that I've purchased a ring-side
kers,
but
Arnold
Maguire
and
ton Bond are their real names. Cotwas reminded at a luncheon he adThe

seat."

SPORTOCULAR
"Puts You in the Came"
SPORTOCULARS take you right to the side of your favorite
boxer, quarterback, or stage artist. Every detail of action and
facial expression is brought clearly to the wearer, eliminating
the necessity of holding them to the eyes.
Comfortable, light,
and powerful, these
glasses give
very
brilliant
imagea with
anfieldextremely
wide
Jof1vision.
7
PRICE
CompleteCase.with Solid
Leather
50

Curtis Benton, rapid-fire sports announcer, is never
without his SPORTOCULARS.
RADIO DOINGS

Tufts-Lyon Sporting Goods
609-611 South Olive Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
JIMMIE GREENE, Manager.

Co.

Genius of Noise
(Continued from Page 19)
sounding. I never witnessed an airplane accident, but Capt. Bill Royle, the aviator, who
is one of our artists, described the sound to
me. For a whole hour, I dropped folding
chairs, listening to the sound they made,
throughquite
a pairright,
of ear-phones.
They didn't
sound
so I tried dropping
other
things — no memberedgood.
Then I suddenly
rehow a drum-head
sounds when
you crush it in your hands, and wondered
what the mike would do with its stiff
crackling noise. I tried it out — and the
effect was so realistic that Capt. Royle himself was thrilled."
• Letters tocameknowall how
the way
New York,
begging
NBC from
re-created
the
San Francisco fire through the microphone,
in a transcontinental program, the Pacific
Feature Hour, which was broadcast on the
anniversary
of the San Francisco fire last
month.
Madonna Todd, author of the continuity,
described the sound she wanted — the
crackle of flames, then the roar of the
mighty holocaust, close at hand. Norman
got
so well thatMore
an awe-inspiring
effect
was it—produced.
than one listener
wrote
to
NBC's
audience
mail
department
admitting that he instinctively moved back
from the microphone when the roar of the
flames sounded — "almost too close."
It seems a shame to disillusion the scared
ones,
the plus
"fire"a handful
was a small
bundle
bamboobutsticks
of tissue
paper.of
The sticks produced the crackling, and the
sound of the tissue-paper, crumpled before
the microphone, emerged from receiving
sets as the thrilling roar of the fire.
NBC's transcriptions
unbreakable rule
againstforusing
electrical
of sounds
atmospheric effect prevents the use of records
of
sea-waves
breaking
against
the
beach, or similar noises. Norman has a
miniaturemore
"sea"realistic
of his own,
however,
which
sounds
through
the microphone than the real thing. This is a large,
shallow hat-box filled with shot. When the
box
is rhythmically
the shot
swishes likeswung
waves. back and forth,
• The byCityCarlton
of theE. Morse,
Dead,"required
eerie atmystery
serial
periodic intervals the sound of a rusty, faraway
old bell whose mysterious ringing was part
ofhardthefordrama's
was almost
Norman puzzle.
to find aIt suitable
bell asas
it was for to"Sergeant
detective,
locate theLong,"
mysteryintrepid
bell. radio
Real bells proved hard to use; they were
too loud or of the wrong pitch. Finally
Norman tried striking a long, flexible steel
rail until he got the exact sound required.
The spot on the rail which produced this
pitch was marked, so the sound was dupliRadio

Boy and Baron
They
Don't
(Continued
from PageLook21 )
(Continued from Page 26)
The soldiers begin to tear down
comedy novel on fellow crewsmen,
the door. That is Stuart Buchanan
"who," heandsaysreally
sadly,I had
"took
it allin setting
seriously,
a gag
up a terrible racket with an
old
apple
box
and ademonstrate
two-by-four.in
The
women
of Paris
every
line."hesayswould
if it hadn't
been for the streets. You can hear their
theMonroe
radio
have continued
threatening howls for food. It is the
writing
comedy,
but out
as it
is he'sof orchestra boys, doubling for the
found time
to turn
a pair
mob.
wise-cracking numbers; one for
Aside from the principals in the
"Simpy Fitts" in collaboration with drama,
there are a dozen members
his crack-mate
andlatest
the of the orchestra
other
hot off the "Pedro,"
press for his
in the studio to play
the musical interludes, and to act
character
"Lord
Bilgewater."
Yes, the sea-farer came home as supers, when necessary.
again. KFRC nailed him as a techIt is a far cry from the period cosnician but there was graduation on
of the play to these worn
the docket when Monroe slipped by thetumesplayers.
But it is much
"Fitts"
over
on
them
during
an
farther ments,
to whenthecompared
orchestra's
auditorium program.
with habilithose
"You know the rest," says Simpy usually donned for concert work.
himself,
"there
were
those
who
Wineland, who crouches upon a
showed a slight tendency to laugh, stool,
with coat,
thus my indeterminate sentence to waistcoathasanddispensed
collar and tie. The
be funny when called upon even at
play moves smoothly on, sign lanseven
o'clock
morning."
guage, and by clever reading, and
• It was
Fitts,inthethenaive,
optimistic vocal business.
soul, albeit a bit wobbly in his menWhat a tribute to the radio arttal gyrations, who opened up the
ist, that without the costumes,
Early Bird station WORM, located without
business of the stage,
on Seal Rocks (through KFRC) and without the
more than the
invited imbecilic persiflaging seals voices, theanything
music and such effects
to slip and splash in review during as can be wrung
an old apple
the hour, thus giving a refreshing box, beaten by afrom
two inch board,
the
tense
and
pregnant
atmosphere
tang
to
the
radio-listeners'
early
breakfast.
of the Revolution can be reproduced
Speaking of reviews, Monroe Up- so marvelously that thousands conton does that too — reviews books
tinue to tune their radios to this
on Thursdays, by air, same station. program each week, to revel, vicarLately he has taken to singing and
iously, in the intrigue and bloody
he can't carry a tune. But, if you plottings of the Reign of Terror.
don't believe he gets away with it,
do a little listening-in yourself
MICROPHONES
(Monday night Jamboree, Don Lee
All
Sizes and
Chain) . He refuses to eat eggplant
foi
Practical
Use ;s. icesMounting
but begs for candy and says his
Cables and Expert Repair
mother is his best and severest
Universal Microphone All
cook.
Co., Ltd.
1163THornwall
Hyde Park0600Blvd.
cated time after time without variation.
Inglewood, Calif.
Moreover, other points on the rail proved
Handledsalers byand jobbers
all dealers,
wholetothe offer
so many
differingrealbell-tones
that
everywhere
rail
has
superseded
bells
almost
completely.

- Sound

- Television
- Code
Mail
Coupon
for
Further
Information
r
Taught by Experts on Modern Apparatus
Day and Evening Classes
| Radio
InstituteBlvd.,
of California
1117 Venice
Los Angeles. Calif.
Please send me Radio and Sound Information.
Radio Institute of California, Address .
DRexel 6753
1117 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles
City and State.
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NBC Program
(Continued from Page 39)
PM — Laws
That Safeguard
KGO KOMO
KPO KECA Society.
PM — Margy,
The
Steno.
KPO KECA KFSD KGO KGW
Say—
PM—
Kremlin
Art Quintet.
PM — News Service.
KGO KGO KFI
Dear Sirs:
PM
—
General
Electric
Hour. KGO
Congratulations! on your May issue of
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
RADIO DOINGS. As you know I live in the
Whitcomb Hotel and this hotel has quite a 5:30 PM — Over the Heather. KGO KOMO
following among the Broadcasting Stars. I
KGW KECA KFSD
have never been able to get much of a tumRolfe and
His Lucky
Orchestra.
KGO
ble from the girls who are in that profes- 6:00 PM — B.StrikeA. Dance
sion until this morning — when I was readKHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI KFSD
KTAR
ing
your
magazine
—
and
they
all
lined
up
to borrow and read it. Your ears would
have burned if you could have heard what 7:00 PM — Amos
KOMO 'n'KGWAndy.KECAKGO
KFSD KHQ
7:1
5
PM—
Gil
more
Circus.
KOMO
KGW
they
said
about
it.
Your
magazine
couldn't
help but be a success.
KPO KFI
Most Sincerely,
7:15
PM
—
Cheer
Leaders.
KGO
JACK TOTTEN.
7:30 PM — Walter
V. Ferner, 'Cellist. KGO
KECA KTAR
7:45 PM — Sperry
Smiles.KECA KGO
KOMO KGW
KFSD KHQ
8:00 PM — Bluebird Melodies. KGO KOMO
Dear RADIO DOINGS:
and Harris. KGO KOMO;
Merely passing a casual remark when I 8:30 PM — Lofner
KGW (8:30 to 8:45 PM)
see you or picking up the telephone and 9:00 PM — Cotton
Pickers. KGO KHQ
dialing your number will not answer the
KGW KECA
purpose
I feel Imemustwhenput I itexpress
in writing
you
will— believe
myselfso 9:30 PM — Associated Spotlight Revue.
KGO KHQ KOMO
KFI
astermed
a booster
of RADIO
DOINGS
rightfully 1 1 :00 PM — Lofner-Harris
HotelKGW
St. Francis
the movie
magazine
of the— air.
Dance
Orchestra. KGO KGW
You have developed a wonderful need — a
KECA
new thethought
— expressed
language
for
radio infansfactand
aimed to insatisfy
the
countless ones heretofore referring to their
CBS Program
favorite radio star by name only.
(Continued from Page 41 )
RADIO DOINGS should and will find- its
way to every radio owner and will be a 2:00 PM — Ted
Sportslants.
KWG Husing's
KOL KVI
KFRC KMJ
KH)
necessary part of his home entertainment.
KDYL KOH
I heartily endorseSincerely,
your new achievement.
2:30 PM — Reis and Dunn. KM) KWG KOL
W. BERT KNIGHT.
KVI
KOH KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
2:45 PM — Edward Davies and Howard
Neumiller.
KM) KVI KHJ KLZ
KOH
3:00
PM
—
Kate
Smith
and Her Swanee
Dear Sirs:
Music. KMJ KWG KOL KVI
I have before me the April copy of the
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ KOH
Movie Magazine of the Air, RADIO DOINGS
Vecsey
His KVI
Orand I must congratulate you on this very 3:15 PM — Armand chestra.
KMJ KWGand KOL
excellent issue. There is certainly a clearly
KFRC KHJ KDYL KOH
indicated field for a publication such as this. 4:15 PM— Henry
Burbig. KMJ KVI KFRC
Radio listeners through this medium may
KHJ Manhattan
KDYL KOH Male Chorus.
visualize the outstanding artists and satisfy 4:30 PM — The
their curiosity as regards the high lights of
KMJ KVI KFRC KHJ KDYL
the personal
of those
KOH
come so well history
acquainted
with that
over they
the beair.
With the heartiest congratulations and 5:00 PM — Ben
Leaf Alley,
at theTenor,
Organ. with
KMJ Ann
KVI
best wishes for your success,
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
Very truly yours,
5:30
PM
—
Columbia
Educational
features.
J. W. LAUGHLIN,
KMJ KOH
KVI KFRC KHJ KDYL
Managing Director KPO.
KLZ
6 00 PM — Hank
Simmons'KOL Show
Boat.
KMJ KWG
KVI KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
6:45 PM — Anheuser Busch Program. KWG
Gentlemen :
KOL KVI KFPY KOIN KFRC
Your new RADIO DOINGS is at hand and
KHJ KDYL
instead
of
having
to
peruse
it
carefully,
it
7:00
PM
—
Bert
Lown and His Biltmore
takes but a few moments to see that it is
Orchestra. KMJ KWG KVI
the most humanly interesting RADIO
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH
DOINGS it has been our pleasure to read. 7-15 pm — Pryor's KHJ
Band.KOIN
KMJ KFRC
KWG
KOL KVICremoKFPY
Your
"Studio
Chatter"
and
in
fact
all
of
the
different features are very interesting and
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
QuarterKOIN
Hour. KFRC
KWG KOL
we feelterest inthat
it helps stations
a lot to and
stimulate
KVI KFPY
KHJ
the different
programs.in- 7:30 PM — Camel
KDYL
KLZ
Wishing
you
the
best
of
luck
always,
we
remain
7:45 pm — Will Osborne and his Orchestra
Yours very truly,
KMJ
KVI KFRC KHJ
KDYL KWG
KLZ KOH
AIRFAN RADIO CORP., LTD.
Leah McMahon,
8:00
PM
—
Jack
Denny
and
KVI KDYL KLZHisKOHOrchestra.
Program Director KFSD.
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1 00 Watts
1300 Kilocycles
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OWNED BY THE
L. A.
Broadcasting
Co.
Ready to Serve
You Commercially

KFAC is the big companion
station to popular KFVD, the
biggest little radio station
in the Southland

For Either
Station
Call
EMpire 1171
JOHN W.
SWALLOW
Manager
KFAC

Swellest Kids
(Continued from Page 29)
Artie —can Sowewhattell I'm
you?driving at is what in
J.berR.what
— You've
used
bad word.
happened to aGeneral
Butler.RememJeannie — Why don't you let your readers
guess? It'd be fun.
(The Langs join in a hand-clapping act) .
• J. R. — Oh, very well. I promise not to
tell 'em you're married.
so Jeannie
clever! and Artie (in unison) — You're
J.
— Well, Artie, tell me something
about R.yourself.
Artie — I hate to talk about myself, but
toI will.
obligeI was
you—bornonlyin forNewthat,Yorkmindand youwent—
to school in Allentown, Pennsy — Muehlenberg college it was. I sang in the glee club
there and studied in Philadelphia. Erno
Rappe
me sing
teacher's
studioin
and heheard
grabbed
me asin mybaritone
soloist
1926. Then Roxy heard about me and
hired
wereRoxyon
the outsme —atalthough
the time.he I and
stayedErnowith
about three years and then came West.
j. R — And—
• ArtieNBC
— Wait
I forgot
was
with
as thea minute!
Old Colonel
in thethatMaxwell House program, and I did the singing
for the Lindbergh welcome to Washington.
He flew across the Atlantic, you know.
J. R. — I heard a rumor about that.
Artie — When I came West, I did a few
chores in pictures and a few concerts until
KFI-KECA
couldn't
stay
on
the air decided
without that
me. they
So here
you have
me, sir.
I
Lovers of Popular Music
TUNE
K

F

IN

W

B

Sundays 11 to 11:30 a. m.

Jean Leonard
Will Entertain
You

A

Musical

Treat

R. — I'll what
speak about
to theyou?cashier for you.
AndJ. Jeannie,
I ditched
school
do Jeannie—
a turn in Well,
a picture
prologuehighin St.
Louis.to
And there I was, already a two-week
veteran in the show business when Brooks
Johns of the Follies — the Ziegfeld Follies
—withsawhimme as and
lured me away — to work
a team.
J. R- — You were the team?
Jeannie — No. Him and me. It takes two
to J.make
R. — aNotteam,on unnerstan'?
most of the ones I seen.
Jeannie — Saw, not seen. And you a
writer!
raphy.
• J. R. — Well, go ahead with your biogJeannie — Let me think — hm! From the
Johns act I went to Hollywood to do a part
inI went
Paul toWhiteman's
Roxy for a "King
week, ofthenJazz,"
I had then
the
lead inYork,
"Ballyhoo"
Hammerstein
New
then I atdidtheseveral
shorts forin
Warner's
KFI-KECA. in New York and then I came to
J. R. — It that all?
Jeannie — So far, pal. Only so far.
J.
R. — Oh,whatyou're
to do tomore!
Tell
me, then,
do going
you want
do ultimately?
Jeannie — Be a musical comedy star! Oh
yes, and stay one.
J. R. — Ever get a fan letter?
• Jeanniesee— the
Millions
'em. And
you
should
darlingof ones
I havesay,gotten
from West Point and from Annapolis. Those
stern military gentlemen prefer this brunette.
J. R. — What do they say?
Jeannie — Oh, they want to take me
places
games,
want —to football
marry me,
too. mostly. Some of 'em
Artie — You could play a football game
with balla bidsbigatgate
she accepted
the ifsame
time. all her footJ.
R.
—
Jeannie,
ever
cadet or a midshipman? fall in love with a
Jeannie — Depends on the uniform. Which
is cutest?
Artie — Don't wisecrack. This is serious.
Jeannie
Artie — —HowWell,do have
I know?I?
Jeannie
—
I
thought
attend to those things foryoume.were going to
• J. R. — Children, children. How can I
write a serious, sympathetic yarn about
youse if you quarrel like that? Remember,
Radio Doings is an important publication.
I wantart,to about
tell 'em
your comradeship,
devotion to
your
yourabout
splendid
about the future of broadcasting, about the
Boulder Dam and the Union Terminal.
Isomething
had forgotten
that they considered "art"
astalked
about. to be done and never to be
"Radio

As

Gospel on the Air
(Continued from Page 25)
one standing in a home or foreign pulpit
today who is more discussed than is she.
The press has commercialized one side of
her
therestory,
must butbe every
another.story has two sides so
There is, and part of it you have read.
Opinions of her and her work are as numerous and variable as is human nature. Her
methods of Evangelism and operating a
church have been criticized and commended
from practically every angle. Prodigious
quantities of mail pour into her office every
week — some letters good, some bad, some
quite indifferent. But whatever view
skeptics or scoffers of her work may hold,
there is no other evangelist, man or woman,
living today who has more to show for his
work
in the ministry than Aimee Semple
McPherson.
When it comes to meeting this voice beis great,wom-for
nowherehind thein"mike,"
the worldthe issurprise
there another
an quite so vivacious, ambitious and enthusiastic. Intaking cognizance of the attributes that have made her famous we see
a vivid, sparkling personality of rich mental,
artistic
and sense
spiritual
endowment possessed
with a keen
of humor.
Ask Aimee Semple McPherson of herself
and she points to Angelus Temple. And yet
even without Angelus Temple, which is the
tangible actual
proofteaching,
of the clarity
effectivenes ofher
Aimee and
Semple
McPherson would be great. Her illustrated
sermons, her writings, her personality make
her the most noteworthy evangelist of the
day. Her ability to create the oasis of religion in a comprehensive presentation could
have been turned into commercial value, but
she chose rather to shower humanity with
all the richness of her enthusiasm and artistic appreciation from a pulpit.
"I haveI have
only only
one dissatisfaction
and that
is that
one pair of —hands,
one
woman's
strength,
only
one
brain
and one
heart to share with the teeming multitudes
that need the gospel. To accomplish my
purpose I have given up life as a personal
thing — life, the most exquisitely personal
of all things. I have poured into my plan a
fortune that would have kept me in ease
and luxury. I have given up solitude, that
most precious of all refuges, for days and
nights never free from interruptions whether
petty"I have
or tragic.
faith in the ultimate progress of
the gospel and I ask of the world only the
privilege of working in the service of its
great need of Cod."
You

Go"

Clark
Auto
Radio
Embodying 6 Tubes, including 4 Screen Grid, with Full Dynamic
Speaker, Single Illuminated Dial Control.
Applicable to any make of automobile, without the customary
instrument board defacement.
Complete Ready
$CQ50
To Install
y
Police Signals May
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
R. P.
McClain
Be Had If Desired
8678 W. Pico
OXford 1116
Los Angeles
Dealers: A Few Territorial Franchises Still Open. Write, Phone or Call
Page Forty-five

Mrs. 0. M. C.
Amesbury, Mass.
Q: Is Lindsay MacHarrie
Scotch? Is he tall? Is he
married?
A: "The Scotchmen Are Comso it
seems ing.
fromHurrah."
the Or
questions
that are coming in regarding
Lindsay MacHarrie. Yes,
he is tall — 6 ft. 1 — neither
fat nor thin, just right, you
know. Has dark curly hair
and is really good looking.
And better yet is not encumbered with a wife —
that is so far. Is a graduate
of the University of Washington and for some time
was assistant graduate manager. Is now production
manager of KHJ but often
forgets his worries and cares
and steps out before the
microphone to sing old time
melodies.
Mrs. L. E.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Q: Is Fred Yates at KFI the
same Fred Yates who was a
famous poet and was once
decorated by the King of
England?
A: I fear he is not the poet of
whom you spoke. And I
don't believe he was ever
decorated by the King of
England. But who knows?
Over the phone he told me
he had been trying to "live
that down" for some time.
But you see they tried to sell
me Central Park a few years
ago so thingIIhear.
don't believe everyP. L.
El Paso, Texas
Q: Is Rose Dirman the same
person as Paula Charte, who
used to sing over the United
Broadcasting network last
winter?
A: Yes.
RADIO DOINGS

• Is there something you
wish to know about your
favorite Radio Star? . . .
Some program in particular you are interested in?
. . . Then write the Low
Down Editor of RADIO
DOINGS.

Mrs. R. V.
KHJ? Calif.
Long Beach,
Q: Who does the readings at
A: Oh, Oh — What a question.
Which, what, etc. But
maybe
you offers
mean Alvia
Ahlman who
humorous
readings on the Hallelujah
Hour over KHJ every morning between 8 and 9. She
is also known as Aunt McKasser on the Merrymakers
hour, Saturday, 8 to 9.

E. B.
Sacramento, Calif.
Q: Is Tom Mitchell, NBC, a Alto, Ariz.
Q: Can
you first
give announcer
me the nameof
colored
you
of the
think heman?
has a Don't
wonderful
voice?
J- B. KNX known as the "Voice
A: white.
No, m'dear.
is strictly
of
or if more
thanHollywood,"
one, their names?
Is an HeEnglishman.
A: The first announcers were
Iis agree
with
you
—
his
voice
Wilford
Beaton
and Eddie
more than wonderful.
Albright. Eddie is still with
M. O. J.
KNX. He has the BookBoise, Ida.
worm program and the Ten
Q: What happened to Bob and
o'Clock Family; is also day
announcer.
Monte? Is Jimmie who
singsder awith
Bob, name?
Monte un- Mrs. K. K. W.
different
A: Bob and Monte split up Fresno, Calif.
Q: Where is Ray Winters, who
some time ago. The last
we used to hear on KHJ so
we heard of Monte he was
much a few short months
in Sacramento, Calif. Bob
isKFI.singing with Jimmie over
A: ago?
Ray is at present, to the best
of our knowledge, announcthe NBC staff in New
Yorking onCity.
Mrs. Jack W.
Berkeley, Calif.
Q: Please tell me something D. K. C. V.
about Liborius Hauptman, Culver City, Calif.
Q: What has happened to Scott
the famous West Coast orchestra leader.
B I a k e I y, formerly with
A: Liborius plays a piano, is
Roxy's
and with
at oneKTAB
time
considered one of the finest
a ScotchGangsinger
in San Francisco?
orchestra conductors in the
A: Later he was with NBC in
country,
to haveto re'Frisco. He is said to be
tired butclaims
is planning
go
back on the air with an orcompleting
a withprogram
archestra of his own. He has
rangement
one of the
purchased a new home in
largest
sponsors
in
Southern
California and it is believed
Los Angeles and claims
he will soon be on the air
there's no place like it as
over one of the largest
far as real living is concerned.
chains.

The Columbia
DON

LEE

Broadcasting System
^Announces

the addition of station

KGB
to the Pacific Coast network

•
1 1 Stations
Serve the Coast
KOL
Seattle
KVI
Tacoma
KOIN
Portland
KFPY
Spokane
KFBK .... Sacramento
KFRC .... San Francisco
KWC
Stockton
KM J
Fresno
KHJ
Los
KDB .... Santa Angeles
Barbara
KGB
San Diego

• The addition of KGB, San Diego, to the
Columbia- Don Lee Broadcasting System completes a coast chain of eleven stations, extending from Seattle to San Diego and covering
every important metropolitan area.
• The Don Lee System offers thorough coverage on the Pacific Slope and advertisers wishing to broadcast their programs to this powerful market of 8,000,000 people can do so
through programs originating in either KFRC,
San Francisco, or KHJ, Los Angeles.
• We believe no network enjoys more friendly
and personal relations with its host of listeners
than the Don Lee Chain. Because of this, it
has achieved an amazing record of success for
its clients through dominant coverage and
audience interest, at rates commensurate with
service,
splendid programs and clear, dependable transmission.
• Literature and rate cards will be promptly
forwarded to interested prospective clients.
Address any of the stations listed at the left
or direct to the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
7th and Bixel Streets, Los Angeles.
Columbia
DON
LEE
Broadcasting System

COVERS

THE

COAST"
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Stirring

Events!

Excitement!
Thrills!
HEAR
POLICE

RADIO

BROADCAST
On the Sensational New Model 88

J59

Jackson
Bell
MIDCET RADIO
POLICE RADIO in several western cities, Los Angeles, Pasadena,
Seattle, onbroadcasts
a wave-length
of 180 meters, far below the lowest
station
the dial onof most
modern radios.
But the new Jackson Bell pentode superheterodyne receiver is equipped
with
specially
woundstations.
coils to pick up these police broadcasts in addition to
the usual
broadcast
to police
radio broadcasts
is thea hold-up
latest "indoormaysport"
in
many Listening
homes.theOne
broadcast
your
home,
nextminute
minutethea police
neighborhood
disturbance that
in a remotebe near
part
of the city, then a description of a run away child, next a bank robbery
.... hot news events broadcast while they are happening, almost before
they happen.
You are missing half the value and enjoyment of radio if your set will
not pick up these broadcasts.
Get the new Jackson Bell and have the last word in radio enjoyment.
And be SURE that the radio you buy will pick up police broadcasts.
Jackson Bell Company
-----Los Angeles
Manufacturers of All-Electric Radios . . . Since 1926

50
Model 88 Features
• Eight
PentodeTubes
•Multi-Mu
• Screen Grid
• Super-Heterodyne
• Magnavox Dynamic
• Tone Control
• Handsome Walnut Cabinet
• Extremely Selective
• Unusual Distance

FEATURES:

Seeing is Believing
A Television Article
by <Dr. J?ee DeForest

•mile, Darnya, Smile!
with the KHJ Merrymakers

and Old Man of Radio
-Seth Parker

rom Monday Onllue Monday Jambore

On The Spot

Loyce Whiteman
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SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, Author of
"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
Used Parker's Pressureless Writing Pen

Now.

Black

. .

and

Burgundy
Red
A new— a breath-taking Beauty
by Parker

Same Pen Two Ways
a PockelforPen,Desk
— Asconverted
Onlyas the
Parkerin
serves
two Pens
one without extra
cost.Take from pocket, attach slender taand youat will.
have a
Desk per,Pen,

at three dollars less than the
usual ten dollar price scale
PEN GUARANTEED

FOR LIFE

— Parker's 47th Improvement. Its golden glide is as
subconscious as breathing — aids clear-thinking —
gives birth to your best ideas.
Go to the nearest pen counter and look for the
name — "Geo. S. Parker — DUOFOLD" — on the barrel. That name means 17.4% greater ink capacity
than average, and Guarantees the Genuine for Life.
The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin. Offices and Subsidiaries: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Buffalo, Dallas, San Francisco;
Toronto, Canada; London, England; Berlin, Germany.

Now comes Parker's famous Pressureless Writing
in a jewel-like Pen of iridescent Black and Burgundy Red.
A Pen as elusively colorful and radiant as winecolored crystal, yet non-breakable — and Guaranteed
for Life!
A streamlined Beauty, balanced in the hand — low
and non-bulging in the pocket, or handbag.
A Pen that writes with Pressureless Touch

•P

ar

Black and Burgundy Red
>5 — *7

le

ariter
Duo/oid
PEN GUARANTEED
FOR LIFE
Other Parker Pens, $2.75 to $10
Pencils to match all Pens, $2.50 to $5
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PENTODE
COMPLETE
With Arcturus Tubes

TUBE
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The

SMALLEST
BIG

1932

RADIO

MADE!

FEATURES

SCREEN GRID CIRCUIT— POWERFUL
PENTODE
FULL DYNAMIC SPEAKER
AMPLE VOLUME
SUPER SENSITIVITY
HAIRLINE SELECTIVITY
PORTABLE
SUPERB TONE
NO

OTHER

RADIO

LIKE

TUBE

IT!

You have longed for a set of this type — our engineers have at last perfected it
for you.
A Full-Powered Radio assuring you the same quality and performance you now
obtain from sets costing five times the price.

SMALL

IN SIZE- ENORMOUS

IN QUALITY!

No other Radio built is as suitable for the office, sun-parlor, den, cottage or
the home.
Now making deliveries on our new Automobile
Radio, listing at $39.95, complete.

LOS ANGELES

RADIO

MFG.

3683 So. San Pedro St.
Los Angeles, California
Manufacturers of Quality Radios Since 1925
Member of L. A. Chamber of Commerce
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METER
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Here's the Automatic
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in qualitycontrol
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with eliminates
perfect fidelity, sweet music regardless of
volume.
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even,
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Pacen
new perfe
novoxes, both radio and phonograph dealers have a remarkable opportunity to increase
sales.
More than half the new
radio sets are now equipped
with jacks to hook up phonograph pick-ups. An electric
pick-up bearing the name
"Pacent" is your guarantee
that there is nothing better.

CATALOG No. 107
THE NEW MASTER PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
Contains 12 features that make it the greatest
value in pick-ups today. List Price $15.00
CATALOG No. 107 SPECIAL
SPECIAL HI-OUTPUT
MASTER PHONOVOX
Cives the highest degree of output with extraordinary
tone quality of any electric pick-up on the market.

CATALOG No. 108B
THE NEW
OIL-DAMPED PHONOVOX
(Illustrated above)
This Phonovox provides the finest
reproduction available for talking
"movies" and broadcast station
work. Adjustable needle pressure.
Absolutely no rubber. Freezing is
impossible.
List Price $25.00

All prices slightly higher West of the Rockies and in Canada
Pacent Electric Co., Inc., 91 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20
Years. Licensee for Canada: White Radio Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
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EDITORIAL

REMEMBER when the first crystal radio sets came out? When one or
two amateur "bugs" in your neighborhood, an electrician or so, and
engineering departments in colleges were practically the only possessors
of radio receivers?
We'd visit one of these "bugs," listen politely through earphones to an
assortment of squawks, whistles and squeaks, tell him how wonderful it was,
and go home and listen to some good phonograph records in peace.
For entertainment purposes, television is almost in that stage right now,
in the West. In the East, where experimentation has been carried on more extensively, few
a individuals are beginning to dabble in its mysteries with outfits of their own. Several broadcast stations are broadcasting television "programs," with reception reported at a thousand miles in some cases, its quality
depending entirely on favorable atmospheric conditions. Thrilling, probably,
but not very heavy entertainment.
In the West, experimentation has been much slower. There are no stations at present attempting to actually entertain the public with television
"programs." In a few places, permits have been issued, but no active broadcasting isbeing done, except for strictly experimental purposes.
Television will be primarily for entertainment. For this
reason, it will be a pretty safe bet to watch the theaters as barometers
of television's progress. Theater owners are the wisest judges of
entertainment. They are the first to snap up any opportunity to
increase the box office returns, and when television is ready for the
public, our theaters will be Johnny-on-the-spot.
Until then, television "hams" and experimental laboratories will still plug away at the
new science, grinding away the rough edges that
still confront satisfactory reception.
What the result will be when television is
broadcast in the West, for better or for worse, is
problematical. Will we buy a lot of parts, wires,
tubes, and apparatus, assemble them ourselves, and
putter around with it in our homes as we did
with radios, or will we wait until it is better
perfected?
Some of us will; some of us won't. There
will be a large number of each, we imagine. Maywe're busier,
or lazier,
we were
ago bewhen
radio was
new. than
Maybe
not. ten years
■
m
II
Pi

Anyway, the main thing is that television is
here; it is a reality, and no longer a promise.
Though
it isstill
now have
approaching
the "crystal in
stage"
rapidly, we
better entertainment
our
talkies and our radio. And soon we'll probably
be
visitingandourwatching
televisionpolitely,
"bug" and
friends'
listening
going homes,
home
to listen to our favorite radio program, or to a
movie.

"1 P.;
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Seeing
Television in the Hom&?

IS
JVot for

several years yet, says this eminent
radio pioneer, who has gone in for
the new art.

by Dr. Lee DeForest

to discuss teleIHAVE been askedlities,
potentialivision— its possibi
ties, and probabilities; in short,
when, where and why it will come.
Leaving the technical angle entirely
aside and writing of television purely
from the fan standpoint, it might be
as well to break right out with a pre-

diction that it will be more than the
proverbial six months — far more —
before we can hope to have a practical
working television set in the home.
Four years would be a moderate
guess, if anyone were willing to guess
at something that is as vague as the
possibilities of television.

Above, the
young lady is being "pickedelectric
up"
by photo
cells. Right, Dr.
Lee DeForest, aut h o r of this
article. Below,
operating the
"flying spot pickinstru m up,"e an new
t produced
by
Dr.
DeForest.

It is going to be difficult to talk at
all of television without hingeing on
the technical. The mere fact that
it is largely that very technical angle
which is holding up progress at the
present moment, should be a strong
indication of which direction the
wind is blowing.
No time would be better than now
to let the public at large know just
what progress has been made thus far.

A picture, perhaps six by eight inches,
rather course-grained and perhaps a
bit vague, can be transmitted over
radio across a considerable space. The
picture may stand out brilliantly at
times; on the other hand there are
frequent
"blank"
spaces,
wouldno
tend to fade
now and
thenit and
continuity of form could be depended
On those rare occasions when the
upon.
picture — perhaps of two persons talking— is transmitted with a maximum
of clearness, it is extremely rare for
there to be enough action to make it
of outstanding interest. In other
words, outside of the novelty of the
thing, there is no real entertainment
value to television as yet. And the
novelty of it would soon wear off
were television to be made national
in scope under the present circumstances.
There are several reasons for the
failure of engineers to develop a
practical television set. First, I believe, the sooner the idea of broadcasting television on either a very
short wave or a very long wave, is
adopted, the sooner will it be possible
to send out a comprehensive action
shot. Moreover I do not believe that
the scanning disk and the flat plate
are sufficient.
The Radio Commission has issued
no broadcasting licenses as yet. There
are, however, stations located in the
principal cities of the country, all of
which are of an extremely experimental and private nature.
Methods must be brought about to
get
picturesfor— apictures
that itlarger
would sized
be possible
group
to observe at one time. RCA-Victor
is at present doing as much if not
more than any other firm in the development oftelevision.
(Continued
on Page 39)The vast re-
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ylnd in the meantime . . . atL
ambitious group of Western amateurs
are making great strides in helping
Television "over the hump/'

by Charles S. Lester

FUL of energy, scientific
BRIM
facts and ideas, several enthusiastic young Californians are busily engaged in delving into the uned
fathom mysteries of television.
Western newspapers are full of the
subject of television — prophecies and
opinions are flaunted before the public
as facts and truths. But these young
fellows, with shirt-sleeves rolled up
and brows furrowed with serious enthusiasm and intent of purpose, are
plugging away to get at the bottom
of the matter, and do their bit to
bring
television
hump."
About
a year "over
ago athegroup
of students began attending a special class,
in television at the University of California at Los Angeles. At the
end of the course, the instructor told
them that he had brought them to
the end of the road, and they knew
now what had already been accomplished in television: the rest was up
to them.
"Television is only in its infancy,"
he
"and at of
present
is confronted
withsaid,a number
obstacles
that the
best scientists are striving to overcome. You men have been taught
what has been done, what must be
doneThey
— now
and do and
it!" starttook gotheoutchallenge
ed out to look for a place to set up a
laboratory for their work. The last
few meetings of the television class
had been held in the Warner-Kelton.
a fashionable Hollywood hotel, and
the manager. Dr. Warner, had taken
considerable interest in the boys and
their work. When they asked if he
would let them build a little experi"lab" on offered
the roofto ofbuild
the
hotel. Dr. mentation
Warner
them a complete laboratory in tu'
rear grounds of the hotel, whcr? t'e
swimming
course. £."rnnasium. and pool,
theater^olf
arc located.

In these beautiful surroundings,
with nothing much to go on but determination and confidence, they began. Their equipment grew, and experimentation went merrily on,
building, testing, tearing down, and
building up again.
They organized themselves as a
club, called it the California Television Society, and limited the membership to 18 members. Among
their members are many noted men
in the visionradio,
and soundmotion
fields. picture, tele-

<
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And now they have established
themselves as the only body of amateur television experimentalists in the
West. Their findings have proved
valuable to other experimenters all
over the country. Older authorities
in the East consider them fellow associates, and accept suggestions and
borrow ideas from them.
In the laboratory at the WarnerKelton Hotel, a complete television
apparatus has been set up. Working
principally with silhouettes and
(Continued on Page 42)
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Above, a few
of the members of
the Society, the
only inonethe ofWest.its
kind
Left. scanning
disc and flying
spot. Below, Dr.
Gilbert
Lee, scientist, at work
on a
television
experiment.

SMILE,

DARN

ylnd if this gang of KB

• Above — The Three Cheers
— Rah, Ken Allen; Rah, Travis
Hale, and Rah, Ernest Derry.
Left to Right — Ted Osborn,
(the one and only), Aunty
McKasser (Elvia Allman) , Ken
Niles, master of ceremonies,
Pearl Hunter, the Chili Peppers,
and Ken Allen.

ng to
provinding
be oneis ofrapidl
they outsta
WHAT
programs in the West, is
strangely enough a complete accident.
s,"
ing
"The vagan
Merry
charmevery
za maker
extra
produced that
by KHJ
day
Satur
night from 8:30 to 9:30
ht ofabout
o'clocsultk,of awas
sheerbroug
freak
fancy.as the reIt all happened on night last year.
Raymond Paige, who was to become
famous as the producer and manager
of the air feature, was loafing around
the studio with several others connected with the organization. They
were listening half-heartedly to a
rather dull program when Paige suddenly turned to Kenneth Niles, the
announcer.
"Say, and
boy,"givesaid
get
together
thisPaige,
here air"lets
public
of ours something to keep them
awake — something good!"
"Yeah," commented Niles, drily,
"What?"

"I've got an idea," replied Paige.
"Come on into my cubby hole — and
any
guys also
I'll
give ofyouyoutheother
lowdown
on —myandbrain
And the next Saturday it happenstorm."
ed.
went on
air
for"ThetheMerrymakers"
first time. There
wasthea

bring a grin, then you muy
3 3 -piece orchestra, there were a dozen
singers and crooners, there were a half
dozen solo instrument artists; in
short there was everything in that
first program from the janitor of the
building to a stray bill collector who
was found waiting around the back
entrance to see a second violinist who
had fallen down on his payments for
a saxophone. It was some program!
And like Tennyson's
the
Merrymakers
have gone brooklet,
on and on.
The program is unsponsored and
every artist in the entire studio joins
in. What a gathering they are. On
top of the local talent, Leo Tyson,
publicity director at KHJ, manages
to arrange to bring in the outstanding vaudeville artists who happen to
be appearing in Los Angeles theatres
during the week end of the broadcast.
For the most part, the gay potpourri of music and nonsense is a
burlesque of more serious forms of
entertainment. The fact that it follows asymphonic period on the air,
is excuse enough to eliminate anything hingeing on serious music.
Andness andincomedy
spite ofthat
the prevails
tenor of during
lightthe gambols of the Merrymakers, the
radio fan gets some good music. The
Hallelujah Boys, those four dusky
gentlemen with the silver throats and

rA,

SMILE!
(Ba

Merrymakers can't
nve a cracked lip.

the quivering, liquid notes, assist the
feature with the melodies which have
made them famous over the entire
west.
ThenRahthereandareRah.
the "Three
Rah,
KennethCheers,"
Allen,
the lad with the flashing eyes and
classic brow, Travis Hale, who brings
tears to the withered cheeks of pawn
brokers with his winsome music, and
Ernst Derry, make up the trio.
Ted Osborne is the gag genius.
And that boy Osborne is good. It
may be admitted that without him,
the Merrymakers would be lost. His
ideas and his uncanny ability to pick
the funniest possible situations and
things to say, are the two outstanding
factors in the production of the program. Osborne as a rule makes a little
speech of his own — something on the
serious side like "The Life Period of
the Tonsil," or "How to Make the
Mocking
Osborne Bird
and Mock."
the charming wit that
features these little lectures of his,
make one of the predominate attractions of the program.
Thenold there's
McKasser.
Good
Auntie Auntie
McKasser!
Now
there's
a
woman
it
would
do
your
staunch heart good to hear. Elvia
Allman plays the part and plays it to
a fare-thee-well. She gives helpful
hints to the housewife, slips in a wise-

rne

s

for the
housewife's
bandcrack andor soleaves
the mike
with a husfeeling that a good time was had by all.
Qa
You know the kind of stuff — just
i
good,
clean a fun
— and
too. l
There's
short
sketchit's— funny
Ebeneezer
and Malaria Tollgate. They climb
the Alps, they tour Europe, they
ramble through the Orient and they
have a swell time. And the radio fans
who flock to their receivers on Saturday night have just as good a time
listening in.
Fred Zimbalist, who is related to
the great violinist, is the lad who does
the clever work with the harmonica.
His stuff verges on the classical and his
interpretation of great music is a
charming foil to offset the general run
of humor and nonsense in the proPerhaps the outstanding part of
gram.
the Merrymakers
program
is the remarkable sound effect
combinations
which Charles Forsythe, that genius
of disharmony, creates to carry the
illusion of odd situations.
Osborne remarks that when he designs and draws up those excruciatingly funny sketches of his, he does
so with an eye to the possibilities of
introducing sound combinations
which are at once unusual and humorous.
For instance, one time there was

• RAYMOND PAGE, the
man who made it all possible.
a scene in a dentist's office. The
average sound effect engineer would
have racked his brain pain in an
effort to produce the sound of
the drill and the horrible nerve
racking buzz of the complicated machinery of torture to be found in the
average
dental parlor. But not so
with Forsythe.
KHJ talent combined forces to devise something new. The outcome
was that the radio listener heard the
sounds not of the dental office, but
an interpretation of the sounds as the
patient in the chair imagined them.
In other words instead of the dull,
subdued buzz of the drill; a horrible,
nerve shattering, uncontrollable
screech exited from the false dental
office into the microphone. The
screams (Continued
of the patient
on Pagewere
40) blood-
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Daddy Rango at the dedication of
Century Air Lines, at Gtendale.
Right, his famous baseball team, and
wheelbarrow used in gathering donations which are given to the poor.
A hard bunch to beat, too.

by Dean Holmes

IF ONE were to ask the general
question "Who is the best friend
say
safe topeople
poor?" ofit a ismillion
of thea quarter
nearly
in the West would immediately cry
"Daddy Rango!"
Why?
story
begins.Well, that's where the
For 24 years, A. M. Rango, now
known familiarly and officially (for
the name is copyrighted) as
"Daddy,"
has been
relief
work of various
kinds,engaged
and in invarious
places. He has undertaken many and
sundry enterprises to enlist aid for the
needy. Having had a long experience in showmanship and trouping,
Rango was particularly well grounded in the psychology of the public,
and knew his business when it came
to getting people to contribute.
With this background, he went
into radio broadcasting, considering
it the best modern means of dealing
with the greatest number of people.
He has built up a stronghold at
KELW, Burbank, Calif., from which
he sells personality, psychology, and
advice, in return for food, clothing,
and other contributions for distribution among the poor. He has conducted programs at a dozen other
stations.
RADIO DOINGS

Rango is actually looked upon as
an exalted Good Samaritan, a sure
refuge in time of need, by thousands
upon thousands of persons who have
sought help at his hands. None has
ever been refused. Aid has been rendered where aid was most needed.
Lives
have
been saved, and health restored.
A woman wrote a letter to Rango
one day in which she sought his help
as a last resort. Hope was gone, and
the doctors had given her but 30 days
to live unless she could go to a dryer,
hotter climate. She appealed to him
in despair.
"I have
— nogiven
friends.
What
can I nodo?money
I have
up
hope," her letter read. "For God's
sake, can you do something?"
appeal wentto
outImmediately
over the air Rango's
for an automobile
take this poor woman where she
wanted to go. Within a few hours,
the automobile arrived, along with
offers of many more. Rango delved
into his own meager purse and gave
the woman $45. She reached her
destination, managed to find work,
and is healthy and happy today.
Funerals for the poor are one of
Rango'sity. most
of charFuneral common
directors acts
all over
the

West have offered their free services,
provided him with the necessary facilities for nothing. Memorial parks
and mausoleums give him space and
plots for the many burials he makes
possible for destitute families. Rango
has scores of pitiful, touching messages of gratitude from those he
has aided in providing proper burial
for their loved ones.
"I sponsor everything that is
right!" declared this silver-haired,
energetic little man. "And if it isn't
right, I won't have anything to do
The law has forbidden the solicitation of funds over the air, but Daddy
Rango
it!"diplomatically asks, in the
with
name of the needy parties concerned,
for any help that might be offered,
and enumerates the articles most in
demand. From automobile tires to
permit a penniless aged couple to
drive back home, to shoes for the
baby tionsandroll in.dresses for women, donaHe has a single rule which he follows in giving advice or aiding families in danger of separation. "Are
there children in the family?"
"My one and only purpose in assisting these cases," Rango said, "is

^ango's 'Dynamic Person all ty Has Won Hun
Thousands of Friends and
Followers ^All Over the
West His Works of Qtarity
are tooDVnmerons toQonnt.

How would you like a morning
mail like this.'' Just a part of the
letters
Rango has received. Left, his
■Daddyr
specially-designed bus containing a
broadcast system. Mrs. Rango and
their daughter are sitting beside

to keep the home together if there are
children!"
In 1930, Rango was credited with
having fed approximately 63,000
persons. Many were clothed in addition. He found jobs for hundreds,
held funerals for scores and kept
many a home from becoming disrupted.
And theit jump
isn't anevery
easyminute
job. Rango
is on
of the
day. His irons are in so many fires
it requires a manager and a secretary
to keep his activities organized. He
attends benefits, gives performances,
manages his own baseball team. He
owns a public address system which
he takes to celebrations and broadcasts performances there. On one occasion, at a baseball game, Rango announced through the microphone that
he was coming down through the
crowd for donations. He borrowed
a wheelbarrow, pushed it among the
crowd, and brought it in with hundreds of dollars in it.
He recently held a guessing contest
over KELW, in which the public was
asked to guess the articles hanging on
a clothesline in the studio. Immediately the telephone wires began to
hum. Between 11:00 a. m. and a
little after midnight, the calls came

in so fast that they were nearly impos ible to handle. As a result of
this contest, the telephone company
sent Rango a letter.
"We have found that during your
12,430
recent guessing contest, that
of the connections made with your
studio could not be completed. To
sufficiently take care of this overwhelming number of calls during
these hours, it would require 42 separate lines, instead of the four now
maintained by KELW. Because of
the exceedingly great expense necessary for KELW to maintain this
number of lines, may we suggest that
you attempt to confine the answers
to your contests to letters, instead of
obliged, and
telephoneincalls."
were requested.
writing Rango
answers
In answering the hundreds of questions that come in, Rango applies another simple rule. answer
"Is the uplifting
question
and corresponding
to the mind?"
Questions
of an obviously petty nature
are ignored.
Naturally, before meeting a person like Rango, the suspicion of
charlatanism and exploitation lurk in
one's
mind. banjoist
One rather
expectschiefto
see a darky
or Indian
somewhere. But he is so open, so
abrupt and frank, that doubts are

banished as soon as he starts speaking.
All of his statements are forceful and
decisive, with a challenging tone that
says, "I'm doing what I believe is
right, and I'm getting a lot done. If
you don't like it, you know what you
And he is doing a lot. He has the
proof of his pudding of charity in the
letters
that pour into him, in the lines
can do!"
of people that wait patiently at his
office door, in the thousands of
friends
he
calls. who rally to his support when
"That's my reward," Rango exed. "I haven'tof a friends
red cent,
but
look at the plainmillions
I have.
If you went to the bank and looked
at my account, you'd be lucky to find
$50.In the
That's
whatheI'mhas after!"
threenotyears
been at
KELW, Rango has received more
than 300,000 letters. Some of
thanks, some appealing, some congratulatory. That too, is something.
Then he wears on his vest three
medals. One is a gold medal of appreciation from the Veterans of Foreign Wars, one an Honorary Chief of
the Fire Department of Alhambra,
Calif., badge, and one from the Parin recognition of services.ent-Teachers'
He isAssociation,
a member
of the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
That's Rango — showman, philosopher, good Samaritan, friend of the
Children, and "Daddy" to all.
Page Thirteen
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DAILY TIPS
6:00 AM — Andy and Chester, "The Eye
6:00 AM— Openers."
Early Birds.KMTR
KG A
6:45 AM — -Bill
KNX Sharpies and His Gang.
7:00 AM — Records.
Ken Niles KHJ
"News(Ex.Briefs"
Sun.) and
7:00 AM — Sun.)
Cuckoo Club. KTAB (Ex.
7:00 AM— Morning Moods. KGFJ
7:30 AM— Alice Blue Gown. KHQ
7:45 AM — Van and Don, the Two ProKPO KFI fessors.
KFSDKHQ KOMO
KTAR KGW
KOA
(Ex. Sun.)
8:00 AM — Barrett
Shell Happytime,
with
Hugh
Dobbs. KHQ KOMO
KGW KPO KFI (Ex. Sun.)
8:00 AM— Hallelujah Hour. KHJ KGB
9:00 AM— KECA
Cross-cuts(Ex.ofSun.
the 8Day.
Wed.)KGO
9:00 AM — Dobbsie's
Birthday
Party.
KPO
(Ex. Sun.)
9 : 1 5 AM— Vermont Lumberjacks. KGO
KECA
Thurs.) (Ex. Sun., Wed. 8
9:15 AM — Sun.)
Cecil and Sally. KDYL (Ex.
10:00 AM — Doughboys.
Happy MammyKGER
Jinny and the
10:00 AM — Eddie Albright and His Ten
o'Clock Family. KNX
10:15 AM — Charlie Wellman, "Prince of
Pep." KOL (Ex. Sun.)
10:30 AM — KGO
-Woman'sKHQMagazine
Air.
KOMOof theKGW
KPO KFI KFSD (Ex. Sun.)
(10:00 Thurs.)
1 1 :00 AM — Columbia Salon Orchestra.
CBS Stations (Ex. Sun.)
1 1 :30 AM— Rango. KELW (Ex. Sun.)
1 2 Noon — KGA
Mid - day
Request Program.
(Ex. Sun.)
1 2 Noon — Biltmore Concert Orchestra.
KHJ (Ex. Sun.)
12:15 PM — Western Farm and Home Hour.
KGO KHQ KOMO KPO KFI
KFSD (Ex. Sat. 8 Sun.)
12:30 PM— Dixie Aces. KGFJ (Ex. Sun.)
12:45 PM— The Islanders. KEX (NWB
System) (Ex. Sun.)
1 :00 PM— Paris Inn. KNX (Ex. Sun.)
2:00 PM— Happy-Go-Lucky
KHJ
KFRC (Don LeeHour.System)
(Ex. Sat. 8 Sun.)
2:00 PM — Eddie Albright, "The Bookworm." by
KNX (Ex.
2:30 PM — Organ
Dr. Sun.)
Stewart.
KFSD Recital
(Ex. Mon.)
3:00 PM — Tunes of the Times. KTAB
(Ex. Sun.)
3:00 PM — Feminine Fancies. KFRC
4:00 PM — Travelogue. KNX (Ex. Sun.)
4:00 PM — Organ
RecitalSun.)and Passerby.
KGFJ (Ex.
5:00 PM— Los
Caballeros.
KROW (Ex.
Sun.)
5:30 PM — The Date Book. KPO (Ex.
6:00 PM— Em and Clem. KGER (Ex.
Sun.) Silver Liners. KTAB (Ex.
6:00 PM— The'
6:30 PM — Ethiopean
Club. KMTR- Oriental Supper
6 :45 PM — Cecil
SallySun.)
for the May Co.
KFWBand(Ex.
RADIO DOINGS

TIPS...

7:00 PM —KOMO
Amos VKGWAndy.KECAKGOKFSD
KHQ
(Ex. Sun.)
7:00 PM — Frank
and Honorable
Archie. Watanabe
KNX (Ex.
Sun.)
7:30 PM — Camel Quarter
Hour.
CBS Stat
i
o
n
s
.
(
E
x
.
Sun.)
Sun.) and Sally. KPO (Ex.
7:45 PM— Cecil
8:00 PM — Adventures
Blue.
KOL KFPYof Black
KOINand KFRC
KHJ KVI (Ex. Sun. 8 Mon.)
8:00 PM — Gleason and Armstrong in
Sun.) of the Road. KFWB
Knights
9:00 PM— The Vikings. KGFJ (Ex.
10:00 PM — Gus Arnheim's Orchestra.
KFWB Weeks and his Orches10:00 PM — Anson
tra. KFRC
10:00 PM — Biltmore Hotel Orchestra, Los
Angeles.
Sun.) HillKHJBillies. KMPC
10:00 PM— Beverly
1 1 :00 PM— George Olsen Club. KFI (Ex.
I 1 :00 PM — Jimmie
Kendrick's
KTAB (Ex.
Sun.) Nite Owls.
I I :00 PM — New Paris
Inn
— -Singing
ers. KNX (Ex.
Sun.) Wait12 Midnight — Midnight Moods. Organ.
KHJ
12 Midnight — Dedication Hour. KFWI

BY

THE WEEK
SUNDAY
7:00 AM — KNX
Bill Sharpies and His Gang.
8:00 AM — Rochester Concert Orchestra.
KGO
KFSD KOMO
(NBC) KGW KECA
8:00
AM
—
Sunday
TimesBroadcast.
Comics. KOL
KHJ
8:30 AM — -International
KVI KFRC KHJ KLZ
9:00 AM — Breakfast with Sperry. KHQ
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KFSD
(NBC)
10:00 AM — Judge Rutherford. KNX
10:30 AM — KGW
Yeast Foamers.
KHQ KOMO
KTAR KPO
(NBC) KECA KFSD
10:45 AM — KGEF
Trinity Methodist Church.
1 1 :00 AM — KFWB
Jean Leonard, popular music.
12 Noon— Cathedral Hour. KGB KOL
KVI
KOH KFPY
(CBS) KHJ KDYL KLZ
12:30 PM— Helen Guest Ballads. KFI
1 :00 PM — Lee
Sunday
Sunshine. KFRC (Don
System)
1:00 PM— Sabbath
Reveries.KTARKGO KHQ
KOMO KGW
1:00 PM — Fiesta de Los Angeles. KGFJ
2:00 PM — Park Board Program. KNX
2:00 PM— Catholic
Hour. KPOKECA
KOMO KGW
KTARKHQ
2:00 PM— Chicago
Knights.
KOL
KVI
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KOH KGB (CBS)
2:30 PM — Musical Comedy Selections.
KTAB
2:30 PM— Organ Concert, Dr. Stewart.
KFSD

3:00 PM — Margy,
the KTAR
Steno. (NBC)
KGO
KOMO KGW
3:00 PM— Julius
The World's
Dr.
Klein. KHJBusiness,
KVI KFPY
KDYL KOH KGB (CBS)
3:15 PM— Piano
KDYL Pals.
KOH KHJ
KGB KVI
(CBS)KFPY
3:30 PM — RCA Victor Program. KGO
KHQ KTAR
KOMO (NBC)
KGW KFI
KFSD
3:45 PM — The Boswell Sisters. KVI
KFPY KGBKFRC
KOH
(CBS)KHJ KDYL
4:00 PM — Enna
Jettick
Melodies. KHQ
KOMO
KTAR KGW
(NBC) KPO KFI KFSD
4:00 PM — Vesper
telotte. Hour
KNX by Westley Tour5:15 PM — Concert Jewels. KECA KFSD
5:30 PM — KGW
GrandKFPY
OperaKMJMiniature.
KOL
KVI
KGW KFRC
KHJ KDYL KOH
6:45 PM — KGW
Sunday KECA
at SethKFSD
Parker's.
KTARKGO
7:30 PM — Carnation Contented Hour.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO
KOA KGW KFI
8:30 PM — "Twenty-Two
Fifties." KHJ
KFRC
9:00 PM — Chase 8 Sanborn Program.
KGO
KOMO KFSD
KTAR KHQ
KOA KGW
9:00 PM — Calmon Luboviski, violinist;
Claire Mellonino, pianist. KNX
10:00 PM— Arizona Wranglers. KNX
10:00 PM — World-wide News. 10:10
George Wendt's Orch. KHJ
KFRC
11:00 PM — -Les
Hite and
Orchestra.
KFVD Cotton Club
MONDAY
Texas Longhorns. KFVD
VictorKPORodman, dramatic read
er.
The Three Doctors. KOL
KVI KFPY KFRC
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
(CBS)
1:30 PM — Times Forum. KHJ
3:00 PM — Edna Wallace Hopper KGA
(NWBS)
3:30 PM — Phil Cook, the Quaker Man.
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTARKOMO
(NBC)KGW KFI
4:30PM — Barbara Maurel. New World
Symphony.KHJ KDYLKVIKOH KFPY
KFRC
KGB
5:00 PM— Variety Boys. KELW
5:30
SupperAll Club.
6:00 PM
PM —— KMCS
White Owl
Star KMCS
Revue.
KVI
KLZ KOIN KFRC KDYL
6:30 PM— Empire Builders. KECA KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFSD
7:00 PM — Sequoians. KPO
7:30 PM — M.J.B.
"Demi-Tasse
Gus Arnheim.
KGORevues."
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR KSL KOA
7:45 PM— Cecil and Sally for S. 8 W.
KPO KFWB

10:00 AM—
11:30 AM —
11:30AM —

By
the
Day
and
6:30PM — Coca
PM — Blue
land Cola
Rice Program.
Interview. GrantKGO
KHJ Monday
KVI KGBJamboree. KFRC
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI
PM — Pacific
National
Singers.
KGO
KFSD
KTAR
KECA
7:15 PM — Arthur
PM—U. S. C. Lectures. KMPC
Band. Pryor's
KVI Cremo
KFPY Military
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
PM—
Bernie's
Orchestra.
KPO
PM — Ben
Lofner-cis.
Harris
Hotel
St.
Fran7:45
PM—
Cecil
and
Sally.
KPO
KFWB
KGO KGW KFI
8:00 PM—
PM— White
Brown'sDrag-Ins.
Airedales.KMO
KNX
9:30
10:00 PM — Gruen. Answer Man. KFRC
10:30 PM — Russian
- American
Orchestra.
KNX Art Club
TUESDAY
9:30 AM- —Jack Baldwin, Pianist.
11:45 AM- —Edna Wallace Hopper, Beauty
talk. KGOKFSDKHQKTAR
KOMO KGW
THURSDAY
KECA
2:30 PM- -World Wide News. KHJ
10:30
AM
—
Kate
BrewProgram.
Vaughn,KNXHome
Economics
3:30 PM- -Phil Cook, the Quaker Man.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
11:30
AM—
Three
Doctors.
KOL KDYL
KVI
KFSD KTAR
KFPY KFRC KHJ
KLZ
KOH
KGB
4:30 PM- -"Little
Green
Jug"
program.
KJBS
1 1 :45 AM — Talk.
Edna Wallace
Beauty
5:00 PM- -The Globe Trotter. KFRC
KGO Hopper
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KECA
KFSD
KTAR
5:00 PM- -Big
Brother
Ken's
Club
for
Kiddies. KNX
1 2 Noon
Happy Wide
Chappies.
Ribbon KVI Malt
PM —— World
News.KMPC
KHJ
6:00 PM- -Blue
Ben Bernie.
KFPYProgram.
KFRC 12:30
3:30 PM— Phil Cook, the Quaker Man.
KHJ KDYL
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI KFSD KTAR
7:15 PM- -Sperry
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO Smiles.
KGW KECA
4:00 PM — Fleischmann
Hour.
Rudy
Vallee. KGO KHQ KOMO
7:15 PM- -Arthur
Band. Pryor's
KVI Cremo
KFPY Military
KOIN
KGW
KECA
KTAR
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH 5:15 PM — Boswell Sisters, Martha, Connie and Vet. KVI KFPY
KHQ
15 PM- -Memory
KOMO Lane.
KGW KGO
KFI KFSD
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KTAR
6:00 PM — Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra.
8:30 PM- -Gilmore Circus. KNX
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
9:30 PM- ■Boxing,
KFSD KTAR
KFWB Olympic Auditorium.
6:15 PM— Dinner Dance Music. KFWI
KHJ
9:30 PM- Vignettes.
7:15
PM—
Sperry
Smiles.KECAKGOKFSDKHQ
Shell Reviews.
10:00 PM- -StarKOMO KGW
Hite and Cotton Club 7:15 PM — Arthur
11 :00 PM- Les
Orchestra.
Band. Pryor's
KVI Cremo
KFPY Military
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
■Pipe Organ, J. Newton Yates.
8:30 PM— M.
B. "Demi-Tasse
GusJ. Arnheim.
KGO Revue."
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR KSL KOA
9:00 PM — Concertized
WEDNESDAY
Gentle. KPOOpera with Alice
9:30
PM
—
Organ Recital, Vera Graham.
8:00 AM- -L.KFWB
A. Breakfast Club Program.
KFOX
1
1
:00
PM
—
Lofner
St. Francis
10:15 AM- -Mary Hale Martin's Household
1 1 :30) - Harris,
Hotel.
KGO KGW (KFI
Period. KFIKGOKTARKHQKSLKOMO
KGW
KOA
Three Doctors. KOL
11:30 AM- -The
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
1 1 :30 AM—. Jack Carter, "The Boy from
FRIDAY
London."
Wide KNX
News. KHJ
12:30 PM- -World
11:30 AM— Three Doctors. KOL KVI
1 :30 PM- Times Forum. KHJ
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
3:00 PM- -Science Speaks. KGO KECA
KLZ KOH KGB
3:30 PM- -Phil Cook, the Quaker Man.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
12
Noon
—
Edna Wallace
Hopper,
Beauty
KFSD KTAR
Talk.
KGO KFSD
KHQ KTAR
KOMO
KGW KECA
4:00 PM- Listerine Program. Bobby
Jones Golf
KHQ 12:30 PM— World Wide News. KHJ
KOMO
KECAChat.KFSDKGOKTAR
3:30 PM— Phil Cook, the Quaker Man.
4:30 PM- Cowboy Kids. Children's ProKGO
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO KGW KFI
gram. KGO
5:00 PM- -Big
KHQ
"Little Green Jug" program.
BrotherKNX Ken's Club for 4:30 PM — KJBS
Kiddies.
5:00 PM- Variety Boys. KELW
5 :00 PM— Interwoven
KGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMO KGWPair. KFI
Hour.
KGO
KHQ
5:30 PM- Palmolive
KOMO KGW KFI
KTAR
Hour. KGO
6:00 PM- Rhythm
KGW KFI KFSD
KDYL KOH Choristers. KVI 5:30 PM — Armour
KOMO
KTAR
6:00 PM- Sperry Smiles. KPO
8:00
8:30
9:00
1 9:00
1 :00

Week
.
6:00 PM — Paul
Whiteman's
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGWPainters.
KFI
KFSD KTAR
6:00 PM — Old Time Minstrel Show.
KFOX
7:00 PM — Fletcher Henderson
Orchestra. KOL KFPYandKFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
7:15PM — Arthur Pryor and his Cremo
Military Band. KOL KVI
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH
7:45 PM— Cecil and Sally. KPO KFWB
7:45 PM— Makers.
Pacific Coast
KFOX Club Rhythm
8:00 PM — Royal
Nuts. Order
KNX of Optomistic Do8:30 PM— Gilmore College Daze. KHJ
9:45 PM — Boxing Events at Hollywood
Legion Stadium. KNX
10:00 PM — Mystery
Serial "The Game
Called
KOA Murder." KGO KSL
1 1 :00 PM — Orchestra.
Les Hites and
KFVD Cotton Club
11:30)
1 1 :00 PM— Lofner-Harris
Francis (KFI
Orchestra. KGOSt.KGW

SATURDAY
11:30 AM — Three Doctors. KOL KVI
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
1 1 :45 AM — Talk.
Edna Wallace
Beauty
KGO Hopper,
KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD KTAR
11:45 AM — Saturday Syncopators. KHJ
(CBS)
12 Noon — Happy Chappies. KMPC
2:10 PM — Pacific Coast League Baseball.
KFWB
3:00 PM — Long
Concert.BeachKGERMunicipal Band
3:15 PM — Roosevelt Hotel Tea Dance.
KNX Vallee and his Connecti4:00 PM — Rudy
cut Yankees. KGO KFI
4:30 PM — Meglin
KFVD Kiddies and Revue.
5:00 PM — Harry Jackson and the Little
Pig. KFVD
6:00 PM — Lucky
Strike Dance Orchestra.
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO KGW KFI
7:15 PM — Arthur Pryor and his Cremo
Military
Band. KHJ
KVI KDYL
KFPY
KOIN KFRC
KLZ
KOH
7:15 PM— Gilmore
KPO KFI Circus. KOMO KGW
7:45 PM— KOMO
Sperry KGW
Smiles. KECA
KGOKFSDKHQ
8:00 PM — Guy
Lombardo
and
his Royal
Canadians. KFPY KDYL
KLZ
KOH KGB
8:00 PM— KNX Varieties. KNX
8:45 PM — Knight
"D-17, Carden
Emperor."
and cast.James
KFI
9:30 PM — Associated Spotlight Revue.
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KECA
0:00 PM — Beach tra.Boys
KFVD Hawaiian Orches1:00 PM — Frededieroom Carter's
Orchestra. Majestic
KFOX BallPage Fifteen

SETH

PARKER

• The Sunday night "githering" is over; the
group of neighbors who meet in Seth Parker's
Parlor
a week
have gone
home. and
"Ma"engage
and
Seth sitonce
by the
fire awhile,
together,
in one of the pleasant, homely dialogues which
keep the Seth Parker program so close to the
hearts of their listeners.

RADIO DOINGS

The

Of

Grand

Radio-

• Seth Parker is asked to marry.
Christen, and bury, by ardent fans
Luho look upon him as a real, sincere
minister of the gospel.

Old

Man

Qertrudc Selby

but paved with hard work
Company has placed its microphone beginning,
before its culmination.
in In
Seth's
Jonesport.
Lord was fresh out of college, the
fact,parlor
Seth atParker
and his folk
spend their Sunday evenings in the son of a minister, and bent upon a
NBC studios in New York and Seth business career when he came to New
himself is 28-years-old Phillips Lord. York. He had a hankering for writing, however, and between jobs with
Six years ago when he was graduated from Bowdoin college, Phil Lord a candy factory, sought to sell manunever dreamed that in a short time
scripts to magazines.
Like many young writers, he overIF IT WEREN'T for Hosia B. he would stand in the halls of Conlooked the source of real-life atmosPhillips' buggy, it's about "six o' of more
gress and cheer
be introduced
as "the source
and contentment
and
phere known to him in his boyhood.
one and s half dozen of t'other"
that Phillip Lord would not have wholesome enjoyment than any per- Between rejection slips, he listened to
become Seth Parker.
son living in the United States the radio. One day he dialed in a
For it was on buggy rides with
program which purported to portray
Grandpa Phillips through the New
It was so unreal and over"He is, in fact,
aF. mere
boy,"
said rural life.
drawn that it grated.
D.
Snow
on
that
England country-side that young Representative
today."
Lord learned the philosophy and occasion, "but he is known from one
Lord decided to try his hand at
humor of the God-fearing folk of the end of this country to the other. I true characterization of the folks he
soil.
knew
in childhood. He recreated Seth
present to the House — in private life,
Years later he put a microphone in Phillips H. Lord of New York, but Parker and his hymn folks, put them
a rural New England front parlor, on each Sunday evening, lovably in the seacoast town of Jonesport.
known in radio as Seth Parker of and brought them to life in a small
and invited the nation to spend "Sunradio studio after rehearJonesport,
Me." The members arose Newsal York
day
Night
at
Seth
Parker's."
with friends.
Today, in an age pictured as super- and applauded.
Before long, fifteen stations were
That happened less than two years
sophisticated, countless thousands
journey by way of NBC networks to after Lord first introduced "Sunday presenting "Seth Parker and His OldJonesport, Maine, to meet Seth and at Seth Parker's" to the radio world Fashioned (Singing
Continued onSchool"
Page 33 ) with great
— an almost accidental event in its
"Ma" they
Parker
their neighbors.
There
find and
an evening
of hymn
sings, melodeon music and simple
talk of God without creed.
The simplicity and sincerity of
• "You go to your church and I'll go to mine, but let's walk along
Seth Parker has won him a place in
together," sings Seth Parker — Phillips Lord in private life — in the
American life comparable only to
Sunday
nightleading
NBC feature.
Here isandthe Ma
"githering"
in Seth's parlor,
with Seth
the singing,
Parker presiding
at the
Amos 'n' Andy. Both depict, in a
melodeon in the background.
natural way, the fundamental characteristics and philosophy of a people. They live in reality for their
listeners.
Seth Parker has been asked to
christen babies and perform marriage
ceremonies. Others wire for his hymns
to be sung at funerals. Some send
money as offerings to charity. Thousands write him at Jonesport, Me., an
actual town very much alive. Many
motor there to see him. To them, he
is a kindly, benign and be-whiskered
citizen of Jonesport.
They know him as one of a group
gathered about the organ in the parlor
singing "Come to the Church in the
Wildwood,"
worship
with
neighborhood mixing
talk and
possibility
ending up "Rock of Ages" with the
caution, "Look out. Frank, you'll be
knocking
prisms
the lamp."
It is sothereal
that offmany
listeners
think the National Broadcasting

FROM

MONDAY

ON—

Week After Week, the Golden State Blue Monday
Jamboree Brings New Laughs— New Songs, to
Thousands of Regular Western Fans

ng
pulse-qg uickeni
first openin
M the
FRO
strains
of the
number,
Monday
t inOn,"
not toa "From
dull momen
the there
Goldenis
State Blue Monday Jamboree. From
first to last it is a swift-moving,
hilarious pageant of colorful, talented
radio stars.
For more than four years, every
Monday night has seen the Blue
Monday Jamboree faithfully on the
air, for two hours, each time with a
new theme, each program full of surprises and new laughs. Although
there have been many changes since

the early days of the program, the
essential character has remained unchanged. And although the early
spontaneity
given
to the
rehearsed acts tohasavoid
lost way
motion,
type of comedy is still mostly of the
burlesque variety — a poking of hilarious fun at anything and everything,
together with pure, unadulterated
nonsense.
Usually a Jamboree is built around
an idea or a dedication. It may be
"Detective Night," "Mother's
Night," "Hawaiian Night," "Big
Fete Night," or "Wild West Night."

• "Unhand
her. Left
base tovillion!"
hero deep
cries. dramatic
"Oh woe stock
is me!"
wails
our
fair heroine.
right inthethisbrave
stirring
company
scene,
Cal
Pearce,
the
father,
Edna
O'Keefe,
the
heroine,
Norman
Nulsen,
hero, Bill Wright, the dastaraly oillian and Gene Hawes, the villian henchman.

The comedy, and the music as far as
possible, are made to conform to this
central theme.
The whole program is put on
paper during the week. Then on
Monday
morning
10 o'clock,
the
fun begins.
All direction
theatartists
musicians, under the
of and
Meredith
Willson, thresh the thing out for
three hours. Everything is set, with
cues agreed upon. Then at three in
the afternoon, the straight talking
comedy
rehearsal.acts get two or more hours of
Many of the comedians write their
own acts each week. Doakes and
Doakes, Pedro, Professor Hamburg,
Reginald Cheerily, Lord Bilgewater
and Simpy Fitts all write their parts.
"Eb and Zeb" is written by John
Eugene Hasty, the "Deep Dramatic

AND

ON.

..AND

ON!

by Leila Benjamin
Stock
Company"
and theby Golden
State acts
are both written
Jennison Parker. Pedro Gonzales also
writes the parts in which he appears
with Axel, the comic Scandinavian.
Because of the number of artists,
and the dual roles played by many
of them, perhaps it would be well to
straighten them out.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Doakes and Doakes
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Gibson
Professor Hamburg
.
....William H. Wright
Reginald Cheerily
William H. Wright
Zeb
William H. Wright
Pedro
Eugene Hawes
Axel
Pete Barlow
Eb
Al Pearce
Elmer
Al Pearce
Sprayspreader, Jr
Al Pearce
Lord Bilgewater Monroe Upton
Simpy Fitts Monroe Upton
Edna
O'Keefe Jane Herself
Jane Green
Green
Norman Nielsen takes many different parts each week. William H.
Wright is also the Gruen Answer
Man, and is heard on records all over
the country. Eugene Hawes comes
from Barstow, Calif., where he was
a salesman and railroad man before
entering radio. Monroe Upton was
formerly a radio operator, while Pete
Barlow is now the drummer in the
Jamboree orchestra.
Al Pearce, in addition to a talent
for comedy, also possesses a brother,
the
genial Cal.
Pearcemicrophone
Brothers'
harmony
team The
started
work five years ago, after being in
the real estate business. Al is also
the guiding spirit of the Happy-GoLucky program.
The only members of the original
Jamboree cast who are still heard each
Monday night are Harrison Holliday.
station manager. "Mac" Harry McClintock. who captains the "Haywire
Orchestry,"
roe Upton. Robert Olsen and MonMeredith Willson. who has been
musical director at KFRC for the past
two years, is responsible for the infusion of most of the ideas into the
Jamboree. His music, no matter
what is played, always has the "Willson touch." Not only are his ideas
well-braced with original noveltv.
but he isn't averse to using a little

• Right — JamThe
versatile
boree Orchestra
atdithKFRC.
Wilson,Menthe
musical master
mind is in the
center,der just
unthe mike.
Below.
'•Bill' William
Wright,
who ous .picturesque
plays variroles.
cording artists in the country. Jane
Green, Edna Fischer, Caltanna
Christoff, Robert Olsen, Meredith
Willson and Frederic Bittke are all
old veterans of the little black disc.
Miss Green is the newest recruit on
the Gamboree. She was a featured star
in many cludinBroadway
productions,
ing the Zeigfeld Follies.
In jolly
old
with London
her songs.she took 'em by storm
Edna Fischer is the wife of Milton
Hayes, a steamship man. and is a
young lady with both a genius for
dressing well and playing the piano.
And oh, yes! Edna O'Keefe is the
original "Oh. Woe is Me" girl, who
sings astrayalswell
as she little
acts.country
Her porof the dumb
girl
comedy in some of his musical acts.
Dare we say that a practicing sense
of humor in a musician is as rare as
an Indian Piccolo player?
And speaking of piccolos, Meredith plays the flute. He was flute
soloist with the New York Philharmonic under Toscanini before coming to KFRC. in addition to having
been a symphony director, and a
scorer for talking pictures. He is always searching for new brilliant ideas
to use on the Jamboree, and most of
them usually find their way on the
air. A hard worker, his colleagues
call him.
The Jamboree boasts of having
one of the largest collections of re-

are familiar to everyone. She's
young, too — only 19.
Tommy Harris, whose exuberant
singing voice adds much to each Jambore is19soprano
also. Juanita
charming
voice is Tennyson's
often heard
on the Jamboree — she has been staff
soloistband isfor
years.dentist.
Her husa Sanseveral
Francisco
For the information of those who
like plain and fancy accordion playing. Madelaine de Mischel, Jamboree
accordionist, is a mixture of Spanish
and French, and hails from Canada.
She learned accordion, however, in
North
Italianin
quarter.Beach.
She San
is a Francisco's
beautiful girl,
her early twenties.
Many have
marvelled
( Continued
on Page 42at) the imita-

VOICE

OF

GOLD

Beautiful, talented and popular, £oyce Whiteman finds time to be
generous and kind; in fact, she's a "peach of a girl"
♦
the
STICALLY beautiful,
PLAserene
notes of the melody drifted across the room. There was
a husky, sweet vibration and for a
moment it seemed as though the atmosphere was perfumed by the
dreamy harmony of some land of
pure fantasy.
Lost — lost deep in the arms of a
song. Lost in the fold of an illusion
of indescribable bliss. Lost to a mundane world by the plaintive voice of
a girl as she sang. Suddenly the brilliant, yet deeply beautiful voice
stopped. The song was ended. Those
who had been bound in the words
and the music shifted slightly in their
seats. A sigh, a misty, half expectant
sigh
escaped. Then came the announcement.
"Radio listeners, you have just
heard Loyce Whiteman — "and the
voice
But They
the group
didn'tas
need went
to beon.told.
knew,
countless others know, the golden
voice of that latest of real radio personalities— Loyce Whiteman, the
nightingale of the air!
For the pale, amber gold of her
hair is as nothing to the liquid gold
of her voice. The smooth pearl beauty
of her face is as nothing to the smooth
silk of that lovely throat. Here, at
last, is a girl who has all the charm
of manner of a really great person —
combined with all the perfection of
talent of a great artist. Such a personality deserves and unveiling.
Loyce Whiteman was born in
Dallas. Texas, twenty-two years ago.
She comes from a middle class, average American family. She alone has
been outstanding in the world of art.
Ten years ago she came to California
where her family settled in Glendalc.
She went to Glendale High School,
did a little dancing, painted a few
mediocre pictures, attempted to imitate the Nell Brinkley type of line
drawing and occasionally sang.
There is nothing outstanding,
brilliant, in that record. And until
she went to sing at KFI a couple of
years ago there had been nothing outstanding or brilliant in her short life.
RADIO DOINGS

She was selling sheet music in a
shop in Glendale when she was ofopportunity
to have
tionferedattheKFI.
From the
date anof audithat
audition on, her meteoric rise in the
broadcasting world reads like a
chapter from an Horatio Alger success
story.
For today Loyce Whiteman is one
of the most popular blues singer on

• Loyce drew this sketch in
high
and sixteen
called itthen,
"Dream
Girl."school
She was
and
had decided to go in for art in
aherbigexcellent
way, before
voice shewasdiscovered
worth a
lot more.
the coast. Her name is on the lips —
and in the hearts — of countless persons. Her voice and personality add
much to the success of the popular
M. J. B. Demi Tasse Revue, broadcast over the NBC western network
Mondays and Wednesdays at 7:30
p. m. She has established herself in
an
with atGusthe Arnheimenviable
and hisposition
orchestra
Los
Angeles Ambassador Hotel. From ten
until twelve she sings those charming melodies — those sad harmonics
that linger on like a sweet kiss from
the past.
Loyce, as a personality, is almost
as interesting as is she a singer. Rather

tall, slim and beautiful, she is cloaked
in a filmy atmosphere of graciousness without condescension. She reminds one of some lovely woman
from an Arlen novel; there is about
her that windblown freshness of a
morn somewhere on an isle south of
a misty dream horizon.
Knowing nothing of the intricate
technicalities of music, having only
a meager knowledge of the classics
and assuming little of the worldlihess
that her husky, low voice might indicate, Loyce Whiteman seems steeped
in a tradition of song that few great
artists have been endowed with.
There is a strange naivete about
the girl. Her brilliant, light laugh
comes at unexpected moments; she
graspscatetheinnuendo
subtleties
the same
most time,
deliand atof the
incongruously
enough,
has
the
frankness of a child. It is a strange thing
indeed that Loyce has been able to
find the perfect medium for rendering
more or less common music so that
it seems to be the very cream of all
fine compositions. It is a strange
thing that lovers of music, real music,
can find in her singing of dance hall
tunes, much that intrigues them.
Her fan mail is tremendous. Literally thousands of admirers write for
her picture or her autograph. Often
they haunt the studio for a glimpse
of her. There is the story of the man
who sent in a note while she was
singing, begging to speak to her for
a moment. Against the advice of her
friends, she granted his request. He
told her a long story. A story of a
starving wife and children, of his inability to find work — he was a song
writer- — and of his desire to return
east with his family. She did what
anyone who knows her could guess
she would do. The man, and his
family returned east.
It is but a single example from
many, of the warm heart of the girl
with the warm voice.
And so some night, if you would
listen to a solo that will make you
remember many things and forget
many others, tune in on the Cocoanut
Grove program, over KFWB, at ten.
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HAT is this illusion behindsong of the singers which put them across.
can
Let us take one representative
plaintive melodies of the
w the
as The KTM Ranch
great southwestern plains? group.
s
as Boys.
Who are the owners of those sad, Those apparently gay, careless
cowpunchers
from
the
great
broad
plains
sweet voices which are wafted night- of the southwest who warble
so
ly on a calm ether to instill happiness in the ears of a thousand listen- charmingly. Is there romance there; is
ers5 What, and why, are the cow- there really a background of rough
boy crooners?
riding, hard drinking, dangerous living men who back up their songs
And to whom do the songs of the
with careless, dramatic lives of actuplains appeal?
ality? Or are we merely listening to a
Why, to everybody. If there is a
person who can resist the harmonic bunch of vaudeville and ham actors
transition of the old songs, he or she temporarily out of jobs? It's a nice
has yet to be discovered. If there is question.
There are almost a dozen of those
anyone who is able to twirl the dial
beyond the station broadcasting those Ranch Boys. They look, from a casual glance at their pictures, as though
tunes of an earlier generation, where is
that person?
they were the real, dyed-in-the-wool
And all of this brings up the ques- goods. They look tough and hardened to the range. They look as though
tion of why these western songs and
melodies have gained such widespread they could throw a rope or throw the
popularity. The pertinent question of bull. Let us go behind the photogwhether it is the very romance of the
mask. Ross, whose deep,
melodies themselves, the charm of the
There'srapher's Jack
songs, as it were — or the personalities sad voice and twanging guitar have
RADIO DOINGS

and sir>9

h ^estion.

reached the hearts of a thousand lonely maidens in a thousand lonely
homes. Jack is twenty-seven years
old. No one can deny that
looks
proc Jack
the part. His high cheek
bones, his
lean, slightly tanned face and his
whipcord
body indicate a hard rider
of
the range.
Now Jack's been one of the Ranch
Boys for two years. An old hand at
the
doesn't
blushgame.
whenHe he
facesgivea that
mike.native
He
doesn't seem at all perturbed when
he
walksasks
intoforana editor's
and
blandly
shot of office
publicity.
He has a faint trace of a Southern
accent. Sometimes, in fact, when he
tells you tall tales of a hundred
thousand acre ranch in Arizona, he
leans over a little to get the soft
Southern drawl in his voice.
Jack was born in Arizona. He is
unmarried and has done a number
of
things.
six-yearin
stretch
when There
he did was
stunta work
pictures. So at least he knows how

SING

IT,

COWBOY!
to
He willIttellcanyoube he's
just a
mereride.cowboy.
wondered
when he did all of this cattle chaperooning he talks of. It must have been
whendifference
he was —quite
young.he But
the
at least
has what's
a nice
voice and he plays a fair guitar. He
has a big public, he looks the part and
he has learned the words.
Billy Bonds, business manager of
the outfit, is the nearest thing to the
real goods. He's forty-five, leathery
and tough. Born in Paducah, Kentucky, he has been in the West for
twenty-five
years.fences
He'sin punched
cattle
and mended
Nevada,
Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and
California. It is a strange co-incident
that the only old cowhand in the
gang should be the business genius.
Speaks well for the range, pard.
And there's a real, live university
man
in the
gathering.
That's
(Sally)
Baians.
Just call
him Salvini
Sally,
boys
—
but
not
to
his
face.
He's
a
little big you know.
Baians was born and bred in Chicago thirty years back. He matriculated
at Notre Dame where he learned to
fiddle and play a slick game of tennis.
Dare
only cowboy
who say
everhe'swonabout
the theMotion
Picture
Tennis Championship three years
hand running. Would that make the
Arizona Kid or some of the old gang
turn a flip-flop in their graves. The
answer is yes.
At present he is said to be at Paramount during his off hours playing
the violin in efforts to make the stars
cry. However, the writer can vouch
for his fiddling — the boy's good, even
if he doesn't
cowpunching
record.
Then have
he wasa on
Orpheum
time for a while.
Al Hull is twenty-eight, has been
with the boys for two years, plays a
fiddle, harmonica, jews-harp and
guitar. He's been a motion picture
"cattleman" and was a Marine,
which helps to make up for real
range experience.
Born in Weed, New Mexico, Cactus Mack sounds like the real McCoy. His experience includes stage
work, bronk riding and has taken a
crack at being a ranch hand. He sings
real nicely, plays a guitar and wears
one of the biggest sombreros in the

Southwest. Just a cowboy, folks,
without a range.
"Squeak" McKinney was born in
Colorado, is twenty-seven and
was
with old California Frank in '17 to
'21 — which( Continual
may onorPagemay10 ) not make

• Thecircle,
coiv-gentleman
the
both circles,in
shows the assemblage a
little trick and fancy roping.tana,
He is cowboy
"Monty"
de-luxe.Mon-At
the
havea mean
Ted
Brown,right
who wedraws
fiddle bow on the Ranch
Boys proqram. Left, Jack
Rose, "gitterist."
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Spontaneity is the secret
of the Spotlight Revue,—
an informal, funny musical
comedy of the ~Air.

• Bobbe Deane and Bennie Walker
— cute little tikes, aren't they? Below, Richard Le Grand — "Teacher."

who say that
are those
E Coleman
THER
, producer of the
Caryl
Associated Spotlight Revue,
broadcast through the NBC network
Saturday nights to the delight of
thousands of radio listeners, follows
a regular schedule in creating this
weekly opus.
(Sit down, Walter Beban, and
stop interrupting teacher; this "weekly" is spelled with two e's!)
Anyway,
doesandit.
First
he sitshere's
down howat Caryl
his desk
writes a nice, neat continuity for an
hour and
a half'sThen
steady,
unimpeded
flow
of mirth.
he strolls
into
the studio set aside for the Spotlight
rehearsal, raps for order and tears up
the script. Then, amid giggles from
the Coquettes, random remarks by
Walter Beban, squeaks from Bennie
Walker, anecdotes by Bill Royle and
a general atmosphere of confusion, he
produces an Associated Spotlight
Revue.
All of which may explain the fact
that this fast, ninety-minute concoction of fun invariably sounds as if it
just
Spontaneityin isthese
the
secret"happened."
by which Spotlight,
days of brevity in all things, holds its
RADIO DOINGS

audience for an hour and a half at a
time. Keyed to a fast pitch of entertainment, the swift-moving rhythms
and jests of this NBC feature is a
reflection of the gay group of artists
who take part in it, and a loyal and
constantly growing army of Spotlight followers is testimony to the
success the program has won since it
has been on the air.
The privilege of being in the studio
and watching the broadcast take place

is one of the most eagerly-sought opportunities inthe estimation of NBC
fans, judging by the hundreds who
avail themselves of it. So great is the
demand to "sit in" on Spotlight, that
admission has to be limited to ticketholders. There is, of course, no charge
for these bits of pasteboard, but reservations have to be made in advance, and the list of those waiting
for tickets two or even three weeks
ahead, is a long one. Incidentally, the
presence of this audience is the basis
for at least part of the air of informality which accompanies the Revue.
The visitors in the studio actually
take part in the broadcast, in that
their laughter forms a background of
infectious mirth, heard through the
ether along with the program.
One of the outstanding figures of
Spotlight, whose voice is familiar to
every one of its regular listeners, is
Richard Le Grand, better known to
Spotlight fans as "Professor Knicklebine." If you call "Teacher, Teacher," suddenly behind him, Dick is
likely to turn around and break out
in his well-known Knicklebine accent,
so long
responded
in that manner to has
thathe call.
He originated
the
professor-comic in a vaudeville act
called "School-Davs" with which he
toured for several years before he
went radio.
To the tap of Dick's ruler, virtual-

SPOT!

ly the entire Spotlight assembles before the microphone. His "pupils"
include "Ikey Leshinsky," otherwise
Irving Kennedy, "Tony Spaglarini,"
Harold Peary; "Sassy Little," Bobbe
Deane; "Bennie Fishel," Bennie
Walker; "Ishud Sockitoyou," Capt.
Bill Royle;and"Spud"
McGuire,"
Ted
Maxwell,
the Coquettes,
Annette
Hastings, Imelda Montague and Marjorie Primley.
Kennedy is a lyric tenor who was
a comedian with the Marx Brothers
before it was discovered that he could
send romantic shivers up and down
the spines of ladies who heard him
through the microphone. In the Spotlight Revue, Irving sings a pretty
ballad now and then, but he gets a
chance to clown as Ikey.
Harold Peary, dialectician and
"heavy," alternates before the microphone asHe
villian
or comedian
— <
never hero.
is one
of the few
comedians who never has wanted to
be a tragedian and has been heard to
declare
that would
he wouldn't
play aHamlet
if someone
give him
lot in

by Francis ^Beech

Denmark. He does sing though — a
baritone — and how!
Capt. Bill Royle, who plays the
Jap pupil also is apt at dialect. A
flyer who won his spurs in the World
War, he is a supreme story-teller, and
impersonates Britishers, Irishmen,
darkies and Orientals with equal ease.
Bobbe Deane and Bennie Walker
are a pair who hold the firm affection
of the radio audience through the
variety of voices both of them use.
As little Bennie and Sassy Little of
the "School
Days"
skit, theyKnickleare the
enfants
terrible
of Professor
bine's domain, and numerous other
characters in the Spotlight skits and
black-outs.
Ted Maxwell and Bernice Berwin are another popular NBC pair
who add interest to the Spotlight Revue. As Jack and Ethyl they appear in
a brief melodrama written by Carlton
E. Morse. The present series is called
"Shipwrecksoul,
Tales."
beinghisa
versatile
hopsTed,from
"Spud McGuire" characterizations in

"School Days" to the picturesque
Jack
dramas.of the Let's Get Associated
Two singing groups of Spotlight
vie with each other in the affections
of the NBC audience. The Coquettes,
warble in charming harmony, and
the Cycol Four, composed of Gwynfi
Jones, Irving Kennedy, Harold Dana
and Leslie Brigham, offer characteristic ditties in four-part arrangements.
The mention of music inevitably
brings up Walter Beban, director of
the
Spotlighters and
band, creator
"saxophonist
extraordinaire"
of the
burlesque
"drammers"
Cecil Underwood, masterforof which
ceremonies of the Associated Spotlight
Revue, finds such an array of descriptive adjectives. Whether it be the life
of Napoleon or the sad career of Trilby which Walter dramatizes, the result is just the same, and a trail of
laughter follows every effort. But
does Walter care? Not at all, according to Cecil. Walter goes right on
trying to beautify Spotlight — just
stop him if you dare!

• Up goes the curtain on the Associated Spotlight Revue! Songs, acts of all
descriptions,
burlesque
"drammers"
that and
are rib-tickling,
assortment
cleverly
arranged
musical
compositions
interpretationsand byan Walter
Beban,of
director of the band (the gentleman with the magic wand at the extreme right) .
A merry gang, the Spotlighters!
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A SHIPWRECK without a thrill
— a shipwreck without drama —
a shipwreck chock full of comedy— that was the S. S. Harvard going on the reef at Point Arguello.
The newspapers have told in detail
the story of the grounding. Many
theories have been advanced regarding the cause of the accident. May I
not confine myself only to the little
incidents?
It was about dawn that the women
began to take to the life boats. One by
one they went
down the swaying rope ladders.
So wellized was
organthis
movement that
there was no
crowding, no
hysteria. The babies went into the
first lifeboat. There were seven
on board, ranging from seven months
to three years. They were handed
down from man to man, four men
being used in the maneuver. Ordinarily babies subjected to handling
by strangers would set up an uproar.
Believe
or not, there The
wasn't
baby
that evenit whimpered.
littlea seven
months old one actually looked back
to the ship and cooed from the safe
retreat of his mother's arms.
The only tears shed during the
wreck and its aftermath were those
of a bride. It was her honeymoon
voyage
and shefromjusthercouldn't
see herself separated
yellow-haired,
boyish bridegroom. "Women and
children
old sea tradition,
was in first,"
force. that
Bridegroom
simply
must not go. Bride insists. Much
weeps. The captain solved this hard
problem. "Can you row," he asked
Mr. Bridegroom. "I'll say I can," says
the
newly-wed.
And that's
loving
pair remained
together.how the
The next pair of newly-weds
didn't
Hubbybat.didn't
know anfareoar sofromwell.a cricket
But
these two were game. Bride kisses
hubby.the"I'll
be seeing
you,"with
saystears
she
from
ladder,
dangling
in her eyes. "See you in the funny
papers,"
trying toonsmile.
did
they says
have he,a reunion
the S.AndS.

Gracefully

Leagues
by H.
Connette
NBC
ContinuityC.writer
and Author of
"Memory Lane." One of the passengers
of the ill-fated Steamship Harvard.

Louisville! There was one of the
finest
osculatory reunions I've ever
witnessed.
Girls will be girls, wreck or no
wreck. No sooner was one blonde
down the swaying ladder and into an
oil-soaked lifeboat than she ups with
her vanity case. Carefully she makes
up her lips, and her cheeks. She
combs
her ship
hair.looking
She's not
goingNotto
any rescue
frazzled.
that one.
Chief Steward, E. T. Grubey, was
the "good cheer" leader. He didn't
do any vocal stuff as some cheer leaders do but he went around giving
comforting pats on the backs to the
girls and sensible bits of encouraging
talk to some of the men who seemed
to be worried.
Hand the orchestra everything. For
the three hours the women and children were being rowed around between ship and shore, awaiting the.
coming of the Quaker Girl ship, San
Anselmo, the ship's musicians
played
and played.
They
did
all the
modern stuff
and then began
going back.
Whenen were
the finally
womrowed away,
they were back in the nineties doing "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland," but, on seeing that it was exittime, they jumped back to "Just a
Gigolo."
deck, wornThen
out. they flopped on the
But there was more music. A chap
with a harmonica enlivened things
for the men passengers left on the
ship. His repertoire was not as large
as that of Johnny O'Brien of NBC,
but he could do "Old Pal, Why
Don't
You so Answer
well, and
it was aMe,"
requestremarkably
number.
Before the Louisville arrived about
8:30, the lad had done fifteen requests for this same number.
in theof Green
Pajamas"
was"The
the Girl
big kick
the show.
She
danced on the decks while other women were getting into lifeboats. She
didn't want to go. At last all the
women had gone, save the ship's

Cigar Stand girl. They told the
piquant-faced "Girl in the Green
Pajamas"
thathershe'd
She stamped
littlehavefootto inleave.its
yellow
"just
would satin
not." sandal,
She toldandallsaidandshesundry
thated toshestayintendwith
the captain and
go down on the
charmingly
ship, in a
melodramat i c
way. The
tain thought otherwise.
At caplast
down the ladder she went singing, "I
As a dramaDear."
the wreck was an awful
Surrender,
flop, but the sound effects were wonderful. There was the ominous grindthe ship's
body ofon lifethe
rocks.ing ofThere
was torn
the splash
boat oars, the barking of a seal near
the lifeboats, the gurgle of water
slowly wasfilling
the salon Not a sound
effect
missing.
It was a wreck without a hymn.
No one sang "Nearer My God to
Thee."ably theNolackoneof prayed,
Prob-or
a castingeither.
director
a good dialogue writer was to blame,
but nobody minded.
One man, a member of the crew,
went boat
overboard
steeringIt awaslife-a
toward the while
Louisville.
bit choppy at that time. Rescued,
after he had been swimming probably three minutes, he was handed
blankets. But he had more important
business. Carefully he removed his
erstwhile white poplin shirt, wrung
it out. Likewise he removed his rayon
undershirt. Then he was ready for the
blankets.
The hand luggage came to the
Louisville about ten o'clock. The gobs
passed it along the line with an unerring swiftness and sureness. But
there were some wisecracks. A bag
of golf clubs was always the signal
for the cry "Fore." A bit of lingerie
was greeted with falsetto calls of "Oh
The women were a sad-looking
sight, smeared with oil from head to
foot.
The oil, released from the gored
Darling."
( Continued on Page 40 )
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EAST

Most
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by

Popular
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Western

Listeners

Here's Your Station As It Appears On
One Station On Your Radio, You Can
WESTERN
KDB — Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 5214
tKECA — Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
KELW — Burbank, Calif. ROchester 9857
KEX — Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KFBK — Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI — Los Angeles. WEstmore 0331
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY— Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC — San Francisco, PRospect 0100
tKFSD— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSC— Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD — Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB — Hollywood. HOIIywood 0315
KFWI— San Francisco. FRanklin 0200
KFXM — San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KCA — Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KCB— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6151-2-3
KCDM — Stockton
KCEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KCFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
tKCO — San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKCW— Portland, Ore. ATwater 2121
§KHJ — Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS — San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
tNBC Network
§CBC Network

CENTRAL M%""™" WEST

the Dial. By Locating
Easily Find the Others

KLX— Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
§KLZ — Denver, Colo.
KMCS — Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KMJ— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO — Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC — Beverly Hills, Calif. CR-3101
KMTR — Hollywood, Calif. HO-3026
KNX— Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Corvallis 526
§KOIN — Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL — Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
tKOMO — Seattle, Wash. ELIiott 5908
tKPO — San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW— San Jose, Calif. COIombia 232
KREC — Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KROW — Oakland, Calif. CLencourt 6774
KTAB — San Francisco. CArfield 4700
KTBI — Los Angeles. MEtropolitan 6701
KTM— Los Angeles. Exposition 1314
§KVI — Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211
KWC — Stockton
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KXL — Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA — San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
§KDYL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO — Ogden, Utah. Blgelow 84
tKOA — Denver, Colo. YOrk 4634-R
KOB— State College, N. M.

tKSL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 3901
tKTAR— Phoenix. Ariz. 36631
CENTRAL
tKOMO — St. Louis, Mo. Central 8240
KRLD— Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK — St. Louis, Mo. DEImar 3210
KWKH — Shreveport, La. 6739
tKYW — Chicago. WAbash 4040
§WCCO — Minneapolis, Minn. CEneva 9101
WCHI — Chicago. STate 2200
tWENR — Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA — rDallas, Texas. 2-9216
tWCN— Chicago. SUperior 0100
tWHAS — Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO — Des Moines, la.
fWJR — Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ — Chicago. DEarborn 1111
tWOC — Davenport, la.
§WOWO — Ft. Wayne, Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
t KDKA — Pittsburgh, Pa. ATlantic 4854
§WABC— New York City
§WBT — Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
§WCAU — Philadelphia, Pa. Rltnhse 6447
tWJZ— New York City
tWLW—
Cincinnati,N. O.J. Kirby 4800
WOR— Newark,
tWSB — Atlanta, Ca. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
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LONELY
TROUBADOR
He Sings the
Soul of a Song

by Hollworth ^Nortot

TED WHITE

E had lived in anIF TEDotherWHIT
century, he might have been
one of that race of jongleurs and
troubadours who sang their way
through an age when there was little
music in the world.
The tenor voice which carries such
an unusual quality through the ether,
does not bring a false picture in the
lilting romanticism of its tones. The
youthful NBC singer who recently
joined the staff of the San Francisco
studios believes in what he sings.
Dark-haired, dark-eyed, and close
to six feet in height, Ted is the typical Southerner his slow, soft Tennessee accent betrays. He has all the
courage of his Confederate ancestry,
too, for if you'll press him, Ted
speaks out and admits it— he likes
to sing love songs !
"I suppose," he admits deliberately, "that I ought to get up and make
gestures and say, 'I hate this romantic stuff!' but somehow I can't do it.
The radio singer who reaches the
hearts of his hearers gets something
back from them which is very
precious
and I either.
don't mean
of
fulsome —praise,
He letters
gets letters, itis true, but they are from persons to whom he has been able to give
something, lonely, unhappy folk
whom he has made forget their
troubles for awhile, and his reward
is to know that.
"Sometimes I feel that the biggest
RADIO DOINGS

boon radio has brought to the modern world is its ability to provide a
confessional booth for tired souls.
An elderly woman whose children
have grown up and married and left
her, sits before her radio and hears
someone singing a song.
"If the
is a goodwithsinger,
makes
her singer
feel, together
severalhe
thousand other listeners, that the
song is being sent through the ether
straight to her. She feels young
again; she forgets that she is alone,
and when the song ends and she
comes back to everyday life, she frequently sits down and empties her
heart in a letter to the radio station.
Things she never would confess to
anyone; hurts she would not admit,
old memories of happier days, well
up and ten.somehow
She feels get
all themselves
the betterwritfor
breaking down her emotional dam,
and the radio singer who gets the letter reads it with reverence if he's a
realTheartist."
majority
of Ted'sbut fan-letters
are written
by women,
that does
not mean he doesn t appeal to masculine hearers also.
"Men are the real sentimentalists at
heart," teringheletterdeclares.
"The inmostmy flatI ever received
life
was the shortest one I ever read. It
waswrit
fromeeltters,
a man,andandhave
he said,
hate
to
never 'Iwritten a fan-letter, but I can't listen to
your singing any longer without saythank over
you!'the letter and for"Iing— Ismiled
got it until, a month later, a man
telephoned me. He was the writer
and he had called to ask me to sing

atme hisa bit
wife'sbut funeral.
of courseThat
I hadstaggered
to say
yes, and I spent a worried evening
trying to find something for such an
occasion. I finally found a little
song
'Adieu.'
sang
it and bythenSchubert
rushed —back
to the Istudio
just in time for my program."
The ability to send a love-song
through the microphone in such a
manner that it touches the hearts of
those who hear it, isn't such a simple
trick, Ted admits. To "sing the soul
of a song" as his admirers say he does,
the singertached, hehas
to keep emotionally debelieves.
"The microphone is an amazingly sensitive mechanism- — sensitive not
only to sounds, but to every emotion
in its vicinity. Nervousness, fear,
unhappiness, anger in the radio performer are perceptible
to every into
listen-a
er, which
is why singing
microphone is different from singing
Ted
came to radio straight from
on
the stage."
a profession
whose followers are not
noted for their sentiment — the newspaper business. Born in Athens,
Tennessee, the son of a physician
there, the NBC tenor never took his
voice seriously until singing virtually
was forced upon him. He took a
pre-medical course, intending to follow his father's vocation, then
changed his mind and decided to become a newspaper man. Graduated
from Columbia University — he never
even sang in the Glee Club there because he didn't know he could sing —
he
Press.joined the forces of the United
( Continued on Page 42 )

Strong
—
But
Not
Silent!
These two brawny he-men play all of the
by Louise^ J^andis
parts in their act themselves.
which requests come daily from the lumberjacks now and then, but only
RUB ON THE TABLE!" radio
audience which follows the col- now and then, because Paul Bunyan
Gar, hurry
I thinkbefore
you felto the Northwest rather
>ws"Bybetter
the
orful
Vermont Lumberjacks. "Shanty belonged
l
to New England.
Boy" and "The Jam on the Gerry thanMaxwell
flapjacks sheGisRcold!"
Marshall both have
Clatter of dishes, roar of the cook- Rod" are among the lumbermen's a deep, naturalandlove
for the outdoors.
house fire, and the soft twanging of songs which are recognized as realistic
of color by those who have They have country-places on the
a guitar, comes through the micro- bits
worked
in
the
Vermont
woods.
Paul
peninsula
south
of
San Francisco,
phone. Now and then, in the background comes the sweep of the wind Bunyan, legendary giant of the lum- just about a quarter of a mile apart,
ber-camps about whose exploits talcs and they cleared all the land surthrough pines — and the Big Woods
rounding their two homes together,
are told at night around the campis re-created as perfectly for the radio fire,
enters
into the conversation of in typical lumberman style.
audience as if they could see it.
The Vermont Lumberjacks, daily
feature of the National Broadcasting
Company, bring the atmosphere of
the outdoors and the picturesque
• Just a couple of hard-boiled boys of radio. Ted Maxwell and
characters of the lumber-camps to
Charlie Marshall, being old troopers, feel more at home in their morncity-folk in one of the most unique
ing program. The Vermont Lumberjacks, broadcast from the San
programs on the air.
Francisco studios of NBC, when they appear in costume.
Laid in the New England timber
section, the morning chat of Jed,
Toby, Joe, Frenchy, Cockney and the
other characters in the series has the
racy flavor of life. Over the lumberman's flap-jacks, "soggy with maple
syrup"
in the words
Joe, happenhe and
his companions
discussof the
ings of their daily life, and break into
lumbermen's chanties now and then.
Surprising to most persons who
follow this program is the discovery
that all the characters in the Vermont
Lumberjacks are enacted by just two
artists — Ted Maxwell and Charlie
Marshall, both of them stars of the
NBC National Players.
The role of lumberman comes
easily to Ted, as he was on the stage
before he became an NBC artist, and
has played every kind of part from
slick villain to handsome hero, including the outdoor brand.
Charlie Marshall, big, easy-going
and well over 200 pounds in weight,
sounds just as he looks, and looks
just as he sounds on the radio. He
and Ted each possess three distinct
voices, which make their portrayal
of all the different characters in the
Vermont Lumberjacks possible.
Ted plays Cockney, the quaint
English character: Frenchy, the cook:
Jed.
who isthe
"in camp
chargeflunkey.
of the hosses,"
and Toby
Charlie
plays
Tim,
the
"bull
of
the
woods."
the camp-boss: Sam, the colored
cook's
helper:timber
Lafe,man.
the fiddler, and
Joe, typical
Real songs of the big timber are
used, as well as popular numbers for
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CHATTER
Imagine the consternation of
Lloyd E. Yoder, manager of the
Press Relations
NBC's a
Pacific
Division,Department
when he offound
car full of money parked in his garage! The only drawback was — it
wasn't
Lloyd'sbandits
car nor
Three bank
had his
heldmoney.
up a
nearby bank, and when pursued,
drove into his garage and abandoned
their car. The bank recovered the
money, and all Lloyd got was the
surprise.
•
Jack Joy. production manager of KFWB. indulged in his
secret passion for Chinese things
again recently. He attended an
auction — and came home triumphant with a silk Cambedian
scroll, a golden glass lantern, a
miniature Buddha, and a teakwood table. And if he should
whisper the price of the articles
in
withyour
envy,ear,andyou'd
then turn
faint green
with
surprise!
•
Charley
Forsythe,
KHJ's soundeffects man, has just perfected
a new

thunder apparatus which he claims
will out-thunder any device yet invented. This new boom-boom affair is another addition to Charlie's
room full of thing-a-ma-jigs designed
to produce various assortments of
noise.
He is aeffects,
"nut" onandcreating
new
and unusual
his hobby
consists of increasing the number of
instruments to torture and trying
them out on the unsuspecting ears of
KHJ listeners. This new thunder
drum is a huge skin, framed something like a regular bass drum, and
mounted on wheels.
•
Two baby robins just
hatched on a window ledge of
the second
floor Denver,
artists' waiting
room
at KOA,
have a
dozen
godfathers
in
the
station's
announcing and control room
staffs. Never was a mother so
protected as the mother of these
new babies. Walter Morrissey
discovered her nesting, and
tacked down the window shade
tightly. Then began a vigil by
the engineers and announcers. It
has been declared a fighting offense for anyone to go near the
window until the little robins
are ready to fly.
•
Jane Green, musical comedy and
revue star, has been permanently
added to the KFRC staff, says HarriYou've
often
— The heard
Three 'emCo-Eds.
Meredith G r e g o r,
Theresa Aezer and
Marian Peck.

9V

son Holloway, manager. And from
her recent work in the Blue Monday
Jamboree and other programs, the
permanenter the better.
•
At last! We have discovered
who really doubled for Richard
Barthelmess' voice in the picture,
"Weary River." That has
bothered us for a long time.
But it was Johnny Murray,
KFWB's
young intenor.
He came popular
to California
the
"Good News" show, was with
Gus Arnheim at the Cocoanut
Grove, played in several pictures
for First National Studios, was
Master of Ceremonies at the
Roosevelt
Hotel, He"andlikesnow
back at KFWB.
radio,is
and radio likes Johnnie.
•
Of all things! Edna Fischer,
KFRC
recentlyJones,
received
letter frompianist,
Anne Burrell
Los a An"Are ayou
the Edna
Fischergeles,
whoasking:
attended
typhoon
with
me in the Indian Ocean some years
But the funny part of it is, Edna
answered in the affirmative. It happened the two of them were shipmates while vaudeville
Edna was ontour.
her 'round
the world
They
really did experience a typhoon.
•
Earl Burtnett and his orchesago?"
tra areatnowthe laying
in the
aisles
famous'em Lincoln
Tavern. Chicago, and incidentbroadcasting
fascinatingally,
western
brand their
of music
over
WGN, the Chicago Tribune
station on the Drake Hotel.
And the well-known "Biltmore
Trio" isvatingdoing
its share
the Middle
West. of captiThe near
"Ruby anTaylor"
a short
whiledeath
ago ofduring
Amos
'n' Andy program, brought great
numbers of inquiries from anxious
listeners who were greatly concerned
about
welfarewasof Amos'
beloved.in
Amongthe these
a woman
Rochester, N. Y., who called station
WHAM there, and asked if Ruby was
going to die. She was told that only
Amos 'n' Andy knew that answer.
With tearful voice, the woman exthat Ruby's
too muchclaimedfor
her. death would be
"Do
you
think."
she asked,
sent them a telegram they
would "if
saveI

-AND
MORE
CHATTER
Getting what she wants seems
to
a woman's
but bewhen
it comes prerogative,
to a tttianhaired maid, especially Roily
Wray of KFOX, it ts a habit.
Recently Roily saw one of those
smart summer frocks "for the
slender miss." and though the
dress was a bit too small 'midships, Roily was not to be
daunted. She underwent a rigid
fast and strict diet, and lost six
pounds — all so she could have
the pretty dress she wanted. But
we can't
the diet
and
fastingseewereyetatwhy
all necessary,
Roily. •
H. C. Connette. who wrote the
hilarious article "How to Get ShipGracefully," orUnder
"Twenty
ThousandwreckedLeagues
the
Weather," in this issue, is another
of the newspaper clan to turn to
radio. He has worked on papers all
over the country, has traveled
Europe and Asia, and worked in
Shanghai as news editor of a radio
station. Thence to San Francisco,
where his clever pen has originated
such successful continuities as "Memory Lane." •
One of the greatest disappointments inthe life of Meredith Willson,musical
KFRC's director,
young
and versatile
was when he learned that you
approach a flute from an angle
of ninety degrees, and not headon. as he had fondly imagined.
Meredith was iust one of the
"Little atkids"
in Mason
Iowa,
the time,
and heCity,
had
sent to a mail-order house for a
flute. Eventually, however, he
became so reconciled to the instrument that he became flute
soloist in the New York Philharmonic Symphony — one of
the
greatest.
man. either — He
aboutwasn't
23. anAsolda
matter
of
fact,
he's
only 28
now.
9

• A crew-race bet cost Jennings Pierce. NBC Pacific announcer,
several tons of perspiration and toil when he had to wheel Bob
Nichols, another announcer, all the way up Market Street, San
Francisco, in a wheelbarrow.

struggle. MacHarrie, being Scotch,
gave asupbigonly
just
a fussone.
overbutit ashe's
a henmaking
with
one chick. He claims that it was
much larger than any other KHJ tonsil, and boasts that it cost just as
much to remove as two little ones.
•
For
radio's
Who's
Ben
S. McGlashen, owner Who.
of KGFJ,
is the youngest owner of a radio
station on the Pacific Coast. He
is 26 years old, and opened the
station when he was 2 1 . An up
and comin' young
9 feller.
Pete Barlow, drummer at KFRC,
and "Axel" on the Jamboree, on a
recent trip to Sacramento was descended upon by a delegation of
aspiring high-school orchestra drummers. They wanted some of the
"lowdown" on Pete's tricks on the
drums. Obligingly, Pete spent a
half-hour with them in the dressingroom, explaining the ways and means
of making boom-boom.
•
Vive la Fiesta! Los Angeles
will celebrate her hundred and
fiftieth birthdau from September 4 to 13, which will be
broadcast over national networks. Among the principal
musical treats of the occasion
will be the presentation of "Los
Rubios." a new American opera
The "Missing Tonsils Detail" of
the Los Angeles Police department recolorfully portraying the Spanish life and romance of early Los
port that Mona Content, Lindsay
MacHarrie, and Leigh Harline have
Angeles. It requires a cast of
more than 500, and will be
given up their tonsils after a brief

given on September 10. Foremost Spanish and American
opera stars are being engaged for
roles. The composer of the
music is Mary Carr Moore, who
captured the David Bispham
trophy last
year forare her
cissa."
Librettos
by "NarNeeta
Marquis, well-known California
poetessthor ofand
novels.historian, and auAn international musical
fiesta in Hollywood Bowl will
also be broadcast over the nation. Leading stars. American
and foreign, will join to make
it a rare musical treat. MeanAngeles chains
radio stationswhile.andLosnational
are
telling the world about the
"Fiestacolorful
de Los celebration
Angeles." ever
the
most
carried out in Southern California. That means something!
•
A novel reason for buying time on
the air brought a telephone call to
NBC's San Francisco studios a few
days
daughter
getting
marriedago.and "My
we want
musicis for
the
ceremony!" wailed a feminine voice.
"I have engaged a violinist and a
cellist, but now I find I can't get a
piano into my house. I'd like to
buy have
half the
an pianist
hour's play
time theon wedding
the air,
and
music. The violin and cello could
follow the piano as the music came
through grams,our
Network
proshe wasradio."
regretfully
informed,
would interfere with her plan.

STILL

MORE

Cheerfully speeding along
home from a midnight broadcast at KNX the other night,
Wesley Tourtelotte. organist,
heard a dying gasp from his
Pierce- Arrow — yep, he owns
one — and he was marooned at
1:30 a. m. in the wilds of
Hollywood. A passing motorist offered to push him home.
Accepted! The good Samaritan
who pushed
car
clear
up to hisWesley's
home onheavy
a high
Hollywood hill must have wondered if Wesley was "on the
level." #
recordstudios
for speakers'
fan mailis
in The
the NBC
in Washington
held by William Hard, who is heard
transcontinentally every Wednesday
on "Back of the News in Washington." •
Sherrill Whiton, interior decorator on the Radio HomeMakers'cause of aProgram,
worriedfrom
beletter he isreceived
a young woman in response to
a recent broadcast in interior
decoration.
"I was veryYouinterested
your
broadcast.
know soin much
about color, perhaps you can
help me with a problem. I am
27, brunette, weigh 137, am
five feet seven, and somewhat
plump. I wonder if you could
suggest an appropriate color for
me for a pair of pajamas."
He hasn't yet answered the
letter.
•
The studio staff at KHJ is having
a great time adjusting itself to the
newly finished, remodelled studios
comprising the entire second floor of
the magnificent Don Lee building.
And the KHJ people have a right
good reason to be proud. The whole
studio has been re-constructed and redecorated. Three separate soundproof studios have been constructed,
one of which is large enough to accom odate a 200-piece orchestra.
The rooms are modernly and luxuriously decorated, with thick soundproof partitions filled with glass
wool, a separate monitor room for
each studio, and more conveniences
than one can imagine. Of course, all
of these changes have had their effect on the acoustics, and Ray Paige
and his boys are adjusting themselves
all over again to the new studios.
To accommodate audiences, comfortable seats for 500 have been arranged behind a glass partition along
RADIO DOINGS
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one wall of the large studio. With
this new arrangement the audience
may come and go, talk and move
about, without disturbing the performers inside, and can still listen to
the programs.
•
There has to be a first time
for everything, and the honors
this time go to Captain Hugh
Barrett Dobbs, skipper of the
famous Happytime cruises on
the "Ship of Joy." better
known aswill
just take
plain 20"Dobbsie."
Dobbsie
members
of his "Ship of Joy" crew to sea
July 1 1 . where they will broadcast the first regularly scheduled
programtions from
overa studio
a network
of sta-a
on board
ship on high seas.
The stage for this historymaking event will be the S. S.
Malolo. sailing from San Francisco for Honolulu Saturday,
July 11. According to present
plans, there will be eight broadcasts from the ship at sea, two
regular morning broadcasts from
Hawaii, and a third special
Hawaii broadcast scheduled to
reach the Pacific Coast between
9:30 and 10:00 a. m., Friday,
July 17. The first program
will be heard over the NBC network at 8:00 a. m. Monday.
July 13. Programs on subsehour. quent days will be at the same
By special license from the
Federal Radio Commission, the
programs will be broadcast by
shortwave from the ship, picked
up either at Point Reyes, Calif.,
or at Koko Head, Hawaii, and
thence to Point Reyes, where
they will be relayed to the San
Francisco NBC studios, and
from there to KPO. KFI, KHQ,
KOMO, KGW and KSL.
Although Dobbsie and his
crew have sailed the "Ship of
Joy"
over ofthemythical
ether waves
on
hundreds
cruises,
this will be the first time they
actually go to sea. Avast,
me hearties, and all you landlubbers! Tune in on the first
oceanic broadcast in history!
a
When
it
comes
Loyal Underwood, toof "sheriff-ing,"
the Arizona
Wranglers,
doesn't
have Ofto
take a backKNX,
seat for
anyone.
course,
he's
a
deputy
sheriff
Los
Angeles County. But Loyal ofis also
a deputy sheriff in Umatilla County,

Oregon; Virginia City, Nev., and in
Kern and Fresno counties, Calif. All
bona fide, too. So Sheriff Underwood hopes there'llinbethese
no public
and disturbances
places,riotsor
it'll keep him busy holding down his
respective doffices.
would outbe ainpreicament iftroubleIt broke
all
of these places at once, Loyal.
•
Gwynne Elliott. KVOS blues
star, tells of an amusing incident
on
a recent
to a friend's
house,
where visit
a talkative
woman
had been holding sway.
"What was Mrs. B. asking
youherabout?"
of
friend. Gwynne inquired
"Oh — business," came the
answer.
"Yes, I know," said Miss
Elliott, "but whose?"
•
The new 50,000 watt transmitter
of KFI, the most powerful station
west of Chicago, is ready to begin
regular broadcasting after a series of
tests are made, Earle C. Anthony has
announced. The increase in power
from five to 50 kilowatts was not
carried out to increase the station's
service range nor to attempt a nationalSouthern
coverage.California
KFI will still
sider
withincon-a
radius of 150 miles as its only guaranteed coverage. The main purpose
was to sharpen tuning and increase
modulation. Reception will not be
louder or more powerful: rather it
will be sharper and clearer. Reception inSansuch
"dead spots"
as Riverside,
Bernardino
and Bakersfield,
will be greatly improved, it is ex•
pected.After one of his Tuesday
evening programs over the
Columbia network, R i c h e y
Craig, Jr., the Blue Ribbon
Malt Jester, was discussing the
country club where he had been
a golfing guest that morning.
"Ritzy.''" said the Jester. "Ell
say
a ritzychairs
club!in Why.
they
have it'sswivel
the dining
room just so the members can
turn their backs on one an©
Then there is the gag employed by
Frank Mayo, CBS announcer during
the dance music program, to explain
awayother!"
an exceptionally loud crash of
cymbals at the end of a number.
"That," Mayo often will say,
"was our conductor. Nat Brusiloff,
'Falling in Love Again
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saved from winter, was brought forth
( Continue- J from Pqgi 11 )
An abashed young couple once ap- and
cooked.
success. He then took his idea to the
proached Lord at the studios. "Dr.
"Under the personal guidance of
planning board of the National Parker," the girl stammered, "will Cleve
Higgins, a leading citizen, I
Broadcasting Company.
you marry me?" Seth, a bit bewild- was shown
the best fishing places.
said he was
"I've got a little program to tell mean,ered, will
you married
marry already.
Frank and"I People came in from miles around to
you about," Lord said. "If you can
the girl added. She thought it
old Lord
fashioned
dances."
spare me a little time, I'll try to ex- me?"
would be a perfect culmination if thePhil
in private
life is a handp
l
a
i
n
i
t
to
you."
some
young
man
of twenty-eight
"Dr.
Parker
could
only
perform
the
The board listened for 40 minutes
years. He is married to the girl who
- — an unusually lengthy interview — ceremony."
played with him in his radio
Lord told the young people that he once
while Phil told them about the cotcreation, but forsook that when their
tage hymn sings that are a part of son
regretted
he
was
only
a
minister's
and not a Doctor of Divinity daughter
than a yearPatricia
ago. arrived a little more
New England life. He wanted to put himself.
But he sent them to a minthat hymn sing on the air with all its
When he travels, young Lord gets
ister with Seth Parker's best wishes.
original simplicity.
of signing the hotel regisOne listener wrote that, after hear- a kickters twooutways;
first, as Phillips Lord,
The board granted an audition.
ing the kindly philosophy of Seth, New York: second,
as Seth Parker.
The following week it sat for half an he refused
to foreclose the mortgage Jonesport. Me.
hour as "Sunday Evening at Seth he held on the homestead of a young
As a boy, Phil spent his summers
Parker's"andcame
life down
upstairsto inthea married couple.
studio
was towired
in Ellsworth, Maine, where much of
board room.
Village
andParker
country
churches
in- his time was spent buggy riding with
clude the Seth
program
in their
The board members were unaniPhillips, a New England
night services, many ministers Grandpa
mous in enthusiasm. Then one mem- Sunday
of the old school.
writing that their congregations join gentleman
He
was
from Bowdoin
ber spoke up, "That was a religious in the hymn singing with the folks College atgraduated
Maine, In
program. Do you realize that?" He of Jonesport, and that frequently the 1925. ThereBrunswick,
he
was
known as a
was right. Seth Parker's period has texts of their sermons are suggested
since been called "The most purely by Seth. A church of St. Matthews, plain, full-blooded American youth,
inclined, not too scholaron thetheair."pages
But ofit Ky., obtained from Lord a Seth athletically
isreligious
religionprogram
taken from
ly, and active in college life.
continuity and reproduced it
home life — natural, elemental and Parker
After
graduation
he became princiwith the full membership joining in.
freed from sectarian influence.
pal of the high school at Plainville.
Connecticut,
assuming
post at
hearing one
of Parker's
hymns,
It expresses the paramount convic- aAfter
Washington
listener
telegraphed
for the age of 22. He went that
after the job
tion of Phillips Lord, which is "A a copy so that it might be sung at a hard
for more than one reason, but
man's religion can't mean much un- family funeral.
whetted largely by the fact that his
less he can take it home with him."
"I have seen Sunday evening bridge boyhood sweetheart was teaching in
Seth Parker's universal appeal won
grammar school of the town. Her
the planning
approval
on parties stop when Seth begins," wrote the
March
3, 1929,board's
the first
Sunday andnight
Iowa listener. "Traveling men name was Sophia Mecorney. now
scene in his front parlor was depicted an
Mrs. Lord, wed two weeks after Phil
wait
until
after
Seth's
hour
before
over NBC networks.
leaving their homes. Families remain
his job.
It brought an immediate response at neighbor's homes until it is ended gotTwo
years later they came to New
from home listeners. The clergy of and then fight their way home York, a young couple without any
all sects wrote in with approbation. through an Iowa snow storm.
friends in the city, who struggled
The mail of Jonesport took a sudden
His original hymns have been through initial disappointments until
leap and that little seaport town bound into a book known as Seth Lord heard a poor radio program and
found itself on the map of radio Parker's Album," by the Century decided to create a good one.
Company.
fame.
Now America sings with him,
To the town of Jonesport, Phillips
"If
they
believe
that
the
program
is picked up from an old front parlor Lord and Seth Parker make up a "You go to your church and I'll go
but let's
together."
in Jonesport and that Seth Parker and community pride, although he had to Inmine,
addition,
the walk
country
now hears
his neighbors actually are having never been there until after he began him as Captain Bill in the newly intheir weekly hymn sing, so much the presenting the sketches. He was raised
augurated down-east humorous series
from the town, but paid known as "The Stebbins Boys."
better,"mostLordis tosays.
thing we ahisfewfirstmiles
desire
make"The
the characters
visit on a recent vacation.
Lord
plays
the role of a retired sea
and their hymns actually live for the
captain in the general store of Buck"Surprising
as
it
may
seem,"
he
port, Maine, who has two brothers,
listeners."
Lord believes in the honesty of his said, few
"Jonesport
and John, and has not spoken
hundred likes
soulsSeth
who Parker.
make Esley
characters. He works tirelessly on his The
to the former for fifteen years.
their
home
in
the
town,
follow
the
scripts and through rehearsals to give happenings of their radio neighbors. Brother John, played by Arthur
them the stamp of reality. Many of
Allen, is trying to reconcile the two.
his cast themselves spent their early
citizens turned out for a big
The new series again brings toyears in such an atmosphere. Lord mass"Themeeting
to make us welcome.
gether Lord and Allen, famed for a
thinks Seth Parker will show people Practically every individual in the
long timenewas "Uncle
and David."
that true religion is close to the soil town threw his house open, and most Their
offering Abeis heard
daily,
and very much a part of everyday of them gave a party in our honor at except Saturday and Sunday over an
life.
one time or another. Moose meat, NBC-WEAF network.
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Regular
CLASSICAL
SEMI-CLASSICAL
AND LIGHT
CLASSICAL
Sunday
8:00
A.
— Rochester
Concert Orch.M. KGO
KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD (C)
8:30sian— Ensemble.
Troika KGO
Bells.KOMO
RusKGW KECA KFSD KTAR
(SC)
9:00ists,—orchestra.
Pop Concert.
SoloKGO KECA
(SC)
12:00 Noon — Dave Rosebrook W band. KGO (SC)
5:00
P. M. — Concert
Orch. direction
Emil Jewels.
Polak.
KGO: 5:15 KGW KECA
KFSD (C)
6:15 —ParkGoldman
from
Central
Mall, N.BandY. KGO
KGW KECA KFSD (SC)
8:00 —KGOGunnar
Pianist.
KOMOJohansen.
KGW
KECA KTAR (C)
8:30 — Musical Moods. Violinists, vocal soloists, organ.
KGO KOMO KGW KECA
KTAR (LC)
10:00cert. —KGO-Sunday
Night ConKOA (C)
Monday
9:15Program.
A. M. — Montgomery
Ward
KGO KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR (C)
10:00— Arion Trio. KGO
KGW (C)
12:00 Orch.
Noon —KGO
■ Luncheon
Concert
KECA
(SC)
1:00
P.
M.
—
Hotel
Frances Drake Orch. KGOSir
KECA (C)
2:15 — Mormon
Tabernacle
Choir.
KOMO KPO
KFI
KFSD KTAR (C)
5:30 — Gen. Motors Program. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI (LC)
6:30 — Packard Program.
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD
KTAR KGW (C)
— ■ Parisan
Quintet.
KGO8:00KFSD
(SC)
9:30
—
Pacific
Nat
l
KGO KECA KOA (C) Singers.
Tuesday
9:15
A.
M. — KGO
Montgomery
Ward Program.
KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR (C)
12:00
Noon
—
Luncheon
Concert. KGO KGW KECA
(LC)
1:30 P.Drake
M. —Orch.
HotelKGOSir
Frances
KOA (C)
— Bouquet of Melodies.
KGO8:00(LC)
8:00 — Caswell Concert.
Vocal, instrumental. KHQ
KOMO KGW KPO KFI (LC)
— Sylvan
KGO8:45KOA
(LC) Echoes Orch.
9:30
—
KGO
KFSD KOA Songland.
(SC)
10:00 — National Concert
RADIO DOINGS

Broadcast
Programs
4:15 — Blow the Man KGO8:15 (P)— Morning Melodies.
Orch. (C)KGO KOA KHQ
KOMO
Down.
Wednesday
KGW KFISea(SP)Chantyes. KGO
4:00Rudy
P. M.Vallee.
— Fleischmann
KGO KHQ
5:45 —(P)Willard Robison and Hour.
1
:00
P.
M.
—
Hotel
Sir
KOMO
KGW
KECA KTAR
KFSD
Deep
River
Orch.
KGO
KOMO
Francis Drake Orch. KGO
KGW KECA KTAR (C)
— Alvino Rey. Banjo (P)5:30 — semble
Maxwell
House KHQ
En— Rembrandt
Trio. and7:15
Orch. KGO
KGO1:30KECA
(C)
KFSDGuitar.
KTARKGO(P) KGW KECA KTAR
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
(SP)
8:00 — Senor Xavier Cugat
7:30 — Carnation Contented
and his troop. Spanish. KGO Hour.
KGO KHQ KOMO
7 : 1 5 — Sperry
Smiles.KOMO
Lee
KHQ KGW KFI (LC)
S. Roberts.
KGO KHQ
KGW
10:30 KGO
— MyKOA Castle
of (SP) KFI KFSD KSL KOA KGW
KECA Friday
KFSD (SP)
Dreams.
(C)
Thursday
8 : 3 0 — Rendezvous. KGO
9:00 — Chase and Sanborn
Program.
KGO KHQ KOMO KFSD KTAR: KHQ 8:45
KSL
(P)
KGW
KOA Monday
KFI KFSD KTAR
12:00
Noon
—
Luncheon
(P)
Concert
Orch. KGO KGW
KECA (LC)
7:30 A.nades. M.KGO —KOMO
Sunrise(P)Sere1:30 P.Drake
M. —Orch.
HotelKGOSir
Francis
7:30 nades.A. KGOM.KOMO
— Sunrise
(P) Sere- KGO8:15(P)— Morning Melodies.
KECA
(C)
7:30 — Standard Symphony KGO8:15 (P)— Morning Melodies.
4:00 P.Orch.
M. — Cities
Hour.
Concert
KGO Service
KHQ
KGW KFIKGO(C) KHQ KOMO
3:00ody. P.KGO M.—
(P) Bits of Mel- KOMO KGW KECA (SP)
9:00
—
Piano
Pictures.
KGO
KFSD (C)
3:15— Little Jack Little. Paint6:00Men.— KGO
Paul Whiteman's
10:00 — The
Vo- Songs. KGO KGW KECA
KFSD KHQ
KTARKOMO
(P)
FridayNomads.
String Orch.
KGO KFI (P)4:30 — Gold Medal Express. KGW7:15 KFI
—
Brownbilt
Footlites
KOA cal,(SC)
Orch.
Vocal.
KGO
KHQ
Piano Duo. Novelty Orch. KTAR
KOMO (P)KGW KFI KFSD
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTARKOMO
(P) KGW KFI
9:45
A.
M.
—
Rembrandt
Trio. KGO KGW (C)
7:45 — The Coquettes. KGO
5:00
—
Maytag
Orch.
KGO
(P) KOMOTuesdayKGW KECA
(P)
1:00 P.
M. —Orch.
HotelKGOSir KHQ
Francis
Drake
9:30
— Kodak
KECA KTAR (C)
Hour. KGO
KHQ Week-End
KOMO
Saturday
3:00— Arion Trio. KGO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR KSL
KECA; 3:15 KGW (C)
7:30 nades.
A. M.KGO KOMO
— Sunrise(P)Sere- KOA
5:30 — Armour Program.
Vocal, Orchestra. KGO KHQ KGO8:15 (P)— Morning Melodies.
7:30 A.
— Sunrise(P)SereKOMO KGW KFI (LC)
nades. M.KGO KOMO
8:00 — House of Color. KGO9:45KGW— The
(P) Entertainers. KGO8:15(P)— Morning Melodies.
KGO
KHQ
KGW
KFSD
KTAR (LC)
Pacific KTAR
Vaga- KGO12:00
KECANoon(P)— Piano Capers.
10:30 — Musical Echoes. KOA1 :00(P)P.bonds.M.KGO —KECA
Orch. KGO Saturday
KOA (LC)
3:00 P. M.— Soloists. KGO
3:00 — Lure of the Tropics. KECA
(SP) KGO KGW KECA
5:30 — Music Garden. Orch.
P. M. — Pacific Fea- Orch.
Soloist. KGO KGW (SP)
tmre12:15
Hour.
KFI
(C) KGO KOMO KGW
4:00KHQ— KGW
Pleasure
Bound. and 7:45
KGO
(P)
— Sperry
Smiles.KOMO
Lee
1:00 —Orch.
HotelKGO
Sir Francis
S. Roberts.
KGOKFSDKHQ
4:30KTAR
— Ponce(P)Sisters. KGO KGW
KECA
(SP)
Drake
KECA
KGW
KTAR (C)
— Bluebird
5:30 — The Fuller Man. KGO8:00KOMO
KTAR Melodies.
(SP)
2:00 — Black and Gold KGO
KECA KHQ
(P) KOMO KGW
Room
Art.
KGO
KGW
KECA
8:30
—
Lofner
and Harris.
KTAR (C)
Hotel
St.
Francis
Dance
Orch.
7:15i — Sperry
Smiles.KOMO
Lee KGO KOMO KGW
3:30
Sonata Recital
Vio- S. Roberts,
KGOKFSDKHQ
lin and— Piano.
KGO KGW
Sunday
KGW
KECA
(SP)
KPO KECA (C)
— DoricKTAR
Quartet. Male.
5:00 — General Electric KGO7:30KECA
Wednesday (SP)
EDUCATIONAL
Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR (SC)
7:30 — Walter V. Ferner.
7:30
A.
M.
—
Sunrise
SereCellist. KGO KECA KTAR
10:00 A.KGOM. —KGW"BigKOMO
Game
nades. KGO KOMO (SP)
Hunting."
(C)
KGO8:15 (P)— Morning Melodies. KECA
KFSDMonday
KTAR
•
9:45 KGW
— Radio
Ramblings.
9:30 KGO
P. M. — The Reader's
POPULAR AND
KGO:
10 to 10:15
(P) Guide.
Sunday
SEMI-POPULAR
3:00 P. M. — Little Jack
KECA
Little. (P)Songs. KGO KGW
8:00
A. M. —KGO
Financial Service Program.
8:30 — Cross-cuts of the day.
9:00 A. M. — Breakfast with
5:30
—
Palmolive
Hour.
Laurence Cross. KGO;
Sperry. KGW
Lee S.KPO
Roberts.
KHQ KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI Dr.
KOMO
KFI KFSD
9:00, KECA
(SP)
9:45 — Beatrice Mabie.
(P)
7:15
—
Cheer
Leaders.
Vocal,
10:30 — Yeast Foamers. Instrumental Trio. KGO (P) Beauty Talk. KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KSL KFSD
KHQ KFSD
KOMOKTAR
KGW(P) KPO
8:30 — Lofner and Harris. KTAR
KECA
KOA
Musical
program
from (P)Hotel
Thursday
3:15
P.
M.
—
Ponce
Sisters.
St.
Francis.
KGO
KGW
— Woman's
Vocal, Instrumental. KGO
of 10:3
the 0Air.
KGO KHQMagazine
KPO
KOMO KECA (P)
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
4:00— Piano Capers. Dell
7:30
A.
M.
—
Sunrise
SereKOA11:30— Birth of Words.
nades. KGO KOMO -(P)
Perry, Oscar Young. KGO (P)

Over

NBC

Narrative with music. KGO
KECA
12:15 P. M. — Western Farm
and Home Hour. KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA KFSD
KSL: KTAR at 12:45
KGO4:00 — How's Business?
Tuesday
8:00ice. A.KGO M. — Financial Serv0 — Woman's
of 10:3
the Air.
KGO KHQ Magazine
KOMO
KGW KFI
11:30
—
Birth
of
Dramatic narrative with Words.
music.
KGO KECA
11:45— Edna Wallace HopKGO KFSD
KHQ
KOMOper. Beauty
KGWtalk.KECA
KTAR
— Western
Farm12:15
and P.HomeM. Hour.
KGO
KOMO KECA KGW KFSD;
12:45 KTAR
Wednesday
8:00 A. M. — Financial
Service Program. KGO
8:30 — Cross-cuts of the
day. Dr. Cross. KGO
10:30
— Woman's
ofKOMO
the Air.
KGO KFI
KHQMagazine
KGW
KPO
KFSD
KTAR
11:30 — Birth
of Words.
Narrative.
KGO KOA
12:00 Noon — Edna Wallace Hopper. Beauty Talk.
KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW
KFSD KTAR
12:15
— Western
Farm and P.
HomeM. Hour.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFSD: 12:45 KTAR KECA
3:15ure.— Business
KGO KGW and Pleas6:30
—
Coca Cola
Program.
Sports.KFIKGO
KGW
KFSDKHQ
KTARKOMO
Thursday
8:00 A. M. — Financial
Service Program. KGO
8:30 — Cross-cuts of the
day.
at 9:00Dr. Cross. KGO; KECA
9:45 — Beatrice M a b i e.
Beauty Talk.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KGO
KFI KFSD
KTAR KSL KOA
10:00Air.
— Woman's
Magazine
the
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
KGW KFI; KFSD KTAR KSL
KOA at 10:00
— Birth of Words.
KGO11:30KECA
12:15 P. M. — Western
Farm and Home Hour. KGO
KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA
KFSD;
12:45 KTAR
Friday
8:00 A. M. — Financial
Service Program. KGO
8:30 — Cross-cuts of the
day. KGO; KECA at 9:00
10:30
— Woman's
ofKOMO
the Air.
KHQMagazine
KGW
KPOKGO KFI
KFSD
KTAR KSL KOA

Western

12 Noon — Edna Wallace
Hopper Beauty Talk. KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFSD
— Western
Farm12:15
and P.HomeM. Hour.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
KFSD; KTAR
Saturdayat 12:45
8:00 A. M. — Financial
Service Program. KGO
8:30 — Cross-cuts of the
atday.9:00Dr. Cross. KGO; KECA
9:30 —Hour.
NationalKGOFarmKGW
and
Home
KOMO KPO KFI KFSD;
KTAR at 10:00
of 10:30
the Air.— Woman's
KGO KHQ Magazine
KOMO
KGW KPO KFI; KFSD KTAR
at 10:50
— Birth of Words.
KGO11:30KECA
3:15 P. M. — Laws that
Safeguard
KPO KECASociety.
KTARKGO KOMO
5:15 — Adventures in Science. Floyd Gibbons. KGO
KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
VARIETY Monday
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs,
dialogue.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR KGW
KSL
KOA
8:00 — from
ShellS. Happytime.
Broadcast
S. Malolo.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KPO KFI
KSL
9:30 —and The
Lumberjacks.
Marshall
Maxwell.
KGO
2:00
P.
M.—
NBC
Matinee.
KGO KFI KFSD
3:30 — Phil Cook the Quaker
Man. KFI
KGOKFSDKHQKTARKOMO
KGW
Tuesday
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs,
dialogue.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR KGW
KSL
KOA
8:00
—
Shell
Happytime.
Broadcast from S. S. Malolo.
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
9:30 8— Maxwell.
The Lumberjacks.
Marshall
KGO
2:00
P.
M.—
KGO KFI KFSD NBC Matinee.
3:30
— Phil
Quaker Man.
KGOCookKHQthe KOMO
KGW KFI Wednesday
KFSD KTAR
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs
and
KGW dialogue.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR
KSL KOA
8:00 — from
ShellS. Happytime.
Broadcast
S. Malolo.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KPO KFI
KSL
9:30 —« Maxwell.
The Lumberjacks.
Marshall
KGO
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
KGO KFI KFSD KTAR

3:30
— Phil
Quaker Man.
KGOCookKHQthe KOMO
KGW KFI Thursday
KFSD KTAR
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs
and
KGW dialogue.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR
KSL KOA
8:00
—
Shell
Happytime.
Broadcast from S. S. Malolo.
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
KSL9:30 — Lumberjacks. Marshal « Maxwell. KGO
M.— NBC
KGO2:00KFIP. KFSD
KTARMatinee.
3:30
Quaker Man— Phil
KGO Cook
KHQthe KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs
and
KGW dialogue.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR
KSL KOA
8:00 — Shell Happytime.
Broadcast from S. S. Malolo.
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
KSL9 : 3 0 — -Lumberjacks. Marshal W Maxwell. KGO
M.— NBCKTARMatinee.
KGO2:00KFIP. KFSD
3:30
—
Phil
Quakeer Man. KGOCookKHQthe KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
6:30 — RKO Theatre of the
Air.
KGO KHQ
Saturday
KFI KFSD
KTARKOMO KGW

Monday
Network
7:00 P. M.Tuesday
— The Pepsodent
ProgramKHQ
— Amos
KGO
KOMO'n' Andy.
KGW
KECA KFSD
7:00 — Amos V Andy.
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KECA KFSD
8:15 — KGO
MemoryKHQ
Lane.KOMO
Rural
Drama.
KGW KFI Wednesday
KFSD KTAR
9:15Program.
A. M. — KGO
Montgomery
Ward
KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR
Andy.
Program.'n'
7:00TheP. Pepsodent
M. — Amos
KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW
KECA KFSD
9:00— NBC
ThursdayDrama Hour.
KGO KTAR KOA
9:15 Program.
A. M. — KGO
Montgomery
Ward
KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR
Friday
7:00 P. M. — Amos V
Andy.
KGO KFSD
KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA
9:15 Program.
A. M. — KGO
Montgomery
Ward
KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR
11:30 — Birth of Words.
Dramatic Narrative. KGO
KECA
Andy.
KGO
7:00 KFSD
P. M. KHQ
— AmosKGW'n'
KECA
7:30 — The Fearful Seven.
KFSD KTAR
10:00 ■— ■ Mystery serial,
Saturday
"The KSL
GameKOA
Called Murdeer."
KGO

7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
The two Professors. Songs
and dialogue. KHQ KOMO
KGW KPO KFI KFSD KTAR
KSL KOA
8:00 — from
ShellS. Happytime.
Broadcast
S. Malolo.
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
KSL7:15 P. M. — Gilmore Circus. KOMO KGW KPO KFI
9 : 3 0 — Associated Spotlight
Revue. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA

9:15 Program.
A. M. — KGO
Montgomery
Ward
KHQ
KGW KFI KTAR
Andy.
KGO
KOMO'n'
P. M.KFSD
—KHQAmos
KGW7:00KECA
Sunday
OLD MELODIES

RELIGIOUSSundayAND
SEMI-RELIGIOUS

4:00 P. M. — Enna Jettick
Melodies. KHQ KOMO KGW
KPO KFI KFSD KTAR

12:00 Noon
Nat'I Sunday
Forum.
KHQ — KGW
KPO;
KOMO at 12:15
2:00 P. M.— Catholic Hour.
Speaker, questions and answers.
KHQ KOMO
KECA
KTAR KGW KPO
6:45 — Sunday at Seth
Parker's. (Semi-Rel.) KGO
KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR KGW KECA

9:00 P. M. — Hill Billies.
Marshall,
Ward.
KGO O'Brien,
KOA Toffoli,
Sunday
ORGAN

DRAMA Sunday
AND
COMEDY

11:45 A. M. — Recital.
Charles Runyan. KGO KECA
2:15 P. ernacle.
M. — Alexander
Mormon
TabSchreiner.
KOMO KPO KFI KFSD
KTAR
(Continued on Page 38)

4:30 P. M.— Harbor Lights.
Tales
of on KFI
Old Sea Captain.
KGO KGW

1 1 :00 P. M. — Paul Carson.
"Builder ofMonday
the Bridge to
Dreamland."
KGO; KFI at
11 :30

Page Thirty-Five

Regular
CLASSICAL AND
SEMI-LIGHT
5:00 KDYL
A. M. —<C)Morning Musicale.
8:45
—
The KFPY
Vagabonds.
KOL KVI KHJ
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (SO
9:30 — Columbia Little
Symphony. KOL KVI KFPY
KLZ KDYL'
KOH (C) KOL
— Gypsy
KVI10:30
KFPY
KDYL Trail.
KLZ KGB
(SC)
1
1
:00
—
Symphonic
Hour.
KVI KFPY KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOH (C)
1 :G0 P. M. — French Trio.
KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
1 :4 5 — Theo. Karle. With
Howard Barlow Symphony.
KDYL KLZ KOH (SC)
5:00 var.
— Around
the SamoRussian. KOL
KVI
KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB (C)
7:00 — Continental String
Quartet. KOL KVI KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
6:00 A. M. — Harmonies
and Contrasts. KDYL (SC)
1 1 :00 — KVI
Columbia
Orchestra.
KFRC Salon
KHJ
KOH KGB (C)
11:45 — Columbia Artist
Revival. KOL KVI KFPY
KFRC KLZ KOH KGB (C)
12 NoonKOL— U.
Army
Band.
KVIS. KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (SC)
7:15 P. M. — Arthur PryBand.KFRC
KOL KHJ
KVI
KFPYor's Cremo
KOIN
KDYL KLZ KOH (SC)
Tuesday
5:45 strels.
A. M.KDYL— KLZ
Morning
(LC)Min1
1
:00
—
Columbia
Salon
Orchestra. KOL KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KOH KGB (C)
12 NoonSorey
— Italian
Vincent
cond. Idyll.
KOL
KVI KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB (C)
1 :30 P. KOL
M. — Gypsy
MusicMakers.
KVI KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
(SC)
6 : 1 5 — Tito Guizar, tenor.
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KOH (C)
6:30tures.
— KOLSavino
Tone KFRC
PicKVI KFPY
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
Band.
KOL7:15KVI— Arthur
KFPY Pryor's
KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (SC)
Wednesday
6:15 strels.
A. M.KDYL— (LC)
Morning Min1 1 :00 ■— KOL
Columbia
Salon
Orchestra.
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KOH KGB (C)
4:30 P. M.— Howard BarSymphonyKOH
Orchestra.
KOL KVIlow'sKDYL
KGB
Cremo KFRC
Band.
KOL7:15KVI— Pryor's
KFPY KOIN
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (SC)
RADIO DOINGS

Broadcast
s
Program
Thursday
12:30
P.
M.
—
Thirty
Min- Orchestra.
9:00 — KVI
FelizKFPY
Ferdinando's
KFRC
ute Men. KOL KVI KFPY
5:45 KDYL
A. M. —KLZ
Morning
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KLZ KOH KGB (P)
strels.
(LC) Min- KDYL
(SP)
Johnnie(P) Jugglers.
8:30 KOH
— Columbia
Revue. KOLI :45KVI— KFRC
9:30 —KOLSavoy-Plaza
KDYL
(C)
KVI KFPY OrchesKFRC
7:00 — Will Osborne and his KHJ tra.
11:00 — Columbia Salon Bossert
KOH
KGB
Orchestra.
KVI
KFPY
Orchestra. KVI
KFPY KFRC
Friday
1
1
:45
—
Ben
and
Helen.
KGB
(P)
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KHJ KOH KGB (C)
Duets. KOH
KOL KGB
KVI KFPY
KLZ
(P) KFRC
7:45 — Arnold
Johnson's
1 2 Noon — Melody Magic.
10:15Recital.
A. M. KOH
— Columbia
Woodmansten
Inn Orchestra.
KOL KVI
Artist
(C)
KGB
(P) Tuesday
KVI KFPY
KHJ KLZ KOH
KOH
KGB KFPY
(SP) KDYL KLZ
1 1 :00 — Columbia Salon
12:30
P.
M. —KVI Rhythm
Orchestra. ductor.
EmeryKVI KFPY
Deutsch,KFRC
conRamblers. KOL
KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
6:4
5
A.
M.
—
Party
House.
KHJ KOH KGB (C)
Novelty
Orchestra.
KDYL
(P)
1
:00
—
Asbury
Park
Casino
12:00 KOL
Noon — KVI
Light KFPY
Opera
8:00 — Don Bigelow and his Orchestra. KVI KFPY KFRC
Gems.
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC) Orchestra. KDYL KOH (P) KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
P. M.KOL
— John
KLZ9:00 — Feliz Ferdinando and (P)5:15 — Boswell Sisters. KVI
Irish1:30Tenor.
KVI Kelvin,
KFPY
KVI KFPY KFRC KOH (P)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (SC) Orchestra.
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
6:00
—
Pillsbury
Pageant.
(P)
6:45 KFPY
— Peter'sKFRC
Parade.KDYL
KOL
KOL KVI KFPY KOIN KFRC
— Savoy-Plaza
KLZ KOH
(P)
KHJ KDYL KLZ (SC)
Friday
KVI9:30KFPY
KHJ KOH Orch.
KGB KVI
Band.
(P)
7:30 — Camel Quarter Hour.
KOL7:15KVI— Pryor's
KFPY Cremo
KOIN KFRC
KOL KVI
— KFPY
Rhythm
Kings.
KHJ KDYL Saturday
KLZ KOH (SC) KOLI I :45
KHJ
KDYLKFPY
KLZ KOIN
KOH KFRC
(P)
KVI
KFRC
KLZ
KOH KGB (P)
1
:00
P.
M.
—
Frank
Ross.
5:45 strels.
A. M.KDYL—KLZ
Morning
Min(LC)
6:45ers. A.KDYLM. (SP)
— Madison SingSongs KDYL
KOL KVIKLZKFPY
KOH KFRC
KGB
— Atlantic
City KFRC
Musi- KHJ
(P)
cale.9:30KDYL
KVI KFPY
9:00 — KVI
FelizKFPY
Ferdinando's
Orchestra.
KFRC
KHJ KOA KGB (C)
1 :30 — Bert
Orchestra.
KVILown's
KFPY Biltmore
KFRC
(P) KHJ KLZ KOH KGB
M. —KFPYHernandez
Bros.5:00KOLP. KVI
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
9:30 — chestra.
HarryKFRC Tucker's
OrKOH KGB;
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
4:15 — Round Towners with
5:50 — Lewisohn Stadium Irene Beasley. KVI KFPY KVI KHJ KOH— 9:45
KFRC KOH KGB
5:4 5 P. M. — Whispering
Concert.
Willem Van
straten, Conductor.
KOL HoogKVI
Jack
Songs.
7:30KFPY
— Camel
Quarter
Hour.
KFPY Smith.
KFRC KLZ
KOH KVI
(P)
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KVI
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KLZ KOH (C)
KDYL KLZWednesday
7:30 — Camel
Quarter
Hour.
SaturdayKOIN KFRC
KOL
KVI
KFPY
Band.
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (P)
KOL7:15KVI— Pryor's
KFPY Cremo
KOIN KFRC
5:45Girl.A. M.KDYL
— The
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (SC) Dutch
(P) Old
•
KDYL
6:15 (P)
— Morning Minstrels. Orch.
(P)
8:00KDYL
A. M. —KLZDon KOH
Bigelow's
POPULAR AND
7:15
—
Men (P)
in a Tub. Orchestra.
9:00 — (SP)
Feliz KVI
Ferdinando's
SEMI-POPULAR
KFPY
Male Trio. ThreeKDYL
Sunday
KOH KGB
9:00 — Feliz Ferdinando and KFRC KLZ
— The Four Clubmen.
his Orchestra. KVI KFPY KOL1 1 :00
10:30
A.
M.—
Ballad
Hour.
KVI
KFPY
KHJ KDYL
KGB
(P)
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KOH
KGB
(P)
KOL
KOH KVI
(SP) KFPY KDYL KLZ
12:30nades.P.KOLM.KVI— Spanish
Sere3:15 P. KHJ
M. — Piano
Pals. KGB9:30(P)— chestra.
HarryKFPY Tucker's
Or- KDYL
KFRC KOH
KVI
KDYL KOH
KLZ KOH KFPY
KGB KHJ
(P)
KGB KFPY
(P)
3:4 5 — Boswell Sisters. Con- KOH10:00(P) — Rhythm Kings. Spanish
1
:45
—
Jack
Miller,
pianist.
nie, Martha, Vet. KVI KFPY
KVI KFPY KFRC KDYL
KFRC KHJ KDYL KOH KGB
1 1 :45 —Orchestra
Syncopated
with maleSilhoutrio. KLZ KOH KGB (P)
6:45 — Star Reveries. KOL KOL ettes.
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
2:30KVI
— Don
Bigelow
KVI KFPY Monday
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KOL
KFPY
KFRC Orch.
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH (P)
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(P)
1 :00 Orchestra.
P. M.— Asbury
3:30 — Reis and Dunn.
Casino
KOL Park
KVI
5:45 A. M. — The Old KFPY KFRC KLZ KOH KGB KFPY
KLZ KOHKFRC
KGB KHJ
(P) KDYL
Dutch Girl. Newsie Jingles in (P)
Rhyme and Song. KDYL (P)
6:00 — Connie Boswell. KVI monizers.
5:15 — Steelcote
Color HarKLZ
(P)
8:00 — Don Bigelow and his KFPY
KLZ KOHKFRC
(P) KHJ KDYL
7:30
—
Camel
Quarter
Hour.
Young's
Orchestra.
KLZ
KOHRestaurant
(P)
KOL KDYL
KVI KFPY
5(P)
— Rhythm
KHJ
KOH KOIN
(P) KFRC
9:00 — Feliz Ferdinando and KOH
KOL6 : 1 KVI
KFPY KHJChoristers.
KDYL
Park Central Orchestra. KFPY
KFRC (P)
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
Hour. EDUCATIONAL
KGB
KOL7:30—
KVI Camel
KFPY Quarter
KOIN KFRC
KHJ KDYL Thursday
KLZ KOH
9:30
—
Harry
Tucker
and
his
Barcley KHJ
Orchestra.
KFRC
KOH KOL
KGB KFPY
(P)
5:50 A.ucational
M. Features.
— Columbia
KDYL Ed7:15 ioned
A. Garden.
M.— -AnFemale
Old FashKOH10:15(P) — Rhythm Kings.
trio.
8:30
—
International
cast. KOL KVI KFRC BroadKHJ
11:15 — Uneeda Bakers. KDYL (SP)
KDYL KLZ KGB
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
8:00 —chestra.
DonKDYL KLZ
Bigelow's
OrKHJ KDYL (P)
KOH (P)
3:00 P. M. — The World's

Over

CBS

Business. Dr Julius Klein.
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
4:00 — "Devils. Drugs, and
Doctors. "M. D. Howard
HagKVI KFPYD. KOIN
KFRC gard.KHJ
KDYL
Men Jay
6:30
A.
M.— Mr. KDYL
"Fixit."
Radio Homemakers.
11:30 — The Three Doctors.
Rudolph.
KOL
KVI KFRCPratt.
KDYLSherman.
KLZ KOH
KGB
Tuesday
7:15 A. M. — Radio Homemakers. KDYL
1 1 :30 — The Three Doctors.
Rudolph.
Pratt. KFRC
Sherman.KDYL
KOL
KVI KFPY
KLZ KOH KGB
1:15 P. M. — Adventures in
Words. Dr. Vizetelly. KOL
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
Wednesday
6:30 A. M. — Radio Homemakers. KDYL
11:30 — The Three Doctors.
Rudolph.
KOL
KVI KFPYPratt.
KFRCSherman.
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
12:30 P. M. — Columbia
Camp Concert.
tension of AmericanSummer
School ex-of
the Air. KOL KVI KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
2:00 — "Bill Schudt's going
to Press."lisher.George
pubKOL KVI Putnam,
KDYL KLZ
KOH
Thursday
7:30 A.KDYL
M. — Careers of
Women.
1 1 :30 — The Three Doctors.
Rudolph.
KOL
KVI
KFPYPratt.
KFRCSherman.
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
12:45 P. M.— Tennis Talk
by FrankKDYLHunter.
KOL KGB
KVI
KFPY
KLZ KOH
Friday
I 1 :45 A. M. — Columbia
Educational Features. KOL
KVI KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ
KOH KGB
Saturday
11:30
A.
The KFPY
Three
Doctors. KOLM. —KVI
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
2:00 P. M.KOL
— TedKVI Husing's
Sportslants.
KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ KFPY
KOH
KGB
VARIETY

Sunday
7:30 rietyP. Program.
M.— Chicago VaKDYL KLZ KOH KVI KFPY
WEDNESDAY—
6:30 P. M. — Nit Wit Hour.
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH.
Thursday
1 :45 P. M. — Meet the Artist. Interview. KVI KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KGB

Western
Network
Monday
Saturday
NEWS
7:45
—
Radio
Round
up.
KFPY KHJ Friday
KDYL KLZ KOH
4:15 P. M. — Kate Smith
and her Swanee Music. KVI
3 :00 P. M. — Current
KFPY KFRC KHJ KOH KGB Events.
H. V. Kaltenborn.
10:00
A.
M.
—
Pabstett
Vaneties. KOL KVI KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH
KDYL KLZ
1 :00KHJP. KDYL
M. — Jewish
Art
Monday
KFRC
KLZ KOH
KGB
DANCE MUSIC
RELIGIOUS AND
6:30 —KFRC
Poet's KDYL
Gold. KLZ
KVI SEMI-RELIGIOUS
Sunday
KFPY
M. — KLZ
Winegars
KOH
Saturday
Barn2:00Orch.P. KDYL
KOH
12:00
Noon
—
Cathedral
7:45
—
Woodmansten
Inn
6:45 A. M. — Anheuser- Hour. Solos and choir. KOL Orch.
KVI
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
Busch Program.
KOL KHJ
KVI KVI KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ KLZ KOH KGB
KFPY
KOIN KFRC
KOH KGB
8:00 — George
Olsen and
KDYL
Chicago.
KFPYhis
2:00 P. M. — C h i c a g o Orch. from Tuesday
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
Knights.
KOL
KVI
KFPY
Friday
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB
00 P.Ribbon
M. — BenOrch.
Bernie KOL
and
his6 :Blue
DRAMA AND
12:45 P. M. — E d n a KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
Thomas,ana. the
lady
from LouisiCOMEDY Sunday
7:00KOL
— Fletcher
Henderson's
KVI
spirituals.
Wednesday
KVI KFPYNegroKFRC
KDYL KOL
KLZ Orch.
KLZ KOH
KGB KFRC KDYL
KOH
KGB
(SR)
6:30 P. M. — Arabesque
Desert Play.
KOL KVI
7:00 P. M — Will Osborne
KFRC
KHJ Friday
KDYL
KOH KFPY
Sunday
and his Bossert Orch. KOL
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
ORGAN
KLZ KOH KGB
3:30 P. M.Frontier
— Red Drama.
Goose
7:45 — Bert Lown and his
Adventures.
BUtmore Orch. KFPY KHJ
10:00
A.
M.
—
Ann
Leaf
at
KDYL KLZ KOH
KLZ KOH KGB
the
Organ.
KOL
KVI
KFPY
5:30 — tures.
RedKVI Goose
KLZ KOH
8:00 — Abe Lyman and his
KFPY AdvenKOIN KDYL
Hollywood Thursday
Garden Orch.
P. M.Monday
—KLZ
Nocturne.
KFRC KHJ Saturday
Leaf.8:30 KDYL
KGB Ann KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ
8:30 P.KOLM.—
Nocturne.KDYL
Ann KOH
2-A5 P. M. — Bird « Vash. Leaf.
TuesdayKFPY
7:00 P. M. — Jack Denny
Comedy.
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KLZ KOH
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
and
Montri'al.
KVI his
KFPYOrch.KHJfromKDYL
KLZ
KGB
KOH KGB Friday
8:30
P.
M.
—
Nocturne.
Ann
6:00
—
Hank
Simmons'
Show Boat. KOL KVI KFPY
8:00 — Guy Lombardo and
Leaf.
KFRC
KDYL
KLZ
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
his Royal
KOH
Wednesday
KHJ
KDYL Canadians.
KLZ KOH KFPY
8:30 P. M. — Nocturne. Ann
P. M.
Leaf. KOLThursday
KFPY KDYL
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KFPY
KLZ KOH
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KDYL KLZ KOH
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KVI KDYL
KLZ
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P. M.Friday
— KFRC
Nocturne.KDYL
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KOH KGB
Leaf.
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7:45
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his
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Hollywood Garden Orch.
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
10:30
A.
M.—
Ann
Leaf
at
KLZ KOH KGB
KGB
Monday
the Organ. KFRC KOH
8:00 — George
Olsen and his
8:30
P.
M.
—
Nocturne.
Ann
Saturday
Saturday
Orch. from
Chicago. KFPY
2:15 P. M. — Kate Smith Leaf. KDYL KLZ KOH
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
and her Swanee Music. KDYL
KLZ KOH Tuesday
12:00 Noon — Ann Leaf at
1 1 :45 A. M. — Saturday
the
Organ.
KOL KGB
KVI KFPY
KDYL
KLZ KOH
Syncopators.
KOL KOH
KVI KFPY
3:00 P. M. — Kate Smith
KHJ
KDYL KLZ
KGB
8:30 P. M. — Nocturne. Ann
and her Swanee Music. KDYL
1
:00
P.
M.
—
Luna
Park
Leaf
at
the
organ.
KDYL
KLZ KOH Wednesday
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC
KLZ KOH
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
3:00 — Reis and Dunn.
3:00 P. M. — Kate Smith
KFPY
and her Swanee Music. KDYL
KLZ
KOHKFRC
KGB KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH Thursday
7:00 — Jack Denny and
Orch. from Montreal. KOL
Sunday
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
CHILDREN'S
3:00 P. M. — Kate Smith PROGRAM
KLZ KOH KGB
and her Swanee
Music.
KDYL
7:45 — Bert Lown and his
KLZ KOH Friday
B.ltmore Orch. KFRC KHJ
6:00 A. M. — Land o' Make KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
Believe. Children's Play. KDYL
3:00 P. M. — Kate Smith SATURDAY—
8:00 — Guy Lombardo and
and her Swanee Music. KDYL
his
Royal
KFPY
7:00
A.
M.
—
Adventures
of
KDYL KLZ Canadians.
KOH
KLZ KOH
Helen and Mary. KDYL
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( Continued Frem Page 35 )
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Washington.
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KTAR
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beans.los. Dance
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P. M. — Lucky
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Merrick. KGO KECA KOA
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11:00
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Lofner-Harris
Hotel
PROGRAMSunday
St. Francis. KGO KGW; KFI
4:45 P. M. — News Service.
at 11:15 Tuesday
KGO
6:00Orchestra.
P. M. — Lucky
Dance
KGO Strike
KHQ
4:15
P.
M.
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Cowboy
Kids.
10:00 — Richfield News Drama with Anita Calfot, Jack
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
Flashes Sam Hayes. KHQ Cowden,
KTAR
Jack
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KGO
6:00
P.
M.
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Lucky
Strike
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KFSD
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— Lofner
Harris.
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD Hotel11 :00
St. Francis.
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4:45 — News Service. KGO
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P.
M.—
Cowboy
Kids.
KTAR
KFI
at
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:30
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with
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10:00 — Richfield News
9:00 — The Vagabonds.
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DR. LEE DeFOREST
( Continued From Page S J
sources of the laboratories of the General Electric Company in Schenectady,
N. Y., are available and are being
used in the interests of this newer
science.
The Jenkins-DeForest Company is
producing a television set and is striving for constant improvement of that
set.
Without doubt, the first practical,
work-a-day sets will be found in our
motion picture theatres. After all, it
is the practical outlet for television —
those vast tainment
and where
gaudy
halls ofcanenterthousands
sit
and enjoy a single picture.
When television does come, it is
bound to be an expensive proposition.
If the machinery for a really first
class talking picture projector costs
several thousand dollars, it is not
taking a biased view to point out that
the machinery for a really first class
television set should be on a comparative ground of cost.
So far the big theatre men have
hardly considered television from
either the standpoint of serious competition or that of combination.
Their attitude is the same as the one
they took in regard to talking pictures. They waited until some one
group had proved them a success;
then they threw themselves into it
body and soul. They shall probably
do the same if and when television is
made thoroughly practical.
Television will probably have all
the added problems of regular radio
broadcasting to face. Problems such
as the difficulties brought about by
too much advertising, not enough
first class talent and constant haggling
over federal restrictions, and, even
more, the lack of federal restrictions.
It is a well known fact that there
are far too many radio broadcasting
stations in the United States today.
That is, too many small, unimportant stations and not enough
really first class ones. The largest
station in America has a power of
only 50,000 kilowatts. In Eurasia
there is a station of ten times this
power
500,000
kilowatts!
Were— the
stations
in the United
States to be consolidated, the number
to be visibly lessened, it would result in the use of fewer popular wave
channels and the concentration of
first class talent.
There are far too many stations
at present which reach merely a few
miles down the line, bore their few
listeners with extremely mediocre
programs and pollute the air with a
flood of cheap advertising. From an
economical and social standpoint,

there is no real reason for their existence.
The further disadvantage is the unbelievable sum being paid for toll
lines by the hundreds of stations.
NBC and CBS alone pay a figure
yearly on toll lines that is staggering.
The cost of installing a powerful
station, which would eliminate the
necessity of toll line charges, is small
in comparison.
Although this may seem to have
little to do with television, in truth
it is one of the outstanding features
of importance in relation to the practical broadcasting of talking pictures.
The reduction of the number of
stations would mean the opening of
new wave channels for television.
And television, to be at all practical,
needs more freedom and wider channels than the regular broadcast of
sound.
In conclusion I might remark,
that if you are waiting for television
before you purchase that new radio,
you are only cheating yourself. For
if television does come, especially for
the home, it will be several years.
Six months may, or may not, see
television used in a purely commercial sense; it will more likely be six
years before it is used for purposes of
pure entertainment.
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SHIPWRECKED
( Continued From Page 2b )
vessel, spread rapidly. The lifeboats
rocked and the result was a lot of
ruined clothes.
Just to show how courteous the
gobs were, read this. On the Harvard
was a deaf and dumb man. He became separated from his family. A
chief petty officer sent a dozen gobs
scurrying to find someone who knew
the sign language In five minutes up
comes a yeoman, first class, who
could make words fly in his fingers.
He came from a family of deaf mutes.
In a jiffy the afflicted man and his
family were united.
Of course there was a jinx on
board. I was sort of scared of being
picked out as one. having three wrecks
to my credit. I felt relieved when they
found a girl who had been in four,
one of them a recent South Sea disaster of some proportion. The girl
had a dog and he had been through
all the wrecks. That settled the jinx
issue.
Others in the cast were the Bible
Lady and the cigar stand girl who
had a German name and Titian hair.
The Bible Lady, a P. T. A. patriarch
or maybe matriarch, took everv opportunity to read comforting texts.
Few listened, but the dear old lady
had the satisfaction of reading anyhow. The Titian-haired one saw a
big chance for rush business. The
crash cut off all fresh water from the
ship. It was a grand time to sell chewing gum. She did a big business until
they forced her to get into a lifeboat.
She
wanthour.
to go.
in $30didn't
in one
But She'd
orders taken
were
orders, and go she did, though most
unwillingly.
Arriving on the Louisville we gave
our names and addresses to a dashing
gob. One of our platinum blondes,
asked for her name and address, replied, "Oh, no you don't. I know
enough
gobsrelented,
already."and in the afterBut she
no n Isaw her dancing with at least
twenty different gobs. Oh, there was
fraternizing. The gobs, courteous to
the
let any Iftimetherebe
lost last
in word,
gettingdidn't
acquainted.
are not some romances budding out
of Give
this mess,
I'll be Liner.
disappointed.
the Nelson
Marsodak,
a break, boys. She got there second
but by the time she arrived, the San
Anselmo had all the women passengers aboard and filled with soup,
coffee and buns. There was no chance
in the opera for the Marsodak. The
Louisville was in the offing. But the
good old Marsodak stood by until
the Louisville got under way at
11:15 a. m.
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MERRYMAKERS
C Continued From Page 11 )
curdling: the retching sound of a
molar being dragged bodily from its
socket sent shivers of cold horror
down the spine; and the honeyed
words of the dentist were played out
to an obligato of screaming funny
groans.
Again. Forsythe uses that old
psycological
trick of
using about
the un-a
expected in order
to bring
laugh. For instance a tremendous
water fall will be described. A great
Niagara. The cars of the audience
will be tuned for the thundering
downfall of tons upon tons of rapidly
running water. Suddenly the tinkle of
a score of drops of liquid as they
dribble to the bottom of a tumbler
will greet the ear.
Thus, Forsythe, backed by the
genius of Osborne for humor, dallies
with sound effects in order to make
the Merrymakers program sound
funny. Forsythe had a wide scope
during a comedy big game hunt in
dark Africa. The roar of the magestic
lion was half the time a roar which
vibrated in the rafters of your
thatched bungalow: and again it was
the tiny squeak of a frightened house
cat. The tramp of the mighty elefeet, crushing
ruthlessly
through thephant'sveldt
and ploughing
over
the crust of the jungle, was often interpreted bythe slinking walk of a
fox terrier over a thin carpet, where it
might have been said to have lacked
realism,
certainly
to have itlacked
humor.couldn't be said
As a final bit of advice, especially
to the radio fan who really appreciates an interesting program of fun
and music, tune in on the Merrymakers — perhaps the outstanding
hodge-podge of merriment in the
southwest.

SING ( Continued
IT-COWBOY
From Page 23 )
him an Elk. He strums the banjo and
guitar.
ThenNoweladies,
have he's
the not
boy married.
with the„.
dance hall and radio experience — A.
E. Daly, thirty-nine, violinist and
rather better than the average. He also
played
awhile. at the Hal Roach Studios for
Jimmy
Adamsfromplays
"Lena"N. the
cook.
He came
Paterson,
J.,
and has a strong background of show
business. And he yodels — if it means
anything toconnected
you. He'swithdone
everything
the most
stage
— from minstrel to wild west; from
picture character work to radio.
Twangs a guitar and blows a mean
harmonica. (Remember when they
were called mouth organs?)
The big question is— are they
good? Do they have a big audience?
Do they really sing the old songs of
the west? The answers are all yes.
After all, if you were to listen to a
real
probablyTheyrun (the
for
miles cowboy
to get outyou'd
of earshot.
real ones) may have won their spurs,
but they aren't exactly a choice group
of Carusos. Then let us take the music and let the credit go.
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THE

Bill found that John Jacob
Astor used to write "All Correct" on creditwas
slips,afterward
and the
• Is there something you
abbreviation
changed.
wish to know about your
favorite Radio Star? . . .
Bill has had a varied career,
having been a newspaper man,
Some program in particular you are interested in?
machinist, fruit inspector, engi. . . Then write the Low
neer and advertising manager.
Down Editor of RADIO
He has long been known as
DOINGS.
Professor Hamburg, Zeb, Reginald Cheerily, the Laughfinder,
and Captain Vacation Steam♦
♦ Mrs. Ralph
boat Bill.
V.
Elsie W.
Long
Beach,
Calif.
Pasadena. Calif.
Question — At last I'm going to
Question — Will you please tell me
facts,canandtellI'llme.sincerely
what has become of Charlie Well- find outyoua few
if you
man? I have lost track of him for thank
Who is Pedro Gonzales? Who
several
haven'tin been
able are Eb and Zeb? Who is Axel? Who
to locatemonths,
him. and
Thanks
advance.
is Elmer? Does Meredith Willson
Answer — A lot of other peohave any part on the Jamboree save
ple seem to be very much interhis duties as musical director? (Of
ested in Mr. Wellman, the wellcourse,
that is enough, I think he's
known "Prince of Pep." So
one
of the
the characters.
best) but I've
heard heGil-is
we'll stone
just kill
one of
Is Mickie
one
and several
answerbirds
themwith
all
lette married?
along with yours. Charlie is
Answer — Well Mrs. V., you
now broadcasting every mornWayne F.
certainly must be a Blue Moning except Sunday from KOL,
day Jamboree fan! As for the
Seattle. The hour is 10:15.
Los Angeles
questions — I believe you will
find them all answered nicely in
Question — Please advise when
KECA is going to move. Also is KFI Fred R. K.
the Jamboree article in this ismoving its transmitter out of the San Bernardino, Calif.
sue. Except one perhaps. Mickie
city?
Gillette is married, and is 24
Question
—
Where
under
the
sun
does the Gruen Answer Man at
Answer — As far as we know,
old.
KECA has no intention of movKFRC find the answers to the ques- R. years
T. L. Oakland, Calif.
ing from its present location on
tions
people
ask
him?
Tell
me
someSouth Hope Street. However,
thing about him please.
Question — Is Emma Knox, of the
KPO Drama Guild, the same Emma
KFI is moving its transmitter
Answer — Fred, if you or I
out to Buena Park. Offices and
were to try to answer some of
Knox who played in "Merry Wives
studio will remain where they
of Windsor" at the Greek Theater
those
questions
we'd right
probably
are, and there will be no outside
in Berkeley? If she is, please tell me
be
cutting
paper
dolls
now.
connection with the transmitter.
something more about her.
Well, to begin with, the Gruen
Answer — She is — one and
Answer Man is William H.
the same. In fact, it was at the
Mrs. A. L. B.
White, or "Bill." In answerGreek theater you speak of that
ing the questions, he uses an enSanta Barbara, Calif.
she received much of her dracyclopediabooks
quite oftensuch
and asvarious reference
Sir
matic training. She was born
Question — Will you kindly tell me
the name of the girl whose picture
in Newcastle, England, came to
John
Frazier's
"Golden
Book"
appeared on the cover of the May
Berkeley at the age of seven,
and "The Handbook of Curious
number of RADIO DOINGS?
where she went to school. When
Information"
by
Walsh.
It
she
grew older, she studied
often takes him hours of reAnswer — Gladly. She is
dramatics, played in amateur
Gogo Delys (pronounced desearch to get formation.
theFor instance,
necessary one
inleese) , and is a very popular
and Community Players prostage and radio artist. And
ductions, making her radio deof
his
questions
was
"What
is
but two years ago at KPO in
the origin of the expression
she's just as pretty as her picture.
"The Constant Lover."
O. K.'.?" After digging around
Page Forty-One
Fernand L.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Question — Some weeks ago I heard
a very fine selection on my radio. It
was a story from the Arabian Nights,
a story about the Merchant, I think,
with very charming incidental music.
It was to be continued, but try as I
might, I cannot get track of it. I
don't know if it came over NBC or
CBS.
I am writing in the hope that some
one else heard it and can give me the
information about it. If you can
help me in the matter I will greatly
appreciate it.
Answer — Well, Fernand, you
gave us a nice bit of detective
work, but I think we have the
solution. The program you
speak of used to come over the
CBS western chain, but is now
being broadcast only in the east.
So I'm afraid you will have to
get a new pet program and forget about that one, unless of
course, you move to the east.

♦

♦

TROUBADOUR
( Continued From Page 28 )
When President Harding fell ill in
San Francisco, Ted was sent to California to cover the story. He traveled
with a group of other correspondents
from all parts of the country, and on
convivial occasions joined in song.
The distinctive quality of his voice
made itself known, and by the time
the train reached San Francisco, Ted
discovered he was really a vocalist.
Bashful, but willing to oblige, he
sang at a Press Club concert, then the
Bohemian Club, exclusive San Francisco organization of artists, invited
him to appear at its Bohemian Grove.
A vaudeville contract followed,
and when Ted learned how much he
could earn singing, he tossed away
his copy-paper and pencils, and became a professional. He has had
long-time engagements in varied
places such as Shanghai, China,
Havana, Panama, New York and
Reno, Nevada. He remained in the
same night-club in the latter city for
two years,
his rendition
of "Look
Down,
Loowand Down,
That Lonesome
Road" is said to have reconciled more
than a few couples about to obtain
a quick divorce.
He knew Rudolph Valentino during his United Press days, and continued his close friend until the picture star died. Ted still wears a ring
Valentino gave him.
TELEVISION
( Continued From Page 9 )
photographs, the experiments are
carried on. The subject is placed
in front of the flying spot
pickup, with a large 3-foot disc on
which are holes through which light
rays pass on to the subject. One of
these rays crosses the subject 24 times
a second, and the pickup transmits
the reproduction in the form of fine
horizontal lines, 40 to an inch, across
the lens of the televisor where it is
seen by the operator.
The moving image achieved so far
has a pink tinge of color, caused by
the Neon bulb used in the reception.
This is one of the obstacles the Society ismount;
constantly
surso far withtrying
little tosuccess.
Then too, the image has a tendency
to fade and bulge — another obstacle.
The Society is under no false impres ions as to the big job with which
it is confronted, regardless of the enthusiasm ofits members. They realize that there has been practically very
little material advance in television
principles for two years, and very
little over the theories of Nipkow,
the German scientist, expounded in
RADIO DOINGS

1873. Many improvements have
been made, however, in its more detailed phases, many of them contributed by members of the California
Society themselves.
Although they have a license to
broadcast, they have no intention of
doing so
they feel
ficientuntil
entertainment
valuethere
in itistosuf-be
worthwhile. At present all of their
experiments are carried on in a single
room. The image is picked up, and
transmitted on a wire around the
room and back to the televisor. This
system works just as well for experimental purposes, for after the reception and transmission is perfected, it
is a simple matter to broadcast over
longer distances, by radio instead of
by wire.
So while the public wonders and
idly prognosticates, this society of
ambitious young scientists are working day and night, and accomplishing results that are valuable and astonishing tothe Western world. Perhaps one of these days they will turn
up completely
with the "big
solution," that will
be
revolutionary.
FROM

MONDAY ON
C Continued From Page 19 )
tion of Maurice Chevalier in popular
songs on the Jamboree. The culprit
is Charlie Carter, a lad of 16, whose
forte is mimicry. Charlie spends his
leisure hours in theaters, learning new
impersonations,
getting new ideas for
mimicry.
Comparatively recent additions to
the picturesque group of Jamboree
artists include Thelma Brown, colored blues singer from the University
of California and conducts the choir
in her who
father'swaschurch;
Sand-in
berg,
Miss Evelyn
Portland
1931; the Clark Sisters, a harmony
team, who started out in chatauqua
work but turned from the classic to
jazz and popular songs. They are
both blonde and charming. Then
there is Caltanna Christoff, soprano,
heard a great deal now in vaudeville,
who used to sing with Nat Shilkret.
Frederic Bittke, baritone, was born
in Germany, came to America when
1 2, became a champion swimmer
with the Chicago Athletic Club,
worked in silent movies, fought in
the United States Army in the War,
and returned to Germany as an attache of the American ambassador.
A colorful career, indeed.
And so the Blue Monday Jamboree goes on. Each week sees a new
program, with new gags, new laughs,
and usually a new voice. Even
though the Deep Dramatic Stock

Company skits are ludicrous and
silly, Monday night finds a host of
eager listeners waiting with as much
wraptitude as if it were a dynamic,
thrilling serial movie. Eb and Zeb
manage somehow to wring more
laughs
tions." outOneofis new
sure tonovel
hear all"sitchiaof the
latest song hits, and many of the old
favorites.
Bilgy can always be depended upon
to have new gags up his sleeve, and
Pedro's speeches are sure-fire ribticklers.
CHATTERETTE
The Chiropractic concert, sponsored by
Martyn X-Ray Chiropractors, now scheduled
onfeatures
KTM aeachgroup
Wednesday
nightof atas9 o'clock,
of artists
great a
versatility, for its size, as any organization
on the air in Southern California.
The ensemble is composed of organ, cello,
harp and violin. As the KTM Miniature
Symphony, the group has been appearing
regularly
over KTM thefor ensemble
the last two
As
now constituted,
consistsyears.of
Gladys Johnson, cellist and director; Dorothy Dee, organist: Marie McAdoo. harpist,
and Evelyn Pickrell, violinist.
The new concerts, a half hour in length,
will beandmademoreup melodious
of selections
of anature.
semiclassic
popular
The
will feature solo work by the
variousprograms
instrumentalists.
Gladys Johnson, cellist and director of
the Chiropractic concert ensemble, has a wide
experience in radio. She has served as staff
cellist at KGW in Portland, for the American Broadcasting Company and with
"Dobbsy"
at KPOwithin UBC
San Francisco.
She
was
staff cellist
during the few
months that chain was on the air last winter.
Evelyn Pickrell, another member of the
group, is proud of the fact that she plays
a genuine Cremona violin. She has studied
under Noack, concert master for the Philharmonic and Hollywood Bowl orchestras,
and
hotel forin several
Pasadena.years played at the Raymond
Marie McAdoo, has toured both the U. S.
and Canada as a concert artist, and was staff
harpist at the United Broadcasting Company.
Dorothy Dee was for several years staff
director
atorganist,
KFSD.program
Following
a tourandofaccompanist
the world
about two years ago, she joined the staff
of KTM as organist and accompanist.
••••••••••••••
CONTINUITY
Sponsors-Advertising Agencies
NOREEN CAMMILL
Creator of
"The Album of Familiar Faces"
Feature artist with KFI KECA has available
severalsiredcontinuities,
or willalsofurnish any deidea immediately,
RADIO PLAYS
Electrical Transcription Subjects
Featuresmusiccomplete
and talentincluding
Also Personally
Available
Radio forDramas
and Special Features
1242CRestview
No. Kings6890Road

RADIO
and
SOUND
EQUIPMENT
BUGS
WEBSTER ELECTRIC CO.
POWER AMPLIFIERS
NATIONAL GTO XMITTER KIT
WESTON METERS
PHONOGRAPH PICKUPS
NATIONAL RECTO BULBS
RACON TRUMPETS
PYREX
AIR COLUMNS AND DYNAMIC UNITS
SYLVAN IA TUBES
SHIELDED CABLE
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONES
PILOT UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE KITS AND PARTS
NATIONAL MB29A AND MB30 TUNERS
MACNAVOX DYNAMICS
DE FOREST TUBES
RADIO TUNERS
RCA AND CUNNINGHAM TUBES
NATIONAL SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
REMSEN BLANK RECORDS
FULL LINE OF TRANSMITTING PARTS
RELAYS
HAMMARLUND HIQ31
KEYS
PACENT RECORDOVOX
SILVER MARSHALL 7 1 4 AND 724 SUPER HETERODYNE KITS OR WIRED RECEIVER
ANY PART, ANY TIME, FOR RADIO RECEPTION OR
TRANSMISSION OR FOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
Hear a Webster
See W6FBIin sOur
Transmitter
Demonstration in Our
Catalogs or Any Information Mailed on Request
Sound Proof Room
Store
RADIO
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CO.

912-914 S. Broadway H. A. VADEMAREST,
3170-3178-3179
Los Angeles
President
Wholesale
LARGEST
RADIO
PARTS
JOBBER
WEST
OF CHICAGO

CHEERIO!

CHEERIO!
You'll laugh 'till you
cry over this new
book written by Lord
Bilgewater
"Cheerio"
His inimitable
riddles,
jokes
andmaderhymes,
that
have
him
famous on the Blue
Monday Jamboree
and
Happy-Co-Lucky
Hour — contributions
sent erntofanshim— byall Westand
many morethesein
"CHEERIO."
Handsomely bound,
with sparkling
illusMontgomery.trations by Frances
illus-

The Very Centre
of Things in
LOS
ANGELES
CORNER FIFTH &
SPRING STREETS
SINGLE
DOUBLE WITH
WITH BATH
BATH $2.5OT0$8.
$4. TO $9.
ATTRACTIVE
WEEKLY,
MONTHLY
AND RESIDENTIAL RATES
INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

exan
25
"There's
Lord Bilgy Send
and For
He'sYours
Funnier
Than
Ever Only
in One CHEERIO"
Now
1220
Maple
Avenue
RADIO DOINGS
Los Angeles, California

HOTEL
The Alexandria
is an
affiliated
unit of Hotel
the Eppley
E.C.EPPLEY President
Motel
Cos
22
hotels
in
the
CHARLES B. HAMILTON
Middle West, Louisville.Ky. and
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
and
the
Hamilton
Vice-President &
Chain of Motels in California.
Managing Director
CHICAGO OFFICE ■ 520 No. Michigan Ave. - Si 422 Phane-Su
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Believe
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Not!
. . . with cApologies to Ripley

RADIO DOINGS

ALL
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ELECTRIC

Alarm

Clock

Because we want you to become better acquainted with RADIO DOINGS, the Movie
Magazine of the Air." we are making this
special summer gift offer.

FREE!!

Everyone wants, and
needs an accurate, attractive modern timepiece such
as this one. Keep it near
your radio or on the mantic. Plug it in beside your
bed at night and rest assured that you will be
gently awakened on the
dot by its cheerful, melodious ringing.
Here is a gift of value
. . . a permanent, useful
and ornamental present
that you need. No mechanism to run down; electricity does it all and insures absolute accuracy.
This is one of those
bargains that come once in
a blue moon. For the
regular subscription price
of the magazine you are
getting this beautiful,
sturdy clock, AND the
popular ZINE
MOVIE
OF THEMAGAAIR.
Don't pass it up!

THIS BEAUTIFUL CLOCK AND A
2-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO
RADIO

DOINGS
ONLY

$5oo

•

Wc have plenty of
clocks for everyone. You
don't have to worry about
being left out. if you
hurry. This offer is only
temporary, so take advantage of it immediately!
Send for the clock, examine it, and if it is not all
wc have represented it to
be, wrap it up and send it
back. Your money will
be refunded.

25-Year
Guarantee

CLIP AND MAIL NOW!
RADIO DOINGS.
1220 Maple Avenue.
Los Angeles. California
Enclosed is five dollars. Please send me a two-year subscription to RADIO DOINGS and the all-electric alarm clock,
with
the understanding that you will refund my money if I am
not satisfied.
Please Print Clearly
NAME
ADDRESS
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AS

YOU

We Tried It -It's Great!
You might be Interested in knowing that I have discovered a new use
for RADIO DOINGS. That is. it
is new as far as I'm concerned, and I
have never heard of anyone else doing it.
I find that RADIO DOINGS
usually has a photograph of some
artist on nearly every one of my
favorite programs. Whenever Soand-So is announced on the air, I get
out the issue of RADIO DOINGS
that has his or her picture, and set
it up in front of the radio where we
can all see it.
You would be surprised how much
more interest there is in a program
when you sit and look at an actual
photo of the artist. I keep all my old
DOINGS copies handy so I can get
themForoutinstance,
at a moment's
notice.Sperry
every time
Smiles comes on, I take the June issue,
Robert's
picture,
and the
set
itturnby to
the Lee
radio.
One can
visualize
change in expression, and almost see
him before you. I do the same for
the other artists. Please use all of
the pictures you can.
Yours truly.
D. M.
Can You Read This? —
My wife and I were certainly surprised when we bought the new
RADIO DOINGS and found how it
had changed. While it is certainly
different, I am sorry to say neither of
us enjoy it as much as we used to.
In the first place, they way it has
been printed recently is too hard to
read. Maybe it is up-to-date but still
it is very hard to read. The other
way was much better.
Yours truly,
R. B. H.
Off With the NewWhy did you change RADIO
DOINGS? For several months previously Ibought one every month,
and liked it fine. But now it is
changed
so much
it doesn't even seem
like the same
magazine.
For one thing, I miss the "We
Applaud" page that used to appear
in the old DOINGS. The "Lowdown" is pretty good, and so is the
"Chatter,"
as forDOINGS
the rest — every
give
me
the old but
RADIO
time.
Truly yours,
Gerald K.
RADIO DOINGS

IT

LIKE

How About the Daily Paper? —
After looking over the magazine
you sent me, I decided that it was
not what I wanted. I wanted something with more radio programs in
it like you used to have. Personally
I don't Ilike
to seeit takes
the pictures
stars.
think
the joyofoutradioof
radio programs.
Am a D. X. fan too and I would
rather have something that tells when
those stations will be on etc. So
please refund my
Yoursmoney.
truly,
Charles H.
P. S. — Could you suggest to me
any radio magazine which has the
things I want? C. H.

It's One of Ours Too —
I was very much interested in the
editorial
Program"
the June "Behind
RADIO the
DOINGS.
It ex-in
pressesvertising
my own
opinion of radio advery nicely.
Every once in a while I hear someone say "There is too much advertising on the radio. Why don't they
cut it out." They don't stop to
think that
weren't
for the companies who ifpayit for
the programs
that
there wouldn't
be
any
radio
broadcasting, unless we were all required
to pay a tax on our sets. And these
people who talk about doing away
with advertising on the air would be
the first ones to kick about paying
out
their own money for radio entertainment.
I'll admit that there may be some
advertising on the radio that is very
tiresome, but all you have to do is
turn to another station. Some of the
advertising, on the other hand, is
worked up so cleverly that one hardly
realizes that it is advertising.
I seldom write letters to magazines,
but I felt that I did want to say
something about this matter, because
it is one of my Sincerely,
pet theories.
Mrs. Harry S.

Agrees With Charles H —
What have you done with the
dandy list of programs that you used
to publish in RADIO DOINGS?
When the first issue of the new magazine came out they were the first
thing I looked for, and what I missed
most.
don't magazine
see how youwithout
expect tohaving
have
a Iradio
programs
all
right, but too.
I think"Hotyou Tips"
shouldarehave
kept the programs too.
Let's have more
programs!
Sincerely,
Amos M.
Diet for the Family —
Congratulations on the new
Another Booster —
RADIO DOINGS ! Our whole famJust a line to let you know how
ily— seven of us — devour it from
much we have enjoyed the last few cover to cover. Even Eddie, age five,
copies of the new RADIO DOINGS. loves to look at the pictures. The
Our whole family are great radio articles are all interesting, and we
fans, and your magazine seems to think it quite wonderful to read
add so much to the personalities and about the artists we enjoy so much
over the air. Sincerely,
interest of the radio stars.
With best regards,
Mrs. Elsie L.
Mrs. E. B.
THERE'S

STILL

TIME-

for Onltoy Radio
To Get 6 Months' Subscription
Doings
$* Q
0
RADIO DOINGS,
1220 Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Cali .
Here's mybelow,
dollarfor— six
you months:
will send the Doings to me at ' Offer
Special
address
Name
Street Address
City
,

There's
That
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Beats

Thrill...

Watching

Home

And

That's

TAKING

Movies

♦. ♦

. ♦ ♦
THEM!

With this sensational new Model
57 DeVry camera, you can actually
take real movies — clear, natural as
life — the kind you see in your
theater. The same craftsmanship
that has made DeVry cameras so
widely used by Hollywood studios,
now brings this sturdy, beautiful
instrument to you for only

Equipped with F.3.5 Lens
ITS

SIMPLICITY

Your home is your theater — your family, the
stars. It's great fun to compose a short
scenario, give each member of the family a
character part, and turn out a real movie.
It's a thrill you've never experienced until
you've actually tried it! The DeVry camera is
ideal for baby pictures . . . where the still
camera may catch baby in a single "cute

Phil

Lasher, Ltd
Established 1900
Q. Ft. S.-DeVRY DISTRIBUTOR
300 Seventh Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ITSELF

pose," the movie camera brings back all of the
little characteristics you loved so well ... his
first step ... a tumble . . . tears . . . and
smiles. Your own imagination can produce
scores of ideas and uses for this new form of
home entertainment. And, most appealing of
all, "it's simplicity itself." Clip the coupon
and learn the attractive particulars.

'
,i
!1
\i
|

Phil Lasher, Ltd., RETURN THIS COUPON
300
Seventh Street,
San Francisco,
California
Gentlemen:
Please
send
me your free pamphlet containing full particulars \
and
Camera.interesting facts about the De Vry Model 57 Home Movie ,
Address

\
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THE

MOST
V

PRACTICAL
Ever

RADIO

Built
CAST
Aluminum
CASE

A Combination
AUTO
or
HOME SET
Walrham automatically becomes an automobile radio by
simply inserting a plug in the
side of the cabinet.

10 WEIGHS
POUNDS
C INCHES
WIDE
12

77te

(ill

Virtuose

mahham
Latest
7-TUBE
Screen-Crid
Circuit!
Gets the
POLICE
Broadcasts
The police broadcasts are received perfectly either in the
car or home. Yet this is
not a short wave set
such as the police J
object to.

UTILITY

RADIO

For the first time a radio that serves every purpose is
offered the public. Not only is Waltham an attractive
perfectly operating radio . . . but it is so constructed in
a case of cast aluminum (weighing only 19 pounds) that
it may be taken everywhere, and will stand up under
the roughest use. It works in the automobile as well as
in the home, camping, at the beach, or anywhere.

Waltham Radio Corp., Ltd.
4228 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE
VErmont 2809
Los Angeles, Calif.

This wonderful radio works on both
an A-C or D-C battery current . . .
meeting
long-felt
the
radio world,ahomes.
especiallyIt want
for
ruralin most
and
suburban
is the
practical,
efficient
and
inexpensive
radio ever built.
If your dealer cannot supply you,
write, wire or phone
WALTHAM
CORP.. LTD.
4228
S. VermontRADIO VErmont
2809
Los Angeles, Calif.
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KenRad

Fine

Radio

Tubes

Tubes are the "vocal
chords" Of your radio — the
voice of your set . . . And all radio
tubes tire out — wear out — just as your own
voice gives out when you use it too much . . .
Most folks wait too long to change tubes. They get
accustomed to the poorer reception that develops gradually as the tubes are tiring out.
When one tube finally gives out completely, they
change it . . . But still their reception is feeble and lacking
in tone quality — because the remaining tubes are tired,
even though they haven't quit working entirely ... If
you haven't changed all your tubes recently, get a
complete set of Ken-Rads — the fine tubes of radio.
Then your radio will have a voice that is full of
life and vigor — and you'll really enjoy the
many fine radio programs that are
coming over the air now.
Have your tubes tested!

There

The Ken-Rad

is a lien-Had

Corp. Inc.

Dealer

Near

Owensboro,

You
Kentucky

the

Radio

of the flay +>
Better Performance

COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

SUPER

- HETERODYNE

Pentode
Multi-Mu
Automatic
Volume Control
Meter Tuning
Push-Pull
True Tone
Oversize Dynamic

NOW — for the first time, Radio's finest can be had complete with tubes for less than $100. Imagine it! Every
new feature known to Radio Science incorporated in a fullsized beautiful Walnut Cabinet with the Superheterodyne circuit, complete with ten tubes, for only $99.50.
It is Radio's finest Perfect tone; excellent volume, clear,
sweet music at any volume, with Automatic Volume Control
to keep reception even, with loud blasts eliminated and static
signals reduced.
Distributed in Southern California by

Yale Radio Electric
1111 WALL ST.

Co*
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

LOWER PRICE
To the Customer
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MORE PROFIT
To the Dealer

V!
I ♦

BIGGER VALUE
To the Buying Public

An amazing new SUPER at a list and discount that will lift
you off your feet! The new Pentode and Hi-Mu tubes are
employed for their great efficiency and a Magnavox Speaker
assures fine tone quality.
Licensed by Radio Corporation of America and Affiliated Companies.
ASK" A ROT IT HTTP NFW T R F
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CONSOLIDATED RADIO MFG. CO.
1455 VENICE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES
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EDITORIAL
THREE RADIO MUSKETEERS— A Trio of Pioneers Got a Big Idea
That Nearly Landed Them in Jail — (By One of Them)
CLAP HANDS, HERE COMES CHARLIE— The Story of Charlie
Lung, The Man of 100 Voices — (By Bob Lange)
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SHE HAS LIVED IN THREE WORLDS!— The Girl With a Triple
Personality — (By James Warner)
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Green — (By Margaret Queeney)
COMEDY OF ERRORS— A Dim-Witted Jap and a Humorless Englishman— (By Charles Turner)
FLAT FEET— The Story of Two Lovable Cops. Who Fight Over a
Nickel, But Would Die For Each Other— (By Kay Van Riper)
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Yeah!!

—

but

if you

had taken this movie you'd
think it was the motion picture epic of the year! —

No

picture you have ever

seen will give you the thrill
of enjoyment
you make

as the movie

yourself ♦

The
DeVRY
is
simplicity itself
The simple, fool-proof De-Vry makes the
Vry you can take movies on dark days, late
afternoons, or even in a well-lighted room at
taking of movies as easy as the taking of snapnight.Get a De-Vry and enjoy real movie thrills.
shots. Only one adjustment with simple directions plainly marked on the camera — then aim
Made and guaranteed by the manufacturers of
and press the button.
famous De-Vry professional motion picture
cameras.
Using latest inventions in film, with the DePhil

Lasher,
Established 1900

Ltd.

Q. R. S. - DeVRY DISTRIBUTOR
300 Seventh Street
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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RETURN THIS COUPON
Phil
Lasher, Ltd.,
300 Seventh
Street,
San Francisco, California
Gentlemen :
send mefactsyourabout
free thepamphlet
particulars
and Please
interesting
Dc Vrycontaining
Model 57fullHome
Movie
Camera.
Address
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One

Listener

to

Anoth

— "give the little girl a hand!''
WE were chatting with a well-known radio artist the other day, and
the subject of fan mail arose.
"Do you really think fan letters mean much to the radio performer," we asked him, "Or does he like them because they are flattering?"
The artist smiled. "Well," he said, "It is always pleasant to read
something flattering about yourself, but the real fan letter does something
deeper than that. It is the performer's only means of contact with his
listeners. He doesn't know whether he is 'going over' or not, if someone
didn't tell him. His friends all slap him on the back and say 'Great, old
top! You sang marvelously.' But compliments like these from kindhearted friends aren't really sufficient. Sometimes they don't ring true."
Of course, there are high-salaried artists on the top of the heap who
are good, and know they are good. It is the conscientious, hard-working
small-timer, many of whom contribute the greatest share of our entertainment, for whom this is written.
Moreover,
only the
complimentary
the needs
artist altering,
likes to
receive. If there itisisn't
something
about
his work thatletter
actually
he is the first one that wants to learn of it. If he could listen to himself
broadcast, it would be a simple matter for him to criticize himself as he
would like to. The brickbats are welcomed along with the bouquets by
most artists.
Radio artists bring more hours of entertainment into
the life of the average person today than any other class of
entertainer. The actor on the stage gets a big hand if he
goes over — and a "boo" or a sour expression on the face of
his audience if he doesn't — at least he knows how his work
is appreciated. But the radio artist works before a silent,
unresponsive microphone, that can't even return a good
healthy "boo" much less say, "Well, old boy, you did a
good job tonight!"

THREE

MUSKETEERS
01

W ho Nearly Landed in Jail For Attempting To Take a Microphone
To the Courtroom. They Decided To Dramatize the Murder Trial
Instead, and Many Still Think It Was the Real Thing.
It sounded like a great idea and a
the RubiJULIUScon andCAESA
landedR incrosse
the dmiddle
of a comparatively simple one too — but at
bloody war; King Charles the come.
that time, we hadn't figured on the outFirst signed the Magna Charta and upWe looked over one of the superior
set amonarchy: A band of pioneers decided to do as they chose and young courtrooms on the eighth floor of the
Hall of Justice to find a place for our
America was plunged into a revolution. mike.
And when the Radio News Service of
America atempted to install KNX mi- Johnson
"The chandelier's
exclaimed. the place for it,"
crophones ina courtroom to broadcast
the murder trial of David H. Clark, Los
Having thus decided this weighty
Angeles was thrown into a mild civil matter, we set about obtaining a microwar.
phone so powerful, so sensitive and so
Less than an hour after the young ex- perfect that it would catch every wheeze
deputy prosecutor surrendered to face of the judge, every snort of the attortrial for firing the shots which sent two
neys and every whisper of the witness
noted politicians to their graves, Ivan on the stand.
Johnson, managing editor of the Radio
Supervisor John Quinn was our next
News Service of America burst into my
approach.
"It's
never been done before," we told
office
"Do shouting,
what?" I"Yep!
asked. We can do it."
him,
"but
the microphone certainly has
"Put microphones in the courtroom a place in the dissemination of news,
and broadcast Clark's trial to the and we want you to introduce this resolution giving us permission to hide a
world."
Here are the characters in the radio drama. Standing — Jack Carter
as Judge asMurray,
Tom Breneman
Gilbert. Sitting
Tom Wallace
David Clark
and StuartasBuchanan
as Joe —Ford.

mike in the courtroom to broadcast the
With wewhat
we interpreted
as Quinn'sof
assent
proceeded
to the chambers
Presiding
JudgeyourJohnO.K.L. Fleming.
"We
have
to have
on this before
trial."
we can"The
go any
farther,
judge," we told
him.
Board
of Supervisors
will
pass a resolution permitting us to install
the equipment — now how do you feel
"I believe that radio has a place in
about
it?"
the dissemination
of news," said the
judge,
"as
far
as
I'm
am
not against it— but youconcerned
know you— Ihave
to have the consent of the judge hearing
Well, now we were getting some
the
case."Our next visit was to the office
place.
of William Davidson, the county en"Davidson, we want to install microgineer.
nthe nocourtroom
But wephones igot
further. — "
"Yasss — I know," growled the Scot,
"I'm not gonna let you do anything like
that unless Judge Fleming and the
Boardtoldofhim
Supervisor
say with
it's allthe right."
We
it was O.K.
judge
and
that
the
Board
would
pass the
resolution.
That was that. We left the citadel of
county government bound for radio
laboratories in search of a microphone
so small it could be hidden from selfconscious witnesses and so sensitive it
would be practical.
Two days later I called County Engineer Davidson for some technical information.
"Oh, yea — I've been wantin' to get in
touch with you radio bugs," he roared
into my ear. "Supervisor Quinn says
he didn't tell you the board was gonna
let you put microphones in that courtroom and Judge Fleming is mad because you went around saying he was
in Now
favor Judge
of puttin'
'em in!"
Fleming
had not said
definitely that he was for us — he had
merely commented that he saw no reason why it could not be done if the

By
One of
Them

judge presiding in the particular case
involved gave his approval.
So when Davidson informed him that
we had declared him taking a stand in
our favor, he denied it— and the effect
the mix-up had upon Quinn and the rest
of the board of supervisors was amazing. They shut up like clams and refused to have anything to do with radio
and raised their hands in horror at the
very mention
the word
'microphone.'
Behind
all thisof was
the shadow
of the
newspaper, of reporters commissioned
by their papers to keep us from the
courtroom. The day of the trial drew
near — even nearer, and still we did not
know and were unable to find out what
judge was to hear the trial.
"Now,
Doran,"
we saidjokeso
many
timesJudge
it became
the standing
of the Hall of Justice attaches, "Who
are
you goingthe towilyassign
this case?"
Whereupon
juristto would
smile
wisely and snicker, leaving us just as
much in the dark as ever. Not till the
morning the case got under way did we
learn that Superior Judge Stanley Murray, of Madera county, was to sit on
the bench.
Johnson and I rushed into Department 26 and found a tall, heavyset individual staring gloomily at the ceiling.
"Judge Murray?" we asked breathlessly.
"Yes," he answered at great length.
"We're from the Radio News Service
of America — we want to put microphones in this courtroom so the world
can hear the actual proceedings of this
trial, we'll hide it so — "
"No, you can not," he growled
"This is a serious thing — a man is on
trial for his life in this court and I'll
not have these proceedings made into a
circus!"
The peculiar thing about Judge Murray's stormy reply was not in its phrasology — but in the fact that he began the
answer before Ihad asked the question.
It was obvious that someone had warned
him of the advance of the army of the
air.
RADIO DOINGS

Clark Trial Courtroom Scene — The defendant is sitting second
from the right next to his counsel, W. I. Gilbert. Prosecutor Ford
is at the extreme left of the table.
In fact, the whole civic center was
buzzing with gossip about the sensational attempt — on every hand, frenzied
newspaper reporters besieged us — asking where we had hidden the mike —
when we were to begin broadcasting and
who would make our bail when we went
to jail?
We tried a score of threats, persuasive lines of salesmanship and varied attacks upon the somber jurist from Madera, but there was no hope. Then
along came Guy Earl, the progressive
owner of Station KNX.
"This is a marvelous story," Earl
said, excitedly.
"We'll put here
in a remote
control
panel somewhere
in the
Hall of Justice and sneak a microphone
in when no one's looking."
And then began the battle of the
Three Musketeers of Radio against the
power of the press, the judiciary, the
board of supervisors, the county engineering department and what have
you. From that time on, Johnson, Earl
and I found ourselves the center of a
whirlpool of excitement and panic.
Judge Doran, probably touched by
our determined attempts, became liberal
one morning and instructed his official
reporter, a kindly old gentleman named
Sullivan, to allow us to invade his private transcript room.
In half an hour we had installed a
remote control panel, Kenneth Ormiston had ordered the telephone company
to install a direct line from Room 802
in the Hall of Justice to station KNX,
where he is chief technician, and Earl
had ordered a bevy of actors and actresses down to interpret the official

transcript.
Then havoc burst loose
about our heads.
Five men and three women were reading the transcript over the air by remote
control to KNX — it was so real that
everyone who missed the opening announcement thought it was coming from
the courtroom itself.
City editors went into a green rage.
They frantically phoned their reporters.
"Get that Radio News Service out of
the Hall of Justice — they're broadcasting the Clark
trial from
the courtroom!"
With
the natural
detecting
ability of
news-hounds, a handful of newspaper
men discovered our hide-out in 802.
They broke open the door in the middle
of a dramatization and flash light powders boomed while the startled actors
and actresses were reading into the
mike. Then came the headlines. "Radio
Broadcast
Proves Fake!"
They screamed
the news to the world
— while the dramatization continued —
Judges,
and the
otherbroadcasts
officials
left theirsupervisors
offices to hear
over KNX. Radio was making history —
telephone calls were pouring in to the
Radio News Service stations, KNX and
KMPC — for the first time in the history
of radio broadcast, an official transcript
of a real trial was going on the air!
And the people were listening! Letters,
telegrams,
came down on
KNX like anphone
arcticcalls
blizzard.
As soon as sensational testimony was
given, it went on the air. Stuart Buchanan, the KNK announcer, had entered
into theecutorspirit
of the
as ProsJoe Ford,
his game
voice and,
reflected
the
excitement he felt — the thrill of the bat[Turn to Page 44]
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by Bob Lange

CHARLIE!

He disappeared suddenly a while
voiced, solemnsquea akyFROM
—nowasoneoff knew
the airwhere
for several
boy, trading wise- ago
faced aChin
and
he was.months,
And
cracks with a darky impersonae
as
suddenly
he
popped
on the scene
n
Charli
a
into
Lung has grow
tor,
whole roomful of characters. He is a again, with new gags, new ideas and
enthusiasm. You see, there was
Chinese, a negro, a sissy, a German pro- aa new
time there when Charlie was out of
fes or, a pug, an Irishman — Oh. why
sorts, discouraged and soured on the
anyo
He'ssome
on! then
go
! ne you ever heard whole world. But — there's a reason —
of. and
Times have changed for Charlie since and here is the story.
When Charlie faded from the picture,
he shared his program with a flock of
phonograph records. At KGFJ he has thousands thought he was down, but no
become an institution. Charlie puts on one knew why. But they all cared, and
his program with a concert on one that was the primary cause of his rehand, and a dance band on the other. turn.
A Master of Ceremonies charmingly inBack in the "good old days," when
troduces him ... a fanfare ... a roll a radio
performer was simply "talent,"
of drums ... a cymbal — and Lung and hadn't emerged into the stage
known as "artist," Charlie got his start.
ishaveon!justAnd
after
the
program
—
"You
heard Charlie Lung, the man In those days any man who could speak
of a hundred voices." Charlie Lung, two dialects was considered phenomreincarnated, with ninety-nine more
enal. Lung could speak excellent Envoices at his command. There are still
glish,
could lay slang
'em in athela corridors
Chinese.
many who believe he has an assisting with his andAmerican
crew of impersonators to back it up. He chose as his comedy foil a synthetic colored gentleman.
But denend on it, Charlie does it all
himself.
The darky and Charlie made an exMR. REGGIE FITZM All RICE

ANTHRACITE LINCOLN

THE OLD SOAK

cellent team, and were immediately accepted assomething new in radio. They
had been sponsored for (exactly one
year and nine months, when the Million
Dollar theater in Los Angeles took
them over as a nucleus for a stage
show. Bids were received from movie
companies, personal appearances were
demanded,
the boys found themselves in theandspotlight.
Charlie and his pal went over big
at the Million Dollar. Out in front, in
huge electric letters blazed the words
"Charlie
Lung — Radio draw
Star a DeLuxe."
The
first performance
capacity
house . . . the show was stopped . . .
curtain calls . . . Charlie was forced
to return for an additional five minute
skit, extemporaneously delivered to satisfy afull house. And after the show,
Charlie found a tall, distinguished gentleman from Australia awaiting him in
his dressing room with a contract for
a tour of the Antipodes, at his own
And then something happened! For
[ Turn to Page 41 ]
price.
CHARLIE LUNG
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To
Betty Sheldon
women —
YOU talkwantdownto toplease
IFdon't
them!"
Helen Margaret O'Neill speakinee.ing— between the acts of the NBC MatThe pretty, twinkling-eyed producer
of this gay, informal program which
brings an hour of fast entertainment
into the homes of NBC network listeners throughout the Pacific Division
every week-day, knows her own sex as
well as her microphone showmanship.
So when the idea of a program designed especially to reach the housewife
in her tween
ownthe hours
home every
beof twoafternoon
and three
o'clock, was conceived some five months
ago, Helen was appointed its producer.
"Let'sandgiveshe'emdid.
a real
show,"
said
Helen,
In one
Matine?
program, dialers may hear a humorous
skit of domestic entanglements, a bit of
grand opera, ballads or dance music —
or perhaps all four of them. Hundreds
of letters from appreciative listeners
voice the response the program has
gained in the short space it has been on
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The
LADIES

the air, and testify to the fact that the
woman who spends the afternoon at
home, likes her radio entertainment
crisp and sparkling.
Monday and Wednesday afternoons,
the doingsin ofthe"the
Wise Family"
are
featured
Matinee.
Mother and
Father Wise, and their two modern
children, hold dialers' interest with
their life-like predicaments and pleasures, in this musical extravaganza.
Sometimes it is a family dinner-table
which is the setting for the realistic repartee of the household; sometimes a
bridge party in the Wise home ,or a day
on
providesis the
At the
any golf
rate, links
the patter
sure "plot."
to be
swift, and the Wises are certain to
burst into song somewhere during the
act, which is sponsored by the Owl
Drug Company.
Tuesday and Friday afternoons in the
NBC Matinee program bring the strains
of "The Old Oaken Bucket" as theme
song of a singing act sponsored by the
Pioneer Maple Products Company, and
a bit of advice from a household science

!

expert, presented by the G. Washington
Coffee Company, introduces a domestic
life drama "over the coffee-cups."
Capt. Booth and his Sardine Fishermen hold the "spot" on Thursdays
with the Wise Family. Sea-chanteys and
tall tales of the sailor characters make
the Booth program unique.
If the ether curtains could part like
those on the stage, Matinee listeners
would find one of the most versatile
groups in radio behind the microphone.
Gail Taylor, soprano, Charles Ford
and Gwynfi Jones, tenors, Harold Dana,
baritone, and Leslie Brigham, bassos,
are the "singing actors" whose voices
and acting are combined in most of the
sketches.
Capt. BillisRoyle,
ular "dialectician"
also a NBC's
memberpop-of
the Matinee
cast.
Norman Field, well-known actor who
recently joined the National Players, is
Master of Ceremonies. Field, who was
born in Montreal, came to the United
States when he was a small child, and
has spent most of his life-time on the
legitimate stage in this country. He is
RADIO DOINGS

Dedicated to the American Housewife, the
NBC Matinee Brings to Her Every Day
a Spicy Hour of Variety and Entertainment

Helen O'Neill, NBC
producer and creator
of the Matinee.

the descendant of an interesting line of
artists; his great-grandfather was a
miniature-painter; his grandfather a
landscape-painter and his father a portrait-painter.

Norman Fields, favorite of the legitimate stage and master of ceremonies
on the Matinee.
Norman inherited enough of his ancestor's talentacterizations
to make
stagerealism
charfamous forhistheir
and art. He was chosen for the post of
Master of Ceremonies of the NBC Matinee out of a group of competing stars.
His microphone manner, marked by the
restraint of the finished actor, brings
scores of letters from women listeners.
When Florence Reed returned to California recently to appear in "East of
RADIO DOINGS

Suez" she made just one stipulation
with the management of the Fulton theater in Oakland — that Norman Field be
her leading man. He played with her in
"'The Shanghai Gesture," appearing in
the role of the Englishman, in that play,
and the National Broadcasting Company
loaned her "Taipan" as she still calls
Field, for "East of Suez."
Gail Taylor, charming dark-haired,
dark-eyed soprano, and Sarah Jordan,
home science expert, are the only women
to appear before the microphone in the
Matinee, except for those occasions
when Helen O'Neill can be persuaded
to offer one of her inimitable pianologues. Usually, however^ Helen is kept
busy with the job of producing the
show, and Gail plays all the feminine
leads in the Matinee skits. She is "Sister" in the Wise Family; the captain's
daughter in "Captain Booth and his SarFishermen,"
and sheandhascharacter
discovereddinea flair
for humor
parts that she herself never suspected
before.
Gail came to NBC soon after she left
high school, and her voice has developed into one of the lovliest sopranos
on the air. When she first became a
radio
star, Gail's
ambitionandwasshe
to sing
in musical
comedy,
has
achieved it, for she sings the principal
roles in many of the miniature musical
comedies presented in the Matinee, as
well as other NBC programs.
The Matinee Orchestra, a fourteenpiece group directed by Mahlon Merrick, isone of the most interesting features of the NBC Matinee. The conductor is an enthusiastic believer in mod-

ern melodic arrangements of classics,
and there is always variety and color in
the orchestral numbers he offers. Billy
Cowles, who makes the arrangements
and directs the vocalists, also is a thorough modernist, and he and Helen are
gleeful over the fact that the Matinee
artists and musicians can go from grand
opera to "hot jazz" in the space of a
few minutes' time.
"If we appeal to women listeners with
this program, it is because of that fact
as much as anything else," explains
Helen. "The housewife isn't a definite
type any more than the business woman
is, so far as her entertainment tastes go.
"The woman whose vocation is homemaking likes her entertainment up to a
high standard. She knows good music
and she knows jazz, and she knows, too.
when some radio program she hears
has
obviously 'toned
to a
level been
of childishness,
and if down'
she resents
it, "Ever
she's right
do so.NBC Matinee has
sinceto the
been on the air, we have kept this in
mind, and have tried to shape programs
to meet the suggestions which come
from the many women who write to tell
us how much they like this song or that
sketch. The stay-at-home women is one
of the most intelligent radio critics I
Best evidence of the NBC Matinee's
popularity lies in the fact that so many
women wrote to ask for a night proto it, that the Moonlight
know."gram similar
Matinee
has been added to the NBC
schedule, and is presented through the
Pacific network every Wednesday night,
between 9:30 and 10:30 o'clock.
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by E. H. Sanders

Above, the official reception
committee meets the Malolo
at Quarantine. Left, E. H.
Sanders, of the Shell Oil
Company, who accompanied the Dobbsie
gang to
Below, Hawaii.
The governor
greets Dobbsie officially on the lawn of
lolani Palace.

antcredwith West,l import
inRADIO itedin thesevera
develoy pment
novations and the alread
country's outstanding
of some of the
radio personalities, scored another
"beat" on the rest of the country with
the recent Hawaiian cruise of the Shell
imers on the
pro— a ties
Malolo
Happyt
n authori
cal S.S.
easter
ject which skepti
discouraged from the start.
The Malolo Happytime Cruise
marked the first time in the history of
radio that a regular program was broadcast from a studio aboard a ship on the
highI consider
seas. the outstanding success of
the broadcasts a tribute to the judgment,
initiative and technical knowledge of
the West's radio executives. Not only
were the programs remarkably free
from distortion, but the signal was
strong and several of the programs were
comparable to land studio broadcasts,
as regards quality.
The ten broadcasts from the lounge
of the Malolo provided a wealth of technical knowledge which will undoubtedly
form the foundation for numerous experiments in the field of short wave
transmission. In this connection I believe the cruise focused attention on the
almost unlimited possibilities of radio
as the common denominator of world
relations. The radio has often been described as a potent force for the
strengthening of international ties, but
the reaction of the people of Hawaii to
the undertaking gave some indication
of how big a part short wave broadcasts
may
some dayof infellowship
the development
of newplaystandards
among
the peoples of the world.
Undertaken as a novel program feature and as a gesture of friendliness to
the people who have brought us so much
joyous entertainment, the Happytime
cruise evolved into a public enterprise
through which Pacific Coast and island
residents established a new and wholesome neighborliness.
Heard in their daily broadcasts from
the ship en route to Honolulu, Captain
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TAKES

HIGH

Dobbsie and his crew built up tremendous enthusiasm before they arrived. The
ear-splitting ovation which they received
upon arrival had hardly subsided before
their commercial identity, as paid radio
artists, had been completely forgotten
and they were looked upon simply as
San Franciscans, delegated by the Shell
Oil Company to visit Hawaii as representatives ofthe people of the Pacific
Coast.
During the two and one-half day sta\
in the islands the Happytimers had few
idle moments. Between the formal receptions, the regular morning broadcasts and the programs put on especially
for the islands, Dobbsie and his crew
were entertained
the residents
as personal friends andby the
enthusiasm
for
their work was sincere and inspiring.
Every event of the stay was chronicled
in the Hawaiian press and record crowds
attended every function. Although they
worked hard, every member of the
troupe was loathe to leave when the
visit was ended. The send-off was another colorful spectacle and we left
knowing that, not only had we won
widespread support and appreciation
for thewere
company's
program
but thattieourto
hosts
conscious
of a closer
the mainland.
I first discussed the cruise idea with
the National Broadcasting Company
three years ago. Because of technical
and legal barriers, considered unsurmountable at that time, the project was
dropped until January of this year. At
that time I was still enthusiastic over
the possibilities of the venture and NBC
executives consented to renew negotiations. Radio Corporation of America
and Radio Marine Corporation engineers were called in and the technical
details were finally worked out.
A specially constructed 200-watt combination telephone and telegraph short
wave transmitter was constructed and
sent to San Francisco where it was installed aboard the Malolo by RCA and
Radio Marine engineers. The facilities
[Turn to Page 38]
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Above, tlie Malolo entering Honolulu Harbor.
Right. Captain Hugh Barret Dobbs himself, all
"lei-ed" out,
below,
Dobbsie and aandgroup
of
charming Hawaiian
misses who welcomed the
party.

WOMAN

of
ALL

NATIONS

So perfect are her impersonations
that listeners from many lands
claim her for their own
by Roma Mills Orange
OREEN GAMMILL — actress,
writer, playwright and radio
favorite, is one of the most
talked of personalities in Hollywood.
Because her eyes have an oriental slant,
because her tongue can bring to life
the Italian girl, the Irish colleen, the
French mademoiselle, the Swedish
maid, the girl with the English cockney accent, and the Jewish woman, the
question
Noreen's nationality has
long been ofunanswered.
It was to satisfy some of the questions her fans are asking that I went
to call upon this versatile young personmentwhoto the
brings
such ofa wealth
theatre
the air.of amuseKnowing the variety of her successes
in numerous fields, I was going over
my brief and to the point questions as
I went up the walk that leads to her
English stucco home. For I visualized
her typing madly as she answered my
intruding questions.
I rang the bell and a maid told me
that I would find Miss Gammill in the
garden.
I walked carefully around the house
so that my unannounced presence would
not interrupt some witticism from her
pen.Then I saw her and stopped. She
was on her knees digging with practiced
hand. But not around the rose bushes.
"What out.on earth are you doing?" I
blurted
For reply she smiled and held up a
nice wriggly pink worm. I came nearer
and watched her drop it into the mouth
of a goldfish in the pool. The happy
fish then waved its tail and was lost
among the water bamboo and lily pads.
The
"poorPisces
fish" incould
applyexpression
to the class
this never
pool.
I could add another article to those
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which have already been written about
the Gammill pool. The pool is embanked with petrified wood, rocks
brought from remote places and a most
interesting Indian grain mixer into
which the water drops sheer.
The word Indian recalled to me that
it was said my hostess was part Indian.
I noted her
cheek bonesto and
dered. As high
she continued
kneelwon-by
the pool, still talking to her pets, I
thought
some oriental doll she
to bereminded
found inme a ofChinese
curio
shop, for Noreen Gammill is very slim.
She has dark wavy hair that somehow
lends a charming mystery to her brown
eyes in their oriental setting. Her skin
is clear olive. Except for the deep red
of herthatlipsmight
therehave
is no'
the
face
comecolorfromon any
one of many lands.
When she later mentioned going in
to lunch I was surprised to know that
a person with her numerous activities
took time to eat luncheon. For I recalled that the creator of the "Album
of Familiar Faces" and "Human Interest Word Pictures"
radio
staff writer.
That shewaswasalso
the aauthor
of numerous short stories and articles,
as well as a book in 1927 "Character
Monologues and Readings." The same
year "Distinctive Selections for Young
People and Children." In 1929 she
published
And if I"Character
know my Sketches."
literary lettuce a
peep into her study said there would
be a book in 1931. On her desk I also
saw a copy of one of her latest pubThe lished
sightplays,of"Open
this Windows."
play reminded me
that she had charmed her audiences as
a member of the "Woodward Players,"
"Louis Dean Players," "Iowa Out of
Door Players," "Henry Duffy Players,"

and as a member of the "Junior OrBut as I sat across the table from
pheumI reminded
Circuit." myself that it was for
her
her fans of the air that I had come
to ask questions about her work before
the microphone.
I knew that her first audiences of the
air were the radio fans of WDAF and
WHB, Kansas City. This was in 1920
before the days of commercial programs. It was as a school girl that
Noreen Gammill entertained with oneact
actors,plays,
from taking
memory.the part of all the
Then she came to Los Angeles and
KFI-KECA broadcast her popular
sketches. Later, she sacrificed her radio
work for a time, to finish a book, which
will soon be published. And now her
book is finished, and she is back on
the air at KNX. She was recently
chosen for the feminine parts in the
Gleason and Armstrong "Knights of the
Road" electrical transcription, and her
first appearance in this series will be
in"kidthesister."
role of Oswald's mother and the
I asked her where she got all her
ideas for her "Human Interest Sketches"
and "Album of Familiar Faces."
She laughed and said that it was
really her audience that gave her the
idea for numerous ones. That for a
time she had only ten sketches. These
she gave in vaudeville and at night
clubs, as well as over the radio. One
day a woman telephoned and said that
she wished Noreen Gammill would get
some new sketches.
Noreen Gammill did. She has some
two hundred now. It is not unusual
for her to write four or five new
sketches each week.
[Turn to Page 41]
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She

Has

Lived

in

THREE

WORLDS!

by James Warner

TT 7 ERE you to meet her on the
%/%/
say, "There
is a
▼ » street,
cute girlyou'd
— probably
some co-ed
outAndshopping."
if you saw her in her studio giving a lesson, you'd think, "A gracious
hostess — a charming artist."
But if she starts talking business —
look out! She can out-discount, outsupply and out-demand some of your
most seasoned business veterans without batting an eye.
If one were at all superstitious, he
might imagine Maude Hughes to be
some super-human being, a mysterious
creature embodying three distinct individuals in one body. For she belongs
to three worlds — business, art, and a
personal little world of her own creation. She exists with equal success in
each of the three.
I arrived at her cozy music studio a
little early for our luncheon engagement, and she was just finishing a piano
lesson. She noticed my entrance into
the outer office, smiled and waved her
hand to indicate that she would be
through in a moment. That flashing
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smile and comradely
wave immediately
made me feel as if I
had dropped in to see
an old friend. I felt
I already knew her, although we had never
met. Maude Hughes is
like that. With the
abandon of a little
girl, oneshe
as hertreats
friend,everyand
one can't help liking
her on sight.
Across the restaurant table she looked
more like a little girl than ever. Tiny
(she is five feet two, and weighs 104,)
dark and shiny eyed, with two deep
dimples framing her whole-hearted
smile, she was then the co-ed on the
shopping tour.
And as we talked, I witnessed and
silently marvelled at the swift succession of changes that came over her as
we discussed her life. / talked to three
persons when I talked with Maude
Hughes!
Naively she told of her girlhood days,
when she started "taking piano." Like
many children, she hated to practice,
when the rest of the kids were out playing. Only the grim patience of her
mother kept her at it; a patience that
Maude is grateful for today.
When she entered high school, at
Polytechnic, Los Angeles, for the first
time music began to really "get in her
blood." She practiced with a new vigor,
born of a desire to be a master pianist.
Soon she was being given special training by the musical director. She accompanied the school orchestra, and

appeared on every musical program.
The sound background of harmony and
classical training stood her in good
stead when she began attacking popular pieces. And even from her modest
description of her school activities it
was evident that she was extremely popular. She was asked to join everything;
she was prominent
in girls'
dramatics,
andparties.
Alwaysathletics,
ready
for anything, good-humored and full of
pep. "Bring Maude along — she's a lot
During the World War, when every
able-bodied man was drafted, her
of fun." who introduced a well-known
father,
automobile appliance to the market, was
left without a sales manager. Immediately Maude's business personality
showed itself. "Dad," she said, "I can
handle that job. Anything any man can
do, father
I can do."
After Maude
much made
persuasion,
her
consented.
good,
went out and gained business the firm
had never dreamed of, handled the organization like a veteran, and when
she turned the reins over to another a
couple of years later, had increased the
sales to 1250 daily, more than five
times their former volume!
Her piano work was relegated to the
background, although she still kept in
constant practice. For several years,
she was purely a business woman, and
was prominent among automotive
circles as one of the few women in the
business. When the Cleveland automobile came out, and a courtesy campaign
was inaugurated,
Maude by
Hughes
attracted much attention
driving
around in a Cleveland, showing the
[Turn to Page 39]
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Green

and

BLUE

From a Family of Troupers
Comes Jane Green,
KFRC Blues Singer

by

Margaret
Queeney
, star of many revues
E GREEN
JANand
musical comedies, now scintillating before a KFRC microphone, came by her talent for entertain.
ment honestly It was right in the family. Her mother had played Topsy in
eds ofShetimes.
hundrian.
Tom's wasCabina music
Uncle
had
Her father
uncles in the circus business.
So any
littlenewJanetrails
wasn't
blaze
whencompelled
she becameto
interested in the show business in Los
Angeles at the tender age of ten. Her
home previous to that time had been
Louisville, Kentucky.
During grammar and high school
days Jane was active in musical and
theatrical activities. After high school
she walked into her first job, singing
the popular songs of the day in a Los
Angeles
knownshe asconfesses
"McKees."
smiles nowcafewhen
that She
she
was only sixteen at the time.
It was experience she wanted and
shortly afterward she tried out for the
Orpheum circuit and was turned down.
Right then and there Miss Jane Green
decided she should headline over the
Orpheum circuit before she was
through just to show them a thing or
RADIO DOINGS

She tried out for big time and they turned her doun .
swore she would someday be a headliner, and she was.

two. And Miss Jane Green did, for quite
a few seasons, just that little thing. Determination isalso one of her qualities.
While she was still at the cafe, Irene
Castle and Anna Held saw her there
there and persuaded her to go to New
York. The war happened along and
Jane played the army camps of the
country from coast to coast. It was
Leon Errol who recommended her personable talents to Mr. Zeigfeld who
booked her for the Zeigfeld Roof where
she played a solid year. From then on
engagements came thick and fast. Here
are just a few to give you an idea:
with John Murray Anderson in ''What's
inFddie
a Name;"
Centuryseasons;
Roof: with
Cantoronforthe three
with
Schubert's
Bernard
Collier
Revue;
the Tent Cafe, in New York: headlinedat
over Keith Orpheum for several seasons; played at the Kit Kat Club in
London: was starred in the Greenwich
Village
was featured
eral cafesFollies
in NewandYork.
Miami andin sevLos
Angeles. Now she has setled down to
the quiet life of the radio.
Speaking of settling down, she was
playing a radio engagement some two
years ago when a young gentleman by

the name of Ron Wilson presented himself as her accompanist. Well, to phrase
it in the rustic manner, the upshot of
the whole affair was they got married
soon after. Mr. Wilson, in addition to
being
a piano
an aviator
and has
earnedplayer,
him isthealsotitle
of the
"flying piano player." They have a
Scotch measured
terrier named
"Jigger"
who is
being
now for
a parachute.
Jane calls him "Jigger" because he is
full
of thesongs.
old pep — the kind she puts
into her
She is just a little thing, five feet
three inches tall (including French
heels) and weighs in the vicinity of 118
pounds. Her eyes are brown, her hair
reddish-blonde.
She likes to be active. She is fond of
golf and swimming, also horseback riding. She has driven her own car for the
past ten years. Now she is going in for
aviation and the next thing we expect
to hear is that she is commuting between
San Francisco and Los Angeles for her
programs on KFRC. The two weekly
affairs in which she is featured are the
Golden State Blue Monday Jamboree
and
the Thursday night Manhattan Reflections.
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COMEDY

ERRORS

A Blissfully Dim-Witted Jap and a
Humor-less Britisher Are Frank Watanabe
and Honorable Archie, Whose Comic
Dialogues Delight KNX Listeners

REGINALD SHARLAND

misty
off the half
ECTSof from
DIALshores
two islands
a
world from each other have
traveled a circuitous and strange route
to meet in California. The result of
this strange marriage of the most cultured tongue in the world and that of
the most polyglot of lingos is a comedy
team which threatens to cut in on the
popularity of the biggest of them all.
It is time we introduce that far-famed
pair: Frank Watanabe and the Hon.
Archie, readers.
It will be best if we take the gentlemen up one at a time. Their nightly
program over KNX has aroused so
much comment that letters by the thousands flood in asking information about
these two gentlemen who each eve at
seven ofo'clock
createprograms
more laughs
half
the other
on thethan
air
together.
Let us consider the redoubtable
Frank: that silver voiced, suave Oriental who has the humor of a Rabialias
and the seriousness of a Bible class instructor.
Frank, in private life, is Edmund
James Holden, son of the late E. J.
Holden, conteemporary of Theodore
Roberts and John Drew. Edmund
James, or Eddie as the boys and girls
call him, was cradled in the arms of
the theater. At the advanced age of
four years he had his first experience,
according to his own memoirs, at which
time he gallantly waved the American
Flag in a theatrical production written
by his father to celebrate the winning
of the Spanish American War.
Born in San Francisco and nurtured
in the heart of that cosmopolis, Eddie
attended its public schools and associated with a wide group of friends,
among them a number of Japanese students, whose efforts to reproduce the
RADIO DOINGS

English language were at times pathetic
and at other times quite laughable.
With a natural aptitude for imitation, itwas not long before Eddie began making a studied effort to speak after the fashion of his slant-eyed compatriots ofthe class room. The odd incongruity ofa few well chosen words,
preferably as long and complicated as
possible, delivered by a high and uncertain voice, was bound to make for humor. Eddie capitalized.
As the boy Holden grew into manhood, (these are his own words, readers) he found a romance in the shady,
silent streets of San Francisco's Oriental section. He spent long hours
lounging about in the dens of his
friends, picking up not only their perverted rehash of the English tongue, but
a certain amount of their true language.
The last fifteen years has seen many
changes in the life of Eddie Holden. He
has tried many things. It was in 1923
that he first went on the air. KFRC
was to put on its initial program. The
streets
of 'Frisco
a fine toothed
combwerein angoneeffortoverto with
find
talent
the way.that could offer something out of
Eddie was one of those found. As
he puts it:
"Was I nervous? Yes, ma'am. I put
on a comedy act. Was so scared by the
cold, suspicious and one-eyed look of
that mike that I kept forgetting things;
kept repeating things. It was lucky it
was a comedy act. Nobody knew I was
making mistakes except myself. I was
told afterward I had made a remarkably
studied effort in taking the part of a
backward child. It wasn't studied
though — it was awfully, painfully natAfter
severaltheyears
on the ofair,Frank
Holden created
character
ural."

Watanabe, that lovable Jap servant,
who has entertained thousands, yes hundreds of thousands of radio fans in
California and on the west coast.
For awhile Holden played his role
on the Blue Monday Jamboree Program. But he grew ambitious. He
wanted to find a spot of his own in the
flickering light of the radio sun. He
wanted to write continuity; to handle
a regular program which would feature
himself. He thought he had enough
stuff to put over a real daily feature.
You may
judgeor from
cesses whether
not hehiswasrecent
rightsuc-in
the assumption.
His fame rapidly spreading over the
EDMUND HOLDEN

OF

by
Charles Turner
entire West, and with his eye out for
the possibility of making a more definite connection, Holden was in the right
mood to receive a wire sent him by Naylor Rogers of KNX, asking if he would
consider becoming a staff member of
the Los Angeles station. And so he
came south. Right here we shall leave
Holden for a few seconds while we review the brief but meteoric career of his
parner in comedy, the Hon. Archie.
The Hon. Archie — to his bankers and
wife none other than Reginald Sharland
— was born in Essex, which we will recall as being located in England. Reg
is a dyed
in the Even
wool, his
honest
ness Britisher.
accentto goodis on
the
up-and-up.
There's
nothing
faked
about that tall, blond young Apollo.
He's the real thing. He doesn't have to
"puthimon"naturally.
over the air.
part accent
comes
to
EveryThe little
has a meaning of its own; every little
syllable has a background of the green
hills of Surrey.
Reg, after the war, travelled far and
wide.dredHecities played
the dozen
stages continents.
of a hunon a half
His fine, steel-drawn figure, his clear
eyes and charming looks combined with
a natural talent for the theater made
him excellent material for any production manager.
There were several years spent in
Australia. It was on that far flung
shoreents he
thoughtsForandawhile
talto thefirst
worldturned
of radio.
he sang: he announced, he wrote continuity, heplayed in dramatic roles and
did everything but clean the office.
Then the siren-like call of Hollywood
cried
large
formedoutearsandtookReg's
in the
notesandof well
the
languid song.
Sharland, like so many other fine
Britishers, followed his eyes and ears
and one fine day the dawn of California
saw him decamping from the Southern
Seas for the land of perpetual sunshine.
Those first few months in Hollywood
were hard ones. In time, however, Reg
landed. Since those lean days of his ar-

Every day finds Holden and Sharland tustling with their continuities and gags for
the evening's act. They take turns at the typewriter (one finger method) and both
contribute ideas. Perfiaps
that the
more. you've
It havenotcied
been shave
off, famous
yes mom!Holden mustache is no
rival, he has played with Fox, United
Artists, RKO and Universal.
It was at a party, one of those Hollywood affairs you read about, that Eddie
Holden and Reg Sharland first met. It
was right after Holden had come to
Los Angeles to put Frank Watanabe
across. Someone, at this aforementioned party, introduced our two heroes
to each weredother.
Holden, inas his
a jest,
ansthe introduction
famous
Jap dialect. Sharland was slightly
shocked, but replied in his own broad
English vernacular. Holden thought it
was a gag and they continued their
conversation. In no time at all everyter. one in the rom was roaring with laugh-

The next afternoon, Holden called
Naylor
the 'phone,
told himRogers
he hadat aKNXreal onprogram
and
wanted a fifteen minute period to try
it out. Rogers was already sold on
Holden as Frank Watanabe. So he

the very went
go, theoverHolden-SharlandFromcombination
big. It was
the start of a great idea. Since then
seven months have elapsed. The story
of those seven months is a book in itself.
Holden and Sharland do something
few other performers on the air would
attempt. They write their own continuntil uity
fourand, furthermore,
o'clock of thedon't
day write
they goit
on.
They
go
on
at
seven.
All this time, Reg Sharland was unaware that he was being taken for a
Eddie says there are several reasons
for follwoing this schedule. First, the
ride.
However,
it
didn't
take
him
long
to see it was all in god fun. Like the imprint is fresh in their minds. They
sport he is, he continued talking — nat- don't have time to forget it. Secondly,
it doesn't grow stale. They write it, and
. He couldn'tstunt
haveif made
foil for aural ycomedy
he hada better
tried. in an hour or so read it. Thus they are
Eddie Holden soon drew him into a to maintain an actual interest, tl is a
corner and asked him about himself. sort of abstract thing, interest. But it
Eddie explained about his act. He is essential if there is to be a real feelthought they might be able to get to- ment.ing behind any program of entertaingether and arrange a real program.
Sharland, who was temporarily at leisThe boys[Turntaketo turns
at the tvpePage 39]
ure, agreed to give it a try.
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FLAT

FEET

ff

Kay Van Riper

The Story of Two Lumbering, Quarreling, Lovable
Cops, Who Squabble Over a Nickel — Yet Would
Die For Each Other

down
was walking nion.
a man
ONEthedaystree
t with
a compa
Apparently his friend made a
very stupid remark, for the other threw
back his head and in mock dismay,
w, ers
n!" witne
two
The ssed
Dugawho
cried
staffw-w-memb
KFWB, "Awthis sight clutched each! other in glee.
Here at last was fame For when the
General Public uses a catch phrase
from anything in everyday life, it is the
final and conclusive proof of popularity! And "Aw-w-w-w, Dugan!" is the
heart-rendering cry that Officer Dailey
emits at his pal's stupidity, in Laird
Doyle's Station house Saga, "Flat
Feet."
Feet,over
DuganKFWB
'n' Dailey,
whoTheseare two
on Flat
the air
every
Saturday
night
at
nine
o'clock,
have
lumbered into the hearts of their listeners, ever since they made their first
riotous
appearance
beforeso KFWB's
mike. There
is something
human,
so funny, and yet so pathetic about this
pair who fight over a nickle between
themselves, and yet who are the staunchest of pals. They always seem to arrest the wrong man, they always blunder, and yet, sometimes they have their
innings, and save the day in true heroic
style. Big, burly Dugan who is long
on brawn and short on brains, and wiry
little Dailey who works with his head,
manage to get into and get out of situations that leave their disteners rocking
with glee.
The creator of "Flat Feet" is, you
might guess, a young Irishman, Laird
Doyle. He is a Stanford graduate, an
ex-newspaper man, a former war correspondent toChina, and author of the
radio
a story
of thefeatures,
ups and"The
downHoofers,"
of a theatrical
couple, and "Tommy," the adventures
of a young, wistful country boy. "Flat
Feet"
a distinctly
typelikeof
writingis from
the otherdifferent
two, and
most
hits,
it
just
"happened."
In a
radio play about a year ago, Doyle
used the character of an Irish cop, on^
Dugan by name, and Dugan walked
off with all the laughs. Then came
the idea for a series of comedies built
around two policemen.
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KFWB wanted a comedy feature,
called Doyle in, listened to his idea,
and said, "Fine. We'll try it out Saturday night." During the first performance, the stony-hearted technicians
giggled, then collapsed in hysterics, the
announcer had to be carried from the
studio due to complete exhaustion from
laughing, and the switch-board girl
stayed over time to answer calls on
the new feature.
nounced a success. The try-out was proCasting the two parts was another
occurrence
a "luckyradio
accident."
voiced Cy ofKendall,
actor Deepwho
looks just like he sounds, was immediately chosen for the part of Dugan.
Then began the search for his complement, aperfect Dailey. Jack Joy.
KFWB's production manager, tugged
nervously at his moustache as he listened to applicant after applicant fumble through the lines; Author Doyle
walked miles and wore out yards of
carpet; Assistant Production ManagerTenor Johnny Murray squirmed in his
chair at the shoddy histrionics of the
actors. Finally, Murray could stand it
no longer;
said, "Lis-is.
ten! This isjumped
the wayup,thatandcharacter
as I see him!" And with quick, flashing
gestures, and high-pitched staccato voice
he read through the lines for one parstupid "ham."
Whenlet heoutfin-a
ished,ticularly
both Joy
and Doyle
warwhoop, pushed the actor out of the
office, turned to Murray, and said —
"You're hit. We've found Dailey!"
So the team of Dugan V Dailey began. Now, there has to be a straight
man in every comedy set-up. That was
how The Sarg came into being. He
sits at the desk, working out cross-word
puzzles, answering the phone, and shootat Dugan
Dailey, till
the ing
twosarcasm
officers
discuss'n'seriously
the
relative pleasures of boiling him in oil,
or just hitting him on the head with
something light, like, say the side of
a barn, or a steam engine. It's The
Sarg's
hear,13,when
cruisingrelentless
in their voice
police they
car No.
the
ether waves bring them a command that

always means more work. Dugan
grumbles about being late to dinner,
Dailey shudders at another hour 5
in the company of Dugan"s driving, but
still
Thedooty!
Sarg's Since
voice Jack
spursJoythem
to their
plavedon
the "heavy" in so many of KFWB
dramas, he nobly offered his services
as the villain in this series, and worked
his cross-word puzzles with a vim!
Sometimes his conscience hurts him for
forever railing at his two helpless inferiors, and he complains bitterly to
Doyle, but at this late date he is still
at his old occupation — giving orders,
and making nasty cracks!
As for the feminine interest, who
could be better heroines than the loyal
spouses of the two officers? "Kate
Dailey" and "Mary Dugan" have about
them the breath of the "ould sod."
Hearing them, one pictures pinkcheeked, hearty women who cook and
bake and raise their families and run
their husbands with a firm, unyielding
hand. And a good, Irish temper it is
they have, too! Many a time has Patrick Dugan come in late to be greeted
by the rolling pin, and many a time
has Terence Daily rued the moment that
he spoke out of turn!
Two character actresses, who deserve
that most flattering and golden of terms
in
parlance,
take stage
the parts
of Mrs. "good
Dugan troopers,"
and Mrs.
Dailey. Katherine Claire Ward, who
used to be known as "The Thrush of
Vaudeville," and who was the inspiration of that lilting tune, "The Strawbrogue
thick, berry
as Blonde,"
Mrs. spreads
Dailey, thewhile
Eileenon
O'Shaughnessey hurls torrents of abuse
at her "husband," Patrick, when he
practices on the cornet. Both actresses
read their lines with a gusto and an
Irish twinkle in their eyes, and go
through their scenes so realistically that
Katherine Claire Ward and Eileen
O'Shaughnessy vanish into thin air, and
only the vitriolic-tongued and staunchhearted
remain ! Mrs. Dugan and Mrs. Dailey
As for the other characters of "Flat
Feet" — well,
[Turnno tostory
Pagewould
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Good

Si

An Enigma to Skeptics —
A Thorn in the Side of
Orthodoxy — But No
Puzzle At All to the Poor

Ethel Duncan
waits table herself
her
Thanks atgiving
dinners for the
poor.

AT 2:30 one afternoon I stepped
into Reverend
Ethel Duncan's
ofw. At 4:30
l. fice
for an intervie
I stepped out of Reverend Duncan'sg
office with
an interview
and somethin
on that
else.
I left
with the — convicti
she was one of the most remarkable
women I have ever met.
She is an imposing figure — tall and
large, with high, square shoulders, and
an erect,mandsdignified
bearing
comattention. Her
face that
is refined
and pleasant, and she speaks with a
low throaty voice, that is hard to forget
— a voice betraying the radiant, energetic personality that she is.
She first took me on an inspection
tour of her offices. Originally her own
residence, the swift growth of her activities necessitated her moving her personal belongings to another house, and
devoting all the available space in the
old one for her workers. It was a bee
hive of activity. In each of the three
large ground-floor rooms, formerly her
parlor and dining room, are desks,
typewriters, and long tables. There
were eleven girls at work when I entered, seven of them lined up at a long
table clacking away at tyepwriters.
Three in the dining room were busy
opening mail and filing letters. Stacks
of mail stood on every desk and table,
and the tops of the long rows of steel
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filing cabinets were covered with baskets of envelopes waiting for attention.
Cellar and attic were filled with them.
Even the kitchen had been converted
into a secretarial office, manned by a
girl and a typewriter. Every drawer,
every cupboard — even the old buffet,
was filled to overflowing with letters.

ETHEL DUNCAN
The whole scene resembled some; large,
informal post-office, during rush season.
Every individual was working like mad
at her particular job. She has eighteen
girl secretaries in the summer, and
thirty-six in the winter.

Reverend Duncan explained each
process to me as we went along. When
the letters arrive, one girl does nothing
else but classify them and stack them
in their respective piles according to
their contents. They are divided into
eighteen possible groups — those asking
for food, for advice, money for bills,
letters of congratulation, questions for
Mrs. Duncan to answer, either by radio
or
tions.by mail, and many other classificaAnother girl files the letters, turning those asking for help and advice
over to one of her associates, and the
other kinds to other girls. Each girl
files her letters. The one who has the
question letters for Reverend Duncan
to answer opens the letter, and pins
envelope and letter together. She then
circles the actual question with a blue
pencil, and passes the letters over to
another secretary, whose sole duty is
to write the initials of the writer in
the upper left corner, to facilitate Mrs.
Duncan's work in reading the initials
and questions over the air.
Most of the letters are asking for help
of some kind. As I watched the girl
open the letters, I could see gas bills,
doctor bills, glimpses of phrases such
as "can't pay," "don't know how to
meet it," "can you send something to
help," and so on ; each one a desperate
plea for aid.
A few years ago, just before Christmas, Reverend Duncan, already wellknown, KFOX.
bought a She
few gave
minutes'
timeplea
on
station
a brief
for food and clothing to be distributed
among needy families. She had hardly
returned to her home from the broadcast when the gifts began to pour in.
By noon the next day she had enough
to fill a five-ton truck! Flour, shoes,
fruit, potatoes — everything imaginable
was volunteers
given, and init cars
took totwenty-five
her
distribute ofit
among the poor at Christmas.
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tiaritan

An Interview
by With
Rev. Ethel Duncan
Don Frank

She found that to successfully handle
this ever-growing work, she needed a
base of operations — a central location,
where the work could be organized and
operated efficiently. Quarters were obtained in a two-story frame building
near the outskirts of Long Beach. Still
the volume grew, and still the calls for
help increased. A few months ago it
was decided to open another Good
Samaritan Relief Station, as she called
her depot, and South Los Angeles, on
Florence Avenue, was selected. Los
Angeles Depot Number One was opened
April 15 of this year. It is a twostory building, with 1800 square feet
of space on each floor. The soup
kitchen is on the main floor, and serves
food from 11 a. m. to 3 p. m. daily.
The first
nearly four hundred persons wereweek
served.
The second depot was opened May
2, a few miles north of Belvedere Gardens' business section. Both of these
depots dispense clothing as well as
food, and are equipped with clothing
racks and shoe bins. Reverend Duncan plans to open several more of
these depots in the future. There are
no territorial restrictions to the Good
Samaritan station, and persons from
anywhere may apply for help.
The Good Samaritan, since October,
1930, has been an organization incorporated under the state laws of California. Since the date of incorporation
an average of one hundred persons a
day have been given a hot meal at the
Long Beach station, and six hundred
families every month have been provided with groceries and clothing. Since
the new stations have been organized,
the number has been tripled. The Good
Samaritan is in no way connected with
the Church of the Apostles, which Reverend Duncan also founded, two years
ago.
The story
of Ethel
Duncan's
life is
bound
up with
poverty
and service.
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She is proud of
her t w o grown
sons, and they in
turn are just as
proud ofmoustheir
mother.fa-

misunderstandings and — mystery. As I
talked to her about her church, and her
charity work, my curiosity about her
"gift ofsertingprophecy"
constantly
asitself. At lastwasI asked
her about
it, and the story she told was a strange
one. I pass it on for you to believe or
not, as you like.

The Good Samaritan found this old
woman alone
eaten inforherfourhut.days.She hadn't
She was born thirty-seven years ago
in the little country town of Parkville,
Missouri. While yet a baby she gave
evidence of a divine gift — that of

prophecy. The gift was not understood
by her parents, her relatives — and much
less by herself. To this day she doesn't
pretend to explain it.
Often her sudden outbursts of prophecy ormentopinions
dire punishat the hendsresulted
of her inparents.
Many
an unhappy hour was spent in a dark
cellar room for an outspoken word to
her elders. She believes much of this
misunderstanding on the part of father
and mother
was dueThisto difference
her parents'
religious
difference.
was
often aggravated by the small daughter, whom they began to look upon as
"queer." Intent, serious, and questioning, she was torn between them. And
out of it all came a deep desire to
worship of her own will and in her
own way, the God whom she believed
had given her the power to see into the
future, and put words of advice into
her mouth when persons crossed her
One noon, with guests in the house,
when Ethel was twelve, she looked sudat her father and said, "Father,
path. denlythree
before
o'clock today you will pass
away. I see you lying on the table,
afather
sheet sent
over her
your away
face!"fromHer theindignant
dinner
table, with the threat that he would
punish her[Turn
later.to ItPagewas38]the last she
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Keeper

of

the

PIG

With His Family of Radio Porkers,
Harry Jackson Entertains the Kids
and at the Same Time Molds Their
Characters

or her observance of the club's rules
A CHEERFUL tattoo, employing a and
by-laws.
," suggesfew bars
from elfin
"Jubilio
tive of some
dance.
With
These rules are simple, but far-reaching
in effect, they encourage a child to
thistheintroduc
on
air! tion "The Little Pig" is overcome the "spoiled child" habits
instead of crying over each petty
Of course, "The Little Pig," "His Sis- and
or disappointment, seeking the
ter," "His Mother," and his little play- injury
solace
and sympathy of busy parents,
"Aliwishus"butthethey
giraffe,
are all
mythicalmate,animals,
are cheerful,
they
say, it"Whoa
carry merely
on, knowing
is more Bill,"
manly andor
lovable and most entertaining.
This unseen menagerie, with their womanly to be brave and not keep
quaint music and dances, under the di- mothers and fathers continually in "hot
rection of Harry A. Jackson, are doing water" worrying unnecessarily about
a great good with youthful listeners them.
these days. Harry is the originator of
In mute testimony to the number of
this animal group, and now, as musical adherents to "The Little Pig's" teachings, are file after file of letters received
director of KFAC, is using the built-up
lore of his tiny porkers as child-interest from children to parents, telling of
to teach a very valuable truth to his many childishly tragic mishaps which
youthful audience.
were bravely passed over and forgotten
Always ingenious, Harry has organ- by mention of the club formula, "Whoa
and operates membership
a "Whoa Bill
Club," Bill," in place of crying.
with ized
a registered
of several
This children's feature is broadcast
thousand children. To obtain member- daily over KFAC from 5:30 to 6:00
ship a child must write to "The Little p. m., during which period Harry plays
Pig," in care of KFAC, testifying to his tunes dear to the hearts of children,
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furnishing music with his violin, an instrument on which he is recognized as
a master. At times he plays "Mother
Goose"
jingles
children's
size
records
with and
littlevarious
catchy songs
and
dance tunes for their amusement, always
keeping them cheerful and happy, looking at the sunny side of things. Then
on some occasions he employs his elaborate sound-effect table and takes them
on long jaunts (over the air,) to various
points of interest to children, weaving
clever continuity into the trip for their
edification.
Harry A. Jackson, known over KFWB
for more than three years as "The
Keeper through
of the Pig,"
has friendship
been drawnwithto
KFAC
his long
John W. Swallow, vice-president and
general casting
manager
Company. of Los Angeles Broad-
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On the left, Clarence
Tolman, cowboy tenor
deluxe, who charms his
listeners with songs of
the old plains. He belongs to Dobbsie's
gang.

Who would ever guess that
the demure little miss at the
right was Lee Morse, whose
deep mellow voice has delighted thousands, on both
records and on the air.

Victor Rodman, above, never played a
piano, but here he is, taking it upon himself
to instruct some of KJO's talented staff of
songbirds.

Write your own caption
for A I and Cal Pearce, the
KFRC brother- artists.
There's too much to be said
about them for a little space
ilike this.

Here's a gang we know you've been wanting
to meet. The Lofner-Harris St. Francis Hotel
Orchestra. Carol Lofner (who changed the
spelling from
"Laughner"
so itpiano,
would and
be pronounced correctly)
is at the
his
partner,
Phil
"Wliat
A
Voice"
Harris,
presides at the drums.
Oh! Oh! You might have known that the
Boswell Sisters were honeys. Top to bottom.
Martha, Connie and Vet. Shout, Sister, Shout!
andThere
Ruth really
Paull. isn't
CBS any
guest choice
artists,here.
would Julia
run
a close race in any beauty contest.

and Fields ! A magic title
WEBER
30 years ago in vaudeville, and
now a magic title in radio. It
seems as if we should take off our hats
to these two old troupers, who have
maintained such unequalled popularity
through two generations of amusement
seekers, and who now are better than
ful
ever inainmen
today's
t. most
entert
They wonder
appeared field
on theof
am
Lucky Strike NBC progr recently
and the response was so great that they
have been engaged for all three nights.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
•
Hot weather notes from KHJ : Program committee meeting at 9:30 a.m..
decided to discuss business at lunch.
Program committee meeting at lunch,
decided to discuss business at dinner.
Program committee meeting at dinner, decided to discuss business over
at
Ted
Osborne's
house committee
after the
Merrymakers.
Program
meeting over at Ted Osborne's house
afterbertlie
what Merrymakers,
business there can't
was rememto discuss. Dick Creedon asleep with his
brow in a half an iced cantaloupe.
"Wish-Y ou-W
cards from vacationingas-Here"
members of staff.
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CHATTER
With a big swell grand opening,
KELW is going to have a hall of
fame in its studio offices. Famous men KTM moved into its brand new studio
and women of radio will be asked to next to the Rainbow Gardens Ball
place their picture or statuette in the Room, on Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.
collection. But the old meanies over at The entire studio staff turned out to
KELW have made it plain in a special make the opening a success, souvenirs
announcement that "radio editors are were given to the visitors, and on the
automatically barred from contributing whole,
occasion.it was a rip-roaring, memorable
their
likenesses
to
the
exhibit."
Well,
(business of sticking tongue out) we
The new studio is marvelous. Everything isdesigned modernistically, all of
weren't how! going
So there! to send anything, any- the furnishings and fixtures are new
and luxurious. From the beautiful
garden patio visitors may sit and watch
Whispering Jack Smith, after a tri- the broadcasts through huge plate glass.
The
furniture inside the studio is modumphal tour of England, is back on
the air over Columbia. It was a
ernistic, and color combinations in
happy choice of songs that he picked paintings and decorations are rich in
for his first broadcast, his numbers black, gold and silver. The whole
has been scientifically constructed
including "Knee Deep in Daisies" place
and "Cecilia," which he introduced for perfect acoustics, from the ceiling to
the heavy carpets on the floor, which
five
or six ofyears
It was
rendition
theseago.songs
thatJack's
sky- are inset with rubber.
A week before the dedication of the
rocketed him to fame and created a
new vogue in singing — the ivhisper- new studios, KTM was officially reprein the Women's National Air
ing type
tated since.that has so often been imi- Derby bysented Mildred
Morgan, in her Travel'air
plane, "RadiotwinKTM".
Helms and Harkins, the
of four-year-old
girls The
and mother
a son,
five, Mrs. Morgan left the select circle
"Tuneful
Two,"
heard
daily
in hits and bits of harmony
of Beverly Hills to enter the race for
over KOMO, Seattle, go dethe second time. Last year, you rememcidedly goofy twice weekly
ber, she took second place. She is chief
of staff of the Ninth Corps Area of the
as they wise-crack the whims
and whams of "Little ElmBetsyReserve,
Ross Corps,
NationalShe Women's
er." These hokesters forsook
Air
incidentally.
plans to
the show business for radio
leave soon on a cross-continental reand have found themselves
cruiting tour.
in the right church and the
•
right pew.
Perhaps you've noticed the picture
of Bing Crosby, the one and only, on
the contents page of this issue.
There's a reason — ever since he disappeared from the air, after leaving
the Cocoanut Grove, several letters a
day have been coming in, asking
"Where,
Oh Where,fromis Bing?".
the announcement
CBS thatAndhe
was now a member of their staff came
as a big relief. He is on CBS at
7:00 p.m. every night except Sunday.
If youing night
didn't
hear because
him on hehis had
open-a
it was
sore throat and couldn't
warble.
•
Dope on Morton Downey: He punctuates almost every sentence by knocking wood . . . favors a slouch hat and
turned up coat collar . . . raises police
dogs . . . raspberry ice is his favorite
dessert . . . fears old age . . . is five feet
ten inches tall, weighs 170 . . . carries
good-luck charms on both ends of a
watchless watch chain . . . when nervous
bites the nails of only the thumb or
RADIO DOINGS

From
and

This
That

Studio
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

forefinger of his right hand ... is nervous when someone else is driving . . .
when he is driving everyone is nervous
. . . can (pause for breath) memorize
music and lyrics of a song at a glance
... is very ticklish . . . loves Irish jokes
. . . calls the waiter with a loud "pstpst" continually jingles coins in his
pockets
Downey. . . . Whoa! That's Morton
•
The Three Doctors — Pratt, Sherman, and Rudolph, never rehearse a
program. Everything they say is actually impromptu, and they never
know until a few minutes before they
go on what they will talk about. They
are probably the most famous trio of
"ad-libbers" on the air. Pratt and
Sherman grew up together in Appleton, Wis.. Rudolph joined them in
Chicago.
•
Clarence Talbot ,diminutive six foot,
four inch KGA announcer, in addition
to working on the studio staff is completing his senior year in high school,
and acts as drum major in the high
school band. In full regalia, with threefoot hat, "Little Clarence" towers over
the rest of the organization. Wonder
what
up? he's going to do when he grows
Visiting KFWI recently, a typical
old-timer demanded to see "this here
Al Cook and his Oklahoma CowHe said heof was
that
Al was aboys."buddy
his inconvinced
the old days
on the plains. When the curtains were
drawn so the artists could be seen
from the guest lobby, the old codger
nearly had a stroke, for the average
age of Al and the boys, despite their
convincing drawls and mannerisms, is
exactly 19 years, three months, and
eight days!
•
The collection of tin cans, empty barrels, broken dishes, pieces of glass,
beads, whistles, auto horns and even
large wooden spools used by the telephone companies for winding cables,
occupy about 20 per cent of the daily
life of Anna Maude Morath of the
KFOX players and she is continually
on the look-out for anything that might
make a good sound effect. About 20
per cent more of her time is taken up
in preparing and filing the scripts of
the plays used, another 20 per cent in
RADIO DOINGS

Adele Burian and Virginia Spencer, KYA artists, croon a little
lullaby to a baby airplaneSanat Mateo.
the Curtiss-W right airport, near
playing the leading parts in plays, 20
per cent is devoted to doing secretarial
work for Hal Nichols, and what there
is left of her time the young lady has
to care for her earthly needs. How she
retains that striking beauty, the sparkle
in those black eyes and the gloss to her
lovely long black hair, is a mystery.
•
These baby carriage effects that
some of these sporty phaetons effect
are all right in some cases, but take
Paul Whiteman, for instance. Paul
has one of these phaetons and uses
it to ride back and forth from the
Edgewater Beach hotel to the NBC
studios for his broadcasts. One observing member of the staff noticed
that Paul always rode in the front
seat, riding grandly along beside his
chauffeur.
day ride
he asked.
ivhy do youOnealways
in the"Paul,
front
"Well, it's this way." And the
genial King of Jazz got into the backseat?"

seat of his gorgeous car, sat down,
and began to pull the lid down, which
makes the back of the car look like
an Eskimo Kyack.
And with Paul in the seat, it just
wouldn't go down! "There, do you
see now'?" asked the maestro with a
Jacques Renard, the rotund director
of grin.
the Camel Quarter Hour orchestra,
tips the scales at 275 pounds. He once
melted away 64 pounds at Hot Springs,
Ark., in two months — but gained it back
in one month. Wears horn-rimmed
specs, easily wilts in hot weather, prefers airplanes to railroads, raw prunes
are his favorite fruit, vegetable and
meat (he usually carries a box around
with him), is married and has three
daughters and a son, never keeps appointments on time, welcomes criticism
of his musical programs, is sentimental
and generous. [Next
Get thePage]
picture?
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Apparently the West is going to have
a big double NBC network, as they
have in the East. Don Gilman, head
man in charge of the Pacific Division
of NBC, delved into his jeans the other
day. hauled off and bought out the
Northwest Broadcasting System, consisting of stations KJR, Seattle; KEX,
Portland; KGA, Spokane; and KYA,
San Francisco. Looks as if he were going to hang on to them personally
awhile, though, before making any arrangements with the NBC National
Chain.
•
Winnie Fields Moore, for the first
time since her debut at KFI several
years ago, is going to loosen up and
tell the folks about some of her thrilling adventures on her world travels.
Dark nights in Egypt, slimy narrow
alley ways, opium dens and tortures
de luxe in China, uncharted islands
inhabited by savages — gosh! That gal
must have been around. And she's
spilling it in her own charming way
over KECA Wednesday and Friday
afternoons at five.
•
In the old days nearly everyone
played some sort of instrument or other,
from
jew'sprideharpin toit. aButmandolin
and
took aa big
now it —seems
we're too lazy, or something. We've
often a wondered
start
crusade towhy
make someone
everyone didn't
play
an instrument, and lo and behold, somebody has! The Southern California Music Company has inaugurated a new
program, called the "Everybody Play
Hour",
over KFAC
each the
Monday
Friday evening,
in which
good and
old
simple instruments are featured in an
atempt to revive interest in personal
music-making. So get out your old
mandolin, put some new strings on it,
or go up in the atic and take out the
harmonica, and "Everybody
Play."
•
Doggone it, there ought to be something done about this. During a weekend visit to the beach, Kate Smith,
the Swanee Girl, was writing a few
"Wish you
here"away
cardsfromto her
friends,
and were
stepped
the
hotel desk a moment. When she returned, she found that her ensemble
coat, which she had laid down, was
missing. A thorough search failed to
locate it, and Kate returned to the
city sans coat. A few days later this
letter arrived:
"Dear Miss Smith —
"I feel toyouyour
ought
know I what
happened
bluetocoat.
have
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a fondness for collecting souvenirs of
my favorite celebrities, and had
watched you for several hours, waiting to add something that belonged
to you to my collection. I hope you
wont mind. Good luck to you.
"An Admirer."
•
Seth Parker's comin' to see us, folks!
He and his "githerin'
all set forthea
nation-wide
stage tour,arebeginning
first week in October, that will take
them first to Canada, through eastern
cities, then to Denver, Salt Lake, Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego. The tour will end at
Miami, Fla., December 15, where the
Jonesport folks will take a boat for
New York. His act will consist of the
usual evening
"sings", and rural phimillions. losophy, that have made him loved by
•
Well, ladies, cheer up. Rudy Vallee, crooner extraordinary, will be
with you over NBC for some time to
come, at least. He has just signed a
new contract for another three years,
exclusively with the National Broadcasting Company. His contract will
run until March, 1934, so until then,
mesdames, your Vagabond Radio
Lover will continue. Incidentally, a
recent popularity contest found Rudy
in the lead, with 6000 votes more
than his nearest competitor, Ted
Weems.
•
It looks as though people were laughing more than they used to. At least,
from a survey made by the Columbia
Broadcasting System, it was found that
comedy and humorous dialogues during the first six months of this year
showed a greater increase in the number of hours they occupy on the air
than any other type of CBS program.
In January they occupied 1.16 per cent
of the total time, and in June they took
up 2 per cent.
•
Harrison Holliway, the Second,
son
of Harrison
KFRC's
manager,
disruptedHolliway,
broadcasting
for
a brief period the other day when he
visited the station. It was quite an
occasion for him — his first birthday.
He was accompanied by his mother,
the former Juliette Dunn, radio artist.
•
Some KFRC True Confessions: Tommy Harris has a favorite author, none
other than 0. Henry; Earl Towner, musical director for Feminine Fancies, has
admitted (under very strong pressure) ,

that his favorite reading comes under
the head of mystery and detective
yarns; one
Bill Wright's
admirers,
hearing
of hisof penchant
for cigars,
sent
him one a foot long; Chester Smith,
guitarist, who has a reputation for
punctuality,
attributes
ness for clocked
hose. it to his fond•
Now here's a "believe it or not"
for you.
list, has aKolia
storyLevienne,
about theKOMO
time celhis
cello saved his life. It seems Kolia
spent an evening with a friend in
Petrograd, where he was attending the
conservatory, and they played chess.
After the game, on his way home,
Levienne took a short-cut home
across the frozen Neva river. In the
darkness he fell into a crack in the
ice, and if it hadn't been for the
cello, which straddled the hole, he'd
have been drowned. "And the best
part
is", related
"the
tone ofof ittheall cello
was notKolia,
impaired
Speaking
of television, Colonel Stoopone bit."
nagle
of CBS fame, was asked by a
friend the other day what he thought
of the new art. "Well", replied the
Colonel
. . andHarriet
just then
the beautiful and .blonde
Lee, contralto,
passed
. "I don't
much
about it,bybut . I .certainly
can know
tell-a-vision
when I see one." Well, we had to put
something in here, •didn't we?
You can talk all you want about
your "fake" cowboys, "Radio RoughRiders" and other wild-west heroes of
the air that don't know a halter from
aon corral,
but iswe've
lowdown
one who
the got
realthething.
The
"Old Timer", who tells such absorbon theHays.
"Empire
reallying tales
Harvey
ThisBuilders",
summer heis
has been all dolled up in his old
cow-puncher regalia and conducted
tours oftionalvisitors
through Glacier
NaPark on horseback.
We have
a darn good snapshot of Harvey, but
it wouldn't
well onfora publication. Butreproduce
he looks swell
horse,
and seems as much at home as an old
cow hand.
•
If
his
dad
hadn't
firedpopular
him, it's KFRC
ten to
one Tommy Harris,
song bird, would have still been selling
bananas
apples inPa theHarris,
familyhowever,
wholesale fruitandbusiness.
figured that his young hopeful would
learn more of life by working for someone else, so handed him the blue envelope. Tommy went up to KFRC for
a tryout, and was accepted. His first
success
Hour. was on the Happy-Go-Lucky
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Most

Stations
Western

Popular
Heard

by

RADIO DIAL

0VON

Listeners

WESTERN
KDB— Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 514
tKECA— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KELW— Burbank, Calif. GL. 2110
KEX— Portland, Ore. AT water 3111
KFAC— Los Angeles. EM. 1171
§KFBK— Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY— Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC— San Francisco. PRospect 0100
tKFSD— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSG — Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD— Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB—
Hollywood.
KFWI— San
Francisco.HOllywood
FRanklin 0315
0200
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KFXM— San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KGA— Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KGB—
Diego, Calif.
KGDM—SanStockton,
Calif. FRanklin 6151-2-3
KGEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KGER— Long Beach, Calif. 632-75
KGFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
tKGO— San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKGW— Portland, Ore. AT water 2121
§KHJ— Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS— San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
KLX— Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
§KLZ— Denver, Colo.
KMCS— Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KMJ— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO— Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif. CR. 3101
KMTR— Hollywood, Calif. HO. 3026
KNX— Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Vorvallis 526
§KOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL— Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
tKOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELliott 5809
tKPO— San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW— San Jose, Calif. COlumbia 232
KREG— Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KROW—
Oakland,
Calif.GArfield
GLencourt
KTAB— San
Francisco.
4700 6774
KTM
—
Los
Angeles.
Exposition
1341
KTW— Seattle, Wash.
§KVI— Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211

KWG— Stockton
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KXL— Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA— San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
§KDYL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO — Ogden, Utah. BIgelow 84
tKOA—
Denver,College,
Colo. N.YOrkM. 4634-R
KOB— State
tKSL— Salt Lake City. Wasatch 3901
tKTAR— Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
tKMOX— St. Louis,CENTRAL
Mo. Central 8240
KRLD— Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK—
St.
Louis,
Mo.
KWKH— Shreveport, La.DElmar
6739 3210
IKY W— Chicago. W Abash 4040
§WCCO— Minneapolis, Minn. GEneva 9101
WCHI— Chicago. STate 2200
tWENR— Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA— Dallas, Texas. 2-9216
tWGN— Chicago. SUperior 0100
tWHAS— Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO— Des Moines, la.
fWJR— Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ—
Chicago. la.DEarborn 1111
tWOC— Davenport,
§WOWO— Ft. Wayne,
Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
tKDKA— Pitsburgh, Pa. ATlantic 4854
§WABC— New York City.
§WBT— Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
§WCAU—
tWJZ— NewPhiladelphia,
York City Pa. RItnhse 6447
tWLW—
Cincinnati,
WOR— Newark, N. O.J. Kirby 4800
tWSB— Atlanta, Ga. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
§CBS
tNBC
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6: IX) AM — Early Birds. News. KGA
6:45
Bill Sharpies
and His
7:00 AM—
AM — Ken
Niles. News
BriefsGang.
and KNX
Records. KHJ (Ex. Sun.)
7:45 AM — Van & Don, the two professors.
KHQ KFI KOMO KGW KPO
KFSD KTAR KOA (Ex. Sun.)
8:00 AM— Shell
with KOMO
Hugh
Barrett Happy
Dobbs. Time
KHQ KFI
KFW KPO (Ex. Sun.)
8:00 AM— Hallelujah Hour. KHJ KYI KGB
KFRC tem.KOL(Ex. Sun.)
KWG. Don Lee Sys9:00 AM— Dobbsies
Birthday
Party. KPO
(Ex. Sun.)
9:30 AM — Vermont
Lumberjacks.
Ted KGO
Maxwell and Charlie Marshall.
(Ex. Sun. Thurs. & Sat.)
10:00 AM— Herb Scharlin, Soloist. KGFJ
10:30 AM — Woman's
of the KFI
Air.
KGO
KHQMagazine
KOMO
KPO KFSD
KTAR KGW
KSL KOA
(Ex. Sun.)
10:30 AM— Kate
Sun.) Brew Vaughn. KNX (Ex.
11:30 AM— Charlie
Lung,Sun.)
Chinese Hillbillies.
KGFJ (Ex.
11:30 AM— Rango. KGER (Ex. Sun.)
12 Noon— Mid-day
(Ex. Sun.)Request Program. KGA
12:30 PM— World
Sun.) Wide News. KHJ (Ex.
2:00 PM— Happy
Go Lucky
KFRC
KHJ KGB
(Don Hour.
Lee System)
(Ex. Sat. & Sun.)
2:30 PM— Art
(Ex.Wilson,
Sun.) singing moods. KTM
3:00 PM— Feminine Fancies. KFRC KGB.
(Don Lee System.)
5:30 PM— Harry
and His Little Pig.
KFAC Jackson
(Ex. Sun.)
6:00PM— The
Sun.) Silver Liners. KTAB (Ex.
6:45 PM— Cecil
KFWB and(Ex.Sally
Sun.)for the May Co.
7:00 PM— Amos and Andy. KGO KECA
KHQ
Sun.) KOMO KGW KFSD (Ex.
7:00 PM — Frank Watanabe and Honorable
7:00 PM— Bing
Sun.) Crosby. Songs. C.B.S. (Ex.
Archie. KNX (Ex. Sun.)
7:00PM— Charlie Lung. KGFJ (Ex. Sun.)
7:30 PM— Camel
Sun.) Quarter Hour. CBS (Ex.
7:45 PM— Cecil
& Sally for S. & W. KPO
(Ex. Sun.)
7:45 PM— Chandu.
& Mon.) KHJ KFOX (Ex. Sun.
8:00
PM—
"On
With theof Show."
8:00 PM— Adventures
Black KYA
and Blue.
KHJ KOL KFRC KGB KFPY
KOIN KVI (Ex. Sun.) KFOX
(Ex. Sun. & Mon.)
8:00 PM — Gleason
and Armstrong
in Knights
of the Road.
KFWB. (Ex.
Sun.)
9:00 PM— Rev.
Ethel
Duncan.
KNX
(Ex.
Sun.)
10:00 PM— Richfield
News:
Sam
Hays.
(Ex.
Sun.)
10:00 PM— Bill
Hogan
and
Biltmore
Hotel
Orchestra. Los Angeles, KHJ
10:00 PM — Gus Arnheim and His Cocoanut
Grove
Sun.) Orchestra. KFWB (Ex.
10:00 PM— Anson
KFRC Weeks
KGB and His Orchestra.
11:00 PM— Hotel
St.
NBC (Ex.Francis
Sun.) Drake Orchestra.
11:00 PM— New
Paris
Inn— Singing Waiters.
KNX (Ex. Sun.)
12:00
PM-Midnight
Moods.
Organ. KHJ
12:00 PM— Dedication Hour. KFWI
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8:30 PM— The
SUNDAY
KFXMModern Mummers. Playlet.
00 AM— Bill Sharpies and His Gang. KNX 9:00 PM— Concert Group. KHQ.
00 AM— Sunday Times Comics. KHJ
9:00 PM— Vic
30 AM— International
KGA Meyers' Orchestra. (NWBS)
KFRC KGB Broadcast.
KVI KOL KHJ
KLZ
TUESDAY
(CBS)
7:30 AM— Morning Cuckoo Club. KOIN
9:00 AM— Breakfast
KOMO KGWwithKPOSperry.
KFI KHQ
KFSD 8:00
AM— Syncopated
(NWBS) Headlines. KGA KJR
(NBC)
9:30AM— Maude Hughes and Chuck Man- 9:45 AM— Piano Capers. KGO KGW
del— two pianos. KMTR
10:00 AM— Blanche
KGB Wood's Shopping Tour.
10:15 AM— Helen Guest, Ballads. KFI
10:00
AM—
Price
10:30 AM— Yeast
Foamers.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFWB Dunlavy. Vitaphone Organ.
(NBC) KPO KECA KFSD KTAR 11:00 AM— The
Rustlers. KMTR
Three Doctors. KVOR KFBK
10:55 AM — Morning Service. Pasadena Pres- 11:30 AM— The
KMJ KVI KHJ KWJ KFPY
byterian Church. KPPC
KFRC KGB KDYL
11:00 AM— The Friendly Hour. KHQ KGW 11:45 AM— The
Three Co-eds. KFI
12 Noon— Cathedral
KHJ KLZ
KGB KOH
KOL
KVI KFPYHour.KDYL
12 Noon — Mid-day Request Program. KGA
(CBS)
1:15 PM — Christene
KGER Stafford, Blues Songs.
12 Noon — National
KGW KPOSunday
KOMO Forum. KHQ 1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
1:00 PM— Sabbath
Reveries.
KEX KJRSam from Alabam'. KGA
KOMO KGW
KTAR KGO KHQ 3:30 PM — Smilin'
1:30 PM— Rhythm
Kings
KGDM Stockton Dance Band. 3:30 PM — Louis
KFWB Teegarden. Popular Fiction.
3:45 PM— Back
the News
Washington.
1:30 PM— Baseball games. KFWB
KGO ofKOMO
KECAin KFSD
KSL
2:00 PM— Catholic
Hour. KPO KECA
KOMO KGW
KTAR KHQ 4:00PM— The Three Co-eds. KECA
Nip and
Tuck.KFI KFWB
2:00 PM— Chicago
Knights.KHJ KDYL
KOL KOH
KVI 4:30
KFPY
KFRC
5:30 PM—
PM— Nick
Harris.
KGB (CBS)
5:45 PM— The Globe Trotter. KMTR
2:30 PM— Sacred Concert. KTM
6:15 PM— Tom and Wash. KNX
3:00 PM— Organ
Smiles. KFSD
KGO KHQ KOMO
(NBC) Concert, Dr. Stewart. KFSD 7:15 PM— Sperry
KGW KECA
8:15 PM— Memory Lane. KGO KHQ KOMO
3:45 PM— The
Boswell
Sisters.
Connie,
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
Martha, Vet. KVOR, KMJ KVI
KWG KOL KFPY KFRC KHJ 8:30 PM— Gilmore Circus. KNX
KGB
8:30 PM— Herb Scharlin. KGFJ
6:30 PM— Dr.
Abel, KNXHollywood Humanist 8:45 PM — "D-17,
and cast.Emperor,"
KFI James Carden
Society.
Bursett Bros.
6:45 PM— Sunday
atKECASeth KFSD
Parker's.KTAR
KGO 10:00PM— Moonlight
KGA KJR Melodies;
KEX (NWBS)
KGW
(NBC)
12:00 PM— Pipe
Organ.
J.
Newton
Yates.
KFVD
7:00 PM— Burr Mcintosh. "The Cheerful
Philosopher."
KFWBChurch of HolWEDNESDAY
8:00 PM— First
Presbyterian
lywood. KNXNews. KHJ
7:30 AM— Morning Cuckoo Club. KOIN
10:00 PM— World Wide
AM— Breakfast Club Program. KFWB
11:00 PM— The
Kelly and 8:00
9:00 AM— Helpful Hints to Housewives. KFI
Ted Vagabonds.
White. KGO Betty
KFI (NBC)
10:00 AM — Blanche
KGB Woods Shopping Tour.
MONDAY
10:00 AM — Price
KFWB Dunlavy. Vitaphone Organ.
10:00 AM — Prudence Penny. Home Economic 11:00 AM— The
Rustlers. KMTR
Expert. KFWB
11:00AM— Friendly Hour. (NBC) KSL
11:00 AM— Jack Carter,
don. KNX The Boy from Lon11:30 AM — Victor
KPO Rodman, dramatic reading. 11:30 AM— Tom and
Dudd. KPO
Three Doctors. KVOR KFBK
11:30 AM— Press
KFOX Telegram News Report. 11:30 AM— The
KMJ
KVI
KHJ KWJ KFRC
KFPY
11:30 AM— The Three Doctors. KVOR KFBK
KMJ KVI KHJ KWG KGB KFPY 12 Noon — Mid-day Request Program. KGA
KFRC KOL KDYL
1:15 PM— Christene Stafford, Blues Singer.
KGER
12 Noon — Mid-day Request Program. KGA
1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
2:00 PM— The Bookworm. KNX
KECA Teegarden. Popular Fiction.
2:15 PM — Kate sic.
Smith
KFWB
KVOR and
KDYLHerKLZSwanee
KOH Mu- 3:30PM — Louis
4:30 PM— Nip and Tuck, two pianos. KFWB
PM— Cowboy Kids. KGO KGW
4:45 PM— Elvia Allman and Nell Larson. 4:30
5:00
PM—
Big
Brother Ken. KNX
Surprise girls. KHJ
5:45 PM— The Globe Trotter. KMTR
5:00 PM— Big Brother Ken. KNX
6:00
PM—
Sperry
6:15 PM— Tom andSmiles.
Wash.KPOKNX
5:00 PM— Harmony Hawaiians. KGFJ
5:45 PM— The Globe Trotter. KMTR
7:30 PM— Chimes.
7:45—
Midweek Service.
KPPC
7:30 PM— MJB
Revue.KOMO
Gus
Arnheim."Demi-Tasse"
KGO KHQ
7:30
PM—
Demi-Tasse
Revue.
Arnheim's
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
Ambassador Hotel GusOrch.
Loyce
KOA
Whiteman. Donald Novis, Dave
Marshall. KGO KHQ KOMO
8:00 PM— Blue
Monday
Jamboree.
KFRC
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KHJ KVI KGB (Don Lee System)
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9:00
10:00
10:00
12:00

THE DAY
and
WEEK
PM — Kin-Tin-Tin Thriller, dramatic
sketch. KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
KFI KFSD KTAR
PM — Herb Scharlin. KGFJ
PM — Bob and Harriet. KHJ
PM— Moonlight
KJR (NWBS)Melodies. KGA KEX
PM— Gruen Answer Man. KFRC
PM— Pipe
KFVD Organ. J. Newton ' Yates.

THURSDAY
AM— Morning Cuckoo Club. KOIN
AM— Helen Guest, Ballads. KFI
AM — Price
KFWB Dunlavy. Vitaphone Organ.
AM— The Rustlers. KMTR
AM— The Three Doctors. KVOR KFBK
KMJ KVI KHJ KWJ KFPY
KFRC KGB KDYL
1:15 PM — Christene
KGER Stafford, Blues Singer.
1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
1:30 PM— Nip and Tuck. KFWB
3:30 PM — Louis
KFWB Teegarden, Popular Fiction.
4:00 PM— Fleischmann's
Hour. Rudy Vallee.
KECA KGO
KTARKHQKSL KOMO KGW
4:45 PM — Boswell
and Vet.Sisters.
KFBK Martha,
KVOR Connie
KWG
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KOH KGB
6:00 PM— Lucky Strike Dance Orch. KGO
KHQ KOMO
KTAR
KSL KGW KFI KFSD
7:15 PM— Sperry
Smiles.
Lee Roberts.
KGO
KHJ KOMO KGW
KECA KFSD
00 PM— Inglewood Park Hour. KHJ
30 PM— Herb Scharlin. KGFJ
15 PM— Moonlight
KEX (NWBS)Melodies. KJR KGA
10:15 PM— Gruen Answer Man. KFRC
12:00 PM— Pipe
KFVD Organ. J. Newton Yates.
7:30
9:30
9:30
11:00
11:30

FRIDAY
7:30 AM— The Morning Cuckoo Club. KOIN
9:30 AM—
AM— Sunshine
Francis' Fads
Fancies. KGER
10:00
Hour.andKYA
11:30 AM— The Three Doctors. KFBK KVOR
KMJ KWG KVI KFPY KFRC
KHJ KGB
12 Noon— The Melodians. KOIN
1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
3:30 PM — Louis
KFWB Teegarden. Popular Fiction.
4:00 PM— Elvia
KHJ and Nell the Surprise Girls.
4:30 PM— Nip and Tuck. KFWB
4:30 PM— Southerners Orchestra. KGER
5:00 PM— Big Brother Ken. KNX
5:00 PM—
PM— The
Harmony
5:45
GlobeHawaiian
Trotter. Quartet.
KMTR KGFJ
6:00 PM— Paul
Whiteman's
Paint
Men. KGO
KHQ KOMO
KTAR
KSL KGW KFI KFSD
6:15 PM— Tom and Wash. KNX
7:15 PM— Arthur taryPryor
Band. and
KVORHis Cremo
KWG MiliKVI
KFPY
KFRC
KOIN
KHJ KMJ
KGB
7:30 PM— The
SevenKFSD
— Comedy
Sketch.Fearful
KGO KFI
KTAR
7:30PM— Camel
Quarter
Hour.
KWG
KFBK
KMJ
KOL
KFRC
KOIN
KHJ
KGB
RADIO DOINGS

8:30
10:00
10:00
10:30
12:00

PM—
PM—
PM—
PM—
PM—

Gilmore
KHJ KOL
KFRC
KMJ KWGCollege
KFBKDaze.KOIN
The Game Called Murder— Mystery Serial. KGO KSL KOA
Signal Hill Billies. KGER
Embassy Club. KMTR
Pipe
KFVD Organ, J. Newton Yates.

SATURDAY
AM— The Morning Cuckoo Club. KOIN
AM — Francis' Fads and Fancies. KGER
AM— Price
KFWB Dunlavy. Vitaphone Organ.
AM— Sunshine Hour. KYA
AM— Blanche
KGB Woods Shopping Tour.
AM— Hawaiian Ensemble. KOIN
AM— The Rustlers. KMTR
AM— The Three Doctors. KFBK KVOR
KMJ KWG KVI KFPY KFRC
KHJ KGB
12 Noon— The Melodians. KOIN
12 Noon — Mid-Day Request Program. KGA
12 Noon— Hawaiians. KGDM
1:15 PM— Christene
KGER Stafford, Blues Singer.
1:30 PM— Times Forum. KHJ
2:00 PM— The
KNX Bookworm. Late Fiction.
2:30PM— Long Beach Band Concert. KGER
3:30 PM — Smilin'
Sam (NWBS)
from Alabam'. KGA
KEX KJR
4:00 PM— Tea
KFWB Dance Ambassador Hotel.
4:30 PM— Nip and Tuck. KFWB
4:30 PM— Roosevelt Hotel Tea Dance. KNX
5:00 PM—
Big Brother
Ken. KNX
5:45
PM— The
Globe Trotter.
KMTR
6:00 PM— Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra.
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI
7:15 PM — Arthur
Pryor'sKFPYCremo
Band. KVI
KOIN Military
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
7:15 PM— Gilmore Circus. KOMO KGW
KPO KFI
7:45 PM — Sperrv
Smiles,KGOLee KHQ
S. Roberts,
Paul Carson.
KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD
7:45 PM— "D-17
James Knight
Carden Emperor."
and cast. KFI
8:00PM— Royal
Order
of
Optimistic
Donuts, courtesy Davis Perfection
Bakery. KNX
9:30 PM— Associated Spotlight Revue. KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW
11:30 PM— FreddiejesticCarter's
Ballroom. Orchestra
KFOX at Ma-

8:30 Music
to 9by p.m.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
^ MUSIC COMPANY ,

KTM Miniature
Symphony
With Charles Lierly, Tenor

7:30
9:30
10:00
10:00
10:00
11:00
11:00
11:30

C. A. MARTYN, D.C.
VALUABLE
FREE
PRIZES

Tune In
KTM
Wednesday
Evenings

Sponsored by
MARTYN
X-RAY
CHIROPRACTORS
Los Angeles — Portland — San Diego— Santa Ana
Long Beach — Fresno — Pasadena — San Jose
San Bernardino
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Regular
CLASSICAL
SEMI-CLASSICAL
AND LIGHT
CLASSICAL
Sunday
8:00KGOA. KOMO
M. — Morning
Musicale.
KGW KECA
KFSD (C)
8:30— Troika Bells. Russian
Ensemble. KGO KOMO KGW
KECA KFSD KTAR (SC)
9:00 — Pop
Soloist,
orchestra.
KGO Concert.
KECA (SC)
12:00
Noon
—
Dave
Rosebrook
and Band. KGO (SC)
3:30cal. P.KGO M.—
KGW Candlelight
KTAR (SC)Musi5:15—
Russian
Chorus. KGO KECASingers—
(SC) Mixed
5 :45 — Symphony Orchestra,
from Loyola University stadium,
Chicago.
KSL (C) KGO KECA KFSD
8:00— Sundav Night Concert.
KGO
to 9:00KGWP. M.KFSD;
(C) KECA-S:30
Monday
9:15 A.search
M.—Program.
Ward'sKGORadioKHQ
ReKGW KFI KTAR (C)
10:00— Arion Trio. KGO KGW
(C)
12:00
— Luncheon
cert. KGONoon
KECA
(SC) Con2:15 — Mormon Tabernacle
Choir and Organ. KPO (C)
3:00— Rembrandt Trio. KGO
(C)
4:00 cert.— KGORoxy
KGW Symphony
KECA (C)Con5:30 — General Motors Program. KGO(LC)
KHQ KOMO KGW
KFI KSL
9:30 — Pacific National Singers. KGO KOA; KHQ— 9:30 and
10:15; KECA— 10:00 (C)
Tuesday
9:15 A.searchM.—ProgramWard's
ReKGORadioKHQ
KGW KFI KTAR — (C)
1:30 P. M.— Hotel Sir Francis
Drake Orchestra. KGO KOA (C)
8:00— Caswell Concert. KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
(LC)
8:45 — Sylvan Echoes. KGO
(LC)
10:00 — National Concert Orchestra. KGO KHQ KOA;
KOMO
KSL — 10:30
(C) — 10:15;
Wednesday
9:15 A. M.—Program.
Ward'sKGORadioKHQ
ReKGW KFIsearchKTAR
(C)
12:00cert. KGONoonKGW— Luncheon
(LC) Con1:00
P.
M.—
Hotel
Sir Francis
Drake Orch. KGO KECA
(C)
3:15— Northern Lights. KGO
(SC)
8:30 — Lofner and Harris —
musical program. KGO KHQ;
KGW— 8:30 (SC)
1:00— Hotel Sir Francis Drake
Orch. KGO KECA (C)
2:00 P. M.— Black and Gold
Room Orch. KGO KGW KECA;
KTAR— 2:00 to 2:30 P. M. (C)
3:30—KPOSonata
KGW
KECARecital.
(C) KGO
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Eroadcast
Programs
— Woman's
Magazine
7:15 — Sperry Smiles — Lee S. the10:30Air.
7:30—
V.(C)Ferner, 'Cell- Roberts,
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
ist. KGOWalter
KTAR
pianist;
Paul
Carson,
Thursday
KPO KFI KFSD; KTAR
organist; vocal soloist. KGO KGW
KOA— 10:50 A. M.
KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA KSL11:30—
KFSD (SP)
9:15 A.Program.
M. — Ward's
Birth KGO
of Words.
Research
KGO Radio
KHQ
matic narrative.
KECA DraKGW KFI KTAR (C)
8:45— Sylvan Echoes. KGO
12:15
P. Hour.
M.— Western
Farm
7:30 — Standard Symphony
W ednesday
(SP)
and
Home
KGO
KOMO
Hour. (C)KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KFI
KGW
KECA
KFSD
KSL;
KHQ
7:30 nades.
A. KGO M—
KOMOSunrise Sere- —12:30; KTAR— 12:45
9:00—KOA
Piano(C) Pictures. KGO
7:15 — Around the Bridge
9:45— Radio Ramblings. KGO, Table
KFSD
with John Charles Shipp.
10:00 to 10:15 A. M. (P)
10:00 — The Nomads. KGO KGW—
5:30 P. M. — Palmolive Hour. KGO10:30— Out of Doors with J.
KFI
KSL
KOA;
KHQ
—
10:15
Friday
KGO (SP)
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI P. Cuenin. Tuesday
String Orch (SC)
KSL
KGO KOA
6:30
—
Coca
Cola
Program.
9:15 A. M.—Program.
Ward'sKGORadioKHQ
Re- KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
8:00 A. M.— Financial Service
KFSD KTARThursday
KSL (P)
Program.
KGO
KGW KFIsearchKTAR
(C)
KGO8:30 — Cross-Cuts of the Day.
9:45—
Rembrandt
Trio.
KGO
KGW (C)
7:30 nades.
A.KGO M.—
Sunrise
SereKOMO (P)
10:00 — Color Harmony Pro4:00— Cities Service Concert
8:15— Morning Melodies. KGO KFI gram. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
Orchestra. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA KSL (SC)
(P)4:00 P. M. — Fleischmann Hour
10:30Air.
— Woman's
Magazine
5:30 — Armour Program. KGO
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
Rudy Vallee. KECA KTAR KGO the
KHQ
KGW KPO KFI
(LC) KOMO KGW KFI KSL KHQ KOMO KGW (P)
M.— Western
Farm
8:00— House of Color. KGO
5:30 P. KGO
M.— Maxwell
House and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO KOMO
KHQ KOMO
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KSL Ensemble.
KGW KECA KFSD KTAR KSL KGW KECA KFSD; KHQ—
(LC)
(SP)
Wednesday
12:30; KTAR—
12:45
8:30— The Opera Box. KGO
7:15 — Sperry Smiles — Lee S.
KHQ
KFSD KTAR; KOMO—
8:30 (LC)
8:00
A.
M.
—
Financial
Service
Roberts,
pianist
;
Paul
Carson,
Saturday
KGO
organist; vocal soloist. KGO Program.
8:30
—
Cross-Cuts
of
the
Day.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
9:15 A. M— Program.
Ward'sKGORadioKHQ
Re- KFSD KSL (SP)
8:30— The Friday
Rendezvous. KGO
KGW KFIsearchKTAR
(C)
10:15— Mary
Household
Period.HaleKGOMartin's
KHQ
KHQ KFSD KTAR (P)
12:15KGOP. KOMO
M.— Pacific
KOMO KGW KFI KTAR KSL
Hour.
KGW Feature
KECA
KOA
(C)
7:30 nades.
A. KGOM.—
Sunrise
SereKOMO (P)
Magazine
POPULAR AND
Air. Woman's
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
8:15 (P)— Morning Melodies. the10:30—
KGO
SEM1POPULAR
Sunday
KGW
KPO
KFI;
KFSD—
10:30;
KTAR— 10:30.
6:00 Men.
P. M.—KGOPaulKHQWhiteman's
Paint
KOMO
12:15
P.
M.—
Western
Farm
9:00 A. M.— Breakfast with KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
KSL
and Home Hour. KGO KOMO
Sperry
—
Lee
S.
Roberts;
Paul
KGW
KECA
KFSD
KSL;
KHQ
Carson,
KHQ (P)KOMO
(P)7:45— The Coquettes. KGO —12:30; KTAR— 12:45
KGW KFIorganist.
KFSD KPO
(P)
— Business and Pleasure.
10:30
—
Rainbow
Harmonies
—
9:30— Kodak Week-End Hour. KGO3:30 KGW
KGO (SP)
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
5:00
— Halsey, Stuart Program.
10:30— Yeast Foamers. KHQ
KFSD KTARSaturday
KSL KOA (P)
KOMO KGW KPO KECA
KGO
KSL KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KFSD KTAR KSL (P)
7:30 nades.
A. KGO M.—
6:30 — Coca Cola Program.
7:30 — Carnation Contented
KOMOSunrise
(P) SereHour. KFSD
KGO KSL
KHQ KOA
KOMO(SP)KGW
KGO KHQ
KOMO
8:15— Morning Melodies. KGO KFSD
KTARThursday
KSL KGW KFI
KFI
9:00— Chase and aSnborn Pro- (P)12:00 Noon— The Entertainers.
gram. KGO KHQ
(P)
KGO8:00 A. M.— Financial Service.
KFI KFSD
KTARKOMO
KSL KGW
KOA KGO4:00 KECA
— Vincent Lopez Hotel St.
Monday
8:30— Cross Cuts of the Day.
(P)
Regis
Orch.
KGO;
KGW
5:30—(SP)
Music Garden. KGO KGO;
7:30 A. M.— Sunrise Sere- KGW
9:45 —KECA—
Beatrice9:00Mabie — Beauty
nades. (P)
KGO KOMO— 7:30 to
Talk. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
7:45 A. M.
7:45
—
Sperry
Smiles
—
Lee
S.
KFI
KFSD
KTAR KSL
Roberts and Paul Carson. KGO
Magazine
(P)8:15— Morning Melodies. KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA the10:00—
KFSD (SP)
Air. Woman's
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
5:00— Maytag Orchestra. KGO
KGW KPO KFI; KFSD KTAR
8:30—
Lofner
and
Harris.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW (P)
KSL KOA— 10:20
KSL (P)KOMO KGW KECA
M.— Western
Farm
Sunday
6:00— Gold Medal Express. EDUCATIONAL
and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO KOMO
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KGW
KECA
KFSD;
KHQ—
Friday
KFSD KTAR KSL (P)
A. M.— Series of Talks 12:30;
of Pan. KGO by 10:00
10:30 KTAR—
— Forest 12:45
Protection ProKOA10:45—
(SP)Voice
Tuesday
KGW.Carveth Wells. KGO KOMO
gram. KGO KHQ KFSD KSL
Monday
7:30 A. M.— Sunrise Sere- Guide.
8:00 A. M. — Financial Service
9:30 KGO
P. M.—
KGW TheKECA.Reader's
Program.
KGO
7:45 A. nades.
M. KGO;(P)KOMO— 7:30 to
8:30— Cross-Cuts
of the Day.
8:00 A. M. — Financial Service KGO; KECA— 9:00
9:45
—
Piano
Capers
—
Dell
Program.
KGO
Perry
and
Oscar
Young
KGO
Magazine
KGW (P)
8:30— Cross-Cuts of the Day. the10:30—
Air. Woman's
KGO KHQ
KOMOof
5:30— The Fuller Man. KGO KGO; Beatrice Mabie — Beauty KGW
KPO KFI KFSD; KTAR
talk.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KHQ
KSL
(P) KOMO KGW KECA KSL KFI KFSD KTAR KSL.
11:10 toKOA—
11:30 10:30
A. M. to 10:50;
RADIO DOINGS

Thursday
Oter
NBC
Western
Network
Friday
12:30 P. M. — Western Farm
8:15 P. M.— Rin-Tin-Tin Thril- KGO3:45 P. M. — News Service.
and Home Hour. KGO KOMO
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don, the KFI ler.
KFSDKHQ KOMO
KTAR KGW KPO
Two Professors. KHQ KOMO
KGW KECA KFSD; KHQ—
Friday News Flashes.
10:00— Richfield
KGW
KPO
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
9:00
P.
M.—
NBC Drama Hour
12:30; KTAR— 12:45 P. M.
Thursday
KSL KOA.
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
KFSD
Saturday
KHQ
KTAR
KOA
8:00— KGW
Shell KPO
Happytime.
KHQ
8:00 A. M. — Financial Service KOMO
KFI KTAR
7:00 P. M.— The Pepsodent KGO3:45 P. M.— News Service.
Program. KGO
9:30— The Lumberjacks. KGO Program.
Amos 'N'KGW
Andy. KECA
KGO
8:30— Cross-Cuts of the Day.
2:00
P.
M.—
NBC
Matinee.
KHQ
KOMO
KGO;
KECA—
9:00 Farm and KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD KFSD KSL
10:00— Richfield News Flashes.
9:30
—
National
Friday
Sam Hayes.
KHQ KOMO KGW
P. M.— The Story Teller. KPO
KTAR;
KGW— 2:15 Pair. KGO KGO9:30 KOA
Saturday
Home Hour. KGO KOMO KGW
KFI KFSD
5:00—
Interwoven
KPO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
10:00 KFI KFSD KSL; KTAR—
KTAR KSL
3:45 P. M. — News Service.
7:00 P. M.— The Pepsodent KGO
Woman's
MagazineKGWof
6:30 P. M.— RKO Theatre of Program.
Amos 'N'KGW
Andy. KECA
KGO
the 10:30
Air. —KGO
KHQ KOMO
the
Air.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KHQ
KOMO
KFSD KSL
KPO3:15KFI;
KSL
P. M.KFSD
— LawsKTAR—
That 10:50
Safe- KECA KFSDSaturday
PROGRAMSTuesday
7:30 P. M.— The Fearful CHILDREN'S
guard
Society.
KGO
KOMO
Seven.
KGO KFI KFSD KTAR
7:45 Professors.
A. M. — Van KHQ
and Don,
the
KPO KECA KTAR
Two
KOMO
10:00—Called
MysteryMurder."
Serial, KGO
"The
VARIETY
KGW KPO KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
Game
3:30 P.KGOM.—
Baron Keyes' Air
KOA Saturday
Wednesday
KSL KOA.
Castle.
Monday
8:00—
Shell
Happytime.
KHQ
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don, KOMO KGW KPO KFI KTAR
7:00 P. M.— Amos V Andy.
4:30 P. Thursday
M.— Cowboy Kids.
The Two Professors. KHQ KSL.
KGO
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KFSD
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO KGW KECA KGO KGW
7:15
P.
M.
—
Gilmore
Circus.
KTAR KSL KOA
KGW KPO KFI
1:00 P. M— The Lady Next
715— Split Second Tales. KGO
8:00— KGW
Shell KPO
Happytime.
KHQ KOMO
Door. KGO Friday
KECA KTAR
9:30 — Associated Spotlight
Sunday
KOMO
KFI KTAR
Revue. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW OLD MELODIES
KSL
3:30 P.KGOM.— Baron Keyes' Air
Castle.
9:30 — The Lumberjacks. RELIGIOUS AND
4:00 odies.
P. M.—
Enna Jettick
MelCharles
KHQ KTAR
KOMO
KGW KPO
KGO Marshall, Ted Maxwell. SEMI.REUGIOUS
Sunday
KFI KFSD
3:00 KGO
P. M.— Baron Keyes' Air
Castle.
WednesdayKSL.
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
Sunday
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD;
11:00
A.
M.—
The
Friendly
DANCE
MUSIC
3:45 P. Saturday
M. — Songs of Long
Hour. KGO KHQ KGW
KTAR 2:00 to 2:45; KGW2:15
Ago.
KGO
KGW
to 2:30 P. M.
12:00 Noon—
Forum.
KHQ National
KGW Sunday
KPO;
Monday
Tuesday
The Vagabonds.
9:00 P. M.— Cotton Pickers. KGO11:00KFIP. M.—
12:15
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don, KOMO—
P. M.— Sabbath Reveries. KGO KGW KOA
The Two Professors. KHQ KGO1:00KHQ
Sunday
KOMO KGW KTAR
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KFSD
5:00 P.KGO KHQ
M.— Maytag
2:00 — Catholic Hour. KGO ORGAN
KTAR KSL KOA.
KOMO OrchesKGW
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KECA
KECAtra.KSL
Monday
10:00
P.
M.—
Paul
Carson,
Or8:00—
Shell
Happytime.
KHQ
KTAR
7:30— Demi-Tasse Revue. KGO
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KTAR
ganist.
KGO
KOA
KHQ
KSL
6:45— Sunday at Seth ParkKHQ KOMOTuesday
KGW KFI KFSD
KGO KHQ
KGW
9:30 Marshall,
— The Ted
Lumberjacks.
11:45KECA
A. Tuesday
M.— Organ Recital. KTAR KSL KOA
KECA er's.
KFSD
KTARKOMO
KSL (Semi
KGO
Charles
Maxwell. Rel)
Monday
KGO
6:00 P. M.— B. A. Rolfe and
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
A. M.KGO
— Organ
Recital- His Lucky
2:15 P. M.— Mormon Taber- Paul11:30Carson.
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD
KECA
tra. KGO Strike
KHQ Dance
KOMO OrchesKGW
Wednesday
nacle Choir Tuesday
and Oregon. KPO
KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KTAR— 2:00 to 2:15 P. M.;
KGW— 2:15 to 2:30 P. M.
11:00
P.
M.
—
Lofner-Harris
10:30 P. M.— Roses of Mem- Hotel St. Francis Dance Orches3:00 P. M.— Mid-Week Feder9:30— Songland. KGO KFSD
ory. KGO KHQ KOA
KOA; KHQ-9:45
tra. KGO KGW;
KFI-11:30
W ednesday
A. M.KGO
— Organ Recital.
KECA ation Hymn Sing. KGO KGW
Wednesday
Paul11:30Carson.
ThursdayKECA
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don, DRAMA AND
7:30
P.
M.—
Demi-Tasse
ReThe
KHQ COMEDY
11:00
A. M.KGO
— Orsan
Recital. Hotelvue. GusOrchestra.
Arnheim's KGO
Ambassador
KOMO Two
KGW Professors.
KPO KFI KFSD
KHQ
Paul
Carson.
KFI
Saturday
Sunday
KTAR KSL KOA
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
P. M.—
Over
Jordan.
8:00— KGW
Shell Happytime.
KHQ KGO3:00KOMO
KSL10:00 P. M. — Lofner-Harris
KFSD
KTAR
KSL
11:30
A.
M.—
Organ
Recital.
KOMO
KPO KFI KFSD
Paul Carson. KGO KECA
KGW
KTAR KSL
Hotel
St. Francis
OrchesNEWS
Monday
ThursdayDance
9:30—
Lumberjacks.
KGO KGO4:30KGWP. M.—
tra. KGO KGW;
KFI— 11:30
KSL Harbor Lights.
Monday
2:00 The
P. M.—
NBC Matinee.
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD
6:00 P. M.— B. A. Rolfe and
3:45 P. M.— News Service.
KTAR; KGW— 2:15
7:00 P. M. — The Pepsodent KGO
His Lucky
9:30 — Moonlight Matinee. Program— Amos 'N' Andy. KGO
tra. KGO Strike
KHQ Dance
KOMO OrchesKGW
10:00
P.
M.—
Richfield
News
Flashes. Sam
Hayes. KHQ KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KGO KOA; KHQ 9:30 to 10:00 KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA
Tuesday
KFSD
KSL
P.
M.;
10:15
to
10:30;
KECA
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
KFSD
11:00
P.
M.
—
Lofner-Harris
Friday
9:30 to 10:30
— Stranger Than Fiction.
Dance OrchesKGO9:00 KOA
Thursday
Tuesday
3:45 P. M.— Back of the News Hoteltra.St.KGO Francis
KGW; KFI— 11:30
in Washington.
KGO KOMO
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don, the
KECA
KFSD
KSL
7:00 P. M. — The Pepsodent
Two
11:00 P. M.— Lofner-Harris
KGW Professors.
KPO KFI KHQ
KFSD KOMO
KTAR Program. Amos 'N' Andy. KGO
4:45 P. M. — News Service. Hotel
St. Francis
OrchesSaturdayDance
KSL KOA
KHQ
KOMO KGW KECA
KGO
tra. KGO KOMO;
KFI — 11:30
KFSD
KSL
10:00 P.Sam
M.— Richfield
8:00— KGW
Shell KPO
Happytime.
KHQ
Flashes.
Hayes. News
KHQ
KOMO
KFI
KTAR
8:15
P.
M.—
Memory
Lane.
B. A. Rolfe and
KSL.
KPO KFI KFSD His6:00LuckyP. M.—
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KOMO KGWW ednesday
Strike
Dance Orchestra.
KGO
KHQ
KGW
9:30— The Lumberjacks. KGO KFSD KTARW ednesday
4:45 P. M. — News Service. KFI KFSD KTAB KOMO
KSL
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD
3:00 P. M.— Snoop and Peep KGO10:00 P. M.— Richfield News
11:00
P.
M.—
Lofner-Harris
KTAR; KGW— 2:15
burlesque detective drama. KGO Flashes. Sam Hayes. KHQ Hotel St. Francis Dance OrchesKGO KOMO KGW KECA;
10:45— The Entertainers. KGO KECA
KOMO KGW KPO KFI KFSD KFI—tra.11:30
KHQ KSL
7:00 P. M.— Amos 'N' Andy.
RADIO DOINGS
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Regular
CLASSICAL
SEMI-CLASSICAL
AID LIGHT
CLASSICAL
Sunday
5:00
A.
M.
cale. KDYL (C)— Morning Musi8:45 KVOR
A. M.KOL
— French
Trio.
KFBK
KVI KFRC
KDYL KLZ KGB (C)
9:15 KVOR
A. M.—KOL
VocalKVIArt KFPY
Trio.
KFBK
KDYL KLZ KOH (SC)
9:30 A. M.— Columbia Little
Svmphony.
KOL
KVI KFPY KFBK
KDYL KVOR
KLZ KOH
(C)
3:00 P. M. — Theo. Karle.
KVOR KMJ KWG KOL KVI
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KOH KGB (SC)
5:30ium Concert.
P. M.KVOR
— Lewisohn
KFBK StadKMJ
KWG KOL KVI KFPY KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB (C)
7:00 P. M.— Continental String
Quartet.
KOL
KVI KFPYKFBK
KDYLKVOR
KLZ KOH
(C)
Monday
6:00 A. M. — Harmonies and
Contrast.
6:15
(SC) KDYL; KLZ— 6:00 to
8:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue.
KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
11:00 A. M.— Columbia Salon
Orch. KVBK KVOR KMJ KGW
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
11:45 A.KFBK
M— Columbia
Recital.
KVOR Artist
KMJ
KGW KVI KFPY KFRC KLZ
KOH KGB (C)
7:15 P.Military
M. — Arthur
Cremo
Band. Pryor's
KFBK
KMJ KGW KOL KVI KFPY
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KOH (SC) Tuesday
8:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue.
KVOR KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
11:00 A. M.— Columbia Salon
Orchestra. KVOR KFBK KMJ
KWG KOL KVI KFPY KFRC
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (C)
7:15 Military
P. M.— Arthur
Cremo
Band. Pryor's
KFBK
KMJ KWG KOL KFPY KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
(SO
7:45sinoP.Orch.M.—
AsburyKFBKPark KMJ
CaKVOR
KWG KOL KFPY KDYL KLZ
KOH (C)
W ednesday
8:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue.
KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
9:00 A. M. — Enric Madriguera's
CubanKWGBiltmore
Orch.
KFBK KVOR
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH KGB
(C)
11:00 A. M.— Columbia Salon
Orch. KFBK KVOR KMJ KWG
KOL KVI KGPY KFRC KHJ
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
1:00sinoP.Orch.M.—
CaKFBKAsbury
KVORParkKWG
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
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Programs Monday Eroadcast
6:00 P. M.— Boswell Sisters:
6:30 tures.
P. KVOR
M.—KFBK
Savino KMJ
Tone KWG
PicConnie, Martha and Vet. KFBK
8:00 A. M— Don Bigelow and KVOR
KMJ KWG KOL KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KFRC(P) KHJ KDYL KLZ
His Yoeng's
Restaurant
Orches- KFPY
KOH KGB (SC)
tra. KVOR KLZ
KOH (P)
KOH KGB
7:15 P.
M. — Arthur
A. M— HarryKFBK
Tucker and
6:15 KVOR
P. M.— KMJ
The Columbians.
Cremo
Military
Band Prvor's
KFBK
His9:30Barclay
KWG KOL
KMJ KWG KOL KFPY KOIN KWG
KOL Orch.
KVI KFPY KVOR
KFRC KFBK
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KHJ KLZ
KOH KGB (P)
KLZ KOH KGB (P)KHJ KDYL
(SC)
Thursday
10:15 (P)A. M — Rhythm Kings.
KFBK
7:30 KFBK
P. M.—
Friday
Hour.
KMJCamel
KWGQuarter
KOL
2:30 P. M.— Reis and Dunn. KFPY
5:45 strels.
A. KDYLM.—
KOIN
KFRC
KLZMorning
(LC) Min- Comedy
KLZ KOH KGB (P)KHJ KDYL
and
Songs.
KVOR
8:30 A.KLZM.—KOHColumbia
Revue. KFBK KMJ KWG KOL KFPY
KDYL
KGB (C)
KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH KGB
(P)
9:00 A. M— Enric Madri5:45 A. M. — The Old Dutch
Girl. Newsy Jingles in Rhyme
5:45 P. M— The Bon Bons. and
guera'stra. Cuban
Biltmore
OrchesKFBK KVOR KWG KVI Negro
Song. KDYL (P)
Quartette.
KFBK
KVOR
KFPY
KFRC(C)KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KWG KGB
KVI (SP)
KFPY KDYL KLZ KVOR
7:00 KDYL
A. M— (P)Rhythm Kings.
KOH KGB
11:00KVOR
A. M.KFBK
— Columbia
8:00
A.
Don Bigelow and
7:30ter P.Hour.M.—
The
Camel
QuarOrch.
KWG Salon
KMJ
KFBK KWG KOL His Yoeng'sM— Restaurant
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KFPY
KOINKGBTuesday
KFRC(P) KHJ KDYL
tra. KVOR KDYL KLZ OrchesKOH
KLZ KOH
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (C)
(P)
2:30
P.
M.—
Whispering
1:00sino P.Orch.M.—
Asbury
Park
CaKFBK KVOR KWG
KOH
Smith. (P)KVI KFPY KFRC Jack
KLZ
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KVOR
7:30
A.
M—
Sweetheart
Hour.
KLZ (P)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (C)
3:00 P. M.— Kate Smith and
Her Swanee Music. KVOR
9:30 A.KFBK
M.— Savoy
5:30 P. KOL
M.— Grand
Opera KVOR
Miniature.
KVI KFPY
KWG Plaza
KOL Orch.
KVI KDYL KLZ KOH (SP)
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
4:45 P.KVORM.— Connie
Boswell.
KGB (LC)
KOH KGB (P)
KFBK
KDYL KOH
KGB KVI
(P) KFPY
11:45
A.
M.—
The
Captivators.
7:00
P.
M.—
Arthur
Pryor's
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(P)
Cremo Military Band. KFBK KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG KVI
KMJ KWG KOL KFPY KOIN KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
7:30 KFBK
P. M. KWG
— CamelKMJQuarter
KFRC (SO
KHJ Friday
KLZ KOH KGB KOH KGB (P)
Hour.
KOL
KDYL
KFPY KOIN Saturday
KFRC KHJ KDYL
12:00men. KVOR
Noon—
The
Four
ClubKFBK KWG KFPY
KLZ KOH KGB; KVI—
7:30 A. M.— Melody Parade. KDYL
12:15 (SP)
8:00 A. M.— Don Bigelow and
KVOR
12:30 P. M.— Phil Fisher and His Yoeng's
Restaurant
8:30
A.
M.—
Columbia
Revue.
tra. KVOR KDYL
KLZ OrchesKOH
KDYL KLZ KOH (C)
His TenKFBK
Eyck KWG
Hotel KOL
Orchestra.
(P)
KVI
9:00 A. M.— Enric Madri- KVOR
11:00
A.
M.—
Four
Clubmen.
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KFBK KVOR KMJ KWG KOL
guera's
CubanKWGBiltmore
Orch. KGB (P)
1(C)
KFBK KVOR
KVI KFPY
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KLZ
KGB l(SP)
1:00 P. M. — Frank Ross. KOH
KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH KGB
Songs.
KVOR KHJ
KFBK KDYL
KWG KOL
11:45
A.
M.
— Saturday SyncoKVI
KFPY
KLZ
11:00 A. M.— Columbia Salon KOH KGB (P)
pators.
KFBKKVI KVOR
Orch. KFBK KVOR KMJ KWG
KWG
KOL
KFPY(P; KMJ
KHJ
7:30
P.
M.—
Camel
Quarter
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
Hour.
KFBK
KMJ
KWG
KOL
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
2:30
P.
M.—
Whispering
Jack
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL Smith. KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
4:30 P. M.— Howard Barlow KFPY
KLZ KOH KGB (P)
and
His
Symphony
Orchestra.
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
Wednesday
KFBK KVOR KVI KFPY KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
4:30 P. M.— Kate Smith and
5:45 A. M.— The Old Dutch Her
6:00
P.
M.—
The
Pillsbury
Music. KVOR
Girl.Songs.
NewsyKDYL
Jingles(P) in Rhyme KFBK Swanee
Pageant. KOL KVI KFPY KOIN and
KWG KVI KFPY KFRC
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ (C)
A. M. KDYL
— Three (P)Men in a KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
6:30 ovar.
P. KVOR
M. —KWG
AroundKOLtheKFPY
Sam- Tub.7:15KVOR
(SP)
5:00 P. M.— Boswell Sisters:
8:00 A. M— Don Bigelow and Connie,
KHJ
KLZ KOH KGB
Martha and Vet. KVOR
(LC) KDYLSaturday
His tra.
Yoeng's
KVOR KLZRestaurant
KOH (P)Orches- KFBK KMJ
KWG KOL KVI
KGB
KFPY (P)KFRC KHJ KDYL KOH
2:30
P.
M.
—
Piano
Pals,
KVOR
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KOH
5:45trels.A.KDYLM.KLZ
— Morning
MinsKCB .(P)
(C)
6:00 P. M.— The Ambassadors
6:30 A. M.— The New World
with Virginia Arnold, pianist.
7:30 KFBK
P. M. KMJ
— Camel
Salon Orchestra. KDYL (C)
Hour.
KWGQuarter
KOL KDYL.
KOIN KGBKFRC(P) KHJ KDYL
7:30 A.KDYL
M.— (C)
Columbia Revue. KFPY
7:30 KFBK
P. M.—KMJCamelKWGQuarter
KVOR
KLZ KOH
Hour.
KOL
Thursday
KVI KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ
7:15
P.
M.—
Arthur
Pryor's
KDYL KLZ Sunday
KOH KGB (P)
Cremo Military Band. KFBK
KMJ KWG KOL KFPY KOIN KFBK
9:30 A. M.— KWG
Savoy Plaza
Orch. EDUCATIONAL
KVI KFPY
KFRC
(SC) KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KFRC KVOR
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB
11:45KFBK
A. M.—KVOR
Ben KWG
and Helen.
5:50 tional
A. Features.
M.— Columbia
POPULAR AND
Ducts.
KMJ
KDYL EducaKVI
KFRC KDYL KLZ
SEMI-POPULAR
Sunday
4:00 P. M.— "Devils, Drugs
KOH KFPY
KGB (P)
KMJ KFRC
KWG KOL
2:00 P. M. — Frank Ross. and
KVI Doctors."
KFPY Monday
KOIN
KHJ
3:45 P. M— The Boswell Sis- KLZ
KVOR(P)KVI KFPY KDYL KDYL KLZ.
ters: Connie, Martha and Vet. Songs.KOH
KVOR KMJ KWG KOL KVI
3:00 Swanee
P. M.— Kate SmithKVOR
and
Her
KFPY
KFRC (P)KHJ KDYL KLZ KDYL
5:30 DYLA. KLZ
M.— Tony's Scrap
KOH KGB
Book.
KLZ KOHMusic.
(SP)
RADIO DOINGS

Oyer
CBS
Western
Network
Sunday
Sunday
DANCE MUSIC
OLD
MELODIES
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
7:45acterA.Education.
M. — McKenna
KVOR : Char- Community
Network
Program.
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm KFBK KVOR KDYL KOH
7:30 P. M.— Red Nichols and
P. M— Kate Smith and
Community Network Program.
11:30tors.A.KFBKM.—
Three KWG
Doc- Her4:15 Swanee
Music. KVOR
His Park
Central
Hotel OrchesKVORThe KMJ
KVOR KDYL KOH
KVOR
KWG
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KHJ KDYL Monday
11:30tors.A.KFBKM.—
Three KWG
Doc- KDYL
KDYL tra.KLZKFBK Monday
KOH KOL KFPY
KLZ KOH KGB
KLZ KOH KGB
KVORThe K.MJ
KM KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL VARIETY Tuesday
6:30 A.abond.M.—
12:30] P. M.— The Dictators,
KLZ KOH KGB
KDYL The Singing Vag- conducted
Freddie
Tuesday
KFBK KVORby KWG
KOL Rich.
KVI
12:00
Noon
—
Gypsy
Music
10:00ties.A.KOL M.—
Pabst-ett
VarieKFPY KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
Makers.
KFBK
KVOR
KWG
KVI
KOIN
KFRC
5:45
A.
M.—
Dr.
Copeland's
Health Hour. KDYL KLZ
KDYL KLZ KOH
KVI KFPY Tuesday
KDYL KLZ KOH
6:00 P. M.— Robert Burns PanKGB
atela Program. Guy Lombard
6:45 A. M. — Party House.
1:45 KVI
P. M.—
KFRCJollyKDYLJugglers.
KLZ
and
"Contract
Bridge."
KDYLFacts of KVOR
KLZ HisKOHRoyal Canadians. KDYL
KOH
7:00
A.
M.
—
Fashion
3:00
P.
M.
—
Kate
Smith
and
1931. KVOR
Her Swanee Music. KVOR
7:00son andP.HisM.—Orchestra.
Fletcher Hender6:30
P.
M.—
Nit
Wit
Hour.
KFBK
A. M. KDYL
— Your Foods and KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG KFPY KDYL KL ZKOH KGB
You.7:15KVOR
KVOR KWG Tuesday
KVI KFPY KFRC
KFRC KDYLWednesday
KLS KOH
4:45
P.
M.—
The
Bon
Bons.
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
7:45
A.
M.—
Dr.
H.
E.
KleinNegro
Quartet.
schmidt. KVOR KLZ
KWG KVI
KFPY KVOR
KFRC KFBK
KDYL
6:00 ties.
P. M.—
10:15 A. M.— Columbia Farm
KGB
KOL KVIVitality
KFPYPersonaliKOIN KLZ KOH Wednesday
7:00son andP.HisM.—Orchestra.
Fletcher HenderCommunity
Network
Program.
KFRC
KHJ
KLZ
KVOR
Thursday
KVOR KDYL KOH
KFBK
KWG
KFPY KFRC
3:00
P.
M.—
Kate
Smith
and
11:30 A. M.— The Three DocW
ednesday
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
Her
Swanee
Music.
KVOR
1:45 KVOR
P. M.—KWG
Meet KVI
the KFPY
Artist. KDYL KLZ Thursday
tors. KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG KFBK
KOH
KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL KDYL
KLZ KOH
11:45 A. M.— Dancing by the
KLZ KOH KGB
7:15 A. M.— An Old Fashioned Sea. KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
7:45 KMJ
P. M.—
Radio
Roundup.
Wednesday
Garden.
KVOR
KDYL
KVI
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KVOR
KWG
KFPY
KDYL
1:30 P. M. — Kathryn Parsons, KLZ KOH KGB
5:30KDYL
A. M.KLZ— Tony's Scrap KLZ KOH Friday
Book.
"Girl
o'
Yesterday."
KFBK
8:00
P. M.— Jack Miles and
KVOR KWG KVI KFPY KFRC His Hollywood
10:00ties.A.KOL M.—
Pabst-ett
Varie- KDYL
7:30 A. Page.
M.— IdaKVOR
Bailey Allen's
KLZ Saturday
KOH KGB
Editorial
tra. KVORThursday
KMJGardens
KFPY OrchesKFRC
KVI
KOIN
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH
KDYL
7:45
A.
M.
—
Home
Decorating.
KVOR KDYL
1:00
P.
M.—
Jewish
Art
Pro1:45 P. M.— Madison Singers.
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
P. M.— WillKVOR
OsborneKDYL
and
gram. KFBK KVOR KWG KOL Mixed Quartet. KFBK KVOR
Community
His2:15Orchestra.
KVI KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ KWG KVI KFPY KFRC KDYL KLZ
KVOR
KDYL Network Program. KOH
KOH
KGB
KLZ
KOH
KGB
Saturday
11:30 A. M.— The Three DocRELIGIOUS AND
8:00 P. M.— Guy Lombardo and
tors. KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
Sunday
Friday
His
Royal
6:00Boat.
P. M.—
HankKFBKSimmon's
SEMI-RELIGIOUS
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL Show
KVOR
KMJ
KGB
KMJ
KFPY Canadians.
KDYL KLZ KVOR
KOH
KLZ KOH KGB
KWG KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ
1:45 P. M.— Edna Wallace KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB
12:00
Noon—
Cathedral
Hour.
KFBK KVOR KWG KOL KVI
Hopper's
KWG DRAMA AND
M.— Red Nichols and
KOL KVI Youth
KFPY Matinee.
KOIN KFRC
KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH KGB His3:30ParkP. Central
COMEDY Monday
KDYL KLZ
tra. KVOR KLZ Hotel
KOH Orches2:00 P. M. — Chicago Knights
2:00ing to Press.
P. M.—KVOR
Bill Schudt's
Gofrom
Chicago.
KVOR
KMJ
KWG
7:45
P.
M—
Jack
and
Friday
KDYL KLZ
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ His Hollywood GardensMilesOrches2:45 P. M. — Bird and Vash. KDYL
KOH KGB.
KLZ KOH KGB
tra. KVOR KMJ KWG KOL
Comedy
Sketch.
KVOR
KDYL
Thursday
KLZ KOH
KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH
8:00 P. M.— Red Nichols and
6:30 KFBK
P. M.—KVOR
Arabesque.
12:45 P. M. — Edna Thomas.
5:30 KDYL
A. M. KLZ
— Tony's Scrap Play.
Book.
KMJ Desert
KWG
The Ladv from Louisiana. KFBK
His Park
Central
tra.
KFPY Hotel
KFRC OrchesKDYL
6:00 A. M.— Pot of Gold. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KVOR KWG KOL KVI KFPY KLZ
KDYL
KOHKVOR KGB
Saturday
KDYL KOH Tuesday
KGB
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
6:30
A. M.—
(Semi-Religious)
ley Allen.
KDYLTalk by Ida Bai7:00 P. M.— Bert Lown and
2:45 KDYL
P. M.—KLZBirdKOHand Vash. ORGAN Sunday
7:30 A. M. — Vacation Roads. KVOR
His Biltmore Orchestra. KVOR
Wednesday
KVOR
KFBK KMJ KWG KFPY KFRC
10:00
A.
M.—
Ann
Leaf
at
the
KLZ KOH
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
2:45 P. M.— Bird and Vash. Organ. KFBKMonday
KOL KVI KDYL
Community
7:45 P. M.— Will Osborne and
KDYL KVOR
KLZ KOH
ComedyKOHSketch. KVOR KDYL KFPY
KVOR KDYL Network
KOH Program. KLZ
His Orchestra. KVOR KFBK
11:30 A. M.— Three Doctors.
KWG
3:30 P. M.— Dialogues.
Miller and KVOR
Lyles.
8:30 P. M.— Ann Leaf at the KMJ
KFBK KVOR KMJ KVI KFPY Comic
KLZ KOL
KOH KFPY KFRC
Organ, with
Alley, KFPY
Tenor. KDYL
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH KLZ KOHNegroThursday
8:00
P.
M.—
Guy Lombardo
KFBK
KVORBen KOL
KGB KHJ Friday
and His Roval Canadians.
KVOR
KDYL KLZW ednesday
KOH
KFBK
KFPY KFRC KDYL
2:45 P. M.— Bird and Vash.
KLZ
KOH
Comedy
Sketch.
KVOR
KDYL
5:30 KDYL
A. M. KLZ
— Tony's Scrap KLZ KOH
8:30 P. M.— Nocturne. Ann
Book.
Leaf at the Organ. KVOR KMJ PROGRAMSSunday
11:30 A. M.— The Three Doc4:30 inP.Dialect.
M. — Henrv
Burbig.
KOL
KFPY Thursday
KDYL KLZ KOH
tors. KFBK KVOR KMJ KWG Comedy
CHILDREN'S
KFBK KVOR
KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KVI KFPY Friday
KHJ KDYL KLZ
Monday
8:30 P. M.— Nocturne. Ann
KLZ
KOH KGB
KOH KGB
6:00 A.KDYL
M.—
Land O' Make
Leaf
the KVOR
Organ, KOLwithKFPY
Ben Believe.
11:45 A. M.— Columbia EduAllev. atTenor.
cational Features. KFBK KVOR
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
2:45
P.
M.—
Bird
and
Vash.
Friday
KMJ KWG KFPY KFRC KHJ Comedy Sketch. KVOR KDYL
7:30 A. M.—Saturday
Children's Stories.
KVOR
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
8:30 P. M.— Nocturne. Ann
1:45 P. M. — Edna Wallace KLZ KOH Saturday
Leaf
at
the
Organ.
KVOR
7:00 A. Monday
M— Adventures of
Hopper's
KOH
2:45 P. M.— Bird and Vash. KDYL KLZ Saturday
KOL KVI Youth
KOIN Matinee.
KDYL KWG
Helen
KVOR KDYL.
NEWSand Mary.
Comedy Sketch. KVOR KFBK
Saturday
KMJ KWG KOL KVI KFPY
12:00
Noon—
Ann
Leaf
at
the
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH Organ. KFBK KVOR KWG KOL
3:00 KDYL
P. M.—KLZCurrent
5:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ.
— Tony's Scrap KGB
Book.
KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KVOR
KOH Events.
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Radio on the Seas
[Continued from Page 15]
of the Bolinas and Point Reyes short
wave tionsreceiving
staand those ofandthe transmitting
Koko Head and
Kahuku short wave stations in Hawaii
were placed at the disposal of the NBC
by RCA Communications, Inc.
A series of tests were undertaken and
special modulating and diversity receiving
equipment
installed
at the various short
wave was
stations.
Meanwhile
the
Federal Radio Commission had granted
a special experimental license. This
license was obtained only after lengthy
negotiations in Washington, at one stage
of which the application was tabled,
only to be reconsidered after persistent
and repeated requests. The call letters
WIOXAI
assigned
to the ship'sof
station for were
operation
on frequencies
9670 kc and 6020 kc. It was arranged
to deliver the Malolo signal from the
receiving station at Point Reyes over
an equalized broadcast circuit to the
NBC studios in San Francisco.
Alfred H. Saxton, divisional engineer for NBC, assigned Joseph W. Baker,
KGO station engineer, and George
Greaves to make the cruise and supervise the technical operations. Baker
made a preliminary trip and tested the
equipment at sea for several days. The
NBC men encountered many technical
difficulties and their solution of these
problems, by dint of careful application of their knowledge during long
and tedious working hours, resulted in
the perfection of the operations.
Fourteen broadcasts, ten from the
ship and four from Hawaii, were broadcast during the cruise. Three of the
ship's broadcasts were heard in New
York over NBC's blue network. In
addition to the regular morning programs from the Islands, an evening
program was broadcast on July 17 from
the Ocean Court of the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel. I believe these broadcasts will
comprise an important link in the chain
of developments whiich have only begun to reveal
Many
radio radio's
sponsorspotentialities.
and chain executives have held that it is a mistake
to permit radio artists to make personal
appearances. Our experience has always been quite the opposite. Dobbsie's
Seattle, appearances
Los Angeles, inSaltSan
LakeFrancisco.
City and
elsewhere
have
proved
uniformly
successful.
Dobbsie's mainland listeners had
been intrigued by the colorful cruise
and visit in Hawaii, vividly described
by the Happytimers during the return
voyage. Receipt of numerous messages
from fans and reports from the studios
in San Francisco convinced us that
many Happytime followers would enPage Thirty-eight

joy seeingabout
the "Ship
of Joy"
and
hearing
the trip.
As crew
a result,
arrangements
for
a
week's
engagement
were made with the Paramount Theater.
Each of the three daily performances
attracted thousands and the house was
packed
for the
entire
week.and Dobbsie's
description
of the
cruise
the new
cruise songs, heard for the first time
from thegreatly.
ship'sThestudio,
the
crowds
generalinterested
atmosphere
of the Paramount appearances was that
of a gathering of friends hearing a few
of their number describe a recent adventure.
Reviewing the cruise, the stay in
Hawaii and the general result I fail to
see how any phase of the venture could
have met with more success. In addition to being a technical triumph, the
undertaking attested the growing popularity of the program personality and
his talented company and further established a belief I have expressed for
some years — that the most successful
radio programs are built around a personality.
Needless to say, we were gratified by
the success of the undertaking from a
commercial standpoint. We were even
more pleased by the enthusiasm of the
public as reflected by the Honolulu
Advertiser's editorial comment "its
value to the Islands cannot be comand by numerous other tributes
of that puted"
nature.
Good Samaritan
[Continued from Page 25]
saw of him; at three in the afternoon
he was stricken with apoplexy and died.
Poverty came upon her, her mother
and her brother, and the years that
followed were years of suffering, she
tells us. And all the time, she went
her way alone — her family refusing to
understand her. They left the old home
and moved into a cheap rooming house
in Excelsior Springs, Missouri. Her
brother managed to find work shining
shoes, and Ethel got a job as chambermaid in a hotel. She was thirteen then.
When she grew older, she served as
a nurse, all the time with the ambition
to dedicate her life to God and build

a church — a church without a creed.
Nursing did not fulfill her desires to
help humanity. She felt others could
best heal sick bodies, and that her
duty was to heal broken souls. She
prepared for the ministry, and finally,
two years ago, her first little church
sprang into being. She named it the
"First Church of the Apostles." Now
she holds services in Trinity Auditorium, Los Angeles, and in a school
auditorium in Long Beach. She receives no salary, and bears much of
the expense of the church herself, from
the money she receives from answering
questions,
and from
donations.
Ethel Duncan
admitted
that several
times she has had to fight her way of
opposition to her charitable work. A
legal battle in Long Beach ended in
letters of congratulation from the city
prosecuting attorney, the Central Labor
Council, the Police Department, and the
deputy district attorney — letters of appreciation for her work.
Recently the Social Service Commission refused her a permit to operate
her Good Samaritan Relief Station in
Los Angeles, unless she accounted to
this body for its activities and expenses.
This she firmly refused to do, ignored
a warning sent her by commission
authorities, and went on with her work.
A few days ago the complaint was apparently dropped.
Truly, Ethel
Duncan
remarkable woman.
Whetheris aonemostagrees
with her, believes in her not, there is
a quality about her that instantly commandsmirawhole-hearted
respect
and nor
adtion. She asks favors
of none,
attempts to glorify or explain the
strange power she believes is a gift of
God. She takes no credit for the work
she does, nor looks for a pat on the
back. Her business is helping the poor,
and giving advice to those who ask it.
She lays no claims to infallibility, but
merely answers questions with "It is
She is an enigma to the skeptic, a
choice
bit ofthat."
gossip for the Doubting
my opinion
Toms, a thorn, perhaps, in the side
of orthodoxy — but to the poor who ask
help, she is The Good Samaritan and
no puzzle at all.

HOLLAND'S FAMOUS RICHLYFLOWERING DARWIN TULIPS
Our Darwin
tulips
with extra
long stemson arestrong
remarkable
their three
long
flowering
period. Magnificent
Enormously
large
stems offorinabout
feet in length.
beds, flowers
edges and
cultivation
BUY TULIPS
NOW for
DIRECT
FROM
THE forDUTCH
GROWERpots.
Excellent Darwin tulips in 5 colors:
^ l/^/^
violetandheliotrope
£p 111
li I 100pink
of eachred color,
each coloryelloic
packed
N\
JVV
separately POSTat yourand home,
DUTY for FREEonly UJ X. V
delivered
Please remit amount per money order:
W. A. DE WINTER, Inc., Dutch Bulb Growers
HEEMSTEDE (Holland), EUROPA
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In Three Worlds
[Continued from Page 18]
courtesy of the road to everyone on the
highways. Newspapers called her the
"ClevelandtomotiveCourtesy
Girl,"still
and call
her her
aubusiness friends
by that name.
She was factory representative for an
automotive manufacturing company for
a number of years, one of the few
women in the country ever to hold such
a responsible position. Other positions
followed, until her acquaintances had
almost forgotten she had ever been anything but an efficient, dynamic little
business woman.
Suddenly, like Stevenson's "Mr.
Hyde,"
the totransformation
She decided
go back to heroccurred.
music!
For hours at a time, her piano was kept
busy. The business woman has disappeared and in her place was another — the artist. She was engaged to give lessons at a downtown music company.
A broadcast station sought her talent,
and she went on the air. The name that
had been so well-known among business circles swiftly became a bvword
in the music and radio field.
For years Maude Hughes had been
giving piano lessons — sometimes teaching her friends, often having several
regular pupils. But it had never been
an actual profession with her. She
saw the immense possibilities in evolving some system that would revolutionize the teaching of piano. Memories
of her own tedious years of practice
under the old fashioned method spurred
her on. There must be some way to
bring out the talent that existed in
every individual without the tiresome
routine of the old system.
She thought. She worried and worked
late at night, to find the secret of simplified piano playing. She analyzed her
own playing — what came easiest — what
could be left out and still get results?
And finally she struck it, and delightedlv
child. procured a copvright on her brainThe popularity she had enjoyed in
the past was increased ten-fold. Her
services were sought after by music
stores who saw the value of her discovery. Broadcast stations solicited her
talent, and she plays more or less regularly over seven of them at present.
But she's, busy — the busiest girl I
have ever met — and the happiest. She
is finding more joy in this most fundamental of her personalities than she
did in business. Every minute of her
day is taken up with lessons, broadand reherasals. and it's all pleasure casts
to her.
The third personality? You've probably beenwhen
wondering.
It's the working.
one that
appears
she is through
RADIO DOINGS

In the evening, after a broadcast, on
one of her holidays — whenever she has
leisure — she is carefree, happy-go-lucky
and again the little girl who was always
asked to parties because she was "lots
of fun." She loves to dance, likes parties— her girl-friends try to have all
of their parties on Tuesdays or Thursdays, "because they're Maude's lightest
days."
party sheisn'twascomplete
without
her. AndA since
a little girl,
she
has always insisted on making her own
clothes. She wants to dress herself as
she wants herself to be dressed, and
gets a big kick out of sewing. In fact,
she
life. gets a big kick out of evervthing in
/ talked to three persons ivhen I
talked to Maude Hughes!

Riding the Crest of Public
Acceptance
K
H]
is
"Los Angeles'
Station"
The Preferred
Radio Audience
Likes:
— The entertaining programs
— The high type of artists
— The all-round performance
of the station

Comedy of Errors
[Continued from Page 21]
writer. Thev enter a private cubbv hole
atlikeKXX.
Eddieany will
turn heto might
Reg': Feel
you have
ideas?
ask.
And so it goes. The one who happens
to feel most like doing the writing will
sit at the machine; the other will lean
over his shoulder. Then they begin. It
means, for that fifteen minute period,
four single space typewritten pages.
This hardest
mav sound
but itmanufacturisn't. It's
the
kind easy,
of work,
ing humor.
Eddit. through a peculiar biological
twist, is able to take several parts. He
can become the deep throated Hippiewater at a moment's notice. It is a
strange condition of the larynx which
permits his wide range in tonal quality. For a time in San Francisco he

Need

a

Advertisers Like KHJ'S:
— Spirit of co-operation
— The friendly service
— The results
obtain
KH they J
Columbia — Don Lee — Network
studied to be a bass; later he changed
teachers and saying nothing about his
previous lessons, trained for a tenor
They are on the air at the same time
as Amos and Andy — and they get hundreds of fan letters each day. It's the
tough
part! competition that makes them
grow, they will tell you.

Better

Job?

Become a Radio Operator. Our Fall
Term Begins Within Next Few Days.
Day and Night Classes. Monthly Rates
If Desired.
•
RADIO

SCHOOL OF LOS ANGELES
(Formerly Y. M. C. A. Radio School)
Established 1909

715 South Hope Street, Los Angeles
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T"
FLAT fromFEE
[Continued
Page 23]
plete without mentioning good old Elmer T. Elmer. Mr. Elmer is the gentleman with the proverbial wisp of hay in
his mouth, and the eternal scorn of
"them observations,
city fellers."andHishisdryquickhumor,
biting
wits
serve to throw the patient blundering
Dugan and Dailey into startling contrast! In a cracked, drawling voice
and with a high cackling chuckle, Elmer
T. Elmer creates laughs with every line.
Strangely enough, the man who portrays him is no toothless old dodderer,
but a young chap in his twenties.
Cliff Arquette takes a huge delight in
drawing back his lips to simulate a
mouth minus teeth, and quavering
through the lines of Elmer T. Elmer.
Since the beginning of "Flat Feet" a
peculiar family feeling has sprung up
among the cast. They are interested in
each other; they like each other; and
instead of glowering looks if another
character has more lines, there is a
pat on the back! They all try to think
up gags and funny situations which they
regale to Laird Doyle, with all the
pleased excitement of a hen who has
just laid an egg! Rehearsals are a community affair, with the actors sitting
around in a circle, and the author pacing back and forth, waiting for the

laughs which are sure to disrupt the
proceedings, for the lines strike the
characters so funny, that frequent guffaws and gales of mirth cause a craning of necks on the part of outsiders
who are waiting in the office beyond.
And often Producer Joy is so helpless
with laughter that he forgets to punch
the time watch — and the scene has to be
timed all over again!
It was Johnny Murray who thought
of introducing comedy even into the
musical cues which break up each episode into scenes. When The Sarg was
kidnaped by counterfeiters, thrown into
a trunk, and tossed onto an out-bound
train,
leaving
Dailey much
mystified
on theDugan
station'n' platform,
the
orchestra broke into "Beyond the Blue
Horizon" neither
; when ofbigwhom
Duganhadandgiven
littlea
Dailey,
passing glance at a horse before, were
forced onto the beasts and made to
ride, what was more appropriate than
the richly-picturesque "Horses !
Horses!"?
Some interesting facts have been discovered during the production of "Flat
Feet."
episode
for numer-of
ous soundEach
effects
— the calls
most common
which are a police siren and a running
motor.tures Incidentally,
one attention
of the feawhich has attracted
was
the use of the radio-equipped patrol

HOW
MANY
TIMES
have you listened to some one play the piano and then said: "I'D CIVE ANYTHINC IF I
COULD youONLY
PLAY areTHEguaranteed
PIANO!" —andwell,suchyoulittle
can,costand toin you.
such Express
a short your
time ownthat individit will
amaze
— results
uality with melody, harmony and rhythm — that is what you learn when you study with
Maudeit isHughes
of Wurlitzer's
Schoolbutofcomplete
Music. Abe
and Earl Burtnett
say
the finest,
most simple,
methodLyman,theyCushaveArnheim
ever seen.
How wonderful it is to be able to play anything put before you and realize that knowing
some harmony you can use breaks and endings from one piece to another. All lessons are
private. A special feature for you who wish to take lessons in the evening.
During September only, one free lesson will be given you for the asking and that lesson
will convince you how easily, quickly and reasonably you can learn to play the piano.
Call MAUDE HUGHES— FAber 4011
or Call at Wurlitzer's Music Store, 816 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
Two pianos — 20 fingers with melody .harmony and rhythm. Listen to Maude Hughes and
Chuck Mandel of Wurlitzer School of Music playing.
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which Doyle worked into his stories.
Sirens and running motors, however,
are easy to broadcast. But what was
to be done when they wanted to conthe impression
that the
Dugan
'n' Dailey
were veycreeping
through
bushes
to get
their man? After experimenting, a stiff
whisk broom was rustled before the
mike — and listeners heard the swish and
slap of the underbrush as the two men
crawled through it!
A more difficult task appeared when
Dugan n' Dailey were building a garage
for the patrol according to one of these
specified plans — and discovered, as
they drove the last nail, that they had
put the thing upside down; that the
door was where the floor should be,
and that what they took for a skylight
was in reality the side window! They
had to get the car out some way — so
they drove it right through the side of
the building. It was evident that a
very special noise was needed; so after
experimenting, peanut shells were
crumpled viciously — and the audience,
in imagination, beheld the two officers
crashing through the building with their
car!
Perhaps the triumph of them all was
the solution of how to get the effect
of a horse thumping his tail on the
Poor old Dugan prepared to mount
ground.
his nag, who, eyeing the bulk which
was about to be hoisted on his middle,
thumped his tail and galloped away.
Many devices were tried and found
wanting. Finally some bright lad tried
standing almost inside the mike, and
tapping his temple— where the hair
grew out on his forehead — with his
finger. The technician made the
universal
approval,
"0"
formed withsignthe offingers
— and the
everyone
breathed a sigh of relief!
What is the secret of the popularity
of this series? What is it about Dugan
n' Dailey that makes the men's ward in
a nearby naval hospital write a roundrobin letter of approval that brings
lumps to the reader's throat? Why is it
that in a veteran's home the time limit
for lights and radio loud speakers is
extended a half hour on Saturday night
so that the inmates can chuckle at
"Flat Feet?"
it's because
'n' Dailey
arePerhaps
so laughably
and Dugan
yet pathetically
human. They and the rest of the characters blunder through life, making myriads of mistakes, and yet going on
serenely
confident
do the right
thing! that
Of next
course,timethethey'll
lines
and the situations create the obvious
comedy; but the fact remains that Laird
Doyle's clear insight and sympathetic
pen, plus the actors' almost loving
characterizations
make ' Flat Feet" a
saga of human beings!
RADIO DOINGS

Charlie Lung
[Continued from Page 10]
some reason or other, Charlie appeared
for the second show that night without
his partner! The last one to see them
was the Australian, when they were discus ing the contract
Charlie's
dressing room.
From thein time
he excused
himself for a moment to step out of
the theater and buy some cigarettes,
the
Charliedarky
Lung.wasn't seen again with
Time for the second show — the fifte n-minute cal — the three-minute call,
and no partner. So Charlie summoned all his courage and went on
alone. He apologized to the audience,
to the theater manager, to the newspapers, and to the man from the
Antipodes, who came back with a contract to sign.
Broken - hearted, Charlie left the
theater toto the
walkradio
the streets.
He night,
didn't
return
station that
but listened in, and his recalcitrant
partner was on the air. Charlie called
him up, demanded an explanation, and
discovered that his dusky side-kick had
had a severe case of stage fright. That
was that.
Charlie Lung disappeared from the
stage and the air. He went to his old
friend and former sponsor, Noah
Beery, the screen actor, who furnished
him refuge in his Paradise Mountain
Trout Club, putting him to work as
manager. Sounds fishy, doesn't it?
Not so long ago, the manager of
KGFJ happened to visit the Trout Club,
and stumbled upon Charlie in his new
role as fish-pond director. They talked
over old times, the old radio itch returned, and it ended by his returning
to KGFJ a bigger, better, and wiser
artist. Charlie had been constantly
thinking of new ideas during his sojourn in the mountains, and with renewed enthusiasm, brought his new family of characters to life — Prof. Otto von
Beerstein, Anthracite Bituminous Lignite Lincoln, the Old Soak, Tony Verducci, Mr. Reginald Fitzmaurice and a
host of others. And Charlie takes each
of their parts in a different voice, actRadio

ing all the lines in his skits alone. A
big job.
And continuity,
when he isn't
or busy
with
he isworking
the same
old
Charlie — rushing here and there —
"helloing"' Bill, Jack and Mary in the
studio, cutting capers and having a
swell time.
be surprised
whenChinese
you meetat
him,But ifdon't
he starts
to jabber
you, or confide the latest joke in a
Cockney
accent,
help soit.
He lives the
partsforof hehis can't
characters
much they have grown to be a part of
him — on or off the air. In fifteen minutes of conversation with Charlie you
will have listened to a negro, a Chinese, an Italian, a Dutchman, with an
Irishman thrown in for good measure.
He's a great little guy. You'll like
Nloreen Cammill
[Continued from Page 16]
I asked her what these sketches meant
to her.
She said that she thought of them as
word pictures of people.
I was thinking to myself that they
were colorful word pictures. For Noreen Gammill is a satirist who is kindly
to her characters. She makes us laugh
at ourselves with never a hurt to our
vanity.
"But the situations? There are so
manv. How do you think of them
put different
people inI
the"Oh,
sameI just
situation.
For example,
have a sketch called 'The Old Woman
on all?"
the Front Porch.' You can see how
many
peoplehermight
I asked
whichsit inof her
her place."
sketches
had brought the most letters from her
fans.
She said. "The Woman on the Railivay Coach With Her Children," and
"The Telephone Exchange at NettleI asked her which of her sketches she
liked to give the best.
She smiled and said, "The dialect
ton." violinist
sketches."
Then inwent
on to say,at "An
Italian
the orchestra
our
studio asked me if I were Italian, after
he had heard mv Italian sketch. An

- Sound

English woman telephoned me after she
had listened to my English Cockney accent sketch and said that she had been
in America two years but that my
sketch had made her feel that she was
hack in London. A Jewish woman
asked me if I were Jewish. An IrishIrish."
Thenman if Ishewereadded
quickly as we went
into the living room, "I write all my
ownThissketches
made and
me continuity."
realize suddenly that
I was talking to a gracious person who
was pressed for time and that I had
taken too much of it already. I thanked
her and departed.
I was feeling a glow of satisfaction
as I walked down the street thinking
of the charm of this women who might
have come from any one of many lands.
Then I remembered that I had forgot en to ask her which one. I turned
around quickly. But the door had
closed.
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Because we want you to become better acquainted
with RADIO DOINGS, the "Movie Magazine of the
Air," we are making this special gift offer.
Everyone wants, and needs an accurate, attractive
modern timepiece such as this one. Keep it near
your radio or on the mantle. Plug it in beside your
bed at night and rest assured that you will be gently
awakened on the dot by its cheerful, melodious
ringing.
Here is a gift of value ... a permanent, useful
and ornamental present that you need. No mechanism to run down; electricity does it all and insures
absolute accuracy.
This is one of those bargains that come once in
a blue moon. For the regular subscription price of
the magazine you are getting this beautiful, sturdy
clock, AND the popular MOVIE MAGAZINE OF
THE AIR. Don't pass it up!

You Can Get This Marvelous
CLIP AND MAIL NOW!
RADIO DOINGS,
1220 Maple Avenue,
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to RADIO DOINGS and the all-electric alarm clock, with the understanding that you will refund my money if I am not satisfied.
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LOWCOWN

N. C. J.. LOS ANGELES.
— Some magazine
time ago Iabout
read ana story
• Is there something you
a Question
motion picture
invalidin
ivish to know about your
girl who
confined
a wheel
and
who
was awasfriend
of the tomovie
stars chair
and went
favorite Radio Star? Some
to their parties. I think her name was Ella
program in particular you
Wickersham. Is she the same Ella Wickerwant to know about? Then
sham who talks about Hollywood and the
write the Low Down Editor
stars over KFI on Saturday afternoons?
Is Julietta Novis, of KFWB, any relation
of RADIO DOINGS.
toHotel?
Donald Novis who sings at the Ambassador
Answer — Yes,
same Novis
Ella MRS. P. B., SAN FRANCISCO.
Wickersham.
And itas isfortheJulietta
Question — Is Miss Nickerson, who sings
and
Donald
Novis,
they
are
related
songs at KOL,
the tosamebe person
marriage. And their own marriage,— popular
Maude Nickerson,
who used
at KYA?as
atby that.
Can
you
tell
me
something
more
about
her,
if she is?
LOWDOWN
Answer
—
Yes,
Maude
Nickerson
now at KOL. She started her radiois
career three years ago at KYA, and
also did some work over KFRC. She
MRS. C. H. F., SANTA ANA.
is an accomplished athlete, and was
Question
—
What
has
become
of
Charlie
Pacific Coast backstroke swimming
Wellman and Charlie Hamp? I would also
champion when she started radio work.
like to have some information about Ted Newcomb, of KREG. How old is he? Was he
She is also a tap and ballet dancer,
on the stage before entering radio work?
likes to ketball
watch
baseball,She andhas play
and tennis.
beenbas-at
Do
you
get
pictures
of
radio
people
for
KOL about four months.
fans? Thanks in advance.
Answer — Your question about Charlie
Wellman was answered in the July
LOWDOWN
RADIO DOINGS. He is broadcasting
every morning except Sunday over
KOL, Seattle, at 10:15.
J. C, SEATTLE.
Charlie Hamp was in Los Angeles MRS.
Question — I have often wondered if Ann
the other day, and dropped up to KHJ
the Woman's
to talk over old times. Leo Tyson, said Holden, who talks onmakes
up thoseMagazine
recipes,
he was looking great and was the same of the Air,shereally
find out so much about cookold Charlie. As for his future plans, where idid
n
g
?
I
s
she
married?
he
didn't
is hard
Answer — When Ann was a college
telling
wheredivulge
he willthem,
bob soup itnext.
But
student, she concentrated her studies
on
music and household arts. The
you
can't
keep
Charlie
away
from
a
mike, so it shouldnt be long.
former was to be her career — the latIf you will tell us whose picture you
ter, a hobby, for she liked to cook.
want, we will try to get it for you, Mrs.
Then she met a certain young man and
F. Most stations have pictures of all
the situation was reversed. When the
their artists, and many of them would
Magazine came along, she was just the
probably be glad to let you have them.
type, and got the job. She writes the
Ted Newcomb, anouncer and conWoman's
Magazine of the Air cooktinuity writer, came te KREG from
KFON, Long Beach. Previous to that
her ownbo k, a chapter
recipes. a day, and makes up
he was prominent in California stage
circles and has appeared in pictures.
LOWDOWN
He is 23, tall and slender, and his
hobby is taking part in Little Theater
plays.
MISS C. B., SACRAMENTO.
very themuchpianointerested
LOWDOWN
KarlQuestion
Krebs,— Iwhoam plays
and organin
so beautifully
at
KDB.
Can
you
tell
thing about his past history, etc.? me someAnswer — Karl O. Krebs came to
G. M. W., SAN FRANCISCO
KDB about 18 months ago, and start— Where
Tom Mitchell,
withQuestion
the more
than iswonderful
voice?theIsmanhe
ed in as staff organist and pianist.
Seven months later he was made proon
thestation
air anywhere?
Ifsearchlight
not. why anddoesn't
some
get
out
its
find
has East,
held where
the posihim?
tiongram
ever manager
since. and
In the
he
worked before coming to KDB, he was
Answer
—
Formerly
at
KGO,
Tom
Mitchell is now at the Portland Oreknown
as
"Radio
Kayo"
in
radio
and
vaudeville circles. He has been with
gonian station, KGW, and has a speOrpheum and Pantages circuits, and
cial program all by himself. You can
hear him on Mondays, Tuesdays,
is a theater organist of long experiThursdays and Fridays from 8:45 to
he ishair,
slen-a
der, ence.
aboutAs for
27, appearance,
has light brown
9:00 in the evening. KGW is sharing
little
mustache, and wears glasses.
him on all his broadcasts with KOMO,
Enough?
Seattle, and KHQ, Spokane.
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L. M. A., LONG BEACH.
Question
I would
like to know
about
the —Three
Ambassadors,
who something
sing over
KFWB
with
Arnheim's
orchestra.
old
are they? Are any of them married?How Also,
is Harry Barris married? Did he write "I
Got theAnswer
Ritz —fromThose
the Three
One I Love?"
Ambassadors,
who stepped into a tough spot vacated
by the Rhythm Boys, are just out of
high school — Hollywood High. They
are all 18 years old, and none of them
is married. Yes, Harry wrote "I Got
the Ritz," as well as "I Surrender
Dear,"
others.
you
any and
more,many
because
there Can't
will betella
nice
long
article,
with
pictures
everything,
on Harry and the Ambas-'n
INGS. sadors in the October RADIO DOLOWDOWN
M. C. S., SANTA BARBARA.
Question And
— Howwhatolddoesis Tom
KTAB?
he lookBallenger
like? at
Answer — Tom is 20 years old. He is
tall, slender and has light brown hair.
LOWDOWN
H. B. K., PORTLAND.
Question quettes?
— What
the the
namespiano?
of the CoWhich oneareplays
Answer — They are Marjorie Primley, Annette Hastings, and Imelda
Montagne. Marjorie is the pianist. It
might be well to add that they are as
pretty
trio a ofmike.
young ladies as ever
crooned a into
LOWDOWN
L. V., SAN DIMAS.
Can you please
tell meHawaiians
the namesat
of Question
the Lani— Mclntyre
Harmony
KMTR? And are they real Hawaiians? Are
they related?
Answer — Here they are: Lani, Dick
and Alfred Mclntyre, and Danny Kuaana. Danny is a cousin to the other
three, who are brothers. They all left
Honolulu 12 years ago and came to
the United States. They have been in
California since 1925. Yes, they are
Hawaiians.
LOWDOWN
R. C. D., SAN DIEGO.
Question — Can you tell me something about
Meredith Willson? His hobbies, is he married, etc. Also,
how tall iscan!
Edna O'Keefe?
Answer
— Certainly
He it
young, good-looking, and he and his
wife, Peggy, were married while they
were still in their 'teens, and are still
madlytwo,in and
love. weighs
Edna O'Keefe
is five
feet
pounds.
cidentally, KFRC has 115
entered
her In-in
the radio beauty contest in Chicago.
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Three Musketeers
[Continued from Page 9]
tie went over the air and the listener
himself was pervaded with tenseness.
Then came the bombshell. We had
been buying the transcripts from Stanley Frazer and Marie Keller, the official
court reporters, for use in our broadcasts. One afternoon, Frazer rushed
breathlessly into our remote room.
"Say — " he panted, "Judge Murray just
ordered that we can't sell those transcripts toradio
anymore!"
Guy Earl
borrowed
another cigarette
and paced the floor slowly: Johnson sat
down and began thinking, presumably:
I was thoroughly floored. No transcripts
— no broadcasts — no broadcasts i— we
lose! Earl broke the silence.
"We'll get our own reporters and put
'em in the courtroom — and get our own
transcripts,"
the unbeatable Earl pronounced.
"Yaaa — " snorted Johnson, "'an we'll
get that judge for discrimination too —
he lets the newspapers have those transcripts— and refuses them to us — that's
— why that's showing partiality — I'll get
aJohnson
writ!" always
No mattergetswhat
the and
emergency,
a writ
it usually works, too. Attorneys went to work,
but Judge Murray beat us to it. He
ordered the reporters to stop selling the
transcripts to newspapers too — thereby
avoiding the possibility of discrimination.
"Judge," I moaned, later the same
day, "why are you being so tough with
us — after all we only want to broadcast
the truth?"
"I'm not going to let you make a circus of a murder trial — next thing they'll
be selling peanuts to the crowd outside!"
The first week of the trial was over
and we had not missed a broadcast.
Then Johnson was called before a committee composed of members of the Los
Angeles Bar Association. The meeting
was Judge
held Murray
in JudgewasDoran's
chambers
and
there. The
Clark
trial jurist was pacing stormily up and
down the room when Johnson entered.
"Now this has got to stop," was the
radio man's greeting from Judge Mur-

ray. "I met
of mine
dera
county aonfriend
the street
todayfromand Ma-he
said he'd heard those broadcasts and
my voice didn't sound right — now that
isn't fair and I won't stand for it!"
But soft answers turneth away wrathful judges— and Johnson quietly reminded Judge Murray that his own
order had prevented the radio audience
from hearing his own voice. Campbell,
Baileyfied andandwentJannings
at lasthappy.
were satisaway quite
Then we broadcast an appeal to our
listeners
telegrams.to "And
if —youif
want
theseforbroadcasts
continue
you want to hear the truth of this trial,
send a telegram right now to Judge
Murray in the Hall of Justice and tell
him to allow us to have the official transcripts of this case." Telegraph wires
buzzed — messenger boys streamed into
the citadel of justice.
"Where's Judge Murray sitting?"
they asked. In less than an hour, more
than 100 telegrams were handed to the
judge while the trial was in progress.
More than two thousand were delivered
to Judge Murray during the session.
A reporter rushed up to the clerk.
"Why
all the answered
telegrams?"the clerk hesi"Those?"
tantly, "Why the Judge's dog just died
and these telegrams are condolences —
theThejudge
thoughtreporter
a lot ofapproached
that dog." the
skeptical
judge.
"Too bad about your dog, judge," he
whispered.
"What do you mean 'dog'," he snorted, "It's those radio bugs after me
Then the bar association got busy
again. Johnson was called again before
theagain."
bar association committee in Judge
Doran's chambers.
"We merely wish to broadcast the
true proceedings of the court, gentlemen," murmured Johnson. "We feel
that radio has a place in the dissemination of news just as the newspapers.
We welcome
courtUnited
citation to test thisa contempt
issue beforeof the
States
The Supreme
gentlemen court."
of the bar association
went slowly back to their offices.

MUSIC
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gridThree
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and speaker
a power can
stage
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plenty
ofinstalled
volume
at
any
speed.
The
be
permanently
in your car or may be left portable. If left portable,
the speaker
can
be
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your
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tent,
or
to
the
fireside, by just adding a little additional wire.
Complete Ready
To Install - 8678 W. Pico
R. P. McCLAIN
Dealers: A
Sole Distributor
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Another problem burst upon us the
next morning.
Sullivan,
said heJudge
had Doran's
work toreporter,
do and
told us we'd have to vacate his office.
This meant no room for our remote conwell. trol panel and several other things as
District Attorney Buron Fitts was our
manna in the wilderness.
"Mr. Fitts," I asked, "Can you find
us a room in your offices somewhere —
anywhere, so we can move our equipment into it?"
"Well,"
he answered, I'll see."
After an hour's careful survey of his
quarters, Fitts announced that we might
take a corner of the women's rest
rooms — Room 608 — if we wanted it.
Well it was better than nothing, and the
remoteintowasthe moved
out of the clerk's
office
rest room.
The rest room was not the most convenient headquarters and we moved
again, not because we had too, but benearby.
cause itwas our wish, to the Paris Inn,
And as this is written we're still there
— still dramatizing anything and everything pertaining to the trial.
And if the courtroom wasn't so closely guarded that we can't walk in with
bulge in ourinpockets,
aa microphone
the courtwe'droom.still hide
It is with great regret as we go
to press that the announcement
of the tragic death of Jane
Green, KFRC artist, came too
late to prevent the article "Green
and Blue" on page nineteen,
from being printed. A sudden
paralytic stroke, coming as a climax to a month's illness, was responsible.
At the height of her radio
popularity,
with and
a host
of new
friends
at KFRC
among
the
listening public, she will be
missed immeasurably, and it will
be difficult for the San Francisco
station to fill her place. Her
death marks the passing of a
great radio personality, a charming artist, and a lovely girl.
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This new Pacent Home Talkie is the latest thing in home entertainment.
Wherever it has been shown, jobbers and dealers are exceedingly enthusiastic because they see an opportunity to push a new, non-competitive line
that every radio owner will want.
The market is ready and waiting for a new form of home entertainment.
Pacent equipment is designed by a manufacturer with more than twenty
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ELECTRIC
91 SEVENTH AVENUE
Rent Your Customer Films
Lack of film product is no longer a deterrent
to the development of the Home Talkie Market. Steady, comfortable profits will be realized through rentals by wide awake dealers
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night, per reel. Write for complete list of
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CO., Inc.
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Wait Until Next Month!
Here I am with my first complaint, RADIO
DOINGS!I like
And everything
it isn't really
because
in thea complaint,
magazine,
and look forward to it every month: But so
far
there
hasn't
been
a
single
article
on my
favorite
programs!
How about
one on Gus Arnheim and the
Cocoanut Grove program? How about The
Biltmore program? And Lofner and Harris?
I guess you see that I like these dance programs. Won't you please have something in
about
CALIF.one of these?— ELSIE W., BURBANK,
•
Explosive
I notice in the last issue Mrs. Harry S. has
written a letter agreeing with the editorial
"Behind
issue. that
I'd
like to addthe myProgram,"
support into the
hers,June
in saying
people entertainment
really don't appreciate
the fact only
that
radio
is made possible
through sponsors. When I hear a person say
"Oh, turn it off. Who wants to listen to adtis ng?" Ifeel liketo programs
blowing up.
mit, Ihave verlistened
whereI'llsomeadof the advertising was tiresome, but on the
whole, derful
I think
luckytoday.
to have the wonprogramswe wearehave
You
don't
hear
anyone
kicking
the
number of ads in a newspaper, and about
yet everybody
reads
and
enjoys
the
news.
—
NANCY
H., LOS ANGELES.
•
We've
a NewtimeOneI have
Now been going to write
For some
and tell you how clever I think the diagram
of the radio dial is that you have in RADIO
DOINGS. As soon as the first one came
out, I cut it out and pasted is on a piece of
cardboard
the time. and keep it by the radio all of
Our radio has a space on the dial where we
can write in the stations, but I think it spoils
the appearance of the set. With the DOINGS
dial handy, it is just as easy and much more
satisfactory.
CALIF. — MRS. D. S., ALTADENA,
•
The Life of the Party
I find that RADIO DOINGS usually has a
photograph
or more
a favorite programof ofonemine,
and Iartists
am so ondelighted
toprogram
see hismore
or herinteresting.
picture — I Ithink
it
makes
keep my RADIOthe
DOINGS copies, and if anyone comes ia and
RADIO DOINGS

You

says they like this ,or that one, I show them
the picture. As for the logging of programs
that some people who write to As You Like
It would like, they are in all of the newsGELES. papers every day.— MARY E. H., LOS ANYou're Welcome — Thank You!
You'llin never
appreciateduring
the pleasure
found
your magazine
the last I've
five
months I've been ill. I've never missed a
copy
—
in
fact,
I
think
I've
become
heartily
disliked by the various newstands for phoning
so frequently to find if it was yet available.
I have enjoyed every word of every issue,
as it contains such intimate word pictures of
my
artists,heart
and interest.
little humanThankinterest
notesfavorite
of so much
you
again
for
the
joy
I've
found
books and wishing you a greatin your
futurelittle
for
your work.— MAUDE •N. D., LA JOLLA.
Wait'll
Sees Thig
RecentlyHarry
we heard
Harry Barris, but think
he is as Bing
the proverbial
without never
salt,"
without
Crosby. I"eggpersonally
missed a single program where I knew I
could find Bing. We miss him.
We take RADIO DOINGS all the time and
enjoy it. The article and pictures of Loyce
Whiteman were nice. She certainly is a
honey.— MRS. T. M. T., CORONADO,
CALIF.
•
Can We Come to the Parties?
Just a note to let you know how much we
appreciate RADIO DOINGS with its new
summer
of greenkeepin house
August.
I don't
know howdress
we would
without
our
radio, which is a constant source of comfort
and pleasure, and still doing its duty.
The Indoor Sports Club brings a big ray
of sunshine into the lives of shut-ins, and
I am a member of that. We have parties and
meetings which are very enjoyable, and the
Good Sports help to make things pleasant.
We will have to call you a Good Sport too.
—CATHERINE
W., HUNTINGTON PARK,
CALIF.
•
Speak
Up, C.beH.interested to know how we
You might
enjoy RADIO DOINGS here at our home.
This last issue is more than lovely and we
enjoy the pictures very much, for now we

Don't Like Itknow just what the people look like. I think
each month it is getting better.
As I was reading "As You Like It," I read
ahe letter
by C. H.Every
Say, daywhytheydoesn't
read thewritten
newspapers?
have
what
is
on
for
that
day.
Gee,
what does that
man want for his money?
knowbutwhether
this
manI don't
in or not,
I would yeu
like ever
to seehada story
about G. Allison Phelps, of the Indoor and
Good Sports Club. So if you can, will you
write something about him? Again I want
to say that we certainly enjoy this lovely
magazine.—
BEACH. MISS FRANCIS BROWN, LONG
What About This Page?
I was certainly glad to see an article like
"How
To Getin Shipwrecked
which appeared
the last RADIO Gracefully"
DOINGS.
I think it is about time you put a little more
humor into the magazine, instead of so many
dry articles. H. C. Connette, the author is
certainly
like to see
him have
something clever,
else inandtheI'dmagazine
sometime.
Yours for
more
humor.—
DOUG
R.,
BERKELEY, CALIF.
Our Editor is a Mind Reader
You couldn't have suited me better in the
July-August
the article
"From MondayDOINGS,
On." than
Everywith
Monday
night
the whole family puts off any engagements it
has, to listen into that bunch of KFRC artists. We were just wishing the other night
we had some pictures of them, and knew who
was who, and then along came RADIO DOINGS with the whole works! Thanks.— L. B.,
HOLLYWOOD.
Now That Is a Compliment!
How about having a story about Gus Arnheim and his assisting artists? For instance,
like the one telling about the Blue Monday
Jamboree. And if you would print a picture
of Gus and the orchestra and a separate one
of Harry Barris, Don Novis and Gordon
Smith.
Of course, we already have one of Loyce
Whiteman. I'm sure I'm not the only one who
would enjoy
thisandkind.
faithful
RADIOa feature
DOINGS of fan,
thinkI'mit isa
the grandest magazine
MARY published.
B. R., Los Angeles.
CONTINUITY
Sponsors-Advertising Agencies
NOREEN CAM MILL
Creator of
"The Album of Familiar Faces"
Featured on KFI - KECA for two years.
Now appearing
Programon onThe KNX.Treasure Chest
Playing all transcriptions.
feminine characters in the CleasonArmstrong
RADIO PLAYS
Electrical Transcription Subjects
1242 No. Kings Road
CRestview 6890
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■I
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FINE
RADIOS
Pictured here are three of the nine models of Quality Radio
Receivers produced, each a masterpiece of radio construction.
Note the clean-cut appearance of the cabinets . . . fitting in
nicely with any home surroundings.
Produced in the West and especially designed for Western
reception, these instruments are outstanding in performance.
Masterfully designed, highest grade materials and workmanship, extraordinarily fine performance, have placed these receivers inthe front rank of FINE RADIOS.
A model to please every purchaser.
At your first opportunity SEE and HEAR
Tiffany-Tone Receivers at a nearby
$129.50
Complete
MODEL 100
12-TUBE ALL-WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE
The remarkable performance of this instrument
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MODEL
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The KNX Players
Bill Sharpies and His Gang
The Embassy Club
and
A Daily News Service, Brought to
You From the Only Wire Service For
Radio Exclusively on the West Coast
9 A. M. — 12 Noon — 6 P. M. — 9 P. M.
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on a popago an aannouncer
evenings
SEVERAL
delightful musical
interrupted
lar station
program to give his usual sponsor ad.
But after the time usually allotted to such announcements had expired, he was still rambling
on, proclaiming monotonously the merits of the
product. We timed him. For exactly four minutes
and a half he talked — describing, beseeching, and
repeating, until we began to fear he was wound
night.-longer to describe that article than
up Itfortookall him
it actually
test held intook
the toeast!manufacture it in a recent con— heprobably
is paid
to Itreadwasn't
whattheis poor
handedannouncer's
him. The fault
station
wasn't to blame entirely; no one knows better
than station officials the fallacy in prolonged advertising verbiage. This time it was the man behind the program.
Who is going to educate such a sponsor? When
will he begin to realize that he is only cutting his
own throat by trying to say as much as possible
over the air? Everyone concerned suffers by it—
the artists, the station, the sponsor — and the audience.
As listeners, we can thank our lucky stars that
we don't have to put up with much of that sort of
thing. We can be grateful for the many farsighted, intelligent sponsors who realize that a
good program of pure entertainment, with a high
grade of advertising sparingly used in the right
places, will bring best results. We wouldn't want
to keep the sponsor from advertising — after all,
it's his program.
But there is no excuse for an unnecessary, longwinded, meaningless recital over the air such as
this. Perhaps if two sponsors of this type could
be induced to listen to each other's programs,
something might be done about it.

OH,

IT

In

KEN NILES
pearance of the
THEHallestran
lujahge disap
Hour a short time
ns today
one of radio's
ago ingremai
mysteries.
major
most baffl
Early one morning it failed to show
up at its customary time. Thousands,
yes, hundreds of thousands (well, anyhow, quite a few) of its friends began
ano systematic
avail. Notanda coast-wide
trace of itsearch
could— beto
found
it hadn't
even said "good-bye."
The —finger
of suspicion
pointed at
KHJ. Threats of violence poured in.
A cordon of motorcycle police patrolled
in front of the studio to prevent a lynching. (Mr. Editor, is this going too
strong?) But KHJ refused to answer,
on advice of counsel. Hope, last to
die, was dead.
Then suddenly, on the morning of
September 28. 1931, at 8:00 a. m., the
Hallelujah Hour returned. As suddenly as it had gone it had come back.
No
there:confessions,
back at thenooldexplanations
stand. Now.— just
for
the first time, let RADIO DOINGS
tear the veil from the fac of this grewsome mystery — this horrid carnival of
crime perpetuated on the listeners of
the West. Let us expose the whole unwholesome mess to the full light of
publicity.
Page Eight

S

the

NICE

TCjet

Morning—

When

Vou

Hare

Hour

for a Daily

To begin in a scientific and businessway, let "X" mark
the day
on which
the likeHallelujah
Hour
disappeared.
From "X" we proceed immediatlye to
"Y" — the "why"' of its return.
A confession signed by KHJ, and
now in the hands of RADIO DOINGS
tells all. The Hallelujah Hour was abducted from the air because KHJ didn't
think it had achieved the high standards of entertainment and popularity
expected of it. There was a large,
grave doubt in the heart of KHJ as to
its merits. There was a conviction that
the
wouldn't
missed.
The Hallelujah
stream of Hour
fan mail
whichbe had
acclaimed the Hallelujah Hour was discounted on the theory that any lighthearted program on the air gets lots of
fan mail. Out of thousands of listeners always come some good people to
champion a program. The Hallelujah
Hour, therefore, was withdrawn from
circulation. Ken Niles, its personable
master of ctremonies, was permitted
neither
to say "adieu"
warning or explanation
to thenorairgive
audience.
And as far as KHJ was concerned, the
Hallelujah Hour was gone — taps —
lights out. No headstone was to mark
its grave.
Yes, gone — but not forgotten. KHJ
had not reckoned with the host. Immediately upon the sudden demise of
Ken
gang,the thestations
host laid
siegeDonto
KHJ Niles'
and all
of the
Lee chain. Radio editors, station telephone operators and mailmen groaned,
winced and howled beneath the steady
and withering barrage of protests.
(Whew!
surely
by.) saw
The odds
werethattoo won't
great.getKHJ
itself surrounded, outnumbered — the
white flag of surrender was flung from
the aerials of the station. Suddenly
the Halleluiah Honr reappeared! At
eight o'clock,
on the
of September 28. 1931.
the morning
West heard
the
Three
Gheers
sing
"I
Surrender
Dear."
The Hallelujah Hour, fresher, faster
and haonier, was back to stay.
Yes. the wrinkles have been removed
from the Hallelujah Hour's face. It

the Hallelujah
Eye-Opener

has been rejuvenated. The gang trots
out on the radio gridiron every morning like a bunch of colts that have
breakfasted on strychnine, and in the
lead Ken Niles, the bouyant boy of
boundless enthusiasm — glad he's alive
even at eight o'clock the morning of
the night before.
Behind Ken — but not far behind —
comes Felix Mills ; Felix of the Soothing Sax, and organizer-leader of the
new Hallelujah orchestra. And then
the rest of the gang: Nell Larson, the
Three Cheers, the Chili Peppers, the
Hallelujah Quartet, Dwight Muma and
his fevered fiddle, Cecil Noe and his
Gabriel's trumpet. Don Hopkins and

NELL LARSON
the beeg bull fiddle, Eddie Schrivanek
with his banjo and chronic guitar — the
microphone, the xylophones and the
telephones. There's not an instrument
the boys can't double on ; not a tune
the gang can't sing (except the restricted ones)to. tellAndyou there's
one
among them
that thenoworld
is a great big pre-digested apple pie.
and that everybody ought to love his
neighbor, even though he keeps chickens, children, a saxaphone and the
neighborhood awake. The Hallelujah
Hour says it with music. But if you
prefer to wake up with a grouch, go
RADIO DOINGS
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by Dick Creedon

It Is Estimated That Not Less Than 13,476,893
Slices of Toast Were Burned At Western Breakfast Tables in 1931 Because 47,568 Families
Gathered in the Parlor To Listen to This Eight
O'clock Program — And 18,743 Husbands Were
Late To Work, For the Same Reason
right ahead. A grouch is the inalienable right of every free-born citizen
and the
one
for Hallelujah
the world. Hour wouldn't spoil
Now meet the gang — Hallelujahlulus!
Ken Niles, announcer and master of
ceremonies. He loves his wife. He loves
his rabbits, his mallard ducks, his dogs,
cats,
fleas and
— andcharm
the ofHallelujah
The face
a matinee Hour.
ilod,
with the heart of a Daniel Boone. Ken
is from the cold country — from the
wilds day
of Montana.
He'sgrizzlies
going back
some
and strangle
with
his bare fists, and chase wolves over
the
plains 'till
swoongiant
fromsalmon
sheer
exhaustion,
andtheysnare
with a net. He still drives a flivver as
if the nearest traffic were a herd of
bison 20 miles away. A boulevard
stop is merely another limb on an old
pine tree to him. Fresh from the University of Washington, he takes life
seriously. You would, too, if you had
a wife and rabbits to support. The famous Niles smile reminds vou that watermelons are good to eat if you knowhow. He receives lots of purple tinted
passion flower scented fan mail. He
never
twice.Oh,It'swell.
an old story
to the reads
young itman.
Felix Mills: Composer, arranger, one
of the sweetest saxaphone manipulators
on the air, and director of the new Hallelujah orchestra. Another what-a-man
from the wild and rowdy West. Played
bass drum at the age of three in a Sunday School orchestra somewhere in
Colorado. Had his own kids' band at
the age of ten, and in it were "Jap"
and Bill Hutchinson. "Jap" plaved in
Rav Paige's orchestra for several vears;
Rill married Helen Bliss. KHJ harpist,
and makes animal noises at so much a
noise on the KHJ whoopee program.
The Three Cheers: Ken Allen, Travis
Hale and Ernest Derry. This superb
trio of he-male harmonists was the result of a fairlv recent scientific experiment bv Dr. Ravmond Paige. To the
team of Hale and Derry. Paige added
Ken Allen: the mixture was placed in
a cool, dark room and allowed to sit
undisturbed for several weeks. The
RADIO DOINGS

pure, melodic fluid resulting is now
poured into the KHJ microphone on
all major programs.
Ken, the high-vaulting tenor, used to
be a prodigious boy-soprano, and in
New \ork was patted on the head by
many well known musical rajahs.
Studied at the University of Oregon,
went to England, and came back to
settle down at KHJ for a nice long radio
career.
Three Cheers minus Ken Allen equals
Hale and Derry. These boys have
been together since their high school
days in vaudevilled
Kansas City,
radioed,
and Mo.
dance They've
banded
from edge to edge of the United States.
Just two nicely-sophisticated young
men-about-town with no place especially to go except on the air.
Nell Larson — the Swede. What's
more, we'll call her that to her face —
and a pretty fine face. too. Well, she

CLAIRE VOX NOSTRAND
too was born, even as you and I, but
at a different spot on the dial. If vou
had turned in on Vancouver 25 vears
ago you would have heard little Nell
in her first broadcast of syncopated
squalls. At the age of five, mother discovered Nell putting some good old
swing bass into the standard hymns on
the family organ. Good little children
didn't use to do such things. Father
said no good would come of it. and he
ought to have known, being a regular
devil
hot fiddle atandan"accordeen."
Nell onlefttheVancouver
early age,
came to California, and played the organ in a small theatre until her debut
at KHJ five years ago. Nell likes books,
food and swimming. But her real
[Turn to Page 38]

Meet the gang! Left to right: Travis Hale. Ernest Derry, Ken Allen, (the Three
Cheers); Felix
Don Hopkins.
l\'oe, Dante
Catalano,
sitting;Mills,
Eddie sax;
Schrivanek.
guitar; Cecil
Nell Larson,
Ken Barsi
Mies, and
and Frank
in the
background, the Hallelujah Quartet— Chiles. Johnson. Clinkscale and Hughes.

THE
Russell Pratt
Ransom

Sherman

Joe Rudolph

THE

EE DOCTORS

Withoutclever
a moment's
rehearsal
three
medicine men
for thebeforehand,
blues go onthese
the
air in a riot of nonsense and hilarity, and can talk
more, say less, and get more laughs than many an
act that has been carefully written ahead of time.

CBS DRUG STORE
123 Air Lane

Coast-to-Coast

0/
by Richard Welch

Name (^Crbr^ ^LAt*SHJL\

Date Snd^^^J!^

^J^lAjL Jt^yU^. CtA^ JLy tjL^uf-

OTHER radio entertainers wonder
how they do it, how the "Three
Doctors" continue ''ad libbing"
their program over the Columbia Broadcasting System with the same nonchalance as if they were amusing some
friends at a house party, and the Three
Doctors ,in turn, wonder how the others
go through the monotony of rehearsing
programs.
Russell Pratt, Ransom Sherman and
Joe sistRudolph
are introduction.
the names, if But
you the
inon a formal
Three Doctors wouldn't. Pratt and
Sherman grew up together in Appleton,
Wis., and continued to be closely associated when they got into business in
Chicago. Pratt is tied up with the Credit
Men's Association; Sherman is an insurance agent. They maintain an active
interest in their businesses despite their
success as chain broadcasters, and of
course have more time for their affairs
than most radio artists would, because
they never prepare more than a line or
two of their program in advance, and
they never rehearse.
It was through business that Pratt
got into radio. It was decided to publicize the concern with which he is associated, so he organized a quartet and
sang in it himself on the air. Music
had been his hobby since boyhood, but
this didn't
seem offto thehelpair. the quartet,
which
soon went
But Pratt had been bitten by the microphone bug and he talked it over with
Sherman. The latter was by this time
a seasoned broadcaster, though strictly
incognito. In the days when KYW was
the only station in Chicago, he used to
take off three hours for lunch in order
to drop in on their Afternoon Frolic
program. Those were the days, too,
when anybody who went into the studios
and said he could sing was at once led
to a microphone, without benefit of
audition. Sherman says the latter cirRADIO DOINGS

cumstance probably explains why he
got on the air. But the explanation of
why he was announced with an unpronounceable Russian name was slightly different: his boss knew nothing of
his radio activities during the threehour lunch period. When he got tired of
being a Russian he changed his nationality. But he still sang and pattered ad

Dr. Pratt seldom goes to a photographer, buthim,
whenandhe hedoes,
too
good for
has nothing's
it done right.
lib with the feeling of a schoolboy
playing hookey.
When Joe Rudolph came along the
trio was complete. He was in much the
same position as the other two, and
liked radio in the way they liked it. It
wasn't
long before
had the
Three Doctors
on a WMAQ
regular program.
And
if you and
thinkimprovise
it's easy toentertainment
step before
the mike
for an hour at a stretch — try it.

The Three Doctors enjoyed their
broadcasting. It was great fun. They
could work off all the gags that had
been stewing in their minds, and shoot
at one another. The audience liked it
because it seemed spontaneous, and it
was. Pratt's chief amusement is trying
toablegettoSherman
tied up heSowon't
be
make a socome-back.
far he
has not succeeded. Radio is still a game
with them. Though they have been on
the air nearly five years, the novelty
has not worn off, and as long as they
can make their programs in their own
way they are perfectly happy. They
have turned down contracts because
they did not wish to take part in a cut
and dried program, timed to a split
second.
The dread moment that every artist
has at some time in his life came when
the Three Doctors' program was to go
a network for
the firstoftime.
"Over
aovernationwide
network
Columbia
stations,"
announcer,
three
hearts sanksaida the
litle.
All thoseandpeople
ready to pick on them for the slightest
slip! But there was no slip.
"When we rehearse a program and
know in advance just what we are going
to say, it loses its spontaneity and the
fun goes
out of it for us," say the
Three
Doctors.
When they visited New York to make
one of their broadcasts from the studios
of key-station WABC they had planned
a minute "drammer" to be sandwiched
into their program. They did not know
just when it would be put on, but they
thought they would follow their usual
policy of having some patter, then a
song, then more patter and the drammer, another song or two, and finish
with a round of gags. In the taxi going to the studios Rudolph and Sherman decided they had lost interest in
the drammer. They knew it too well.
With half an hour to spare before the
broadcast, they set out to find some
facts
Armedabout
with thethisLincoln-Douglas
information anddebate.
three
railroad timetables they stepped into
the studio, and threw away the scripts
for the drama. Production men stood
around with their watches. The continuity looked emaciated and starved —
only the opening, middle and closing
announcements. Nothing to show what
[Turn to Page 39]
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BING"-mg
HOME
THE
BACON

is

Freshly Crowned With Western Laurels. Bing Crosby
Becomes a National Sensation Overnight — And Sets a
New Style of Crooning

popular
are make
singer
radioladies
E the
SOMwith
. sSome
a
hit with the men. But few stand
in the good graces of both. For some
L.le "Bing"
Harry
myster
place
enviab
taken. his
has reason
Crosbyious
among the chosen few who have fans
among both sexes alike.
Many of his contemporaries have far
better voices, music critics will tell you.
The slightly hoarse voice, while mellow
and sweet in places, would probably
never take any bouquets in grand opera.
There must be something deeper than
mere voice — a subtle feeling — an intriguing personality. Ever since Bing
Crosby sang before his first audience
back at Gonzaga College, in Seattle, he
has thrilled his listeners and made lifelong and enthusiastic fans.
There wasn't much money to be made
from singing at college, and after clerking a while in a law office. Bing went
to Los Angeles to get a job. He teamed
up with Al Rinker. and they got a break
inoldoneMajestic
of Will theater.
Morrisey's They
revues worked
at the
awhile at Coffee Dan's and went over
big. Crosby was a trap-drummer, and
rigged up a cymbal on one end of the
piano, where he sang and accompanied
himself with his drum sticks.
Soon the Metropolitan Theater, now
the Paramount, saw the box office appeal in these two clever boys, and
signed them up on a five-year contract.
Paul Whiteman. who was plaving at the
Million Dollar Theater at the time, saw
them work one night, and liked them.
He found that their theater contract
wasn't binding, as one of the bovs was
under a°:e. and made them such a generous offer they went to work for him.
after
getting
new contract. the parents' consent on a
Whiteman took Rinker and Crosbv
East, and when he brought his band
back to Los Angeles two winters ago.
the now-famous "Rhvthm Bovs" — Crosby, Rinker and a clever third member.
Harrv Barris. made now conquests in
the West.
When the famous Whiteman organization disbanded in Los Angeles, following the completion of the movie
"King ofceededJazz."
the RhythmGrove
Boysat proto the Cocoanut
the
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Ambassador Hotel, and to further fame
with Gus Arnheim.
The true story of their breaking up
remains a mystery. The fact remains
that they did disband, and the trio separated each going his own way. For
severalson onweeks
Bing was
the hardest
perthe Coast
to locate.
Rumors
that he was here, there, and everywhere
were spread. Several listeners swore

they had heard him over other stations,
under another name. Even Crosby fans
imagined they had heard him at various
time on various stations. The answer?
Imitators.
Nearly every radio station has its
"Bing
today.
Some are clever,
many ofCrosby"
them are
fair imitations
of the
real Bing. but does it worrv Mr. Harry
L.Crosby? Not a bit! The style that
has made him so successful can't be
copied, because it is part of Bing himvoice. self. He speaks in the same low. husky
Some call him radio's newest and
brightest star. They say he is directlv
responsible for the popularity of a newT
type of singing and for the decline in
favor of the crooner. Bing listens to
all criticism, good and bad. but offers
no comment.
His sensational rise to a place of
prominence in the national radio picture is another matter Bing won't dishas
worked cuss.allHe won't
his lifetellto you
reachthatthishegoal.
"I haven't got there yet." he will say.
"I'm just on the way up. I've had a

break and now it's up to me to show
whatThatEvehisgot."first broadcasts over the
Columbia chain caught the public fancy
was clearly demonstrated by the flood
of letters and telegrams that poured
into the fan mail department of CBS.
Bing werreads
mail, and tries to ansmost ofallthehisletters.
There is an interesting storv behind
Bing's
Two days
out on going
the S.to S.Columbia.
Bremen, bound
for
Europe. William S. Paley, youthful
president of Columbia, last summer
heard a phonograph record playing as
he passed a stateroom during a turn
around the decks. It was a vocal
record, and when Palev heard it he
stopped in his tracks and listened.
When the record had ended, he
politely knocked at the stateroom door
and inquired who the singer was. It
was Bing Crosbv. Paley immediately
dispatched a wireless to Ralph Wonders, head of Columbia Artists' Bureau,
who in turn, got in touch with Crosby
in California. A few davs later Bing
boarded a train for New York. On his
arrival he listened to many proposals,
and finally accepted that of Columbia.
Realizing fullv the tremendous opportunitv afforded
and the Bing
responsibilities ofsuchhim.
a position.
began preparations
for his
broadcast.
So anxious
was first
he tonetwork
make
this a success that he rehearsed until
he lost his voice almost completely, and
it was ponenecessarv
posthis network for
debutColumbia
two davs.to while
Bing remained at home under a phvsician's care. This Crosby takes his singing seriously.
Before each of his 15-minute broadcasts. Bing goes through an hour's rewith Victorduring
Young's
orchestra.
He rarelyhearsal sings
rehearsal,
but
stands by while the orchestra rehearses,
giving suggestions and humming a few
bars of each chorus. Bing always wears
a hat during these rehearsals, and during histion."broadcasts.
he smiles, "but"It's
I've notwornsuperstia hat
from the first time I broadcast, and I
guess
a habit."or broadWhenit's hegrown
is notto berecording
casting. Bing can usuallv be found on
one of a number of golf courses near
New tral
York,
horseback
in CenPark. orIf the
weather riding
is inclement,
he is usuallv in his apartment on the
thirty-third floor of a new skyscraper
near the Park, reading detective stories,
preferably those of Dashiell Hammett.
Bing is married
Dixie39]Lee. a beau[Turn totoPage
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THE

WISE

FAMILY—

NEC

the

MATINEE

Dinner time is fun-time for the Wise Family— that interesting gang that appears on
the Matinee. Just look at that "you old
meanie'''' side-glance! Someone is in for some
kidding, and the rest of the family get a big
kick out of it. But it's all in fun — fun for
the Wise Family and for the listeners.

l'a'-f Fourteen

obi

The NBC Matinee can
be heard at 2:00 p. m.
over the
stations: following
KPO, KGO, San
Francisco ; KHQ, Spokane; KGW, Portland;
KFI, Los Angeles; KFSD,
San Diego; KTAR, Phoenix; KSL, Salt Lake City,
and KOA, Denver.
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NBC

Lavryer—

As

An

Actor

Matinee

How a Young Attorney With a Flare For Drama
Visited a Radio Studio and Liked It So W ell He
Remained To Write Plays and Take Leading
Parts in Them Himself
by Louise
COURT room broug ht Michael
Raffetto to radio, and radio took
A him
out of the court room, for
good.
The new Master of Ceremonies of the
NBC Matinee might be addressing juries
instead of microphones if fate had not
intervened — fate and his own theatrical
instinct, plus a speaking voice which
registered as one of the finest in radio
the first time it was heard on the ether.
as "Attorney
Raffetto" that
firstIt was
visited
the San Francisco
studioshe
of the National Broadcasting Company
— with a sheaf of continuities under his
arm. A young lawyer who, although
he had had a meed of experience in
amateur theatricals, expected to mould
his career in the federal courts, Raffetto was a member of a firm which
specialized in admiralty law.
was because
my feeling
for"Perhaps
theatricalit situations
outweighed
my
interest in legal technicalities, but the
dramatic aspects of every case I undertook, heldnow.
me fascinated," he says
smilingly,
in a Icourt
my "Standing
turn to speak,
used room,
to feel waiting
almost
as if I were acting in a play. Witnesses, prisoners, judge, jury, all seemed
like characters in a performance which
held every emotion the human heart can
know. Their reactions to the questions
asked by attorneys, and answered, willingly or unwillingly were infinitely interesting."
Raffetto was a radio enthusiast, and
wondered how such court room dialogue
would sound through the ether. He
wrote a series of short plays under the
title "The Arm of the Law." and
broughtager.them
NBC's production manThomas toHutchinson.
Each of the plays was built around a
quaint old lawyer who took delight in
the manner in which the law might be
circumvented by perfectly legal methods
in order to save an innocent person.
The character, unique in personalitv.
had to be played bv someone who could
sound
lawyer.
voice, solikericha real
and deep,
struckRaffetto's
the attention of the NBC producer assigned
RADIO DOINGS

Landis
to direct the series, and he asked the
attorney-author if, by any chance, he
could act as well as write.
Raffetto admitted he was willing to
try, and so he was cast to play his own
hero. He succeeded so well that when
the series ended, he closed his law office and remained on the NBC staff as
a member of the National Players.
NBC audiences have heard his voice
almost continuously since then. Resonant of tone, with diction of an unusual y fine quality, Raffetto has played
many different kinds of radio roles. He
was the sinister-sounding, though innocent, Dr. Qoon of two mystery serials
in Carlton E. Morse's Captain Post
series, and in "The Game Called Murder" he played
difficult part wof htheo
eccentric
youngthe Englishman
masked homicidal impulses under a
comically helpless exterior.

MICHAEL RAFFETTO
Now, as Master of Ceremonies of the
NBC Matinee,
has toa introduce
very different role. It Raffetto
is his task
the variety
program which
broadcast each afternoon,
except isSaturday
and
from 2:00
to 3:00designed
o'clock
P. S.Sunday,
T. A feature
especially
to entertain the home-woman, the
Matinee is a gay potpourri of music
and
Raffetto's
as hedialogue,
presentsinthewhich
various
artistsvoice,
and
sketches, adds a pleasantly warm and
personal
note. of that voice is no acciThe richness
dent. Despite the fact that he intended
to be a lawver instead of an actor. Raf[Tum to Page 39]

When the Wise Family plays bridge, it really takes it seriously, and trumping
the partner's ace is like firing on the enemy's flag.

Martin Sperzel
A I Teeter
Jack Smith
Three

the Rhythm Boys, those
WHENpopular
triplets of jazz, broke
up and disappeared from the
Ambassador Hotel Cocoanut Grove,
many lovers of hot music shook their
heads sadly and proclaimed, "Well,
up!theThey'll
all washed
the Grove
place
to take
find isanything
never
bad!"
Too
Boys.
Rhythm
of Athe few
weeks later these prophetic
brethren began to prick up their ears.
What was this? "The Three Ambassadors"— where did they come from?
Say! They're hot! Probably some famous trio from
never heard
them Broadway
before . — funny we
Sperzel, Teeter and Smith walked into
a tough spot to fill when they stepped
before the KFWB mike at the Cocoanut
Grove one summer night. And they
knew
it. Moreover,
weren't record
from
Broadway,
and had notheybrilliant
behind them to fall back on until they
could prove themselves. They were just
three young home town boys before an
ultra-critical crowd of their own townsmen, with only pure talent and personality to rely upon. The hometowners listened, look them over — and
gave them a big hand of acceptance.
"Those Three Ambassadors" were
seniors in Hollywood High School a
few months ago. Just three average
school boys, to whom "Broadway" was
merely a principal street in Los Angeles. All three tried out for the school
glee club during their first year, and
it was while rehearsing a few songs
Page Sixteen

Ambassadors—
for the annual operetta after school
one night that the idea occurred to
them to form a trio. Their voices
blended nicely, each had a delightful
tovoicesing.in his own range, and they loved
They began harmonizing on popular
songs in their spare time, arranged a
few numbers for three-part harmony,
and at their first appearance before
school friends, got so many encores
that they ran out of arranged songs
and hadrehearsed.
to do oneButor the
two rest
that ofthey'd
never
the
kids were wild about them, and so the
boys got
and toarranged
repertoire largebusy
enough
take carea of
all
the encores they were likely to receive,
and then some. And in the months
that followed, they needed them!
In June they graduated. A few days
later one of Martin Sperzel's pals called
him
"Say, Mart,
just trio
heardat that
they up.
are putting
in a Inew
the
Grove, and they're having try-outs tomorrow. Why don't you get Jack and
Al and go down? I'll bet you could
Mart snickered. "Aw, heck, they'd
throw ofusdarnout.goodWhyprofessionals
there'll bethere,
all
kinds
andget weit!"won't have a chance! Thanks,
anyhow, Joe. for telling me."

But after he left the telephone, Mart
began to think it over. After all, they
had nothing to lose; it would be a
lot of fun to say they tried out — and
besides,
rotten
at that. maybe
He rushedtheyto weren't
the phoneso again;
called Al and Jack.
"C'mon over, fellows! I've got some
few for
minutes
bigA news
you!" later, the boys were
gushing with enthusiasm. They called
up the school orchestra accompanist,
dug out their best tunes, and spent the
whole afternoon rehearsing and rearranging some numbers for the try-out.
The next day, they picked up the girl
accompanist, and the four trooped into
the Cocoanut Grove for a try-out. A
little scared, but still determined, they
went through their numbers, with scores
of others, and awaited the verdict.
After considering all of the contestants
for talent, personality and appearance,
the Grove officials went into a huddle.
Al Teeter was already reaching for
his hat when the bombshell burst.
"Boys," they were told, "you can report here Wednesday morning for reWell, there they were.
And there they are.
Their chief attraction, aside from
hearsal."
their singing ability, the critics will
RADIO DOINGS
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Brilliant Song Hits Drip Off the Energetic Pen
of Harry Barris, and a Trio of Singing High
School Boys Help Him Put Them Over in a
Big Way
tell you, is their youth. Each of the
boys is 18. They are all clean-cut,
good-looking, and have natural, unassuming mike presences that have won
the hearts of their listeners and those
who are fortunate enough to frequent
the Grove and see for themselves. They
are pleasant and likeable, and are popular with the management because they
are still grateful and appreciative of
the opportunity given them. There is
no indication of high-hattedness in any
of them. They are making nice salaries,
and of course, as boys will be boys,
each
has bought a shiny, pastel-shaded
automobile.
When Harry Barris, that versatile
comedian, song-writer and pianist, returned to the Grove, he found the Ambas adors an ideal trio to work with.
And with Loyce Whiteman, Don Novis
and Gus Arnheim to help put over his
songs, Harry dug in and has turned out
a number of hits destined for a place
in
Pan aAlley's
thereTinis such
thing. fall of fame, if
With such song hits as "Mississippi
Mud," "Blackbirds and Bluebirds,"
"That's
"From Monday
On,"
and manyGrandma,"
others already
to his credit,
Harry Barris is already numbered
among the best popular song-writers.
In Denver. Harry is another home
town boy who has made good. He
went to East High school there, where
he was recognized as the hottest pianoplayer in school. He organized a fivepiece orchestra and was in demand all
over town — if you hadn't danced to
Harry Barris' band, you simply hadn't
danced.
When Harry finished high school,
Mrs. Barris decided it was time for
her son to get down to business, realize
that
life wasn't
and goandto
college.
So littlea jazz
Harryband,
promptly
dutifully enrolled as a freshman at Colorado University, at Boulder, and settled down to finish his culture in a
serious and scholarly manner. He had
barely got his trunk unpacked and his
toothbrush hung on a nail, when he
was informed that his presence was no
longer required at the university.
Harry thought perhaps the fact that he
had been kicked out of the fraternity
house for playing the piano loudly and
indiscriminately during the wee hours
several times in one week, might have
RADIO DOINGS
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had something to do with it. At any
rate, so ended his college career, and
Harry Barris loosed himself on the
musical world.
The years that followed were colorful and hectic ones for Harry. Starting
with Gus Edwards, he went the rounds.
For a long time he was with Paul Ashe,
and in 1921 joined Paul Whiteman,
where the Rhythm Boys were organized, including Harry, Al Rinker and
Bing Crosby. This famous organization lasted until a short time ago.
Since his return to the Ambassador
Hotel and Gus Arnheim, Harry has
Harry
Barris

RHYTHM
by Don Mack
written,
a few
time, several
numbers inthat
havemonths'
been national
hits.
From his energetic pen has flowed such
enchanting songs as "I Surrender,
Dear," "It Must Be True," "Wrap
Your Troubles in Dreams," and more
recently, "At Your Command," "What
Is It?" "Chances Are," and "I Got
the
from seller.
the One I Love." Every
one Ritz
is a best
Harry is one of those temperamental
artists who write as the urge comes
to them. He doesn't sit down and say,
"Now I'm [Turn
going toto Page
write 40]
a song, what

From One End of the World to the Other,
Jules Garrison, Has
the Been
Lovable "Passerby"
An
Of

JULES GARRISON
is nothing quite so ypitiful
THEasREan old
actor of a nearl forgotten school, alone in a callous
world, with its movies, its radio and its
modern school of the stage. He lives
only for the dreams of the past, when
as a young and dashing hero of the
footlights, he captivated hearts, brought
thrills and tears to an understanding
generation. Out of place, out of date,
with only a battered handful of yellow
press clippings and dim photographs
for his audience, he is like a ghost from
another world, waiting for the final curtain.
On the other hand, nothing is so magnificent,— and at the same time, so
scarce, as the veteran who has moved
along with the world, and whose work
has only been mellowed and tempered
with the years, with a rich fund of glorious experience and philosophy to cheer
a newer generation.
Garrison,
suchJulesa man.
The "The
passingPasserby"
years haveis
given this silver-haired actor of other
days a profound, and lovable personality, which he has brought to the radio
over KGFJ, in half hour chats of this
and that — sprinkled with a kindly,
sentimental philosophy that has made
Page Eighteen
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him loved by hundreds. Thirty minutes
with Jules Garrison brings to one a
peaceful and contented outlook on life
such as few can find elsewhere.
Some 35 years ago, a young American actor reversed the wisdom of Horace Greeley, famous originator of the
phrase Garrison
"Go West,went
youngWest,man,butgoheWest."
Jules
took
the eastern route. Landing in London,
the cosmopolitan hub of the world, and
bent upon a tour of the British Isles, he
traveled one end of the kingdom to the
other, delighting his English audiences.
It was during this sojourn that he became knownapplied
as the to"Passerby."
The
term was
him by Queen
Victoria, who commanded her secretary
to thank the young actor for his pleasing performances — "the man who was
justGarrison
passinghasby"adopted
in a strange
the title,land.
which
sums up his experiences in the world.
He speaks of Queen Victoria as a "lovand later
a "veryKinghuman
ruler;"he
and ingto mother"
her son,
Edward,
pays tribute as a "very lovable character." The Passerby has met and talked
NE

Back in the
Those were
a group of
guesses who

Alice
LaFleur

with
many of Hethe has
world's
mostfrom
famous
personages.
letters
the
queen, from Lord Roberts, commanderin-chief of the British army at that time,
Lady June Wouchope, widow of the
brilliant Scottish general, and Sir
Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy
Scouts, who wrote during the seige of
Mafeking,
' I am theveryspirited
proud recitation
and flattered to receive
you have been so kind as to send me.
It is a great pity we have not the advantage of your presence in Mafeking
as you would not only have kept our
spirits up, but you would have been a
'Garrison' in yourself!"
The next lap of his travels took the
Passerby to South Africa and here he
appeared with his present wife, one of
his partners in an act billed "Jules Garrison and his Roman Maids." One girl
was Lola Hunt, now starring with Lupino Lane in England, and the other
was Nina Coleman, a talented actress,
and a splendid contralto. She became
Mrs. Garrison, and when she left the
stage for the duties of home life, the
[Turn to Page 38]

gay nineties, Jules Garrison was a popular stage idol in England.
the good old days, and those were the good old troupers. Here is
lads and lassies in a London company, and we'll give you three
the young gentleman ivith the cigar, second from the right, standing, is. Oh, yeah? Well it's Charlie Chaplin!
RADIO DOINGS
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A Little Bit of Paris Is Transplanted To
California and Broadcast To RomanceLovers From Alaska To Mexico

BERT ROVERE

by Jack Cone
Rovere and Pedroli sang, cooked and watch the race; reporters and movie
smiled their way into the hearts of their photographers were on the spot to cover
followers, and two years ago, they de- it. The race was over a distance of
cided they were ready for something about a mile and a half, through the
streets of the city, and finished
bigger.
So they
the remodeled
Paris Inn crowded
at the Inn. Waiters from hotels and
a block down
the moved
street and
an
clubs from all over the Southnew entire
home. two-story building for their night land
participated.
Probably the most unusual innovation
throbbing music,
The Paris
Waiters'annual
Race contest
is patFLASHINGg feet, oated
terned
after Inn
a similar
hurryin white-c
waiters . . . by Rovere is his famous "Singing held in Paris,
and
is
true
to
form
in
tinkling glasses . . . laughter . . . Waiters." All of the garcons have
color and romance, glowing under soft entered into the spirit of the act, and all details except the contents of the
rosy lights. Paris! The Montmartre . . . all have good voices. Bert himself bottles carried on the trays. Each contestant isrequired to carry an open botwith the twinkling lights of the Eiffel leads them out on the floor, where they
tle of milk and a glass on his tray,
two by two around the dance
tower in the distance . . . suave, soft- march
and
the
first one to get to the finish
floor,
singing
as
they
go.
Then
they
spoken "garcons" hovering over little line up in front of the stage and sing line with milk and glass absolutely instreet-cafe tables with steaming, delect- their beautiful choruses of rollicking
This year Rovere has
able dishes on their arms for cosmopol- French songs that have made them fa- plannedtact,anwins.even
more elaborate race,
itan patrons from all walks of life.
mous. Occasionally, the waiters roam and instead of a mile and a half, the
"Ladies
and Paris
gentlemen,
you are lis- around among the tables, with their distance will be about three miles. The
tening to the
Inn, broadcasting
trays on their arms, singing as they go. winner will receive $100, with several
a nightlynouncesprogram
from
anJack Carter from hisKNX,"
little tele"alsoatrans."
Everythatyear
Rovere becoming
stages a waiters'
Thereprizes
is aforspirit
the Inn that is
is rapidly
one of other
booth familiar
announcer's
Radio race,
There is camaralistenersphoneare
withbox.
the famous
the novel occasions of the year. Last difficult to describe.
[Next
Page]
year
thousands
of
persons
gathered
to
"Singing Waiters" of the Paris Inn, the
snappy dance music of Davy Mack's
orchestra and the fast, informal program from the Inn. But while much of
the intriguing European atmosphere of
the place is apparent over the air, only
a visit to this unique cafe can really
bring the true impression.
Behind the
It is truly a little bit of Paris transplanted to a downtown Los Angeles side mike at the
street. It is a little world of its own,
Inn is youth .
far removed from the hurrying, unrogaietysic,and
mantic hustle of everyday life, where
all inmu-an
tired business men and romance-starved
Old World setcity dwellers may go for a few hours
ting that is a
of unmarred plasure.
cry from
Seven years ago Bert Rovere, a far
the hurry
and
Franco-Italian opera star, athlete and flurry of the
business man, and his old friend Innocente Pedroli, once chef to Italian roy- American erages life.avalty, decided to start a cafe that would
be different. They made their new enterprise areplica of a delightful Parisian cafe, and a bored California poured
through the Old-World doors of the
unique little restaurant. For five years
RADIO DOINGS
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PARIS ON THE AIR!
[Continued from Page 19]
derie there, even between employer and
employee. Every man has his job,
knows his business, and everything runs
with clockwork precision. No naggings
— no bawling outs.
The personality of Bert Rovere is
largely responsible for this prevailing
spirit. An expert showman, a singer
in his own right, a good mixer and a
clever stage and microphone personality, Rovere has a hand in everything.
Greets a patron one minute, runs back
to the kitchen to confer with the chef,
stops to see the cashier, hurries off stage
to bring in his singing waiters, acts as
master of ceremonies, sings a few solos,
and between this, that and the other, is
continually on his toes.
athyounger days he was anhips
In letehisof repute,
holding champions
in running, walking and bicycle races,
and was a mean opponent on the
wrestling mat.
He began studying for Grand Opera
in San Francisco in 1911, and from
1913 to 1922 was with the Western
Company, the LomMetropolitan
bardi,
the SanOpera
Carlos, the Palo Alto
Opera Companies, on the concert stage,
at Carnegie Hall, Brooklyn Academy
and Hollywood Bowl. Besides playing
on Pantages and Orpheum, Rovere won
a contest for the best baritone of Southern California a few years ago.
In 1927 Bert came in second in the
famous Catalina swim, being bested
only by the winner, George Young. He
two outstanding
has organized
American
Athletic
Clubs, one inItalianNew
York, and the other in San Francisco.
Truly a "man with a past."
His partner, Innocente Pedroli, also
has a record of achievement to be proud
to D'Annunhe wasof chef
In Italy
of. poet
zio,
laureate
Italy, and was
decorated by the royal family. He has
a whole handful of medals awarded him
in European capitals.
The Paris Inn provides one of the
few forms of cafe and radio entertainment that brings a little of the Continental charm and romance so appealing
to the American, and particularly the
Western, individual. The grace and
abandon of a Spanish dance, the thrill
of the Apache ... the sparkle of French
wit and song, the cosmopolitan personalities gathered in a typical Parisian
street
cafe
— there is cafe
"something"
there
that no American
can produce.
Perhaps it is because nearly all of the
personnel are either French or Italian,
branding it all as the "real thing" and
not a sorry imitation — Frenchmen singing French songs, and Italians playing
Venetian music.
Hundreds of letters come in every
week to KNX asking about this unique
Page Twenty

The annual
Paris Inn
and thrilling
This1
year
the contestant
mustwaiters'
carry arace
bottleis aofpicturesque
milk on a tray,
intact, foraffair.
a distance
of three miles.
program, from all over the country. An
interesting letter was received a few days
ago from an Alaska gold-miner, who
had been whiling away the lonely hours
with his radio. Two hundred miles inland, and a week by boat away from
civilization,
wrote:
"We want
you to know this
that man
wa are
enjoying
your
programs every night, and we would

HOW

iJITI
lit

Is

til

£• f, }•

MANY
TIMES

like to know more about the Paris Inn
Cafe that we have heard so much about.
That hour comes in best and we like
the orchestra — it makes us wish we
were there getting in on the fun you
bit of Paris in California,
allA artlittle
having."
enjoyed
the
Parisfrom
Inn. Mexico to Alaska — that's

c

!L_

have youONLY
listenedPLAYto THE
some PIANO!"—
one play the
CIVE time
ANYTHINC
COULD
well,piano
you and
can, then
and said:
in such"I'Da short
that it IFwillI
amaze you— results are guaranteed and such little cost to you. Express your own individuality with melody, harmony and rhythm — that is what you learn when you study with
Maudeit isHughes
of Wurlitzer's
Schoolbutof complete
Music. Abe
and Earl Burtnett
say
the finest,
most simple,
methodLyman,theyCushaveArnheim
ever seen.
How wonderful it is to be able to play anything put before you and realize that knowing
some harmony you can use breaks and endings from one piece to another. All lessons are
private. A special feature for you who wish to take lessons in the evening.
Call MAUDE HUGHES— FAber 4011
or Call ;>t Wurlitzer's Music Store, 816 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
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Oh, noexclaims
ye don't,
ye old
oat!"
Al Pearce.
CFRC, to Bill Wright. In
he grandstand are Bilgie.
Gorman Neilsen, Edna
TKeefe. the
Pedro.Doakes' and

to the Columbia annual
party "wrapped in celophane,"
immediately lie
crownedwas
Queen.
Left
to right, standing: Teddy
Bergman. F. Taylor (Colonel Stoopnagle) Renard.
Kneeling: Bud H u I i c k.
Jack Smart. Nat BrusilofJ.

ON
THE

WITH
SHOW!

"When You re Blue, And Kinda Lonely Too,
A Little Smile Will Go a Long, Long Way . . ."

at eight,
nightadvice
EACH
musical
is sentthisoutcheery
over
the ether waves, and for the next
hour George Taylor and his KYA joy
brigade provide the impetus for that
"littlesonssmile."
of the
perwho nightlyAndgather
in the200studio
to personally attend "On With the
Show," there is no record of one ever
leaving without teeth flashing in a big,
broad grin.
the Show" Something
began last May
as "Onan With
experiment.
was
wanted at KYA to pep up that allimportant hour between 8 and 9 P. M.
when
gather time
'round
radio more
than atpeople
any other
of the
the
day.
Rush Hughes, then program director
of the station, made the radical suggestion ofa nightly frolic, dedicated to
nothing in particular but merriment.
One hundred and twenty-five chairs
were placed in the main studio, and
announcement was made that any who
cared to could come to KYA and attend "On With the Show."
The curtain rose on the first night
with aa success,
"full house."
night"
was
judging "Opening
from the visible
audience. With Rush Hughes at the
helm, everyone pitched in with songs
and jokes ,and tomfoolery. Within a
week applications for invitations were
coming in faster than they could be
taken care of.
"But it won't last," said the all-wise
newspaper
editors.
"Youkindcan'tof
keep
peopleradio
interested
in that
a program every night."
"On With the Show" has played every
night, except Sunday, since that eleventh of May. The seating capacity of
the studio has been enlarged, and now
200 persons crowd in nightly, and half
that many are turned away. Invitations
are given out on receipt of telephone
request, andsixthenights
studioin is
"sold out"
continually
advance.
If 200 persons nightly attend a studio
to watch a program, how many must
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listen in? A glance at the daily pile
of fan mail gives us an indication.
George Taylor's desk is piled up with
letters each morning, and every additional delivery brings new letters — requests for numbers — appreciation for
the
previousbrought
night'sa bitprogam
— thanks
for having
of cheer
to a
sick bed — mash notes — letters from little children — big children — bankers — •
plumbers — all having one element in
common — the love of good fun.
Now let's see who furnishes the motive power for this program. Prepar-

Adele Burian, whose
i m p e r s o nations of Mar- in
lene Dietrich,
addition to straight
singing,
have won
her wide favor.
From
her childhood in Austria to her radio career,
life lias been one thrill
after
artist. another for this petite

forgives that. He was promoted to the
job of program director last June, and
though he had had no experience in that
kind of a position, he stepped into the
picture
old achievements
timer.
One oflikehisanfirst
was to
engineer a tie-up with the Radio-KeithOrpheum circuit and the Fox-West
Coast Theaters. By this arrangement
the cream of the vaudeville stage visiting San Francisco appear as guest artists on the "Show." One night a week
is designated as R-K-0 Night, and already such luminaries of the stage and
screen as Olsen and Johnson, Trixie
Friganza, Rae Samuels, Larry Rich, and
others have appeared. In many instances, the headliner takes over the entire show for the evening, and brings
SYDNEY DIXON
along several other acts. One night
which especially stands out in the memory of the radio audience was that on
ing and handling such an hour each which Olsen and Johnson brought their
night is no small task, and when you entire army of funsters, captured the
have two a day, in addition to the other
and laid down a one hour barheavy duties of program director of a studio,
age of mirth. Another joyous evening
large station, the job assumes Herculean was provided recently by Larry Rich
and his Oompahs.
proportions.
George Taylor has for many years
Naturally George welcomes such ocbeen master of ceremonies, stage direccasions as these, as it gives him and
tor, prop boy, and leading performer his over-worked staff a night of rest,
when
they
can sit back and laugh and
of the "Sunshine
Hour,"
morning
edition
of its now big,
thougha younger,
munch doughnuts with the audience.
brother, "On With the Show."
If a popularity contest for San FranGeorge has been with KYA for four
cisco's most popular
radioplace
team would
were
a high
years. He is a tenor, but his good to be conducted,
qualities are so numerable that one soon have to be awarded to Adele (PersonRADIO DOINGS

There Are No Frowns When This GloomDispensing Program of Song, Comedy,
Ad-Libbing and Tree-Tor-All Tun Goes
On the To
Air,Meet
Nightly
And Here's
Chance
the —Interesting
GangYourin
Person. And Besides, There Are Guest
Artists Galore, Trom Other Stations, the
Stage and the Movies
George
Taylor, the
handsome
master of ceremonies in "On
the Show,"
liasWith
engineered
many
colorful programs,
and is responsible for
much of the famous array of guest artists appearing on the KYA frolic.
Ever hear him sing?
ality Plus I Burian and Abe (Pep Personified) Bloom. Each is a featured
soloist on KYA, and they were thrown
together quite by accident. A little
"ad
libbed"thatmonkeyshines
nightto
developed
they were aonemade
order comedy pair.
Each is a finished soloist and, in
addition to her "straight" singing.
Adele's
Marlene
Dietrich, impersonations
et al., have won ofmore
than
passing comment.
Born in Austria of musical parents —
her father was a composer and her
mother an opera singer — she learned to
sing and play the classics when a mere
child. She had a taste of bread lines
during the war and came to America
in 1921. entering a convent in New
York. She later came to California and
was graduated from Notre Dame at Belmont, where she took degrees in vocal
culture, the violin and organ. A few
years ago Bob Allen, also a KYA artists, discovered she had "boop-poop-adoop" possibilities, and induced her to
appear on the air with him. Now. instead of a famed opera singer, as was
her early ambition, she is fast rising
to the heights as a crooner.
Another up and coming group on
KYA is the "Harmonettes." also an
accidental discovery, composed of Adele
Burian. Virginia Spencer, the staff
pianist who surprised everyone, including herself, bv turning crooner, and
RADIO DOINGS

Emily Eilers, whose radio experience of being able to hold the vast air audience with a song or story, and at the
had been limited to the KYA Players.
Another blues singer bearing the same time send the studio guests into
roars of laughter with pantimime. In
phoneticto name
Strange
relate, ofher "Lois
favoriteSt.andLois."
best addition, Hary, variously known as
numbe is the old daddy of the blues — "Happy Harry," "Handsome Harry,"
"Hard-Working Harry," plays leads
"St. Louis Blues." Lois is the real and
"moanin' low" type of singer, and her — often two or three of them at a time,
fan mail adds considerably to the mail- with the KYA Players, as well as filling the duties of chief announcer.
man's daily burden.
Injecting an occasional serious note Verily, a handy man to have around is
into the proceedings, George Nickson, Harry Bechtel.
the "silver voiced" tenor, never fails
No story
on "Onwithout
With mention
the Show"of
be complete
to cause a few feminine hearts to pal- would
Virginia Spencer, who takes some kind
of a prize for hard work and all around
ability. Virginia is listed as staff
pianist,
but that
tell the
of it. She
sings,doesn't
she plays,
she half
arranges, she composes, she directs . . .
and if you asked her to milk a cow
she could probably do it. During the
absence of Lew Reynolds, director of
the "On With the Show" orchestra, Virginia took over his job, making her
probablychestratheleader only
orin the feminine
city. Andradio
did the
boys play their heads off for her!
Wednesday nights are always looked
forward to by even the staff members.
Wednesday
be called
Liar's night.
It is then thatmight
Williams
S. Clifford
trots
out his KYA Players and presents another chapter of "History That Never
VIRGINIA SPENCER
The above mentioned are in reality
but
a few of those who help to make
Happened."
pitate noticeably as he sings a senti- "On
With the Show" a bright spot on
mental Irving Berlin ballad. For a the dial
between 8 and 9 P. M. each
particularly
Syd- evening. Guest artists galore, includney Dixon, "highbrow"
the former audience,
grand opera
talent from radio stations of the
tenor, is drafted to render a bit from city, ingfrom
Honolulu. Seattle, and points
the classics.
east and west — the KibitFor character comedy, Harry Bechtel north, zer'ssouth,
Chorus — little Chappie Packard,
belies the time-honored legend that the five-year-old
policeman — and even
Britishers have no sense of humor. He
much-abused publicwas for years a master of ceremonies the hard-working,
ity
man
are
all
called on to lend a
and comedian in Canadian musical hand.
comedy, and his jovial personality,
"So up with the curtain,
aided by his roly-poly appearance,
And on with the Show,
never fails Heto "get
a rise"
of the
audience.
has the
addedoutattribute
And on — and on — -and on — "
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Al and Cal Pearce Used To Deliver Milk
— Now They're Bringing Music and
Laughs To Thousands of Customers
by Betty Sheldon
Two of the most popular brothers on the air
— A I on the left and
Cal on the right.
SOMETHING like twenty years ago
there existed in the city of San
Jose, California, an institution
owned and operated by two brothers
in their early teens which might be described as the "Pearce Brothers Milk
Distributing
brothers
were
Al and System."
Cal Pearce,Thenowtwoassociated
with KFRC and the Don Lee broadcasting system.
But wait a minute — there was a
Happy-Go-Lucky element tied in with
that earlier system. The boys were on
their way through the local grammar
and high schools and they built up a
milk route working before and after
school. There wasn't a great deal of
time for sleep and meals. Al didn't
fully realize that. He carried a banjo
with him and many is the time Cal
had to go out and remind him that business came first. He would be found
entertaining a crowd some place with
songs and banjo selections while frantic customers telephoned in demanding
their milk. That was really the beginning of the Happy Go Lucky Hour over
KFRC and the Don Lee Coast Network.
When Al was ten and Cal a couple of
years older the boys put on act act at
the old Redman Theatre in San Jose,
doing harmony numbers. That was
their first public appearance with the
commercial element involved. A very
small amount of money changed hands,
however
— perhaps it shouldn't have
been mentioned.
In high school, theatricals intrigued
the hard-working, melody-loving brothers and they sang in the "Mikado."
Al was Nanki-poo. The parents of the
students taking part agreed that it was
Page Twenty-four

the greatest production of the Mikado
ever presented.
Theyone-half
sang inof athechurch
choir High
and
were
San Jose
School quartet which was awarded a
national prize at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition, and doubtless
would have won the international prize
had there been one in stock. Since
then they
sung Glee
with Club
the SanandFrancisco RealhaveEstate
the
Olympic Glee Club.
They started in radio back in 1912
when
sang radio
"Hello,
Hawaii," stafor
one of they
the first
broadcasting
tions in America, an old arc experimental set in San Jose owned by E. A.
Portal. The song was heard 300 miles
out at sea, which was considered quite
a record in those days. Before going
in whole-heartedly for radio, however,
they passed through a stage selling real
estate.
Al is very fond of swimming and
wooing the beneficent rays of old man
sunshine. Cal's favorite sport is golf,
and skill.
a row of cups at home testify to
his
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For Hundreds o f Shut-ins and Invalids,
Doomed To An Existence of Drabness and
Loneliness. Now They Live, Laugh, and Play
With Renewed Hope and Enthusiasm

by Frederick Jensen
G. ALLISON PHELPS

persons
nds of Radio
THEinREthis are
worldthousa
to whom
is
Life — not figuratively, nor poetically— but actually.
Radio has opened the door of a new
existence to hosts of shut-ins and invalids, whose only form of entertainment
is to sit by their set and listen. Bound
by a common interest, excluded to a
large degree from social contacts with
their fellows, these unfortunates have
bandedhood together
into a fraternal brotherof their own.
A year ago last April, a young man
conceived the idea of organizing a so-

ciety composed entirely of these shutins, and bring them together where they
could cheer each other, and while away
many of the lonely hours knowing that
they had something to live for — something to work for.
G. Allison Phelps saw that radio was
the common meeting ground for his society, and in a small, informal way, organized the "Indoor Sports Club." A
few shut-ins joined the club and temporary officers were elected — the whole
undertaking done largely by radio and
mail. In a short time, the club boasted
fifteen members.

This young lady flew several
hundred miles in a big trimotored plane to attend one
of the parties given by the
Indoor Sports Club. The
club lias a membership in
34 states, Alaska, Canada,
and the Canal Zone.
RADIO DOINGS

But by November of last year, the Indoor Sports Club had become too large
to handle with a temporary organization, and Claude Wheeler, a shut-in
himself, and enthusiastic charter member, was made business manager.
By this time the club was gaining
recognition outside of California, and
requests for membership blanks were
received from 34 states, Canada, Alaska,
and the Canal Zone. In order to become amember of the club the applicants were required to answer such
questions as "How long have you been
disabled?", "What is your ailment?",
"Can you write?", "Can you ride in an
automobile?", and "Are you -confined
to bed?"— all valuable data for personal contacts with the members.
From fifteen members the club grew
rapidly to 125 members, each one receiving free stationery and a list of
other members so they could correspond with each other. Even stamps are
given to those financially unable to pay
for them.
Through the generosity of a friend
of the club, a large sedan was donated,
which was made into a side-loading
ambulance, re-upholstered and newly
painted. Volunteer drivers are ready at
all times to carry any Indoor Sport
who wishes to ride, but cannot ride in
an ordinary automobile.
Several months later, G. Allison
traded some of his personal belongings
for another big sedan which was also
turned into an ambulance. These cars
[Next Page]
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Door of a Sew Life
[Continued from Page 25]
are maintained by the Indoor Sports
fund, from voluntary contributions.
Recently the Indoor Sports orchestra
was organized under the direction of
Gene Steele, who is a pianist and totally
blind. The other members of this
unique musical organization are: Reuben Luse. violinist — crippled ; Frank
Whitaker, guitarist — blind; Dick King,
harmonica player- — partially paralyzed;
Del Vincent, also a harmonica player,
and also paralyzed; Mrs. Francis Blood,
mandolinist — confined to a wheelchair ;
and "Dee" Marshall, who plays the
banjo while
bulance bed.lying paralyzed on his amThis unusual orchestra rehearses one
night each week at the home of some
"Good wards
Sport,"
serves supper
and afterwhoa friendly
hour oraftertwo
of chatting, each shut-in is trundled off
to
his own home by his family or attendant.
There has been an average of four
parties every week in honor of individual Indoor Sports, or groups. The
largest party ever given took place last
August,145at Indoor
G. Allison's
when
Sports"Radio
heard Home."
Harold
Roberts'
famous
"Elks
99"
band
and
the Chanters. Dinner was served that

night to 650 persons, including Indoor
Sports, their attendants, and members
of die bands and their families. An
audience estimated at nearly 35,000
came to hear the band. Special parties
have been given for the blind and for
the children who are members of the
club. There have been beach parties,
lawn parties, church parties, card parties, and luncheon and theater parties
given
Sports."
The byclub"Good
received
a hard blow last
April when Claude Wheeler, charter
member and business manager, passed
away. His wife, Eva Wheeler, took up
the reins and carried on.
Through the generosity of a prominent business man, 60 sets of G. Allison's three books, "Radiance," "Inspiration," and "Mental Prosperity," have
been given to as many Indoor Sports.
G. Allison has given 125 free subscriptions to hiswhile
magazine,
"Inspiration"haveto
members,
35 subscriptions
been given by other Good Sports.
Recently the Indoor Sports Club was
given two unimproved lots by a kind
lady, and these will be kept until they
can be put to some constructive use for
the benefit of the club.
The Indoor Sports Club has a membership now of 681 members, 88 of
whom are blind. Through the business
office of the club, during the past 12

months, 62 wheel chairs, 13 bedside
tables, 75 canaries and cages, 47 radios,
five musical instruments, 11 typewriters
and one hospital bed have been loaned
or given to members of the Indoor
Sports
EveryClub.
Indoor Sport listens faithfully
to G. Allison during his daily radio hour
at 1:00 p.m. over KFVD. He is the
central key of the club; through him
the Indoor Sports keep in touch with
club activities and announcements. In
his cheery, youthful voice, G. Allison
reads bits of pleasant philosophy, and
poems chosen for their cheerfulness and
optimism. Letters, invitations and news
of other members of the club, all in a
merry, informal vein, are read over the
air, with generous sprinklings of G.
Allison's hearty laugh.
Has radio made these people happier? If one of your able-bodied perspendunfortunates,
a few minutespetual
amonggrouches
thesecould
cheerful
he'd go out laughing to himself.
G. Allison himself is young, goodlooking and full of energy and optimism. In addition to his radio and club
work, he is kept busy in the role of husband and father. A likeable chap, and
as one of his acquaintances — not a member lieveof the
club — issaidthe: "Ibiggest
honestly
beG. Allison
hearted
human being I've ever known."

The most unusual orchestra in tfie world! Composed entirely of invalids, some of ivhom have to lie paralyzed on a cot
while playing their instruments, this organization turns out some excellent music.
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Tony Wons Hobby of Collecting
Literary Odds and Ends Has
Brought Him National Fame
BUTCHER, a baker, a chairmaker,wielder
now the
world's
A slat
champion
of scissors
and pastebrush, Anthony Wons has a
picturesque and varied experience from
which to draw the threads for the weaving of his home-spun philosophy.
Tony's Scrap Book, as he calls his
twice-daily program over Columbia, is
a pot-pourri of the best that he reads,
plus the best that his listeners read and
send in to him, plus a generous measure
of his own thoughtful personality.
There are many reasons why Tony
should be the quiet, thoughtful, human
sort of human that he is. For one
thing, he comes from the lakes and the
woods, from Northern Wisconsin, and
as a child he was able, between chores,
to get his fill of the beauties of nature.
Besides, he is a fisherman, and fishermen ever since Izaak Walton have been
notoriously addicted to thought, for
lack of anything better to do.
The serenity of life on the familv
homestead was interrupted when Tony
was only twelve by the death of his
father, and the youngster had to consider seriously the questions of ways
and means. Soon he was tendimr a
furnace in Milwaukee for a stipend of
three dollars a week, and he regarded
it as a promotion when he was set to
the task of operatins a circular saw.
slicing off slats for chairs.
By the time he was fifteen Tony had
moved into a butcher shop, and not
long after this he moved out to Arizona
and went
for cow-punching
on a
ranch
near inPhoenix.
The next move
to be recorded in this miniature Odyssey
carries the hero to Valparaiso, Ind.,
where he spent his daytime hours clerking in a grocery store, his evenings
studying at business college, and his
nights playing drums in an amateur
dance band. When he slept is not recorded. Neither is it known just how
or when he learned to play the drums.
Tony has a lot of qualifications for a
variety of different jobs which do not
figure in the story of his life.
RADIO DOINGS
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Phi
Hollt
knows twelve of them and can stage a
one-man
production with
ease. AndShakespeare
he has.
Out in France, Private Won s career
was interrupted by a piece of shrapnel,
and he spent about a year and a half
in a hospital with nothing to do but
read. First he got the habit of marking passages which he particularly
liked. Then he got around to using
scissors and paste, which he has been
doing ever since.
He pasted poems in his scrap book,
for he had read hundreds, if not thousands of them. Then there was a
sprinkling of jokes and a collection of
more
serious matter, including religious
comments.
For a while after leaving the hospital
Tony was not strong enough to do heavy
work, and filled in with odd clerical
jobs. In his spare time he kept up his
scrap book, until several thousand authors were represented between its covers. Shakespeare was still his favorite, and when radio broadcasting in
Chicago vincedgotthat there
under ought
way Tony
conto be wasa place
on the air for him. But it was obvious
that a full cast production of a Shakespearean drama was too ambitious a
project for the infant radio, and Tony
Tony and part of his Scrap-Book
got the idea of taking all the parts himself. He had always wanted to be an
actor.
Most of us have.
good romances, industry was rewarded.
He got a position as correspondent in
He made the suggestion to station
a sales office, and describes his sensa- WLS. "How long would you want?"
tions at this time as approximating to asked the program director.
"About an hour." replied Tony.
what he expects of Paradise.
The thing that appealed to Tony was
"Gee,dent never
you wants
must be
moregood.thanThehalfPresi-an
that he had time for reading. He used
it to such good advantage that before
The question of presidents, precedents
long he had been all through Shakesand precedence having been settled, it
peare's
works,
and
had
taken
such
a
that toTony
passionate liking to some of the plavs was decided[Turn
Page should
45] have a
that he learned them bv heart. He
hour."
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Playing at old fashioned masquerades
from eight at night until six in the
morning was too much for the youth,
however, and he soon had to give it up.
But he saved enough money to complete his business course, and as in all

For those thousands who like the old
fashioned songs, those sweet melodies of days
gone by, with perhaps here and there a modern one, KFAC is presenting Eleanor Autrey,
the New Old-Fashioned Girl, in an hour of
songschoice
of theof good
Eleanor's
and
songsoldis days.
excellent,
and shestyleis
gaining many friends on her Saturday night
procram from eight to• nine.
Harry Jackson, the "Keeper of the
Pig," whose
to 6:00is program
every
evening
except5:30Sunday,
always eagerly
awaited by the kiddies, has adopted a new
wrinkle.
Harry's bravery
"Whoa,and Bill"
Club,
which
encourages
sportsmanship among children by inducing them
to saya "Whoa,
Bill" after
and
keep
stiff upper
insteada who
ofhurt,crying,
now
invites
severallipchildren
have
joined the club to visit KFAC and relate
their experiences to children listening in.
Each child must relate the incident that
occasioned ultaneous
his "Whoa,
and his simadmission to Bill"
the club.
•
While most young ladies fancies turn to
the harp,diums ofviolin,
and thewithgentler
memusic, voice
associated
feminity,
Betty enlyAnninhibitions
Pope tooftheKPOwinds,
threwandhertookmaid-up
banjo playing. And, although but 18, she is
fast making a name for herself among the
other professional plink plink artists. She
also plays the piano proficiently, the guitar,
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After KTM opened its lavish new studio,
with beautiful modcrnisitic furnishings and
designing,
follow that
everyone had toit would
dress upnaturally
to maintain
the effect.
Shirt-sleeves and plus-fours are not exactly
in keeping with the formal, luxurious setting
of the studio. So the entire staff arrays itself
in its best bib and tucker before going on
duty.edo The
announcer
to donof tuxand boiled
shirt, isandrequired
no member
the
staff is allowed in the studio without his coat
and tie. And the boys are even beginning to
enjoy it. As Dick License, KTM announcer
remarked,
gives doa fellow
and he can"Itreally
a bettermorejob.assurance,
In the
East, formal attire is common in studios, and
there's no reason why it shouldn't be in the
•
Hardyteam
Gibson,
who
is "Doakes"
in the
The eccentricities of the zither, that KFRC
"Doakes
and Doakes,"
once had a ofvaudeville
partner
named
once popular
jokedbyabout,
strument, areand
beingoften
studied
Dorothyin- Jimmie Wells, who was very proud of his
Devine,
petiteparticular
mezzo-soprano
of the which
KGA Gibson
(Well's)
high atenor
One night
West." slipped
staff. This
instrument,
new voice.
orchestration
into
is proving no easy matter to master, is the musicians' books with a high note
tones higher than high C. Wells had
an old-timer, and has been in the Devine two
to screech to make it. But he walked off
family for yars and yars.
the stage remarking, "Everybody in that
orchestra is playing • bass."
Foster Rucker, man of all parts, on the
staff of KFOX has developed a new hobby,
that of beredcollecting
numeditions of privately-printed
books, and as anda result
found ters,
it necessary
to moveincreasing
to largerlibrary
quarwhere his swiftly
might have the advantage of comfortable
standing room.
•
Everyone at KHJ is busy calling each
other up on the telephone, just like a
bunch of kids on Christmas morning.
Because of difficulties surrounding the
single main switchboard handling all of
the telephone
calls,hasbothtakeninter-office
outside,
Don Lee
out the and
old
checkbook and purchased a new $50,000
automatic
telephone
system.
Now
listeners, clients and even radio editors, can
call KHJ and get any desired information
or person without having to stand in line,
so to speak. While of course, no partialis believed
that itythewas outwardly
real reasonshown,
for theit installation
was as a little extra service to radio editors. Of course, if an important sponsor
called, it would be nice if he could get
his party immediatelv,• too.

and wields a wicked toe in a tap and eccentric dance academy. Her hobbies are swimming, tennis, and basketball.
•
The
that classy
girls'
trio of Boswell
radio fromSisters,
the West,
who leaped
into sudden national popularity, are now
heard over the Columbia System at 4:45
p.fromm. 6:00
Sundays,
and every Friday evening
to 6:15.
•
Bill Sanderson spent a year in Hollywood
playing extra parts in the movies before he
returned to his home town, San Francisco to
embark on radio. And he says he never
missed a meal! Bill is day announcer at
KFWI now, and gives vent to his thespian
yen by directing the pany.studio
dramatic com^

KSL City.
is building
a "Dream
in Salt
Lake
Of course,
it is a House"
clever advertising stunt, conducted by several firms in the
city, but the idea is novel and is attracting
much radio comment among KSL listeners.
"Mary and John," a happily married pair, go
on the air each night, with a little skit in
which they discuss their plans for the new
home,
"Dreaminspection
Home," which
will by
be
opened their
for public
soon. Day
day, the home is added to with material furhed by the respective
and
Mary" nismake
personal sponsors.
appearances"Johnaround
town and took part in a public wedding recently. One night their personal appearance
was required at the same time they were to
go on the air. Station officials scurried
RADIO DOINGS
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around and found a couple who were nearly
exact images of the real John and Mary, and
the appearance was made — but so was the
broadcast.
•
When Al Pearee and his sixteen HappyCo-Lucky Hour artists took a northbound
train for the auditorium show in Seattle, western listeners held their breaths
when the nouHappy-Go-Lucky
nced as usual. But withHourall was
due anrespect to Al and the absentees, Dick Riekard,
who tookcarried
Al's on
placeremarkably.
as master Inof
ceremonies,
fact, it was almost worth having the gang
away on the trip just to listen to the
comic bulletins they sent to Dick on the
journev north.
•
A new augmented concert group is now
heard from the KHQ studios in Spokane twice
weekly in some fine concert programs. It is
under the dierction of Marian Boyle, with
Vivian Brown, soprano as assisting soloist,
rhe hours are from 9:00 to 10:00 p. m. Mondays, and from 8:30 to 9:30 p. m. Wednesdays.
•
King Nesseneff, tenor, is billed over at
KELW these days as singing a half hour
program three or four times a week at
2:30 in the morning. Just back from a
successful vaudeville tour, Nesseneff has
been anxious to break into Southern California radio, even though insomnia patients and night-workers
would be his
onlv audience
at first.•
Liborius Hauptman, former music director
it KGW, Portland, has joined the KTM staff
as leader of the concert ensemble and pianist
for the miniature symphony. He is well
known up and down the coast and at one
time was KYA in San Francisco.
•
Twenty-five years ago Roy Leffingwell
wrote his first tune, "Every Girl's a
Flirt." Now he comes out with his latest
song, "I'm Afraid That I'm Falling in
Love."
In earlier
bustles, derbies
and days
puff women
sleeves. wore
The
cycle seems to swing around and now
that Roy is writing his latest the women
are reverting to former styles. He does
the 10:30 a. m. broadcast six days each
week
at KECA as the station's musicphUosopher.
•
The
"Sky-Dwellers"
been sides
meetingof the
for
the past twenty years have
on both
Atlantic. They are actors and now that the
talkies are in our midst most of them are now
living out in Hollywood.
But, instead of confining their impromptu
gatherings to some member's abode, they are
now
onwithKTM
at MacQuarrie,
10 o'clock veteran
each Sunday
night
actor,
as master
ofHaven
ceremonies.
Some of the members to appear at KTM —
Lew Kelly, Broadway comedy star; May
Beatty, internationally known comedienne;
Clarence Muse, colored star of stage and
radio; Snub Pollard, of RKO fame; Rodney
McLennan, two years Marilyn Miller's male
lead in "Rosalie." Ziegfeld production; Forrester Harvey, "Trotter," in the original LonRADIO DOINGS

'Boy, this will be a successful broadcast! Can they sing?
don
"Journey's
Leyland
Hodgson,
playing End"
oppositecompany
Lowell; Sherman
incharacter
"High Stakes;
Nellie
Nichols,
high
salaried
comedienne, and lots of others.
Enric
conductor
Spanish CadetsMadriguera,
who broadcast
from ofthetheBiltmore
Hotel Supper Room, New York City, was
born in Madriguera, Spain. Was a child
prodigy violinist, gave his first concert at 15
before King Alfonso, Enric's cousin on his
mother's
side. Is and
dark fences
and slender,
looks likede
Ramon Novarro
like Cyrano
Bergerac. Is in his middb twenties.
KHJ, in changing its news period from
10 p. m. daily to 9:50 p. m., has set
aside the 9:45 p. m. five minute period
daily for the next year for the new Life
Savers transcription. It is built around
the forty-five
"success seconds
reporter"only,
whosomeinterviews,
for
person
who has done something out of the ordinary. The new transcription series is being spotted throughout• the country.
Fred chestra
Hartley,
he ofoverHartley's
Novelty Orheard nightly
KHG, Spokane,
appears to have another talent besides that he
displays with the baton or at the xylophone
... he has blossomed out as an expert wielder
ofgoodthecement-mixer
cement-mixer'susesspatula,
to mix orandwhatever
apply ce-a
ment
with.
"Concrete"
evidence
of
this
newly
discovered talent is seen in the very attractive
lily pool he has recently added to his gardens.
Contributions to the "Garden Shower" the

KHQ staff is considering for Fred should be
•
appropriate.
Northern California communities are
busily engaged in selecting their best
young
singers forofthethe
coming
California
State Audition
Atwater
Kent
Foundation to be held over KPO, Octobertions25 have
andalready
26. Many
the local audibeenofcompleted,
and
many are still in progress. Whatever the
outcome,
if
they
turn
out
such
beautiful
voices as those of Don Novis and Irene
Kilgore, we'll be satisfied.
•
Robert Bowman, KHJ announcer, has been
made
the polished,
Don Lee
stationprogram
at San manager
Diego. ofBobKGB,is the
youthful voice which, for the past six months,
has announced the dance programs from the
Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel. He is an electrical engineer from the University of Dayton, afiddler from WLW, Cincinnati, and expert from the research department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
and came to KHJ as a technician. He was
given a chance to announce one night, and
his silky voice was instantly pleasing.
•
Helen Stone, late of KHJ. is working
in a picture with Greta Garbo on the
M-G-M lot. The picture is "Mali Ilari."
Helen
part toof sing,
Garbo's
little
sister; enacts
she has thea song
an aeroplane to pilotactor,andLewis
some Stone.
close-ups with
her favorite
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Carlton Bowman, youthful Denver tenor, is
the third singer to leave the KOA staff and
go to New York to become a member of Seth
Parker'sTheradio
heard from
everyKO\Sunday
night.
othertroupe
two singers
are
Norman Price, tenor, and Edward Wolter,
baritone.
•
Charlie Lung, that ingenious young
man with a hundred voices — ninety-nine
including his own, which you seldom
hear — has girded his loins in search of
more and varied pastures. Now we find
him at KFWB every Saturday night as
severalas ofa regular
the characters
and
artist atin "Flat
KTM, Feet,"
from
10:15 to 10:30 P. M. every night except
Sunday.
Some
day
it
wouldn't
surprise us to see Charlie start up a station
of his own, where we would be the enbass. tire staff, from guest• soprano to roaring
While Bing Crosby was taking his mysterious sojourn in Hollywood, he made a
picture. At the Mack Sennett studios. A
picture.
Called It"I will
Surrender
Dear."be
Itsinging
has been
released.
probably
showing at your local theater one of these
days. Are you going? Thought so.
•
Starting as a fledgling radio station
some four years ago, KGDM, Stockton,
appears to be plodding right along on
the upward trail of popularity. And a
few weeks ago, during the San Joaquin
County Fair, KGDM stepped out and
took first place in the mammoth street
parade. The winning KGDM float was
designed as a huge replica of the Peffer
building, on which the studios are located, with high towers, windows, and
all that goes with it. The KGDM Hawaiians were gathered beneath the towers, blithely serenading the throng of
spectators., along., the., streets. .. KGDM
broadcast the entire fair, and took a
prominent part in the exhibitions in the
big show.
•
Buying neckties takes up a whole lot of
Al Pearce's time, it seems. During the
Happy-Go-Lucky
they
have an actgang's
which stage
calls appearances,
for Norman
Neilson
to
gently
but
decisively
clip offEveryAl's
red tie with a large pair of scissors.
thing usually goes along fine, as long as
Norman "considers the• Adam's Apple."
Beginning
October 17,
a weeklywillpro-be
gram of educational
addresses
broadcast over a nation-wide NBC network. The program is arranged and
sponsored
National Advisory
Council on Radioby inthe Education,
and promises
to be a worthwhile broadcast, indeed.
The programs come on the air at 11:30
a. m., Pacific time, every Saturday. The
series consists of 30 lectures, by such
leaders as Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia University, James Angell, president of Yale, and Ernest L.
Bogart, nomicpresident
Association. of the American Eco•
The Solitaire Cowboys, a group of hard
ridin' and sweet singin' punchers from the
I'D TKrtv

Flying M ranch in northern Colorado, are
back at KOA, Denver, to begin their fourth
year
of broadcasting.
cow-pokes
take the air atThese
10:15 prank-playin'
Pacific time,
every Wednesday night.•
With chips flying, axes and larynxes
whetted, the Vermont Lumberjacks are
back at their old stand over KGO and
stations of the NBC western network.
Ted Maxwell and Charlie Marshall, who
were in the former Lumberjack series,
take their old parts in the new presentations, assisted by the• Doric Quartet.
Ted Osborne, that drawling, likable gentleman at KHJ, has left radio. Several years
ago, before he went to KHJ, he used to write
"balloons,"
those hand-lettered
conversations
used in newspaper
and comic strips.
Recently
he had an offer to write continuity for a
series on Mickey Mouse cartoons for the
Walt Disner studios. As his last gesture at
KHJ, Ted presented a program of his own,
"Laughing
Gas,"for aweeks.
comicTheproduction
which
he worked
program wason
a riot. KHJ listeners will miss Ted a lot, and
we all wish him success in his new position.
(Ted confided that he will come back on the
Hallelujah Hour once •in awhile, perhaps) .
If you like the Ambassador-Gus Arnheim-Loyce Whiteman-Harry Barris-Don
Novis program on KFWB at ten, you will
have to tune in KFI beginning December
1. KECA and KFI recently entered into
a contract with Cocoanut Grove officials
to broadcast this popular program, so if
you don't find it at its usual place on the
dial air.
after the first, don't think it is off
the
•
Graham McNamee, veteran announcer, and
Bill Munday, noted football broadcaster,
take almost equal roles in the broadcasting
of descriptions of the big football games
coming over NBC networks this season. Munstarted as McNamee's
assistant,
and own
has
been dayrivalling
the old maestro
at his
game lately.
Southern
drawl.He's the boy with the soft
•
Ted White studied the piano for years,
intending to go on the concert stage. But
he drifted into warbling popular songs,
and now only his friends are fortunate
enough to hear him • play.
Vi Curtis, lady announcer on the graveyard
shift at KELW, continues to break the sunlight of famewestas the
only night-time
womanof
announcer
of Chicago.
Speaking
KELW,futed tDave
Ward,
announcer
has
firmly
he rumor that he moved because it wasrecheapercausethan
Claimsin itfurnished
was behe waspaying
tired rent.
of living
apartments,
so
turned
ritzy
and
went
to Bevairs, erlytheyHills.say.Even is police dog is putting on
•
"What this country needs," says Ted
Weems, band leader, "are more go-getters;" andagives
the lad
who finds
wormas inan hisexample
apple and
his
fish for supper. •
The theme song of Russ Columbo, romantic baritone, is called "You Call It Madness,
but I Call It Love," and he wrote it himself.

Dr. Cross, who belies his name with
his quiet, good-natured comments on
topicshis ofSouthern
the day character
as the "Colonel,"
by
honestly.comes
His
granddad,
in
the
days
"befo'
deandWah,"
owned
a
30-000-acre
plantation
700
slaves.
»
Hundreds of letters of protest were written
to KHJ when the popular eye-opener, the
Hallelujah Hour, was taken off the air for a
few days.
But it's back
Ken
Niles,
the good-looking
boy again,
with atthewith
voice and
bounding enthusiasm
thebuoyant
helm.
•
Because Abo Lyman returned to America without tal^s of his friendship with
the Prince of Wales, he now is known
as "Honest Abe." •
That hot fiddle you hear on Bing's programs belongs
to Joe
Young's
orchestra.
It not
onlyVenuti,
belongsof toVic him,
but
he is at the business end of it.
•
Little Kate Smith, the buxom Miss
who is partly responsible for "When the
Moon Comes Over the Mountain" and
"Making
Faces atwith
the Man
in theRobinson
Moon,"
has
collaborated
J. Russel
on another number, •"I Was True."
Paul Whiteman and Jeck Denney have
signed exclusive recording contracts with
RCA-Victor.
•
Jiggs and Maggie, of "Bringing Up
Father"
strip fame,
have been
translatedcomic
into radio
personalities,
and
KHJ is releasing the program by electrical transcription at 7:15 p. m. Wednesdays. The surprising thing about the
skit is that the characters are actually
what you would expect them to be. This
ought
familv. to be a rib-tickler for the whole
•
Now
here's
a
funny
thing.of You'd
that Carlton Young, author
NBC imagine
mystery
serials, would be the type that sits up late
at night in a silk lounging robe in a haunted
house, to get the proper inspiration. Instead,
he gets down to the office every morning at
seven
time. and does most of his writing at that
•
"Bob and Harriet," that clever human
interest comedy skit on KHJ, has expanded from a once-a-week spot to a
twice-weekly program, Mondays and
Thursdays at 7:30 p.• m.
AnRedentertaining
program is the
ofreminiscent
Goose,"of CBS
that"Adventures
isFenimore
strongly
the feature,
old James
Cooper tales that never fail to thrill youthful
readers — and some of the older ones too, for
that matter. Good clean Indian melodrama,
with battles, ambushes, scalpings — and romance. Chief Whirling Thunder, full-blooded
Winnebago chief, is retained by Columbia as
program consultant. •
Members of the Camel Quarter Hour
recently visited Boston's city hall, where
Morton Downey was asked to sing sevsongs, among
themthebeing
Irish eralRose."
But in
middle"MyofWild
the
song
he
stopped
—
the
words
had slipped
his memory.
"If my dad were here and thought I'd
forgotten
the wordssaid toafterward.
that song, he'd
kill
me," Downey
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Sylvania tubes must pass the strictest requirements for tone, distance,
volume and sharp tuning. Every Sylvania tube is tested with the utmost
care and precision. When you buy
Sylvania tubes for your set, you can
be assured that they are the best that
money can buy. And the price is low
enough to make the purchase of a
whole set of new tubes economical.
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ATWATER
KENT

GENERAL
MOTORS
GRAYBAR
GREBE

BOSCH

GULBRANSEN

BRUNSWICK

HOWARD
KENNEDY

APEX
D ACK of the words "Set-Tested"
^ stand the giant copper-screened
Sylvania Laboratories. There scientists and engineers test Sylvania tubes
in over 300 makes and models of
standard radios.

D

CLARION
COLONIAL
CROSLEY
EDISON
ERLA
FADA
GENERAL
ELECTRIC

SPARTON
STAR-RAIDER
STEINITE
STERLING
STEWART
WARNER

MAJESTIC

STORY & CLARK
STROMBERG
CARLSON
VICTOR
WESTINGHOUSE
ZANEY GILL

PHILCO

ZENITH

KOLSTER
LYRIC

RADIOLA
SILVER
MARSHALL
SONORA
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The Most Popular
Stations Heard by
Western
Listeners

WESTERN
KDB— Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 514
tKECA— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KELW— Burbank, Calif. GL. 2110
KEX— Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KFAC— Los Angeles. EM. 1171
SKFBK— Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY— Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC— San Francisco. PRospect 0100
tKFSD— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSG— Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD— Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB — San
Hollywood.
KFWI—
Francisco.Hollywood
FRanklin 0315
0200
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KFXM— San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KGA— Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KGB—
Diego, Calif.
KGDM—SanStockton,
Calif. FRanklin 6151-2-3
KGEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KGER— Long Beach, Calif. 632-75
KGFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
tKGO— San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKGW— Portland, Ore. ATwater 2121
§KHJ— Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS— San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
KLX— Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
§KLZ— Denver, Colo.
KMCS— Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KMJ— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO— Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif. CR. 3101
KMTR— Hollywood, Calif. HO. 3026
KNX— Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Vorvallis 526
§KOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL— Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
f KOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELliott 5809
tKPO— San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW— San Jose, Calif. Columbia 232
KREG— Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KROW— Oakland, Calif. GLencourt 6774
KTAB— San Francisco. GArfield 4700
KTM—
Angeles.
KTW— Los
Seattle,
Wash. EXposition 1341
§KVI— Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211

KWG — Stockton
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KXL— Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA — San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
KDYL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO— Ogden, Utah. BIgelow 84
tKOA—
Denver,College,
Colo. N.YOrkM. 4634-R
KOB— State
tKSL— Salt Lake City. Wasatch
tKTAR— Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
tKMOX— St. Louis,CENTRAL
Mo. Central 8240
KRLD— Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK—
St.
Louis,
Mo.
KWKH— Shreveport, La.DElmar
6739 3210
tKYW— Chicago. W Abash 4040
§WCCO— Minneapolis, Minn. GEneva 9101
WCHI— Chicago. STate 2200
tWENR— Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA— Dallas, Texas. 2-9216
tWGN— Chicago. SUperior 0100
tWHAS— Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO— Des Moines, la.
tWJR— Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ—
Chicago. la.DEarborn 1111
tWOC— Davenport,
§WOWO— Ft. Wayne,
Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
tKDKA— Pitsburgh, Pa. ATlantic 4854
§WABC— New York City.
§WBT— Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
§WCAU—
tWJZ— NewPhiladelphia,
York City Pa. RItnhse 6447
tWLW—
Cincinnati,N. O.J. Kirby 4800
WOR— Newark,
tWSB— Atlanta, Ga. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
§CBS
tNBC
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Football
Fans, Here's
the of
Fallthe
Broadcast Schedule
for All
Big
Western Games. If You Cant Go,
the Next Biggest Thrill is Hearing It!

Saturday, October 17
University of California vs. Washington State
(Portland)
KHQ KPO KGW KGA KJR
KEX.
University of Southern California vs. University of Oregon (Los Angeles) KHJ KFI
KGFJ KFVD KFAC KNX KFWB.
Stanford University vs. Oregon State (Palo
Alto) KFRC KHJ.
Washington State vs. Idaho (Seattle) KOMO.
Sunday, October 18
St.(San
Mary's
vs. University
Francisco)
KPO. of San Francisco
Saturday, October 24
Stanford ington
University
vs. University
(Seattle) KPO
KGW KOMOof WashKHQ
KJR KGA KEX.
University versity
of of Southern
UniCaliforniaCalifornia
(Berkeley)vs. KHJ
KFRC.
University of Nevada vs. Fresno (Reno) KOH.
Sunday, October 25
St.cisjco)
Mary'sKPO
vs. Gonzaga
KHQ. University (San FranFriday, October 30
University of San Francisco vs. Olympic Club
fNfeht) KTAB.
Saturday, October 31
Washington
OregonKEX State
land) KHQState
KOMOvs.KGW
KJR (PortKGA.
University of California vs. University of
Nevada (Berkeley) KPO.
Stanfordnia atUniversity
vs. University
of CaliforLos Angeles
(Palo Alto)
KFRC
KHJ.
Sunday, November 1
St.KPO.
Marv's vs. Santa Clara ( San Francisco I

Friday, November 6
University kane)of (Night)
San KHQ.
Francisco vs. Gonzaga (SpoSaturday, November 7
Stanfordern University
UniversityKHJ
of SouthCalifornia (Losvs. Angeles)
KNX
KFI KGFJ KMTR KFAC KFVD KPO
KGW KOMO KFWB.
University of California vs. University of
Washington (Berkeley) KFRC.
Washington State vs. Idaho (Pullman) KHQ.
Sunday, November 8
Olvmpic
KPO. Club vs. St. Marv's (San Francisco)
Wednesday, November 11
West Coast Army vs. West Coast Navv (Berk
eley) KPO KFI KGW KOMO KHQ.
St.KNX
Mary'sKMTR
vs. U.C.L.A.
(Los Angeles) KHJ
KFAC KFWB.
Saturday, November 14
University of California vs. Idaho I Berkelev >
Stanford
KFRC. University vs. Nevada (Palo Altoi
University versiofty of Montana
Southern (Los
California
vs. KHJ
UniAngeles)
KNXKPO.KFI' KMTR KFAC KFWB.
University of Washington vs. Washington
State (Seattle) KOMO KOH KJR KGA
KEX.
University of Oregon vs. Oregon State (Eugene) KGW.

Sunday, November 15
University of San Francisco vs. Santa Clara
(San Francisco) KPO.
Saturday, November 21
University of California vs. Stanford University
(Palo Alto) KFRC KPO KFI KGW
KOMO
KHQ. KHJ.State vs. Gonzaga (Spokane*
Washington
U.C.L.A. vs. University of Oregon (Los AnKMTR KFWB.
Universitygeles)ofKNX Southern
California vs. Notre
Dame (South Bend) KFRC KFI KHJ.
University
of
Nevada
vs.
Francisco (Reno) KOH. University of San
Thursday. November 26
University
Oregon
Francisco)of KPO
KGW.vs. St. Mary's (San
U.C.L.A. vs. University of Florida (Los Angeles) KHJ KNX KMTR KFWB KFAC.
Saturday, December 5
University of Southern California vs. University of Washington (Los Angeles) KGO
KFI KGW KOMO KHQ KHJ KNX KMTR
^ KFAC
KGFJ
KFWB. Methodist (San FranSt.
Marv'scisco)
vs.KPO. Southern
Saturday. December 12
University of Southern California vs. UniverAngeles)KHQ
KHJ KGFJ
KNX
KNlTRsity of Georgia
KPO KFI(Los KOMO
KFAC KFRC.
Saturday, December 26
University
California vs. Georgia Tech
(Atlanta) ofKFRC.
Below. John Swallow gives KFI I) lisThursday, January 1
teners athrill in an exciting play be- EastkCWvs. KOMO
West (San
KHQ. Francisco) KPO KFI
tween U.S.C. and Notre Dame.

Tuesday
Friday
Selected
Programs
Broadcast
Tuesday
CLASSICAL
7:30des.A.KGO KOMO
M. — Sunrise
8:15dies.A.KGO (P)
M.— Morning Melo- zine10:30of A.theM.—Air.Woman's
SEMI-CLASSICAL
KGO MagaKHQ
(P) SerenaAMD LIGHT
KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KSL
KOA
6:00
P.
M.—
Musical
Maga7:00
P.
M.
—
Paul
Whiteman's
CLASSICAL
Paint
Men.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
zine.
KGO
KHQ
KGW
KFI
Sunda y
M.— Western
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL and12:15HomeP. Hour.
KFSD KTAR KSL (SP)
KGO Farm
KHQ
8:00
A.
M.
—
Neapolitan
Days.
8:45
P.
M.—
Sperry
Smiles.
KOMO
KECA
KFSD
KTAR
KSL
(P)
KGO KO.MO KECA KFSD
8:30vue. P.
M.—
Demi-Tasse
ReLee
S.
Roberts.
Paul
Carson,
OrGus Arnheim. KGO KHQ
A. M. —KO.MO
MorningKFSD
Musicale.
ganist. KGO KHQ
— Princess ObolenKOMO KGW Saturday
KFI KFSD KTAR sky1:00YouthP. M.Matinee.
KGO8:30 KECA
(C)
KECA KFSD
(SP) KOMO KGW
KGO KHQ
(P)
If ednesday
5:00
P.
M.
—
Sunday
Night
KOMO
KGW
KECA KFSD
Concert. KGO (C)
KTAR KSL W ednesday
7:30des.A.KGO KOMO
M. — Sunrise
Serena8:30
P.
M.—
Russ
Columbo.
Monday
(P)
KGO KTAR
9:30 A. M — Arion Trio. KGO.
8:00 A. M.— Financial Service
10:00 A. M.— KGO (C)
Program. KGO
3:15 P. M. — Mormon Taber10:15tin'sA. Household
M.— Mary
Hale KGO
Marnacle. KOMO KPO KFSD
Period.
KTAR KSL (C)
DAILY HOT I II $
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KTAR
5:00 P.KGOM. — (C)
Roxy Symphony
KSL KOA
Concert.
1 :30 P. M. — Nip and Tuck.
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
KFWB
10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.Woman's
6:30
P.
M.—
General
Motors'
KGO MagaKHQ
6:00
A.
M.
—
Early
Birds.
Program. KGO KHQ KOMO
2:00Hour.
P. M.—
Happy-GoKOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KGA
KGW KFI KSL (LC)
Lucky
KFRC
(DLBS)
KSL
KOA
6:45
A.
M.—
Bill
Sharpies
Tuesday
M.— Mardi Gras.
and His Gang. KNX (7:00 KGA2:00KJRP. KEX
M.— Western
Farm
Sun.)
12:00 Noon — Luncheon Conand12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO KHQ
3:00
P.
M. — Who Cares.
cert. KGO KECA (C)
KPO
KOMO
KECA
KFSD
KTAR
7:00
A.
M.—
Ken
Niles
KHJ
9:00 P. M.— Caswell Concert.
"News Briefs" and Records. 3:00 P.M. — Feminine Fan7:30 P. M.— Coca Cola ProKHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
gram. KGOThursday
KHQ KOMO
cies. KFRC
(LC)
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
KSL KGW
7:00
A.
M.
—
Rise
and
4:45 ofP. America.
M. — RadioKMCSNews
10:00 P. M.— Pacific National
Shine. KTAB
Service
7:30 KHQ
A. M. — Alice Blue
8:30 A. M.— Cross-Cuts of the
P.Singers.
M. (C) KGO; KHQ — 10:15
Gown.
(Sun.)
day. KGO
W ednesday
5:30 P. M.— Jewish Hour.
8:00
A.
M.
—
Hallelujah
5:30
P. M.—Harry
Jack12:00 Noon — Luncheon Con10:00zine ofA.theM.—Aid.
Woman's
Hour. KHJ KGB KFRC
KGO MagaKHQ
son and His
Little Pig. KFAC
cert. KGO KECA (C)
(DLBS)
KOMOKOAKGW KFI KFSD KTAR
7:00
P.
M.
—
Frank
Wata9:00
P.
M.—
Piano
Pictures.
KSL
9:00 Party.
A. M. KPO
— Dobbsie's nabe. KNX
KGO (C) Thursday
Birthday
11:00 A. M.—
School
7:45 P. M.— Chandu. KHJ
Broadcast.
KGO Standard
KHQ KOMO
9:15
A.
M.—
Cecil
and Sal- KFOX
8:15 P. M.— Standard SymKGW
KPO
KFI
KFSD
ly.
KDYL
8:00
P.
M.
—
Gleason
and
phony Hour.(C)KGO KHQ KOMO
10:00 A. M. — Happy Mam- Armstrong. Noreen Gammill.
M.— Western
KGW KFI
and12:15HomeP. Hour.
KGO Farm
KHQ
my Jinny and the Doughboys. KFWB
10:30 P. M.— The Nomads.
KGER
KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR
9:00
P.
M.—
Beverly
Hill
KGO KHQ KFI
(SC)
Friday
KSL
10:00 A. M. — Eddie Al- Billies. KTM (Sun.)
bright and His Family. KNX
1:00 P. M.— Princess Obolen9:00 P. M.— Ethel Duncan.
3:15 P. M.— Black and Gold
sky Youth
Matinee.
11:00 A. M. — Dr. Pitzer, KNX
Room Orchestra. KGO KECA
KECA
KFSD KTAR
KSL KGW
Astrological Hour.
10:00
P.
M.
—
Richfield
KFSD (C)
News.
KFI
4:45
P.
M.
—
How's
11:30 A. M. — Rango.
Friday Business?
5:00 P. M.— Cities Service
KGO
KGER
10:00heim. P.
M. — Gus ArnKTAR KHQ
KSL KOMO KECA KFSD
Concert Orchestra. KGO KHQ
KFWB
KOMO KGW KECA KSL (SC)
11:30 A. M. — Charlie
Lung.
6:30 KHQ
P. M. KOMO
— ArmourKGW
Program.
KGFJ Chinese Hillbillies. 11:00 P. M. — Paris Inn —
8:30 A. M.— Cross-Cuts of the
KGO
KFI
Singing Waiters. KNX
Day. Dr. Cross. KGO
KSL (LC)
12:00
Noon
—
Biltmore
12:00
P.
M.
—
Organ.
Dick
10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.
Woman's
Dixon. KFOX
9:00 P. M.— House of Color.
Concert Orch. KHJ
KGO MagaKHQ
KGO (LC)
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
12:00 P.
M. — Smilin' Sam. Revellers.
KSL
KSL KOA
KGA1:00KJRP. KEX
KEX M.—
KJR Midnight
KGA
M.— Western
POPULAR AND
and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO Farm
KHQ
SEMIPOPULAR
KOMO
KECA
KFSD
KTAR
Saturday
1:00
P.
M.—
Pacific
Vagabonds.
8:45
P.
M.—
Sperry
Smiles.
Sunday
KGO KECA KTAR (SP)
Lee Roberts and Paul Carson. KSL
KGO KHQ
5:00 Quartet.
P. M.— College
4:30 P. M.— Willys-Overland Male
KFSD
(SP) KOMO KGW KECA
8:00 A. M. — Financial Service
KGOMemories.
KOMO
Program.
Orchestra
Program. KGO
Tom. Dick, Stokes'
and Harry.
KGO ; KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
Sunday
EDUCATIONAL
M.— National
Farm
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD (SP)
and9:30HomeA. Hour.
KGO KOMO
KTAR KSL (P)
8:30 P. M.— Rendezvous. CoKFI
KFSD
10:00
A.
M.—
Series
of
Talks
8:30 P. M— Carnation ConAlvina Rey, Paul Carby
Monday KGO KOMO
tented Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO
son, Rossquettes,
Peterson.
10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.
Women's
Thursday KGO (P)
KECACarveth Wells.
KGO MagaKHQ
KGW KFI KFSP KOA (SP)
KOMO KGW Sunday
KPO KFI KFSD
9:00 P. M.— Chase and San7:30
A.
M.
—
Sunrise
Serenaborn
Program.
KGO
KHQ
9:45
A.
M.
—
Beatrice
Mabie.
des. KGO KOMO (P)
VARIETY
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
Beauty KFI
Talk. KFSD
KGO KHQ
4:00 P. M.— Nick Lucas.
KSL KOA (P)
KGW
KTARKOMO
KSL
Songs. KPO KSL (P)
Monday
4:30 P. M.—Monday
The Three Bakers.
KOA
KGO KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI
5:00 P. M.— Fleischman Hour.
7:30 A. M. — Sunrise Serena- Rudy
10:30
A.
M.—
Woman's
MagaKFSD
KTAR
Vallee.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
zine of the Air. KGO KHQ
des. KGO KOMO (P)
KOMO KSL
KGW KOAKPO KFI KFSD
7:00 P. M.— Gold Medal Ex- KGW KECA KTAR KSL (P)
KTAR
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don, the
9:15 P. M.— Lee S. Roberts.
press. Piano Duo. Novelty OrTwo Professors. KHQ KOMO
12:15
P. Hour.
M.— Western
Farm
chestra. KGO KHQ KOMO Paul Carson, Organist. KGO
KGW
KPO KFI KFSD KTAR
and
Home
KGO
KHQ
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
KRSD (SP)
KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
(P)
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Oyer
NBC
Western
Network
9:15
P.
M.—
Adventures
of
6:00
P.
M.—
General
Electric
8:00 KO.MO
A. M. — KGW
Shell Happytime.
8:00 P M.—
AmosKGW'n KECA
Andy.
Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
SherlockKGWHolmes.
KGO KTAR
KHQ KGO
KHQ
KPO KFI KFI
Tuesday
KOMO
KFI KFSD
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO
KFSD KTAR KSL
KTAR KSL
Sunday
P. M.KGW
— Gilmore
Circus.
OLD MELODIES
9:00 A. M.— General Electric KGO8:15KOMO
KPO KFI
Program.
8:00KHQP. M.—
AmosKGW'n KECA
Andy.
KGW KFI KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KGO
KOMO
9:30 P. M.— Spotlight Revue.
5:00 P. M.— Enna Jettick MelKFSD KSL
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee. KHQ KOMO KGO KGW KFI
odies, KHQ KOMO KGW KPO
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KFI
KFSD
8:15
P.
M.—
Memory
Lane.
KFI
KFSD Thursday
KTAR KSL
RELIGIOUS
AND
Rural Drama. KGO KHQ
KTAR
SEMI-RELIGIOUS
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
W
ednesday
Sunday
6:30
P.
M.
—
General
Motors'
10:30
P.
M.—
Hill Billies. KGO.
Sunday
Program.
KGO KHQ
ORGAN
KGW
KFI KTAR
KSL KOMO
12:00 Noon— The Friendly
8:00
P.
M.
—
Amos
'n
Andy.
Hour. Rev. Stamm. KGO KHQ
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KECA
8:15 P. M. — Vermont Lumber- KOMO
10:00 P. Monday
M.— Paul Carson.
KFSD KSL
jacks. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KGO
KFI KFSD
10:00 P. M.— The Road Show.
7:00 A Tuesday
M.— NBC Recital.
KGO KOA; 10:30— KHQ
KGO KOMO
Tuesday
WEEKLY
HOI
WH
S
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don. the
10:30 A. M.— Recital. Charles
Two Professors.
KHQ KOMO
SUNDAY
W ednesday
10:00brary BookA. Review.
M.— Public
Runyan. KGO
KECA
KGW
KPO KFI KFSD
KTAR
KFI Li6:45 A. M. — Musical Klock
KSL KOA
12:00
Midnight—
li:00
A.
M.—
"The
CarProgram. KMO
Friday Recital KGO
8:00 KOMO
A. M.— KGW
Shell Happytime.
KOL
8:00 A.KHJ
M. — Sunday Times nival."
KHQ
KPO
KFI
11:45
A.
M.
—
Public
Offi11:30
A.
M.— Recital. KGO
Comics.
KTAR KSL
Saturday
KECA
8:30KFWB
A. M. — Funnv Paper 1:00cials.P.KMTRM. — Paris Inn,
9:15 A M. — Beautiful
Man.
Thoughts.
KNX
7:00son.A.KGO M.— Recital. Paul Car9:15 A.KVT M.— The White Jack2:00Carter.
KFI KTAR KGO KHQ KGW
P. M. — Pipe Dreams.
Sunday
Wizard.
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
NEWS
Organ. KECA
10:15
A.
M.—
Helen
Guest.
KGO KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
Ballads.
KFI
2:30
P.
M.—
At
Mart's
KSL KHQ KTAR
KFOX
10:00 P. Monday
M. — Richfield News
10:55 A. M. — Morning House.
5:45 P. M.— John and Ned.
3:00cies.P.M.
Feminine FanFlashes. KHQ
KOMO KGW
Service.
Pasadena
PresbyterSongs and Dialogue. KGO
KFRC —(DLBS)
KPO
KFI
KFSD
ian
Church.
KPPC
W ednesday
4:00
P.
M.
—
Mickey
Mouse
KHJ
11:00
A.
M.
—
M.E.
Church
Club. KOMO
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
10:00 P. Tuesday
M.— Richfield News
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
5:00 P.KGFJ
M. — Harmony
Flashes. KHQ
KOMO KGW
11:00 A. M. — Jean Leon- Hawaiians.
KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
KPO KFI KFSD
ard,
Piano.
KFWB.
7:00 P. M. — Everybody
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
1:00
P.
M.
—
Radio
News
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
Service of America. KMPC Play.
4:45 P. M.— Back of the News
KTAR
8:00 KFAC
P. M.— Blue Monday
in Washington.
KGO KHQ
2:00 KFOX
P. M. — Sunshine and Jamboree.
KFRC KHJ
9:15 A. M. — Beautiful
Roses.
KOMO
KGWThursday
KPO KFI KFSD
Thoughts.
KGO
KHQ
KGW
(DLBS)
3:00
P.
M.
—
Organ
ConKFI KTAR
cert. KGA KJR
9:00 KFI
P. M.— Nine o'Clock
10:00 P. M.— News Flashes.
Revue.
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
KHQ KOMO Friday
KGW KPO KFI
KFSD
KGO KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
10:00KMTR
P. M. — The GravcoKPO4:00 P. M. — Drama Guild. leans.
KSL KHQ KTAR
5:00
P.
M.—
Winnie
Fields
8:15 P. M. — Vermont LumberMoore. KECA
10:00 P. M. — News Flashes.
TUESDAY
jacks. KHQ KGO KOMO KGW
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFI
8:00 P.KNXM. — Presbvterian
KFI KFSD
KFSD
Services.
10:30 A. M.— Kate Brew
Thursday
10:00KHJP. M. World Wide Vaughn. KNX
News.
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
11:00terest.A. KFWIM. — Items of InPROGRAMS
CHILDREN'S
KHQ KOMO KGW KPO KFSD
M. — Vagabonds.
Ted11:00
White.P. KGO
KFI
KTAR KSL KOA
12:05 P. M.— Snap Shots.
4:30 P.KGOM.—Friday
Baron (Every
Keyes' day
Air
KPO
Castle.
KECA
MONDAY
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
except
Sunday and Saturday)
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
10:00
A.
M.
—
Home
Eco1:00
P.
M.
—
Cal
King's
KTAR
Country Store. KYA
nomics. KFWB
9:00 A. M.— General Electric
4:45 P.Parade.
M.— Little
Circus
KGO Buster's
KHQ
Sunday
Program. KGO KHQ KTAR
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
2:00 P. M.-NBC Matinee.
9:00
P.
M.—
Rin
Tin
Tin
KGO KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
1:00 P. Dr.
M. — National
Thriller. KHQ KOMO KGW DANCE MUSIC
Forum.
Knubel. SundayKHQ
KSL KHQ KTAR
KPO KFI KFSD
KOMO KPO KTAR
Friday
ThursdayKTAR
P. M—Monday
Ted Weems'
Orch.
KGO7:15 KHQ
2:00
P.
M.—
Sabbath
Reveries.
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
KFSD
KTAR KOMO
KSL KGW KFI
KGO KHQ KOMO KTAR KFSD
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
8:00 P. M—
Amos 'n Andy.
KTAR
3:00 P. M.— Catholic Hour.
KGO
11:00 P. M. — Lofner-Harris.
KGO KHQ KOMO KECA
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO KGW KECA Hotel
9:00 A. M.— General Electric KGAR
Tuesday KGO KHQ
Program. KGO KHQ KTAR
10:00KGOP. Friday
M.— NBC Drama KFI St. Francis.
7:45 P. M.— Sunday at Seth Hour.
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
KGO KOMO KGW KFI KFSD Parker's. KGO KHQ KOMO
KECA KFSD KTAR (Semi-Rel.)
7:00 P. M.— Lucky Strike OrKSL KHQ KTAR
Thursday
7:30 P. M.— RKO Theatre of DRAMA AND
8:00KHQP. M.KOMO
— AmosKGW'n KECA
Andy. KGW KFI chestra.
KGO KHQ
KFSD
KTAR T/OMO
KSL
KGO
the
Air.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
COMEDY Sunday
KFSD KSL
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
10:00 P. M.— Mystery Serial.
7:00 P. M— KGOLucky
9:30 P. M. — Florsheim Frolic.
KHQStrike
KOMOOr"Ultra Lavender." KGO KSL KGW KFIchestra.KFSD
KGO KHQ
KGW KFI
5:15 KHQ
P. M.—
Collier's
Radio
KTAR KSL
KOA
KFSD
KTAR KOMO
KSL KOA
Saturday
Hour.
KOMO
KGW
KPO
11:00 P. M.— Lofner-Harris.
KFI KSL Monday
Saturday
KGO KHQ Saturday
KFI
6:30
P.
M.—
The
First
Night
er.
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
3:45
P.
M.—
The
Story
Teller.
11:00
P.
M.— Lofner-Harris.
KTAR
KGO KECA
KFSD KTAR KSL
KGO KHQ KOMO KFI
RADIO DOINGS
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Selected
Programs Monday Broadcast
A. M.—KFRC
Columbia
CLASSICAL
7:30or. P.KDYLM— KLZTito Guizar,
TenKVI9:30KFPY
KHJ Revue.
KDYL
KOH KGB
SEMI-CLASSICAL
KOH
KGB (SP)
11:30
A.
M.—
Rhythm
Kings.
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
8:15
P.
M.—
Pryor's
Cremo
AMD LIGHT
11:00 A. M.— Rhythm Kings.
Band. KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC
KLZ KOH KGB (P)
CLASSICAL
KGB
KFPY (P)KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (LC)
Sunday
Friday
1:30
P.
M.—
Columbia
Artists'
Recital. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC
4:00 P. M.— Bing Crosby.
8:30 KOH
A. M.—(LC)Melody Parade.
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB >(SP)
7:30 A.KLZM. —(C)Quiet Harmonies. KDYL
KOL KVI
KFRC(P)KHJ
KDYL
KDYL
KLZ KFPY
KHO KGB
4:00
P.
M.
—
Bing
Crosby.
P. M. —KFPY
Light KFRC
Opera Gems.
8:30 A. M. — Voice of St. Louis. KOL1:00 KVI
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
5:30 P. M.— Four Clubmen.
KOL KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KDYL KLZ KOH LGB (LC)KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KOL
KFPY KGB
KFRC(P)KHJ KDYL
KGB (LO
KLZ KOH
P. M. — Howard Barlow.
8:30
P.
M.—
Camel
Quarter
12:00 Noon— New York Phil- KOL7:45KFPY
8:30
P.
M.—
Camel Quarter
Hour.
KOL
KOIN
KHJ
KDYL
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
harmonic Orch. KOL KVI KFPY
KLZ KOH KGB (P)
Hour. KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KHJ
KLZ KOH KGB
(P) KDYLThursday
KGB (C)
2:30 P. M. — Allerton Glee
Club. KOL KFPY KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH KGB (DC)
A. M.— Don Bigelow.
WEEKLY
HOT TIPS
4:45 P. M. — Theo. Karle.
KVI9:00KFPY
KOH
KGB (P)KFRC KHJ KLZ
Tenor. KOL KYI KFPY KFRC
3:00
P.
M.
—
Studio
Parade.
KHQ
1:30
P.
M.—
Over
the
TeaKDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
11:15 A.KVIM. KFPY
— Columbia
7:30 P. M.— The Gauchos.
Recital.
KFRCArtists'
KHJ
3:00 cups.
P. KTAB
M.— Studio Parade. KOL3:30 P. M. — Harriet Links,
KOL KFPY KDYL KSL KOH
KOMO
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (SP)
(LC)
4:15
P.
M.—
Claire
Van
4:45 P. M.— Reis and Dunn.
4:00 P. M. — The Passerbv. Nostrand. KHJ.
KGFJ
8:00 P. M. — Continental String
Songs.
KFPY (P)KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOHKVI KGB
Quartet. KOL KFPY KFRC KHJ
4:45
P.
M.
—
EnglishGib5:30
P.
M.
—
Len
Nash's
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (C)
son Orch. KFOX
Country Bovs. KGER
7:45 P. M.—
Peters'
Monday
KOL
KFRCParade.
5:00KNXP. M. — Big Brother
5:30 P. KFI
M. — Nick Harris, Ken.
KDYL KFPY
KLZ KOIN
KOH KGB
(P)KHJ
detective.
9:30 A. M. — Columbia Revue.
8:00
P.
M.—
Musical
Com7:15
P.
M.—
Pen
and
Cas.
8:30KOLP. KFPY
M.— Camel
KOL KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ
KNX
Hour.
KOIN Quarter
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (SO
KGFJ Charlotte WoodKHQ edyruff.Revue.
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
8:30
P.
M.
—
Herb
Schar12:00 Noon— Columbia Salon
9:00
P.
M.
—
Ranch
Boys.
lin, songs. KGFJ
(P)
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KDYL
8:30cus. KNXP. M. — Gilmore Cir- KECA
8:45 (P)P. M.—
Radio Roundup.
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
Friday
KOH
11:00 P. M.— Lzv Ike.
KOL KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ
KHJ
8:15
P.
M.—
Pryor's
Cremo
10:00
P.
M.
—
Life
Savers.
Military Band. KOL KOIN KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH (LC)
THURSDAY
M. — George OlTuesday
A. KFRC
M.— DonKHJ Bigelow.
sen's11:15
Club.P. KMPC
9:00 A.KFIM.— Helen Guest,
KVI9:00KFPY
ballads.
9:30 A. M. — Columbia Revue.
KLZ
KOH KGB
(P) KDYL
WEDNESDAY
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
9:30
A.
M.—
Colonial
9:30
A.
M.—
Columbia
Revue.
Dames.
KOL
KLZ KOH KGB (SC)
9:00 A. M.KFWB
— Jerrv Joyce's 10:30 A. M. — Variety ProKVI KFPY
KGB
(SP) KHJ KDYL KOH
Orchestra.
11:45 A. M. — Columbia Salon
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC
10:30
A.
M.
—
Around
the
gram. KMO M. — Ambassador
11:15
A. M.—
ArtKDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
House with Rov Leffingwell. of 11:00
KECA
ists' Recital.
KVI Columbia
KFPY KFRC
the Air.A. KMPC
8:15
P.
M.—
Pryor's
Cremo
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
12:00
Noon
—
The
Globe
Military Band. KOL KOIN KHJ
11:00
A.
M.
—
Stuart
Ham(SP)
blin. KMTR
Trotter. KMTR
KDYL KLZ KOH (LC)
8:30 KOL
P. M.—
11:15 A. M. — Manhattan
8:45 P. M. — Asbury Park Ca1:00man.P.KPO M. — Victor RodHour.
KFPYCamel
KOIN Quarter
KFRC
Moods. KYA
(C) sino Orch. KDYL KLZ KOH
KHJ
KLZ
KDYL
KOH KGB
12:00 Noon — Noondav
2:00 P. M. — Pipe Dreams.
(P)
Concert. KFRC
Wednesday
Rov Ringwald. KECA
8:45 P. M.— Baker Chocolate
1:45 KJR
P. M.KGA
— Casev Jones, KNX2:30 P. M.— Ensemble.
9:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue.
tenor.
Program.
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
Saturday
KFRC
KHJ KOL
KDYLKFPY
KLZ KOIN
(P)
2:30
P.
M.—
Irish
Airs.
3:00
P.KTAB
M. — Reporter of
KOH KGB (SC)
the
Air.
KJBS
12:15 P. M.— Columbia Salon
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KDYL
9:00 A. M.KFRCDonKHJBigelow.
Tuesday
KVI
KLZ
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KOH KFPY
KGB (P)
2:00sinoP.Orch.M.—KDYL
AsburyKLZParkKOH
Ca8:15
P.
M.—
Pryor's
Cremo
11:00 A. M.— Saturday SyncoBand. KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC
(C)
KHJ KDYL Saturday
KLZ KOH (LC)
KOL KGB
KVI (P)
KFPY KFRC
KLZ KOH
9:00 KVI
A. KFPY
M. — DonKFRC
Bigelow's
Orch.
KHJ pators.
8:15
P.
M.
—
A.
Pryor's
Cremo
KLZ KOH KGB (P)
Band. KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC
12:00
Noon—
Four
Clubmen.
11:30 A. M. — Columbia Salon
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH (LC)
KOL KGB
KVI KFPY
KDYL
KLZ
12:45KFPY
P. M.—KDYL
The Captivators.
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC
KOH
(SP)
KOL
KLZ
KOH
Thursday
KGB (P)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
4:00
P.
M.
—
Bing
Crosby.
9:30 A. M. — Columbia Revue.
KFPY KDYL KOH KGB
8:15 Band.
P. M.—
KOLArthur
KFPY Pryor's
KOIN
1:00 men.P.KOLM.—
Four KFRC
Club- KVI
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ Cremo
(LC)
(P)
KVITheKFPY
KFRC
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KDYL KOH KGB (SC)
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(SP)
5:30
P. M.—KHJThe KDYL
Bon Bons.
11:45 A. M. — Columbia Salon
KFPY (P)
KFRC
KLZ
2:00 P. M.— Frank Ross. KOL KOH
Orch. KOL KVI KFPY KFRC POPULAR AI\D
KVI KFPY
KHJ KDYL KLZ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
SEMI-POPULAR
KOH
KGB
(P)
8:30KOLP. KFPY
M.— Camel
Sunday
M— Melody
Hour.
KOIN Quarter
KFRC
KOL1:00KVIP. KFPY
KFRC Magic.
KHJ
4:00KVIP. KFPY
M. — Bing
Crosby.
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KOL
KHJ
KDYL
3:30
P.
M.—
Hook,
Line
and
(P)
Sinker.
KOL
KVI
KFPY
KFRC
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(P)
6:00 P. M. — Toscha Seidel.
Sunday
W ednesday
Violinist. KFPY KFRC KHJ KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
EDUCATIONAL
(P)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (C)
3:45 P. M. — Brooks and Ross.
7:00 P. M. — Savino Tone Pic9:00 KVI
A. KFPY
M.— Don Bigelow's
Orch.
KOL KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
6:00 tional
A. Features.
M.— Columbia
(LC) tures, KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH
KLZ KOH
KGB (P)KFRC KHJ
KDYL EducaKLZ KOH KGB (P)
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Network
Western
CBS
Orer
Saturday
M. — Church of the
12:30tors.P.KOL M.—
The
Three
Doc- Air.11:30KOLA. KFPY
4:00 P.ness. M—
The
World's
BusiKDYL KLZ
KFPY KHJ KDYL
Dr. Klein. KOL KVI
6:00
P.
M.—
Chicago
Variety
KOH
KGB
KLZ
KOH
KGB
Program.KLZ KFPY
Sunday
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KDYL
KOH KFRC KHJ
KOH KGB
4:30
P.
M.
—
Miller
and
Lyles.
KVI KFPY KFRC KDYL KLZ ORGAN
Monday
7:00 Boat.
P. M—KOLHank
Show
KFPYSimmons'
KFRC
KOH KGB Thursday
9:30 P. M.—
Nocturne. Ann
6:30
A.
M.
—
Tony's
Scrap
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
Monday
Book. KDYL KLZ
Leaf at the Organ.
KOL KDYL
12:30tors.P.KOL M.—
The KHJ
ThreeKDYL
Doc- KOH
8:30 A. M. — Anne Lazar. DRAMA AND
Friday
KFPY
COMEDY
KLZ KOH KGB
"FrontKOHPage Personalities."
Monday
KDYL
11:00 A. M.— Ann Leaf. KVI
KLZ KOH KGB
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
12:30
P.
M.—
The
Three
Doc12:30tors.PKOL M.—
The KHJ
ThreeKDYL
Doc- KFPY K1IJWednesday
Community Program. KOIN
tors.
KOL
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KFPY
KFRC KHJ KOH
11:30 A. M.— Ann Leaf at
KLZ
KOH
KGB
KLZ
KOH
KGB
P. M. — Talk by Dr. Mayo.
the Organ. KVI KFPY KFRC
KLZ3:15KOH
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
Tuesday
9:30 P. M.—
Ann Leaf at the
Thursday
Organ.
KOL KDYL KLZ KOH
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ
— Tony's Scrap
Book.
WEEKLY
HOT TIPS
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
9:30 P. M.—
Ann Leaf at the
Thursday
Community Program. KFRC
4:00
P.
M.
—
The
Circuit
7:00.
Organ. KOL KDYL KLZ KOH
Plav.
KFACP M. — Everybody
Rider. KGER
KHJ KDYL KOH
Friday
4:30 P. M. — U. S. C. Tro- Do-Nuts.
W ednesday
8:00 P.
KNX M. — Optimistic
KLZ9:30KOHP. M.— Ann Leaf. KDYL
jan Period. KHJ
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ
— Tony's Scrap
5:15tent. KOLP. M. — Mona Con- 9:15ma. KEXP. M. — Mystery DraBook.
11:30 KFRC
A. M.—KHJAnn KDYL
Leaf. KLZ
KVI
8:30 A. M. — Radio Home
9:30 P. M. — Morals in
KFPY
7:00
P. M.KGER
— Cheerful Lit- Mavfair.
Makers. KDYL KOH.
KFWB
tle Earful.
KOH KGB
10:00 A. M — Columbia Farm
i0:00 P. M. — Anson
8:00 P. M. — Arizona
9:30 P. M.— Nocturne. KDYL
Community Program. KFRC
Weeks' Orch. KFRC
Wranglers. KNX
KHJ KDYL KOH
KLZ KOH Saturday
10:15
P.
M.
—
Gruen
An12:00 Noon— Edna Wallace
swer Man. KFRC
SATURDAY
9:30 KLZ
P. M.—
Hopper.
KOL KYI KFPY KOIN
KDYL
KOHNocturne. KOL
KDYL KLZ
Monday
12:00
9:13 A. M. — Tuneful Two.
lers. KJRMidnight
KEX — Revel- KOMO
NEWS
Thursday
Friday
FRIDAY
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ— Tony's Scrap
10:30 KEX
A. M.—
Radio
Bov
Book.
3:00KOHP M.— Current Events.
Friends.
KJR
KGA
KLZ
9:00
A.
M.—
Jack
and
8:00 A. M.— Radio Home MakGrace. KHJ
11:00 A. M. — Stuart Hamers. KDYL KOH
10:00 A. M. — Sunshine blin. KMTR
5:30Dramatization.
P. M. — MarchKOLof KFPY
Time.
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
Hour.
KYA
11:45 A. M. — Professor
News
Community Program. KOIN
and Dream Girl. KJR KEX
10:00 A. M. — Pianologues. KGA
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KFRC KHJ KLZ
KGA
2:45 KLZ
P. M.KOH
— Meet the Artist.
12:00 Noon— Air Raiders.
10:30KOLA. M. — Organ KFOX
Sunday
KDYL
Moods.
PROGRAMS
Friday
CHILDREN'S
11:30 A. M. — Kitchen KMTR
1:00 P. M.— Banjo Bovs.
Kapers. KFI
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ— Tony's Scrap
6:10 A. M.—
Land of MakeBook.
Saturday
2:00 P.KGFJ
M.— Harmony Ha12:00 Noon — Midday Re- waiians.
Believe. Playlet.
KDYL
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
quests. KGA
Community Program. KFRC
3:30
P.
M.—
Kiddies
Kap1
:30
P.
M.
—
Nip
and
Tuck.
8:00
O.
M.—
Adventures
of
KHJ KDYL KOH
KFWB
ers Klub. KEX
Helen and Mary. KOH
12 Noon — Edna Wallace Hop5:15
P.
M.—
Eleanor
Au2:00
P.
M.
—
Hamblin's
DANCE MUSIC
per. KOL KVI KDYL
Family Album. KMCS
trev, ballads. KECA
12:45 P.cationalM.—
EduSunday
6:45KHJP. M. — Black and
KPO3:00 P. M.— Who Cares? Blue.
Features.Columbia
KOL KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
8:30 P. chestra.
M.— KOLRedKFPY
Nichols'KDYLOrKHJ4:00 P.M.— Elvia and Nell. KHJ8:45ters. P.
M.
—
Murray
SisKPO
KLZ KOH
Saturday
9:00
P.
M.
—
Merrymakers.
6:30 Club.
P. M. KMTR
— Ethiopean6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ— Tony's Scrap
Book.
8:00 P. M.—
Monday
Oriental
Orchestra.
KOLEddie
KDYLDuchin's
KLZ
KOH
10:00 A. M. — Farm CommunSaturday
ity
Program.
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KOH
3:45 P. M.— Bird and Vash.
P. M.— Bert
Bilt12:30tors.P.KOL M.—
ThreeKDYL
Doc- more1:00Orchestra.
KOL Lown's
KM KFPY
6:30 P.KFPY
M.— National
Radio KLZ KOH
KFPYThe KHJ
Forum.
KFRC KDYL
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
4:30
P.
M.—
Miller
and
Lyles.
KLZ
KOH
KGB
KLZ KOH
KGB
Negro Dialogue. KVI KFPY
Tuesday
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
Sunday
OLD MELODIES
VARIETY
8:45 P.chestra.
M.—KDYL Red
KLZ Nichols'
KOH OrKGB
Sunday
7:30 P. M.— Arabesque. Desert
8:15 A. M.— Edna Thomas.
5:00
P.
M.—
Devils.
Drugs,
plav.
KOL
KFPY
KDYL
KLZ
7:00 P.Orchestra.
M.— Ben Bernie's
Blue
The Lady fromMonday
Louisianna. KOL Ribbon
and Doctors. KOL KVI KFPY
KOL KFPY
Tuesday
KVI KFRC KDYL KLZ KGB
KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KOIN KFRC Thursday
KHJ KDYL KLZ
Tuesday
Friday
2:30 P. M. — Kathryn Parsons.
12:30 P. M.— The Three Doc11:00 A. M. — Pabstette Varietors. KOL KFPY KHJ KDYL
"Girl
o' Yesterday." KDYL KLZ Orchestra.
KDYLGuyKLZLombardo's
KOH
9:00 P. M.—
ties. KOL KVI KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH
KGB
KOH
KDYL
Thursday
5:30 P.ventures.
M.—KDYLRed
Goose
AdRELIGIOUS AND
8:45 P. KOL
M.— Eddie
KLZ KOH
Orchestra.
KFPY Duchin's
KFRC
Sunday
9:00 P. M.—
SEMI-RELIGIOUS
KDYL KLZ Saturday
KOH
Program.
KOL Hecker's
KFPY Surprise
KOIN
7:30
P.
M.—
NitWit
Hour.
KFRC KHJ Friday
KFPY KDYL KLZ KOH
7:00 A. M.— Columbia Church
8:45 P. M.— St. Moritz OrW ednesday
of the Air. KDYL KLZ.
chestra. KOL KFPY KLZ KOH
11:00 A. M.— Pabstette Varie10:00 A. M.— Cathedral Hour.
ties. KVI KOIN KFRC KHJ
8:15
A.
M—
Three
Men
in
a
KOL KVI KFPY KDYL KLZ Orchestra.
Tub. KOH
9:00 P. M.—
KDYL
KDYLGuyKLZLombardo's
KOH
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Entertainer off Kings
[Continued from Page 18]
profession lost a splendid artist. Five
talented children were born to the Garrisons, three boys and two girls.
During the World War, he became a
recruiting sergeant, returning from an
army.
engagement
in Australia to join the
Garrison has always had a desire to
enter into politics, gained after a speaking tour with Governor Alfred E.
Smith in the Smith-Roosevelt campaign.
He later struck out for the West, and
stoppedcific,only
he reached
PaBIGGER r PAY
where hewhensettled
down tothestage
fo
and radio work.
Not long ago, the Passerby was asked
tell of the greatest thrills during his
Amazing- growth of toeventful
life.
Radio is opening
"The first," he said, "was the night
many good BIG
I attended
a meeting
''TheHollywood.
Troupers'
at
the Writers'
Clubof of
There I met and talked with my com0k
PAY JOBS
panions of years ago — artists who had
ITj
eveiy
Get
ofthattheyear
manyopening
fine paved the way; who had helped to make
Radioonejobs
are
a
fine
profession
what it is today. A
$100 a Week every
in broadcasting
"My dioearnings
intimes
Ra- stations,tions,year
commercial
land
sta-in firm grip of the hand, a "God bless you,
are
many
talking
movies
(soon
greater
ever television, too), aircraft Ra- old trouper"- — that was a REAL thrill!"
etpected than
they Iwould
be whenseldomI enrolled.
life came
manufac
tureI£of dealers
They
fall un get
and other
branches
Radio. the"The
old second
Cecil dethrill
Milleof my
studios,
duringat
derE. $100E. Winborne.
a week." job
Why when
stick good
to aRadio
no-future
jobs
1267Norfolk.
W. 48thVa.St.. pay $50 to $100 a week?
Many make $10 to
$35almost
a week
extra
at once
LJE^B
day intoyoumost
I'll show
V^^F Th-e
you how
do start
28every
Radio
jobs
common
borho d so youmoney.
can neighbeginW.
$400 a Month making extra
G.
Page, 133 Pine $935
St., McKenzie,
spare
maKing
more mor<
now Tenn.,
time whilemadetaking
hisin course.
Ithanhave$400 each
made
month I will train you at
Your _ course brought home
in spare
time
just
J. G. Station
Dahlstead.KYA aHoldpartyourof job.
your Give
spareme time.
Radio
I've
trained
hundreds
of
felSan Francisco. Cal.
l
o
w
s
a
t
home
to
make
good
in education
Radio. Highnot school
ormoney
collegesary.
necesMany who make good
didn't even finish the grades.
64 page bookFREE
of
information
Jube Garrison as1895"Mark Antony" in
"Richwhere
Rewardsthe ingoodRadio"jobspoints
out
are,
what
they
pay,
how
to
till
one.
A copy mentofcomesmy with
money-backLifetime
agreeEmployment
Servicealsoit.to explained.
graduates the filming of de Mille's masterpiece,
Yon
getexperience
practical and
other
features
Radio
(Jet .a copy. Mail the coupon. 'King of Kings.' I was one of the motwhile
learning.
You
build with
over Do itJ.NOW!
ley throng as that fine actor, H. B. WarE. SMITH,
Pres.
100 can
circuits
ner, portraying Christ, carried the huge
National
Radio Institute
Big Outfits
cross
on his way to the Crucifixion. As
ofEight
Radio
parts
Dept. 1KF2 D. C.
Washington,
given
without
the
merciless
procession approached, I
extra cost.
seemed to live actually in the Biblical
INFOR^
!S free
days.ers, what
I heard
would theyoudirector
do at acrytime'trouplike
J.National
E. SMITH,
this?' I was not ashamed as tears filled
RadioPresident
Institute
Dept. 1KF2. D. C.
my
eyes IandwillI cried
This until
was
Washington,
a thrill
carry 'Master!'
in my heart
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obll
theHefinalhas curtain."
letters from many prominent
No agent will call.
men and women in the West, and knows
scores of important officials personally.
Jio."
During a recent campaign for the new
Los Angeles county hospital, The Passerby was selected to handle the radio
Page Thirty-eighl
Learn

activities of the campaign, and his
preaching of tolerance, love, humanity,
and plain common sense, straight from
the heart, had much to do with the success of the movement. He recently made
a tour of San Quentin prison at the personal invitation of the Warden, where
he gathered a fund of new material for
his broadcasts.
Besides his talent for acting and
speaking, The Passerby has some excellent poems to his credit. He does all of
his broadcasting from the rich fund of
information in his mind, and never
plans ahead what he is going to say.
He bears a strong resemblance to
George Arliss, noted English actor of
stage alize
andthat this
screen.
It islittle
difficult
redelicate
man,towho
can't possibly weigh more than 120
pounds,at thirty.
was a husky, 200-pound young
buck
If you are ever fortunate to meet him,
don't be frightened if you get a glimpse
of a gold badge under his coat. It was
presented
him byandtheadmiration.
sheriff's office, in
token of respect
And with only the rich, wonderful
voice remaining of the youth that has
gone manforever,
old etching
gentlemoves on this
withglorious
the world,
indelibly his beautiful personality into
the memories of a multitude of radio
listeners who have gained solace and
cheer from a real trouper who knows
what it means to "carry on!"
Halleluiah Hour
[Continued from Page 9]
hobby is horseback riding. She always
shakes hands with the horse before
each round and at the end of the round
waves her handkerchief at the brute,
saying philosophically, "You go your
way;
go and
mine."
The I'll
Chili
Peppers
of themaged
—
Dante
Barsi
Frank— two
Catalano,
18 and 19 years, very respectively. The
two-man band of KHJ. They began
getting
in each
way and
backhavein
high school
at Sanother's
Francisco,
been
playing
together
ever
since.
came to KHJ some four years ago,Theyto
specialize on everything musical that
makes a noise.
Well, you've met the gang. These
are the Hallelujah regulars. From the
old crowd, Ted Osborne and Bobby
Gross, the funny men, have gone the
way of all radio flesh. The Hallelujah
Quartet, Elvia Allman. Martin Provenson, Bob Bradford, Claire Van Nostrand, and the other concert singers at
KHJ are the valiant volunteers who reinforce the regulars a morning or so
each week. They bear their early morning martyrdom like heroes, and eat
their
hardlv breakfast
ever late —afterwards.
to breakfast. They're
RADIO DOINGS

Bing Crosby
[Continued from Page 13]
tiful Hollywood film actress. He admires Doug Fairbanks, Jr., with whom
he is well acquainted, and likes the
work of Sylvia Sidney and Jackie
Cooper on the screen, and delights in
listening to the Boswell Sisters. He is
27 years old, five feet nine inches tall,
weighs 165 pounds, and has blue eyes
and brown wavy hair.
Peculiarly enough, Bing likes both
classical and popular music. His favorite music is that of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, directed by Walter
Damrosch, and in the popular field, he
is found of Paul Whiteman's and Guy
Lombardo's bands.
It might be well to mention that all
of the musical ability in the Crosby
family
confinedcan tobe Bing.
His
brother, isn't
Bob Crosby,
heard every
Monday
night
with
Anson
Weeks'
Mark
Hopkins Hotel orchestra from San
Francisco.
And although Bing Crosby has "gone
national,"
with hea whole
to
his songs,
still nation
belongslistening
to the
West, and admits that it is the greatest
place in the world.

York buying toys and trinkets for the
youngsters at home. Joe plays baseball,
and they're all three bad at golf.

Lawyer to Actor
[Continued from Page 15}
fetto had a solid background of theatrical training before he came to NBC.
Acting always has been a hobby of his,
and while he was a student at the University ofCalifornia, he was director of
student dramatics. He appeared in
many of the Greek theater plays in
Berkeley, and between the time that he
entered college and was graduated as
a doctor of jurisprudence, he had
played in a number of productions directed byIrving Pichel and Sam Hume.
Between his junior and senior years,
he went to Honolulu, where he worked
on the Honolulu Advertiser as Automobile Editor and joined the Footlights
Club, famous amateur theatrical group
of the Islands. He spent six months
in Hawaii ,then went to Los Angeles,
where he played with Bebe Daniels in
"A Kiss in a Taxi" and with Gary
Cooper in "Only the Brave."
"I played the part of a lieutenant
and looked
like you
an Armenian,"
insists gaily, when
ask him abouthe his
picture experience.
Three Doctors
Returning to northern California, the
embryo attorney went back to his law
[Continued from Page 11 ]
studies
serious intent, and was
was going to happen in between. And graduatedwithwith
a brilliant scholastic
nobody really knew.
record. He believed he had forgotten
The rest just "came to them." The all his footlight ambitions until he
hardest-boiled operators laughed as the
"The Arms of the Law."
gags rolled forth. They timed the sta- wrote
"Some day I may go back to law,
tion break to the dot. These men have
— Itheatrical
doubt it!"work,
he says.
been playing together so long, and know but
loved
but I "I
neveralways
felt
one another so well, that they can sense it would be mv life-work until I came
how the crosstalk is going to turn out.
Each one knows just how much to say to One
of the factors which makes Raffeel at home in his new career
and when to say it. By mutual consent fettoNBC."
they manage to finish in time for the an- undoubtedly is his charming wife, who
nouncements. Their New York broad- is Pauline Traylor on theatrical procast was intended to stop at 9:28:15.
grams. She and the NBC actor met
and it actually finished at 9:28:12. A at the University of California, and
matter of three seconds in a half-hour their romance grew out of a firm
program.
school-friendship. Mrs. Raffetto apThey spent their spare time in New
peared in the New York company of

The

RADIO

"The Show Off," and has played major
roles in several coast productions.
There are two little Raffettos, Sara,
two, and Gina, five.
The two little girls inherit a colorful family history. Their great-grandfather was a forty-niner who came to
California to seek gold. The son of
the pioneer,
the NBC
artist's
father,
foundedwho thewasfamous
Placerville
Inn which still stands today.
Raffetto is a member of the Bohemian
Club,
San Francisco's
world-renowned
organization
of celebrated
artists and
writers. He was chosen to write the
club's annual Christmas play last year,
and the hemian
LowGrove Jinks
production at Bothis summer.

Radio
PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
Secured in the
UNITED STATES
and
FOREIGN COUNTRIES

R. S. BERRY
PATENT ATTORNEY
707 BLACK BUILDING
4th and Hill Streets
MUtual 6935
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Largest Surplus Radio and Parts House on the Pacific Coast
Full line of Manufacturers' Guaranteed Parts as well as full stock of Radios of all kinds.
Large Stock of tubes of all makes.
Le Bell Guaranteed Radio Sets.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PRICES IN THE SOUTHWEST
729-731 So. Main St.
RADIO DOINGS

TUcker 3347

Los Angeles
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KHJ has been granted an ultra-high
frequency television permit ! The first
permit was granted Don Lee three
months ago, but this brings the "hearsee" justof aitslittle
It is the
permit
kind closer.
to be granted
any first
station in the West, so we can probably
start present
watchingsystem
KHJ's ofsmoke
soon.
The
soundpretty
broadcasting, of course will in no way be affected
by television, and the little old radio set
will still be able to perform, as usual.

Detective Nick Harris
Says:
"There
never
has
been
a
time
in thewhenhistory
of the great American Republic,
the
need for trained Detectives was more in demand than at the present time. The crime
wave sweeping over the country has taxed
the Police and Law Enforcement organizations to their limits, resulting in a most urgent demand for high class and efficiently
trained
investigators.haveBanks,
even individuals
been Corporations
the victims andof
modern
day
gangsters,
racketeers
and petty
criminals.
"Therefore,
now isthethe Detective
time if youprofession
are interested in making
your future vocation to train and fit yourself
accordingly."
The opportunities afforded the young man
and woman today by the NICK HARRIS
PROFESSIONAL DETECTIVE SCHOOL
enables you to study at home, the fundamentals necessary to equip you with the knowledge and information required.
This course comprises 16 lessons which you
can study in your leisure moments at home
and if said instructions and information contained in these lessons are carefully followed,
you will equip yourself to be in a position to
open up your own Detective Agency in your
own home city after receiving a license to
operate in the State in which you reside and
become a Principal and individual owner of
your own Detective Agency.
This course does not give you a badge, a
pair ets,of buthandcuffs
or anywith"catch
penny" course
trinkprovides you
a scientific
of training the same as might be expected
if such a course were part of the educational
features of our great Universities or Business
training schools.
Therefore, if you are interested in this line
of endeavor, send a self-addressed envelope
for a descriptive pamphlet containing further
facts and the surprisingly low cost of this
course. Address all communications to Helen
Schley, Secretary of the
NICK HARRIS
Professional Detective School
271 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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Three Ambassadors
[Continued from Page 13]
shall
it
At lunch,
—
wherever be?"
he happens
to be,inhehisgetscar his
inspirations, and promptly sits down
and writes up his ideas.
Those who have never seen Harry
"at work" before the mike, can never
appreciate the electric personality of
this young man, who has the face of
a small mischievous boy, the vitality
of a nervous chipmunk, and the talent
of an Irving Berlin. His inimitable
and inevitable hissing "wha-a-a-a" at
the
end of isa number,
famous
trademark,
executed Harry's
in a novel,
yet
CASH IN
ON YOUR TALENTS
Let writer ofHEART,"
"BYE"TUNEb INBYE,ONSWEETMY
HEART" and "JUST A HOLE IN THE
WALL"
help
you.
Songwriting
taught,
songs revised and improved, words or
music written to your song. We can
help you obtain copyright and give
you
honest, valuable marketing information.
Valentine School
For Song-Writers
and
Valentine
Music Company
816 S. Broadway Los Angeles
Phone: VAndyke 0337

Majestic RCA Victor
Atwater-Kent
•
LARCHMONT RADIO
SALON
139 Larchmont Blvd.
near Beverly
LOS ANGELES
•

effective manner. You see, Harry is
so short he can't reach the mike without standing on a box, and if he wants
to get particularly close to it he has
to leap into the air, deliver his
"wha-a-a-a" and come down to earth
His ambition is to write musical
comedies, he owns two cars, lives with
again.
his
Hollywood,
and won't
tell mother
his age, inalthough
he admits
he is
"old enough." When he greets you he
says
"Yousah,
yousah,"voicein that
a hoarse,
croaking,
but cordial,
never
fails to make you glance twice at him
suspiciously.
But and
he's just
a clever,
able little fellow,
as fulllike-of
pep and energy personally as he is
professionally. He can sing well if
he wants to, but usually prefers to
clown, and most of us would prefer
to have him. There are plenty of
good singers, but few with the novel
ability of Harry to take even a poor
hit.
song and make it hotter than a season's
CHATTERETTES
Because KOA is always anxious to be of
service, it has passed along to the press the
following
request for a broadcast received
from
a listener:
"Lost:
Friday
morning,
ladies,
coats, one navy blue,
age 18twoyears,
one rainred,
age 16, both in god condition."
Harriet Lee . . . tall, statuesque and
blonde.
The firston "Miss
Radio"
to be
heard regularly
network
programs.
Blue-eyed and Nordic, born in Chicago,
named Harriet because the family had
wanted
a "Harry,"
nicknamedbe"Bill" because
it fittedearly
her tomboy
havior. Came to radio by accident. Was
practicing
"do-re-mi's"andearly
one
morning in her
her apartment,
someone
knocked at the door. Expecting a protesting neighbor, Harriet answered the
knock to find a benign violinist who suggested that she have a radio audition.
She took his advice, and was accepted,
and here she is — "Miss Radio."

One of Southern California's
Finer Radio Shops Specializing in the Better Known Lines
and with complete line of
Tubes and Accessories. Expert Repair Service.
ROSS A. STRATTON, Mgr.
MAJESTIC
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
HEmpstead 5590
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"Everything

You

-and

Can

Ask

for in Radio!"

only $399^

THE International Mogul will do anything that any
radio will do. If it is distance you want, the Mogul's
circuit
pull themof
in from seven
thetube
far super-heterodyne
corners of America
and will
a number
foreign countries.
If it is tone you are interested in the Mogul with its
Pentode and Multi-Mu tubes, and full Dynamic Speaker
reproduces rich, sonorous notes and delicate overtones
with true fidelity.
by one ofwith
the years
nation's
best engineers,
builtDesigned
by manufacturers
of experience,
and
sold at a price "in tune with the times." Be sure and
see the marvelous performance of this Mogul before
you buy ANY radio.
See Your Dealer
International
700 E. Florence Ave.
RADIO DOINGS

Radio Corporation
PLeasant 41 66
Los Angeles, Cal.
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"Believe

it or
not - Here
is a statement
that

we

prove

can

"

Waltham
Junior
'All That the Name Implies"
Automobile Receiver
"I can play San Diego any time, while
driving around in Los Angeles."
"I drove
Francisco Iandreceived
from a KPO
few
miles
beyondto San
Bakersfield,
all the way into San Francisco.
"I havein received
87 different
stations
the Uniteda total
Statesoffrom
this set,
driving from Los Angeles to Des Moines,
Iowa."
The Waltham is a four-tube set
that mounts easily under the dash. A
dynamic speaker and a Pentode tube
give it tone 99% as good as you get
at home.
A very sensitive, extraordinary
and exclusive Waltham circuit gives
it unusual sensitivity and at the same
time it has ample selectivity. It is
far superior to the four-tube AC set
which four tubes ordinarily bring to
mind. Plenty of "wallop" and volume.
It is ruggedly constructed throughout, using steel chassis, cadmiumplated "can't-slip" lock washers and
nuts, vibration-proof throughout. Individually shielded coils and tubes,
full vision dial illuminated. Two
screen
grid,
one Multi-Mu and one
Pentode.
Over-all dimensions are 6V4 x 6x
8V2. This Waltham Junior represents a new era in sturdy construction, scientific hook-up, tone and
distance ability in an automobile set
— and at a popular price.
Waltham
VErmonr 2809
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"Will perform equally as well as any
Automobile Radio — and will out-distance most of them."

As Illustrated — Four Tubes

Complete With Tubes,5Less
Batteries
$39 0
Radio
Corp.,
4228 South Vermont Avenue

Jobbers and Dealers — Write, Wire or Phone

Ltd.
Los Angeles
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H. A. B., VENTURA.
Question — What is the name of that young
man who used to be with the Biltmore trio —
the one who sang such high notes? What
is he doing now?
Answer — You must mean Eddie
Rush, the clever little fellow who soars
'way up into the wee small octaves
so easily.
heard
him.
He is Funny
now withyouthehaven't
Lofner-Harris Hotel St. Francis orchestra in San
Francisco.
LOWDOWN
S. K. R., BERKELEY.
Question
please
tell meWhich
the
names
of the— Can
Doric you
Quartet
of NBC?
one is the baritone?
I'm one
glad man.
you didn't
theyAnswer
were— all
This ask
melo-if
dious foursome is composed of Harry
Stanton, sort of a low fellow, who
sings bass ; Ben Klassen, strictly on the
up-and-up, who is the tenor Everett
Foster, theandgentleman
in question
—
baritone;
Myron Niesley,
who also
sings tenor; — between grins.
LOWDOWN
DAN C, SANTA MONICA.
— WeWhathaven't
heard Tomto BrenemanQuestion
lately.
has happened
him?
Aren't
"Tom
and
Wash"
coming back on
the air any more?
Answer — Well, Tom and Wash may
come on the air again, but if they do,
it will probably have to be from Chicago. You see, it was this way. Tom
had to go east on some personal business, and took a month off from
KNX. After he got to Chicago, he
discovered it would take several
months to wind up his business, and
so he resigned from KNX, and started
looking around Chicago for something
to do. He went to NBC, and was immediately signed up. Quite a cradle
of talent, this here West, huh?
LOWDOWN
MRS. H. M., PORTERVILLE.
Question — Our family greatly enjoys the
"Frank
and discussing
Archie" program
over KNX.or We
have been
as to whether
not
Reginald Sharland and Eddie Holden play all
of the parts. We are divided in opinion;
can you straighten it out for us?
— It's getting
listeners are
evenAnswer
wondering
if thesoPhilharmonic
Orchestra is really one man, nowadays, with all of these artists taking
myriads of impersonations. But
Sharland and Holden actually do take
all of the parts of the characters in
"Frank Watanabe and Honorable
Archie,"
the exception
of course,
of those with
requiring
a feminine
voice.
Yes, mom.
RADIO DOINGS

LOWCOWN
Is there something you
wish to know about your
favorite Radio Star? Some
program in particular you
ivant to know about? Then
write the Low Down Editor
of RADIO DOINGS.
ALVA D., LOS ANGELES.
— PleaseIdaho.
tell me if Glenn Rice is
fromQuestion
Whitebird,
Answer
— My,
questions about
Glennmy,andwillhis these
Hill Billies
never stop coming in! No, Glenn emphatically denies any connection with
the town you mention, but politely
concedes that it is probably a nice
town, anyway.
LOWDOWN
EDNA D., MASON, NEV.
Question
— Are colored
all of folks?
the Optimistic
DoNuts
at KNX
And where
isKNX?
"Shorty"
of
the
Arizona
Wranglers
I enjoy RADIO DOINGS very much,at
and the "Lowdown" corner is just fine.
Answer
The folks,
Optimistic
Nuts
are —allYep!
colored
and Doare
real folks, too. And as for Shorty,
he is no longer with the Wranglers,
on account of poor health, and from
all reports, is in a nice quiet country
place, recuperating.
LOWDOWN
MARIE T., SEATTLE.
Question — Will you please describe, and
tell me something about Audrey Fancroft, of
KPO? I have her pictured in my mind,
and am curious to know how right I am.
Answer — This must be game, or
something — sort of a "picture puzEveryone Audrey,
seems tothebe brilliant
playing
it thesezle."days.
soprano, is small, well-formed, and
graceful. She has soft, brown hair,
and flashing green eyes, with a glittering smile — which she employs generously. She began work at Polytechnic High, San Francisco, graduated to grand opera, and drifted into
concert and radio work at KPO. She
played leading roles in the 1930 Pacific Opera Company, and the San
Francisco Company. How close did
you come, Marie?
LOWDOWN
S. A. A., PORTLAND.
Question—
Bill Ross at KOL married?
Where
is he Isfrom?
Answer — Pul-lease! Give the boy a
chance! Bill has only been out of

high school (Broadway High. Seattle)
a short time. As far as I know, he
isn't about
married,these
but good-looking
then — you neveryoung
can
tell
announcers. They're single today and
gone tomorrow. Bill, soon after graduation,
the West
famousCoast
"singing
man" atwasthe
theaterdoor-in
Seattle,on with
Owen Sweeten. Then he
went
the air.
LOWDOWN
H. C. D.? SAN DIEGO.
Question — I am an ardent reader of
RADIO DOINGS. Please have James Burroughs'haspicture
the next
Burroughs
the infinest
tenorissue.
voice James
over KFI.
Can you tell me how old he is, and what
he looks like?
Answer — Can't promise to have
James
picture
the I next
issue, H.Burroughs'
C. D., for
afterinall,
am
only a lowdown editor, and have to
consider the wishes of the big-shot
editor
suchforcases.
But I'll doI can
my
best to inpull
your picture.
describe Mr. Burroughs to you,
though, if that will relieve some of
your curiosity. He is about (never
ask a radio artist his exact age) 30
years old, is medium sized, slender,
and has dark hair and blue eyes.
LOWDOWN
BARBARA A. W., SAN FRANCISCO.
Question — Is Ken Allen of KHJ married?
Answer — Don't think you're the
first girl to ask that question, Barbara. Sad, but true, Ken was married
last June,
Olga She
Millard,
tion
clerk attoKHJ.
is 18,informablonde,
and pretty.
LOWDOWN
EVELYNNE R., LOS ANGELES.
Question — I have been trying everywhere
to obtain information about the Beverly Hill
Billies, but so far have been unsuccessful.
I am wondering if you could help me out.
What respective
is Hank's ages.
real name?
what now,
are
their
Where Also,
are they
and at what time?
Answer — Dear Evelynne. Answering questions about the Beverly Hill
Billies is like trying to argue about
"which came first — the hen or the
egg?" As I see it, the best thing for
you
do isfellow,
to ask butGlenn
a realto nice
besideRice.
him, He's
the
clam is a back fence gossip.
LOWDOWN
MISS H. R., HOLLYWOOD.
You willabove.
find your question about Ezra
answered
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THE

DYNATROPE

An Amazing New Invention — A Power Converter that Furnishes 110 volt,
60 cycle Alternating Current (Standard House lighting current) from your
6-volt Automobile BaBttery.
This remarkable device has startled the radio world. It makes the AC automobile radio practical.
Now you can use your home midget AC set in your car or yacht. You don't
need ignition system suppressors or filters. You'll be surprised to note the
same tone and quality of reception you are accustomed to hearing in your
home.
The Dynatrope is a power box of a thousand uses. Not only can you plug in
any midget AC radio receiver (the average midget radio draws approximately 60 watts), but you can use all the household conveniences, such as
curling irons, heating pads, immersion heaters, drink mixers, juice extractors, small electric fans, etc., that are rated from 40 to 80 watts.
The Dynatrope is a miniature converter 4"x4"xl0". It is unique. There is
no other converter like it. It is simple, efficient, durable. Installation is
quick and easy — can be mounted to the bulkhead over the engine, under
the hood.
The Dynatrope is the Radio Sensation of the day.
Investigate it! See it in operation! Try it out for yourself.

List Price

$3950

HUTCH -CARD CORPORATION,
MON ADNOCK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO
• • •
ELECRIC CONVERTERS
THE
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POWER

BOX

OF

A

LTD.

THOUSAND

USES
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Awe You Listenm ?
[Continued from Page 27]
half hour. He gave a condensed vertaksion of "The Merchant of Venice,"a sim. Later in parts.
ing eight parts himself
ilar production he took thirteen
the
Some one wrote in and said "allIn the
members of the cast were fine." lady
"The
same a letter saying
(Ophelia) was splendid, but the bozo
who took the part of Hamlet was terrible."
Then came the Scrap Book. Tony
had a volume over a foot high containing the selections he had clipped while
in the hospital, and he made up the
by reading selections
program
from
this simply
almost unlimited repertoire,
interspersed with comments which he
extemporized. Since than the Scrap
Book has not changed in any essential
particular. It has moved from Chicago
to Cincinnati, and thence to New York,
from which it now broadcasts over an
extensive network.
Immediatelv after it went on the air
listeners developed the habit of writing
in to Tony enclosing some piece of literature of which they were especially
fond. Manv sent their own poems, and
Tony has read on the air a large number of little masterpieces by unknown
poets. He has read in all over a hundred thousand poems in his radio programs, but he has written only one. It
is four lines in length, was intended
for a children's program, and was never
given
on theit air.
philosophy,
runs: Typical of Tony's
All men rate the same with me,
The wise, the fool, the slave, the free;
For no man on this earth does know
What made him thus, another so.
As a result of his continuous radio
appearances over a number of years,
Tony has been obliged to build up one
scrap book after another. The one now
in active commission is twenty-seven
and a half inches thick, made up of
single spaced typing on thin paper. In
each month this year he has received
fifteen thousand or more letters from
the radio audience, and he holds the
record among regular Columbia artists
for fan mail over a series of programs.
All manner of men, not to mention
women and children, are included
among
Tony's
correspondents.
They
range from
five years
old to a hundred.
They ask his advice on stocks, marriage,
divorce (though there are not so many
of these) , religion, the care of dogs, the
education of children, and every other
conceivable subject, with a good many
that are unconceivable.
Tony's assertion that he is keeping
his Scrap Book for everybody is amplv
bome out. and he finds his experience
RADIO DOINGS

among different classes of people in
different kinds of jobs all over the country is of the greatest value to him now.
In private life Tony is much as he
is on the air. He is married to a
daughter of the Wisconsin woods who
shares his love for the country, and has
a little girl ten years old. In his home
life you have the clew to his attitude
on many subjects as expressed on the
air. He built himself a cottage on the
shores of a lake in the woods: he built
his own boat, and built the slip to which
it is tied up.
Among his personal characteristics
may be mentioned the fact that he likes
to buy new clothes but prefers to wear
old ones: browses around old book
stores and has collected some valuable
old books: always acts before the microphone, standing within an inch of it
for the personal touch, and drawing
back five feet for a dramatic role;
takes a pride in punctuality and has
never been late to the studios for seven
years: likes
of a non-denominationalthechurch idea
and conducted
one in

Chicago with twenty nationalities and
twenty-seven creeds represented in the
congregation ; is still nervous when he
steps before the microphone; sways to
the rhythm of poetry when he is broadcasting it; derives most pleasure from
letters he received from the blind; has
had his Scrap Book transcribed into
Braille; he is only thirty-nine, but is regarded by many
listeners
as a graybeard; drinks
two pints
of orange
juice
a day as a precaution against colds;
reads in bed until two a. m. and always has a table full of books at his
side: plays the fiddle, and has an oldfashioned organ at his home in the
woods: knows only two organ tunes.
"The Pilgrims' Chorus" and a piece of
his own composition: is desperate to
know what to do with the following
articles
sent traps,
in by alarm
listeners:
rabbits'
feet, mouse
clocks,
ear
rings, tov airplanes, clothespins, a human skull, cactus plant*, watermelons,
bear and deer hides, one share of stock
valued at S.42 and a box of home
made sausages.

STATEMENT OF LATION.
THEETC.. OWNERSHIP.
MANAGEMENT. CIRCUREQUIRED
CONGRESS
OF AGUSTBY 24,THE1912,ACT OF
Of Radio
Doings, published
at Losss. Angeles, California.
State
California,
County
ofmonthly,
Losfor Angeles,
Beforeofme,appeared
a Notary
in and
thewho,Statehaving
and been
countydulyaforesaid,
personally
Wallace
M.
Byam.
according
to
law,
deposes
and
says
that
he
is
the
Publisher
ofswornthe
Radio
Doings,
and
that
the
following
is,
to
the
best
of
his
knowledge
and
belief,paper,
a true
statement of etc.,
the ownership,
management
(and if
athedaily
the
of the aforesaid
publication
in thecirculation),
by theandAct
of Augustfor
24, date
1912,shown
embodied
in above
Sectioncaption,
411, required
Postal Laws
Regulations,
printed
on the
of this
form, to-wit :
1. That
the reverse
namesmanagers
and
addresses
editor,
and business
are : of the publisher, editor, managing
Publisher—Wallace
Wallace M.Byam.
Byam,LosLosAngeles,
Angeles.Calif.Calif.
Editor—
Managing
Editor —M.— Donald
McDowell.
Los Angeles,
Business
Manager
Wallace
M.
Byam,
Angeles, Calif.
Calif.its name and
2. Thatmustthebe owner
is:
(Ifalsoowned
by Losa corporation,
address
stated
and
immediately
thereunder
the ornames
addresses
of
stockholders
owning
or
holding
one
per
cent
more and
total
amount
of
stock.
If
not
owned
by
a
corporation,
the
names
andofa
addresses
of
the
individual
owners
must
be
given.
If
owned
by
oiof other
concern,
itsbe name
and address,
asfirm,Wallace
wellcompany,
as M.thoseByam,
each1220unincorporated
individual
member,
given.)
Maple Ave.,
Los must
Angeles,
Calif.
3.
That
the
known
bondholders,
mortgagees,
and
other
security
holders mortgages,
owning oror holding
1 per cent
bonds,
other securities
are: or(If more
there ofare total
none, amount
so state.)of
None.
4. Thatstockholders,
the two paragraphs
nextholders,
above, ifgiving
the namesnotof only
the
owners,
andandsecurity
the
listofof thestockholders
security
holders
as any,
theythecontain
appear
upon theor
books
company
but
also,
in
cases
where
stockholder
security
holderfiduciary
appears upon thethebooks
of the company oras corporation
trustee or
infor anywhomother
such trusteerelation,
is acting, isnamegivenof ;thealsoperson
that the said two
paragraphs
statements andembracing
and
belief
as to contains
the circumstances
conditionsaffiant's
under full
whichknowledge
stockholders
and security
holdersholdwhostockdo not
appear
uponin the
books ofother
the comp
a
n
y
a
s
trustees,
and
securities
a
capacity
than
that ofanya bona
owner;association,
and this oraffiant
has no reason
believe
that
other fide
person,
corporation
has anyto than
interest
direct
or other securities
as
so statedor byindirect
him. in the said stock, bonds,
WALLACE M. BYAM,
Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 13thHenrietta
day of October,
B. Floyd. 1931.
(My commission (Seal)
expires May 6, 1933.)
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Or -If

You

Don't Like Itmake sip"up andsothegood"Cockney."
as she did —as the
MRS."OldH.Gos-S.,
GLENDORA.
Didn't You Miss the July Issue?
If you can get one, may we have a picture
of Don Ricardo, KHJ, in the next issue? And
I would be interested in seeing pictures of
all those included in the Merrymakers at
KHJ, and any others, should there be any
new members
on theof staff,
anxious to see pictures
Jack and
and am
Grace,veryKHJ,
and one alone of the thin cop, Dailey, KFWB.
Is this order too large? Regarding Russ
Columbo, he far surpasses Bing Crosby as to
real melody in his singing. I believe his voice
is more C,restful
and not asMASS.
rough as Bing's. —
OLIVE
AMESBURY,

"Not
Thatunderstand
I Don't Like
" all alike),
Do not
(if youIt —treat
why compliments,
or how some etc.
can write in "As You Like
It,"
I have nothing good to say of it since the
Not that I don't like the
I also want to tell you how well I liked first of thebutyear.
Satisfied
when theone pro-rethe article itself. It told me everything I magazine,
ceives ita monthwhat's
too the
late.use,I desire
I was glad to see the article "Smile, had
wanted
to
know
about
Dugan
V
Dailey,
gram
from
first
of
the
month.
Why the deDarnya,
Smile"
on
the
KHJ
Merrymakers
in
beenaboutwishing
someHowinlay?—MRS. R., LONG BEACH.
the July-August number. At our house we as I have formation
them forI could
a longgettime.
are all crazy about this program, and when
we saw it in RADIO DOINGS, it made it about a story on the "Three Doctors," on
Columbia? I think they are good, too. — J. E. Men Wanted
all theknowbetter.'
Now they
we all
can look.—
sit andCARRIE
listen, R.,
SANTA ANA.
and
just how
Don't pretty
you suppose weYou girls
ought toa have
M. M., GLENDALE.
a break
•
ture of a girl soon?
on the cover,always
but have
never picany
Believe
It
or
Not
good-looking
men.
How
about
it?
The Revealing Light
I will have to admit, though, that I was
hearing Noreen Gammill in "Knights awfully glad to see the article and picture
I have always thought Lee Morse was col- of After
in the DOINGS. For ae
the itRoad,"
Gleason toandbelieve
Armstrong,
ored, until I saw her picture for the first I find
almostwithimpossible
it is of Tedtime White
I've wanting
heard how
time in last month's RADIO DOINGS. I the same girl whose story appeared in the last long
and
had
been
to seehandsome
him. Soheif was,
you
can't ablyimagine
got the idea;
Her "little sister" part was perfect. will use more pictures of men, I believe there
just one ofwhere
thoseI impressions
one probgets. issue.
And
those
pictures
—
I
would
never
have
are
a
lot
of
other
girls
who
will
be as pleased
That just shows how one can get all mixed up dreamed a good-looking girl like her could as I will.— SARAH L., SAN BERNARDINO.
on his conceptions of radio personalities.
Please
plenty of pictures. — JACK G.,
BEVERLYuse HILLS.
•
Salting the Egg
Mrs. T. M. T. wrote in last month's "As
For the FINER Programs
You
Like It"
Harrysalt,Barris
was hisas the
proverbial
egg that
without
without
old
Rhythm Boy side-kick, Bing Crosby. For my
part, I think they are each doing better work
Day In — Day Out
and will be more popular since they have
separated.
Tune In
I think Harry is as clever as ever alone,
or with the Three Ambassadors, as he was
before; and I also believe Bing is as good,
orP. better
he was with the other boys. —
• KHJ
•
R. C, than
ALHAMBRA.
•
"LOS ANGELES' PREFERRED STATION"
No Name, No Picture
Releasing Such as:Popular Programs
For goodness sakes, and mine, don't publish
any
if you can't giveto the
names.fans.It
is a pictures
terrible disappointment
us radio
Chandu
Hallelujah Hour
We
have
the
pictures
and
don't
know
who
they are.
Merrymakers
College
Daze
Edison Symphony
How about some pictures of the Optimistic
Happy
Co
Lucky
Doughnut
artists?
—
ARTHUR
M.
E.
N.,
Morton Downey
SHELTON, WASH. •
Vignettes
Pennzoilers
At Your Command
Jamboree
and
many
others
For once I want to tell you that you cerCOLUMBIA-DON LEE Broadcasting System
tainly picked out a good program to write
about
whenbetter
you than
chose Amos
"Flat andFeet."
it is even
Andy.I think
RADIO DOINGS
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Built

for

Western

Reception

I HIS, the latest Gilfillan Radio Chassis as used in
Models 200 and 250, has been especially engineered
to take advantage of all that is newest in Radio. Of
prime importance is the very efficient use of the
latest types of tubes. Five Super-Control ScreenCrid heater type tubes are used in the R. F. Detector and audio stages. Two Pentode power tubes
are used in push-pull in the power stages. The
maximum in efficiency results. The set is very
selective, unusually powerful and at the same time
very quiet in operation. Gilfillan sets have always
been famous for their wonderful tone quality.
These, the latest models, will be found fully as outstanding inthis respect.

Complete with Tubes
Equipped with
latest
design
eight-tube
- Heterodyne
Chassis withSuperfull-vision
dial.
Matchedlectedburled
panelsartistically
of sepatterns
are
handled,
thus wood
bringingto theout best
the
grain of the
advantage.
Thisplaceradio
cabinet
will
take
its
as
a
real
piece of furniture in the finest
ofhigh,homes.
Measurements,
25" wide,
14" deep. 38"

Equipped with Chassis
latest typin
Super-Heterodyne
stalled
in
this
very
all-walnut cabinet. Sandbeautifu
blast
ing
is ofuseddecoration.
to advantage
means
Measuas
14"
deep.
ments, 38" high, 25" wi

The chassis Itis isfull-size,
pow17high.inchesItruggedly
wide,oneand
11 UYinches
deep anderful 10y built.inches
uses
227
oscillator,
four
UY
235,
super-control
screen
grids,
twofullUXwave247 rectifyer.
power pentodes
and
one
UX
280
A
full
12
inch
Jensen
Dynamic
speaker
gives
superb
quality
on both low and high notes.
Special Consideration for Western Reception
Building sets for Pacific Coast conditions involves a thorough study of coast conditions. Extensive mineral deposits
in mountain ranges and varying climatic conditions are factors. To properly perform in the West a set must be
very selective and still be powerful enough to reach out
between strong local stations for distance. Gilfillan sets
are specifically designed for such performance.
Licensed under RCA Hazeltine and Latour Patents

Manufactured by
GILFILLAN BROS., INC.
1815 Venice Boulevard
LOS ANCELES

THE

WRIST

WATCH

OF

RADIOS

ETER
. . . wherever

. . . SMALL

ONLY

IN SIZE

AND PRICE

PAN
you go

. . .

it's small enough to take with you!
permanent
is a giant
present
youreasily
important
miss
office
Don't ture" model With a programs
to the "furnithis little
carryreceiver
you can
PETER PANbecause
mounroom
hotel
your
to
it
take
.
.
.
room
children's
the
or
to mother's
upstairs
tain cabin or beach cottage. You will marvel at its tone and range. And the cost
convenience. Ask your dealer for a demso small .that
isonstration
. . you can afford its greatergames,
international broadcasts and chamfootball
the
for
buy
and
pionship fights

No Matter Where You Live . . . There's a Peter Pan Dealer Nearby

Y
JACKSON-BELL PRODUCTS LosCOMPAN
Angeles, Calif.
1487 West Adams Street
For Name of Your Nearest Dealer, Call
REpublic 4149

A product of Jackson-Bell
Co., Ltd., fully licensed under
RCA-HAZELTINE
LATOUR PATENTS

THE

^

MOVIE
MAGAZINE
OFTHE
AIR

'"AS

J

KenRad

Fine

A

There

The Ken-Rad

Radio

Tubes

Tubes are the "vocal
chords" of your radio — the
voice of your set . . . And all radio
tubes tire out — wear out — just as your own
voice gives out when you use it too much . .
Most folks wait too long to change tubes. They get
accustomed to the poorer reception that develops gradually as the tubes are tiring out.
When one tube finally gives out completely, they
change it . . . But still their reception is feeble and lacking
in tone quality — because the remaining tubes are tired,
even though they haven't quit working entirely ... If
you haven't changed all your tubes recently, get a
complete set of Ken-Rads — the fine tubes of radio.
Then your radio will have a voice that is full of
life and vigor — and you'll really enjoy the
many fine radio programs that are
coming over the air now.
Have vour tubes tested!

is a lieii~Had

Corp. Inc.

Dealer

Near

Owensboro,

You

Kentucky

US

EVERYTHING,

THATS

NEW

BEFORE

IN

BUYING

RADIO/

YOUR

RADIO

Check Every One of These New Features
Does It Have?

The NEW
U. S. APEX
10 TUBE

RADIO
■
'
lO-TUBE SUPER-HETERODYNE
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
Absolutely
volume on both
High andcontrols
Low Frequencies.
FULL-RANGE MU TUBES
Overcomea Cross-talk — Reduces Modulation.
PENTODE TUBES
Two in Push PuH — Not Just One Tube.
METER TUNING
Assists toVisibly
Audible Tuning
CorrecttheResonance,
HIGH and LOW POWER SWITCH
Low for Local — High for Distance.
TONE BLENDER
Giving Wide Variance of Tone Control.
ILLUMINATED DIAL
Full VisionEqual
with Scale
Kilocycle
Markings and
Divisions.
FOUR TUNED CIRCUITS
ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Oversire — Without
MaximumDistortion.
Tone and Volume
BEAUTIFUL CABINET
Front of With
MatchedPerfect-Fitting
Burl Walnut Doors.
and Laccwood.
TUBE EQUIPMENT
Three 235 Four 227 Two 247 One 280

s UPER-HETERODYNE

V
V
V

V

*

U. S. APEX HAS ALL THESE
FEATURES
THE

RADIO

BE SURE YOUR RADIO
HAS THESE FEATURES

SUPREME
COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

v'

Only

$9950

Distributed by
Yale
1111 WALL ST.

Radio

Electric

Co

LOS ANGELES

MOVIES

NOW-HOME

—at

prices

everyone
can
afford

'5

0

200 Watt
400 Foot
Motor Driven
Projector

Convenient size, weighs only 3% pounds. Fast F3.5
Lens, universal focus giving accurate sharp pictures.
Monocular view finder makes sighting easy. Easy
winding spring motor. Film
register showing how much
amm
Precision
footage meter
movement. Price
.$3500
KEYSTONE
HOME MOVIE CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
YOU can bring Home Movies into your home at a
total cost of only $85.00. Keystone Cameras and
Projectors are fool-proof and trouble-free. For
twelve years Keystone Movies have given satisfaction
throughout the world.
A Keystone Camera will bring you a unique thrill —

a new sort of enjoyment. It will enable you to live
your life over again — on the screen. Get into the
habit of filming your experiences. In this way you
create a living biography — a living family album.
Taking movies with a Keystone Camera is easy.
Press the lever and the camera does the rest. They
are the perfect Xmas gift.

Distributed in Southern California by
1135 Wall Street
Pape Four

WESTERN

RADIO,

Inc
Los Angeles
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MOVIE
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19
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Volume XIX

Number XI

CONTENTS
ON THE AIR
CHANDU THE MAGICIAN — Announcing the Appearance in
RADIO DOINGS of a Regular Chandu Mystery Story, in Serial
Form Beginning Next Month
THE SMALL-TOWN BOY WHO BEAT BROADWAY— Morton
Downey Landed in New York With Only Twenty-five Dollars
in His Pocket— (Bv Hilda Cole)
THEIR BETTER HALVES— Marriage a la Microphone. Here Are
Some
ArtistsLandis)
We'll Wager You Didn't Know Were Married —
(Bv Louise
OLD FEVER HEAT AUNT EMMY— An Exclusive Interview With
This Wise-cracking, Pipe-smoking Octogenarian of KGFJ — (Bv
Cliff Arquette)
IS SHE REALLY MARRIED?— That's What a Throng of Listeners
Are Asking About "Bunny" of KFI — and Here Bunnv Gives Us
Clue— (By Betty Sheldon)
WHY I SING POPULAR SONGS— Ted White, NBC Tenor, Begins
a Series of Regular
9 With Explanation of His Choice
SongsWHO
— (Bv ISTedSELDOM
White)
THE ofGIRL
HER
■F—
She's
HereWhy?
We GetBecause
an Intimate
Busy
All
Day
"Being"
Other
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Glimpse of Gail Tavlor, of NBC.
HOLLYWOOD'S PERFECT COUPLE— Jimmie GIeas<
Wife Are Considered Perhaps the Happiest Pair in Cinema
d Hi<
Center.HILLHere's
— (By TO
NancyTOWN—
Smith)
\ REAL
BILLYWhyCOMES
Glenn Rice Flew to the
Center of the Ozarks to Find Elton Britt. This Tells of His
Unique Mountain Home Life
NEW ENTERTAINER OF STARS — Gus Amheim, "Star of Enthe Famous Cocoanut Grove, and Jimmie
Grier Takes tertainers,"
His Leaves
Place
BEHIND THE MIKE— Intimate Glimps
Artists — (Bv Harry James)
RENO TIES A KNOT— The Marriage of "Oh. Woe Is Me" Edna
O'Keefe and Ronald Graham Was Like a Bombshell to KFRC
When It Was Discovered— (Bv Bob Randl.
E (BvKING'S
MEN—
Four Melod ious Gentlemen from KFWB —
Kay Van
Riper)
DON
I 14 II I O
KFI
on the
ifteenthmonthly
of the month
d<-ignated — November
i*<4ue on cemberNov.
Deissue onIS, Deo.
15, ete.

Wallace M. Byam
, Don Publisher
McDowell
1220 Phone
Maple WEsUnore
Avenue, Los1972
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J. W. Hastie,
155
E.
42nd
St.,
Phone Vanderbilt 4661 New York
Subscription $2.50 per year. 25c per copy.
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WALTHAM

5.
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10.

Miller Ultra Hi-gain
Circuit.
Automatic Audio
Channel.
Pentode Output.
Screen - grid Power
Detection.
Multi Mu Screen-grid
Power Amplification.
Full-wave Rectification. Five tubes in
all.
Individually shielded
Coils.
High - shield HeavyType Variable
denser Bank. ConCadmium Plated
Steel Chassis with
Center
vice. Mounting DePhonograph and
Microphone Pickup.

Variable Tone Control.
Full ated
vision
Vernier IlluminDial.
Full Field Dynamic
Speaker.
Walnut Veneer Cabish. inet with Piano FinWorkmanship and
Material Guaranteed
Unconditionally
for
90
Days.
90 - Day Guarantee
on Tubes with Guaranteed Full Replacement.
Selectivity, Sensitivity, and Tone Quality assured.
Coast to Coast reception.

RETAILING
$^7095
AT

COMPLETE
WITH
TUBES

you a demonstraIBe sure and have yourl dealer give
tion of this wonderfu little radio before you buy
any small set.
// your dealer cannot supply you, write or phone, and we will give you
name of nearest dealer.

Waltham
Radio
Corp.,
Phone ADams 3318
4228 South Vermont Avenue
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THIS astonishing statement to the press was
reeently made by KELW. Burbank, Calif.,
under the title "Newspapers versus Radio":
"If," says Bob Kaufman, studio director, and
"voice of KELW," "some philanthropic soul
would step forward and merely pay the operating
expenses and upkeep of station KELW, we would
immediately throw off the air all sponsored programs and commercial announcements ... I believe that radio stations, despite their tremendous
audiences, can never hope to supplant or even
compete with newspaper space."
It was Kaufman's earnest wish and hope that
there would some day be someone to do for radio
what Andrew Carnegie did for libraries. It is
extremely doubtful, even taking into consideration the many justifiable objections to certain
forms of advertising on the air, whether radio
would be benefited by this form of sponsorship.
It isn't the Utopian fulfillment it appears to be.
True, it would eliminate many of the objectionable commercial announcements that pollute the
air lanes.
On the other hand, the advancement in the
quality of radio entertainment, made possible by
commercial competition, might be seriously retarded. Morton Downey and Lucky Strike Dance
orchestras would be still playing night clubs and
ballrooms if cigarette manufacturers hadn't tried
to
outdo each other in procuring radio entertainment.
Go East, Young Man
\ MAN from Chicago remarked the other day,
you people
goingalltoyour
do.
now "What
that thearenational
chainsoutareWesttaking
radio artists away from you?"
In the first place, we've still plenty of 'em left;
and in the second place — they haven't taken 'em
away.girls
We'rego glad
We on
like big
to see
the Bing
boys
and
east ofandit. get
time.
Crosby, Russ Columbo, The Boswell Sisters, Abe
Lyman, Gus Arnheim, Henry Halstead, Tom
Breneman — and many others have joined the
parade from the West to national conquests. Every one of them is a feather in the cap of Western
RADIO DOINGS

broadcasting. It shows that the frontier of ente rtainment is moving Westward — Broadway is widening from curb to curb.
Within the next year we expect to see some
more of our artists take the big step — a whole lot
more. And we'll tune in and enjoy them more
than ever on the chain broadcasts. Go east, young
man. go east!
Radio "Veterans"
VER stop to think that a "veteran" radio artist doesn't necessarily have to be old? If he
was on the air five years ago, he goes in the pioneer class. Six years ago a man who could read
and aspeak
English
sufficientlya stack
well toof "announce,"
and
wheezy
phonograph,
governmental statistics, were about all the impedimenta neces ary to operate a real live station.
Radiountil
magazines
didn'tyears
startago.
usingIn pictures
artists
about four
fact, thereof
weren't any artists — they were merely studio fixYou wouldn't
bench, tures.
would
you? take a picture of the piano
Broadcasters, consider yourselves patted on the
back! As far as we're concerned, we think you've
done mighty well in the last few years. And if
any of you readers think it was an easy job, just
try to start up a business in which 120,000,000
fellow Americans will sit still and listen to you tell
about it. Ever try to sell magazines, f'r instance?
Winter Season Here
O ROADCASTERS are off to a good start on the
fall and winter schedule. Many of the programs which were pulled off the air by sponsors
during the summer are coining back again. Purse
strings are opening up and radio appropriations
are again being allowed.
It's the best time of the year all over the country
for radio. The old console ought to be kept pretty
hot this winter, with such a marvelous program
line-up to hauled."
work
on. Might
it "overAs a woman
saidpayto toherhave
service
man
not long ago, "I can't see why there should be
anything wrong with my radio — it has been working swell for five years."
Pago S«'\en

Second-Hand Crosby
^1 OME enterprising independent station has
^ conceived the idea of having a Ming Croshy
program all of its own — that doesn't cost anywhere near three thousand smackers per fortnight.
\ la phonograph records. Maybe it's a good idea
— maybe it isn't. From the Columbia standpoint
— not so hot ; from the station's view, it is a knockout. As for the public — well, there seems to be
a considerable number of persons who refuse to
tune Mr. Crosby out.
then there's
the story
boy
whoAndconsumed
too many
piecesabout
of piethe atlittle
a single
sitting —
Canned Music
4 4 r 1 1 HIS
record."would
Wouldn't
it be isnicea phonograph
if these announcers
omit
this little postlude, and let us listen to some marvelous band, blissfully ignorant of the fact that it
was only a rubber disc, and the artists themselves
were probably out playing cribbage 3,000 miles
away, unaware that anyone was listening to them?
But after all, it is a required procedure — as a
courtesy
the that
musicians'
union.should
It is know
agreed when
that
it is only tofair
the public
real live musicians are broadcasting, and when it
is only a 75-cent record. The same goes for electrical transcriptions.
Mikes in the Courtroom
WHAT about this broadcasting of court trials?
This month we've had several letters for and
agin'
idea.
The the
dramatization
of the famous Clark murder
trial in Los Angeles was undoubtedly a bright idea.
Sensational — but interesting. Newspapers must
have seen a hidden menace in it, for they did their
best to prevent it.
The actual presence of a microphone in a courtroom presents a different aspect. As many mothers
pointed out, there is no chance to control the
"continuity"
and not all ofof ittheis program.
meant forWhat's
young said
ears.is said,
And
young ears have a habit of being around radio
sets frequently.
For grown-ups, the idea is fine. If radio is ever
;:oing to be on an equality basis with the press
in disseminating news, it does seem illogical that
it should be excluded from the courtroom. And
yet — a newspaper reporter cannot print all of the
sordid, muddy occurrences and conversations that
come up in a trial.
Who's going to see that the air is kept clean
and dignified? Will the man in the control room
shut off the broadcast when he thinks it is getting on dangerous ground?
there'sthe a idea
way have
out.already
Perhapsforeseen
the heads
thatMaybe
conceived
and
overcome these obstacles. Maybe all of this ado
is unwarranted. Maybe.
Good Hunting, D-Xers!
WITH the waning of the interference-infested
summer months and the arrival of clear, still
nights, the interest in distance-getting is beginning to heighten considerably.
'w Eight

Many ardent DX fans are burning the midnight
oil in an effort to get China, Tasmania, Peoria or
what have you. Short wave sets are popular, and
superheterodynes are universal.
There's a funny side to it, too. Scores of fans
have called in asking about some station they have
heard, that sounded like Portugal, Chile or Cape
of Good Hope — having the call letters XER. Said
they couldn't find it listed anywhere. When they
were told that it was a huge 75,000 watter just
over the line in Mexico, their ardor was somewhat
dampened. Information about this powerful station is a little hazy, it seems — but as near as we
can find out, it is an American-owned station near
the Mexican border, and has fairly good programs, despite the fact that it interferes with many
of our own stations. There is a rumor that the
Federal Radio Commission and the Mexican government are going to get together soon and settle
this little international difficulty.
Like OH Times
W/" E went visiting the other evening, and the
^ * host's small son proudly dragged us into his
room to listen to "some real radio," as he called
it. The lad had rigged up a little cigar-box crystal
set, with earphones. Only one station could be
received, and that so faint we had to strain our
ears to make out the strains of music and the announcer's voice.
And yet it was unquestionably thrilling. It
brought back the old days when we were first invited to a friend's house to listen in on his homemade outfit. There's something about a crude,
home-manufactured
that gets
one's
skin. Made us feel radio
like going
down under
to a radio
shop, scaring up some spare parts, and start building one of our own, as we used to do.
No Joke!
JOKES about the football radio announcer
soup.have taken their places along with those concerning mothers-on-law, flivvers and restaurant
But not any more. We find sports editors, AilAmerican full-backs and ex-coaches taking their
places at microphones to describe the details of
gridiron battles — fellows who know whereof they
speak. In no uncertain words, they depict the
play-by-play
commenting. report, translating, explaining and
scienceandhaspresented
entered the
boxThen
at thetoo,stadium
him announcer's
with a little
piece of electrical machinery that enables him to
keep an accurate check on all players. The announcer's assistant has a miniature switchboard,
with 22 push-buttons — each button designating a
player. A corresponding number of illuminated
apertures in a cabinet before the announcer completes the set-up. The assistant watches the game
through
binoculars,
number
when Brown
makes anpushes
end-run"Brown's"
— the window
with
"Brown" written on its celluloid face lights up,
and there you are — no guesswork about it.
RADIO DOINGS
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an,
WHEREV
a crowd.
is surethereto isbea magici
thereER
Deep in the heart of everyone
there is a love for the mysterious and
occult. While it is true that the great
illusions of the stage in most cases are
performed by mechanical rather than
supernatural means, yet many feats of
magic that are common in the Orient,
have never been satisfactorily explained
to the Occidental mind.
Travelers to India have reported that
East Indian fakirs toss a rope into the
air, have a boy climb up this unsupported rope and disappear into thin
air! Few have ever discovered the fakirs' tsecret.
doubttravelers
the authenicity of theMany
story.evenOther
tell
weird tales of the rose bush that is
caused to grow and bloom before their
very eyes on barren ground, or even
on the deck of a ship!
"Chandu, the Magician," KHJ's new
nightly feature, brings magic and occult demonstrations to the radio audience for the first time, with a thrilling
plot, dramatized by famous actors of
the stage and screen. The results of the
first chapters of this new feature were
tremendous — more than the sponsor?
had anticipated.
The plot of this magic-drama is ingenious. Frank Chandler, the hero, has
for many years lived in the Orient. He
has been a student of the occult and
endowed
by Indian
Yogi's
the
magic secrets
of the Far
East.withIn the
story of "Chandu," he is given a magic
crystal, and taught to use it in receiving
and interpreting thought vibrations sent
out
by theof Yogi's.
afternoon,
the Vale
Kashmir. One
Chandler,
knownin
in
India
as
"Chandu."
is
seen
studying
his crystal ball, when suddenly he see*

RADIO DOINGS

A scene from one of the exciting episodes of "Chandu. the Magicuu
into the action of the drama, and the
inhomeit a inscene
taking
placeCalifornia.
in his sister's
Beverly
Hills,
It is illusions are further heightened by
revealed that his sister, Dorothy Re- weird Oriental theme music and by
gent, and her two children, Bobbie and 1,000 sound effects, that have been
Betty Lou, a young man and a young planned by KHJ sound-effects engineers for the Chandu series.
woman, are in grave and mysterious
The part of Frank Chandler, or
danger, unknown to them. He immediately realizes that he must rush to "Chandu," is cleverly played by Gayne
America and help them, and using his Whitman, a familiar character on the
magic powers mysteriously transports stage and screen. Margaret Macdonald
himself to the Regent home, where the takes the difficult role of "Helen
excitement commences.
"Bobby" and "Betty Lou"
In the succeeding chapters of the Chandler."
are portrayed by Robert Bixbv and
story, each consuming 10 minutes on Bettv Webb.
And next month, RADIO DOINGS
the air, many thrilling events transpire.
A mysterious underground scientific has a treat for its readers. Beginning
laboratory, knives thrown in the dark, in the next issue, "The Adventures of
murders, and adventures in Egypt, nar- Chandu, the Magician." will begin serial y in story form!
row escapes from death — all these are
dexterously woven into the dramatic
For the first time since its establishRADIO DOINGS is going to have
story of "Chandu. the Magician." Chan- a serialment,fiction
story, and what a story!
du's magic feat« are mnningly spun
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The

Small-Town

Eeat
At

Boy

Who

Broadway
Its

Own

Came

With Twenty-five Dollars in His Pocket, Morton Downey Landed in New York to Embark
on a Varied Career as Grocery Boy, Waiter
and W hat-Not — Until He Finally Found His
Place in Movies and Radio.

THIS
perfectlyintogrand
man
first trekked
New young
York with
$25.00 in his pocket. Now his
pent-house office and his place at Rye
present an appalling contrast to those
first days, which involved park benches
and subways, and a sort of hopeless
hopefulness.
He's for
Irish,hiswhich
may ar-be
partly responsible
ultimate
rival at the Central Park Casino, New
\ ork from a fireman's carnival, but
he has sagacious blue eyes and a constantly buoyant philosophy, which is
something else again.
The persistent and chubby young
Mort, hailing from Wallingford, Conn.,
has held with colorful carelessness
various jobs ranging from grocery boy
to pilot of a donkey engine. From that
day back in Wallingford when he first
gave a provocative though not too
musical squawk, until the time he sang
encores for His Royal Highness, life
was an adventure, sometimes disheartening, but always lightened by his own
particular optimism.
So, meet Mort. You'll like him.
He's such
an utterly reaction,
good guy.however,
You'll
have
an inevitable
to his quick smile, and the comprehending, witty reflection in his eyes.
You'll say to yourself with increasing
panic, "What is this young man going
to doa matter
next?" ofAndfact,the might
young domanalmost
who,
as
anything next, will probably collapse
into a chair and tell you that he is
very tired. Whatever he says is accidental, or perhaps, incidental. He
whistles distracting snatches of music.
He apparently
doesn't In
giveduea rap
impressing
anybody.
timeabout
you
will notice that his eyes have heavy
black lashes, that he needs a hair cut,
and that his clothes are immaculately
perfect.
"I've loved to sing as long as I can
remember." Downey told us. "In fact,
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by Hilda Cole
Adolescent Mort had decided what he
there was a day when mother used to
give me nickels to hush me up. My wanted. It came under the heading of
"big dough." In his first years of
first performance
at a fireman's
minstrel
show in was
Wallingford
at the high school he was a stocky, active
great old age of four. I sang 'My young man who liked to entertain, enjoyed sports, but was never infected
Pretty ence,
Redwing'
assembled
and was Itoa thewow?
Oh, audimy! with the
I'd-die-for-dear-old-Yarvard
Dressed as a page I was put in a deco- spirit of hysteria affecting most of his
position at was
the foot
King's friends. And, as far as girls went: "I
thronerativewhich
veryof the
gorgeous.
apples to anybody's sisMother told me to be as quiet as a didn'tter,"bring
Mort saysblondes
laughingly.
"And the
in Wallingford
mouse and during the monotony of the best looking
wise-cracking minstrels, I fell asleep. left me unmoved. If she was just ;i
The King might just as well have had good
sport, well, 0. K., but if I had
no page at all! I had to be shaken to dance attendance like one of those
awake to sing my solo, but, I am glad Knights of King Arthur, or something
to say that at least I remembered the — nothing doing. Sir Galahead had
just about as much chance as Santa
Mort's school days, enhanced by his
In the eyes of his concerned family
"Oh,
Yeah"
expression,
his perlyrics!"
nicious dislike
for math,and were
not he was heading straight for the fate of
ne'er-do-well — having nothing parstrictly successful. However, he'd just a Claus."
ticularly in mind — but Mort secretly
go
on
forever,
like
Tennyson's
brook,
felt
was something he could do
if called upon to recite in history. He well.there
And
which was on the road to
has always been very interested in
"bigSuddenly
dough." there was a climax to his
politics.
We may as well, we think, tell you restlessness. He left school. It was
about
Mort's gang.
pals, around
the ageHisofcontemporary
ten, finally one of those incidents politely labeled
coagulated into what is generally "Mutual Agreement." Mort didn't get
well with the school's faculty.
known as a "gang." This formidable along
assembly
unto It wasn't that his marks were bad; it
death, or ofa "ruffians,"
black eye, faithful
or whatever
was that they apparently didn't matganghood involved among small boys, ter.
In previous summer vacations he had
staged a free-for-all fight every Saturday afternoon with another clan of the gone to Brooklyn to visit relatives. He
same genus. Mort's gang generally had decided then and there, after his
carried off the honors, having an ex- brief glimpses of New York, that it
cess of brawn and an excess amount was a swell city. It might be friends
of Irish. All was triumphant until with you. Only it took an outrageousone Sunday afternoon around the
ly long time to strike up an acquaintscheduled time, the Other Gang sudance. "I will make enough money,"
denly hove into sight, re-enforced with Mort told himself, "to go to New
beebee guns and whooping like a Sioux York." So he left school for business
riding on the tip
tribe. Needless to say, the sling-shotted ofwithhis determination
chin.
ranks
of
Mort's
gang
were
definitely
vanquished. They could not afford to
Mort's business
[Turn tocareer
Page has
40] in its rosbuy beebee guns!
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One of the most modest, and at the same time, most
popular, radio artists today, is Morton Downey,
Li f±
Columbia tenor, whose sweet high notes pour over
the
wholeandcountry
America's
-->. »w
millions
delightnightly,
lovers toof clwrm
pure, unaffected
singing.
Heard at 8:30 P. M. nightly over statiuns un the Columbia System.
RADIO DOINGS
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You Probably Never Imagined That Some of
Your Favorite Artists Were Really "Mr. and
Mrs.,'' But Here Is the Proof. Radio Brought
Them Together and Wedding Bells Haven't
Interfered a Single Whit With Their Work.
How Many of Them Did You Know Were
Married?
tors, and wanted her to take her profession seriously, by presenting an iceskating act on a Western vaudeville circuit, and later she startled them again
by giving diving exhibitions at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition.
When she finally turned to the "legit," Bobbe became one of the outstandyoung she
stockwent
actresses
the West,
and ingwhen
to Newof York,
she
played in Ziegfeld productions for
three years on Broadway, returning to
the studio, they and their husbands behave much like other happily married California
The tall, indark"Sally."
young leading man in
couples the world over.
the Santa Cruz stock company fell in
"Which may be why we stay mar- love at first sight with his vivacious
ried!" observes Bobbe Dean, or Mrs.
leading woman, whose sense of
Ted Maxwell, depending upon how well young
humor kept the company on its watch
against
unexpectedly mirthful moments
youBobbe
know7 and
her. Ted keep their studio
in dramatic scenes. In 1926, Bobbe conlives as separate from their private exsented to take Ted's off-stage wooing
istence as possible, aided in this endea- seriously, and they were married. Bevor by the fact that their leisure hours
cause both had lived "in trunks" since
are spent together at
their country home
near Redwood Gty.
miles from San Francisco. They have a
suite in a San Francisco hotel, where they
stay when late programs make it necessary for them to remain in the city overnight, but their real
home is the big, comfortable, hospitable
place in the country,
with a garden and
plenty of space
the
numerous
pets forthey
collect.
The Maxwells met
for the first time in a
Santa Cruz stock company. troupers
Both weredespite
seasoned
their youth, for Ted
went on the stage when
he was 15, and Bobbe
when she was a veteran
Bobbe Dean and Ted Maxwell, or just plain Mr. and
of three years. At 13, Mrs. Maxwell, are fond of the open spaces, and take
she horrified a pair of long motor trips — alivays taking along their pet
marmoset.
parents who were acRADIO DOINGS
Marriage a la
microphone!
Ann Chase
and Carleton
Young — a
happy
Mr. and NBC
Mrs.

-matches and dyi
water
OILmiteand— art
and matrimony — these
are the three combinations
against which chemists, anxious mothers
throb columnists, respectively,
and
warnheartus.
But just as modern science has found
a way to combine the first two pairs
safely and successfully, so the presentday husband and wife whose professions happen to be similar, can work
together and still stay happy, take it
from Mr. and Mrs. Howard Milholland,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schwarzman, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Maxwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Linden, and Mr. and Mrs. Carleton
Young, all of NBC.
Each of these half-dozen couples are
members of the artist staff of the San
Francisco studios of the National
Broadcasting
Company;Sometimes
some are they
actors, some musicians.
work together before the microphone,
sometimes singly, or with other artists.
Few NBC listeners think of Bobbe
Deane, petite and gifted character actress, as plain Mrs. Maxwell; or Eva
Garcia, the brilliant pianist, as Mrs.
Milholland. On the other hand, Howard Milholland, NBC's program manager, would be exceedingly surprised,
not to say ruffled, if someone addressed
him as "Mr. Garcia." And Tom Kelly,
handsome
young radio
care particularly
aboutactor,
the wouldn't
title of
"Dorothy
Desmond's
husband."
However, all that is beside the point.
On the air, these six wives of NBC live
their own lives as literally as Lucy
Stone, the founder of the famous league
for
the names,
preservation
married
maiden
could of
rlesire.
Away ladies'
from
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THEIR

BETTER

HALVES
childhood, they turned whole-heartedly
toward the joyful task of building a
country home when they came to NBC.
Although Bobbe and Ted appear in
many of the same programs, most of
their ether scenes are conducted with
other players. Ted is Jack of the famous Jack and Ethyl acting team, in
which Bernice Berwin is Ethyl. Bobbe,
whose variety of voices and characterizations isequalled by that of only one
other NBC player — Bennie Walker —
usually plays with Bennie as her microphone foil.
Radio brought Howard Milholland
and Eva Garcia together, and tlie*e two
Thomas Kelly, NBC
actor, and party of
the second part in
one of the happiest
marriages of the
<iir — but don't call
him Dorothy Desmond's husband!
Below, Dorothy, who
playsines andtragic
wickedherobut
interesting villainesses in NBC dramas. She's Mrs.
Tom Kelly, and the
mother of two pretty babies.

RADIO DOINGS

admit that even
as Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Milholt is diffi-to
cultlafornd, ithem
forget radio.
On the rare
casions ocwhen
the manager of
NBC's program
department now
appears
before
the
microphone
— countless listeners stil
think "H. M.'s" speaking voice one of
the pleasantest on the air — it is usually
to read a poem on a musical program
conducted by his wife.
Years ago, when radio still was new
in the West, the Milhollands met at Station KGO, now NBC's key-station on
the Pacific. "H. M.", as his hearers
knew him. was studio manager, and announced many of the programs broadcast from the one-room studio where
Eva Garcia was one of the stars. A
firm friendship based upon hours of
critical rheearsing and working together before the microphone, is the foundation of this radio marriage.
Another couple with a similar back-

Manytor in the
aciscomale
visi-of
Sanstudios
FranXBC has been willcut and
the stay
rest
of hising totour
right where he is
when he sees the
lovely, Barbara
auburnhaired
Merkeley at her
harp.
Butshe'sit'sMrs.no
useIrthur
— forSchivarzman
now — and Arthur,
above, gifted young
Russian pianist,
plays most of her
accompaniments.
ground of companionship in work are
Emily and Anthony Linden, pianist and
flute-soloist at NBC. These two are truly
wedded in their art, for in a joint studio in San Francisco they teach their
respective pupils, practice and study,
then go on the air together in a program
called "The Voice of Pan," broadcast
weekly through the NBC network.
Anthony Linden is one of five brothers, all of whom are musicians. His
father wanted a family orchestra, and
taught each son a different instrument.
''When I came along, the flute was
the only thing left — so I had to take it,"
is Anthony's whimsical explanation.
As a flutist, however, he is a poet
speaking
tones of silver, withSheEmily's
soft pianoin accompaniment.
is an
elfin-looking person under whose fingertips music — her own or that of other
composers — flows with easy grace.
She and Anthony make an ideal pair
of musical partners as well as matrimonial ones, and many of their programs
of Emily's.
"The Don"includeis compositions
one of her best-known;
she also has written a flute-suite, "Top
O' The Hill,"
for her hus\Turn especially
to Page 39]
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Fever

AUNT

Heat

EMMY

One of the Newest Hollywood Sensations, This
Unique Old Lady, Who Has Outlived Seven
Husbands or So. Been All Over and Back
Again. Is "Hep" to All the Latest Wisecracks
(and Incidentally Knows All the Answers) Has
Brought to the Air a New Type. You'll Like
Aunt Emmy After You Get to Know Her.
by Cliff Arquette
E asked me to tell them
SOMEON
all I knew about Aunt Emmy,
and I must admit. I was stumped
for a minute. Although I believe I
know more about the little old lady
than any other living soul, there were
still a few chapters in her hectic life
that I was unaware of. Therefore I got
under way to the home of the little old
sage with no further delay, and the following interview is the result.
My first question was blunt and to
the point. "Aunt Emmy, just how old
areShe
you?"
peered over her small square
glasses, and shifting her head from side
to side, to get a better focus on me.
shot back the following answer. "Well
son, I'm jist eighty four summers along,
and I don't git a dime from no soap
company
fer savin'andthetEmeither.
seven husbands
open Eveto had
any
kind
an offer,
whether vein.
it's political
er in ofa more
matrimonial
"Muh fust husband was a mule skinner up in Boise. Idaho, and he was a
blamed good mule skinner — as mule
skinners go. And as mule skinners go
he went. Yep — he left me holding tinbag,
the oldgrowsavin'
goes,thebutoldI didn't
let noas grass
under
dogs:
no sir — I had me a new husband before
you could say 'Harvey McCracken'."
"I come out to California in a covered wagon; 'course not the kind thel
yuh sees in magazines, but jist a plain
automobile. We alius called it the covered wagon, on account of the mortgages thet was on it. By Henry, thet
car had so many installments on it thel
we had to run it in second gear all the
way
out. 'Course
you know'd
thet I was
originally
from Peoria
— I thought
everybody knew thet. Yep — the fust time
RADIO DOINGS

I left Peoria — I went by rail, but the
fellersandthetranwasmea carrin'
tired
out the the
restrail
of got
the
I thought il was about time to interrupt here so I asked her this question,
"I understand that you are a great
way." of th.- British nobility, is that
friend
"1 should sa) it
is, son. George
right?"
and I is the greatest of pals, and as
fer the Prince of
Wales, sometime
when yuh got
more time, drop
over and I'll tell
yuh about
time
him
and the
I went
horseback ridin' —
IFF ARQUETTK
say,
it'll jist
The Author
yuh up!
Yep,foldI
guess Old Fever
Heat, as some of the boys down at the
pool hall call me. has really been
around, and I don't mean around the
I could
see that she was getting back
cither."
onhouse
the same track so I thought I would
throw her off. "I understand that von
have a very cute daughter : is that
"Well sir." she answered, "If she'd
a true?"
been any cuter, she'd a been twins.
Yep. she's a regular girl all right, only
die ha- a bad habit of shootin' craps
with the icemen, and fightin' with newsboys. Outside of thet she's jist as sweet
a- they make 'em. Ell never fergit one
iceman — but thet s another story, we'll
jist pass thet up fer the time bein'.
"You see. Tessie — thet's muh little
girl's name — never really got a break.

Harold"Bert"
I shell,with
chiefiuntannouncer,
Emmy. and
she was left on muh doorstep, in a
horse's
I don't
she
ever gotfeed
overbag,
thet and
shock.
And think
another
thing. She don't like policemen — gosh
all hemlocks, how she despises them fellers! Iguess the reason fer that is the
fact thet I was scared by a policeman,
jist before she was left on the door"Tell me this, Aunt Emmy," I said,
trying to get her on another subject.
"I have been told by some of your fans,
that listen to your nine forty-five broadstep."cast, that they have never had a veryclear description of Tess. What does
she"\\look
ell. like?"
now. thet's purty hard to say.
jist
what
she
looksyuhlike,
don't look
like a horse, yet
mightshe mistake
her
fer
one
on
a
foggy
night.
She's
got the
same kind of a chin thet I got, and
the
same nose almost, only mine has got
a few more warts on the end of it. She
does her hair up in a loose knot on the
back of her neck, and on a clear day
you can see Catalina from our front
"Well," I said. "That really is a bit
of news, and now tell us just how you
picked up a friendship with Bert, and
Henry,
from magais worse you
thenfellers
the fellers
from
who"Byis zineshe."
porch."
the newspapers when it comes to askin'
questions.
declare.
seen the likeI ofdo it.
Well. IEllain'ttellnever
yuh
all about Bert and muhself. I wuz out
one night givin' a talk on temperance,
course'Demon
you know'd
thet they
the
Crusader.'
Well,callssir,meI
wuz givin' this talk when all of a suddin' they raids the place and I was
throw'd into the jug. The judge says.
"Thirty day[Turn
— 'er thirty
to Pagedollars.'
41] and me
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IS

SHE

REALLY
Married?
Letters Pour in to KFI, Asking if Bunny
and Her Interesting Radio Family Are

BUNNY

a half, a slim,
year and
FOR
dark abeauty
of a girl has had a
throng of housewives mystified.
Day after day, mothers and wives in
hundreds of homes listen intently to
each of her radio programs in an effort
to fathom her secret. Is Bunny really
married?
In her daily 15-minute feature over
KFI, "Bob, Bunny and Junior," this
young lady, as Bunny, holds her feminine listeners with homey, life-like
stories of her little radio family. Bob.
the young husband, and Junior, the
lovable youngster, are real, interesting characters. Their adventures from
day to day ring true with human interest— the situations in which they
find themselves are homely, appealing
cross-sections of real life.
The charm of the program, say many
fan letters, lies in this reality. "So
true
life!" that
says one
short around
note. "Just
like tothings
happen
my
home,"
another.
"Ourto baby
teething says
the night
Bob had
walk was
the
floor
with
Junior,"
reads
a
third.
And
so on. Every incident striking a chord
in someone's own experience.
"But are you really married?" her
listeners ask. "Please tell us if this
adorable family is your own."
Bunnyandsmiles
"Bob.
Bunny
Juniorexasperatingly.
are the real names
of
real husband
people," andshe daddy,
says. and
"BobJunior
is a
young
is a real boy — the pride and joy of
his parents. Don't you think they are
my family?"
faction one can And
get. that's all the satisAs one mother wrote: "Dear Bunny.
Gosh, Bunnv — if you're not reallv marPage Sixteen

Real, But She Won't Tell. Her Little
Domestic Mystery Is as Baffling as It Is
Popular, and This Article Holds Many
Clues to Its Solution.
"Bob, Bunny and
Junior,"
heardP. overM
KFI at doily.
1:45
by Betty Sheldon
ity to produce realism and naturalness.
It makes one feel sure Bob did say this,
or Junior did ask that, for how else
could
of suchBunny
things?ever in the world think
She never impersonates the rest of
the family. She is her own sweet self
always. And yet — there you are again
— when Junior was younger, listeners
would often hear him crying. How
does one explain that?
There are other members of Buntoo. lovable
There's characters.
Ma and
Aunt ny'sHetfamily,
— both
They came right off the farm a year
ago, and how Bunny has modernized
them and humanized them in this year
they have been on the air!
Then there's the love affair between
Aunt Het and Uncle John — that held
the audiences breathless until it finally
culminated in a happy marriage a few
monthsdeaf,
ago.old-fashioned
And there'sfather,
Pa — Bob^
dear,
who
accidentally
bought
a
piece
of seemJUNIOR
ingly
worthless
property
last
year,
recently found oil wells springing and
up
all
around him!
ried, how do you have such a perfect
understanding of all the little things
Well, is Bunny really married? b
that are part of being married and rais- the little radio family a real one, or
ing a baby? Please answer this ques- is it fictitious? Our question is still
tion and satisfy all the members of our unanswered, and Bunny has great fun
in keeping us guessing.
family. Are you really married?"
Just the other day Bunny became
Clever,
Bunny
is
—
married
or
not.
For while each member of her happy extremely confidential, and nearly refamily is well-known to her radio
vealed the solution to her secret. "Why.
friends, none has ever spoken into the the answer
is simple! Just listen to usmicrophone.
Bunny'staking
voice heris every afternoon at one forty-five — I'm
heard
from dayOnlyto day;
sure you can't help having the quesfamily in and out of all sorts of lifeI'm tionnotanswered
so sure!
for yourself!"
like experiences, with an uncanny abilRADIO DOINGS

WHY

I

Sing

POPULAR
SONGS
by Ted White
NBC Tenor
Breeze in the trees, humming sweet
melodies —
And they called it— THE BIRTH OF
THE BLUES.
And then they nursed it, rehearsed it
and gave out the news
That the Southland gave birth to the
BLUES.
And they might have appended—
"The voice of America."
"The
M. Sundays.
KGO, Vagabonds,"
KFI: 9:15 P.11:00
M. P.Tuesdays,
KCO.

BUT there seem to be some Americans who don't want to hear it
themselves. They hold their
ears and whisper politely that it is not
art.
One brow
wonders
highRomans ofwhat
the the
thirdproper,
and fourth
centuries read into or heard in the
strange utterances of the popular songwriters and poets of their time!
Did they hear in those songs which
were flung so casually into the Roman
air of that day — and treasured, in fragments, by the scholars of today — the
uncanny voice of Iberian Spain, the
sorrow of conquered Carthage, the dark
passion of North Africa, or the ominous strength of the Barbarian hordes?
You
can bet
they didn't
hear them!
All your
these life
mingled
racial
voices sounded through the chants and
songs which the Roman citizen heard
or sang. But he paid no more attention to them than do the self-appointed
high-brows today to the voices of
emancipated Afro-Americans chanting
through American jazz tunes; of old
frontiersmen mourning the freedom
they have bartered to mechanics, in the
"Hill Billy"
songs which have reached
such
radio. incredible popularity on the
RADIO DOINGS

Ted White could have been a great pianist if he chose. Insted, he gave up
piano to sing popular songs. In this article he tells why he prefers popular
music. In a succeeding one, he'll
vocal tell
style.what lies behind his remarkable
Even the love ballads your favorite
crooner sings to you through the microphone, reflect the cynicism, disillusionment and humility of these past months
of commercial depression — and if that
doesn't
make them folk;music — what IS
folk-music?
According to the musical editor of
the New Century Dictionary, it is
"music that arises among the common
people or peasantry and becomes traditionalartlessness
among them. of
Its content
characteristics include
and
form, detachment from an individual
maker or composer, and a tendency to
embody or express something of local,
communal, tribal or racial sentiment.
Folk dances involve some union of
dancing
and detail,
music." that definition apIn every
plies to the popular music of today- —
even
far as "traditional"
for
radio soprograms
which revive goes,
popular
songs of three, four, ten and fifteen
years ago always bring floods of appreciative letters from listeners. Not

only the generation which remembers
these songs as part of its own youth,
enjoys these old popular songs; so do
the boys and girls of today, who in
turn will listen with wistful pleasure
a few years from now to the tunes to
which they are dancing now.
This is why I get slightly impatient
with persons who insist upon looking
down their noses upon American ballads and popular songs, while they fill
concert halls to hear a tenor or soprano sing some trivial, tinkling little
German or Italian air. ecstatically applauded as"delicious
folk probably
music." is
The little
concert song
charming,
but
just
as
"Whistling
in the
Dark" is charming — or
"It was a lucky April shower
door —
AndI sought
found aa most
millionconvenient
dollar baby
In a five and ten cent store."
There's modern romance for you —
and
poetry
— andof music.
It breathes
once the spirit
this rushing
age. andat
\Turn to Page 39]
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The

Girl

Who

Is

SELDOM

HERSELF
Gail Taylor, of the NBC Matinee, Slips
From One Personality to Another Like
Quicksilver, Sings, and Gives Recipes
and Household Hints Over the Air — All
in the Day's Work.
Gail Taylor takes one back a few years in the
by
"Gay Eighties and the Naughty Nineties."
for her own particular and unusual
S a dignified prima donna at combination of talents — both singing
SHE'one
moment; a rollicking, "high acting. Moreover, she has reached an
brown" gal the next; she can be enviable place in an art to which more
a sharp-spoken wife when the occasion and
more members of the theatrical
demands ; she has a hundred interesting profession are turning, and Gail who
recipes and household hints at her fin- once looked with longing eyes on the
ger-tips, and she has been the heroine
finds the same gaze sometimes
of at least a dozen exciting love af- stage,
on the faces of theatrical folk who
watch her broadcast.
fairs—
But all on the air!
No footlight
Which is why meeting Gail Taylor harder
than Gailperformer
does incould
the work
NBC
for the first time generally means a sur- Matinee, not to speak of the other proprise. The feminine star of the NBC
grams upon which she appears as soloMatinee, who plays as many as half a
ist. She is "Onyx" Cotton in the amusdozen
roles,
all
different,
in
an
hour's
ing
blackface skit which she and Capperformance, in addition to carrying
tain Bill Royle present together. She
the soprano burden of the musical por- is the heroine of most of the dramatic
tion of this daily NBC program, isn't sketches offered in the Matinee, and the
the changeable person you might ex- prima donna in all the condensed musical comedies and operetta featured in
pect.Like quicksilver, she shifts from one this program.
And she still finds time
personality to the other before the to experiment personally with the
Matinee microphone, but away from it recipes which she offers her homelisteners — the big audience to
she's body
veryelse. much
Taylor girl
and with
no- women
which the NBC afternoon variety hour
A slim,Gailcharming
large brown eyes and whimsical mouth, is directed.
Gail is one of the most ornamental
"When I first sang into a microphone
members of NBC's San Fracisco studio eight years ago in Los Angeles, I never
staff — and one of the most serious so dreamed what radio was going to
far as purposeful energy is concerned. mean," Gail says thoughtfully, when
At 27 she has achieved what she de- you talk to her of the days when she
cided she wanted of life when she was was just beginning a career which
in the newest prostill a little girl in grammar school — makes her fes iaonal fiveteran
eld.
to sing and act. Just when she was on
the verge of gaining her ambition, Fate
She was just 19, and, an eager, ambitious girl, with her heart still set on
stepped between Gail and a Broadway
musical comedy contract which seemed her musical comedy hope, she was not
to be the door to all her dreams. When intensely interested, she admits, in her
she recovered from that disappointment radio debut.
Gail bravelv started all over again, and
"It was just a lark," she relates.
now, in radio she has found an outlet "Nobody
dreamed of paying radio artPage Eighteen

Louise Landis
ists in those days — you were supposed
to feel honored if your voice was good
enough to be broadcast. To get up
and sing into the odd little microphone
studio was tiny, thickly padded,
was"Thea 'stunt.'
and so nearly air-tight as to be stifling.
It was on the roof of a Los Angeles
building, and you reached it by taking
an elevator to the top floor, then climbing a ladder and literally 'walking a
Singing isasashermuchname.part Both
of Gail's
inheritance
her

plank.' "

father and mother were well-known
choir singers in a Kansas City, Mo.,
church, where
met and39] were mar[Turnthey
to Page
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GAIL

TAYLOR

with Capt* till Royle on the
NEC

MATINEE

Miss Taylor as "Onyx Cotton" in the amusing skit which she and Captain Bill Royle
present together. This is just one of the
many roles she is called upon to enact —
sometimes five or six in an hour's program.
She's one of the most cliangeable girls you
ever saw — and one of the hardest ivorking.

Heard on the "NBC Matinee" at 2:00 P. M. daily over stations on the NBC Western Network.
RADIO DOINGS
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HOLLYWOOD'S
PERFECT

COUPLE
by
Here's a Happy Pair of Celebrities Who
Believe in Good Old-Fashioned Marriage,
And, After Many Years Together, Are
Still Madly in Love — With Each Other.
enlarging our ideas. Our friends laugh
and say 'Give the Gleason's a good cook
and comfortable chairs, and they'll turn
out"We've
a moneymaker.'
Nanc
decided," Jimmie confided,
y
"that collaboration in writing is a great
deal like marriage. There should be a
willingness to work fifty-fifty, with a
slight mutual leaning toward sixty-fifty.
Smit
Just to do a little more than is required
h
of one always brings a little thrill to
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason admitted
bothBoth
persons."
that
they
have no use for temperamental
notions in a writer. Nor in anyone
else, for that matter. Temperament is
Jimmie Gleason and his wife, Lucille, do most of their writing together.
They have no separate workroom, and get many of their ideas and inspiraanother
Hollywood
that you won't
find in the
Gleason vice
household.
They
tions at the table after dinner. Contented? Dont they look it?
are simple, average American people,
industrious
and
unassuming.
it is in pictures, on the stage, preparing
read about sa di- material for radio broadcasts, or writwe wood.
E.VERY vorcedayin Holly
"You hear people say they know they
Paper are
write something fine if they could
ing a play or scenario — we like to be could
full of stories of marital diffishut
themselves off from the rest of the
together.
tal
deniculties among the temperamen
is done,discussions
and we world like a hermit," Mrs. Gleason remostwriting
worthwhile
zens of the glamorous film colony. Mar- have"Ourourbest
marked. "That is absurd. To write
riage and Hollywood are considered an around the dinner table after dinner. plays, books,
or continuity
oil and water proposition, as far as All of our dining-room chairs have you have to be scenarios
among people. Characcompatibility are concerned.
ters in a plot have to actually live.
backs. We stay there for hours — talking, discussing, suggesting, deleting and Otherwise the reader or audience will
"Good
we in
say.Hollywood
"Surely
there
mustheavens!"
be someone
detect the absence of human qualities.
whoThere
is happily
married."
"Sincerity is the fundamental of all
is.
good writing," Jimmie put in. If a
Jimmie Gleason, whose picture roles
piece of writing is not a reflection of huin "Is Zat So?", "It's a Wise Child,"
man nature, it isn't sincere."
"A Free
Soul" him
and tomany
other talkies
all the inyears
the Gleason's
have
endeared
the movie
world,
beenIn writing
different
mediums, have
they
and whose humorous adventures with
have never had a special workroom.
They write all over the house. Or in
Bob Armstrong in "Knights of the
the most
nook in the garRoad"
won public,
him equal
den. Evencomfortable
in a hotel room.
with thehaveradio
is thepopularity
happily
married example.
"We've always contended that you
can do anything anywhere, if you have
He and his charming wife, Lucille,
have worked, played and fought toto or want to badly enough," declared
gether side by side in the long and ardJimmie
And he'sto know.
done enough
things inGleason.
enough places
uous campaign that finally resulted in
his fame.
Which all goes to show that despite
its reputation, Hollywood does have
workedcupstogether,"
they"Wesaidhaveoveralways
the coffee
at their
some real home folks, to whom "till
delightful English cottage in Beverly
death do us part" and "for better or for
JIMMIE GLEASON
worse" aren't just so many idle words.
Hills. "We alwavs intend to. Whether
RADIO DOINGS
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A

Heal
Comes

Hill
To

Billy

Tovrn

Elton Britt Scarcely Knew What a Radio Was Until
Glenn Rice Flew Into the Heart of the Ozarks and
Brought Him to Hollywood to Play and Sing with the
Beverly Hill Billies. This Article Reveals the True
Home Life of the Genuine Hill Billy of Arkansas —
That Secluded, Mysterious American Who Still Lives
in a Forgotten Century.
by Don Frank
typically
and obviously a hill billy of
the first water.
When Elton tells the story of his life
in the Ozarks it takes one back a hundred years into the past, with a glimpse
of home and social life that the civilizaconceive of. tion-steeped modern finds it hard to
ELTON BRITT
Elton Britt, the youngest of three
boys, was born in Searcy County, in
or
southern Arkansas, less than sixteen
Glenn Rice, originat
WHEN
of the Beverly Hill Billies, years ago. The family home was a
swooped down into the Ozarks tiny two-room log cabin, built by
in a tri-motored plan in search of hill Grandfather Britt from logs he had
billy talent, he got the surprise of his hewn and split himself. The floor was
life.
of dirt, packed hard by three generations of tough bare feet. When Elton
Although he had accumulated a fund
of information about these moun- was still little more than a baby, the
taineers out of library books, he had home farm "ran out," as the soil in
naturally supposed that times had these localities has a habit of doing
changed, and that the old-fashioned after scores of years of intensive cultivation. So Daddy Britt moved his
hill billy would be a hard specimen to
locate.
family, pigs and mules to another cabin
But when he returned in a few weeks some ten miles away, to more fertile
with Elton Britt, the 16-year old yodel- land. The new home boasted a wood
er who accompanies himself on the floor — with cracks nearly wide enough
for the baby to fall through — but wood,
"gitter" was
on the
Hill Billy
Glenn
exuberant,
and program.
at the nevertheless.
Elton was sent to school, but like
same time, still surprised. The story
he told of the finding of Elton was a many of the hill billy boys, quit while
strange one, but was borne out by the still in the early grades, and stayed
presence of Elton himself, a hov <o home to help Daddv Britt. He was

rather glad to escape the five-mile walk
every morning to the little school, carrying alunch of cold biscuits and cold
be donegarden
— the
cornThere
had was
to beplenty
plowed,to raising
truck was a continual battle with ravenpork.ous mountain weed sand insects, not to
mention the frequent drouths that visit
the Ozarks. Up with the birds, work
life.
until late at night — it wasn't an easv
But sometimes, in the evenings, when
the work was done, and things were going smoothly, the hill billies gathered
at someone's cabin and there was a
dance. When the corn was picked,
"'shuckin' " bees afforded many a hectic
evening
of hill
"whoopee."
Everyone sang
; nearlybilly
everyone
played
an instrument — fiddles, guitars, harmonicas, jews' harps — simple instruments, played by a simple, rustic peoThe Britt boys, as they grew older,
were in great demand at these parties
and "shuckin' bees." Elton's two
brothers played the fiddle and banjo,
and Elton strummed his guitar, sang
and
ple. yodelled. The songs they sang
were simple ones — melancholy old
tunes they had learned from their
\Turn to Page 37]

If you don't think there are any real hill billies left, take a look at this. At the left is Elton Britt's birthplace, built
by his grandfather. In the center is a hill billy "straight-eight" — the only means of transportation in the heart of the
Ozarks. Right, the Britt famil y at home — that's Elton leaning away from the post.
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The W orld-famous
Ambassador Hotel
Cocoanut Grove, favorite playground
of film notables.
Gus Arnheim, popular orchestra leader, whosehas
Grove
contract
just
expired —

Jimmie Grier. who
brings his All-Star
Band to take Arnheim's place.
Cocoanutgram heard
Groveat 8:30
proP.Frida\s
M. Mondays
and
over
NBC
stations
from P.KFI,M.
and at 10:00
nightlyDecember
over KFWB
until
when
KFI takesfirst,it

AMBASSADOR Hotel Cocoanut
Grove officials are noted for der ortheir own
popula
manner
similar
chestras. In thisvelopingand
has the individuality of the Grove been
created. Abe Lyman and Gus Arnheim stand as proof of its success along
this line. It was Mr. A. Frank, vicepresident and general manager of the
im his
Ambassador, who gave Arnhe
first chance to be an orchestra leader
seven or eight years ago.
History now repeats itself and Mr.
Frank is writing the third volume of
his musical triology. He has selected
Jimmie Grier to lead his new orchestra
which will replace Gus Arnheim, who
leaves for an eastern tour.
For his newest musical combination
under the direction of Jimmie Grier,
Mr. Frank has selected thirty-one musical artists and star entertainers. Carlos Molina's Tango band and entertainers. Loyce Whiteman, Donald Novis, Harry Barris, Dave Marshall, and
those Three Ambassadors remain at the
Cocoanut Grove.
Grier himself has a colorful musical
background. He has prepared the musical scores for such important motion
pictures as "Palmy Days." "Flying
High" and
"CityCafeLights."
He has appeared at the
des Ambassadeurs,
Paris; Savoy Hote, London; and the
Royal Palace, Ostend.
Members of Jimmie Grier 's orchestra
and their instruments are: Ray Heindorf, first pianist; Hal Chanslor,
piano; Henry Sugar, violin; Robert
Morrow, violin ; Richard Webster, violin: Larrv Sullivan, and Frank Zinzer,
Page Twenty-two

New
ENTERTAINER
OE

STARS

With the Departure of Gus Arnheim and the Advent
of Jimmie Grier, the Famous Cocoanut Grove, Where
Hollywood's Elite Gather Nightly, Loses a Marvelous
Band Leader, But Gains Another
trumpet: Frank Sullivan and Charles
Cowpland, trombone and mellophone;
Dick Dickinson, saxophone; Al Maulding, English horn ; Arthur Grier, bass
clarinet and guitar; Richard Ehrecke,
guitar and banjo; William Markas,
drums; Jack Garcia, string bass, tuba
and guitar; and Toni Travers, pianoaccordion and piano.
Art Grier, brother of Jimmie, and
Henry Sugar are former U. C. L. A.
students. U. S. C. is represented in
the band by Hal Chanslor and Robert
Morrow. Other universities represented are: Yale University by Dick
Webster, vocal soloist of the band who
will be recognized by music lovers of
Los Angeles as former soloist at Pantages theatre; Washington University
is represented; and Idaho University;
Whittier College by Donald Novis ;
La Salle University; Bogota, Colombo:
University of Havana is the alma mater
of Alberto Mateu of the tango band.
Columbia, Kansas and Missouri University are alma maters to other mem-

TVT OT many years ago Gus Arnheim
^ was "discovered" as a piano
player in a band at the Cocoanut
Grove, Hollywood; now he has just
closed an 18 months' engagement at
that leading rendezvous of the film colony as the director of one of the most
ofpopular
the day.
radio and ballroom orchestras
One of those rare personalities of
his business, he appears entirely without pose and innately a gentleman;
when he talks to you he is quiet, sincere, modest and courteous.
As the time approaches for the next
number, he takes his place at the piano,
and, nodding to the bandsmen as their
cue, his fingers lead them to the strains
of a popular tune. As the soft, liquid
music draws the elegantly gowned
ladies and the tuxedoed companions to
the dancing floor, and as the couples
glide past, many, notables and unknowns alike,
theirchat
"hellos"
often stop
formake
a short
with and
the
{Turn to Page 37]
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Intimate Glimpse of the Studios
and Artists
by

were a public nuisance, so he pulled
up stakes and came West. And as further proof that California was the scene
of the first radio broadcast we submit the fact that successful attempts to
broadcast the voice and music were
made
in 1912.from Point Loma to Los Angeles
The Rhythmettes seemed to be happy
at KNX but within one month we find
them at KMTR. They will find plenty
of competition at the latter station, as
far as harmony is concerned.
THEorganization
HallelujahthatQuartet,
colored
has beena featured
in many programs sent by KHJ to the
East, is now sending out the splendid
harmony for which it is noted from a
theatre in San Francisco. Raymond
Paige, program director for the Don
Dr. Lee DeForest, grand old pioneer of Lee
station, expects them back in Los
radio broadcasting.
Angeles one of these days.
SOMEBODY said that the late
Thomas A. Edison didn't make
the first talking machine, that he
just made the first one you could shut
off. There seems to be some dispute
as to who made the first public radio
broadcast. On the night of November
second Los Angeles radio stations celebrated the anniversary of the first public radio program which was supposedly broadcast over KDKA, Pittsburgh, under the auspices of Dr. Lee
De Forest, who is now a resident of
Hollywood, and spends most of his
time experimenting on television. Los
Angeles is very modest, as most eastern
friends know, so it was celebrated
without dispute.
However, the truth is that Dr. Do
Forest presented many successful
broadcasts from the California Theatre
in San Francisco six months prior to
the broadcast from KDKA on November 2nd, 1920. He had previously
tried to broadcast from New York City
but the Mayor declared his experiments
RADIO DOINGS

ALTHOUGH
the NBC
bia chains have
taken and
quiteColuma few
of our most popular radio artists to
their eastern strongholds, California is
not suffering much as many eastern
and mid-west stars are finding their
way out west. Any station might feel
justly proud in adding Oscar Heather,
tenor soloist, to its staff. KGFJ is to
be congratulated on the acquisition of
Mr. Heather.
He is a pioneer in the broadcasting
field, making his first appearance before the microphone at KYW, Chicago,
in 1924. He was a staff artist at
WENR for three vears, and has been
featured at WHT. WQJ and KMOX.
As a soloist with the Minneapolis and
Chicago Symphony Orchestras h e
gained quite a reputation before taking
up radio.
BY number
the way.
Hollywood
of records
as far holds
as radioa
broadcasting is concerned. Bill Sharpies, chief of the breakfast club gang

at KNX, claims the oldest daily broadcast in the United States, in point of
actual hours. He was born in Pittsburgh and has broadcast over KDKA.
Years ago he was a reporter for the
Publishers Press Association and reported the Shamrock and America
yacht races off Sandy Hook. The De
Forest System was used and Dr. Lee
De Forest was present on the press tug
with Bill Sharpies.
AND while
on the like
subject
of rec-a
ords we would
to hand
bouquet to KGFJ of Los Angeles. Up
to thetiontime
of going
pressforthis
stahad been
on theto air
26,948
hours, a world's record, if you please.
Broadcasting 24 hours a day without
pulling the switch for four years is
something to crow about.
Vera Van. the beautiful blonde singer of KMTR — and featured soloist and
dancer at the Olson Cafe, is now a
staff artist with KHJ.
\Turn to Next Page]

Vera Van. who brings a new note in
interior decorationKHJ.to the studios of
Page Twenty-three

Behind
nith

The

MIKE

Harry
James
[Continued from Page 23]

record,
would night
recmay dwe present the name oi lo a phonograph
ANDWedgwoo
ommend that he tune
in KFIwe some
Nowell as the fastest
radio speaker in the world. His record and get an earful of two thousand dolis 252 words a minute, exceeding the
worth ofDonharmony
Ricardowhen
are Winnie
on the
broadcast of Floyd Gibbons who was Parkerlar'sand
clocked while delivering 217 words a
minute, according to the Literary Di- program.
gest. Mr. Nowell celebrated his 460th THEN we find Jack Carter, the Boy
from London, taking his turn as
Playgoers Club broadcast the other
day. He told me that he had sent out an announcer for KNX. I suppose
more than four million words over the some of Jack's English kin would throw
air for the Playgoers Club. He wanted up their hands in horror if they heard
me to check up on the number from their relative introduced as an announcer. But the Paris Inn job is just
the scripts he has used, but I took
his word for it as he seems to be a one of the many duties he performs.
pretty nice sort of fellow. Tune in on
Jack was a former vaudeville headliner and I can remember when he was
him some day at KGFJ.
I HAVE had many mothers bring
their daughters to my studio trying to convince me that they were
world beaters, pointing out the fact that
their music lessons had cost from ten
dollars and up for a half hour. I know
of one mother who feels justly proud
of her daughter and the lessons she
has taken. And that's the mother of
Winnie Parker, that low voiced singer
on KFI-KECA.
Winnie has never had a lesson other
than from her mother. She is an accomplished pianist as well as a vocalist. The mother is supervisor of the
music departments in the Broadway
high school, Glendale, California. Winnie has a brother who recently returned
from a trip around the world as pianist
with a nationally known orchestra. If
the president of the Columbia chain
can pick a fifteen hundred dollar a
week artist for his staff after listening Charlie Hamp, whose charming voice
used to entice listeners into buying
toothpaste, is now hard at work in the
Hollywood Hills building a new home.
Remember
soothingon"softer-yes,
softer
than that
the enamel
the teeth
themselves"?
independent enough to refuse to make
the long jumps from the East to the
West Coast. I think he is waiting for
the good old times to come back, if
ever. By the way, Jack used to sing
in the same musical comedy shows in
England with Reginald Sharland, the
Honorable Archie of KNX. I remember
them well
"San Toy," in London
several
yearsin ago.
Winnie Parker, of KFI-KECA, whose
only vocal lessons were from her
mother. Her first, Mrs. Parker tells us,
were taught with a hair brush.
Page Twenty-four

// anyone recognizes this gentleman,
who might be Harold Lloyd, or Groucho
Marx
isn't),words,
write onan any
essay,topic
not
longer (but
thanhe 500
you like, enclose 50 cigar coupons (any
brand), and then throw the whole thing
out the window. But don't tell Glenn
Rice you saw this picture! He thought
we'd forgotten about those specs.
Uncle John's staff at KHJ as a pianist
and accompanist. Today you will find
her with her head buried in books in
the office of Frank Bull, manager of
KMTR. She has been known to go out
to eat, and to make periodical visits to
the other two stations controlled by
V. G. Freitag to harmonize some accounts there, but, as far as a piano is
concerned, well, they are not on speaking terms.
HAVEfellowyouwho
heardreported
the one toabout
the
the police department that he had run over
a well known radio announcer, and the
desk sergeant advised him to go over
to the city hall and collect his bounty?
Well, mire
that's
the way
adannouncers.
No some
matter people
what your
profession may be if you do any announcer. nouncing you are just another anI recall that Howard Jones asked
Curtis Benton of KFWB staff how he
came to be a radio announcer. Curtis
was ready with a quick comeback but
did not choose to explain his national
reputation as a writer. He broadcasts
the football games for KFWB.

Paul Carson, the organist at the NBC
studios at San Francisco, was a feaIT'S
funny
how
some
artists
spend
a life time studying for a profestured soloist for eight years at Glendale, California. He was a war buddy
sion then drift into something else.
Take Marcia Conrad as an illustration. KHJ.
of Dick Creedon, continuity writer for
Years ago she was the backbone of
RADIO DOINGS

Reno

TIES

a

Knot

A bombshell in the
KFRC Studios could
have created no greater
disturbance than the
news that Edna
O'Keefe, original "Oh,
Woe Is Me" girl had
eloped several months
ago with Ronald Graham, Staff Soloist —
and nobody knew it.
Here's how it all happened.
Edna O'Keefe, original "Oh, Woe Is
Me" girl and staff artist
of KFRC.
THE KFRC studios were treated
to effects resembling the explosion of a bomb shell recently
when Edna O'Keefe walked in one
morning and casually remarked that
she had been married to Ronald Graham since last April.
Of course, there were certain few
around the studios who suspected that
the infatuated pair might have put on
the shackles, but it was a mere suspicion.
Here is how it happened. On a certain Saturday night in April, Edna, together with a number of other KFRC
artists, was playing a show in Sacramento. Ronald Graham, who is staff
baritone on the station, motored up to
bring Edna home that night. The others
were staying over until Sunday.
But, instead of coming back home,
the pair pointed the radiator of their
roadster towards Reno. They arrived
about
ed them.daylight. A deserted town greetHowever, youth will be served, and
they located successively two cups of
coffee, two doughnuts, one marriage license and one Justice of the Peace.
Reno is very accommodating to persons
who are either in or out of love.
They returned to KFRC Sunday night
and both were on deck for Golden State
Jamboree rehearsal Monday morning
just as if nothing had happened.
And now, close upon the heels of the
announcement of their wedding, the
papers are carrying the story of RonGraham's contest
winningforofSanthe Francisco
AtwaterKent aldaudition
in a field of several hundred contestRADIO DOINGS

by Bob Rand
"Bluestations
Mondayon Jamboree,"
P. M. originating
Mondays,
over
the Don Lee8:00System,
from KFRC.
ants. He will shortly compete for the
state-wide honors.
Edna O'Keefe came to KFRC by way
of a wager. Two of her girl friends at
the San Francisco Girls High School
bet her a dinner she was afraid to try
out on the audition period. Edna already had considerable of a reputation
around the school as a singer. Well, the
girls bought the dinner after Edna had
braved the microphone with "The Desert Song." (At that time KFRC was
in the habit of broadcasting the auditions.) She felt that the African desert had nothing on that studio; she was
afraid the microphone was going to
reach over and bite a huge chunk out
of her shoulder any minute.
Although "The Desert Song" wasn't
the type
of song
for Edna's voice,
was
felt she
had possibilities
and sheit
was given her chance. Her first song,
over the Golden State Blue Monday
Jamboree, was "That's My Weakness
And speaking of the Jamboree,
KFRC's
weekly that
two-hour
show,builtit
is Now."
on thatbigprogram
Edna has
up anacterenviable
reputation
as
actress and comedienne. Shea charis at
home in all dialects, Irish, French,
Spanish and German. And she is famous as the original "Oh Woe Is Me"
girl in the Deep Dramatic Stock Company's weekly productions on the proEdna was born in San Francisco in
gram.
1912 and attended Jefferson Grammar

Ronald Graham, Atwater Kent
husband.and Edna's
award winner,
and Girls High Schools in the city. As
far back as she can remember she has
taken dancing lessons and sung popular
songs,sonsthough
she didn't take vocal lesuntil recently.
She is brown-eyed, black-haired and
five feet two inches tall. Her weight is
115 pounds.
In school she liked to play baseball
and tennis. She once won a cup in a
tennis tournament.
Edna says that she has a terrible Irish
temper, but it seldom flares up, even
when "Pedro," staff comedian, calls her
"Wop," which she objects to strenuousRonald Graham was born in Hamilton, Scotland, the birthplace of Harry
Lauder. He lays claim to the distinction of being one of the few Scotch
singers
who doesn't
imitate the style
of the famous
Sir Harry.
He is only 20 years old and has already had a life filled with travel and
interesting experience. His father was
an officer in the British army during the
world war and while he was on the
Front in France his family in London
saw the German air raids. After the war
he brought his family to the San FranThe kilts,
children
arrivedciscocladBayinDistrict.
the Scottish
but soon
abandoned them for the conventional
attire.
At Tamalpais High School, Ronald
studied commercial art, but his vocal
efforts were also greatly encouraged,
and after graduation he made frequent
appearances
a singertoathimamateur
fairs. Music asappealed
so muchaf{Turn to Page 39]
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WHAT

HOT

—
Darby
Ken

THE

KINGS

Radburn
Robinson

MEN

When It Comes to
Harmony, These Four
KFWB Stars Do a
Royal Job of It
by Kay Van Riper

Grafton
Linn

MEN" — that's
KING'S
HE way
the
they are known to
radio audiences of KFWB,
the Warner Brother's station. But to
their friends — and they plenty, too, by
the way — they're known as Ken (Darby), Jon (Dobson), Bud (Grafton
Linn), and Rad (Radburn Robinson).
Their meeting and organization into
a quartet was an accidental one. Some
years ago, a tall slender lad was wandering through the halls of the Santa
Monica high school, when he heard
someone singing in the music room.
He peeked cautiously in the door and
found blonde-haired, blue-eyed Jon
Dobson exercising his tonsils considerably. Jon happened to turn, and caught
the newcomer's gaze — stopped, grinned,
and called, "Come on in!"
"My name's Dobson," he said, when
the other approached.
"Mine's Darby." Ken replied. "T
sing, too." They shook hands — and
Pap«' Twenty-six
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thus began the formation of "The
King's
Men."(Bud) Linn they met later
Grafton
at college,
ed the trio and
later.Radburn Robinson joinTheir first professional engagement
was in the Paramount picture, "Sweetie." With trembling legs and moist
brows, they stood in front of the demon
recording mike, and sang their first
quartette number. Audiences liked it.
They began to sing together more and
more, until they made their radio debut
over KFWB, after four years of constant practice and steady improvement.
And now
they're onconsidered
most
promising
the air. one of the
All four of the King's Men are single
— all are under 25 years of age, and
have had individual professional I raining in voice and instrumentation. Ken
Darby makes the arrangements and accompanies on the piano, all the while
singing die bass parts. Dobson is sec-

ond tenor; Linn, first tenor; and Rad
Robinson is baritone.
As for outside interests — well, the
truth
is that Singing
they don'tsix have
time
for them.
nightsmucha week
at six-thirty, with continual rehearsing
and practicing,
But
when they doesn't
do get leave
awaymuch
fromtime.
the
studio,
the
time.here's what they do to fill in
Rad Robinson has a mania for dancing— and also for flying. So you can
see that he is in what could practically
be has
callednever"perpetual
although
he
found a motion,"
way of combining
the two satisfactorily.
But Linn — hmmm. His hobby is a
bit more difficult to describe. She's
blonde, very pretty, and manages to
usurp most of Linn's extra moments.
Dobson
still doesn't
hisJonhobby
is. When
you askknowhim,whathe
goes into terrific coma of concentration,
scratches his head, and comes up with
the n'tconfession
have any." that "he guessed he didKen Darby has a weakness for literature— both at the reading and writing
end of the art, and one can find stray
essays and bits of lyrical prose tucked
up his sleeve almost any time.
These four amiable young gentlemen
are vociferous in thei rpraise for radio.
They like to broadcast; they like their
listeners — they like everybody. And
when they say that, they all grin expansively— and Ken Darby lowers his
left eyelid in a slow and significant
wink.
The King's Men often prove to be —
Heard Nightly at 6:30 from KFWB
jesters!
RADIO DOINGS

Often

HEARD

Seldom
Yuba hasnt anything on Alex
Horst. of the KOA
K o o n s. Though
never in Cuba, he
can play Rumbas,
and
often does,
with Scheurmans
band on NBC.

This good • looking
youth is Phil Dewtoy, Radio's
chosen
to Adonis,
replace
Elliott Shaw as
baritone in the NBC
quartet, "The Revelers," heard Wednesdays on the
Palmolive Hour.

Not an artist's model — just
pkin's
of Thorn
Watts Effie
Effie
"Real
ofMackay.
Corners.is Phoebe
Folks"

SEEN

Helen Guest, who sings
her charmingKFI.ballads over
Ever wonder how Ted Husing, CBS, watches and announces afootball game simultaneously? This gadget
enables his binoculared helper to flash messages to Ted
play by play.

Accused oj imitating the comic expression on Hallowe'en pumpkins,
ColonelGloomchasers,
Stoonagle and indignantly
Bud, alias
the Columbia
Tastyeast
retorted tfiat the punkin-s got their expression from
them. Bud's secondsecond
from toleft,
right.and the Colonel is
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Ted Osborne, who has left the marbled halls of KHJ to write for Mickey
Mouse, has this observation, just uncovered, about the Wilkins polar trip. Ted
said he was eagerly awaiting the return
of the expedition to find out which
brand of cigarettes made the voyable
possible.
•
Talk
of
your
coincidences!
H. C. Connette, NBC continuity writer, responsible
for
"Memory
Lane,"that
received
lettercharacters
from a
fan, remarking
one ofa his
in Memory Lane reminded her of a dear
friend, who had recently passed away. Connette replied, saying that he had drawn the
character from a cousin of his — and a return
letter revealed that his cousin and the correspondent's friend were• the same!
Tom Lee, son of Don Lee, owner of
the Don Lee Broadcasting System, has
joined the executive staff of KHJ, to
study broadcasting from the ground up.
He is a devotee of music, having sung
at KHJ on several occasions, and has
sung with Cus Arnheim at the Grove.
In sports, he holds forty-three sailboat
racing cups, and intends to try for the
Olympics next year.
•
Meredith Willson, KFRC musical director,
has returned from New York with a nice

CHATTER
Mr. Andrew H. Brown, of the Fresh
shiny new batch of selections for the ears
of western music-lovers. He will be the first Air Taxicab Company, who has comfor months that his feet
to broadcast George Gershwin's "Second hurt him,plainedhaspubliclyreceived
his mail a pair
Symphony," which is still in the making, of brogues measuring in thirteen
and a
and has been promised the first radio re- quarter inches by four and a quarter
lease on Henry Hadley's new suite called inches, size fifteen A. The shoes were
"San Francisco."
sent by an unknown benefactor, and
•
were delivered by the freight elevator
Tommy Harris and Norman Neilsen to the NBC studios. Transportation
surprised Meredith Willson at the San charges were 39 cents. Mr. Brown reFrancisco Ferry Building upon his recent
quested that they be sent to Paul Whitearrival from New York, disguising them- man to break them in for him. "If
selves as photographers. They bustled they was a hat," Andy explained, "I
about, pretending to take pictures of would them to Amos."
•
Meredith and his wife, Peggy. They
Tom Hanlon, announcer, and Dick Stevens,
weren't
founddirector
out until
theywifeagain
met
the musical
and his
at their
technician,
have
had
no peace at KFI for
hotel.
several weeks. The boys drove to Palto
Alto for a football game, and stopped at
city hotel to get a few winks before
There are hobbies and hobbies. Cline Chit- athebaygame.
The only hitch in their plans
tick, one-man band of KFOX has the per- was that the clerk forgot to wake them.
nicious habit of collecting harmonicas. Big, When Tom looked at his watch, the game
small, oldDuring
and new — just
mouth was over. They've been kidded ever since
organs.
yearssothan
ofthey're
entertaining,
Cline has worn eight
out more
a hundred, by the rest of the staff.•
and at present has a collection of a hunThat time plays curious tricks in
dred and seventy-five instruments.
broadcasting is uniquely conveyed in the
remarks of Yutaka Itow, radio engineer
from the Broadcasting Corporation of
Japan. Itow, visiting KNX for the purpose of arranging
re-broadcast
of certain
programs forin the
Japan,
declares
that the remote control broadcast from
the Paris Inn from KNX at 11:00 p. m.
isfourpicked
in Tokio the next day at
in theupafternoon!
•
Paul Whiteman sleeps only four hours a
night. Gets up at 6:30, takes a swim, exercises in the gym, then eats breakfast (grapefruit juice, dry toast, and two cups of coffee).
Works in office as NBC musical supervisor
from nine until one, eats lunch (tomato
juice,
toucha. and
go for dry
the toast,
rest ofvegetables).
the day, untilIt's2:00
m„
when
retiring.he rehearses for half an hour before
•
Now you can take your choice of NBC
programs over two separate stations in
your ingneighborhood,
insteadthrough
of onlyat havone program coming
one
time. The western network of the National Broadcasting Company has been
divided into two groups, each of which
may
used includes
independently
the KGW,
other.
One begroup
KGO, ofKFI,
KOMO,sists ofand
KHQ,
while
the
other
KPO, KECA, KEX, KJR, conand
KGA. KFSD and KTAR can be used
with either
group.
The
new
arrangement makes it possible to operate a
coast-to-coast broadcast on both the NBCWEAF
the sameandtime.the NBC-WJZ networks at
•
Ma Kennedy Hudson and her romantic new
hubby, Mr.terviewed tMa
he otherKennedy
night overHudson,
KELW were
by IvaninJohnson,
managing
editor
of
the
Radio
News
Service of America. Station officials reported
that the
response,
both
in
visitors
and
letters, was so great that it is probable that
Mrs. Hudson will have a regular series of
"You know, Penelope — the news of Rudee Vallee's marriage
programs over KELW.
simply spoiled everything for me!"
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Studio

and That.*.*
Little known lives of little known people.
Polly Grant Hall, pianist of KFI-KECA, starts
the day at 6:45, providing music for the
morning those
setting-up
practices
during
quiet, exercises.
cold hoursShebefore
the
station wakes up. Polly has the reputation
for offering a new arrangement in clothes as
well as music every day.
What's a lone announcer to do when
he suddenly develops a severe case of
hiccoughs
while That
on the
air, predicament
and no relief in sight?
is the
that confronted Max Peacock, youthful
KROW announcer the other night. Just
before he was due to sign on, the hiccoughs came upon him, and there way
no one else around the studio to appeal to for help. But just as Max, in
desperation, was about to hiccough
"KROW"
the Max
air, pressed
a casualhimvisitor
wandered in,on and
into
emergency service at the mike. It was
fifteen minutes before Max could control his voice.

Ill

With a fast repertoire of music and fun,
the Florsheim Shoe Frolic has come back on
the air. Every Friday night, at 9:15 P. S. T.
over NBC comes the nonsensical chatter of
Doctors Pratt and Sherman, of CBS "Three
Doctor"wields
fame, theas masters
of ceremony.
Ferde
Grofe
baton over
a crack 16-piece
dance band, while Jane Froman, bewitching
blues singer and Jean Paul King, announcer,
add their talen to the fast-moving Frolic.
Bernie,
the "Oldstudios
Maestro,"
went
up Bento the
Columbia
the other
day with a new story for the gang. He
true,It but
— well,
it's
aswears
good it's
story.
seems
Ben anyhow,
was playing
golf, and was just ready to tee off, when
an excited individual came scampering
up. "Pardon me, sir!" exclaimed the
E. I., "do you mind if I play through?
I've just heard that my wife has been
taken seriously ill!" •

'Here's the three-minute announcement for MacTavish,
MacTavish and MacTavish."
Somebody is always coining a new word,
Andy and Chester, the Banjo Boys who
are now heard over KMTR at 1:45 p. m., and this time the person responsible is Phil
Lasky,
manager of KDYL.
The word is
have just celebrated their fifth consecutive broadcasting.
used ^to describe religious
year on the air. And five years in radio "radioligeon,"
work, appearing practically every day, really
entitles them to the honor of being true pioSuppose everybody
Gus
ne rs. In the old days they worked with Arnheim,
just leftknew
the that
Cocoanut
Uncle John
at KHJ,
and four years of their Grove, got who
his start when Sophie Tucker,
career
have been
at KMTR.
Kate
Smith,
"Songbird
of
the
South,"
has
"the last
of thetookred him
hot mamas,"
just been signed up to appear at the New
him
up and
along withpicked
her
York and Brooklyn Paramount Theaters sevvaudeville
organization.
She
put him on
eral times during the next year. What's more,
Three interesting boys to meet are "big time," and afterwards helped him
Mr. Harry
L. Bing Crosby (the name's fa- Freddie Furtsch, Bob Keith, and Bob organize his now famous band.
•
ters soon.miliar) isgoing to appear at the same thea- used
Harthun,
the "Three
Boys"Burtnett
of KFI, prior
who
Alma LaMarr, of KTAB, has a funny hobby.
to sing
with Earl
She gives auditions to canaries, and if their
to his departure to the East.
vocal abilities pass the studio test, she gives
Joe Lombardo, the only member of
them a lepermanent
home.of SoGerman
far, sheRollers
has col-—
the Lombardo tribe not musically incted a whole flock
Jack Carter,
thevoice
"Boyonfrom
London,"
preclined, is now in New York studying
every
one
a
distinguished
artist.
s
e
n
t
e
d
a
new
his
program
not
decorating. In addition to redecorating long ago, that shows promise of being heard
•
Guy's
apartment,
has prominent
started a from again. The good looking owner of the
Those who live within walking, flying
needlework
tapestry, Joe
on which
or
swimming
distance
of Los Angeles
voice
is
George
Scheller,
from
the
Univerentertainers have been asked to consity of California, who, since his graduation won't want to miss the personal appeartribute abit of handiwork. Among those has led
a
picturesque
career
in
movie
work,
ance
of
Seth
Parker
and
his troupe when
whose efforts have gone into the making
featured soloist at the San Francisco they present their regular
"Sunday at
of the tapestry are Kate Smith, the Bos- as
Orpheum,
as
concert
soloist,
and
has
been
program at the Philharwell Sisters, and Ruth Etting.
heard on Columbia from time to time. Keep Seth Parker's"
Seth andup hisin "githan eye on George.
erin' " monic
will Auditorium.
be all dressed
their
Jonesport
Sunday-go-to-meetin'
clothes,
and
have arranged
quite a lengthy
and
Mildred Bailey, a former Spokane girl, who
has been singing blues with Paul WhiteReis and Dunn, comedy vocalists delightful program. The date is Novemheard
over
Columbia,
are
responsible
for
ber 22. Ruth
Cowan, the
of the
NBC Artists'
man's
band, hasShesigned
as an theexclusive
is handling
affair.
NBC artist.
appearsup with
Paint the popular number, "It Looks Like Service,
[Turn to Next Page]
Men. and other Whiteman programs.
Susie."
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MORE
CHATTER
Phil Harris, whose basement baritone booms
Aiding the Boswell Sisters in their new
out from the Lofner-Harris orchestra frequent- series is the background provided by the
of the agile-fingered Eddie Lang, of
ly, confesses that he is a "'reformed trap guitar
the violin-guitar
Venuti and
Lang.
drummer."
•
This
is one of theteamfirstofoccasions
on record
in which the two have been separated, for
Gerda Lundberg, the KTAB Swedish Joe
and Eddie have played together as a
nightingale, is back in the studio after a
their vaudeville, orchestral, relong absence,
due have
to anlostappendix
opera- rule in coall
rding and broadcasting engagements.
tion. Gerda may
her appendix,
but not the old charm and vocal ability.
On each occasion when that new sensaDid you know that Noreen Gammill is busy
tional quartet, the Mills Brothers, on
nowadays
writing
burlesques
on
great
moColumbia,
CBS stations are
ments in history and presenting them every swamped withbroadcasts,
ers who will telephone
not believecallsthatfromthelistenonly
Monday night at 8 o'clock on KNX? She is musical
used is the guitar.
assisted deserve
by thethe"Hysterical"
Players,
rightly
title. As usual,
you who
will Many of instrument
the
callers
say
that
they
are
will find Noreen playing several parts in these asking for information in order to sethilarious
skitch.
which
every
one
agrees
are
tle
a
bet.
lots of fun.
•
Mirandv, the onlv feminine bit of the
"After all," says Eddie Cantor in his radio
campaign for President, "I can sing. I ask
K I'M Beverly
Hill toBillies,
has the
goneeffects
Hol- you!
lywood. Anxious
eradicate
Can Hoover or Coolidge croon?"
of summer sun and wind, she has taken
to using freckle cream.
B. A. Rolfe, who has directed the Lucky CHEERIO!
Strike Dance Orchestra for the past three
years, has been advised by his doctor to take
By Lord Bilgewater
a long rest, and go abroad. Since he started
on460 thedance
Luckynumbers.
program, Rolfe has played 7,KFRC Happy Go Lucky Hour
«
Mahlon Merick, NBC orchestra leader,
has taken his band to the Palace Hotel, CHEERIO and all that sort of rot!
San Francisco, where they play from
I've just been reading a book
eight
to one
nightly, Heand stillat continues
Saturday
on the Constellation Hollywood
afternoon
tea dances.
only constellation discovered by
with his broadcasting, as usual, however. —the
the people, by the way, instead of the
•
astronomers. (Why are astronomers
Lord Algy, the monocled pal of the Happy always cheerful? Give up? Because
Chappies ofbump
KMPC,on his
Beverly
a well- things are always looking up with
developed
head.Hills,ThehasChappies
maintain that he contracted the protuberance them! Ha, ha, ha, ha! Like it?)
while crawling out from under the piano,
This book is called "Hollywood Unwhere he usually sleeps while he waits for
Byjove, do I you
when
his pals to finish their broadcast. But that I opened thedres ed."pot,
meanknow,
the book,
might not be the reason at all. Algy was I was all prepareder, for
a strip poker
married recently, you know.
•
story butat all.
it wasn't
chance
It was about
about games
wrestling,of
Crosby's
o'clock
spot has
beenBingturned
over oldto four
another
Western
en- a sport which is all arranged beforehand in America, I understand.
tertainer— Henry Halstead. And incidentally— Henry has a baritone with him —
It appears as though movie stars,
Clarence Rand — who has many listeners unlike
other people, are subject to unstill thinking he is Bing. There is cerwelcome protuberances which pop out
tainly aresemblance.
in the most embarrassing places and
without
giving
any warning, mind you.
An open-air marriage, with the Arizona These protuberances
are frightfully
Wranglers
playing
the
"Wedding
March"
on
fiddle, guitar and harmonica, marked the fatty in nature.
"splicing" of Uncle Irontail (Charlie Hunter)
For example, one very lovely sprite
ofSunday.
KNX and
"cowgirl"
bride the
Groomhis in
shirt-sleeves,
brideotherin of the talking canvas suddenly became
chaps and sombrero, parson in evening dress too well rounded in the vicinity of the
—you get the picture. News reel photograph- — Oh, dear! I can't say it. I thought
ers were on the spot to cover the unique af- I could but my nerve has deserted me.
and an toold-fashioned
was onfair,hand
fill the guests."chuck wagon"
At any rate, when this parfay condition occurs the star immediately reto the domicile of one "Sylvia."
Kate Smith, Columbia songstress, nev- Sylviapairsexclaims:
er took a singing
lesson incourse
her life—
—even
the wrestling match"Oh,is on.Lardy!" And
substituted
a
cooking
in
high
school for one in music.
It's waysawfully
wins. Shestrange,
pounds but
and Sylvia
pummelsalPage Thirty

Russ Columbo's
full name is Ruggerio
Rudolfo
Eugenio Columbo.
•
Bernie,depend
the "old
canBenalways
on forMaestro,"
jokes, haswhoma newwe
one— about the rustic visitor to New York.
It seems the visitor made a desperate run for
the ferry boat just as it started to shove off.
He made a mighty leap, landed on deck, and
lay stunned for a few moment. At last he
sat up feebly, stared dazedly over the quarshore. ter-mile expanse of water between boat and
"Holy cats!" he exclaimed in awe. "What
•
Jerry Purcell, the production manager
ofa jump!"
KFAC, the newest radio station in Los
Angeles (formerly KTBI), was critically
injured in an automobile accident recently, and passed away the following
day. Jerry was one of the finest and most
conscientious
boys in radio and manyregret his passing.
•
Jean Cameron, who will be remembered
for her excellent singing in the past on such
programs as the Maxwell House Coffee melodies, isbeing heard frequently over the KNX
Treasure Ship program on Monday nights,
at eight o'clock.

her victim until he or she is red, white
and blue, and then collects the $15.00
prize money.
"Hollywood Undressed" is really
quite
a risquePeople
title for
you think?
will thethinkbook,
the don't
stars
indulge in such Pagan practices as
sleeping in the raw. I suggest it be
changed
to, "Theme Fatof Isa riddle.
in the Fire."
Which reminds
If it
takes a little pig all day to walk half
an hour, how long will it take an old
sow
to walk
a week?nextCapitulate?
I'll
tell you
the answer
month.
The book also contains a quantity
of anecdotes about the stars which reveals that they are a jolly lot after all.
Which is best, don't you think, because
they must all remain here on earth with
the rest of us, for a time yet, at any
rate.
Pip! Pip! Until next month.
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The Host Popular
Stations Heard by
Western
Listeners

WESTERN
KDB— Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 514
tKECA— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KELW — Burbank, Calif. GL. 2110
KEX— Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KFAC— Los Angeles. EM. 1171
§KFBK— Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY— Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC— San Francisco. PRospect 0100
tKFSD— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSG — Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD— Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB — Hollywood. HOllywood 0315
KFWI— San Francisco. FRanklin 0200
RADIO DOINGS

KFXM— San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KGA— Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KGB—
Diego, Calif.
KGDM—SanStockton,
Calif. FRanklin 6151-2KGEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KGER— Long Beach, Calif. 632-75
KGFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 77
tKGO— San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKGW— Portland, Ore. ATwater 2121
§KHJ— Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS— San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
KLX— Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
KLZ — Denver, Colo.
KMCS— Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KMJ— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO — Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif. CR. 3101
KMTR— Hollywood, Calif. HO. 3026
KNX— Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Vorvallis 526
§KOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL— Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
tKOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELliott 5809
tKPO— San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW—
KREG— San
SantaJose,Ana,Calif.
Calif.COlumbia
4900 232
KROW— Oakland, Calif. GLencourt 6774
KTAB— San Francisco. GArfield 4700
KTM—
Los Angeles.
KTW-Seattle,
Wash. Exposition 1341
§KVI— Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211

KWG— Stockton
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KXL— Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA— San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
§KDYL — Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO — Ogden, Utah. BIgelow 84
tKOA—
Denver,College,
Colo. N.YOrkM. 4634-R
KOB— State
tKSL— Salt Lake City. Wasatch 3901
tKTAR— Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
CENTRAL
tKMOX— St. Louis, Mo. Central 8240
KRLD— Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK—
Louis, Mo.La.DElmar
KWKH—St.Shreveport,
6739 3210
tKYW— Chicago. W Abash 4040
§WCCO—
Minneapolis,
WCHI— Chicago.
STateMinn.
2200 GEneva 9101
tWENR— Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA— Dallas, Texas. 2-9216
tWGN — Chicago. SUperior 0100
tWHAS— Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO— Des Moines, la.
tWJR— Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ—
Chicago. la.DEarborn 1111
tWOC— Davenport,
§WOWO— Ft. Wayne,
Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
tKDKA—
Pitsburgh,
Pa.
§WABC— New York City.ATlantic 4854
§WBT— Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
IWCAU—
tWJZ— NewPhiladelphia,
York City Pa. RItnhse 6447
tWLW—
Cincinnati,N. O.J. Kirby 4800
WOR— Newark,
tWSB— Atlanta, Ga. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
tNBC
§CBS
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Friday
Tuesday
HOT
TIPS
ON
NEC
PROGRAMS
CLASSICAL
7:00
P.
M.—
Gold
Medal
ExSEMI-CLASSICAL
8:15 A. M. — Cross-Cuts of the
6:00 P. M. — Interwoven Pair.
press. KGOKTAR
KHQ KOMO
AND LIGHT
KFI KFSD
KSL (P)KGW
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI Day. KGO
CLASSICAL Sunday
8:30 P. M.— Demi Tasse Re- KFSD KTAR KSL (P)
10:30of A.theM.—Air.Woman's
KGO MagaKHQ
vue. KGO KHQ (P)
KOMO KGW
7:00 P. M.— Paul Whiteman. zine
KOMO KOAKGW KFI KFSD KTAR
8:00 A. M.— Arion Trio. KGO KFI KFSD KOA
KGO
Tuesday
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KSL (P)KGW KFI KSL
KOMO KFSD KGW (C)
M.— Western
10:15Hour.
A. KGO
M. — Waher
8:30vue.P.KGO M.—
Re- and12:15
5:30 P. M.— Heel Hugger
HomeP. Hour.
KGO Farm
KHQ
rosch
KFSD DamKSL Harmonies.
KHQ Demi-Tasse
KOMO
KHQ KOMO
KGW
KFI KFSD
KTAR
(P) KGW KSL
KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR
Saturday
KOMO KGWMonday
KFI (C)
KFI KFSD KTAR
KSL (SP)
P. M.—
Smiles.
P. M.— Back KGO
of the News
M. — Rembrandt Lee8:45
Roberts.
KGO Sperry
KHQ KOMO
8:45 P. M. — Sparry Smiles. in4:45Washington.
KHQ
Trio.10:00KGOA. (C)
KOMO KFSDWednesday
12:00cert. Noon
—
Luncheon
ConKGO (C)
9:00 KGO
P. M.—KHQBouquet
of Mel
DAILY TIPS
odies.
10:15 A. Period.
M. — MaryKGOMartin's
Household
KHQ
Tuesday (SC)
KOMO KGW KFI KTAR KSL
2:00
P.
M.
—
Happy-Go(EXCEPT
SUNDAY)
10:00 A. M.— Color Harmony
KOA
Lucky Hour. KFRC (Don Lee
Program.
10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.Woman's
KGA6:00 A. M. — Earlv Birds. System)
KGW
KFI KGO
(LC) KHQ KOMO
KGO MagaKHQ
2:00KJRP. KEX
M. — Mardi Gras.
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
5:45 P. M.— Goodyear Pro6:45
A.
M.
—
Bill
Sharpies
KGA
KSL
KOA
gram.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KFSD
and
His
Gang.
KNX
(7:00
KTAR KSL (LC)
A. M. Sun.)
KPO3:00 P. M Who Cares?
M.— Western
9:00 P. M.— Caswell Concert.
and12:15HomeP. Hour.
KGO Farm
KHQ
7:00 A. M.— Ken Niles 4:30 P. M Radio News
KHJ
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KPO
KFI
KOMO
KECA
KFSD
KTAR
"News Briefs" and Records. Service of America. KMPC
(LC)
KSL
Wednesday
7:30 P. M.— Coca Cola Pro5:15 P. M. — Jewish Hour.
7:00 KTAB
A. M. — Rise and KELW
12:00cert. Noon
Shine.
gram. KGOKTAR
KHQ KOMO
Thursday
KGO Thursday
(SC)— Luncheon ConKFI
KFSD
KSL KOAKGW
7:30
A.
M.
—
Breakfast
5:30
P.Little
M.—Pig.
HarryKFACJackwith
Burgans.
KHQ
son
and
12:00cert Noon
9:45 A. M.— Beatrice Mabie.
6:15 P. M Edna Fischer.
tem)8:00 A. M.— Hallelujah Piano
KGO (SC)— Luncheon ConMoods. KFRC
KGO
KHQ
Hour. KHJ (Don Lee Sys6:30 P. M. — Maxwell House
KFSD
KTAR KOMO
KSL KGW KFI
7:00
P.
M
Frank
WatEnsemble. KGO KHQ KOMO
anabe. KNX
KGW KECA KFSD KTAR (C)
9:00
A.
M.
—
Dobhsie's
10:00
A.
M.—
zine of the Air.Woman's
KGO MagaKHQ
Birthday Parry. KPO
7:00 KGFJ
P. M. — The Familv
8:15 P. M— Standard SymKOMO
KOA KGW KFI KFSD
9:15 A. M. — Cecil and Hour.
KTAR
KSL
phony
Hour.
KGO
KHQ
KFI
8:15 P. M. — Chandu the
SaUy. KDYL
KOMO KGW (C)
11:00 A. M.— Standard School
KHJ KFOX (Ex10:00 A. M. — Happy Mam- Magician.
M.— The Nomads.
Broadcast. KGO KHQ KGW
KGO10:45KOAP. (LC)
my boys.
JinnyKGERand the Dough- 9:00cept Monday)
KOMO KFI KFSD
Friday
P. M.— Beverly Hill
M.— Western
Farm
KTM (Sunday; ex10:00 A. M.— Eddie Al- Billies.
and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO KHQ
bright and His Family. KNX 9:15cept Monday)
KGO9:30 (C)A. M.— Rembrandt Trio.
KOMO KFI Friday
KFSD KTAR
P. M. — Drury Lane,
11:00
A.
M.
—
Stewart
12:00cert. Noon
—
Luncheon
Contenor.
KNX
Hamblin. KMTR
3:30 P. M.— The World ToKGO (SC)
M. — Aunt Emmy
11:00
A. M. — KFWB
Jerry Joyce and9:45
day. KGO KFSD
Bert.P. KGFJ
5:00
P.
M.—
Cities'
Service
and
Orchestra.
Concert. KGO KHQ KOMO
1 0 : 00 P. M. — Cocoanut
11:30
A.
M.
—
Helpful
KGW KECA KSL (C)
Hints to Housewives. KFI Grove Program. KFWB
7:15 A.Clinic.
M. — Dr.KGO
Copeland's
Health
KHQ
6:30 P. M. — Armour Program.
P. MKYA Radio Sand12:00Orchestra.
Noon — KHJ
Biltmore 10:00
KOMO KFI KFSD KTAR
KGO (LC)
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
man Hour.
Concert
KSL
8:00 A. M.— Financial Serv11:00 P. M. — Paris Inn.
Saturday
1:30 P. M. membrance.
— Gems
ice program. KGO
KHQ of Re- Singing
Waiters. KNX
12:00cert. Noon
—
Luncheon
Con10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.Woman's
12:00
P.
M.—
Biltmore
Ho1:30
P.
M.
—
Nip
and
Tuck,
KGO MagaKHQ
KGO KFSD (SC)
Two
Pianos.
KFWB
tel.
KHJ
KFOX
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
6:00 P. M.— Goodyear Pro1:45
P.
M.
—
Bob,
Bunny
12:00
P.
M.
—
Midnight
KSL
KOA
Revellers.
KEX
KJR
gram.
Arthur
Prior's
Band.
KGO
and
Junior.
KFI
M.— Western
Farm
KHQ
KOMO(LC) KGW KFSD
and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO KHQ
KTAR KSL
Saturday
KOMO
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
POPULAR AND
KGW KFI KFSD (SP)
Lee S. Roberts. KGO KHQ
SEMI-POPULAR
KOMO
(SP) KGW KECA KFSD
Sunday
KGO10:15(P)P. M.— The Vagabonds.
8:15 A. M— Cross-Cuts of the
9:00 A. M.— Breakfast with
day.
KGOA. M.— National Farm
Sunday
W
ednesday
EDUCATIONAL
9:30
Sperry. Lee S. Roberts. KGO
and Home
Hour. KGO KHQ
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
1:00
P.
M.—
Pacific
Vagabonds.
(SP)
10:00 A. M.— Sentinels of the KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KSL
(SP)
11:30 A. M.— Yeast Foamers.
Republic.
Addresses.
Monday
10:30zine ofA.theM.—Air.Woman's
5:00 ies.P. Quartette.
M.— College
KGO MagaKHQ
KGO
KOMO Patriotic
KFI KFSD
Earl Burtnett. KGO KHQ KGW
KGO MemorKHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KECA KFSD KTAR KSL (P)
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
5:30
P.
M.—
National
Radio
6:15 P. M.— Album of Famil- KSL (P)
Educational Council. KGO KGW
Music. KFSD
KGO KHQ
7:15 Clinic.
A. M.—
P. M. — Palmolive Hour. Health
KGODr.KHQCopeland's
KOMO KOMO
KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KGWiar KFI
KTAR KOMO
KOA KGO6:30 KHQ
KFI KFSD KTAR
VARIETY Sunday
(SP)
KSL (SP) KOMO KGW KFI
9:45 A. M. — Beatrice Mabie.
8:30 P. M.— Carnation Con8:30
P.
M.—
Rendezvous.
CoBeauty Talk. KGO KHQ KOMO
P. M. — Florsheim Frolic.
tented Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO
KFI KFSD KTAR KSL KGO1:00KHQ
Alvino Rey, Paul Car- KGW
KGW KFI KFSD KOA (SP)
KOMO KGW KFSD
son, Rossquettes.
Peterson.
KOA
KTAR
Thursday KGO (P)
9:00 P. M.— Chase and Sanborn Program. KGO KHQ
10:30
A.
M.—
Woman's
Maga5:15
P.
M.—
zine of the Air. KGO KHQ KGO KHQ Monday
KOMO KGW KFSD KTAR KSL
5:00 P. M.— Fleischmann
KOMOCollier's
KGW Hour.
KFI
KOMO KGW KFI KPO KFSD KSL
KOA (SP) Monday
Hour. Rudy Vallee. KGO KHQ
KTAR
KSL
KOA
KOMO
KGW
KECA
KTAR
KSL
(P)
8:00 A. M.— Shell Happytime.
M.— Western
P. M.KOMO
— Mayta<*KGWOrchestra.
and12:15
HomeP. Hour.
KGO Farm
KHQ KGW
KGO6:00 KHQ
KECA
Capt. KFIDobbs.
M.— Sperry
KTAR KHQ
KSL KOMO
KOMO KECA KFSD KTAR
KSL (?)
KGO9:15KHQP. KOMO
KGW Smiles.
KFI
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Monday
RELIGIOUS AND
9:00 A. M. — General Elec. SEMI-RELIGIOUS
— AmosKGW'n KECA
Andy.
Home Circle. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGO8:00KHQP. M.KOMO
A. Tuesday
M.— NBC Kecital.
Sunday
KGO7:00 KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KFSD KSL
2:00 P. M. — NBC Matinee.
9:00
P.
M.
—
Rin-Tin-Tin
12:30
P.
M.—
Dr.
S.
Parke>
KGO
M.— Organ Recital.
Thriller. KGO KHQ KOMO KGO11:30 A.Wednesday
KGO KHQ KOMO
KTAR KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD Cadman.
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KFSD KSL
6:30 P. M.— Parade of the KGW
10:15
P.
M.—
Mystery
Serial.
2:00
P.
M.—
National
Vespers.
States.
"Dead Men Thursday
Prowl." KGO
Thursday NBC Reci
Dr. HarryKGWFostick.
tal.12:00 Midnight—
KFI KSLKGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KFSD KGO
KTAR KHQ
8:15 P. M.— Vermont Lum- KOMO
Friday
7:45 P. KGO
M.— Sunday
Seth
8:00KHQP. M.—
Andv
A. M. — Paul Carson.
Parkers.
KECA atKOMO
KGO
KOMOAmosKGW'n KECA
KGO7:00 KOMO
KGW KFI berjacks.
KFSDKGO KHQ KOMO
KFSD
KSL
KFSD
KTAR
10:15 P. M.— The Road Show.
KGO11:30 A. M.— Organ Recital.
KGO KSL KOA KHQ
Saturday
Tuesday
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
VII
KLY
TIE
S
12:00
Midnight
— NBC Recital
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KGO
KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
NEWS
Sunday
10:00KHJP. M.— World Wide
SUNDAY
News.
8:00
A.
M—
Shell
Happytime.
6:45 A. M. — Musical Klock
KHQ
MONDAY
KSL KOMO KGW KFI KTAR
Program. KMO
10:00 P. M.— Richfield
News
Flashes.
MondayKHQ KOMO
9:00 A. M— General Electric
10:00 A. M. — Prudence
8:00 A. KHJ
M. — Sunday Times Penny.
KGW KFI KGO
KFSD
Comics.
Home
Circle.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KFWB
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
8:15KFWB
A. M. — Funny Paper 10:00 A. M. — Public LiKGO4:45 P. M. — News Service.
P. M.—
Man.
brary Book Review. KFI
KGO2:00KOMO
KGWNBCKFSDMatinee.
KSL
9:
A.
M. — Charlie Glenn. 11:00
A. M. — The CarniKHQ KTAR
10:00 Sam
P. M.—
Richfield
News
val.
KOL
Songs of Yesteryear. KYA
Flashes.
Hayes.
KGO KHQ
W ednesday
9:30 A. M. — Father Flan- KNX1:00 P. M. — Paris Inn.
KOMO KGW Tuesday
KFI KFSD
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
agan's Boys. KROW
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KGO5:30 P. M. — News Service.
10:55 A. M. — Pasadena KFOX
KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
2:45 P. M. — Bill and Coo.
Presbyterian
Church. KPPC
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
11:00
A.
M.
—
First
M.
E.
10:00 P. M.— Richfield News
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KTAR
4:15tions P.and Answers
M. — Beauty QuesChurch. KHJ
Flashes. Sam Hayes. KGO KHQ
KSL
KOMO KGWWednesday
KFI KFSD
11:00
A. M.KFWB
— Jean Leon- 5:00 P. M. — Harmony Ha2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
ard.
Piano.
waiians. KGFJ
KGO KHQ KOMO KFSD KTAR
KGO
12:00
Noon
—
Musical
5:15
P.
M.
— News Service.
8:15 P. M.— The Vermont
7:00 P. M Evervbodv
Treasure Chest. KMTR
Lumberjacks.
KGO KHQ KGW
Play. KFAC
1:00
P.
M.—
Radio
News
KOMO KFI KFSD
10:00
P.
M.—
Richfield
News
Service. KMPC
Flashes. Sam Hayes.
KGO KHQ
8:00 P. M. — Blue Monday
Thursday
1
hursaay
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
Jamboree.
KFRC
(Don
Lee
2:00
P.
M.
—
Sunshine
and
System)
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
Roses. KFOX
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KGO4:30 P. M.— News Service.
3:00cert.P.KEX KGA
M. — Organ
KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
KJR Con- 9:00 P. M.— The Challen8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
gers.
KYA
3:00
P.
M.
—
Catholic
10:00 P. M.—
FridayRichfield News
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KTAR
10:15 P. M.— Ray CanHour. KGA KJR KEX KECA
Flashes. Sam Hayes. KGO KHQ
KSL
field's Beach Boys. KECA
KTAR
KOMO
KGW
KFI KFSD
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
3:30 P. M. — Buccaneers.
TUESDAY
KGO KHQ KOMO KFSD KTAR
KFRC
(Don
Lee
Svstem)
KGO
4:30
P.
M.
— News Service.
10:30
A.
M.
—
Home
Eco6:00 P. M.— Arco Dramatic
4:00 P. M.— Chester Marnomics. KNX
Musicale.KECAKGOKSL KHQ KOMO
kett, Organ. KNX
10:00
P.
M.
—
Richfield
KGW
A. KFWIM. — Items of In5:00 odies.
P. KGDM
M. — Twilight Mel- 11:00 terest.
Flashes. Sam Hayes.
KGO News
KHQ
Friday
KOMO KGW Friday
KFI KFSD
7:00 P. M. — Arizona KPO12:10 P. M. — Snapshots.
7:45 A. M. — Van and Don.
Wranglers. KNX
KGO
KGW KFI
PROGRAMS
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KSL KOA
7:45 P.
Songs Our 1:00 P. M.— Cal King's
CHILDREN'S
Mothers
Sang.M. —KYA
Country Store. KYA
8:00
A.
M.—
Shell
Happytime.
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KTAR
4:45 Parade.
P. M.—KGO
LittleKHQBuster's
Circus
KFI
KSL
Sunday
KOMO KGW
KFSD KTAR
Friday
AND
9:00 A. M.— General Electric DRAMA
10:15
P.
M.—
NBC
Drama
DANCE
MUSIC
Hour. KGO
COMEDY Monday
Home
Circle.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI KTAR KSL
2:00 P. M.— NBC Matinee.
7:30 P. M.— Real Folks. KGO
7:15 P. chestra.
M.—
8:00 P. M.—
Amos 'n Andy.
KGOTedKHQWeems'KOMOOrMonday
KGO
KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KHQ
SaturdayKGW KECA KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO
KTAR KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
7:30 P. M.— RKO Theatre of
8:00 P. M— AmosKGO'n Andy.
4:00tel St.P. Francis
M— Lofner-Harris
Hothe
KGO KTAR
KHQ KOMO
6:30 P. M.— The First Night
Pepsodent
Dance Orch.
KGW Air.
KFI KFSD
KSL
KOMO KGW Co.
KECA KFSD KHQ
KSL
er.
KFI KGO
KFSD KHQ
KTAR KOMO
KSL KGW KGO KFSD Wednesday
8:15 P. M. — Brownbilt Foot9:15
P.
M.—
Adventures
of
lights. KGO KTAR
KHQ KOMO KGW
Sherlock Holmes. KGO KHQ
8:00 P. M—
AmosKGW'n KECA
Andy.
11:00 P. M.— Lofner-Harris
KFI KFSD
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
KGO
Dance Orch.Thursday
KGO KHQ KFI
KSL
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Tuesday
OLD MELODIES
7:45 A. M.— Van and Don.
9:30
P.
M.
— Tom Gerun's
Dance Orch. KGO
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KGO8:00KHQP. M—
Andy.
KOMOAmosKGW'n KECA
KFSD KTAR KSL KOA
5:00 P. M.— Enna Jettick MelKFSD
KSL
odies. KHQKTAR
KOMO KSLKGW KPO
8:00 A. M.— Shell Happytime.
11:00KGOP.Saturday
M. — Lofner-Harris
KFI KFSD
Tuesday
8:15 P. M.— Memory Lane.
Orch.
KFI
KHQ
KSL KOMO KGW KFI KTAR KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI
KFSD
KTAR
9:15 P. M. — NBC Hill Billies.
P. M.—KGWGilmore
7:00 P. M.— Lucky Strike
W ednesday
KGO
KGO8:15KOMO
KFI Circus.
Orch.
KECT KGO
KFSD KHQ
KSL KOMO KGW
10:00 A. M. — Keeping Up ORGAN Sunday
9:30 P. M.— Associated Spot- With
Daughter.
KGO
KHQ
liyght
Revue.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
11:00
P.
M— Lofner-Harris
KGW KFI
KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KTAR
9:30 A. M. -Lew White. KGO Orch. KGO KOMO
KFI
RADIO DOINGS
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HOT
TIPS
ON
CBS
PROGRAMS
POPULAR AMD
CLASSICAL,
9:00
A.
M.—
Don Bigelow and KFBK
His Yoeng's
Orchestra.
SEMI-POPULAR
KWG KVI
KFPY KVOR
KFRC
SEMI-CLASSIC 1/
Sunday
His Yoeng's
Orchestra.
AND LIGHT
KFBK
KGW
KVI
KFPY KVOR
KFRC KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (P)
CLASSICAL
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (P)
2:45 P. M.— Jolly Jugglers.
P. M.—
Chicago
KWG KDYL KLZ KOH
Sunday
2:00 P. M.— Frank Ross. KVOR
KOL3:00 KVI
KFPY
KFRCKnights.
KHJ
(P)
Songs.
KVOR
KFBK
KOL
KVI
8:30
A.
M.—
Voice,
of
St.
Louis.
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(SP)
KFPY
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
(P)
4:15
P.
M.— Don Bigelow and
KOL KFRC KHJ KDYI. KLZ
4:15 P. M.— The Swiss YodelKGB (LC)
2:45Biltmore
P. M.—Orchestra.
Bert LownKVOR
and KFPY
His Yoeng's
ers.
KOLKOHKVIKGBKFPY(SP)KHJ KLZ
KDYL Orch.
KGB KVOR
(P) KOH
His
12:00 Noon—
New
York
PhilKDYL
Monday
KDYL KLZ KOH (P)
harmonic Orchestra. KOL KYI
7:00 alities.
P. M.—
Vitality
KMJ KWGPersonKOL
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
6:00BlueP. Ribbon
M.— BenOrch.
BernieKFBK
and KVI KFPY KFBKKOIN
KFRC KHJ
KOH KGB (C)
His
KDYL
KLZ
(LP)
9:00 A. M. — Don Bigelow's
5:15 P. M. — Esther Cad-kin.
8:00 P. M.— Cremo Presents
KFPY KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
Bing
Crosby. KOIN
KFBK KFRC
KMJ KWG
6:00 P. KFPY
M.— Roxy
KOL
KHJ
Symphony.
KFRC Theatre
KDYL
WEEKLY
TIPS
KDYL KFPY
KLZ KOH (P)
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
KHJ
8:00
P.
M.—
Street
Singer.
7:30 KFPY
P. M. — KDYL
Toscha KLZ
Seidel, KOH
Vio1 :30 P. M.— Times Forum. KOL3:30 P. M. — Harriet Links.
KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG KFPY
KOL
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KGB (LC)
4:00
P.
M.
—
Travelogue.
2:00
P.
M.
—
Rov
Ring(P)
KNX
Monday
wald, Organ. KECA
8:30 KFBK
P. M.—KMJCamel
9:30 A. M. — Columbia Revue.
Hour.
KWGQuarter
KOL
3:30
P.
M.
—
Vanitv
Fair
5:00
P.
M.
—
Metropolitan
KOL KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ
Hour. KYA
of the Air. KGW
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KOH KGB (SO
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(P)
KGFJ
5:15 KFRC
P. M. — Steamboat
4:00 Pi M. — The Passerby. BILL.
7:30 linist.
P. M.KFPY— KDYL
Tosha Seidel,
Vio8:45 P. M.— Baker Chocolate
KLZ KOH
Program.
KGB (O
KHJ KDYL KWG
(P) KOL KFRC
6:45
P.
M. — Black and
Thursday
4:30
P.
M.—
Len
Nash's
Blue.
KHJ
KFOX
Country
Boys.
KGER
Tuesday
7:15 P. M.— Pen and Cas.
5:00Club.
P. M.—
9:30 A. M. — Columbia Revue.
Ken's
KNXBig Brother KNX
9:00 A.KFRC
M.— Don
KVI
KYI KFFJ KFRC KHJ KOH
KFPY
KHJ Bigelow.
KLZ KOH
KGB
(P)
8:30
P. M. — Musical ComKGB KDYL (SC)
6:30KFWB
P. M.— The King's
Men.
edy Revue. KGFJ
11:00 A. M.— Musical Ameri12:45 P. M.—KFPY
Virginia
Arnold,
7:30cus. KNXP. M. — Gilmore Cir- 9:30 P. M. — Harrv Geise
cano. KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ
Pianist.
and His Happy Guys. KMTR
KOH KGB KDYL (LC)
KLZ KOHKVIKGB
(P)KHJ KDYL
12:00KOLNoon—
Salon
8:00 P. M.— Herb Schar- 11:00 P. M. — Hal Gray4:15 KFRC
P. M.— KDYL
Red Nichols.
KVI
Orch.
KVIColumbia
KFPY KDYL
lin.
Songs. KGFJ
KFPY
KOH KGB
KHJ10:00
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
P. M.— Life Savers. System)son's Orch. KHJ (Don Lee
(P)
Wednesday
THURSDAY
7:30 P. M.—
Peter's
M. — George OlKOL
KFRCParade.
KHJ
9:30
A.
Columbia
sen's11:30
Club.P. KMPC
KDYL KFPY
KOH KOIN
KGB (P)
9:15 ford.A.KHJM.— Kathleen ClifKVI KFPY M.—KFRC
KHY Revue.
KOH
WEDNESDAY
8:00
P.
M.—
Bing
Crosby.
KOL
KGB KDYL (SC)
KFPY
KOIN (P)KFRC KHJ KDYL
9:30 KJBS
A. M. — Corner Drug
12:51 P. M.—
Salon
KLZ KOH
9:30 KFWB
A. M. — Jerry Joyce's Store.
Orch.
Orchestra.
KOLColumbia
KVI KFPY
8:30
P. M.— Downey.
Camel Quarter
10:30 KECA
A. M. — Around the Flat.
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
10:30
Hour. Morton
KOL
KLX A. M. — Sharp and
House.
1:30
P.
M.
—
Columbia
Artist
Friday
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ KDYL
10:30
A.
M.
—
Ambassador
Recital. KOL KFPY KFRC
11:15 KYA
A. M. — Manhattan of the Air. KMPC
KLZ KOH KGB KFBK KMJ
Moods.
KDYL KLZ KOH KCI! (LC)
11:30
7:30 P. M.— Columbia Conter. KMTRNoon — Globe Troters. KELWA. M. — Trail Blaz- 12:00
(P)
Corp. Program.
KFRC certs
KDYL
KLZ KOI IKFPY
KGB
12:00
Noon — Band Con- KNX2:00 P. M. — Late Fiction.
cert.
KJBS
A.KFRC
M.— Don
KV I
(LC)
KFPY
KHJ Bigelow.
KLZ KOH
KGB9:00 (P)
1:45 P. M. — Casev Jones. 4:00 P. M.— Hal and MyThursday
KJR KG A KEX
ers, two pianos. KECA
4:15 P. M.KVI
— Red Nichols and
9:30 KVI
A. M.KFPY
— Columbia
3:00 P. M. — The Three 5:00 P. M.— The Three
Orchestra.
KOL
KFRC Revue.
KHJ
KOH
KGB (P) KFPY KDYL
Boys. KFI
Boys. KFI
KOH KGB KDYL (SC)
8:00 P. M.— Bing Crosby. KOL
11:15 A. M.Salon
Orchestra.
KVI Columbia
KFPY KFRC
KOIN (P)KFRC. KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
KMJ KWG KOL KFPY KOIN KFPY
Orchestra. KVI KFPY KFRC!
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ (P)
KHJ
KOH
KGB
(P)
8:30
P. M.— Downey.
Camel Quarter
M.— Melody
7:00 KVOR
P. M. —KWG
ConnieKDYLBoswell.
5:45 ades.
P. M.
—KFRC
Manhattan
SerenKOL1:00KYIP. KFPY
KFRC Magic.
Kill
Morton
KOL
KFPY
KLZ Hour.
KFPY
KDYL
KLZ
KFPY
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ KDYL
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KOH
KGB
(P)
KOH KGB (P)
KLZ
KOH
KGB KFBK KMJ
Friday
KWG
(P)
7:15
P.
M.—
Star
Brand
Shoe8:00 KGW
P. M. KFPY
— StreetKGBSinger.
makers. KMJ KWG KOL KOIN
KVOR
(P)
8:45 P. M.— Baker Chocolate
9:30KFRC
A. M.—KDYL
Columbia
Revue.
KFRC (LP)
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH Program.
8:00 P. M.— Cremo Presents
KYI
KOH
KCI!
KGB
Sisters. KOL
(SC)
Bing
Crosby.
KFBK
KOL
KFPY
KFPY
KOINBoswell
(P)KFRC KHJ KDYL
8:00 P. M.— Cremo Presents KLZ KWG
KOIN (P)
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
Saturday
11:00 P. M.- Columbia Artist KOH
Bing Crosby. KOIN
KFBK KMJ KWG
Recital. KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ
KOL
8:30 FBK
P. M.—
KI / KOH KGB
KDYL KFPY
KLZ KOH (P)KFRC KHJ
Hour.
KOL Camel
KOIN Quarter
KFRC
9:30 KVI
A. M—KFPY
Don KFRC
Bigelow KHJ
and
12:00
Noon—
Columbia
Salon
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
8:30 KFBK
P. M.—KMJCamel
Orch.
Orchestra. KOL KVI KFPY KHJ
Hour.
KWGQuarter
KOL KLZ
KOH KGB
(P)
(P)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KFPY
8:45 P. M. Baker Chocolate
(P) KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
3:30 KLZ
P. M.—
1:00 KOL
P. M.KVI— KFPY
Light KFRC
Opera Program.
Boswell Sisters. KOL
KFPY
KOHConnie
(P) Boswell.
Gems.
Wednesday
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KFPY KDYLTuesday
8:00
P.
M.—
Bing
Crosby.
KOL
(LC)
KFPY KOH
KOIN (P)KFRC KHJ KDYL
KLZ
6:00
A.
M.—
The
Commuters.
KDYL
(P)
Saturday
6:00 (P)
A. M.— The Commuters.
8:30 Morton
P. M.— Camel
KDYL
Hour.
Downey.Quarter
KOL
P. M.—KDYL
SpanishKLZ
Serenade.
8:00lers.A.KVORM.—
KOHRhythm
(P) Ramb- KFPY
KVI1 :30KFPY
KOH
KOINKGBKFRC(P) KHJ KDYL
7:45
A.
M. — Columbia Mixed
KI.Z
KOH
KGB (LC)
Quartet. KVOR (SP)
9:00 A. M.— Don Bigelow and
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Thursday
KOH KGB KFRC
Sunday
ties. KOL KM KFPY KOIN
EDI I 1TI<>\ il
OR(. IN
KFRC KHJ
Friday
Sunday
7:45
P.
M.
—
Myrt
ami
Marge.
Saturday
KOL
KFPY
KHJ
KOIN
KFRC
4:00 Dr.P. Klein.
M.— -TheKOLWorldKM s Busi
ness.
kill
9:30 P. M.— Nocturne. Ann
5:45 P. M. — Chicago Variety
Leaf. KOL KFPY KDYL KLZ
KFPY KFRC KDYI. KI.Z KOI 1 Program.
KFPY KFRC KHJ
KGB
KI.Z3:45KOHP. M.— Bird and Vash. KOH KGB Monday
km L KI.Z KOH
Monday
6:00 P. M. Barn Dance VariP. M. —KHJMyrtKOIN
and Marge.
eties. KOL KFRC KHJ KDYI.
KOL7:45 KFPY
KFRC
11:00 A. M.— Ann Leaf with
6:30 KDYI.
A. M.KLZ— Tony's Scrap KI.Z KOI I KGB
Helen Board.Tuesday
KVI KFPY KHJ
Sunday
Book.
OLD MELODIES
KLZ
KOH KGB
7:00Boat—
P. M.KFPYHankKFRC
Simmons'
10:15 A. M.— Columbia Kami Show
Community Program. KHJ KOI I KDYI. KI.Z KOH KGB Kill
8:15 A. M.— Edna Thomas.
11:30of A.
M. KYI
- American
M— Nocturne
with
School
the Air.
KFP)
Ann8:45Leaf.P. KFPY
KFRC KDYL
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
Wednesday
KLZ
KOH
KGB
WEEKLY
TIPS
Tuesday
11:00 A. M.— Ann Leaf at the
9:15
P.
M.
—
Arizona
9:00
Organ.
KFPY KFRC KHJ
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ
— Tony's Scrap
Book.
KI.Z KOHKM KGB
Saturday
ite-. P.
KFWB M.— Old FavorWranglers.
KNX
11:30 A. M. — American
10:00
P.
M.
—
Palace
Hotel
10:00
P.
M.—
Bringing
Up
School of the Air. KYI KFPY
Father. KFRC
Orch. KPO
8:45 P. M.— Ann Leaf at the
KFRC
KGB KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
SATURDAY
Organ.
KDYL KOH
\EWS KFPYMonday
FRIDAY
W ednesday
9:00
A.
M.
Tuneful
Two.
9:00 A. M.— Jack and KOMO
Friday
Grace.
KHJ
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ
— Tonv's Scran
3:00 P. M.— Currents Events.
Book.
10:30 A. KMTR
M. — Scientific
10:00KYA A. M. — Sunshine Serenader*.
KGB
Hour.
10:15 A. M. — Farm Commun
ity Program. KHJ KOH
11:00 A. M. — Saturday
10:00 A. M. — Cheerio
5:30Dramatization.
P. M.— MarchKOLof KFPY
Time.
11:30 A. M. — American
Syncopators. KWG
Boys. KFOX
News
School of the Air. KM KFPY
11:30 A. M. — Movie Cluh.
10:15
A.
M.
—
Cooking
KOIN
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KFR(
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
School. KGW
KGB
KGW
12:15 P. M. — Winnie Par11:15
A.
M.
—
Radio
Sunday
12:00 Noon — Edna Wallace
ker and Organ. KFI
PROGRAMS
Church of the Air. KNX
Hopper. KOL KM KFPY KOIN
CHILDREN'S
P.KTABM. — Theatre of
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
11:15 KYA
A. M. — Manhattan the1:00
Air.
Moods.
Thursday
Tuesday o' Make Be6:00 lieve.
A. M.—
2:30 KGER
P. M. Long Reach
12:00 Noon — \ir Raiders. Band.
Playlet.Land
KDYL
KFOX
6:30 KDYL
A. M.—
Book.
KLZTony's Scrap
8:00 A. M.— U. S. Chamber of
1:30
P.
M.
Nip
and
3:30
P.
M.
—
Smilin'
Sam
5:30 P.ventures.
M.—
Tuck. KFWB
from Alaham*. KF.X KGA
Saturday
Commerce.
KDYLRed
KLZ Goose
KOH AdKDYL KOH KOL KFRC KHI
1:45 P. M. — The Banjo KJR4:45 P. M. Hotel Mark
8:30ers.A.M.—
Radio
Home
MakBoys.
KMTR
KDYL KOH
8:00 A. M.— Adventure of HelDance. KFRC
(Don Lee Tea
System)
ade.3:00KHQP. M. — Studio Par- Hopkins'
10:15 A. M. — Columbia Farm
en and Mary. KOH
Community Program. KFRC!
6:15
I'.
M.
The
Boy
DeSunday
DANCE
MUSIC
4:30
P.
M.
The
Three
tective.
KFOX
KHJ KDYL KOH
Cheers.
KHJ
11:30
A.
M.
—
American
6:3
P.
M.
The
Surprise
6:00 P. M. — Nick Harri-. Girls. KHJ
School of the Air. KM KFPY
KECA
KFRC KHJ KDYI. KLZ KOH
9:00 KOL
P. M.—
8:00 KYA
P. M. — On With the
Orch.
KFPYEddie
KDYLDuchin's
KOH
Monday
KGB
KHJ
7:00
P. M.— Laughing Gas. Show.
KGB
Friday
9:00
P.
M.—
Merr>
makers.
7:00 P. M. — Everrbodj KHJ (Don Lee Svstem)
6:30 KDYL
A. M.—KLZTony's Scrap
Book.
Play. KFAC
10:00 P. M. — Anson
1:00 KOLP. KM
M.— KFPY
Bert Lown's
Orch.
KFRC
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
8:00 P.KNXM. — Optimistic Lee
Weeks*
Orch. KFRC (Don
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
System)
Community
Program.
KFR(
Do-Nuts.
KHJ KDYL KOH
9:00 KDYL
P. Tuesday
M.—
Orch.
KOH Ben Bernie's
12:45 P. M.-Columbia Edu
cational
Features.
KM
KFP"\
The
Ladv
from
Louisiana.
KOI.
DRAMA
AM)
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
Monday
COMEDY Sunday
KM KFRC KDYL KI.Z KGB
6:00 KOLP. KFPY
M.— Ben
Orch.
KOIN Bernie's
KFRC
Saturday
KHJ KDYL Wednesday
KLZ
6:30KOL
P. M—KFRC
Romances
of
the
2:30
P.
M.
—
Kathrvn
Parson.
6:30 KDYL
A. M.KLZ
— Tony's Scrap Sea.
Book.
"Girl
KDYL KLZ
Monday KDYL KLZ
KOH n' Yesterdav."
6:30 P. M.— National Radio
Wednesday
5:15 KFPY
P. M.KFRC
— Eddie
Forum. KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
Orch.
KHJ Kuhn'u
KDYL
V iRIETY
Thursday
7:15 P. M.—Friday
Weed Tire Chain KLZ KOH KGB
KI.Z3:30KOHP. M.— Reis and Dunn.
Sunday
Program.
KDYL
KLZ
3:45 P. M.— Bird and Vash.
P. M.KOL
— Devils.
6:00 P. M.— Eugene Ormanand5:00Doctors.
KFPY Drugs,
KOIN KLZ KOH Tuesday
dy's Orch.
KFRC KHJ
1 :45 P. M. — Edna Thomas, the KDYL
KLZ KFPY
KOH
Friday KGB
KFRC KHJ KLZ
Lady
from
Louisiana.
KOL
KYI
3:45
P.
M.—
Bird
and
Vash.
Tuesday
9:00
P.
M.—
Guy
KFRC
KDYL
KLZ
KGB
KLZ KOH
KDYL KLZ KOH Lumbardo.
10:00ties.A.KOLM.—
Pabstette
VarieRELIGIOUS
AMD
7:30
P.
M.—
Desert
Plav.
AraKYI KFPY KOIN
Sunday
SEMI-RELIGIOUS
besque. KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KFRC KHJ KLZ
P. M.—KHJMvrt and Marge.
9:00KFPY
P. Saturday
M.— Ben
Orch.
KFRC
KDYLBernie's
KOH
Thursday
KOL7:45KFPY
7:00 A. M.— Columbia Church
W
ednesday
of the Air. KDYL KLZ
9:00 P. M.—
P. M.—
Program.
KOL Hecker's
KFPY Surprise
KOIN
M.— Cathedral
Hour. KOL9:00KFPY
KDYLGuyKOHLumbardo.
KFRC KHJ
KLZ3:45KOHP. M.— Bird and Vash.
KOL10:00KMA. KFPY
KDYI. KI.Z
Friday
9:30 P. M.—KFPYSt.KFRC
Moritz'sKDYL
Or11:30 A. M.— Church of the
7:45 P. M.— Mvrt and Marge.
KGB
Air. KOL KFPY KDYI KLZ KI.Z KOH chestra.
10:00 A. M. — Pabstette Varie- KOL KFPY KHJ KOIN KFRC
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r OR pictures in the home — purchase a depend' able De Vry or Ampro 16mm Projector from
us and we will enroll your name in the National
Film Library where you may secure a program of
pictures for every night of the year ABSOLUTELY
FREE RENTAL. The Library has a variety of subjects— Educational, Religious, Drama, Sports and in
fact all films are of REAL entertainment value.

AMPRO

WRITE NOW for further information on projectors
and free film rental service. No obligation.

Educational
Phone VA. 8228
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\ Hill Billy in Town
[Continued from Page 21]
fathers, who in turn, heard them from
theirs. Sad songs of a tribe of pioneers, driven into the mountains hundreds of years ago and forced by fate
to remain there. Misery, ignorance and
drouth — sickness, death and romance —
all these they poured out in song. And
then Glenn Rice came to the Ozarks.
He inquired from a citizen in an interior mountain village where he could
find a good yodeller.
"W-a-a-1, I reckon the Britt boys,"
drawled the local townsman, "air about
the best in these parts — yew ain't a
revenuer,
yew?"
Glenn
assuredto
him he wasairnot,
and was
directed
the Britt place, which nestled in a
clearing at the end of the mule trail
several miles up the road. Glenn
climbed into a battered old Ford rented
during his stay in the mountains, and
bounced over the rocky riverbed trail
up to the clearing. Vaulting the
wooden rail fance, he proceeded up to
the cabin. "Maw" Britt and the three
boys were sitting on the rough puncheon steps of the cabin, eating watermelon without the formality of plate
or fork. They had seen him coming
down the trail, and had apparently
already weighed him in the balance and
found him harmless before he had even
arrived. Hill billies are skillful in
building their cabins in such a position
that an approaching stranger may be
fully classified in time to arm the garrison in case he appears dangerous —
as many of their visitors are. Glenn
passed the test, and was given a cordial— for a hill billy — greeting.
"Is this the Britt place?" he inquired.
"Shuah it is," answered the oldest
son. "And who mought yew be?"
Glenn expained, as best he could,
who he was, where he had come from
(but neglected to mention the plane!
and what the purpose of his visit was.
"I'm looking for a good yodeller."
he explained, "and they told me that
I'd
here. I to
wantsingto over
take
him find
backoneto upCalifornia
the radio."
what?"
the Britts.
And"Oveh
afterthehis
first queried
shock was
over.
Glenn managed to give them a hurried
conception of radio— which they had
never heard of before! Telephones and
automobiles, yes, but radio was almost
beyond them.
Glenn urged the Britt boys to sing
and play for him, and they readily
complied. And when the first high
sweet
notes knew
of Elton's
out, Glenn
he had yodel
what hedrifted
had
traveled 2000 miles to get. In his
brief visits to the hills, he had heard
many singers and yodellers, but little
Flton Britt. standing in his bare fept
RADIO DOINGS

beside ofthaithemlogall.cabin door, was the
cream
But the hardest part was to come.
Mother Britt didn't want her youngest
son to go so far away from home
Daddy Britt, a tall, kindly, bearded
mountaineer, was also firm. Glenn
used all of his powers of persuasion,
talked as he had never talked before,
told eloquently of the glories of the
outside world, the beauties of California, the advantages for Elton, and
finally
enthusiastic
aid.
the
Brittswith
were Elton's
won over,
on condition
that Elton was to be sent home in a
few weeks.
Glenn told Elton to be ready, and
went back to the little town to make
preparations for the return flight. The
next day he went up to the Britt place
to get Elton. When he saw him, standing beside his mother in the front
room of that little cabin, he stared. Bib
overalls, a blue denim shirt, heavy
boots, and a loose, plaid cap with a
visor at least six inches long, turned
up in bag
frontin like
jockey's.
old
carpet
one ahand
that mustAn have
been through the Civil War, a few
other belongings tied up in a roll under
his arm. Elton was ready to go!
Imagine the parting! For the first
time in her life. Ma Britt was losing
one of her boys. No one in her
family had ever gone so far away
from home, and especially on such a
mysterious and wonderful journey. She
cried. Elton cried; the brothers were
in tears, and even Daddy Britt's shrewd,
keen eyes were misty under the shaggybrows.
Glenn wisely hurried the proceedings, after the goodbyes had been said,
piled Elton and his carpetbag into the
car, and away they went, bound for
LittletonRock,
150 seen!
miles away,
which hill
Elhad never
The little
billy family stood in the clearing and
waved until the car had bounced out
of sight around the ast turn, with Elton
standing up in the car and tearfully
waving back.
For little Elton Britt. the next 24
hours were a whirlwind of new experiences. Ahotel, a shower (Glenn
turned the faucet for him) . . . staring
guests ... the landing field and the
roaring plane ... a few moments of
awful hesitancy and then the sudden
dropping
. . . fasteraway
. . . from earth . . . higher
But like a true hill billy, Elton stood
his ground, and not for a minute betrayed his fright. Even Glenn, who
sat behind him, watching anxiously for
the reaction, was fooled. Not until
some time later, after Elton was safely
esconced in Hollywood, and the first
excitement had passed, did he admit
that he was "neveh so sca'ed in ma
life!"

So little Elton Britt, a true hill billy
from the heart of the Ozarks, to whom
"radio" was a meaningless word not so
long ago, came to civilization and
broadcasting. And as he stands before
a microphone, singing and yodelling the songs his father taught him,
what must be his thoughts? Does he
see a little log cabin nestled in a
clearing in the Ozarks, with a little
family of mountaineers gathered
around an oil lamp, perhaps singing
the, 6ame song? Does he miss the
"shuckin'
bees," the tall corn, the beautiful Ozarks?
He has been back home twice. Each
time he is glad to return to the old
home, his family and his friends — but
when asGlenn
calls back
for him,
he's
just
glad Rice
to come
to radio.
He has lost much of his fear of civilization, but has absorbed just enough of
its pleasure to find the old life a little
boresome at times. Truly, a difficult
predicament for a 16-year old boy.
New Entertainer of Stars
[Continued from Page 22]
graciously friendly leader. In a conversation, heis never bored, and naturally and unassumingly but interestingly, too, contributes generously. Although he genially responds to wit, he
himself is seldom facetious. He is boyishly eager about his forthcoming tour
with his orchestra in the East; his aspirations.
When music had its advent on the
screen, Arnheim's aggregation was
quickly drafted into service. Next was
a limited vaudeville tour, then engagements abroad in the most exclusive resorts.
iVIontmarte Arnheim
Cafe,returned
then intotheHollywood's
hevdey of
its popularity.
He was again brought to the Cocoanut Grove for the engagement which
he has just ended and during which,
of course,
over
KFWB. he has broadcast nightlv,
During
this several
time, Arnheim's
orchestra has had
screen contracts
and has made several Victor recordings. Arnheim has among his late musical compositions "Chances Are," "It
Must Be True," "Was It Wrong?"
and "Sweet and Lovely."
NOREEN GAM MILL
"Album of Familiar Faces"
CONTINUITY
Playing all feminine characters in Cleason
and Armstrong electrical transcriptions.
Now Appearing KNX
on "Treasure Chest"
1242 N. King s Road CRestview 6890
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You insist upon choice seats
in the theatre . . . why
accept "back row" radio?
FAR too mony listeners are sitting in the BACK
ROW of the radio audience today, and on the
ends,
. . . rather
than in "8th row center" with
the Newtoo Kolster
International.
The New Kolster International ... the REFINED
superheterodyne . . . brings you "close up" to oil
the musical treasures that the air holds for you. It
brings in the broadcast with studio-like clarity and
faithfulness, It loses none of the beauties of overtone and undertone that contribute so much to reol
musical enjoyment
The New Kolster International, backed by the
financiol and engineering resources of Mackay Radio
ond Telegraph Compony, offers you an entirely new
conception of radio See it . . . hear it . . . today.
Appreciate for yourself how much the refinement of
the basically sound superheterodyne principle can
add to the pleasures you get from radio. Move up
to "8th row center."

• Model K80— Complete with tubes, $129.50
Completely shielded nine tube band pass refined superheterodyne, with automatic volumeablecontrol,
push-pull
pentodedetection.
output, variand walnut
power
The
cabinet muoftubes
Oriental
with butt walnut
pilasters is by Jan Streng.

Get the deep full throb of boss tones, mellow
moonlight ond vibronf t
of overtone ond undertone. Get the cleor, clean,
cut expression of the higher scales, rich in oil the
subtle
of meaning
intendedshodes
you should
enjoy. that the broodcoster
Move International
up to "8lh row center' w:-h the New
Kolster

QlOl-

kolster
I NTE RNATION
AL
Southern California Distributor

Western Radio
1135 Wall Street

Inc.
WEstmore 333i
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[Continued from Page 25]
more than commercial art that he resolved tomake it his career.
While his father was in the British
military service the Graham family traveled extensively about the world. Many
months were spent in India. Egypt.
Malta, Gibraltar and other British possessions. The family has been in military service for many generations back.
There has also been much musical talent
evident among his ancestors and present members of the family. A grandfather was band master of the famous
Black Watch Regiment for years and
was considered one of the finest musicians in the British Isles in his time.
An aunt is at present a leading contralto with the Carl Rosa Opera Company.
Ronald Graham stills draws and
paints
though
principal
est is, ofsome,
course,
his his
music.
He is interfond
of good reading, principally the modern writers. At school he played football and went in for the sprints and
hurdles, but at present his only athletic
activities are boxing, of which he is ver\
fond.
Popular Songs
[Continued from Page 17]
the tenderness of a Cinderella-idyll,
and is an authentic example of an artepoch which belongs to the American
continent
else. That's
I am glad and
somenowhere
wise friend
guided why
me
awav from the concert stage to the
microphone, early in my own career.
l"d muchthe rather
a radio
singer,
sending
songs ofbe today
out through
the ether to the hundreds of hearts
which can be reached in no other way.
than certthestar inhighest-paid
existence! operatic or conSeldom Herself
[Continued from Page 18]
ried. Gail — or Abigail, to disclose the
NBC star's real name — -was born in
Kansas City, but the Taylors moved to
Los Angeles by the time Gail could
walk. There Gail grew up, completing her academic education and singing
her first songs.
'T agedcan't
imaginehighhowschool
I everandmanto complete
get
along voted
in mycollege."
Gail
admits.
"I
detime mostly to glee clubs and
worked in every musical show that
came along. It was a drudgery to apply myself to anything except music
and books."
Lady Marian in "Robin Hood" and
urn Yum'" in "The Mikado" were her
first real leading roles. Before that,
she studied with Edith Pell Bolles. who
is her aunt and a well-known vocal
RADIO DOINGS

teacher. Gails voice, incidentally. has
never required placing. A brilliant
natural range was hers from the first,
and those who hear her for the first
time are always struck by the precision
of her pitch and tone.
It was not long after she "walked
the plank'"
first microphone
venture thattotheherrapid
development ad-of
radio offered an alternative to the
Broadway experience she had been denied. She became the soprano soloist
at a Fresno station where she sang
for more than a year. Then she came
to San Francisco, where she joined the
staff of Station KGO. and soon became
a favorite singer.
Jennings Pierce. NBC's chief announcer, was responsible
for Gail"NBC premiere.
He remembered
Gail
in the days when they had worked together at KGO. before it became an
NBC key station. He urged Gail to
try out for the solo role in "Broadways andto Boulevards.'was
scheduled
open in the Sanwhich
Francisco
studios. She appeared for an audition
and was signed immediately. Her voice
was characterized as one of the most
nearly perfect microphone voices in
the West — a sentiment which NBC
audiences have echoed ever since.

gether, and are firm belie\ers in a siinilarity of taste as romance insurance.
So are Dorothy Desmond and Tom
Kelly one of the most devoted couples
at NBC. Wherever you see Dorothy,
you usually see Tom. They played together on the stage, but by an odd coincidence, they seldom are cast on the
same
radio
Dorothy's
voice,
rather deep,programs.
and exquisite
of enunciaand tragedy.
tion, is suited to heavy dramatic roles,

voice, which
by thatchanges
queer sotrick
theTom's
microphone
manyof
vocal tones, is a light, gay voice on the
air. ideal for juvenile leading roles.
Some day, however, he and Dorothy
may play a love scene together before
the microphone. In the meantime, their
chief joint role is played for the benefit
of two charming babies in their big
home in Berkeley, California.
Another couple whom the NBC casting director almost always separates,
but whom nothing else does, are Ann
Chase and Carleton Young. Mr. and
Mrs. Young, like the Kellys, have playtd together before the footlights, and
before that they studied drama together
at the Carnegie Institute of Technology,
in Pittsburgh.
Both play-of
ed in stock, andPennsylvania.
both were members
the
Civic
Repertory
Company
in Los
Their Better Hahes
Angeles,
where they were married not
long
ago.
[Continued from Page 13]
They came to San Francisco with a
band. The Lindens were childhood
sweethearts, according to Anthonv. who "Peter Pan"' production in which Ann
declares that he fell in love with Emily was stage manager and Carleton had a
role. A contract with NBC for
when he was still young enough to plav major
baseball in the street before his home, both of them has kept them here. The
and saw her enter the familv doorwav Youngs share the same tnthusiasm for
with his sister. He tells how he dropped such widely various things as Shakespeare, golf and musical compositions,
his baseball bat and rushed inside
and now their radio work has forged
through another entrance in order to another
link in their comradeship.
"slick up-' before presenting himself
shyly
to
the
visitor.
Another musical union at NBC is that
of Barbara Merkeley. harpist, and Arthur Schwarzman. pianist. Barbara, tall,
graceful and red-haired, makes a lovelv
picture when she sits at her harp in an
orchestral program where her husband
is usually at the piano.
Barbara was born in Sacramento, although most of her life has been spent
in San Francisco, where she has been a
member of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra at \arious times. Arthur was born in Russia, where he began the study of piano when he was
seven, under his father, a well-known
Warsaw musician. He made his first
public appearance when he was 14.
playing in concert with the Warsaw
Symphony Orchestra, which interpreted
the Concerto in D flat, by Tschaikovsky. He came to San Francisco in 1924.
and he and Barbara met for the first
time in the studios of NBC. The
Schwarxmans work together, plav toPago Thirty-nine

He Beat fcroad»«i>
[Continued from Page 10]
ter an amazing variety of jobs. Hi*
first was as grocery and delivery boy.
After listening for a while to exacting
wives he gave up in despair, and landed
a job in a curtain rod factory. "There."
he
ruefully.
expected
get explains
$15 a week,
which "Iseemed
like toa
fortune to me then, but I was put on
piece work,' and at the end of the
weekNot wasa very
the possessor
only $6."
exciting oftraining
school
for a tenor! Downey next landed a
job in the lunch room, but admits today,tweenwiththeaproprietor
glow of amusement,
and myself,"Be-as
soon as we made any money, we spent
Then came the donkey engine job.
Next
it!" Morton had a really good job
in Hartford, Conn., with an insurance
company. Just as he was doing nicely,
the United States entered the world
war, and he turned down the job to
join the Navy. Because of his immaturity, Mort's father believed him to
be too young to be of service. Accordingly, henotified the authorities to
waylay his son and they, in mistaken
zeal, lodged the young patriot in jail
to await his irate but proud parent.
So Morton got another job. What
else could a guy do? It was with a
suave furniture man of the fifteen dollars down variety. The gentleman
went bankrupt and Morton was again
bereft of a job.
"If you want any pointers on bankruptcy," added Mort magnificently,
"ask me!"
This doesn't read much like the road
to "Wabash Moon," but the fates do
strange things with their weaving.
In the next step he really used his
voice
as "newsso butcher."
Burdened
with articles
that he leaned,
like
the Tower of Pisa, on one side, he
would enter the train, face a hostile
sea of faces, and coax them into buying his wares, candy and magazines.
Can vou imagine lilting a line like

railroad, he had saved enough money
to go to New York!
Once there, he patronized, as his
favorite hotel, the Grand Central Station— and even consented, on hot nights
to patronize Battery Park.
He looked up an old friend of his
who had visited Wallingford, and tried
to get an entree into various musical
publishing
they wouldn't
even
listen tohouses,
him singbut(excuse
us while
we laugh up our sleeve; they are all
now clamoring for his patronage!) In
the midst of despair, another friend got
him a job singing first for the Knights
of Columbus, then for the Elks. He
took a room in Brooklyn for $3.00
a week.
so small,"
he says,to "that
you
had"It towasopen
the window
get your
armsSoonin heyourbegan
shirt."to get more lucrative
bookings, so he shifted his headquarters
from the ghastly hole of Calcutta in
Brooklyn, to more desirable lodgings.

Mr. and Mrs. Morton Downey. Mrs.
Downey is a sister of Constance and
Joan Bennett, movie actresses.
Shortly after this a Brooklyn politician, Jimmy Hagan, who was always
'Uncle Jimmy" to Mort, gathered the
young troubadour into his own home
where he remained for two years.
He mentsang
firstdowntown,
theatrical engagein a his
theatre
dressed
in
a
cowboy
suit,
and
that song which
In
case
you
don't
know
what
kind
of
came from his heart, was the beginthat?'
awhich
kitty runs
that around
is, it's the
a gasoline
railroad engine
yards history.ning of a career which is now making
like an errand boy, dragging coaches
After drifting around from one
to make up trains, etc.
'The thing of it was!" Mort recalled $30.00 a week job to the next, he was
with anto infectious
"that speed,
I got spotted by Paul Whiteman's manager,
bored
blazes withsmile,
a discreet
and engaged at once. His job consisted in running his fingers over a
and started burning up the tracks like
Barney Oldfield. One day I jammed shiny saxophone that didn't make any
on the brakes, jumped the tracks — and noise, the object of this deception being that when young Morton stood up
there I was, perfectly intact, but not
at all beloved by the officials. AND to sing, everyone would exclaim,
"Doesn't he sing well for a saxophone
WASMortI FIRED!"
still drives fast, but he pilots
Rolls-Royces, not donkey engines.
The Whiteman band played vaudeville for ten weeks before being asHowever, during his period on the
player!"
l*n pe Forty

leconditioned. On these voyages back
signed to the Leviathan which had been
and forth, Morton made many friends
who later did a lot toward getting his
career well-grounded. Among these
was one Jack Donahue, and many other
celebrities.
After that engagement terminated, he
played asfrom
a "single"
in moving topicture
houses
San Francisco
New
York, introducing new songs and rein Albany, after a performance, he
calling old favorites,
was driving out-of-town at a terrific
clip. His car turned over — he saw
stars and
infinity
came
to hetasted
learned
that— heandwaswhen
in forhe
a period in the hospital. While there,
he entertained the inmates, nurses, and
doctors— but the time dragged.
After Mort emerged from his hospital, he was engaged by Florenz Ziegfeld to sing in his Palm Beach night
club. He finished the season at a
casino in Havana — and then there followed, inseveral years succession, trips
to Europe in the summer, and bookwinters.ings at Palm Beach night clubs in the
Back to America, from eight months
on the continent in night clubs of
Biarritz, Copenhagen and Berlin, he
made three unfortunate pictures. Being among the first of the talkies, these
pictures were not nearly all that might
have been desired, but he certainly was
lucky in love. He fell madly in love
with
one ofBarbara,
RichardandBennett's
daughters,
marriedlovely
her
within three weeks. He is still just
nerts about her.
And while we are on the subject of
the Bennetts, Mort is singing a song
over the radio, occasionally, entitled
"My Yesterdays With You." It was
written by Phil Plante, divorced husband of Constance. Mort now sings his
brother-in-law's
to Constance. song over the radio —
Mort had a marvelous time in Hollywood, but nothing was accomplished.
As far as making pictures went — he
was a good horseback rider. So poor
Mort decided he was losing ground.
People forget so easily, and the name
"Morton Downey" was no longer
chanted in connection with night clubs
or theatres. If you heard of him at
all. it was that he was making pictures.
And Downey just didn't want to be
judgedmax was
by athese.
The which
cap ofappeared
the clicomment
in a New York newspaper one dav
with the words, "Poor Morton Dowhe's allwaswashed
them, ney,Mort
reducedup."
to a Reading
state of
wrathful determination. "That just
burned
me the
up," Kit
he says,
made for
Kat and
Clubforthwith
;is fast
as he could get there, bringing Bar\Next Page]
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Aunt Fiiiiii>
[Continued from Page 25]

bottle labeled "Bitters" off the old
dusty melodian in the corner, and took
areally
shortgotgulp.
one Last
thingyearI
the low"Thet's
down on.
like a chumps, says, 'If it's all the I was up in Detroit. I was up there
same
judge,it two
I'll take
and soto weyou,splits
ways,thethemoney,"
jedge with the sole idea of givin' a talk on
and me.
Temperance,
couldn't
a worse spot.andIt Itook
me anhavehourpicked
and
"By Lavender, if this feller Bert a half just before the lecture to git a
didn't see us do it, and he comes up little shnops to clear muh throat so I
and says, 'Listen, you hottlenose, if could go ahead and give muh lecture.
you don't split with me I'll let the cat And they say Detroit is a wet town!"
time I thought I had better
out
Well,I yuh
can emagine
the offixtheI hag."
was in.
thought
he wuz go,By asthatI was
getting on her own
talkin'
about
my
cat,
William
Teecumground,
and
was no telling when
sey Sherman, so I gives him his split she would let there
up. However, I promised
and
got to I talkin'
this over
and her faithfully that I would come up
hat, we
so finally
gits himabout
to come
her little home at KGFJ some night
to the house, one night after I gits out to
atvisitnine-forty-five
with her. and have a nice long
of the l*g-jav.
I hadn't
deal"Youlie see.
pulled
on megotandoverI thet
was raw
out
to git his scalp. Well, I finally talked
He Beat Broadway
him into a stud poker game and I took
[Continued from Page 40]
everything
crowns. Thet's
the way Bertbutandhis I gold
got acquainted,
and
bara
into
his element. She loved Lonnow he jist keeps comin' over; I guess
her husband soon became the
he thinks he's gon'na git thet money "talk don,ofandthe
town."
back. He should live so long."
While in London, he perceived out
"By the way. Aunt Emmy, what does of the corner of his eye, that radio
this fellow Bert — look like?" I queried. was finding a prominent place in
"Well, sir. thet's kind of a sticker,
sphere of entertainment.
not the kind yuh puts on her wind- America's
another spur-of-the-moment deshield, though. Bert is strickly a news- Making cision
he
wired
William S. Paley.
paper man. if thet gives you any ideas. president of the Columbia
Broadcasting
He's
a
little
bit
heavy
around
the
waist, and usually wears a felt hat, and System. The answer was "See me when
you arrive.''
he andandBarbara
always has his pipe."
turned bag and Sobaggage,
Mort wasre"By the way," I interrupted, "they given a prompt audition. It was a
tell me that
you've had Could
quite that
an as-be wonderful success. He found himself
sortment of husbands.
catapulted back into recognition again
possible?"
with his own composition. "Wabash
"Well," she answered, taking a long Moon"
his signature.
Withinas the
first two weeks his fan
tug on her old corn cob pipe. "I really
wouldn't
call
'em
an
assortment;
but
mail
jumped
from
to tell yuh the truth. I have had seven
sand letters a week. nothing to a thouhusbands up to date, and I alius got
He
singing exclusively for
muh eye peeled fer any kind of an the R. isJ. now
Reynolds Tocacco Company
opportunity along thet line.
I Camels I and they are paying him an
husband onewas(thet
real chump
nice toI . outrageous price for his nightly prome."Mybut fust
the second
grams of Irish tenoring. He first sang
for them, by way of audition, over a
he wasn't
a hillando' one
beans.
never
had worth
no money
time Hehe long-distance phone! R. J. Reynolds
searching for a magnetic artist
couldn't
the into
rent,theandstreet.
the Well,
land- were
lord threwpayus out
whom they could use as their medium,
sir. thet was the fust time we had gone and the Columbia officials, certain that
out together since we wuz married!
they would be pleased with Downey,
"The thud one wasn't so bad. I met had him sing all the way from New
him in a box car on the way to Chi- York City to Winston-Salem on an ordinary long-distance telephone. They
cago. Iwuzon goin'
up to Chicago
give a talk
Temperance,
and I wasto were pleased. King of the Camel QuarHour, he now sings before the mike
hem" sent up by one of the clubs thet withter no
more effort than if he were
1 belonged to called. 'The Sisters of
the Guiding Hand.' Better known whistling an idle tune on his way to
amongst ourselves as the 'Kansas City school, back in Wallingford.
Bar Flies.'"
It isastooa pleasant
bad that ending
he can'ttoshake
your
this story
me." I wentin on.
that youof hand,
are"They
quite tella crusader
the 'cause
of his life. It is in itself a proof of
prohibition. Could you say anything his genuineness and sincerity . . . firm,
and so determined. When better s,.iil;~
in this interview along those lines?"
"Could I!" she paused and took a are sung. Mort will sing them!
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PARIS

INN

Outstanding European Cafe
of America
—
House
of the Singing
Chefs and Waiters
Join the celebrities at I heir favorite
rendezvous, where music, laughter and
romance make every moment a memory
of gay, carefree informality . . . where
you can forget the cares of today in
an Old World setting . . . between the
gay
cafelights
and . the. .
formalBohemian
Montmarteoutdoor
. . . soft
cosmopolitan camaraderie. Delicious
French-Italian food, prepared under
the
of I. Pedroli,
formerpersonal
chef tosupervision
Italian royalty,
served
mby
o
u
s
"singing
the
world-fa
waiters." Enjoy
the jovial hospitality of Bertopera
Rovere, former
star . . . meet in. . . danceterestingtonotablesa
hot band and
thrill to the performances of national y-known enfind
them
all
at
t
e
r
t
a
i
n
e
r
s
BKRT ROVERE
the PARIS INN!. You'l
-50c to 75c
Luncheon DansantEvery Day — 11:30 a. m. to 3 p. n
French-Italian Dinner — $1.50
From 5:30 p. m. to Midnight
Thursday andClosed
Carnival
SundayNight— $2.00
210 East Market Street
Los Angeles
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• THERE'S A FAMILY FEELING
BETWEEN THESE SET-TESTED
TUBES AND YOUR RADIO

TUBES are no longer an incidental purchase — they are as important
as your radio itself! If they are right for the particular model you
own, you get real performance. If they are wrong, the best circuit in
the world will not help.
With Sylvania tubes you know you are getting the most out of your
radio. Sylvania tubes have been tested for a set exactly like yours —
played and approved under actual working conditions.
Take advantage of this new service at once. Usually only a single
new tube is needed to make your set sound like new! You can buy
Sylvania tubes — and have your old tubes tested free — wherever you see
the Authorized Sylvania Dealer sign. Hygrade Sylvania Corporation,
Sylvania Division, Emporium, Pa.

Sylvania Pacific, Limited
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RADIO
TUBES
THE SET-TESTED TUBE
Licensed Under RCA Patents
Western Headquarters

3440 South Hill Street
Los Angeles
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THE

LOWDOWNMARGERY C, TACOMA
Question
— Can
please who
tell me
thing about
EdnayouFischer,
playssomethe
piano
so
beautifully
at
KFRC?
What
did
she do before coming to the radio?
Answer — I believe you will find
much of your question answered in
the article about Edna and her husband in this issue. Just in case you
don't, however,
I'll tell
one interesting about her,
that youperhaps
you
weren't
aware
of.
She
used
to travel
with Duncan Sisters as arranger
and
pianist, and played in England and
Australia before settling down in this
country for radio work.
I.OWDOWN
S. B. L., DENVER
Question — I would appreciate it very much
if you can tell me more about George Taylor
at KYA, San Francisco. I know you had
something about him in the October issue,
but
I'd like to know something about him
personally.
Answer — George is one of those rare
individuals who can truthfully lay
claim to being a California native son.
He is 30 years old, was born in San
Francisco, is five feet ten and weighs a
hundred and eighty. Has gray eyes
and brown, unruly hair. Likes sports.
LOW DOW \
ANNE F. C, HOLLYWOOD
Question — What nationality is Raymond
Paige at KHJ? How old is he? I guess these
are
think?short and snappy enough, don't you
Answer — American, of English descent. Thirty-three. Guess these are
shorter and snappier even than yours,
eh, Anne?
LOWDOWN
R. F. T., BEVERLY HILLS
on earthThehas other
happened
theQuestion
Beverly— What
Hill Billies?
night toI
missed several of them, and understood that
they had disbanded, and someone told me
they were back on KMPC, where they used
to be. Can you set me straight on this,
please?
Answer — It is all rather a mixed up
affair, R. F. . No one seems to know
much about the facts. Apparently
there human
was a disagreement
only
after all — and— thethey're
boys
couldn't tlcome
ement, and wentto any
their satisfactory
various waysset—
temporarily
least.Glenn
ErzaRice
and andMirandy
remained atwith
the
other faction went back to the old
stand at KMPC. We hope, as probably
you do to, that everything will be
patched
again. up and they'll all be together
RADIO DOINGS

HAZEL K., PORTLAND
Question— Is it true that Tommy Harris, oi
KFRC,blackis only
20? HowI think
tall isthathe?is Isabout
his
hair
or brown?
all, and thanks in advance.
Answer — Yep, Tommy's only 20 —
will
21 inDecember
he isn't
very betall;
fact, when10. heAndstands
up
straight,
he's
just
a
trifle
over
five
feet
two.
Weighs
133
pounds
and
has
black curly hair.
LOWDOWN
J. A. S., SAN DIEGO
QuestionBrown,
— Pleaseof tell
abouta
Thelma
KFRC.me something
Is she really
colored
girl?
What
does
she
look
like,
and
is she married?
Answer — In the first place, Thelma
is the daughter of a Georgia Baptist
minister. She has a dark, velvety
brown skin, and black sparkling eyes.
She's
a stunningand girl.
Is a
studentreally
at California,
a member
of a sorority there.
LOWDOWTX
HELEN H, MONROVIA
Question — Please have the age and descripof Kenneth
in thetion next
issue. Carpenter, KFI annnancer,
Answer — Ken is an easy-going, amiable sort of a chap, and not at all
hard
He's about
30, ishasof
mediumto describe.
height — neat,
five nine,
blue eyes and straight light brown,
hair. And he's married, Helen.
LOWDOWN
WALT B., FRESNO
Question
in answer
to a ques-of
tion by H.— A.LastB.,month
regarding
the member
the Biltmore Trio who sang such high notes,
you answered that the name was "Eddie
Hush." Wasn't there some mistake, or am I
wrong in thinking his name was "Bush?"
Answer — You're right — we're wrong.
It was just another of those "slips
that
— a printer's
error pass
that ingottheby night"
undetected
by our
usually conscious proofreader. The
culprit is sorry and has been suitablypunished. LOWDOWN
L. R. C, SAN FRANCISCO.
Question — You always hear the Clark Sisters on the Blue Monday Jamboree at KFRC
spoken
as theare "Clark
Sisters"
nothing
else.ofWhat
their real
names,andplease?
Are either
of them married?
Answer — Well, you see, it sounds
better and snappier to say just "The
Clark Sisters" than to say "Ruth Clark
and
Lila Clark."
the reason
you never
hear theirThat's
first names.
Lila
plays the piano.

THELMA T., OAKLAND.
QuestionSpaulding,
— I've been wonderingWhatoftendoesabouthe
Harold
look
like? I have ofhimKFI.
pictured as having
brown eyes and brown hair — tall and slender,
perhaps. Is he married?
Answer — You must have been peeking, Thelma! You certainly hit it close,
except for a few minor details. He is
tall and slender, alright; hut has blur
eyes. Yes, he is married.
LOWDOWN
MRS. NANCY H., SEATTLE.
Question —I How
Lombardo,
Columbia?
think oldhe ishas Guy
the best
orchestraof
on
the air. Couldn't you use his picture
sometime?
Answer —Mrs.
I'm H.,
gladforyouI asked
this
question,
was really
surprised myself when I dug up the
answer. Guy is only 29 years old. He
is oneers to have
of thesuchyoungest
a famousorchestra
hand asleadhis
Royal Canadians.
LOWDOWN
T. R. G., HOLLYWOOD.
Question — Can you tell me something about
Vera Van, who used to sing at the George
Olsen Club,
and young,
I believe blonde,
with Sunny
Brooks'or
band?
Is she
married
single?
haven't
you just
heard?reSheAnswer
won —an Oh,
audition
at KHJ
cently where ten other singers participated, and was unanimously selected to join the staff of the Don Lee
station.
You'll
this
clever blonde. hear
(And more
such afrom
blonde)
She's only 19, too, and single.

Radio
PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
Secured in the
UNITED STATES
and
FOREIGN COUNTRIES

R. S. BERRY
PATENT ATTORNEY
707 BLACK BUILDING
4th and Hill Streets
MUtual 6935
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA
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Presents
THE WEST'S OUTSTANDING RADIO FEATURES
Calmon Luboviski and
Claire Mellolino
Frank Watanabe and
The Honorable Archie
The Arizona Wranglers
The City Park Board
The KNX Players
Bill Sharpies and His Gang
The Club Embassy
and
A Daily News Service, Brought to
You From the Only Wire Service For
Radio Exclusively on the West Coast
at
9 A. M.— 12 Noon — 6 P. M. — 9. P. M.
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for Christmas'
Four Special Xmas Subscription Offers
THERE is nothing you can give the radio fan that will give
as much real enjoyment as a year's subscription to RADIO
DOINGS, "The Movie Magazine of the Air."
As every monthly issue reaches them packed full of news
and feature articles of the radio fans they know so well over
the air, your gift will be remembered through the entire
twelve months.
In addition, as a Christmas gift special, RADIO DOINGS
is offering hand colored enlargements, beautiful lamps, and
electric clocks, which may be sent either direct to the recipient of the subscription, or to yourself.
We will write a Christmas letter to the recipient of your
gift, telling them it is through your courtesy that RADIO
DOINGS will come to them each month.
A Hand Colored Enlargement of Any
Photograph
Mail us your films or a print of any of your favorite
pictures. They will be enlarged to 5x7 inches, colored
by hand, and placed in a beautiful frame, and returned
to you at once together with the original film or print.
We guarantee to make over free any unsatisfactory
portraits.
With
your year's
subscription
RADIO
DOINGSto
$2.00
ELECTRIC CLOCK
Electric clock in beautiful molded Bakelite with
bevel crystal front and embossed face, six inches high,
25 years guarantee.
With totwoRADIO
years'DOINCS
subscription
$5.00
SPECIAL

OFFER

NOVELTY
LAMP
This mentlampshadewith
and parchexact
replica of spinning
wheel, carved from
beautiful maple, is an
attractive addition to
any living room or den.
subscription
With year'sto
RADIO DOINGS
$3.50

- 6 Months

Subscription

for $1.00

RADIO DOINCS,
1220 MAPLE AVENUE,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
islamp, colored
check,enlargement
money order,(check
or cash,
year's subscription of RADIO DOINGS
and oneEnclosed
electric herewith
clock, novelty
the for
one you wish).
Please send year's subscription to:
City
State
Name
Your Name..
Address..
Address
RADIO DOINGS
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Radio

Tube
PRICES
Reduced
at
Southern
A Big Order
You said in your magazine that you would
like to know what the fans want. Personally,
I think your magazine is one of the best going— and it is the best radio magazine. In
fact,
touch I've
it. never seen another that begins to
But as for the things that we want, here
are my favorites about whom or which I
would like to have stories or pictures. First
of all I'd like to have a picture, if not a
story,
of theatcharacters
at KFOX,
7:30 p. m.in the
Next,"Crystal
a storyCave"
and
picture
of
"Chandu,
the
Magician"
over about
KHJ
at eight. You recently printed a story
the KTM (now KECA) Ranch boys and
about
much. Cecil and Sally, which I liked very
Others features I would like to see are
King'son Men
(KFWB) ;attheKFRC.
entire group
of"Theartists
the Jamboree
I am
looking forward to seeing some of these stories in your magazine sometime soon. I know
you hadboree,abut Istory
the Blueof Monday
Jamwanton pictures
all of them,
instead of a few.— MARY B., HOLLYWOOD.

the air that night. I hope we hear more of
them,
they tell who they are. —
HARRYandU.,that
HOLLYWOOD.
A Worthwhile Addition, Bill
Well, I have my RADIO DOINGS for five
months back, all stacked up beside the radio,
and pretty nearly have them worn out. Every
time a program comes on that I know I have
some pictures of, I immediately take out the
old DOINGS and keep it handy. How about
an article and picture of the Boswells sometime, huh?BILL
That'sH.,something
collection.—
BEVERLYI need
HILLS.in my

Well, We'll Try, Alma
Your magazine is most interesting; in fact
I can hardly wait for each issue.
BUT — I want to correct one thing you
said a couple of issues ago, when you were
attempting to discourse so fluently on the
Arizona Wranglers at KNX. You made the
broad statement that only one of the boys
had married, implying that all the rest were
true cowboys who had no use for women.
Let me set you straight. Several of them
are married and have been for years. They
are Sleepy, Nubbins, and Hungry; to say
Tickled
nothing of the Sheriff, whose word I have
We were all tickled to see the pictures and for the preceding statement.
Try toP., get
straight, will you? —
article
about
the
"Three
Doctors,"
of
the
LOS things
ANGELES.
Columbia System. I listen in every time they ALMA
are ontals onand
think
they
are
the
funniest
morthe air.
Hot For Children
I like them so well I clipped out their picSoon after reading
the drature and pasted it on a piece of pasteboard.
Clark thetrialarticle
in theonSeptember
Every time I look at it I have to laugh. DOINGS, maItization ofthe
noticed
that
they
intended
to
Whenever
on I getall outthe thetimepasteboard
and have athey're
good laugh
they are actually broadcast the real thing next time.
I didn't happen to listen in, and so don't
broadcasting.— MRS. J. S., BERKELEY.
know
not in whether
favor ofthey
it. did or not. Anyhow, I'm
I have been to several trials — one of them
A Discovery I
a murder trial, and believe me, I wouldn't
Say! I was listening on KGFJ the other want my children to listen to one — and what's
night on the Family Hour, and they had a to stop them, if they come over the air? I
the radio
see trial
that they
hot trio that was every bit as good as the can't
turn onstaytheby radio
whento the
is on.don'tI
believe, if I thought they were going
old
Boys were
trio. certainly
They didn't
names,Rhythm
but they
clever.tell their tohonestly
broadcast some of the stuff I've heard at
I'd sell my radio.— MRS. S. B. J., LOS
If Iupdidn't
know have
that thesworn
Rhythem
ANGELES.
split
I would
thehy Boys
were hadon trials,
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California
Music
Co.
Genuine RCA
Radiotrons :
Now
Was
Tube
201ANo
1.25
.80
226
1.40
171 AMPLIFIER
$
.75
.90
1.40
280 RECTIFIER $1.10
245
1.00
1.10
1.40
AMPLIFIER
1.00
1.25
227 HEATER
1.00
1.50
224 SCREEN
GRID
1.60
235
2.20
247 MULTI-MU
1.90
PENTODE
2.00
1.55
224A AMPLIFIER
1.60
BEATING
SCREEN GRID
QUICK
Free Tube Test
Phone VAndike 221
and we will send a Technician to your
a Free
Tubehome
Test.— for
Southern
California
Music
Co.
806 So. Broadway
Los Angeles
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THE

WRIST

WATCH

OF

RADIOS

ETER
. . . wherever

. .

SMALL

ONLY

IN SIZE

AND PRICE

PAN
you go

. . .

it's small enough to take with you!
Don't miss important programs because your present receiver is a permanent "furniture" model. With a PETER PAN you can easily carry this little giant to the office
. . . upstairs
mother's
or the You
children's
room .at. .itstaketoneit toandyourrange.
hotel And
room,themountain cabin ortobeach
cottage.
will marvel
cost
is so small that you can afford its greater convenience. Ask your dealer for a demonstration .. . and buy for the football games, international broadcasts and chamoionship fights.
No Matter Where You Live . . . There's a Peter Pan Dealer Nearby

urn

JACKSON-BELL PRODUCTS COMPANY
1487 West Adams Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
For Name of Your Nearest Dealer, Call
REpublic 4149

A product of Jackson-Bell
Co., Ltd., fully licensed under
RCA-HAZELTINE
LATOUR PATENTS

• escape!
to palm
the
mirador

springs

and

incomparable
hotel

T'S Summer Time in Palm Springs, now! Winter has been left behind. You are in
the heart of the fascinating, mysterious, sun-drenched desert. Only three and onehalf pleasant hours from Los Angeles by motor (little more than an hour by airplane)— a thorough change of scene. You discover a new reason for living! . . . And
the El Mirador Hotel . . . There's a wondrous thrill on first awakening after a quiet,
restful night in a cheerful El Mirador guest room. Friendly sunlight greets you warmly
as you step onto your private porch, starting a full day of pleasure. Coif on an interesting new course. SWIMMING IN A WARM PLUNGE UNDER A SUN THAT TANS.
Tennis on championship courts. Open-air gymnasium. A canter in the sweet-scented
evening beneath a moonlit, starry sky, followed on Saturdays by a delightful informal
dinner dance . . . There is everything ... or nothing ... to do. You can play if
you want or rest if you need to. Cuisine and service that is now so perfect that
there is no need for emphasis. Plan at once to come to Palm Springs and the incomparable ElMirador. Rates for two, from $18.00 and up a day . . . American
plan . . . Write, wire or phone for reservations.
0 0/W
a bit
a t

mirador
hotel
of egy pt with
an alpine background
springs
c a I i f o r n i
P a

^1S

EVERYTHING,

THAT'S
NEW
IN RADIO/
BEFORE BUYING YOUR
RADIO
Check Every One of These New Features
Does It Have?

The NEW
U. S. APEX

RADIO
lO-TUBE SUPER-HETERODYNE
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
Absolutely controls volume on both
FULL-RANGE MU TUBES
Overcomes Cross-talk — Reduces Modulation.
PENTODE TUBES
Two in Push Pull — Not Just On* Tube.
METER TUNING
Assists toVisibly
Audible Timing
CorrecttheResonance.
HIGH AND LOW POWER SWITCH
Low for Local — High for Distance.
TONE BLENDER
Giving Wide Variance of Tone Control.
ILLUMINATED DIAL
Poll VisionEqual
with.Seals
Kilocycle
M"-H"ci and
Divisions.
FOUR TUNED CIRCUITS
ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
Oversire — Without
MaximumDistortion.
Ton* SPEAKER
and Volume
BEAUTIFUL CABINET
Front of With
MatchedPerfect-Fitting
Burl Walnut Doors.
and Lacewood.
TUBE EQUIPMENT
Three OS Four 227 Two 247 One 280
U. S. APEX HAS ALL THESE
FEATURES

UPER-HETERODYNE

V

10

TUBE

S

V

V

V

V

*
THE

RADIO

SUPREME
COMPLETE
WITH TUBE)

BE SURE YOUR RADIO
HAS THESE FEATURES

Only

$9950

Distributed by
Ill WALL ST.

Yale

Radio

Electric

Co.

LOS ANGELES
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• THERE'S A FAMILY FEELING
BETWEEN THESE SET-TESTED
TUBES AND YOUR RADIO

TUBES are no longer an incidental purchase — they are as important
as your radio itself! If they are right for the particular model you
own, you get real performance. If they are wrong, the best circuit in
the world will not help.
With Sylvania tubes you know you are getting the most out of your
radio. Sylvania tubes have been tested for a set exactly like yours —
played and approved under actual working conditions.
Take advantage of this new service at once. Usually only a single
new tube is needed to make your set sound like new! You can buy
Sylvania tubes — and have your old tubes tested free — wherever you see
the Authorized Sylvania Dealer sign. Hygrade Sylvania Corporation,
Sylvania Division, Emporium, Pa.

THELicensed
SET-TESTED
TUBE
Under RCA Patents
Sylvania Pacific, Limited
Western Headquarters
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year marks RADIO DOINGS' tenth anniTHIS
versary.
Since 1922, when radio was in swaddling
clothes, RADIO DOINGS has been the leading
radio fan publication in the West. The first issue
was published cooperatively by a handful of pioneer broadcasters as a service and a guide to local
listeners in Los Angeles.
Within a few months the demand was so great
for the new magazine that "Out-of-Town" stations
and programs were included in its pages. It became the radio authority of the Pacific Coast as a
long and program directory, issued weekly.
About a year ago, its first great change was
brought about. Instead of a program directory
and semi-trade, semi-fan publication, RADIO DOINGS became the "Movie Magazine of the Air."
Public demand had created a need for a magazine
for the artist and the program, just as years ago,
the same public demanded magazines that brought
them stories and pictures of their moving picture
favorites.
In 1932, ten eventful years after its establishment, the publishers celebrate the success of the
new achievement. For the first time, radio has a
western fan magazine that is worthy of the title
"Movie Magazine
of the Air,"
companion
of broadcasting
itself.that is a worthy

Dickens or Poe might have written, had there
been radio then — they say I'm too idealistic!"
Too idealistic! Radio laughs at ideals. Stations
spurn the classics. Ideas that sent old masters
soaring into immortality are "too idealistic" for
radio.
We wonder if they are right. Perhaps they
know
radio
"bigpulse,
shots"they
—
maybe, their
with business,
their fingerthese
on the
public
feel
the idealism
public doesn't
want millions
it. If thatof ispeople
true,
wherethatis the
that sends
toWhere
book isstores
to make the
"best millions
seller?"
the idealism
thatBible
still the
induces
of people to prefer the classics of literature to the
trash of modern realists?
If radio is ever to become a true art, it must
take its place beside the other arts in equality.
The medium that is some day to educate the world
can't do it on Rudy Vallee and Eddie Cantor alone.
This young continuity writer had ideas to back
up his ideals. He sketched outlines of radio programs that were inspiring — and brimming with
thrills, adventure and romance as well. Real art.
Too idealistic! Someday that young writer will
be heard from.

Blaming The Announcer
A Prophecy
A YOUNG and interesting continuity writer
drifted into the office the other day. As we
grew better and better acquainted, he began to
loosen up and tell of his ambitions — his hopes
and dreams — his plans for radio programs that
would make broadcasting a great art, something
fine, and worthwhile.
"But they laugh at me!" he sadly explained.
"When I suggest something comparable to the
classics of literature — something that Hawthorne,
RADIO DOINGS

WHENEVER
broadcasting's
flaws usually
and good
points are debated,
advertising
receives apreponderous majority of brickbats.
A large eastern sponsor recently conducted a
series of programs in which, as a feature, a questionnaire was submitted to its listeners. The questions asked were intended to sound out the public
on its likes and dislikes.
Strangely enough, to the question, "What one
thing do you think would improve radio broadcasting most?"submitted
a surprisingly
small advertising
proportion onof
the answers
criticised
sponsored programs.
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Most of the criticism was aimed at the announcer. Many felt he should "be more human."'
Others complained that "announcers try to be too
highbrow." while many thought they "yelled too
loud."
from static,
burned
out tubes,
and the Everything
late stock market
disaster,
was laid
at the
door of the poor announcer.
The one thing about advertising that was strongly objected too, however, was its injection between numbers on a program. Advertising before
and after the program escaped unscathed, unless,
as many declared, it was "too long."
Snap Into It, Bill Jones!
THERE are announcers and announcers. Some
good — some not so good. Some highly paid
and others obviously not so highly paid, for very
logical reasons.
But have you ever noticed, in many cases, the
complete let-down when some local announcer
chimes in with his "and this is station XXX," just
after a chain announcer has finished speaking?
Each, usually, has a mellow, well-modulated voice.
Both sound quite similar in many respects.
And yet there is a keyed-up-ness, an enthusiastic
ring in the first announcer's voice that is totally
different
from the monotonous, duty-bound drone
of the second.
are picked
for theirhavevocal
MostAnnouncer's
of our present
announcers
goodqualities.
voices.
But not many have the ability to put "that someinto their
voices McNamee
that makesandfora Bill
the Jones,
differencething"between
a Graham
of some little 10-watter in Corn Center.
A master of ceremonies at a theater stage presentation doesn't come out before the footlights
and drone, "Ladies and gentlemen, the next thing
on the program is a toe-dance." Whether he feels
it or not, his job is to "put the show over," and
not leave any doubts with the audience as to
whether they had a good time or not.
Snap into it, Bill Jones!
Doubles For Amos 'n' Andy?
THERE'S
rumor someone
going 'round
'n'
Andy are atraining
to actthat
as anAmos
understudy for one or the other when he decides to take
a vacation.
This comedy act, now grown world-famous, is
one of the oldest regular acts on the air. Night
after night, Freeman Gosden and Charlie Correll
have been Johnny-on-the-spot in person, with no
chance for a "lay-off" or vacation. If ever two
public characters have been faithful to their audience, it is this pair of comedians.
While up to the present there has never been
another
personif they
in thewant
Amosto get
'n' Andy
act, else
as farto
as we know,
someone
help out once in awhile, it's all right with us. And
when one of them does go away for a little while,
providing we are able to tell the difference — he
will probably be appreciated all the more when he
returns.
Whoever the understudy is, if the rumor is to
be believed, he is a lucky man — and at the same
time, has a great responsibility. It won't be easy
for anyone to step into either of these great comedian's shoes successfully.
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Sidelights On Radio Advertising Told
SOME interesting sidelights on the newspaperradio advertising question were outlined by
Lew Allen Weiss, general mangaer of the Don Lee
station,recently.
KHJ, in an address before the Advertising
Club
"Newspapers," stated Mr. Weiss, "run 70 per
cent advertising, and 30 per cent reading matter —
some of which is publicity. Newspapers increase
or decrease their size according to the amount of
advertising they sell. Radio, on the other hand,
has on the average of 96 per cent entertainment
and but four per cent advertising. The average
radio station broadcasts 18 hours a day, and the
length of this period is not affected by the amount
of Regarding
advertising the
timesponsors
sold." themselves, Mr. Weiss
declared that many of them, regardless of their
ignorance of radio, have their own ideas about
what they want and how they want it. Although he
insists on high standards, he frequently — his
daughter has had a few vocal lessons . . . and after
all,
is nice
over itthe
air! to have one's company talked about
"If one gives the radio listener what he wants
in the way of entertainment," he concluded, "he
will listen to the commercial announcements, providing they are of the same advertising quality as
the entertainment. And after all — many of the
people 'out there' forget that radio is free."
American Inventiveness
MORTON DOWNEY, back in New York after a
visit in Hollywood, tells a good one on a
movie preview that could well apply to some radio
programs. The picture in question was based on
a play that in turn was taken from a classical work
written more than 60 years ago. As is the case
with most pictures, the original story underwent
considerable change before assuming its screen
form.
As the picture was unwinding, Morton relates,
several of the producer's "yes-men," swept away
with the colossal epic, cried, "Author! Author!"
And, the Columbia tenor concludes, "the first
three rows stood up and bowed!"
Sight Unseen
THERE'S a new popular song — probably you've
heard it— called "Crosby, Columbo, and Vallee." The adventures of this trio of dashing minstrels, their effect on romantically inclined feminity, are amusingly told in the lyrics.
Who would have dreamed, a few years ago, that
a mere voice, transmitted electrically and mechanically across the continent, would make hearts
flutter and maidens sigh, with not so much as a
glimpse of the man behind the voice. Regardless
of the countless photographs of these three vagabond lovers published, many of their most ardent
admirers haven't the slightest conception of their
heroes' appearance.
When an unseen youth can stand before a little
black mike thousands of miles away, and convey
romance and glamour to womankind by the inflections of his voice, that, in our humble opinion, is
Personality — with a capital "P"!
RADIO DOINGS

LAUGHING
Hemlock Corners Traffic Court
George Turner
— where in the Spring a young
GAS!
man's fancy
often land
before
the curves
magistrate;
whilehima
young lady's leads her — ah. me!
Even ihe Supreme Court Could Gather Some Valuable
All those
Hear
HEARhavingye!busine
ss toye!come before
Ideas on Legal Procedure From This Comic Traffic
the honorable court of HemCourt of Hemlock Corners
lock Corners will come to order!
There you go again with them dem
formalities, bailiff! Ever since you was
let'scase?
get down to busi
over
to the picture
Good! Well, wat's the second? Hey,
the first
show toandBeaver
seen Crossin'
that costumey
picture and
stop thaton noise,
noise!
of the Court of England, home folks
The first case has been taken care goin'
—stop
don'tthatyou
hearWat's
me
of. judge. I put it over i i your cel- poundin' myheregavel?
and customs don't seem to be good lar.
Constable!
Cons
t
a
b
l
e
—
get
those
two
bulldogs
apart.
enough for you. Stop puttin' on airs
Wat's
Come up here! Wat's this all about,
constable?
Yer worship, these two teas quarrelin,onfightin',
otherwise
Cain
the publicandhighway
afterraisin'
what
looked like had been a auto wreck. I
brung
You em
lookin.like a wreck yerself. Look
at that new unyform the church give
with the proceeds from the ice cream
sociable!
No use youof tryin'
to look
like a representative
the law
and
order.
Where's
yer
badge?
Guess I lost it in the excitement.
I want damages! I want damages!
This man ran into me and if I don't
getYou'll
paid
.up!
. hearThat's
shet
you'll
do.
Now I'll
let. me
what what
happened,
or can this here matter be settled out
of court?
Well, that's what they was tryin to
do. judge when I separated them.
Now let me git this straight. Who
ran into who? Who was the socker
and who the sockee? What have you
to say. Farmer Brown?
This man run into me. I uas just
comin
in
. . . out onto the Tile, never think-

'How do ye mean yer horn was indifferent, stranger?"
Well, Your Honor, it just didn't give a hoot."
RADIO DOINGS

why declared
wasn't you
thinkin"? Hasor
yerWell,
brains
a mausoleum,
aHoover
mortuary
—
or
whatever
that thing was
ship. declared?
The word is crematorium, yer worThanks, constable. I knew it was a
dead issue of some kind. Well — what
about it. Farmer?
He Mowed
tore right
never
his out
hornan'or smacked
nothin. me —
How
about
it.
stranger
— did you
blow ver horn?
Well,. . yer
truth
. worship. I must tell the
Yeh, yer dem right ye must. What
(Turn to Page 42)
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COLUMBO
DISCOVERED

By

AMERICA!

Franklin
Anderson

ous rvoice of Russ CoTHElumbomelodi
, slende
youth of Latin
blood, won him a national reputation in three short months over NBC
networks, and now he is to be featured
in a dual role — orchestral leader and
vocalist — over nation-wide networks of
the National Broadcasting Company.
Born in San Francisco of music-loving Italian parents, Russ skipped lightly from orchestra pits as a violinist into
glamorous coast resorts and hostelries
as vocalist,
fling athisHollywood's
movie
lots, took
and a from
own night
club skidded to the dizzy heights of
radio stardom.
His newest role as orchestra leader
and vocalist is a return to an old love.
Columbo directed his own orchestras
on the coast and sang for occasional
broadcasts. Then along came Con Conrad, song writer, and induced the youthful singer to set off for Europe to try
for a singing engagement. Columbo
and Conrad have yet to see Europe together, al of which is a part of this
story.
No one could be more surprised with
Columbo's
quickis success
himself. He
a quietthanandColumbo
modest
youth, and still pinches himself to see
if fame is really real or imaginarv. Tall
and athletic. Columbo has liquid dark
eyes and coal black hair, yet professes
that he knows little of love itself. Once
he wasted his thoughts in a San Francisco orchestra pit while enamoured of
a dancer, never saying a solitary word
to her ; but of late he has been reported
as a companion of one of Flo Ziegfeld's
But glorified
this itselfbeauties.
is not a story of love,
though there is a romantic element.
Columbo had a humble origin. His
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father, Nicholas, played a guitar as a
youth in far-away Naples, and gave
Russ parental consent to follow a
musical career.
WhenoriesRuss
speaks
of hisTheyouth
memcrowd his
mind.
Columbo
family had moved from San Francisco
to the little town of Calistoga, California, and Russ used to take violin lessons from one Joseph Czech, a squat,
brusque and belligerent German musician. Many an hour he spent in
Czech's stuffy little parlor going
through a program of little variation.
"One — two — three — four! One — two
— three — four!" Czech would bellow.
"Ach! You must learn to play it so!
Or, you will never be the great violinist. Now — play! One — two — three —
four.
It wasAch!"
always so in those boyhood
days. The slender youth frozen to his
task — the teacher walking, walking!
The boy dared not relax even for a minute lest he bring down the wrath of his
master. When aroused by some heinous mistake, Joseph Czech would raise

his hands above his head and wring
them in a tempest of rage.
But Czech, no matter how much he
thundered, secretly treasured Columbo
as his prize pupil. He thought he had
talent, real talent — perhaps genius. And
the old German master often stopped
and chatted with Mrs. Columbo over a
woden picket fence on the outskirts of
the village. Their conversation inevitably ran something like this:
"Good-day, Mrs. Columbo. You always are so busy ,yes? Veil, I think it
would be fine if you would let me have
dot boy Russell. P-s-s-t! He vill be
a great violinist already yet! I have no
boy and I vill take him to Chermany
and give him the wonderful opportunity
to "No,
be theno!world's
greatestThatviolinist."
Mr. Czech.
would be
too wonderful but Russell is my baby!
Remember that. I could not give him
up, even to let him go back to the old
country.
must forget
it, please!"
At thirteen,YouColumbo
was playing
difficult classical compositions. One day
chance entered his life. He read in a
newspaper that the Imperial Theater in
San Francisco nedeed violinists, and
straightaway he boarded a train for the
Golden Gate city and secured an orchestra position.
He first appeared in the fantastic
"The Land of Make Believe," and was
featured as a soloist in the prologue,
and later at the Granada Theater, where
Paul Ash was originally introduced. It
was there that he fell in love with the
dancer. It is no wonder that he left
his violin at the theater the day of his
final appearance.
The months quickly went . . . the
years also. Nicholas Columbo took his
family to live in Los Angeles. As a
good taxpayer, Pere Columbo sent his
son Columbo to high school, the latter
more or less distinguishing himself as
"end"
the Glee
Club, "tenor"
on the
footballonteam
and violinist
in the school
orchestra. It was just six years ago
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Few Singers Have Enjoyed Such a Sudden Leap to
National Favor as This Good-Natured Son of the West,
Russ Columbo. Intended for a Concert Violinist, He
Learned to Play a "Hot Fiddle" Instead, Opened a
Night Club in Hollywood, and Sky-Rocketed to Fame
and Popularity on the National Network

and then we'll crash the networks in
\. Columbo
u \ ork." took a gambler's chance.
Within
a few days he was bound for
New York and Europe. Conrad decided
to get him on audition at the NBC studios— "just onforthetheocean
fun voyage.
of it" — before
embarking
Since
then, some three months ago, Columbo
has been at NBC.
Now he has signed a big commercial
contract, following on a program originally featuring Bobby Jones.

when the glee club director discovered
Columbo had a fine voice.
A bit of tragedy then entered the
youth's
life. and
His lost
father
financial reverses
his suffered
small savings.
Russ was forced to abandon his academic career.
In the summer time he was booked
for tours with the California fruit
growers association and travelled all
over his brother-in-law's big vineyard
behind a four-horse plow. This labor
broughtyears
$12 previous
a week, ainbitSanless Francsico.
than he'd
made
He organized his own little orchestra, held rehearsals in the evenings, and
started
singa "hot"
Within
a short totime
man numbers.
named Eckhardt
offered him $75.00 a week to sing at
the Mayfair Hotel in Los Angeles. From
the Mayfair he went to the Roosevelt
Hotel with "Prof." Moore and learned
to play the "hot fiddle." For a short
time oushe bandwasatwith
Arnheim's Hotel.
famthe Gus
Ambassador
Then the movies attracted him.
He went to the Lasky Studios. A
friend, Gino Corrado, told him he ought
toHe find
a jobat plaving
"side andline"feltmusic.
landed
$90 a week
himself rich.
He was overjoyed, for Pola Negri
needed a violinist and he got the job.
For two years he walked on air.
At Warner Brothers he met Monte
Blue, and Blue thought the earnest
black-haired boy had the makings of an
actor. Studio executives, however, disagreed with Monte Blue. They said his
actingican was
public. "too Latin" for the AmerRuss bade adieu to the movie lots
and took a whirl through the coast
clubs and vaude circuits. Then he recklessly opened his own night resort, the
Pyramid Club, and it began to make
money just before Con Conrad came on
the scene.
Conrad was a stranger at the club
but he was enthused by the potential
possibilities of Columbo's voice. "Kid,"
he said to Columbo, talking in Tin Pan
Alley slang, "you've got a great future
with
want that
you voice.
to takeRadio's
a long your
shot.game.
Go toI Russ Columbo — young, handsome — and so modest he is still surprised over his
sensational success.
Europe with me first for an engagement
RADIO DOINGS
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IT'S
One of the Things Kate Smith Always
Wanted To Do Was Write — and
Here She Unburdens Herself of a Lot
of Things She's Wanted To Say For
a Long Time — Among Them Her
Philosophy of Life, Her Secret Desires, and Her Autobiography

" — / love chocolate parfaits.
and driving fast, and I liate
women who talk baby talk
or imitate movie stars."
HELLO EVERYBODY! This is
h! I'm awfully
Kate
pleasedSmit
to prepare
these few
pages, doing a search-and-find onefinger job onhow the typewriter. It's surprising soon one can lose teched ess
nique. I'm asham
to admit
that
l. You
I once went
to busin
schoonow
certainly wouldn't know it, if you could
see me. It's amazing how I aim straight
at a "g" for instance and land on an
"h" with much crescendo. The trouble
with me is that now, instead of writing
notes, I sing them. Or — I do my best
anyhow. And if that sounds like Horatio Alger I really can't help it.
One funny thing about life — I suppose the powers that be invented it to
avert monotony — is that there was
never an author who wouldn't like to
dance or sing, or perhaps even go in
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for professional football, — and there
never
singersomewho poetry
didn't after
wish she
could was
turn a out
the
fashion of Edna St. Vincent Millay, or
design Parisian clothes, or something
equally remote. Take your friend, Kate
Smith, for example, next to turning out
a fairly personable story, I would like
tomy!directWell,athletics
in a isgirl's
school.I Oh
one wish
granted.
am
turning out a story. So please stand
by, people, and read my words, and my
wretched assortment of adjectives and
adverbs, as sort of a good-turn-a-day
gesture. Being feminine, of course, I
do have a profound assortment of adjectives. admit
I
it.
The
idea,
apparently,
is that
you'reto
kind enough to be interested
enough
know "How come?" (I have a suspicion
that wasn't a good sentence, but I don't

know what on earth to do about it!)
Ever since I was "knee high to a grasshopper," I've sung. And by the time
I was I've
ableloved
to know
what the feeling.
"stage"
was,
the footlight
It's a queer urge that can only be killed
and done away with by receiving no response. Radio people, and stage and
movie people know exactly what I
mean. It's hard to put it into words.
I always had a certain amount of
response, and from the first time I sang
to a bunch of the neighborhood "gang"
from — literally a soap-box — and received alot of friendly, half-teasing,
half-appreciative
applause, my fate was
sealed.
I was one, by the way, a noisy tomboy. I'd much rather play with the
boys than the girls, and we had a club
called
Midnight
Riders."
Midnight"The
Riders,
of course,
were The
all
tucked in bed by eight-thirty, but it was
consoling to think of ourselves as being
particularly formidable. I thought I
was, according to some of my masculine
accomplices
in racketeering
"the and
big
cheese." I was
incurable bossy,
insisted on being the president, secretary and initiator in our small handwrought club in the back yard.
By the time I was eight, I was asked
to sing at benefits around Washington,
D. C, where I was brought up, and
almost every night after school, proIdidn't have
stay up too late,
mother vided allowed
me toto sing.
My family, poor dears, thought my
theatrical complex was just a Phase,
and fully expected me to enter nursing
school. They were so very disappointed when I confessed my real ambitions
that I decided to try nursing to please
them, if for nothing else. I thought
RADIO DOINGS

CHEAT

LIFE!
by

Kate Smith

perhaps
mightpartlikeI really
it. I didn't
though. IThe
got thereally
most
"kick"
out
of,
was
giving
quite
number of transfusions. There was soa much
of me tojustspare
know,
giveyoua know.
gaze at Ifoneyouofdon't
my
pictures.
See?
Still,
it's
nothing
to
be
particularly alarmed about. I have the
"be-yourself" complex, anyhow, and
think that dieting and masseuse-ing is
foolish, especially when I come by it
naturally. There I am. meandering
away from my subject. The climax I
was driving at (and it was a climax,
really) was that, at the end of a year,
I went home to my family and said, in
just so many unhappy words, that I just
didn't belong in a hospital, and that I'd
much rather sing to — or at people —
than give them two tablets and a glass
of water every two hours. I added that
I thought entertainment had its place
in the world. And I do. Having your
mind taken off trouble and worry has
its effect on your physical self, you
know. I didn't just say that in selfdefense.
Anyhow,
you've probably
heard it many
times before.
They came around to my way of
thinking, and they at least were grateful
I wasn't
stab
at
being going
a primaabroad
donna.to make
That awould
have been loo much of a blow. As a
matter of fact, when I was a child
Nicholas Longworth asked me why I
didn't study the opera. As a matter of
fact, I don't know why, except that my
path naturally
didn't lead
that direction.
just
was inabsorbed
by the beatI
of jazz rhythm, and by the ballad
strains, and light opera.
My opportunity knocked once in the
person of Eddie Dowling who came to
your friend Kate and said to your
friend Kate (bad sentence structure,
but
you won't
will it,you)
a dotted
line. mind,
I signed
and here's
went
RADIO DOINGS

to New York with the cast of '"Honeymoon Lane.'' I may as well give you
a little '*sob story" at this point. I was
very unhappy. New York is a difficult
place, as far as making friends goes,
and after the last applause had died in
my ears, and the curtain was down and
the make-up was off, I was just plain
Kate Smith longing for Washington.
Washington is a grand place you know,
and the Potomac is wonderful for
canoeing, and the Chesapeake is wonderful for swimming. Anyhow I was
homesick. Sooner or later, I adjusted
myself. I forget just how I did it, only
I decided for myself that to be perfectly happy in the theatrical world, at least
for a person of my kind, the best formula was a few god friends, no theatrical
parties, and lots of hard work.
After that, time flew by with "Flying High"
"Hit thehappened
Deck," outand
nothing
moreandeventful
side
the
footlights,
than
having
my
tonsils out.
During
"Hit the
Deck,"
aware that radio
was the
ComingI became
Thing,
and that your friend Kate might scurry
around and see what could be done
about an audition. I went to the Columbia Broadcasting System, sang to
that black
took meenterin.
That
sounds"mike,"
rather andas they
if I were
ing an orphan asylum, but you do need
someone's protection and vigilance
when you attempt to put your person-

ality into such a critical medium as
air waves.
and production men in The
their engineers
control rooms
can do
all sorts of things to your voice you
never dreamed of, by a twist of the dial.
That is to say, to get the true tone of
your voice the engineer must be a canny
soul. And you must simply be trusting. Well, the audition was labeled
Success, and they put me on the air for
fifteen
minutesI every
withand"Swanee Music."
loved night
the work
enjoyed the people I was associated with
at Columbia, my footlight feeling suddenly dissolved, and there I was candidly
sponse ofpreferring
fan mailtheto "mike."
me is evenThemoreretouching than the response of a theatrical audience which may be sheer
politeness. The radio audience come
from all over the country. Coast-tocoast, from modest homes and huge,
elaborate homes, and all of them say
what
they think.
Especially
"shut-ins"
in hospitals
and prisons
have responded
with a sort of prayerful enthusiasm,
and beg me to sing this thing and that
thing for them in my memory song period. Oh, there have been lots of letters with pathetic stories behind them.
There isn't much point of recounting
any of these to you.
With radio, this last summer was
an involved but very satisfactory one.
I have hardly known whether I was
(Turn to Page 39)
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"He's
Says

a
Mack

Actor?

Natural'
Sennett

by Jed Buell
Mack Sennett Studios

ETT." consi
y a "find
And ders
Mr. Bing
SenMACKCrosbSENN
nett, who is credited with finding many of the movie artists who are
now stars, has a reputation for being
nearly infallible in his hunches.
Despite the fact that moviedom apparently has all of the talent it can
maintain on its payrolls, Mack Sennett
is preeminently a firm believer that
there are as many fish in the river as
ever came out of it. He is continually
browsing around in public places on the
lookout for promising talent.
Following one of these hunches, Mr.
Sennett began to appear nightly at the
Cocoanut Grove in Hollywood a few
months ago, and revealed a sudden interest in dancing to the "entertainer of
stars," Gus Arnheim, with whose band
Bing
was entertaining,
as onethird ofCrosby
the Rhythm
Boys.
Sennett knew that Bing had tried out
for the pictures, and had seen him in
minor parts in several pictures in which
Paul Whiteman's and Arnheim's band
figured. He knew that the directors
hadn't gone into any ecstasies over
Crosby's work
considered
him inan these
actor.films. No one
But Mack Sennett saw something the
others had missed. To him, Bing's
constant witticisms, his bright, effortless "ad-libbing," his looks, his whole
manner, spelled one thing — comedian.
When the Rhythm Boys took their
sudden and mysterious departure from
the Grove, Mack Sennett collared Bing,
and immediately began plans for some
comedy
From "shorts."
his first appearance before the

critical eye of the camera, Bing fully
justified Mr. Sennett's hunch. He played his part perfectly; he spoke his lines
as a veteran, and it took but little coaching to perfect his style.
But more than that — and what delighted Mack Sennett — was his natural
ability to put more into his acting than
the script called for. Little quips —
subtle wise-cracks — an extra phrase
here, and a clever word there — improvising that never failed to improve
wherever it bobbed up. No wonder Mr.
Sennett signed him up on contract.
"He's a natural artist!" is the Sennett
verdict.
The four pictures made at the Sennett
studios are: "I Surrender Dear," "One
More Chance," "The Billboard Girl,"
and "Dream House." When "I Surrender,
Dear" opened at the Paramount in New
York for a week, it broke all records
in attendance. And the $72,000 in net
box office receipts were a cold testimony in cash to another triumph of the
"Sennett hunch."
As yet, only the first two pictures are
being shown
in the
West.House,"
"The Billboard Girl" and
"Dream
now
being shown to packed houses in the
East, will soon be sent West for a run
in Bing's own "neighborhood" (we
won't
are
about asayhalf"home
dozen town,"
cities onforthethere
Pacific
Coast squabbling over the honor at
present) .
And if anyone thinks "such popudeserved,"
witness
the
$10,000laritya mustn't
weekbe that
are being
poured
into the Crosby treasury. If that isn't
popularity, what is?
RADIO DOINGS
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Still

and

vaudeof a negro
row down
tenthemporium
IN the ville
in the most
Los Angeles'
th one
Bert ofButterwor
center, lesat part
duskyfashionab
December night just seven years ago.
With his fair and milk-like skin looming out of that chocolate-hued aggregation like a fly on a bald head, he glued
his eager eyes on the brightly lit stage
before him.
There, in kaliedoscopic succession,
brilliantly-gowned negro prima donnas,
impeccably-garbed
stars of strutted
dark-town's
thespian society, tripped,
and
cavorted in dazzling revue before the
blazing footlights.
Bert had been sent as a scout bv the
Davis Perfection Bread Company to
scour the district for colored talent to
be organized into a negro troupe for
the baking
company's new radio program over KNX.
A few weeks later, the first day of
January. 1925. popped in on us to say
hello. And at 8:00 p. m., a group of
badly scared negroes stood trembling
before the microphone in the main studio of the Hollywood station.
Fred Hagelburg, advertising genius
of Perfection Company, will tell you
with a broad grin that the program was
terrible. In Fred's own words, it was
"oderiferou>". But strangely enough.
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it stuck! He had visualized something
entirely different from any program
then on the air. An old-time down
south Georgia camp meeting, with nothing but negro entertainers. It was taking a terrific chance, but Fred Hagelburg made the plunge.
He worked and drilled his negro
troupe, whipping them into shape. Constantly he strove for something different, irrespective of high quality.
"No matter how terrible it was at
first," Fred
toldbound
me, "No
how
terrible.
I was
and matter
determined
that it had to be different."
In evolving his idea for a unique
program, Fred decided to have a special
announcer. Radio announcers in those
early days of radio had not yet learned
to shake off their uninspired listlessness.
He did not want one of the ordinary
announcers to intone his program in a
tired uninterested voice ... he wanted
someone with a punch. And that is why
Bert Butterworth was picked for the job.
Jazz was then at its height . . . and
radio studios were sated with garish
screech owls who blasted the transmitters from their very moorings. In fact
the very mention of sopranos made the
announcers shudder.
So Fred Hagelburg insisted upon having something different. He pounded
away at his idea, and finally got his
way. When he had organized his negro

o

Still

troupe, he was faced with an appropriate name. Everyone scratched the collective noodle. It was agreed that the
doughnut held for the greatest promise
of glamor and romance of any of the
Perfection products. It inspired memories of our dough-boys in the trenches,
being handed hot coffee and doughnuts
under fire by brave little Salvation
Army girls.
In addition to this, the name must
embody thoughts of cheerfulness and
optimism. Optimism! There he had
it! The "Royal Order of Optimistic
Each of the negro members of the
Doughnuts!"
troupe
was were
given evolved
some caricature
name,
and thus
such colorful
cognomens
"Sunburnt Weldon,"
Jim," "Hambone Trent," as"Whitewash
and
"BigTheLipperformers
Tolliver." themselves entered
into the spirit of the game with a vim,
and submitted titles for their fellows
which caused the most vivid imaginations of the white members to pale into
insignificance. The idea for nick-naming their companions was carried
through with every new member which
entered the troupe, the latest having
been endowed with the sobriquet of
"High
Hat toHattie."
In order
get applause mail, Fred
decided to print membership certificates
on fine bond paper. He even went so
far as to have the names of members
written on the certificates in the finest
black ink, instead of merely typing
them.
Everyone who wrote in received a
membership. And in four years, more
than 29,000 letters were received. This
does not include phone calls, says Mr.
Hagelburg.
to each
who
wrote inAndwere
sent and
six everyone
luscious
Optimistic
doughnuts.
This
was
feature which was not announced, fora very
obvious reasons.
Strangebershipascertificates
it may were
seem,highly
these prized
memby their recipients. Fred relates one
humorous incident which occurred in
Owensmouth. He entered a restaurant
and on the wall behind the counter there
was a large mirror. On it was pasted a
certificate of membership in the Royal
Order. And to direct attention to its
RADIO DOINGS
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presence there, banners and ribbons
were festooned around it.
The proprietor was delighted to learn
that his guest was conected with the famous KNX program, and informed him
that at least sixty of his friends came
into the place every Friday night.
Hagelburg was immediately struck
with an idea. He appointed the owner
of
the restaurant
'"GrandandOrganizer"
of members
in thea club,
presented
him with 100 membership cards.
Three days later the man wrote to
Fred and asked for 100 more! This
started a new exploitation of the program, and similar organizers were
established in central localities.
The program had been on the air just
two years, when George Reed, then manager of the Anaheim Valencia Orange
Show, called upon Hagelburg, urging
him to bring his Royal Order of Optimistic Doughnuts down to the Orange
Show to perform on a Tuesday night,
which of course is the dead night in
the show business.
Hagelburg consented, and with Charlie Hamp as master of ceremonies,
down they went. There was little newspaper mention of the event. The
Doughnuts had to depend on only two
broadcasts previous to their performance at the Orange Show to acquaint
the
heim.public of their appearance at AnaThe radio audience was told that the
Doughnuts would adhere to their usual
custom of tossing Optimistic doughnuts
to members of the audience at the
Orange Show. The result was almost a
riot. Whereas
the had
greatest
paid for
attendance theretofore
been 4000
one night, it was 12,000 paid admissions on the night of the show put on
by the Perfection Bread troupe.
Perhaps there is no better way to illustrate the popularity of this KNX
feature than by mentioning the question aire ofthe San Francisco Call Bulletin this year. Projected for the purpose of finding the most popular program on the Pacific Coast, the questionnaire was divided into fifteen-minute periods, starting at six in the evening, and ending at 10.
For Friday night, from 8 to 9 p. m.,
the Royal Order of Optimistic DoughRADIO DOINGS

Probably the Oldest Regular
Radio Program in the W est, The
Optimistic Do-Nuts Are Still
Among the Most Popular Variety Programs, After Seven Years

Above, our old
friend
* "Sunhis
inevitable
Jim." and
uke. burnt
Below,
Fred Hagelburg
and
a feu of Dothe
"Optimistic
Nuts" admirers.

nuts won by a score of 3 to 1 over any
other program on the coast. This was
against all Pacific Coast programs on
the air on Friday nights, and revealed
by a San Francisco paper which certainly could have had no interest in a
Los Angeles program.
There is Satchel McVea, (known as
99-year-old McVea) who is the leader
of the troupe. Having once contemplated the practice of medicine, and
owning as a hobbv the deep perusal of
ancient Chinese literature, he is the
head man of the outfit.
He has never missed a night on the
air, in all the seven years during which
the program has been broadcast. And,
be it known, the Royal Order of Optimistic Doughnuts will have been on the
air seven years on the first day of January, 1932, consecutively every Friday
night. This is the longest that any radio
program has ever been sustained on the
air. it is claimed.
All the colored boys in the show
work in some capacity during the day.
Some of them are bus boys, others

janitors, elevator operators, in downtown department stores and office buildings, while others are engaged in different pursuits.
The job of writing the continuity and
producingmonies,thewhichact
Master upon
of Cereonceas rested
the
capable
shoulders
of
the
aforementioned and redoubtable Bert Butterworth,
and was later transferred to Tom Brenneman, has lately been assumed bv Jack
Carter, known to the KNX audience as
theThe"Boypractice
from ofLondon."
tossing doughnuts to
the audience which crams the studios
every Friday night from 8 to 9 still
continues.
if you some
don't night.
believe it,
come over And
to KNX
If
you're lucky enough to be able to
squeeze in, you too can watch Jack Carter's magical eye-glasses gleaming in
the middle of his face like twin-mirrors,
while a happy, jostling throng of people reach for the scrumptious dainties
thrown to them bv grinning members
of the Royal Order of Optimistic
Doughnuts!
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A

New

Kind

of
GIRL

Tiny, Piquant, and Vivacious, Nora
Schiller Puts All She Has Into Her Work,
Sings, Burlesques and Acts With the
Same Intense Interest That She Takes In
Her Hobbies, Knows Her Own Mind —
by
and Incidentally
Refuses Marriage As a
Part of Her Career

Betty

Sheldon

is diminutive
unusual, girl
RY Schiller
AVENora
KFRC comedienne. Here are a few items to
prove it.
1. Was on the Pantages circuit in a
singing and dancing act, doing
impersonations of famous stars
when eight years old.
2. Entered a high school in San
Diego when eleven years old, the
youngest student to ever enter the
school.
3. After high school took a business
course so she would have something to fall back on when she
was through with the stage.
4. Weighs one hundred and two
pounds; lacks one and a half
inches of being five feet tall; has
brown eyes, and is in her very
early twenties.
Nora, to put it bluntly, is a "snappy
little number." In her caracul fur
Page Eighteen

jacket,cent brown
with a French
and a listderby
to starboard
she isac-a
sight
to increase
any man's
faith in life,
love and
the pursuit
of happiness.
This little lady puts just a little bit
more than "everything she has" in her
radio work. Her blues singing is outstanding. But perhaps she is destined
to go farther in the radio world with
her
comedy
and impersonations than
with her singing.
Twice State
she Jamborees
literally "stopped"
the
Golden
with her burlesque of the small town soprano. The
studio audiences were determined that
she should do another number, which is
a very rare thing, as all Jamboree fans
know.
of fare. Encores just aren't on the bill
Nora is a girl who has always known
what she wanted to do. From the time
of her Pantages debut at the age of
eight, her life has been wrapped up in

the stage. After high school she took
a business course and then, at the age
of sixteen, worked as a private secretary
to get some experience. But she was
just preparing herself for the possible
need of a job when she was old and
the stage couldn't use her any more. She
still has a score or more years to go before that, however. And now radio will
add another score to that — yes, we know
about television but that won't make
any difference.
After the secretarial experience Nora
got a job in a San Diego musical show.
Sid Grauman saw her and gave her
work at Los Angeles Million Dollar
Theatre. She was featured with Paul
Ash in San Francisco, over Fanchon
Marco, in the Publix Theatres, with
Ash in Chicago, fourteen months at the
Publix houses in Chicago and New
York and then back to the West Coast
with Fanchon
Marcoa again.
tween times sheand made
number Be-of
shorts for Warner Brothers. KFRC is
her first steady radio engagement.
Nora is very fond of swimming. She
likes to go out into the country. She
always takes her dog along, an Alaskan
Malemute that would chew people up
if she didn't watch him.
She had aspirations to be a concert
singer at one time and she likes to go
to symphonies and concerts. The young
lady has never married. Asked why
she replies: "I can't say yes-sir" to any
RADIO DOINGS

A

Heritage
Fulfilled
A Descendant of the Noted Dana Family
of Adventurers and Authors — One of
Whom Is Famous for His "Two Years
Before the Mast," Harold Dana Chooses
An Adventure of His Own
ed Harold Dana
DRAMA
all his haslife.pusur
Which may be why
this quiet, modest-spoken young
man, who is one of the cornerstones of
the NBC matinee, daily variety program
broadcast over the NBC-KGO network,
never
need toseeks
do so.the spotlight — he doesn't
Out of a dozen persons assembled in
one room, you might pick Harold as a
rising young lawyer, a broker, or even
arichbanker
until heNBCspokeMatinee
in the hearers
warm,
voice— which
know. They hear Harold in many roles
— as an actor in Matinee skits, as a
soloist who is equally at home in seachanteys and operatic bits, and as a
member of the NBC Matinee Quartet.
It is characteristic of Harold that he is
as good an ensemble singer as soloist —
he Things
doesn't mind
the microphone.
startedsharing
happening
to Harold
at the age of sixteen. Like a fairy tale
runs the story of how the NBC artist,
the son of a Redlands, California, rancher, was sent out one morning to pluck
olives in his father's grove. Plucking
olivesantsounds
but isn'tto aHarold.
pleasoccupation,poetic,
according
He recalls that he grumbled in 16-yearold style over the chore, and continued
grumbling as he climbed the first tree.
Once in it, however, and started on
the somewhat monotonous occupation
of pulling hard little fruits from
scratchy
branches,
youngin man's
natural instinct
to bursttheforth
song, took
hold. He was caroling merrily away,
hidden in his tree, when —
You guessed it! A famous opera
singer, happening by, heard him, and
stopped in wonder!
The opera singer was real; so was
RADIO DOINGS

Drama and
mance are a part
of Harold Dana,
and whenjie dons
wig and breeches,
well, — he just IS
a Colonial,
all. that's

her interest in what she believed to be
a soprano voice in the olive tree. With
the prerogative of a great lady, Georgianna Strauss, Metropolitan Opera star
who was spending a vacation in Califorstoppedhome.
her car and paid a visit
to thenia,Dana
"Your daughter has one of the finest
soprano voices I ever heard," she bein "My
somedaughter?"
surprise. said Harold's father,
gan."The girl I heard singing among
those trees
just"Inow,"
dame Strauss.
couldexplained
not see Maher,
but her voice is magnificent."
"Come down," he called to the vocalist, still trilling away, unconscious, in
his tree, and Harold climbed down.
It was Madame Strauss' turn to be
surprised. When the youtliful treesinger had recovered sufficiently from
the shock of being mistaken for a girl,
he was persuaded to let the opera star
give him his first vocal lessons. They
were simple and few, for as his teacher
explained, the best treatment he could
give his voice at that point in its de-

velopment was to take care of it and
abstain from using it too much. It was
still so high and pure in tone that it
was almost indistinguishable from a
true soprano, and probably would derange. velop into a tenor of unusually high
But it didn't. It turned into one of
the best baritone voices in captivity,
instead, Not
and only
Haroldbecause
admitshe heprefers
isn't
sorry.
being a baritone, but because it was due
to its lower range that his second grand
opera encedstarhis fortune
crossedagain.
his path and influThat was in 1923, but in the meantime, Harold was working very hard at
being an aspiring young singer. He
was an important unit in the high school
glee club
when his voice
period of mutation,
and hepassed
playedits the
piano in a Redlands picture house to
pay for singing lessons and continue
his scholastic education too. He studied with Arthur Babcock of Los Angeles, Frank Carroll Griffin of San
Francisco, McKenzie Gordon and other
noted vocal teachers when he left Redlands. He also had two seasons with
Louis Graveure.
But before that, he had other, more
active training which he considers as
invaluable in his career as that he managed to earn for his voice. When the
war broke out, Harold enlisted in the
navy, and spent two years as a gob.
There must have been reason behind
(Turn to Page 41)
National Broadcasting Compan
y, Inc.
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Do
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With

MIRRORS
Written By An Artist Who Knows What
He's Talking About. This Article Tells
You Why Bing Crosby, Russ Columbo, Al
Jolson and Others Are Imitators — Not
Inventors
Another Fascinating Article
by Ted White

was a
THEBeau origin
the San FranBrummalel Alof Jolson
cisco theater who worked in
white face and talked in an odd little
lisp, as he moved about the stage in a
sort of fox-trot.
Every time I hear Al Jolson sing a
song and watch him fox-trot around the
stage, I can close my eyes and see Lee
Lloyd, famous old San Francisco entertainer.
Jolson didn't
deliberate
intent,"lift''
I am Lloyd's
certain.style
But with
undoubtedly he saw Lloyd on the stage
during his own San Francisco days, and
an impression was stamped on his subconscious mind which later found expres ion inhis own working style.
As it emerges
from Al's
burnt-cork
countenance,
the lisping
dialect
sounds
like darky dialect to most of us, but it
bears no relation whatever to the real
thing,much
and like
Al himself
how
Lloyd hedoesn't
would realize
sound
and
look,
if
he
performed
in whiteface.
No more than Bing Crosby realizes
that his own habit of singing off-tempo,
against the beat, which so individualizes
him in the minds of many radio listenself! ers, is taken directly from Jolson, himAnd so it goes. You can name a
dozen first-rank performers, radio, stage
or screen, whose particular style or
manner of entertainment is credited to
them, but was used by someone else
long before this generation of audiences grew up. That someone else probPage Twenty

ably used an earlier model for his style,
which proves just one thing — every entertainer's own, particular trick is a
thing
call hishardown.to define, and harder still to
Yet a trick he must have. In these
days, when
microphone
tionized the the
theatrical
world, has
thoserevoluof us
whose job it is to entertain you, have
had to originate a whole new technique.
Many an old-time vaudeville singer
who used to lean down over the footlights and hypnotize a house-full of
audience into believing he was the
world's
has only
founda
his
wholegreatest
outlook comedian,
changed with
small, square box upon which to focus
his magnetism. That is why a host of
new names fills the amusement firmament today, while the stars of only a
few years ago are learning to adjust
themselves to new orbits.
Those who win out before the microphone have learned how to project a
personality through it. What they
achieve is comparable to what is known
as stage presence behind the footlights
—different
it is thefrom
something
makesof other
them
all the which
thousands
voices and personalities on the air, so
that listeners who turn a dial can sav
"That is Rudy Vallee"— "That is Ruth
Etting" — without a moment's hesitation.
only thein voice
does it.is
butIt'sthenotmanner
whichwhich
the voice
used. I learned this early in my radio
career, when I had painful experience
with the fact that singing to the radio
audience is a very different propostion

from singing to the same hearers in a
theater or a cafe. Radio hearers, so
kind now and so generous of praise,
didn't write me friendly letters in those
days. The audience mail department
was likely then to hand me a note whose
writer remarked in no uncertain terms
just
Whitehowwas.poor he or she thought Ted
Well c—ause Ihad
they not
must athave
bethatbeen
timeright,
learned
what radio singing meant. I had come
to Hollywood straight from Reno, where
I had been fortunate enough to please
the crowds who nightly filled the club
where I sang. I had to work just as
hard to please those night club audiences as I do before the microphone
now, but it was different work.
A night club entertainer has to have a
large repertoire of widely varied songs,
and as many ways of singing those
songs
"customers"
to please.
At one astimehe inhasReno
I knew 1200
songs
by heart, which is more than I know
now, and I sang comedy songs, ballads,
popular songs,
musical
tunes One
and night
oldfashioned
airs upon
request.
to sing lady
a child's
lullablyin the
to please
aI had
spifflicated
customer
night
club whose escort loudly announced she
was to have what she wanted in the way
of music. A few moments later I was
warbling a jazz number, and the lullaby
lady was demanding I do something
"sweeter and hotter."
And then I went to Hollywood, and
(Turn to Page 38)
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Behind

The

MlKE

Intimate Glimpses of the Studios and Artists

By -f^OAA^ C^o/mo4_
Forbes Crane — the present supporting
link of the Calmon Luboviski programs
at KNX, and Georgia Fifield. The latter has produced more than 300 plavs
at KNX.

I understand. He is one of the cleverest stage actors in the business today.
I would pay double the price to see Bill
Gould on the legitimate than I would to
tenor soloist of see any of the John Gilbert's in the
OBERON.
CARL
KFI and KECA, is one of the out- Talkies.
And shethatis goes
for Bill's
assisting
in somewife.of
standing singers of the Pacific Coast. Itheunderstand
radio
plays
at
KFOX.
There is probably no radio artist with
a better knowledge of music than Carl
Oberon. Raymond Paige of KHJ, will
acknowledge that much, and will prob- I HAVE been frequently asked as to
ably admit that he was sorry to lose
,what has become of the California
this splendid musician. His wife is an
String
Quartet," formerly the "Los Anaccomplished pianist and assists him
RailwaytheString
Quartet"
for
as accompanist on many of his concert many geles
years
mainstay
of KHJand proprograms. There is nothing painful
grams. Noah Allinikov, steel guitar
about interviewing Carl Oberon. if your player and leader, was killed in an
interview is in regards to music or lan- automobile accident seven months ago
guages, but if your inter\iew is in his while on his way to play at Catalina
George Olsen, popular Columbia dance
Island. Ed. Hahn, standard guitar
band leader.
businesscause office
Carl is —a well,
dentist.that's different be- player, left for his ranch in Montana
but is now back in Los Angeles. Says
lie would rather starve to death among
director of
A FIFIELD,
GEORGI
friends. Frankie Melan, who took his
the KNX Players for the past
place in the quartet, is now playing on
"Passer
theof the
have
they
six years, started out on her AT By"KGFJ
who
is
an
actor
old
Dick Nelson's programs at five stations.
successful radio career as a pianologist school and who has appeared before Jack
Mesquit. ukelele player, started to
at KHJ when that station was in swad- royalty, At KGER in Long Beach they
on his property in Los
dling clothes. When this brown-eyed, have Cyril Godwin, a violinist who has build houses
(Turn to Next Page)
appeared before royalty. He is
red-haired girl timidly approached the also
program director of KHJ and asked for one of the most accomplished musicians
in radio today. He is also developing
an opportunity to broadcast piano- into
a radio actor. The last time I was
logues she was informed that such
things were not acceptable. Being a at the station I saw him doing an English part in a London play. He was
good saleslady she was given a "try- teaming
with Harry Moody, chief ant
her
heard
Dagget
John
Uncle
and
out"
nouncer of KGER, and both of them
from an adjoining room and immedis." the
ately "booked" her. Of course in those
were
typical
"cockney
Bothsound
of themof
were
either
born
within
days it was quite an honor to broadcast
and one nearly had to pay for the bow-bells, or close to it— and they say
privilege. A few weeks later the idea that's what makes a "cockney."
of plays for the "air" developed and
Georgia Fifield produced "The Foot of KFOX is becoming strong for plays,
the Rainbow." The cast consisted of
presenting an average of three a
Uncle John Daggett, Edward Murphy,
he of the melodious deep voice, Pierre week. Bill Gould, one of the leading
Mellonino, who later married Claire players, is directing most of the plays,
James Burroughs. KFI
RADIO DOINGS
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Eehind The Mike
Continued from Page 21
Angeles. He says he has been busy try- Amos V Andy are concealed in a private booth and nobody can even get a
ing to collect the rents for the past two
years. Clyde Jewett, master of more peek at 'em. From the visitors' gallery
one
can see Bill Hay and the orchestra
than twenty instruments, who played
the mandoline-guitar in the quartet, is only; the private broadcasting booth of
now teaching in his home. This quar- the stars is not even visible. Assuming
tet undoubtedly rivaled any Hawaiian several voices is not a difficult task,
as Charlie Lung capably
quartet on the Pacific Coast in popular- however,
demonstrates nightly.
ity in the early days of radio.
•
•

way, somebody asked me
BY thetheother
day if I really thought
that Amos V Andy assumed all the
characters in their nightly skit over
KFI. I had the privilege of being in
the studio where the broadcast takes
I'll swear
Chicago
place inprove
they youdo
me whether
it by and
cannot
or don't. The orchestra now playing
the members
"Perfect . Song,"
number,
the
I beof three
consisted
then theme
lieve they now have seven pieces. Bill
Hay can be seen announcing from his
booth — the orchestra being the only
part of the cast in the main studio.

Cheerio!
by Lord Bilgewater
KFRC Happy Go Lucky Hour

moth balls! Last
RIO,
CHEEmont
h I old
promised to give you
the answer to the riddle about
the pigs. If it takes a small pig half
an hour to walk all day how long does
it take a sow to walk a week. The
answer is, "two pigs." Clever, isn't it?
month
I'm going
to dash off
a This
bit of
criticism,
(constructive
of
course), of programs over the Don Lee
Broadcasting Sys— I beg your pardon,
Can't have you cutting out
onnetwork.
me.
After all, too many riddles about
pigs make one feel sort of — all unbuttoned. Don't you know? For example,
a pig is the only animal that is killed
first and cured after. It's also very confusing to the pig. Puts him in hot
water, so to speak.
By the way, have you heard of the
new cravats for fat men? Pig's ties.
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SOME
do but
not Ilike
musicradio
over fans
the air
trulyorgan
believe their opinions could be changed
if they would but tune in Chester Markert some night at 10:30 over KGFJ —
or on a Sunday afternoon from 3 to 4
p. m. He is recognized by master organists throughout the country as a
composer of note. While staff organist
at KMOX, St. Louis, he was frequently
heard over the Columbia chain. Although only 25 years old, Markert has
gained a reputation that would make a
veteran jealous. He was formerly at
the console of the organ in the famous

St. Louis Cathedral, and also played
for quite a while at the Ambassador in
that city. He made a reputation in the
big theatres in Chicago. When I asked
him for proof of this only modesty prevented him from showing me his bullet
wounds. Two of his latest songs are
soon to be published, "You're Just a
Sweet Memory" and "Spanish Love
•

Trail
Boys,"
are really
"The
Palmer,
Jimmy
Song."
BOBUtahand
brothers.
They are exclusive artists at
KTM and started their harmony work
when they were kids. Bob went off to
war while Jimmy finished his schooling,
though the later finally got into army
clothes, too. Bob had to spend quite
some time in a hospital following the
war and that delayed the teaming up of
the two brothers. These boys have
probably introduced more harmony hits
over the air than any other team in the
(Turn to Page 39)
noying. Last evening I put my head
out the window and got Argentina!
Ha, ha,!
cans told itClever!
to me. One of your AmeriQuite recently I was listening to the
cigar
gives away
cream program
for your that
automobile
if youcertified
guess
to which station you are listening in
twenty-five words. It's all very amusing. Just the very moment the announcer ceases bellowing, — bing like a
cross-bow goes the vocalist into a very
pretty
littlemuch
ditty more
about fun
love love
after isdarkif
and how
you're
the theproper
are
48
states,in by
way, state.
and theThere
territory
ofI'veHawaii,
T. H. T. H. means too hot;
been there.

A program is nothing without an announcer, I've noticed, and I wonder
Fairly clever. Once I visited a gentle- they don't nouncersgather
anand turn upthema dozen
loose oron soa sinman farmer who was also a magician.
Every day he turned his pigs into a
gle program. It would eliminate their
meadow.
being interrupted by the music, as they
But about that criticism. It's a splen- are at present, and I'm sure they could
did idea to introduce a great deal of va- keep things popping with their merriment. Such witty remarks about matriety into ais coming
program.
know what
next Ifyouyouhavedon't
no
tresses, motor-cars, tinned food, tooth
good excuse for tuning out until it is paste and all that sort of thing.
all over. And by that time it is too
But my favorite program is Ye Olde
late. Like a game.
Happy
Fortunate.
I can't
listenthereto
Sometimes the Don Lee programs are it half .Go
an hour
but I must
be up
played too fast for me and my radio is to join in the fun. Al and Cal, Pedro,
one ofthemthe down.
old style
Norman,
Tommy,
and
slow
If Ikind
tune and
out II can't
keep the
girls keep
me "Mac,"
all agogWalter
with their
getting some other station. Beastly an- jolly old tish-tosh.
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Eastward,

HOT

Abe Lyman, Another Son of the
Golden West, Heeds the Call of
National Acclaim, and Leads His
Band Into Wider Fields.

catching, this busito be men
IT seemsness of young
coming out of
the Far West to score sensational
successes in the East in radio.
Bing Crosby and Russ Columbo did
it. And now it's Abe Lyman, whose
Californians were featured for so many
years in the Cocoanut Grove of the
Ambassador Hotel, in Los Angeles.
Abe Lyman is employing no halfway
methods in his conquest of the radio
listeners of the entire country and of
theatre audiences in the East. On
September 1 he began broadcasting
over the basic network of the Columbia
Broadcasting System three nights each
week on a program sponsored by the
makers of Phillips' Dental Magnesia.
The immediate popularity of this presentation led the sponsors to add ten
more stations to the network.
A week later Lyman and his band,
billed as "Movieland's Favorite Band,"
began a two-weeks' engagement at the
Palace Theatre, in New York City, considered the ace vaudeville house of the
world. Appearing on the bills with
him were such sensational stars as Kate
Smith, Lou Holtz and Jack Benny.
The success of Lyman and his band
during their vaudeville engagement at
the Palace resulted in a contract with
the Fox Theatre interests which will
keep the California band playing for
one year at the Fox-Brooklyn Theatre,
where they opened on October 23.
RADIO DOINGS

by

Nelson

On the opening night of his Phillips'
program Lyman had as his guests Edward G. "Little Caesar" Robinson,
Fifi D'Orsay and a host of other stars
of stage and screen. More than 1000
And, just to top matters off, Lyman telegrams poured into the studios of
began broadcasting on a new series of WABC, in New York, wishing the faventure.mous band leader good luck on his new
programs
on program,
Sunday evening,
ber 15. This
presentedNovemevery
Sunday from 7 to 7:30 p. m. P.S.T., is
Lyman, when asked to explain his
known as "Fanchon and Marco Present unusually
rapid success, attributed it to
Edna Wallace
Hopper's
his ability to adjust himself and his
addition
to Lyman
and hisVarieties."
Californians,In music
to
the
likes of his audiences. For
headliners in Fox Theatres in the East the radio he mixes
his songs, presenting
are featured on each of the weekly
broadcasts, which are presented over a soft, sweet ballads as well as "hot
coast-to-coast Columbia network.
numbers."
For his stage engagements he uses
day'sthework.
AbeJustandtohisround
band out
may his
go into
new more of the "hot" music, always, however, presenting a well-balanced prorestaurant in the new Earl Carroll
Theatre, in New York, which soon is to
open. Whatever spare time Lyman has
In order that the Lyman organization
will be spent in recording.
gram.
might present all its radio programs
the
Lyman and his band have effected a while filling its theatre engagement,
System conthorough conquest o fthe East. The Columbiastructed aBroadcasting
studio in the
newspaper columnists — both radio and Fox-Brooklynbroadcasting
The programs
theatrical — have been unanimous in are broadcast Theatre.
from
there
and are repraise of the band leader and his music.
layedmitterbyland
wire
to
the
WABC
and thence to the network. transThe personnel of the Lyman band is
virtually the same as when it was heard
Lyman is delighted that he has been
on the Pacific Coast. Phil Neely and afforded
the opportunity of broadcastSkin Young still remain as featured
ing on the new Edna Wallace Hopper
vocalists along with Frank Sylvano.
who recently won a radio voice contest program, for it means that his music
in Chicago. Marvin Werner, a singer will be carried to radio listeners in California, where he built up his organizaof the Crosby type, also is heard on
tion and reputation.
each of the Lyman programs.
Hesse
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The
and

Strange

Almost

Unbelievable

Adventures

of
CHANDl
The
As Told

Magician
by Abdullah

Razor

Although Certain Inconsistences Appear In Several
Places in This Story Version of Chandu, the Magician,
It's Only Fair to Warn You Not to Laugh, Because Its
Author is a Sensitive Arab, and Just As Liable To Slip
a Cobra Into Your Boudoir As Not. You Know How
Arabs Are

last
close Uof the
I recallent it,oftheCHAND
AS installm
left off
at the tag line, "This is Frederick
h speaking." I do not wish to,
Lindsle
be
too distinct
on this point, however
because at the moment, and under pressent circumst'nces, 't sheems d'f'cult
'stinctlwey. left
But off,
let
ust'recall
assumeanythin
that gthisver'is where
and if this is correct, then you are in
possession of the plot up to the time our
last issue was 'stributed. 'N' if not,
what would you sh'ggest? Or what zhay
we all go home? 'S perf'k'ly awright
r you
whateve
do. S'awrightRoxor,
wizh me.
In Act
LVXDVIIICM,
who
has gone to Cairo from Algiers, meets
Awah Effendi, who at the time was
handling a line of cosmetics and hair
goods out of Saint Looey for Cohen
Brothers and Rueckheim. The last
named was a crackerjack in his day. In
the meantime Bobbie and Betty Lou,
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played by Mr. Bixby and Miss Webb,
respectfully, remove the box end which
refers to silks, and find the emerald
casket, which was never lost at all, but
was in the possession of the National
Casket Company all the time. This big
scene, it will be remembered, ends with
one Bong! on the gong, followed by
the stroke of the chime, which indicated
exactly the spot where Robert Regent
buried the missing will.
Dorothy, mourning her husband as
dead, and obsessed by a terrible longing
to cough right into the microphone, thus
ending it all — this Dorothy, played by
Miss Margaret Macdonald, and how! —
she gets Nadji to one side and tells her
the story she heard at the Ebell Club.
But it is of no avail, for Abdullah meets
Mr. MacHarris face to face in a secret
chamber underneath the Pyramids. A
terrific struggle ensues between the two,
but the chamber being in Stygian dark-

The little group crept breathlessly along i
Betty and her mother were faint with ap
givings. Suddenly the room was flooded'
hoarsely. The suspense ivas too much
ness, which is about as dark as anything
can be, they do not see each other, and
the conflict occurs with neither one
knowing the other is there.
In the meantime, the other Arabs (I
forgot to tell about the Arabs, but
they're there, all right) these other
ones, they are supposed to fight the
other ones. You know which Arabs I
mean, of course. But a terrible sand
storm comes up in the desert, which if
it had been allowed to come through by
the control room, would have taken
every bit of Duco off of both cars, to
say nothing of leaving the camels as
fresh as the day they were born. And
if
you're hoofs
listenin'or— hooves
the thunder
thousand
as the ofcasea
may be, is heard. You expect every
minute somebody is going to get hurt.
But
kid yourself.
Chandler.
who don't
in reality
is Chandu,Frank
the Magician,
is actually Gayne Whitman, and the
whole thing is done with mirrors.
This series of sequences, episodes, or
acts — as they are sometimes called —
culminates in an unforgettable climax.
I do not remember it myself, but if any
RADIO DOINGS

Through circumstances beyond the control of the publishers, an unexpected development has made it impossible to obtain the story
rights to the actual serial, "Cliandu, the Magician." Not wishing to
disappoint the many readers tvho have awaited the story, this substitute was obtained instead. Next month's installment promises to
be even funnier. Watch for it in the February issue.

number of listeners and avalanches of
mail.bles aBy
Cfiandu
fleetoccult
of his means,
own. There
is noassemtime
to pick and chose. They have to take
anything that comes along, from a rowboat to a second-hand Franklin. The
result is, Chandus fleet is the darndest
thing to look at you ever saw. While
of course the enemy's ships are the very
latest thing with streamlines and everything; my goodness, can you imagine
it?

rridor, fearful of what might lie ahead,
d even Frank Cliandler felt strange misobby was ahead. "Lookee!" he yelled
■t— mama sees!" his mother gasped.
of you were listening no doubt you
heard it. Chandler next day calls upon
Nadji at her palace, to restore the knife
and fork which she had found missing
after his previous call. She receives him
with cold, mechanical courtesy, saying,
as she backs out of a clinch and pokes
him in the kidney : "There-must-be-somemistake-in-your-call-will-you-please-dialny-yun-thu-r-r-r-e-e-e-ny-yun-thu-r-r-r-e-e"M"-as-in-Mary again?"
While all this has been going on, the
hateful Roxor has not been idle. Marshal ing al the forces of unrest, he organizes a navy, which is to operate on
the Red Sea. Cliandler knows nothing
of this, and when a messenger hands
him the message and then falls dead at
Chandus
exclaims, Where
"Why
did I not feet,
learnCliandler
of this before?
has this navy bean?" But Roxor, who
in reality is von Boden (as shuddery a
name as you will meet on the radio or
the Red Sea in many a long wavelength) this Roxor is not going to be allowed to get away with that stuff. Not
on your life. Otherwise, no radio program, smashing all previous records for
RADIO DOINGS

Well, there follows a long, hard engagement, although Betty and Bobbie,
being of the younger generation, are in
favor of making it snappy. Here is
where the adroitness and artistry of the
playwright is perhaps more in evidence
than ever before. Why, the thing is explained so vividly that you can actually see what's going on, just sitting
there in the living-room of your own
home in your own shirtsleeves.
There is the Red Sea, spread out before you. It's as red as a beet. On the
right ward
sidetown)ofisyou,
(that'sfleet,
the pitching
side toChandus
at anchor, every outboard motor going
full blast. On the left side (that's the
side —toward
BixelRoxors
street)gang.
is Roxy's
Gang,
I mean,
They
have enedalready
untied
the
rope
that's
to the thing in the front there, fastthat
goes around that other thing on the
dock when you want to take a boat away
somewhere, and so there they are — all
ready for business. But a wind comes
up. Nobody ever dreamed of suc h a
thing, not even the people aroun<1 KHJ.
But there it was, just the same, blowing
things all around. Well, after a while,
there is a bong! and the fight is on!
around, and everybody hollering at one
time, and throwing the wrong things
overboard, and then jumping after
them! But where old Roxor makes his
mistake, he lets this wind get his boats
all turned around, across the channel.
You know how the Red Sea is— on one
side is Arabia, or something; and then
on this side — the side over towards me
here
why, this is Africa, or some place
like —that.
Well, look at the fix Roxor is in now!
Look at the fix all his gang is in! Be-

cause, with their bows pointing right
this way, towards me, that brings their
sterns pointing right towards that other
country over there on the side that is
opposite me. . . . Well, they try to put
her hard over to starboard. No good.
Then they try the port. Port is no good
either. They try sherry, then sauterne.
Boy, what a program that was! Why,
you could just see the boats jumping
Lousy! What's the result? On account
of thethisposition
they're
whenin they
turn
way, they
get ain,bong!
the
fore; when they turn that way, they get
a bong! in the aft.
Chandus men hurl bong! after bong!
at their now frantic foe. Bongs! fill the
air, bongs! are striking the Red Sea
everywhere, throwing up geysers of red
water. No boats ever built could survive such a bonging! Roxor rages,
foams at the mouth. He lashes his minions, threatening, imploring them to
bong! back at Chandu. A few of the
more courageous try it. But Chandu
merely laughs at them. Their bongs!
are no good. By the time their bongs!
reach their targets they are mere "tweettweets!" Such a contest must end finally, and in only one way. Roxor tries
to be everywhere at once, like his father
was before him. Roxor s father was
ubiquitous, but that does not help Roxor
the 2nd, because he cannot move fast
enough, and so the son of ubiquitous
Roxor finally goes down with his ship,
cursing by kind permission of the copyright owner, followed bv the theme music, and the closing announcement.
Regent and his wife, Dorothy, are on
the very verge of being united in the
last act. But Regent, being disguised as
a Fuller brush man, is refused admittance to the palace, and Act MCCCMXIICIV ends with Regent dejectedly waiting at the employment window of a vacuum cleaner company, crooning, "Just
OneWhile
More the
Chance."
yogi, retiring to Berlin,
may be seen every evening at 8:15, except Sundeh and Mondeh, seated at a
table in the Hofbrau. a large mug in his
hand, with his face buried in the rich,
creameh suds.
[To Be Continued Next Month]
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This Quintet Takes U p the Torch
and Carries On With the Folk
Lore and Songs of Long Ago —
Echoes of a Lost Page in American History. One of Them is the
Writer of Such Well-Known
Mountain "Disaster' Ballads as
"The Death of Floyd Collins"
and "The Fate of Mildred
Dor an" — Songs That Mirror the
Fears and Blasted Hopes of a
Doomed and Nearly Extinct
Tribe of Pioneers

"Mountain

Williams"

bow and stamp
of fiddleSCRAPE
of feet, quaint
old folk-songs and
racy American humor — thousands of NBC listeners wait eagerly for
the program which brings them this
echo of a type fast disappearing from
the United States.
The Hill Billies of NBC reincarnate
the music and spirit of the mountain
people of the South and West, sturdy
and pure-blooded descendants of the
first English settlers, who dwelt for almost two centuries in the hill and mountain regions, isolated from the rest of
the nation as it grew up around them.
Almost unlettered, and speaking a
dialect in which the quaint turn of an
Elizabethan expression handed down
from generation to generation, mingles
with the crude language of the pioneer,
they have contributed a rich folk-lore
and folk-music to the intertwined pattern which is America of today.
No more suitable group to interpret
their melodies and legends could be
found, than the quintet of musicians and
singers who appear before the NBC microphone weekly in the Hill Billy program— Charlie Marshall, Ace Wright,
Charles Toffoli.
Craver, Johnny O'Brien and
Johnny
Charlie Marshall, guiding spirit of
the Hill Billies, has been an ardent student of old-time American music ever
since he started his career. Born in
Cloud County, Kansas — the Marshall
family settled there before Kansas was
awhich
state; has
— Charlie
spirita
caused has
him ato restless
travel over
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considerable portion of America. Educated in the University of Kansas, he
studied music at the Boston Conservatory of Music, and then embarked on a
profession which kept him traveling for
many years. Strangely enough, for a
theatrical person, Charlie has managed
to do much of that moving about in the
open, for his love for his work is
equalled
door life.only by his enjoyment of outCharlie plays many instruments, including violin, saxaphone and his own
steel harp-guitar. He was a member of
a saxophone
eled over 31 orchestra
states withonce,
it. and
The travtour
included Novia Scotia and the lumbercamps of Maine. Then he joined a
minstrel show in which he supplied
most of the songs and instrumental
music. He still regards the concocting
of a good minstrel show as "a good
day's
work."
In Providence,
R. L, Charlie met a
pretty school-teacher, and showed her
that a wandering minstrel could make
a pretty good husband if given a chance.
Mrs. Marshall shares her husband's interest in woods and open spaces, and
their honeymon was a jaunt — on foot —
all the way from Boston to Kansas.
Charlie carried a 75 pound baggage
pack on his back all the way, but he
and Mrs. Marshall still regard their
by Mary Castle

of

NBC

long trek as the most carefree vacation
they ever had.
Radio work at NBC has taught Charlie to "stay put," but a big country
place on the San Francisco peninsula
gives him room to stretch his six-feetplus physique, and to entertain the Hill
Billy group at frequent barbecues and
picnics. Incidentally, Charlie cleared
the ground on which his country house
stands, with his own hands, and the
hospitable, rustic home contains many
samples of his craftmanship as cabinetman. maker, carpenter and general handy
The voice of Charles Gardner Craver,
who sings many of the Hill Billy ballads, sounds familiar to many of his
radio listeners, and with good cause.
They probably have heard it on records
many times, for Craver has made most
of the "Disaster" ballads on the market. He writes them too, and more than
150 melancholy melodies relating the
sad deaths or tragic happenings which
have occurred to persons and communities of the present-day, are his work.
Some of the unhappy events he relates are purely imaginary; some are
founded on headline stories and topical
subjects, such as "The Fate of Mildred
Doran" and "The Death of Floyd Collins." All use the traditional form
which has been handed down in the
"Come all ye's" of folk-melodies which
were founded in turn upon the ballads
with which the street-criers of the seventeenth century used to chronicle the
(Turn to Page 42)
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Ted

Weehs

Ted W eems, whose orchestra is heard
every Sunday over Columbia, has a
secret hankering for the bizarre in
instruments. He was the first orchestra leader to demonstrate the theremine, is one of the few American authorities on the almost extinct peckhorn, and he is himself the inventor
of the musical freak, composed of
rubber tubing and brass cylinder
known as the "Weems Goofus Horn."
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Tlie Host Popular
Stations Heard by
Western
Listeners

WESTERN
KDB — Santa Barbara, Calif. SB 514
tKECA— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KELW— Burbank, Calif. GL. 2110
KEX— Portland, Ore. ATwater 3111
KFAC— Los Angeles. EM. 1171
§KFBK— Sacramento, Calif. MAin 8700
tKFI— Los Angeles. WEstmore 0337
KFOX— Long Beach, Calif. 672-81
§KFPY — Spokane, Wash. MAin 1218
§KFRC — San Francisco. PRospect 0100
tKFSD— San Diego, Calif. FRanklin 6353
KFSG — Los Angeles. Exposition 1141
KFVD— Culver City, Calif. EMpire 1171
KFWB — Hollywood. HOlIywood 0315
KFWI— San Francisco. FRanklin 0200
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KFXM— San Bernardino, Calif. 4761
KGA— Spokane, Wash. FRanklin 6151
KGB—
Diego, Calif.
KGDM—SanStockton,
Calif. FRanklin 6151-2-3
KGEF— Los Angeles. WEstmore 8887
KGER— Long Beach, Calif. 632-75
KGFJ— Los Angeles. WEstmore 7788
tKGO— San Francisco. SUtter 1920
tKGW— Portland, Ore. ATwater 2121
§KHJ--Los Angeles. VAndike 7111
tKHQ— Spokane, Wash. MAin 5383
KJBS— San Francisco. ORdway 4148
KJR— Seattle, Wash. SEneca 1515
KLX— Oakland, Calif. LAkeside 6000
§KLZ— Denver, Colo.
KMCS— Inglewood, Calif. VAndike 7643
KMJ— Fresno, Calif. 3-5221
KMO— Tacoma, Wash. MAin 4144
KMPC— Beverly Hills, Calif. CR. 3101
KMTR — Hollywood, Calif. HO. 3026
KNX — Hollywood, Calif. HEmpstead 4101
KOAC— Corvallis, Ore. Vorvallis 526
IKOIN— Portland, Ore. ATwater 4151
§KOL— Seattle, Wash. MAin 2312
tKOMO— Seattle, Wash. ELliott 5809
+KPO— San Francisco. KEarney 0704
KQW— San Jose, Calif. Columbia 232
KREG— Santa Ana, Calif. 4900
KROW— Oakland, Calif. GLencourt 6774
KTAB — San Francisco. GArfield 4700
KTM—
Angeles.
KTW— Los
Seattle,
Wash. Exposition 1341
§KVI— Tacoma, Wash. BRoadway 4211

K.WG — Stockton
KWSC— Pullman, Wash.
KXL— Portland, Ore. ATwater 5124
KYA— San Francisco. PRospect 3456
MOUNTAIN
§KDYL— Salt Lake City. WAsatch 7180
KLO — Ogden, Utah. BIgelow 84
tKOA—
Denver,College,
Colo. N.YOrkM. 4634-R
KOB— State
tKSL— Salt Lake City. Wasatch 3901
tKTAR— Phoenix, Ariz. 36631
CENTRAL
tKMOX— St. Louis, Mo. Central
KRLD — Dallas, Texas. 2-6811
tKWK—
Louis, Mo.La.DElmar
KWKH—St.Shreveport,
6739 3218
tKYW— Chicago. W Abash 4040
§WCCO— Minneapolis, Minn. GEneva 9101
WCHI— Chicago. STate 2200
tWENR — Chicago. FRanklin 5000
tWFAA—
Dallas, Texas.
tWGN— Chicago.
SUperior2-9216
0100
tWHAS— Louisville, Ky. Louisville City 320
tWHO— Des Moines, la.
tWJR— Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ—
Chicago. la.DEarborn 1111
tWOC— Davenport,
§WOWO— Ft. Wayne,
Ind. Anthony 2136
EASTERN
tKDKA—
Pitsburgh,
Pa.
§WABC— New York City.ATlantic 4854
§WBT— Charlotte, N. C. 3-7107
§WCAU—
tWJZ-NewPhiladelphia,
York City Pa. RItnhse 6447
tWLW—
Cincinnati,
WOR— Newark, N. O.J. Kirby 4800
tWSB— Atlanta, Ga. HEmlock 1045
tWTAM— Cleveland, O. CHerry 0942
§CBS
tNBC
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For the First Time Mr. Morse,
the Creator of Weird, Thrilling
NBC Mystery Dramas. Tells
How It Is Done, and Why This
Type of Entertainment Holds
Such a Fascination For Us All,
Old and Young

by Carleton E. Morse
MURDER
Will

it or not, but the great
EVEpublic
BELIradio
adores to be scared
half out of its wits.
And that, if I may be alowed to say
so, is half the success of a mystery
or horror play, be it on the stage, on
the screen or on the air. You can no
more pay blood-curdling drama succes ful y to a cold audience than you
can bring a blush to the cheeks of a
stone Venus.
Therefore, before a radio dramatist
dares confront his unseen audience
with the snarl of madmen, the hiss of
villains, the agonized gasps of terrified
girls and all that sort of thing, he
must put
his listeners into the proper
frame
of mind.
But in a great proportion of the
audience, this desire for excitement is
lying dormant. The potential eagerness for thrills is there and the successful playwright understands that before
he dares swing into his action he must
arouse that dormant element in each
of his listeners.
Well, how does he go about this?
To tell this means opening the bag of
tricks, but here goes, for I venture to
say you will enjoy a good mystery
play no less for having seen for a
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'round.
moment what makes the wheels go
The moment we swing into the mystery-serial hour we hit the audience
with something which will stir their
blood and at the same time direct their
minds to a definite vein of thought. For
example, in my present serial "Dead
Men Prowl"
use Intermezzo
the organ. from
We
have
developedwe the
Granados'
"Goyescas"
to amoment
hauntingit
and
macabre
air. The
strikes your ears you are gripped with
a feeling that something out of the
ordinary is about to occur.
Similarly
in "The
the tolling
Dead"
serial
we opened
with City
the ofweird
of a phantom bell, and as this bell
was closely linked with the action of
the play, all of which took place in
an abandoned graveyard, I venture to
say that this introduction alone was
enough to send a good many shivers
up and down some millions of spines.
"Captain
Post: Crime sound
Specialist"
we Inused
the hair-raising
of a
siren rising and falling behind the slow
movement of ocean waves. These
waves, the announcer told the audience,
in a mysterious whisper, were the
waves of crime that were sweeping over

the
in their
wake country
atrociousleaving
deeds too
terriblebloodeven
to be whispered.
But encedon't
the audi-to
is the you
onlybelieve
one tothatrespond
these weird introductions. The opening of the drama has its effect upon
everyone present in the studio, and
particularly the cast. As the eerie
sounds float out into the studio, and
the deep, haunting voice of the announcer makes itself felt, you can almost see the actors transported into
the scene of the action. They are no
longer actors, but ordinary people
caught in a snarl of terrible adventure.
They are living scenes, incidents and
situations as certainly as though thcoe
were actually happening, and not
merely fantastic episodes concocted by
a playwright.
Now there may be those of a skeptical frame of mind who ask, "Just
how do you know the unseen radio
public responds in the manner you assume?" The best
reply into thethesehundreds
doubting Thomases
is found
of letters and calls which follow mystery productions. For instance, following a jungle
in which athetangled
characters were episode
riding through
wilderness aboard the broad flanks of
an elephant, we received a telephone
call from a mystified fan demanding
to know how we were able to convev
the
over movements
the air. ' of the swaying beast
Now, good as we are at NBC. we did
NOT make an elephant sway over the
(Turn to Page 40)
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she is very proud. She plays
snatches of tunes, the titles of
which make a brief story. The
listener deciphers the tunes and
guesses the story.
The Three Co-Eds, Meredith Gregor,
Marian Peck, and Theresa Aezer, who
are
one ofarethenowpioneer
the
country,
heard girls'
over trios
KHJ inunder
their new name, "The Bluettes."

'Are we looking for anybody who can sing like Bing Crosby?
directors will the excitement, for Mark heard him utseems that studio
IT stoop
ter his nightly prayer thus:
to anything to get desired
effects. Bobby Brown (the bully),
"Bless papa! Bless mama! Bless
or of "Myrt and Marge," found Charlie! Rah! Rah! Rah!"
the other night a part that
the script
indirect
called for extreme nervousness on the
I apologize. This is an old
part of Marge. Realizing that it is difone on Don Ricardo, but maybe
ficult tosimulate nervousness, this conscienceless overseer called Marge over
you haven't heard it.
Telephone call: (Well moduinto a corner, and out of a clear sky
lated voice calling from the Biltproceeded to harangue her until he "got
more
Hotel) : "Oh, is this KFI?
her goat." Afterwards, she came over
Can you tell me if Don Ricardo
to Brown. "I was never so nervous in
is Mrs.
for sale?"
Ricardo on phone later:
my life," she complained.
"Well." grinned Bob, "didn't the
"What, and you didn't call her
script call for that emotion?"
back? How stupid!"
Adele Vasa, of Columbia, is
easy topayroll.
crash
known to her audience as a so- theMaybe
portalsyouof think
a radioit'sstudio
prano singer of classical music Harrison Holliway, KFRC manager, re— yet she can play the accordion,
ports that during the past four years
harp, piano and violin. Really 4000 individuals have tried out in more
than
225
auditions. Out of this num— you'dsatile most
be ofsurprised
howartists
verthese radio
ber
a
bare
dozen have succeeded in joinreally are.
ing the staff, among them being Robert
Olsen, Hazel Warner, Norman Neilsen,
Mark Warnow, Columbia orchestra Monroe
Upton, Edna O'Keefe, and Ronald Graham.
pilot, took his five-year old nephew,
Charlie, to a football game recently. It
Edna Fischer, of KFRC, has
was Charlie's first game, and he must
invented a little contest of which
have been profoundly impressed with
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By the time you read this,
Russ Columbo will have stepped
out of his role as a sustaining
artist on NBC, and will be directing his own orchestra six
nights
a
Russ ability.
is a "hot
fiddler" ofweek.
no •mean
Colonel Stoopnagle (Columbia) says
he has a friend who calls his bootlegbecausewho heappears
alters
cases ger. ."Circumstances"
. Morton Downey,
on his broadcasts in evening clothes,
due to his appearances at the Central
Park Casino, apologizes for his formal
attire by saying, "Pardon my working
Rudy Vallee Clubs seem to
clothes."
be going strong. There are 30
of
now, scattered all over
the them
country.
"The depression
almost over,"
Ben
Bernie,
in all his isprofundity,
informs
the world. "If it isn't," the Old Maestro continues, "Mahatma Ghandi will
be the world's best-dressed man."
KELW still sticks to its unusual statement of last month
that they will give the station
away
to some
philanthropic
who will
assume
the burdensoulof
paying the station's running expenses. Upon which,advertising
they declare, all commercial
will be thrown off the air. So
far, however, no one has come
forward to take advantage of the
golden opportunity.
•
Ted Weems, of National, says he is a
direct descendant of Mr. Angus Weems.
inventor of the Scotch bagpipe. For a'
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that, we dare the present Mr. Weems to
use one in his orchestra.

the glare of the spot. The orchestra
boys
aren't tosomemorize
hot for theall idea,
they
now have
of thefor musical scores,tobutpack"Onthem
Within,theandShow"
continues
after
Here's a good one. Everett
Cutting, KVI technician, was
blithely repairing the studio
equipment the other day, and by
way of test (in the line of duty)
was vocally inflicting the spirited melody of "When Yuba
Plays through
the Rumbasomeon error
the Tuba,"
when
at the
control,ditionMr.
Cutting's
lusty
was given immortality renby
busy housewives in western
Washington. "Precious Gems
Doth Hide in Strange Places."

The Paris Inn, broadcasting
nightly over KJVX from 11 :00 to
12:00, according to Mrs. CarJack,attraction
announcer,in has
addedter'saboy,new
the
form (and what a form) of Dona 1 d Wilgenkamp, diminutive
singing
waiter,
standsHe six-is
feet
seven
and who
a half.
considered the only deep basso
beloved black-browed villain of
who can sing so high, avers Bert theThescreen,
Noah Beery, is fast gaining
Rovere.
radio popularity through his weekly
appearances before the KMTR mike.
George Olsen, now signed under an
exclusive Columbia contract, is now at He's on every Friday night at 7:15.
the Club Richman, New York, and can
be heard every night except Sunday at
We're hearing a lot about the
8:45.
Sunday Hi-Jinks program reAnd still they come! Two more Montana stations, KGHL of Billings, and
KGIR, Butte, have been added to the
National
Broadcasting Company network.
•

cently inaugurated at KFWB at
eight every Sunday evening. According to vox populi, the new
feature is going over in a gargantuan manner.
Double your income! Earn while
you learn, and be the life of the party.
Someday you may be as fortunate as
Bing Crosby, who is now putting a
yearly pittance of $10,000 a week
(every week) into his jeans, according
to a recent report. He used to get
about $150 at the Ambassador, we understand. Gosh, why can't I sing!
Seth Parker! A magical name
in radio. The young man with
an idea and suddenly discovered
talent who has taken America by
its heartstrings. In his many
personal
appearances
out the United
States, throughPhillips
Lord and his little band are packing
recordtheaters
crowds.and
So halls
many with
persons
had to be turned away in every
city that it has been arranged for
him to make a return tour, probably in February.

Surprising results have been
obtained through a new KNX
policy
of aturning
threeto
afternoons
week to over
its staff
do with as it pleases. Various
announcers and continuity writers who have been assigned
periods for producing programs
have
ents. revealed unexpected talDrury Lane, tenor, started the
ball rolling by presenting a program of Hawaiian sketches.
Stuart Buchanan followed with
a program of poetry with musical accompaniment, and Mike
Kelly, colorful young Irish writer, created a program of Irish
descriptive sketches, interspersed
by Irish songs by petite Mary
York. Can't tell! Something
might develop out of these programs.
Such popularity must be deserved.
"On With
the Show."
nightly re-of
vue, has taken
on theKYA
atmosphere
a real theater by the addition of a spotlight. The room is darkened, and the
artists have to strut their stuff under
RADIO DOINGS

"Whaddya mean — she's a little flat?
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Abe Lyman is considered the first to
broadcast a dance orchestra over the
air ina America.
when
radio studio'Waylokedbacklikeinthe1919,
interior
of
an
amateur
radio
"bug's"
workshop (which is what it was), Abe
Lyman's
band was heard.
They listened
toandhimhe over
sharedcrystal
time sets
on and
the head-phones
air with the
first radio performer — Static.
'Member the old bromide,
"You be Frank and I'll be Ernest?" Well, KFRC has a neat
piano team by the same name.
It's
a gag,andeither
one isis
FranknotSchivo,
the —other
Ernest Hesketh. Both are 18.
Tommy Harris happened to hear
them and invited them up to the
Jamboree one Monday night.
They're still there.

Chatter

between 6:45 and 7:00. Heretofore,
Cecil and Sally (John Patrick and
Helen Troy) have been heard outside of
San Francisco only on transcriptions,
broadcasting direct from KPO alone.
Stations releasing the program are:
KPO KJR KECA and KFSD.
This
happened
the Colum-in
bia studios
after anin audition
which several sopranos figured
largely. As the orchestra director

emerged from the studio, someone asked him, "How did the
"They
didn't" was the reply.
singers rank?"
"They were!" •
Van and Don, Columbia's "Two Pro
fessors," broke down the other day and
confessed
that they had been secretl
married recently.
(Turn to Page 41)

Columbia shorts: Guy Lombardo
shaves twice a day and has movable
lights on a special mirror to make it
snappier: Morton Downey has row on
row of bookshelves and books in his
boodwar — but they're not really books,
they're bureau drawers; on the back of
Bing Crosby's
closetwhich
door records
is a special
patented
tie rack
the
dates (calendar) he wears a particular
cravat. No chance to slip up there!
George Olsen gave his two sons an electric train, and plays with it more than
they do. Kate Smith has plenty of overstuffed davenports and comfortable
chairs, but insists on sitting on a small,
carved antique bench.
Tony Wons was describing the
merits of a fireproof safe company he once worked for to a
friend of his. "We used to do a
bit of experimenting," said Tony.
"I remember
in particular. We tookoneonetime
of our
safes,
put a rooster in it, surrounded it
with wood, coal and gasoline,
poured turpentine all over that
and when the fire got to going
the safe turned white with heat."
"Don't tell me now that when
you opened the safe the rooster
hopped
out and crowed," replied
the
friend.
"Nothing of the kind!" Tony
retorted. "The rooster was frozen stiff!"
Cecil and Sally, popular "seventeen"
act, are now presented over the NBCKPO network nightly, except Sunday,
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Just a little medal of honor for Pedro Gonzales (alias Eugene Hawes), whose
splendid comedy work on the Blue Monday Jamboree has stamped him one of
the cleverest actors in western broadcasting.
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"Why

is a Radio
Singer?
Words, Music and Sound Effects
by Mike Kelly

The following chronological matter
in.) ressHums
little ditty
writes down
order.while
Lookswait-at
purports to flow from the reactionary
her
closely
to
see
if
she
recognizes
psychosis
of theradio
"artist"
who, last night,
his voice. She makes no sign. Well
made his first
appearance.
... ah ... er! Oh, of course. Nice
After diligent research, deliberation
of her. Realizes that she knows
and experimental preponderation, in
studio laboratories (using anonymous
aversion of celebrities in Hollyfossils for comparative analysis . . .
wood to being recognized. She is
names being withheld by police!), it
merely being considerate! Sweet
gal. Decides not to tip her!
has been decided that the case in question is specifically susceptible to the 9:15 a.m. — Walks into offices at station.
adaptations of radio phenomena, (PhenAdjusts tie and smoothes hair just
onmenae? . . . nerts!), and therefore, in
before entering. Wonders how to
the interests of science, should be exacknowledge the effusive greetings
posed.
with which office girls are sure to
receive him. Darned good and
CURTAIN: (As we theatrical guys
say) :
snooty
Ideanot.
attractive
. . . but with
. . . 'em?
no. Better
Well,
7:00 a.m. — Artist awakens. (Not very
then . . . rush in with important
often . . . moderation is keynote
air?
Much
business
to
attend
to?
here!) Two seconds later, yawns.
No time to notice anyone? M-m-m!
Dazedly scratches self, (whether
No. Not so good. Ah! Brisk!
itchy or not.) Discovers nightie in
Brisk but polished, and suave.
roll around neck. Brings analytical
Never too busy to observe little
mind to bear. Decides nightie got
punctilios. Gentleman at all times.
cold during night and tried to snugThat's
it! Oke.
gle up. Continues for five or ten
minutes.
9:16 a.m. — Steps resolutely into office.
Fortified to stand up under flood of
7:10 a.m. — Remembers night before!
attention. Pleasant smile ready.
Blood pressure mounts fifty points.
Was on air for first time! Gosh!
Right- thing-to-say-at-right - moment
on tip of tongue. Telephone girl
Thinks upon radio generally. Great
industry. In fancy now. Importlooks drops
up. "What
do you want?"
Pulse
off. Explains
to girl
ant. Brings joy to thousands. Shutthat
he
is
radio
artist.
Member of
ins! Gets sloppy over idea. Warm
staff. Sings. Vague light of recogglow permeates being with thought
nition mingled with doubt comes
that
over his features. She takes attenradio.at last he is integral part of
tion
from him to answer call at
7:30\a.m. — Gets up. Surveys self in
switchboard.
nude in mirror. Television coming. Superb physical attributes re- 9:171/2 a.m. — Flashes quick warm smile
at Virginia, sorting mail at other
quired. Big future for man with
desk. Bends interestedly over desk
right
qualifications.
(At
least
that's
as though to converse chummilv
what magazine article said!
with her . . . but really in order to
M'gosh!)
scrutinize
mail. Does not see any
7:15 a.m. ful—to look
Beginsbest.dressing. Very carefor him. Oh, of course. They have
8:30 a.m. — Goes out. Has breakfast.
made separate bundle of it and put
(Menu will be mailed without
it awayhim forhishim.
don't mail!
they
give
mail!WhvWants
charge to first 500 persons writing
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Mustn't give away his eagerness.
Must creat dif eimpression
total inrence tomail. Butof wants
it!
Nobody makes sign of remembering his mail. There must be lots of
it. Not more than a couple of hundred the first day, of course! Wants
it! Controls self with effort.
Breath beginning to be labored.
Walks over to bottled water stand.
Pours refreshing liquid into paper
cup. Glances around to see if one
of the girls wouldn't like some.
(Aw, let
mail!
(But'emmustgo bethirsty.)
courteous.)Wants
9:20 a.m. — Remarks about amount of
mail on desk to Virginia. She
shakes her head impatiently. Was
counting . . . and he disturbed.
"Oh, sorry!" Tight-lipped smile,
reading: I'll smile to be polite, but
you're a pest!
9:21 a.m. — Sits on large desk and
swings
Wa-a-nts
MAIL! leg.
WhenStillinnoh mail.
... Ah!
Virginia looks at him hesitantly. Slowly scans letter. His mail? HIS!
She holds it out to him. ' I think
this is a letter for you." He breaks
into restrained jog-trot toward Virginia. Licks chops. Mops brow.
Seizes letter. Breath comes in short
pants. Utters low cries. Fondles.
Tortured senses reel with ecstacy.
Tears
frantically. Reads:
"Dear open,
Mr. Kruhnalotte:
We are sorrv to have to remind
you at this time that your gas bill
is still delinquent. Unless we hear
from vou at once,, we shall feel
obligedEFFECT:
to shut" FALLING
. . . HA- A- A-BODY.
ALP!
SOUND
(PAUSE). THEN AMBULANCE
SIRFN!
Chatterettes
Few people know that Helen Guest,
she of the sweet melodious voice, celebrated her fifth anniversary at KFI last
month and that during that time, she
has received telegrams from some of
the most out of the way places. She
has received messages as far south as
the equator and as far north as \ ukon
territory, North Pole.•
Three weeks after NBC placed
a guestnue studios
registerin inNewits York,
Fifth Avethe
first page was filled with such
famous signatures as Eddie Riekenbacher, war ace ; Colonel Lindbergh; Roy Chapman Andrews,
explorer; Geraldine Farrar, Mary
Garden, John Phillip Sousa and
others. Nice to have all those signatures on checks, wouldn't it?
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HOT
TIPS
ON
NEC
PROGRAMS
CLASSICAL
at Your Service. KPO
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
12:15
PM—
Western
Farm and California
(SP)
SEMI-CLASSICAL
12:15Hour.
PM— KGO
WesternKHQFarmKOMO
and
Home Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO Home
AND LIGHT
KGW KFI KFSD
KTAR KGHL KGW KFI
SaturdayKTAR
8:15
PM—
Prince
Albert
QuarTuesday
KFSD
Sunday
ter
Hour.
KPO
KGA
KJR
KEX
KFSD KTAR Friday
(P)
10:15KGOAM—KOMO
NBC KGW
Symphonic
Hour.
KFI
9:45 AM—
The Service.
UniversityKPOof
9:45 AM— The University of
at Your
KFSD KTAR KSL (C)
6:30 PM — Armour Program. California at Your Service. KPO California
4:15
PM—
Laws
That Safe2 :30 PM — General Electric KSL
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
12:15 PM— Western Farm and
Twilight Hour. KPO KGA KJR KGO (SP)
guard Society. KPO KGA KJR
Home Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO KEX KFSD
KEX KECA KTAR KSL (CC)
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KGIR
7:00 PM— Paul Whiteman's KGHL
3:30 PM—
the Opera
VARIETY Sunday
Glass.
KPO Through
KGA KJR
KEX Paint Men. KGO KHQ KOMO
KTAR (C)
9:00tet. KPOPM—(KECA
Abas 9:30
Stringto Quar4:30 PM— The Three Bakers.
DAILY
TIPS
10:00
KGO KHQ
PM) (C)
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
KFSD
KTAR KOMO
KSL KGW KFI
3:00rade.P.KHQ M.— Studio PaMonday
5:15 PM— Collier's Radio Hour.
6:45 A.KOLM. — Top o' the 3:30 P. M.— Vanity Fair
Morning.
KSL
KGO KHQ Monday
KOMO KGW KFI
5:00 PM—
of the Air. KGW
Quartet.
KGO Fine(C) Art String
6:45
A.
M.—
Bill
Sharpies'
4:00
P.
M.
—
Travelogue.
Gang. KNX
Tuesday
7:00 KTAB
A. M. — Rise and KNX
7:45 AM— Van and Don. KGO
Shine.
3:00 PM — Waldorf - Astoria
4:30 P. M. — Radio News
Empire Room Orchestra. KGO
KHQ
KOMO KGW KFI KTAR
7:06
A.
M. — Ken Niles. Service of America. KMPC
KSL KOA
KFSD KGIR KSL (LC)
News and Records. KHJ
4:30
P.
M.
—
Story
Time.
8:15 AM — Crosscuts of the
9:00 PM— Caswell Concert.
7:30
A.
M.
—
Breakfast
with
KQW
Burgans. KHQ
Day. KGO KGA KJR KEX
KPO
5:30 P. M.— Harry Jackson
6:30 PM— Parade of the States.
(LC) KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
Pig. KFAC
8:00 KHJ
A. M. — Hallelujah and6:00His P.Little
Hour.
KSL
KGO KHQ Tuesday
KOMO KGW KFI
W ednesday
M.— Warren Gale.
9 : 00 Party.
A. M. KPO
— Dobbsie's The Three Specialists. KGFJ
5:30 PM— John Philip and His
Birthday
Band. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
6:45 P. M.— "Growin' Up."
9:15 A. M. — Cecil and Sal- KFWB
7:45 AM— Van and Don. KGO
KFSD KTAR KSL (LC)
7:00andP.Hon.
M.—Archie.
Frank Wata10:00 PM— National Concert
KHQ KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD
ly.
KDYL
nabe
KNX
KTAR
KSL KOA
10:00 A. M. — Eddie AlOrchestra. KPO KGA KJR KEX
7:00 P. M. — Buttercream
10:15
PM—
The Road Show.
bright
and
His
Ten
o'Clock
Thursday
Family. KNX
Ragamuffins. KGER
KGO KOA W ednesday
6:00 PM— Arco Dramatic Mu8:15
P.
M.
—
"Chandu,
the
11:00
A.
M.
—
Stuart
Hamblin. KMTR
sicale.KSLKGO (C)KHQ KOMO KGW
Magician." KHJ KFOX (ex7:45 AM— Van and Don. KGO
KFI
11:00 A. KFWB
M. — Jerry Joyce's 8:30ceptP.Monday)
Orchestra.
M.— Drama. KFOX
KHQ
KGW KFI KFSD
8:15 PM — Standard Symphony
KTAR KOMO
KSL KOA
12:00
Noon
—
Biltmore
Hour.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
9:00
P.
M.—
Beverly
Hill
KFI (C) Friday
Concert Orchestra. KECA
7:00
PM—
Coca
Cola Program.
Billies.
KTM
(Sunday;
except Monday)
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI
1:30 P. M.— Nip and Tuck,
KFSD
KTAR
KSL
Thursday
9:00 gram.P. KQWM. — Fireside Protwo piano team. KFWB
11:45 AM — Mormon Taber1:30
P.M.—
Friendly
Hour.
nacle Choir and Organ. KPO
KGFJ
KQW
9:45 P. M.— Aunt Emmy.
KGA KJR KEX KSL (C)
7:45 AM— Van and Don. KGO
1:45 P. M. — "Bob, Bunny 10:00 P.M. — Happie ChapKHQ KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD
POPULAR AND
and2:00
Junior."
KECA
KTAR
KSL KOA
Friday
P. M. — Happy-Go- 11:00
SEMI-POPULAR
pies. KMPCP. M. — Paris Inn.
8:15
AM—
Crosscuts
of the
Lucky
Hour.
KFRC
(Don
Lee
Sunday
System)
Day. KGO KGA KJR KEX
Singing Waiters. KNX
van.
KHQ
2:00
P.
M.
—
120
Minutes
12:00
P.
M.
—
Desert
Cara1:00 PM— Florsheim Frolic.
of Sunshine. KMPC
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
7:45 AM— Van and Don. KGO
12:00 P. M. — Organ.
KFSD KTAR KGIR KGHL (P)
3:00
P. M. —KQW
Gene's Musi- KOMO
KHQ
KOMO
cal Moments.
6:15 PM — The American AlKTAR
KSL KGW KFI KFSD
bum of Familiar Music. KGO
8:15
AM — Crosscuts of the
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL
4:45 PM— Back of the News. Day. KGO KGA KJR KEX
KTAR KSL Monday
(SP)
(P)
KGO KHQ Wednesday
KOMO KFSD
KFSD
9:00 AM — General Electric
8:15 PM— Prince Albert QuarHome Circle. KGO KHQ KOMO
6:00 PM— Maytag Orchestra. KECAter Hour.(P)KPO KGA KJR KEX
9:45
AM—
The
University
of
KGW
KFI KTAR KSL
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KECA
at Your Service. KPO
KSL (P)
PM— RKO Theatre of the
8:30 PM— Demi-Tasse Revue. California
12:15 PM— Western Farm and Air.7:30KGO
KHQ KOMO
7:00 PM— The Musical Ex- KFSD
KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
Home Hour. KGO KHQ KOMO KFI KFSD Saturday
KTAR (P)
KTAR
KSL KGW
press. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KGIR
Saturday
KFI KFSD KTAR KSL (P)
3:45ure.PM—
Business and PleasTuesday
Thursday
KGO KFSD
8:15 PM — Gilmore iCircus.
6:00 PM— Arthur Pryor and
KGO KOMO KGW KFI
6:00 PM — McKesson Musical His Orchestra. KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
Magazine.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
9:30
Spot9:45
AM—
The
University
of
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL KSL (SP)
light PMRevue.—KGOAssociated
KHQ KOMO
California at Your Service. KPO
(SP)
KGW
KFI
11:00
AM—
Standard
School
EDUCATIONAL
W ednesday
Sunday
Broadcast. KGO KHQ KOMO RELIGIOUS AND
KGW KPO KFI KFSD
Sunday
8:15
PM—KPOPrince
ter Hour.
KGAAlbert
KJR QuarKEX
12:15 PM— Western Farm and SEMI-RELIGIOUS
10:00
AM—
Sentinels
of
the
KECA (P)
Home
Hour.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
Republic.
KGO
KOMO
KGW
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KGHL
KSL
Thursday
12:00 Noon— National Youth
9:30 KECA
PM— TheKOAReader's Guide. KOA
Conference. KGO KHQ KGW
5:00 PM— Fleischmann Hour. KGO
Friday
8:30 fornia
PM—Program.
University
of
CaliMonday
KFSD
KTAR KSL KGHL
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
KPO
KOMO
KTAR KSL (P)
3:00 PM— Catholic Hour. KPO
6:30 PM— Maxwell House En- California
9:45 AM—at Your
The University
of
Service. KPO
semble. KGO KHQ KOMO
9:45 AM— The University of KGA KJR KEX KTAR KGIR
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Monday
HEARD
ON
WESTERN
NETWORK
8:00
PM—
The
Pepsodent
Pro7:45
PM—
Sunday
at
Seth
8:00
PM—
Amos
V
Andy—
Parkers. KGO KOMO KECA
PepsodentKGWProgram.
NBC Organ Recital.
m—KOMO
Amos KGW
'n' Andy.
KGO KOMO
KFSD KGO
KSL KHQ KGO12:00 M— Tuesday
KFSD KTAR
KHQ gra(C)
KFI KFSD
KSL
8:30
PM—
Split
Second
Tales.
KPO
HEWS
9:00 PM — Rin-Tin-Tin Thriller.
KGO12:00 M— NBC Organ Recital.
Sunday
W ednesday
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
10:00 PM — Richfield News KFSD KTAR
PROGRAMS
CHILDREN'S
Flashes. KGO KHQ KOMO
KGO12:00 M— Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
NBC Organ Recital.
KGW KFI KFSD
Monday
6:45
PM—
Cecil
and
Sally.
KPO KGA KJR KECA
KPO2:00 KGAPM—KJRLadyKEXNext Door. KPO11:30
4:45 PM — ews Service. KGO
KGA AM—
KJR Organ
KEX Concert.
10:00 PM — Richfield News
KGO12:00 M— Saturday
NBC Organ Recital.
Flashes.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW KFI KFSD
WEEKLY
TIPS
Tuesday
SUNDAY
MONDAY
11:00 PM—
Organ Melodies.
5:30 PM— News Service. KGO
KPO
8:06 A.KHJ
M. — Sunday Times 10:00 A. M. — Prudence
12:00 KGA
PM) KJR (KEX 11:30 to
10:00 PM — Richfield News
Comics.
Penny.
KFWB
Flashes.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
8:15KFWB
A. M. — Funny Paper 10:00 A. M. — Roy RingDANCE MUSIC
KGW KFI KFSD
Monday
Man.
wald. Popular Songs. KFI
11:00 A. M. — News Items.
8:30 A. M.— Father Flana- KFWI
W ednesday
5:15 PM— News Service. KGO
9:30gan'sA.Boys. M.KROW
— Theater Or- 1:00 P. M. — Paris Inn pro9:30 PM—
Orchestra. KPO Earl
KGA Burtnett's
KECA (KEX
10:00 PM — Richfield News
gan Recital. KOMO
9:30 to 9:45 PM)
gram.P.KNX M.— Three VagaFlashes.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
10:00
A.
M.
—
Helen
Guest.
2:15
KGW KFI KFSD
PM— Lofner-Harris
Hobonds. KFOX
Ballads. KFI
KGO11:00
tel St.KHQ
Francis
Dance Orchestra.
Thursday
Tuesday
10:00 A. M.— Bible Class. Tunes.
4:45 KTAB
P. M. — Broadway
KTAB
4:30 PM— News Service. KGO
10:00 PM — Richfield News
— Price Dunlavy
KGA10:30 A.M.— Sacred Songs. at 6 :00
theP. M.
Vitaphone
organ.
Flashes.KFI KGO
7:00 KGO
PM— Lucky
Strike Dance
KGW
KFSD KHQ KOMO
10:55 A. M. — Pasadena KFWB
Hour.
KHQ KOMO
KGW
Presbyterian Church. KPPC
Friday
KFI
KFSD
KTAR
(KSL
7:00 to
6:00ert's P.
M.—
Harold
Rob7:30 PM)
Band. KHJ
11:00 KHJ
A. M. — First M. E.
4:30 PM— News Service. KGO
Church.
7 : 00 P. M. — Everybody
10:00 PM — Richfield News
9:30 PM—
Earl Burtnett's
Or11:00 A. M.— Jean Leon- play. KFAC
chestra from Biltmore
Hotel, Los
Flashes.KFI KGO
8:00 P. M. — Blue Monday
ard, piano. KFWB
KGW
KFSD KHQ KOMO
Angeles.
KPO
KGA
KECA
Jamboree.
KFRC
(Don
Lee
(KEX
9:30
to
9:45
PM)
12:00
A.
M.—
Variety
ProSystem)
DRAMA AND
gram. KQW
11:00
PM— Lofner-Harris
HoCOMEDY
12:30 P. M. — King, Queen, 9:00 P. M. — Ballyhoo Protel St. Francis
Dance Orchestra.
Sunday
Jack and Jill. KROW
gram.
KMTR
KGO
(KHQ
11:30
to
12:00
PM)
Wednesday
2:00 P. M. — Dramatic
TUESDAY
— Raising
Reading. KGER
10:30 A. M.— Kate Brew
KPO7:00KGAPM KJR
KECA Junior.
2:30
P.
M
Long
Beach
Vaughn.
Home Economics.
9:30 PM—
Earl Bunnell's
OrMonday
chestra from Biltmore
Hotel, Los
KNX
Municipal Band. KGER
3:30
P.
M.
—
Aunt
Susie
Angeles.
KPOto 9:45
KGA PM)
KJR KECA
11:00
A.
M. — Items of In5:30
PM—
Death
Valley
Days.
(KEX
9:30
and
her
children.
KMO
terest.
KFWI
KGO KHQ KOMO KGW KFI
KFSD KTAR KSL (D)
PM— Lofner-Harris
Honin.4:30KHJP. M.— Rabbi Mag- KGA12:00
KGO11:00
KEX Noon
KJR— Mardi Gras.
tel St.KHQ
Francis
Dance Orchestra.
5:15 P. M.— Church Ves- 1:00 P. M.— Cal King's
KPO6:45KGAPM—KJRCecil
KECAand(D)Sally.
Thursday
KHJ
pers. KHJ
Country Store. KYA
7:30 PM— Chesebrough Real
7:00 P. M. — Arizona
1:30 P. M. — Times Forum.
Folks. KGO KHQ KOMO KGW
7:00 KGO
PM— Lucky
Strike Dance
Wranglers. KNX
KFI KFSD KSL (D)
Hour.
KHQ KOMO
KGW
8:00 P. M— Sundav Hi- Trio.
2:00KECA
P. M. — Lyric String
8:00 PM— The Pepsodent ProKFI KFSD KTAR KSL
Jinks.
KFWB
g
r
a
m
—
Amos
'n'
Andy.
KGO
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
Thursday
9:30 PM—
Earl
chestra. KPOFriday
KGA Burtnett's
KJR KECAOr(C)
PM— KECA
Raising Junior. KPO
11:00
PM—
Lofner-Harris
Ho9:15 PM— Adventures of Sher- KGA7:00 KJR
tel St. Francis Dance Orchestra.
2:00KGAPM—KJRTheKEXJungle
Man.
lock
Holmes.
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
8
:00
PM—
Amos
V
Andy.
KGO
KPO
KECA
Saturday
KGW KFI KFSD KTAR KSL KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD
KSL
(D)
10:00 chestra
PM—from Biltmore
Earl Bunnell-*
Or10:15
PM
—
Adventures
of
Hotel. Los
10:00
PM—
Mystery
Serial.
5:00
PM—
Yankee Sam. KPO KGA KEX
KPO KGA KJRUgabooga Island. Angeles. KPO KGA KJR KEX
KPO KGA KEX
KECA
Tuesday
Friday to 12:00 PM)
KGO (KHQ 11:30
KPO8:00KGAPM—KEXChildrens' Plays. PM)10:30 PM— Mahlon Merrick's
Cecil KECA
and KFSD
Sally.
Palace Hotel Vagabonds. KPO
KPO6:45 KGAPM—KJR
Sunday
OLD MELODIES
6:45
PM—
Cecil
and
Sally.
KGA KEX (KJR 10:15 to 11:00
(D)
KPO KGA KJR KECA
PM—KECA
Raising Junior. KPO
PM—KECA
Raising(D)Junior. KPO KGA7:00 KJR
PM— Lofner-Harris
HoKGA7:00 KJR
5:00 PM— Enna Jettick Melo- KGO11:00
tel St. Francis
Dance Orchestra.
dies. KGO KHQ
KOMO
KGW
8:00 PM — The Pepsodent Pro8:00 PM— Amos V Andy— KFI KFSD
Saturday
KTAR
KSL
KGIR
Pepsodent
Program.
KGO
KHQ
m—KOMO
Amos KGW
'n' Andy.
KGO KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KSL
Tuesday
KHQ gra(C)
KFI KFSD
KGHL
Saturday
KSL
7:00 KGO
PM— Lucky
Strike Dance
KHQ KOMO
KGW
8:15 PM— Memory Lane. KGO
PM— KGW
DangerKFIFighters.
5:30 PM—
Har- Hour.
KHQ KOMO KGW KFI KFSD KGO5:00KOMO
KFI KFSD KTAR KSL KGU
monies. KPO Heel
KFSD Hugger
KTAR KSL
KFSD
KTAR
KTAR
KSL
KHQ
Sunday
10:00
PM—
Earl
Burtnett's
OrWednesday
chestra. KPO KGA KJR KEX
6:30 PM— The First Nighter. ORGAN
KECA
KGO
KHQ
KOMO
KGW
KFI
6:45
PM—
Cecil
and
Sally.
KFSD KTAR KSL
KPO KGA KJR KECA (D)
11:00Francis
PM— Lofner-Harris
Ho8:00 AM — Organ Concert.
Dance Orchestra.
PM—KECA
Raising Junior. KPO KPO10:15KGAPM—KJRPaulKEXCarson. KGO KGOtel St.KOMO
PM—KECA
Raising (D)Junior. KPO KGA7:00 KJR
KGA7:00 KJR
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HOT
TIPS
ON
CBS
PROGRAMS
CLASSICAL.
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ
8:45 P. M.— Baker Chocolate
KOH KGB (SP) KDYL KLZ Program.
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
SEMI-CLASSICAL
Boswell
AND LIGHT
KFPY
KFRC
KHJ Sisters.
KDYL KOL
(P;
1:30ade.P.KYORM.—KFBK
Spanish
4:00 P.KVIM.—KFPY
HenryKFRC
Halstead's
CLASSICAL
KOL SerenKVI
Orch.
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
KOH
KGB
(P)
9:00
P.
M.—
Eddie
Duchin's
KFRC
KDYL
KLZ
KGB
KOH
Orch.
KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
(P)
Sunday
(LC)
5:30 P. M.— Connie Boswell. KOH KGB Thursday
8:30 A. M.— Voice of St.
KFPY KHJ KDYL KOH (P)
Louis. KYOR KFBK KGW KOL POPULAR AND
P. M—Orch.
Ben KOL
BernieKFPY
and
KM KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL SEMI-POPULAR
Blue6:00Ribbon
Sunday
KVI Don
KFPYBigelow's
KFRC
9:00 KOL
A. M.—
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ Orch.
(P)
KHJ KDYL
KLZ
KOH KGB
12:00 Noon— New York PhilKVOR
KFBK
(P)
4:15
P.
M.
—
Swiss
Yodelers.
harmonic Symphony Orch. KMJ
8:00 P. M. — Bing Crosby. KOL
KYOR KFBK KGW KOL KVI
12:45 P.KVIM.—KFPY
Virginia
Pianist.
KHJ Arnold.
KDYL
KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ
KLZ KOH
KOH KGB (C)
KWG
(P) KGB KVOR KFBK
WEEKLY
TIPS
6:00 P. KVOR
M. — Roxy
2:45 P.KFRCM.— KOH
Bert Lown.
Svmphonv.
KFBKTheatre
KMJ
3:30 KROW
P. M. — Organ Trav- sic.3:30KTAB
KVOR
(P) KLZ
KWG
KOL KFPY KFRC
KDYL
P. M. — Harriet Links.
elogue.
KLZ KOH KGB (C)
KGFJ
4:00 P. M. — The Passerbv. KOL
4:00 KVI
P. M.—KFPY
HenryKHJHalstead's
Orch.
KDYL
4:00 P. M. — Travelogue.
Monday
KLZ
KWG KOH
(P) KGB KVOR KFBK
4:30 P. M. — Nip and Tuck. KNX
KFWR
8:00
A.
M.
—
Morning
Moods.
5:00
P.
M.
—
Metropolitan
KYOR KLZ KOH
8:00 P.KOINM.— KFRC
Bing Crosby.
KOL
5:15 P. M. — Rav and Scot- Hour. KYA
KVPY
KHJ KDYL
12:00 Noon— Columbia Salon
5:15KFRCP. M. — Steamboat
ty. KROW
KLZ KOH
(P)
Bill.
Orchestra. KVI KFPY KHJ
6:00 KFWB
P.M. — Charlie Lung's 6:00 P. M.— Charlie Lung.
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
8:30 KOL
P. M.—
Gang.
Hour.
KFPYCamel
KOINQuarter
KHJ
7:30 P. KFPY
M.— Toscha
Friday
7:30cus. KNXP. M. — Gilmore Cir- KFWB
KFRC
KDYL
KLZ
KOH KGB
Violinist.
KDYL Seidel.
KLZ
KMJ
KWG
(P)
6;
15
P.M.
—
Ray
Canfield's
KOH KGB (C)
8:30 P. M. — Charlotte Beach Boys. KECA
KGFJ
Woodruff ; Oscar Heather. KGFJ
6:30 P. M. — Varsity Girls.
Tuesday
9:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue.
8:30 P. M. — Drury Lane,
9:00
P.
M.
—
Knockout
Orch.
KVI Don
KFPYBigelow's
KFRC
9:00 KOL
M—
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
tenor. KNX
Reilly. KTAR
KFBK
(P)A. KOH
KHJ KLZ
KGB KVOR
KOH KGB (SO
11:00 P. M. Roosevelt Ho10:15
P.
M.—
"Now
and
tel
Orchestra.
KHJ
(Don
Lee
11:15 A. M. — Columbia Salon
Then",tra. KFI soloists and orches- System)
Orch. KYOR KFBK KMJ KWG
4:00 KVI
P. M.—KFPY
HenryKHJHalstead's
Orch.
KDYL
KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ KOH
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
KLZ KOH
KGB (LC)
KWG
(P) KGB KVOR KFBK
12:30 icana.P.KVI M.KFPY
— Musical
AmerA. M. —KFWB
Tom Murray 's
9:30 A. M.KFWB
— Jerry Joyce's Hill8:00Billies.
Orchestra.
KHJ KDYL
P. M.—KOH
RoundKGBTowners.
10:00 A. M.— Household
KFPY
KVOR
KMJ7:30(P)KFRC
10:30 A. M. — Around the Hour.
KLZ KOH KGB (SC)
KTAB
House
with
Roy
Leffingwell.
7:00 P. M — Howard Barlow
KECA
10:30 A. M.— Julia Hayes.
8:00
P.
M.—
Bing
Crosby.
KOL
and the Columbia Symphony
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ KDYL
Orel!. KYOR KOL KFPY KHJ
10:30KOLA. M.— Organ KOL11:00 A. M. — Rumford
Moods.
KLZ KOH KFBK KMJ KWG
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
(P)
11:15 A. M. — Manhattan Cookery School. KFRC
Wednesday
Moods. KTA
11:15 A. M. — Professor
8:30KOLP. KFPY
M.— Camel
and
His
Dream
Girl.
KGA
Hour.
KOIN Quarter
KFRC
8:15bet.A.KVOR M.—
Musical
Alpha1:30 P. M. — "Two Profes- KEX KJR
KDYL KOH (C)
KHJ
KDYL
KLZ
sors
of
Nuttyology."
KMPC
KFBK KMJ KWG KOH
(P) KGB
11:00 A. M.— Columbia Salon
12:00
Noon
—
Globe
Trot1:30
P.
M.
—
Winnie
ParkOrch. KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
ter. KMTR
er. Songs. KECA
8:45 P. M.— Baker Chocolate
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KOH
2:00 P. M. — Late Fiction
2:00 P. M. — Eddie Al- Reading.
Program.
KOL
KGB (LC)
SaturdayKFPY KOIN
KNX
KFRC
bright. "The Bookworm." 3:30 P. M.— The Family
KNX
(P) KHJ KDYL KLZ KWG
12:45 P.KVIM.— Columbia
Artist
Recital.
KFPY KDYL
3:00 P. M. — Hawaiian Mu- Album. Organ. KFI
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (SC)
Thursday
KFPYDonKFRC
KHJ
9:30 KVI
A. M.—
Bigelow's
KFPY
KOIN (P)KFRC KHJ KDYL Orch.
KOL KFPY KHJ KDYL KOH
KLZ KOH
KOH KGB KVOR KFBK KWG
9:30 A. M.— Columbia Revue. KGB (SP) Monday
KYI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
8:30
P.
M.—
Camel
Quarter
Hour. KOL KFPY KFRC KDYL
(P)11:00 A. M.— Saturday SyncoKOH KGB (SC)
KLZ KOH WKGB
>(P)
pators.
KVI KFPY KFRC
11:15KVOR
A. M. KFBK
— Columbia
Salon Orch.
ednesday
9:00 KOL
A. M.—
KVI Don
KFPYBigelow's
KFRC
KHJ
KOHKOL KGB
Orch.
KMJ KWG
KMJ
KWG
(P) KVOR KFBK
KOL KVI KFPY KFRC KOH KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KGB (LC)
9:00 A. M.— Don
4:00 KVI
P. M.—KFPY
HenryKFRC
Halstead's
2:30 KOL
P. M.—
QFPYBigelow's
KVI Bert
KFRC Lown's
KHJ
KHJ Orch.
7:30 P. M.KVOR
— Grand
Opera Orch.
KHJ KLZKOLKOHKVI KGB
(P) KFRC Orch.
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KDYL KOH KGB KVOR KFBK
Miniatures.
KOL KFPY
12:15 P. M.— Four Eton Boys. KMJ (P)
8:00 P.KDYL
M. — Bing
Crosby.
KOL
KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KFPY
KLZ KOH (P) Novelty
KVI (P)KFPY
3:45 P. M.— Connie Boswell.
(LC)
KDYL KLZQuartet.
KOH KGB
KOL KVOR
KFRC KFBK
KHJ KMJ
KLZ (P)
KOH
8:30 Morton
P. M.— Downey.
Camel Quarter
Friday
KGB
Hour.
KOL
4:00 KGB
P.KVIM.—
HenryKDYL
Halstead's
Orch.
KHJ
KLZ
KFPY (P)KOIN KDYL KLZ KOH
5:30 P. M. — Henrv HalsteadV
12:15 P. M.— Columbia Salon KGB
KOH
(P)
Orch. KVOR KFBK KWG KVI
Orch.
KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ
(P) KGB
KOH
KVOR KFBK KWG
KFPY KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
8:45 P. Sisters.
M.— BakerKOLChocolate.
7:00 P.alities. M.—
Vitality
PersonKOL
KFPY
KOIN
KHJ
Boswell
KFPY
KGB (C)
KDYL (P)
KFRC KDYL" KLZ (P)
8:00
P.
M.—
Bing Crosby. KOL
1:00
P.
M.—
Light
Opera
Tuesday
8:00 P.KOIN
M.— Bing
KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ KLZ
Gems. KVOR KFBK KWG KOL
KFPY
KFRCCrosby.
KHJ KOL
KLZ KDYL
KOH KFBK KMJ KWG
KVI KFPY KFRC KHJ KDYL
KDYL
KOH
(P)
KLZ KOH KGB (LC)
9:00 KOL
A. M—
Orch.
KVI Don
KFPYBigelow's
KFRC
(P)8:30 P. M.— Camel Quarter
8:30 KOL
P. M.—
Saturday
Hour.
KFPYCamelKOINQuarter
KHJ Hour.
KHJ KLZ KOH KGB (P)
KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC
KFRC
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KHJ
11:30 A. M. — Columbia Salon
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
1:15
P.
M.—
The
Four
Club(P)
Orch. KVOR KFBK KMJ KOL
men. Male Quartet. KOL KVI
(P)
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HEARD
EDUCATIONAL
Sunday
4:00 P.Dr. M.Klein.
— TheKOLWorlds
Business.
KVI
KH'^
KFRC
KHJ
KDYL KMJ
KLZ
KOH KGB KVOR KFBK
KWG
Monday
6:30
A.
M.
— Tony's
Book. KDYL KLZ
KVOR Scrap
10:15 A. M. — Columbia Farm
Community Program. KHJ KOH
KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
11:30 A. M. — American School
of the Air. KOL KVI KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
1:30 P. M.—KVI
National
Federation.
KDYLStudent
KLZ
KOH KGB KVOR KFBK KWG
Tuesday
6:30KDYL
A. M.—
Book.
KLZ Tony's
KVOR Scrap
10:15 A. M.— Columbia Farm
Program. KFRC KHJ KDYL
KOH KVOR KMJ KWG
A. M. —KOL
American
of 11:30
the Air.
KVI School
KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
W ednesday
6:30
A.
— Tony's
Book. KDYL M.KLZ
KVOR Scrap
10:15 A. M. — Columbia Farm
Program. KHJ KOH KVOR
KFBK KMJ KWG
A. M. —KOL
American
of 11:30
the Air.
KVI School
KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
Thursday
6:30
A.
Book. KDYL M.—KLZTony's
KVOR Scrap
A. M. —KOL
American
of 11:30
the Air.
KVI School
KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
Friday
6:30
A.
— Tony's
Book. KDYL M.KLZ
KVOR Scrap
10:15 A. M.— Columbia Farm
Program. KHJ KDYL KOH
KVOR KMJ
A. M. —KOL
American
of 11:30
the Air.
KVI School
KFPY
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
12:45 P. M.— Columbia Educational Features. KVI KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KVOR
KFBK KWG
Saturday
6:30
P.
Book. KDYL M.—KLZTony's
KVOR Scrap
10:00 A. M.— Columbia Farm
Program. KFPY KDYL KOH
KVOR KFBK KMJ
4:00 P. M.— Political Situation in Washington. KVI KHJ
KFRC KDYL KOH KGB KV OR
KFBK KWG
VARIETY
Sunday
2:45 P. M.— Hook Line and
Sinker. KOL KVI KFPY KHJ
RADIO DOINGS

ON
WESTERN
Monday
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
P. M. —KFRC
Myrt KHJ
and
5:00 P. KOL
M.— Devils
and KOL7:45KFPY
Doctors.
KFPYDrugsKOIN
KLZ
KFBK
KMJ
Tuesday
KFRC KHJ KDYL KOI I KMJ
KWG
Tuesday
7:45
P.
M.—
Myrt KHJ
and
KOL KFPY KFRC
10:00 eties.A.KOLM.—
Pabstette
VariKFBK
KMJ
KWG
KVI KOIN KFPY
IF ednesday
KFRC KHJ KDYL KLZ KMJ
KWG
7:45 P. M.— Myrt and

Friday
NETWORK
Marge.
KDYL
Marge.
KDYL
Marge.

WEEKLY KHJ TIPS
9:00
P.
M. — Plantation 7:15 P. M. — Laughing Gas.
Crooners. KMPC
10:05
P.
M.
— The Gruen 8:00 P. M. — Royal Order
Answer Man. KFRC
of Optimistic Do-Nuts. KNX
8:00 P. M. — Julietta Novis
FRIDAY
Johnnv Murrav. KFWB
9:00 KHJA. M. — Jack and and9;30
P. M. — Auld Lang
Grace.
10:00KYAA. M. — Sunshine Syne. KTAB
SATURDAY
Hour.
9:00 A. M. — Tuneful Two.
10:30 A.M. — Cheerio Boys. KOMO
KFOX
10:30 A. M. — Scientific
10:45 A. M. — Window Serenaders.
KMTR
Shopping with Wyn. KFRC
10:30 A.M. — Blue Streaks.
11 :00 A.M. — Typical Trop- KGA KEX LJR
ical Tramps. KTAB
11:00 A. M.— Travelogue.
11:15 KYAA. M. — Manhattan KNX
Moods.
12:15 P. M— Price DunKFWB
M. — Cockerel's lavyi :05at P.theM.organ.
Old11:30
Timers.A. KQW
Air. KTAB — Theater of the
12:00
Noon—
Echol's
Ebonv Serenaders. KFWB
2:30 P. M. — Long Beach
Municipal Band. KGER
12:15KGAP. KEX
M.— Mardi
Hour.
KJR Gras 3:00 P. M. — String Orchestra. KECA
of 12:30
the Air.P.M.—
KNXRadio Church 4:00 P. M. — Tea Dance,
Cocoanut Grove. KFWB
12:45
P.
M.
—
Chaparral
Club. KECA
5:30 P. M. — Dinner Music.
1:30 P. M.— Nip and Tuck. KQW
KFWB
KFOX The Bov De2:45 P. M.— Tom Ballin- 6:15 P.tective.M.—
7:30 P. M.— Herb Scharger,3:00
tenor.P. KROW
songs. KGFJ
rade. KHQ M.— Studio Pa- Iin,8:00
P. M. — "On With the
5:15ler. KNXP. M. — Rabbi Wink- Show." KYA
tem)9:00 P. M.— The Merrymakers. KHJ (Don Lee Sys6:00 P. KECA
M.— Nick Harris,
detective.
Thursday
9:00
P.
M.—
HeckerKOINSurprise
Partv. KOL KFPY
KHJ
KFRC KMJ Friday
KWG
10:00 eties.A. KOLM.—
VariKVI Pabstette
KFPY KOIN
KFRC KHJ KDYL KWG
Saturday
5:45 P. M.— Chicago Variety
Program. KFPY KFRC KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KVOR
KFBK
7:15Boat.
P. M.KFPY
— HankKFRC
simmons'
Show
KHJ
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB KVOR
KFBK KMJ KWG
DRAMA AND COMEDY
Sunday
6:30
P.
M.—
Sea. KOL KFPYRomance
KOIN ofKFRCthe
KHJ KDYL KMJ

KOL KFPY KOIN KFRC KHJ
KDYL KFBK KMJ KWG
Thursday
P. M—KFRC
Myrt KHJ
and Marge.
KOL7:45KFPY
KDYL
KFBK KMJ Friday
KWG
P. M— Myrt KFRC
and Marge.
KOL7:45 KFPY
KHJ
KDYL
KFBK KOIN
KMJ
OLD MELODIES
Sunday
8:15 A. M.— Edna Thomas.
Lady
KOL KWG
KVI
KFRC from
KLZ WLouisiana.
KVednesday
OR KFBK
12:00 Noon — Kathryn Par"Girl o' Yesterday."
KVOR sons,KFBK
KVI KFPY KWG
KLZ
KDYL KOH KGB

1:30 P. M.— Edna Thomas.
Lady
from Louisiana.
KOL KFBK
KWG KVI KVOR
KFPY
KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
RELIGIOUS
AISD
Sunday
SEMI RELIGIOUS
10:00 A. M.— Cathedral Hour.
KOL KVI KFPY KDYL KLZ
KOH KVOR KFBK KWG
11:30of A.
M. —KOLColumbia
Church
the Air.
KFPY
KFRC KDYL KLZ KOH KGB
KVOR KFBK KWG
Sunday
ORGAN
9:30 P. M.— Nocturne. Ann
Leaf. KOL Tuesday
KFPY KDYL KLZ
KOH KVOR KFBK
12:00 Noon— Ann Leaf at Organ. KVI KFPY
KHJ KDYL
KLZ KOH
KGB KVOR
KFBK
KWG
Saturday
1:00 P. M.— Ann Leaf at Organ. KOL KVI KFRC KHJ
KDYL
KFBK KLZ KOH KGB KVOR
Sunday
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
6:00 A.KDYL
M.— Land o' Make
Believe.
Saturday
7:30 A. M. — Adventures of
Helen and Mary. KDYL KVOR
Sunday
DANCE MUSIC
9:00 KOL
P. M.—
Orch.
KFPYEddie
KDYLDuchin's
KOH
KVOR KFBKMonday
9:30 KVOR
P. M.Tuesday
— NobleKLZ Sissle's
Orch.
KDYL
KOH
KGB
8:45 KOLP. KFPY
M.— George
Orch.
KFRC Olsen's
KDYL
KLZ KOH Wednesday
KFBK KVOR KWG
5:15 P. M.— White House
Tavern. KFPY KHJ KDYL KOH
KGB KVOR KFBK KMJ KWG
9:30 P. M.— Noble Sissle. KOL
KVOR KFPYThursday
KDYL KLZ KOH
KGB
Friday
9:00 P. M.—KDYL
Guy Lombardo's
Canadians.
KLZ KGB
KVOR
6:00 P. KFPY
M.—KDYL
White KOH
House KGB
TavKV OR ern.KWG
9:00 P. M.— Ben Bernie. KGB
KFPY
KDYL KOH KVOR
KWG KHJ Saturday
9:00 P. M.— Guv Lombardo.
KDYL KLZ KOH KVOR
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They
radio — and learned about audiences
from it!
It was the screening of Cornelius
Vanderbilt's
book in"Reno",
me to Hollywood,
the first which
place. took
But
the picture flopped, so I decided to experiment abit with this fascinating new
game of radio. I went into it with a
thousand different styles of singing, and
it took some sharp raps on the knuckles
to make me realize how wrong they all
were for the microphone.
There was my accent — "Too affected!" one frank fan told me. There were
all
these your
different
styles — every
"You
change
wholesinging
personality
time
sing a There
song,"seemed
wrote toanother
one inyoureproof.
be so
many other things wrong, as well, that
I would have turned tail and run back
to Reno,
if someI decided
of the toletters
hadn't
made
me mad.
stay and
see
just what WOULD click with this vast,
irritable army of fans, and the day I
decided, a new batch of letters arrived
which puzzled me.
They came from a sanitarium in New
ently chose to write at the same time.
It seemed that THEY liked me, anyMexico, where several patients apparway — and why? Because I sang "rosongs."were
I couldn't
figure butwhyI
romanticmantic
songs
so cheering,
tried some of them before the microphone— and instead of the usual verbal
cat-calls, I got more applause!
That was when I began to find myself,
so far as radio was concerned. I felt
each time I sang that I was sending
some kind of message — a cheerful one,
I hoped — to those persons in the sanitarium, and what singing style I have
been able to evolve, comes from the fact
that I am still singing directly to those
who want to hear me, and who have
been good enough to say so.
I try to sing only songs which mean
something, and to sing them so that they
do. It is possible to sing "Hello, My
Lover,
for example,
it is justGoodbye!"
another popular
song, soandthatit

Do It With Mirrors
Continued from Page 20

is possible to sing it so that the words
mean something; so that everyone who
listens will feel the pitiful gallantry of
the girl who says "Hello" and "Goodbreath. bye" to her lover, all in the same
myI prefer
"trick" theforlatter
you!way — and so there's
It is interesting to analyze some of
the other singing styles you hear on the
ether, and see what lies behind them.
There's Gene Austin, for instance — one
of the greatest singers on the air, I
think. His secret is friendliness. He
sings a song into the microphone in a
way which makes you feel that one of
your best friends is singing your favorite song to you. Of course, one reason
you like the song is because it is sure to
be a current hit, but you like it more
than ever because Gene is humming it
into the microphone in a characteristic
manner which makes the words almost
negligible.
Rudy Vallee, I think, is a unique figure in radio. Other singers come and go,
but he goes on, as strong as ever, in the
affections of his listeners. Do you know
that Rudy
the been
"inimitable"
Rudy
— that actually
he neveris has
successfully imitated by anybody. He can be
burlesqued, but not reproduced, not
even by that young princess of mimics,
little Mitzievery
Green,
has "caught"
virtually
otherwhocelebrity.
Little
Mitzi's manager told me not long ago
how he took her to hear and see Rudy
one night in New York. Mitzi watched
the Connecticut Yankees' maestro for
an hour, without saying a word. Then
she turned to the manager and announced, "It's no use; I can't imitate
THIS one!" and that was that.
Marion Harris is my favorite feminine singer — and she can't keep time!
But I enjoy the way Marion sings "lowdown" songs with an air of refinement;
perhaps I like it all the better because
it reminds me of another old-time San
Francisco entertainer — Grace Hayes.
She went East and "knocked 'em dead"

and I think
Marion'sof style
an unconscious duplication
hers. isShe
cannot
keep the rhythm of the songs she sings,
but
it doesn't
doesn't
need to!matter in her case — she
Ruth Etting is another star who holds
her place while others rise and fall. Her
trick, which makes her so irresistible to
fans like Walter Winchell is a very
simple fectiveone,
but end
immensely
ef^— she really,
takes the
of every
phrase and makes a triplet of it, with
a rise on the second tone in the triplet
and a fall on the final one.
Bing Crosby does the same thing, but
with different effect. Incidentally, speaking of unconscious imitations again,
Bing has been greatly influenced by the
hoarse singing style of his former teammate, Harry Barris — who got his from
Armstrong!
the colored singer-trumpeter, Louie
You might say Bing has a whole brass
section to choose from, for he does his
characteristic obbligato of gibberish syllables as a trombone would play it. In
fact, he often takes the "hot licks" from
the trombone part from an orchestration, and sings them; his voice has
much the same range and slurring quality of a Columbo
trombone. also uses this obbliRuss
gato form, but he hums his in the manner of a violin. He plays the violin extremely well, so undoubtedly his voice
has been influenced by it. Russ is said
to be attempting to change his style of
singing because he fears it is too similar
to Crosby's, and it will be interesting to
see if a radio artist can change his microphone "face" and still be recognized.
Nick Lucas is another instrumentalistsinger who shows the influence of his
instrument. Nick has a style all his
own, which I think is the result of his
guitar-playing. He has fitted his voice
to his guitar for so long that it seems
to be part of it, and to accompany the
guitar, rather than vice versa. He never
interprets a song, but he sings sweetly ;
more so than anyone else on the ether —
and that's a trick worth knowing!

Chatterettes
"To be really happy," says Eddie
Cantor, "a wife should love her husband as well as he loves himself."

lieve that this most versatile pianist
earned her first money when she was
about ten years of age and all for the
staggering sum of twenty five cents.

When you listen to Marie Golden on
the Park Board Program every Sunday
afternoon, KNX, one can hardly bePage Thirty-ciglu

Georgia Fifield who produces such
excellent plays over KNX every Mon-

day evening
besides
her ex-at
cellent actingatin8:30,
a play
produced
Cumnock School the other night, looked
completely stunning. Her white satin
evening gown was a perfect frame for
her gorgeous red hair and we noticed
she was receiving flowers and congratulations galore.
RADIO DOINGS

Behind The Nike
Continued from Page 22
business. They have also contributed publicity director for that station told
some of the best sellers to the song me that her career as a singer started
writing field. They have nearly fifty when she was a youngster. I don't know
songs to their credit — and these are just how long ago that is, but suffice it
used exclusively in their KTM broad- to say that when television comes in
casts. They are also Victor recording there will be many stations bidding for
artists. What further proof could we the voice and personality of Charlotte
offer that Bob and Jimmy are about the Woodruff. She has starred in many
smartest team in the business other than operas and musical comedies. Her latthe fact that in these days both boys are
est New York appearance was with the
single. Marriage may be an institution Al Jolson players. She also co-starred
—do but
the in"Utah
Trail Boys" with Eddie Cantor in• "Make It Snappy.'*
not evidently
wish to live
an institution.
•
that onlywitha
has said
ODY would
Scotchman
be satisfied
I BELIEVE that some of the owners SOMEB
of obsolete sets are the ones who an obsolete radio set these days — behe can get two or three stations
have been agitating the changing of at one causetime.
But all owners of obsolete
Amos
'n
Andy
from
KECA
to
KFI
for
are not Scotchmen by any means.
more than a year. Otherwise there sets
Out
of
seventeen
sets estimated
would have been no kick coming, for to be in use in million
these United States
any up-to-date set can tune in KECA. more
than five million of them are
I would
hate to company
ruin Tonyhe Won's
job either crystal control or battery sets.
with
the tobacco
announces
of these are awaiting telefor — but still the denial of 10 cigarettes The majority
vision, foolish in the thought that if
a day between the husband and wife
they purchased
an up-to-date
will place a real radio set in any home. would
they
have to throw
it in theradio
discard.
•
After you have had your new radio for
THERE may be a closed season on three years and television is still just
sopranos in some radio stations around the bend you will have reason
but there is one soprano at least who to believe that you have had your
can stand them on their heads whether money's worth out of the set anyway.
she sings from the platform or before But the fact of the matter is, you will
still be able to use it in conjunction
ne — and that's Charlotte with
the
micropho
vour television set.
Woodruff
of KGFJ.
Harry Vincent,
It's A Great Life!
Continued from Page 13
coming or going. Singing nightly and worked up, and certainly outdo me in
rehearsing daily for my radio friends, holding notes and adding individual
and making personal appearances in the flourishes.
Palace for the Broadway clan. Then
As for Washington — I see it about
there are myriads of other things that once in a blue moon, for there isn't
on thing, you know, about
make
an entertainer's
life me
complicated.
Finally,
La Palina took
under its time. That's
entertainer's
category.
You are into
soon andictated
to by your
own
wing, and I went on singing over CBS getting
commercially, but continually my bal- profession. . . . Hot summer day. . . .
lads, and my popular music, entering Can't go swimming. . . . Why not? . . .
and leaving the air waves via the strains Rehearsing,
listening to new songs,
of "When the Moon Comes Over the broadcasting, making personal appearMountain."
ances, business appointments — a thousand things shrieking for attention!
reallyabout
can'tmyself.
think of Except
another that
thingI
to I say
However, never get the idea I don't
love chocolate parfaits, and driving fast,
it.
it's
and I hate women who talk baby talk or like
time
for For
me Itodo.
makeSomeday,
my last when
bow beImitate film stars.
fore
the
"mike,"
and
someone
else
steps
I have two parrots called Ben and
shoes,in I'm
nice
littlemyhouse
the going
suburbsto find
with a roses
Al who are my severest critics inasmuch into
as apparently they do not strive to imi- n'everything, and a swimming pool in
tate the songs they don't like. They the back yard where I can go and do a
never fail to squawk "When the Moon crawl to my heart's content. Meantime,
Comes Over the Mountain," however. and I hope — for a long time— I am at
They've gotten a nice little duet all vour service!
RADIO DOINGS
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PARIS

\

INN

Outstanding European Cafe
of America
—
House
of the Singing
Chefs and Waiters
Join the celebrities at their favorite
rendezvous, where music, laughter and
romance make every moment a memory
of gay, carefree informality . . . where
you can forget the cares of today in
an Old World setting . . . between the
gay
cafelights
and . the. .
formalBohemian
Montmarteoutdoor
. . . soft
cosmopolitan camaraderie. Delicious
French-Italian food, prepared under
the
of I. Pedroli,
formerpersonal
chef tosupervision
Italian royalty,
served
in o the
u s world-fa"singing
bywaiters."
Enjoy
the jovial hospitality of Bert Rovere, .former
VJ star
. . meetoperain# .teresting
. . dancenotables
to a
hot band and
thrill to theof perT ^b^j.^^
/ i
tionally-known
ennaT^^^^^^T^
formances
BERTROVERE
the
PARIS You'll
INN!
/!-4/^r
tertainers.
t,™^™,,™^ find them all at
Luncheon Dansant — 50c to 75c
Every Day — 1 1 :30 a. m. to 3 p. m.
French-Italian Dinner — $1.50
From 5:30 p. m. to Midnight
Thursday andClosed
Carnival
SundayNight— $2.00
210 East Market Street
Los Angeles
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Murder Will Out
Continued from Page 29
Radio
Tube
PRICES
Reduced
at
Southern
California
Music
Co.
Genuine RCA
Radiotrons :
Was
Tube No.
Now
201A
1.25
$
.75
$1.10
226
.80
1.40
171 AMPLIFIER
.90
1.40
280 RECTIFIER
1.00
1.10
245 AMPLIFIER 1.40
227 HEATER
1.25
1.00
1.50
224 SCREEN
1.00
GRID
2.20
235 MULTI-MU
1.60
PENTODE
1.90
247 AMPLIFIER
1.55
1.60
224A QUICK
HEATINGGRID 2.00
SCREEN
Free Tube Test
Phone VAndike 221
and we will send a Technician to your
a Free
Tubehome
Test.— for
Southern
California
Music

Co.

806 So. Broadway
Los Angeles
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ether.
We didn't
elephant
the studio.
But wehavewerean able
to givein
the impression of crashing brush, the
heavy grunts and breathing of the
beast, the shouts of native drivers, and
now and then the bellow of the angry
beast. Added to that, we had nicelytimed bits of dialogue that indicated
that
ridingfrom
on an
elephant
wasn'tboatveryin
different
riding
an open
a high sea. The combination of the
sound effects and the bits of dialogue
so entwined themselves in this particufan's believing
imaginationthatthatshewehadactually
had larher
been
aboard the elephant along with the
characters of the play.
Another listener dropped a line from
a little cabin somewhere up on the
top of a mountain. He said he was a
forest ranger and was the only person
within a radius of some fifty miles.
He begged us jocosely not to send any
more
way, and
as itcaused
kept
him in "terror"
a state ofupcoldhis chills
insomnia for days afterwards.
Just to indicate how realistic voices
and the action of the drama appeared
to one woman, we will tell just one
more anecdote. In a certain apartment
house in San Francisco a housewife
had her radio wide open. It happened
that the action was particularly fast
and anttheon thevoices
tenfloorvery
aboveforceful.
heard theTheawful
row and thought that the woman in
the apartment below was being murdered. The police were called. They
rapped on the door from which issued
the disturbance, but the listener was so
engrossed in the program that she did
not hear the knocking. Finally the
police broke in the door and frightened
the poor woman almost out of her wits.
Apropos
radio audiences,
believe that theof mystery
play is byI far
the best medium through which to train
the radio listener's ear to drama on
the air. Although many refuse to
recognize the fact, it is true that the
average helistener's
ear appreciate
must be trained
before
can really
radio
drama. Before a listener can fully enjoy a radio play, he must learn to
"see" with his ears. He must learn
to sit before a radio in absorbed concentration. He must be able to rid himself of his home surroundings and enter
into the picture and the spirit of the
lines the actors are reading to him.
To do this he must co-ordinate his ears
and his imagination. The simplest way
to do this is to listen night after night
to the drama that is dispensed from
various studios, and as I remarked
above, the easiest drama to listen to is
a mystery play. This is due to the

fact that the action is rapid, the plots
are not involved, and the atmosphere
usually is such that it easily holds the
attention.
Writers of mystery dramas are asked
a hundred times, "Where do you get
your ideas for those awful plays?"
My own The
replycomplete
invariably
don't
know."
serialis,is"Iusually
the result of some germ of an idea
that has been fermenting in the back
of one's mind for some time. In the
case
the Dead"
all
I had,of to"The
beginCitywith,of was
the desire
to write a play about an old graveyard. The more I thought about it,
the better idea it seemed. And so when
the call came for this type of play, I
sat down and began to write. "The
CityIt ofmaytheoffer
Dead"a novel
was theslant
result.to the
uninitiated writer to know that a story
sometimes takes itself out of an author's hands and gallops along, he knows
not
whither.outIn what
"The might
City of bethetitled
Dead"a
I planned
"natural" first episode with a bang-up
climax for that particular chapter. But
lo and behold, when the last page was
turned
at all. out it wasn't what I expected
On the second episode, or chapter,
I began all over again, and once more
I set a definite aim for the second
climax.thing And
againthat
it came
out someelse. After
I simply
gave
up, and let events transpire when and
where they would, hoping to high
Heaven that along about the ninth or
tenth episodes episodes the tangled
web of circumstances would straighten
themselves out for a smashing finish.
And lucky for me, by some trick of
fate combined with some fast and furious thinking on my part at the last
dandy.
minute, everything came out fine and
The only
cusableexplanation
fractiousness on for
the such
part inexof a
story lies in the fact that as the story
progressed,
new and unexpected
opportunities for enlarging
and strengthening
the
original
plot
presented
themselves.
And each time this occurred the whole
story would take a flying leap off into
space and necessitate the seting of a
new course toward the inevitable end.
One of my peculiar wishes was to
have a detective hero of my very own.
Thus Captain Carter Post came into
being, in the serial "Captain Post:
Crime
Specialist."
beginning,
about all
I had was Inthe thename.
Week
by week. I pounded out the episodes
just in time to get them into the hands
[Turn toforPagethe45]week' show.
of the producer
RADIO DOINGS

A Heritage Fulfilled
Continued from Page 19
his choice of that branch of the service,
for he belongs to a branch of the family of Richard Henry Dana, author of
"two Years Before the Mast." While
he was serving his own two years before
that famed article, Harold was stationed
for a time in Boston. He learned that
the original Dana home was open, and
walked up the little old worn pathway
one day in his gob's uniform.
Harold still chuckles as he tells how
a quaint little lady met him at the door,
and upon his declaration that he was a
Dana also, took him into the front parlor and solemnly
huge, Dana
oldfashioned
Bible. produced
In it the aentire
family tree, past and present, was inscribed, and Harold got a thrill as he
saw his own name written there along
with the personnel of the California
branch of the family. Charles A. Dana,
great publisher, and other Danas, famous or obscure, but all "third cousins,"
Harold's hostess assured him.
When the war was over. Harold came
back to San Francisco, and the only
job he could get was selling pianos in
a local music store. It was worse than
picking olives, he thinks, now, because
although he enjoyed playing the pianos
and comparing their respective tonal

qualities
for customers,
he wasn't
good
at getting
their signatures
safelyso
on the dotted line. But he did manage
to continue his vocal coaching and pay
for it in this manner.
Then came his second opera star.
A "baritone contest" had been arranged by a San Francisco newspaper,
and Titta Ruffo was to be the judge.
Dana was one of the five candidates
who survived the preliminary tests. One
by one they sang, and Dana was last.
As he finished his final number, Bruno
Hahn's
"Invictus,"
Tittaan Ruffo
leaped
to his feet
and threw
arm around
his shoulder.
"I congratulate you!" the famous
singer told the hopeful one. "You are
theItwinner!"
was an exciting moment, and
changed
life. Heon was
literally Harold's
deluged whole
with offers
the
strength of Ruffo's glowing praise. He
accepted
one, aCoast,
six months'
concert
tour
of the Pacific
and then
returned
to San Francisco and made his radio
debut.
The microphone as a vocal medium
was
young,himandstrongly
many of
Dana'sit,
friendsstilladvised
against
telling him he would waste his talent

on an "experiment." But he made his
choice — and today he is one of the highranking figures in a profession to which
more and more operatic and concert
artists are turning every year.
In 1928, Dana joined the staff of the
NBC studios in San Francisco, where he
has remained ever since. When he first
sang before the microphone, in 1923.
he expected to leave it eventually for
grand opera. Now, however, he feels
that he has worked hard to perfect his
art in a medium in which it has virtually grown up. and that he would
miss the microphone if he ever left it.
"Radio is the most exacting stage
which "It
anyoffers
artista perpetual
can perform,"
heupondeclares.
challenge. Your voice must be kept at its
best, and your technique flawless. Tones
must be timed to the split-second, and
the microphone never softens a mistake
or gives a false value. Singing the
same roles over and over behind footlight would be dull compared to the
work in do in the Matinee along, with
all its different parts, acting as well as
singing. I like to be where things are
So perhaps Drama, looking around
for a young man to pursue, picked the
happening!"
right one!

Still More Chatter
Continued from Page 32
For years Ben Bernie has been trying to obtain one of the rare old genuine Savart violins, with no success.
Then the other night, as he turned from
the mike after his broadcast, someone
placed a violin in his hands. Some of
the members of the orchestra had discovered aSavart somewhere and presented itto the "Old Maestro." (Before
this goes any farther, for we'll be speaking of the "Old Maestro" often, please
remember
that heShould
reallyjudge
isn't about
old — really quite a kid.
32.)
•
Je3se Crawford, NBC poet of
the Organ, usually spends three
hours in preparation for his 15minute program.
•
Harry Jackson, whose "Whoa Bill"
Club and little pig have endeared him
to hundreds of children, is beginning
the new year right. He has added several embellishments to his afternoon
5:30 program over KFAC, and is being
sponsored by Bullock's. This is the first
RADIO DOINGS

lanta, Ga. But as luck would
time Bullock's has been represented on
have it, Bing is so busy that he
the air. So, congratulations, Harry —
will have to make his decision
•
congratulations, Bullock's!
from photographs sent to him.
Connie, petite member of the
That probably suits the wife betBoswell Sisters, has a hobby —
ter, at that. •
she's a sculptress.
Talk about church attendance! It is
For once in their lives Van and Don. estimated that around 12,000,000 perNBC's "Two Professors," looked serious
sons listen to the Columbia "Church of
when they read a fan mail letter not the Air," in which every denomination
long ago. It was from the wife of one is represented in the morning and afterof their ardent followers, who told them
noon periods.
•
that her husband, who had recently suffered the loss of a limb, had been reThe other evening two ladies
moved to a hospital and was unable to
approached Charlie Lung after
hear their morning programs as there
his program at KFWB.
was no radio in his room. Van and Don
"We've driven forty miles to
lost no time in telegraphing the hospital
see
tonight,"
and having a radio installed. So their
said.you"You
see we one
justofhadthemto
sick friends laughs • with them again.
settle our
argument.
tained there were more She
thanmainone
Bing has been chosen judge of
person acting the parts of your
a beauty contest sponsored by
Gang, and I had to bring her
the "Yamacraw," magazine of
'way up here to prove she was
the Oglethorpe University in AtPafi«' Forty-one
wrong!"

Laughing Gas
Continued from Page 9
was the matter with the horn — was it
broke?
/ wouldn't
was broken
...I
would
say itsaywasit merely
indifferent.
It sort of lost interest.
How do you mean, indifferent?
Well, here!
it just We'll
didn't have
give none
a hoot!
Here,
of that
College Humor in this court while I'm
Judge, or stand?I'llAll right,
give yougo Life
. . underon . with
yer
Ballvhoo.
You
didn't
see
the
farmer,
hey?
Yes, I saw him, but it was too late.
How
was anyouhour.
doin'?
Thirtyfastmiles
Put it down sixty, constable. Now,
1 11 talk to the sockee. Farmer, how
much did it hurt you?
W ell. judge, my car was . . .
Don't
damages
will be mention
allowed that
for car.
it. INoknow
that
car. You drive it with one hand and
hold it together with the other. What
else was hurt?
Well, I h-ad one of my best settin
hens on the back seat hatchin out some
eggs, and the shock practically ruined
her as well as the eggs.
her in here.
SetI don't
her upbelieve
thereit!on Bring
the bench.
She
don't look so bad. Well, label her
"Exhibit C," constable. What do you

news of the day.
Craver's odd vocation has a basis of
sound musical knowledge. Born in
Iowa, he was educated at the University
of Iowa. He also is a graduate of the
New Mexico Military Institute and during his school years he was accounted
a musical prodigy. The violin, banjo,
guitar,
'cello andhe
drums, harmonica
are some ofJews-harp,
the instruments
plays. He had his first professional
engagement at the age of ten.
On the vaudeville stage he played a
number of instruments in his act — he
always
workedstories.
as a "single"
— sang,
and toldhasfunny
He played
the
music halls of London, and the Canadian variety stage; was master of ceremonies in various picture houses
throughout the country, and appeared
on NBC programs broadcast from New
York for two years. Craver joined the
NBC staff in San Francisco in order
to "settle
down"Aliceas Craver,
he phrases
until Miss Jane
now it,seven
months old, gets a bit more mature.
Mrs. Craver is a former Los Angeles
girl, whom he met while he was making
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figger she's worth, Farmer?
I'd say two dollars as she is, and
ten dollars if she dies.
How do you figger ten dollars?
I've got an eight-dollar prize rooster
out on my farm thaCs right fond of
that hen, and if she dies the shock will
kill him, too.
We'll decide about that later. Stranger, how much damage was done to
yourThecar?radiator was smashed, the fenders crumpled, steering gear bent,
bumper twisted . . .
Here — take this card. Handy Dandy
Repair Shop. Best repair shop in Hemlock Corners. My brother-in-law owns
it. As the socker and the sockee, are
you ready to have sentence pronounced
on you?
Yes, yer ivorship.
Mr.lars forFarmer,
you ten dolthat henI'll. . award
.
But my car . . . my car!
Here, take this card — Handy Dandy
Repair Shop — best in town. Satisfaction guaranteed. Mr. Tourist, hand me
dollars.
—tenfive
dollars.Here you are, Mr. Farmer
you said you would award me
tenJudge,
dollars!
Sure — but five dollars is my commisMountain Williams"
Continued from Page 26
RCA-Victor records in southern California.
In interesting contrast to Craver, the
city-bred interpreter of Hill Billy songs,
is Ace Wright, the real hill-man of the
group. When Ace was 11 years old, he
knew "The Lexington Murderer,"
"Bury
and
similar Me
songs,Beneath
by heart,theandWillow"
by the time
he was 12 he was playing a fiddle at
dances for the princely sum of a dollar
and a quarter a night.
"Looked like big money to me," he
says today, with a twinkle in the merry
eyes which light up a ruddy, placid
face.
Ace was born in Paducah, Kentucky,
and luckily for his later career, his
father bought a farm in Missouri, then
moved to Arkansas, so the little boy
whose fingers could send music flying
from the strings of a fiddle, had a comprehensive experience in the hill country. Now he plays its music before the
microphone, and an unerring ear for
variations in dialect and regional differences insongs makes him a valuable
adjunct to the NBC group.

sion. Go on, you two — get out of here
—Biddy.
yer case is over!
All right, judge — wait 'till I get
You let "Exhibit C" alone! That's
property of the court. Go on, now,
git!
Whatconstable?
are ye doin' with "Exhibit
C" there,
Just movin her out of the way — what
are ye goin to do with her, judge?
I don't know. Can't leave her layin'
eggs all over the courtroom. Wouldn't
be dignified. I'll tell ye what! I was
goin' fishin at the close of court but
I've changed my mind. Take her down
to my house and put her in the pen
fer the time bein'. Er . . . er — by the
way, constable, why don't ye come over
fer dinner tonight? I recollect hearin'
the cook say somethin' before I left
the house this mornin' about havin'
chicken
and dumplin's fer dinner . . .
court's adjourned!
And so the traffic court at Hemlock
Corners is adjourned for another week.
Every
night at 7:15, "Laughing
Gas" isFriday
heard over KHJ. The
this hilarious rustic drama includesrestRay-of
mond Paige and his orchestra in novelty
musical arrangements, the Bluettes, Elvia Ellman, Bobby Gross, Bob Bradford and Roy Mace.

Johnny O'Brien, harmonic-player of
the quintet, has played his tiny instrument since he was old enough to hold
it to his lips. But it never occurred to
him that his hobby might prove his profession until a few years ago when he
heard a harmonica-act on the stage.
About the time radio programs took
definite shape, Johnny brought his harmonica toNBC's San Francisco studios,
and he's been there ever since. Notes
don't mean a thing to him; he plays
entirely monica"byby theear,"
his hargross,andas buys
he frequently
uses up three or four in one program.
Usually he carries several with him, and
gets a great thrill out of giving them
to the admiring,
small boys who gather
wherever
he is seen.
Johnny Toffoli, the accordion-player,
is a Hill Billy from Venice, Italy, which
may sound odd until you know Johnny.
He was just four years old when his
parents came to America, and he has
played the accordion fro mchildhood,
when he "worked out the combination
for himself" as he phrases it.
RADIO DOINGS

LOWDOWN
M. M. D., LOS ANGELES
Question — I would like to know about Nelson Case of KPO, San Francisco. Is he single, and how old is he? Please describe
much.
him, won't you? I hope I'm not asking too

THE

LOWDOWNLOWDOWN
VIRGINIA J., LONG BEACH
you tell
the man
whoQuestion
sings —theCanGerman
songsme onabout
the Feminine
Fancies program over KFRC? What other
programs does he sing with? Thank you.
Answer — You must mean Frederick
Bittke, Virginia. He also sings on the
Blue Monday Jamboree, and quite
often on the Hecker-H-O program on
Thursday nights at nine, and occasionally on other programs.
LOWDOWN
MRS. H. R. L., SOUTH GATE, CALIF.
Question
— Are
the Pearce Brothers married? Ifso,
to whom?
Answer
— Half ofAlthewasPearce
Broth-to
ers is married.
married
Audrey Carter about a year ago. The
other half, Cal, is a confirmed bachelor, and doesn't care who knows it.
LOWDOWN
A. C. L., HOLLYWOOD
Question — Can you tell me how long the
Happy-Go-Lucky
has beenHowon long
the air?
How
old ismarried?
NormanflourWhat
Neilsen?
has
he been
did he do before
entering radio? Is Hazel Warner married?
Answer — This, seems to be a big
order
for KFRC.
can'tcome.
helpTheit,
and
justButasonwetheythe
H. G.hereL. goes
Hour— came
air about
three years ago, as a Saturday morning feature only. It was soon moved
to an afternoon time, growing slowly
to its present popularity. Norman
Neilsen
years married
old, no three
more —yearsno
less. He ishas26 been
to Vivian Dun of Visalia, Calif. Before he entered radio, he was in musivaudeville. Hazel
Warnercal comedy
is alsoand
married.
LOWDOWN
MRS. C. L. K., REDONDO BEACH
Question — Can you give me any information
about why
"Mirandy"
Beverly
Billies?to
Also
did someof the
of the
boys Hill
go back
KMPC? Was it a friendly agreement with
Glen Rice? My whole family are ardent fans
and
truth. we are so anxious to really know the
Answer — "Mirandy" is just another
ofin the
GlenlastRice's
As weto find
said
issue,mysteries.
the only way
out is by asking Glen himself — but we
warn
you party
won'tsplit
findinoutthe much.
As foryou;
the big
ranks
of the Hill Billies, we understand the
disagreement was purely a financial
one. However, just between us, there
might be — now there might be, mind
you
littlemountaineers
bit of a feudare.— you
know— just
how athese
RADIO DOINGS

LOWDOWN
LOUISE K., FRESNO
Question — Is Robert Swan, of KHJ, married?
Answer
— Yep ! And has a daughter
about
eight.
LOWDOWN
MISS KATHARINE S., OAKLAND
QuestionCarter?
— Could What
I havewas thehis lowdown
Charlie
birthplace?on
And also please tell me where he goes to
schoolto inhearSanhimFrancisco?
I'd like
awfully
well
sing sometimes
without
his
"accent," wouldn't you?
Answer — According to Cal Pearce,
Charlie means
was "born
at home."
really
is that
he was What
born hein
San Francisco. He attends Polytechnic
High there. Haven't you ever heard
him
sing without his "accent" Katherine?
for him. He does quite often — listen
LOWDOWN
MRS. W. T. E., SEATTLE
Question
October magazine
article
about— InthetheHallelujah
Hour, youin your
said
that "Bobby Gross has gone the way of all
radio
flesh."overWhatsomeis meant
by that? Thank
Can I
hear him
other station?
— If you knew Dick Creeyou.don,Answer
the literary gentleman of KHJ
who concocted that article, you
wouldn't
the itquestion.
When Dickhave
says asked
anything,
usually
takes four college professors, two
stool pigeons and an ornithologist to
dope out exactly what Dick had in
mind. I think he merely mean that
Bobby Gross and Ted Osborne had
discontinued radio work, and had gone
into something else.

— Nelson
theAnswer
happiest
youngsingle?
hubby Haw!
you He's
ever
saw.
The too.
Case'sNelson
have two
veryblonde,
lovely
children,
is tall,
blue-eyed
about — let and
me seegood-looking,
— must be 24and
or 25is
now, I think.
LOWDOWN
SAMUEL R.. FRESNO
Question — Who plays the guitar between
numbers
when the Boswell Sisters are singing?

BEGINNING TONITE!
Famous humorist,
columnist and scenarist, will be Master
of Ceremonies.
MONDAY

FRIDAY

9:30 p. m. KFI
M-J-B
"DEMI-TASSE REVUES"

NOREEN

CAMMILL

Sends Season's Best Wishes
to Her Radio Friends
and
Best of Luck for 1932
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ART

MODEL

MOVIES!

In Your
Or

Own

Home

Studio

Alluring,
motion
Hollywood's
lect Beauties vivid,
and Artlifelike
Models,
and pictures
the wholeof show
belongs se-to
you. The film professionally produced in the studios of the
stars . . . Action pictures! Close up views! Vivid demonstrations ! All revealing and sparkling with nature's rarest beauty.
Thrills await you — read our special offer. BEFORE you had
to be "in the business" to see such scenes. NOW our special
introductory combination offer brings YOU both. The motion
picture film . . . "Seeing Things" and the genuine motion picture projector. The film alone worth twice the price . . . Don't
delay— Act Now! SEND COUPON TODAY.
"Seeing
Things"
Motion
Feature
chosen
for their
beautyA and
form,Picture
on parade
for of
you.Hollywood.
Needless toGirls
say
they
have
"IT."
Beauty,
rare
action,
thrilling
—
pep
through the entire fourteen gorgeous scenes. Be among theandfirstsnapto
see this thriller. Send in the coupon below.

Film
and
Projector
Marvel Movie Projector
$385
A marvel Movie Projector . . . Actual demonstration has
turned amazement into delight. Large, clear, steady picture. Steel construction, precision action, durable black
finish. Guaranteed full year by manufacturer.
Operation very easy. Uses home standard 16mm. safety
film. Packed threaded with film. Plug in any light
socket, turn
limited film crank,
sources. that's all. Complete instructions — UnFirst Time Ever Offered
Think of the fun you can have. Surprise and startle
that next party with a snappy movie show. One like they
have never seen before. Put on this big show in your own
home, club, or wherever you wish.
By all means while you have the opportunity get this
outfit now. And give hundreds of private shows.
MAIL THIS COUPON— NOW— WHILE THE OFFER IS STILL GOOD
Specialty Film Studios
Please send me EXPRESS (in plain sealed package) Movie pro"Seeing
ready to show film
jector
7
Dept.
647
Box
'
"
It
I cantransportation.
inspectThings."
same. If satisfied I pay express
San Francisco, Calif.
man $3 isg5 understood
plus few cents
Name
Send /Vo Money — Be Satisfied First Street
Clip Coupon Now — Mail Today
~
City
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Murder Will Out
[Continued from Page 40\
And as each episode appeared, the plot
developed stronger and stronger until,
about the seventh episode, the producer
and I had a REAL show on our hands.
From then on it was easy sledding, and
I sailed into the last hree episodes for
as smashing a climax as vou could ask
for.
In the present serial. "Dead Men
Prowl."' I knew what the end of the
Amos arrested for murder! What
sort of picklement will those two find
themselves in next? Since Jack Dixon,
the mysterious financier, was found
dead and the blame laid on Amos, letters have been coming to NBC thick
and fast. One of them was from a
firm of lawyers in Kentucky, stating,
"We would be pleased to defend Amos
for Dixon murder in Harlem."
Helen Charleston, the only feminine member of the Lofner-Harris
dance programs, has been singing
professionally since she was 16
years old.
Ted Lewis, high-hatted prophet
of the jazz age, saw Helen and her
brother, Milton, dancing together
and suggested that they accompany
him and his band on tour. Then
Helen began singing with the Lewis
band, then joined the Harry Carroll Vanities, and later Ken Murray. Helen is a native daughter
of Chicago.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
^ MUSIC COMPANY ^

RADIO DOINGS

story was before I started writing. As get a fairly good idea of a radioI write this, just two of the ten epi- writer's frame of mind. But whether
sodes are on paper. And if I were you have or not, it has been a swell
to do my best I still would be unable opportunity for this particular one to
to tell you exactly what is going to unload. And if you should be one of
happen in the other eight episodes — those who follow with us through
Men Prowl" here's hoping that
except the tenth and final one. That's "Dead
you get thrill for thrill with us who
pretty well fixed.
are
at
From this conglomerate mess of in- wave. the other end of the ether
cidents and ideas you may or may not
Chattercttes
John Wesley Holbrook, voted the
best voice on the air in 1931, is the
most surprised young man in America.
He started out as a ski-jumper, drifted
into banking and business instead, and
skidded into radio by a ruse. He went
to a Boston advertising agency and
offered to become its radio expert. Natural y, hewas thrown out. But he kept
trying, and finally rose from the ranks
and joined the staff of NBC. And now
he holds the American Academy of
Arts and Letters medal for good diction.

The Mills Brothers, that quartet of
singing negroes who play hot orchestral numbers without instruments, using
only vocal tricks and a guitar, came
into their own because of a hunch. When
they asked for a tryout, Ralph Wonders, director of the Columbia Artists'
Bureau, who has his share of unannounced visitors, played a hunch and
gave them a chance. They sang only
one number — Wonders didn't wait to
hear a second, but rushed them into the
president's office.
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These Are the Kind —
I am one of those fans who likes this
"Movie
Magazine
Air" better
than the
old RADIO
DOINGSof thein which
only programs
appeared and one or two pictures of artists.
Please send me a copy of the October issue,
containing the story about Gus Arnheim and
his artists.— ED. V., OLIVE
VIEW.
©
We Like to Get
I want to tell you how much I enjoy that
wonderful
magazineyou "RADIO
DOINGS."
am also sending
some questions
to beI
answered in LOWDOWN, about Nelson Case.
— M. M. D., LOS ANGELES.
•
Bing, Bing, The Battle's On!
I would made
like toabout
call your
misBingattention
Crosby toina your
Octobertake youissue.
You said that Bing was from Seattle, but as
a matter of fact, he comes from Spokane.
Am enclosing a clipping from one of the newsing: papers which you may be interested in read"How can Spokane get a copyright on Bing
Crosby?"
"That's
a problem W.
G. Oves,
the publicity-tourist
bureau
of thesecretary
Chamberof
of Commerce (Spokane) wants solved. Secretary Oves told the bureau that Seattle and
other communities are claiming 'a Spokane
boy
who
made good.'
members
agreed something
shouldThebe bureau
done about
getting
some
credit
for
its
honored
son."
— MARJORIE K., SPOKANE.
•
Vera Van Victims
I wonder if you would print some interesting facts in your great magazine about that
lovely new voice on KHJ— VERA VAN?
Our
crowdmaleallandare female).
just plain I "neurts"
her (both
first saw over
her
the night of the Queen contest at the Los
Angeles radio show. I kept KMTR tuned in all
the time
untiltimes
she toleftgetthereinformation
for KHJ. about
I've
tried
several
her,
but they don't seem to be able to find
out much.
I always read your peppy magazine, so hope
to see my letter answered real soon, as I am
very
interested. — GENEVIEVE T., WEST
HOLLYWOOD.
•
We'll Have To—
I am very much interested in your magazine and never fail to buy a copy of it.
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You

You never give "Van and Don, the Two
Professors"
on the
QuakereveryOatsmorning,
programanda
break.
I listen
to them
enjoy
their program
much. My children
look forward
to it eachso day.
We would all like to know something about
Van's and
Don'srealhistory
and seeAndtheirhow pic-do
tures. Are they
professors?
they dress? We would be interested in their
ages,
be looking for them! — MRS.
H. T. too.
0., SANI'll FRANCISCO.
•
See About This
Why don't you ever print a story on "Van
and
Professors"
and
enjoyDon,
them theeveryTwomorning
on the— weNBChearchain?
In my opinion, and that of my two boys and
husband, they are the cleverest pair on the
air,
and I'd DOINGS,
like so muchand toread
se pictures
them
in RADIO
all aboutof them.
Won't you have an article about them real
soon?
We enjoy your magazine so much and
haven'tFRANCISCO.
missed a single issue. — MRS. R. J. 0.,
SAN
•
New Cover — Pro
I just want to tell you how much of an
improvement we think the new front cover of
RADIO DOINGS is. It certainly is snappy,
and modern, too. I especially like the idea of
having
"Movie Magazine
Air"is displayed
so prominently
at the top,offorthethat
what we
call it, anyhow, most of the time.
We (my husband and I) enjoy every issue,
and
think it can't be beat!— MRS. C. T.,
POMONA.
And Con
What on earth did you want to go and
change the lovely cover on your magazine for?
When the other one first came out, it was just
gTand, and then you had to go and spoil it
all.
However,
think the
"insides" liked
are perfect, cover orI still
no cover.
I especially
the
storycansomeresttime
ago onthat"Seth
you
assured,
when Parker,"
he came andin
person to the Philharmonic I was right there.
He is the most marvelous radio personality I
know.
Another article I was delighted with, was
the one on Morton Downey in the last issue.
You can have your Bing Crosby, or Columbo,
but I think Mr. Downey has the loveliest voice
on
PARK.the air.— GRACE K., HUNTINGTON

Don't Like ItMaybe He Can't Help It
That editorial last month on "Second Hand
Crosby"
all of hiswasold sure
recordsright!
over Ifthetheyair keep
all theplaying
time,
pretty
soon
people
will
get
tired
of listening
to him when he does broadcast. I should
think
he would either make all records and not
broadcast, or else forget the records and do
radio work alone. After all, a popular singer
can't
forever,
in my career.—
opinion,
he is bejustpopular
shortening
his and
successful
R. E. F., SACRAMENTO.
Ain't You Listenin'?
some inof grammar?
these radioNearly
announcers
takeWhya fewdon'tlessons
every
night, I hear one or several of them make
some terrible errors, and they ought to know
better.
Last night an announcer on a big station
was speaking and pronounced
"in-com-PAR-able."
And many "incomparable"
simpler words
are
often mispronounced.
It's a shame
announcer
with a nice, mellow
voice, for
to getan
up and make mistakes any high school boy
wouldn't make.— BOB C, BERKELEY.
Doing Both Is Better
You know what? I think Ted White should
drop his radio work and go into writing. Not
that
think heoneisswell
a wonderful
but heI don't
is certainly
author. singer —
The article he wrote about popular music
ingladthehe November
dandy, for
and your
I'm
is going toissue
writewasregularly
magazine. And again let me make my first
statement clear — I think he is a marvelous
singer too!— A. J., PORTLAND.

Radio
PATENTS
TRADE MARKS
Secured in the
UNITED STATES
and
FOREICN COUNTRIES

R. S. BERRY
PATENT ATTORNEY
707 BLACK BUILDING
4th and Hill Streets
MUtual 6935
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA
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NOW—

MOVIES

HOME

—at

prices

everyone
can
afford

'5
0
200 Watt
400 Foot
Motor Driven

Projector

Convenient size, weighs only 3% pounds. Fast F3.5
Lens, universal focus giving accurate sharp pictures.
Monocular view finder makes sighting easy. Easy
winding spring motor. Film
register showing how much
^\ Pmm
film is being used andPrecision
audible J
QQ
footage meter
movement. Price

KEYSTONE
HOME MOVIE CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
a new sort of enjoyment. It will enable you to live
can bring Home Movies into your home at a
your life over again — on the screen. Get into the
■ total cost of only $85.00. Keystone Cameras and
habit of filming your experiences. In this way you
Projectors are fool-proof and trouble-free. For
create
a living biography — a living family album.
twelve years Keystone Movies have given satisfaction
Taking movies with a Keystone Camera is easy.
throughout the world.
Press the lever and the camera does the rest. They
are the perfect Xmas gift.
A Keystone Camera will bring you a unique thrill —
Distributed in Southern California by
1135 Wall Street

WESTERN

RADIO,

Inc.

Los Angeles

Get
unless

Your
you

Money

agree

that

this

new

WORLD'S
GREATEST
Here is the very newest development in radio
— a super-heterodyne with a world of power
and volume, constructed on the most modern
lines and condensed into a handsome cabinet
only 12 iches high. It has more selectivity than
most higher priced sets — it brings in distance
and tunes stations sharply. You hear every tone
clearly.
results with this new set
you never You'll
dreamedget possible.

24
$
ly
On
F. O. B. LOS ANGELES

Back
radio

is the

VALUE

95

— the lowest price
i n history
for a
Super-Heterodyne

!

Because we sell direct to you, eliminating
dealers and salesmen's commissions, you get
this set at practically factory cost. You be your
own salesman!
Use it 10 Days in Your Own
This new Senorita Super-Heterodyne is sold only by mail.
You merely sign and mail the coupon and it is shipped to your
home by parcel post. Just plug it in to your electric light
socket and then tune in stations you never heard before. Get
distant cities. Get local police shortwave broadcasts. Every
station will come in clear, sharp— —the tone will be a revelation
to you. Amazing volume.
Use this Senorita Radio all you want for ten days — give it
every test. Compare it with highest priced radios on the market. Unless you're absolutely satisfied that you get better tone,
volume and selectivity — then send it back to us and get your
money back! We want to prove to you that this is the best
looking and greatest value radio on the market today — and so
we make this unusual offer. You be your own judge. No
salesman will call.
You can't lose on this plan. So sign and mail coupon now.
Enclose your check for $24.95 — or authorize us to ship you
the Senorita C.O.D. and you pay $24.95 on delivery. After 10
Mail

Coupon

Now

for

FREE TRIAL

This Senorita Super-Heterodyne occupies less than one square foot of space.
Itsimple,
has a handsomeconstruction.
modern cabinet.
admire thetubes,
workmanshipmodern
and
It hasYou'll
powerful
Pentode compact
and Multi-Mu Tubes. Operates
onfive50-60
cycle 110 voltwithalternating
current.
All
ready
to
operate
no
extras
to
buy
for
only
$24.95
f.o.b.
Los Angeles the lowest price in radio history for a real superheterodyne.
Home Before You Decide!
days if you are dissatisfied for any reason — just put the radio
back in the box and return to us and your money will be
promptly returned with no questions asked. Could anything
be more
must have
a wonderful
dare
makefair?
such Wea liberal
sensational
offer. radio or we'd never
Sold on Guarantee of
Satisfaction or Money Back
l~ SENORITA RADIO CO.
1129 Angeles,
North Benton
1| Los
CaliforniaWay
new Senorita
Super-Heterodyne
10 days'
I and
If Send
I you
am menotwillyour
satisfied
the world's
radiofor$24.95
value
Ideposit.
will fren
refund myit ismoney
at once.greatest
I enclose
|I (If
no payment is enclosed, we will ship C.O.D.)
Name
' Address

! City

St«te

Announcing
a

personal

course

of

instruction

in

TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
By ARTHUR H. HALLORAN, Television Consultant
or radio

men

who

CATHODE
are

want
RAY

commercialized.

THE course consists of 30 lessons which
'explain mechanical and electrical
scanning, synchronization, generation,
transmission and reception of television
signals. Each lesson is accompanied by
problems to be answered by the student
and corrected and graded by the instructor before the next lesson is malied.
A working knowledge of the fundamental principles of radio and trigonometry is prerequisite to the course. Only
a limited number of enrollments can be
accepted, preference being given to
those who give evidence of a serious interest inthe subject. This course is conducted in co-operation with engineers

to be

ready

when

RECEIVERS

1932

s big

promise.

who have developed the cathode ray tube
for television purposes Its purpose is to
prepare men for employment in this new
industry wherein yesterday's science is
sales. being engineered for tomorrow'
today
The cost is moderate. A down payment of $5.00 brings you the first lesson
and four more thereafter as the problems
are answered. Similar $5.00 payments
bring each succeeding set of 5 lessons,
a total of $30 00 for 30 lessons. Mail the
attached enrollment blank with your initial $5 00 payment. It marks a turning
point in your career

ENROLLMENT
-<

BLANK

>ARTHUR H. HALLORAN,
428 Pacific Bldg., San Francicso, Calif.
Enclosed is $5.00 for which enroll me as a student in your course on Television Engineering. I understand simple radio principles and trigonometry and expect to complete the course
.STREET AND NO
NAME.
CITY...
STATE.

ART

MODEL

MOVIES!

In Your
Or

Own

Home

Studio

Alluring, vivid, lifelike motion pictures of Hollywood's select Beauties and Art Models, and the whole show belongs to
you. The film professionally produced in the studios of the
stars . . . Action pictures! Close up views! Vivid demonstrations ! All revealing and sparkling with nature's rarest beauty.
Thrills await you — read our special offer. BEFORE you had
to be "in the business" to see such scenes. NOW our special
introductory combination offer brings YOU both. The motion
picture film . . . "Seeing Things" and the genuine motion picture projector. The film alone worth twice the price . . . Don't
delay — Act Now! SEND COUPON TODAY.
"Seeing
Things"
Motion
Feature
chosen
for their
beautyA and
form,Picture
on parade
for of
you.Hollywood.
Needless toGirls
say
they
have
"IT."
Beauty,
rare
action,
thrilling
—
pep
through the entire fourteen gorgeous scenes. Be among theandfirstsnapto
see this thriller. Send in the coupon below.

Film
and
Projector

$385
Marvel Movie Projector
A marvel Movie Projector . . . Actual demonstration has
turned amazement into delight. Large, clear, steady picture. Steel construction, precision action, durable black
finish. Guaranteed full year by manufacturer.
Operation very easy. Uses home standard 16mm. safety
film. Packed threaded with film. Plug in any light
socket, turn
limited film crank,
sources. that's all. Complete instructions — UnFirst Time Ever Offered
Think of the fun you can have. Surprise and startle
that next party with a snappy movie show. One like they
have never seen before. Put on this big show in your own
home, club, or wherever you wish.
By all means while you have the opportunity get this
outfit now. And give hundreds of private shows.
MAIL THIS COUPON- -NOW — WHILE THE OFFER IS STILL GOOD
Specialty Film Studios
Please send me EXPRESS (in plain sealed package) Movie proBox 647, Dept. 7
to show film
It jector
is ready
understood
I can"Seeing
inspectThings."
same. If satisfied I pay express
San Francisco, Calif.
man $8.85 plus few cents transportation.
Name
Street
Send No Money — Be Satisfied First
Clip Coupon Now — Mail Today
City
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—A MODERN METHOD FOR ANALYZING THE PRESENTATION OF YOUR RADIO BROADCAST PROGRAM, WHILE
YOU ARE ON THE AIR.

NEW E★ LOOUWR PRIC

FOR 10$300
INCH RECORD
$500
for 12-inch record. Special discounts to clients
using our service regularly. Microphone electrical transcriptions,
made in our studios —
prices quoted on request.
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Radio Stations and SponsorsYou may now have a complete, permanent record — in sound — of your radio advertising
or program for future reference and sales purposes. Our new modern method, developed
by Bert B. Cottschalk, Hollywood sound engineer, enables us to make a complete recording of your program, whether 15 minutes or two hours in absolute continuity, without the
loss of a single word or musical note, by the use of multiple equipment. Our transcriptions, due to the Cottschalk Process, are permanent, and may be played indefinitely with
no diminishing quality. They can not be distinguished in tone or fidelity from standard
recordings formerly available only at prohibitive prices. Wire, write, or phone us your
assignment — we will promptly record it.
Radio ArtistsHear yourselves as your radio public hears you. Just think — we record your rendition
while you are on the air, enabling you to obtain a complete check on your work. Here
again, our reasonable rate makds it possible for you to make frequent AIR-CHECK transcriptions and be your own critic. All you have to do is notify us of the exact time of
your next air appearance, and we will do the rest. Immediately after your program you
can call for your transcription at our offices.
ELECTRO-VOX LABORATORIES, INC.
746 Bendix Building, 1206 Maple Ave., Los Angeles.
PRospect 1611
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THE past year witnessed the most stupendous
parade of important and interesting events
to be broadcast in the history of radio. A
brief resume of famous broadcasts during 1931
leaves one in awe at the wonder of it all. Briefly,
here are a few highlights from last year's schedule:
Premier Mussolini addressed Americans for the
first time, from Rome. First world-wide broadcast
from Vatican City, in which Pope Pius XI delivered his first radio address to the world, translated
by Marconi, inventor of wirelsee. Prince of Wales
spoke at the opening of the British Exposition in
Buenos Aires. British Grand National Steeplechase broadcast from Aintree, England. First
broadcast from the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York. Broadcast of a beating
human heart from Philadelphia. Discussions by
Ramsay MacDonald. President Hoover's gala Sunday programs for unemployment relief. OxfordHarvard debate by radio. Roll call of countries
celebrating
thirtiethacross
anniversary
of Marconi's
first
wireless message
the Atlantic.
Description
of Knute Rockne funeral. First broadcast by
Helen Keller. Address by King George V. Mahatma Ghandi's speech from London. World Series.
Student's
fromfrom
Heidelberg,
A trifllechorus
different
the old Germany.
home-talent —
weather report — and — phonograph days, isn't it?
And there's
to come.
day radio tooth
officials in bothmore
national
chainsEvery
are working
and nail to improve their programs, and capture
even
more interesting and world-important events
in 1932.
If we live to be as old as Methuselah, we'll never
fail to get a thrill out of the wonders of radio, and
those promised by television to come. Pick faults
with broadcasting, condemn it as we will, the fact
remains that when all is said and done, radio is
one of the greatest things on earth.
Television Advancing in the West
MURMURS of television for the public are
growing louder. Buffetted by gossip, rumor
and propaganda, television has long been, and still
is, in a questionable state. Recently, however, the
RADIO DOINGS

establishment of two television stations, engaged
in active broadcasting in California, brings it another step farther in the West.
Thoughrumored
there have
a half-dozen
licenses
on thebeenPacific
Coast, thisor ismore
the
first sign of actual activity in preparation for television broadcasting for entertainment purposes.
Don Lee, Inc., owner of the Don Lee System of
radio stations, is now broadcasting television for
an hour each evening. The broadcasts are purely
experimental, and no attempt has been made to
interest the public in them in their present state.
The images are received by wire, several feet away
from the transmitter, for convenience. Signals
for experimenting are in the form of parallel lines
across the televisor.
In Bakersfield, California, a station has been
built, and at the time of this writing, is going on
the air in a few days.
The experimenters are keeping their results
secret,
fairly before
safe to there
predictwillthatbe itenough
won't
be very but
manyit ismonths
entertainment value in television programs to
make the purchase of a television outfit appealing.
If we got a thrill over hearing our first squawk
through the headphone, what will be the reaction
when we can twist a dial and get an image in our
home
televisor?
don't
forget, upthetheli*l
old
radio will
still have And
its job
in picking
sound
that goes along with the picture.
Club for Radio Artists
About a year ago. a group of radio artists, talking picture entertainers, announcers, continuity
writers, and others of the ilk most commonly
found hanging about radio studios, decided that
they needed a social organization just as much as
any other profession has.
It was this crying need that gave birth to the
"Microphone
of Amrceai."
Its principle
aim
is to provideClubsocial
and convivial
association
among radio people, although on occasion, efforts
are made
to improve working conditions and business methods.
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Lacking a master-mind to lead the flock into
organization, the MCA lapsed into a coma that
lasted until a few weeks ago, when Jack Parker,
of KHJ, and others, took a new grip on matters
and began a huge drive to revive the club. Their
enthusiasm was contagious, and soon the ranks of
its members began flourishing anew.
The first necessity was a club house or hotel
where the club could hold its parties and which
would be a permanent hang-out for the members.
The idea of a hotel was soon relinquished, when
a wealthy benefactor offered to help them build a
club house in the Hollywood Hills. Plans for a
very attractive Spanish building were drawn up,
and work will commence soon on its construction.
Jack Parker, present head of the organization,
is also the founder, and has announced proudly
that plans are being made to form branch clubs
throughout the United States. Plans for banquets,
balls and other functions, at which both radio and
movie people will take part, are also being made.
Good luck, radio folk — your enterprise marks
another step in the advance of radio, both profes ional y and artistically.
Does Radio Affect Weather?
We were talking with a Western scientist and
inventor the other day, when the subject of weather and climate came up.
"Do you know," asked the scientist, "that it is
a growing belief that unusual changes and alterations in weather and climate are being brought
about by radio waves?
"Since the inception of radio a number of wellinformed writers have advanced this opinion, although most scientists refuse to give it serious consideration. Inthe past few years we have experienced some radical weather changes all over the
world, freak storms, extreme cold in places and
excessive heat in others. All have been more noticeable since the installation of high-power broadcasting stations.
"Radio transmission depends on rapid vibration of the ether with high-frequency electrical
discharges covering a wide range of wave lengths.
Broadcasting, apparently, creates some disturbance in the atmosphere. Ether, being a magnetic
medium, is doubtlessly disturbed by the bombardment of the magnetic atmosphere by radio transmission, having a tendency to throw it out of normal equilibrium. This might result in a slight or
violent atmospheric change."
Something We've Been Wondering —
Whether Russ Columbo isn't stealing a lot of
Bing's listeners .... Why the Blue Monday Jamboree isn't snapped up by one of the national chains
.... Where Walt Winchell gets all his informa.... and
Why Dill
somebody
sponsoringtionKolh
before didn't
.... Ifthink
Cecilof and
Sally
hadn't better look to their laurels and keep an
eye on Jimmie and Mildred of "Growin' Up" ....
Whether Charlie Hamp is ever coming back ....
When some of these smaller stations are going to
realize that they're paying too much for their
whistle — many of them are paying $75 a week for
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$25 talent . . . while some $75 artists have to
as interesting as having someone read the telephone directory aloud .... Announcers who can't
ad-lib insist on ad-libbing .... Who started this
log-rolling, or verbal backslapping among announcers and artists, and when will they realize
that it is boring .... Why it isn't just as easy
to say "car" as "caw" .... When somebody will
wake up to the fact that movie stars are using the
radio studios for cats' paws and easy marks for
free publicity . . . And a lot of other little matters
we can't get through our thick head,
take $25 jobs .... How long we're going to have
to put up with lond-winded classified ads . . . .
Who cares about dedication programs except the
one who hears his name read over the air — about
It's Opera Time for NBC
In the past year, it has become increasingly apparent that radio listeners are growing more and
more appreciative of classical music and operatic
composers. As common as jazz is on the air, its
prevalence, it would seem, does not come from
public demand, especially, but because it is the
most easily procurable type of entertainment.
This fact has been brought forcibly home to
the National Broadcasting Company, among
others, by thousands of letters, not only from
metropolitan cities, but from rural districts all
over the country, thanking them for grand opera
broadcasts and expressing appreciation for the
many fine artists which have appeared on its classical programs.
The Metropolitan Opera Annual Wagner Matinee Cycle, including the music-dramas of "Der
Ring des Nibelungen" will be broadcast over a
WJZ-NBC nation-wide network, beginning February 12. The Cycle, which will be presented in
addition to the regular Saturday series now being
broadcast, will consist of "Tannhauser," February
12; "Tristan and Isolde," Februarv 18; "Das
Rheingold," February 26; "Die Walkure," March
3; "Seigfried," March 11; and "Gotterdammerung," March 17. This Cycle, consisting of the
four
music-dramas
of "Der
des Nibelungen,"
is presented
each year
as theRing
outstanding
Wagner
event of its season.
Who's Your Favorite?
A few weeks ago, the Music Corporation of
America concluded an interesting contest, to find
out which were the most popular dance orchestras
and leaders. Some 260 editors, columnists and
writers sent in their choice and here's the result.
Whether you agree with the critics or not, the
following
maestros
selected
as America's
most popular
dancewere
orchestra
leaders:
Vincent
Lopez, George Olsen, Ben Bernie, Guy Lombardo,
Ted Weems, Fred Waring, Gus Arnheim, Paul
Whiteman, Rudy Vallee, Carleton Coon, and Joe
Sanders. Check up on them and see if you agree.
Personally, we think there are a few that should
have
been included, but then we wern't running
the contest.
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Sophistication and ' It'' Took a Back Seat in the Film Colony
When Seth Parker and His Little Troupe Showed Them a
Few Things About Showmanship and Box Office Appeal.
The radio star was not hailed alone
ATE never so comSOPHISTIC
pletely gave itself away as it did because of the character he so successrecently when Seth Parker visited
Hollywood to star in the RKO-Radio
Picture. "'Way Back Home."
In a town which is considered smart,
three jumps ahead of the latest fashion
and with ears that have heard all the
latest wise-cracks, Parker s home-spun
humor would seem to be tainted with
a ruralness that would prevent any of
the Hollywoodites from laughing. But
such was not the case: fun is fun anywhere and the cloak of worldliness
which enshrouds those who affect
sophistication pioved to be made of the
lightest tissue-paper.
In other words, Parker captivated
Hollvwood as he has millions of radio
listeners throughout the country. His
wholesale humor backed by the staunch
character of the folk he represents was
a force entirely too powerful for those
who scoffed.
The quaint homeliness of Parker s
broadcasts as reflected in "Way Back
Home"him charmed
and
won
hundreds theof movie
admirersfolkbehind
the scenes in the movie capitol. It
proved to nearly everyone that the rural
life of these United States still has a
w orld of meaning to even the most rabid
city dweller.
Seth showed little terror when he
faced the battery of cameras, lights and
microphones wich he admitted was very
satisfying as he has never completelv
overcome
microphone
Since
his first broadcast,
over "fright."
a small station
on a free program. Parker has always
felt a slightly shaky feeling when he
steps up to a ''mike."
"It isn't a lack of confidence.'' he explains, "it is the thought that my words
once spoken cannot be recalled for editing or revision: that a mistake is made
forever, and will ring in the ears of
countless listeners-in."
"Before the movie mikes I felt that a
mistake, although costly, could be
Parker in "If ay Back Homt
remedied and it held no terror for me."
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fully portrays nor for his humor, but
because he represents to most of Hollywood a type of entertainment which
legitimate motion picture producers are
constantly striving to put on the screen,
entertainment which can be seen and
heard by the whole family. He was respected bymoviedom's highest because
he has inated
proved
that
"dirt" the
can commerbe elimimpairing
cial value ofwithoutentertainment.
He didn't preach or lecture but let his
work catespeak
for itself.
He didn't
the injection
of some
pallid advofluid
into the veins of the movies to give them
a falseness untrue to life, but he did
show that life, portrayed as it is. need
not lack dramatic quality. As a matter of fact, he came to Hollywood with
a willingness to learn and found that
some of the most prominent men in the
industry would like to learn from him.
Parker believes that every other
branch of entertainment can take a fewr
lessons from radio when cleanliness of
material is under consideration. He
considers the radio a high type of entertainment and points to the fact that it
is rigidly
the business
self, from guarded,
those who bywould
turn it intoita cheap
side-show. success throughout
The tremendous
the country of his first picture prettv
definitely proves that the producers are
wise in striving toward screen amusementiallythatin adoesn't
vulgarity
espec-a
mediumstresswhich
has such
wide circulation.
Seth Parker was born in Bangor.
Maine, and despite the age of the character he portrays, is a young man in
his thirties. L nder his real name of
Phillips Lord, he adds another talent
to that of radio and motion pictures; it
is writing. He feels a great satisfaction
in the fact that his writing started before his broadcasting and was accepted
on its merits rather than because it was
signed
by a famous
whichif he
thinks would
have beennamethe— case
he
had started writing after he became a
nation-wide radio favorite.
Today, in an age pictured as supersophisticated, countless thousand journey by way of NBC networks to Jonesport.
to neighbors.
meet Seth There
and "Ma"
Parker Maine,
and their
they
find an evening of hymn sings, melodeon outmusic
creed. and simple talk of God withThe simplicity and sincerity of Seth
Parker has won him a place in American life comparable only to Amos V
Andy. Both depict, in a natural way.
the fundamental characteristics and
philosophy of a people. They live in
reality for their listeners.
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Myrt
Page Ten

and

Marge

Maybe you think Myrt (left) and Marge are just
kidding about this chorus girl business! After one
look at this, if Zeigfeld doesn't sign them up, he
ought to have his head examined. Such eyes!
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Five Years Ago Myrtle Vail Retired From the Show Business, But a Sudden Inspiration Brought Her Out of Seclusion
Into the Spotlight of Radio — Her First Rehearsal Was Also
Her First Appearance Before the Microphone!

imentalist!
ILeED sent
HARDBOThos
seemingly conflicting
adjectives were used by one
radio critic in describing Myrt. central
figure in the Myrt and Marge etherwave serial, now heard five nights a
week over the Columbia Broadcasting
System.
Myrt has been lifted bodily from the
theatrical back-stage. Her creator, the
writer of the script, knows whereof she
speaks. She is Myrtle Vail. who. in
her own language, has been everything
from a prima donna to a "nut" comedienne. In addition to writing the
script she plays the Myrt role.
A glimpse into the past of Miss Vail
is a glimpse into the life of Myrt of
the radio show. Born in Joliet, 111..
Miss Vail was just fifteen years old
when she decided the footlights were
more important than history and algebra. To think was to act, and before
school was opened the following Monday the name of Myrtle Vail had been
added to the list of ladies of the chorus
in a musical comedy then plaving in
Chicago.
More musical comedy, stock and
vaudeville. Then, about ten years ago,
Miss Vail discovered she could write as
well as act. In vaudeville at the time,
and already in the ranks of the headliners, she started turning out her own
skits. Soon the Vail play-mill was turning out so much material that there
was a surplus for sale to other actors.
Five years ago she retired for
thought she did). Living in a quiet
Chicago suburb, she aided in the directing of local talent plays — club affairs
and the like — and listened to radio dramas. Never had she been in a radio
studio, and yet, somehow, she was intrigued bythose radio dramas, intrigued
and sometimes disappointed.
It was in one of these latter moments
that she remarked to a group of friends
RADIO DOINGS

one evening: "Any idiot could write a
skit like that!" And when the company left that evening Myrt sat down to
prove her point. At 3 :00 a. m. she was
still proving the point. At 5:00 a. m.
the first three episodes of Mvrt and
Marge were on paper.
The Wrigley company had been the
target for just about every newborn
radio idea in the Windy City for more
than a year, so for the Wrigley company headed Myrt. It was known that
this concern spent millions in advertising, but for some two years radio had
been left out. Representatives of the
company had rejected more radio ideas
than probably any other one industry
in the country. If Myrt had heard about
that
she she
didn'tstormed,
care. and
Into she
the sold
Wrigley
portals
the
show. Her first glimpse of a radio studio cameheadquarters
when she entered
Chicago
for theColumbia's
rehearsal.
Ask Myrt now which is the toughest
proposition, writing for radio or for the
stage, and there is no room for doubt in
interpreting her words:
"Writing for the radio is the toughest game in the world." she will tell
you. "It's like trying to put over a
stage play with all of the actors handcuffed and in false-faces, or with the
lights off altogether. Words, and words
alone must tell the storv."
But despite these difficulties. Myrt
continues to turn out five episodes each
week, spend several hours in rehearsals, and act the script before the microphone ten times each week. Mvrt
and Marge is presented at 7:00 p. m.
EST for stations in the east, and again
at 10:45 p. m. EST for stations from
Chicago west.
Donna Damerel. every bit as young
as the voice indicates, plays the part
of Marge. The skit is unique in that
there is no doubling, no playing of two
or more characters bv one actor. There

Introducing Misses Myrtle Vail
Donna Damerel. smiling their
chewing gum smiles — a pair of
live girls, doing a big job, well,
the troupers they are.

and
best
real
like

is an actor, or an actress, in the flesh
for every character before the microphone. Most of them are stage vets.
Otis Gordinier plays the part of Hunt,
the
of "Pleasures
of 1931"'in
(the producer
title has not
yet been changed
keeping with the new year). Billie. the
hard-boiled one. is played by Eleanor
Trent, daughter of May Trent, a famous
soubrette in the days of Maggie Mitchell. Gwen, the "dumb Patsy" of the
chorus, is played by Patricia Ann Manners, remembered by the theatrical audience as Gretchen in "The Student
Prince." The part of May is played
by Dorothy Day. Vinton Haworth,
whose voice vou may have remembered
as the announcer for The Three Doctors, isArnold.
Karl Way plays the part of Houston,
the tough gangster. Ray Hedge plays
the effeminate Tiffingtuffer, and he
does everything but chew tobacco in the
studio to eradicate the impression created by his part.
Myrt
manner: explains her inspiration in this
"I guess
who has
was wanted
ever con-to
nected witheveryone
the theatre
write plays, the call boy, the stage carpenter, and even the ushers. Myrt and
Marge was in the formative stage for
years. I always wanted to write about
the people I knew best ... a play about
people who make plays, something I
could do without reference books."
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Miracle

Man

of

SOUND
CFfCCTS
by
Here's
Artificial
That Area Man
More Who
Like Can
the Create
Real Noises
ThanSounds
They
Are Themselves — Far From An Easy Job.

George Turner
CHARLIE FORSYTH
e for
respo
RADIO
ionnsibl
kablebeenevolut
a remarhas
in sound
y"
— terme
es Forsy
th, dof"radio
by Charleffects
KHJ, scener
and the
absence of the visual explains the development. The new necessities for illusion, a new kind of appeal to the
n,
imaginatio have taxed ingenuity as
never before, and there are literally
ions whichd
hundreds
of Forsyt
ates h'sandinvent
have
no duplic
yet are neede
in the varied programs of radio. His
collection consists of more than 3,500
different sound appliances.
Since the days of Aeschylus, when an
off-stage clashing of swords or the
tramp of feet constituted the Alpha and
Omega of sound effects, development in
this art has been gradual until the present generation. Now we have such bewildering imitations as the hiss of a
snake, the trumpeting of an elephant,
the falling airplane, the freight handtruck and even grinding in a hollow
tooth. Think of any sound you ever
heard or might hear and sound effects
engineer Charlie Forsyth digs up some
mechanism that will simulate it.
Contrivances used by the up-to-date
broadcasters are infinitely more scientific than those employed elsewhere, this
being true of such familiar sounds as
thunder and rain, in testimony of which
instruments of the latter kind operated
at KHJ have been borrowed more than
once by Hollywood motion picture technicians. Thus, radio is setting a new
pace for other dramatic entertainment.
Time was when off-stage soldiery sounded like impatient gallery guards, and the
Page Twelve

whinny of a horse might have passed
for a mewling infant. The public became accustomed to stretching the imagination during moments of suspense
and forgave shabby imitations of
sounds
Forsyth's invention for marching men
consists of a board with about fifty little hammers, so synchronized that the
illusion is perfect. One need not have
served time to note the accuracy of the
jail door sound — produced by a heavily-made door in miniature, of the exact
pattern of those in penal institutions.
Forsvth came naturally by his unique
talent. As a small boy he was fascinated by theoutfit.
traps Those
used inwerehis thefather's
drummer's
days
when the up-to-date theatre drummer
spent his odd hours and spare quarters
rounding up animals calls, sand-paper
blocks and other obbligato noises that
served, so nicely in burlesque shows.
The more the orchestral pit was cluttered with traps the greater the prestige
of Mr. Drummer. After performances
Charles would worm his way to drum
side and sample all the sounds within
reach. He would spend hours under the
spell of weird noises and almost daily
had to be corralled for dinner.
In 1908 Forsyth was operating a projection machine at the old Empire Theatre in Oklahoma City, the first movie
in town. From his booth in the gallery
near the ceiling he constructed about
fifteen different sound effects to accompany the pictures. By means of ropes
and wires extending to the stage, and a
list of cues, he managed to introduce a

doorbell, a burglar alarm, a fire gong,
a cannon shot and other sounds. After
a few years in theatre management,
Forsyth was employed by the American
Photoplayer Company to devise methods of putting sound effects in photoplay organs. This was in 1915, during
the San Francisco fair. These contrivances involved the use of pull straps
and buttons and are still to be found in
some of the small movie houses.
Being a clarinet player, Forsyth joined Paul Ash's orchestra in 1921 and the
following year became a band leader
himself, appearing in San Francisco and
Oakland until 1925. The following
year found him in radio work and he
began to concentrate anew on sound effects, foreseeing a new field. Also,
talkies were looming on the horizon.
He got his trunk-full of apparatus out
of storage and spent as many hours as
possible testing sonds before the microphone. His efforts to interest motion
picture producers proved difficult when
the sound pictures came, for the policy
of the studios was such that $1,000
would be spent experimenting on some
effect likely as not to be discarded rather than to call in the specialist and pay
him $100 to duplicate the actual sound.
That Forsyth had developed a kind
of sixthvance howsense
in determining
ada mechanism
would insound
when reproduced seems evident from
the success of his inventions. His experiments revealed the fact that not
many fundamental sounds were actually needed, but that it was the combination ofthese and their different employment that served, as through changingtiona soundboard
or altering the posibefore the microphone.
"It's the ensemble that usually makes
the effect,'"
Forsyth.
are
minor
sounds says
in nearly
every "There
case which
the listener fails to realize that he is
hearing. Ask someone what he heard
in an avalanche and he will name the
rumbling of rocks. But let a lot of
(Turn to Page 45)
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Take a good breath before
)ou start on this list of sound
collection.
Here'sin aForsyth's
few of
effects
gadgets
them shown at the left: Back
ground — Wind machine
cannon drum, thunder sheet
falling
airplane,ocean
machine
gun.
locomotive,
surf
windlass, roulette wlieel, car
riage wheels, rain machine
glass crash, jail door, com
edv automobile, door locks
bolts, latches, creaking
stairs, mantle clock chimes
wood crash, fire bells
marching soldiers, boat whis
ties,
bark, turtle
con dove
moo
chickendogcackle,
crow caw. horse whinny
bridle rattle, crackling fire

His Work

s One

IhoIIh r— and

Fake

After

He's Proud

foot falls
in snoiv
good
one),
sivord(that's
duel,a
steam winch, tire blow-out.
whip crack, cork pop, volcano, dental engines, lion
roar, pig grunt, skating rink,
baby cry, cowboy boots and
spurs,
stampede
and
about cattle
3,000-odd
more— that
we haven't room to name. If
there is anything on earth
that makes a noise, be assured that Charlie lias its
counterpart at KHJ.

of It!

Just part of Charlie Forcollection
of 3475
sound syth's
effect
instruments,
which he has acquired during the fifteen years he has
been experimenting. Now
we don't ivant to be old
meanies. or anything, but
just hoic many of them can
you count? With Forsyth,
this sound effect business
isn't just a racket — it is actualtenty ascience.
isn't con-a
with simplyHe making
sound like a slamming door
— he has to include the
sqweek of the hinges, the
rush of air and rattle of the
knob — a whole combination
of sounds that are actually
present ivhen a door is slammiraclemed.man —That'she why
leaveshe'sno a stone
unturned to find a noise like
a stone being unturned.
RADIO DOINGS
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For

He's

a

Jolly

Good

FELLOW

In His Plane, "Spirit of Imagination," Li' I Joe
Warner Soars Out Over the World, Dropping Interesting Bits of News and Good Cheer for Everyone— Meet Li'1 Joe.
By Michael Kelly

them to New ^ ork in one flash! Then,
Then, selecting those phases from the
with a hum of his airplane motors, he lives of people of all creeds and nationalities which would awaken only the
lands them in Manhattan, perhaps to
best and most sympathetic feelings in
the
tune
of
"East
Side,
West
Side,*'
for
other persons, he started out with his
a peek at the news.
And thus, skipping like lightning "Jolly Journal." which is now heard
nal."
"v\
ith
the
avowed
purpose
of
making
other people happv. Joe s success in from one part of the world to another, nightly over KNX, in Hollywood.
this human endeavor is exceeded only Li'l Joe shows life to his companions
When pressed further for his reasons
by his obvious delight in radiating via the way he sees it!
in choosing only the clean, genuine side
of
human nature for his portrayals, he
the microphone his whimsical concocStarting in radio in 1922, following
tion of joy ... of whose ingredients a notable vaudeville vareer, Joe first declared with an irresistible look of
he makes no secret.
appeared over KYW in Chicago. There mixed humor and pleading:
Holding to the idea that humor can he became known as the first real dia"You know . . . I've got four little
children . . . my four little microphones.
penetrate where gloom could never lectitian on the air.
reach. Joe is able to cover vast distances
Well, beI just
of figRaised in the Ghetto of Chicago, he I calluredthem!
that it would
muchsortnicer
for
in no time at all! And so. in his air- became
familiar with the different diathem
if
people
could
say
that
their
lects in that hybrid human melting pot.
plane.
"The
Spirit
of
Imagination."'
he
hops from one spot in the world to an- And his ingenious manner of using these daddy gave a really clean and friendly
other before you could say "knife!" varied interpretations of the English description of life instead of something
. . . presenting the merry side of life language without casting ridicule upon that was mean and horrible!
to his companions.
the people to whom they belonged won
Incidentally, speaking of Joe's four
He avoids horrible or suggestive news the hearts and sympathy of all his lis- little microphones . . . they were responsible for his airplane hum signalike the plague, and treats his friends to teners.
ture. Here's the way it all happened:
a humorous pigeon's-eye view of the
Hitting
"Big
Time"
at
NBC,
he
beJoe was always teasing the little ones
dean, wholesome events which transpire
came known all over the country for his
about playing a trick on them some
every day in old Mother Earth's back role of Merry Rosenberg, of the "Smith day.
One afternoon, while clowning
yard!
Family,'
daily bits on the NBC in the NBC studios before going on the
and and
Homehis Hour.
Joe will tell you with a broad smile Farm
air,
he
a mike making
and imi-a
that sordid matter of any kind will altatedwalked
the hum ofoveran toairplane
natural curiosity, mingled with
ways arouse the worst in men . . . an Joe's
equally natural kindliness toward his
whether it be bitter controversy, dis- fellow beings, led him to wonder what landing. To Joe's utter consternation,
like, or morbid curiosity. But the clean, sort of program has the most vital and theButmikeofficials
was "hot!"
in the studio thought the
sparkling side of life, quoth he, cannot lasting appeal to a radio audience. He imitation so clever
that he was asked to
excite anything but a pleasant reaction decided after much thought and inves- do it over the air. He finally adapted
in his audience.
tigation that the subject which proved it to his program as an appropriate sigExplaining to his friends that radio most fascinating was news . . . news nature.
waves travel at the rate of something about what other human beings were doAnd there
you have
Li'l through
Joe in a life,
nutlike 360,000 miles per second, they are
shell! Smiling
happily
ing around them and in other parts of
not at all surprised when Joe swishes the world!
and always thinking of someone else!
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6:30 to 6:45.
EACH
to thefromfaithful of KNX
bring?night,
a new attraction in the person
of Li 1 Joe W arner and his "Jollv Jour-

Lii
Joe Warner has the idea that humor will penetrate into the deep fastnesses of human nature that gloom will never reach, so in his
imaginary airplane he scoots around the
ivor Id presenting the merry side of life in a
clean, wholesome, happy-go-lucky manner.
We're all playmates to Joe.
RADIO DOINGS

Joe

Warner
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Spick and span in
their snappy ivhite
uniforms and black
and gold braided
caps, the members
of Hal Robert' s
"Liberty
heard
on KHJ.Band.''
dress
as carefully for
their radio broadcasts as they do for
a pub ance.
lieBelowappearLieut.
Harold William
Roberts, youthful
band maestro, and
leader ofous six
bands. fam-

All
To

Dressed
Co

On

The

Up—
Air!

Hal Roberts and his KHJ Liberty Band Are as Parby
ticular about their Uniforms Before the Sightless
Raine
Mike as Though They Were on Parade — and
Bennett
Here's Why.
I have seen a whole set of brasses
quickened for instantaneous response, thrown
into convulsions and lose its
and results are spontaneous.
'lip'
through
"Band music must be keyed to the a rainbow shirttheonsudden
the chestapparation
of the tubaof
r public
, whethe
Englishman
ear, and tuned to the public
THEheY is insay thean sands
Sahara, heart.
of the
Orchestras can afford to be lan- onplayer;
and I've
die
my hands
at theseen
sighta ofsaxaphone
a Piccadilly
or the swampy jungles of an
Pastoral themes, andantes and collar.
Amazon forest, will array himself in adagios guid.
are often superb in symphonic
his best and "dress for dinner"- — rendition; but a band, with few excep"We take no chances. Our uniforms
though his best may be only a ragged
tions, must throb with the beat of are smart, new. fresh and pressed for
ees,
and dinner a can of marching legions.
pair and dungar
stew.
service." in the light of this,
It is interesting,
"Action is expected from band mu- immediate
Hal Roberts, band master extraorsic, not. meditation.
to know that Harold William Roberts,
dinary, had something like this in mind
"If an engagement finds one of my surprisingly young, maintains six of the
when he ordered his Liberty band, one groups
assembled in a radio studio, the
distinguished hands on the coast,
of the six organizations of which he is situation and the fact that they are most
all
under
his personal supervision. His
leader, to appear at KHJ in full uni- heard but not seen by the public, make 160th Infantry Band has become known
form. Itwasn't for the benefit of the no difference. Uniforms are not worn as the "Governor's Own," while his
studio staff, nor for the visitors in the through compulsion, through it is a Elk's Band is known wherever "Hello
studio auditorium that he did it.
fixed mentregulation,
but bythemselves.
common agreehas been heard. His Liberty Band
of the musicians
They Bill"
"It'sertspsychological,"
Lieutenant
Robhas been recently organized for broadcontends. Experience
has proven
acknowledge
a
direct
benefit,
and
expurposes. And who in the
that musicians play better in uniform
perience a unifying reaction which West hascasting
not thirlled to the marching
might
be
demoralized
by
the
presence
because they feel better. I don't mean
his colorfulof "Trojan
to imply that uniforms are more com- of thirty warring and conflicting neck- songs
of
theofUniversity
SouthernBand,"
Califortable tothe wearer than civilian at- ties.
fornia?
tire, but when a man is in uniform
"I once knew a piccolo player who
Here
is
a
man
who,
apparently,
has
physically, he is in uniform mentally; jeopardized his standing in the musical
{Turn to Page 37)
he is on parade, receptive to discipline. profession by wearing an Alpine hat.
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Captains
BILL
With a Medal-Strewn War Record Behind Him, Captain Bill Royle, Popular
NBC Matinee Artist, Brings a Colorful
and Varied Career to Radio — Living
Almost as Many Roles in Real Life as
He Does on the Air.

THERE rare so many sides to the
characte of the big, dark, goodlooking chap who strides about
the corridors of the San Francisco
studios of the National Broadcasting
Company, that introducing Captain
William Royle is a difficult job.
There's
Captain
Bill,NBCof
course
— thetheoneradio
audiences
of the
Matinee, Associated Spotlight and a
dozen other programs love to hear, but
sometimes fail to recognize, owing to
the fact that he does every known dialect to perfection.
There's
the pilot
aviatorwhose
Captain
Royle;in
quiet, poised
presence
an airplane brings security to your
heart if you happen to be a nervous
passenger.
There's the teacher
Captain Royle — flying
instructor unparalleled, in the estimation of
a dozen or so NBC
stars whom he has
taught to fly, and of
unnumbered other folk
including two Jesu
brothers from the Un

CAPTAIN BILL—
Stepping out
I versity of San Fran| cisco, even now flying
over some Alaska
waste, and Mrs. Royle,
I who was his pupil and
I earned some altitude
laurels on her own ac1I count.
And speaking of
CAPTAIN BILL-Mis. Royle, there's the
husband and
As "Snou bair devoted
proud parent Captain
Royle. who is waiting
anxiously for warmer weather so that
may take five-months-old Bill Junior
on his first airplane ride.
But you
war-timeto
Captain
Royle.can't
muchforget
as he the
is willing
let the matter drop. Flying instructor
in the French flying Foreign Legion.

RADIO DOINGS

CAPTAIN BILL
royal entertainer of wounded soldiers and
athletic director for American troops in England after the war —
Better take the Captain Bills in order.
They start in England, where the NBC star
was born. His family brought him to the
United States while he was still in grammar
school, however, and he looks on the Pacific
Coast as his real origin. Athletics of all kinds
claimed him from high school on, throughout his whole college career. He was a memMultnomah
Club's ice
hockey
team berofof the
champions
in Portland;
he won
the
Northwest Diving Championship in 915; and
played
water
polo,
football,
and
a
dozen
other sports.
He had his first airplane ride in 1914, in a
now-quaint contraption of the Curtiss Brothers, in which he and the pilot sat side by side,
after a loaded strut had been removed to
make room for the youthful passenger, who
then and there decided that aviation and
nothing else would be his career. In which
decision, he didn't take radio into account.
His flying hopes never wavered, however,
and unlike many other young enthusiasts he
didn't mind starting on the ground. He took
a course in the theoretical school at the University of California, which may or may not
have something to do with the perfect understanding which seems to exist between Bill
Royle and practically anything which can be
made to leave the ground.
When the world war came, he was one of
the
to enlist
in theto Legion
D'Etrange.
wherefirstaviators
learned
fly by the
simple
means of trvinsi. Students went up once with
{Turn to Page 43]
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They

Stumbled

Upon

The Boswell Sisters. Petite Priestesses of Rhythm, Began
Their Careers W ith Dignified Classical Music, Until One
Day When They Happened to Syncopate Brahms.
hung about
blackin hair
CLOUDS
slender offaces
the Garbo
manner— friendly dark eyes — and
sting
s,
three red contra
mouth which
form rhythmic syllables for a rhythm,
hungry world: the Boswell Sisters.
A French heritage and a New Orleans background are responsible for
their gestures — perhaps even for colorful, sudden hints of temperament.
A young man told me not long ago
that listening to their melodies was
"simply
at his
college. they
And
so.
to bea religion"
collegiately
colloquial
areAs"just
the
nuts."
a matter of fact. Connie. Martha
and \ et Boswell stumbled upon rhythm,
for their musical careers were begun
with the dignity of Brahms and the
charm of preludes and sonatas. Mr.
and Mrs. Boswell. who were musicians
themselves, taught Connie, their eldest,
to play a miniature violin-cello constructed especially for herself : Vet was
assigned to the violin when she could

I'afi<- Eighteen

by Sabina Applegate
barely
ABC's;
small a Martha wassay
liftedher upon
a seatandbefore
fullsized piano.
Everything they did — from their
earliest memories — they did together.
They were satisfactory playmates, finding adequate amusement within themselves ;thev practiced long hours together by the piano, forming an infallible foundation for their present cooperation. They really know each other
as only three people can who have lived
in the same home, done the same things,
and tion—focused
music. their energies on one ambiDuring their school days they appeared at various entertainments around
town
and
it wasn'tBoswell-conscious
long before all (and
New
Orleans became
vou must remember this was even before their lapse from classic music).
They made quite a picture — three dark

Rhythm
haired girls. looking very much alike:
with the same impulsive blending of
tempo.
Then something very significant happened: Mr. Boswell. their stern guardian angel, went to Florida. Connie irresistibly kicked over the traces when
she wangled a fond relative into presenting her with a saxaphone. By similar maneuvers Vet obtained a banjo —
and Martha found satisfaction in transforming the piano which had hitherto
been caressed by Bach preludes ; into
an instrument infinitely disturbed bv
jazz rhythms.
Mr. Bosw-ell returned to find three
young damsels who had sedately rendered Brahms to his music-loving years
— doing heaven knows what to the family piano. He raised his eyebrows and
did his best to present a reasonable objection: but his foot was tapping out a
syncopated beat along with his three
daughters
before he had that dreaded
"lecture" assembled.
About this time something else happened. Connie and Martha and Vet
often spent their leisure hours painting
together. In this period of relaxation
they found themselves irresistibly humming and singing the tunes they plaved
on their instruments. Between humming
and singing intermittently together the
effect charmed and delighted them.
It was not long before they tried
their vocal harmonies upon the family,
who were somewhat amused — and finally to a local audience who were delighted almost to a frenzy of "What
willWhat
thesethey
girlsactually
do next?"
did next was to
enter upon their first vaudeville engagement near New: Orleans. It was as
a tie-up with their first stage work that
they first met the microphone. It took
no longer than it would take you or I to
say "Jack Robinson" before all three
girls were radio favorites, and along
with this precedence came offers from
towns further away than they had dared
hope to visit. But their parents, feeling
that the girls were still inexperienced,
confined their radio and personal appearances tolocalities in the vicinity of
New Orleans.
One day. however, an irresistible offer came from Chicago. One week later.
September 14. 1928 (Vet remembers all
the dates) — intheythatleftcity.for a six week's
engagement
Inasmuch as they had been the pride
of "N'Awlins". the girls, still in their
teens and wistfully expectant, rather
(Turn to Page 39)
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Some

of

kiy

BEST

FRIENDS

thing hut love songs! Why? Because
these songs and the crooners who send
them through the microphone are "low,"
"degenerate" or "immoral," to quote
Cardinal O'Connell? Hardly. Think
hack.
Were you in love when you were
Another I merest inn Article by Mr. White. In
twenty
if not —andwh) moral
not ?
Thoseyears
whooldsee— and
calamity
Answer to Cardinal O'Donnell's Scathing Dein the honest expression
nunciation ofSoft-Voiced, Romantic Radio degeneration
of love lyrics seem a bit hysterical to
Singers.
me.
To feel state
like "A
Prisoner
Love"
is a normal
of mind
for ofNineteen
sounding voice pleased or irritated him, and Twenty, and always has been. The
he remembers it.
only difference between the boys and
Personally, I believe the enemies of girls of today and those of other times
crooners mistake their distaste is that the present-day ones take their
for the marked sentimental- tumultuous emotions of falling in love
ality or downright flesh- or out of love, with good-natured carelinesshatred
of today's
les nes — on the surface, at least.
by
o f songs
those
studying biology and psywho sing these They've been
chology, and they have an academic
Ted
\
frank ex- idea of what it's all about. When
White
sions of "You're My Everything'' or "Take All
Of Me" emerges from the loud speaker,
look are
at each
other singing
and blushit.
p r e s- —theytheydon't
usually
too busy
along
with
the
radio
artist,
or
dancing
LARDNER
to it. Songs which express the lush
RINtoGldfortreunceatntely ofiran
un
pa of
sentiment
they are
wouldn't
admit toforwhich
worlds,
their
wonderful singers who were
favorites.
too homely fot r musical o comAnd Don't
youth we
mustallbe do
served!
edy and unfi for radi work
our
because the man couldn't sing
Page
jobs, whatever they
o . and the girl couldn't
an
pr
so
sing bass
Of course, Lardner was just be[Turn to
ing his satirical self. The transposition of vocal qualities which is so evident on the radio nowadays does make
4U
sure-fire wisecracks, and lets itself in
for a lot of kidding.
But there seems to be a number of
persons who take this sort of thing
seriously. Representatives of the church
and press have risen in righteous wrath
and said some very cutting things about
our falsetto brethren. The sistern chivalrously have been spared biological
criticism.
a popular
Cei
It seems to me that the present vogue trend.
for freak vocal gymnastics is greatlv tainly, if
over-emphasized in the minds of Car- 1 i s t e n e i
dinal O'Connell and others who do not looking for
approve of it. The decidedly unusual pious sentiments
effect produced by male soprano voices in the songs lie
and female bassos naturally impresses hears on his radio,
itself upon the memory of the listener,
won't find them,
sometimes to the exclusion of the dozens he
unless it be in som*'
of normal and equally beautiful voices of the Hill Billy ditties which are enjoying
he has heard during his day of dialling.
He forgets the real tenors, sopranos, such tremendous favor
contraltos and baritones, and recalls among mature hearers.
But try to get a youth
onlv the singer whose voice seemed artificially pitched. Whether this odd- of todav to listen to anv
K VIHO DOINGS
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Crooners!

Rabbits
Is

Rabbits

— And if You Really Want to Know, and are Curious
Enough to Read This Literary Effort of the Colonel, You 11
Soon Learn Why.
by Chase Taylor
"Colonel Stoopnagle"
Gloomchasers.of the CBS
sandwich never meant
RABBIT
A anyth
ing to me until now. In
fact, rabbit sandwiches never
even entered my head.
But since I've been a broadcaster,
things are different and even such an
apparently trivial matter as a rabbit
sandwich becomes a topic well worthy
of an eight-column spread in good old
box-car type. John Bunny used to be a
favorite of mine, but this present-day
John Bunny seems to have me in the
deuce of a fix. And it all started this
way,In inonecaseof you're
interested:broadcasts
our regular
some few weeks ago, Budd and I decided to include a so-called minute
drama depicting two characters, — the
boss on a construction job and one of
his workmen. The conversation was not
COL. LEMUEL Q. STOOPNAGLE
unlike this:
in person
Boss: Well, boys, the whistle has
blown. Get your lunches now.
a week later, our sponsors received a
letter
which reads
Newt: wiches
Me fer ofonemine,
o' them
"Gentlemen
: about as follows:
boss.rabbit sandBoss: I certainly enjoyed the one you
At 8:58 p. m., Eastern Standard
gave me yesterday, Newt.
time, on November ?, Colonel StoopNewt: Well, I got plenty again today,
nagle and Budd, radio artists working under your sponsorship, told a
boss. How'd you like to have
another?
story about which we wish to enter
Boss: It would suit me fine. . . Thanks
a serious complaint. It had to do
with a comparison of the domestic
. . . Say tell me, — where in the
world do you get all the rabbit
white rabbit with the ordinary alleycat. The rabbit business is bad
meat, Newton? Do you breed
enough as it is without having these
rabbits on your farm? You also-called comedians hurt it with
bitwaysmeat.seem to have plenty of rabtheir aspersions. Such ill-advised
comparisons have been made before,
Newt: No, I don't breed 'em, boss; I
to the detriment of the business, and
shoots 'em.
we
ask that you inform your broadBoss: You shoot 'em, eh? That's odd.
casters that we will not tolerate any
How do you go about it?
further allusions.
Newt: Well, I jest get up about six in
Yours truly.
the morning and git me my nun
THE
SO
AND SO RABBIT CO."
and prowl around the neighborTo which our sponsors answered
hood, and when I hear 'em go thus,
— or somewhat thus:
"MEOW ."I just shoots 'em.
"The So and So Rabrit Co.
In other words, as I learned later
Gentlemen:
(much to my chagrin), we were comparing the lovely little domestic bunny
We have your recent communication with regard to mention made by
with the much-despised alley-cat. About
Page Twenty

the Gloom Chasers in one of their
programs
of awhite
comparison
between
the domestic
rabbit and
the
ordinary alley-cat and hasten to
apologize. We assure you that no
harm was meant in what the boys
said, but agree that they should be
more careful in the future. We are
writing them today asking them to
send you an apology. We have manv
friends among the breeders of white
rabbits and also among silver fox
breeders and it would be entirely
try.
without the bounds of reason for us
to be a party to anything which
would be detrimental to either indusBy the way, the silver fox people
have beencellentusing
exresults. our
Theirproduct
animalswithseem
to improve in general health with the
continued use of our product. Did
you ever try it on your rabbits? We
would be interested in knowing the
results and are sending you under
separate
case of
with our cover
compliments.
Yoursa truly,
THE
You can easily
see that byCOMPANY."
now things
were coming to a sort of a pretty pass.
When our sponsors sent me copies of
the two letters I began to realize that
here was a situation — a tense situation.
Goodness! Here we were just a couple
of "so-called comedians" trying to get
along
means
of whimsynonsense
and goodnaturedby and
well-meant
and
someone has to go and spoil it all by
making a rabbit-mountain out of an
alley-cat molehille.
At first reading, I was at a loss to
get the jist of it. I thought it was a gag.
And then the full realization of our
terrific error dawned upon me. I began to mental
thinkindustries
of all
we the
mustother
havefundahurt
with our well-intended raillery. Once
we spoke in jest of draw-bridges. Would
the draw-bridge people enter a protest?
Think what it might mean if the jackknife people got wind of the fact that
we had spoken in a derogatory manner
of draw-bridges! And what on earth
would we say to clear ourselves with
the saw-folks, when we very clearly
made the statement in one of our minute
dramas that a farmer sawed only one
big hole in his barn for all nine cats
to enter through, when he reallv should
have sawed nine holes, — one for each
cat. And many more similar instances
flashed before my mind in rapid succes ion. Itwas like the parade of events
which goes bv the closing eyes of a
drowning man when unconsciousness is
creeping over him.
But then I thought it over as logically as I could and finally came to the
conclusion 'hat it reallv didn't matter
(Turn to Page 44)
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Great

CUVT
Those Royal Canadians •—
E\Y YORK in its weekLeft
right:Davies,
Victor Lornbardo,to Ben
Fred
end mood is a charmN
Higman, Jim Dillon. Larry
ing
place
—
discounting
a rather hurried exterior and
Owen,
Carmen
Lombardo.
&
Leibert Lombardo, George
considering a latent merriment.
Cou an,
Kreitzer,
It presents its mask to one fleetand Guy.
FrancisFredHenry.
ingly — a mere glance back over
the shoulder. It combines hifour raucous individuals called
larity with a sort of feverish,
short-lived
happiness.
It
is
deGuy,
tor. Carmen, Leibert and Viclirium.
One must pass the palm to
In the tangle of the City,
Signor Lombardi for insisting
there is a Magician ; a magnetthat
his sons study music. He
ic, dark person in a tuxedo —
was not aware, when he first
sartorially perfect — who casts
arranged for Guy to study the
a spell upon his Victims, transviolin, lanchequite
musical avaferring them gently, and withhe was thestarting.
out remonstrations, from the
Sixteen years ago Guy, Jr.,
strivings of so-called holiday
began
careeraverage
as a violinist
spirit, to a sort of abandon in
of morehis than
ability.
romantic music. He is harmConsidered Perhaps Our Most Popular Dance
Guy, Sr., saw to that. In those
ful— inasmuch as he conveys
Orchestra Leader. Guy Lombardo is a Great
one unheeding from an ordindays
the strong
small enough
boy's tofingers
were not
tune
ary, noncommital state of mind
the
violin,
but
his
ear was acArtist
—
And
a
Likable.
Reglar
Feller.
to a sort of magnificent delircurate.
When
he
held
the
inium in which one collapses on
strument tohis chin his father
one's
escort'sandshoulder,
adjusted the pegs. Once they
string.
profoundly,
hopes tosighs
go
by Hilda Cole
had an argument about the A
on dancing forever.
As for this Magician? His face is He knows the infrequent value of Ro"That's high enough.'' said Guy, Sr.
mantic Gestures. And so he goes on
not, perhaps, remarkable. It is dark
'No, it's still a little flat." said the
and wears a mask at the same time so- weaving a jungle magic in his music.
phisticated and kindly, with all the ac- He believes in being young and intangBoth persisted until Guy. Sr.. rememquired fineness of a representative New
ibly happy. His face composed in perbering his dignity as a parent, snatched
Yorker.
petual friendliness, his eyes smiling, his the violin away and used it to give
His barony is comparatively small — hand swaying his band and dancers into Guy, Jr.. a spanking. But the violin
but adequate. Into the Roosevelt Grill Rhythm — that is Guy Lombardo.
was destroved in the process, thus confaithfully trek representatives from the
If you would, by anv chance, like to clusivelv
ment. settling everything for the mocollege clan — Yale, Dartmouth, Har- know how four young Italian boys in
an
obscure
Canadian
village
managed
One could hardly call Guy aggresvard, Princeton, Navy, Pennsylvania —
smoothies, clad diffidently in swallow- to convey themselves into the full beams
sive. He doesn't wear that adjective
tails, ridiculously graceful and poised: of a Metropolitan spotlight, and into very well — and yet. he began his career
Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr success in radio and recording fields — as business manager when he was eleven
are there, slim, and breathing an aura one must go back twenty-two vears to or twelve.
Ontario, where the Lombardos
of graciousness with long gowns, silver London.
First, he had to combat parental opslippers, and serene young faces. These lived.
posit on .. . preaching the artistic and
are his Subjects.
Guy. Sr.. was a fairly successful tail- practical merits of a musical career,
or who married a young Italian girl and roping in Carmen and Liebert deftGuy looks upon them a trifle amused,
ly as they grew up. The struggle ended
friendly, and endlessly understanding. and settled down in the Village, where,
He knows a Moment when he sees one. in due time, they were presented with
(Turn to Pa s:e 32)
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LADIES

ONLY!

Feminine Fancies is Intended Primarily for an Afternoon Program on
KFRC, Appealing to Women — and Poor Hubby, Who is Away at Work
All Day, Misses Out On One of the Cleverest Features On the Air.

Eugene Eubanks (direcTop: Wyn Louthain,Mary
Louise Haines, Wiltor), Robert Olsen,
liam Wright. Down: Frederic Bittke, Eugene
Hawes. Fred Lane, Walter Kelsey. Center:
Fay Fraser and John Eugene Hasty.
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OOD Afternoon Neighbors!" That
Bill Wright's greeting at three
4 'G°*o'clock each day to his thousands
of lady friends up and. down the Pacific Coast
who tune in religiously to Feminine Fancies.
But don't get the idea Bill is an old flirt. (He
doesn't dare be, because Mrs. Wright listens to
each broadcast.)
see Bill's
ladythem,
friends,
although
there may You
be flappers
among
ar?
usually married ladies of a more mature age
who are interested in him because he bring 5
them interesting musical entertainment, stories,
poetry, drama and in addition a world of worthwhile information about new food products,
household equipment and o'her things necessary
to happy, modern homes.
"Neighbors"
that tothey
Bill.were
His real
listeners are treatedmeans
just just
as though
next-door neighbors, chatting over the back
fence or over a friendly cup of tea.

Bill Wright has been called 'The Man of a
Thousand
Parts," Itso would
varied take
have half
been ahispage
activi-to
ties on KFRC.
enumerate the different parts he has taken. He
is active just now as Zeb in Eb and Zeb, as Professor Hamberg and Reginald Cheerily, all three
characters appearing on the Golden State Blue
Monday Jamboree.
Bill's friendliness is not mere surface affability assumed for a purpose. He is genuinely
friendly. And he has had a most interesting life
as an actor, newspaper man, a private in the
army during
World man.
War, Hean isengineer's
helper
and an the
advertising
37 years
old. His daughter, Betty Jean, is ten years of
His one vice is a great fondness for long black
age.
cigars. They say around the studios, where
there's
vou are pretty sure to find, not
fire, butsmoke
Bill Wright.
Walter Kelsey directs the Feminine Fancies
Orchestra each day. Walter is a very active
young tables
man sproutof under
thirty his
whofeet.
doesn't
let anyhis vegeHe took
first
bath in the show business when, a boy of 17, he
joined a show in Salinas, Calif., called "September Morn." He traveled over the country as a
banjoist and violinist with that organization and
since then has been with many of the countries
biggest
including
Weeksof and
Gus
Arnheim.bands,
Walter
is ratedAnson
as one
the best
"hot" fiddle players in the country. He composes music and make many arrangements. He
is married to his high school sweetheart, and
has a boy of nine.
On Mondays, Frederic Bittke, baritone, and
Hazel Warner, contralto, two of radio's most
popular artists, are heard. Hazel also sings on
Thursdays, and Bittke on Wednesdays. Bittke
came to America from Germany when he was
twelve years old, was a champion swimmer in
\Turn to Page 32]
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Growl

n'

Up!
Two Youngsters Who Hare Captured the Elusive Charm of Their
Generation and Hare Unloosed It
Over the Air — You'll Hear More
of This Pair!
/ /
OOD evening, everybody.
I This is station KFWB. WarV_>J ner Brothers, in Hollywood.
When vou hear the gong it will be exactly 6:45 p. m. . . . BONG! And now
we present Gay Seabrook and Emerson
Treacy in "Growin' Up."
I Theme song. I
"'And now for our two friends. Mildred and Jimmy. When we last left
them they were down a manhole searching for a ring or something that Mildred dropped. In the midst of the
search they see a flashlight — they hear
voices approach — the light draws nearer. It's after midnight, and it's snowing outside. Here we go!"
Jimmy (in a whisper I : "Now. listen.
Mildred, whatever you do. don"t say
anything."
Mildred: "All right. I won't. Oh.
look! The light is getting closer!"
Jimmy: "Please, Mildred, will va
keep quiet?''
Mildred: "Well, you needn't be so
snarly, Jimmy.'" (After a pause) "If
it's robbers, do you think they'll shoot
us. Jimmy?"
Jimmy: "Listen. Mildred, vou mightn't be interested in living, but I am. If
vou talk any more they'll be sure to
hear you."
Mildred: "But, Jimmy. I "
A Very Strange Voice: "Pardon me.
Miss Seabrook, but I'm from Radio
Doings and F — Ouch! If you don't
mind,
Seabrook,Miss
that'sSeabrook
my shin.
As I Miss
was saying,
—
Ouch! Really, Miss Seabrook. I "
Mildred (very sotto voce and away
from the mike) : "Say. Emerson, can't
you do something about this man?"
Jimmy (also sotto voce and away
from the mike) : "What can I do? LisRADIO DOINGS

"J1MMIE"
ten. Mister, we're on the air!"
Mildred: "Oh, Jimmy! The light is
getting
closer!"
(Whisper
from
the mike)
"Where's
our away
announcer,
Mr. Teegarten?"
Jimmy: "Keep quiet. Mildred!"'
(Away from the mike I "I don't know."'
The
StrangeAs Voice:
"Andsaying
you,
too, Mr.Very
Treacy.
I was just
to Miss Seabrook here. I'm from Radio
I " out of character) :
and (quite
Mildred
Doings
"Good Night!"
Jimmy ( ditto I : "Hey ! What's the
Mildred: "In case you don't know it,
idea?" just ruined our broadcast — that's
you've
what you've done!"
S. V. ( magnanimously I : "Oh. that's
all right! What's a broadcast? You
do it every night, don't you?""
Jimmy: "But listen. Mister! You
don't seem to realize that we were just
starting a very exciting episode, full of
suspense and everything.'"
S. V.: "It's got suspense, has it?
Well, thats great! Save it till tomorrow night and your audience will be all
the more suspended.
Mildred: "But this is crazy! Here
we are standing right in front of the
microphone and thousands of people are
listening to this silly conversation."
S. V.: "Don't you get it? That's the
Jimmy: "What are vou talking
idea!"

"MILDRED"

5. V.: "Well. I'll tell ya. Of course
you two know all about this thing they
call
don't (at
you?"
t?" Depression,
outhe
abMildred
and Jimmy
the same
"Well, we all have to learn
timeS. ) V.:
: "Yes!"
how to cut our overhead and expenses,
etc.. and I figured it out this way: You
see. the boss told me to get a storv on
you two for Radio Doings, and I figured Icould save him space and paper
by Jimmy:
just interviewing
over right
the air."
"And you you
busted
into
our program, huh?"
S. V.:
"Well,
don't
mind
a little
thingyoulikecertainly
that. I hope.
Why. it's
just thousands
as Miss Seabrook
Think
of the
of people:-avs!
listening in. Whv. it's a great break for
the both of you!"
S. V.: "Never t mind" the 'but's.' We
"Buwaste any time. Now
Jim
don't
want
tell
me.my:
Miss toSeabrook.
where were vou
Mildred (to her boy friend): "Shall
I let him interview me?"
Jimmy: "You might as well. He's
born?" up the episode for good now."
gummed
Mildred: "Well, I \\a> born in SeS. V.: "Check! And you. Mr.
Jimmy: "Philadelphia."
Treacy?" I Turn to Page 38)
attle."
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Feeling the Need for a Fast-stepping, Wise-cracking, Gloom-dispelling Jamboree to Fill in the Sombre
Hours of Sunday Evening, a Smart
Sponsor Conceived the Idea of the
"Sunday Hi-Jinks," KFWB.

By Kay Van Riper

PURCELL
JUNE
HI-

JINKS—

night aaudienc
SI NDA\ern Californi
dialedesandin Southdialed
ently.
and
dialed
impati
Wasn't
there some li\ ely program on the air?
It was bad enough after a heavy dinner
and a drowsy day to listen to just a
plain musical program, but when those
gol-darned stations started dishing out
somber, indigestible classics, something
oughta be done!
And something was done.
A smart sponsor, realizing the crying
need for a happy, jolly, and fasttempoed Sunday night frolic, went into
a huddle with KFWB. The result was
"The Sunday Nite Hi-Jinks," whose
amazing success showed that the sponsor was right.
The first broadcast drew an audience
of two hundred people, tropping curiously to Warner Brothers Sunset studios, Sound Stage Four, to see what the
Hi-Jinks had to offer.
Ten short weeks later, it was found
necessary to knock out the entire north
wall of the studio and convert it into
an auditorium that would accommodate
about eight hundred persons.
At first, tickets were obtained onlv by
writing to the Franco-American Baking
Co.. the sponsor. None was given out
at the gate. On the eleventh broadcast.
Masters-of-Ceremonies Johnny Murray
announced that anyone who wished to
see the Hi-Jinks might ask for the entrance chits at their restaurant, where
they were urged to "Take her to a restaurant at least once a week." Bv the
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next noon, four hundred anxious ticketseekers had stormed the restaurants in
the vicinity of Los Angeles. By the folFriday, two thousand requests
had been lowing
made.
Whereupon the ones who had faith in
a jamboree hour turned to the scoffing
skeptics and said, "Oh yeah?"
Now, just what is this H-iJinks?
It is a radio-vaudeville show lasting
an hour, presented on a brightly-lighted
stage backed by dark red velvet drapes,
and with old man microphone lurking
unobstrusively in the foreground. The
performers, numbering from 20 to 50
each week, appear in their best bibs and
tuckers — meaning black and white conventional evening dress for the men.
and for the women a dazzling array of
sleek, satin gowns, bouffant fluffv
frocks, or daring, sophisticated, black
creations.
Master of Ceremonies Johnny Murray, who drives the Hi-Jinks at its fast
pace, smiles at the hundreds of people,
and chats informally to them and to
his radio listeners, introducing and waving off each number. Every so often he
sings one of those dramatic songs which
he does so well, and the audience nearly
tears the place apart — and the transmit er!— with their applause.
A concert orchestra under the expert
direction of genial Carlton Kelsey is always present, but otherwise, the bill
changes every Sunday night. There are
Julietta Novis, June Purcell. Leah Ray
Hubbard. Go"o Delvs. and Sylvia Pick-

JOHNNIE
MURRAY
er, representing the luscious-looking
and easy-on-the-ears female singers'
contingent.
The King's
Men lend
strong and hearty
masculine
voicestheirto
the ensemble numbers, and Harold
Spaulding, Eric Bye, and Lewis Meehan
have presented classical arias, which
have always drawn a great hand. The
Rhythmettes, Billy Taft, Nat Specter,
Gordon Smith, Samuel Padraza, Artie
Mellinger, George Gramlich, and many
others have been featured attractions.
Of lcourse,
comedy
can'ton betheovero ked— as indeed
it isn't
HiJinks!
Ken
and
Sally,
liners in vaudeville, do formerly
a straight headman
and dumb giggly girl act which seems
to
tickle everybody's
Red
Corcoran
with his roundfunnybone.
amiable face,
red hair and silly hair ribbon gets the
roar of laughter, and his songs, done
to the accompaniment of a plunking
banjo, have a flavour all their own!
Andforgotten!
dear oldCliff
AuntArquette
Addie!donsShe grease
can't
be
paint, towigstepandoutcostume
night,
on the every
stage Sundayand be
the little old lady who gossips about
present davCTurn
conditions
to Pageand44)usuallv finRADIO DOINGS

"LITTLE
ORGAN

ANNIE"
After the Echoes of the Jazz Bands Dies
Ahoy. Demure Little Ann Leaf Comes
On the Air, Coaxing Magic Melodies
Out of That Grandest of Instruments, the
Pipe Organ, With Her Nimble Fingers,
in the Loneliness of the Great Columbia
Studio.
to her music for
listened
WE somehad time
before we met her.
s
all the chime and bells and
swooning chords of her broadcast, lulling us off into a peaceful sort of ecstacy
. . . but, in spite of the merry, mischievous quality of the jingling bells,
we thought of the trembling chords, and
consequently expected to meet a long,
anemic young lady. But we didn't.
Ann Leaf, to our complete surprise,
was less than five feet tall, and flashed
a nice smile at us that was not the least
shadowed by anemia: friendly, and influenced by a touch that was almost
hoydenish. It is for this reason that
it has been hard to catch an accurate
picture of Ann Leaf — does not somehow seep through the lens of a camera.
The
son. quick vividness of her small perWhen little Ann was three years old,
and no one suspected nucleous musical
yearnings, her sister Esther, who was
about two years older land who now
"doubles"
Ann ona the
vacation time)forstopped
pianoorgan
agentat who
was wandering down their street in
Omaha, Nebraska, and told him in a
childish treble that they needed a piano
at their house. Consequently, the man
pounced down upon her unsuspecting
parents and said simply. "I hear you
want
piano."by The
parents,
rather astunned
the idea
whichthough
came
out of a perfectly clear sky, agreed that
they would like their oldest daughter
to study music, and promptly bought
the piano. That oldest daughter, however, cannot play the piano to this day.
while Ann and Esther are among the
hest musicians in the country.
However, Big Sister was put down to
RADIO DOINGS

ANN
LEAF

study
e-g-b-d-f"s,
and littlewistful
Ann
looked the
on with
an increasingly
expression. She was attracted to the
large instrument, and whenever she
could find a moment when she was completely alone, she would sit down and
with both small hands drum out the
melody that ran through her head:
tunes that had been whistled, or sung,
or even played by less sensitive fingers.
When she was four years old, she
nearly frightened her mother out of her
mind. Mrs. Leaf was in the garden,
and suddenly there came from the
house the music of definite, melodic
chords. She knew that no one was
home . . . that is no one except small
Ann, who was supposed to be harmles ly atplay on the living room floor.
She dashed into the house and found
Ann perched upon the seat with both
hands intently roaming over the keys.
From that day on the small child was
given every opportunity.
When Ann was five she was taken to
a recital given by a neighborhood music teacher. Her pupils were competing for a bust of Handel which was to
go
to
winner.thinking
Ann's that
fathershetookwould
her
to thetherecital,
enjoy the music. He did not forsee
what actually happened. The children
were required to memorize the same
piece, and the one who played best was
proclaimed the winner. After every
one else had one it to the best of their
ability, Little Ann asked to be allowed

to play it. They may have laughed
when she sat down at the piano — were
they surprised when they heard her execute it perfectly, in addition to injecting a bit of her own expression into
chords she remembered just from hearing them played repeatedly in the preceding appreciate
recital! She won
never did
the the
bustbust.
until "II
broke
it"
says
Ann,
"And
then
I
it. It made swell chalk, and I loved
drew
lines on the sidewalk with it."
Ann and Esther were always sent to
take their music lessons at the same
time, and it was the custom for both
these small girls to take turns carrying
the music roll. If Ann carried it to the
teacher'sOnehouse,
Esther oncarried
home.
winterthenevening
the wayit
home, there was some dispute and disagreement about who had carried it
there.
"I did" asserted Ann.
"You did not! I did" insisted
Esther.
As they were passing an empty lot.
full of tall weeds and rubbish, Esther
thrust
music itrollvehemently
into Ann'sintohands
and shethehurled
the
open lot. Both of them were extremely
proud and they walked home without
it rather than give in. Once home. Mr.
Leaf asked his small, very pugnaciouslooking daughters what had become of
the music roll. Ann, who was smaller
and more (Turn
pathetic-looking
to Page 37)than Fstlier
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That

Astonishing

Laurence Tibbett — Who Sings Because He Feels It Is His Best Way
of Expressing Himself to Others.

MAN

b> Saner Smith

rs oner
" whispe
keen?thing
to anothe
sweet heyoung
4 4 TI ^NT
A in the dark depths of a movie
theatre.
"Bravo!" cry the critics as they rush
up to congratulate him after a grand
opera performance.
"Superb!" exclaim music lovers as
they file out of the auditorium after
the convert.
"More!" say countless letters that
pour into the radio studio.
Lawrence Tibbett. that astonishing
voung man from Los Angeles, has the
kaleidoscopic versatility of a chameleon,
as he slips from the movies to opera, to
concert and to radio, finding a hearty
and warm welcome in each. He can
win the heart of any romantic damsel
from the screen, and can turn right
around and win the respect and plaudits
of the first-nighters.
Teachers at the Manual Arts high
school in Los Angeles, where Tibbett
graduated in 1915, believed the popular and talented
youngDr.man's
lay
in dramatic
work.
A. E.future
Wilson,
who still presides as principal of Manual Arts high, reminisced about Lawrence Tibbett the other day.
"I had a talk with Lawrence just before he graduated, and asked him
whether he intended going into film
work or on the stage," said Dr. Wilson.
"During his school days the beauty and
power of his voice had not been developed. But everyone recognized his
great dramatic gift."
"I'm not going into either." Tibbett
had
"It is myfeltvoice."
Evenreplied
then, seriously.
young Tibbett
what
others had not yet seen.
Helen Jerome Eddy was a student at
Manual Arts when Lawrence Tibbett
was there. Principal Wilson says he
can still remember vividly the school
performance
of "The
Maker,"
which
Tibbett,
as theArrow
young
Indian,in
placed his foot on the prostrated neck
of Miss Eddy in the climax of the play.
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Young

and enjoyed himself hugely while defying the gods.
The
Tibbett picturesque
leads in his and
film dramatic
roles has life
its
counterpart in his own life. Left a
half-orphan when his father, the sheriff
of Bakersfield, Calif., was killed in an
encounter with bandits . . . constantlyfighting delicate health since he was a
baby . . . putting a gym bar in his
back yard and exercising his way back
to health ... the development of a
perfect physique ... his years of
struggle when ten dollars earned r-inging al a funeral looked like big money
...
a theatre
to let
him sing
on themanager's
stae becauserefusal
his clothes
were so shabby ... his overnight success
in "Falstaff," which made him a star
with the Metropolitan Grand Opera
Company.
"He takes life in great gulps as
though he could never have enough of
it." said one of the singer-actor's
friends.
is like the
of the mountain."
said"Heanother,
in top
explaining
a personality
complete
in
itself,
"who
and far off as a peak, even in theis alone
midst
of Tibbett
gayety andis people."
the first Metropolitan
opera singer to sign a contract for a

sustained series of concerts via radio.
The minimum number of these appearances isthirteen.
This is not the first time Lawrence
Tibbett has pioneered in artistic fields.
He was the first grand opera singer to
dispense with the time-honored poses
and gestures considered a part of each
operatic role. He went into concert
work with the courage to render mixed
programs, appealing to all tastes, rather
than confine himself to a stilted rendition of the classics. No singer is more
beloved for his choice of songs than is
Tibbett. He is the first Metropolitan
star to make singing pictures, thereby
giving to films the artistry of the opera.
Cast on a desert island alone, a singer
belief.
would stop singing. That's Tibbett's
"A human being sings because of a
desire to express himself to somebody
else,"
explained
feels better
when Tibbett.
he can let"Ahisperson
voice
out to full volume. The next thought,
then, is that all that volume should not
be wasted — that it should have some
place to go. The result is song."
Music, to him, is a way of establishing a better contact with other human
beings. Tibbett said. "I have no sympathy withwith
the 'arty'
so often
associated
peopleattitude
connected
with
any of the arts. Just because a man
earns his living as an actor is no reason
for him to carry his gestures over into
hisTibbett
privateshowed
life." astonishment when he
was asked what sort of thing he sang
when he came home at night. "Do peoplesidedo things
like that?" hework,
asked.Tibbett
Outof his professional
said he confines most of his singing to
expressing somestrong emotional feeling. Or, because he is filled with the
joyDoes
of living.
he sing in his shower bath?
Yes, if he feels like it. Early morning
exuberance is likely to show itself in
lusty renditions of that song from "The
Barber of Seville" where the barber
bubbles over with the feeling that he is
indispensable to the community.
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Part of the
new television
apparatus o f
W6XA0, t h e
Don See Station, ft employs the
cathode tube,
o r electrical
■scanning
tem, and issyson
the air daily.

Don Lee Starts the Television
Ball Rolling in the West with
the Establishment of Station
W6XA0 at the KHJ Studios—
the First and Only Cathode
Tube Transmitter on the Pacific Coast to Broadcast Regularly— Closely followed by
W6X AH of Bakers field.

ff
SIGHT

IN order to understand television,
and appreciate the significance of
frequent references made to its development bythe press, it must be understo d that there
on. are two distinct systems of televisi
Many are already wondering why,
since the
of Don station
Lee's establishment of anewstelevision
in the
studios of KHJ, the public isn't let in
on it and given a chance to get television receivers — especially when we
read that television has progressed far
enough in other parts of the country
for amateurs to get fair reception.
In the first place, the Don Lee television system employs the electrical
scanning, or cathode tube, system. Unlike the scanning disc system, which experts say is probably as highly developed as it ever will be. the cathode
tube system is the one engineers are
basing their hopes on for future perfection of television. When KHJ received its license, it was required by
the Federal Radio Commission to go
into television only for experimental
purposes. Don Lee engineers chose the
ca'hode tube system as the one with the
most promise, even though its development was such that the public, temporarily, would be more or less excluded
from receiving its images. The standard commercial television receivers,
now on the market for scanning disc
reception, will not receive signals from
the Don Lee station. W6XAO. which
ooerates on the ultra-high frequency of
44.500 kilocvcles. and uses an image of
RADIO DOINGS
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80 lines per inch, as compared with
the 60 lines of the scanning disc system.
The other system, employing a mechanical "scanning disc," is the oldest
and most widely-used. Baird of England, Jenkins of Washington, D. C, and
Sanabria of Chicago, are perhaps the
leading exponents. While their discs,
or drums, as the case may be, differ
in the number of holes, the spiral arrangements and speed of rotation, the
principles involved are the same. Many
vears of experimentation in this method
have brought it close to perfection. But
little more progress can be made. The
question
arises. "Isstate,
this acceptable
system, in
its highlythendeveloped
to
the public?"
television
broadcastsIn byEngland,
the Bairdregular
company in conjunction with the British
Broadcasting Company, have interested
many experimenters in television kits
for home construction of sets. In the
West. W6XAH. Bakersfield. Calif., is
scheduled to go on the air shortly with
a scanning disc system, broadcasting on
KHJ. ' uses the newest band
2100W6XAO.
kilocvcles.
of television waves. The ultra-high freqployed,
uency, or "quasi-optical"
embehave somewhat waves
like lieht,
traveling in nearly straight lines. The
strongest signal is received when a direct and unobstructed line of sight exists between transmitter and receiver.
At a distance of 40 miles or more, the
curvature of the earth makes this impossible.

SOUNE)
It is difficult, in presenting the subject of television to the public, to give
any information that would answer the
readers'
"Well,
when willinevitable
we have question,
good television
broadcasting?"
When we are told that comparativelyclear and distinct images are being received, that a face can be televised successfully and picked up several miles
away distinctly, coupled with the fact
that at least one svstem of television is
sufficiently well developed for manufacturers toplace reasonablv priced receivers on the market, and the other
system is rapidlv overtaking its predecessor, then it begins to look as if it
"wont' be long now."
Under the federal law. there can be
no commercialization of television programs at present. Whoever takes the
responsibility of a broadcaster must do
so at his own expense.
The ball is rolling. With Don Lee
and the Pioneer Mercantile Company
of Bakersfield entering television broadcasting, it is safe to say that before
long television will be available to
those who are willing to join in its experimental development, and assemble
the necessary reception apparatus.
hintsof dropped
at interview'sit
withFrom
officials
these organizations,
can safely be expected that television,
in a fairly acceptable form, will be
made available to the western public
within six months.
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KFAC will soon bloom forth in new
raiment
a bit expensive,
less—impressive.
In one ofbutthenonethefastest
decisions ever handed down by the Federal Radio Commission, KFAC was granted a new 1000-watt transmitter. At a
cost of more than $74,000, beautiful
modernistic studios are now under construction on a penthouse atop the Cord
building on Wilshire boulevard, while
the transmitter will be placed on La
Cienega boulevard, in a spot long sought
by broadcasters. In this location, it is
expected, KFAC will have a louder signal than many of the other 1,000-watters in the vicinity The cost of the newtype transmitter is estimated at $115,000. And then, of course, there's the
gas and lights.
Washington's birthday will be a big day
for
radio. toOn Congress
February will
22, President
Hoover's
message
be broadcast
over
NBC at 8:30 a. m., Pacific Time, immediately
followingchildren
the singing
of "America"of spectators
by 12.000
school
and thousands
on the Capitol grounds, accompanied by the
massed Army and Navy bands. Walter Damrosch will lead the singing, and John Phillip
Sousa will direct the bands in playing "Hail
to the Chief."
Ted Weems, popular dane band maestro, opines that "Time on My Hands"
is the theme song of the watchmakers'

More than 12,697,000 letters were received last year by the Columbia Broadcasting System. The skyrocket rise of
Bing, Russ Columbo, Kate Smith, Tony
Wons,
and
others, was given as the reason.

Clarence Muse, nationally-known colored
actor-composer, has joined the Bill Sharpies
Gang
on aKNX,
in the background,
role of "Jackson."
Muse has
picturesque
both on
The Three Bakers recently donned the stage and in the pictures. He is a college
man;
can
speak
English,
French
knee boots and whiskers to get better at- German fluently; has had difficult rolesandin
mosphere during a Russian program.
such pictures as "Dirigible," "X Marks the
Spot," "Huckleberry Finn," "Secret Service,"
Ray Perkins, NBC humorist, reports on vis- and others. He is also the composer of that
song,
"Sleepy Time Down
iting a recent automobile show, that "the new South,"nowandsoispopular,
on another, "Alley
cars mayprovedbethe clutch
all right,
im- of My Dreams." working
systembut oftheythe haven't
horse and
He
should
prove a valuable
addition to the Hollywood station.
buggy era."
George Frame Brown, author and
KHJ's newest addition is George
in "Real
which
Gramlich,casting,who,
aftera seven
broad-of leading
recently character
changed from
NBC FoUcis,"
to Columbia,
has become
regularyears'
member
the
material
for
his
rural
drathe KHJ staff. Gramlich sings in eleven gathered
from actual experience. His father
languages,
including dialect,
Greek, Gaelic,
Yid- was amasgrocery
store proprietor in a small
dish and Neopolitan
and studied
Washington town.
under Tito Sohipa's teacher in Milan.

What'scently inreceiveda name?
Vaughna West
de Leatli
a letter from
Virginiaremother stating that, due to a misunderstanding of the pronunciation of the singer's name,
she had christened her daughter "Vonda
Lee."
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In the searcli for new radio talent conBing heCrosby
specialforcard
Paul Whiteman, in which Virginia
which
uses tohassenddesigned
fans whoa write
his and Janeducted byFroman,
still in their
autograph. Four bars of his theme song, the first audition, Whiteman
had 'teens,
to listenwonto
"When
the
Blue
of
the
Night"
are
written
out
about
500
applicants.
That
might
not be so
exactly as they appear on the sheet music and
under them he signs his name in red ink.
abadlot ifofthey
amateurs
were toalllisten
good, to.but — well, that's
RADIO DOINGS

BEN

BERNIE has joined the experts in
arriving at a conclusion as to the underlying cause of the depression.
When interviewed on the subject, the old
maestro Onsaid,the "There
are tootwomany
contributing
causes.
first place,
foreigners are coming into this country and taking
the jobs away from our wives; and secondly,
many of us are living within our incomes for
the first time."

>

ER

-

and

That

Nearly 3,000 prisoners in Leavenworth
prison alisten
"Myrt andto the
Marg*"
five
nights
week, toaccording
warden.
They even asked for some pictures to be
shown through a projection machine at
Amusement Hall, while the prison band
plays the theme song, "Poor Butterfly."
Theo Karle, Columbia tenor, once had occasion to buy apparel from a merchant in ToItaly.
He enteredthetheattendant
costumer's and
began rino.
to
converse
ian. They
made with
such poor progressin Italthat
finally the attendant inquired is Karle was a
German. "No," the singer replied in Italian,
'Tm an American." "Why didn't you say
so." was
camea back
the other,
in perfect
"I
bartender
in New
York English.
for five
•
years."
Leonard Hayton always plays the piano
accompaniment for Bing Crosby on his
nightly programs. He replaces the regular pianist during the vocal numbers.
His association with Bing date- back to
the time when Crosby was with the
Rhythm Boys and Hayton was pianist
for Paul Whiteman.
•
The Don Lee chain now boasts two more
stations, just added to the former eleven.
Arizonans may now hear Don Lee programs
by tuning in KOY. Phoenix, while KERN.
Bakersfield. plugs in as the second new mem-

Bingkanerecently
a letter from
the SpoChamber ofgotCommerce,
congratulating
him for his new Paramount contract. The
letter was four and a half feet long and three
feet wide. Postage came to $4.05.

Pancho Villa,
Mexican
godfather
to Rewa
Reyes,revolutioni-t.
NBC singer.ifl
Among the Christmas presents received by
Kate Smith was a huge crate of clams, scallops and oysters, sent by a Maine fisherman.

Monthly Bernie joke. Ben asked a
friend of his, who was departing, to send
him self
an whenautographed
photograph
of himhe got home.
Next week
Ben
received the picture, with the following
inscription:
"To
the
esteemed
old
maestro. Please note the supreme triumph of
photography over biology. David Ross."

We received in the mail the other day
a little flat article, that according to its
manufacturers,
a "microphone,"
ing for only onewasdollar.
Convinced sellthat
its rightful
place
was
in
ket, we gave it a try on ourtheset,waste
just basfor
the funwell!
of it,
it didn'tas
work
Our andvoicedarned
came ifthrough
loud
and ascanclearly
an ofannouncer's.
Somebody
have asa lot
fun with
Stretching across thousands of miles of those things, for only a dollar.
ocean, the National Broadcasting Company
now includes Hawaii as part of its great
Phil Cook runs up and down stairs in the
audience. tSation KGU, of Honolulu, was reeently inaugurated into the NBC network, New York NBC building every day. It's the
and will pick up programs heretofore only only exercise he gets, and people who want to
to him often have to run along, too. Sort
heard on the mainland. We'll be listening for oftalkrunning
conversation.
Walt Winchell's "0. K., Hawaii."

Who's
favorite results
dance band
er? Someyoursurprising
were leadobtained in a contest held by a New York
paper, in which Guy Lombardo took the
embroidered short cake. Gus Arnheim,
as popular as he is on the Coast, was
vanquished in his own yard by the leader
of
the Royal Canadians, Lombardo's aggregation.
Sound technicians often reproduce the drone
of an airplane by a motor-driven fan and the
sustained tone of a studio organ.
Those who like Alexander Gray, singing favorite of the film-, can now hear
him over stations of the NBC chain every
Monday night between 7:30 and 7:45.
Nat orsShilkret's
with Alex. famous band shares honMadame Sylvia, on the Friday G. E. Circle,
once sold lumber for •a living.
Art Jarrett, Columbia tenor, has an
odd superstition which concerns a guitar
pick. For years he has carried with him
a treasured mother-of-pearl pick, and if
he forgets to transfer it when he changes
clothes,
uneasyit. until he can get
home andhe'sretrieve
RADIO DOINGS

'Young people of America. I appeal to you
Page Twenty-nii

More

Chatter

For those who enjoy the marvelous
music of the G-E circle, here is a schedule of operatic stars appearing for the
next month. February 14, Geraldine
Farrar; February 21. Beniamino Gigli;
February 28, Grace Moore; March 6. Giovanni Martinelli; March 13, Claudia Muzio; March 20. Reginald Werrenrath;
March 27. Rosa Ponselle.

—

Prof. Lucifer
Butts,
most
prolific
inventor,
has Stoopnagle,
aAmerica's
worthy competitor in Colonel
of
Columbia. The Colonel's latest contribution to Man's comfort is a horizontal elevator — one that transports
you to your office after the vertical
elevator has brought you to your floor.

Did you know that Morton Downey played
the
you play
did, the
bet sharps
you didn't
knowpiano?
that heEvencan ifonly
anil
flats — it.never touches the natural keys if he can
help
AlexanderandGray's
sportsto arebe
swimming
golf.favorite
He used
crazy about horses until after a scene
in the formovie
Song" which
called
some"Desert
rough riding.
Gray,
after hurdling an obstacle, bounced
high
in
the
saddle
and
came
down
his hand with such force that he brokeon
his finger.

Haven't heard much of Moran and Mack
Here's
a new one!on John
P. Medbury.Revue,
Mas- lately, until the other day the word went
ter of Ceremonies
the Demi-Tassi
"round
Mack, of the "Two Black
has a new idea about autographed photos. Crows." thatwasCharlie
scheduledpicture
to head
in a
Never
old tuneuntil"Turkey
Instead of sending his own to those who write new Mack Sennett
whicha cast
probably
Straw"knew
even that
had the
an author
the otherin
in. he asks his hearers to autograph their own will also include Clara Bow, Lupe Velez, Jean the
day.
It
has.
and
Dave
Guion,
cowboy
compicture and send it to him! So far, he has Harlow, Edmund Lowe, Roscoe Ates. W. C.
poser of NBC,
is it. HeYoualsocanwrote
"Arkansas
some 200 photographs of listeners. Many of Fields, and Andy Clyde. It will be a 15-reel Traveler"
and
others.
hear
him
them were accompanied by dinner invitations. road show comedy.
7:30
to 8:00network.
p. m. every Wednesday overfrom
the
•
NBC-KGO
•
Aileen Clark, NBC soprano, says the
Alex Gray, prior to radio and picture
A man in Ohio claims to be the
thought teniofng to her
the over
numberthe ofairpersons
liswork, has been in advertising, teaching,
gives her
world's
championsomefan1700
letterletters
writer,to
engineering,
selling,
stoking
and
farming.
having written
stage
fright.
So
she
sings
to
the
chief
engineer and production men, trying
S
radio
stars
during
1931.
That's
about
five letters a day.
to forget the radio audience.
It's not a habit of ours to have a "Birthday
department, but February
this one is11,worthy
ofGreetings"
a little back-slapping.
Nick
Harris, who narrates thrilling true-life detective storiesbirthday,
over KFI,but celebrated.
wasn't
his own
marked theItstarting
of eleven consecutive years of once-a-week
broadcasting of a detective story program
from KFI. Eleven years is a long time, and
we're not afraid to bet that Nick Harris can
claim this as a world's record.
I.on McAdams, Columbia bass singer,
used to be a telephone operator.
Carol Deis, NBC soprano and member of
the Philadelphia Opera Company, locks her
hands behind her head when singing into the
mike.
Oddity of the month. A young blind
girl wrote to the Southernaires, NBC
colored singers, asking for a picture.
"Please
sendjoymein one,"
she wrote.
get a great
just knowing
I have"I
pictures."
•
Little Jack Little is one of the few who
are
the gift
pitch.
He isbornablewith
to name
each ofnote•'natural"
of a musical
selection as he hears it being sung or played
by an orchestra.
"Please send me all information on
George
a listener
wrote
to NBC Washington,"
following a recent
broadcast
in which the father of his country was
mentioned. Another literary effort
was addressed
"BanjosaveEyes,"
with
no other simply
information
the
line, "I would like a photograph of
our
next promptly
president."
The letter
delivered
to Eddie
Cantor.was
Walter Winchell, Broadway columnist and
radio master of ceremonies, started his career
as a singing usher in an uptown New York
theater. There were two other ushers in the
house— Eddie Cantor and George Jessel.
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// ever a great artist deserved the homage of an appreciative following,
Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink is that artist. A great singer, a
great woman, and a great mother, on the eve of her tumultous life, she
has brought beauty into millions of hearts through her voice and
personality.
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when, not long ago, Guy obtained permis ion toallow the fourth son, Victor,
to join the Royal Canadians.
Carmen was tooting a flute by the
time he was eleven years old. Not more
than four blocks away from the Lombardo home was another eleven-year-old
establishing something of a name for
himself on the piano. He was Mrs. F.
W. Kreitzer's little boy, Freddy, and it
wasn't listedlonghim inbefore
Guy andorchestra.
Carmen enthe fledgling
The Lombardo and Kreitzer families
almost went crazy with the children's
rehearsals — and, bringing the story suddenly up-to-date, the same situation prevails tetoday
one's stuatntion on—a should
rehearsalone infocus
the CBS
dios for the Robert Burns Panatela

" A Great Guy"
Continued from Page 21
Program. The band, composed of those
same neighborhood boys, quarrel frequently and good-naturedly about the
arrangement of music. Guy is now, as
he was then, the dominating element,
and cocking his ear sympathetically to
the music, listens to the distracting
voices of "Carm" and "Lieb" and finally putsment. anBut more
end toof itthat
by later.
his own judgThe boys took their orchestra very,
very seriously. Guy, Carmen and Freddy needed a fourth to play the drums
and set up and real jazzy racket. They
bought an old kettle and bass and taught
Liebert, the third, aged nine, to manipulate the sticks.
the trumpet,
and is "Lieb"
a vocalistnowas plays
well,
while his place at the traps is filled ade-

quately by George Gowans, who was
later annexed by the orchestra.
Their first appearance was before the
Mother's Club in London, Ontario, and
from that brief debut, the young men
were in great demand at all dances and
gatherings in the surrounding country.
Guy held out from the first for slow,
soft music — and it is that which brought
him his final laurels. It is amazing that
they should have stumbled across a
technique in childhood which was to
bring them recognition later on in
Cleveland, Chicago, and finally New
York.
like modern young people?"
we "Do
askedyouGuy.
His face broke into another smile.
"Well," he said without weariness —
"Naturally!"

I or Ladies Only!
Continued from Page 22
Chicago, worked in the early movies at
Culver City and fought in the American
army during the World War. He was
attached to the American embassy in
Berlin following the Armistice; at the
same time he pursued his musical
studies under German instructors.
Miss Warner always wanted to be a
singer, but they told her that her voice
wasn't
enough, Then
so sheradio
became
trained strong
nurse instead.
camea
along and made her a star.
Ronald Graham, baritone, sings on
Tuesdays. He is just twenty, and is
married
to Ednain Scotland
O'Keefe, and
also wore
of KFRC.
He was born
kilts
when he came to this country as a lad
of 6. He recently won the California
Atwater-Kent audition.
Fridaytenor
is Robert
KFRC
holds aOlsen's
uniqueday.
placeThisin
western radio. His unusual voice has
kept him a favorite with radio fans for
the past five years, and many of his
songs have been recorded.
The Buccaneers are heard on Thursdays.
So much for the music — now for the
speakers.
Winifred
Louthain, There's
who is"Wyn",
heard Mrs.
on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, talking
about household tricks and culinary
topics.
Mary Lewis Haines who speaks on
household affairs on Tuesdays and Fridays.
Fay Fraser speaks on Mondays and
Tuesdays, on interior decorating.
Rita Murray reveals household secPage Thirty-two

rets on Fridays. And Arthur C. Navlet's
garden
days. talk is broadcast on WednesWyn is a married woman in her late
thirties with a wide range of interests
from gardening to boating. She has
been speaking over KFRC for the past
five years and talks interestingly on
most
any subject, wtihout ever referring
to a note.
Mary Lewis Haines conducted classes
in cooking long before the radio came
along. Before that she was an actress
on the stage in musical comedy, and in
the movies. She played with John
Bunny and many other of the early
stars.
Fay Fraser is also a married woman.
Her work on the air fits right in with
her hobby, which is interior decorating.
Her friends all call on her for advice in
such matters.
Rita Murray is a San Francisco business woman who sees a great future for
radio as an educational factor.
Arthur C. Navlet comes from a family which for many years has had large
gardening interests in the ba yregion. It
would be difficult to find a man who is
better informed on all aspects of flower
gardening
married. than he is. He was recently
"Pedro," the lazy Mexican, who offers
his "Hopeless Hints for Helpless Houseeach Thursday
afternoon,
learned towives"
understand
the Mexican
soul
while delivering milk to their back
doorsteps when he was a small boy in
Barstow. Calif. His real name is Eu-

gene Hawes. He has been a railroad
man and a business man, but would
rather work before a microphone than
do anything else he can think of.
Jack Hasty, who writes the short story
which Earl Towner reads each Monday,
and Tuesdays,
the serial isplay,the "Dangerous
on
same man Girl"
who
writes "Eb and Zeb" for the Jamboree.
Jack has long been on KFRC's continuity staff. Before that he was in the advertising business and prior to that
made his living writing fiction for the
magazines.
Fred Lane, whose mystery story is
heard each Thursday, is new to the writing. ing game. He is a KFRC staff announcer, a young man of 27, who devotes all
of his leisure time to writing and studyEleanor Allen, who provides organ
and piano accompaniment for many of
the solos, was at one time organist of
Loew's
Statewanted
Theatreherin toNewbe aYork
City.
Her father
violinist,
but she had ideas of her own and studied piano and organ.
Eugene
Eugbanks
the dramatics. He was
a stagedirects
and screen
actor
for many years, and has appeared in
scores of feature pictures, both silent
and talkies.
And so each day, a cross section of
Feminine Fancies reveals something different— music, informative talks, exciting drama, interesting stories, touching
poetry
guiding H.it Wright,
all is thechatting
friendly voice— ofandWilliam
with his
neighbors
up
and
down
the
Pacific Coast.
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We

Applaud—

Charles

Carter

— Because He Sounds More Like
Maurice Chevalier Than the French
Singer Does Himself, and Because
"Charlie" Hasn't Let Praise and
Applause Spoil His Fine, Boyish
Charm. Hans Onto Charlie, KFRC!

Harry

Earris

— Because He Has Written
Some of America's Most Popular Song Hits — But Mostly Because It Will Alivays be a
Mystery to Us How He Retains
His Perpetual Pep Night After
Night— and Also Because NBC
Has Finally Appreciated Him
Enough to Get His John Henry
on a Contract.
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tKPO
PACIFIC STATIONS
KQW
Phone Number KREG
Station Kilocycles Town
KDB
21427
Santa
Barbara
1500
KROW
KTAB
Richmond
6111
Los
Angeles
1430
tKECA
KELVV 1180
GLadstone
2110 KTM
Burbank, Calif.
780 Portland,
KEX
KTW
ATW.
3111
Ore.
KFAC 1310 Los Angeles PRospect 8679
Sacramento.
Calif.Richmond
Main 6111
X700 §KVT
SKFHK 1300
KWG
tKFI
KWSC
640 Los
Angeles
KXL
KFOX 1250
Long
Beach
L.
B.
672-81
1340
KYA
Main
1218
JKFPY
Spokane,
VVasli
San
Francisco
PRospect 0100
610 San Diego
600
+5KFRC
KFSIJ
KFSG 1120
Los Angeles
Station
1000
KFVL)
EMpire 0315
1171 IKDYL
950 Los% Angeles HOllywood
KFWB
KLO
930
KFW1
Franklin
0200
San
Francisco
KFXM
1210
S'an
Bernardino 4761
KOB
KGA
1191 tKSL
1470
Spokane,
1330 San
KGB
Franklin 6151
DiegoWash Riverside
tKTAR
KGDM 1100
Stockton
795
tKOA
KLZ •
KCEB 1360
681-128;
68294
Beach
KGFJ
1200 Long
PRospect
7788
Los
Angeles
IKGO
Francisco
Sutter 2121
1920 Station
790 San
Atwater
tKGW
620
Portland,
7111 tKMOX
Los
AngelesOre. VAndikeM-5383
900
+§KHJ
KHQ
KRLD
Spokane,
Wash
590
tKWK
Ordway
4148
KJBS 1070
San F'rancisco
Seneca 6000
1515 KWKH
Seattle,
Wash. Lakeside
970 Oakland
KJR
KLX
880 Inglewood
KMCS 1210
WBAP
VAndike 35221
2466 tKYW
1120
KMJ
Fresno
WBB.V
KMO
860
Madison
4144
Tacoma,
Wash.
5WCCO
KMPC
Beverly Hills CRestview
WCH1
710
Hillside 3101
1161 tWEXR
KMTR 1050
570 Hollywood
KNX
Hollywood HEmpstead
4101
tWFAA
tWGX
KOAC
Col.
45
;
City
526
Co
rv
ail
is,
Ore.
550
940 Portland. Ore. Atwater 3333 fWHAS
5KOIN 1270
Seattle, Wash.
§KOL
ELliott 5890 IWHO
tKOMO
920 Seattle, Wash.
WIBA
t NBC
5 CBS
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Town,

find

Without

Out

but
De

Cat

Coin's
Dile?
tWTR
Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
San Francisco GArlield
Ballard 8300
777 WLS
Chicago. III. DEarborn
680 Santa Ana
HAy 7500
1500
1111
930
WO A 1180 Chicago,
San
Antonio,IowaTexas Ken 5140
Oakland
S'an
Francisco
1190
Davenport,
twoc
§WMA(
>
1000
Los
Angeles
GArfield 2056
4700
780
Neb. Ind. A-2136
560
Exposition
1341 §WOWC
Fort Wayne.
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WOW 1160 Omaha,
Seattle
■KHKA
Tacoma
EASTERN
STATIONS
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760 Stockton
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esPittsburgh,
Town Pa. PhoneAT.Number
1220
5124 Station Kilocycl
4854
1420 Pullman.
Portland, Wash.
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York City
1080 Xew
PRospect 3456
1230
580 5WABC 980 Charlotte, N. C. Wick 2-2000
Philadelphia,
Pa.
LOcust
7700
MOUNTAIN STATIONS
1170
860 Xew York
WEAF
SWBT
Phone Number §WCAU
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TownLake Citv WAsatch
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WGY
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V
Y.
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660 Cincinnati, Ohio KIrby 4800
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Denver, Utah
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Xewark.
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Xew York-N.Ga. J.
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MexicoCity
760
830 Salt
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740 Atlanta,
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WOK
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Phoenix, Ariz.
CHerry 0942
tWTAM 1060 Hartford, Conn.
620 Denver, Colo.
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STATIONS
Phone Number
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Town
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ssVancouver,
Town B. C Phone Number
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CKCD
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CEntral
8240
Louis,
Mo.
Dallas, Texas
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Calgary, Alta
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Victoria,
DElmar
3210
Louis,
Mo.
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6739 CFJC
CFCN 1120 Kamloops. B.B.C. C.
CFCT
Shreveport,111.La. WAbash 4040
1350
iCTRM
KCW
850 Chicago,
1020
Regina, Sask.Sk.
CHWC
Fort
Worth,
Tex
770 Chicago, III. n.WHitehall
6000
CKAC
730 Moose
Montreal,Jaw,Canada
960
800
Midway
5595
690
Minneapolis,
Mil
670
Toronto
KGBU
2-9216
KGU
1490
Chicago,
III.
900
810 Chicago. 111.
Ketchikan. Alk.
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DEIware
940 Honolulu
Dallas, Texas
Tokio, Japan
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Chicago.
III.
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800
Louisville.
Ky.
IOAK
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3200 XER
1000 Madison,
1280
Wis. i City3-3251
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XEW
780 Havana. Cuba
CMK
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Now

its

EASY

to—

Distance
This Marvelous New
Radio

Handi^Log

Shows You HOW and WHERE to get
Distant Stations on YOUR radio —
then tells you all ahout them.

"Listen! There'' s New York! I never kneic
before ichere to look for \m York on our
set. This neiv radio log shoivs you hoic.
Isn't it clever?''
THE chances are that your radio is capable of receiving far
more interesting stations and programs than you are receiving. But you must know where to find them on your
dial. The Radio Handi-Log tells you.
About as big as a phonograph record, illustrated in beautiful colors, with the call letters of the stations listed on the border.
You turn the flashing red arrow in the center to the station you
want — and Presto! all the information about that station pops
25c
up through windows in the Handi-Log. Simple. Quick. Anyone can work it without previous instruction. No pages to turn.
With Money Back
No technical knowledge required. That has all been worked out
Guarantee
for you by technical experts. All you have to do is have the
fun of spinning the arrow.
The Handi-Log tells you everything about the stations. Their
location, street address, city and state; channel, meters, kilocycles, owner and even the telephone number.
MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 25c
Bvam Publishing Co.. 1220 Maple Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.
The Handi-Log is already in
I want a Radio Handi-Log — so I enclose 25c — with
use in twenty thousand westthe
understanding
don't thelikeHandi-Log
it I may toreturn
ern homes, though it has been
will refund my that
money.if I Mail
me at it and
on
the
market
only
a
fewweeks. A beautiful, helpful
accessory t o every radio.
Makes your radio enjoyment
Address
complete.
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1 Knew

Them

WHENOne of Our Subscribers Happened Across Luke McLuke, a
Man Who Claims to Have Known Most of the Radio Stars
From Childhood Days, and Persuaded Him to Write Some
of the Interesting Happenings When They Were All Kids
Together. Here's the Story, Word for Word — Just as Luke
Wrote it. If It Isn't the Most Unusual Article You Ever
Read, We'll Buy You a New Hat.
b> 1
NcLnkc
bozos that
BET I've
I turned
out knew
to be more
big shots in this
here broadcasting business than
anybody on earth. Even when I was a
little shaver about five or so Ma used
to say to Pa — Pa. I have a. funny feeling
that when
gets stars
big he's
know
a lottheofkidradio
andgoing
maybeto
write a magazine article about it. Of
course Pa just laughed: he never did
pay much attention to what Ma said
anyhow.
There use to be a kid in our block
name of Downey, Mort Downey. Him
and I use to horse around together a lot
■— playing gangster and marbles and
swiping milk bottels, you know what
kids do. Well sir even then I use to tell
him, Mort I think you got a rattlin good
voice and you ought to get on the radio
with it sometime if they ever get radio.
And Mort says. By Golly, Luke, that's
a good idea. T'll look up Bing Crosby
and
Kate Smithtogether,
and we'llnever
all getthinking
a job
on Columbia
anything would come of it.
Little Katie Smith use to go to school
w ith I and Mort only she was one grade
ahead of us. She was a good kid and
everybody liked her even if they did say
she wouldn't
to anvthing
she
grew up. amount
But seeing
a picturewhenof
her in the paper the other day I can
see they were all wet. She amounts to
quite a lot if you ask me.
Trouble with Katie was then, she always wanted to play nurse, and took it
all out on I and Mort. She use to talk
us into
then she'd
cure
us playing
with saltsick,
water,andvinegar
and
sometimes mustard. One time she tolrl
I and Mort we had typhoid and cut all
our hair off with Ma's shears.
Bing Crosby moved into our street
about then and from then on nobodv
had coming
any peace.
him
over When
to playourtheyMa's
keptsawus
in the house and locked all the doors.
He
was always
trouble.
In fact gettin'
he got usthe kids
name intoof
Vagc Thirty-six

Luke says Russ Columbo was one
of the toughest kids in town, but
his one soft spot was the violin.
Bing because every time he got near
inanybody's
his face. house the door would slam
Not
wasn't aslip
goodbykid.
But
he neverthatletBinga chance
to talk

mansky's
next door.
had a kid moved
name ofin Pauloff
that wasTheyin
my room
at school.
Well for
sir, short,
this Pauloff, we called
him Paul
was
us
kids lick
intousdoing
something our
would
for afterwards.
OnceMa'she
the
skinniest
rat
you
ever
seen.
He used
told Katie there was a place on every- to make life miserable for the girls
body where you could stick a pin in hiding behind the flagpole and jumpingby
and it wouldn't hurt. So for a long out and scaring them when they came
time everybody kept out of Katie's way by. Some said when he got older he
for fear she'd ram a pin into them. went kind of goofy when his girl fell
in love with a cornet player and so Paul
started up a orchestra to get even with
the world in general. Heard that he's
filledlastoutname.
some and left the "sky" off
his
They was a Eyetalian family lived on
the other side of town that had four
boys Then
about andour theageColumbos
— name ofcome
Lombardo.
over
on the same scow or something and sort
of joined up forces when they settled
down. Well sir these Lombardo boys
and one of the Columbo kids — name
Mr. and Mrs. McLuke as they are of Ruggerio we called him Russ for
today, caught by the camera in an short- — were the toughest eggs in town.
informal pose.
Why. they wasn't a day went by that one
of our bunch didn't get beat up if they
got
close to the Lombardo gang.
And
how This too
hard she
she wasn't
rammedparticular
it either.at all
Another
Vallee kid I spoke of a while back
wandered
there way one day and
time Bing
got Morta nice
and little
anotherkidkidthat
— come back over
bawlin like a cow because
name
of Vallee,
the Lombardos and Russ Columbo had
never harmed nobody — to put shotgun stole
his clothes at the swimmin hole.
shells
in
Ma's
cook
stove.
Ma
always
did think it was I and Bing that did it It was a long way to the swimmin hole
but after Pa got through whalin me too and Rudy had snuck down all the
she decided after all it was the Crosby back alleys in town to get home, except one place where he had to cross
boy. But as Bing was home eating his
supper when the stove blew up she Main street. Well sir this sure burnt
us
up
bad and one day Bing and me and
couldn't
Missusher Crosby
And evenmake
Ma had
doubts believe
when sheit. Mort and Rudy all laid for Russ after
We'd have caught him too if
seen Bing's innocent-lookin face staring heschool.
hadn't walked home with the teacher
up at her angelic like.
\Turn to Page 46]
I'll never forget the day the WhiteRADIO DOINGS

won his sympathies.
"You go bring it back." he told
Esther, "Think of vour poor little sister!"
Esther had to go back and look for
the music roll. They laugh over that
one violent quarrel of theirs to this day.
When Ann was in her first year of
high school she was sent to New York
to study at the Damrosch School. She
lived in the Village and went to a downtown high school. Laughingly, she says
that she thinks she got through her
classes on sheer force of her own courtesy. The girls, she says, were the
rudest people she had ever seen in her
life, and the teacher was so shocked by
Ann's
boostedpoliteness
her marks.that she automatically
After one year of New York she returned again to Omaha where another
disturbing thing happened. It was
autumn, and a girl in the town who
had been playing vaudeville and had
gone to Chicago to see about an act,
wired her parents to go talk to Ann
Leaf'slow people
and thepersuade
themwasto all
alAnn to join
act. Ann
enthusiasm, and she says "I begged and
begged and begged and finally they allowed me to leave school."
The experience was a little upsetting
but lasted only three months. They
played small town theatres to "break
in the act." All the time Ann was barraged with letters from her family beg-

applied
band
operation."mass
The production''
more bands heto leads,
the better he likes it. It is his natural
element, as water is to a seal. All of
the bands under his leadership seem to
bear a resemblance to each other — all
have the "Roberts Spirit." and always
the smart appearance of well-trained,
military assurance.
Roberts takes the band business seriously, and believes in professional efficiency. Nowhere is this characteristic
more evident than in the matter of uniforms. Consequently, when a Roberts
band goes on the air, it arrives on time
at the station in regulation attire to the
last man. The studio itself takes on an
atmosphere of alertness and color as
the Liberty Band files into KHJ every
Monday night at ten. The distribution
of players over the studio according to
instruments, is another factor calling
for careful calculation. The result is
RADIO DOINGS

Little Organ Annie
Continued from Page 25
ging her to come back and finally at
Christmas she left the act, promising
their manager to return. However,
when she got home all of her brothers
and sisters made it a point to besieg •
her with gifts. One brother gave her
a leather brief case and said, "'You
mustn't go back, Ann," and her father
took hertotoseea matinee
she particularlywanted
and followed
it up by
"you mustn't go back, Ann," so she
She did feel that she would like to
didn't.
start out to do something big. They
suggested that she go to California
where a brother and sister were living.
The young woman went West, and soon
found a job in a Los Angeles theatre.
She was asked by the manager of the
movie house whether or not she could
play a Wurlitzer organ. Although an
organ to Ann meant little more than a
pleasant "box of whistles" she felt unexpectedly confident and defiant. ;<•<<!
glibly told him there was nothing she
would rather do than play a Wurlitzer
organ. Much to her complete surprise
she handled it as if she had always
played it, and got a thrill out of discovering the new and wider possibilities
of an organ. It held her thrilled and
she adored making new arrangements
and running her small fingers over the
keys calling forth first impudent jingles
from the pipes, and then deep transcending chords. Ann Leaf became
more and more expert and finally, hav-

ing exhausted most of the possibilities
for young women in Los Angeles, she
ventured across the states to another
extremity — New York, where New Talent, if it is Unusual Talent is always
so.
marketable. Ann certainly found hers
Eventually her black eyes followed
the dotted line of a contract over CBS
and her fingers guided a midnight
broadcast known as "Nocturne." The
poetica quality
this which
broadcast
calls
forth
lot of fanofmail
is unusual
. . . and different from other fan mail,
in that most of it is poetry. A. Hamilton Gibbs, who is her favorite author,
sent her a book inscriber to "Ann Leaf,
who can say it on the organ better than
I can onspiredthe
typewriter."
She people,
has inand soothed
countless
who have not hesitated to tell her so, in
verse, in prose, or in plain homely
letters.
Ann likes to play tennis and golf,
and for that reason misses the sunny
facilities of California.
If you were on Broadway you might
bump into this very unspectacular looking person almost any day. A verysmall
youngfeatures,
lady with
no particularlysignificant
dressed
usually in
tan or brown. You will have missed a
lot, however, if you have not seen her
smile, and you will have missed even
heard
more her
than play.
you know if you haven't

All Dressed Up!
Continued from Page 76
a balanced defusion of sound, through
several microphones variously placed,
CONVERT OLD SETS
which "mixes" perfectly over the air.
INTO DOLLARS!
So when you listen to Hal and his Replace wornout
condensers at little cost and put
band over the air, be confident that the those old sets back
It'sService
profitable
if
you
use
the into
Specialservice.
Kitfor—
thirty musicians are not playing in abusiness
useful andpackage
containing
25 Dubilier
assorted
sections
thirty styles of tailoring, as many by-pass
filter
block
repairs,
ranging
from
.1 to
2
mfd.,
200
to
400
volts.
List
Price,
$10.50.
shades and materials, a mad jumble of
unorganized ress, but know that thirty
young men. in clean white uniforms
and caps braided in black and gold are
feeling as fine as thev look — all dressed
up to go on the air!
Order now, carry the kit in your service bag, and
start ingcashing
old radio insets!on the profitable business of repairThe appearance of a policeman in the KOA Write for free copy of New Ceneral Catalogue
studios almost incapacitated Bill and Jean No. 121.
DUBILIER
Early,fastthenook program.
"Average Americans"
the breakNot that theon limb
of the
CONDENSER CORPORATION
law wasn't welcome. But Bill, just having
PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES
discoveredpeared,that
his radio
had shouted
lustily"son"
into had
the disapradio 2321
R. C. Second
JAMES Ave.
CO. LOMBARD
324 N. SanSMITH
Pedro CO.St.
telephone,
"Police!
Police!"
And
he
had
Seattle, Wash. Los Angeles, Calif.
hardly
drawn
another
breath
when
in
rushed
the cop.
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MASTER
OF
CEREMONIES
Famous humorist, columnist and scenarist now
a regular feature on this
all-star radio show.
JIMMY GRIER
and his Ambassador
Hotel Cocoanut Grove
orchestra assisted by:
DONALD NOVIS
LOYCE WHITEMAN
DICK WEBSTER
HARRY BARRIS
3 AMBASSADORS
MONDAY-7:30p.m.
FRIDAY-8:30 p. m.
KFI and NBC STATIONS

MJB

"DEMI-TASSE
REVUES"
Page Thirty-eight

"Growing Up"
Continued from Page 23
dering ifyou had ever been employed
V.: "Check!
I suppose
bothS. raised
and attended
schoolyouin were
each
Jimmy:
"Sure, we've been in the
the cinema?"
Mildred: "No. I lived most of my life by
talkies, if that's what you mean. Gaylocality?"
was Charley Chase's leading lady in his
in Salt Lake Citv."
S. V.: "And what happened to either last two pictures and she had a part in
of you during the early part of your 'The Corsair' and a couple of other fealives, outside of the measles, that might
Mildred: "And Emerson had a grand
be worthy of note?"
A Gentleman' with EdMildred: "Well. I was dropped when part inward'Once
Horton. Then he did 'The Skv
Patrol'
for
Columbia,
and a lot of shorts
I was
a baby
" : "Oh. were you,
Jimmy
(chummily)
attures."
Pathe besides. Didn't you. EmerGay? I didn't know that. So was I."
5. V.: "Well, tell me about Mildred
S. V.: "Then after that you both went
on the stage. Is that right?"
and
What's
to happen
these Jimmy.
two kids?
Are going
they ever
going toto
Mildred
:
"I
guess
so."'
S. V.: "Well, tell me. which do you
or what?"
like the best, working over the radio or become
Jimmy:engaged
"We don't
know what's going
to
happen
to
them.
they'reI
son?"
on the stage?"
just 'growin' up' from You
day see,
to day.
Mildred: "Well. I "
guess Jimmy will go to college and so
Jimmy (sotto voce) : "Careful! Careful! There's thousands of people lis- willMildred:
Mildred,"And
andeventually
"
we might
tenin'
in!"
Mildred : "Oh, I'm just ca-razv about even get married."
"Yea, andThat
we is,might
radio work. It's much nicer than the haveJimmy:
grandchildren.
if we even
can
keep on getting somebody to sponsor
5. V.: "Tell me, Miss Seabrook, what
are some of the plavs vou have been
S. V.: "Well, no doubt you will. I
stage."
understand you're making a big hit.
Mildred: "Well — let me see. I plavMildred: "It certainly would be awed 'Mary Margaret' in the Coast comful to die young."
pany of 'The Fool.' And I was feaS. V.: "Oh. by the way — who's writtured by Mr. Duffy in 'If I Was Rich.'
'Two in?"
Girls Wanted' and 'Danger.' And
Jimmy: "Well, I guess I gotta plead
in 'Pigs,' 'Tommy,' and 'Take My Ad- guiltv
a fella named Kenneth
stuff?"
ing yourwith
vice,' Emerson and I played opposite
each other, didn't we, Emerson?"
S. V.:a telephone
"Well, isn'toperator,
it quitehair
a dis-"
(Enter
Jimmy: "That's right."
hevelledus."
and decidedly harrassed.)
S. V.: "And are you still friendlv?"
Garnet."
Mildred: "Whv. certainly!"
world has Operator:
been going"Say,
on inwhat
here?in
S. V.:outside
"And how
aboutweyou,
Mr. theTelephone
Treacy,
of what
already
The switchboard has been clogged up
for the past five minutes. This is the
Jimmy:
"Oh,with
I played
in stock
incomthe first time I've had a chance to get away
East
and
was
the
New
York
from it. Everybody is dying to hear
know?"
pany of 'Pigs' before I came out to the the act, and they want to know what all
Coast
for Mr.
S. V.:
"AndDuffy."
what about the 'Talk- this static is about."
S. V.: "Oh—
Jimmy:
"Comeoh!"on, Mildred, maybe
Mildred and Jimmy I belligerently) :
we Mildred:
can get going
again."
"It's too
late, Jimmy. Our
"Well, what about them?"
S. V.: "Oh, excuse me. Maybe we fifteen minutes are up."
ies'?" go into that. I was just won(Theme song and a quick fade out.)
shouldn't

Chatterettes
The Mystery Chef has invented the
Three of the non-technical members
first collapsible kitchen. It is fitted with
Columbia's Chicago staff spend their
rollers and rests in a specially con- of
spare time in amateur broadcasting exstructed
niche
in
the
living
room
when
not in use. Whenever he desires to cook
periments. Wilson Doty, staff organist;
anything, he simply rolls the kitchen out,
saxophone
and their
Anunfolds the collapsible table and lights Cy Reed, nouncer
Dick Wells, player,
all operate
the stove.
own transmitters.
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They
hoped to receive a royal welcome upon
peii arrival — so when the train pulled
Into (lie station they were not surprised
tolargesee crowd
the Mayor's
on hand.Committee
But theyandwerea
surprised to learn that the reception
committee, the crowd, and the fanfare
had turned out to greet a prominent
political figure on the same train. Somewhat dashed in spirit they eagerly
scanned the paper to discover — not even
a bare mention of their arrival. So thev
sat down and looked at each other in
the hotel room. Assuredly, this was no!
like New Orleans.
But when they completed the six
week's
it was ofanother
Chicagoengagement
grew conscious
three storv.
small
girls with haunting voices — and, what
was even more greatly in their favor — a
Different Interpretation of popular
music.
After a series of triumphant appearances throughout the Middle West, the
girls migrated to San Francisco on January 5, 1929 (another date by Helvetia
— alas, she doesn't like to be called bv
her full name). There they devoted
their talents almost exclusively to radio
as highly remunerative sponsored programs made vaudeville appearances
very secondary.
They did make several movie shorts,
the first of which was attended by an
amusing incident. The picture was entitled "Close Farmony" — with a farm,
as The
of course
you sisters
expected first
— as broadcast
a setting.
Boswell
over a nation-wide network as guest artists on the California Melodies program
that came from Los Angeles over the
Columbia chain. Another Columbia
headliner appeared in a guest role on
the same program the following week —
one Bing Crosby. They are each others
favorite radio stars.
The girls are entirely unspoiled by
success. They are the same goodnatured Connie and Martha and Vet
who went to school together in New Orleans. Martha is the spokesman for the
three.singsConnie,
however,
the and
"boss.'"
and
the melody
in theis trio
the
solo numbers with that appealing "low
down blue" voice. She actually lives her
work, heart and soul, and enjoys discus ing—it even interrupting Martha
when she has something particularly
important or interesting to contribute to
conversation.
Vet, whose real name is lamentably
Helvetia — or so at least it seems to her
— is apparently the silent one; or at
least it seems so in comparison to the
bubbling-over quality of the other two.
She just listens, smiles and refers all
questions to Martha or to Connie, who
RADIO DOINGS

Stumbled Upon Rhythm
Continued from Page 18
will probabl) answer them anyway, if Horses", "Shout, Sisters Shout", "Heebe
she feels like it.
Jeebies" a n d "Shine On, Harvest
They never sing melody as it is written, but improvise their own melody to
All three are superstitious about planthe lyrics of the song. They compose a
their affairs
advance.
won't
counter melody which thev harmonize even ningdiscuss
theirinplans
for They
the followInstead of the true tune, which sounds
ing
day.
"It's
bad
luck,"
says
Martha,
the other two nod their heads in
confusing, but can be done t i.e. if you andMoon."
agreement. If they do have any plans
know how). Their classical training up.
can be traced in their singing, for an they keep them mum until the time is
analysis of their hot rhythms and
Vet sews, designs costumes, tap
"'breaks" reveal an orthodox classical
beat. This is an unusual and individual dances and is a talented artist. Her
factor in their singing.
drawings can be seen scattered throughStrange as it may seem, they make
out the four-room apartment. She also
their arrangements backward. As Con- has the responsibility of answering all
their
fan mail, with the exception of
explainsthat
it: "We
the cart
the niehorse:
is, weputstart
at thebefore
end personal letters that require an answer
of a number and work forward, com- from one of the others.
Connie has a passion for modeling
mencing with the second chorus. The
very last thing we arrange is the begin- little figures out of rock-salt, butter and
which she places in her ice box to
the came
first verse.
don'tway.
knowIt soap
how wening offirst
to work I thisharden. Often they tumble into Marlap when she opens the door.
just seemed to happen, and we've been Connie,tha'swho
played the cello in the New
doing
ever write
since."down their arrange- Orleans symphony orchestra at the age
They itnever
ments, but memorize them. They now of seven, now prefers to play musical
have more than 300 numbers in their
andruined
there'sbybeen
repertoire, for a song once learned is glasses,
crystal set
her. more than one
never forgotten by them.
One of their proudest possessions is
The three sit down before a piano, a document, presented to them by Governor Huev Long,
on
and Martha plays the number through their work,
with thecommending
official sealthem
of the
once. In whatever way the music stirs
state
stamped
upon
it.
their moods and imagination, they arrange. Each gives her idea, and it is
greatest
taking finds
off herlife's
shoes
upon pleasure
coming
given a fair trial. If unsatisfactory, the in Martha
next offers her suggestions, and once the home. Connie loves to lie on the sofa,
effect is agreed upon, each of the girls and Vet derives joy in buying all types
fabricates her own part. Among their of ear-rings. Allow them these — and
outstanding arrangements are "King's they'll ask for nothing more.

BOYS and GIRLS
Are Making Big Spending Money
One high school boy is making $6.00 every week working only
half hours after school. Another made $19.00 one holiday
week. Little girl made $1.25 in one hour.
Sell Handi-logs (see page 35 this issue) to your friends and
neighbors. Everybody wants one. Every radio owner a prospect. Send Money
25c forquick.
sample Handi-Iog to show and take orders.
Start now.
BYAM PUBLISHING CO..
1220 Maple Ave., Los Angeles
Enclosed is 25c. Send
nl lake orders
your money-making offer to n
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Daughters

of

Old

MONTANA
A Side of the Old West Seldom Seen Is Reflected bythe Montana Cowgirls, Themselves
Direct From the Plains
Direct DescendSing. and
ants of the Hardy Race
Whose Songs They
by Don Frank
Each of the girls Iws her own horse, and rides
whenever she has time. This is Patsy.

our radio cowboys, our
have lies,
WK hill-bil
and other groups of
entertainers who are doing
much to preserve the plaintive melodies
and folk songs of the early pioneer
West, but strangely enough, the oldfashioned cowgirl has been more or less
left out.
Just as the cowhand, with nothing
but his own singing to amuse him on
the lonelv range, has given us a wealth
of colorful ballads and songs of the
plains, so those courageous, lonely
women of the prairies, who sang in the
face of swirling blizzards, hardships
and privations, and who lived a life of
action the modern sophisticated woman
of today can never appreciate, have left
us something of the romance of their
day.
Tt remained for the Montana Cowgirls, themselves descendants of a hardy
tribe of pioneer women of the plains, to
bring to us a touch of the Old West
in song and harmony, and as they stand
before a KTM microphone in their cordurov riding skirts, wide hats and
hoots, one can almost hear the scudding of cattle's hooves, the yells of the
punchers at round-up : and the whole
studio becomes alive with the Spirit
of the West.
Patsy, Ruth and LaRaine were born
and raised on the plains of Montana,
on adjoining ranches near the still-wild
neighborhood of Livingstone, where
cowboys are really cowboys and some
of the bad men are even yet rampant.
Each could ride a horse as soon as she
could walk. The ranch hands showed
them how to rope, ride and herd, and
they grew up as straight and as sinewy
as bovs. Many of their songs were
learned from listening to the punchers,
who gathered in the bunk house in the
!*;ic«- Forty

Madera, Calif., and pretend they are
back in Montana — roping, riding, and
playingranch.
as they used to do back on the
home
The girls are all in their 'teens,
aren't troubled about boys, and live a
modest, conservative life — in fact, so
modest that they often receive fan letters from neighbors within a block of
their
who they
are! home,
Manywhoof don't
theirknow
acquaintances
haven't the slightest idea that they are
the radio artists to whom they listen.
Each morning they arise bright and
early, dress and eat breakfast, and begin immediately to arrange their radio
program for the day. In their repertory of songs they have some 250 numbers, each of which they know by heart.
Some of these numbers include threepart Swiss yodeling — one of the most
difficult forms of singing for a trio.
All of the girls yodel, and all play an
instrument — Patsy and LaRaine, violins, and Ruth the guitar. While none
of the girls has never had a vocal lesson, Patsy and LaRaine have both taken
lessons on the violin for several vears
and are accomplished musicians.

The Montana Cowgirls — Patsy, Ruth
and LaRaine.
evenings and played and sang, and they
still talk and sing with the old Montana
twang that is a part of them.
Although they live in the city, each
owns a horse, and whenever they get
an opportunity to steal away for a few
hours, they ride out into the unfrequented places and roam the hills. Born
to a life of action, their hobbies are
swimming and riding, although Patsy
loves to paint, and LaRaine to read
when they tire of sports. Every summer thev go out to their ranch near

Ruth on her first saddlehorse — no
saddle, not even a horse, and very
little of Ruth!
RADIO DOINGS

Some

of Siy Best Friends are Crooners
[Continued from Page 19]
would he a hard-hearted artist who didmay be. order to please or help, directly a release in your own soul.
or indirectly, the rising generation in
I am very sure of this, not only ben't try tosometimes.
remember the wants of this
audience
detected a thoroughly sosome lessway?
is quitewhich
use- cause 1 havephisticated
friend or two listening to
to exerciseI'm a afraid
petty ittyranny
I'm not a crooner, and my early themight harrass but could not silence the crooners while pretending to scorn
ory about singing to these hearers was
them,
but
secretly
finding
a
safety
valve
to
cheer them up. I chose such songs
crooners of songs considered ••danger- in them. But from the star of my own
ous" by those who have not moved with radio work I have noted the letters as "Happv Days Are Here Again ": gay,
the times.
uplifting songs — and there
which come from sanitariums and hos- humorous
was no response. Then, because other
And
here's
a
point:
Do
you
honestly
pitals.
Every
radio
singer
gets
many
think Jessica Dragonette could sing letters from such institutions: the sick listeners were asking for it, I sang several programs made up almost alto"When the Moon Comes Over the Moun- and
the sorrowful are a whole microgether of[Turn
love songs
— tender,
and make OryouthatlikeAlexander
it. as Welcome
to Page
46] even a
phone audience in themselves, and it
Lewis tain"'does?
Gray
could tear the heart out of you with " As
Time Goes By" as Rudy \allee most
certainly does? If you do — then all I
canI'msaya is,
radioyoufanhaven't
and I been
like tolistenin".
be taken
Convert
Old
Sets
out of myself — to get away from everything Iam or do. w hen I listen to music.
And I want the job done thoroughly:
Into
Dollars!
I don't want Rudy Vallee to sing "The
Song of the Vagabonds" ; I want Alexander Gray to do it. I don't want Alice
Replace worn-out condensers at little cost and put those
Joy
sing "Frasquita's
Serenade":
preferto Dragonette
in that kind
of song.I
old sets back into service. It's profitable business if you
I want my home songs, my simple melouse the Special Dubilier Service Kit — a useful package
dies, to be sung by Hazel Warner, w ith
containing 25 assorted sections for by-pass and filter
her uncanny sincerity. I want to be
block repairs, ranging from .1 to 2 mfd., 200 to 400
pepped up by the songs of Tommy
volts. List Price. 810.50.
Harris.
That's
the
general
idea,
anyway, an dit seems to me that there is
room for all kinds of voices in radio.
All art has two great functions. First,
it provides an emotional experience, and
second, if we have the courage of our
own feelings, it becomes a mine of practical truth. We don't will to have the
original emotion any more than a stone
wills it should fall to the ground. But
it takes courage to dig the actual fact
out of what we are feeling: the truth
that concerns us now. whether it conRemember Dubilier - Forget Condenser Trouble
cerned our grandparents or not.
If a composer or singer is an artist,
There's a Dubilier condenser of even type, capacity and working
his music will tell the truth of his day,
\oltage for every radio, electrical, laboratory and industrial purand that is all that matters. As Anapose Each Dubilier condenser is backed by 22 years of pioneering. It is the product of the largest plant devoted exclusively to
tole France expressed it: "Song, if it
is very simple, passionate or gav. is
condenser manufacturing. Dubilier condensers are always lower
really the only language for the peoin price but better in quality.
The crooner has a very real service
ple."
to perform for folk other than those
cashing
and startof
service bagbusiness
who are twenty years old. He cries for
Carry thein kiton in theyourprofitable
ORDER oldNO\^"
repairing
radio sets. Write for free copy of New General
many persons who are denied the gift
Catalog No. 121.
of tears. The girl with the deep baritone voice who sings blues until her
queer voice becomes almost an art-form
in itself: the men with the high, unnatural, super-sweet and haunting soDUBILIER
pranos, are ideally fitted to sing the
mm
popular laments of the day.
Condenser Corporation
And if you've a very unhappy per4377
Bronx
Boulevard
»
«
New York City
Reg.
U.S.Pat.Off.
you maywhenlaugh
them finished,
— but vou'll
listen,son, and
thevathave
feel
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^EVERYTHING,

THAT'S
NEW
RA
DIO/
BEFORE BUYING IN
YOUR
RADIO
Check Every One of These New Features
Does It Have?
>/
RADIO
lO-TUBE SUPER-HETERODYNE
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
Absolutely
rohune on both
High andcontrols
Low Frequencies.
FULL-RANGE MU TUBES
Orercomcs Cross-talk — Reduces Modnlstion,
PENTODE TUBES
Two in Push Pull — Not Just On* Tuba.
METER TUNING
Assists toVisibly
Audible Tuning
CorrecttheResonance.
HIGH AND LOW POWER SWITCH
Low for Local — High for Distance.
TONE BLENDER
Goring Wide Variance of Tone Control.
ILLUMINATED DIAL
Pull VisionEqual
with Scale
Kilocycle
Markings and
Divisions.
FOUR TUNED CIRCUITS
ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Oversize — Without
MaximumDistortion.
Tone and Volume
BEAUTIFUL CABINET
Front of With
MatchedPerfect-Fitting
Burl Walnut Doors.
and Lacewood.
TUBE EQUIPMENT
Three 23S Pour 227 Two 247 One 280

TW NEW
U. S. APEX
10 TUBE

s UPER-HETERODYNE

V

V
v
v

V

V

U. S. APEX HAS ALL THESE
FEATURES
THE
BE SURE YOUR RADIO
HAS THESE FEATURES

?'aee Forty-two

Yale

SUPREME
COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

Distributed by
1111 WALL ST.

RADIO

Radio

Only

Electric

$9p50
Co.
LOS ANGELES
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There's

A

Reason

For

KTM'S

Popularity

ACTS
Beverly Hillbillies

Cracker Barrel Congress

Miniature Symphony

Musical Comeily Memoirs

Rainbow Gardens Revue

Virginia Karns

Gene Byrnes

Jack Dunn's Orchestar

Ballyhooey

Deacon Brown's Peacemakers
Utah Trail Boys

Pleetrum Ensemble

Visitors Welcome

In Our Qarden

2nd at Vermont

Rainbow Gardens Bldg.

an instructor; came down, and then
went up on their first solo flight. Those
who came down alive were real fliers;
they had to be.
Royle came down alive so many
times that his superior officers suspected he must know how. He was given
a lieutenant's commission, and made a
flying instructor at Tours, where his
responsibilities, in addition to teaching
included the management of all funerals and all camp entertainments.
There were so manv of both that it was
quite
off Bill's
mind Heto won
get into
action aatload
Chateau
Thierry.
his
captain's commission there, and stayed
in action through the second Marne offensive, the Belleau Wood and the Argonne battles. He was wounded and
gassed in 1918, and convalesced by organizing camp entertainment as he had
done at Tours. After the Armistice he
was the officer in charge of all athletics
in Base Section Number 30, meaning
most of the American troops in England. He varied boxing matches and
other athletic events with shows for
wounded soldiers. He and a company
RADIO DOINGS

Qallery

Captains Eill
[Continued from Page 17]
of fellow officers traveled all over
France, spending long days in French
hospitals, where they put on performance after performance, carrying their
piano upstairs from floor to floor.
They learned to keep their voices lowpitched and still sang cheery songs
when they
came to never
the "last
wards"leave
—
whose
inhabitants
would
alive. A trunk-full of letters from
members of this audience or their relatives, folowed Captain Royle when he
came back to America.
Vaudeville contracts were waiting for
the ace with the flare for humor and
impersonation, and he toured with
some of his former comrades until he
reached California, where he has remained ever since, taking part in most
of the big news events of the day which
concern aviation.
Captain Royle came to the National
Broadcasting Company soon after the
Pacific Division was organized. The
Isuan program was his first one. but he
has played every imaginable kind of
part since then. His list of dialect
characters is impressive; he plays thir-

teen different radio personalities, including "Snowball" of the NBC Matinee andsociated
"Ishud
Sokitoyou"
Spotlight.
He is on ofthetheairAs-at
some time or anotherby almost every day,
but he still finds time to be in the air,
too.
Radio and aviation are the two pursuits which combine more successfully
than any in the world, he believes, and
recalling all the things he does in both,
it's easy to agree with him.
Dependable Continuity
SOI Tl S GAMMILL
PIONEER IN RADIO WRITING AND
PERFORMER
Author of
"ALBUM OF FAMILIAR FACES"
Now personally playing; all of the
feminine Circus"
characters
in "'Gilmore
on NBC
1242 N. King'sHOLLYWOOD
Road
CRestview 6890
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ishes with everyone in the audience having hysterics. The Hi-Jinks bill of entertainment changes every Sunday night,
but these three acts are an exception.
So popular have they become with their
fans that so far they have never worn
out their welcome!
These are only a few of the high
lights of the show. As to the planning
and construction of it— well, ask Production Manager Jack Joy about that.
He and Johnny Murray go over each
minute of the hour with painstaking
care, timing, placing, and speeding up
the tempo of each skit. That is the

Hi-Jinks
[Continued from Page 24]
battle cry always! The tempo must
never be dropped! And that they succeed istestified by the comment of one
nice old lady who said in bewilderment,
after a performance was all over,
"Land! Have they stopped so soon? I
thought
it lasted an aspects
hour!" of the HiThe commercial
Jinks are most unusual. In the first
place, it is a good will program. The
sponsor has nothing to sell directly to
the public. The unique angle is that he
is creating a demand for his product in
a most effective yet indirect way. And
the slogan is always — "Take her to a
restaurant at least once a week."

Each episode of the Hi-Jinks is different. There was "Main Street," "Fifth
Avenue," "Navy Night," and so on.
Each time, new talent, new attractions,
and old favorites find a place on an
hour of sparkling entertainment. That
a Sunday night jamboree has succeeded
is proved by one glance at the auditorium, packed with eager patrons, all
happy and enjoying the fun presented
to them, as are the thousands of dialers
who sit in front of their loudspeakers,
listening intenntly, and no doubt wondering ifthey can get tickets to see the
next performance!

a great deal — this episode about the
rabbits. I began to doubt very much
whether our mention of rabbit sandwiches in connection with cats would
have any serious effect on the rabbit
industry. After all, life is just a bowl
of cherries, I guess, and things like this
should roll off our backs like the proverbial water off a duck's back.
isn't toit?meItthat
onlya
goesAmusing,
to prove though,
conclusively

Rabbits is Rabbits!
Continued from Page 20
broadcaster has to be pretty darned
careful what he says. Each listener
thinks the broadcaster is broadcasting
for
you careful
can't blame
And him
you alone
must beandquite
what him.
you
say in a person's living-room.
No, I'm not sending any letter of
apology to the rabbit people. The whole
thing
too it.
silly.
Eventually
they'll
forget isabout
Anyway,
they should
pay more attention to their rabbits and

less to what some radio comedian may
say in fun. If the time they spent in
writing that letter had instead been used
to improve
rabbits'
in
readingthethem
nicesurroundings,
stories aboutor
naughty
Easter
bunnies,
I
ness might improve more imagine
quickly. busiBut tohere's
the rabbit
pay-off:
asked
tell that
storyWeby were
one
of the soredmembers
of
the
firm
which sponour program.

HOTEL
On the Fine
of in all the Wo
ieach
surpassing even, the
famous Bay of Naples
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MEX,D
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HOTEL
cWCASI
NO.
a perfect resort, catering to the finest of patronage, and
worthy of this patronage because of its luxurious appointments,
superior service, and its complete facilities for every sport, diversion and recreation. Reservations for Playa Ensenada » an architectural masterpiece « may be made at any hotel in the world or
634 South Spring St., Los Angeles « » Phone TRinity 7588

ROOSEVELT

SAN FRANCISCO'S
Dollar Hostelry
Jones at Eddy
Every Room with Bath
and Shower
Single - -• -- $3.00
$2.00 && $2.50
Double
$3.50
Special Accommodations
for Families
and Shops
Convenient
to Theatres
Radio Connections in Rooms
Garage Under Same Roof
Indorsed by the
NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Management of Rene A. VAYSSIE
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Miracle Han off Sound
Continued from Page 12
rocksanfallavalanche.
and it won't
anythinga
like
Or. sound
for example,
railroad train comes to a stop. Here
are minor sounds ordinarily not perceived. To make this noise realistic
there must be the escape of steam after
the engine
stops,is worked
also the out
air pump.
Unless the detail
the listener
subconsciouslv feels that something is
missing.
"To illustrate the fundamental character of many sounds — if a microphone
were set up in a movie studio and. in
turn, were given the usual imitation of
a landslide. Niagara Falls, breakers and
the falling of a wall, no two listeners
would agree which was which. Usually the sound is so heavy that the
'mike' is blasted. There is distortion
and you get zero. The crash of thunder
is similar to the roar of breakers — an
indefinite crash.
"In a sound film the sounds are interpreted according to the scene as revealed. But the radio broadcaster cannot rely on visual suggestiveness. His
efforts at realism have only the audible
to rely on. and in the four sounds I
mentioned entirely different combinations of mechanism must be employed.
"In
of the
elementsthe arecaseused
and avalanche,
three men four
are
needed to operate them. The avalanche
grows and dies out, while individual
noises are superimposed on the roar.
You bring out the idea of motion, as in
a rain effect, where there is the sustained hiss besides the drops of water.
To imitate Niagara three elements and
two men would be required. This is
similar to a low-voiced exhaust of steam
— the striking of ponderous water with
air in it— and it's mainly the air you
hear. ments
Theand three
fallingmenwallandneeds
four ele-to
is similar
the avalanche with its falling particles.
For breakers.
I would
ments and three
men.employ
I havethree
sat elefor
hours listening to the surf. After a
while I noticed that each breaker breaks
differently. There is nothing definite

as to the recurrence, any more than in
a thunder-storm. There is hollow crackling, which I reproduce by an enclosed
apparatus: there is the lull, the thud
and the sprav. coming in tremendous
sections with a kind of sea-saw motion.
Some waves merely hiss, others roar,
others give a single plunk and are dead.
Operating these four combinations of
sound effects, like scores of other combinations, islike conducting an orchesForsyth chanced to meet Harry O.
Hovt. director of "The Lost World."
who was planning another story of pretra." historic monsters for a sound picture.
Fnthusiastic over the prospects. Forsyth began an intensive study of these
animals, and after learning about their
vocal cavities and other peculiarities developed imitations of the cries of the
giant birds, the heavy breathing and
footfalls of the dinosaurs, the flapping
of the leathern wings of the pterodactyl,
and other noises. Although the proposed filmofwashis notmostmade,
Forsyth evolved some
remarkable
sound
effects on this occasion.
"The mind unquestionably accepts the
sounds occurring in a film," Forsyth
reminds us. "It reacts with the scene.
If a horse stumbles and the rider falls
the audience never stops to question anyminor discrepancy in the sound. If you
see
you don't
But thein ear
radiois
the sound
must criticize.
be exact, for
the sole arbiter. If during a sound film
the light went out for a minute and only
the incidental sounds were heard, few
could tell what was happening."
The value
of Forsyth's
soundateffects
installed
at KHJ
is estimated
$30.000. On an average sixty of these mechanisms are used daily. In the serial
"Black and Blue." where Forsyth plays
the former role and Len Wright the latter, the varied comic episodes of the
self-style
for a largeof
number of"detecatives"
sounds, as do call
the majority
the continuity program. Many of these
are rehearsed with as great care as the
orchestra, singers and actors.

Chatterettes
Col. Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle, beginning with
Budd his new series of sponsored programs
over Columbia, brought forth another priceless invention which may even eclipse the
celebrated cellophane umbrella through which
one may see if it is raining. The new one
is a sieve without holes — this masterful kitchen implement designed for the use of those
who ingaren't
anything.particularly interested in strainRADIO DOINGS

Roger Gray, musical comedy actor and
humorist, and Ruth Fallows, recently associated with Katherine Cornell in Broadway productions, made their debuts as
network artists on a recent Robert Burns
Panatelaknown
program.
wit isas asit
widely
through Gray's
his writings
is through his stage work. He has writmore sketches
famous
Lambs'
ClubtenGambols
thanforanytheother
member.

Have

One

^V"OU'LL get twice the fun out
of your radio if you have one
of the marvelous new "Handithis
Logs" described on page 35 ofUs"
all about every
issue. It tell you On
station and exactly where to find
it on YOUR radio. No pages to
turn. Easy to work. Instant information. Printed in four colors.
An attractive, helpful accessory to
your radio.

One Year's Subscription QQ
(Two Handi-Logs) ... ^
Six Months' Subscription $1 00
(One Handi-Log) ....
Name
Address
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I Knew Them When
[Continued from Page 36]
that night. Even then Bing let go with
ways sticking his nose in everywhere,
a rock and caught the teacher behind and knew all the dirt on everybody and
the ear down the street a ways. He then went out and spilled it. All the
beat it of course and when the teacher women in town kept candy and cookies
turned around there was me and Rudy on hand to bribe him to come over and
standin there dumb-like. For awhile spill gossip.
we was madder at Bing than we had
You might not believe it, but Walt
been at the Lomhardos and Russ.
started the story all over town that old
McWhorter, the constable, and
All us kids stuck together like regu- Angus
Mills, a old maid dress maker,
lar pals until we got through school and Minnie
was all set to get married. Well sir, it
started drifting apart. There wasn't made Angus and Minnie so sore thev
anything
do for
other. both went straight to Missus Winchell
Why justwethewouldn't
other day
Bingeachdropped
into my barber shop and says, Luke I about it, claiming they hardly knew
got to have five bucks right away. The each
given her
piece other.
of theirAfter
mind they'd
they started
awava
company hasn't paid me this week and together, kinda sympathizin with each
if I don't pay off the gas company other and old Angus ended up by takin
they'll heshutwasoffjust
the getting
meter. started
Well sir,youI Minnie home. And it wasn't long beknew
fore they started keepin company and
might
say
and
didn't
have
much
in so I hands him a fin and sayscoming
Bing The
darnedfirstifone
theythey
didn't
go and
invited
overgetwashitched.
Walt.
old boy. if you ever need anything just
Three girls I never will forget was
call on yours truly. There isn't any- the Boswell sisters. Us boys use to
thing Iwouldn't do for a pal.
have fun teasin and pesterin most of the
Walt Winchell is another guy that girls, but when it came to the Boswells
lived in our town. Walt was the teach- nothin
doin. They was always together
ers pet if there ever was one. The way and if a boy even looked like he was
he used to wave his hand and pipe up going to start anything he found three
with all the answers was a pain. All wildcats on him before he could holler.
us kids made a bargain the day before Best lookin girls around too and when
vacation that none of us would study
all got a little older they wasn't a
their lesson for the next dav. You might we
feller in town that didn't foller them
have knowed it. as soon as the teacher around
like a pet hound. Every Saturasked a question up jumps Walt Winday night the Boswell house looked like
chell with the answer, and from then a night in the Y.M.C.A. with all the felon he was the only one who recited and
lers tryin to get in good with the girls.
the rest of us stayed after school. He And when they moved away you'd
was the snoopiest kid you ever saw, al- thought they was a funeral in town.
Some

of My Best Friends—
[Continued from Page 41]
their hearts for expression of their
hit on the "lament"
side —down-hearted
and all my in
own feelings.
sanitarium
friends and
That
why I cannot see how anyone
ones deluged me with letters asking for who is isinterested
in the manifestation
more.
art like radio, or even in comIt figures out this way, it seems to me. of a live
mon humanity, can be altogether harsh
Folks chained either to hospital beds or in condemning such a singer. I think
individual tragedies realize their own the music of Cardinal O'Connell's Mass
doom, or their lost chances for happi- is infinitely more beautiful than a
ness, all too well. Both types frequentbut I remember, too,
ly carry on gallantly; the man who crooner's songs,
Didn't he say:
knows he will not recover from tuber- St."IFrancis.
am
God's
minstrel;
sing
culosis tells his sweetheart to forget you a lay. If it pleases you,I will
you may
hi in: the girl who lost out on her big reward me; but all I ask is that you
love affair says goodbye to her hope of
a happy marriage. Neither of them shall love one another."
gives in; to the honor of the human
Eddie Lang, one of radio's outstanding
race, there are millions of them who guitarists and one of the few of the instruexponentsat who
manage to keep smiling. But songs like all the ment's
chords
the can
sameplaytime,melodies
will joinon
"Just
Forget
That
I
Ever
Loved
You,"
at
activities
vaudeville
his
in
Crosby
BingNew York Paramount Theatre.
sung by a crooner, answers a deep need the
Page Forty-six

DineDance—
Romance-

"

at
the

PARIS

INN

Outstanding European Cafe
of America
—
House
of the Singing
Chefs and Waiters
Join the celebrities at their favorite
rendezvous, where music, laughter and
romance make every moment a memory
of gay, carefree informality . . . where
you can forget the cares of today in
an Old World setting . . . between the
gay Bohemian outdoor cafe and the
formal Montmarte . . . soft lights . . .
cosmopolitan camaraderie. Delicious
French-Italian food, prepared under
the personal supervision of I. Pedroli,
former chef to Italian royalty, served
by
the the
world-famous
"singing waiters."
Enjoy
jovial hospitality
of Bert
Rovere, former opera star . . . meet interesting notables . . . dance to a hot
band and thrill to the performances of
nationally-known
find
them all at theentertainers.
PARIS INN!You'll
Luncheon Dansant — 50c to 75c
Every Day — 11:30 a. m. to 3 p. m.
French-Italian Dinner— $1.50
From 5:30 p. m. to Midnight
Thursday andClosed
Carnival
SundayNight— $2.00
210 East Market Street
Los Angeles
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KVI
KDB
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M

SYSTE

Listen in on Your Radio
to CHANDU
PACIFIC STANDARD TIME
P. M.
8:15
tKMJ Fresno, California
KFOX Long Beach "
8:15
8:15
tKHJ Los Angeles "
8:15
TKFBK Sacramento "
*K
GB San Diego
5:45
8:15
tKFRC San Francisco "
8:15
tKDB Santa Barbara "
TK\VG Stockton
8:15
*KFJI Klamath Falls. Oregon
8:00
•KMED Medford
8:15
tKOIX Portland
8:15
8:15
TKOL
Seattle,
Washington
*
5 :45
♦KKHQ Spokane
7:M)
Walla ""
•KITUJ Walla
7:45
Vakima "
t Except Sunday
and
Monday.
* Except Saturday and Sunday

*K*KLZSL
*KTAR
*KIDO in on Your Rj
Listen
to CHANDU
*KFH MOUNTAIN
TIME
Phoeniz, Arizona
Denver,Idaho
Colorado
*K•KMBWKC Boise,
*WKY Salt Lake City, Utah
CENTRAL TIME
Wichita, Kansas
Kansas
St. Louis,City, Missouri
Nebraska
twow Omaha,
OklahomaOkla.
City, Okl
*KVOO
Tulsa,
*WFAA Dallas, Texas
*KPRC Houston, Texas
a
HONOLULU
*KGU Honolulu

Except Sunday
*t Except
SaturdayandandMonday.
Sunday.

3*

Programs
Thatof Radio
ArcDoings
M'ortli
Listening
ToT
Selected By the Editors
As the Best On
the Air In the West
"Adventuring With Count Von
Thrilling talesLuckner"
of the exploits of one
of Germany's
war heroes.
Time: 6:30mostp.famous
m. Sundays.
Stations
—
(CBS)
KOL
KFPY
KFRC KH.l K D Y L KLZ KOHKOIN

Collier's Hour
Time: 5:15 p. m. Sunday
Stations— (NBC-KGO)

Paul Whiteman
Lof ner-Harris Orchestra
America's talented
"King program
of Jazz" ofin popular
a fast
music.
moving,
balanced wit if ballads and specialties.
Time: 11:00 p. m. except Sunday
Time
:
7
:00
p.
m.
FridayStations: (NBC-KGO)
Stations — (NBC-KGO)

Columbia Church of the Air
Lucky Strike Dance Hour
Raising Junior
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Religious
in which
A fast-moving
exhilarating
hourpop-of Awoman
delightful
domestic skit that every
can enjoy.
Catholic andServices
Protestant
leadersTewish,
take modern
music
played
by
the
most
Good
old
mystery
drama,
that
never
ular dance orchestras of the country, Time: 7:00 p. m. daily except Mon.
tails to entertain.
Time:
1.1:30
a.
m.
Sundays.
colored
by Winchell's
wit. Stations: (NBC) KPO KGA KTR
Time: 9:00 p. m. Mondays
Time: 7:00
p. m. Tues.,inimitable
Thurs. Sat.
KECA
Stations—
Stations: (NBC-KGO)
KDYLKOL KLZKFPYKOH KFRC
KGB KHT
Stations — (NBC-KGO)
American School of the Air
One
of the bestWonderful
applications
of radio
to education.
for children,
and good for grown ups too.
Time: Saturday
11:30 a.andm. Sunday.
daily except
Stations: (CBS)

Chandu, the Magician
Lane
A magic anddramagrownups
series that
taken An engagingMemory
rural drama
children
both has
by storm.
sketches,characters.
with aseries
cost ofof interesting
and
Thrilling, mysterious and full of sus- human
Time: 8:15 p. m. Tuesdays
8:15 p.andm. Monday
daily except
pense.Time:Sunday
Stations— (NBC-KGO)
Stations: (Back Cover)

Richfield News Flashes
Anewsselection
of thedelivered
important
late
of the day,
concisely
and
who clearly
knows byhow antoexcellent
read. announcer
Time: 10:00 p. m. daily.
Stations— KGW
(NBC) KFIKGOKFSD
KHQ KOMO

Shell Happytime
Demitasse Revue
Amos 'n' Andy
The Merrymakers
Dobbsie has a knack of putting over
Clean,
wholesome
humor
that
hits
the
Fun
for
all,
and
all
in
fun.
A
variety
A
snappy
half-hour
of
popular
dance
masterfulcharacters.
consistent portrayal music, song and wit.
a program
that ispopular.
consistently good —
and
consistently
ofspot.twoA lovahle
7:30 p. m. Mon., 8:30 Fri. programTime:that8:45clicks.p. m. Saturday
Time: 8:00 a. m. daily except Sunday.
Time: 8:00 p. m. daily except Sunday Time: Stations:
Stations
—
Don
Lee
System
(NBC-KGO)
Stations:
Don
Lee System
Stations— (NBC)
The Dinglebenders
Blue Monday Jamboree
Dill,in thetheoldestbusiness,
active vaudeWhile the program is not always top- Kolb and
ville
notch,
we're
always
on
hand.
It's
ludicrous teamGerman
repartee has whose
made
never
unlistenahle,
hour good
time . and usually a two- two generations laugh.
Time: 8:30 p. m. Tues., Thurs., Sat.
Time: 8:00 p. m. Mondays.
Stations: Don Lee System
Stations— (NBC-KPO)

Myrt and Marge
A varietySpotlight
program ofRevue
music, comedy
A well-dramatized,
cleverly
produced
serial,
with
some
healthy
punches
both
and
specialties
that inis the
excellent.
thing for everyone
Revue. Somein plot and acting.
Time: 9:30 p. m. Saturday
Time: 7:45 Stations:
daily except
Sat.
and
Sun.
(CBS)
Stations— KGO KHQ
KFI KOMO KGW

California Melodies
Raymond
I'aige
greatColumbia
orchest
r
a
a
t
best.andtoThehis
only
nationaltheir
prrgram
originate
on the
Time: 9:30 p. m. Sunday
Stations: (CBS)

Feminine Fancies
NBC Matinee
Sunday lovable
at Sethprogram
Parker's
Unusually good entertainment for the A smooth, entertaining program, full A homelike,
that goes
ladies.
A
fine
list
of
talent,
and
finelyright to inspirational.
the heart. Non-religious, but
of
spice
and
variety.
rounded program.
strongly
Time:
2:00
p.
m.
daily
except
Sunday
Time: 3:00 p. m. daily except Sunday
Time : 7 :45 p. m. Sundays
Stations: (NBC-KGO)
Stations — (NBC-KGO)
Stations — Don Lee System

Camel Quarter Hour
A well-balanced
program, with nice
selection
of musical
Downey and
Wons. numbers, and —
Time: 8:30 p. m., except Sunday.
Stations: (CBS)

G-E Circle
Aprogram
carefullyfor prepared
and worthwhile
Sunday Night Hi-Jinks
themessage
American
woman,
Heroes
with
best An artisticOlympic
climbing to the front as one
of interesting ofSwiftly
talent a inhelpful
the country
forand itsthe guest
highlights indramatization
ancient mythology.
the
West's brightest spots on Sunday
evening.
Time
:
8
:45
p.
m.
Tuesday
Time: 2:30
m. Sundays;
Time: 8:00 p. m. Sundays.
Stations : Don Lee System
dailyp.except
Saturday.9:00 a. m.
Station: KFWB
Stations—KFI
KGO KFSD
KHQ KTAR
KOMO KGW

Cecil and Sally
A pair of clever artists, portraying the
humorous
two lovablekids. Good adventures
situations,of good
continTime: 6:45 p. m. daily except Sunday
Stations— KPO KGA KJR KECA

Parade of the States
Happy-Go-Lucky Hour
Magazine of the Air
A worthwhile historical and musical Woman's
Always
a
new
surprise
on
Al
Pearce's
and woman.
entertaining; somepageant
that strikes a higher level than Instructive
program.
There's
a
spontaneity
and
t
h
i
n
g
f
o
r
every
informality
that
is
refreshing
about
11. G. L.
Time: 10:3010:00
a. m. Thursday
daily except Sunday
Time: 6:30 Mondays
Time: 2:00 p. m. daily except Sunday. Stations— (NBC*) KGO KHQ KOMO
Stations— (NBC-KGO)
Stations: Don Lee System
j KGW KFI KSL

NOW

EVERYONE

CAN

AFFORD
HOME

MOVIES!
A LIMITED

De

SHIPMENT

OF

Vry

Automatic Cameras and
Electric Projectors
Below

HALF

PRICE!

THE CAMERA
The dependable Graf F: 3.5 anastigmat lens in
standard mount — readily interchangeable. Powerful
automatic motor —Usessimply
pressfilm.the button.
16 mm.
Regular Price
of Camera
Regular Price
of Projector
Total

$ 57.50
$ 98.00

. . . $155.50

NOW
both for $6950
The most sensational offer ever made in movie cameras and
projectors! Now it is within the reach of every family to
own a real home movie outfit at small cost. A handsome,
rugged, accurate DeYry Automatic Movie Camera — and a
powerful projector that presents beautifully clear, professional
quality pictures. Enjoy the thrill of making your own movies
—ones.keep a novel, entertaining and valuable record of your loved
PHIL LASHER, LTD.
300 Seventh Street
SAN FRANCISCO
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THE PROJECTOR
Model D. Suited to 50 ft. throws. Uses
250
watt
prefocused
either AC or DC. lamp. Operates on
RETURN THIS COUPON
Phil Lasher, Ltd.,
300 Seventh Street.
San Francisco, Calif.
Please bisend
full particulars
regarding your special comnation of er ofme camera
and projector.
Name „
Address
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Now

its

to—

EASY

Get

Distance
This Marvelous New
Radio

HandiXog

Shows You HOW and WHERE to get
Distant Stations on YOUR radio —
then tells you ALL about them.

"Listen! There's ISew York! f never knew
before where to look for ISew York on our
set. This new radio log shows you how.
Isn't it clever?"
THE chances are that your radio is capable of receiving far
more interesting stations and programs than you are receiving. But you must know where to find them on your
The Handi-Log is already
dial. The Radio Handi-Log tells you.
in
use in twenty thousand
About as big as a phonograph record, illustrated in beautiwestern homes, though it
ful colors, with the call letters of the stations listed on the border.
has been on the market
You turn the flashing red arrow in the center to the station you
want — and Presto! all *'.ie information about that station pops
only a few weeks. A
up through the windows in the Handi-Log.
beautiful, helpful accesSimple. Quick. Uncanny. Anyone can work it without
sory to every radio.
previous instruction. No pages to turn. No technical knowledge
Makes your radio enjoyrequired. That has been worked out for you by technical exment complete.
perts. Al you have to do is spin the arrow.
The Handi-Log tells you everything about the stations. Their
location, street address, city and state, channel, meters, kilocycles, owner and even the telephone number.
MAIL THIS COUPON WITH 25c
B> am Publishing Co., 1220 Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
I want a Radio Handi-Log — so I enclose 25c — with the
understanding that if I don't like it I may return it and you
will refund my money. Mail the Handi-Log to me at
25c
Name
With Money Back
Guarantee
Address.
City
Pago Four

State.
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Radio a la Theater
S3ME of these days — when the last continuity writer has
given birth to the last anemic gag. and broadcasters are
safely esconced in padded cells after a fruitless search
for new program ideas, somebody is going to get an inspiragoingfor toa get
inspiration that has been right
under tion.
theirThey're
noses
longantime.
Doesn't
it
seem
a
shame
that
hours, days,
sometimes
weeks, should be spent on the preparation
of aandprogram
that
goes on the air for a few brief minutes and is then lost forever? Quitetooften,
wouldn't
listeningUsually,
for a
second time
some listeners
particularly
good mind
program.
there are many who missed out on it and who have no opportunity of ever hearing it.
put exceptionally
goodplays
programs
on a "run"Or basis,
as Wis hythenotcustom
with legitimate
and movies?
perhaps hold the same program over for two or three davs?
More time could be spent on the programs, more thorough
rehearsals could be held, and the artists could really exert
their best efforts in putting over a program that they knew
was more than a here-today-gone-tomorrow performance.
After all, the sponsor, under present conditions, can only
be assured of those listeners who happen to tune in to his program. An attempt is made to publicize the program in advance, but even this is dL.xult to achieve to its fullest extent.
It is safe to say that the number of listeners to a good
program could be doubled, perhaps trebled, if the program
were repeated and word-of-mouth recommendation allowed to
function. The movie-goer who misses a picture in which his
favorite actor appears, can see the same picture the next night
just as well.
Competition among stations at present is in a helter-skelter,
catch-as-catch-can situation. No one listens to the same station all of the time. He picks the programs he likes best on
each and listens to them. But what if there are two exceptionally good programs both of which he wants to hear, coming on over different stations simultaneously? It is a common enough occurrence.
The main thing to consider, however, is the wanton waste
of talent in the whirlwind, breakneck pace at which studio
production staffs have to work. It must be disheartening for
a writer to work his head off night after night preparing a
play or a continuity, and then have it go up in a brief puff
of smoke in a single performance. How can worthwhile
talent really produce its best under these conditions? How
can radio ever produce the stupendous, artistic performances
destined for it by science? How can it ever fulfill its promise
as an equal mate to the stage and screen?
It would certainly be an interesting experiment.
♦
Odd Program Ideas Offered
ODD and unusual ideas for radio broadcasts, some of
them extremely visionary and others merely over the
border-line of practicability, continue to come to the broadcasters bymail and personal visitation. Programs to feature
a trained horse, the kings of Europe, ':baby talk" stories for
children,
a "Super-Salesman"
to give
inspiration
to the recesbusiness world,
and another scheme
to rout
the business
sion through the sale of "rooter" banners, were among the
I'agr Six

recent crop of suggestions received by the various programmaking divisions at the headquarters of Columbia.
One of the most curious proposals recently made to the
Columbia system, was from a man who asked if the network
would be interested in broadcasting over a coast-to-coast
hook-up a program by a horse. The horse was a trained animal, his owner declared, and very intelligent. It could count,
and
answer questions yes or no — all with a varying number
of neighs.
"But our elevators are not large enough to carry a horse,
and our studios are on the 21st and 22nd floors in this building," protested the program director who talked to the man.
"That's nothing," he replied, "this horse once walked up
32 flights of steps."
The woman who wants to go on the air and talk "baby
talk" to children is a recurring visitor to the broadcasters'
program departments. "I've got an idea," she says, "I'll
tell them stories in their own language, about 'the teenyweeny 'ittle wabbit who went hippity-hoppitv past the
GWEAT
BIGGY-WIGGY
BEAR!". to the program directors,
She is never
impressed, according
by their soft impeachment of the idea — that it does not correspond with the modern method for dealing with children.
"That's just the point," she invariably says, "let's go back
to Among
the old-fashioned
other odd methods."
and amusing proposals for a program
series was one brought in by a Swedish-born woman who
came to the Columbia headquarters in New York all the way
from her home in Boston.
She thought it would be extremely interesting if a series
of programs were arranged in which the feature talks would
be given by all the kings in Europe. "Nobody but real kings
would do," she said. "I could get them all, I know them all
personally.
start with thewasKing
A corollaryWeof could
her proposition
that oftheSweden."
kings should
be persuaded, after their broadcasts, to come to the United
Statesner ofand
othermake
radiopersonal
stars. appearances at theatres in the manSupposed cures for the business depression recur among
the current suggestions. One such enthusiast who made his
way very recently to the desk of the Columbia executive
charged with receiving all such visitors, had what he called
"The
The Radio
troubleSuper-Salesman
with the countryIdea."
during the depression, he said,
was that the nation's salesmen were all sick and tired of
their own sales-managers. Consequently, their hearts were
not
work, was
they the
couldn't
any of their products,
and inthe their
depression
naturalsellresult.
Have the broadcasters enlist "Super-Salesmen," he pro"pepstations
talks" inover
a nation-wide
hook-up poseofd, to give
all thetwice-daily
broadcasting
the country,
order
its salesmen to listen to these talks by nationally famous
salesmen, and at the same time order its own sales-manager
to The
keep result
silent. would be, the visitor declared, that all of the
nation's million or more salesmen, freshly inspired instead
of bored, would go out with energy and enthusiasm, sell
enormously — and the depression would collapse. The visitor
was himself a salesman.
Impractical as most of the schemes are, the radio program
makers go on with their letter-reading and interview-giving,
in theeredhope
a certain percentage of gold will be recovfrom thethatdross.
RADIO DOINGS
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self acandidate for office. He made much of the fact that
the Federal Radio Commission notified him of its refusal to
re-license his broadcasting station by a telegram sent collect
"FightingwhoBob''
loud-speaking
XI" S preacher
last Shuler.
Novemberthe shouted
himselfLosoff Angeles
the air, for
$4.77. Appealing to his fan-following, he collected
thousands
dollars to help fight his case, and carried the
the
people's
champion
of
the
sacred
right
of
free
speech?
Or is he merely one of those persons who succeeded in talking fight to the ofCourt
of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
himself into public notice?
When the District Court of Appeals denied the stay order
Because he has injected the fundamental principle of free- Bob Shuler sought against the Federal Radio Commission, he
domwideof speech
it, Bob
Shuler's case
is attracting
nation- petitioned the Supreme Court of the United States for a writ
interest. into
Writers
of editorials
throughout
the country
of certiorari. The SCOTUS, as news scribes abbreviate the
have taken it up, many of them terming Dr. Shuler a blatant name of the nation's highest tribunal in their dispatches, reand obnoxious personality but still defending his right to be
fused to review the case, and Bob Shuler is back in the Disheard on the ether.
trict ofair.
Columbia Court of Appeals. And his station is still
off
the
A Methodist preacher from the Blue Ridge Mountains of
Virginia. Dr. Robert Pierce Shuler landed in Los Angeles
What the District Court of Appeals does will determine
a dozen years ago, after a preaching career in various parts
FightingloudBob noise.
Shuler'sIf case
is one sustains
that willormake
hisof the Old South, where preaching is traditionally direct and whether
tory or merely
the Court
reverses
the Federal Radio Commission on the basis of facts, the only
red-hot.
At
Los
Angeles'
Trinity
Methodist
Church,
South,
Bob Shuler built up a large admiring congregation and a issue that will be decided will be the fate of Station KGEF.
reputation. In 1926 he went on the air. Station KGEF,
hand, the Court rules on the right of the Comlicensed in the name of his church, was his mouthpiece, and If, on themis ioother
freedom of speech, as Bob Shuler would
on Station KGEF. Bob Shuler was the whole show. Its radio dearly loven to restrict
to have it do, the reverberations will go far and
wide. The whole set-up of radio will be shaken. The organaudience grew to be one of the nation's largest.
ized broadcasters and many others will jump into the fray.
The air was sizzling with Dr. Shuler's vigorous and outspoken denunciations of civic corruption, and what not. Pro- And Bob Shuler will be hailed as the people's champion of a
tests from various civic groups began to pour into the Federal fundamental
constitutional right.
Radio Commission at Washington. Consequently, last fall
'Broadwhen Station
licenseby came
up forCommission.
renewal, the auplication
was setKGEF's
for hearing
the Radio
Chief
Examiner Yost of the Commission journeyed to the West
Coast to hear the case. Testimony which filled many thous- SAYS William S. Paley, president of Columbia:
casting is at once a public service and business of inands of pages was taken. Examiner Yost, who is getting as
great a reputation at working through the tangled affairs of
credibly swift growth. Mobility of operation, quick responsivenes to public taste and public needs are essential in this
radio as his famed football coaching brother Fielding Yost
had at breaking through a tangled football field, carted his
voluminous record back to Washington. He recommended giant
"It art.
should be recognized that this vast development and
of programs of popular and classical charthat KGEF's
renewed,
although he severely con- the dissemination
demned certainlicense
of the beShuler
broadcasts.
acter have been due largely to the coperation and support of
advertisers.
The Federal Radio Commission, however, after reviewing
the record, reversed Examiner Yost and refused to renew the
now canthoroughly
I do
not"While
believebroadcasting
that even yetis we
foresee itsestablished,
whole destiny.
license.
Its opinionof held
that Dr. Shuler's
choicetheof oublic
language
We do not know that through the industrial crisis commerce
and
his criticism
personalities
were against
in- and
industry have found it an indispensably strong weapon
terest. Itfeared that were he to continue his broadcasts noand that it is now assured of sufficient revenues to meet the
body's reputation would be safe, as it had been declared that vast sums required to serve its public and leave a fair margin
many of Dr. Shuler's charges against individuals were based of profit. This healthy stabilization has put broadcasting in
on half-truths, made without full investigation of the facts.
Dr. Shuler, who argued his own case, himself had admitted a strong position to grapple with its ever new problems and
that he had been mislead on some facts.
to develop to a degree in America that it does not seem possible for it to attain anvwhere else."
The right to censor or restrict public utterances to the extent of preventing obscenity or indecency and libelous statewell-recognized.
Restric'ion ofon free
such speech,
groundsandis the
not
usuallyment isconsidered
an abridgement
Federal Radio Commission presumably had no intention of
now it's
going into the question of free speech in ordering Bob Shu- ANDa singer
is apossible
crooner toor determine
not. And.scientifically
by means ofwhether
a new
instrument devised a voice test showed that Morton Downey,
ler'scency isstation
off
the
air.
Its
power
to
restrict
libel
and
indeconferred by the Radio Act under which the Commis- for one. isn't to be included in the crooner category.
sion operates, and it felt that suspension of KGEF on these
The instrument,
called the
"projection
oscilloscope,"
grounds was fully justified by the facts.
produces voice and musical
sounds
in the form
of a ribbon re-of
Bob Shuler, however, is a wildcat when it comes to fighting. light, vibrating across a silver screen. From the character
of the ribbon produced, the quality, range and timbre of a
He seized
upon the wording
the Commission's
raise
the fundamental
issue ofof freedom
of speech.opinion
With histo sound can be accurately analyzed. Dr. William Braid White
own broadcasting station silenced, he got himself as much isrecent
the lv.
scientist who presented the new invention to the world
time on the air as ever on other stations by announcing himRADIO DOINGS
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Shuler— and Free Speech

At

Last!

by
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Blair Ferm in
. / nation u nited in suspense when Ruby Taylor lay dying. It tingled with
excitement at the machinations of a crook trying to put a phone booth in the
Fresh Air Taxi Company.
'n Andy
liaveeverything.
kept us guessing for five
years, but Amos
this story
explains
simplicity!
NATURA
y theandsecret
btedlSS
UndouLNE
of the
two headliners of the air, Amos
dedrs. supn' Andy,
in keepin
port of their
thousag ndsthe ofundivi
listene
Five years of dialogue! Millions and
millions of words spilled into the ether.
Thousands and thousands of miles traversed bythose same words. And still
going strong.
Naturalness and simplicity!
People do not find it hard to listen.
Unconsciously they follow the trend of
thought and mispronunciations with little effort. They are thoroughly entertained.
And for five years Amos V Andv
have had the world guessing. No one
was allowed in the studio where they
broadcast nightly, and no one except a
chosen few could say exactly how they
conducted their act.
Hundreds of listeners have sat before
their radios, intently straining their
ears for some clue as to the identity of
Kingfish. While nearly certain that it
was Amos, no one was absolutely sure.
Lightin'
anotherCrawford
mysterious
and
so isisBrother
and being,
other
characters brought into the serial. While
the act was certainly not intended for a
mystery thriller, still it aroused more
conjecture, more curiosity, than many
an orthodox mystery thriller.
Hundreds literally whooped the night
|

Amos had a cold and Brother Crawford
betrayed the same vocal symptoms. At
least, they knew one thing, that Crawford could be no other than Amos himself. But thataccepted
couldn'tthese
be helped.
America
two lovable
comedians with open arms. Their droll
remarks and twisted sayings became an
integral
part oftookthe itsvernacular.
"Ain't
dat
somen"
place in nearly
everyone's
vocabulary,
and Andy's
worried "Um-umh"
was almost
as common
as Correl
"Ouch!"and Cosden so skillfully wove
their continuity that even yet, after all
the publicity they have acquired, no one
imagines anything but two colored gentlemen before a microphone. The characters they have manufactured out of
thin air are real, and as alive as they
can be without actually being able to
produce birth certificates!
Amos 'n' Andy are master showmen.
Psychology of the air. if it may be
called such, is instinctive with them.
Planning programs for their listeners
is the "entre" of their lives: two fifteenniiruitc periods a day before the microphone, the "dessert."
\ot only
do they write every word
of the dialogues themselves, but they
portray all of the characters in their
sketches. The two boys are called upon
to take the part of eight or ten persons
in some episodes.

It is an exacting task at times, when
each actor must handle four or five
for in a radio dramatizaroles tihimself,
on, ifin no other type of production,
characters must be distinguished bv
their voices. Correll, in addition to beplays several officers of the
ing Andy,
Mystic
Knights
of the Sea, and other
characters
to
is adapted. which his deep bass voice
Amos, on the other hand, handles the
parts of the Kingfish, Brother Crawford,
Lightning, andacterizations other
charforwhich incidental
a higher voice
may be used. In some episodes in
which a great many people are used,
the boys are kept busy jumping in and
out of roles of four or five different
characters,
in the course of a fifteen minuteeach
broadcast.
When a new character is created,
Correll and Gosden first decide upon
the character and the type of voice he
should have. They then each try several until the proper one is found. They
try, however, to divide the characters as
much as possible to allow a breathing
spell in case several are used.
The difference in the voices of characters is achieved partly by changing
the voice, and partly by changing the
position in front of the microphone.
For example, Correll will take the part
of Andy by working with his lips close
to the microphone, but if he should
take the part of some other character, it
may be necessary for him to get back
approximately eighteen inches from the
instrument.
Amos also moves back and forth in
speaking the lines of the two or three
RADIO DOINGS
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Here's An Article That Tells You Everything You've Been
Wondering About Amos V Andy — Who Takes All of the Various Parts, and How It Is Accomplished Behind Those Closed
Doors in the NBC Studios Where No One Is Allowed To Enter.
"Kingfish,'' "Brother Crawford" "Lightning" and All the
Others Are Revealed In This Story About Radio's Most Popular
Comedy Team

UTH

About

ANDY!
roles he happens to be portraying. Although they try to avoid it, sometimes
it is necessary for Correl lor Gosden to
carry on an extended conversation with
himself, in two different roles, and
when this happens, he bobs back and
forth in front of the "mike" in a manner which might cause someone who
was unaware of the necessity for the
changes to doubt his sanity.
To look at them, to meet them in an
elevator, to bump into them at a club,
is to come in contact with two "charmin'
and ingdig'ified"
gentlemen.
There isThat
noth-is
of the theatre
about them.
usually the way with supreme showmen.
Their intrinsic charm lies in their unas uming air.
Blue eyes sparkle when Freeman J.
Gosden,
to thenowworld,
His
blond"Amos"
hair, darker
than speaks.
in the
summer time, when hours in the sunlight have bleached it. is brushed
straight back from a broad brow. He
quivers with vitality.
Andy, or Charles J. Correll, pierces
one through with a pair of black eyes
that snap, symbol of his Celtic ancestry,
while a whimsical smile plays about a
humorous mouth that reminds one,
vaguely,
of a heard
"battered
derbyhundreds
man,"
who
has been
in many
of radio skits and who, unthinkingly,
causes Amos no end of trouble.
If Amos hadn't had a flare for the
theatre — he used to put on shows when
he was a youngster — he might have been
one of the best cobblers in Richmond,
Va., where he was born. In fact, he
was learning the shoe repair business
when wanderlust seized him. Having
limited means, and an unlimited desire
to see a great deal, he joined the navy.
He may have inherited a martial strain.
Gosden is saturated with the tradition
and pride of the South. It was inculcated inhim at birth. His father fought
RADIO DOINGS
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on the Confederate side during the Civil
War, and at the end of the struggle, was
one of the group of seventy-five "Mosby Men,,
refused to surrender to
the
FederalwhoGovernment.
A beautiful Southern lady and a handsome Irish gentleman were the parents
of Charles J. Correll. His great grandmother was a cousin of that fiery Confederate president, Jeff Davis. Andy,
in his youth, had a newspaper route. He
once washed towels at a Y.M.C.A. and

he excelled as a bricklayer. At circuses he would extol the thirst-quenching proclivities of ice-cold lemonade.
At night he would play the piano, amusing himself, as he still does after his
broadcasts.
But the theatre was in his blood.
Amateur theatricals caught his fancy,
and thus it is no tsuch a coincidence that
Amos 'n'forAndy
shouldbooking
find themselves
working
the same
company.
Then and there originated that famous
team which would one day take people
away from dinner, cut down the numberenceofintelephone
and periods.
induce silhouseholds calls
at given
A nation waited in suspense when
Ruby
Tayloratlaythedying.
It tingled ofwitha
excitement
machinations
crook attempting to put a phone booth
into
TaxicabwhenCompany's
office.theItFresh
took aAirvacation
this pair
went away for a few weeks to catch fish.
What is the secret of holding such a
vast audience, of becoming part of its
daily
routine? and simplicity!
Naturalness
That is the answer. Everybody understands what is going on. Everybody
"sees" these two very human individuals in the mirrors in which they see
themselves and their friends.
They have no race. They have no
creed.
are —
Amos They
V Andv!

Amos (Freeman Gosden) and Andy (Charles Correl) as they are. If you
met them in an elevator, you'd meet two charmin "digitied" gentlemen —
you'd never guess their true identities.
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M a x Waizman Has
Played Dialect Parts
So
Apt
To Long
BreakThat
IntoHe's
Potash
and Perlmutter or Herr
Fizzmeyer Almost Any
Time. For Twenty
Years He Has Been On
the Stage, Appearing
in
With"Partners
Jimmie Again,"
Gleason
and Ann Harding In
"Like a King" and
"Street Scene." Now
He Brings His Characters To The Air

HERU

EIZZMEYER

In

PERSON—
by Hazel Wilson

altogether coincidental was the choice of Max
NOT Waizman,
noted actor and stage director who has
joined the NBC staff in San Francisco, as the portrayer of the baffled German school-master in the Schoo
skit of the Associated Spotlight.
Max has been playing dialect parts so long on the stage
that
he's likely
to break
a Potash
Herr
Fizzmeyer
or some
other into
dialect
almost and
any Perlmutter,
time.
"One reason for that is because I have real German in
my
he explains
when you ask roll
him off
to divulge
the
secretownof blood,"
why comical
mispronunciations
his tongue
with a touch of authenticity far different from the strained
stage effects sometimes heard in dialect performers.
Max's father came to San Francisco when it was a young
city. He was the first paper-box manufacturer in that city,
and he married the pretty daughter of another German arrival, who had come all the way around the Horn. Her uncle,
John
a Forty-niner
estate Pforr,
businesswasinstead
of mines. who found gold in the real
Young Max grew up in San Francisco and attended the
University of California. Dr. Julius Klein was one of his
class-mates
and Rube Goldberg was a senior at U. C. when
Max was a freshman.
Max started his theatrical career by joining the German
Players at College, and from that it was an easy step to the
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Max Waizman as
the
wasterbaffled
in theschoolschool
day skit of the NBC
Spotlight Revue.
Liberty Theatre in Oakland. There, later, he first met Tom
Hutchinson, NBC production manager, Earle Hodgins. producer and other old Liberty alumni now at NBC.
Twenty years on the stage, including fourteen in New
York
are theHe basis
for eighty-eight
Max's fine weeks
techniqueon
before productions,
the microphone.
played
Broadway as the lawyer in "Potash and Perlmutter": appeared in "Partners Again" and played with Ann Harding
and Jimmy Gleason in "Like a King" ; it was Ann Harding's
first part. He was the "milk-man" in both the stage and
screen productions of "Street Scene."
He has Landscapes
an odd hobbyin foroila and
member
of the Lambs'
painting.
in delicate
pastels,Clubdone—
whenever he can find a day off to visit the country, are Max's
method
of "resting."
Besides
playing the role of the schoolmaster in the Associated Spotlight, Max produces a number of NBC programs,
including The Dinglebenders, Kolb and Dill's radio serial.
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by
Radio's

Most
Lovable
Kids
Helen Troy and Johnnie Patrick, a Pair of Real Kids Themselves,
Have Woven All of the Clean, Wholesomeness of Carefree
Bettv Sheldon
Youth Into "Cecil and Sally," Bringing Laughs To Old and
Young Alike
"
C ECILThousands
characteristically
her ambition is to write "a real hit."
and Sallyof inNBCperson!"
listeners who now hear this
Helen likes to drive, and finds it restful. She doesn't ride
famous pair on the NBC-KPO network, stretch- horseback, but has been planning to take it up for years.
ing up and down the Pacific Coast, wonder just what Cecil Some year, she says, she'll carry out her threat.
and Sally are in like in person.
Carmel is her favorite resort. She loves to swim, preferably in cold ocean water! Plays bridge, and is a good player.
"Well. smiling
Helen isdown
prettyat much
like Sally,"Helen
says Troy,
tall Johnny
Patrick,
the diminutive
whose Like Sally, she is "moderately domestic' 'in her tastes, but
add. fascinating mouth curls at the corners while she lisps, those who know her attest sbe's a good cook, and adores
babies and children. She hates to waste time. Once in a
"Oh. Thee-thul! in Sally s very best manner.
As a matter of fact, this engaging young couple who sym- while she is a trifle late for rehearsals, but Johnnv never has
bolize immortal youth so perfectly that their fans range from worried yet. for she is reliable as day and night and never
school enty,children
of tenasandyoutwelve
sev- has missed a program yet. Once she had such a sore throat
look just about
imagineto staid
Cecil gran'mas
and Sally ofought
that she didn't talk at all except for the fifteen minutes she
to look. They constitute one radio duo for whom "personal was on the air. Rehearsal was silent as the grave, but the
performance was letter-perfect.
appearance"'
Johnny writes Helen out of the script once in
admirers, as would
many not
a onemeandoes.disillusionment for
while, and when she comes back to work, she
But there are no such appearances in store
dmits. Sallyishly. it was nice to listen in. but a
for Cecil and Sally fans. Ever since Johnny
ot nicer to be in!
and Helen put on an impromptu program to
Johnny (take it from Helen I
"fill
in" anbroadcasting
emergency vacancy
at the
studio
is first, last and always an artist, possessing both the good
where they were both working,
flesh-and-blood views of the
and bad qualities known to that
pair next-best
have been thing
taboo. So here's
profession.
"He has a bad temper, but
ofthe each
of them. — a close-up
he
always regrets it." says HelJohnny Patrick really beserenely.
keep
an eneven
keel "He
so fardoesn't
as moods
lieves Helen isn't so unlike
Sally, that lovable, lisping little
are concerned : Johnny is algirl who is said to devolve
ways extremely happv and conmuch of her attraction from the
genial, or very low and — well,
fact that she symbolizes for
when he gets like that — watch
many
a
middle-aged
listener
his
own first sweetheart.
Johnny sketches, caricatures,
has a nice singing voice, and
One of the Sally-like traits
writes. He does not confine his
Helen possesses is that she is
writing to Cecil and Sally epidecidedly frank, and says just
sodes, but short humorous
what she thinks at the time. Ansketches
and several novels and
other is her ambition — which
Sally-ing probably will always
plays have emanated from his
active typewriter. His chief
keep her too busy to realize —
ambition
is to become a playto play character parts on the
out!"
stage.
wright, and he prefers to work
at
night,
many
times getting up
"The more horrible she
after several hours in bed. to
would look, the better she
write.
would like it," explains JohnJohnny writes the Cecil and
ny, with brotherly straightforwardness. "She loves ham actSally skits during the day-time,
at home alone. He keeps seving and amateur plays — the
worse the acting, the more she
eral weeks ahead on the episodes, but once produced a
enjoys it. Well. now. isn't that
whole
sketch forty-five minutes
Sally-like?"
before going on the air. when
Sally plays the piano — so
one of the characters suddenly
does Helen, and Helen sings
beautifully as well. Her favordeveloped throat-trouble. Johnite method of relaxing is to sit
ny wrote a new episode in thirdown at the piano and run over
ty-five minutes flat, rehearsed it
for ten minutes, and was ready
dozens of songs. She writes
music now and then, is too shv
to go (Turn
on theto airPageat 32)
the usual
ever to show it to anvone. but
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'Gee, Mary, I've lost my place
maybeJ isthat's what Ted
again!"
White —(below
signalling to
Mary W ood, soprano, his partner
in "Footlight Fantasies." Or mayit's
care —nowbut that
doesn't
anyhow,
script,really
all beinhe the
microphone kisses have to be carried out in sight as well as sound.

With television advancing
swiftly, and studio visitors
expecting some real acting
between the lines, here's the
way Bernice Benvin and Ted
Maxwell (above) make love
before the microphone nowadays— nothing faked about
that! Or with the way Ruth
Matteson and Mike Raffeto
of the National Players
demonstrate the new microphone kiss tliat has replaced
the old-time stuff of kissing
the hand before the mike.

LAKE
Not

Any

RADIO
More!

KISSES?

They're the TEAL
THING!
I\ot So Long Ago. a Radio Kiss — While It Sounded
Great — Was Accomplished By Kissing the Back
of
One'sa Hand
— But Hearts
Today, IstheReal
Smack
That
Thrills
Thousand
Authentic
Osculation !

r

In the days when
sound effects were
Iww Bernice heBerwin
r e's
and everything,
Ted Maxwell used
to kiss.

Louise
I andis
RADIO DOINGS

, do toyoubemean
Ah. myViolet
HERO:
it? Are
hopes
answered at last, my dear one?
Cross your heart, huh?
Heroine: I Simply) Kiss me!
Hero: Ah! I He holds his left hand,
the one not busy with the continuity,
tenderly before the microphone and
kisses
long, lingering
smack.onA-ah!
A-a-ah!it, aI Another
schmutzer
the
Heroine: Ah!
Announcer: Yon have just heard

"His Heart's Desire," drama by Reginald de Whoops, written especially for
Which is the way they used to do it.
in the—fectsgood
radio
were All.old days when Sound EfBut things are different, now. Spectators crowd galleries and corridors outside the glass-walled studios, to watch
broadcasts, and there isn't much thrill,
after following a warm love scene
through increasing degrees of temperature, all the way to its climax, to see
the handsome leading man imprint a
loud, echoing kiss upon his own palm,
or even the hand of the leading woman.
It may sound like a real kiss through
the loud-speaker, but the visitor who
once sees it done never hears a radio
kiss without visualizing that scene.
So, at least, producers in the NBC
studios at San Francisco figure. Moreover, television's shadow is on the wall,
and osculation without two persons actupart in itbroadcast.
wouldn't get
very
far inally atakingtelevision
Imagine
Romeo
without
a
balcony
to
climb
—
and
Juliet without a real kiss!
That's why. if you should stroll into
one of vision
the headquarters
studios inandNBC's
Pacific
Difind Ted
White.
NBC tenor, and Mary Wood, NBC soprano, very much engaged in a scene
like the one pictured — don't back out.
coughing loudly — they're just rehearsing "Footlight
Fantasies.
' their musical
romance
broadcast
Wednesday
afternoons through the NBC-KPO network.
They do their love-making to music —
and to the lines of their continuity, all
before the microphone.
Another prize oscillator — before the
microphone — is Michael Raffetto. handsome leading man of the NBC National
Players. He and Ruth Matteson. pretty
blonde radio leading woman might
even be found in a scene like the one
which the camera caught — and it
wouldn't mean a thing, except that
when you sit before your speaker these
spring evenings and hear the lovers in
the nightly ether drama twittering like a
couple oftogether
love-birds,
the action isn't alverbal, any more!
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BERT. in South Wales,
TREHER
produces three things in magnificent abundance — coal, music,
and Joneses.
That is why Gwynfi Jones. NBC tenor,
who was a collier before he became a
radio star, is amused when people express surprised admiration that a voice
like his could grow in a coal mine.
"Everybody sings in Treherbert, and
the Joneses sing most of all," he explainsamusements
gravely. "There
few comartificial
in smallareWelsh
munities, sothey make their own music.
They've been doing so for so long in
Treherbert that it's little wonder they
make good music — think of all the generations ofJoneses alone who have sung
and played instruments in Treherbert —
how can we help being musical?"
The tenor of the NBC Matinee group
is one of nine sons in the Jones family.
The tenth young Jones was a girl who
promptly was named Gwladys, to harmonize with Gwynfi, Emlyn, Ivryn and
Glvdwv — you just pronounce them the
way
spelled Samuel,
— it's easy!
— if and
not
with they're
Jim, Oliver,
Oliver
Trevor. All of them, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones included, sing or play some musical instrument, so it was natural for
Gwynfi to begin his own musical career
at the age of eight, by playing the fife
and drum in a Treherbert band composed almost altogether of JofTeses.
"Nobody taught me to play the fife,"

Gwynfi Jones, of NBC, Is Direct From Wales, Where Everyone
Sings As Soon As He Can Talk. Gwynfi Learned To Sing in a Coal
Mine, and Was Still Classed Among the Altos When He Toiled
In the Mines With His Father

A

of

Hare

Bit

he recalls. "But there was all manner
of instruments in the house, and when
I began thumping the drum, I was allowed to develop my own sense of
rhythm and get what notes I could from
the fife.
"The band used to play 'Highland
Laddie' a lot; I can still remember how
proud it made me feel to march along
with them, rat-a-tat-tatting on the drum,
andLater
piping
away onpiano
the and
fife."the Flugelhe studied
horn — he plays both of them well
enough to have earned his living for
several seasons with them — but he was
always more interested in singing than
in anything else. He was still classed
among the altos in the church choir
when he first trotted into the mines beside his father — a little boy, just out of
school, and even prouder than when he
was marching in the band, to know that
by Treherbert tradition he was a man
now by virtue of his pick and lantern.
Like the others miners he warbled to
himself when he worked along in the
long, dark caverns which his Welsh ancestors— miners too — used to people
with pixies and brownies who could be
Page Fourteen

WELSH

frightened off if you sang a song or
recited rhymes at them. And like the
other miners, young Gwynfi sang at rest
as well as at work, with hard-fought
games of cricket as the chief variation
to chorals and church entertainments.
When he was in his early twenties,
his voice changed from the baritone
richness which followed its alto period,
to the clear, beautiful tenor of today,
which still retains the warmth of its
one-time low range, making Italians call
Gwynfi's
a "lyrico
With thevoice
change
in his spinto."
voice, Gwynfi
realized for the first time that if he
stood out as uniquely gifted in such a
community as Treherbert, where almost
the entire population is gifted, he might
find a bigger audience somewhere. He
tried out for the County Council scholwould give
him a year'sof
study atarship,thewhich London
Conservatory
Music, only to lose because he was over
the age limit of the competition. Back
to the mines went the young singer, and
back to the Bute-Merthyr cricket team,
of which he was captain.
Then, unexpectedly, came an opportunity tostudy at the London Conserva-

by Nary Cooper
tory after all, and Gwynfi was gone
from Treherbert. taking its prettiest girl
with him as his bride. His ability as a
pianist and Flugelist brought him engagements in London, and he toured
with several English bands, then joined
the Cymric Choristers, first as accompanist, then as tenor soloist.
In 1924, a friend from Treherbert
came lantto letter
California
and tales
sent back
a jubifilled with
of America
which so enthralled the young Welsh
singer and his wife that they decided to
follow him.
They arrived in California with
Gwynfi's
voiceassets,
and two
as their only
and capable
for three hands
long
months the hands kept the voice, while
Gwynfi worked as a day laborer in a
construction plant, and his wife and he
tried to calculate "Wyth punt am rent
someoneforwho
— Then
eight pounds
rent!"had heard him
singing
while
he
worked
collier
habit was still with him — —toldthesomeone
else about the golden-voiced young
Welshman who wanted to sing, but was
obliged to work
as a laborer
and a
Sacramento
club asked
him to— present
a recital. Gwynfi gasped "Yes" before
he discovered that a "recital" meant
singing in several languages the ballads
and arias which were expected of him.
He had six weeks before the event, however, and in those six weeks, with the
aid of a clever linguist, he mastered a
repertoire of sixteen songs in German,
Spanish, Italian and French. It was
hard work, and Gwynfi smiles as he
recalls how he memorized foreign
words continually, even while on the
street. But the recital was a success —
such a complete one that the club exce ded its original fee, and on it the
Jones family came to San Francisco.
Radio opened an avenue almost immediately, and Gwynfi joined the staff
of KGO when the station was inaugurated. His versatility makes him especially suited to microphone work, for
he can sing semi-standard songs in one
program and offer an exacting role in a
studio opera on the next one. He frequently covers this range in the same
program, when he appears on the NBC
Matinee, where listeners hear him both
as a soloist and as a member of the
Criterion Quartet.
Besides his radio work, Jones is heard
at Calvary Presbyterian Church, where
he is Director
sional recitals. of Music, and in occaRADIO DOINGS
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Vocal

Boy

Makes

Good!

Tommy Harris Is Supposed To Be In Five Or
Six Places At Once — And Heaps of Scented
Letters Tend To Prove That He's Succeeded
Pretty Well
by

Tommy
and his
band that
went around
the world.
That's
Tom in

Ralph Clark
S JUST too bad, folks,
IT'that
enougtoh goof
isn't is
there Harr
Tommy
around. He' such a likable young
chap. Even his listeners, particularly the ladies, if mountains of
vari-tinted, sweetly odoriferous
letters may be taken as a criterion, have taken him to their
hearts.
It would suit Tommy, too, if
there were about a half dozen
more of him. He's always supposed to be in five or six different places at the same time,
which almost everyone agrees is
a darn hard thing to do. In fact,
it's almosttries.
an impossibility.
Tommy
Which is one Butof
the many reasons why everybody
likes him.
Aside from being likable, Tommy has
talent,
a great something
big "T."
And he spelled
has thatwithintangible
that
Eleanor
Glynn
named
"It."
which,
when not applied to the female species,
means him
"personality."
All popular
of whichof
makes
one of the most
the KFRC, San Francisco, staff artists.
Once Tommy got under way, his rise
was rapid and phenomenal When he
came to KFRC several years ago, he
was practically unknown, with only a
variated background of vaudeville experience. Within a few months, he had
risen to one of the reigning favorites
over the Columbia-Don Lee network.
And he has held that place since. Good?
They've
be good! (Apologies to
the ciggygotad towriters.)
Tommy's
the
public
came first
at theexperience
tender agewithof ten
years, when he got up on the big stage
at the Granada Theatre in San Francisco
and sang comedy songs for Paul Ash.
He was a hit and there followed numerous theatrical engagements. But the
strain was too much for his young vocal
RADIO DOINGS
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chords. Mother Nature took her toll
and young Tommy awoke one morning
to discover his voice, so far as singing
was concerned, was gone. It was not
until six years later that M. N. relented
and his voice returned, all freshened up.
in excellent spirits and ready for hard
work.
The hard work started after Tommy
won a silver cup for imitating Al Jolson.
From the El Capitan Theatre in San
Francisco he started on a tour which
took him up and down the coast and
through Canada.
Tommy
that he
it wasn't
licity stunt,swears
but when
reacheda pubPort
Arthur. Canada, he came down with
appendicitis. This occasioned an international exchange of greetings when the
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
sent him flowers while he was in the
hospital there, and the Port Arthur
Chamber of Commerce acknowledged
them with the pomp and splendor true
diplomatic relations calls for.
Back in San Francisco again, the
young singer organized a small band

front.
among some iaas of his age. One
nightfit they
playing aLegion
benefor thewereAmerican
when the Robert Dollar publicity agent approached Tommy
and asked hi if he and his gang
would
world. like to go around the
"It came so sudden," says
Tommy,
"and webroke
were down
so excited
that we almost
and
cried then and there."
Thatgotisthehoworchestra
Tommy berth
Harris'on
band
the President Wilson for a trip
around the world. Tommy acted
as director and master of ceremonies and his vivid personality
won him many friends.
Shortlv after his return to the
states, Tommy dropped into
KFRC one afternoon and asked for a
tryout. Harrison Holliway. station managter, heard him and from that day to
this, Tommy has been an integral and
artist
popularstaff.part of the Don Lee Station's
Tommy is now heard singing regularly during; namely,
many of theKFRC's
productions
Goldenfeature
State
Blue Monday Jamboree, the Happy Go
Lucky view,"
Hour,
Friday Program
night "Pre-on
the H-0theSurprise
Thursdays and the Tuesday afternoon
"Feminine Fancies" hour.
Strange as it may seem, Tommy is a
dyed-in-the-wool radio fan himself and
has his favorite radio stars just like
anyone else. Although he has never met
him. Tommy's favorite is Donald Novis,
who sings over KFI from the Ambassador Groveamin Los
Angeles. Tommy
(Who's
press agent
I, anyway?)
thinks he's (Novis, not Harris!) the best
male singer on the air, but Tommy has
a lotonofthis
friends
who won't agree with
him
subject!
(Turn
to Page 32)
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have been pals since they were in knee pants — and
began stage work almost as son. In many homes,
three generations have followed the pair in vaudeville and now on the radio, they bring the same wit
and humor that has made them loved in the West
for a third of a century.

supervising
salesmen. the activities of eighty other
That was in 1899. A \aude\ille agent
offered the pair a chance to perform on
the Orpheum c ircuit as thev did at their
mandolin clubs, and the) accepted in a
gasping
"Yes,"of Their
was one duet
of a ofnumber
other first
Germanact
Each "
by
Still
dialect teams made up of a tall, thin
After Thirty-Four Side
Years Together, The Wests Most Popular
chap and a rotund foil, but out of them
Comedy Team Takes Its Place On the Air — With Dialect and
only two teams rose to lasting fame.
Wit of a Kind That Never Grows Old
One was Weber and Fields: the other.
Kolb and Dill. For years the two teams
debated which was the older, but since
by
John
Bacon
Weber and Fields have retired, the NBC
OGETHER
side34 by
they
started out
yearseach"'
ago
team is the oldest team still active.
1
the vaudeville stage, one
arrived in San Francisco the
of an army of German dialect teams it came more easily to them. There veryThey
first season they were on the road,
in which a tall, slim chap and a short, were many Germans in the section of and made
their first Western appearance
rotund one waged a never-ending, everwhere they grew up, and on a bill which included Jessie Bartlett
humorous wrangle before the footlights. Cleveland
many of their most famous jokes evolve Davis. McCahill and Daniels and many
Today, at the peak of their profes- from memories of this or that delicates- another name now passed into theatrical
sion, and piling up new honors on the
sen dealer or other familiar bovhood history. Something in the California air
ether, Clarence Kolb and Max Dill, old- figure of German extraction.
struck a responsive chord in the hearts
est active theatrical team, are still "toIncidentally, Ernest R. Ball was a of both partners. They toured the coast,
member of one of these families of Ger- falling in love with it more and more.
gether
side
by
each."
"The
Dinglebenders." the serial in which thev are heard
man blood with whom they grew up. Then, under the management of Fisher
three nights a week on the NBC-KPO
Redman, they went to Australia,
of Kolb's, who be- and
net work, has an audience of almost Ball waslievesathatclassmate
ballad-writer's where the same quality which made the
uncountable dimensions, stretching up Irish mother theandfamous
German
father
formand down the Pacific Coast. In many
voungperformance
chaps "click"
ed the combination which made the lowing.
first
won almost
them afrom
large their
folhomes, three generations of listeners
follow the pair who, for almost four music of their son famous. Even Ball's
Back
in
the
United
States,
they
were
"When
Irish
Eyes
Are
Smiling,"
he
decades have entertained theatre-goers points out, is a combination of senti- amazed to learn how much money they
with a characteristic brand of offerings
mental affection for Erin, portraved in had made for their managers, and when,
whose popularity has never faltered, no
music.interested as thev at the end of the next year, Fisher and
matter how public taste has changed in typically
Max andGerman
Clarence,
other directions. The quaint dialect, the were in music — they both belonged to Redman retired, with $200,000 apiece,
out of Kolb and Dill producgrammatical errors and the conversa- mandolin clubs — had no ambitions to all earned
tions, they held grave consultation.
tional mix-ups by which Kolb and Dill be song writers, although Kolb later
have made theatre audiences laugh for wrote
"If producers can make that much
songs for his own productions.
years, have an appeal just as strong Both turned
to business for several vears money out of shows in which we are
when heard through the home radio after they left school, and Max was the the stars, we'd better produce our own
sets of their thousands of fans.
after this." Kolb exclaimed.
of a laundry route, and Clar- shows
The Pacific Coast has been a Kolb manager
"Good — I'll manage us." said Dill
ence was selling life insurance for the
and Dill stronghold for so many years, Metropolitan
Life Insurance Conipanv promptly.
that to Westerners the two veteran fun(Turn to Page 31)
makers are identified altogether with so fast that when he resigned he was
the West. They were born in Cleveland, Ohio, however — and their first
vaudeville
act, of
"Together
Side by Side."
was
an echo
their boyhood
days.
They were not quite next door neighbors, for one house intervened between
their respective homes, but from their
grammar schools days parents and
neighbors always knew that when they
saw Clarence Kolb, Max Dill was not
far away, and that when Max was implicated in some boyish prank, Clarence undoubtedly was equally guilty.
Even in boyhood, Kolb always was
the slimmer and taller of the two
friends, and Max was inclined toward
plumpness. So when they began to take
part in amateur theatricals, they inevitably turned to comedy rather than
No less a person than Governor Rolph introduced Kolb and Dill to the radio
drama, and jigged together, sang toaudience when they made their mocrophone debut in the "Dinglebenders.
gether and poked fun at each other in
Kolb. Governor Rolph. Max Dill
Left to right Earl Gilmore. Clarence
dialect.
Don Gilman, head of Pacific NBC.
Thev chose German dialect because
Page Seventeen
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Those Who Think That Good
Popular Music Ended At "Missouri Waltz" or Even "Annie
Laurie.'' Should Read This Article in Defense of the Modern
Songs — It Will Change a Lot
Of Ideas
by
Another Article
TED WHITE

g a plea for
NTLYce,of makin
RECEtoleran
crooners, I presented
-the claim that there was room
enough in the ether for all manner of
singers.
Sow I want to do the same for popular songs and modern music — and ask
you to give them fair consideration.
Popular songs of the day are overbrimming with philosophy. Never have
the tunes people sing afforded more
food for meditation.
Song has donned an air it never had
previously — a vulgar audacity, a proud
carriage of the city streets which testifies to the progress — or what name have
you for it? — of civilization. It speaks
the slang of the rialto while retaining
a certain delicacy, a touch of romance,
in the way Francois Villon's poetry
does.
Our songs today express ardor, dash,
and with a very mixed language, wit
and eloquence. They fail when they try
to be sublime. But in irony they are
splendid, and it is right that they should
be so.
The most skillful painters never
placed the high light on canvas, never
better chose the point to which to direct
the gaze and mind of the spectator than
have the Gershwins and other soundpainters of our contemporary life. Yet
louder and louder grow the outcries of
some outraged listeners and old-time
musicians who, in their inability to move
on with time, look backward to the good
old days and the good old airs of their
fathers, quite forgetting there may be
merit in the aspirations and the songs
which express these aspirations, of their
sons.
"Synthetic" some of them call modern music, and they are right. It IS
synthetic in the sense of being manufactured, perhaps even forced, because
music no longer is simple and inevitable
as it was once, growing out of the unconscious minds of generations followPage Eighteen

ing upon each other, singing the same
folk-songs and the same tunes.
The secret of the charm old music has
for us is that we feel and hear in it a
style of composition which men have
had time to refine and embellish upon
these old folk-airs. The old-world symphony, growing from a simple folksong, was built as an old-world cathedral was built — slowly, to last forever,
and decorated inside and out, where it
could be seen and where it could not be
seen, from the crypt to the roof.
The modern composer has neither
time nor energy for this delightful kind
of building. He is too busy calculating
and
public
taste.prefiguring
His musicala fast-changing
method is like
the
skyscraper — it is nine-tenths structure.
So much effort has gone into the building of it, elaborately orchestrating it,
making it fit to outstartle anything else
which has already startled the public
to the point of satiation; it is so new,

and must be popularized so quickly, before itis out of date, that nobody is very
much interested in the character of it.
But why refuse to accept it without
trying
to understand
the world atit
mirrors?
A listenerit isandconfronted
everycalturn
with radical
musinoveltiesof the
aboutdialwhich
his inherited
taste in music teaches him nothing at
all. He knows that in the past there
were novelties, too, that Wagner and
Debussy
weresneers
the objects
villification and
as evenof thesuchpoorest
modern stuff today has never suffered.
The pace of change in their cases was so
much slower that their acceptance did
not seem to cause a radical change in
music, but believe it or not, they are
two of the gentlemen who brought on
modernism.
Wagner'sbellious
thunders
and expressed
Debussy's the
redisharmonies
changing (Turn
spirit ofto their
generations
—
Page 30)
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Having Doors Slammed in His Face Was a Common Experience For Alexander Gray, But,
Nothing Daunted, He and His Good-Natured Smile Boldly Assaulted the Gates of Opportunity
— He Has Sold Pots and Pans, Operated Punch Presses, Stoked Ship. Taught School and Then
Turned to the Stage and Radio
ALEX GRAY, who once had the
l\ doors of two continents slammed
_L^_ in his face, today wins a nightly
hearing in homes covering a quarter of
the globe. He turned the trick with a
song and a smile.
This blue-eyed, stalwart American is
much like a medieval minstrel brought
up in a modern setting. He adventured
into life in many roles and emerged
with a song. Then, alone, he crashed
Broadwav. Hollywood and radio land.
Alex first knocked at the gates of opportunity- as an adventuresome college
boy, working his way. He scarred his
fingers in the punch presses of Philadelphia. His toes were pinched in the door
sills of Pennsylvania while he sold pots
and pans. He banged fire doors as a
stoker aboard a transatlantic ship.
Vaulted entrances of English estates
clanged shut against him on a selling
trip around the world.
Gray studied to be an engineer and
turned to the stage after he had been a
technical writer, teacher, and business
man. His life explains his vigorous, yet
gentle manner, his dashing artistry, yet
modest presence among friends, and his

chum set out to girdle the globe. They
worked their way across to England as
deckhands on a freighter. Alex first
learned the value of his voice on the
high seas. His harmonizing with a deckhands' quartet won him a dinner in the
skipper's
cabin.
But disappointment
awaited them
in England.
Their plans
to
sell
stereoscopic
travel
pictures
didn't
click.
"The idea," Gray said, "was that if
you bought the set, you merely had to
sit down and see the world in your
front parlor. But the sets were too expensive. The people who could afford
to buy them were the same people who
We didn't
even getof
topreferred
the roadto totravel.
Mandalay,
the heaven
baritones. We dissolved partnership
and I came home in the stoke hole of a

Alex
Gray
—
Gate
simplicity in living. He maintains no shops. "I operated a punch press on
manager, no secretary, and gives his
iron strips," Alex recalls.
bachelor household on Long Island to thin sheetscars?
That was my first salthe care of a cockney maid. Alex Gray "See the
job— I got $12as a anweek."
His ariedenrollment
engineer in
has hoed his own row and enjoys life
without fanfare.
Pennsylvania State College followed.
He was born in Wrightville, Pa., a There he spent four years to win a degree in industrial engineering, took part
town otherwise distinguished when revolutionary forefathers once hoped to in school activities and was a member
make it the capital of the United States. of Delta Upsilon fraternity. He pitched
He was christened Alexander Pringle hay, fired furnaces, sold magazines and
Gray VI. For six generations it has cooking utensils for expenses. "And,
been the custom of the Grays to so believe me, I had many a door slammed
name their eldest sons. His father was
my face,"
adds. into his first
a Baltimore shoe manufacturer and his in While
thereAlex
he crashed
mother a Pennsylvania school teacher. musical comedy. He was bcast
y as "BeWhen Alex was a year old the family
the boiler-maker's daughter," title
moved into Baltimore. There he at- role inlinda,the
college operetta. "Beautiful
tended grammar school and chased fire
Alex was the 170-pound and
engines. He grew up through summer Lady."
muscular lady. "I also played a little
vacations
spent
the dairy
and to- football and baseball, but I wasn't what
bacco farms
of hison uncles
in Lancaster
you would call a prima donna in the
County. Pa. He milked eighteen cows, latter," he says.
pitched hay and picked tobacco.
After graduation, Gray and a college
His parents next moved to Philadelphia. Gray attended Central High
School and developed a liking for meCon A. Higgms
chanics by working in the machine
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Crasher
after the others threatened to toss the
lad overboard. Gray rates it as his hottest and toughest job. At the end of
the two-weeks trip to New York he was
given $15 in wages.
Back home, he met Madame Louise
Homer, opera star, who encouraged
him to take his voice seriously. She
gave
him at
access
see a season'sOpera
perormance
the toMetropolitan
House. He studied music, language and
the opera in his spare time while serving as a technical writer for a New York
magazine.
Then began a circuitous route to
Broadway and Hollywood. Alex accepted any work that would enable him
to continue his voice culture. He taught
wood-turning
and carpentry
a boy's
school.
He moved
to Chicago,in teaching
at a military academy, singing in a
church choir, and adding to his vocal
education at Northwestern University.
The National Federation of Musical
Clubs, holding an audition, cited him as
an outstanding young singer. He sang
at their convention
Los Angeles.
Con(Turn to inPage
30)

Alex, stripped to the waist, wheeled
and heaved coal in the fireroom as the
small vessel lurched in large waves.
There was no ventilation. Six men
sweated before the fires. They alternated with chills and fever. The angrycrewyacht."
vented their grudge on the mess
boy, who Alex warned to stav clear
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The

Inside

Story of The

Coast-to-Coast
"0

K., SAN FRANCISCO!"
. cries
Walter,Mrs.andWinchell's
countless boy.
radios from Maine to San Diego echo the
words.
"Carolination-wideMoon
a naaudience 'atistheheard
exactby instant
the words leave Morton Downey's lips.
Scattered friends, relatives and strangers in every hamlet in the country sit
together in one great audience, united
for a few moments by invisible ties.
Blase as we are. inured to surprises
and the thrill of the new, we can still
get a few spinal quivers when we hear
President Hoover in Washington. Bing
Crosby, and Amos V Andy in Chicago.
Will Rogers and George Arliss in Hollywood: and other familiar notables appearing on the same program, yet separated by thousands of miles.
Simple though it all seems, the story
behind the nation-wide network broadcast leaves one in breathless awe at the
complexity of the gigantic, precise machinesible.thatThemakes
programsof men
posefforts these
of hundreds
and women are required to bring "0.
K. Denver"
into a Hollywood
room.
Oftentimes
weeks and livingeven
months of planning and effort lie behind the production of a single fifteenminute program, and thousands upon
thousands of dollars are expended.
On New Year's Day, Bebe Daniels.
Hollywood actress, sang from a Los Angeles studio, accompanied by Paul
Whiteman's orchestra, which was in Chicago! The program was the first experiment in synchronization to be tried over
a national hook-up. Without missing a
single note or losing the rhythm, Miss
Daniels
Whiteman's
perfectly sang
as ifto they
had beenmusic
in theas
same room. Here's how it was done. At
a given signal,
Whiteman's
band commenced playing
the introduction.
Through the NBC-WJZ network, it was
picked up in Los Angeles. At the same
time, Los Angeles was hooked up on
the same network, over a separate wire,
prepared to broadcast back to WJZ.
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When Miss Daniels commenced singing,
both programs were broadcast simultaneously ateach end of the line and
over all stations on the network. Both
Miss Daniels and Paul Whiteman wore
earphones, and governed their song and
music accordingly, by following each
other.
Network broadcasting is anything but
inexpensive. Every hour spent on the

Columbia chair of eighty-three stations
costs the sponsor of that hour $15,255 —
and that doesn't include the cost of talent! The cigarette company that sponsored Bing Crosby paid $6,188 for that
fifteen minutes, or $37,128 a week.
Sometimes a New York sponsor, in
order to get his program out to the
Pacific Coast at a desired hour, finds it
necessary
a re-broadcast
at an hour tothathaveis most
desirable inmade
the
West. Morton Downey and Tony Wons.
for instance, who are heard by Eastern
listeners at 7:45 p. m. Eastern Time, do
the same program all over again at
11:30 that night, to reach the Pacific
Coast at 8:30 Pacific Standard Time.
As common as transcontinental
broadcasts are, the number of listeners
who understand what "makes them
tick" is startlingly small. One prevalent misconception is that the local station, bymeans of a high-powered radio
receiver, tunes in on the far-off station,
places the loudspeaker against a microphone and re-broadcasts
the local
transmitter.
If such were over
the case,
what
would prevent every little 50-watt station in the country from tuning in on

Last Newization.Year's
Day; in and
the his
firstfamous
nationalorchestra,
network sat
experiment
Paul Whiteman
alone in inthesynchronChicago
.XBC studios, two thousand miles away from California, and accompanied —

It Takes the United Efforts of Hundreds of Men and Women
To Produce a Single Nation-Wide Network Program, and
Sometimes Months of Planning and Thousands of Dollars
Expense. This Article Explains Many of the Things Youve
Wondered About Chain Broadcasting

Miss Bebe Daniels, who sang from Los Angeles. Both Miss Daniels
and Whiteman used earphones to hear each other; they both governed themselves accordingly, and the result was broadcast over the
entire network as a single program!
lAmos V Andy, placing a mike up
against the speaker, and blithely presenting itas their own program?
All network broadcasting is done
through the telephone company. The
special wires, with which the country is
already honey-combed, have to be prepared especially for radio messages.
About every fifty miles along these lines,
powerful insuring
amplifiers,the orsame
"boosters,"
are
installed,
volume and
strength of current at the receiving end
of the line as were produced at the
radio transmitter.
At each of these boosters an operator
is stationed constantly. If it were not
for these operators, it would be possible to broadcast in but one direction,
as from KFRC to KHJ.
After a program originating in KFRC
over CBS, before KHJ or any other station can go on the chain, every "boostRADIO DOINGS

er" along the line to KHJ must be
switched, or "reversed." These reversals, which are made by telephone company
require
a few over
seconds, operators,
usually from
five toonlytwenty;
long distances, however, it sometimes
takes much longer.
Suppose a San Francisco station and
a Los Angeles station, both members of
the same chain, produce a program in
which artists of both stations appear alternately from their own studios.
If San Francisco goes on the air first,
all of the boosters along the way are
switched in one direction beforehand.
After the San Francisco soprano finishes her number it is arranged that the
Los Angeles announcer is to come on
the scene. A prearranged space of five
seconds allowance for reversal has been
made. The Los Angeles announcer
waits five seconds after the soprano has

by Don Frank
-he can hear her through a
finished- n his studio — and then start?
speaker
When the Los Angeles part of the
program is finished, the San Francisco
announcer also waits five seconds before coming on, and so on, back and
forth. Sometimes an announcer begins
too soon, or a lineman is slow in makingtener
a reversal,
result,
lishears only and
a partas ofa his
first the
words,
or misses the first bar or two of music.
Usually, however, it is all done with
infinite precision, with hardly a break.
The old joke about the schoolboy's
definitions
"radio" system,
and "telephone"
ilustrates theof network
reversals
and all, quite strikingly.
When Jimmie was asked to define
"Telephone," he replied, "It's like a
dog with his tail in Chicago and his
head in New York. Pull his tail in
Chicago
barks in New
York."
"Well and
then,he Jimmie,"
the teacher
queried,
"how the
do answer,
you define
"Oh," came
"it's'radio'?"
just the
same,
only
without
any
dog!"
By the same token, Jimmie would
probably theanswer
that a "reversal"
was
turning
dog around
so that when
the New York tail was pulled, the Chicago head would bark.
Theing associated
advantagewithof aa chain
local station
beis largely
one of prestige. Upon joining the chain,
it mustsponsored
guaranteeprogram
that itsent
willto"take"
every
it by
the chain headquarters. An exception to
this is the "Blue Monday Jamboree," a
long-established, popular program that
the Don Lee system refused to relinquish. Arrangements were made with
the powers-that-be in the Columbia company, whereby the Jamboree would
maintain its eight o'clock Monday spot,
while Bing Crosby was limited to every
day except Sunday and Monday. Unsponsored,
"sustaining"
programs
released by or
the chain
are optional,
and
the local member may use them or not,
as it pleases. Some sustaining programs
may be sold to local sponsors — but not
programs already sponsored nationally.
Volumes could be written about networkcidentsbroadcasting.
The fewaresketchy
intold in this article
but a few
of the details in the great story of the
chain hook-up. There is more back of it
than meetsandthethrills
ear — that
interesting
romance
are nevertales
heardof
through your radio receiver; a whole
world of activity whose secrets the loud
speaker
powerless
There iswill
be moreto reveal.
articles of this
kind in forthcoming issues of RADIO
DOINGS, which will further describe
the mighty machine behind network
broadcasting. Watch for them.
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Clarence Muse Has Won Laurels In So Many Fields He Is a
Very Difficult Person To Classify. Stage and Screen, Radio
and Music All Claim bHim For Their Own. This Is the Story
y Who Gave Up a Career in Law To
of a Gifted Colored Lad,
Follow His More Romantic Quest of Art, and After Twentyfive Years of Successful Trouping, Settled Down in Hollywood For Radio and Motion Picture Work, Secure in the
Glory of Innumerable Conquests

Michael Kelly

perhaps be no better exemplified than
by the wide range of requirements exacted by his roles in his other eight
pictures. His parts in these productions
included a southern "cullud" boy, a
Sengalese, an Indo-Chinese, and an English Negro with a Oxford accent, and a
Chicago
gangsterhe— had
all different
most of which
to invent. dialects,
KNX audiences have invariably remarked in their response to his many
appearances in varied roles that his
mode of expression is a realistic one.
For the most part, his is the
primitive, simple reaction of the

Here are a few of
the many movie
roles played by
Clarence Muse.
Recognize him in
any of them?

n day radio stars, with
FEWall moder
the talents and accomplishments which are prerequisite to
success in the highly competitive field
of broadcasting, compare with Clarence
Muse, featured Negro entertainer of
KNX, in Hollywood.
With a vast and rich background on
both the legitimate stage and in pictures,
this picturesque colored actor appears
every morning in the role of "Jackson"
with Bill Sharpies' Breakfast Gang, a
popular program on the Hollywood station.
Recently signed by Metro-GoldwynMayer for one of the important character roles in Upton Sinclair's sensanovel, the
"The famous
Wet Parade,"
stellar tional
cast,
colored with
actora
has completed nine talking pictures
within the last year. Among these are
such feature productions as "Dirigible,"
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"X Marks the Spot,"
"Huckleberry Finn," "SeService," and
manymany
others.
In cretaddition
to his
laurels,
in the theatrical profession, Muse recently won nation-wide recognition for
his song, "When It's Sleepy Time Down
South,"plaintive
now the
rage ofover
This
melody
the the
old radio.
south
is heard
nightly
being
played
by
orchestras in the smartest clubs all over
the
country. Muse himself sings it often in
his appearances over KNX.
The Negro trouper, with a background of 25 years experience on the
stage, plays in the most difficult and exacting parts.inThethree
picture
"Dirigible,"
was enacted
languages,
English. French and German, all of which
he speaks fluently. His versatility could

elemental man. This is by no means
because Muse is such a man; but rather
because he knows this is a primary
characteristic of his race, which he more
or less represents, and personifies.
A college man, cultured and wellread, Muse nevertheless plays an illiterate Negro porter
with nature
finesse.runsHisdeep
understanding ofhuman
and full. He wanders waist-deep in the
stream of life. He is distinctly of the
people
of them. is his
One —ofan hisintegral
chief part
distinctions
gift as a composer of spirituals. His
song, "When It's Sleepy Time Down
South," has already been mentioned.
RADIO DOINGS
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of
HIS

He recently introduced another lovely
ballad, enttiled "Alley Way of My
Dreams." In addition to this, Muse is
completing an exquisite number, "I'm
Spiritual," which he hopes will be honored by Lawrence
Tibbett in the latter's
next concert
program.
Clarence Muse, who created the title
role in DuBose
Heward's Bill
play, Robinson.
"Porgy,"
names
Paul Robeson,
Roland Hayes, and Charles Gilpin as
the greatest quartet of Negro players
who have ever lived, modestly leaving
himself out. Yet Gilpin, for whom
O'Neill wrote the classic "Emperor
Jones," pany,was
a bit player
in Muse's
the famous
Lafayette
Plaverscom-of
New York.

A college man, cultured and
well-read, Muse nevertheless
plays illiterate parts with finesse. His understanding of
human nature runs deep and
full — he wanders knee-deep in
the stream of Life. At the right,
in the white cap, is Clarence
Muse in the comedy character
of
the singing
cook
with"Jackson."
Bill Sharpies
Breakfast
Gang on KNX.
RADIO DOINGS
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Muse, alone of the five, had found
success in talking pictures, although Gilpin, just before he died, was to have
playedhasinsurvived
an early intalkie.
The colored
star
the talkies
where
others of his race have fallen by the
wayside for obvious reasons. Black or
white, the varied requirements of the
sound films are such that only those
with a full and complete background of
accomplishment
and talent can emerge
on top.
"It is impossible to over-emphasize
the importance of experience," Muse
contends. "The ability to troupe in
most any kind of role, to invent characters, to portray unheard-of individuals with sincerity, all comes with repeated appearances on the boards. One
learns more than just ease. He
finds his tongue, he discovers an
ibility to create characters out
of words — personalities that
walk and
breathe and

strongly," he declares, "The importance
in my life of the years I spent barnstorming up and down America with
vagabond Negro troupes. My experience with the Lafayette Players in New
York, with my school in Chicago, where
I taught youngsters the rudiments of
the drama,
of the
fund of staging
experience Iderived
fromgreat
producing,
and
leading
role in "Thais,"
in St.enacting
Louis, awith
190 amateurs
in the
cast of characters.
"These," he says, "have formed so
rich and complete a background, that
no role, simple or difficult, can worry
me. I give it the best in me, my complete, natural and understanding interpretation, and usually I find this to be
the required thing. I have no ego, but
my faith in myself, in the experience
I have piled up over a quarter of a censtrong."
He turyhasof trouping
a stucco ishome
in Los Angeles,
well guarded by a huge police dog . . .
a present from Sam Bischoff, production head of Tiffany Studios who is
Muses good friend. His wife, a cultured, slender woman, ranks as one of
the finest cooks who ever blessed a
table with luscious edibles.
life- man's
Muse also has a son, Dion, who is a
promising writer, and a daughter. May,
who sings with him over KNX.
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MARYstaff WOOD,
the
of NBC newest
at Sanacquisition
Francisco,to can
reach high F sharp above high C. She
used to sing contralto until Mary Garden
heard her sing in Denver and told her she
was really a soprano.
Whether, it's because he's lazy, or
just hasn't grown up, it's hard to say.
but
Phil Cook,
of voices,
alwaysNBC's
sits onone-man
a high army
stool
when
he broadcasts.
Bing, now unspon sored, has started a new
series of sustaining programs on Columbia
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
6:30 p.sonalm.appearances
EST. andHe'srecording,
still busyandwith
peris bowling
'em
over
at
the
Brooklyn-Paramount,
where he opened after an unprecedented run
of 14 weeks at the New York-Paramount.

Ex-war aces, aviation enthusiasts
and fly-by-nights are getting quite a
kick
out playlets
of "Skydirected
Doings," aFrank
seriesNel-of
aviation
son of KFAC.
Prominent byaviators
and
airline executives portray the why- and
wherefores
of
flying.
Mondav
nights
at
6:30.
Aimee Way, a new arrival at KHJ. has
doubled for voice-less nightengales of Hollywood moviedom ever since the talkies sprang
into popularity.
She's been on Orpheum and
Fanchon
on KYA and
and Marco
KGW. circuits, and used to sing
Leath's
letter
cameVaughn
from dea man
who, prize
havingfanexperineced eight operations, was about to
undergo a ninth, and asked the "original radio girl" to sing "How Long
Will It Last?"

Frank Friselle, the little Italian
singer at KTAB, is making a hit with
Clarence Kolb and Max Dill, in the "Dinglethe ladies. He sings on one of Alma benders,"
heard
on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and
Saturdays team,
over itNBC.
LaMar's programs, and the letters are theatrical
is said.are the oldest active
rolling
in
about
"that
something"
Frankie has in his voice. Wonder if
the Italians have a name for it!
Clarence Crary and Doris Dolan.
"Tadpole"
"Molly"haveof the
cream
Kids and
at KGER,
been Butterdoing
Columbia's "Singing Chef passes this on
what from
it's worth:
He saysgirla fellow
a series of personal appearances in and
afor letter
a German
asking received
him to
around Los Angeles. Los Angeles is a
"sing the Kashmiri Love Song and dedicate
suburb
of Long Beach, as you no doubt
have heard.
it to my anemic boy friend — Pale Hans I
Love."
After all the trouble Cecil Underwood. NBC
Col.ways Lemuel
took to imitate Walter Damrosch
insisted thatQ.hisStoopnagle
partner Budhasopenal- onannouncer,
Associated Spotlight Revue one night,
all their fan mail. But now he's doing he the
dismayed to receive this fan letter
the job himseff — ever since Bud hap- fromwasPortland:
"Your impersonation
of Bee-it
pened upon a postcard which read:
thoven was immense.
I hope you repeat
"Dear Colonel: We are having a good
time.
Wish
you
were
here."
On
the
other side of the card was a picture of
the Federal Penitentiary.
often."
be just
maiden's
afterIt will
another
when oneBuddy
Rogers prayer
takes
Rudy
Vallee's
place
as
orchestra
It
is
truly
too
bad
that
"March
of
Time."
er at the Hotel Pennsylvania in leadNew
that bia,interesting
news-dramatization
of
Columshould leave the air. Since its beginning
York. With his new 13-piece band, the
it has been one of the most worthwhile pro"California
Cavaliers"
—
hurray
!
—
he'll
start NBC broadcasts March 28. The
grams on the air, and let's hope it comes back
exact time hasn't been given out yet.
soon. There's a rumor that it might.
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Elton Britt, dyed-in-the-wool hill billy at
KMPC,
left tothevisit
otherhis day
on awhohurried
to Arkansas
mother,
is ill.trip
Here it is — the regular Ben Bernie
joke-of-the-month! According to the
Old Maestro, noted commutator on
public affairs eksetera eksetera etc.,
"Prosperity is just around the Croon-

C
From

H

A
This

Sb

might"Fifi,"
be interested
in knowing
we
wereYou— that
that roguish
young —lady
on the Blue Monday Jamboree, is a real
French girl. Her accent isn't the acquired
kind,
but athenurse
"real inMcCoy."
the war
she was
a frontDuring
line hospital.
water
She's ! certainly keeping poor Axel in hot
Monroe Upton, who has joined the
staff at NBC San Francisco studios,
created the role of Simpy Fitts while
a radio operator at sea. Betty Kelly,
soprano, still keeps aU her old doUs.
June Pursell. who was with KNX seven
years, and until recently with KFWB, has
signed a long-term contract with NBC, appearing in New York. In both radio and
vaudeville work, Miss Pursell has won a
large following in California, where she came
in 1924 "just for a visit."
By the way,He Axel
reallyMarch
"gone8
HoUywood"!
beganhaswork
in a talkie, "The Phantom Express,"
in whichman. heAxel, appears
the Swede
or Pete asBarlow,
won firethe
movie contract after Emory Johnson,
film director, heard him on the Jam
boree.April
But first,
he'll permanently.
be back on the ai
after
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Billy Jones, of Jones and Hare, once worked
in a bank, tended sheep in Wales, mined ore.
worked
ville. on telephone poles and sang in vaude-

Alex Gray, while no.t otherwise superstitious, has a strange fear of one phrase. Whenanyone wishes
him out"Good
just
those everwords,
he wears
his Luck"
knucklesin rapping wood.

the NBC
serial "Raising
theIncrying
of Junior
is done byJunior,"
SaUie
BeUe
Cox,
NBC's
be*t
stands before the mike "cry-baby."
with a pillowShein
front of her face to get the proper
crying effect. Sallie also is adept at
"Ga,"tile"Da,"
and other
phrases. "Goo"
She learned
how infanin a
girl's camp, where she cared for youngsters.

The Alexander,
"Four Horsemen"
of KLS:
Noyes
first tenor;
Carl
Thompson, second tenor; Ben Deane.
baritone; and John Hidalgo, bass. The
boys were recruited from an Oakland
business college, where they had betainers.come popular as student body enter-

KGER recently dolled itself up in
new lighting effects and a thorough
renovation. Plans are being completed
for the installation of a complete
broadcast system in the new $5,000,000 Long Beach municipal auditorium,
new home of the Long Beach Band.

Homer Croy, who wrote "They Had To
See
starringforWill
Rogers,
has ofgiven
KTM Paris,"
radio rights
a radio
version
his
latest work. Edward Lynn has condensed
"Headed
for
Hollywood"
for
radio
audiences
in thirteen episodes. It will be produced

Jack Carter,
KNX,stamps
the "Boy From
London,"
collects
plays
golf for recreation
. . . CliffandArquettc
and Harold IsbeU, of Aunt Emmy and
Bert, used to be bitter enemies, but
now
good palsmore
. . .than
Georgia
Fifieldthey're
has produced
350
radio
plays
.
.
.
Velva
Darling
once
flew across the continent with Colonel
Lindbergh
. . . Eddie
cook
and boasts
of hisHolden
biscuits.is a good

Ever wonder how celebrities act before a
ofradiothem:mike? Here's the lowdown on several
Bebe Daniels is nervous; usually brings a
number of friends.
that the song. "Where Are large
Governor
Rolph upset.
is expansive, gallant and
K.FOX celebrated its eighth anniversary You,Did Girlyouofknow
by Binghimself
Cros-? eusive,
but easily
March 5 with a gala program that continued
by recently, My
was Dreams,"
composed sung
by Bing
Sir Hubert Wilkins conveys the impression
all day. The first program ever broadcast The number is featured in the talkie, "The
from KFOX— then KFON — was reenacted ex- Cohens
jitteryof ona mike?
the Nautilus, why
shouldif hehe bewasn't
in front
actly as it took place in 1924. In 1930 the released. and Kellys in Hollywood," soon to be that
Mary Pickford smiles at everything, does
station won first prize in a national contest
her work quickly and rushes away.
determining the most popular radio program
The Blue Monday Jamboreadors
Harry Lauder is most exacting and dein the country — the "School Kids" skit.
have been going calling. The whole
manding— drives musicians to tears.
gang has been making appearances in ness-like.
William Randolph Hearst is brisk and busiNathaniel Anderson, brother of the
San
Jose,
Oakland,
Stockton
and
VaUe!<>. the first of a series that will cover
Will Rogers is at his ease, loves to talk.
famous
"Bronco
Dr. Robert Millikan dashes in, talks quietly
most of the larger cities in California.
been added
to theBilly"
staff ofAnderson,
KFWI. has
He
The
huge
audiences
that
attend
these
and
rushes out — alone.
has
had several
experience
shows are proof that the Jamboree still
Bobby Jones is quiet and well-prepared.
Broadway
and hasseasons'
appeared
in Shakes-on
Generalizing:
Actresses are the most diffiperean productions.
flourishes as one of the West's most
cult, but seldom disappoint in performance.
popular programs.
Bankers are dependable but poor speakers.
Politicians are frightened and cranky. Scientists—patronizing. Aare
thletes— touchy.
stage struck
KHQ musical programs are now under the Writers and prima donnas
directionductorofand featured
Ralph Bovee,
who
has
been
conviolinist with Loew theatres in New York during the past ten years.
Gerda Lundberg and Win Cotton, of
Jean Anthony, organist, has captured a big
KTAB, were married on March 8, and
audience of KHQ listeners in his two morntook
a boat to Los Angeles on their
ing
programs
every
day.
He
presides
at
the
.and
That
honevmoon.
console of the big Fox Theatre organ, and
now and then sings a chorus over his own
playing.
In the belief that many listeners miss their
Nick Harris, veteran of radio detective
old family firesides, Bonnie Blue, of KRKD.
stories, has started a new series of story-andFrancis
Lapitino
admits
he
got
up
has written a new program, "Fireside Fansong programs over KECA Sunday mornings
n whichwarmth
an attempt
been made
in the world by puUing strings. He's capturetasy," ithat
at 9:30. Jose
and has
homeiness
of theto
orchestra
furnishAriasthe and
music.his popular Spanish
the
harpist
with
Nat
Shilkret's
band
in
fireside.
Come on at 6:30.
"Music That Satisfies."

RADIO DOINGS

re-writeon this
in English!"
was"Please
the notation
a proposed
radio
talk script submitted to Freeman Talbot,
manager
of
KOA.
Talbot
made
the notation after he had found twenty
unrecognizable words on one page,
dealing with a subject in which he had
majored in college.
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Fennelly's
was behind
scdaParker
fountain
in a first
Bostonjob drug
store. the
He
now portrays
NBC
sketch. one of the Stebbins boys in the
•
There's ofa Dr.
unique
custom
the
From the tinny tinkle of tableware and the
best anecdotes
household
Laurance
Cross,in NBC
raucous shouts of the diners in a cheap East
justOneas ofhe Paul's
his father
started theis how,
Sunspeaker.
Each
of
his
children
is
perSide restaurant to the applause and encore
day morning service one day, he dismit ed to appear on "Crosscuts of the
covered that the regular organist hadof millions . . . From tickling the ivories
Day'
on his
her birthday.
for amusement of the tawdry, to planning and
n't arrived. He beckoned to son, Paul,
Barbara
Crossor celebrated
her Little
tenth
directing the musical entertainment of naand announced "We shall now sing
birthday
recently,
in
this
manner,
and
"Nearer
My
God
to
Thee."
When
the
tions . . . From meal-ticket days and "marit's
Gilbert's
turn
next.
time approached to sing another hymn,
riage oclusive
n a dollar
bill"
to
affluence
and
an
ex•
Father
Carson
ruffled
the
pages
of
the
Park home
. . that'sdirecthe
Catherine Bonness, at the KFI booking desk,
hymn book, as if it were hard to make
storvtor ofofNBC.ErnoCentralRapee,
general. musical
a decision, and then finally announced, announced the other day that she had a Greek
grammar
for sale.
"Let us sing 'Jesus,• Lover of My Soul'."
"Sell it to you for a dollar," she offered
Don
Wilson,
Ronald
Graham,
KFRC's
popular
Here'shappened
the true tostory
of how
Don bought"I it,needjusta finger
to findwave."
out what word
baritone, has been spending his spare
Barlow
assume
the Pete
part
time
away
from
the
studio,
in
remodelof Pete
"Axel,"
on
the
Jamboree.
was the drummer in the KFRC
ing a spare room of his home into a the Greeks had for "it".
most unusual music library and den.
orchestra, and chanced to be playing
Columbia has bought the 50 per cent
Ronald likes bright colors and has done
golf with Harrison Holliway. During
of its stock, heretofore held by the
the course of the game. Barlow made
all the painting himself, besides buildParamount-Publix
Corporation. This
ing his own cabinets to hold the more
a beautiful drive and approach, but
brings the ownership of CBS completethan a thousand pieces of sheet music
had considerable difficulty in sinking
ly
into
the
hands
of
Palev,
and volumes of compositions that he
Columbia president.William
Paley S. bought
his putt. In exasperation, he exowns.
Edna
O'Keefe,
Ronald's
wife,
Columbia
in
1928,
when
it
had
only
sixclaimed, "May gudeness, I caneetta
made the drapes for• the room.
teen station outlets. The number has
put dis crazy ting in da ho-ole!"
been increased almost six times in four
Such
genuine
Swede
dialect
didn't
go
by Holliway,
who air.asked
Jessel, of NBC, recalls the time he
him unnoticed
to do a Swede
talk on the
He indGeorgie
Eddie Cantor, when youngsters in Gus
made an instant hit.
Robert Olsen, popular KFRC
singer, made
apDuke Ellington and his famous
pearance sinchis
e he first
enteredpersonal
radio five
band were recent guest artists on a
years
ago,Monday
when heJamboree
appearedgangwithin
the
Blue
program
over Los Angeles' newest
Stockton recently.
station. KRKD.
•
•
Jack Arnold, the lawyer in
Abe Lyman has a canarynamed
"Lenny,"
that
he
takes
"Myrt
and
Marge,"
is Vinton
with his band wherever they
Haworth,dramatics
who hasfor been
radio
severalin
•
years. Used to announce for
"I'm tall, red-headed, was bo'n
the "Three Doctors."
•
to Texas
atin No'th
a tenderCa'lina.
age. butAndmoved
believe
it or
Virginia Karns, formerly of
WMAC, cinNew
York,theandstaffWLW,
Cinnot," says, Elvia Allman. favorite
ati, has joined
of KTM.
KHJ dayComedienne,
birth•
was well along "that
in thefirst
twentieth
Welcome
Lewis,
that
little
centurv."
•
blues balladist who weighs 97
Anna Nettelman, KFWI soprano,
pounds,from
lockstheher outside
automobile
door
and
has done opera with Mme. Margaret
closes the window from the
Matzenaur
appearedBittke.
in several recitalsandwithhas•Frederic
inside when she drives home
alone in her car from the stuColumbia shorts: When
dios to Yonkers, where she
lives. Incidentally, Welcome
"singin' Sam" sang "Back in
Lewis is the only soloist today
the ly,Hills
of
Kentucky"
recentit other
wassongmore
than forjustit was
anbeingColumbia
featured networks.
on both NBC
for him;
and
•
at Danville, Ky., that Sam first
saw the light of day . . .
The Sisters of the Skillet are being deluged
with samplesusingof biscuits,
Phoebe Mackav, or "Mrs.
and
are contemplating
some of
Effie
Watts"
of
Real
Folks,
really is English and knows
them
for
golf
balls this summer . . .
whereof she speaks cockney
Colonel
Stoopnagle
received
a full-a
. . . Buddy Wagner, like Bing,
sized skeleton the other day from
isShilkret
an ex-lawoften
student
.
.
.
Nat
medical
student
.
.
.
Connie
Bosworks until
well's
have hatched,
there arecanaries
two canarettes
peepingandat
dawn
writing
and
arranging
musical scores.
"Really, Mr. Glub, I'm afraid you're not half trying. the Boswell apartment.
The chickadee has more ivistfulness in its voice."
Lee Douglas, a new addition to
the KTAB staff, has taken up the
Sylvia
who ismadeonlyherseventeen
Columbia debutFroos,
recently,
kodak shotshobby.
If anyoneKTAB
wantsartists,
snap- just drop Edward's show, thought a litle girl was getting
years
old,
but
spent
ten
of
them
in
of their favorite
vaudeville.
applause
for bow,
her violin-playing.
ato line
and ofhe'llshooting
be tickled
topictures.
death too
•
Whenmuch
she took
her next
they were on
have totheLeechance
some
the stage beside her, each with a violin, to get
•
"Around
the Network,"
NBC'swestern
new nightly
Paul Carson, NBC organists, comes their share of the applause.
series
of programs
from seven
cities,
from a family of clergymen. He
got off to a flying start with an organ
concert and songs by John Wells, presented
learned
to
play
the
organ
at
five
—
a
Ray Perkins, NBC humorist, finally from San Diego March 20 at 10:30 p.m. Stasmall cottage reed affair, on which his
mother painfully taught him to play
landed in Sing Sing — but just for a
tions
the Network"
are
personal
beforeout aonprison
KPO,KGIR.
KGA,broadcasting
KJR, "Around
KEX, KFSD,
KOA, KSL,
two hymns — "Nearer My God to Thee,"
audience. appearance
No one walked
him. and
and "Jesus Lover of My Soul."
-MOM
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The Most
Popular Stations
Heard by
Western
Listeners

'Le's See

If KIM
Den
Just

PACIFIC STATIONS
Station Kilocycl is Town
Phone Number
KDB
1500
Santa Angeles
Barbara Richmond 21427
1430
6111
tKECA
Los
KELW 1180
780 Burbank, Calif.
2110
ATW. 3111
KEX
Ore. GLadstone
KFAC 1310 Portland,
Los
Angeles
PRospect
8679
Main
8700
§KFBK
1300
Sacramento,
Calif
Richmond 6111
tKFI
Los
Angeles
KFOX
1250
Long
Beach
L.
B.
672-81
1340
Main
1218
§KFPY
Spokane,
Wash. PRospect 0100
San
Francisco
§KFRC
610
San
Diego
tKFSD
600
1120 Los
KFSG 1000
1141
CulverAngeles
City Exposition
KFVD
EMpire 0315
1171
KFWB
950
HOllywood
Los
Angeles
Franklin
0200
KFWI
930
San
Francisco
4761
KFXM
1210
S'an
Bernardino
KGA
1470
1191
Spokane,
1330
KGB
Franklin 6151
San
DiegoWash. Riverside
1100
Stockton
KGDM
795
KGER
1360
Long
Beach
681-128;
68294
KGFJ 1200
Los
Angeles
PRospect
7788
790
tKGO
San
Francisco
Sutter
1920
tKGW
620 Los
Portland,
Ore. Atwater 2121
900
7111
Angeles
§KHJ
M-5383
tKHQ
Spokane,
Wash. VAndike
590 San
Francisco
1070
KJBS
Ordway
4148
970
Seneca
1515
Seattle,
Wash.
KJR
KLX
Oakland
Lakeside
6000
880 Inglewood
1120
KMCS
VAndike 35221
2466
Fresno
KMJ
1210
KMO
860
Madison 4144
Wash. CRestview
KMPC
710 Tacoma,
Beverly Hills
Hillside 3101
1161
KMTR 1050
Hollywood
570 Hollywood
KNX
HEmpstead
KOAC
Corvallis,
Ore.
Col.
45 ; City4101
526
550
Portland.
Ore
Atwater
3333
5KOIN
940
§KOL
Wash
920 Seattle,
ELliott 5890
tKOMO 1270
Seattle, Wash
RADIO DOINGS

Novr,

R

IIO

Amos-

Is 900,
Nus

Beyond

Ee

Cat

Francisco GArfield
680 San
tKPO
Ballard S300
777
KQW 1010
San
Jose
KREG
Santa
Ana
4900
1500
KROW 560
Oakland
930 S'an
Court 6774
KTAB
Francisco GlenGArfield
4700
KTM
780 Los
1341
MAdison 2056
1220
KTW
SeattleAngeles Exposition
Tacoma
1200
KWG
Stockton
760
§KVI
KWSC
1220 Pullman,
Wash.
KXL
580
5124
Ore. AT water 227W
1420 Portland,
KYA
San Francisco
PRospect 3456
1230
MOUNTAIN STATIONS
Phone Number
Station Kilocycles
1290 SaltTownLake City WAsatch
7180
§KDYL
KLO
1400
Ogden,
Utah
84-85
Denver.
Colo.
YOrk
5090
tKOA
New
Mexico
KOB
515
830 Salt Lake City
1130
tKSL
WAsatch
3901
44161
620
Phoenix,
Ariz.
tKTAR
Taber 6316
KLZ
560 Denver, Colo.
CENTRAL STATIONS
Station Kilocycl :s Town Phone Number
Louis, Mo. CEntral 8240
tKMOX
KRLD 1030
1040 St.
Dallas,
St. Louis,Texas
Mo.
DElmar 2-6811
3210
tKWK
KWKH 1350
Shreveport,
La.
850
Chicago,
111.
W Abash 6739
4040
tKYW
WBAP 1020
Fort
Worth,
Texas
111. Minn.WHitehall
6000
WBBN 800
810
770 Chicago,
Minneapolis,
Midway
5595
IWCCO
Chicago, 111.
STate2-9216
2200
WCHI 1490 Chicago,
111.
DElware
831
tWENR
Dallas,
Texas
tWFAA 870
800
Chicago, 111.Ky.
Louisville,
720
tWGN 1000
tWHAS
820 Madison,
Des Moines,Wis.Iowa
tWHO
WIBA 1280

Locate One
Station-*
The Rest Are
Easy to Find

tWJR
WLS
Detroit, Mich. MAdison 4440
§WMAQ 1180
Chicago,
111.DEarbom
HAv 1111
750
Chicago,
III.
870
7500
WOA 1190
Antonio,
Texas Ken 2136
twoc
1160
1000 San
Davenport,
Iowa
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.
A
§WOWO
5140
590 ■sOmaha,
Town Neb.
WOW
EASTERN STATIONS Phone Number
Station Kilocycl
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
AT. 3-7107
4854
1080 New
tKDKA
York N.Citv
Charlotte.
C Wick 2-2000
980
§WABC 1170
860
§WBT
Philadelphia,
§WCAU
WEAF
660
York N.Pa. LOcust 7700
Schnectady,
790 New
WGY
Y. 4-2211
twjz
New York
KIrby 4800
Cincinnati,N. Ohio
Newark,
J.
760
710
WOR
Ga. HEmlock 1045
tWSB
700
740 Atlanta.
1070
Cleveland,
Ohio
IWTAM
WTIC 1060 Hartford, Conn. CHerry 0942
tW'LW
CANADIAN, MEXICAN
AND FOREIGN
STATIONS
Station Kilocycles
TownB. C. Phone Number
730
Vancouver,
CKCD
990
Calgary. Alta
CFCN
580 Victoria,
CFCT
CFTC
fHWC 1120
Kamloops.B.B.C. C.
960
Sask. Sk.
CTRM
670 Regina,
Moose Jaw.
CKAC
Montreal, Canada
KGU
CKCW
KGBU 730
690
900 Toronto
Ketchikan, Alk.
940 Tokio,
HonoluluJapan
870
TOAK
2FC
670
Svdnev,
Australia
XER
735 Villa
780
MexicoAcuna.
City Mexico
730
Havana.
Cuba
CMK
XEW

t NBC
§ CBS
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Daring

Colors
Erighten
Summer
Olympia Blue. White, Red and Green Predominate

Wear

Thelma Gamble
Fashion Editor
Coats
HEL-lo. everybody! This is the new style editor speakCOATS too. should come in for mention, for even summer
ing,
and
haven't
we
found
just
the
radio
star
you
would
want to see in her new Easter outfits to start this feaevenings are chilly at times. Both the dress coats and
ture out in the right way?
the sports coats have interesting necklines, which include new
versions of the V. square, round and a symmetrical shapes:
you ever^Iiether
see Veraor not
Van.youKHJ's
lookDidcuter?
ever beautiful
saw her ornewhersoprano,
picture the high tight collar, the scarf, the capelet, and the shawl.
before.
I'll betthese
you radio
imagined
pretty!dressers. Like Sport coats are usually belted, but dressy styles continue to
You know,
peopleshearewasverythatsmart
emphasize long lines. Lengths continue to vary from threetheir brothers and sisters of the stage and screen, they are quarter to the bottom of the skirt.
Many women are shouting for joy at the continued length
exceedingly particular about their dress, and can always be
of skirts this season, because
depended upon to choose the
even with this talk about curves
latest and most effective new
modes.
being the thing for the coming
This is the first in a series of
year, nothing is said about
bumps or detours! People have
style talks in this newly created
even told me I have a nice figdepartment, and we hope you
ure since long skirts have been
like
it.
Don't
you
think
Miss
in. Let's hope they stay in.
\ an was a good selection to
start off the series with? Vera,
•
a petite blonde, slender, and
Shoe Hints
graceful — she's a dancer, too,
you know — is noted for her
THIS
fashions
tasteful selection of good
have season
changedslipper
perhaps
even
clothes, and you can see that
more
than
gown
fashions.
she knows how to wear them!
tain it is at least that the Cernew
This department is conducted
slippers are a radical departure
for every feminine reader. If
from any shown in several seathere is anything you would
sons past! Daring, frivolous
like to talk over, please feel
and utterly bewitching! Cutout
free to drop a note to the demight forsay.important careers, one
partment.
IN cut-outs
fact it which
is thisisvogue
for
the most
WHEN
thoughts
1turn to Feminine
dominant
change
in
shoe
fashclothes this spring,
ions. Even street shoes, usually
invariably it is sportswear.
so severely
tailored,
showthere.
disSportswear this year has a
creet cut-outs
here and
stronger appeal than ever beAs
the
formality
of
the
slipper
fore. Is it any wonder, with Here's a close-up of the accessories icorn with the sportwear on increases so do the open spaces,
opposite page.
The hand
skin created
pocket- until in the evening models
the array of new colors and the
corrugated
effect,is aholding
copy of aa white
Frenchkidmodel,
materials, not to say anything inhook,whiteratherand a all
pastel shades. The suede gloves are something maining.
of the variety of new three-piece new; six-button length, with perforated flare cuffs, perfect for there is very little slipper reensembles that are so bewitch- short or three-quarter length sleeves. The shoes to match were
•
by the Olympic Games, designed by Perugia, of Paris.
ing that you can almost close inspired
the new nay the ties are used? The other group consists of
commands almost
your eyes and choose and not Like
a
ivhite
doe-skin
bag
with
metal
inlaid
top,
also
copy
of
a
French
attention.
Brown,
be very far wrong? (Of course, model. A new six-button flare-cuff glove, stitched in black, with
help would
of theaddstriking
cut-away
sandal
oxfords,
created
by
black
and
blue
are
all
importthat's providing you have your I.theMiller,
to any light summer ensemble. (Both groups
ant for daytime wear, used
eyes closed when you are stand- from I. Miller's Seventh
and Broadway stores, Los Angeles.) alone,equoral even newer, in coming in front of your right size.)
binations such as brown and yellow, blue and gray or black
It seems that all styles are very close-fitting this season,
and white. White for sports is preeminent, and in addition
and
your
clothes
must
"cling
to"
well
or
you
just
aren't
welldressed no matter what you choose.
to beingtrastedcombined
withgreen
blackorandorange.
brown, is sometimes conwith red. blue,
Here are a few general hints:
All knitted wear in colorful and novelty weaves is good.
Predominating colors are Olympia blue and combination
OLOR the ghillie for
colors of white with red trim or blue; in fact, white is es- AND speaking of sports, do not C
overlook
active or even inactive sports wear.
Low of heel and
pecially good this summer and if the costume allows, is
bound to pop out in the hat or shoes if it has been neglected swagger of line, it is one of the most important types of the
season.
—
Miss
Vicrov
I.
Miller.
on the dress. — Says Miss Otis, buyer of sportswear at Coulter's.
RADIO DOINGS
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Three-Piece
Lead

Ensembles

in Sportswear

I era said she went to the Santa Barbara Biltmore for Easier. Bet she
knocked their eyes out in this threepiece Boricle sports dress. The
jacketing outisisgreen
and that
of loose,
lacy blouse
weave. peepThe
skirt is white, trimmed in green.
White shoes, pocket book and glomes
we again favored. Isn't that feather
:n the hat
saucy?
(From Coulter's
Sports
Department.)

Isn't fthis
beachin that
outit? Wondera neat-looking
what Vera has
great
big
bag?
She'll
never
come
back tcith a sun-tan wearing that big
straw hat! But then they both hara cute three-piece
jersey beachmonize tcithensemble.
The swim-suit
is romper style, navy blue trunks and
striped top. over tchich is worn urhite
jersey slacks tcith tailored pockets.
The jacket is short, trimmed tcith
military buttons tcith ensign stripes
of urhite on the sleeves. (From Coulter's Sports Department.)

RADIO DOING?

W ouldn't you like to be the lucky
fellow
take Vera
Easter-ing
in thisto deter
sportsVanoutfit?
The
suede beret, purse and jacket, are
in the new tropic sun shade. The
jacket
with White
metal
button istrim,zipper-fastened,
and is coUarless.
shoes and gloves complete the outment.) Sports Departfit. (From Coulter's
Pa^e Twent>-nine

Skyscrapers In Vour Ears
Continued from Page 18
who knows what truths may be carried may sit by the steam pipes and listen to be, for that is the rhythm of the world,
to coming generations on the light wings a singer on the radio. But more of us of the rocking cradle, the swaying treehave moved not only out of our class, tops, the ringing church-bell.
of Collectors
today's popular
But in a modern city it is not easy to
out of our culture, leaving the old
treasuresongs?
the humblest me- but
and their lovely old songs behind, maintain that reverent attachment to
moriabi of poetry and song and popular folks
and then the continuity is broken. For the sources of life. It is not natural to
beliefs of a hundred years, even fifty songs
traditional only as they pass form a reverent attachment to an apartyears ago. Records of the life of our on fromgrowparents
to children amidst surment on a two-year lease and a mahogancestors are precious, but along with
roundings
bear witness to a real
any desk on the twenty-second floor of
their painted plates, their quaint chests permanence in thathome
life.
building. In such an environand old-fashioned dishes, they have left
The sidewalks of a city are stony soil an office
ment piety and sentimentality become a
us their songs, and these are their sweet- in which to transplant music. Some new bit absurd.
The music of the city is
est legacy. "'Darling Nelly Gray," technique is necessary to make it live ironical.
"Swanee River," "Marching Through and flower there, and this new technique
The omnipotence of God means something to men who submit daily to the
Georgia." "Ben Bolt." "In the Gloam- is what we speak of as modern music, a
music dominated by the culture of the cycles of weather and the mysterious
ing"
and
the
like,
tell
us
more
directly
than a dozen histories just how our great metropolitan centers.
power of nature. The city man puts his
I am aware of how dominating a role faith in furnaces, and is proudly aware
grandfathers thought and felt.
But alas, we seem to feel that there is the population outside the great cities of the difference between his plumbing
and the kind which his ancestors ennothing poetic except the past. We only plays in American life. Yet it is in cities dured.
care for what we fear to lose, and these that the tempo of our music is deterNow there is, or ought to be, a place
mined. The Hill Billy singers are favsentimental ditties of our grandparents
ofmine; I love the harsh discords for all music expressive of this wide
all too easily can be lost in the rush of theirorites guitars,
sharp sound of their range of human experiences. Yet it is
and hurry of urbanized America which fiddles, but they the
are no more representa- not strange
the modern
radio that
lisis being interpreted in its own songs.
tener finds itthatdifficult
to believe
tive of the urbanized farmer of today,
We, more than any other people, are with his radio, than they are of the city through all the programs he hears — the
losing association
land-in man.
crooners, the Italian tenors, the Hill
marks. The Americanwithwho thestillsoldlives
As an outstanding example of the lat- Billies, the symphony orchestras and the
his father's house feels almost as if he
ter type, the naturalness of the true Hill where. bands, there is an audience somewere living in a museum. There are few Billy performer fascinates me. His dance
Americans who have not moved at least songs have all the deep and abiding traSuch experience as comes to him
once since childhood, to take up life in
ditions which belong to the countryside from his own life is a dissonance coma new city or at least a totally new sec- — the old-time countryside, I mean,
posed of a thousand noises, and amid
tion of their city. That is why we make where man is obviously part of a scheme these noises
he has for inner guidance
so few sentimental songs about home which is greater than himself. There is only a musical conscience which contoday. It takes time to learn to love the not much he can do when he has
sfused
ists, as he
suspects,
red gasoline station on the corner where ploughed the ground and planted the
echoes half
of earlier
tunes.of the conthe old honeysuckle grew!
seed, except to wait hopefully for sun
And that is what modern music is—
Moreover, the great majority of and rain from the sky. But he has his the musical story of the whole show. It
Americans have risen in the world. They pleasures, and he sings of them — the isn't always pretty or melodious, it isn't
have moved out of their class, perhaps gossip from neighbors and the anecdotes always mathematically accurate, but it
lifting the old folks, with their old immortalized in a saga of the soil in is both in tune and in rhythm with the
songs, with them, so that together they three-four time. Which is as it should lives you and I lead today.
Alex
cert engagements followed, including
solo appearances with the Spreckels
Organ Concerts at the San Diego Exposition.
Gray, however, did not find this type
of work certain enough. He returned to
Chicago and to engineering. He joined
the Diamond-T Truck Company, studied
motors and computed costs. He became
promotion and advertising manager.
Then abandoned businessfor Broadway
He drove to New York unheralded,
camped
Flo Ziegfeld,'s
doorstep,
won an onaudition.
He stepped
into and
the
last
of
Ziegfeld's
Midnight
Frolics
with
such stars as Will Rogers, Mary Lewis
and Willie Collier. He toured a year
and came back to Ziegfeld's Follies,
Page Thirty

Cray— Gate Crasher
Continued from Page 19
with Gallagher and Shean, Gilda Gray lead with Marilyn Miller in the screen
and others.
He wasout sofive
successful thatofthe"Sally."
lot turned
such
Then began his climb to stardom on version
the musical stage and screen. Gray pictures without a halt. They included
leaped overnight from a song spot in the "No, No, Nanette," "Spring Is Here,"
Follies to leading man with Marilyn "Song of the Flame," and "Viennese
Miller in "Sally," on tour. He followed honors
Nights" inwith
three. Bernice Claire sharing
in "Naughty Riquette" with Mitzi ;
While in Hollywood, Gray was enGeorge Gershwin's "Tell Me More,"
"Twinkle
"SweetandLady,"
gaged to play the leads in complete
the latter Twinkle"
with FrankandCrumit
Julia
Sanderson.
radiotheperformances
of "Blossom
and
"Chocolate Soldier"
— the Time"
latter
For two years following he strode with Oscar Straus conducting. Each
broadcast
lasted
two
hours.
He
later
reacross the country as the dashing "Red
turned
East,
headlined
the
Palace
TheShadow"
of
the
"Desert
Song"
with
ater in New York and the RKO circuit,
Bernice Claire. The company broke
records everywhere. Jack Warner sum- then jumped to radio stardom with the
moned him to Hollywood to play the Chesterfield program this year.
RADIO DOINGS

Kolb
"Good? Terrible! You mean I'll be
ihe manager" — maybe the discussion
didn't sound like Kolb and Dill on the
stage, but it should have. At any rate,
it ended with Kolb and Dill as their
own managers. Another San Francisco
theatre man who had watched the profits pile up on productions built around
this whirlwind team from Cleveland,
lent them money and opened their first
creation in his own theatre. He was
Sid Ackerman. of the San Francisco
Opera House, and he was a good guesser, for exactly four weeks later the partrepaid his loan and gave him S5.000 tonersboot.
did weheads
do it?
Well, from
we kept
our"How
business
separate
our
theatre-loving hearts." explains Kolb.
"Most stars are failures when they try
to be their
ownthemanagers,
but that's
cause they let
actor in them
rule. be"Forsuredinstance,
the trouper
in metried
asme that if Max
and I onlv
hard enough back East, we could be as
famous as any of the stars then on
Broadway. The business man Clarence
Kolb agreed that might be so. but reminded me that for two young fellows
like
justbigmaking
start,
it wasourselves",
better to be
frogs inoura small
puddle, particularly when they liked
this puddle so much better than the
big one self
acrossmustthehave
continent.
business
told himMax's
the
same thing, for we agreed to stay in the
West and make it our permanent home.
It turned out to be the best decision we
could have made."
Throughout
the years
which become
have fol-a
lowed. Kolb and
Dill have
team whose success, both artistic and
financial, seldom has been equalled.
Acting as their own managers, they have
produced ninety complete productions,
not one of which has been a failure, besides filling vaudeville engagements
and finding time to engage in a myriad
allied enterprises.
The partners have built their homes
as well as their careers here. Kolb owns
five acres of fruit orchards near Centerville. where he and Mrs. Kolb retire
whenever
the of
"Dinglebender"
permits. One
their hobbies program
is dogs :
Kolb is the owner of a number of champions, including Humerstone Lord Jim.
famed wire-hair. Another is agriculture
— Kolb is almost as proud of the dried
apricots he ships as he is of Lord Jim —
and
— fancyof
swansstillandanother,
ducks fine
swimwater-fowl
on the lakes
his beautiful estate. Humberstone Lord
Jim haswhich
a "part"
in thefill"Dinglebenders"
serial
he will
shortly ; so has
a tame wild-goose which follows the
Kolbs around like a dog. and which
RADIO DOINGS

and I ill-Sid* by Each
Continued from Page 17
will be heard honking through the mi- have always felt it was up to us to give
crophone one of these nights as the the public what it wants, not try to force
our ideas upon it.
Dinglebender
Brothers' affairs grow
more complicated.
"But the tide has turned in the last
wholeDill'sDillhome
Hollywood,scions
whereof year.
someness.Simplicity,
have come kindliness,
back into fashion,
Mrs.
and istwoin younger
'The Dinglebenders,' we hope, will
the comedian's dynasty sit by the loud- and
speaker Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sat- mean all these to our audiences, as well
urday nights.
How many other listeners stay home as a lot of fun."
those
nights isto indicated
hear the Dinglebenders"
adventures,
by the letters
WANT
which stream into the NBC studios in
$500?
San Francisco. Every broadcast brings
greetings from Kolb and Dill fans of
all ages who are following the saga of
the two lovable old characters of the
serial and their adopted baby.
"Every time I turn the dial to your
station and hear your program, it is as
though I were entertaining a pair of
lovedlistener,
old friends
my home,"
writesof
one
while inanother
one tells
how he first saw Kolb and Dill when
he was a boy. and has never missed a
production of theirs ever since.
The letters began to arrive immedifollowing which
the "Dinglebenders''
initialatelybroadcast,
was a memorable
affair in itself, since no less a person
than Governor Rolph himself introduced the famous pair on the microphone. The governor is one of their
WRITE A
oldest and warmest friends, and recited
a long list of Kolb and Dill successes
which he had seen.
RADIOPLAY
Incidentally, until the auditions for
"The
held, through
neither
Kolb Dinglebenders"
nor Dill had everweretalked
SHORT, SHORT STORY
a microphone. They were not interested
in radio, in spite of numerous offers,
or
until the idea of a serial, to be sponHere's a new and fascinating game that
sored bythe Gilmore Oil Company, and
built around characteristic Kolb and
supplies
story plots — one a minute and 4,189,164
no two alike!
Dill episodes, was proposed. The NBC
serial was the result, with the story of
Anyone can play — and write stories with
the two quaint old storekeepers offering
ROBO. So simple you can't miss! Every
a typical Kolb and Dill vehicle, filled
story plot original, too! Builds plots
with human interest.
around your experience-ideas!
NBC's artists and staff members are
IT'S FREE!
as much enthralled by watching a Kolb
and Dill broadcast as are spectators
We give away a certain number of
from other fields than radio. The two
veteran comedians frequently rebuild a
ROBOSrage.everyIf youmonth.
It's write
becoming
the
want one
for fullall
whole
episode's
plot
in
rehearsal,
and
particulars
now.
Use
the
coupon!
the microphone adds zest to the technique they have perfected through years
of making people laugh or cry. They
CREATIVE WORLD MAGAZINE
do it with the intonation of their voices
826 West 10th Street
Los Angeles. Calif.
now, but just as perfectly as when they
Send me information about ROBO and
used make-up to further the process.
"We're going back to the kind of plot prizes for story plots!
Name
folks used to love in the old days,"
muses Kolb. "There was a time in the Address
theatre, recently, when audiences seemed
to demand sophisticated entertainment
City
State
only. We met the demand because we
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THE
TECHNICOLLMN
• This department is conducted for the benefit of all radio listeners.
If you have any questions about tuning, construction, short and long
wave reception, or any problem of a technical nature, write to "The
Technicolumn."
Question: R.T.U. asks: Can you straighten cases turn out to be of sufficient strength
me outWhaton ais question
that hasbetween
been bothering
to be enjoyed. Always log every station
me.
the difference
short and heard
and its frequency. Then try tuning in a station near the same frequency.
long waves? Why can one receive short
waves over a greater distance than long waves? After you have logged two or three stations, any other one with a frequency
Answer: The wave length is determined
between
by the measurement of a wave in meters infalling
between
them onthose
vour logged
dial. will come
(a meter being about 37 inches). The
short waves travel farther because they
kept from leaving the earth and are
Ill Train You are
reflected back by what we know as the
Question: D.L. asks: Does a person have to
amateur operator to use a short
"'Heaviside Layer." The long waves are bewavea licensed
receiver? Is there anything on short
absorbed
and
lose
strength
during
reat Home
(o Till
of interest to the average person?
this laver.flection when they come in contact with waveAnswer:
It is the privilege of anyone
to enjoy the many wonderful programs
aBIGPAYJob
now
being
broadcast
on short waves. Most
Question: R.N.B. asks: What can be done
large stations of the world broadto stop the interference caused by automobile of thecast their
regular
programs
on short wave
ignition on my automobile radio?
inJ
fad
relay stations. A great many of the foreio MUri
Send
for
roy
book
of
Information
ign
stations
broadcast
only
on short
Answer:
The
set
should
be
completely
.mIts theFREE.
opportunities
in coupon
Radio.
shielded and grounded to the frame of wave. Best reception is heard when it is
now. thisA flood
ofMailgold theisGetpouring
the car. Then a good make of suppressors night at the transmitting station.
into
vast industry.
into
airainlng
field with
a future.
Is". R I.
attached to the spark plugs. If this
fits you
for manufacturing, forselling,
servicing
sets, onin
doesn't
help, have an ignition expert
huslness
yourself,
operating
look it over.
tward
ship
or
in
a
broadcasting
Question: P.G.S. asks: Is it within the law
station,
television,
aircraft
Radio,My
to receive the police broadcasts? If it is
and
many
other
branches.
FREE atibook
gives
you
full
informpermissible,
should I have my set rewired or
Radio's many opportuniQuestion: L.S.D. asks: Is there any simple what methodset. should I use? > I have a
ties fonr onsuccess
Quickly
learn atandhomehow toyoubecana
way to tune for stations on a short wave set? seven-tube
Radio Expert.
Answer: Tuning on a short wave set
Answer: I would not advise having the
Many Makea Week
$50 to $100
is as simple as tuning on an ordinary re- set rewired. There are many devices on
Why withstruggle
alongahd Inno afuture!
dull,
ceiver, but the dial must be moved very the market for this purpose. The adapjob
low
pay
tion of these devices is a simple task,
slowly or many distant stations will be
Start
trainingfield.now I forhave thedoubled
live- Operators
trained Radio
wire tripled
Radio
passed over. Tune in every signal, no but should be done only by a competent
and
salaries.
Many
menget through Civilemployed
Servradio
technician.
matter
how
weak.
The
signal
will
in
most
holding
key
jobs
in
Radio
CmillilKslr.il
their start through N. R. £ earn ice$1,020
$2.M)0 a year. to
Your Training Need Not
Cost You a Cent
Cecil and Sally
Mold youra fewjob.hours
I'll notof your
only sirare
train
you
time inroal I'week,
but
the
day
you
en(Continued from Page 11)
l send master
you material
whichfor
you should
■naking
money onselling
the Quickly
sideRadiorepairing,
Installing,
sets
time.
Many
letters
were
received
at the He rides once a week in San FraninRadioyour Equipment
neighborhood.
I give youexNBC of studios
saying
that
the
skit
was cisco's Golden Gate Park; swims once
for making
iwriments
and
testing
equipment
one
the best presented by the beloved
a week and > tennig Qnce a week
that iceteach
you toeverybuildtyi*andofserv-revoung
practically
ether
coupl
e.
11
ceiving set made.
W. Page.
t> 1 idiosyncrasies
-Jr this
.u- youtha Wot ,
because i_he rfollows
a routine olc
1606-B 5th
Ave.. N.,G. Nashville.
Personal
of
Tenn..In mywrites:
VJ35
spare "Itime picked
while tak-up
but because he never
—he isn't twenty-five yet— include the these procedures,
ACT NOW
unalterable habit of never wearing a finds time to do anY of tnem more than
Get
My
Book
—
FREE
davs- As a rule'
seven
same
the
in
once
what
know
to
My bookhowhasto shown
hundredsmoneyof
watch and always wanting
tellows
make
more
and
win
success.
Investigate.
Bind
time it is. He hates automatic pencils however, he manages to see every movie
out
what
Radio
offers
you.
what
and always has at least a dozen soft-lead in town and a11 the good PlaYs bY the
myto help
Employmentget Ueiartmetit
does,
into
Radio other
after
end of the week- He has cameras for
graduation,you
ttie many
his pocket. He will
wooden ones in miles
possible
oidy m
leatures
of myandtraining.
Mall the Radio
—
offers
in a week-end if pvei7 kind of photographable occasion;
thousand
a
drive
tine
jobs
paying
coupon
for
your
copy
RIO'HT
now. jr. E smith. President,
$75
not dissuaded, and drives too fast, ac- 15kes to experiment with colored movie
Dept. 2DF2, National Radio In- much$200 asa week.
stitute.
cording to some of those who have ac- n'm and
mm companied him on these endurance "He has never been seriously in love
jaunts.
— yet!"' says Helen.
Washington,i^K^insi'.'tute
D. C
4am^m/
Ik ; 'UffMM'
Sfyo^-frl^oook.8^
$£>W^
|training
. laming vour
home-study
Nt*.
- Ji* :
andforRadio's
op.
portunitieB
biggerplaces
pay.
1 understand
tins
mr under '^KdU''
no ^««E5>
obligation
and that no salesman will call.
NAMI
ADDBESS
£lTX'.Vn^Vr^^^™ii^^S"^"-MM^"="J
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\
•
Vocal I ov Makes Good
j
(Continued from Page 15)
i!
' zLm
"I don't own such a swell one right
■ tt
r|c was 1
horn in a
San T>
r rancisco
j yearg agQ an(j received njs education in now, but just wait — ," declares Tommy.
The boy has pep — lots of it, ambi| San Francisco public schools. His
talent. He has his eye on "big
j hobby is automobiles and he says he time."tion andWith
those, who knows? He's
would rather drive a good car than eat. darn liable to make it!
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THE
LOW
■DOWN
NANCY R., SANTA MONICA:
— Can younights?
tell me Hiswhovoice
""Spike"
on Question
KNX Thursday
soundsis
familiar, and a friend and myself would like
lo settle the question.
Answer — Stuart Buchanen thought
he had everybody fooled on this
"Spike" business. The funny part of
it is, he did fool 'em !
LOW DOWN
MISS W. M.. ORANGE COVE:
Question — Is Cecil Wright, of KFRC, married?
Answer — I should think these unmarried girls would be taking an awful
chance asking questions like this; you
can
never
how someone's
wife
might
it.tellAnyhow,
MissNovember.
M., Cecil
has beentakemarried
since last
Dorothy Smith is the girl, and they're
living inCecil?
Baltimore Park. Isn't that
Wright,
LOWDOWN
JESSE M., GLENDALE:
Question — I happened to hear an odd program— I think it was Japanese, last Friday
morning
9:45. I turned
only caught
the laststation
part
of it andat someone
to another
before I could find out what it was. Can
you tell me?
Answer — Assuming that you have an
ordinary receiver — not a short wave,
I'd say
you picked
up theof programs
the
Japanese
Chamber
Commerce,of
Los
Angeles,
over
KTM.
Tryit again
at the same time Monday, Wednesday
or Friday and see.
LOWDOWN
MRS. C. J. W., OAKLAND:
Question — I think Seth Parker is married,
but am not positive. Will you please tell me
whether
he is,hisandhome?
give his age? Where
does
he make
Answer — Phillips Lord has been
married several years. The Lords have
two charming kiddies, and live in a
beautiful home on Long Island, New
York.

• Is there something you want to
know about your favorite radio
artists? Something about a program or performer that you ivould
like explained? Just write to THE
LOWDOWN EDITOR, and your
questions trill be ansu ered on this

CARL C, LOS ANGELES:
Question — Can you please tell me more
about the instrument known as the "theremin"?
have itheard
and
recently Iheard
playedof itoverseveral
KHJ, times,
I believe.
Is it true that the instrument is not touched
to produce music?
Answer — The theremin is an electrical instrument, operated without
keyboard,
stringsvacuum
or anytubesmechanical
means. It uses
and has
two metal bars for an aerial and a
loud speaker. One aerial, perpendicular, controlsof thesound.
pitch When
and the
the volume
the other
hand
approaches the sensitive area near the
vertical aerial, audio-frequencies or
sounds are produced in the speaker.
The hand gets nearer, the tone goes
higher; as the hand retreats, a lower
tone is produced. It takes a keen ear
and a min,steady
hand toof play
the thereas a fraction
an inch
is as
good as cerned.
a mile,
where
pitch
conYou probably head theis KHJ
theremin,
played
by
Emile
Maloof,
one
of the few masters of the instrument.

page.
MRS. JOY D., HOLLYWOOD:
Question — Eve often wondered where they
get all of those old, old songs they sometimes
use
on the Happy-Go-Lucky
Hour.but I one
thought
I remembered
all the old ones,
day
in particular they played many that I had
altogether forgotten.
Answer — If you could look through
Al Pearce's collection of old tunes,
you would probably find a lot more
you had forgotten. Al has one of the
most complete personal libraries of
old popular songs in existence. He
can dig up practically every old hit MRS. G. N., SAN BERNARDINO:
that was ever popular, at a moment's
notice.
Question — I heard that Lord Bilgewater had
left KFRC and gone to National, but I would
like totime.know what program he is on, and
what
MISS G. T., PORTLAND:
Answer — If you tune in to KFI at
Question: What's Al Pearce's full name?
9:30
p.onm. theSaturday
nights,Spotlight
you'll find
Everyone calls him "Al," and it could be
Bilgie
Associated
ReAlfred,
Albert What
or Aloysius!
isn't
vue— same old Bilgie, as comical as
he married?
else does Ishe hedo orexcept
ever.
sing and act as master of ceremonies?
LOWDOWN
Answer — I take it you are referring
to Mr. Albert
"V" VIOLA W., BEVERLY HILLS:
stands
for is V.justPearce.
anotherWhatsweetthe mysQuestion — Please tell me something about
tery of Life — unless, as Lord Bilgie Velva
Darling, of KNX. Is that her real
once suggested,
it meant
Which
should have
been"Versatility."
his middle name? What does she look like? How old?
Answer
— Velva Darling's real name,
name ents ifare singing,
it isn't.guitar
Amongplunker,
Albert'scometaloddly
enough,
is Velva Darling.
23, single,
and She's
clevdian, bird and animal imitator, organer. Clever blonde,
enough beautiful
to graduate
from
izer, promoter, and ukulele-er. He has
Stanford, have feature articles pubbeen happily married to the former
lished in a score of nationally-known
Audrey Carter for two years.
magazines, have several stories filmed
LOWDOWN
and some syndicated by newspapers all
SARAH M.. SAN FRANCISCO:
over the country. She's a darling girl.
LOWDOWN
LOWDOW.\
Question
—
Who
takes
the
part
of
"'Mrs.
R. K. V., SAN DIEGO:
Regent"
in usChandu,
the about
Magician?
Will you N. F., SOUTH GATE:
kindly
tell
something
her?
Question
—
Can
you
tell
me
something
about
Barbara Blanchard?
Answer — Miss Margaret Macdonald
Question — What has happened to Bins
Answer — She was born in Oakland,
Isn't he on the air any more at all?
takes isthea born
part ofactress,
"Dorothy
Regent."
She
and sang
for Crosby?
and even as a little girl showed great
I've
several times during the day to get
several years on the concert stage. Six him tried
promise as a singer. Her first ambition
over
KHJ,— but
Answer
Thehaven't
cigarsucceeded.
company that
was to be a member of a great choir.
years ago she was at the station then
called KNRC in Ocean Park, Calif..
sponsored Bing has discontinued its
At 17, she had gained a reputation iii
the Bay District for her voice, took
whereled various
she sang,
announced, Since
and handsponsorship,
Bing is now Hea still
su>responsibilities.
then,
taining
artist,andunsponsored.
part in opera and glee club work.
she has been singing, reading book
broadcasts,
however,
Tuesdav.
ThursToured wards,
the Orpheum
circuit
and
afterday
and
Saturday
at
3:30
p.
m.
(PST),
Fanchon and Marco. Joined
reviews, stations
and telling stories over varNBC in 1927, where she has been a
though the only day KHJ takes the
came ious
along. until the Chandu part
featured soloist ever since.
program is on Thursdays at 8:45 p. m.
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THE
SOUND
BOX
The Why and Wherefore of Sound Effects
Conducted by
Charles Forsyth
ent, requires
diversified
# Radio,
moreeffects.
than Consequently
any other branch
ofis aentertainr
in thedevices
mechanica
curate
sound
therecomplete
rapid
e onolution
of
these
is tl
tion
of
sounds.
Probably
the
most
collert
rented
hundreds
sound
sessed
by
Charles
Forsyth
of
KHJ.
who
has
himself
in
Mr. ofForsyth
ments.
this column
in subsequent
issues effects
of Ra lioand Doings,
their construrtion
.
pleased toIn respond
to inquiries
about sound
THIS is the most interesting job I've had
for many moons. In the "Heroes of the
Olympics''
askedit toan produce
chariot race.programs,
I wishedI was
to make
outstand-a
ing effect, so I studied the situation thoroughly, and decided on four elements for the ensemble:— the hoof beats, chariot wheels, the
popping sound of the axles as the wheels
shifted sideways, and the cracking of the whip.
First the rolling wheels were imitated by a
pair of twelve inch wooden wheels rolling on
a board in circular fashion, a wheel on the
end of a shaft, the center turning on a pin —
aswerein done
a child's
hoof beats
with teeter-totter.
two pairs of The
hammers
on a
hemp pad. The popping of the wheels shifting back and forth on the axles was accomplished by a small block on a box 24"x24"x
12". TheThewhip
was effected by awassmallveryleather
strap.
realistic and wascomplete
received ensemble
with many compliments

thick by twelve or fourteen inches wide by
about twenty-four inches long; drilling two
holes on top about one inch from edge and
four inches apart. These holes will permit the
use of a piece of strong cord for hanging the
plate when in use. Strike with an eight ounce
wooden mallet which has a felt covering of
about one inch thickness. Experiment to find
the exact spot to strike for the best tone, then
make a mark with wax pencil, so as to know
the best spot thereafter.
N. S. —musical
I'm verywatch
sorryyouto ask
disappoint
TheA. trick
about isyou.an
exclusive device developed for a particular act,
and
therefore the mechanical principle cannot
be divulged.
F. E. H. — If you will write me more fully
regarding
your engine,
difficultiesbeingwithmore
foot-fall
effectsreand the steam
explicit
garding the use you put them to, I can help
you. A steam engine might mean any one of
several
etc. types: stationary, locomotive, hoisting,
Sound effects which are used in part or
whole program
as a signature
described in this column
as it is cannot
desirablebe that
they begram. Iidentified
exclusively
with
such
pron many cases much expense is incurred
in preparing them.

from listeners. A much more complete effect
was
produced
for "Heroes,
the Olympics"
in which
two racing
chariotsof finally
crashed.
This proved a really dramatic climax.
In the next issue I shall explain how I reproduced the tremendous effects in the newer
feature — "Building Southern California."
Mr. Edward Harvey, who is a well known
radio author in the East, has this to say for
sound effects:
"I find, through
experience,
most
successful
radio plays,
have that
beenmywritten
Berry,
who almost
plays the part Fifth
of "Joan"
AROUND sound effects, that is, the sound ef- in Aline
"Raising
Junior,"
nue traffic recently
when shestopped
stopped to Avehire
fect is the axis of each scene, thereby assura hurdy-gurdy player for a recent episode in
ing realism at all times."
the est
sketch.
The
sight
of
a
pretty
girl
in
earnconversation with an organ grinder stirred
the curiosity of passersby, and a policeman
had
to
stop the crowd.
QUESTIONS
J. P. M. — You will find it more easily operof the same program, made the reated and more realistic if you will discard the KencentLee,
remark, He"I know
now ofwhyanswering
General quesLee
appliance you are now using, and employ a surrendered.
got tired
simple plate of iron three-sixteenths of an inch
tions about the Lee family."

GLANDULAR
VIGOR
BOTH men and women will find
VSM a quick remedy for sterility, debility, loss of vital powers,
and glandular weakness. VSM is
not a medicine, but is a food derived from vegetable sources. It is
rich in those vitamins and essential
salts necessary for the relief of debility, sterility, and loss of vital
powers. VSM is the great rejuvenator . . . and remember, it is not
a drug.
Write for booklet and literature.
Learn what this remarkable remedy
is doing for others and what it can
do
Or, don't
but
sendfor$2you.
for bottle
of 100delay,
tablets.
Your money back in ten days if
you are not absolutely convinced
that VSM is all that we recommend itto be.
Standard Chemical Co.
Dep. 15, P.O. Box 5, South Pasadena, Cal.
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On the Finest^
Beach in all the World 1
. . surpassing even, the
famous Bay of Naples

EN
A
ENS
AD
o
c
,
X
E
M
\
- ™
HOT-EL
<7/7</CASI NO
yiaya
a perfect resort, catering to the Finest of patronage, and
worthy of this patronage because of its luxurious appointments,
superior service, and its complete facilities for every sport, diversion and recreation. Reservations for Playa Ensenada » an architectural masterpiece « may be made at any hotel in the world or
Iat 634 South Spring St., Los Angeles « » Phone TRinity 7588
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Directory of Western Radio Artists
The Latest Revised List of Staff Artists On Eleven Popular W estern Stations.
Arranged Alphabetically For Your Convenience
K H J
LIEBLIXG. Chuck—
Dr. GeoPiano
— Con. Pianist
K L X
KFWB
MANDEL,
RHOADES. Bill—
Harold—
Piano
ARDATH.
lean—
Pianist
AEZER. Theresa— Bluette
SMALLEY.
Piano
ALLEN,
Donald
—
Announcer
ARMSTRONG. Del— Director
NOBLE. Robt. — Amb. of Happiness
ALLMAN. Elvia— Singer
BROWN, Ken—Red—
ActorComedian
BAER.
lulius—
Actor
BARTHOLMEW.
Robt.— Ensemble
CORCORAN.
USHER. "Shug"
BENSON.
Helen—
Banjo
Norman— —Guitar
Violin
DOYLE. Laird— Continuity
BIN
BY. Helen—
Bob— ■•Bob"—
Chandu
—Adelaide
DraSinger— Soprano VIHEDGES.
BALL] Nl JER,
Tom—
BLISS.
HarpistTenor
ATSON, Vincent
Chester—— Accordion
Banjo
CARROTHERS.
DUXL.W'Y",
Price
— Organist
ENGLES.
BRADFORD.
Bob—
FISKE.
Bert—
Pianist
CRAXDALL.
Ruth—
Contralto
HALL. Harrv — Announcer
CAN FIELD, Rav— Beach Bovs
HENSON, Harrv—
Bass— String
DIDDLE.
Clvde
— Basso
HANLANI,
lames
T.
HOWELL,
Ciifton—
Chf.
Announcer
DELANEY.
Tack—
Pianist
McINTYRE.loe K.Al—— String
CLINE. Van Mona—
Hamilton—
CONTENT.
PianistNews'
JOY.
Production
DON. William — Comedian
PERKY.
String
CONWAY. Esther—
Kerrv— Soprano
Speaker
KELSEY..lack—
Carlton
— MusicMgr. Director COOMBS.
GREY.
Ann—Don—
Vocalist
KING.
Gerald
— Quartette
Manager
FRELLESEN.
Elsbeth—
Actress
WARNER.
PianistBull D. T.
CREEDON.
Dick—
Continuity
KINGS.
Men—
FRENCH.
L.
G.—
Basso
BULL.
Frank—
Prof.
KNIGHT.
Vivian—
Actress
1 (AWSON, -Norine—
Soprano
GEARY.
GEISE. Harrv— Prof. Geise D T
MURRAY. Johnny—
Tenor. N. C. DOl'GLAS.
GOODMAN.Irene—
M. Pianist
Tav— Tenor
NOVIS.
FORSYTH.FloiDoug—
Chas.— News
"Black"
ROCK, Tack— ActorActress
GLOCKLER,
Mary— Guitar
Pianist
FOYER.
sntralto
PKINDLE.Julietta
Alice—— Soprano
Contralto
STOCK.'
Gl'PTILL.
Johnnie—
GRAMLICH.
MICHAUD,Frances—
Harold— Actor
Tenor
RICHARDSON.
Doug— Tenor
GLASS. Everett— Director
GREGOR. M ith)rge—— Bluette
TAFT.
Billv—
Baritone
GRENOLS,
Marion—
Violinist
K T A B
TEEGARDEN. Lewis — Announcer
CROSS.
H. .1.1
HANAHAN,
Vincent—
Actor
MARGRAVE.
VAN RIPER. Kay— Continuity
HARVEY.SistersGalen—
Pianist
HARLINE.
BAILEY",
Mildred—Pianist
Pianist
KING
Singers
HASTINGS. I
BLAIR. Thelma—
KENT.
leanTohn—
— —Director
K G A
BUTTLE.
Bud— Organist
linist
peaker
LEWIS.
Violinist
HERTZOG.
I
HEGEDL'S,
COTTON.
Wint—
Tenor
MANSFIELD.Delphine—
George—Contralto
Ukulele
ANDREW,
Carrie Bass
A.— Tenor
CAMPBELL.
Xona— Contralto
HOBBS.
Bill1
peaker
BLOUNT.
Tack—
MURPHY.
CHARLES. Dennis—
Baritone
HOPKINS.
MENEFEE.
Grace—
CelloBaritone
BRAYSON.
Ruth—
Contralto
DEAX.
Vernol—
Cellist
KING.
Roger
Anne
X
E
W
B
AU
ER.
Lew
is—
CAMPBELL.
lack—
Banjo
FULTOX.
Elsie—
Violin
KRL'PP.
Marion—
Bluette
PAYNE.
Tack—Helen—
Singer Pianist
HARTLEY.
Fred— XvSoprano
lophone
FRENCH. Harriet— Violin
LARSON.
Piano. Organ
PAR MELEE.
IRVINE. Dorothy—
FAVA.
Tack—Frank—
Sax Tenor
LEE.
TommvNell—
— Singer
JOHNSON.
Clinton—
Baritone
PILTZ.
George—
Guitar
FRISELLE.
LELAND.
Chas.—
Actor.
Sings
PHELAN.
Evehn—
Pianist
PETERSON.
Lean—
Violin
LINDSLEY.
Prof.
C—
Reader
JERMAIN,
Terrv—
PETERSON.
Shirlev—
Piano
ROBERTSON.
Bob—
Poet
MARSHALL.Felix—Dave—
Elbert—Contralto
Organist
STEVENSON. Arthur— Piano
RHINARD. Ethel— Piano
LALACHELE,
MARR. Alma—
MILLS.
Sax Singer
RILEY. Perrv— Children's Hour
LUXDBERG.
Gerda—Economist
Singer
MacDONALD.
Marg.—
Actress
ROBERTS.
"Franklin—
Baritone
LE
PAGE.
Grace—
Soprano
MacHARRIE.
Lin,
isav—
Prod.
Mgr
KCW
SOANES, Cora—
Wood—Contralto
Bookworm
NILES.
Ken—
Announcer
McNALLY,
Paul—
Baritone
SCOTT.
PUCCINI. Frank— Accordian
NORTON.
Gerald—
Announcer
AMATO.
Sam—Abe—
DrumsViolinist
SCHERRUBLE.
Muriel—
RAY.
Contralto
OLDHAM.Ravmond—
Vera— Actress
BERCOVITZ.
SHATTUCK.
Dora—
ActressSoprano
SMITH. Toan—
Ernie—
Announcer
PAIGE.
Director
BRESLOW. Hvmie—
Violin
STANTON.
Herb
—
Piano
TAYLOR.
Glenhall—
Pianist
BRESLOW.
Max—
Trumpet
PARKER.
'Tack—
Singer
STARR.
Phoebe—
Pianist
BERARDINELLI.
Herman—
Sax
KTM
RICKENBACKER.
P.
—
M'vmaken
SUMMER
FORD.
Wes—
Tenor
BROWN.
W.
A.—
Piano
SANFORD.
Rov—
Sax
SKRIVANEK. Grace—
Eddie— Singers
Banjo
BARNEY.
Margaret—
ANGERMAYER,
— String
SMITHSON.
Forest—
SAYLOR. Dave—
Dance■'Exercises*'
Director
BROMS. Emil—
BaritoneActress
AXGERMAYER. Rav
Mrs. E.Rav—
Guitar
STERN.
YOG EL. Marge—
STEWART.BobTack.— Don—
Guitar
ARETTA. Tonv— Piano
BURGOY'NE.
Marv— Blues
Singer
WATTERS.
Blue—Contralto
Cafe Orchestra
SWAN.
Announcer
BLANC.
Mel—Jewish
Character
BENNETT.
Helen—
\-iolinist
ZUXIXO, Johnny—
Accordion
BLANC.
Henrv
—
Announcer
VAN.
Vera—
Singer
BERSON.
Dr.
Geo.—
Psvchiatrist
KLZ
COLLINS.
Dean— Character
WALTER.
Speaker
WARREN, Vance—
Tohn— Baritone
DANIELS.Harrv—
Mark—
Baritone
Tack—
BYRNES.
Gene—Orchestra
Singer"
DAVIS.
Character
BELLO.
Ruth
S.—Edward—
Violinist Director DUNN,
EVANS,
Billv—
Monologue
WAY.
Aime'e—
Mezzo
DAY. Bettv— Charles—
Character Character
WEAVER.Bettv—
Clarence—
Speaker
WURTZEBACH.
AR. Gustavo—
FEIST.
An.
WEBB.
Actress
GERRARD.
EVERETT,
Hume—
Orchestra
FULTZ.
C.
E.—
Dialogue
GRANNATT.
Character
PALIZZI, Xick— Accordion
WHITMAN.' KGavne—
Chandu
HQ
GOLUBEFF.
Gregory—
PI
HURLBURT. Harrv—
Glen— Accordion
CAHTLL.
Tom—
Tenor
WRIGHT. Len— "Blue"
mist
HAUPTMANN. Libor
HULBL'RT.
Rav— Character
Sax
SCHROEDER.Mvrl—
Tanet—
Soprano
HERRICK.
Sam—
HARDING.
Contralto
IOHXSON.
Gladvs—
C
HOLTON.
Brick—
Tenor
REYNOLDS.
Mrs.
W.
D.
—
Organist
EARNS.
Virginia—
Soprano
ANTHONY,
lean—
Organist
HASE. Charles— Bass Viol
BENGSTON. E. L.— Prod. Mgr.
KAY'LOR. Mavfield— Announcer
BEST.
Trumpet
JENKINS, Wm.—
K M T R
KEASEY
EVANS—Drama
Dialect
BOVEE. Gus—
Ralph—
Violinist
JOHNSON.
Gladvs—Violinist
Violinist
LA POINT. & Lucille—
BOYLE.
Marian—
PianistTrombone
KONRAD.
Ferdinand—
Cellist
BALDWIN.
Geo.—
Saxophone
BRANDVALL.
Olev—
LEVY.
Ben—
Announcer
LEE.
Thelma—
Soprano
BECKER. Eddie— Piano
LYNN. Edward—
DramaAnnouncer
CANE.
Saxophone
MAHER. Margaret—
Eddie— SaxPianist
LY'TTON.
Edmund—
DALLAS.Bill—Everett—
Bass
BUESCHNER.
Bass
MACK.
Gus—
Announcer
CURTIS.
Harold—Al—
Organ
EMAHISER.
Margaret—
Soprano
ONOTZ.
HARA. Ted
— Banjo.TenorActor
HALE.
Harrv
—
Clarinet
MARTIN.
Mora—
DONALDSON.
Denn—
Trumpet
ONSTAD.
Gordon—
IOHX> AKHT
HARTMAN.
Arnie—Announcer
Accordion
McINTYRE. Cowgirls—
Tohn—Drama
HillSingers
Billies
POWELL.
Burns—ViolinTrombone
LANTRY. Harrv—
PECK. Harlus—
MONTANA
—Saxophone
LI
X
1)1
Johnnie
—
Banjo
•ss—
Saxophone
MCCARTHY,
Earl—
Trumpet
MURO.
Andv—
Announcer
POZZI.
Prospera—
Harp
McKINNEY.
Walton—
Tenor
NASH. Tack— Mable—
Singer Contralto
irl— Cello
NOMURA, Bert
Mrs.— Announcer
A.— Announcer
SLENNESS.
McNUTT,
OLBERT,
MEISTER Sid—
Duo— Pianist
Hawaiian
THOMPSON.
Rov— Trumpet
Graham — Drums
PAGE.
Tohn—Bob Tenor
.
MORTON.
Fran—
Dance
Band
TOLMAN.
Clarence—
Tenor
PALMER.
&
James
—
Trombone
ROSS
Bill—
Announcer
SHELLEY.Thomas—
Glenn—Violin
Pianist
YOUNG, RS iing
Violin
PHILLIPS. Bert— Timmy—
AnnouncerHarmony
?I1— —Tenor
BARTH.
SMITH.
STARR.
Rollo—
Cello
Violinist
WATERHOLSE. Florence— Violin
SALA. Salvatore—
Violin
CASELOT1 :Mm.
MariaSinger
— Soprano PICKRELL.
RADER. Paul—Evelyn—
Evangelist
YOUNG.
Halfred—
Tenor
WIXSON, Harvev—
Director
DUNN. lea tes— —Blues
Tenor
S ! WESLEY,
SIMS. Bartley—
Organist
WIXSON.
Herb—
Announcer
GILLETTE.
Albert—
Baritone
...
Fred—
Announcer
WYCKOFF.
Elston—
Announcer
SMITH. Aldeane— Soprano. Hostess
TILTOX, Bert— Baritone
Z AX DRA— Lecturer
Keep
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This Directory T

Next Month the \ames of Artists At Other Stations W ill Be Added. By Saving the
Directory In Each Issue. You Can Soon Have a Complete Alphabetical List Oj
All Radio Artists In the West
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CHANDU-white
King
Breath-taking entertainment brought to you by the manufacturers of

of

WHITE
GRANULATED

CHANDU

Magic

KING
SOAP

takes you into mountain

strongholds — to the sphinx-like silence of
the deserts. He leads you through ancient
castles and spies upon the plottings of
power-crazed enemies of law and order.
He calls to his aid the help and power of
occult brotherhoods who aid him in unwinding the mazes of puzzling adventures
his peculiar life brings to him. All the
strange, exciting things of the unknown
lands are laid bare to you in following
CHANDU, his sister Dorothy and her children, Bobby and Betty. Their lives are one
a
Chandu reveals secrets of magic crystal

great drama of intrigue, travel and adventure.

FOLLOW CHANDU AND YOU'LL TRAVEL THE HIGH ROAD TO ROMANCE
PACIFIC STANDARD TIME
MOUNTAIN TIME
JKIT, Yakima, Washington
7:45
P.M.15
iKVOS. Bellingham, Washington ■ - ■ 7:45
8:1515
KHJ, Los Angeles, California tKSL,
Salt
Lake
City, Utah tKHQ, Spokane, Washington
.... 5:45
KFOX, Long Beach, California
•
15
tKLO,
Ogden,
Utah
KDB Santa Barbara, California
15
KSEI Pocatello, Idaho- ■- -- -CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
P.M.
"KM) Fresno, California - - t K I DO Boise, Idaho - - - 4515
iXEJ, Jaurez, New Mexico
7:15
' KFBK,
KFRC, San
Francisco,California
California
tKLZ, Denver, Colorado - Sacramento,
45
iWFAA, Dallas, Texas
5:45
KWG, Stockton, California tKDFN, Casper, Wyoming - iKPRC, Houston, Texas
6:15
KNX, Hollywood, California
15
KMBC Kansas City, Missouri - - - 6:45
tKTAR, Phoenix, Arizona - KGB San Diego, California
tKWK, St. Louis, Missouri
6:15
1 Except Saturday and Sunday.
KOIN, Portland, Oregon - tKFH, Wichita, Kansas
7:15
15
tKMED. Medford, Oregon - tWKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. - - - - 6:00
tKFJI, Klamath Falls - - tKVOO, Tulsa, Oklahoma
5:30
HONOLULU
00
KOL, Seattle, Washington
tKCRC, Enid, Oklahoma
5:30
iKU|, Walla Walla, Washington
WOW, Omaha, Nebraska
5:45
tKCU, Honolulu, T. H.
tExcept Saturday and Sunday.
Except Saturday and Sunday.
^Except Saturday and Sunday.
Except Sunday and Monday.
Except Sunday and Monday.

P. M.
8:45

■/</
r
HELLO,
If von possess natural"EVERYBODY
tal ■nt. you can be trained to
enter Broadcasting as an:
Announcer
Program
Manager
Musician
Sale- Manager
Singer
Reader
Advertising
Actor
Publicity
Writer
Director
Musical Director
or any other fi / Broadcasting
talented
ting are open >technique
Excellent
in Brotin
men and positions
women after
n
prepare
ofyourself
radio forpresentation.
a big payingRe;

let

FLOYD

train

for a Radio proidea describe
HAVE yougram?anCan you
things?
Have you a Radio voice? Are you
y inclined? Have you the abilmusicall
ity to write humor, dramatic sketches,
playlets, advertising? Can you sell? If
you can do any of these things —
Broadcasting needs you!
Last year alone, more than $31,000,000 was
expended for talent before the microphone
to entertain and educate the American people. The estimated number of announcers,
speakers,at musicians,
who perform
the 600 or actors,
more etc.,
America!
Stations is well over 300.(1011
The Fastest Growing Medium
in the World
The biggest advertisers in the CO
strength of Bro
ognize the bus ness
They rely on i more and more for •e seeking
sales work. They ai
promotion
and
new ideas, new talent every day.
If you are ;ood at thinking up ideas; if
your voice sho ws promise for anno jment; if
singing; if jro
you
can that
sell of ould be turned to
talents
profitable
broadcasting p urposes. you can qua ilify
for a
job inside or outside of the Sti tdio. Lei
Floyd
Gibbon
5
show
you
how
to
capitalize
sour hidden U Ients!
No matter how much latent a jility you
unless you
po-M— ■ ll I- UX'le^s m
know the technique of Broadcasting,
urn know how to get a try-out. How
front the microphone. How to lend
personality, sincerity and clearness t
voice.

GIBBONS

you

for a

Broadcasting
career
Merely the ability to sing is not sufficient. ence, interior decorating, etiquette, child welIt must be coupled with the art of knowing
fare, styles, beauty and home making.
bciv\ to get the most out of your voice for
broadcasting purposes. Merely the knack of A Complete Course in Radio
knowing how to write will not bring success
Broadcasting by FLOYD
as a radio dramatist. You must be familiar
GIBBONS
with the limitations of the microphone, and
know how to adapt your stories for effective A few of the subjects
radio presentation. It is not enough to have phone Technique. How to Contr olare:the MicroVoice
a good voice, to be able to describe things, and
Make it Expressiv e, How to Train a
to know how to sell. Broadcasting presents Singing
the Knack
Voice for
Broa
very definite problems, and any talent, no of Describing.
to ticWrite
Plays.
matter how great, must be adapted to fit the Radio Dialogue. How
Broa1ladio
to Arrange
special requirements for successful broad- ing the AudienceDrama
IcaMs.
Makcasting.
h.
How
Lau< v Maki
Daily Insic
Programs,
The Floyd Gibbons School for Broadcasting nities
Inside
and Mone
Outs ide the Studio, and
shows you how to solve every radio problem dozens of other subject
lg Opportufrom the standpoint of the broadcaster. Floyd
Booklet
Sent
Free
Gibbons, casteone
of
America's
foremost
broadrs, has developed a unique method for
ntitled "How to
training men and women at home for this fulljAn intere
entitled
fascinating work. This home-study course Find Your
1fascinating
imoklet
Broadcasting,"
you
ole
story
of thetellsFloyd
offers
you
a
complete
training
in
every
phase
the
whole
:
of ;
broadcasting. Now you can profit Gib s School of Broadcasting and describes
■ training offered in our Home Study
by
FloydYou Gibbons'
yearsyourof talents
experience
Radio.
can develop
right at Com Here is your chance to enter
fill a lifehome in your spare time under his guidance, long ofession
— to fill an important role
in
and acquire the technique that makes Radio one
stars. Out -of obscure places are coming the tries
world.
Send
for
'"How
to
Find
future Amos and Andys, Graham MacNa- Youi
in Broadcasting"
See the
for
mees,
Rudy whose
Vallees, yearly
Olive Palmers
andpowtoday.
practical
yourself
ho vns complete
er
Gibbonses
earning and Floyd your
Course
in
Broadcasting
is.
Floyd
Gibbi
enormous.
below todav. Floyd
Act
now—Schse ndK>] ofcoupon
Broadcasting.
Dept.
2F22.
Gibbons
Unlimited Opportunities for Men U. S. Savir gs Bank Building. 2000 14th
and Women
Street. N. W „ Washington. D. C.
llis■ded to do special |
Men
broadca
if all kind- De- I
School fsf Broadcastings
ltank Building:,
scriptiv<
<. \. w. \\ ashingrton, D. C
i game:an
jail
oris of
n il prepan
domestic sc
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BEAUTY'S MORE THAN CHIN-DEEP
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RUTH WESTER
Chicago Radio Queen,
Columbia Arlist

CONGRATULATIONS

KH

J

S sister members of the ColumbiaDon Lee Broadcasting System,
we salute you on the completion
of ten years of public service.
<J The story of your growth is
synonymous with that of the progress of radio
broadcasting during the past decade. ^ Today, millions of discriminate listeners will testify to the excellence of the entertainment
which your studios provide, and we who are
affiliated with you in this great Coast wise network of stations are proud of that association.
Congratulations!
KFRC
San Francisco
K F B K
Sacramento
KERN
Bakersf ield
K W C
Stockton

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
KDB
SantaK MBarbara
)
•
•
Fresno

•

•

KCB
San Diego

K V 1
Tacoma

•

•
•

KO 1 N
Portland
KFPY
SpokaneY
KO
Phoenix
KOL
Seattle

Radio on the Highway
R ISN'T
SUMME
THEdeathAPPRO
Not
to be. THE
it used
to radioOF that
blow ACH
many years ago, when the hot weather set in,
we used to put the loud speaker away on the closet
shelf, keep the radio in the front room for a flower
stand, heave a sigh, and think, "Well, no more
radio
heat. until fall." And go outdoors to escape the
The strides that radio has made toward being
an all-year form of entertainment were impressed
strongly on us the other day when we were riding
along
to the inauto
radio.breeze
It's
a reliefintothesit car,
back listening
and sail along
the cool
and laugh at Ed Wynn's wisecracks or be soothed
by Lombardo's music. For some reason or other,
radio programs have a better taste when you hear
them outdoors on the highway.
Auto radios have done one thing for certain —
they've cut down the number of back seat drivers.
We've
that aliked
tonneau
• pilot
that wayalways
becausethought
they simply
to talk
and got
be
the center of attraction. With radio in the car,
it gives the driver a reasonable excuse to yell
"Shut Up! I'm listening to this program."
Radio and Politics
THE 1932 REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC
conventions this month are significant as more
than mere incidents in everyday broadcasting.
Radio this year definitely takes its place as an
important and almost necessary factor in American government. For generations we have depended solely on the Press for our political and
governmental news. Our opinions have been
largely influenced by printed reports of political
activities. And in some cases, the prejudice behind this news rendered it anything but unbiased
and uncolored.
It is one thing to read a written account of such
important gatherings as these conventions, but it
is quite another to sit at the radio and listen to
the gathering itself. No reportorial prejudice can
exist there; only a true, actual reproduction of
the words of the men themselves.
The establishment of radio as a non-partisan,
irreproachable reporter of such important
speeches and events directly from the scene of
RADIO DOINGS

action may well go down as one of the greatest
accomplishments
towards better government in
this
century.
* * *
Sponsored Programs Favored
FROM EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION AND
listener surveys, the National Broadcasting
Company has proven satisfactorily that the Amerits
mind radioIn advertisemen
can publicasdoesn't
every instance,halfin
is supposed.
as much
response to NBC surveys, the great majority preferred those programs that were supported by
advertising.
Don Gilman, vice-president of NBC, in an address before prominent advertising men, told of
a well-known writer, engaged in interviewing the
famous persons of Europe over the radio. This
gentleman, upon his return to America, had this
to say: mercial
"I wish
the European
planjust
of once
non-combroadcasting
could be tried
over
here. It would show Americans how lucky they
are to have the system now in operation in the
United States."
TSew Radio Plays?
COLUMBIA IS GOING TO ATTEMPT TO Discover a newonly
typethree
of radio
drama.
time. So far,
or four
types It's
of about
plays
have been used on the air: dramatization of fiction, miniature dramas adapted from the stage,
dramatization of biographies, famous occasions
and news.
Don Clark, continuity chief of Columbia, is going to try something else. In a new series of
programs, which began Sunday, June 12, at 4:00
p. m., is going to experiment until he finds somenew in radio
want totoprove
maturethingradio
dramaplays.
can be"We
produced
hold that
and
intrigue an audience for a half-hour," Clark declares. "It isn't easy. The radio, confined to
audible appeal, requires skillful and vivid impressions,
fast
a swift
Nobody action,
seems toandknow
justclimax."
what to expect, but
we'll be looking forward to success in the experiment. At least, it shows that at last, radio is stepping out on its own in search of something that
it can claim for its own — that wasn't borrowed
from stage, screen, or vaudeville.
Page Five

Ruth Matteson (right), charming
blonde XBC National Player, likes
to raise poultry. So she spends
every week-end at the family ranch
near Los Gatos. Mona Lowe, blues
singer, plays tennis and stays thin.
John Wolfe (at mike) tells the
world about his fishing trip with
Ted Maxwell. John is in the harmony team John and Ned. By the
looks of the two fishermen, Ted
did most of the heavy hauling
on the lines.

they'reinused
becausofe ether,
S ngit's miles
PERHAP
the
to coveri
fraction of a second, with the
songs they sing and the words they say,
but whatever the reason, the wide-open
spaces have an irresistible appeal to
radio stars.
The boys and girls whose profession
keeps them penned up in studios, training their voices on the small metal door
which opens on the great stage of radio,
get out into the country whenever they
can. This being California, country
isn't hard to find, and the range of pursuits covered by the folk in NBC's San
Francisco studios offers a comprehensive picture of the sports tastes of radio.
Many times, these hobbies present an
entirely different personality from the
one listeners know.
There's Jennings Pierce, chief anof NBC'saudiences
Pacific Division
for
instance.nouncerNBC
have heard
him on so many kinds of programs
that you might picture J. P. as a restless
person
who seconds
couldn't atsita still
more
than sixty
time.for From
airplanes, from ocean liners, from rooftops, mountain peaks and many another
odd places, as well as from banquet
tables and symphony concerts, his voice

Gayne (Chandu) Whitman plays tennis. Betty Kelly is a real golfer, even
though this picture was snapped on a miniature golf course.
I'age Six

Harrison Holliway (with the glasses)
and Meredith Wilson, KFRC's musical
maestro, are ardent golfers — and both
play a good game; ask anyone at the
studio. Here they're apparently deciding the fate of a lost ball.

Sports

Athletics

for

and

A LI

the Great f
Stars j

drops into your home, telling of this
or that spectacular event; describing a
crew-race,
aerial maneuvers, or the visit
of a celebrity.
But Jennings Pierce's idea of a lot of
fun is to slip out of town all by himself or with just one or two companions, and find a little hidden lake or
unfrequented stream somewhere within
motoring distance of San Francisco.
Give him an assortment of flies, a rod
and a line, and he won't ask any more
of life. Striped bass used to be Jennings' favorite, but J. P. Cuenin, noted
California sportsman, converted him to
black bass on a historic trip the two
made one hot summer day in which
they proved that black bass do bite —
and fight, too — no matter how warm it
is. One of the hot weather warriors put
up such a battle that J. P. and the boat
capsized together.
Refa Miller is another NBC fisherman. The demure looking little NBC
soprano who measures something like
five feet in height, turns into another
person when she leaves the studio behind and goes camping. She becomes
a capable woodswoman who could take
care of herself almost indefinitely, she
believes, in the open.
RADIO DOINGS

The Boys and Girls Whose Profession Keeps Them Penned
Up in Studios Get Out Into the Wide Open Spaces Whenever They Can. Every Radio Artist Has a Hobby of Some
Kind, and Youd Be Surprised How Many of Them Are
Inclined Toward Sports — Riding, Fishing, Swimming, Tennis, Golf, Handball — and One Little Lady Has a Hobby of
Poultry Raising! This Article Describes the Favorite Sports
of Many W ell-Known Artists

Gail Taylor, NBC soprano, evidently
doesn't think much of Irving Kennedy's
playing. Equally enthusiastic are Gwynfi,
Jones, Lucile Kirtley and Harold Dana,
the other NBC songbirds in the background
and

ALL

for

Keep
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RTS
Out 'Doors
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Refa was brought up in a family of
enthusiastic outdoors folk. Her father
took her on fishing trips when she was
a tiny girl; taught her to cast as soon
as she could hold a rod, and to shoot
as soon as she could lift a rifle. But
fishing is her pet occupation, and she
has fished throughout the whole West
Coast. She fancies steel-head trout, and
is a firm adherent of their side of the
bass-trout controversy among fishermen.
Mona Lowe, pretty blues singer who
recently became a member of the NBC
staff in San Francisco is another girl
whose dainty appearance belies her love
for action. Mona prefers deep-sea fishing, but she is an all-around sportswoman, playing basketball, hockey and
tennis. If she has to be a spectator instead of a player, she likes to watch
something nice and quiet, like football
or polo — her two passions. She plays
tennis almost every morning before she
leaves for the studio, and swims regularly.
Bobbe Deane, NBC actress, and Ted
Maxwell, NBC actor — Mr. and Mrs.
Maxwell in private — bring the outdoors
right into their own house for they live
on a big country estate on the San
Francisco peninsula, together with a
RADIO DOINGS

couple of automobiles and a household
of pets which numbered something like
thirty, last time they were counted.
Dogs — including a Great Dane and a
Russian wolfhound — cats, rabbits, mon-.
keys, birds, give the Maxwell place the
air of an animal paradise. When it
gets a bit too crowded, Bobbe and Ted
pile into a car and go camping for
awhile.
Ted is a good shot, and he and Charlie
Marshall, NBC guitarist, who owns a
place next door to the Maxwells, frequently gohunting together.
Ruth Matteson, of NBC's National
Players, is a chicken-fancier in her
spare moments — in addition to being a
horse-woman, tennis star, and aviationfan. Ruth's family lives near Los
Gatos, and Ruth spends much time
there, helping to manage the family
chicken ranch. She plays golf when
she stays in San Francisco — which
brings us NBC's most popular pursuit.
If horse-racing is the sport of kings,
golf is the sport of microphone stars,
for there are even more golfers than
there are fishermen in the Pacific Division's headquarters, starting with Don
E. Gilman, Vice-President of NBC, in
charge of the division, who plays a
good game. So does Sid Goodwin,
NBC announcer, and tournament winner. Walter Beban, NBC saxophonist,
who was making athletic records when
he was fifteen, is a golfer, also. Myron
Niesley, NBC tenor, and his pretty
wife, spend most of their mornings on
the links together, and both always
make tournament.
a good showingBetty
in NBC's
golf
Kelly, annual
pretty
little
soprano
of
"Team
Mates"
and
other programs, still plays miniature
she real
can'tkind.find time to get
ingolfsomewhenof the
Paul Carson, NBC organist, is a golf
addict of the good, old-fashioned kind,
which means he gets as much fun talking about the eighteen holes he played
yesterday as he did out of the game
itself. He and Big Bill Andrews, the
announcer, are almost always to be
found comparing their latest scores between programs.
Irving Kennedy. NBC tenor; Gail
Taylor, NBC soprano; Charles Hart,
director of the Strinpwood Ensemble;

Cecil Underwood, announcer of the Associated Spotlight; Edward Fitzpatrick.
director of the Magazine Melodists, and
a dozen or so other stars are engaged
in
for NBC's
golf tournament.
Evapractice
Gruninger,
NBC contralto,
bought
a set of clubs the other day, and will
swell the number of feminine entrants
this year.
Aviation and horseback riding are
equally
popular staff
withhastheitsNBC
stars.
The announcing
own flyers
— Sid Goodwin, Nelson Case and Victor
Linfoot are qualified to pilot planes.
Captain Bill Royle, the war ace who
is a member of NBC's National Players,
featured in Spotlight and other programs, hastotaught
a numberJohansen,
of his fellow stars
fly, Gunnar
the
Danish pianist, among them. Mart
Grauenhorst, guitarist; Alvino Rey,
guitarist, and Fred Heward, violinist,
are among the NBC musicians who fly.
Mart and Alvino recently bought a
parachute, to be their joint possession
which seems to work out better than
you might expect, as they seldom get
a chance to ride in the same plane, one
generally being busy on a program
when the other is free.
Billy Page, NBC juvenile star, looks
forward to being a pilot as soon as
he is time,old
enough,
in the riding,
meanissatisfied
with but
horseback
javelin throwing and fencing. He and
his father ride together in San FranGolden Gate Park almost every
Sunday cisco's
morning.
Lloyd E. Yoder, former Ail-American star, and manager bought
of NBC'sa horse
Press
Department,
who answers recently
to the name of Pal,
and
lives
contentedly on a ranch near San
Francisco.
NBC's feminine riders are more
numerous than the male. Annette
Hastings, pretty auburn-haired soprano
of the Coquettes Trio, who is always
"reducing." but stays as plump as ever,
rides almost every day. Marjorie
Priinley and Imelda Montagne, the
other two members of the group, play
tennis and hike, but occasionally join
Annette in a canter through the park.
Betty Marino. NBC violinist, is an expert horsewoman, as is Eva Garcia,
NBC pianist.
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Then

Came
by

ALONG
RUTH

The Story of Ruth Etting, the Little Dressmaker Assistant
s
Who Became the Toast
of Broadway

Hilda Cole

H. ETTING, the town
ALFRED
banker of David City, Neb., had
d
, golden-haire
a slenderHer
was
environment child
called Ruth.
staunch, and thoroughly American. If
you venture into her home town you
will see the Etting Roller Mills, a
monument to the industry of her pioneer grandfather, George Etting. Her
uncle, Alex Etting, is the town mayor
today.
With that precedent, Ruth might have
married and "settled down" in a respectable town which had harbored Ettings for three generations. But, fate
evidently
decreed unseen,
she was and
not "a
flowerits
born
to blush
waste
sweetness on the desert air," for at
an early age, Ruth showed signs of being artistic.
A circus which came to David City,
instilled in Ruth a desire to be an
actress. However, as she grew up, her
talents seemed to point toward the
career of a commercial artist. Her
father had to buy her a new set of
school books when this new fever
cropped up because she copied Nell
Brinkley drawings all over them!
Aged sixteen and wide-eyed she journeyed to the Academy of Arts, Chicago,
to study designing. She was terrified
and appalled by the higher-than-three-story
roads. building and the elevated railan astonishingly
short time,
oldIn yearning
for the theatre
led Ruth's
her to
designing clothes for revues at the old
Marigold Gardens of Chicago. She met
Edward Beck, the producer, and his
wife. They induced her to join the
Marigold chorus for $25 a week. She
had to quit school then and there because she couldn't
get upforin time.
Working
afternoons
a dressmaker and evenings for the chorus, she
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kept going, until she finally got the
necessary break. The juvenile lead
(which she had secretly and wistfully
understudied) took sick, and she was
delighted beyond adjectives to be told
to take the part. She put on over-sized
boots and a polo outfit for the act, and
sang for the first time in her life. She
got a $15 raise for making good but
she broke down and cried when assigned to a separate dressing room away
from her chorus buddies.
When art school opened in the fall,
Ruth was not in her old place because
this one chance led to bigger and better
engagements (an unheard of $100 a
week) around Chicago cafes — but she
finally chucked it to go to Big Jim
Colisimo's. Listen to what Ruth says
about this: "Crooning, at least as far
as I am concerned, was born in Big
Jim Colisimo's. You see, Big Jim
wouldn'tTheletideaanywasgirls
fromfrom
the
stage.
to gosing
around
table to table and, sitting at each one,
sing privately for each group of guests.
In order to be heard above the blare
of the band you had to acquire a special
voice quality — penetrating, yet intiHere, Ruth received no regular salary. She, together with the other girls,
mate." for tips. Every morning, after
worked
the last guest had gone, which was
sometimes
vied up. after 9 A. M., they all divStation WLS in Chicago was upstairs
from a cafe in which Ruth appeared in
a revue. The station manager dropped
in one night and asked if she would
go on the air, and that accounted for
her first radio appearance. Columbia
records tuned in on the program a year
or so later, and that was how she
started recording.
And, as Ruth says, "It was a natural

step and just shows how everything you
do is really leading to something else,
although you may not know it at the
Ziegfeld heard some of her records
in New York, and immediately sent
someone
out to enlist her for the Follies.
time."
Opportunity knocked once, and Ruth
wasn't the least bit hard-of-hearing. She
went
Follies.to New York and signed with the
Ruth sang for a short engagement
with Paul Whiteman before she joined
the Follies
1927music.
... for which Irving
Berlin
wroteof the
"Soon after arriving in New York, he
"Justup, asputI
Ruth.
sent forto me,"
started
sing says
for him
he got
his hands up to his head, and walked
nervously around the room. Then he
left. Naturally I stopped, but a friend
with me whispered, 'Go ahead, he's
listening in the next room. That's what
he always does when he's interested.' I
wonder what he does when he's bored!"
After that Ruth's career was a swift
up-sweep on the graph of popularity
and fame. Next year came the Follies
of 1928. "Whoopee" in 1929 with Eddie Cantor, "Simple Simon" with Ed
lies. in 1930, and then last year's FolWynn
Blues songs are Ruth's chief stock in
trade."hard-berled"
Walter Winchell,
Broadway's
most
of commentators
said she was "The Queen of Torch
Warblers."
Strictly
speaking,
they who
are
the
laments of
frustrated
lovers
"carry the torch," as Broadway columnists put it, for unresponsive lovers.
Among her most intimate numbers have
been "Love Me or Leave Me," "Ten
Cents a Dance" (which by the way was
responsible for police inspection of
dance halls, and ultimate improvement
of conditions), "Cigars, Cigarettes,"
and "Shine On Harvest Moon," whereby hangssonga tale.
This
was written by Nora Bayes
and Jack Norworth,
her 19]
husband, and
[Turn to Page
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"It's a

Funny

Racket,

I Wouldn't

Do

£ £ T T'S a dizzy business ... yet I'm happy where I
am," declared radio
Walter columnist,
Winchell, thewhose
country's
talked-about
fortemostis
pumping people for news and spreading it to the four
winds!
it takesandhard
work Winchell
to make reveals.
a gossip strip that's
worthButreading
hearing,
"I get up promptly at four every afternoon, make the
office by five and prepare the column for the next yawning,"
says Mrs. Winchell's boy. "Then comes the nightly round
of theaters, sin-dens, ritzy parties and cognoscenti conclaves. drink
I
a little giggle-water here and there and sniff
out the news about the celebs. At seven in the morning I
go to bed. And maybe you think, people, that isn't work!
"But I'll let you in on a little secret. You've got to
pump
for news.
pump hard
you'll
get plenty.
Furthermore
you Ifcanyou always
manageenough,
to find
a leak
in the
very person who promised not to tell. It's a funny racket,
this gabbing
game, but
do anything
else
in the world.
All believe
Broadwayme, isI mywouldn't
backyard
and you
couldn't
pry
me
loose
with
a
part
opposite
Glorious
Garbo."
Back before the war, a stage-struck kid, who earned
his
coffee and cakes as a singing usher in a movie house in
Harlem, eventually graduated into vaudeville where he
earned $10 a week as a hoofer. He quit the stage cold and
went to work as a news writer at $25.00 a week because "I
thought
I'd like Walter
reportingWinchell,
better." the lowly but ambitious
Apparently
reporter, was right. Because today he buys his coffee and
cakes towithcome.a salary that will provide his meal-ticket for some
time
The boy who sang in the Harlem movie emporium now
writes a column syndicated throughout the country and also
talks over coast-to-coast National Broadcasting Company networks in one of radio's highest-paying programs. His voice
is heard in far-away Hawaii, Berlin, Tokio, and Buenos
Aires, wordandwherever
Winchell's
"0. K. America!"
radio programs
are heard. has become a byWinchell was born in New York in 1897. "No rag went
into anto extra
event," heIt says.
He
went
publicedition
schooloveruntilthatheblessed
was thirteen.
was then
that he went off to join the "Imperial Trio," composed of
three
as he singing
himself ushers
calls it.in the Harlem "moom pitcher" house,
That trio wasn't famous then, but consider each of them
now! One was Eddie Cantor, the third member, George
Jessel. All have starred in NBC programs in the last year.
This now famous trio once kept the crowds out of the
aisles, collected late tickets and during intermissions sang
popular
those inlively
Cantor"chunes"
was theto lead
the illustrated
trio, Jessel slides.
sang bass and
Winchell was the whisky tenor. Winchell spelled his name
with
"1" then,
shortly
Edwards
put theonlythreeone boys
into a butrevue,
and afterward,
the printer Gus
spelled
it in
its present form.
'1!" chimed Walter, and nonchalantly accepted
the "What
expandedthe moniker.
It was with this act that the real trekking started. Walter
played the boards in various acts from coast-to-coast, which
ought towhere dispel
the down
belief Broadway.
that little Walter
but up and
Then hasn't
along been
came anythe
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♦ ♦ ♦

Anything
Says
WALT

Else!

WINCHELL

". . . Again in trim for his today's gossip, that becomes the
neivs of tomorrow."
war and believe-it-or-not, Winchell became a wise-cracking
"And can you imagine!" says Walter, "they made me
confidential secretary to two admirals. What a nautical error! And also a juicy slice of irony. First confidential
sec
gob. to a battleship, and now the mogul of Broadway's scandal-mongers."
When the papers that stopped the war were signed. Winchell returned to vaudeville but soon decided to quit the
stage. He wanted, the worst way, to become a newspaper
man — at any price. While he was thinking about his ambition he started "The Daily News Sense," consisting of a
couple of typewritten sheets which he tacked up beside the
mail box in every theater where he appeared.
Finally one theater owner showed the sheet to Glenn Condon, editor of the New York Vaudeville News. Condon
thereupon
agreed
to "sign
with theSoon
fat
salary of $25
a week!
Thatonwasthe a dotted
break line,"
for Walter!
he was earning fifty, and after Condon agreed to allow him
20 per cent of the advertising he was making more than the
editor.
Thenchell wasa hired
new "tab"
sprang tocritic,
life inamusement
New York editor
and Winas dramatic
and
[Turn to Page 14]
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An

EDITOR

Who's
NEVER
SEEN
His Magazine
Day After Day, Bennie Walker Edits the NBC Woman's
Magazine of the Air, and Never Sees a Word of It in Type —
Us All Printed on Thin Air! He Keeps That Old Smile
Going Always, and Is One of the Most Cheerful and Versatile Artists on the Air
Louise Landis

or's life is
MAGr AZI
A neve
one NE
long, edit
sweet song — but
zine
an'sr
maga
is a onwompape
, andthepubl
d not
ishe
magazinewhen
but literally on air, life gets more
ted
complica
wour.ld if Bennie
er were — notor theit edito
Walk
The big, good-natured chap who
edits NBC's Woman's Magazine of the
Air, has been entertaining an ether circulation which runs into many thousands, for so long that he and the Magazine have become a household institution on the Pacific Coast. Every member of the big staff of speakers and
all the stars who appear on the Magazine program from time to time have
their own followers, but Bennie himself keeps an especial niche in the
hearts of the women who wait to hear
him say, "Keep that old smile smiling!" every morning.
it's popular
because hepicture
is suchof ahow
far
cryPerhaps
from the
a woman's
looks.
Bennie weighs magazine
something editor
like two
hundred
and forty pounds, for one thing, and
his beaming countenance seems to register through the microphone as perfectly as if television were here at last.
"I
knew
exactly
you must
before I ever
saw how
a picture
of look
you,
Bennie Walker," one woman listener
wrote
him. Inotwould
long have
ago. "Ifbeenyouterribly
hadn't
been fat,
disappointed."
Upon which Bennie went right out
and ate a piece of cocoacnut cream pie
— crust and all!
He's one of the most versatile members of the radio profession in spite
of — or ofperhaps
becauseWalker,
of — that
weight
his. Asit'sBennie
he
edits the Magazine of the Air; as Bennie Fishel he is the piping-voiced little
boy heard on many comedy programs,
and under his own family name of Benjamin Walker McLaughlin, he sings ballads and lyrics in an exceedingly pleasant tenor voice, as well as he acts in
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"Memory Lane." How does he keep
all his separate microphone personalities separated?
"I don't — they get mixed up lots of
times," he admits. "That's why Bennie
Fishel intrudes into a Magazine broadcast occacionally. I think of something
that an irrepressible five-year-old would
say about some song or some recipe —
and first thing I know, there he is,
talking right into the microphone
through my lips!"
The little Fishel boy probably is the
part that gives Bennie the most fun, but
the Woman's
the work
Air ob-in
viously isthe Magazine
portion ofof his
which he finds the most personal satisfaction. Hisof"smile"
slogan finds
in the hearts
the thousands
who echo
hear
the Magazine because it is so plainly
sincere, and the spontaneity of his wit
is the kind which springs from doing
the kind of work you enjoy.
That gift for unrehearsed humor and
"ad lib" lines which makes Bennie's

microphone appearances a joy, had to
be held in abeyance in the days when
he was making his early reputation as
a singer. Away back in the period
when radio still was a novelty which
was followed chiefly by enthusiastic
amateurs, he was one of the first male
singers in Los Angeles to send a song
winging terious
through
the new
ether industry.
on the myswaves of the
"Everyone's mind seemed to center
upon the fact that we were reaching a
bigger audience than anyone had ever
sung
before," was
explains
early toaudience
prettyBennie.
small ''The
compared to the present one, but it still
was big enough to amaze.
"Instead of thinking of this throng
of persons as a great mass of humanity,
I always liked to picture it as composed of individuals, and I used to
think 'Some day I'll have a program
in which I can let every single member of the audience know I am singing
directly to him and to her — not to just
a big,
crowd.'
"Whenunidentified
the Woman's
Magazine of the
Air was offered to me, I took the opportunity itoffered of being able to
develop my own theory of really makhappy
— and it'salong
been that
repaying
everying folks
effort
expended
line,
from the very start. The letters from
women cooped up in small apartments
or imprisoned in loneliness on great
ranches — all of them so responsive to
what we can offer them in music and
entertainment and good fellowship
would be enough reward in themselves,
forHelen
everything."
Webster, now the home science
editor of the Magazine of the Air, was
the entire "staff" of the ether publication when Bennie joined it. It was
"published" only once a week then.
Helen and Bennie got together and
planned to make a real program out
of the edition
Magazine,
now there's
aerial
everyandweek-day
morning,an
and Bennie presents a galaxy of household experts and musical stars.
Bennie never yet has followed a set
continuity in announcing the speakers
and musical numbers. In opening the
[Turn to Page 20]
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Beauty's

More

Than

"Chin-Deep"

Top row: Peggy Davis, Jane Froman, Joan Winters, Theodora
War field. Second row: Nan Dorland, Betty Council, Maude
Hughes, Jeanne Dunn. Third row:
Dolores Gillen, Belle Baker, Marjorie Primley, Dorothy Brent
Although they were chosen for their vocal charm, here
is adequate proof that many of those beautiful voices
you hear on the radio are backed up by personal beauty
as well. Actually, they look more like a group of movie
actresses than young ladies whose charm is hidden
behind an unseeing microphone. But it all goes to show
that "handsome does as handsome is," and "Beauty's
more than Chin-Deep"
RADIO DOINGS
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WE'RE
All Right-The
WOREE/S
Crazy!
There Never Was a College Quite the Equal of Coo Coo College, Nor a Faculty
That Could Hold a Candle to Its Two Professors, Van and Don.
Don. We interviewed him one time and
identification and
of
sesdy cared,
by Van and Don
FORas ifpurpo
we are the
anybo
it was the best interview we ever gave
Two Professors. Now if you
ourselves. He was seated in his study
The Two Professors
still want to read further, do so at
— a dark brown study with green scalby ourselves for stating that we
your own risk, for you become auto- quoted
lops on the sleeves. We provided ourselves with a nearby lamp post and he
matically, ipso facto, per se, hocus cannot teach division unless we have
the
undivided
attention of our students,
pocus, alley oop — a student in that that rabbits multiply,
and
that
the
most
"Sometimes as I look back over the
great insteetooshun of higher eddicaspoke. of the past few months I feel
popular forms of division are long di- events
Colle
shun.
vision, short division and sub-divisions as though it were a dream. As a matng ge,"
t Sundawey
excepwhich
everyCoomorni
conduct"Coo
ter of fact it were a dream. I was
at 7:45 PST, over the entire coast net- in Los Angeles.
Cal. as She Is : We have a marvelous asleep at the time and awakened to
work of the National Broadcasting
any.
(Let them deny it if they course in history. The head of the his- hear LoDo (LoDo is not his real name.
Comp
dare.)
tory department is Professor Van-and- His real name which I must withhold
for obvious reasons, was Lodo) calling
There, now, you are forewarned.
And remember, forewarned is fore'It's time you were getting up.' 'Up
armed. And forearmed is two arms too
where?' I asked in a semi-unconscious
many. Except for an octopus or a
condition. 'Up in the world,' he simmered.
paperhanger with the heaves-er hives.
But who wants to be a paperhanger?
"And I reflected LoDo was right. It
was time I was getting up in the world.
Hang it all, who wants to be an octpus?
Today
would be my fifty-fifth birthday.
Anyway
(Mother was having some children in
an octopusanhasoctopus
tentacles,hasn't
and got
nine arms,
times
for my party) and as yet I had never
out
it's the and
octopus
has ofthe tentacles,
hives-er heaves,
not that
the
supported myself.
"At once my mind was made up — I
paperhanger. Now we're getting some
place.
would
the history
California."
Here write
are some
excerptsoffrom
the first
Our Paid-Up Policy: There may be
other institutions of learning — there
chapter
which
is
called
"The
Gold
may be other colleges, but can they
In September,
18umpteen, California
compare
with
Coo
Coo?
Stop!
We'll
Flush
of
'49."
answer that. No, a thousand times
was discovered by a party of wandering real estate men from Iowa, who
yes!
gave
it the old Spanish name, MinneTake any school — take a famous one
sota, in honor of their native Wisconin Los Angeles. Though we're not at
sin. As you all know the early hisliberty to California.
say what school it is, it's
Southern
tory of California is the history of the
Spanish Grant. There were two brothWe are conscious (well, almost conscious) of certain limitations at Coo
ers, both of them generals — Ulysses S.
Grant and Fay Grant, whom they called
Coo . . . for instance we admit our
Spanish Grant because he came from
athletic
up tocompare
theirs
Italy to distinguish him from his
. . . but department
can their lawisn'tschool
brother, who was already distinguished.
with our hemstitching and riveting deThey also had a sister, Emmi Grant,
partment? .. . Can their engineering
who was no relation.
department compare with our courses in
This party of explorers traveled along
the advanced technique of handling
the East coast of California.
moustache cups? ... Do they ever rouse
(NOTE — The ocean was on the other
thinking men and women to the vital
side foreoftheCalifornia
necessity of protecting their homes and
treaty.) then — that was bechildren from Pickanthroporphauses
They traveled along until they came
Pif hanthromorphuses Teethensophoto Hollywood, which was called Santa
buses (people who pick their teeth with
Fe,
named after the railroad. It was
their knives instead of their forks . . .
a pretty hot spot even then, was Santa
a menace — menace well as women. And
Fe, brother of Frank Fay.
there we have them, my friends.
When California was ceded to the
Classroom Subjects, and Predicates — ■
United States, it was through a clause
At Coo Coo College, because of our allinserted in the treaty. This was known
evasive lack of knowledge on all subas the Santa Fe clause, later shortened
jects, our lectures on all subjects are Don McNeill and Van Fleming don't to
the familiar Santa Claus.
all-embrasive. They include everything seem to be getting over so well serenadwhich is not taught in the schoolroom
ing their wives. And even Billy Page,
It is interesting to note that this expedition was headed by a man who later
or poolroom. For instance take the NBC juvenile, apparently wonders if,
[Turn to Page 19]
subject of arithmetic. We are widely
perhaps, his tutors are "all there."
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d's
Hollywoo
CLOCK
ALARM
by
Bill Sharpies, With His Early-Rising
Breakfast Gang, Makes You Enjoy Getting Up in the Morning

in Hollys of
routs man
thousand
THERE'S woodawhomiracle
sleepyheads from their beds at
6:45 in the cold, gray dawn every day
in the week to listen to a radio pro,
That's riotously
Bill Sharpies
breakfast gram!gang
invadeswhose
the
homes of rich and poor alike, via KNX,
to scourge Morpheus into flight!
Unlike isanything
on earth,
Bill's
program
a weird else
mixture
of prayer,
poetry, philosophy, music, mirth, salesmanship, and clowning. And do the
people like it? Just ask the postman.
He's grown round-shouldered and has
fallen
from hauling
"fan"
mail toarches
the studios
of the Bill's
Hollywood
station !
These letters come from lonely cowhands on the drear prairie, snowbound
cabin-dwellers in the High Sierras, grizzled prospectors far out on the desert
. . . and city folks as well.
With an utter disregard for style or
precedent, Bill opens his program every
morning with the Lord's Prayer. Once,
an advertising sponsor asked him conprayer was fidentiaal y ifhebit didn't
out ofthink
placesuch
on aa
radiotheprogram.
Bill wasn't
so
next morning,
he putquite
it upsure,to
his listeners and asked for a referendum. Literally thousands of letters
poured into the radio station, urging,
without exception, that the prayer be
continued. It stayed in!
Sharpies says he tries to conduct his
programhaving
"like an
an average
family
average American
American
breakfast in the average American
home." You'll find no crooners, nor
steorotyped entertainment of any other
sort on his show. But you will find
two hours of good, clean, wholesome
homespun fun. If Bill had difficulty
locating his socks in the cold gray
dawn, he is quite likely to mention it,
or if he picks up any interesting gossip
of the sort that does no one any harm,
he may pass that along, too. He is
"Uncle Bill" to most of his listeners,
young and old, and he loves them, one
and all!
Away from the microphone, Bill is of
RADIO DOINGS

Mike Kelly
a serious and unusually quiet disposition.
He is of slight physique, and his hair is
beginning to s h o w
sings of the first light
frost. But he has the
heart of a schoolboy.
His vocabulary is second only to that of
Noah Webster, and he
is never at a loss for
exactly the word he
needs.
Bill was born at McKeesport, Pennsylvania, August 6, 1886, and had a
twin brother who died in infancy.
Early in life Bill started out to hoe his
own row, and for many years he traveled all over the United States selling
grocery products. After a couple of
decades, this sort of thing began to
pall. Bill got tired of getting up at
four o'clock in the morning to catch
a five o'clock train which probably
would be two hours late anyhow!
It was about this time that the first
birth-cries
radio reached
Bill'sby keen
ears. If heof could
sell goods
the
chin-to-chin method, he could see no
reason
why more
he couldn't
do theof the
sameidea,
by
radio. The
he thought
the better it looked. So one day he
approached
small too.
radio station.theTheyofficials
liked ofhisa idea,
That was the beginning.
Bill's life has not been without its
sorrows. There are scars which time
can never efface. Soon after his twenbirthday,ofBilla boy
married
and becamety-first
the father
and girl.
At
a time when it seemed his early struggles were over, he received the greatest
blow of his career. His wife died.
For a time it seemed useless to try to
carry on. but he bucked up and did
the best he could. Suddenly, his daughter,cameVirginia,
then 18Twoyearsmonths
of age,later,
beill and died.

his boy, 12, also passed away. Bill
was completely crushed.
His health, and almost his mind, gave
way, and he refused to be comforted.
Not until friends pointed out the folly
of his brooding did he regain courage
to push on alone.
Many years later, when he was firmly
established as a radio personality, he
met a charming young woman, who has
since become Mrs. Bill. They live on
a small rancho on the outskirts of Hollywood, and their home is the scene of
frequent
barbecues at which Bill acts
as
head chef.
His most highly-prized possessions are
Roxanna, a blooded Arabian mare, the
gift of W. W. Kellogg, breakfast food
magnate, and a German police dog.
of equally aristocratic birth, named
Artur. Artur is the only dog. so far
as Bill knows, that smokes cigarettes.
Fear of a double chin is believed to
have brought on the habit.
From a friend, it was learned recently that Sharpies is the great nephew
of Helen Hunt Jackson, author of "Ramona," and many who had known Bill
for years never even suspected it!
That's Bill Sharpies of KNX. Tomorrow you'll probably
be hearing his
cheery invitation
:
'Get
up.
get
up.
get
up
and get out
of bed
right
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Romancing
California History
All the Colorful Adventure and Romance of Early California
Has Been Brought to Radio in this KHJ History-Drama Series

The KHJ crew responsible for the popular "Historical Southern California" series. Inset, "The Old Rancher," who tells the narrative, played by
Harold DeBray, a native Californian.
are thrills in stories of the
RE tion,
THERevolu
and of the Civil War.
Tales of the hardships and heroic
deeds of the Pilgrim fathers of New
England will always make the American
heart beat faster, and excitement still
lurks in the paths of the early explorers
and pioneers.
Fully as thrilling, and equally exciting are stories of the founding of the
great Pacific Coast empire.
At KHJ, much of the colorful romance of early days has been captured
in the program, "Historical Southern
California,"
and made
Fridays at 8:30 p.heard
m. Tuesdays
The program
its bow under the title "Building
Southern California," but upon numerous suggestions, it was changed to "His-

torical Southern California," to acquaint the public with the fact that it
was
really
tertaining. educational as well as enWhile the narrative is embellished
with drama, fundamentally the facts
were true, and were the result of intensive research and library browsing
on the part of Dick Creedon, continuity
writer. Seymour Hastings, Lindsay
MacHarrie, Paul Rickenbacker direct
the program,
players
and singers include and
suchthewell
known
KHJ
artists as George Gramlich, Elvia Allman, Robert Swan, Rickenbacker and
MacHarrie, Ken Niles, Roger King,
William Hargrave.
The part of "The Old Rancher," who
tells stories, is played by Harold De-

Bray. He spent his boyhood days in
Monrovia, knows and loves Southern
California and its history, and is ideally
suited to play the part of "The Old

Rancher."
I Wouldn't Co Anything Else
[Continued from Page 9]
columnist at $100. Four years later he was getting $300
ness, he is again in trim to gather his "gossip of today, which
a week, and still a little later the New York "Mirrrr," as becomes the news of tomorrow."
he calls it, bought his services for $25,000 a year for the
In
a few days he will begin a new series or programs
column alone.
on the Lucky Strike Dance Hour, this time with Bert Lahr,
Winchell married June Aster before she left the stage and comedian, and Walter O'Keefe, celebrated night club master
of ceremonies.
they have two daughters — Gloria and Walda.
When he was forced to relinquish his unique post as
And though his place was taken during his illness by a
able and worthy entertainer, Louis Sobol, columnist
"O-Kayer" to the world dance orchestras a few weeks ago, very
his
vast host of radio friends will welcome him back as the
because of doctors' orders, he chose Hollywood as his hideaway. And now, after more than a month of luxurious lazi- "one and only" Mrs. Winchell's boy.
RADIO DOINGS
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CHAT

TEHFrom

This

Studio— and

That

MR. "California,
BING CROSBY'S
latest He's
songnowis
in Hollywood
to startHereworkI Come."
on a Paramount
picture,
the at"Bigthe Broadcast."
between
making faces
camera, Bing isInscheduled
to sing over a national Columbia network,
but instead of traveling several miles to the
KHJ studios, he is broadcasting from KNX,
which is located on the Paramount lot. You
can hear Bing until July 6 each Monday
and Wednesday afternoon at 3:45.

DON, the
IT is reported
that Gayne
Whit- VANCoo AND
man has signed
up with"Chandu"
a Hollywood
Coo College,
are Two
busy Professors
training theirof
producer to play a mystery role in a Far track team for the Olympics. Here are the
rules
for
the
athletes:
1.
No
exercise
of any
East movie
thriller.
probably
won't thebe kind — save yourselves for the big game.
Chandu,
however,
becauseIt Fox
has bought
2.
movie rights to that story for some $40,000.
Plenty of good wholesome sweets. 3. All
the
fresh
air
you
can
get
in
a
two-room
apartment. 4. Always cover your tracks.
TEN YEARS AGO
Vic Young is the fellow who thought
up the idea
Bing,all thedo Mills
— Ted Husing
Brothers
and ofthehaving
Boswells
trick
ball player. was • a semi-pro basketord.
choruses
on
the
same
phonograph
recMyrt
and
Marge,
Mort
Downey
and
— Little Jack Little, employed by a
Kate Smith will be back on the air
music
publisher,
was
on
a
tour
of
about August.
the country's few radio stations to
"plug" songs. On the train he
MONA LOWE
graduatedCalifornia
from the with
Uni■wrote his first hit,
versity of Southern
• "Jealous."
SETH PARKER has a medical degree!
honors, where she wrote its 1931 Extravaganza
— Thirteen-year-old Kate Smith was
-Well, not Seth, either, and it really
"Shipwrecked."
born and
in Windsor,
Cansinging her way through seventh
ada, went first toWas
Detroit,
then to Glena medical
But toPhillips
grade in Washington. She was
isisn'tadding
anotherdegree.
personality
his listLordof
dale, over
Calif.KFT.Used to sing with Loyce Whiteman
known as "the Smith
bad girl."
characterizations.
In the
m
which begins Monday,
June "Country
20 at 6:00Doctor,"
p. m.,
he steps into the role of that benign, hard— inBenvaudeville
Bernie teas
doing
a "single"
with his trusty
fiddle.
Col. Lemuel Stoopnagle, eminent CBS
working and poorly paid American. We'll be
•
inventor, spent a holiday by inventing
expecting
great
things
from
the
"Doctor,"
for
there should certainly be some marvelous
a
cellophane key. He claims it will
■— Sylvia Froos, seven, was beginning
opportunities in such a character.
now be an easy matter to look through
her vaudeville career as "Baby Sylkeyholes,
even if the key is in the lock.
via," the child sensation.
Ed Wynn, veteran vaudeville perform■— Singin Sam (Harry Frankel) ran a
er, insists on dressing up in his comic
camera shop in Richmond,
Ind.
EARLY
his career
Lord Seek(Seth
•
firechief regalia when broadcasting.
Parker)in taught
schoolPhillips
in Maine.
Maybe he ivorks better that way.
ing to test the alertness of his class one day
— Mort Downey ivas holding a French
horn
singings theS. choruses
with
he suddenly slapped a quarter on the desk
Paul and
Whiteman
S. Leviathan
and asked sharply, "What's that?" A boy in
orchestra.
the
front row promptly shouted, "Tails!"
9
BERT LAHR, who will soon join the
Lucky Strike program, is familiar to
—
Ann
Leaf
entered
high
school
in
Broadway as a great comedian of stage and
KNX has been granted an increase of
pig-tails in Omaha,
screen. Joined vaudeville act as German
• Neb.
power Watanabe,
by the F. Bill
R. C.Sharpies,
So nowandyou'll
dialect comedian at 18, has risen swiftly to
hear
the
—
Bing
Crosby
was
playing
the
role
the top. Winchell will stay with the show
of Julius Caesar in a high school
rest of the gang backed up by 25,000
play
when
the
curtain
fell
on
him.
one
day
a
week,
and
Walter
O'Keefe
is
the
big
healthy
ivatts,
intsead
of
the
former
new master of ceremonies. The new L. S.
•
five grand.
set-up looks like a good one. With all due
—The Mills Brothers were entertainrespect to Winchell for the wizard that he
ing
customers
in
their
dad's
barber
shop in Piqua, Ohio.
is, amenu:
little Tuesday,
variation police
will bedramas;
welcome.Thursday,
Here's
•
the
THEdian Boswell
Sisters
have limousine,
a small meloin the rear
of their
and
Winchell. and Saturday, Lahr.
—The Boswell Sisters played together
they now ride out into the country to rehearse
in
a
classical
string
trio
in
New
new numbers, Martha using the little organ
Orleans.
instead
of a pianosisters.
to accompany herself and
•
Mildred Bailey, singer with Paul
her harmonizing
— Guy Lombardo had fust brought
Whiteman, is a sister of Al Rinker, one
his
band
from
London,
Ont.,
and
of the original Rhythm Boys.
was
At last! The secret of that mysterious
dance playing
halls. one-night stands in
•
"trumpet" of the Mills Brothers. It
seems
John Mills
couldn'torchestra,
buy or
—
Abe
Lyman
had
just
made
his
first
JOHN MILLS,
borrow that
a trumpet
for a negro
sionist of the the
Millsoom-pah
Brothers,vocalstillpercuskeeps
recordings
— "No,
No, Nora," and
and
offered
to
imitate
the
instrument
"Sweet
Little
You."
the old mail-order catalogue from which he
for
pay — thereby originating their
ordered the guitar for the quartet, tucked
vocalhalfantics.
away in the guitar-case. Woe betide the incautious person who attempts to touch it.
Ray Paige, KHJ maestro, ivhose en"That's our luck," says Harry Mills.
gagement to Mary York was recently
ABEbrought
LYMAN'S
the other
announced tried to act as if nothing had
togetherbroadcast
a prominent
groupnightof
alumni from the Cocoanut Grove. The guest
happened
on
the day it was made pubDave Ballou, formerly with KFVD,
artist was Loyce Whiteman, and Harry von
lic. But when he stepped on the platZell, who announced the program, used to
has joined the staff of KFl-KECA in
form for the first rehearsal and lifted
his baton, instead of the scheduled
the
announce many of Lyman's numbers when
smartproduction
lad, a harddepartment.
worker andDave's
a reala
number, the ivhole orchestra broke into
Abe's Mammy!
band was at the Grove years ago.
Alma
the Wedding March!
broadcaster, through and through.
RADIO DOINGS
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More

DURING the month ofof Singin'
July the three-awill
originateweekin broadcasts
Cincinnati where the Sam
old time
minstrel got his radio start. Sam will be
visiting his parents at Richmond, Ind., and
will make the 50-mile auto trip back and forth
DONALD
long-termNOVIS,
contractwho byrecently
NBC signed
in Newa for each performance.
York,
is preparing
for his
radio the
debut.S.
The star
arrived with
his eastern
wife aboard
"Rip" Witherspoon, manager of
S. Santa Elisa. June 5 and is now rehearsing
KDB, the Don Lee Santa Barbara stawith an NBC orchestra for his New York
comes forth
with anotherwith"Believe
appearances.
It or tion,
Don't,"
in connection
a new
Don first gained attention as the winner of
series
station. of programs inaugurated at his
the
$5,000
first
prize
in
the
1928
Atwater
Kent National Radio Audition. His vocal style
"Strange as it may seem," declares
is fresh and robust, offering a sharp contrast
Herb,
"the one
old ofSanta
Barbara
to so-called crooning. At the Ambassador
is
the only
its kind
havingMission
twin
Hotel Cocoanut Grove, where he was heard
with the Cocoanut Grove Orchestra, he was
the
dena.season's sensation. His home is in Pasatowers."
He has appeared in several important pic- VICTOR
heard withYOUNG,
the Millswhose
Brothers,orchestra
Tuesdaysis
tures,
including
Maurice
Chevalier's
"One
and
Thursdays
isofreviving
inhits,
futuristic
Hour With You," Ronald Colman's "Bulldog
m
e
n
t
a
number
the
old
and
hetreathas
Drummond"
"Monte
Carlo." and Jeannette MacDonald's sent out a call for help to the radio audience.
Victor promises that if the radio audience will
send him piano copies of songs written before
1915 he will arrange them for his novelty oron the programs
Richard LeGrande has taken over the
feature chestra
theand play
Millsthem
Brothers.
Some of that
the
post of Master of Ceremonies on the
younger
old
timers
he
has
revived
include the
KYA
"On
With
the
Show"
program.
comic
"Titina"
and
the
ballad
"Lonesome
G. Donald Gray, same station, was a
member of the original stock company
and Sorry." Now he's seeking songs that were
popular
little morearrangement
than 15 yearsand ago.
in which Boris Karloff, of "Frankenmake a a modern
send He'll
the
stein" famethegotmanager
his start.choseThehisfactstageis,
piano
backoftothetheColumbia
listener who
sends it
Gray and
name.
to him copy
in care
Broadcasting
System, 485 Madison Ave., New York.

CHATTER

of summer heat,
approach
WITHCol. the
Stoopnagle is calmly
Lemuel
perfecting a summer-approaching kit. It will
backthat blowsfashion,
fan standard
an electric
consist wardsofas well
as in the
so that he may keep cool both coming and
going. Other accessories will be a noiseless
fly-swatter and individual nets for mosquitoes.
A great man. the Colonel!
H. C. inConnette,
author ofmodernistic
"Memory
Lane"
his otherwise
apartment, is furnishing his bedroom in
1893lar instyle,
complete
Memory
Lane with
time. articles popuRAYto assure
PERKINS,
NBC humorist,
his listeners
that therehastens
is no
truth to the rumor that San Francisco has
taken other
her choice
Gatewisecrack
off the gold
Anwas standard.
made by Ray
Knight, who proclaimed. "I don't see who
Alfonso,
Spain, doesn't
America. ex-King
A royalof welcome
awaits come
any oldto
Bourbon.*'
Ed Wynne
isn't— ever
bothered
hitch-a
hikers any more
sincewith
he put
"Taxi" sign on the front of his car.
THE ingreason
don't hear
the MillsyouBrothers'
tunes bands
is that playthey
are "private stuff." Their manager gets special material for them. Their latest, "The
Old
of the Two
Mountain,"
VictorManYoung.
of the was
odd written
hits theyby
own are "How'm I Doin' " and "I Heard."
An envelope containing the picture
of
downivasa fireman's
poleEdas Wynn
the onlysliding
address
delivered
recently at the NBC New York studios.

PAUL
RICKENBACKER,
production
manager, and theKHJOld assistant
Rancher
of
"Historical
Southern
California"
fame, with
are
walking with a decided roll,
and talking
a noticeable nautical twang these days.
It's from
all because
letter
a few oftheythereceived
gobs on a thered-hot
U. S.fanS.
New York, of the Battle Force dreadnaught
unit, at the harbor. Since all seafaring folk
dream of ranches, and chickens (fowl), and
people like the Old Rancher usually dream
ofshould
a lifebe onhappy.
the bounding main, everybody

HERE'S
that announcement
you
Harry Richman was once a sailor, a
have been
waiting for. many
Whileof Bing
chauffeur and a beach life-guard.
Crosby was playing a vaudeville engagement
in Boston a radio contest was held for the
best imitation of the Crosby style. None of
the competitors was announced, merely given
a number. Bing himself took part, and when ACCORDING
to aequipment
Chinese law
still asin
effect, all radio
is rated
the
in, found
even returns
placed. came
(Finished
under that
glass.)he hadn't "munitions of war," according to Monroe
"Bilgewater"
tion ECO in Upton,
Shanghaiof inNBC,1923.who Hebuilthad sta-to
smuggle most of the equipment into the
Russ Columbo leads his band with
city,
or else
explainoftotubes
the Chinese
a tiny piccolo — fust a pet superstition.
that the
assortment
and wiresofficials
were
not
instruments
of
battle.
He chose the
easiest way.
WELCOME LEWIS is ill in bed and
thereby hangs a tale. For two months
she and her secretary have been seeking a
Charlie Leland, KHJ comic, is knock
new home where their tiny canary might have
a larger garden. She stood up under the
ing
'em cuckoo
at thewhere
R.K.O.he isHillstree
Theatre
these days,
appear
strain until they finally located a new house
Monday and signed the lease. Then Welcome
ing with Paul Ash on the stage,
fainted and her physician tells her she must
tween umpteen shows a day, Mons. Le
land manages to find time to appear a
stay in bed for at least a week — as the result
nervous
strain.at She's
takenfivea years!
vow to live
KHJ
for his regular spots. It's all done
with mirrors.
inof the
new house
least for
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DON'T
enactmentsMISSin these
music sensational
and drama re-of
authentic historical episodes from
our Southland's glamorous past.
RaymondRickenbacker,
Paige and his orchestra,
Paul
Seymour
Hastings, and other artists.
"Historical Southern California"
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY
6- MOTOR TRANSIT STAGES
RADIO DOINGS

NOW.

.

.

new models of
the sensational
RADIO
HANDI-LOC

Western Edition
This attractive model gives
complete
information
on CenPacificEastern,
Coast,
Mountain,
tral,
Canadian,Stations,
Mexican
and
Foreign
that
is of listeners.
special Interest
Western
A com-to
ptions
lete listappears
of additional
staon
the
back.
Designed
in
blue,
red,
black
and white. Price, 25c.

The new are
modelof
Handi-Logs
a more convenient
size, andsigned in beautiful
are debright
colors.
Above
left,
the
frontthedesign
used
on
Western
Edition,Edition
the AllWave
and
the
WesternEastern
Side
of the
Double-Face
Edition. At the Side
right,
the Eastern
of
the Easternble-FaceDouEdition.

■ All- Wave Edition
Same front but
face as Westside ernhasEdition,
a circular ontablereverse
that
gives
complete
data onWaveall
popular World
Short
stations,
together
with
ease
ofter reception.
Also, log,
in cenof this circular
is a
copyrighted
Round
- the World ableclock,
with
a
attachment that movtells
you
time
atPrice,anyat 25c.once
point thein exact
the world.

More Programs — More Pleasure!
With the new sensational RADIO HANDI-LOG. Through the
windows in the movable dial, all the information about any station
you want immediately springs to view as soon as you point the arrow
at the station desired, listed on the margin. Location, Kilocycles,
Power, Owner, Meters, Network — even the Phone Number! The
most novel, unique radio log ever devised. No pages to turn, no
tables to read.
And if you own a short and long wave set, Model 2 Handi-Log
is just what you want. Read its description. Anyone can operate these
new simple, capitivating HANDI-LOGS. No instruction required.

Double Edition
Consists
of threedesign
discs,of one
using
front
the
Westernthe Edition,
a center
disc tionwith
the
log
informasides, andat the
third discon both
as pictured
the
right,tion which
givesand informaon
Eastern
Central
Stations. This is really
two
Handi-Logs
in one Price,
— and 25c.
for
the
price of one.

Ask to see the HANDI-LOG at vour Radio Dealer's, or write
BY AM

PUBLISHING

1220 Maple Ave.
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What

Songs

Should
America
Sing?
An Article That Goes a Long Way Toward Determining
What American Music Really Is — Whether Negro,
Indian, Hill Billy, Jazz or Opera
by Ted White
MY fools make speeches; moresque" — that is really a highly deco££
version of "Swanee River" — and
I I wise men sing songs." So "Swaneerated River"
is of course not a Ne^~>^ says Sinclair Lewis in his
gro melody at all, since it was written
novel
"Arrowsmith,"
and
so,
perhaps,
StephenfromFoster.
will we Americans all do when we have by Aside
the beauty they contain
learned wisdom.
and the pleasure they give to listeners,
But — what kind of songs will we such interpretations of "American musing? They should be American songs,
by foreign-born
are they
usefor a nation wise enough to make
fulsic" principally
for thecomposers
stimulation
music, is old enough to develop its present to American music writers.
folk-melodies.
When our native composers were forced
And when we do sing our own songs, by public demand to gain a prestige
I, for one, hope they will be truly from foreign study, their work was
American ones, not the synthetic crea- tinged with foreign characterizations,
tions of which commercial song-writers but now these composers are realizing
and foreign composers have been equal- that their own country is richly endowed with folk-music of its own.
guilty in foisting upon us as "typical"
of lyAmerica.
But — where does it begin and where
does
it
end; what are its true roots,
I refer to the Negro music and the
Indian themes which we Americans and what has been artificially grafted
upon it? music?
In other words what IS
have been told represent our own kind American
of music, for so long that we accept
In attempting to establish a native
the theory without question. Negro American
tone in our music we cannot
music and Indian music have had the
sway of interest and research in the be governed by suggestions from commercial sources to the effect that cerpast, and the music of the white Ameritain types of music, such as the Negro
can has been neglected by our moguls
of culture, who have overlooked totally spirituals and Indian melodies are in
its value in establishing a nationalism the foreground, and therefore characin our musical literature.
teristically American. Jazz is of course
A few of our sincere American com- commercially made music, but even jazz
posers have utilized the powerful in- has developed from the crooning of
spiration offered by songs typical of the folk-singers to an accompaniment of
American, but too many have followed steady rhythm. Though Gershwin's
the lead of foreign composers in call- "Rhapsody in Blue" is classed usually
jazz, it is in fact a coning Negro or Indian music the only true as a type tribuoftion toAmerican
fantastic music.
American folk themes.
As a matter of fact many of them
The so-called Negro spirituals have
while doing so did not fully compre- been heralded by the publishers of muhend the true nature of the themes they
sic as being "American," but these
used. The Bohemian composer Dvorak songs are a hybrid, born of the Negro's
was one of these, and much inaccurate habit
of copying influences from the
publicity has been given his New World white people. Usually the spirituals
Symphony. It is generally believed that are the naive interpretations of religious
the principal melody in the Largo hymns, and the present fad for spirituals is attractive only because of a
movement in this composition was
taken from an old Negro melody, but peculiar emotional coloring which the
that is not true. Dvorak used an im- Negro puts into music, and emotion
by a white man.
pres ion of"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" notTheunderstood
white man puts humor into his
as a useful theme in building this symphony, but that song, commonly under- songs, rather than the somberness which
sto d to be a Negro spiritual, really is is prevalent in Negro song. 'The Big
an old ditty selected by many Negroes Rock Candy Mountain" is such, while
from an old hymn book of the white the lamentation-note which the Negro
people. As for Dvorak's famous "Hu- chooses in his musical expressions, may
Page Eighteen

be accounted for in his long condition
of servitude, when he was free to sing
mostly on sad occasions such as funerals, religious orgies, jail sentences and
the like. One of the nearest approaches
to transcribing Negro conditions into a
standard musical form is the "St. Louis
Blues,"
by W. C. music
Handy.must be a music
True American
that coincides with the emotions of the
white people and must be typical of the
people's environment. It must be born
of an emotional feeling greater than intellectual intention, and not deliberately
sought.
This is not to say that the white man's
music causeis eachbetter
Negro's,emobepeoplethan
has the
its distinct
tional characteristic. One musical masterpiece isnot greater than another if
the composer of each expresses an individuality ofenvironment and spirit in
a masterly manner. Anatole France
said, "One must not expect all birds to
sing
the same
way," and patriotism is
no enemy
of dialects.
Buttionanderives
essentially
Anglo-Saxon
naits nationalism
in music
only from its own people.
Naturally, the least affected of the
music that now exists in this country is
preserved by the people in the more
inaccessible places, the mountainous
country or on the enormous plains.
Unsophistication marks these tunes
and it is this sincerity which is priceless. There are plenty of these real
folk-tunes in their native state and this
is the music that offers a genuine background for .making masterpieces conforming to the feelings of the people.
Many legends reveal marvelous opport
u
n
i
ties for operas, plays with music or
music alone.
Just imagine what an opera the leof "Paul Bunyan,"
the Siegfried
of thegend Northwest
and Canada,
would
make. Don't you think you could get a
bigger thrill out of an opera on such
a subject, than you do out of the usual
Italian varieties? It would be closer
to our experiences as Americans.
I think that one of the finest things
radio is doing, musically, is to reawaken and preserve the humble Hill
Billy airs, the Cowboy tunes, and similar songs which, through repetition in
our childhood
parents' childhood, have the asringin ofourfamiliarity.
This
kind of music may seem of little importance throughout a great part of our
lives, yet every time we hear it, it has
the ability to stir haunting memories —
not only of our own childhood, but the
inherited memories of generations of
Americans before us.
Only true folk-music can do that, and
only music
from grow.
folk-music can a nation's
own
RADIO DOINGS
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All Right-The World
[Continued from Page 12]
became a very famous general in the
For the privilege of teaching philCivil War, none other than General
osophy to our students Joey shines our
Pershing. At this time of course, he
Sometimes the poor seal works
was but a mere lad of 78, who could shoes.
so hard that when he wakes up in the
barely butter his own shoelaces.
He was so young, in fact, that he morning he has rings under his eyes —
was still afraid of the dark, and used seal rings.
Chloie the Parrot: Whereas Joey the
to carry a lamp around with him all
the time. And it is about this time seal is the dunce of our College, Chloie
that the famous story was written about the Parrot is our star pupil. She alPershing when he was a lad, called
ways has everything right and no won"A-Lad'n His Wonderful Lamp."
der. In a little limerick she extolls
Joe
the
Seal:
A
man's
best
friend
is
his seal.
the virtues of our sponsor's products
every morning — good old Chloie.
right,companionship
but there's nothing
Taking the Air: Working on the
likeDogsthe areloveall and
of a
good, understanding seal. And there is theory that all work and no jack makes
a-play
our matenothing so inspiring than an hour spent dull rial
ourselves.boy,We weusewrite
almostall everything
in conversation with a well-educated
seal. We have such a seal. Such seal — we might even use some of this story
is our Joey.
we're writing, some morning, at least
we'll mention Radio Doings for using it.
His is our pride and Joey.
And remember a bird in the hand is
Academician — philospher — student —
two from the gallery — spare the
fathead — Joey is all of these. Yea, and worth
microphone and spoil the listener.
more.
Yea,
and
that's
enough.
Yea,
bo. Yea.
Coo Coo College C-Notes: Our Coo
Joey the seal is on the air with us Coo athletes are now preparing for the
— training for the interevery morning when the proceedings of Olympic Games
bouts has begun and
Coo Coo College are broadcast. Not in the wordscollegiateofboxingour
boxing instructor,
only is he the only seal in the world
Instructor
Van-and-Don,
consistently heard in a series of broad- word
for
it
de
boxers
are "Take
back to myde
casts, but he has the added distinction
of being the only seal in the world to
we shall start an open forum
groind."
occupy a chair of philosophy at an oldSoon
(and againstum) at Coo Coo College
institution of learning.
Our pet seal, Joey, wishes to express on the subject "Is the automobile here
his thanks to our many student listeners
who sent him flowers during his recent to This
stay?"will be a highly technical disillness, when he was suffering from an
cus ion of automotive engineering emattack of chronic fishicidis.
bracing al mechanical parts of the automobile from the transgression to the
Joey says they are the best flowers
he ever ate.
ring worm.
Then

$ Crazy
Alsotiseda free-feeling.
discussion of the much-adverPurely Presidentially Conventional:
Soon we, the two professors, shall announce our duo candidacy for the presidency of the United States. Our platform shall be, "Two can feel as cheap
as Knit
one inOne,the Pearl
White One:
House."
Coo Coo Colchallenges Stanford Unilegevershereby
i
t
y
t
o
a
knitting
tourney,
catch-ascatch-can, winner take all.
Stanford University has the best knitting, crocheting, and hemstitching team
in the inter-collegiate conference, we
read init the
made
up. papers. Or maybe we just
We don't like to boast, but Coo Coo
College has knit its way to victory over
such schools as the Oklahoma Aggies,
Mrs. Crabtree's School for Girls, and
the Alameda Reform School. You've
probably heard about those knitting victories. It's an old yarn.
So Stanford, take care before you
take up the gauntlet, and besides, the
gauntlet! is a mitten — of our kitten, no
kitten
We End It All: We want you reader
students of Radio Doings to feel that
you can come to your two old professors at any time during our programs
for the solutions to your affairs and
perplexities. We want to become an
integral part of your community. We
shall be happy at all times, too, to officiate at christenings of babies, battleships, bathtubs, bicycles, buffaloes and
billboards. We shall also be glad to
lecture in person at any local society
gatherings orsiderathusking
bees for the
ion of the nominal
feecon-of
$5,000.00, or a cup of coffee.

Along Came Ruth
[Continued from Page 8]
made famous by both of them in the . . . Jack Schubert telling me, even
1911 Follies. They were devoted lovers though we couldn't come to terms on the first Follies." said: "Ruth Etting is
place in the Follies, she ought
for many years and then they quar- a contract, 'Well, all right, but no mat- outTheof clipping
relled and separated. They had always
be in a hospital . . . anyone with a
ter how far you go don't let anybody tovoice
can sing paralytics into
made
a rule
to sing
"their" They
song change your style' . . . Getting a $50 life andlikehealthatwounds
unless itthey
couldnot sing
it together.
with her emotionone gambler
night at Nick
Colisimo's
fromforthea
kept that vow until long after they had tip
famous
the Greek
al croon . . . she should sing in the
parted. One night, persuaded by some song . . . 'The World Is Waiting for slums and spread sunshine . . . she
friends, Nora Bayes sang the song the Sunrise' . . . Seeing 'Sonny' on my makes blues singers sound like doxoloalone — and two weeks later she died.
first trip to New York and going back gists or the man who gives the ArlingRuth revived this song in the 1931 stage to meet Jack Donahue . . . Never
Follies.
ton timethesignals."
dreaming that in just one short year I
"It's
one place you simply canLooking back over a comparatively would be playing in same theatre with
not make a mistake," Ruth explains,
brief span of years, Ruth says this is Eddie Cantor . . . Getting 24 hours' adding that you can repeat records, rewhat she remembers: "The Montmarte notice to appear in 'Simple Simon' and
take pictures, and by personal mannerCafe in Chicago . . . Helen Morgan struggling for the lyrics the first few
ismshind andthe footlights.
gestures cover an off-night bewith long hair sitting on the piano, nights . . . Reading Whitney Bolton's
review
in
the
New
York
Telegraph
after
singing Too Tired to Wash the Dishes"
But you can't fool Mr. Mike.
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An

Editor Who's
Never
Seen
[Continued
from Page
10] His Magazine
his
ambition.
them up for quartet numbers on the
program lie always tells his listeners
The Woman's Magazine editorship
"Someti mes I think all the other air.
"Good
morning,"
but
he
manages
to
followed.
things
I
did
were
the
best
possible
vary the words of his daily greeting
Despite the manner in which Bennie
from day to day, and some of the preparation for radio," Bennie says. "I
even worked as floor manager in a de- kept on the move for so long, he found
Magazine's
get a great
partment store for awhile, and — I time for romance. Mrs. McLaughlin,
of glee in "regulars"
trying to catch
him indeala
charming, soft-voiced, and overflowing
about women from that!"
duplication. They haven't done so, learned
The World War came along while with humor, is a violinist who has not
engaged
work since she
yet.The NBC star editor was just thirteen Bennie still was living in Des Moines, married inbutprofessional
whose music lends extra
when he discovered his flair for show- and he enlisted in the Fourth Field
the hospitable keep.
"open house"
manship. Bennie was born in Slating- Artillery. Oddly enough, as army events pleasuretheto McLaughlins
There
ton, Pennsylvania, and when, at that go, the military Powers That Be dis- which
are
two
younger
McLaughlins,
too,
covered
that
Bennie
could
cook,
and
inage. he announced his intention of go17, and Harry, 19.
stead of thereupon making him a black- Jean,
ing on the stage just as soon as he
Bennie still likes to cook — which fits
smith or something equally far-fetched,
could, the elder McLaughlin met the
in with his work on the Woman's
appointed him the company cook. Magazine,
emergency face to face. He was the they
Ann Holden, Helen
active service, Bennie was glad Webster andforother
owner of a baking business, and he in- Refused
members of the
formed the theatrical aspirant he could to do what he could, and he cooked for Magazine staff love to have Bennie tell
have a musical education and anything 205 husky appetites for so long, he them how to make a new dish. But
else he required to help him on his says, that to this day he still can't count starting Tuesday, June 21, Bennie really
career — provided he learned the baking coffee in anything but gallons.
takes his place in the scheme of things
business first, from the ground up.
"That's when I began to — put on culinary,
he feels, for on that date he
too," he explains coyly.
makes
his bow — at last — as a baker,
Bennie grasped the wisdom of the sug- weight,
The
war
over,
Bennie
decided
he
was
gestion, and while he was studying
in the Sperry Flour program.
music, he learned also how to bake through with department stores and
"And, oh, boy, watch me make the
bread, pies and biscuits which still are everything else except singing. He girls
sit up and take notes, at last!"
he
chuckles.
came
west,
and
almost
immediately
was
the envy and despair of feminine dinasked to join the California Male Quarner guests in the McLaughlin home.
tet, notable vocal group which sang at ^IIJJFPJ
CIRCULATION.
BY MANAGEMENT.
THE
CONGRESS
AUGUST 24.
1912, ACT OF
0F ETC..
THE OFREQUIRED
OWNERSHIP.
"I have one advantage over most the Mission
Play in San Gabriel. He Of Ratlin Doines
published
monthly at Los Angeles Caliactors,"
Bennie
declares.
"I'm
always
f
o
r
n
i
a
f
o
r
April
1.
1!I32.
became
the
character
man
in
prologues
pretty sure of being to eat, anyway,
State of California )
for I can bake my own when neces- at Sid Grauman's original "Million County
ss- in and for the State and
Beforeof me.Los aAngeles
Notary (Public
Dollar Theater" after that.
county^ aforesaid, dailypersonally
appeared
Wallacelaw.M. deposes
Byam.
'ulythe sworn
according
sary!"
Mr. McLaughlin himself probably life.
publisher
of theoftoRadio
Doings.
ThenHecamelosta his
darkvoice,
periodandin Bennie's
says
that
he
that
the
following
for two
the
best
his
knowledge
belief, a true stf
ife circulation),
tile ownership,etc..managewas the origin of Bennie's own ambi- long years it seemed vanished forever,
of the
tion. He delighted in amateur theatriaforesaidrequired
publication
torActtheof date
shown
in theembodied
above
by
the
August
24.
1912.
cals, and being a public-spirited citizen, together with all his hopes. Bennie caption,
inthe section
411.
Postal
Laws
andto-wit:Regulations, printed on
reverse
side
of
this
form,
turned this taste to the good of the com- and
said, went
"Keepoutthat
old
smile
smiling!"
1. Thatmanaging
the names
and andaddresses
of managers
the publisher,
and got himself a job editor,
editor,
business
are:
munity, and to quote his radio-star son, as a radio salesman.
Publisher.
Wallace
M.Los Byam,
Los Calif.
Angeles.
Calif.: Editor.
Wallace
M
Byam.
Angeles,
;
Managing
Editor.
"We
staged
benefit
entertainments
in
Donald McDowell.
IjisLos Angeles.
Calif.
; Business Manager.
As suddenly as it had left him, his Wallace
our home town for everyone from the
M.
Byam.
Angeles.
Calif.
the ownermustis: be(If stated
owned andby aalsocorporation,
its
returned, full and true as ever, name2. That
sick firemen to the local Missionary So- voice
and address
Immediately
and he became a member of The thereunder
the names
andcentaddresses
ofofstockholders
own-of
i
n
g
o
r
holding
one
per
or
more
total
amount
ciety."
stock.
If
not
owned
by
a
corporation,
the
names
and
When the McLaughlins moved to Des Rounders, a quartet which was featured addresses of the individual owners must be Riven. If
Moines, Iowa, they left these community in the Music Box Revue. Myron Nies- owned
a firm,and company,
other
unincorporated
con-Incernby. Its name
address,be orasgiven.)
well asWallace
those ofM.eachByam.
entertainments behind them, but Bennie ley, now also an NBC star, was the 1220 Maple
dividualAve..
member, Losmust
Angeles. Calif.mortgagees,
continued to sing, and although he was other tenor. The four went on a West
3.
That
the
known
bondholders,
and
other
security
owning
holding 1 orperother
cent securities
or more
obliged to follow several other occupa- Coast Theaters tour, and while they ofare:
total(If holders
amount
of none,
bonds,orsomortgages,
there
aretwo
state.)nextNoneabove, giving
tions before he found his place in the were singing in San Francisco, the Na4.
That
the
paragraphs
theIf
tional Broadcasting Company signed names
of the notowners,
stockholders,
and securityandholders.
professional world, he never gave up
any,
contain
only
the
list
of
stockholders
security
holdersalso. asIn they
apix'ar theuponstockholder
the l>ooksorofsecurity
the company
but
cases
bolder
aimears
the where
!>ooksrelation,
of thethecompany
presentationist of "Bob, Bunny and
any
otherui>onfiduciary
nameacting,ofas theistrustee
personoralsoinor
FLOYD
PECK,into ofthe KGB's
staff walked
studios commercial
of the San
corporation
for
whom
such
trustee
is
given:
Junior," heard daily over KECA, is a
that ingtheaffiant's
saidfulltwo knowledge
paragraphsandcontain
statements
dresser.
She costume
appears
Diego Don Lee outlet last week with a robust
belief
as to theandembraccircumattrue
the"chameleon"
studio
daily
with numberless,
a new
yellowtail as trophy of his fishing success.
stances andwhoconditions
under
which
stockholders
securcreation.
Her
hats
are
and
ity
holders
do
not
appear
upon
the
booksinofa thecapacity
comLength of the sardine was a mere three feet.
pthan
any as trustees,
hold
stockfideandowner:securities
her slippers match. Scarves, coats,
Bob Bowman, the KGB program director,
other
that
of
a
bona
and
this
affiant
has
no
reason
to
believe
that
any
other
person,
association,
dresses,
even
the
little
knick-knacks
yanked out a camera, but Mons. Peck grinned
corporation
hasor anyotherinterest
directthanor asIndirect
In theby him.
saidor
which are nothing and yet everything,
a little grin. . . .
stock,
bonds,
securities
so
stated
That the average
of copies
of each
Issue orof
changeFoley.
daily on the attractive figure of
Wherewith he produced a photo of himself
Miss
this5. publication
or number
distributed
through
themonths
malls
otherwise,
tothe date
paidsoldshown
subscribers
during
the sixinformation
preand the current catch — taken "while you
c
e
d
i
n
g
above
Is.
(This
required from dally publications
only.)BYAM. Publisher. is
item That
only was
wait"
the pier. Mr. Bowman's camera is
lastOneweek.
was changeless
the hair. —Butuntila
WALLACE
M.
for sale,at cheap.
Sworn 1932.
to and subscribed before me this 29th day of
hair-dresser at a movie lot has perMarch,
IRENE C. SIMMONS.
suaded Bernice that changes were
Notary
Public
In andStateforof theCalifornia.
County
necessary.
So
now
the
coiffure
keeps
Bernice
Foley,
the
brown-eyed
young
of
Los
Angeles,
woman, who is the creator and sole
(My commission expires
Dec. 10,1934.)
pace with the rest.
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Copyrights
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Amazing

Bargain

150,000,000
Books
n
Books Sold at 20
1440 Can
God?
14 Know
What Every Girl Should r I 1 AKE your pick of the books listed on this page at the rate of 20 1442
FactsManAboutKnowGraphology
1445 Character
Wild WomenReading
of Broadway
for SI. Everyone guaranteed
a
popular
copyright
unobtain19 losophy
Story of Nietzsche's Phi- I hooks able
1448
elsewhere. Choose \<un> now. ! Order today! Same-da\ 1450 Do We Live Forever?
25 Rhyming Dictionary
1455 End of the World
39 sophy
Story of Aristotle's Philo4253 Origin
of
Human
Race
gyStatistics
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and Darrow
Men: Instinct
ADD Jo PER
Become Mentally
vs.Insects
Reason.
BOOK FOR
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5658 Talcs
Dictionary
of
U.
S.
Slang
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POSTAGE
of Sex Life
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Evolution
of
Marriage
8791 Nature
COPIES
Manhood:of Love
Facts of Life
9297 Hypnotism
Explained
25
CENTS
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98 How
1(19
Facta to YouLove Should Know
[10 Hi
Wonders of Radium
How to Think Logically
1004
1005 How to Save
Enjoy MoneyMusic
1006
Children'sAgainst
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1007
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Fasting for Health
1008 Revolt
Hindu
Origin of Religion Taugl
Confessions
of Modern
1009
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Amateur MagicSelfTricks
Woman
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About
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Crooked
Financial
Facing Death Fearlessly
DiseasesAbout Venerea
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Schemes
Why
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an
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Affecti
How to Get a Job
LutherBurbank
Who Started World War
Mistresses ofof Today
Unusual
Menus
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Is War Inevitable?
Love Problems
Trial
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Capital Punishment
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Book
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Riddle
Rimes
Chinese
Cook Book
Life
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Lindbergh
How
to
Argue
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How to Get Ahead
Exercise for NervousnessImprove
Your
Convers
Book
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Similes
Exercisesfor Success
for the Heart
Psychology
SuicideMai
How toYouMakeShould
Wills Know
Love
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Rules
What
How
Sun Gives Health
Psychology
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775
First
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Investors
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About
Law
Guide
to
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Y.
Strang
Can
We Change Human
Acquire
Good aTaste
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and SexBehav
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BookSin?
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Human
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About
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Law
for
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1074 Fight
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and
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Sex
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Tramp
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Should
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656 Know
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Selected By the Editors of Radio Doings As the Best On the Air In the West
Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes

Holmes.' Stations: NBC-KGO

Ed. Wvnn — Fire Chief
Time: 5:30 p. m. Tuesdays
Stations: NBC from New York, KCO.
KHQ, KTAR,
KOMO,KSL,KCW.KGIRKKI.KGHLKFSD.

▼

Music That Satisfies
With such artistws Ruth Etting. the

Standard Symphony Hour

Time: 6:00Stations:
p. m. Columbia
daily except Sun.

\ well halanccdVlectioi'/of worthwhile
Time: 3:15 p. m. Thursday
Stations: NBC-KGO

Feminine Fancies
Olympic
Heroesof interest- A homelike
Amo* "n* Andy
UnusuallyA Rood
entertainment
Sunday .lovable
at Sethprogram
Parker's
dramatization
that goes
The world's forem >sl radio teani, still ladies.
list of talent,for andthe An ingartistic
perspions.malities
athletic cham- right to the heart. N on - re 1igeous, bu.
nicely-roundedtineprogram.
Wonderfulamong
for boys.
Time: 3:00 p. m. daily except Sun.
Time: 7:45 p. m. Wednesday
Time: 6:45 p. m. Sunday
Stations: Don Lee System
Stations: Don Lee from KHJ
Stations: NBC-KGO
Stations: NBC-KGO
G-E Circle
Big Six of the Air
Stations: NBC-KGO

Paradehistorical
of Stares
Nightbrightest
Hi-Jinksspots on
A worthwhile
an! musical One Sunday
of the
West's
evening
for those who
like
pageant
that
strikes
than most programs. a higher level aSunday
snappy, fast program of music and
Time:Stations:
5:30 p.NBC-KGO
m. MondayTime: 8:00 p. m. Sunday
Station: KFWB

Blue Monday Jamboree
Paul Whiteman
Happy-Go-Lueky Hour
on Al. Pearceands pro-in- America's jazz king in a fast-moving,
There's
a
spontaneity
't\ell,\Ve"t?koutst;!n1|in|i programs for Always gram.a surprise
talented
program
Time: 6:00 ofp. popular
m. Fridaymusic.
H. G. L. formality that's refreshing about
Stations:
NBC-KGO
Time:
2:00
p.
m.
daily
except
Sun.
maStation:Time:Don 8:00
m. Mondays
Stations: Don Lee S}stem
Lee p.System
from KFRC

The World's Business
Time: 3:00KFRC
p. m. Sundays
Stations: (Ylumhia
except KOIN,

Phil Harris Orchestra
California Melodies
installed in his new spot
"Joeadventures
Palooka"of a lovable Comfortably
Thompkins Corners
amusing
Ray Paige and his great^rchestra at The
at
the
An- tamment,
Rural dramaand that's
solid enter
pugilist whose I. Q. is practically nil.
alwaysgooddependable.
geles.Cocoanut
Harris and Crove
his handin Cos
are fur
Time: 5:30 p. m. Thursday
nishing
swell
dance
music.
Time:
11:00
p.
m.
except
Sunday
Stations: NBC-KGO
^Time: 4:45Stations:
p. m. Columbia
Tues. and Thurs.
Stations^ (CBS)
Stations: NBC-KGO (from KF1 )
Richfield News Flashes
the important
late news
..fA selection
the day,of delivered
concisely
and
clearly hy an excellent announcer
Time: 10:00 p. m. daily except Sat.
Stations: NBC-KGO from KFI

Van and Don — Professors
There'sless always
in thesituations
senseconversationa laugh
and silly
contained in this early morning gloom
dispeller.
Time: 7:45 a. m. daily except SundayStations: NBC-KGO

Shell Happytimc
Memory Lane
Demitasse Revue
has a knack
of putA snappywit half
a consistently
K 1 program
music,
and hour
song. of popular dance sketches,agwith a° well-selected cast of Captainting on Dobbsie
Time: 6:30 p. m. Mon., 7:30 Fri.
Time:
7:15
Tuesdays
Stations: NBC-KGO
Stations: Don Lee System
Stations: NBC-KGO

Woman's Magazine of the Asr
•mngUCthat
every is w'man'Tfli
Bennie Walker
always good,en°jSy.
and
theTime:
talent 10:30
is well-chosen.
daily
except Sunday
10:00 Thursday
Stations: NBC-KGO

Spotlight
The Merrymakers
Dinglebenderprogram ofRevue
music, comedy
Kolb and Dili, the oldest active vaudc- Fun for all. and all in fun. A variety Aandvariety
specialties
vou family
can relyin theon.
program that clicks. Charlie I.eland Something
for thethatwhole
Revue.
is
dependably
good.
ludkrous^erman
two generations laugh.,-eparte"6 "has made
Time: 8:45 p. m. Mon., Wed., Fri.
Stations: NBC-KGO
Stations: NBC-KGO

FamousZiegfeld
stars ofRadio
past Show
and present
before theentertainment.
mike in a half-hour
ofcome genuine
Eddie
Dowling's
Time:good6:30as p.M.m.C.Sundays
Stations:
(Columbia)
KOL,
KYI.
KFPY.
KLZ. KOIN. KFRC. KHT. KDYL.

Chandn the Magician
K\'!t'ertTi'nmctnnUrtorr!' both 'kfds* arS
grownups.
Time and Stations: See back cover.

Page I went} -i«o

Lucky Strike Dance Hour
Stations: NBC-KGO
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Directory of Western I actio Artists
The Second Revised List of Staff Artists On Popular Western Stations.
Arranged llphabetically For Your Convenience
\ h <
(Pacific Division)
BLANCHARD.
Barbara
( ARSON,NelsonPaul—-Entertainer
Organist Soprano
CASE,
CHAR
Sydnev—
Tenor
DANA. I.ES.
Harold
Baritone
DEAN,
Jack— George—
Tenor Basso
ELKORI).
DREDGE.
Chas. Tenor
FOSTER,
Everett—Tenor
Baritone
GAR
AY, Joaquin
GARCIA, Arm.,.,,
Kva I'iano
G1RARI).
I
-jb„„
GRUMXGKR.
Kva— Tenor
Contralto
GCXSKY. Maurice—
HASTINGS,
Annette—
HAYES,
Clarence—
Vocal,Soprano
Guitar
JOHANSEN.
GunnarJONES, Gw nli—
Tenor ( on. I'ian
'IONKS. GeorgeFrances- -Tenor
Contralto
JONES,
KELLY,
Bettv—Irving
Soprano
KENNEDY.
Tenor
KENT.
Easton—
Tenor
KLASSEN,
Ben—
Tenor
KIRTLEY,
Lucile—
LOWE, Mona—
BluesSoprano
Singer
LINDEN.
Anthony—
MARSHALL,
(
has.—Flute
Vocal. Instru.
UcKNIGHT, Harr
Tenor
McLAUGHLIN,
Tenor
MILLER.
a— Ben—
Soprano
M<MONTAGNE.
)X ROE, RefTommy—
Baritone
Imelda— Contralto
MOSHER. Austin
XIESLEY.
Myron—-Baritone
Tenor
O'BRIEN,
John—
Harmonica
OLIVER,
Altheda—-Vocal.
SopranoDramatic
PEARY, HaroldI'IGGOTT,
Eileen—
Soprano
1'RREV.I M LEY,
Marjorit
— Soprano
Alvino-Guitar
SAXDBERG.
Evelvn—Soprano
Blues Singer
SHOLL.
Jeannette—
STANTON.
HarrySTTAYLOR,
EW A R T.Gail—
N at haSoprano
n—Basso
Baritone
TOFFOLI, John— Accordion
TRA
i'TN Ted—
ER. Elsa
— Soprano
WHITE.
WOOD.
— Tenor
Soorano
WRIGHT,ManAce—
Violin, Guitar
Teams and Groups
ASHLEY,
Phyllida
FEALY. Aillen
Concert DellI'iano Team
PERRY,
YOUNG, Oscar
Popular
Arum I'iano
Trio —Team
/ nstrumental
BARTHELSON.
loverViolin
— I'iano
HOLUB,
Josephine—
AVERY.
.Margaret—
Rembrandt
Trio- Cello
Instrumental
GARCIA,
Eva— I'iano Violin
DE
DIMM.GRASSI,
DorothvAntonioDukes— Cello
Pa
r
is
ia
n
QuintetI'iano
— Instru me ntal
GARCIA.
Eva
DIMM.
Dorothv
Dukes— Violin
Cello
DE
GRASSI.
AntonioGARCIA,
Arthur
Second
WOLA. Sarin- Viola Violin
Stringwood
Ensemble —
Instrumental
CRAVERO,
Auiota
KOHARICH.
Jos.
KREINDLER, Sarah

M I ('('() I . I. [.
NI<
R( »biHOLSON,
r rs.
II.Mai
Hal I.Billiei
MARSHALL.John Cha>
O'BRIEN,
TOFFOLI.
John
CRAVER,
WRIGHT, Chas.
Ace
ANDERSON.
BARBER.Saunders
W. W.Eugene
KING.
NURSE, Alvin
Coquetes
— Vocal
HASTINGS.
Annette
MOXTAGXE.
Imelda
PRIMLEY. Mariorie

TSANG. Ernest
THOMAS.
Frel
WEBSTER,
HEST, Olivi George
WHIPPLE, Kathleen
Walter
WILSON.
WONG,
l'eter Barton
YARBOROUGH,
ChildJeanRenders
BERKELEY,

FORD. Criterion
Chas. Pour — Vocal
JONES,
Gwynfi
DANA. Harold
GIRARD, Huckaroos
Armand
MARSHALL, TedChas.— Vocal
MAXWELL.
CheerleadersBRADLEY,
lack -Voca,
CRIST.
SCOTT, ArtBud
"John and Ned" — Popular Vocal
WOLFE. John Team
TOLLINGER, Ned
Olympians— Vocal
JONES,
Mvnard
BELL, David
CHICK,
Gilbert
T1SSIER, Jos.
SCHNETZ, Henry
Dramatic Artists
ANGER,
Etta
BAKER, Marie
BENCE,
BERG. JuneBob Yvonne
CHASE,
A.....W.Ida Wilson
CHURCH,
DEANK.
BobbeDorothv
DESMOND.
ELMER,
CI
FRANCES,
FOWLER, \ ei
HORTON.
GAMBIA',
JAMES, s.i
MARSHALL, (has.
M.ii
A I.I STER, ( has.
MATTESON,
M.WU ELL, redRuth
McGAW,
Baldwin
MMOORE,
ON T( i( ) Sam
M ER \ . Frances
MUSSELMAN, Helen
RAFFETTO,
RANI). George Michael
ROACH.
S. I.U
RUN I.E. Wm.
SHUMER,
SMYTH
E. Henry
J. Anthony
SI ZE. Harry
Keep

HUGHES, Floy Margaret
MacLAUCHLAN,
Bob (McDowell)
PAGE,
MERY, Billy
lack
SpecialArtists
Sponsored
KOI.B
DILL—
"The & Dinglebenders"
— Gilmcre
VANEntertainers
& DON — Quaker Oats '
KELW
Francis— Accordi

W I LEMON, Ned— Tex. Longhorns
KFRC
ALLEN,
Eleanor—
Organist
BITTKE,
Fredric—
Baritone Actor
BARLOW.
— Drummer.
BOBS— SportI'eteAuthority
BKAYTON.Mur Mai
BROW
BROWN.N, Harris
Thelma
BUNKER.
Walte
l!(
CARTER,
Charlei
CHRISTOPH,
Lin— 1.
(CHURCH,
I.AIRMOOK.
Singe.
( LARK, Ruth—
l.ila Clark
CLARK,
Clark Sisters
Sisters
de.M
It'll
EL.
Madelaine—
Accordion
DETWILER, Vic— Tenor
DE
Y.U'X. Mav—
Marie—Contralto
"Fifi" Jam.
ELLIOTT.
EUBANKS, Eugene— Asst. Prod.
FISCH ER, Edna— Pianist

MATTHEWS.
MOSS. F,a:.k Merit
Conceit Prod.
Pianist Mgr.
I LS EN, RiyNorman
XN II ELAN,
-Tenor— Tenor
OOLSEN,
K EE EE,Robert—
Edna—Tenor
Comedienne
PASMORE,
PEARCE,
Al—MaryDir. H.Violinist
G. L. Hour
S( MlLLi-.K, A ora t omedienne
SCHIVO,
RAI.S'; Frank—
STOKES,
Merlin -Frank
Popular& Earnest
Singer
1ENNYSON,
THE
THREE [uanita
GIRLS— Soprano
Voc. Trio
TOWNER,
Earl—
Basso
I'KUESDEL, Marjoric Lane — Juve.
WARNER, Hazel—
Contralto
WILLSON,
Meredith—
Mus. Dir.
WRIGHT. Wm.
H.—
KFSD "Zeb"
ADAMS,
Leslie—
BERTHA,
BESS. Pian.
JIM—(Gen.
Old Mgr.)
Songs
BRl >WN. Roval—
Piano
STANLEY, Janet — Soprano
V I RATELLE,
WELLS,
John—Marie
Baritone-Soprano
KJR
ADAMS. Spenc*ncer — Xylophone and
Drums
RR ASHEN, Abe
BALL.
Randy-Che. :
CATHERS,
CHAMBERLAII
DAM
SKI,
HARRIS. R.HenrG.
IONES. Case\ \\
i.UNDBERG.
MERRILL. Gr.n
SOUL. Marshall— Tenor
PianistTenor
SSTRONG,
W K FT M AHarold—
N . Homer—
VINCENT, KOMO
Elmore— Tenor
DILLON,
Pianist
FISHER. Zita—
Ben-George
Announcer
GODFREY,
Announcer
HANSEN,
HARKINS. Emil—
Ben— Drums
Singer
alter— Or.TenorDi
■Singer,

HAWKS.
EugeneEugen
— I
HASTY. John
HOLLIWAY. Harris.
HOSKETH,
WilliamKKI.SEY. Waltei \

This Directory!

In the Next Issue the Names of Artists At Other Stations W ill Be Added. By Saving the Directory In Each Issue. You Can Soon Have a Complete ilphabetical List
Of III Radio trusts h, the 11 est

CHANDU-White
King
Breath-taking entertainment brought to you by the manufacturers of

of

WHITE
GRANULATED

CHANDU

Magic

KING
SOAP

takes you into mountain

strongholds — to the sphinx-like silence of
the deserts. He leads you through ancient
castles and spies upon the plottings of
power-crazed enemies of law and order.
He calls to his aid the help and power ol
occult brotherhoods who aid him in unwinding the mazes of puzzling adventures
his peculiar life brings to him. All th
strange, exciting things of the unknow
lands are laid bare to you in following
CHANDU, his sister Dorothy and her children, Bobby and Betty. Their lives are on<
Chandu reveals secrets of magic crystal

great drama of intrigue, travel and ad
venture.

FOLLOW CHANDU AND YOU'LL TRAVEL THE HIGH ROAD TO ROMANCE
PACIFIC STANDARD TIME
MOUNTAIN TIME
IKIT, Yakima, Washington
7:45
P.M.
tKVOS, Bellingham, Washington - - - 7:45
KHJ, Los Angeles, California - - - - 8:15
TKSL, Salt Lake City, Utah tKHQ, Spokane, Washington
- - - - 7:15
•
KFOX, Long Beach, California - - - 8:15
iKLO, Ogden, Utah - - - CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
KDB, Santa Barbara, California - - - 8:15
tKSEI, Pocatello, Idaho - - KMJ Fresno, California
8:15
P.7:15M.
tKIDO, Boise, Idaho - - - IXEJ, Jaurez, New Mexico
KFRC, San Francisco, California - - - 8:15
iKRLD, Dallas, Texas
7:45
IKLZ, Denver, Colorado - KFBK, Sacramento, California - - - 8:15
IKPRC, Houston Texas
9:15
KWC, Stockton, California - - - - 8:15
tKDFN,
Casper, Wyoming - tKTLC, Houston, Texas 7:00
KNX, Hollywood, California - - - - 5:45
+ KTAR, Phoenix, Arizona - iWHB,
Kansas
City,
Missouri
7:15
KCB. San Diego, California - - - - 5:15
tKWK, St. Louis, Missouri
5:15
{Except Saturday and Sunday.
KOIN, Portland, Oregon
8:15
tKFH, Wichita, Kansas
7:15
KMED. Medford, Oregon ----- 6:45
!WKY, Oklahoma City, Okla. - - - - 5:45
KFJ I Klamath Falls
8:00
}KVOO, Tulsa, Oklahoma
5:30
HONOLULU
IKCRC, Enid, Oklahoma
5:30
KOL, Seattle, Washington - - - - 8:15
WOW, Omaha, Nebraska - - - - 5:30
:KUJ. Walla Walla, Washington - - - 7:30
iKCU, Honolulu, T. H. - - (Except Saturday and Sunday.
i Except Saturday and Sunday.
Except Sunday and Monday.
Except Sunday and Monday.
tExcept Saturday ?nd Sunday.

7:1
8:0C
8:15
8:00
8:00

6:00

RADIO DOINGS.
v. 18 - 20. Peg. 195Q - Jftyf'SS,
l

LIBRARY

of the

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc.
RCA BUILDING
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK, N. Y.

